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1. Rules of Procedure of Congresses, 

as amended by the 19th Congress1 

Article 1 

General provisions 

Rules of Procedure 

The present Rules of Procedure (hereinafter referred to as "the Rules") have been drawn up pursuant to the Acts 
of the Union and are subordinate to them. ln the event of a discrepancy between one of their provisions and a 
provision of the Acts, the latter shall prevail. 

Article 2 

Delegations 

The term "delegation" shall denote the person or body of persons designated by a member country to take 
part in a Congress. The delegation shall consist of a Head of delegation and, if appropriate, his deputy, one or 
more delegates and, possibly, one or more attached officiais (including experts, secretaries, etc). 

2 Heads of delegation, their deputies, and delegates shall be representatives of member countries within 
the meaning of article 14, paragraph 2, of the Constitution if in possession of credentials which comply with the 
conditions laid down in article 3 of these Ru les. 

3 Attached officiais shall be admitted to meetings, and shall have the right to participate in the proceedings, 
but they shall not normally have the right to vote. However, they may be authorized by the Head of their dele
gation to vote on behalf of their country at Committee meetings. Such authorizations shall be handed, in writing, 
to the Chairman of the Committee concerned, before the beginning of the meeting. 

Article 3 

Delegates' credentials 

Delegates' credentials shall be signed by the Head of State, the Head of Government or the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs of the country concerned. They shall be drawn up in due and proper form. The credentials of 
delegates entitled to sign the Acts (plenipotentiaries) shall specify the scope of such signature (signature subject 
to ratification or approval, signature ad referendum, definitive signature). ln the absence of such specific informa
tion, the signature shall be regarded as being subject to ratification or approval. Credentials authorizing the holder 
to sign the Acts shall implicitly include the right to speak and to vote. Delegates on whom the relevant authorities 
have conferred full powers without specifying their scope shall be authorized to speak, to vote and to sign the 
Acts unless the wording of the credentials is explicitly to the contrary. 

2 Credentials shall be deposited at the opening of Congress with the authority designated for that purpose. 

1 For the amendments to the Rules of Procedure of Congresses, see 3rd, 4th and 5th plenary meetings and PVs 4, 5 and 7 of 
Committee 3. 
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3 Delegates who are not in possession of credentials or who have not deposited their credentials may, pro
vided their names have been communicated by their Government to the Government of the host country, take 
part in the debates and vote from the .moment they participate in the work of Congress. The same shall apply to 
those whose credentials are found to be not in order. Such delegates shall cease to be empowered to vote from 
the time Congress approves the report of the Credentials Committee establishing that their credentials have not 
been received or are not in order until such time as the position is regularized. 

4 The credentials of a member country which arranges for the delegation of another member country to 
represent it at Congress (proxy) shall be in the same form as those mentioned in paragraph 1. 

5 Credentials and proxies sent by telegram shall not be admissible. However, telegrams sent in reply to 
requests for information relating to credentials shall be accepted. 

6 A delegation wl)ich, after it has deposited its credentials, is prevented from attending one or more meetings, 
may arrange to be represented by the delegation of another country, provided that notice in writing is given to 
the Chairman of the meeting concerned. However, a delegation may represent only a single country other than its own. 

7 The delegates of member countries which are not parties to an Agreement may take part in the debates of 
Congress concerning that Agreement, without the right to vote. 

Article 4 

Order of seating 

At Congress and Committee meetings, delegations shall be seated in the French alphabetical order of the 
member countries represented. 

2 The Chairman of the Executive Council shall draw lots, in due course, for the name of the country to be 
placed foremost before the rostrum at Congress and Committee meetings. 

Article 5 

Observers 

1 Representatives of the United Nations may take part in the debates of Congress. 

2 Observers from intergovernmental international organizations shall be admitted to meetings of Congress 
or of its Committees when questions of interest to these organizations are being discussed. ln the same cases, 
observers from non-governmental international organizations shall be admitted to meetings of Committees. 

3 Oualified representatives of the Restricted Unions established in accordance with article 8, paragraph 1, of 
the Constitution shall also be admitted as observers when the Unions concerned express a wish to that effect. 

4 The observers referred to in paragraphs 1 to 3 shall take part in the debates without the right to vote. 

Article 6 

Doyen of Congress 

The postal administration of the host country of Congress shall suggest the person to be appointed as 
Doyen of Congress in agreement with the International Bureau. The Executive Council shall approve this appoint
ment in due course. 

2 At the opening of the tirst plenary meeting of each Congress, the Doyen shall act as Chairman until Con-
gress has elected one. He shall also exercise the functions assigned to him under the present Rules. 
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Article 7 

Chairmanships and vice-chairmanships of Congress and Committees 

At its first plenary meeting, Congress shall elect, on the proposai of the Doyen, the Chairman of Congress 
and then approve, on the proposai of the Executive Council, the appointment of the member countries which 
are to assume the vice-chairmansh ips of Congress and the chairmansh ips and vice-chairmanships of the Comm ittees. 
These posts will be assigned taking as much account as possible of the equitable geographical distribution of the 
member countries. 

2 The Chairmen shall open and close the meetings over which they preside, direct the debates, give speakers 
the floor, put proposais to the vote and announce what majority is required for their adoption, announce decisions 
and, subject to the approval of Congress, interpret such decisions if necessary. 

3 The Chairmen shall see that the present Ru les are observed and that order is maintained at meetings. 

4 Any delegation may appeal to Congress or the Committee against a decision taken by the Chairman on 
the basis of a provision or interpretation of the Rules. The Chairman's decision shall nevertheless hold good 
unless rescinded by a majority of the members present and voting. 

5 Should the member country appointed to the chairmanship be no longer able to exercise this function, 
one of the Vice-Chairmen shall be appointed by Congress or the Committee to replace it. 

Article 8 

Bureau of Congress 

The Bureau shall be the central body responsible for directing the work of Congress. lt shall consist of the 
Chairman and Vice-Chairmen of Congress and the Chairmen of the Committees. lt shall meet periodically to 
review the progress of the work of Congress and its Committees and to make recommendations designed to 
facilitate such progress. lt shall assist the Chairman in drawing up the agenda of each plenary meeting and in 
coordinating the work of the Committees. lt shall make recommendations relating to the closing of Congress. 

2 The Secretary-General of Congress and the Assistant Secretary-General, mentioned in article 11, para-
graph 1, shall attend the meetings of the Bureau. 

Article 9 

Membership of Committees 

The member countries represented in Congress shall, as of right, be members of the Committees responsible 
for studying proposais relating to the Constitution, the General Regulations, the Convention and its Detailed 
Regulations. 

2 Member countries represented in Congress which are parties to one or more of the optional Agreements 
shall, as of right, be members of the Committee and/or Committees responsible for the revision of these Agree
ments. The right to vote of members of the Committee or Committees shall be confined to the Agreement or 
Agreements to which they are parties. 

3 Delegations which are not members of Committees dealing with the Agreements and their Detailed Regula· 
tions may attend meetings of those Committees and take part in the debates without the right to vote. 

Article 10 

Working parties 

Each Committee may set up working parties to study special questions. 
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Article 11 

Secretariat of Congress and of Committees 

1 The Director-General and the Deputy Director-General of the International Bureau shall actas Secretary-
General and Assistant Secretary-General of Congress, respectively. 

2 The Secretary-General and the Assistant Secretary-General shall attend the meetings of Congress and of 
the Bureau of Congress and take part in the debates without the right to vote. They may also attend, under the 
same conditions, Committee meetings or be represented thereat by a senior official of the International Bureau. 

3 The work of the Secretariat of Congress, the Bureau of Congress and the Committees shall be performed by 
the staff of the International Bureau in conjunction with the administration of the host country. 

4 Senior officiais of the International Bureau shall act as Secretaries of Congress, of the Bureau of Congress 
and of the Committees. They shall assist the Chairman during meetings and shall be responsible for writing 
the minutes or reports. 

5 The Secretaries of Congress and of the Committees shall be assisted by Assistant Secretaries. 

6 Rapporteurs proficient in French shall take the minutes of Congress and of the Committees. 

Article 12 

Languages of debates 

Subject to paragraph 2, French, English, Spanish and Russian may be used for debates, by means of a 
system of simultaneous or consecutive interpretation. 

2 The debates of the Drafting Committee shall be held in French. 

3 Other languages may also be used for the debates mentioned in paragraph 1. The language of the host 
country shall have priority in this connection. Delegations using other languages shall arrange for simultaneous 
interpretation into one of the languages mentioned in paragraph 1, either by means of the simultaneous interpre
tation system, when the necessary technical alterations can be made, or by special interpreters. 

4 The cost of installing and maintaining the technical equipment shall be borne by the Union. 

5 The cost of the interpretation services shall be divided among the member countries using the same language 
in proportion to their contributions to the expenses of the Union. 

Article 13 

Languages used for drafting Congress documents 

Documents prepared during Congress including draft decisions submitted to Congress for approval shall be 
published in French by the Secretariat of Congress. 

2 To this end, documents produced by delegations of member countries shall be submitted in French, either 
direct or through the intermediary of the translation services attached to the Congress Secretariat. 

3 The above services, organized at their own expense by the language groups set up in accordance with the 
relevant provisions of the Géneral Regulations, may also translate Congress documents into their respective 
languages. 
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Article 14 

Proposais 

1 Ali questions brought before Congress shall be the subject of proposais. 

Ru les of Procedure 

2 Ali proposais published by the International Bureau before Congress shall be regarded as being submitted to 
Congress. 

3 Two months before Congress opens, no proposai shall be considered except those amending earlier proposais. 

4 The following shall be regarded as amendments: any proposai which, without altering the substance of the 
original proposai, involves a deletion from, addition to or revision of a part of the original proposai. No proposed 
change shall be regarded as an amendment if it is inconsistent with the meaning or intent of the original proposai. 
ln case of doubt, Congress or the Committee shall decide the matter. 

5 Amendments submitted at Congress to proposais already made shall be handed in to the Secretariat in 
writing, in French, before noàn on the day but one before the day on which they will be discussed, so that they 
can be distributed to delegates the same day. This time limit shall not apply to amendments arising directly from 
the debates in Congress or in a Committee. 1 n the latter case, if so requested, the author of the amendment shall 
submit a written version in French, or in case of difficulty, in any other language used for debates. The Chairman 
concerned shall read it out or have it read out. 

6 The procedure laid down in paragraph 5 shall also apply to the submission of proposais that are not designed 
to amend the text of the Acts (draft resolutions, draft recommendations, draft formai opinions, etc). 

7 Any proposai or amendment shall give the final form of the text which is to be inserted in the Acts of the 
Union, subject, of course to revision by the Drafting Committee. 

Article 15 

Consideration of proposais in Congress and in Committees 

1 Drafting proposais (the number of which shall be followed by the letter R) shall be assigned to the Drafting 
Committee either direct, if the International Bureau has no doubt as to their nature (a list of such proposais shall 
be drawn up for the Drafting Committee by the International Bureau), or, if the International Bureau is in doubt 
as to their nature, after the other Committees have confirmed that they are purely of a drafting nature (a list of 
such proposais shall likewise be drawn up for the Committees concerned). If, however, such proposais are linked 
with other proposais of substance to be considered by Congress or by other Committees, the Drafting Committee 
shall postpone consideration of them until after Congress or the other Committees have taken a decision on the 
corresponding proposais of substance. Proposais whose numbers are not followed by the letter R but which, in 
the opinion of the International Bureau, are of a drafting nature, shall be referred direct to the Committees con
cerned with the corresponding proposais of substance. When these Committees begin work, they shall decide 
which of the proposais shall be assigned direct to the Drafting Committee. A list of these proposais shall be drawn 
up by the International Bureau for the Committees concernéd. 

2 If the same question is the subject of several proposais, the Chairman shall decide the order in which they 
are to be discussed, starting as a rule, with the proposai which departs most from the basic text and entails the 
most significant change in relation to the status quo. 

3 If a proposai can be subdivided into several parts, each part may, if the originator of the proposai or the 
assembly so agrees, be considered and voted upon separately. 

4 Any proposai withdrawn in Congress or in Committee by its originator may be resubmitted by the delegation 
of another member country. Similarly, if an amendment to a proposai is accepted by the originator of the pro
posai, another delegation may resubmit the original, unamended proposai. 
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5 Any amendment to a proposai which is accepted by the delegation submitting the proposai shall be imme
diately included in the text thereof. If the originator of the original proposai does not accept an amendment, 
the Chairman shall decide whether the amendment or the proposai shall be voted upon first, starting with whichever 
departs furthest from the meaning or intent of the basic text and entails the most significant change in relation 
to the status quo. 

6 The procedure described in paragraph 5 shall also apply where more than one amendment to a proposai 
is submitted. 

7 The Chairman of Congress and the Chairmen of Committees shall arrange for the text of the proposais, 
amendments or decisions adopted to be passed to the Drafting Committee, in writing, after each meeting. 

Article 16 

Debates 

Delegates may not take the floor until they have been given permission to do so by the Chairman of the 
meeting. They shall be urged to speak slowly and distinctly. The Chairman shall afford delegates the possibility 
of freely and fully expressing their views on the subject discussed, so long as that is compatible with the normal 
course of the debate. 

2 Unless a majority of the members present and voting decides otherwise, speeches shall not exceed five 
minutes. The Chairman shall be authorized to interrupt any speaker who exceeds the said authorized time. He 
may also ask the delegate not to depart from the subject. 

3 During a debate, the Chairman may, with the agreement of the majority of the members present and voting, 
declare the list of speakers closed after reading it out. When the list is exhausted, he shall declare the debate 
closed, although even after the closing of the list he may grant the originator of the proposai under discussion 
the right to reply to any of the speeches delivered. 

4 The Chairman may also, with the agreement of the majority of the members present and voting, limit the 
number of speeches by any one delegation on a proposai or a certain group of proposais; but the originator of 
the proposai shall be given the opportunity of introducing it and speaking subsequently if he asks to do so in order 
to make new points in reply to the speeches of other delegations, so that he may, if he wishes, be the last speaker. 

5 With the agreement of the majority of the members present and voting, the Chairman may limit the number 
of speeches on a proposai or a certain group of proposais; but this limit may not be less than five for and five 
against the proposai under discussion. 

Article 17 

Motions on points of order and procedural motions 

During the discussion of any question and even, where appropriate, after the closure of the debate, a 
delegation may submit a motion on a point of order for the purpose of requesting: 

clarification on the conduct of the debates; 
observance of the Rules of Procedure; 
a .change in the order of discussion of proposais suggested by the Chairman. 

The motion on a point of order shall take precedence over all questions, including the procedural motions set 
forth in paragraph 3. 

2 The Chairman shall immediately give the desired clarifications or take the decision which he considers 
advisable on the subject of the motion on a point of order. ln the event of an objection, the Chairman's decision 
shall be putto the vote forthwith. 
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3 ln addition, during discussion of a question, a delegation may introduce a procedural motion with a view 
to proposing: 
a the suspension of the meeting; 
b the closure of the meeting; 
c the adjournment of the debate on the question under discussion; 
d the closure of the debate on the question under discussion. 
Procedural motions shall take precedence, in the order set out above, over ail other proposais except the motions 
on points of order referred to in paragraph 1. 

4 Motions for the suspension or closure of the meeting shall not be discussed, but shall be put to the vote 
immediately. 

5 When a delegation proposes adjournment or closure of the debate on a question under discussion, only 
two speakers against the adjournment or the closure of the debate may speak, after which the motion shall be 
putto the vote. 

6 The delegation which submits a motion on a point of order or a procedural motion may not, in its sub
mission, deal with the substance of the question under discussion. The proposer of a procedural motion may 
withdraw it before it has been put to the vote, and any motion of this kind, whether amended or not, which 
is withdrawn may be reintroduced by another delegation. 

Article 18 

Quorum. General provisions concerning voting 

1 Half the member countries represented at Congress or on the Committee and having the right to vote shall 
constitute a quorum. Regarding the Agreements, the quorum shall be formed by the presence or representation 
at the meeting of at least half of the member countries represented which are parties to the Agreement concerned. 

2 Questions which cannot be settled by common consent shall be decided by vote. 

3 Delegations which are present but do not take part in a given vote, or which state that they do not wish 
to take part therein, shall not be regarded as being absent for the purpose of determining whether a quorum is 
formed as required in paragraph 1. 

4 When the number of abstentions, and blank or null and void ballot papers exceeds half the number of votes 
cast (for, against and abstentions). consideration of the matter shall be deferred until a subsequent meeting, at 
which abstentions and blank or null and void ballot papers shall be disregarded. 

Article 19 

Voting procedures 

Votes shall be taken by the traditional system or by the electronic voting system. They shall normally be 
taken by the electronic system when that system is available to the assembly. However, in the case of a secret 
ballot, the traditional system may be used if one delegation, supported by a majority of the delegations present 
and voting, so requests. 

2 For the traditional system, the methods of voting shall be as follows: 
a by show of hands. If there is doubt about the result of such a vote, the Chairman, if he so wishes or if a 

delegation so requests, may arrange for an immediate roll-call vote on the same question; 
b · by roll-call, at the request of a delegation or if so decided by the Chairman. The roll shall be called accord

ing to the French alphabetical order of the countries represented, beginning with the country whose name 
is drawn by lot by the Chairman. The result of the vote, together with a list of the countries grouped accord
ing to the way they voted, shall be included in the minutes of the meeting; 

c by secret ballot, using ballot papers, if requested by two delegations. 1 n this case, the Chairman of the 
meeting shall appoint three tellers and make the necessary arrangements for the holding of a secret ballot. 
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3 For the electronic system, the methods of voting shall be as follows: 
a non-recorded vote: it replaces a vote by show of hands; 
b recorded vote: it replaces a roll-call vote; however, the names of the countries shall not be called unless one 

delegation, supported by a majority of the delegations present and voting, so requests; 
c secret ballot: it replaces the secret ballot by ballot papers. 

4 Regardless of the system of voting used, the secret ballot shall take precedence over any other voting 
procedure. 

5 Once the voting has begun, no delegation may interrupt it, except to raise a point of order relating to the 
way in which the vote is being taken. 

6 After the vote, the Chairman may permit delegates to explain why they voted as they did. 

Article 20 

Conditions of approval of proposais 

To be adopted, proposais involving amendments to the Acts must: 
a in the case of the Constitution, be approved by at least two thirds of the member countries of the Union; 

two th irds of the latter shall be present when the vote is taken; 

b in the case of the General Regulations, be approved by a majority of the member countries represented in 
Congress; two thirds of the member countries of the Union shall be present when the vote is taken; 

c in the case of the Convention and its Oetailed Regulations, be approved by a majority of the member 
countries present and voting; 

d in the case of the Agreements and their Detailed Regulations, be approved by a majority of the member 
countries present and voting which are parties to the Agreements. 

2 Procedural matters which cannot be settled by common consent shall be decided by a majority of the 
member countries present and voting. The same shall apply to decisions not concerning changes in the Acts, 
unless Congress decides otherwise by a majority of the member countries present and voting. 

3 Subject to article 18, paragraph 4, "member countries present and voting" means member countries voting 
"for" or "against", abstentions being ignored in counting the votes required to constitute a majority as well as 
blank or null and voici ballot papers in the case of a secret ballot. 

4 1 n the event of a tie, a proposai shall be regarded as rejected. 

Article 21 

Election of the members of the Executive Council or the Consultative Council for Postal Studies 

ln order to decide between countries which have obtained the same number of votes in elections of members 
of the Executive Council or the Consultative Council for Postal Studies, the Chairman shall draw lots. 

Article 22 

Election of the Director-General and the Deputy Director-General of the International Bureau 

The elections of the Director-General of the International Bureau and of the Deputy Director-General shall 
take place by secret ballot successively atone or more meetings held on the same day. The candidate who obtains 
a majority of the votes cast by the member countries present and voting shall be elected. As many ballots shall be 
held as are necessary for a candidate to obtain this majority. 

2 "Member countries present and voting" shall mean member countries voting for one of the candidates 
whose applications have been ·announced in due and proper form, abstentions and blank or null and voici ballot 
papers being ignored in counting the votes required to constitute a majority. 
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3 If the number of abstentions and blank or null and voici ballot papers exceeds half the number of votes cast 
in accordance with paragraph 2, the election shall be deferred to a later meeting, at which abstentions and blank 
or null and voici ballot papers shaU no longer be taken into account. 

4 The candidate who obtains the least number of votes in any one ballot shall be eliminated. 

5 ln the event of a tie, an additional ballot, and if necessary a second additional ballot shall be held in an 
attempt to decide between the tying candidates, the vote relating only to these candidates. If the result is incon
clusive, the election shall be decided by drawing lots. The lots shall be drawn by the Chairman. 

Article 23 

Minutes 

The minutes of the meetings of Congress and Committees shall record the course of the meetings, briefly 
summarize speeches, and mention proposais and the outcome of the debates. Minutes shall be prepared of the 
plenary meetings and summarized minutes of the Committee meetings. 

2 The minutes of Committee meetings may be replaced by reports to Congress if the Executive Council so 
decides. As a general rule, Working Parties shall prepare a report for the body that set them up. 

3 Each delegate, however, shall be entitled to ask for any statement made by him to be included in the 
minutes or in the report either verbatim or in summary form, provided the French text is handed to the Secre
tariat not later than two hours after the end of the meeting. 

4 Delegates shall be allowed a period of twenty-four hours, from the moment when the draft minutes or 
the draft report are distributed, in which to make their comments to the Secretariat, which, if necessary, shall 
act as an intermediary between the party concerned and the Chairman of the meeting in question. 

5 As a general rule and subject to the provisions of paragraph 4, at the beginning of each meeting of Congress, 
the Chairman shall submit the minutes of a previous meeting for approval. The same shall apply in regard to those 
Committees whose proceedings are recorded in the form of minutes or a report. The minutes or reports of the 
last meetings which it has not been possible to approve in Congress or in a Committee shall be approved by the 
respective Chairmen of the meetings. The International Bureau shall also take account of any comments received 
from delegates of member countries within forty days of the dispatch of the minutes to them. 

6 The International Bureau shall be authorized to correct in the minutes or reports of meetings of Congress 
and Committees any mate rial errors which were not brought to light when the minutes were approved in accordance 
with paragraph 5. 

Article 24 

Approval by Congress of draft decisions (Acts, resolutions, etc) 

As a general rule, each draft Act submitted by the Drafting Committee shall be studied article by article. 
lt can only be regarded as adopted after an overall favourable vote. Article 20, paragraph 1, shall apply to such 
a vote. 

2 . During this study, any delegation may reopen a proposai which has been carried or rejected in Committee. 
An appeal relating to a rejected proposai shall be subject to the delegation's having notified the Chairman of 
Congress accordingly, in writing, at least one day before the meeting at which the relevant provisions of the 
draft Act is to be submitted to Congress for approval. 

3 Nonetheless, it shatl always be possible, if the Chairman considers it desirable for the progress of Congress 
work, to consider appeals before considering the draft Acts submitted by the Drafting Committee. 
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4 When a proposai has been adopted or rejected by Congress, it can only be reconsidered by the same Con
gress if the appeal has been supported by at least ten delegations and approved by a two-thirds majority of the 
members present and voting. This possibility is limited to proposais submitted direct to plenary meetings, it 
being understood that a single question cannot give rise to more than one appeal. 

5 The International Bureau shall be authorized to correct in the final Acts any material errors which have 
not corne to light during the study of the draft Acts, the numbering of articles and paragraphs and references. 

6 Paragraphs 2 to 5 shall also apply to draft decisions other than draft Acts (resolutions, formai opinions, 
etc). 

Article 25 

Assignment of studies to the Executive Council and the Consultative Council for Postal Studies 

On the recommendation of its Bureau, Congress shall assign studies to the Executive Council and the Consultative 
Council for Postal Studies, as follows, taking account of the respective compositions and responsibilities of these 
two bodies: 
a as a rule, to the Executive Council when they concern the structure, organization and general administration 

of the Union. The same shall apply to questions with major financial repercussions (charges, transit charges, 
basic airmail conveyance rates, parcel-post rates, etc) and which may involve amendment of the Acts; 

b to the Consultative Council for Postal Studies when such studies relate to technical, operational, economic 
and technical cooperation matters. 

Article 26 

Reservations to Acts 

Reservations must be submitted in writing in French (proposais concerning the Final Protocol), in order that 
they may be considered by Congress before the signing of Acts. 

Article 27 

Signature of Acts 

Acts finally approved by Congress shall be submitted to the plenipotentiaries for signature. 

Article 28 

Amendment of the Rules 

Each Congress may amend the Rules of Procedure. ln order to be accepted for discussion, proposais to 
amend the present Rules, unless submitted by a UPU body empowered to put forward proposais, shall be sup
ported in Congress by at least ten delegations. 

2 To be adopted, proposais for amendments to the present Rules must be approved by at least two thirds of 
the member countries represented in Congress. 
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List of delegates 

Il. List of delegates and other persons 

taking part in the work of Congress 

Country 

Afghanistan 

Albania 

Algeria 

Germany, Fed Rep of 

Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs KHOSHAL Z., President of Postal Department, Ministry of Communications, 
Head of delegation 
CHOWDBURY I.A., Conseiller, delegate 
BASSI R A., delegate 
ZAMAN B., delegate 

Messrs DERSHA H., Vice-Directeur général des postes et des télécommunications, 
Head of delegation 
KA TUNDI M., Spécialiste en chef des services postaux internationaux, 
delegate 
MUÇA A., Spécialiste des postes, delegate 

Messrs BESSAÏH B., Ministre des postes et télécommunications, Head of delegation 
FERGANI Y., Secrétaire général du ministère des postes 
et télécommunications, Joint head of delegation 
GADOUCHE M., Directeur général des postes, Assistant head of delegation 
TANDJAOUI R., Directeur général des ressources, delegate 
SALAOUATCHI A., Inspecteur général, delegate 
LOUANCHI, Membre du Cabinet, delegate 
MEKKAOUI, O., Directeur des services postaux, delegate 
BERRAÏRIA M., Directeur des services financiers postaux, delegate 
BAR KATI L., Directeur des études et de l'action commerciale, delegate 
MALOUM M., Sous-directeur des acheminements et de la distribution, 
delegate 
HAMMOUCHE C., Sous-Directeur de l'organisation des bureaux de poste, 
delegate 
YOUNSIOUI A., Sous-Directeur des chèques et mandats postaux, delegate 
SAOUDI S., Sous-Directeur de l'épargne, delegate 
KER MAD M., Sous-Directeur des études et des programmes, delegate 
BENMI LOU KA M., Sous-Directeur de l'action commerciale, delegate 
BENDJABALLAH A., Attaché der Kulturabt., attached official 
GASMI R., attached official 

Messrs SCHWARZ-SCHI LUNG C., Dr ès lettres, Ministre fédéral des postes 
et télécommunications, Head of delegation 
FLORIAN W., Dr en droit, Secrétaire d'Etat, Assistant head of delegation 
SCHÔLL F., Directeur ministériel, Assistant head of delegation 
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List of delegates 

Country 

Germany, Fed Rep of 
(continued) 

Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs KOLLER F., Dr en droit, Vice-Directeur ministériel, delegate 
JANSSEN R., Dr en droit, Vice-Directeur ministériel, delegate 
HILGERS H.J., Conseiller ministériel, delegate 
WEISSER K.-J., lng. diplômé, Conseiller ministériel, delegate 
LEINUNG H.F., Conseiller ministériel, delegate 
G I ESDE R M., Dr en droit, Conseiller 1re classe 
au Ministère des affaires étrangères, delegate 
SPERL G.-F., Dr en droit, Premier Conseiller 
au Ministère des affaires étrangères, delegate 
ENGELKE H., Dr en droit, Directeur supérieur des postes, delegate 
BENDER W., Directeur des postes, delegate 
SOLDA K., Directeur des postes, delegate 
BRAUN A., Premier Secrétaire au Ministère des affaires étrangères, delegate 
JÔBGES R., Conseiller, delegate 
FRIES H., Conseiller, delegate 
HASLÔWER K., Conseiller, delegate 

Mrs JOSTEN-KRISOR G., Secrétaire du Président du Congrès, attached official 

United States of America Messrs BOLGER W.F., Postmaster General, Head of delegation 
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FINCH J., Deputy Postmaster General, Joint head of delegation 
BIGLIN F.X., Senior Assistant Postmaster General, Administration Group, 
Assistant head of delegation 
DUKA W.E., Assistant Postmaster General, International Postal Affairs 
Department, Assistant head of delegation 
JELLISON J.V., Senior Assistant Postmaster General, Operations Group, 
delegate 
McCAFFREY E.J., Assistant Postmaster General, 
Rates and Classification Department, delegate 
ORLANDO J.E., Director, Transportation and International Services, 
delegate 
REGAN M.J., Manager, International Postal Relations, delegate 

Mrs HARRISON 1., Adviser, International Postal Affairs, delegate 
Messrs WINSTON S.J., Director, International Economies, 

International Postal Affairs, delegate 
LEAVEY T.E., General Manager, International Mail Processing, delegate 
FOWLER S. Ill, International Relations Officer, International Postal Affairs, 
delegate 
VanDERNOOT P.G., Program Manager, International Postal Affairs, delegate 
NORTON D.C., Foreign Service Officer, Department of State, delegate 
SCHEINBAUM G.H., Telecommunications Attaché, US Mission 
to the European Office of the UN, Geneva, delegate 
BOND S.R., Legal Affairs Officer, US Mission, Geneva, delegate 
GRIFFIN G.L., International Law Counsel, attached official 
WALKER E.S., General Manager, International Mail Classification, 
attached official 

Mrs MULLIN K.M., International Mail Specialist, attached official 
Mrs MITCHELL J.M., International Postal Affairs Specialist, attached official 



Country 

United States of America 
(continued) 

Angola 

Saudi Arabia 

Argentina 

Australia 

List of delegates 

Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs DELEHANTY D.M., International Postal Affairs Specialist, attached official 
ADAMS R., Postal lnspector, attached official 
KINZLER L., Postal lnspector, attached official 

Miss DEAN J.E., Secrétaire, attached official 
Mrs HAUSER K., Office of the US Trade Representative Executive Office 

of the President, delegate 
Mrs GREULICH L., US Foreign Service Liaison, delegate 
Mrs ZELLER, Private Secretary to the Postmaster, attached official 

Messrs TAVARES RIBEI RO L., Vice-Ministre des communications, 
Head of delegation 
CASTRO GUIMARAES J.J., Directeur national des postes 
et téléeommunications, Assistant head of delegation 
TEIXEI RA C.F ., Directeur du Département des postes, delegate 
DA CUNHA M.H., Directeur adjoint des services centraux postaux, delegate 
MARQUES DE FARIA V., Conseiller au Ministère des relations extérieures, 
delegate 
RUI PINTO E., Directeur du Centre de formation postal et télégraphique, 
delegate 

Messrs KAYAL A.D., Minister of PTT, Head of delegation 
BANAJAH S.H., Director General of Posts, Assistant head of delegation 
ABU MANSOUR F., Assistant Deputy Minister, delegate 
AL FAHD BIN ALY A., Assistant Deputy Minister, delegate 
KARKADAN M.S., Director General of Planning, Training and Budgeting, 
delegate 
SAMOUN A.M., Director General of Postal Transportation, delegate 
KHAHTANI S.A., Director of Postal Services, delegate 
ZAMZAMI N.A., Director of Bureau of the Director General of Posts, 
delegate 
SAMMAN A.A., Directeur général, delegate 
REMY, delegate 

Messrs ORTIZ I.E., Dr, Administrateur général de !'Entreprise nationale 
des postes et télégraphes, Head of delegation 
N IETO E.T., Dr, Administrateur général adjoint de !'Entreprise nationale 
des postes et télégraphes, Assistant head of delegation 
BRUNO 1.1., Gérant d'exploitation, Assistant head of delegation 
GARGANTINI A.J., Directeur général, chargé du Secrétariat général, 
Assistant head of delegation 
BE REAU j,, Assesseur honoraire, delegate 
EGUREN A.C., Dr, Chef de la Division des affaires internationales, delegate 
HERRERA H.A., Spécialiste supérieur, delegate 

Messrs ELTRINGHAM D.H., Managing Director, Australian Postal Commission, 
Head of delegation 
BRADY J.L., Secretary to the Australian Postal Commission 
and General Manager, Corporate Affairs, Joint head of delegation 
SMITH Peter J., Manager, International Postal Affairs, delegate 
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Austria 

Bahamas 

Bahrain 

Bangladesh 

Barbados 
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Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Mr McKEOWN K.J.S., Assistant Manager, International Postal Affairs, delegate 
Mrs MORRIS E.M., Senior International Relations Officer, delegate 
Mr CRIMMINS C., Principal Project Officer, Operations Department, delegate 
Miss JONES E., Assistant Manager, Liaison Branch, Corporate Affairs Department, 

delegate 
Mr BROWN H., Membre de !'Ambassade d'Australie 
Mrs SHWABSKY S., Second Secretary of the Australian Embassy, Bonn, 

attached official 
Mr SMITH Paul, delegate 

Messrs ÜBLEIS H., Dr en droit, Directeur général des postes et des télégraphes, 
Head of delegation 
BROSCH W., Dr en droit, Conseiller ministériel, Chef de la Division 
"Postes et autocars postaux", Assistant head of delegation 
NACHTNEBEL E., Dr en droit, Conseiller ministériel, 
Chef du Service international des postes, 
Assistant head .. of delegation in the absence of Mr Brosch 
MITTERMAIER F., Dr en droit, Conseiller ministériel, 
Directeur au Service international des postes, delegate 
SEIFERT W., Dr en droit, Consul général d'Autriche à Hamburg, delegate 
WOLF V., Dr en droit, Premier Vice-Gouverneur de la Caisse d'épargne 
postale, delegate 
KROTTENMÜLLER G., Dr en droit, Chef du Bureau international 
de la Caisse d'épargne postale, delegate 
TOIF L R., Directeur, fonctionnaire du Service international des postes, 
delegate 

Mrs KITTLER A., traductrice, attached official 

Messrs BETH EL P.M., MP, Minister of Transport, Head of delegation 
SAUNDERS J.V., Postmaster General, Joint head of delegation 

Messrs AL-HOUMAIDAN 1.M.H., Minister of Communications, Head of delegation 
MATTAR A.E., Director of Posts, Assistant head of delegation 
DALLAL F.A., Chief of International Postal Relations, 
Assistant head of delegation 
FOU LAD A.M., Minister's Office Manager, delegate 

Messrs AHMED F., Director General, Bangladesh Post Office, Head of delegation 
AHMED MUHIUDDIN A., Deputy Director General, Bangladesh Post Office, 
Assistant head of delegation 
CHOWDBURY 1., Conseiller à·l'Ambassade du Bangladesh à Bonn, delegate 
HERINGER M., delegate 

Messrs BARROW N., Minister of Information and Culture, Head of delegation 
WEEKES L., Postmaster General, Assistant head of delegation 
GILL C., Assistant Postmaster General, delegate 
BENJAMIN G., Postal Superintendent, delegate 

Mrs HAYNES A., Senior Administrative Officer, Ministry of Information 
and Culture, delegate 



Country 

Belgium 

Belize 

Benin 

Bhutan 

Byelorussia 

Burma 

List of delegates 

Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Mr DE CROO H., Ministre des communications et des PTT 
Mrs D'HONDT-VAN OPDENBOSCH P., Secrétaire d'Etat aux PTT 
Messrs BERTELS J., Chef du Cabinet du Ministre 

SCHOUPPE E., Chef du Cabinet du Secrétaire d'Etat aux PTT 
GILLET J.-C., Conseiller au Cabinet du Ministre des communications 
et des PTT 
VAN USSEL M., Ambassadeur de Belgique à Bonn, Head of delegation 
MASSART A., Administrateur général a.i. de la Régie des postes, 
Head of delegation 
MANISE J., Directeur général, Direction de l'exploitation 
et des services extérieurs, Assistant head of delegation 
BONNIJNS H., Directeur général, Direction générale de la programmation 
financière, delegate 
WINDELS G., Inspecteur général, Chef du service des affaires internationales, 
delegate 
BRUGGEMAN A., Inspecteur général honoraire, delegate 
DEBRAEKELEER H., Inspecteur général, delegate 
LEFEBURE C., Inspecteur général, delegate 

Miss SI MOENS A., Consul général de Belgique à Hamburg, delegate 
Messrs LOKKER C., Inspecteur en chef à la Société nationale 

des chemins de fer belges, delegate 
REYNIERS J., Agent de Direction à la Société nationale 
des chemins de fer belges, delegate 

Represented by Great Britain 

Messrs BOU RAÏ MAT., Ministre des transports et des communications, 
Head of delegation 
HOUNDADJO C.S., Directeur général adjoint de l'Office des postes 
et télécommunications, Assistant head of delegation 
AIDOMONHAN F.C., Directeur des services postaux et financiers, delegate 
ASSOGBA A., Chef de la Section philatélie, delegate 

Mrs ALINDE J., Chef de la Division des services financiers, delegate 
Mr DANSOU G.B., Chef de la Division Poste, delegate 

Messrs PENJOR L.S., Minister for Communications and Tourism, Head of delegation 
KATWAL D.D.N., Director, Posts and Telegraphs, Alternate head of 
of delegation 
TENZIN J., Zonal Superintendent of Posts, P and T Directorate 
(UPU Section), delegate 

Messrs ULASIK, Vice-Ministre, Head of delegation 
VYTCHEGJANINE E., Deuxième Secrétaire au Ministère des affaires 
étrangères, Assistant head of delegation 

Messrs LIN THAIN MOUNG, Director General, Posts and Telecommunications 
Department, Head of delegation 
MAUNG MAUNG LIN, Director, Posts and Telecommunications Department, 
delegate 
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Burma (continued) 

Bolivia 

Botswana 

Brazil 

Bulgaria (People's Rep) 
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Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Mr KYAW SOE, Communications Officer, Foreign Post Division, 
Posts and Telecommunications Corporation, delegate 

Messrs CARASCO M., Directeur général des postes, Head of delegation 
SANCHEZ J.E., Consul général de Bolivie à Hamburg, delegate 
BAZURCO BUSCHAGLIONE C., Traducteur, delegate 

Mrs FICK J., Traductrice, Consulat général de Bolivie à Hamburg, 
attached official 

Messrs BLACKBEARD C.W., Minister of Works and Communications, 
Head of delegation 
LEKAUKAU C.M.T., Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Works 
and Communications, Assistant head of delegation 
BUTA LE P.N., Director of Postal Services, delegate 
LEJOWA B., Chief Investigation Officer, delegate 

Messrs CORRÊA DE MATTOS H., Ministre d'Etat des communications 
BO=rTO DE BAR ROS A.C., Président de !'Entreprise brésilienne des postes 
et télégraphes, Head of delegation 
SOUZA CUNHA A., Secrétaire des services postaux 
au Ministère des communications, Assistant head of delegation 
LOPES LAN DEI RAN., Directeur coordonnateur des opérations postales 
et de la correspondance groupée, delegate 
CARNEIRO Cl LENTO M.F., Chef du Département des relations 
internationales, delegate 
ITUASSU A., Chef du service international, delegate 
DELVIZDO CHAUDON A.E., Technicien d'administration, attached official 
DE PAIVA SICI LIANO P. V., Chef de la Section de contrôle 
des crédits internationaux, attached official 

Mrs LOUVISON M.H., Chef de la Section de la législation et des études, 
attached official 

Messrs MARCIANO RAUBER J., Directeur régional de l'ECT à Rio de Janeiro, 
attached official 
DE BAR ROS D.C., Consul adjoint au Consulat général du Brésil à Hamburg, 
delegate 
BRASEY J., Assesseur du Président, attached official 
DA SILVA E SOUZA G., Assesseur du Président, attached official 

Mrs CÂMARA PORDEUS M., Assesseur du Président, attached official 
VREULS D., Assesseur du Président, attached official 

Messrs MELO VASCONCELOS L., Assesseur du Président, attached official 
ALMI R MENDES J., Assistant du Président, attached official 
PORTELLA 0.E.B. 

Messrs VANTCHEV P., lng., Ministre des postes et télécommunications, 
Head of delegation 
MARI NOV 1., lng., Vice-Ministre des postes et télécommunications, 
Assistant head of delegation 
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Bulgaria (People's Rep) 
(continued) 

Burundi 

Cameroon 

Canada 

Cape Verde 

List of delegates 

Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs GOTCHEV G., lng., Directeur des affaires internationales, delegate 
PETKOV S., Directeur des services postaux, delegate 
ATANASSOV P., Spécialiste principal des services postaux internationaux, 
delegate 
GANTCHEV G., Deuxième Secrétaire au Ministère des affaires étrangères, 
delegate 

Messrs NTAWIGAYA B., Conseiller du Ministre des transports, 
postes et télécommunications, Head of delegation 

Messrs MBELLA MBAPPE R., Ministre des postes et télécommunications, 
Head of delegation 
ENOCK NKWAYEB, Ambassadeur du Cameroun en RFA, Bonn, 
Assistant head of delegation 
KENGNE NGUIFFO A., Conseiller du Ministre des postes 
et télécommunications, delegate 
NKOLO FANGA J.B., Directeur des postes, delegate 
AMOUGOU MFOMO J., Sous-Directeur de l'exploitation postale, delegate 
KONNA A., Premier Conseiller à ('Ambassade du Cameroun à Bonn, delegate 
ATEBA E., Deuxième Conseiller à !'Ambassade du Cameroun à Bonn, 
delegate 

Messrs WARREN R.M., President and Chief Executive Office, Head of delegation 
CLERMONT G.C., Vice-President, Corporate and Legal Affairs, 
Deputy head of delegation 
KLASSEN H.J., Vice-President, Financial and Rate Planning, 
Deputy head of delegation 
HALPIN J.G., Senior Director, International Postal Affairs, 
Assistant head of delegation 
BULLOCK D.G., Senior Advisor, International Postal Affairs, delegate 
FALLU A.A., Advisor, International Postal Affairs, delegate 
BER LET R.J.L., Consul General of Canada at Hamburg, attached expert 
GAUDETTE B., Director, International Mail Network, attached expert 

Miss LAPOINTE G., Assistant Director, UN Affairs, 
Department of External Affairs, attached expert 

Mrs LIBERA M.S., Advisor, International Postal Affairs, attached official 
Mrs HORTON D., Vice-Consul of Canada at Hamburg, attached official 

BOURDEAU N., Secretary to the Senior Director, attached official 

Mrs SAGNA M.V.E., Directeur général de !'Entreprise des postes 
et télécommunications, Head of delegation 

Messrs Pl RES A., Ambassadeur de Cap-Vert à Rome, Head of delegation 
ALMEIDA H.M., Directeur des services d'exploitation, 
Assistant head of delegation 

Mrs ALMEIDA E.B., Chef de la Division d'exploitation postale, 
delegate 
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Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs GAI KOU MA S., Ministre des postes et télécommunications, 
Head of delegation 
NZENGOU E., Chargé de missions, Assistant head of delegation 
BAO B., Directeur général des postes, delegate 

Messrs DE LANO B.P., Gérant général, Head of delegation 
CARGILL J.H., Ministre-conseiller, Conseiller général du Chili à Hamburg 
VICUNA Z.C., Assesseur des relations internationales, 
Assistant head of delegation 

Mrs URRUTIA M., Chef du Département de planification, delegate 
Mr RIVEROS ROMO M., Technicien au Département 

des opérations internationales, delegate 
Mrs VALENZUELA M., Technicienne au Département 

des relations internationales, delegate 

Messrs WEN M., Ministre des postes et télécommunications, Head of delegation 
LIU Y., Vice-Directeur du Département des affaires extérieures 
du Ministère des postes et télécommunications, Assistant head of delegation 
WANG K., Vice-Directeur général des postes du Ministère des postes 
et télécommunications, Assistant head of delegation 
PENG M., Chef adjoint de la Division des organisations internationales 
du Département des affaires extérieures, delegate 

Mrs TANG G., Chef adjoint de la Division du service international 
de la Direction générale des postes, delegate 

Mrs HU S., Deuxième Secrétaire au Ministère des affaires étrangères, delegate 
Messrs CONG Y., Chef adjoint de la Division du service international 

de la Direction générale des postes, delegate 
LIANG Z., Deuxième Secrétaire à I' Ambassade de Chine en RFA, delegate 
LIU H., Fonctionnaire chargé des àffaires des organisations internationales 
du Département des affaires extérieures 

Mrs SHI X., Fonctionnaire chargée du service postal international 
de la Direction générale des postes, delegate 

Messrs ZHI L., Secrétaire du Ministre des postes et télécommunications, 
attached official 
ZOU S., Fonctionnaire du Ministère des postes et télécommunications, 
attached official 

Mrs HUANG L., Fonctionnaire du Ministère des postes et télécommunications, 
attached official 

Mrs TIAN H., Fonctionnaire du Ministère des postes et télécommunications, 
attached official 

Messrs SUN B., Fonctionnaire du Ministère des postes et télécommunications, 
attached official 
QU D., Fonctionnaire du Ministère des postes et télécommunications, 
attached official 

Messrs SPATHARIS K., Director of the Department of Postal Services, 
Head of delegation 
Pl R ISH ISA., Conseiller, Assistant head of delegation 



Country 

Colombia 

Comoros 

Congo (People's Rep) 

Korea (Rep) 

List of delegates 

Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs UR REA M.D., Directeur général, Head of delegation 
ALVARADO L.M., Sous-Directeur des opérations, 
Assistant head of delegation 
SILVA VASQUEZ E., Consul général de Colombie à Hamburg, delegate 
RASCH ISLA A., Consul auxiliaire, delegate 
OSPINA BARAYA J., Vice-Consul, delegate 

Mrs GORI V., Vice-Consul de Colombie à Hamburg, delegate 
Messrs ALVARADO CAORAIO L.M., Jefe Alterna, Consulat de Colombie 

à Hamburg, delegate 
MALAGON F., Dr, Premier Secrétaire, Ambassade de Colombie, delegate 

Messrs ABDILLAH M., Secrétaire d'Etat aux PTT, Head of delegation 
SOUFFIANE M., Directeur général de l'Office des postes 
et télécommunications, Assistant head of delegation 
AHMED S.H., Directeur des services postaux et financiers, delegate 
ABDALLAH AHAMADI K., Chef des services financiers, delegate 
LOUFTI S., Chef du service des affaires internationales, delegate 

Messrs ABIBI D., Ministre de l'information et des postes et télécommunications, 
Head of delegation 
DJEMBO-TATY A., Conseiller du Ministre des postes et télécommunications, 
Deputy head of delegation 
OMBAKA-EKORI V.R., Directeur général, Président de l'Office national 
des postes et télécommunications, Deputy head of delegation 
YANDZA G.F., Ambassadeur de la République populaire du Congo 
DEFOUNDOUX C., Directeur des services postaux et financiers, 
Deputy head of delegation 
MOUMBOU L., Attaché aux postes auprès du Ministère de l'information 
et des postes et télécommunications, delegate 
BALOUNDA B., Conseiller du Directeur général, Président de l'Office national 
des postes et télécommunications, delegate 

Mrs MABIALA L., Chef du Bureau des acheminements postaux, delegate 

Messrs OH M., Dr, Vice-Ministre des communications, Head of delegation 
SHIN Y.S., Directeur général des postes, Joint head of delegation 
KIM Seung-eui, Premier Secrétaire à !'Ambassade de la République de Corée 
à Hamburg, delegate 
KWON Y.S, Directeur Division postale internationale, delegate 
KIM Young-won, Consul, Consulat général de la République de Corée 
à Hamburg, delegate 
HA C.H., Division des organisations internationales, 
Ministère des affaires étrangères, delegate 
CHUNG Y.H., Section-Chief, Division postale internationale, delegate 
LEEM J.T., Section-Chief, Division postale internationale, delegate 
SHIN M.H., Section-Chief, Postal Planning Division, delegate 
SUH Y. K., Section-Chief, Telecommunications Planning Division, delegate 
YU K.T., Assistant Section-Chief, Division postale internationale, delegate 
YANG S., General Manager, attached official 
KIM D.K., Director of Planning & Coordination, attached official 
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Costa-Rica 

Ivory Coast (Rep) 

Cuba 

Denmark 

Djibouti 

Dominican Rep 

Dominica 

Egypt 
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Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs CASTRO CHAVES R., Lie., Directeur national des communications, 
Head of delegation 
ULRICH J., Consul général du Costa-Rica à Hamburg, Joint head of delegation 

Mrs CASTRO ARROYO N., Directrice des postes et télégraphes a.i., delegate 
Mr Pl EDRA A., Chef du Département des affaires internationales, delegate 

Messrs BARRY BATTESTI A., Ministre des travaux publics, de la construction 
et des postes et télécommunications, Head of delegation 
KOUAMELAN J.-B., Directeur général des postes, Assistant head of delegation 
EFIENNE D., Ambassadeur 
DIARRA HADJI, Directeur général de la caisse nationale d'épargne, delegate 
AMBEMON V., Directeur des services postaux, delegate 
OHOUO APPIA, Directeur des services financiers, delegate 
MIMI LOGBO B., Chef du service des relations extérieures, delegate 
ABI AKA E., Chef du service des affaires internationales, delegate 

Mr PENA SUARES M., Directeur des postes et télégraphes, Head of delegation 
Mrs SEGRERA ARANDA O.C., Directrice des relations internationales, 

Assistant head of delegation 
Messrs MARTY VALDES F., Directeur adjoint des postes et télégraphes, delegate 

BENITES MORE A., Sous-Directeur de !'Entreprise des postes, 
de la presse et de la philatélie, delegate 
ESPRONCEDA VEGA R., Spécialiste des organismes internationaux, delegate 

Mrs CURI BACARAT G., Spécialiste au Ministère des relations extérieures, 
delegate 

Messrs WÜRTZEN H., Directeur général des postes et des télégraphes, 
Head of delegation 
ANDERSEN B.M., Directeur délégué, Assistant head of delegation 
MYRVIG H., Directeur, Chef de la Division de l'exploitation 
et de la commercialisation postale, Assistant head of delegation 
NIELSEN L., Directeur adjoint, Chef du secteur d'exploitation postale 
et des relations internationales, delegate 
HANSEN M.T., Chef des services financiers, delegate 
NORDBO B., Chef du Bureau des relations internationales, delegate 
CHRISTENSEN G.T., Contrôleur principal, delegate 

Messrs WAISS E.O., Directeur adjoint, Head of delegation 

Mr 

Mr 

ISMAEL A.M., Chef de la Division de l'exploitation postale, 
Assistant head of delegation 

GROUSSET L.G., Sous-Directeur général des postes, Head of delegation 

SHILLINYFORO R.A., Ambassadeur de la Dominique à Hamburg, delegate 

Messrs SOKKAR H.A.A., lng., Président du Conseil d'administration 
de !'Organisme national des postes, Head of delegation 
SALEM 1.F., Vice-Président de !'Organisme, delegate 
FOUAD C.Y., Ministre plénipotentiaire, Ministère des affaires étrangères, 
delegate 



Country 

Egypt (continued) 

El Salvador 

United Arab Emirates 

Ecuador 

Spain 

Ethiopia 

Fidji 

List of delegates 

Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Mr AHMED K.A.H., Chef du Secteur du Secrétariat général des services centraux, 
delegate 

Mrs ABDEL MASSIH S.A.S., Directrice, Service postal international, delegate 
Mrs KHALIL S.M., Directrice, Section des Accords internationaux et des Congrès, 

delegate 
Messrs LOUFTI A.M., Directeur général pour les finances, delegate 

KILING A.A., Directeur du Département du transport et du trafic, delegate 
KHOULOUSSI R., Directeur général des relations publiques, attached official 

Not represented 

Messrs BU-HASSAN A.S., Director General of Posts, Head of delegation 
AL-SHARHAN M.S., Head of International Relations Section, delegate 
BELHAJ Y.M., lnspector General, Eastern Region, delegate 

Mr STACEY MORENO D., Dr en droit, Consul au Consulat général de l'Equateur 
à Hamburg, Head of delegation 

Messrs ENTRENA G., Sous-Secrétaire du Ministère des transports, 
tourisme et communications, Head of delegation 
SOLER R., Dr ès sciences économiques, Directeur général des postes 
et télécommunications, Assistant head of delegation 
RIVERO A.M., Secrétaire général des postes et télécommunications, 
Assistant head of delegation 
VIDAL L., Sous-Directeur général des postes, delegate 
GONZALEZ L., Sous-Directeur général de la coopération internationale, 
Ministère des transports, tourisme et communications, delegate 
ASCANDONI J., Dr en droit, Directeur des affaires internationales, 
delegate 
GARCIA CEREZO L., Directeur d'organismes techniques 
et du développement du Ministère des affaires étrangères, delegate 
CIQUE A., Chef du service de l'exploitation postale, delegate 
DEOGRACIAS DE LA ROSA, Chef de la Section des mandats, delegate 
DE FRUTOS J., Chef adjoint de la Direction des affaires internationales, 
delegate 
SALAFRANCA J.1., Chef de la coopération internationale sectorielle 
au Ministère des transports, tourisme et communications, delegate 
COLLADA J.L., Chef de Bureau à la Direction des affaires internationales, 
delegate 
MONTALBAN M.J., delegate 

Mr GEBRE WOLD G., General Manager, Head of delegation 
Mrs RETTA L., Communications Team Leader, Ministry of Transport 

and Communications, delegate 
Messrs KIDANE T., Manager, Postal Service Department, delegate 

TESFAY K.B., Manager, Northern Region, delegate 

Not represented 
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Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs TARJANNE P., Dr en technique, Directeur général des postes 
et des télécommunications, Head of delegation 
SAVIAHO A., Directeur supérieur des postes, Assistant head of delegation 
NIKKILÂ J., Chef de la Division des relations internationales, 
Assistant head of delegation 
ALLARDT J., Inspecteur supérieur, Chef de la Section des affaires postales, 
delegate 
WALLENIUS M., Inspecteur du trafic postal, delegate 
JÂRVINEN H., Directeur à la Direction des finances, attached official 
KOVERO J., Directeur à la Direction du trafic postal, attached official 
ELOVAINIO M., Senior lnspector, attached official 
TRÂSKMAN C.-G., Inspecteur du trafic postal, attached official 
BLOMQVIST C., Inspecteur du trafic postal, attached official 
LÂHDESMÂKI E., Consul, Ministère des affaires étrangères, delegate 

Mrs LUOSTARINEN P., Attachée, Ministère des affaires étrangères, delegate 

Messrs MEXANDEAU L., Ministre délégué auprès du Ministre de l'industrie 
et de la recherche, chargé des PTT 
HERITIER B., Consul général de France à Hamburg 
DAUCET J., Directeur général des postes 
PROFIT A., Directeur de la prospective et des affaires internationales 
à la Direction générale des postes, Joint head of delegation 
MIGONE F., Chef du Service des affaires internationales à la Direction 
de la prospective et des affaires internationales, Joint head of delegation 
PÉRIER D., Sous-Directeur au Service des affaires internationales 
à la Direction de la prospective et des affaires internationales, 
Assistant head of delegation 
GENET R., Conseiller des affaires étrangères, relations avec l'ONU 
et les organisations internationales, delegate 
LE VERT L., Conseiller à I' Ambassade de France auprès de la RFA, delegate 
DREYFUS G., Attaché d'Ambassade, delegate 
REDON J., Attaché d'Ambassade, delegate 
MOSTACCHI J.-C., détaché au Consulat général de France à Hamburg, 
delegate 
DARDE LET P., Responsable des affaires de l'UPU 
au Ministère des relations extérieures, delegate 
MEYNIE G., Directeur de la production, delegate 
Ml CHAUDET J., Directeur de la promotion, delegate 
DELMAS G., Inspecteur général des PTT, Directeur général du BEPTOM, 
delegate 
MATHIEU G., Sous-Directeur au Service des affaires internationales 
à la Direction de la prospective et des affaires internationales, delegate 
BRENTA J., Administrateur, Affaires générales et tarification 
de la poste aux lettres internationale, delegate 
GUYADER M., Administrateur, Acheminements et comptes internationaux, 
delegate 
MOUZIN J., Administrateur, Colis postaux, delegate 
BILLARD M., Administrateur, Services financiers internationaux, delegate 
VIRGILE L., Administrateur, Coopération technique, delegate 



Country 

France (continued) 

Gabon 

Gambia 

Ghana 

Great Britain 

List of delegates 

Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs ROBERT J., Inspecteur principal, Affaires générales et tarification, delegate 
DAYAN E., Inspecteur principal, Comptabilité postale internationale, delegate 

Mrs BATI FOL M., Attachée d'administration, delegate 

Messrs MYBOTO Z., Ministre de l'information, des postes et télécommunications, 
Head of delegation 
SOUAH T., Directeur général de l'Office des postes et télécommunications, 
Assistant head of delegation 
MACKONGO C., Chef du Cabinet du Ministre de l'information, des postes 
et télécommunications, delegate 
ROMBOGOUERA GOUZE LE G., Directeur général adjoint, 
chargé des services postaux et financiers, delegate 
NGUEMA AL LOGO A., Directeur des relations techniques internationales, 
delegate 
BIYOGHE-BI-NDONG F., Directeur des services financiers, delegate 
MIHINDOU J., Inspecteur principal, Instructeur à l'Ecole nationale des postes 
et télécommunications, delegate 
IVORA-MANONZO V., Inspecteur principal à la Direction 
des relations techniques internationales, delegate 
MBOULOU MVÉ M., Représentant du Ministre des affaires étrangères 
et de la coopération, delegate 
DENGUE A., Attaché de Cabinet, delegate 

Not represented 

Messrs BENTIL A.O., Acting Deputy Director-General, Postal Services, 
Head of delegation 
TETTEH E.Y., Acting Chief Controller of Posts, 
1 nternational Services, delegate 

Messrs KINGSBURY L.H., Director of International Postal Affairs, Post Office, 
Joint head of delegation 
GEORGE A.A., Head of Postal Branch, Department of Trade and lndustry, 
Joint head of delegation 
DEARING Sir R., Chairman, Post Office 
COCKBURN W., Post Office Board Member for Royal Mail Operations, 
delegate 
FOOT D.G., Assistant Head of International Postal Affairs, Post Office, 
delegate 

Miss SMITH S.J., Head of Overseas Postal Section, Department of Trade 
and lndustry, delegate 

Messrs FERGUSON I.C., Head of Section, International Postal Affairs Department, 
Post Office, delegate 
KING P.K., Assistant Head of Section, International Postal Affairs 
Department, Post Office, delegate 
BIGGS N.W., Official, International Postal Affairs Department, Post Office, 
delegate 
CHISNALL S.J., Official, International Postal Affairs Department, 
Post Office, delegate 
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Country Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Great Britain (continued) Messrs LANG FORD R.J., Statistician, Post Office, attached expert 

Overseas Territories 
(United Kingdom 
of Great Britain 
and Northern lreland) 

Greece 

FAIRS M.R., Head of Group, Accounting, Post Office, attached official 
Mrs DOWLING G., Official, International Postal Affairs Department, Post Office, 

attached official 
Messrs CAWTHORNE T., Deputy Head of Overseas Postal Section, 

Department of Trade and I ndustry, attached official 
HONE G.J., Official, International Postal Affairs Department, Post Office, 
attached official 
ORBELL M., Director, Department of Postal Administration, Jersey, 
attached expert 
YOUNG J., Consul général à Hamburg, delegate 
DIBBEN M.A.C., Consul à Hamburg, attached official 
ROBERTS P.J., Premier Secrétaire, delegate 

Miss SMITH S.J., Head of Overseas Postal Section, Department of Trade 
and lndustry, Head of delegation 

Messrs PHILLIPS G.L., Postmaster General, Bermuda Post Office, attached expert 
ARDLEY H.G., Postmaster General, Hong Kong Post Office, attached expert 
LI S.K., Assistant Postmaster General, Hong Kong Post Office, attached expert 
WEBB H.H.A., Assistant Postmaster General, Hong Kong Post Office, 
attached expert 

Messrs TSIMAS K., Directeur général, Head of delegation 
DELIYANNIS D., Directeur de l'exploitation postale, 
Assistant head of delegation 
MATHIOUDAKIS M., Chef de la Sous-Direction des relations internationales, 
delegate 
XENELLIS E., Chef de la Section des relations internationales, delegate 
POTAMIANOS S., Consul à Hamburg, delegate 

Mrs MYTI LINEOU M., Secrétaire du Directeur général, attached official 

Grenada Not represented 

Guatemala 

Guinea 

Guinea-Bissau 
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Messrs LANGE FUMAGALLI E.J., Vice-Ministre des communications, 
Head of delegation 
ANZUETO D.N., Directeur général des postes et télégraphes, 
Assistant head of delegation 
MU NOZ GARCIA M.A., Sous-Directeur général des postes et télégraphes, 
delegate 
MU NOZ ORDÔNEZ C.R., Chef de département, Délégué du Gouvernement 
du Guatémala, delegate 

Messrs KOUYATE A., Ministre des PTT, Head of delegation 
CONDÉ S., Directeur des services centraux, Assistant head of delegation 
BALDÉ M.F., Inspecteur PTT, delegate 

Represented by Portugal 



Country 

Equatorial Guinea 

Guyana 

Haïti 

Upper Volta 

Honduras (Rep) 

Hungarian People's Rep 

lndia 

List of delegates 

Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs NSE NSUGA C., Ministre des communications et transports, 
Head of delegation 
ONDO MITOGO AVOMO P., Directeur général des postes, delegate 

Messrs GREEN H., Vice-Président, Gouvernement de Guyane, Head of delegation 
DORIS G.A., Postmaster General, Assistant head of delegation 
NOBLE E.A., Assistant Postmaster General (Operations), delegate 

Messrs FE RAILLEUR C., Directeur général de l'Administration générale des postes, 
Head of delegation 
MERORES H., Responsable de la Divison des affaires internationales, 
Assistant head of delegation 
JEAN-BAPTISTE J.E., Chargé de la Division de la planification, delegate 

Messrs GUIBO T.S.C., Chef de la Division de l'exploitation postale, 
Head of delegation 
BONCOUNGOU R., delegate 

Messrs HANDAL C.H., lng., Ministre des communications, travaux publics 
et transports, Head of delegation 
LOPEZ D.C., Directeur général des postes, Joint head of delegation 
DAVI LA N.S., Chef du Département international, 
Assistant head of delegation 

Mr TÔTH 1., Secrétaire d'Etat, Président des postes et télécommunications, 
Head of delegation 

Mrs JUHARI 1., Directeur des services postaux, Assistant head of delegation 
Messrs OLAH L., Dr en droit, Chef du service des affaires internationales, 

Assistant head of delegation 
MOLNAR C., Administrateur au service des affaires internationales, delegate 
SZIKSZAY F., Administrateur au service des affaires internationales, delegate 
SZAVA 1., Collaborateur principal à la Division postale, delegate 
DUBINYI A., Collaborateur principal au service des affaires internationales, 
attached official 

Messrs GADGIL V.N., Minister of State for Communications, Head of delegation 
TALUKDAR N.C., Member (Postal Operations), Posts and Telegraphs Board, 
Head of delegation 
KORA K.T., Secretary, Ministry of Communications, Assistant head 
of delegation 
MURTHY K.R., Member (Postal Development), Posts and Telegraphs Board, 
delegate 
DEVARAJAN V., Member (Finance), Posts and Telegraphs Board, delegate 
DEY R.N., Deputy Director General (International Relations), delegate 
DEO P., Private Secretary to the Minister of State for Communications, 
delegate 
GOPINATH P.K., Assistant Director General (International Relations), 
delegate 
MAMLESH KUMAR K., Consul général de l'Inde, delegate 
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Country 

lndonesia 

Iran (lslamic Rep) 

Iraq 

lreland 
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Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs ABDULRACHMAN S., Director General of Posts and Telecommunications, 
Head of delegation 
SOEPAAT D., Deputy Director General for Posts and Giro, Directorate 
General of Posts and Telecommunications, Assistant head of delegation 
MUSTAFA A., Director of Operations, Public Corporation for Posts and Giro, 
delegate 
HAG A., Head of Postal Convention Section, Directorate General of Posts 
and Telecommunications, delegate 
NOTOPRAJITNO M.S., Official of the Public Corporation for Posts 
and Giro, delegate 
ISKANDAR D., Ministre-conseiller, delegate 
SU RAHMAN, Conseiller, delegate 

Messrs SOTOUDEH MANESH H., Deputy Minister for Postal Affairs, 
Head of delegation 
VAEZI H., President of the Iran Telecommunication Co., delegate 
SAFAVI HAMAMI S.M., General Director for Frequency Management, 
delegate 
JAFARI M., Director of Analyse and Exchange Department, delegate 
RAHIMIAN H., Expert, Postal Affairs, delegate 
HADJI TEH RANI M., Expert, Postal Affairs, delegate 
SHAFIE B., Expert, Postal Affairs, delegate 
YAZDANI H., Director of Repair and Maintenance, delegate 
MOSTASHARI S.A.A., Expert, delegate 
FARHADINIA H., Consulat général à Hamburg, delegate 
MOUSSAVI M.R., Consulat général à Hamburg, delegate 
OLAD-DAMESGHIEH A., delegate 

Messrs RADHWAN GHASSAN A.A., Secrétaire d'Etat pour les affaires 
de planification, Head of delegation 
AL-SALMAN N.S., Directeur général de !'Organisme des postes, 
Joint head of delegation 
WAFIQ A.M., Assistant du Président de !'Entreprise 
pour les affaires administratives, delegate 
HAMOUD H.J., Directeur du trafic postal, delegate 
AL AAZAMI R., Conseiller, affaires étrangères, delegate 
KUWAIT M., fonctionnaire à l'Office de la planification et de poursuite, 
Entreprise des postes, delegate 

Messrs WARREN P.A., Assistant Secretary General, Department of Communications, 
Head of delegation 
HINDS D.R., Director of Postal Operations Division, Post Office, 
Joint head of delegation 
COADY M., Head of Postal Operations Division, Post Office, 
Assistant Head of delegation 

Miss HEENAN D., Assistant Head of Postal Operations Division, Post Office, 
delegate 



Country 

lreland (continued) 

lceland 

Israel 

ltaly 

Libyan Jamahiriya 

Jamaica 

List of delegates 

Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs AARPER M., Head of Postal Affairs Section, Department of Communications, 
delegate 
FAR RELLY C., Head of International Affairs Section, Post Office, delegate 

Mrs BARRINGTON A., Premier Secrétaire, Département des affaires étrangères, 
delegate 

Messrs SKÜLASON J., Directeur général des postes et télécommunications, 
Head of delegation 
KRISTJANSSON B., Directeur, Chef de la Division des services des postes 
et télécommunications, Assistant head of delegation 
JÜLIUSSON R., Chef de bureau, delegate 

Messrs LACHMAN E., Directeur des services postaux, Head of delegation 
ELIAV P., Ambassadeur extraordinaire et plénipotentiaire, Sous-Directeur 
général, Ministère des affaires étrangères, Assistant head of delegation 
DOWEK E., Ambassadeur extraordinaire et plénipotentiaire, 
Représentant permanent d'Israël auprès des Nations Unies à Genève, delegate 
EYLON E., Ministre plénipotentiaire, Ambassade d'Israël à Bonn, delegate 
ISSACHAROFF J., Assistant du Conseiller juridique, 
Ministère des affaires étrangères, delegate 
EDERY S., Directeur, Services postaux, delegate 
ZEMEL 1., Directeur adjoint des services postaux, delegate 
KUGELMANN O., delegate 

Messrs MONACO U., Directeur général des PTT, Head of delegation 
MAZZEI A., Vice-Directeur général des PTT, Assistant head of delegation 
BU FAR DECI L., Directeur central des services financiers, 
Assistant head of delegation 
VESCHI E., Directeur central des services postaux, 
Assistant head of delegation 
GRAZIOSI G., Directeur du bureau des relations internationales, delegate 
CONTURSI M., Vice-Directeur central des services postaux, delegate 
LEGROTTAGLIE D., Chef de la Division du trafic international 
à la Direction centrale des services postaux, delegate 
DE FRANCHIS A., Inspecteur général à la Direction centrale 
des services postaux, delegate 
GIANNETTI V., Directeur de division à la Direction centrale 
des services postaux, delegate 
PANGALLO U., Directeur de division au bureau des relations internationales, 
delegate 
CUTI LLO A., Directeur de division à la Direction centrale 
des services financiers, delegate 
RAGUSA L., Directeur de section au bureau des relations internationales, 
delegate 
CIRIACONO P., Vice-Dirigeant administratif, delegate 
PERGAMI R., Directeur d'exploitation, delegate 

Not represented 

Not represented 
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Japan 

Jordan 

Democratic Kampuchea 

Kenya 

Kuwait 

952 

Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs MIYAZAKI H., Ambassadeur extraordinaire et plénipotentiaire du Japon 
en RFA, Head of delegation 
NAGAOKA S., Directeur général des postes au Ministère des postes 
et télécommunications, Joint head of delegation 
KAJITANI Y., Chef du Service international à la Direction générale des postes, 
Ministère des Pet T, replacement of Head of delegation 
IGUCHI Y., Chef adjoint du Service international à la Direction générale 
des postes, Ministère des P et T, delegate 
OZAWA T., Chef adjoint du Service international à la Direction générale 
de la caisse d'épargne postale, delegate 
EGUCHI H., Consul au Consulat général du Japon à Hamburg, delegate 

Miss AOKI E., Directeur suppléant du Service des institutions spécialisées 
à la Direction générale des affaires des Nations Unies, 
Ministère des affaires étrangères, delegate 

Messrs FUJI NOT., Premier Secrétaire à !'Ambassade du Japon en Suisse, delegate 
NAKAMURA K., Chef adjoint du Service international à la Direction générale 
des postes, Ministère des Pet T, delegate 

Miss NAKAYAMA T., Secrétaire des affaires étrangères au Service des conventions 
internationales à la Direction des traités, Ministère des affaires étrangères, 
delegate 

Messrs SOMA M., Chef de Section au Service international à la Direction générale 
des postes, Ministère des Pet T, delegate 
FUJI OKA T., Chef de Section au Service international à la Direction générale 
des postes, Ministère des Pet T, delegate 
SENOO H., Vice-Consul au Consulat général du Japon à Hamburg, delegate 

Messrs BEN TARIF M., lng., Sous-Secrétaire d'Etat, Ministère des communications, 
Head of delegation 
EL-QUDAH H., Directeur des affaires postales, delegate 
QUNASH M., Directeur des affaires postales auprès de la compagnie 
aérienne ALIA, attached official 

Not represented 

Messrs KOSGEY H.K.M.P., Minister of Transport and Communications, 
Head of delegation 
SHITAKHA G.A., Deputy Permanent Secretary, Assistant head of delegation 
MWAKITELE Z.D., Head of Postal Services, Joint Assistant head 
of delegation 
MUDESHI N.M., Assistant Head of Postal Services, delegate 
ORUCCOSON G.R.E., Chief Postal Controller, delegate 
JUMA S., Chief Public Relations Officer, delegate 
KAMOTHO R.K., Principal Postal Controller, delegate 

Messrs AL-MAZIDI I.M., Minister of Communications, Head of delegation 
EID A.M.Y., Director, Posts Department, delegate 
AL-HAQQAN S.A., Director of Operations Services, delegate 
KHALIFA H.M., Secretary of Minister's Office, delegate 
AL EDAN S., Mail Manager, delegate 



Country 

Lao People's Dem Rep 

Lesotho 

Lebanon 

Liberia 

List of delegates 

Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Not represented 

Messrs MAPHATHE K.T., Dr, Minister of Transport and Communications, 
Head of delegation 
PHOOFOLO M.P., Permanent Secretary of Transport and Communications, 
Joint head of delegation 
DE SILVA M.P., Director of Postal Services, delegate 
MONYANE S.N., Assistant Administrative Secretary, delegate 
PITSO L.P., Deputy Finance Manager, delegate 

Mrs RALEBESE H.L., International Mails Officer, delegate 
Mr TE KATE KA M., Ambassadeur, delegate 

Messrs TABBARAH O., Chef du Service postal, Head of delegation 
ABOU JAWDE G., Chef adjoint du Service postal, delegate 

Messrs TOWEH S.G., Minister of Posts and Telecommunications, Head of delegation 
KPAMU-SIE T., Director-General of Posts, Assistant head of delegation 

Miss TOWAH C.G., Assistant Minister for Administration, delegate 
Mr PAYNE N.D., Director of International Postal Organizations 

and Public Affairs, delegate 
Miss WISSEH E.T., Assistant Director of International Postal Organizations 

and Postal Affairs, delegate 
Mr JOHNSON D.T., Consul général du Libéria à Hamburg, delegate 
Mrs EKAH 1., Special Assistant to the Minister, delegate 

Liechtenstein Represented by Switzerland 

Luxembourg 

Madagascar 

Malaysia 

Messrs HEIN EN J., Directeur, Head of delegation 
DONDELINGER C., Directeur adjoint, Assistant head of delegation 
VALENTIN A., Directeur adjoint, delegate 
KIHN P., Chef de la Division des postes, delegate 
WAGNER S., Attaché de gouvernement, Premier en rang au Ministère 
des transports, des communications et de l'informatique, delegate 
HOFFMANN J., Chef du service de la réglementation postale, delegate 

Messrs RAKOTOVAO A., Ministre des postes et télécommunications, 
Head of delegation 
RATOVONDRAHONA P., Secrétaire général du Ministère des postes 
et télécommunications, Joint head of delegation 
RAVELOMANANTSOA-RATSIMIHAH R., Directeur des postes, delegate 
RABEMANANTSOA F., Chef de la Division des relations postales 
internationales, delegate 

Messrs MOGGIE D.L., Ministre de l'énergie, des télécommunications et des postes, 
Head of delegation 
RAJASINGHAM M., Directeur général des postes, 
Assistant head of delegation 
HAJA ALAWDIN S.M., Director of Posts (International), delegate 
KUDU N.L., Political Secretary to the Minister, delegate 
WONG C. Sr., delegate 
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List of delegates 

Country 

Malawi 

Maldives 

Mali 

Malta 

Morocco 

Mauritius 

Mauritania 

Mexico 
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Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs HARA S.C., MP, Ministre des transports et communications, 
Head of delegation 

Mr 

MBEKEANI J.A., Postmaster General, Assistant head of delegation 
MSISKA L.S.K., Ambassadeur du Malawi, delegate 
MAYAYA A.L., Secrétaire adjoint, Ministère des transports 
et communications, delegate 
KADZUWA P.E., Acting Deputy Postmaster General, delegate 
KAVALO F.A., Senior Postal Controller, delegate 
LUNDU W.N., Assistant Postal Controller, delegate 

VAJEEH M., Postmaster, Head of delegation 

Mrs GAKOU F.N., Ministre de l'information et des télécommunications, 
Head of delegation 

Messrs KEBE L., Directeur général de l'Office des postes et télécommunications, 
Assistant head of delegation 
FAU J.F., Directeur des postes, delegate 
YATTARA A., Directeur adjoint des postes, delegate 

Not represented 

Messrs LAENSER M., Ministre des postes et télécommunications, Head of delegation 
WAKRIM M., Secrétaire général, Assistant head of delegation 
AOUJI L M., Directeur des postes et des services financiers, 
Assistant head of delegation 
ALI H., Chef de Cabinet de M. le Ministre, delegate 
AIT HSI KO A., Chef de la Division des services postaux, delegate 
OUGMENSSOR O., Chef de la Division des services financiers, delegate 
OUHADDOU A., Chef du service des relations internationales, delegate 
HASSI KOU A., delegate 

Not represented 

Messrs LOUT O.S.M., Chef du service des affaires générales et sociales, 
Head of delegation 
DIENG O., Chef des services postaux, Assistant head of delegation 
MOHAMED O.A., Chef de l'exploitation postale, delegate 

Messrs JIMÉNEZ ESPRIÛ J., Sous-Secrétaire des communications 
et du développement technologique, Head of delegation 
OLAVARRfA MORENO R., Directeur général des postes, 
Assistant head of delegation 
JUAREZ VAZOUEZ G., Directeur de l'exploitation etdes services, 
Assistant head of delegation 
ORTIZ Y ORTIZ R., Conseiller auprès du Sous-Secrétaire 
des communications, delegate 
GARRIDO MU NOZ J., Chef du Département des affaires internationales, 
delegate 
ARRIAGA-GARCIA A., Vice-Consul du Mexique à Hamburg, delegate 



Country 

Monaco 

Mongolian People's Rep 

List of delegates 

Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Mr CROVETTO H., Directeur de l'Office des émissions de timbres-poste, 
Head of delegation 

Messrs NOROVJAV 1., Ministre des télécommunications, Head of delegation 
NATSAGDORJ L., Leading Specialist, International Cooperation 
and Accounts Division, Assistant head of delegation 

Mrs ERDENETSETSEG SH., Spécialiste, Division des services postaux, delegate 

Mozambique Represented by Congo (People's Rep) 

Nauru 

Nepal 

Nicaragua 

Niger 

Nigeria 

Norway 

Mr WESTON M., Représentant de Nauru à Londres, Head of delegation 

Messrs LOHANI P.C., Minister of Communications, Head of delegation 
SH RIVASTAVA S.N., Director General, Postal Services Department, 
Assistant head of delegation 
GURUNG N.V., Persona! Assistant, Ministry of Communications, delegate 

Not represented 

Messrs SALAOU 8., Ministre des postes et télécommunications, Head of delegation 
NAMEOUA D., Chef du service de l'inspection itinérante, 
Assistant head of delegation 
ALI 8., Directeur des services postaux et financiers, delegate 
ALOU S.A., Chef de la Division études et programmes, delegate 
DIAMBALLA I.M., attached official 

Messrs ABDULLAH! A. (Lt. Col.), Minister of Communications, Head of delegation 
EWEDEMI E.A., Director of Postal Services, Assistant head of delegation 
OGUNRINDE A.O., Assistant Director of Postal Services 
(1 nternational Services and Philately), delegate 
1 KE T.N ., Chief Postal Controller, delegate 
MATILUKURO 1., Principal Postal Controller (UPU), delegate 
OMONIJO P.8., Principal Secretary, Ministry of Communications, 
attached official 
ANOPUECHI A.A., Chargé d'affaires, Ambassade du Nigéria à Bonn, delegate 
NWANZE V.C.0., Acting Consul General, Consulat général du Nigéria 
à Hamburg, delegate 

Messrs BRU R.R., Directeur général des postes, Head of delegation 
HISDAL I.J., Vice-Directeur général, Directeur des services postaux, 
Head of delegation 
STR0MSNES K., Directeur, Chef du service international, 
Assistant head of delegation 
AARAK T., Chef adjoint du service international, delegate 
JOHNSEN A., Conseiller supérieur, delegate 
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List of delegates 

Country 

New Zealand 

Oman 

Uganda 

Pakistan 

Panama (Rep) 

Papua New Guinea 
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Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs WI LLiAMS F.C.W., Director of Postal Services, Head of delegation 
EVANS J.E.B., Manager, Postal Operations, Alternate head of delegation 
McCLEOD N., Conseiller à I' Ambassade de Nouvelle-Zélande à Bonn, delegate 
LAWLEY M.B., Assistant Manager, Postal Operations, delegate 
McNIVEN A., Section Head, Postal Operations, delegate 

Messrs AL BALUSHI A.S., Minister of Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones, 
Head of delegation 
AL SAID S.G.B.K., Director General, Ministry of PTT, 
Assistant head of delegation 
AL HAREMI M.M.S., lnspector General of Posts, Assistant head of delegation 
TAQI M.H., Director, Minister's Office, delegate 
AL-KHANJARI B.H.S., Director, Finance and Administration, 
Ministry of PTT, delegate 
AL-ZUHR M.M., Director of Posts, Southern Region, delegate 
AL QABTAN T.A., Director, Postal Divisions, delegate 
AL MOHAMMED Y.A., Director, International Relations, Ministry of PTT, 
delegate 
AL ARAi MY N.M.S., lnspector of Posts at Sur, delegate 
AL-RUWAHY S.S., Expert (Counterpartl, International Relations, delegate 
EL HENDAWI M.N.A., Expert for Post, delegate 

Not represented 

Messrs KHURSHEED M., Director General (Head of Department), Head of delegation 
MALIK G.N.Z., Deputy Director General (Postal Operations), 
Assistant head of delegation 
SHAH S.A.H., Director, 1 nternational Postal Services, delegate 

Mrs DE SALAMANCA M., Directrice générale des postes et télégraphes, 
Head of delegation 

Mr BELL F., Directeur des services postaux, delegate 

Messrs EVARA R., MP, Minister, Post and Telecommunication Corporation, 
Head of delegation 
WARI K., Chairman, Post and Telecommunication Corporation Board, 
Assistant head of delegation 
MANI KOT S.S., General Manager, Postal Services, Assistant head of delegation 
KAMARA D.P., Managing Director, Post and Telecommunication 
Corporation, delegate 
KAMENG P.V., Manager, ACTS and Regulations, delegate 
TAMARUA M., Acting Executive Manager, International Postal Relations, 
delegate 

NIBA J., Special Project Officer, Postal Services, delegate 
IKIVARI L., International Postal Relations, delegate 
PAGUN P., Executive Officer to the Minister for Post 
and Telecommunication, attached official 
DOi A., Parliamentarian (MP), attached official 
IGO S., Counsellor P.N.G., High Commission, London, attached official 



Country 

Paraguay 

Netherlands 

Netherlands Antilles 

Peru 

Philippines 

Polish People's Rep 

List of delegates 

Designation of delegates and attached officiais 

Messrs ESQUIVEL M.M., Directeur général des postes, Head of delegation 
Mrs RAMI REZ SANCHEZ M.C., Dr, Directrice des affaires internationales, 

Assistant head of delegation 

Messrs WIT C., Directeur général des postes, télégraphes et téléphones, 
Head of delegation 
VAN OMMEREN A.W., Directeur principal des postes, 
Acting head of delegation 
KRIJGER J.B., Chef du Service des affaires postales internationales, 
Acting head of delegation in the absence of Mr Van Ommeren 
KOSTER J.J., Consul général à Hamburg, delegate 
PIJNENBURG J.A.A., Inspecteur pour les services spéciaux des PTT, delegate 
BETHE J.G., Inspecteur, delegate 
BRONGERS J.O., Inspecteur adjoint, delegate 
RÔVEKAMP P.F.L., Référendaire, delegate 
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1 Introduction 

This comprehensive Report on the work of the Executive Council is submitted to Congress in accordance 
with General Regulations, article 103, paragraph 2. 

lt covers all the work done by the Executive Council over the past five years, reporting on the duties· assigned 
to the Executive Council by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress, in the form of resolutions or decisions, and 
those devolving on it under the Acts of the Union or originating in a proposai by an administration or group 
of administrations. 

lt should be pointed out, however, that certain studies assigned to the Executive Council are the subject of 
documents separate from this report because they require special explanation. The necessary references 
will, however, be found in this report. 
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2 General information about the Executive Council 

The Executive Council elected by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress consisted of the following 40 
members: Algeria, Argentina, Bangladesh, Barbados, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China (People's Rep), Cuba, 
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, France, Gabon, Germany, Fed Rep of , Great Britain, Guinea, Honduras 
(Rep), lndia, Iraq, lreland, Ivory Coast (Rep), Jordan, Kenya, Liberia, Libyan Jamahiriya, Malaysia, Mali, 
Mexico, Mongolian People's Rep, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Syrian Arab Rep, 
Thailand, USSR, United States of America and Yugoslavia. Brazil was Chairman and China (People's Rep), 
Liberia, Spain and USSR, Vice-Chairmen . Table I below gives ail the information about the duration of the 
Executive Council sessions and the participants therein . 

2 For the study of most of the questions within the purview, the Council set up ten committees, some 
of which in turn set up working parties. Table Il below gives information about the meetings and composition 
of these bodies. ln addition, it also reports on the work of the joint bodies which the Executive Council re
established or set up for the study of matters common to the UPU and other international organizations. 
These joint bodies are: IATA-UPU Contact Committee and Joint IATA-UPU Working Party, CCC-UPU Contact 
Committee, ICS-UPU Contact Committee, CCITT-UPU ad hoc Sub-group - Tariffs. ln addition, the Council 
adopted a protocol of agreement providing for cooperation between the ISBI and the UPU. 

3 ln accordance with the decision of the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress, several studies were carried 
out by the Executive Council in cooperation with the CCPS. ln addition, as in the past, a large number of 
studies have been brought to a successful conclusion with the cooperation of postal administrations which 
are not members of the Executive Council. This cooperation has been done by means of questionnaires, 
which have enabled the Council to find out the views of a large number of administrations and, occasionally, 
to find solutions coinciding with the views of most member countries. 

4 Regarding the Executive Council's work, administrations have already been exhaustively informed 
each year by the Summary Record, resolutions and decisions and Executive Council documents sent to them 
after each session, in accordance with General Regulations , article 103, paragraph 1. Administrations have 
also received the Compendium of resolutions and decisions adopted by the Executive and Liaison Com
mittee and then by the Executive Council, which were still valid when the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress 
closed. 

5 The results of the work assigned to the Executive Council by the Rio de Janeiro Congress are 
summarized in annex I to this report, which also mentions the Congress - Docs and proposais which have 
resulted from these studies. Annex Il gives the classification key and the list of resolutions and decisions 
adopted by the Executive Council between 1979 and 1984. These resolutions and decisions, together with 
the Congress - Docs and proposais submitted by the Council to the Hamburg Congress, reflect the results 
of the work done by this Council. 
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Meetings of the Executive Council Table I 

Sessions Dates Chairman Secretary- Member countries Observers lnvited 
General 

1979 22 October AC Botta MI Sobhi 
(Constit- de Barras 
uent) 

1980 5 to AC Botta MI Sobhi 
16 May de Barras 

1981 27 April AC Botta MI Sobhi 
to 14 May de Barras 

1982 29 April AC Botta MI Sobhi 
to 13 May de Barras 

1983 28 April A C Botta M I Sobhi 
to 13 May de Barras 

1984 27 Febru- A C Botta M I Sobhi 
ary to 8 de Barras 
March 

CCPS Consultative Council for Postal Studies 
CEPT European Conference of Postal and 

Telecommunications Administrations 

repre-
sented 

40 

39 

40 

38 

38 

39 

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations 

LAS League of Arab States 
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization 
UN United Nations 
OAU Organization of African Unity 

1 The League of Arab States was represented by the UPA. 

not repre- countries 

sented 

Switzerland and UPA 

Liberia UN, CCPS Chairman, Vice-
Chairman, and 7 Committee 
Chairmen, Switzerland, 
CEPT,APTU, UPA, PUAS, 
APU, APPU, FAO, !CAO, 
LAS' 

UN, CCPS Chairman, Vice-
Chairman, and of 7 Commit-
tee Chairmen, Switzerland, 
CEPT,APTU, UPA, PUAS, 
APU, PAPU, APPU,NPU, 
ICAO, LAS 

Chile, UN, CCPS Chairman, Vice-
Honduras Chairman, and 7 Committee 
(Rep) Chairmen, Switzerland, 

CEPT,APTU, UPA, PUAS, 
APU, PAPU, APPU, NPU, 
ICAO, LAS 

Chile, Iraq UN, CCPS Chairman, Vice
Chairman, and 6 Committee 
Chairmen, Switzerland, 
CEPT,APTU,UPA,PUAS, 
APU, APPU, NPU, !CAO, 
LAS 

Libyan UN, CCPS Chairman, Vice-
Jamahiriya Chairman, and 5 Committee 

Chairmen, Switzerland, 
CEPT,APTU, UPA, PUAS, 
APU, PAPU,APPU, NPU, 
ITU, LAS, OAU 

APTU African Posts and Telecommunications Union 
UPA Arab Postal Union 
PUAS Postal Union of the Americas and Spain 
APU African Postal Union 
PAPU Pan-African Postal Union 
APPU Asian-Pacific Postal Union (AOPU up to 1980) 
NPU Nordic Postal Union 
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Meetings of Executive Council Committees, Working Parties, etc Table JI 

No Body Member countries Chairman Meetings Results of work, 
Vice-Chairman Year Dates Place see paragraphs 

Committee 1 (Personnel) Bangladesh , Brazil, Canada, Chile , China (People's Sudan 1980 12 May Berne 52-60, 103 
Rep). Cuba, Egypt, France, Gabon, Germany, Fed Mexico 1981 7 May Berne 
Rep of, Great Britain, Guinea, Iraq, lreland, Jordan, 
Kenya, Liberia, ,Libyan Jamahiriya, Mali , Saudi 
Arab ia, Spain , Sri Lanka, Syrian, Arab Rep , 
Thailand , USSR, United States of America , 
Yugoslavia 

Ali EC member countries 19821 10 May Berne 
(see General, paragraph 1) 1983 9 May Berne 

Observers: Switzerland', CCPS (Chairman and 1984 2 March Berne 

Committee Chairmen). CEPT, APTU, UPA, PUAS, 
APU, PAPU , APPU', NPU, LAS, International Bureau 
Staff Association 

2 Comm ittee 2 (Finance) Algeria, Argentina. Barbados, Brazil , Canada. Chile, United States of 1980 7 and Berne 66-73 
China (People's Rep), Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, America 12 May 
France, Gabon , Germany, Fed Rep of, Great Britain , Bangladesh 1981 8 May Berne 
Guinea, Iraq, lreland, Ivory Coast (Rep). Jordan , 
Kenya, Liberia , Malaysia, Mali , Mexico, Mongolian 
People 's Rep , Saudi Arabia, Spain , Sudan, Syrian 
Arab Rep. Thailand , USSR, Yugoslavia 

' ln 1981, the Executive Council accepted that all Council members are de jure members of ail the Committees set up by the Council except for those dealing with optional Agreements . 
Thus, since 1982. all Council members have been able to take part de jure in all the Committees, except for Committees 7 and 8, which are confined to the member countries which 
are signatories to the Agreements dealt with by those Committees. However, member countries which are not signatories to those Agreements may take part with full rights in the 
corresponding Committees if they formally express their desire to do so. 
2 Headquarters country. 
' Asian-Pacific Postal Union , new name of the AOPU. 
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No Body Member countries Chairman Meetings Results of work, 
Vice-Chairman Year Dates Place see paragraphs 

2 Committee 2 (Finance) Ali EC member countries 1982' 10 May Berne 
(cont) (see General. paragraph 1) 1983 10 May Berne 

Observers: Switzerland2
, 

1984 6 March Berne 

CCPS (Chairman and Committee Chairmen), CEPT, 
APTU, UPA, PUAS, PAPU, APU,APPU, NPU, LAS 

3 Committee 3 Algeria, Argentina, Bangladesh, Barbados, Brazil, Germany, 1980 9 May Berne 8, 11-14, 44-47 
(General) Canada, Chile, China (People's Rep), Cuba, Fed Rep of 1981 29 and Berne 51, 72, 102, 105 

Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, Gabon, Iraq 30 April 
Great Britain, Guinea, lreland, Jordan, Kenya, 
Libyan Jamahiriya, Malaysia, Mali, Mexico, 
Mongolian People's Rep, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, 
Spain, Sudan, Syrian Arab Rep, Thailand, USSR, 
United States of America, Yugoslavia 

Ali EC member countries 19821 3 May Berne 
(see General, paragraph 1) 1983 3 and 4 May Berne 

Observers: Switzerland 2
, CCPS (Chairman and 

1984 27 February Berne 

Committee Chairmen), CEPT, APTU, UPA, PUAS, 
APU, PAPU, APPU3

, NPU, LAS 

1 ln 1981, the Executive Council accepted that ail Council members are de jure members of ail the Committees set up by the Council exçept for those dealing with optional Agreements. 
Thus, since 1982, ail Council members have been able to take part de jure in ail the Committees, except for Committees 7 and 8, which are confined to the member countries which 
are signatories to the Agreements dealt with by those Committees. However, member countries which are not signatories to those Agreements may take part with full rights in the 
corresponding Committees if they formally express their desire to do so. 
2 Headquarters country. 
3 Asian-Pacific Postal Union, new name of the AOPU. 
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No Body Member countries Chairmaa Meetings Results of work . 
Vice-Chairman Year Dates Place see paragraphs 

4 Committee 4 Algeria , Argentina , Bangladesh , Barbados, Brazil , France 1980 7 May Berne 17-21 
(Letter Post) Canada, Chi le, China (People 's Rep) , Cuba. Mali 1981 5 May Berne 

Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, Gabon, Germany, 
Fed Rep of, Great Britain , Guinea, Honduras (Rep), 
lndia, Iraq , lreland , Ivory Coast (Rep) , Jordan, 
Kenya, Liberia , Libyan Jamahiriya, Malaysia , Mexico, 
Monogolian People's Rep , Saudi Arabia, 
Senegal, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Syrian Arab Rep , 
Thailand, USSR, United States of America, 
Yugoslavia 

Ali EC member countries 1982' 4 May Berne 
(see General , paragraph 1) 1983 2 May Berne 

Observers: Switzerland2
, CCPS (Chairman and 

1984 28 February Berne 

Comm ittee Chairmen) , CEPT, APTU , UPA, PUAS, 
APU. PAPU, APPU3

, NPU, LAS, OAU 

5 Committee 5 Algeria , Bangladesh, Barbados, Brazil, Canada, Argentina 1980 6 May Berne 22- 24 
(Trans it charges and Chile , China (People 's Rep) , Cuba, Egypt, France, Czechoslovakia 1981 7 May Berne 
terminal dues Gabon, Germany, Fed Rep of, Great Britain, Guinea, 

Honduras (Rep), lnd ia, Iraq, lreland , Ivory Coast 
(Rep), Jordan, Kenya, Liberia, Mali, Mongolian 
People's Rep , Saudi Arabia , Senegal, Spain , Sri Lanka, 
Sudan, Syrian Arab Rep, Thailand , USSR, United 
States of America , Yugoslavia 

' ln 1981, the Executive Council accepted that all Council members are de jure members of all the Committees set up by the Council except for those dealing with optional Agreements. 
Thus , since 1982, all Council members have been able to take part de jure in all the Committees, except for Committees 7 and 8, which are confined to the member countr ies wh ich 
are signatories te the Agreements dealt with by those Committees. However, member countries which are net signatories to those Agreements may take part with full rights in the 
corresponding Committees if they formally express their desire to do so. 
2 Headquarters country. 
3 Asian-Pac ific Postal Union, new name of the AOPU. 
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No Body Member countries Chairman Meetings Results of work, 
Vice-Chai rman Year Dates Place see paragraphs 

s Committee S Ali EC member countries 1982' 6 May Berne 
(Transit charges and (see General. paragraph 1) 1983 S and 6 May Berne 
terminal dues) Observers: Switzerland2

, CCPS (Chairman, and 
1984 29 February Berne 

(cont) Committee Chairmen), CEPT, APTU, UPA, PUAS, 
and 1 March 

APU,PAPU,APPU3
, NPU,LAS,OAU 

Sa - Statistics Chile, China (People's Rep), Czechoslovakia, France, Argentina 1981 1 May Berne 24 
Working Party lndia, Ivory Coast (Rep). United States of America (Reporting 1981 20 October Berne 

country) 

Sb - Transit Charges Argentina, Egypt, Great Britain, lndia, USSR, United States of 1982 29 April Berne 22 
Working Party Yugoslavia America 

(Reporting 
country) 

Sc - Terminal Dues Argentina, France, Kenya, Spain, Thailand, USSR, Brazil 1980 31 October Berne 23 
Working Party United States of America (Reporting 1981 2 May Berne 

country) 1981 21 October Berne 
1982 18 to Berne 

21 January 
and 
29 April 

1982 6 May Berne 
1982 8 November Berne 
1983 28 April Berne 
1983 S to Berne 

9 December 

' ln 1981, the Executive Council accepted that ail Council members are de jure members of ail the Committees set up by the Council except for those dealing with optional Agreements. 
Thus, since 1982, ail Council members have been able to take part de jure in ail the Committees, except for Committees 7 and 8, which are confined to the member countries which 
are signatories to the Agreements dealt with by those Committees. However, member countries which are not signatories to those Agreements may take part with full rights in the 
corresponding Committees if they formally express their desire to do so. 
2 Headquarters country. 
3 Asian-Pacific Postal Union, new name of the AOPU. 
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Vice-Chairman Year Dates Place see paragraphs 

6 Committee 6 Algeria , Argentina , Bangladesh , Barbados, Brazil , Denmark 1980 8 May Berne 25--34 
(A irmail) Chile , China (People 's Rep). Czechoslovakia , Egypt, Canada 1981 6 May Berne 

France, Germany, Fed Rep of, Great Britain , Guinea, 
Honduras (Rep), lnd ia, Iraq, lreland, Jordan, Kenya, 
Liberia , Malaysia , Mali , Mexico, Mongol ian People 's 
Rep , Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Spain, Sri Lanka, 
Sudan , Thailand , USSR, United States of America, 
Yugoslavia 

Ali EC member countries 1982' 5 and Berne 
(see General, paragraph 1) 10 May 

Observers : Switzerland2
, CCPS (Chairman and 

1983 4 and Berne 
10 May 

Committee Chairmen) , CEPT. APTU, UPA, PUAS, 1984 28 February Berne 
APU, PAPU , APPU3

, NPU, LAS , ICAO, OAU 
and 5 March 

6a - Airmail Brazil, Canada, Germany, Fed Rep of, lndia, Ivory Denmark 1980 20 October Berne 25 
Working Party Coast (Rep) , Czechoslovakia 1981 28 April Berne 

Observer: Switzerland2 1982 30 April Berne 
1982 19 Novem- Berne 

ber 
1983 6 May Berne 
1984 27 February Berne 

' ln 1981 , the Executive Council accepted that ail Council members are de jure members of ail the Committees set up by the Council except for those dealing with optional Agreements. 
Thus , since 1982, ail Council members have been able to take part de jure in ail the Committees, except for Committees 7 and 8, which are confined to the member countries which 
are signatories to the Agreements dealt with by those Committees. However, member countries which are not signatories to those Agreements may take part with full rights in the 
corresponding Committees if they formaily express thei r desire to do so. 
2 Headquarters country. 
3 Asian-Pacific Postal Union, new name of the AOPU. 
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No 

7 

7a 

8 

Body 

Committee 7 
(Parce! Post) 

- Working party on 
the revision of land 
and sea rates 

Committee 8 
(Postal financial 
services) 

1 Headquarters country. 

Member countries 

Algeria, Argentina, Bangladesh, Barbados, Brazil, 
Chile, China (People's Rep), Cuba, Denmark, France, 
Germany, Fed Rep of, Great Britain, Guinea, Hon-
duras (Rep), lndia, Iraq, lreland, Jordan, Liberia, Lib-
yan Jamahiriya, Mali, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, Spain, 
Sri Lanka, Sudan, Thailand, USSR, Yugoslavia 

Since 1982, the following countries have also been 
members of the Committee: Czechoslovakia, Egypt, 
Gabon, Ivory, Coast (Rep), Monogolian People's 
Rep, Senegal, Syrian Arab Rep 

Observers: Canada, Switzerland'. United States of 
America, CCPS (Chairman and Committee Chair-
men), CEPT, APTU, UPA, PUAS, APU, PAPU, APPU2

, 

NPU, LAS 

Argentina, China (People's Rep), France Jordan, 
Kenya, Malaysia 

Observer: Switzerland 1 

Denmark, France, Gabon, Germany, Fed Rep of, 
Great Britain, Jordan, Kenya, Mali, Saudi Arabia, 
Senegal, Spain, Sudan, United States of America 

Since 1983, the following countries have also been 
members of the Committee: 
Argentina, Barbados, Chile, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, 
Guinea, Honduras (Rep), Iraq, Libyan, Jamahiriya, 
Mexico, Ivory Coast (Rep), Sri Lanka, Syrian Arab 
Rep, Thailand 

Observers: China (People's Rep), lndia, Liberia, 
Switzerland 1 , CCPS (Chairman and Committee 
Chairmen). CEPT, APTU, UPA, PUAS, APU, PAPU, 
NPU, LAS 

2 Asian-Pacific Postal Union, new name of the AOPU. 

Chairman Meetings 
Vice-Chairman Year 

Malaysia 1980 
Kenya 1981 

1982 
1983 
1984 

Germany, 1981 
Fed Rep of 1982 
(Reporting 1983 
country) 

Yugoslavia 1980 
Algeria 1981 

1982 

1983 
1984 

Dates Place 

8 May Berne 
6 May Berne 

7 May Berne 
9 May Berne 
2 March Berne 

1 May Berne 
30 April Berne 
29 April Berne 

6 May Berne 
5 May Berne 

9 May Berne 

Results of work, 
see paragraphs 

35-38 

35-37 

39-43 
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9 Committee 9 Algeria, Argentina, Bangladesh, Barbados, Brazil , Senegal 1980 9 May Berne 
(Techn ical Chile, China (People's Rep) , Cuba, Czechoslovakia, lndia 1981 4 May Berne 
cooperation) Egypt, France, Gabon, Germany, Fed Rep of, Great 

Britain, Guinea, Honduras (Rep) , Iraq, lreland, Ivory 
Coast (Rep) , Jordan , Kenya, Liberia, Mali , Mexico, 
Mongolian People's Rep, Saudi Arabia, Spain, Su-
dan, Syrian Arab Rep, Thailand, USSR, United States 
of America, Yugoslavia 

Ali EC member countries 1982' 7 May Berne 74-101 
(see General, paragraph 1) 1983 5 May Berne 

Observers: Switzerland2
, CCPS (Chairman and Corn-

1984 5 and Berne 

mittee Chairmen), CEPT, APTU, UPA, PUAS, APU, 
6 March 

PAPU,APPU3
, NPU,LAS, UNDP 

10 Committee 10 Brazil, China (People's Rep) , France, Germany, Fed Syrian 1980 5 May Berne 61-63, 122-129 

(Information and Rep of, Great Britain, Iraq, Jordan, Kenya, Liberia, Arab Rep 1981 27 April Berne 

Documentation) Mali, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, USSR. United States of lreland 
America, Yugoslavia 

Ali EC member countries 1982' 4 May Berne 

(see General , paragraph 1) 1983 2 May Berne 

Observers: Switzerland2
, CCPS (Chairman and 

1984 2 March Berne 

Committee Chairmen), CEPT, UPA, APTU, PUAS, 
APU, PAPU,APPU3,NPU, LAS, OAU 

10a - Working Party to study China (People's Rep), Great Britain, Jordan, USSR France 1982 4 May Berne 62 

the usefulness of the 
UPU publications 

1 ln 1981 , the Executive Council accepted that all Council members are de jure members of all the Committees set up by the Council except for those dealing with optional Agreements . 
Thus, since 1982, ail Council members have been able to take part de jure in ail the Committees, except for Committees 7 and 8, which are confined to the member countries which 
are signatories to the Agreements dealt with by those Committees. However, member countries which are not signatories to those Agreements may take part with full rights in the 
corresponding Committees if they formally express their desire to do so. 
2 Headquarters country. 
3 Asian-Pacific Postal Union, new name of the AOPU. 
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No Body Member countries 

11 IATA-UPU Contact Brazil, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Fed Rep 
Committee of, lndia, Ivory Coast (Rep) 

Observer: Switzerland' 

11 a - Joint IATA-UPU Brazil, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Fed Rep 
Working Party of, lndia, Ivory Coast (Rep) 

Observer: Switzerland' 

12 CCC-UPU Contact Algeria, Malaysia, Mexico, Yugoslavia 
Committee Observer: Switzerland' 

1 Headquarters country. 
'Asian-Pacific Postal Union, new name of the AOPU. 

Chairman 
Vice-Chairman 

Denmark 

Den mark 

France 
(Reporting 
country) 

Meetings 
Year Dates 

1980 20 October 
1984 1 March 

1981 28 April 
1982 5 May 
1982 19 Novem-

ber 
1983 6 May 

1982 2 and 
3 March 

1983 3 and 
4 March 

1984 9 February 

Place 

Berne 
Berne 

Berne 
Berne 
Berne 

Berne 

Brussels 

Berne 

Brussels 

Results of work, 
see paragraphs 

33 

25, 29 

16, 118 
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3 Work of the Executive Council 

6 The tasks carried out by the Executive Council are described briefly below, with a statement of the 
results achieved in each case. These tasks are listed in the order adopted for the classification key for 
Executive Council resolutions and decisions given in annex Il hereto. ln addition, the paragraphs of the 
report are numbered consecutively for ease of reference. 

3. 1 General matters concerning the UPU 

3.1. 1 Member countries 

7 Since the last Congress, nine countries have acceded or been admitted to the UPU, viz: Dominica, 
Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Salomon Islands, Tuvalu, Republic of South Africa, Zimbabwe, 
Republic of Vanuatu and Belize. 
At 31 May 1984, the number of Union member countries was 167. 

3.1 .2 Supervisory Authority 

8 Acting on resolution C 88, the EC studied, in consultation with the Swiss Gover.1ment, the role of the 
Supervisory Authority after the decision taken by the Rio de Janeiro Congress to do without the services 
of that Government in the financing of the Union. The specific aim was to amend accordingly the Acts of the 
Union and other regulations and to consider the possible abolition of the few residual responsibilities 
remaining to Switzerland. This study culminated : 
- in the preparation of proposais for amending the Constitution and the General Regulations (see proposais 

1020.1 and 1509.1); 
- in certain amendments to the Staff Regulations and the Regulations of the Provident Scheme (see decision 

CE 1/1981 and resolution CE 2/1982) . 
On the occasion of that study, the EC's attention had been drawn to the advisabil ity of also doing without 
the services of the Swiss Government as the depositary of the Acts of the Union and the authority responsible 
for the procedures of admission and accession to the Union, in order to bring the latter's practice into line 
with that of the other organizations in the United Nations system. The EC considered it preferable to maintain 
the existing practice. 

3.1 .3 Polilical questions 

9 Each year, the Executive Council had before it a document in which the International Bureau reported 
on its efforts to cooperate, within the limits of its possibilities, in the application of certain United Nations 
resolutions concerning the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples. lt also noted the text 
of the resolutions relating to 1his question. A special report has been prepared on this subject for Congress 
(see Congress - Doc 15). 
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3.1.4 Report on the work of the Union 

10 ln accordance with article 102, paragraph 6, j, iv, of the General Regulations, the Council considered 
and approved the Annual Report prepared by the International Bureau on the work of the Union. 

3.2 Acts of the Union 

3.2.1 Constitution 

11 Extraordinary Congresses, Administrative Conferences and Special Committees (see paragraph 51). 

12 Jurisdiction of the Union. The last post offices established by member countries in territories not 
included in the Union, in accordance with article 3, b, of the Constitution, were closed in 1966. lnstructed 
to study the advisability of abolishing this provision (resolution C 86), the EC came to the conclusion that 
it could find a fresh justification in respect of post offices established in territories which are uncontrolled, 
jointly possessed or internationalized by the international community. That is why it recommends that 
Congress should retain the existing provision while specifying the area of its possible use (proposai 1003.1). 

3.2.2 General Regulations 

13 Organization, functioning and work methods of Congress (see Congress - Doc 6). 

14 Organization, functioning and working methods of the Executive Council and de/imitation of powers 
between the Executive Council and the Consultative Council for Postal Studies (see Congress Doc 7). 

15 lnterpretation of article 108. The Executive Council confirmed the interpretation that paragraphs 2 and 
3 of article 108 of the General Regulations do not apply in the event that the Assistant Director-General 
instructed to take over the functions of Deputy Director-General ad interim until the next Congress wishes 
to apply for the vacant post of Deputy Director-General (decision CE 10/1982). ln addition, the Executive 
Council decided that the procedure laid down in article 108 applies to ail applications, including those of 
International Bureau officiais (decision CE 8/1983). 

3.2.3 Convention 

3.2.3.1 Questions common to the various international postal services 

16 Customs treatment of postal items (resolution C 16). Questions concerning the Customs treatment of 
postal items were examined by the CCC-UPU Contact Committee reconstituted by virtue of the above 
resolution (see paragraph 3.6.4). Following a consultation of postal and customs administrations, the 
questions selected for study by the Executive Council and the CCC covered the following subjects: 

i Need for letter-post items containing goods (commercial items) to be accompanied by a statement of 
value 

On the proposai of the Contact Committee, the Executive Council approved a suggestion on extending to 
letter-post items containing goods (commercial items) the measure already adopted for commercial postal 
parcels which had been notified to Union administrations in circular 73/1978. The International Bureau 
distributed for that purpose circular 111 of 7 June 1982. 
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ii Raising the limit set for the admission of gift consignments free of import duties and charges 

Giving favourable consideration to the UPU's request to raise this li mit in view of the depreciation of national 
currencies, the CCC informed the International Bureau that it had decided to raise the value limit from 
USD 25 to 30 SDR, an increase of 30 percent. Postal administrations were informed by International Bureau 
circular 228 of 7 November 1983. 

111 Updating of information col/ected by the International Bureau and by the CGC in 1977-1978 on the il/icit 
transmission of narcotics by post 

Within the framework of the fight against the illicit transmission of narcotics, through the post, a proposai 
was made to compel any foreigner who, in a particular country, sends a parcel to another country to give, 
in box 2 of the C 2/CP 3 form, under "sender's reference, if any", his nationality, his address abroad, his 
passport number and the date and place of its issue. 
The Contact Committee considered that the measure advocated would cause many difficulties in practice 
without preventing the insertion of narcotics in postal items. However, it was noted that the illicit trans
mission of narcotics by post had increased considerably in recent years and that the information previously 
collected on this subject should at least be updated. The Executive Council shared that view and the 
International Bureau therefore sent out a circular letter No 0307(8 2)1502 of 17 June 1983. The fresh 
information provided by the two parties (Post and Customs) was communicated to administrations in April 
1984. 
ln addition, the EC instructed the 18 to carry out a study on the procedure to be followed by an intermediate 
administration in a case where it is presumed that a closed mail in transit contains narcotics or psychotropic 
substances. Taking account of the legal analysis made by the IB and the views expressed when this matter 
was considered, the EC decided to submit a formai opinion to Congress expressing the Post's point of view 
without prejudice to the attitude which the customs services might adopt on the matter. This formai opinion 
is the subject of proposai 2500.4. The EC also decided that this formai opinion would be submitted to the 
CCC for its views so that Congress could take an informed decision. 

iv Re-examination of the declaration of value limit of 300 g fr above which items must be accompanied 
by a C 2/CP 3 customs declaration 

ln view of the depreciation of national currencies and at the request of one administration the 1982 EC 
instructed the IB to approach the CCC to obtain reconsideration of this value limit. At the tenth meeting of 
the CCC-UPU Contact Committee, the customs delegation announced the decision of the CCC Permanent 
Technical Committee to raise the value limit to 300 SDR (918.30 gold francs) . This increase involves 
amendment of article 116, paragraph 1 of the Detailed Regulations of the Convention and of the C 1 label; 
these measures are covered by proposais 2516.2 and 2901.1. 

v Customs authorities' cooperation in enforcing the postal monopoly law 

The EC approved the Contact Committee's suggestion that an inquiry should be conducted by the UPU on 
the monopoly with a view to drawing up a recommendation that the said monopoly should be complied with. 
Since a study on the postal monopoly (Study 522) assigned to the CCPS was coming to an end, the reporting 
country (Australia) was asked to bear in mind the information appearing in the various documents prepared 
on that subject or provided during discussions when it prepared its final report. This report proposes the 
submission of a resolution to Congress inviting the governments of the Union member countries to request 
the authorities in charge of customs matters and, where appropriate , other national authorities, to help 
postal administrations to enforce the postal monopoly. This resolution is set out in proposai 2000.8. 
On the customs side, the CCC Permanent Technical Committee (PTC) asked customs administrations to give 
help to postal administrations which so requested in enforcing the postal monopoly (letter 83 T 2242 of 
7 November 1983). 
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vi Customs treatment of postage stamps imported for phi/atelic purposes (especial/y the levying of 
customs duty) 

Linder an agreement between the Customs authorities and UNESCO articles of an educational nature are 
exempted from customs duties. However, that agreement does not specifically mention postage stamps 
intended for philatelic purposes which cannot therefore benefit from this exemption. 
The International Bureau approached UNESCO to explore possibilities of achieving harmonization as 
regards the collection of customs duties so that items intended for philatelic purposes should benefit from 
the same conditions as educational items. This matter was raised during a meeting of experts held at 
UNESCO headquarters in Paris from 5 to 9 December 1983. The EC took note of the view expressed by the 
experts who considered that it was for the national postal administrations to approach their finance 
authorities and, if necessary, for the UPU to raise the matter with GATT. The question will be pursued in 
the future. 

vii Permitting administrations to treat items subject to customs contrai in accordance with their country's 
/egislation instead of express/y authorizing them to open items official/y, as currently provided for by 
article 37 of the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Convention (proposai 2034.1) 

As article 37 reflects the fact that the presentation of letter-post items to Customs and the opening of such 
items are governed by national law, the EC, like the Contact Committee, considered that the proposai was 
not justified and considered that the present wording of article 37 was satisfactory. 

viii Review of the arrangements for handling mufti-parce/ consignments 

This proposai by Great Britain aims at facilitating operations concerning dispatches comprising several 
parcels (commercial parcels) addressed to the same address (batch consignments) by requiring only one 
set of documents from senders. As experience in this field had not yet produced significant results, but could 
nevertheless result in positive conclusions for the future of the parcels service, the EC considered that this 
study ought to be continued. 

ix Study of customs clearance systems used for postal parce/s containing commercial consignments: 

speeding up of operations 

The Executive Council approved the conclusions of the CCC-UPU Contact Committee following consideration 
of the results of a consultation on the customs clearance of postal parcels in Union countries. These 
conclusions were brought to postal administrations' attention by circular letter 3711 (B 2)1519 of 24 June 1983. 
On that occasion, they were also reminded of the arrangements already made by the Customs to facilitate 
the customs clearance of postal parcels, in particular the terms of Annex F 4 to the Kyoto Customs 
Convention on the customs formalities applicable to the postal service. 
Furthermore, having approved the idea of proposing to the Hamburg Congress that countries should be 
recommended to ratify the said Annex F 4, the EC instructed the 18 to carry out a study into whether it was 
legally possible to ask the UPU Congress to recommend countries to ratify a Convention drawn up by another 
organization. The study showed that, as it is a problem of direct interest and concern to the postal service, 
Congress was empowered to take a decision on it. Consequently, the EC adopted a draft formai opinion 

which is the subject of proposai 2000.11. 

x Consideration of deve/opment prospects in postal techno/ogy and services and methods of customs 

contrai with the reciprocal effects on bath parties 

This question was submitted by the Post in order to establish coordination between the Post and the Customs 

in the development of computerized customs clearance systems. 
The study carried out by the CCC Computer Working Party enabled the latter to prepare, as a first step, draft 
preliminary guidelines for publication in the Computerization File. The EC took note of developments in this 
matter which would be pursued on a permanent basis. The International Bureau sent out the CCC document 

to the administrations of the Union in April 1984. 
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xi Study concerning methods of dispatching C 2/CP 3 customs dec/arations (resolution C 42) 

ln the above resolution, the Rio de Janeiro Congress instructed the Consultative Council for Postal Studies 
"to carry out a thorough study of the entire problem of methods of dispatching the C 2/CP 3 customs 
declaration accompanying postal parcels and to submit the results of this study and any proposais arising 
therefrom to the next Congress", while the EC was to have put before it, in due course, the parts of the study 
coming within its purview. This study was included in the CCPS work programme as study 532 and was 
conducted as an inquiry by Switzerland, the coordinating country. After consideration by the CCPS and the 
EC, the report was submitted to the Contact Committee. The conclusions reached by the Contact Committee 
aimed at giving tangible form to the introduction in the Acts of the UPU, on an equal footing, of the two 
methods of dispatching C 2/CP 3 customs declarations for postal parcels: 
a the obligation to transmit the documents attached to each parce! in accordance with a specific method; 
b the obligation to transmit the documents with the CP 11/CP 20 parce! bill or, if the administration of 

destination so requests, the obligation to transmit them attached to each parce! in accordance with a 
specific method. 

The administration of destination will thus have the right of requesting that the documents be dispatched 
in a way that best suits the customs clearance method in force in its country. 
ln addition, the EC approved the creation of an adhesive transparent envelope for the transmission of 
documents accompanying parcels, the use of which would be optional. Proposais 5501.1, 5506.1, 5518.1, 
5519.91, 5520.1, 5905.91 and 5905.92 have been prepared as a consequence of these decisions. 
The EC also approved the CCC-UPU Contact Committee's suggestion to enlarge column 14 "Tariff No" of 
the C 2/CP 3 customs declaration and, consequently, adopted proposai 2902.1 prepared for that purpose. 

xii Consideration of the customs practice of adding postage charges to the value of the merchandize in 
order to arrive at the total value for assessment of duties and taxes 

The EC noted the statement by the CCC Permanent Technical Committee (PTC) according to which that 
question did not corne within its purview or that of the Contact Committee, but was a matter for national 
customs regulations, ie the international customs assessment system applied by each country (GATT 
agreement or Brussels Value Definition). However, the CCC informed the CCC-UPU Contact Committee, at 
its tenth meeting, that this matter had been submitted to the CCC Valuation Directorate to study the measures 
which might possibly be taken within the framework of the valuation instruments. 

xiii Supplementing the wording in box 5 of the C 2/CP 3 form (front) in such a way that the opening of the 
item is express/y authorized by the sender (proposai 2902.4) - Decision C 94 

The EC endorsed the conclusion of the Contact Committee which considered that the arguments which had 
led Rio de Janeiro Congress Committee 7 (Parce! Post) to reject this proposai were still valid and that the 
problems raised could be solved at national level. 

xiv Proposai for amending article 105 of the Detailed Regulations of the Postal Parcels Agreement (lndia) 

This proposai suggests making provision for green, blue and red wrapping for items containing live plants, 
dangerous insects and life-saving drugs and medicines respectively. Because of practical difficulties, in 
particular possible confusion with wrappings bearing blue airmail labels and red express labels, the Contact 
Committee advocated seeking a solution in the field of the labelling of the parcels instead. The conclusions 
of the study carried out on this matter resulted in the creation of a light green label bearing, in black, the 
symbol proposed by the WHO and the inscription "Médicaments urgents" (Urgent medicines) in French, 
which would be affixed to ail urgent consignments of medicines. The creation of such a label involves 
amendments to article 105 of the Postal Parcels Agreement and article 118 of the Detailed Regulations of 
the Convention (proposais 2518.1 and 5505.3). 

XV Reconstitution of the CCC-UPU Contact Committee 

ln view of the close cooperation which had developed between the UPU and the CCC and the tangible results 
already achieved, the Executive Council proposes that the Contact Committee should be reconstituted after 
the Hamburg Congress (proposai 2000.10). 
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3.2.3.2 Letter Post 

17 Special charges (resolution C 14). lnstructed to study the possibility of applying the internai tariff to 
the various services subject to the special charges laid down in article 24 of the Convention, while bearing 
in rnind all the aspects connected with the subject, the Executive Council carried out a consultation the 
results of which revealed that rnost postal administrations do not favour systernatic assimilation of the 
special charges in the international service to those uf the internai service but corne out in favour of retention 
of the maximum charges in the Convention. As regards those for which the maximum rate is laid down in 
the Convention and which, in general do not exist in the internai service (presentation to custorns charge 
and charges relating to items free of charges and tees) they think that they should continue to be laid down 
in the Convention. On the basis of these results, the EC decided, on the one hand, not to arnend article 24 
of the Convention and, on the other hand, to endorse proposai 2311.4 (subrnitted by the Nordic countries 
at the Rio de Janeiro Congress but deerned unreceivable by the latter because it was subrnitted out of tirne) 
while instructing the International Bureau to put it into suitable forrn. The EC thus approved proposai 3303.1 
which forrns paragraph 2 of article Ill in the Final Protocol to the Convention, the title of which has been 
arnended accordingly. 

18 Ru/es for payment (resolution C 45). With a view to deterrnining effective rneans of expediting payrnent 
for the various international postal services, the EC consulted rnernber countries. Although the latter were 
concerned by the delays in payrnent, they considered that the existing rnultilateral offset systems are 
satisfactory and that the regulation period for the preparation, transmission and acceptance of accounts are 
suitable. On the other hand, they consider the system of instalrnents to be not really worthwhile. That being 
the case, the EC decided to continue the study frorn the point of view of irnproving the situation by training 
activities in the technical cooperation field which would be conducted both on a bilateral and an international 
basis through the International Bureau and on the basis of a specific action programme to be irnplernented 
frorn 1985. lt therefore adopted the recornrnendation contained in proposai 3500.1. 

19 International high-speed mail (resolution C 87). Study on collective items. ln that resolution, the Rio 
de Janeiro Congress instructed the Executive Council "to study the services operated by a nurnber of 
countries under the narnes of Datapost, Express Mail, Postadex, etc, and to report to the next Congress on 
the possibility of applying thern to the international postal services". 
Frorn its 1980 session, the EC considered that the expression "collective items" was not explicit and rnight 
lead to confusion. lt therefore replaced it by "international high-speed mail". The information collected as 
a result of an initial inquiry was contained in a report (CE 1981/C 4 - Doc 19) prepared by Brazil. lt was 
considered sufficiently cornplete to enable countries wishing to introduce such a service to refer to it. That 
report was therefore distributed (circular letter 3370.11(8 2)860 of 31 July 1981) to ail administrations 
together with a basic document prepared by a group of countries operating an EMS service entitled "Guide 
for the use of administrations wishing to participate in an international express mail service (EMS)". 
The second report also prepared by Brazil on the basis of cornrnents and suggestions frorn administrations 
on the above-rnentioned guide advocating continuation of the study with a view to including provisions 
concerning international high-speed mail in the UPU Acts, was considered by the 1982 EC which, however, 
considered it prernature to regulate the service at UPU level, since it is a service which is in full developrnent 
and subject to frequent changes. Consequently, it decided not to continue the study on international high
speed mail. Howev.er, at its 1983 session, the EC approved a proposai subrnitted by the administration of 
Qatar under which the International Bureau is instructed to gather information on the developrnent of 
international high-speed mail in rnernber countries with a view to rnaking it available to administrations that 
asked for it (decision CE 2/1983, circular letter 3370.11(8 2)1910 of 21 Septernber 1983). 
The EC took note of the work done by the International Bureau within the frarnework of their mandate, as 
well as that at present being done in the EMS Coordination Cornrnittee and which rnight result in the 
subrnission of a proposai to the Harnburg Congress. 

20 Basic /etter-post charges. At its May 1982 session, the EC instructed the International Bureau to carry 
out the usual consultation to establish the level of the basic charges to be subrnitted to the Harnburg 
Congress and, at the sarne tirne, postponed until the following year consideration of a document subrnitted 
by Argentina. That docUrnent airned at fixing these charges on the basis of the actual costs, and also airned 
at establishing a reliable rnechanisrn for updating the charges between Congresses. 
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At the 1983 session, in view of the results of the International Bureau's consultation, Argentina stated that 
it no longer considered it advisable to undertake the study which it had suggested. That consultation enabled 
the International Bureau to propose the four possibilities of increase set out below. However, considering 
that those four possibilities had been established on the basis of the results of the consultation and had not 
been brought to the attention of administrations because of this, the EC instructed the International Bureau 
to carry out a new consultation on the level of the basic charges, taking account of the results of the first 
consultation, ie the four possibilities of increase suggested. The results of this second consultation, in which 
99 administrations took part, can be summarized as follows: 

A. New basic charges to be submitted to the next Congress 

a 

b 

C 

d 

e 

for the first possibility: increase of 50 percent in the basic charges for letter 
post items 

for the second possibility: increase of 50 percent in the basic charges for let
ters and postcards and of 62 percent in those for printed papers and small 
packets 

for the third possibility: increase of 50 percent in the basic charges for letters 
and postcards and increase in charges for the weight steps for printed papers 
and small packets in the same proportion as that existing between the weight 
steps for letters, on the basis of a 50 percent increase for the first weight step 

for the fourth possibility: increase of 50 percent in the basic charges for letters 
and postcards and increase in the charges for the weight steps for printed 
papers and small packets in the same proportion as that existing between the 
weight steps for letters, on the basis of a 62 percent increase for the first 
weight step 

for other suggestions not included in the questionnaire 

B. lncrease or reduction of the basic charges 

50 administrations (50.5%) 

17 administrations (17.2%) 

10 administrations (10.1 %) 

17 administrations (17.2%) 

5 administrations (5%) 

99 administrations (100%) 

ln view of the results of the consultation, the maximum increase of 100 percent and the maximum reduction 
of 70 percent should be retained. 

C. Retention of article Ill of the Final Protocol to the Convention 

lt is proposed to retain article Ill. 

D. Consequence of using SOR 

ln addition, the EC considered the document submitted by France on the consequences of introducing SOR 
in the Acts, the conclusfons of which differ from those of the study carried out by the International Bureau. 
They show 'in particular that the present basic charge is still val id. However, to cope with future unforesee
able developments, application of a 20 percent increase is proposed. 
ln the light of the International Bureau's analysis on the basis of the results of the consultation and the 
conclusions drawn from the study by France on the consequences of the introduction of SOR in the 
Convention, the EC finally decided to submit the following three proposais to the Hamburg Congress: 

lncrease of 50 percent in the basic letter-post charges (International Bureau study). 
ii lncrease of 50 percent in the basic charges for letters and cards and of 62 percent in those for printed 

papers and small packets (International Bureau study). 
111 lncrease of 20 percent in the basic letter-post charges (proposai by France). 
Furthermore, the International Bureau was instructed to prepare for Congress a document on this subject 
which would also reflect the discussions that had taken place in the Executive Council. This document is 
Congress - Doc 19. 
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21 Other questions dealt with. The EC considered the document submitted by the International Federation 
of the Periodical Press (FIPP) with a view to creating a new category of correspondence item which could 
be called "Periodical Press". Considering it important that major users' organizations should have the 
opportunity of expressing their views to the UPU, the EC instructed the International Bureau to reply to that 
effect to the FIPP, to send it the preliminary study which it had carried out and to inform the CCPS of any 
reactions on the part of the Federation. 

3.2.3.3 Transit charges and terminal dues 

22 Transit charges (reso/utions C 28 and C 36). The 1980 EC entrusted the International Bureau with the 
updating of the scales (point i of resolution C 28). For the study of the other points of the two resolutions 
concerning transit charges, the 1980 EC set up a Working Party (WP 2) consisting of Argentina, Egypt, Great 
Britain, lndia, USSR, United States of America (reporting country) and Yugoslavia. 
As reporting country, the United States of America undertook the study, submitting a work plan to the 
members of WP 2 for approval and subsequently finalizing a questionnaire with the aim of obtaining the 
opinions of the postal administrations on the right method to use for fixing the transit charge scales. This 
questionnaire was sent out to ail postal administrations in October 1981. 
WP 2 held a meeting on 29 April 1982. 
The report submitted by the Working Party to Committee 5 of the 1982 EC showed, among other things, that 
the majority of the 54 countries which had replied (29 to 25) favoured the idea that the prices actually paid 
to the national carriers should be the basis for establishing the "transport costs" component of the transit 
charges, rather than using the commercial price for the transport of commodities, which is the current 
practice. 
The 1982 Executive Council decided, in turn, to keep the present method, but requested that the "transport 
costs" component of the scales should henceforth be calculated on the basis of the prices actually paid for 
the transport of mail proper. The calculation using the price of the commercial transport of commodities 
comparable to mail was considered to be no longer suitable. ln view of this decision, the 1983 EC adopted 
the draft resolution which is the subject of proposai 3000.1. 
ln addition, in the consultation on the system of establishing the transit charges, two questions were putto 
administrations on the possibility of amending article 61 of the Convention to bring it into line with the present 
practice. Twenty-five administrations were for, and 23 against, amending article 61 of the Convention. Thirty
two administrations were for, and 14 against, introducing new provisions in the Convention enabling 
conveyance costs to be settled direct between the shipping countries and the administrations concerned. 
ln view of these results, the 1982 EC instructed the International Bureau to submit to the EC a draft propsal 
for amending article 61 of the Convention. 
The five draft proposais prepared on this subject were approved by the 1984 EC (proposais 3061.1, 3061.91, 
3065.91, 3065.92 and 3570.3). 
The 1984 EC also took note of a document prepared by the International Bureau about the more frequent 
publication of tl1e General Liquidation Account of transit charges and surface-mail terminal dues, and 
approved the draft proposais relating thereto (proposais 3065.4, 3581.4 and 3582.2). 
As regards the calculation of the new scales of transit charges, a draft Congress - Doc 9 was submitted by 
the International Bureau and approved by the 1984 EC, which decided to instruct the International Bureau 
to supplement it and submit to Congress the three variants of the scales calculated, namely: 
- on the basis of ttie prices for the transport of the 15 commodities comparable to mail (proposai 3061.3); 
- on the basis of the prices actually paid for the transport of mail (proposai 3061.4); 
- on the basis of the prices actually paid for the transport of mail, with a coefficient of increase which takes 

account of the development, corresponding to half the five-year period 1978-1983, of the actual prices for 
the transport of mail, as well as of postal costs (proposai 3061.5). 

ln addition, taking account of the anomalies found by the International Bureau when calculating the new 
scales, the 1984 EC approved the draft resolution which is the subject of proposai 3061.2, asking the EC to 
update for the 20th Congress the scales adopted by the Hamburg Congress and to review the methodology 
currently being used to eliminate the distortions resulting from the application of the present method to the 
calculation of the scales and to examine whether ail the distance steps of the scales are still valid. 

23 Terminal dues (resolution C 35 and part of point c of resolution C 36). Ta conduct this study, the 1980 
EC set up a Restricted Working Party representative of the înterests of all the countries (WP 3), made up 
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of Argentina, Brazil (reporting country), France, Kenya, Spain, Thailand, USSR and United States of America. 
WP 3 held eight meetings in Berne, on 31 October 1980, 2 May 1981, 21 October 1981, 18 to 21 January 1982, 
29 April 1982 (followed by an additional meeting on 6 May), 8 November 1982, 28 April 1983 and 5 to 
9 December 1983. 
At its second meeting the Working Party took note of the comments submitted by certain administrations 
on the methodology proposed by Brazil (reporting country) at the first meeting. This methodology stems from 
the definition of the equivalence principle which originmes in the concept of equilibrium of mail flows: two 
mail flows are in equilibrium if, for every item sent from country "A" to country "B", a corresponding 
identical item is sent from "B" to "A". The origin of the payment of terminal dues lies in the non-existence 
of this condition of equilibrium in the relations between postal administrations. 
After discussions which had taken place on this subject, the 1981 EC decided that the work should continue 
on the basis of the equivalence principle, without excluding other possibilities, centering in particular on 
costs. 
At its third meeting, WP 3 considered a document by the reporting country dealing with statistical pilot 
research undertaken by Brazil on the basis of its exchanges with 80 countries with the aim of assessing the 
financial implications of several formulations with a view to payment of terminal dues. At that meeting there 
was a consensus on continuing the study according to the equivalence principle, but the United States of 
America, which suggested the idea of also resuming the previous Working Party's study as regards the costs 
aspect, was assigned that aspect of the study. 
The most important results of the fourth and fifth meetings of WP 3, which were subsequently approved by 
the 1982 EC, were: ' 

a the model instruction manuals proposed by the reporting country for use as the basis for carrying out 
a global sampling programme were finalized: 
- the instruction manual for carrying out a simplified sampling programme in which all Union member 

countries would participate was intended to obtain data representing the proportions and average 
weights for each category of item; 

- the instruction manual for carrying out a detailed sampling programme makes it possible to determine 
the distribution of the countries' traffic by category of item, on the basis of the actual weight of each 
article according to the weight steps laid down in article 19 of the Convention; a representative sample 
of the Union's member countries, consisting of 20 countries, was to participate in this programme, the 
results of which would be applied to all the countries according to regressive structures established 
in accordance with the functional relations obtained; 

b the minimum size of the sample, in number of bags, was fixed so as to make the results of the study 
representative; 

c the period from 15 November 1982 to 15 May 1983 was chosen for the sampling, which was to cover a 
total of 24 daily traffic analyses; 

d the questionnaire prepared by the United States of America on the costs aspect relating to the calculation 
of terminal dues rates was finalized. 

At the sixth meeting of WP 3, the reporting country introduced an additional form in the instruction rnanuals 
with the aim of collecting information about the total volume of countries' mail flows while the sampling was 
being carried out, in order to calculate the actual sampling rates. ln addition, the Working Party defined the 
methods of presenting the results of the study. Also at that meeting, the United States of America submitted 
the first results of the supplementary study on the costs aspect and France proposed making a study to Jay 
down the conditions for the possible application of an exceptional procedure for determining bilateral rates 
of payment of terminal dues. 
The results at which tlie Working Party arrived at the seventh meeting, and which were subsequently 
approved by the 1983 EC, were as follows: 
a The paper by the reporting country (Brazil) on the progress of the study based on the equivalence 

principle- in particular the participation of the countries in the sampling being carried out- and the table 

of the planned results were adopted; 
b the draft report submitted by the United States of America on the study relating to the costs aspect should 

be sent out to all the 72 participants to check the figures expressed in SDR according to the conversion 
made by the reporting country at the exchange rates in force on 30 September 1982; 

c France remained instructed to continue with its work concerning an exceptional bilateral procedure for 
terminal dues, leaving open the possibility of negotiation for countries wishing it. 

At its eighth and final meeting, WP 3 considered the final report of the study based on the equivalence 
principle, containing the resùlts of the sampling and several variants of terminal dues rates, as well as the 
final report of the study on the costs aspect. lt found that the results of the two studies were compatible and 
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to a great extent confirmed each other. At this meeting WP 3 also examined the conditions under which an 
exceptional bilateral procedure for determining the terminal dues rates could be put into operation. 
At the end of its work, the Terminal Dues Working Party made its final recommendations. Committee 5 left 
it to the 1984 EC to take up a position on these recommendations, as well as on the way in which the final 
report of the terminal dues study should be presented to Congress. 
At the end of its discussions and taking into account the observations made by countries in plenary session, 
the Executive Council: 

considered that the equivalence principle had already been adopted at its previous sessions as a valid 
method for determining the terminal dues rates; 

ii approved the procedure for applying the equivalence principle in accordance with the recommendations 
of the Working Party, namely: 
a establishment of world average rates per kg; 
b calculation of separate rates for LC, AO and M bags on the basis of the composition of the mail 

determined during the world sampling carried out between November 1982 and May 1983; 
c use, for calculating these rates, of the price system in force, made up of the basic charges of the 

Convention and the median of the rates for special services applied by the administrations; 
iii came out in favour of stabilizing the rates between Congresses, ie of not modifying the rates fixed by 

the Hamburg Congress until the following Congress; 
iv left it to Congress to decide on the advisability of using inflation as a method of fixing the terminal dues 

rates; 
v adopted a draft resolution providing the legal basis for the principles for determining the terminal dues 

rates (proposai 3000.4); 
vi took note of the results of the study on the costs aspect; 
vii approved the draft proposai to amend article 62 of the Convention, resulting from the above decisions 

(proposai 3062.4). 
The proposais stemming from the study conducted by France on the possible introduction of an exceptional 
procedure for the calculation of bilateral rates of payment for terminal dues were not considered by the 
Executive Council, as France had said it would not present them to Congress and no other EC member 
country had expressed a wish to take them over. 
The International Bureau was instructed to prepare the Executive Council report for the Hamburg Congress 
on the results of the terminal dues study (Congress - Doc 10). 
Still on the subject of terminal dues, the 1984 EC considered the conclusions of Committees 4 and 5 on a 
document prepared by the International Bureau concerning a study carried out on the suggestions made 
by the International Federation of the Periodical Press to the 1983 EC. 
The International Bureau was instructed to inform the FIPP of the result of the preliminary study carried out. 
The CCPS will study the FIPP's suggestions in the framework of a study which it has adopted in its minimum 
work programme for 1984-1989. 

24 System of statistics (resolution C 62 and decisions C 64 and C 65). To carry out the studies stemming 
from the resolution and decisions of the Rio de Janeiro Congress concerning the system of statistics for 
assessing the weight of mail with a view to the preparation of liquidation accounts for transit charges and 
terminal dues, the 1980 EC set up a Working Party (WP 1) comprising Argentina (reporting country), Chile, 
China (People's Rep), Czechoslovakia, France, lndia, Ivory Coast (Rep) and United States of America. 
WP 1 held two meetings (1 May 1981 and 20 October 1981). 
Following two inquiries, the following trends emerged: 
- the system stiould be the same for transit charges and terminal dues; 
- the present system should be replaced by another system; the final result of the inquiry on that aspect 

was as follows: 
- in favour of a new system: 59 percent; 
- in favour of the present system, improved: 41 percent. 

The variants submitted for the consideration of administrations for the choice of a new system may be 

classified in two groups: 
- system based on the actual weight of the mails; 
- other systems of assessing the volume of traffic, mostly based on the actual number of bags and their 

classification by rate and weight categories. 
Du ring the discussions at the 1982 EC, objections were raised as to the possibility of adopting a system based 
on the actual weight of dispatches in view of the extra work which the systematic weighing of the bags would 
give the dispatching offices. Doubts were even expressed on the possibility of making a permanent 
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breakdown of bags by rate and weight categories. On the basis of a suggestion by the reporting country, 
submitted as a compromise between the present system and the actual weight system, the 1982 EC 
instructed the reporting country to prepare - in cooperation with the International Bureau - a document 
dealing with the following two variants: 
a permanent counting of bags classified by rate and weight categories; 
b permanent counting of bags and determination of the proportions of the rate and weight categories on 

the basis of an an nuai one-month statistical operation. 
ln the light of the diverging opinions expressed during the discussions, the 1983 EC postponed taking a 
decision until 1984. lt again instructed Argentina and the International Bureau to refine systems a and b, 
bearing in mind the observations and suggestions made by several administrations, and the decisions 
stemming from the work of the Terminal Dues Working Party. 
ln addition, in compliance with Rio de Janeiro Congress decision C 64 and on the basis of the views 
expressed by administrations during the consultations, the 1983 EC decided to retain the present wording 
of article 65 of the Convention, thus leaving administrations the option of accounting for terminal dues for 
surface mail conveyed by air on the basis of the actual weight. 
The reporting country and the International Bureau submitted the following variants to the 1984 EC: 

Systems for determining the weight of surface mail in transit and in imbalance, so as to permit payment 
of terminal dues according to the rates at present established for LC/AO mail and for M bags. 
ln addition to systems a and b, a new system c, based on permanent counting of bags classified by rate 
categories and on determination of the proportions of weight categories on the basis of an annual one
month statistical operation was developed. 

ii Systems for determining the weight of surface mail in transit and in imbalance, to permit the payment 
of terminal dues according to the three rates (LC, AO and M bags) recommended by WP 3. 
ln addition to adapting the forms for the three systems, a, b and c for separate entry of LC, AO and M 
bags, two improved variants of system c were developed: 
c 1 permanent counting of LC/AO bags and M bags and determination of the average weight of the bags 

in each of these two groups, as well as the proportions by weight of the LC and AO, on the basis 
of the actual weight of the bags classified by rate categories (LC, AO and M bags) in a statistical 
operation; 

c 2 permanent counting of LC/AO bags and M bags and determination of the average weight of the bags 
in each of these two groups, as well as the proportions by weight of the LC and AO, on the basis 
of a classification of bags by rate categories (LC, AO and M bags) and by weight categories in a 
statistical operation. 

iii To enable the weight of airmail in imbalance to be determined separately for LC, AO and M bags, a 
statistical system was also devised in order to determine the proportions by weight of LC and AO in the 
whole of the LC/AO mail conveyed by air. 

The 1984 EC instructed the International Bureau to prepare a report for Congress (Congress - Doc 11) 
dealing with the two systems (a) with separation of LC and AO and system c 1, taking account of the 

Committee's recommendations, namely: 
a adoption of a payment exemption threshold of 1000 gold francs instead of 100 kg in settling terminal dues 

accounts (Convention, article 65, and Detailed Regulations, article 183); 
b observation of the following rules in the application of the system to be adopted: 

- preparation of statements of weights of mails by the administration of destination of the mails; 
- taking of annual statistics over a thirty-day period, if system c 1 is adopted; 
- permanent non-separation of LC and AO in different bags if system c 1 is adopted; 

c compatibility between the system to be adopted for determining the proportions by weight of LC and AO 
in the airmail and the system adopted for surface mail. 

If system (a) is adopted, Congress would also have to make a decision on the possible adoption of a fourth 
category of weights of bags and on the average weights to be adopted for each of the categories. 
ln addition to Congress - Doc 11, the International Bureau was also instructed to prepare the proposais for 
amending the Convention, its Detailed Regulations and the forms relating to the introduction of each of the 
two variants (a) and (c 1). These proposais are numbered as follows: 
System a: proposais 3061.6, 3062.5, 3065.5, 3066.1, 3501.1, 3556.1, 3562.1, 3569.91, 3569.92, 3570.4, 3571.1, 
3572.3, 3573.3, 357 4.91, 357 4.92, 3575.1, 3576.1, 3577 .1, 3577 .92, 3578.5, 3578.91, 3578.92, 3578.93, 3578.94, 
3578.95, 3578.96, 3579.4, 3580.3, 3580.91, 3581.5, 3583.2, 3583.91, 3584.2, 3585.2, 3912.1, 3915.1, 3917.2, 3917.3, 

3920.1, 3920.2, 39211 and 3921.2. 
System c 1: proposais 3061.7, 3062.6, 3065.6, 3066.2, 3501.2, 3556.2, 3562.2, 3569.93, 3569.94, 3569.95, 3569.96, 
3569.97. 3570.5, 3571.2, 3572.4, 3573.4, 3574.8, 3574.93, 3574.94, 3574.95, 3575.2, 3576.2, 3577.2, 3577.91, 
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3577.93, 3578.6, 3578.97, 3579.6, 3579.91, 3580.4, 3580.92, 3581.6, 3583.3, 3584.3, 3585.3, 3912.2, 3912.91, 
3912.92, 3915.2, 3915.91, 3915.92, 3917.4, 3917.5, 3920.3, 3920.4, 3921.3, 3921.4, 3928.2, 3957.1, 3953.3, 3955.3, 
3915.93, 3915.94, 3915.95 and 3962.3. 

3.2.3.4 Airmail 

25 Revision of basic airmail conveyance rates (resolution C 30). ln addition to the work on the different 
methods and approaches covered by resolution C 30, the Executive Council was called on to consider a 
request from the IATA in 1980 for an urgent re-evaluation of the basic rate of 1.74 g fr per tonne-kilometre 
adopted by the Rio de Janeiro Congress. Although the idea of an immediate adjustment was not proceeded 
with, it nevertheless led to the adoption of a new programme of studies on the possibility of obtaining a basic 
rate on the basis of the present rate according to a method of indexing and on the advisability of introducing 
into the Acts a procedure enabling this rate to be adjusted between Congresses according to the same 
indexing method. 
None of the studies covered by resolution C 30 provided a method of fixing the payment for air conveyance 
of mail. ln particular, the idea of establishing a rate linked to airfreight tariffs was abandoned in view of the 
difference between the published tariffs and those actually applied. Comparison with airline airfreight 
revenue appeared to offer a more valid basis. However, IATA was unable to supply data on revenue relating 
to the different categories of airfreight which would have made it possible to draw conclusions on this matter. 
Nevertheless, the Executive Council adopted as a reference point the tact that (according to the latest ICAO 
statistics). the average unit operating revenue from mail is 50 percent higher than the revenue from freight. 
For its part, IATA remained attached to a rate linked to the development of airline unit operating costs. On 
the basis of ICAO statistics (for 1981) the Association stated, in a letter of 11 February 1984, that the present 
rate of 1.74 gold francs per tonne-kilometre should be raised, from 1 January 1985, to 1.98 gold francs and 
that the next adjustment should take place on 1 July 1988, again on the basis of airline unit costs. 
At its 1984 session, the Executive Council (which had already expressed doubts about the advisability of 
indexing the airmail rate to airline operating costs) took the view that the rate increase requested by IATA 
was not justified. ln particular, reference was made to the difference between the "mail" and "freight" unit 
revenues and to the tact that the mai I is often conveyed at rates below 1. 7 4 gold francs. At the meeting of 
the IATA-UPU Contact Committee on 1 March 1984, IATA urgently requested the UPU to review its position, 
making reference in particular to the situation which could arise if the rate of 1.74 gold francs were to remain 
unchanged until 1990-1991 with no UPU body being empowered to review and, if need be, adjust it. 
Nevertheless, the Executive Council decided to keep the rate of 1.74 gold francs throughout the entire period 
of validity of the Hamburg Congress Acts. 
Details of the different studies carried out by the Executîve Council are set out in Congress Doc - 11: As 
regards the continuation of the work after the Hamburg Congress, see proposai 4000.6. 

26 Princip/e and method of calculating internai air conveyance dues (resolutions C 31 and C 39). Accord
ing to these resolutions (dealing with airmail correspondence and air parcels respectively), some ad
ministrations are not willing to pay the additional charges arising from the air conveyance of their mails 
inside the country of destination, and this can affect the quality of the airmail service. The Executive Council 
was therefore instructed to study the principle and method of calculating the internai air conveyance dues 
published in the AV 1 List with a view to clarifying and simplifying them. 
The Executive Council considered this problem from three aspects, taking into account the replies to a 
questionnaire sent out in August 1980: 
a possibility of developing free air conveyance or making it general practice; 
b method of calculating the weighted average distance of internai air conveyance; 
c level of remuneration paid to the airlines for internai air conveyance. 
As regards free internai air conveyance, the results of the consultation showed that it would not be possible 
to envisage the introduction of uni versai free conveyance, a solution which, of course, would resolve ail the 
problems raised by resolutions C 31 and C 39. The Executive Council also rejected the idea of an action 
aimed at encouraging administrations to extend reciprocal free conveyance agreements, preferring to leave 
it to them to reconsider their situation and to take the necessary measures. 
As regards calculating the internai air conveyance dues, particularly the weighted average distance, the 
consultation did not reveal the existence of major difficulties. Suggestions to supplement the calculation 
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examples provided in the Annotated Acts (volume 2) and to authorize the International Bureau to check the 
justification for the calculations were not adopted. 
As regards the level of the remuneration paid to airlines, the rates per kilogramme (unit prices) published 
in the AV1 List are almost always based on the maximum basic rate which suggests that the administrations 
concerned do not always observe the principle that the dues collected from other administrations may not 
exceed those which are actually paid for such conveyance. The inquiry did, however, show that in many 
cases the level of remuneration paid for internai air conveyance is even higher than the maximum interna
tional rate. 
ln conclusion, as the consultation did not provide significant enough information, the Executive Council did 
not consider it necessary to change the present system. 

27 Payment for transit à découvert (reso/ution C 33). The aim of resolution C 33 is to consider the 
advisability of modifying the present rate of increase of 5 percent applicable to payment for transit à 
découvert. The results of a consultation carried out in August 1980 did, however, reveal that the present 
percentage is considered to be satisfactory by the majority of administrations. 
At its 1980 session, the Executive Council, however, considered it useful to extend the scope of the study 
to take in other aspects of the transit of à découvert airmail correspondence. This work resulted in the 
following proposais: 
- limit as far as possible the number of double transmissions in transit à découvert by laying down as a 

rule the transmission of such correspondence to an administration which makes up the.closed airmail 
dispatches for the administration of destination (see proposai 4608.1). For the same purpose, an appro
priate note has been placed at the top of the alphabetical index of heading Ill C of the AV 1 List; 

- recommend administrations to reduce the number of average rates per group of countries of destination 
(see proposai 4000.2); 

- introduce a standard procedure to settle the case in which an administration finds it impossible to carry 
out the statistical operations during the period laid down in article 210, paragraph 1, of the Detailed 
Regulations of the Convention (see proposai 4617.2). 

The Executive Council also considered a suggestion from lndia to raise from 50 to 100 grammes the 
exemption threshold laid down in article 211, paragraph 1, of the Detailed Regulations with regard to the 
weight of missent airmail correspondence originating from the same office of exchange. A special consulta
tion carried out on this matter in October 1981 showed that 60 perqent of administrations favoured this 
simplification. At its 1982 session, the Executive Council decided to maintain the status quo, in particular 
to avoid unfavourable effects on the quality of the sorting. 

28 Liquidation account of air conveyance dues for airmail correspondence in transit in 1981. At its 1980 
session, the Executive Council had to deal with the procedure to be followed for the liquidation account of 
air conveyance dues for airmail correspondence in transit à découvert in 1981 as the statistical operation 
had to take place from 2 to 15 May 1981 whereas the separate average rates for LC and AO were to be 
replaced on 1 July 1981 by a single LC/AO rate (because of the adoption of a single basic rate for the three 
categories of mail). The solution adopted by the Executive Council was: 
- to take the statistics from 2 to 15 May as planned and apply the multiplier 26 in the normal way; 
- divide the total weight thus obtained by two and apply the corresponding average rates to each hait. 
(See resolution CE 4/1980.) 

29 Priority accorded to mail by the airlines (resolution C 34). Resolution C 34 gives the Executive Council 
two tasks, namely: 
a to re-examine, with IATA, the 1948 agreement concerning the priority accorded to airmails; 
b to study the advisability of including the principle of such priority in the Acts of the Union. 

a Revision of the 1948 agreement 

At its 1980 session the Executive Council finalized a draft revised text taking account of the application, trom 
1 July 1981, of a single basic rate for LC/ AO/CP items. However, IATA informed the UPU (in a letter of January 
1981) that it could not commit its members in the long term as regards priority conveyance until the UPU 
had completed its study on the possibility of adjusting the basic air conveyance rate (see paragraph 25 
above). Meanwhile, IATA proposed, as a provisional measure, the degree of priority referred to in IATA's 
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letter ta the Chairman of the Executive Council in June 1979 (reproduced as annex 1 ta Congress - Doc 23/ 
Add 1 of the Rio de Janeiro Congress). 
At the 1981 EC session several delegations opposed acceptance of IATA's interim offer - the terms of which 
were Jess favourable to the UPU than those envisaged by the Executive Council in 1980 - painting out that 
the fate of priority should not be linked to that of the basic air conveyance rate. Other delegations thought 
that it would be realistic to accept IAT A's offer which, after ail, contained the essential features of the 
different texts proposed. 
ln conclusion, the Executive Council postponed a decision on the subject, it being understood that from 
1 July 1981, administrations should continue to reach agreement with the airlines at national level on the basis 
of the 1948 agreement (see International Bureau circular 192/1981). 

b Inclusion of the priority principle in the UPU Acts 

The Council considered it useful to supplement article 75 of the Convention with a view to strengthening the 
situation of administrations with regard to the airlines at national level (see proposai 4075.1). 

30 Possibility of assembling the texts of the IATA-UPU Agreements in an ad hoc document. ln 1980, the 
Executive Council received favourably a suggestion by the International Bureau to assemble in a special 
document the texts of the different agreements made between the UPU and IATA (priority, return of empty 
airmail bags, the practical application formula regarding direct transshipment of airmail, etc) to make them 
more accessible to administrations. 
Consequently, the International Bureau contacted the IATA Secretariat, which was also in faveur of the 
project. However, in view of the difficulty of finalizing quickly the main IATA-UPU agreement, namely that 
on priority (see paragraph 29, a), the Executive Council decided in 1981 to hold the question in abeyance 
for subsequent consideration in due course. 

31 Maximizing the air conveyance of mail (resolution C 73 and decisions C 69, C 75 and C 97). Resolution 
C 73 refers to the pursuit, with ICAO and IATA, of maximization work in order to help administrations in 
overcoming obstacles to the introduction of maximization systems at national or regional level. 
The various tasks arising tram this resolution, as well as those covered by decisions C 69 and C 75 (creation 
of special labels for surface airlifted mails) were therefore entrusted to the joint IATA-UPU bodies. The 
results of this work are set out in Congress - Doc 16 and proposais 4000.5, 4597.1, 4597.2, 4908.91, 5520.3/ 
Rev 1 and 5924.91 /Rev 1. 
Decision C 97 concerns the possibility of inserting in the Acts of the Union the principle of the right of the 
transit administration to collect the costs caused by the reforwarding of surface mail - and possibly to fix 
the level of remuneration between administrations for this type of reforwarding. 
At its 1983 session the Executive Council considered the possibility of including minimum regulations on 
the basis of a draft prepared by the International Bureau aimed at placing together in two new sections (in 
part Ill of the Convention and its Detailed Regulations) ail the provisions concerning "surface airlifted mail". 
The final draft of these regulations, and the adaptations to be made to the Postal Parcels Agreement, were 
approved by the Executive Council in 1984 and are the subjects of proposais 4000.7, 5004.4, 5515.91 and 
5522.1. 

32 Shipping dangerous items by post. The Executive Council had to deal with this question from the 
following three aspects: 
a Measures to exclude dangerous items from the post. 
b Shipping perishable biological substances by post. 
c Shipping radioactive materials by post. 

a Measures to exclude dangerous items tram the post 

Before the Rio de Janeiro Congress, the UPU had taken, in agreement with the WHO and IATA, a number 
of measures aimed at excluding, as far as possible, dangerous items tram postal conveyance, namely: 
- inclusion in the "List of Prohibited Articles" of the "List of definitions of prohibited dangerous items" 

drawn up by IATA; 
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- preparation of informational measures (slides, posters, brochures intended for users and for postal 
officiais); 

- introduction of a warning on the back of the C 1 and C 2/CP 3 forms against inserting dangerous articles; 
- amendment of the regulations concerning the make-up of infectious perishable biological substances sent 

by post (article 119 of the Detailed Regulations of the Convention) and adoption of the special measures 
set out in recommendation C 68 of the Rio de Janeiro Congress. 

IATA, urging the importance of these measures, asked the UPU to remind postal administrations about them 
and to obtain confirmation of their application from administrations. 
The results of the consultation carried out for this purpose appeared to indicate that on the whole the 
measures concerned do help to exclude effectively dangerous items from the post. No proposai was drawn 
up by administrations with a view to improving the situation. 
At its 1983 session, the Executive Council decided to replace the "List of definitions of prohibited dangerous 
items" provided by IATA in 1978 by a "List of definitions of dangerous goods prohibited from conveyance 
by post" drawn up by ICAO in July 1982. This list is based on annex 18 (Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods 
by Air) to the Convention on International Civil Aviation and the "Technical instructions" accompanying that 
annex, which henceforth constitute the legal basis as regards the international air conveyance of dangerous 
items (see proposai 2511.1 and resolution CE 1/1983). 

b Shipping perishable bio/ogical substances by post (reso/ution C 48) 

Resolution C 48 relates to two proposais submitted by the World Health Organization (WHO) shortly before 
the Rio de Janeiro Congress and which it was not possible to consider, namely: 
- the abolition, with regard to non-infectious substances, of the condition in article 21 of the Convention that 

perishable biological substances may be exchanged only between officially recognized qualified laborato
ries; 

- the addition to the UPU provisions concerning items containing infectious substances of the following 
sentence: "Wrappings shall bear on the outside the name, address and telephone number of the com
petent authority to be notified in case of damage or leakage." 

As regards the WHO's first suggestion, the results of a consultation carried out in October 1981 showed a 
clear majority in favour of maintaining the status quo, motivated by a concern to guarantee the security of 
postal employees and to prevent abuses on the part of occasional senders. ln addition, the absence of any 
request for liberalization from postal users was noted. The Executive Council consequently decided to retain 
in the Convention the condition that infectious and non-infectious perishable biological substances may be 
exchanged only between officially recognized qualified laboratories. 
As regards the second matter raised by the WHO, the latter in May 1981 sent the public health authorities 
of its member countries a circular recommending them to let the postal administrations of their countries 
have the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of the authorities to be contacted in the event of damage 
to or leakage of items containing infectious perishable biological substances. For its part, the International 
Bureau asked postal administrations which admit these items, in circular letter 3410.8(C)639 of 9 June 1981, 
to contact the national public health and veterinary authorities of their countries with a view to coordinating 
procedures to be followed in the event of an accident. 
The consultation of October 1981 showed that the majority of administrations already had the names and 
addresses, etc, of the public health authorities to be contacted. Consequently, at its 1982 session the 
Executive Council decided to consider that the question was settled by the notification of the addresses, etc, 
as a result of the WHO circular - as well as by the existing provisions on the subject, namely the label 
referred to in article 119, paragraph 4, of the Detailed Regulations of the Convention. 
ln another development, the WHO Secretariat informed the International Bureau in July 1982 that the 
transmission of diagnostic specimens by post was being hindered by the fact that certain administrations 
did not take part in the exchange of infectious substances. The inquiry requested by IATA concerning the 
application of the various security measures adopted since 1978 to guarantee the security of postal traffic 
was therefore expanded to find out the main reasons why some administrations had decided not to operate 
this optional service. 
The replies showed that several considerations were involved (stricter storage conditions introduced by Rio 
de Janeiro Congress resolution C 68, national legislation, anxiety about the security of postal staff, absence 
of demand, etc). lnformed of the situation at its 1983 session, the Executive Council decided to examine, in 
agreement with the WHO, the possibility of asking the next Congress to appeal to administrations to take 
part in this service. As the WHO was favourable to this idea, the Executive Council decided to submit a draft 
formai opinion on this subject to the Hamburg Congress (proposai 2000.12). 
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c Shipping radioactive materia/s by post 

As part of the revision of its Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials, the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) suggested the abolition of ail external marking of postal items containing 
radioactive materials - because these items were not dangerous. ln the view of the IAEA, the white label 
provided for in articles 121 of the Detailed Regulations of the Convention and 105 of the Detailed Regulations 
of the Postal Parcels Agreement can be confused wirh the white label prescribed by the IAEA for items with 
considerably higher activity; moreover, the wording "radioactive materials" on the UPU's white label can 
have negative psychological effects on the staff handling these items. 
Following an intervention by the UPU representative who in March 1982 attended a meeting of the IAEA 
Advisory Group for the comprehensive review and revision of its regulations, it was suggested, as a 
compromise solution, that the white label be replaced by the plain and durable marking on the external 
packing of the item "Radioactive materials. Quantities permitted for movement by post". This solution, which 
was approved by the Executive Council at its 1982 session, is the subject of proposais 2521.1 and 5505.1. 
ln addition, the Executive Council in 1984 approved two draft resolutions for the Hamburg Congress 
(proposais 2000.13 and 5000.4) aimed at applying this new measure in advance when the revised IAEA 
Regulations go into force. 
Moreover, the Executive Council accepted, also in 1982, a proposai by the IAEA inviting the UPU to co
sponsor (with ICAO) a seminar which was held in Vienna from 24 to 27 October 1983 on shipping radioactive 
materials by post. The basic aim of this seminar was to enable postal administrations to make contact with 
the shippers and manufacturers of the materials concerned, to satisfy themselves that the materials, 
dispatch of which by post is admitted under IAEA regulations, presented little danger and to study the need 
and advisability of expanding this service internationally. 
Taking note of the International Bureau report on this seminar, the Executive Council approved the principle 
of cooperation with the IAEA and the other international organizations concerned with a view to preparing 
informational material about shipping radioactive materials by post. For this purpose, it instructed the 
International Bureau to ensure liaison with the IAEA Secretariat and to submit a report on developments 
in the matter to the next Executive Council. 

33 Settlement of airmail accounts. At the 1980 IATA-UPU Contact Committee meeting, IATA again raised 
the question of delays in the payment of airmail accounts which, it said, were still keenly felt by the airlines, 
and asked for the question to be reconsidered with a view to the application of various solutions, in particular 
the separation of airmail accounts from other postal accounts and the revision of the different time limits 
laid down in the UPU Acts for the preparation and acceptance of accounts. 
As the more general study on rules of payment covered by resolution C 45 of the Rio de Janeiro Congress 
did not result in any proposais for amending the Acts (see paragraph 18), the possibilities of giving IATA 
satisfaction were very limited. Nevertheless. the Joint IATA-UPU Working Party was able to suggest several 
adaptations aimed at improving the situation somewhat. These suggestions, approved by the Executive 
Council at its 1983 session, are reflected in proposais 2502.1, 4000.1, 4616.1, 4617.1 and 4911.1). 

34 List of Airmail Distances. The revision of the List of Airmail Distances, consisting essentially in 
updating the coefficient of increase (now 4 percent), normally takes place before each Congress. The task 
of revising the present List was therefore entrusted to the Joint IATA-UPU Working Party, which noted the 
suggestions made by certain administrations to improve the presentation of the publication. lt nevertheless, 
thought that the revision cou Id usefully be carried out after the Hamburg Congress so that it cou Id be based, 
for the calculation of the new coefficient, on the most recent air timetables. At its 1983 session the Executive 
Council agreed to the suggestion of the Joint Working Party to instruct the International Bureau to arrange 
the timetable for the revision in agreement with the IATA Secretariat. 

3.2.4 Parcel post 

35 Revision of land and sea rates (reso/ution C 25). ln this resolution, the Rio de Janeiro Congress 
instructed the Executive Council: 

to carry out a fresh study on the amount of the outward and inward land rates laid down in article 46 
of the Postal Parcels Agreement; 
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ii to adjust the transit land rates and sea rates laid down in articles 47 and 49 of that Agreement in the 
event of a revision of the letter-post transit charges; 

iii to submit any proposais resulting from these studies to the next Congress. 

a Outward and inward land rates 

After deciding at its first session to maintain the present method of fixing transit rates and sea rates, the 
Executive Council endeavoured to find a method which offered administrations more freedom than hitherto 
and which would make it superfluous for them to make reservations in the Final Protocol to the Agreement. 
ln order to reduce or eliminate these reservations, it recommended four measures: 
a a fresh increase in the basic rates laid down in article 46 and in the options for applying increases 

provided for in articles 48 and 54 of the Agreement; 
b combining the increase options provided for in articles 48 and 54 by deleting article 54 and making 

provision for an adequate increase option in article 48; 
c allowing complete freedom as regards inward rates; 
d allowing limited freedom as regards inward rates, but fixing guideline rates the amount of which would, 

as hitherto, be proposed by the EC. 
Successive consultations showed that administrations were in favour of measure d, which fully met the aims 
of the study, namely to give administrations more freedom in fixing their outward and inward rates and also 
to abolish the reservations in the Final Protocol. Consequently, the EC decided to propose to Congress that 
in future the outward and inward land rates should be given in article 46, paragraph 1, of the Postal Parcels 
Agreement only in the form of guideline rates which administrations could increase or reduce. 
ln the light of these results and in view of the fact the rates applied by administrations on the basis of the 
increase possibilities laid down in the Rio de Janeiro Agreement amount almost to an increase of 100 per
cent over the rates laid down in article 46, paragraph 1 of that Agreement, the EC considered that the amount 
of the guideline rates to be proposed to the Hamburg Congress should show an increase of 100 per
cent over the rates at present mentioned in article 46, paragraph 1, of the Agreement. The amendments 
resulting from the application of this measure are set out in proposais 5046.1, 5048.1, 5054.1, 5301.1, 5304.1 
and 5305.1. 

b Transit rates and sea rates 

ln accordance with resolution C 25, it was decided to adjust these rates by reference to the revised letter
post transit charges and according to the criteria adopted for the present rates (see proposais 5047.1, 5047.2, 
5047.3, 5049.1, 5049.2, 5049.3 and 5000.3). 

36 Modification of the principfes for fixing transit land rates (reso/ution C 26). lnstructed in this resolution 
to find a method of fixing transit land rates which takes better account of the cost of transit operations, in 
particular by eliminating existing differences in transit remuneration as between surface parcels and air 
parcels, the EC carried out several consultations the results of which led to the following findings: 
- with regard to air parcels in transit à découvert, the majority of administrations came out in favour of 

collecting a transit land rate at a specific rate per parcel, while considering that a rate of payment of 
1 gold franc would bè sufficient; 

- the possibility of collecting transit rates for closed mails was not regarded favourably, the great majority 
of administrations opting for keeping the status quo. 

ln view of these results, the EC decided: 

that air parcels in transit à découvert would be subject to a transit land rate of 1 gold franc (0.33 SDR) 
per parcel; 

ii that article 47 and table CP 21 of the Agreement should be amended accordingly; 
iii that the status quo should be maintained for air parcels in closed mails in transit which thus remain 

excluded from the relevant provisions of the Agreement (article 47); 
iv the question of direct transhipment of mails between aircraft of the same airline or of different airlines 

at one and the same airport was submitted to EC Committee 6, where it was considered within the 
framework of the IATA-UPU Working Party. 

The amendments arising from these decisions are the subject of proposais 5047.4 and 5921.1. 
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37 Simplification of the present procedure for al/ocating rates (resolution C 27). ln this resolution the 
Executive Council was instructed to continue the work on simplifying the present rate allocation procedure, 
carried out in implementation of Lausanne Congress resolution C 74. This study therefore dealt mainly with 
the time and personnel needed to complete the CP 11 parcel bills in accordance with the procedures for 
allocating rates laid down in article 55 of the Agreement, namely: 
a per parcel (detailed advice) (article 55, paragraph 1); 
b bulk advice, for each weight step (article 55, paragraph 2); 
c on the basis of an average weight per parcel (unit rate) (article 55, paragraph 3); 
d per kilogramme of gross weight of the mail (article 55, paragraph 3). 
Although research by the reporting country in its own offices confirmed the results obtained in 1978, the EC 
considered that these results relating to one country only could not be considered as representative. lt 
therefore carried out a fresh inquiry the results of which, - ie the advantages and disadvantages put forward 
for each of the above-mentioned procedures - showed that it was not advisable to propose the application 
of any one of them worldwide. As the choice of a procedure depends largely on the level of exchanges, the 
EC considered that the bulk advice procedure should be maintained and that no amendments to the 
provisions of the Agreement were necessary. Lastly, at the request of the EC, a detailed description of 
procedures c and d was given in a document sent out to the administrations of the Union under cover of 
circular letter 3435(B 2)1483 of 17 June 1983. 

38 Modification of the principles for fixing supplementary charges (resolution C 15). ln this _resolution the 
Rio de Janeiro Congress instructed the EC to study the above question and to propose a homogenous system 
with simple rules, giving administrations more freedom. The results of a consultation carried out in 1980 
showed that the majority of administrations: 
- are in favour of the option allowing them to fix their supplementary charges freely, but with maximum 

limits where these charges can be passed on to the country of origin for returned parcels or to the country 
of new destination for redirected parcels; 

- would like article VI of the Final Protocol to be transferred to the Agreement; 
- are satisfied with the present system of fixing supplementary charges which makes provision for maxi-

mum charges for the majority of services. 
ln view of these results and to enable ail administrations to cover their operating costs, the EC considered 
that maximum charges should continue to be laid down in the Agreement but that they would be for guidance 
only while allowing administrations to fix their own charges on the basis of their operating costs. To this 
end, the EC decided to take account of proposai 5307.2 submitted by the Nordic countries to the Rio de 
Janeiro Congress but ruled to be irreceivable because it was not submitted within the regulation time limits. 
This proposai aims at giving administrations the option of collecting, as an exceptional measure, supplemen
tary charges exceeding the upper limits laid down in the Agreement. The EC therefore approved the 
amendments made to articles 9, 11 and 14 of the Agreement as well as the transfer, after the adaptation, 
of article VI of the Final Protocol to the Agreement itself. These amendments are the subject of proposais 
5009.1, 5009.2, 5009.3, 5009.4, 5011.1, 5012.1, 5014.1, 5014.2, 5014.3, 5014.4, 5029.1, 5031.1, 5306.1 and 5306.2. 

Other questions dealt with 

On the proposai of France, the EC carried out a study on the situation of the international parcel-post service 
in view of the decline in traffic in most countries. Following several inquiries carried out among administra
tions, it approved the report on this study (CE 1984/C 7 - Doc 21) and its main conclusions, namely: 
a to send the administrations of the Union at a later date a comparative table of the different procedures 

in force in member countries; 
b to invite the administrations which had not replied to the questionnaire to do so, in order to supplement 

the above-mentioned table; 
c also to invite ail postal administrations to give their users accurate information about the documents 

needed for speedy customs clearance of parcels; 
d to make available to administrations an information system in the form of a brochure - on ail the 

activities to be undertaken at each stage of the operation of the parcel-post service in order to contribute 

to its development. 
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3.2.5 Postal financial services 

39 Dropping of the expression "monetary articles" and use of the term "postal financial services" in the 
UPU. The Executive Council noted that the expression "monetary articles" no longer reflected the work of 
the international postal service in respect of financial operations and that it was not, or was no longer, used 
at national level and is often replaced by the expression "financial services". Furthermore, the Consultative 
Council for Postal Studies was already using the expression "financial services" to describe studies relating 
to questions covered by the definition of the term "monetary articles". The Executive Council was aware 
of the need for standardization of the terminology of the international postal service, particularly in the work 
and publications of the UPU, and therefore decided at its 1981 session: 

to replace with immediate effect the title of Executive Council "Committee 8 (Monetary Articles)" by 
"Commïttee 8 (Postal Financial Services)"; 

ii to replace the expression "monetary articles" by "postal financial services" in the proposai to be 
submitted to the Hamburg Congress as the basis for deciding the number and duties of its Committees. 

3.2.5.1 Money orders 

40 Development of monetary articles services in the postal field, particular/y the international postal 
money order service (resolution C 12). Resolution C 12, instructed the Executive Council "to carry out a 
study ... on defining ways of introducing or developing monetary articles services, particularly the interna
tional postal money orders service, in ail Union countries". 
A preliminary consultation conducted in 1980 showed that the reasons which prevented administrations from 
introducing monetary articles services or which hampered their development were essentially non-postal 
and were often connected with legal, economic or institutional considerations peculiar to the various 
countries. 
ln order to investigate more closely the nature of these obstacles, a further consultation was conducted 
among administrations which had not yet introduced the money orders service at national or international 
level. The replies to this consultation confirmed that the difficulties experienced were often linked to non
postal legal or economic considerations. ln some cases, the difficulties reported were the result of the 
general level of postal development. 
On the basis of the concerns expressed by administrations which replied to this consultation, a new 
questionnaire was sent to administrations which had managed to overcome similar difficulties in order to 
find out what solutions they had adopted so as to enable the administrations of the first group to benefit from 
this knowledge and to identify the action to be taken. On the basis of the results obtained, the Executive 
Council advocated the following measures at its 1983 session: 
a to propose that the Hamburg Congress: 

- invite administrations to take various measures to promote the international postal money orders 
service (proposai 6000.1); 

- instruct the Executive Council to undertake, jointly with the International Bureau, a substantive revision 
of all the Agreements concerning the postal financial services (proposai 6000.2); 

b to instruct the International Bureau: 
- to make the widest possible use, within the framework of technical cooperatîon, of the facilities offered 

by the intercountry postal schools and by the postal administrations which are prepared to accept 
trainees from other countries for initial training courses or for further training in the postal money 
orders sector (decision CE 15/1983); 

- to distribute the results of the above-mentioned consultation to administrations, requesting those 
among them which had not yet signed the Money Orders Agreement to consider, as of now, signing 
it al the Hamburg Congress (decision CE 5/1983). With this purpose in minci, the International Bureau 
sent out circular letters 3450.4(C)1400 of 3 June 1983 and 3450.4(C)1920 of 23 September 1983. 

41 Money order telegrams and giro transfer telegrams (formai opinion C 21). ln this formai opinion, the 
UPU's aim was to clarify the methods of application of the principle agreed on with the ITU about the routine 
repetition of the addressee's (payee's) name on a money order giro transfer telegram; in accordance with 
this principle, the name is converted into a mixed group of figures, signs and letters. To this end, CCITT Study 
Group I accepted a text designed to supplement note 4 to article 130 (Rio de Janeiro Annotated Acts, 
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volume 4) at its May 1981 meeting, amending its own provisions atthe same time (CCITT Recommendation F.1) 
(see circular 184/1981). 

Moreover, at its January/February 1982 meeting, this same Study Group noted a difference between the text 
of Recommendation F.1 and that of the UPU's provisions concerning the service indications in the address 
part of money order telegrams, and asked the UPU to bring its provisions into line with those of the CCITT. 
At its 1983 session, the Executive Council approved this suggestion which is embodied in proposais 6530.1, 
6543.1 and 7518.1. 

ln another development, the 1984 Executive Council had before it a CCITT proposai to group all telegraph 
service indications ("mandat" for money order telegrams and "virement" for giro transfer telegrams) under 
a single indication covering all postal financial operations. The Executive Council decided to instruct the 
International Bureau to consult postal administrations urgently on the possibility of using the indication 
"FIN POST", proposed by one administration, or any other indication, and to communicate the results to the 
CCITT Secretariat either direct or through the Postal Financial Services Committee of Congress. 

3.2.5.2 Giro 

42 Deposit of the technical characteristics of the postcheque form and postcheque guarantee card with 
the International Bureau (decision CE 5/1981). Articles 149, paragraph 2, and 150 of the Detailed Regulations 
of the Giro Agreement, which were introduced at the Rio de Janeiro Congress, provide that the technical 
characteristics of postcheque forms and the postcheque guarantee card "shall be deposited with the 
International Bureau" but do not specify what methods are to be used. 
Apprised of this problem by the International Bureau at its 1981 session, the Executive Council decided to 
adopt, on a provisional basis, the technical characteristics of the postcheque forms and postcheque 
guarantee card as used by certain European administrations, with a view to their being deposited with the 
International Bureau within the meaning of the above-mentioned articles. The administrations were remind
ed of this decision (C 5/1981) in circular 5/1983 which invited administrations wishing to take part in the issue 
of postcheques and the postcheque guarantee card to approach the International Bureau with a view to 
obtaining these technical characteristics. At its 1983 session, the Executive Council noted that no objection 
had been raised about these technical characteristics and decided to recommend that the Hamburg 
Congress endorse decision CE 5/1981 by adopting, in its turn, a similar decision (see proposai 7500.1). 

3.2.5.3 Savings· 

43 Cooperation between the Universal Postal Union and the International Savings Banks lnstitute (/SB/) 
(resolution C 19). ln compliance with resolution C 19, the International Bureau and the general management 
of the ISBI drew up a draft protocol of agreement which, among other things, allows exchanges of informa
tion, reciprocal participation in meetings of the appropriate bodies of each organization and cooperation 
in devising and implementing projects, particularly in the field of technical cooperation. This protocol of 
agreement was adopted by the 1980 EC and signed on 15 December 1980 in Berne by Mr MI Sobhi, Director
General of the International Bureau of the UPU, and Mr J M Peasant, Director-General of the ISBI (resolu
tion CE 5/1980). 
Within the context of this protocol, the ISBI was invited to cooperate on CCPS study 517 (Promotion of postal 
savings banks in developing countries) and the colloquium held on this theme at the 1983 CCPS session. 
The UPU attended the 22nd General Assembly of the ISBI (June 1983). 
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3.3 UPU bodies 

3.3.1 Congress 

3.3.1.1 Study on the organization, functioning and work methods of Congress 

44 This study was suggested in 1980 by the member administrations of the Executive Council of the Asian
Oceanîc Postal Union (now the Asian-Pacific Postal Union (APPU)). The study, the findings of which are set 
out in Congress - Doc 6, is composed of the following two main parts: 

improvements which can be made for the next Congress without changing the general framework of its 
organization (decisions CE 6/1981, CE 23/1982, CE 6/1983 and resolution CE 1/1982); 

ii more radical measures orthose involving changes in the present regulations (proposais 1502.5, 1519.1, 
1519.3, 1519.4, 1702.1, 1703.1, 1705.1, 1706.1, 1707.1, 1709.1, 1715.1, 1716.1, 1716.2, 1716.3, 1717.1, 1718.1, 
1720.1 and 1724.1). 
Moreover, the Council adopted a draft resolution (proposai 08) instructing the EC to be elected at the 
Hamburg Congress to study the possibility of shortening the duration of Congress by at least one week 
on the basis of the experience gained during the next Congress. 

3.3.1.2 Rules of Procedure 

45 Quorum required at Congress. Three aspects of this question were considered. Firstly, having regard 
to resolution C 3, the EC prepared for Congress proposai 1721.1 to introduce into article 21 of the Rules of 
Procedure of Congresses the requirement of a special quorum (at least two thirds of the Union member 
countries) for amending the Constitution. 
The second aspect was further-reaching: it concerned the procedure to be followed in the absence of the 
quorums required in articles 19 and 21 and the consequences to be drawn from the repeated absences of 
quorums. The EC took the view that it should be left to Congress to decide on the measures to be taken under 
such circumstances on the basis of article 18 of the Rules of Procedure of Congresses. 
Lastly, the question arose whether, in view of the practice followed by the UN and other specialized 
agencies, the quorum required for the opening of meetings should not be lowered to mitigate certain 
difficulties encountered at previous Congresses. The Executive Council came out in faveur of maintaining 
the present requirements in this case also. 

3.3.2 Executive Council (EC) 

3.3.2.1 Rules of Procedure 

46 The Executive Council adopted certain amendments toits Rules of Procedure in order to take account 
of Congress decisions. Moreover, in 1981, it approved a proposed amendment aimed at making all EC 
member countries members ex officia of all Committees. 
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Study on the organization, functioning and working methods of the Executive Council and 
delimitation of powers between the EC and the CCPS 

47 Following the measures taken in 1977 by the CCPS Steering Committee which had studied the 
functioning and structure of the CCPS in depth, the EC in its turn had felt it appropriate to take stock of its 
own future prospects by means of a study delineated by Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 44. Following 
this study, the findings of which are set out in Congress Doc 7, the Executive Council is submitting to 
Congress proposai 1725.91 for ratifying in the Rules of Procedure of Congresses the procedure and key for 
allocating studies between the EC and CCPS as defined in resolution C 4 of the Rio de Janeiro Congress, 
and recommends it to adopta number of amendments to article 102, paragraph 6, of the General Regulations 
so as to specify the powers of the EC or to fill the present gaps (proposai 1502.6). 

3.3.3 Consultative Council for Postal Studies 

3.3.3.1 Rules of Procedure 

48 The CCPS made some re-adjustments to its Rules of Procedure to take account of the new situations 
created by the amendments to the Acts of the Union. 

3.3.3.2 Organization and functioning of the CCPS 

49 The Consultative Council considered a stock-taking document (CCEP 1983 - Doc 9) prepared by the 
International Bureau concerning the organization of the work and operation of the CCPS after the Hamburg 
Congress. The purpose of this document, which had been submitted to the Steering Committee for appraisal 
in May and then in October, was: 
- on the basis of the opinions expressed in "Union Postale" on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the 

CCPS (1982), to inititate discussions with a view to finding some guidelines on which future CCPS activity 
could be based, 

- to study the adjustments which could be made to the procedure for conducting CCPS studies in the light 
of the experience gleaned over the past few years. 

The subsequent discussion offered the members of the Council an opportunity of evaluating the impact of 
the CCPS's work on the functioning and development of the postal services of Union member countries, and 
the interest to the postal administration of the studies conducted. 
The great majority of members of the Consultative Council expressed their satisfaction in this connection 

and quoted numerous examples of the use made of CCPS reports, even though, admittedly, not ail the 
studies are of vital importance for most administrations. 
ln view of the opinions expressed, the CCPS decided to develop a new information system designed to 
improve knowledge of the work done by the officiais of postal administrations, it being understood that it 
wa.s up to the administrations themselves to take appropriate action along these lines. 
Furthermore, the Council adopted various ideas which were put forward and which will be notified to the 
next CCPS in order to increase the body's effectiveness. 
At the request of the Steering Committee, the CCPS was asked to express its views on the study conducted 
by the International Bureau (CCEP 1983 - Doc 9/Annex 1) on the general conditions for holding CCPS 
sessions away from Berne. 
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On the one hand, this study showed the approximate cost of holding sessions away from Berne and, on the 
other, mentioned the possibility for the CCPS of submitting to Congress a proposai for having these costs 
borne by the Union's budget. 
After a discussion, the Chairman noted that it was clear from the various remarks from the floor that: 
- The principle of holding CCPS sessions away from headquarters was retained; however, in such cases, 

the additional costs would normally be borne by the host country; 
- No proposai would be submitted to the Hamburg Congress; 
- The International Bureau would supplement the study that had been made with information about the cost 

of meetings that might be held elsewhere than in Europe; that study would be transmitted to the next CCPS 
so that the members would have the necessary details at their disposai for assessing any action or 
initiative. 

3.3.3.3 Comprehensive report on the work of the CCPS 

50 (This report is published as Congress - Doc 2.) 

3.3.4 Extraordinary Congresses, Administrative Conferences and Special Committees 

51 As articles 15, 16 and 19 of the Constitution relating to Extraordinary Congresses, Administrative 
Conferences and Special Committees had lapsed for many years, a study was conducted, in accordance 
with resolution C 18, on the advisability of retaining or deleting these articles. After considering the purpose 
and raison d'être of the above-mentioned bodies, the Executive Council decided it was expedient to retain 
the provision about Extraordinary Congresses. 
The issue of Administrative Conferences and Special Committees on the other hand, was mainly considered 
within the context of the study on the organization, functioning and work methods of Congress. ln the end, 
the introduction of Administrative Conferences for considering technical questions, as was the custom at 
the ITU, was not thought to be desirable for the UPU for various technical, legal and practical reasons. 
Moreover, the idea of reintroducing Special Committees - which had lost their raison d'être since the 
creation of the EC and the CCPS - for the prior study of proposais intended for Congress was not adopted 
because of the inconclusive experience with the Preparatory Committees convened before the 1929 London 
and 1934 Cairo Congresses. The Council therefore recommends the deletion of the provisions about 
Administrative Conferences and Special Committees (proposais 1013.1, 1016.1, 1019.1, 1501.1 and 1506.1) 
even though this involves amending as fundamental an Act as the Constitution. 

3.3.5 International Bureau 

3.3.5.1 Staff 

52 Creation of new posts and staff table. As is evident from the following table, the EC allocated 6 posts 
in the General Service category (G) and 2 posts in the Professional category (P) during the five-year period 
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from 1 January 1980 to 31 December 1984. Thus, the total number of staff posts, which had remained 
unchanged since 1 January 1977 (130 posts). was increased by 8 posts over an eight-year period. Hait of 
these eight posts resulted from the expansion of the UPU's language system and 1979 Rio de Janeiro 
Congress resolution C 106 which states that the Union's documentation must also be provided in Chinese, 
German, Portuguese and Russian. The creation of 4 more posts was due to the constant increase in the 
International Bureau's workload, in particular in the fields of technical cooperation, finance and the philatelic 
service, as well as the letter and parcel post. Thus, only 4 posts (2 P and 2 G) were created over an eight
year period for the International Bureau's own work. 

53 Creation of new posts and development of the staff table over the five year period from 1 January 1980 
to 31 December 1984: 

Date G posts P posts EC Comments Staff table 
decision 

Elect. Sen. p G Total 
off. cat. 

(1.1.78/ (9/1978) (for information) (2) (16) (37) (75) (130) 
1.1.79) 

1.7.80 +4 7/1980 G for Arabie typing pool (Section E/ 
Administration) 
G for Spanish typing pool (Sec-
tion E) 
G for Division Ill (Technical cooper-
ation and postal studies) 

1/2 G for Section L (Finance) 
1/2 G for Postage Stamp Service (Sec-

tion B 2) 

1.1.81 +1 Ditto G for coordinating the reproduction 
of documents and publications 
and for assisting the officer for 
liaison with the translation ser-
vices (Section E) 2 16 37 80 135 

1.7.82 -1 +1 7/1982 Transformation of a G 7 post into a P 2/ 
P 3 post (Section E) 2 16 38 79 135 

1.1.83 +2 +1 10/1983 P for Section 8 2 (Surface mail) 
G for Section A (Legal and constitu-
tional questions) 
G for Arabie typing pool (Section E) 2 16 39 81 138 

Total +6 +2 Staff table at 31.12.1984 2 16 39 81 138 
--
(1.1.80-
31.12.84) 

54 Changes in senior staff. The Executive Council decided to retain Mr Mohamed AKBAR, Assistant 
Director-General (D 2), in office until 30 June 1981, ie six months beyond his statutory retirement date 
(decision CE 8/1980). 
ln order to fill the post left vacant by Mr Akbar's departure, the EC promoted Mr El Mostafa GHARBI, Senior 
Counsellor (D 1), to the grade of Assistant Director General with effectfrom 1 July 1981 (decision CE 11/1981). 
Ori 31 August 1981, Mr Thomas SCOTT, Deputy Director-General, tendered his resignation with effect from 

1 March 1982, for pressing health reasons. As this was an urgent question which had arisen between two 
EC sessions, the Chairman of the Executive Council accepted this resignation "ad referendum to the EC". 
The Executive Council formally confirmed the acceptance by its Chairman of the resignation of the Deputy 
Director-General (decisfon CE 8/1982). The EC took this opportunity of paying tribute to Mr Scott and his 
exceptional merits. 
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Furthermore, the EC amended resolution CE 1/1977 (revised) (Conditions of service of the Director-General 
and Deputy Director-General) to fil! a gap therein as regards the resignation of an elected official (decision 
CE 9/1982). 
Because of Mr Scott's resignation and in order to ensure the continuity of work at the International Bureau 
during the vacancy of the post of Deputy Director-General, the EC on 13 May 1982 instructed Mr Félix 
CICERON, Assistant Director-General, to take over the duties of Deputy Director-General until the next 
Congress (decision CE 12/1982). 
Subsequently, the Director-General, after informing the EC, assigned Mr Sven BÂCKSTRÔM, the most senior 
Senior Counsellor (D 1), to carry out, on a temporary basis until the next Congress, some of the functions 
of an Assistant Director-General in order to distribute the duties of the Directorate, which comprises five 
members, better. 

3.3.5.1.1 Regulations concerning the staff 

55 Social security of elected officiais (Director-General and Deputy Director-General). The Rio de Janeiro 
Congress adopted, with immediate effect, measures to guarantee those elected officiais who have not 
completed five years' service at the International Bureau at the beginning of their term of office a minimum 
retirement pension (resolution C 52). lt also instructed the EC to pursue, on a general level, the study of the 
problems arising for the social security of elected officiais because of the limitation of the length of their 
period of office (resolution C 56). ln 1982, resolution C 52 was applied for the first time when the Deputy 
Director-General resigned for health reasons. ln view of this and considering that implementation of the new 
system had just begun, the Management Board of the UPU Provident Scheme thought it more appropriate 
to wait a certain time, to observe the results of applying this system and, if it was still considered necessary, 
to conduct a new study. On the recommendation of the Management Board, the EC therefore postponed 
consideration of this question. 

56 Amendments ta the International Bureau Staff Regulations and Staff Ru/es. The Executive Council 
approved several amendments to the Staff Regulations to bring them into line with the decisions of the 1979 
Rio de Janeiro Congress aimed at strengthening the EC's power to appoint and promote to grade D 2 
(Assistant Director-General) and to extend the Director-General'~ power to appoint and promote in the P 5 
(Counsellor) and D 1 (Senior Counsellor) grades (decisions CE 6/1980 and CE 12/1983). lt also approved an 
amendment to these Regulations with the aim of redefining the method of adjustment of the pensionable 
remuneration of officiais in the Professional and higher categories, bearing in mind the adjustment system 
applied by the UN (resolution CE 2/1982), as well as a new definition of "local recruitment" of the staff in 
the General Service category (decision CE 8/1984). 
ln addition, the EC noted the various amendments which the Director-General had made to the Staff 
Regulations within the scope of his own powers and in the light of the changes which had occurred in the 
United Nations common system. 

57 Staff remuneration. The remuneration of UPU officiais was adjusted on several occasions in accor
dance with the decisions taken by the relevant United Nations bodies and in application of the principle of 
the parity of the conditions of service of International Bureau staff with those of the United Nations Office 
in Geneva. 
As regards the salaries of the Director-General and Deputy Director-General, which are aligned on those 
of the Secretary-General and Deputy Secretary-General of the ITU, the EC adjusted them with effect from 
1 January 1983, in accordance with a resolution adopted in this connection by the ITU Plenipotentiary 
Conference (Nairobi 1982). Resolution CE 1/1977 (revised) concerning the conditions of service of elected 
officiais was amended in consequence (decision 11/1983). 
ln connection with the pay of an Assistant Director-General who is instructed, in accordance with article 108, 
paragraph 5, of the General Regulations of the UPU, to take over the duties of Acting Deputy Director-General 
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until the next Congress, the EC decided that a special post allowance within the meaning of article 3.7 of 
the Staff Regulations and the entertainment allowance under paragraph 3 of the above-mentioned resolution 
CE 1/1977 should be paid to him. 

58 Seniority salary steps for deserving officiais who have reached the top of their grade. The Executive 
Council authorized the Director-General to apply on a provisional basis, from 1 July 1982, a system of 
seniority salary steps for deserving officiais who have reached the top of their grade and who meet the other 
required conditions (decision CE 6/1982). 

59 Prob/ems linked to the possible conversion of a General Service (G) category post into a Professional 
(P) post. This question was the subject of an International Bureau study which showed that the UN and other 
international organizations accept the transition from the G to the P category under certain conditions, 
although promotions of this kind are fairly rare in actual practice. This being the case, the EC authorized 
the Director-General to grant individual promotions from the G category to the P category on an exceptional 
basis and within the strictest limits, bearing in mind the needs of the UPU, the principle of equitable 
geographical distribution and the practice of other international organizations (decision CE 9/1983). 

3.3.5.2 UPU Provident Scheme 

60 lndependently of the annual report of the Provident Scheme which is attached to the Report on the 
work of the Union, the Management Board submits to the Executive Council each year a report dealing 
mainly with the following questions: 

a Amendments to the Regulations of the Provident Scheme 

The Executive Council approved several amendments made by the Management Board to the Regulations 
of the Provident Scheme (decision CE 31/1980 and resolutions CE 2/1982 and CE 2/1983). Sorne of these 
amendments reflect the practice followed by the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund concerning the 
rates of reduction applicable to deferred retirement benefit and the increasing from 32 to 35 years of the 
maximum du ration of contributory service to be taken into account in calculating pensions. Moreover, within 
the framework of the measures to delete from the UPU Acts the residual provisions mentioning the 
Supervisory Authority of the International Bureau (decision CE 1/1981), the powers exercised by that 
authority as regards the management and surrender of insurance funds to Pension Fund members was 
transferred to the Management Board of the Provident Scheme with effect from 1 July 1982. Lastly, in the 
light of the two actuarial valuations conducted over the last five-year period, the Management Board 
amended the Regulations so as to specify the method of these valuations and to raise the annual interest 
rate used for applying the Regulations from 3.5 to 4 percent (see also subparagraph c in this connection). 

b Application of Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 52 concerning the retirement pensions of elected 
officiais 

ln May 1982, the Executive Council took note of the measures taken by the Management Board in connection 
with the concrete application of resolution C 52 concerning the retirement pensions of elected officiais. Given 
that the difference between the amount of the pension actually paid to those concerned and that of the 
pension to which they will be entitled under the Regulations of the Provident Scheme is chargeable to the 
Union's budget, the Provident Fund acts as an intermediary solely to facilitate and standardize the account
ing, regulatory and practical aspects involved in the payment of these pensions. 

c Actuariat position 

As the Regulations stipulate that an actuarial valuation must be carried out at least every three years, the 
technical balance-sheet of the Provident Scheme was drawn up at 31 December 1979 and again at 
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31 December 1982. ln the light of the first of these appraisals, the Management Board decided henceforth 
to carry out the actuarial valuations according to the "open group" system which includes future participants 
in its calculations and postulates the condition of "perpetuity" whereby the total number of members and 
their total salary will not decrease in future. 
Following the latest appraisal (end of 1982), the Management Board studied a range of valuations based 
on different hypotheses and technical bases as well as the assumed development of the Scheme over the 
next 15 years. lt was decided to retain the valuation based on the most recent CFA mortality table (1980) 
and to increase the technical interest rate to 4.5 percent per annum. 
The Executive Council considered that, bearing these assumptions in mind, the actuarial position of the UPU 
Provident Scheme was balanced on the whole and that there was therefore no need to resort to the 
guarantees of the Union (decisions CE 31/1980 and CE 13/1983). 

3.3.5.3 Documents and publications 

61 List of Addresses, Heads and Senior Officiais of Postal Administrations and Restricted Unions. ln 
accordance with formai opinion C 49 of the Rio de Janeiro Congress, the International Bureau invited postal 
administrations to inform it of their telephone and telex numbers as well as the days and hours (in GMT) 
of work of officiais referred to in this publication. Most of the administrations complied with this request. 
Periodic reminders are sent to those who have not supplied this information. 

62 Updating of UPU publications. Pursuant to Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 50, the Executive 
Council instructed the International Bureau to ask postal administrations regularly (viz at least once a year) 
to check whether the information about them in the UPU's various publications was up to date, and if not, 
to update it as soon as possible (decision CE 20/1981). Furthermore, it undertook a study with a view to 
ascertaining the usefulness of the publications listed in articles 111 and 219 of the Detailed Regulations of 
the Convention, as well as to simplifying and improving them. 
ln the light of the results of the inquiry conducted among the postal administrations which are EC and CCPS 
members and the authors of proposai 0030 from which resolution C 50 stemmed, the Executive Council 
reached the conclusion that the majority of the publications should be retained without major changes and 
instructed the International Bureau to improve and simplify them, taking account as far as possible of the 
suggestions submitted by the postal administrations during the inquiry. 
lt also requested the International Bureau to rationalize the content and presentation of the List of Prohibited 
Articles, the Compendium of Internai Charges and the Compendium of Information on the Organization and 
Internai Services of Postal Administrations. 
As for the UPU Catalogue, the Executive Council considered that it should be replaced by the following three 
brochures of which new editions would be published at appropriate intervals: 
- International Bureau library catalogue; 
- International Bureau periodicals catalogue; 
- International Bureau film library catalogue. 
Lastly, the Executive Council thought it useful to add to the publications listed in the Detailed Regulations 
of the Convention the following two publications which are not mentioned therein but which the International 
Bureau already issued by virtue of decisions of the 1939 Buenos Aires and 1947 Paris Congresses (proposai 
2511.2). F;or its part, the Consultative Council for Postal Studies proposed that the Catalogue of Postal 
Equipment should be added to these publications (proposai 2511.3). 

63 "Union Postale". The International Bureau took measures to improve the presentation and content 
of the periodical (creation of an editorial committee, publication of editorials, more careful selection of 
articles for publication, more illustrations, introduction of new features thought to be more interesting and 
elimination of other, -less attractive ones, etc). The caver page was completely changed in 1983 (World 
Communications Year) and two special issues were published, one devoted to the 18th Congress (No 3/1980) 
and the other to the 25th anniversary of the CCPS (4/1982). 
ln addition, the Executive Council studied the periodical's financial position; despite increased costs due 
to inflation, it decided to keep subscription rates at the same level, leaving it to the Director-General of the 
International Bureau to propose appropriate measures when net annual expenditure on the periodical 
reached 280 000 Swiss francs (decision CE 19/1981). 
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3.3.5.4 Film library 

64 The film library was set up in 1948 and at present comprises some 470 postal films (430 in 1978), almost 
ail of which were supplied by the postal administrations of Union member countries free of charge. The 
catalogue of films is republished at appropriate intervals and distributed to postal administrations which can 
borrow these films free of charge. ln 1983, some 650 films were lent out in this way (600 in 1978). 

3.3.5.5 Translation services 

65 Introduction of Chinese, German, Portuguese and Russian for the supp/y of documents (resolution 
C 106). ln implementation of resolution C 106, the credits allocated were entered in the Union's budget as 
from 1981. Within the limit of these credits and bearing in mind the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 6 of ar
ticle 107 of the General Regulations, the International Bureau paid annual contributions to the costs of re
production, in the four relevant languages, of the most important basic documents of the UPU. ln 1981, the 
Portuguese Language Group set up a restricted translation service atthe International Bureau. As the introduc
tion of the four languages increased the International Bureau's administrative workload, a G post was created 
at 1 January 1981 to enable it to cope. 

3.4 Finance 

3.4.1 Financial regulations 

66 Following adoption of the Union's new financial system, applied as from 1 January 1981, the Financial 
Regulations of the UPU had to be brought into line with the decisions taken by the Rio de Janeiro Congress. 
This revision has been carried out in several stages since 1980 in the light of previous experience (decisions 
CE 10/1980, CE 12/1981 and CE 13/1982); the new Financial Regulations of the UPU were fixed in definitive 
form in May 1983 (decision CE 14/1983). A final touch was given in March 1984 with the purpose of 
establishing a "reserve account" designed to show more clearly in the Union's balance-sheet the portion 
of the Reserve Fund tied up in the form of debts which are difficult to recover (decision CE 10/1984). 

3.4.2 Budget 

67 Adjustment of the 1980 budget. As the 1980 financial year was still governed by the provisions of the 
1974 Lausanne General Regulations, the Executive Council proceeded to an adjustment of the 1980 budget 
fixed by its predecessor at 16 118 400 Swiss francs (resolution CE 7/1979), increasing it to 16 294 400 Swiss 
francs (resolution CE 1/1980). Since article 122, paragraph 1, of the General Regulations (Lausanne 1974) 
fixed the ceiling at 14 833 900 Swiss francs and since the excess expenditure referred to in paragraph 3 of 
that article amounted to 2 083 430 Swiss francs, the margin left with respect to the ceiling authorized by the 
Lausanne Congress came to 672 930 Swiss francs. 

68 Fixing the budget and contribution unit. ln accordance with article 102, paragraph 6, j, ii, of the General 
Regulations of the UPU, the Executive Council examined and approved at each of its sessions the Union's 
budget for the following year. 
Under the new financial system and in accordance with article 124, paragraph 8, of the General Regulations, 
the contributions of member countries are fixed on the basis of the budget drawn up by the Executive 
Council. Accordingly, the Council has also each year fixed the contribution unit, which it succeeded in 
holding at the same level from 1982 to 1984 in spite of the additional costs occasioned by the Hamburg 
Congress. To do this, the Council made use of the Reserve Fund referred to in article 124, paragraph 9, of 
the General Regulations. 
The Union's annual budget and contribution units for 1981 to 1985 were drawn up for the following amounts 
(in Swiss francs): 
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1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

1 Budget 

a Net recurrent expenditure 17 204 250 18 152 500 19 031 500 19 685 900 21 012 000 

b Expenditure relating to Congress 1856600 -

2 Ceiling of expenditure 

a Umits of annual recurrent expenditure 
- Sums fixed at General Regulations, 

article 124. paragraph 1 17 166 500 17 586 300 17 848 600 18 187 800 18 556 400 

- Excess mentioned at General 
Regulations, article 124. paragraph 3 430 126 851 632 1330729 2 197 761 3 003 330 

- Excess mentioned at General 
Regulations, article 124. paragraph 4 210 928 397 518 690 788 952 014 1056260 

Total ceiling of recurrent expenditure 17 807 554 18 835 450 19 870 117 21 337 575 22 615 990 

b Limit of expenditure relating to Congress 

- Sum fixed at General Regulations. 1750000 -
article 124, paragraph 2 

Excess mentioned at General 106 600 -
Regulations. article 124, paragraph 3 

Total ceiling of expenditure 
relating to Congress 1856600 -

3 Margin compared with the ceiling 

- of net annual expenditure (2 a - 1 a) 603 304 682 950 838 617 1 651 675 1603990 

- of Congress expenditure (2 b - 1 b) 0 -

4 Reserve fund 

Payment into/withdrawal from the Reserve Fund 400 000 380 000 -429 000 -2 905 000 -990 000 

5 Contributions 

- Total receipts (1 a + 1 b + 4) 17 604 250 18 532 500 18 602 500 18 637 500 20 022 000 

- Contribution unit 16 750 17 500 17 500 17 500 18800 

- Number of resolution CE 2/1980 CE 2/1981 CE 4/1982 CE 3/1983 CE 1/1984 

69 Presentation of the budget. When the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress adopted resolution C 44 (Or
ganization, functioning and working methods of the Executive Council and delimitation of powers between 
the Executive Council and the CCPS), it was agreed that "the possibility of introducing a system of medium 
term planning/programme budget to replace the present budget presentation" would be examined. After 
having started on this study, Committee 3 (General) took the view that the matter should first be discussed 
within the framework of Committee 2 (Finance). The latter noted that the introduction of a programme budget 
was not an end in itsel.f but was subordinated to the establishment of medium-term programming, which 
would require a fairly firm determination on the part of Congress to change its present conception of how 
the work of the Union should be conducted. Noting that, after having been debated on several occasions 
within the UPU since as long ago as 1976, this idea had failed to arouse much interest, the Executive Council 
concluded that the introduction of a medium-term planning/programme budget system at the UPU did not 
appear to meet the requirements of the Union's bodies (decision CE 11/1984). 

3.4.3 Accounts 

70 lmplementation of budgets. At each session, the Executive Council considered and approved the 
accounts of the Union and the relevant auditor's report, drawn up by the external auditor of the UPU's 
accounts and submitted to the Executive Council under article 37 of the Financial Regulations. Each year 
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the Chairman of the Executive Council wrote to the Government of the Swiss Confederation to thank it for 
the care with which the auditing had been carried out. 
The financial operating report is part of the Annual Report on the work of the Union and is thus communicated 
to ail Union member countries. 
The implementation of the budgets for 1979 to 1983 is as follows: 

1 Approved budget: 

- Net recurrent expenditure 

- Expenditure on Congress 

Total 

2 Accounts results: 

- Net recurrent expenditure 

- Expenditure on Congress 

Total 

3 Budgetary surplus (1-2) 

Approval of the accounts: 

Number of the decision (D) 
or of the resolution (R) 

3.4.4 Reserve fund 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

15 245 000.00 16 294 400.00 17 204 250.00 18 152 500.00 19 031 500.00 

2 135 200.00 -

17 380 200.00 16 294 400.00 17 204 250.00 18 152 500.00 19 031 500.00 

13 823 258.07 14 914 100.00 15 574 425.01 17 098 546.51 18 558 679.04 

2 038 821.93 -

15 862 080.00 14 914 100.00 15 574 425.01 17 098 546.51 18 558 679.04 

1 518 120.00 1 380 300.00 1 629 824.99 1 053 953.49 472 820.96 

(D) CE 9/1980 (R) CE 3/1981 (R) CE 5/1982 (R) CE 4/1983 (R) CE 2/1984 

71 Under article 124, paragraph 9, of the General Regulations, the Executive Council fixes the amount 
of the Reserve Fund needed to cover shortfalls in Union financing. As the Reserve Fund is also used to 
balance the budget or to reduce the amount of member countries' contributions, it was through the budget 
that the Executive Council, rather than fix an arbitrary ceiling, decided each year what seemed to it a 
reasonable level for the Reserve Fund. 
ln this connection the Executive Council, from 1980 onwards, authorized the Director General to withdraw 
from the Reserve Fund the additional credits needed to meet increases (coming into effect after approval 
of the budget) in staff salaries decided by the United Nations for their staff at Geneva and applicable to the 
staff of the International Bureau of the UPU with effect from the same dates under articles 3.1 and 3.5 of the 
Staff Regulations. 
Since 1980, the Reserve Fund has developed as follows: 

1980 1981 1982 1983 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

1 General position 

- at beginning of year 504 467.86 518 365.66 3 574 611.24 6 332 497.88 
- inpayments 14 615.35 3 422 345.58 3 523 986.64 2 183 527.74 
- withdrawals - 717.55 -366 100.00 - 766100.00 -1197 457.35 

- at end of year 518 365.66 3 574 611.24 6 332 497.88 7 318 568.27 

2 · Assets (unpaid contributions, 
debtors and stocks) 391 861.45 1 413 142.09 2 151 662.00 2 957 264.34 

3 Balance actually available for 
financing purposes (1-2) 126 504.21 2 161 469.15 4 180 835.88 4 361 303.93 
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ln March 1984, the Executive Council studied the accounting presentation, function and future use of the 
Reserve Fund. ln order to show more clearly in the Union's balance-sheet the portion of the Reserve Fund 
actually available for financing purposes, it was decided to show separately in the form of a "reserve 
account" that portion of the Reserve Fund which is made up of debts difficult to recover, represented by 
debtors in arrears whose contributions and supplies are due for the years previous to the current financial 
year. As regards the future use of the Reserve Fund, the Executive Council confirmed that in future this Fund 
must continue to play the triple role provided for in the present regulations, viz: 

to caver financing shortfalls in order to avoid, wherever possible, recourse to loans; 
ii to finance the additional credits arising from increases in staff remuneration decided on by the UN; 
iii to stabilize the level of the contribution unit or reduce the amount of the contributions. 

3.4.5 Problems of arrears at the UPU 

72 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 89 instructed the Executive Council to make a study on 
the question of arrears by considering the practice of the other specialized agencies. The Council began 
by considering the purely financial aspects of the problem. Aware of the major difficulties which the majority 
of member countries were having in paying for supplies provided by the International Bureau against 
payment within the period of three months fixed by article 26 of the General Regulations, the Executive 
Council propo.sed that the next Congress extend this period from three to six months {proposai 1526.1). For 
the time being, the Executive Council has provisionally extended this period to six months and authorized 
the International Bureau not to collect interest on overdue payments until six months after the first day of 
the month following that in which the account was sent (resolution CE 3/1982). 
Continuing the study from a legal point of view (see Congress - Doc 8), the Council adopted various 
solutions, some of which are based on the UN practice {proposais 1526.91 and 1526.92) and others on the 
possibilities offered by certain procedures peculiar to the UPU (proposai 09). 

3.4.6 Miscellaneous 

73 Consideration of the financial implications of proposais made by Executive Council Committees. ln 
accordance with article 12 of the EC Rules of Procedure, the Executive Council Finance Committee examined 
each year the financial implications of all the proposais submitted by Executive Council Committees before 
they were considered by the Council itself. 

3.5 Technical cooperation 

3.5.1 General 

74 ln its decision CE 19/1980 the Executive Council, at its May 1980 session, adopted the broad outlines 
of the general programme of technical assistance, drawn up for the period 1980-1985 on the basis of Rio 
de Janeiro Congress resolutions C 37, C 38 and C 66. The main aims of the programme of action are: 
- an increase in the volume of available aid; 
- greater effectiveness of the aid provided; 
- the coordination of activities in terms of the objectives fixed by the Rio de Janeiro Congress and taking 

account of the principles of action laid down by that Congress. 
The following paragraphs report on the work of the Executive Council during the five-year period 1979--1983 
in the field of technical cooperation. For developments regarding policy in the field of technical assistance, 
the evaluation of technical cooperation activities and future prospects, reference should be made to the 
comprehensive report on technical cooperation of the UPU submitted to the Hamburg Congress {Congress 
- Docs 18.1, 18.2, 18.3, 18.4 and 18.5). 
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75 Relations with the UNDP and its bodies. Within the context of the system of country programming which 
is developing in accordance with the consensus adopted by the Governing Council of the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) and approved by the United Nations General Assembly (resolution 2688 
(XXV) of 11 December 1970), the UPU's relations with the UNDP became even Gloser between 1979 and 1984. 
The International Bureau maintained effective cooperation with the Resident Representatives in various 
countries and with the regional bureaux at UNDP headquarters. 
The Executive Council followed with interest the participation of the International Bureau in various meetings 
and the approaches it made to obtain UNDP assistance for improving the postal services of developing 
countries. 

76 Country and intercountry programming. As a result of the restructuring of the economic and social 
sectors of the United Nations system (in particular General Assembly resolutions 32/197 and 33/202), 
encouragement was given to use of the UNDP country programming as a framework for the operational 
activities of technical cooperation of the United Nations system. 
At the same time, these resolutions also provided for greater participation of the governments of beneficiary 
countries a'nd the regional economic commissions in the regional programming of the UNDP. This change 
in policy has necessitated more vigorous overtures on the part of postal administrations to the competent 
governmental authorities to have technical assistance for the postal services included in the UNDP country 
and regional programmes. The new procedures have been used in the preparation of UNDP programmes 
for 1982-1986. The Executive Council has taken note of this development. 

77 New International Development Strategy for the 1980s. ln 1980, United Nations General Assembly 
resolution 35/56 adopted the International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development 
Decade, which took effect on 1 January 1981. This new strategy has been taken into consideration in the 
1982-1986 UNDP programmes. 

78 Transport and Communications Decade in Africa. The Executive Council took note of the initiatives 
taken by the International Bureau, in cooperation with the Economie Commission for Africa (ECA), with a 
view to carrying through postal projects within the framework of the Transport and Communications Decade 
in Africa 1978-1988 (United Nations General Assembly resolution 32/160). 

79 The year 1983 was named "World Communications Year" and the member countries of the UPU and 
Restricted Unions were invited to mark the occasion by using ail the means of publicity at their disposai. 
For this Year, the International Bureau also proposed an important programme of activities to promote the 
improvement and development of postal services in the disadvantaged countries. 

80 Technical cooperation among developing countries (TCDC). TCDC, for which the plan of action was 
adopted by the 1978 Buenos Aires Conference and which is one of the components of the International 
Development Strategy for the 1980s, is continuing to receive special attention within the United Nations 
system for development. 
ln accordance with the instructions of the Rio de Janeiro Congress (resolution C 66), the Executive Council 
has followed with considerable interest the measures taken by the International Bureau to promote TCDC 
in the UPU's technical cooperation activities. 

81 Programme of action in favour of the least developed countries (LOC). The 1981 Paris Conference on 
the LDCs adopted the Substantial New Programme of Action for the 1980s in favour of the LDCs, which 
stressed the development of transport and communications as an integral part of a country's physical 
infrastructure. This substantial new programme of action was approved by the United Nations General 
Assembly in 1981 (resolution 36/194). The Executive Council took note of the measures taken by the 
International Bureau to increase the assistance given to countries in this category, the number of which rose 
from 31 to 36 in 1982 (United Nations General Assembly resolution 37/133). 

82 Science and technology for development. Following the adoption of a programme of action at Vienna 
in 1979, the United Nations General Assembly began by setting up an lnterim Fund for 1980-1981 and a 
system of financing for science and technology for development. 
The International Bureau followed the progress of the action programme and the development of the 
financing system. However, there is little chance of having postal projects financed under this financing 
system. 
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83 Financial situation of the UNDP and the search for additional resources. ln 1981, the voluntary 
contributions which furnished the resources of the UNDP decreased in relation to the previous year for the 
first time since the UNDP was set up (673.6 million dollars as against 716.6 million dollars in 1980, ie a drop 
of 6 percent). 
Since then, in spite of the constant efforts by the UNDP Governing Council, the level of contributions has 
not matched the annual rate of growth of 14 percent, the objective fixed by the UNDP Governing Council for 
1977-1981 and maintained for 1982-1986. This situation has forced the UNDP to restrict, for 1982-1986, 
expenditure on projects to 55 percent of the indicative planning figures (lPF: resources distributed to 
countries and regions). The UPU has been considerably affected by this resource crisis and expenditure on 
UPU projects under the UNDP dropped from 3.6 million dollars in 1980 to 3.3 million in 1981 and 2 million 
in 1982 and 1983. 
ln accordance with Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 38, the International Bureau continued its efforts 
to obtain an increase in UNDP allocations and supplementary assistance from the industrialized or rich 
countries. ln addition, the approaches made by the International Bureau to the World Bank and certain 
international financing and lending agencies and regional banks (West African Development Bank, Gulf 
International Bank, OPEC Fund) produced very encouraging results from 1982. 

84 Participation of the Restricted Unions in the UPU technica/ assistance programme. (See para-
graph 3.6.1.) 

3.5.2 Administrative and financial questions 

85 ln accordance with the principle laid down by the Rio de Janeiro Congress (resolution C 38), the UNDP 
must remain the chief source of finance for the UPU technical assistance programme. ln this context, the 
Executive Council followed with close attention the trends in UNDP allocations, in expenditure on UPU 
projects under that Programme and the reimbursement by the UNDP of support costs incurred by the UPU 
in implementing the projects. Moreover, it approved each year the technical cooperation accounts for the 
funds assigned to the UPU by the UNDP. 

86. UNDP. Expenditure on projects under the UNDP for the years 1979-1983 was as follows: 

Year 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

UPU projects 

us$ 

2 137 906 

3 594 513 

3 345 125 

2 017 784 

1 601 055 

ITU projects (postal part) Total 

us$ us$ 

66 362 2 204 268 

31 664 3 626177 

12 531 3 357 656 

17 095 2 034 879 

9 637 1 610 692 

From 1982, the UPU benefited from the UNDP allocation for sectorial support, intended to finance a 
number of consultants' missions in the field of programming. Expenditure under this head came to 70 409 
US dollars in 1982 and to 41 634 US dollars in 1983. 

87 Support costs. The UNDP reimburses executing agencies a sum corresponding to a fixed percentage 
of the expenditure on UNDP projects executed by them in order to make up for the administrative costs 
incurred. The UNDP Governing Council approved, in 1980 and in 1981, a new system of reimbursement 
applicable for the period 1982-1991. Under this new system, the UPU receives 22 percent of the costs of the 
UNDP projects executed instead of 14 percent of the costs plus an additional lump sum under "flexibility" 
of about 200 000 US dollars. 
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The support costs incurred and reimbursed and the proportion of costs covered for the years 1979 to 1983 
are as follows: 

Year 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

UNDP support costs 
reimbursed 
(1) 

Sir 

867 499 

914 303 

1276672 

1032884 

823 992 

UNDP support costs Proportion of cost 
incurred covered 
(2) (1) - (2) 

Sir % 

1562372 55.52 

1 623 280 56.32 

1 921 223 66.45 

1 897 261 54.44 

2 027 003 40.65 

88 UPU Special Fund. As a result of new contributors and countries contributing more, the resources of 
the UPU Special Fund (non-assigned contributions), which amounted to about 200 000 Swiss francs per year 
up to 1980, exceeded 300 000 Swiss francs in 1981 and came close to or exceeded 350 000 Swiss francs in 
1982 and 1983. 
ln 1980, the Executive Council amended the Regulations for the administrative and financial management 
of the UPU Special Fund in order to extend by 6 months the period during which the resources of the 
approved programme could be used (decision CE 21/1980). 
The annual programme of the UPU Special Fund has been used from 1981 to finance part of the technical 
assistance programme under the UPU's own resources. 
ln this connection, the Executive Council, at its May 1982 session, decided to adopt the practice of approving, 
at each of its sessions, the UPU Special Fund programme for the following year instead of for the current 
year (decision CE 15/1982). lt was also decided to request countries to pay their contributions to the UPU 
Special Fund as far as possible when remitting their contribution to the expenses of the Union for the same 
year (decision CE 16/1982). 

89 lncrease and more flexible use of budgetary credits for consultants' missions. Following up Rio de 
Janeiro Congress resolution C 38, the Executive Council, at its May 1980 session, approved an increase of 
15 percent (over 1979) in the 1980 budgetary credits for consultants' missions and one of 49.4 percent (also 
in relation to 1979) in the 1981 credits. The annual level of these credits (1180 000 Swiss francs) was 
maintained up to 1984. 
As for the more flexible use of these credits, the Executive Council agreed that from 1980 a proportion of 
them could be used for fellowships and the small purchases mainly connected with UPU consultants' 
missions. 

90 Other sources of finance. Several projects under funds-in-trust were implemented in the period 
between 1979 and 1983. ln addition to an expert's mission within the framework of a technical assistance 
project against payment, there were 5 associate experts' missions, 4 consultants' missions financed by the 
World Bank and 4 consultants' missions financed by the International Programme for the Development of 
Communication (IP_DC) of UNESCO. Furthermore, part of a project included in the programme of the 
Transport and Communications Decade in Africa was paid for by a donor country. 
With respect to technical assistance in kind, the Executive Council was given the information on assistance 
provided by administrations which the International Bureau had received. This concerned about fifteen 
donor countries, including three countries which made contributions in kind to the UPU Special Fund. 

3.5.3 Programming and execution of programmes and projects 

91 As part of the UNDP country programming for 1982-1986 (3rd programming cycle), 134 country 
programmes were apprôved by the UNDP Governing Council at its annual or special sessions between 1981 
and 1983. Of these 134 programmes, only 26 (19.4 percent of the approved programme) include new 
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assistance for the postal services. However, the reintroduction of the concept of continuous programming 
makes it easier to obtain assistance for postal projects even when the country programme did not mention 
the need for assistance to the postal services. 

92 The annual technical assistance programmes under the UPU's own resources were submitted to the 
EC each year. They included a number of integrated projects (projects including various forms of action: 
consultants, fellowships, equipment), individual UPU consultants' missions, training actions (study cycles, 
courses, technical meetings), individual fellowships and the provision of training materials or minor items 
of postal equipment. From its May 1982 session onwards, the Council considered the programme for the 
next year instead of that for the current one. 

93 Each year the EC was kept informed of the implementation of various technical assistance projects. 
ln 1980, being concerned about a drop in the implementation rate (proportion of allocations spent) of the 
UPU projects under the UNDP in 1979 (58.5 percent), the EC adopted a recommendation whereby countries 
were requested to speed up the approval and execution of projects (recommendation CE 23/1980). Although 
the situation improved in 1980 (75.2 percent), the EC decided at its May 1981 session to instruct the 
International Bureau to appeal to countries to take steps to speed up the execution of postal projects 
(decision CE 13/1981). The implementation rates of UPU projects under the UNDP further improved in the 
following years (83.1 percent in 1981, 79.5 percent in 1982). 

94 The number of experts, consultants and fellowships, together with the cost of providing training and 
operational materials, are shown below for each year in the five-year period. 

Year 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

Experts 

47 

71 

57 

52 

49 

Consultants Fellowships 

42 195 

44 340 

46 401 

30' 285' 

48 298 

Equipment 

us$ Sir 

147 980 86 665 

198 174 491 693 

180 040 192 408 

457 505 324 903 

159 698 527 855 

'The drop in the number of consultants and fellowships in 1982 is due to the preparation of a greater number of integrated 
projects which, judging from the applications received, included in 1981 a much greater overall sum (over double) for 
the purchase of equipment and materials. 

95 Most of these experts were those recruited under the UNDP-UPU projects, including a few recruited 
under UNDP-ITU projects and funds-in-trust projects (associate experts, technical assistance against pay
ment, World Bank). Short missions (less than 12 months) have increased in recent years and accounted for 
22 to 52 percent of ail missions depending on the year. The consultants are the UPU consultants whose 
missions (usually 2 to 3 months each) are financed out of the UPU's regular budget. ln most cases, the 
administration of origin pays the consultant his national salary du ring the period of his mission. A great many 
fellowships were granted to those attending courses, study cycles or technical meetings organized by the 
UPU on an intercountry basis (66 to 81 percent of the fellowships awarded, depending on the year). 

96 The expenditure on equipment, shown in US dollars, relates to UNDP-UPU and UNDP-ITU projects; 
expenditures shown in Swiss francs concern the UPU Special Fund and the UPU's regular budget. Most of 
the expenditure in Swiss francs arose from the Sahel project, financed by Belgium's tied contribution to the 
UPU's Special Fund. 

97 The postal administrations of France and Great Britain have continued to organize, in close coopera
tion with the International Bureau, training courses for senior postal instructors. Other administrations have 
also arranged courses for officiais from developing countries. ln addition, in response to the wishes of the 
Rio de Janeiro Congress, training courses for postal instructors and refresher courses for postal instructors 
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were organized each year in Africa, Asia and Latin America. These courses made it possible to train quite 
a lot of middle-grade instructors. 

98 ln addition to the specialization courses, study cycles, study trips and technical meetings, which were 
organized in various regions, mention should be made of the success of several training courses for 
consultant specialists for TCDC (technical cooperation among developing countries), which were arranged 
in Asia within the framework of a UNDP-UPU regional project and in Latin America under a joint UPU-PUAS 
project (1982) and under the UPU's own resources (1983-1984). The aim is to give specialized training to 
a number of future consultants to enable them to carry out missions within the framework of TCDC. Severa! 
specialists trained in this way have already carried out TCDC consultants' missions in the Asia and Pacifie 
reg ion. 

3.5.4. Evaluation 

99 Each year the Executive Council took note of the evaluations carried out by the International Bureau; 
these were focused on the programming, execution and assessment of the results of experts' and consul
tants' missions and of courses, study cycles and individual periods of training. Evaluation sheets concerning 
certain completed projects were also submitted to the annual sessions of the Executive Council. 

100 The Executive Council gave advice and instructions, particularly on speeding up the execution of 
projects and improving the briefing of experts and consultants at the beginning of their missions. 

101 As regards the UPU projects under the UNDP, several field evaluation meetings were organized during 
the period 1979-1983. The conclusions of these meetings made it possible to improve the execution of the 
projects concerned or to have some of them extended. 

3.6 External relations 

3.6.1 Restricted Unions 

102 Participation of the Restricted Unions in the UPU technical assistance programme. Resolution C 90 
instructed the EC to study, among other things, the technical, financial and legal aspects of participation by 
the Restricted Unions in the UPU technical assistance programme. After noting the desiderata of the 
Restricted Unions, the Council recognized the usefulness of developing this participation. However, it did 
not feel it necessary to change the legal position of the Restricted Unions within the UPU. Considering it 
preferable to stick for the time being to the development of practical cooperation between the UPU and the 
Restricted Unions for regional projects, it adopted resolution CE 6/1983 in order to provide the legal 
framework for this cooperation. 

3.6.2 United Nations (UN) 

103 Relations with the United Nations (decision C 100). The Agreement signed in 1947 between the UN and 
the UPU constitutes the basis of relations between the two organizations. Three bodies in particular serve 
as the framework for these relations: the United Nations Economie and Social Council (ECOSOC), the 
Administrative Committee on Coordination (ACC), which is composed of the executive heads of the organiza
tions of the United Nations system, and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). The Interna
tional Bureau took part, where appropriate, in the meetings of ECOSOC, ACC, UNDP and their subsidiary 
organs. 
These meetings related basically to technical cooperation, administration, personnel, finance and problems 
of general policy. Conversely, the United Nations was represented by observers at sessions of the UPU 
Executive Council. 
Technical cooperation activities provide the main focus for relations between the UPU and the UN, in 
particular with regard tô the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). Information on this subject 
is given in paragraphs 74 to 101 of this report. 
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ln pursuance of article IV of the UN-UPU Agreement and Rio de Janeiro Congress decision C 100, the 
Secretary-General submitted each year to the Executive Council, to supplement the information appearing 
in the annual reports on the work of the Union, several reports on various questions, the principal ones of 
which are dealt with in the relevant chapters of this report. (See Congress - Doc 5.) 

104 The International Civil Service Commission (/CSC) was set up by the United Nations General Assembly 
in 1974 to ensure the regulation and coordination of conditions of service in organizations of the United 
Nations common system. ln 1975, the EC accepted the Statute of that Commission and its attention is drawn, 
at each of its sessions, to the annual reports of the ICSC to the United Nations General Assembly. 

105 Possible amendment to the UN-UPU Agreements (resolution C 91). Within the framework of the study 
undertaken within the United Nations on the strengthening of that Organization's role, the Ad Hoc Committee 
has not yet begun to consider the agreements concluded between the UN and the specialized agencies, 
having given priority to its work on the question of safeguarding international peace and security. ln these 
circumstances, the Executive Council decided to drop this question from the agenda of the General 
Committee until such time as the UN dealt with the problem (decision CE 11/1980). 

106 lmplementation by the specialized agencies of the Declaration on the Granting of lndependence to 
Colonial Countries and Peop/es (decision C 99). The Secretary-General submitted to the Executive Council 
each year a report on the implementation by the specialized agencies of the Declaration on the Granting 
of lndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. This report gave an account of various measures taken 
by the International Bureau concerning, for example, assistance to refugees and non-self-governing ter
ritories, assistance to the Palestinian people, relations with the newly independent countries, and several 
resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly calling for cooperation by the specialized agencies in 
this field. The Council noted these reports and resolutions (decisions CE 34/1980, CE 21/1981, CE 18/1982, 
CE 17/1983, and CE 14/1984) (see Congress - Doc 15). 

107 United Nations Joint Inspection Unit (JIU). The UPU applies, where relevant to its specific activities, 
certain recommendations of the United Nations Joint Inspection Unit. They deal mainly with questions 
relating to technical cooperation. Every year since 1968, the International Bureau has submitted to the 
Executive Council a number of reports by the Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) likely to be of interest to the UPU. 
From 1980 to 1984, the Council considered the eleventh to fifteenth reports on the activities of the JIU (July 
1978 to June 1983) and took note of them (decisions CE 33/1980, CE 21/1981, CE 18/1982, CE 17/1983 and 
CE 14/1984). 

108 International Years. With regard to the International Year of Disabled Persons (1981), proclaimed by 
the United Nations General Assembly, the Council requested the Secretary-General (decision CE 32/1980) 
to send postal administrations a recommendation that they take all possible measures to facilitate the access 
of disabled persons to postal installations. ln 1981, the Council took note of information sent by a number 
of administrations on the measures they had taken to comply with the EC recommendation. 

109 ln decision CE 29/1980, the Council instructed the International Bureau to take various measures in 
connection with the World Communications Year (1983) (1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress decision C 104). At 
its sessions of the following years, it examined the report submitted by the International Bureau on this 
question and took note· of the measures taken or planned by postal administrations in this regard (see 
paragraph 129). 

110 International Programme for the Development of Communication (/PDG). From its 1981 session 
onwards, the Council was presented each year with a report by the Secretary-General on the International 
Programme for the Development of Communication (IPDC), a UNESCO initiative with which the UPU and 
other relevant organizations are associated. The Council requested the Secretary General to ensure that 
the UPU's action in respect of the IPDC continued to be guided by the need to safeguard the powers of the 
UPU in regard to the postal service. lt took note of the most important decisions taken by the lntergovern
mental Council of the IPDC and of the measures taken or envisaged by the International Bureau of the UPU 
within the framework of this Programme. Following an initiative with the agreement of postal administra
tions, a joint UPU-UNESCO study is being carried out on the execution of three technical cooperation projects 
submitted by the UPU (decisions CE 22/1981, CE 18/1982, CE 17/1983, and CE 14/1984). 
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111 Choice of subjects for postage stamps. The Executive Council instructed the Director-General of the 
International Bureau to prepare for the Hamburg Congress a draft recommendation on the issue of postage 
stamps (choice of subjects) which would strengthen the purport and scope of similar recommendations 
adopted by previous Congresses (see Congress - Doc 5). 

3.6.3 Specialized agencies and International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 

112 Relations with the specialized agencies. The UPU cooperates actively with the other specialized 
agencies in the United Nations Administrative Committee on Coordination (ACC) and its subsidiary organs. 
ln addition, the International Bureau frequently turns to these institutions to find out what their legal situation 
and administrative practice are in connection with a number of problems. The cooperation of these 
organizations is very positive. They willingly provide the International Bureau with all the information it 
needs. Moreover, the legal services of these organizations regularly exchange information on administra
tive and legal problems they have to deal with during the year. 

113 United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). Concerning UPU-UNESCO 
cooperation in the framework of the International Programme for the Development of Communication (IPDC), 
see paragraph 110 and concerning the international letter-writing competitions for young people, see 
paragraph 127. 

114 International Civil Aviation Organization (/CAO). Relations of close cooperation have been maintained 
with ICAO, in particular in the field of basic airmail conveyance rates (see paragraph 25). ln this connection, 
ICAO has continued to provide the UPU each year with "International Airline Financial Statistics" and to be 
represented at meetings of the UPU and the IATA-UPU joint bodies dealing with airmail. Moreover, ICAO 
has drawn up, for the information of the UPU, a list of definitions of dangerous goods prohibited from 
conveyance by post; this list replaces that established by IATA in 1978 (see paragraph 32). 

115 World Health Organization (WHO). Cooperation with the WHO dealt with various aspects of the 
admission, by the Post, of infectious and non-infectious perishable biological substances (see para
graph 32). 

116 International Telecommunication Union (/TU). Measures had to be taken with a view to ensuring 
harmony between the regulations of the ITU and those of the UPU with respect to the preparation of money 
order telegrams and giro transfer telegrams (see paragraph 41). 

117 International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Relations with the IAEA have been intensified as the UPU 
has agreed to co-sponsor a seminar on the transport of radioactive materials by post (Vienna, 24-27 October 
1983) (see paragraph 32). Moreover, in the framework of the revision of the IAEA Regulation for the Safe 
Transport of Radioactive Materials, a proposai was made to amend the provisions concerning the marking 
of postal items containing such materials (see proposais 2000.13, 2521.1, 5000.4 and 5505.1). 

3.6.4 Other organizations 

118 Customs Co-operation Council (CGC). The UPU and the CCC maintain continuous relations at the 
secretariat level. Moreover, in conformity with the Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 16, the CCC-UPU 
Contact Committee was reconstituted with a view to continuing the study of problems relating to the 
simplification of customs handling of postal items. Membership was increased to five countries from each 
side following a CCC proposai approved by the EC in 1982. The Committee held three meetings, two of which 
were in Brussels (1983 and 1984) and the other in Berne in 1983. The questions dealt with are reported on 
in paragraphs 3.2.3.1. 

119 Organization of African Unity (OAU) and League of Arab States. ln conformity with 1974 Lausanne 
Congress decision C 92 and the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 7, the Organization of African 
Unity and the League of Arab States were invited to take part in the an nuai sessions of the Executive Council. 
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They sent representatives to several of these sessions in the capacity of observers. For its part, the UPU 
was represented at a number of meetings of these organizations. 

120 International Air Transport Association (IATA). Very close cooperation with IATA continued through 
the IATA-UPU Contact Committee, which met twice, and the Joint IATA-UPU Working Party, which held four 
meetings. Moreover, the UPU was represented as an observer at IATA's 36th to 39th annual General 
Assemblies (Ottawa 1980, Paris 1981, Geneva 1982 and New Delhi 1983). ln 1980, 1981 and 1983, it was 
represented by the administration of the country in which the meeting was held. 

121 International Savings Banks lnstitute (!SB/). Concerning the cooperation between the UPU and the 
ISBI, provided for by resolution C 19 of the Rio de Janeiro Congress, see paragraph 43. 

3.6.5 Public information 

122 General policy on public information. By resolution C 101, the Rio de Janeiro Congress had instructed 
the International Bureau, subject to Executive Council approval, to intensify its present information activities. 
The Executive Council proceeded to consult the member postal administrations of the EC and the CCPS in 
order to determine the information activities which should be intensified and developed on a priority basis 
and thus established the following list: 
a relations with the press (more frequent distribution of press releases and articles, organization of press 

conferences possibly followed by the showing of films, etc); 
b assistance to administrations in marking UPU Day (distribution of posters, organization of celebrations, 

etc); 
c distribution of information materials (leaflets, brochures, posters, photos, slides, etc); 
d increased participation in exhibitions and fairs. 

123 lt was recognized that preference should be given to methods designed to reach groups rather than 
individuals (for example, press agencies, newspapers, magazines, government authorities), with the target 
par excellence being journalists working in both the written as well as the spoken and televised media. 

124 Moreover, the Executive Council instructed the International Bureau to try and obtain the services of 
an information specialist from a postal administration free of charge. The French postal administration 
agreed to make a specialist-consultant available to the International Bureau for two years from April 1984. 
Among other things, he is responsible for: 
a developing those activities already launched which the EC considered it a matter of priority to expand, 

namely: 
- press relations; 
- support for postal administrations when celebrating UPU Day; 
- participation in exhibitions and fairs; 

b studying the possibility of carrying out certain proposais for the expansion of information activities by 
the International Bureau and arranging his technical support for national postal information services, 
bearing in mind the following reservations expressed by postal administrations: 
- any initiative should take account of the specific nature of the International Bureau, which is not entirely 

comparable with a national administration; 
- in the selection of proposais for possible implementation, account should also be taken of the cost

benefit ratio; 
- implementation of the suggestions decided upon should be spread over a certain period of time (short, 

medium and long term); 
- priority should be given to proposais with few financial implications; 

c launching the actions decided upon after the above study, particularly ones which might incite govern
ments to accord a certain priority to the needs of the Post, a question of capital importance in developing 
countries; 

d monitoring the implementation of these activities. 

125 Measures taken by the International Bureau in order ta intensify its information activities. The 
measures taken by the International Bureau to intensify its information activities may be summarized as 
follows: 
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- updating and publication of a new edition of the leaflet containing general information about the UPU and 
its activities; 

- publication of a short history of the UPU; 
- publication of a new edition of a booklet containing the UPU Constitution and other organic texts of the 

Union; 
- publication of a brochure entitled "The Postal Service in the World"; 
- publication of the new version of the "Memorandum on the role of the Post"; 
- updating and distribution of a poster for UPU Day; 
- development of relations with the press (distribution of press releases and information materials); 
- preparation of small publicity items and other souvenirs for visitors, journalists, etc; 
- increase and improvement of the participation of the UPU in exhibitions and fairs. 

126 UPU Day. Since 1981, a different theme has been selected each year for UPU Day (decision CE 18/ 
1981); it is communicated to the postal administrations. A message from the Director-General of the 
International Bureau concerning this theme and a press release are distributed. Moreover, a poster is 
produced by the International Bureau and sent to the postal administrations for them to display in post offices 
and other public places. ln marking UPU Day, the administrations take various measures aimed at increasing 
awareness of the Post. The suggestion that the present title "UPU Day" be changed to "World Post Day" 
was accepted by the EC, which decided to submit it to the Hamburg Congress in the form of a proposai of 
a general nature. (See proposai 019.) 

127 International letter-writing competition for young people. To increase the number of countries par
ticipating in this annual competition, the Executive Council decided that, in addition to the three existing 
prizes, special mentions would be awarded to at most five prizewinners, who would receive a diploma and 
an album of postage stamps and whose names and nationality would be published in "Union Postale" 
(decision CE 16/1981). lt should be remembered that the first three prizewinners receive a medal, a diploma 
and an album of postage stamps and that their compositions are published in the journal. Moreover, 
UNESCO (which chooses the prizewinners) and the postal administrations of the prizewinners' home 
countries also give the winners additional prizes. The ceremony at which the prizes are presented takes 
place on 9 October (UPU Day). 

128 New edition of the "Memorandum on the rote of the Post as a factor in economic, social and cultural 
deve/opment". Further to decisions C 104 and C 107 of the Rio de Janeiro Congress, the International Bureau 
updated the "Memorandum on the role of the Post" and distributed it through the postal administrations to 
the government authorities of the member countries. This distribution took place in the framework of the 
activities for World Communications Year (1983). 

129 World Communications Year (WCY) 1983. As decided by the Rio de Janeiro Congress (decision C 104), 
the UPU participated in World Communication9 Year (WCY) 1983, which was proclaimed by the United 
Nations General Assembly. The International Bureau was instructed by the Executive Council to take certain 
measures on this occasion and to invite the postal administrations to participate actively as well as to plan 
an issue of postage stamps to mark this Year (decision CE 29/1980). The measures taken to mark WCY are 
listed below: 
a the International Bureau has in particular: 

- developed pilot projects and encouraged the administrations to find the funds necessary to finance 
their implementation; 

- distributed to the postal administrations the information materials prepared by the WCY Secretariat 
(Guide, folder and WCY bulletins published every two months); 

- published information materials in the framework of WCY (the "Memorandum on the role of the Post", 
the brochure "The Postal Service in the World", the leaflet containing information on the UPU, posters 
designed by the WCY Secretariat, etc); 

- published articles and editorials on this event in the periodical "Union Postale"; 
- participated in exhibitions and other celebrations marking WCY; 
- printed the WCY emblem and title on the envelopes and letter paper used by the International Bureau; 

b the postal administrations have taken certain measures. Among other things, they have: 
- carried out in favour of developing countries some of the pilot projects proposed by the UPU; 
- issued postage stamps, "first-day" covers and postcards marking WCY; 
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- used special postmarks and slogans; 
- organized or participated in exhibitions marking WCY; 
- published and distributed information materials on communications in general and on the Post in 

particular; 
- produced and distributed various souvenirs; 
- organized special days or weeks on the Post and communications in general; 
- organized school visits to postal installations; 
- distributed communiqués, messages and information on the Post and its aims and achievements, by 

radio, television and the Press; 
- organized colloquia, round-table discussions, seminars and conferences on the Post; 
- created a university professorship in communications; 
- shown films on the Post in various places; 
- organized various competitions (letters, photographs, drawings, etc); 
- presented awards to the niost deserving postal officiais; 
- inaugurated new postal facilities; 
- arranged and inaugurated a "Post Office Square"; 
- organized sports competitions. 

The Executive Council asked postal administrations to continue beyond the year 1983 the activities they had 
begun in order to mark World Communications Year and to regard the campaign to stimulate the awareness 
of public opinion and their national authorities concerning the important role of the Post in the development 
process as a permanent one. 

Conclusions 

130 Having corne to the end of its mandate, the Executive Council feels that it has worked to further the 
interests of the Union and all member countries. Over these five years, it has spared no effort to carry 
through ail the tasks which the Rio de Janeiro Congress entrusted to it or which fell to it in other ways. 

131 Through the study on the organization, functioning and work methods of Congress, the Executive 
Council questioned ail the procedures regulating the operation of the Union's supreme body. This study has 
led to a whole series of decisions which will already be operational for the Hamburg Congress, and to other 
proposais which will corne into force for the 20th Congress if they are approved. 

132 After the Union's new financing system had been introduced, the EC turned to the problem of arrears 
at the UPU, seeking measures likely to ensure healthy finances for the organization and thus the smooth 
operation of the new system. 

133 ln regard to the postal service itself, the main studies have been focused, as in the past, on the 
economic problems, ie rate-fixing (letter post) and remuneration (air conveyance dues, parcel-post rates, 
transit charges and terminal dues). Severa! of them were conducted in cooperation with the CCPS (eg 
transmission of the documents accompanying postal parcels, postal monopoly). The studies carried out on 
the questions of transit charges and terminal dues have resulted in new proposais concerning the relevant 
bases for calculation and the statistical system. Important decisions have been taken in regard, for example, 
to international high-speed mail (EMS). Moreover, administrations have been widely consulted, with the 
result that the conclusions reached by the Executive Council have generally been founded on the majority 
views which emerged from these consultations. 

134 ln certain cases, the questions concerning the regulations also required extensive inquiries (methods 
of forwarding the C 2/CP 3 customs declaration, guideline rates for fixing the inward rates for parcels, 
maximization of air conveyance, etc) which have resulted in proposais aimed at improving procedures by 
means of more precise provisions. lt should be noted that the problems regarding the customs treatment 

of postal items, sea transit charges and airmail were dealt with in conjunction with the organizations 
concerned, within the framework of the CCC-UPU, ICS-UPU and IATA-UPU Contact Committees respectively. 

135 Other important studies were focused on the postal financial services, in particular on the most 
suitable ways and means of introducing and developing the postal money order service in all countries of 
the Union. 
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136 Substantial efforts have also been made and important decisions taken by the Executive Council to 
strengthen the links between the Universal Postal Union and the other international organizations, especially 
the UN and the Restricted Postal Unions; the latter were more and more closely associated with certain 
activities of the Union, chiefly in the field of technical cooperation. As in the past, the UNDP was the principal 
source for financing the Union's technical cooperation activities. The Executive Council therefore paid close 
attention to changes in the technical cooperation policy of the UNDP and of the United Nations system as 
a whole. However, the financial difficulties of the UNDP resulted in a marked diminution in the resources 
set aside for postal projects in 1982 and 1983. The Executive Council gave its support to various measures 
taken by the International Bureau with a view to increasing the allocation of UNDP resources to postal 
development and finding other sources of finance. The promotion of technical cooperation among develop
ing countries (TCDC) and special attention to the needs of the least developed countries were the guiding 
principles of the UPU's operational activities over the last five years. 

137 As requested by the Rio de Janeiro Congress, the EC has carried out a study on its own organization, 
functioning and working methods. The study stresses the need to give the Executive Council broader powers 
so that its methods and activities will be more suited to the dynamism required by postal services in the 
period between Congresses. 

Brasilia, 7 May 1984 For the Executive Council: 

A C BOTTO DE BARROS 

Chairman 
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Annex I 

Results of the work entrusted to the Executive Council by the Rio de Janeiro Congress 

Congress resolution, decision. etc 

Resolution C 3 
Quorum required for the Constitution 

Resolution C 12 
Development of monetary articles ser
vices in the postal field, particularly the 
international postal money order ser
vice 

Resolution C 14 
Special charges. Possibility of applying 
the internai tariff 

Resolution C 15 
Modification of the principles for fixing 
supplementary charges for postal par
cels 

Resolution C 16 
Reconstitution of the CCC-UPU (Cus
toms Co-operation Council-Universal 
Postal Union) Contact Committee 

Resolution C 18 
Extraordinary Congresses, Administra
tive Conferences and Special Commit
tees 

Resolution C 19 
Cooperation between the Universal 
Postal Union and the International 
Savings Banks lnstitute (ISBI) 
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Results Report 
para
graph No 

The Executive Council drafted, for the Hamburg Congress, a 45 
proposai designed to ratify, in the Rules of Procedure of 
Congresses, the principle set out in resolution C 3 of the Rio 
de Janeiro Congress (proposai 1721.1). 

The Executive Council recommended measures likely to facil- 40 
itate the introduction and development of postal financial ser
vices, particularly international postal orders (decisions CE 
5/1983 and CE 15/1983 and proposais 6000.1 and 6000.2). 

ln order to maintain the maximum charges prescribed in the 17 
Convention and to enable the administrations to exceed the 
upper limits if necessary, the Executive Council decided to 
keep article 24 as it is and to amend article Ill of the Final 
Protocol (see proposai 3303.1 ). 

As the results of the consultation of member countries re- 38 
vealed that the administrations wanted to be able to fix their 
supplementary charges freely, the Executive Council decided 
to adopt proposai 5307.2. which had been submitted by the 
Nordic countries to the Rio de Janeiro Congress but which 
had been deemed irreceivable because it had not been 
presented within the prescribed time period. This proposai is 
designed to give the administrations the option of exceeding, 
exceptionally, the upper limits of the supplementary charges 
fixed in the Agreement. To take this decision into account, 
amendments were made to articles 9, 11 and 14 of the 
Agreement, and article VI of the Final Protocol was taken 
over, after adaptation into the Agreement itself (see 
proposais 5009.1. 5009.2, 5009.3, 5009.4, 5011.1, 5012.1, 
5014.1, 5014.2, 5014.3, 5014.4, 5029.1, 5031.1, 5306.1 and 
5306.2). 

ln accord with the CCC. the CCC-UPU Contact Committee 16 
was reconstituted. lts work dealt with customs treatment of 
postal items (proposais 2000.10, 2000.11, 2500.4, 2516.2 and 
2901.1). 

Reconstitution of the CCC-UPU Contact Committee after the 
Hamburg Congress (proposai 2000.10). 

While opting to maintain the provision relating to Extraordi
nary Congresses, the EC decided in favour of deleting the 
provisions relating to Administrative Conferences and Spe
cial Committees (proposais 1013.1, 1016.1, 1019.1. 1501.1 and 
1506.1). 

The EC adopted a protocol of agreement with the ISBI 
providing for the exchange of information. reciprocal par
ticipation in meetings of the appropriate bodies of each or
ganization and cooperation in devising and implementing 
projects. particularly in the field of technical cooperation (re
solulion CE 5/1980). 

51 

43 



Congress resolution, decision, etc 

Formai opinion C 21 
Money order telegrams and giro trans
fer telegrams 

Resolution C 25 
Revision of land and sea rates 

Resolution C 26 
Modification of the principles for fixing 
transit land rates 

Resolution C 27 
Simplification of the present procedure 
for allocating rates 

Resolution C 28 
Revision of transit charges and study 
on the economic structure of the scales 

Resolution C 30 
Revision of basic airmail conveyance 
rates 

Resolution C 31 
Principle and method of calculating in
ternai air conveyance dues 

Resolution C 33 
Payment for transit à découvert 

Resolution C 34 
Priority accorded to airmails by the air
lines 

Resolution C 35 
Continuation of the terminal dues study 

Resolution C 36 
Allocation of charges. Transit charges 
and terminal dues 

Congress - Doc 1 

Results 

Study Group I of the CCITT approved the wording of an addi
tion designed to supplement annotation 4 to article 130 (Mo
ney Orders, Detailed Regulations) on the lines of formai opi
nion C 21. 

The EC proposes new outward and inward land rates based 
on limited freedom as regards these rates and the fixing of 
guideline rates (proposais 5046.1, 5048.1, 5054.1, 5301.1, 
5304.1 and 5305.1). Readjustment of transit and sea rates by 
reference to the revised transit charges (proposais 5047.1, 
5047.2, 5047.3, 5049.1, 5049.2, 5049.3 and 5000.3). --

The EC proposes that air parcels in transit à découvert be 
subject to a transit land rate of 1 g fr (0.33 SOR) per parcel 
and that the status quo be maintained for closed dispatches 
of air parcels in transit (proposais 5047.4 and 5921.1). 

The EC considered that the procedure for bulk entry should 
be maintained and, consequently, did not amend the provi
sions of the Agreement. A detailed description of the 
procedures provided for in article 55, paragraph 3 (in accor
dance with the average rate per parce! and per kilogramme 
of gross weight of mail) was distributed in June 1983. 

See Congress - Doc 9 and proposais 3000.1, 3061.1, 3061.2, 
3061.3, 3061.4, 3065.5, 3061.91, 3065.4, 3065.91, 3065.92, 
3570.3, 3581.4 and 3582.2. 

See Congress - Doc 17 and proposai 4000.6. 

Report 
para
graph No 

41 

35 

36 

37 

22 

25 

As the consultation did not provide sufficiently significant in- 26 
dications, the EC decided not to amend the current system. 

Maintenance of the 5% coefficient of increase was con- 27 
sidered satisfactory by the majority of the administrations. 
The expanded study gave rise to proposais 4000.2, 4608.1 
and 4617.2. 

lt has not yet been possible to reach agreement with IATA on 29 
the revision of the 1948 agreement. To strengthen the situa-
tion of the administrations at the national level, the Council 
recommends the adoption of proposai 4075.1. 

See Congress - Doc 10 and proposais 3000.4 and 3062.4. 23 

The 1980 EC integrated the studies that it was instructed to 
undertake by this resolution, with the exception of point 3, 
into the study on the revision of transit charges and the eco
nomic structure of the scales, in accordance with resolution 
C 28. Point 3 was transferred to the study on terminal dues, 
which was conducted by a Working Party formed to respond 
to resolution C 35. 

22 and 23 
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Congress resolution, decision, etc 

Resolution C 37 
Priorities and principles of UPU techni
cal assistance activities 

Resolution C 38 
Financing UPU technical assistance ac
tivities 

Resolution C 39 
Principle and method of calculating in
ternai air conveyance dues relating to 
postal parcels 

Resolution C 44 
Organization, functioning and working 
methods of the Executive Council and 
delimitation of powers between the EC 
and the CCPS 

Resolution C 45 
Rules for payment 

Resolution C 48 
Perishable biological substances 

Formai opinion C 49 
List of Addresses, Heads and Senior 
Officiais of Postal Administrations and 
Restricted Unions 

Resolution C 50 
Updating of International Bureau pub
lications 
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ln 1980, the EC adopted the basic outlines of the general 74 
policy and general action programme on technical coopera-
tion for 1980-1985, slso taking into consideration resolutions 
C 38 and C 66 (decision CE 19/1980). During each annual 
session, the Council look note of the activities conducted or 
programmed (see Congress - Doc 18.1 and proposai 015). 

To increase the implementation rate of UPU projects under 74 
the UNDP, which decreased noticeably in 1979, the EC adopt-
ed a recommandation designed to speed up approval and 
execution of projects (recommendation CE 23/1980). More-
over, it instructed the International Bureau to launch an ap-
peal to countries, requesting that they take steps to speed up 
the execution of postal projects (decision CE 13/1981). The 
EC noted the measures taken by the 18 to obtain an increase 
in additional resources, taking into account the financial dif
ficulties of the UNDP in 1981 and subsequent years (see Con-
gress - Doc 18.2 and proposai 016). --

See resolution C 31 above. 26 

The EC proposes that a text governing the assignment of stud- 47 
ies to the EC and to the CCPS (proposai 1725.91) be inserted 
in the Rules of Procedure of Congresses and recommends 
that amendments to article 102, para 6, of the General 
Regulations be adopled (proposai 1502.6) (see Congress -
Doc7). --

The EC decided that, to expedite payment for various in- 18 
ternational postal services, the situation should be improved 
through training activities in the field of technical cooperation 
both at the bilateral level and through the 18 and, conse-
quently planned a programme of activities to be carried out 
starting in 1985 (proposai 3500.1). 

ln view of the opinions expressed by the administrations, the 32 
EC decided: 
- to maintain the condition according to which non-infectious 

perishable biological substances can be exchanged only 
between officially recognized, qualified laboratories; 

- not to supplement the provisions concerning infectious 
substances with details on the competent authorities to 
contact in the event of an accident. 

The 18 added, to the names of the officiais who usually sign 
international correspondance, the telephone, and in some 
cases telex, numbers as well as days and hours of work, as 
indicated by the postal administrations. 

The postal administrations are regularly asked by the 18 (at 
least once a year) to check and update information concern
ing them in UPU publications. Moreover, the EC conducted a 
study on the usefulness of these publications. lt concluded 
that most of the publications should be maintained without 
any major changes, that the UPU Catalogue should be re
placed by three brochures and that two publications not in
cluded among those enumerated in article 111 of the De
tailed Regulations of the Universal Postal Convention should 
be added (see proposai 2511.2). ln this connection, the Con
sultative Council for Postal Studies proposed adding to these 
publications the Catalogue of Postal Equipment (see 
proposai 2511.3). 

61 

62 



Congress resolution. decision. etc 

Resolution C 56 
Social security of elected officiais 

Resolution C 62 
Study on the present system of statis
tics 

Decision C 64 
Accounting for transit charges and ter
minal dues 

Decision C 65 
Accounting for transit charges and ter
minal dues 

Resolution C 66 
Technical cooperation among develop
ing countries 

Decision C 69 
Labelling of mails 

Resolution C 73 
Maximizing the air conveyance of mail 

Decision C 75 
Labelling of mails 

Congress - Doc 1 

Results Report 
para
graph No 

ln this resolution, the Rio de Janeiro Congress had instruct- 55 
ed the EC to pursue the study of the problems arising for 
the social security of the elected officiais because of the limi
tation on the length of their term of office. However. the EC 
approved the recommendation of the Management Board of 
the UPU Provident Scheme, according to which it would be 
appropriate to wait for the results of the implementation of 
the new retirement pension system for elected officiais (res
olution C 52 of the Rio de Janeiro Congress) and, if il was 
still considered necessary, to then undertake a new study. 
The EC therefore postponed study of this malter. 

See Congress - Doc 11 and the following two sets of 24 
proposais: 
- system a: proposais 3061.6, 3062.5, 3065.5, 3066.1, 3501.1, 

3556.1, 3562.1, 3569.91, 3569.92, 3570.4, 3571.1, 3572.3, 
3573.3, 3574.91, 3574.92, 3575.1, 3576.1, 3577.1, 3577.92, 
3578.5, 3578.91, 3578.92, 3578.93, 3578.94, 3578.95, 3578.96, 
3579.4, 3580.3, 3580.91, 3581.5, 3583.2, 3583.91, 3584.2, 
3585.2, 3912.1, 3915.1, 3917.2, 3917.3, 3920.1, 3920.2, 3921.1, 
3921.2, 3579.5 and 3574.7; 

- system c 1: proposais 3061.7, 3062.6, 3065.6, 3066.2, 3501.2, 
3556.2, 3562.2, 3569.93, 3569.94, 3569.95, 3569.96, 3569.97, 
3570.5, 3571.2, 3572.4, 3573.4, 3574.8, 3574.93, 3574.94, 
3574.95, 3575.2, 3576.2, 3577.2, 3577.91, 3577.93, 3578.6, 
3578.97, 3579.6, 3579.91, 3580.4, 3580.92, 3581.6, 3583.3, 
3584.3, 3585.3, 3912.2, 3912.91, 3912.92, 3915.2, 3915.91, 
3915.92, 3917.4, 3917.5, 3920.3, 3920.4, 3921.3, 3921.4, 
3928.2, 3957.1, 3953.3, 3955.3, 3915.93, 3915.94, 3_915.95 and 
3962.3. 

The study of proposai 2056.5 was entrusted to the Working 24 
Party dealing with the present system of statistics under res
olution C 62. 

The study of proposai 2056.8, para 1, was entrusted to the 24 
Working Party dealing with the present system of statistics 
under resolution C 62. 

The EC gave appropriate attention to the promotion of techni- 80 
cal cooperation among developing countries (TCDC). At each 
annual session, the Council was informed of the technical 
assistance activities of the UPU in the framework of TCDC, in 
particular the more extensive use of experts and consultants 
from the developing countries, training of future consultants 
from these countries, organization of courses, study cycles 
and technical meetings in the developing countries, etc. (See 
Congress - Doc 18.2 and proposai 017.) 

See proposais 4597.2 and 4908.91 (creation of a new label). 31 

See Congress - Doc 16 and proposai 4000.5. 31 

See proposais 5520.3/Rev 1 and 5924.91/Rev 1 (creation of a 
new label). 

31 
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Congress resolution, decision, etc 

Decision C 80 
Reimbursement of travel expenses of 
members of the Consultative Council 
for Postal Studies 

Decision C 86 
Jurisdiction of the Union 

Resolution C 87 
Study on collective items 

Resolution C 88 
Study on the Supervisory Authority 

Resolution C 89 
Arrears of contributions 

Resolution C 90 
Participation of the Restricted Unions in 
the technical assistance programme 

Resolution C 91 
Amendment of the UN-UPU Agreements 

Decision C 97 
Surface mail forwarded by air 

Resolution C 101 
General policy on public information 
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Results 

The EC decided to maintain the status quo. (See Congress -
Doc 2, paras 20 to 23.) 

The EC concluded that article 3, b, of the Constitution could 
be of some use and recommends to Congress that il give 
this provision a new interpretation (proposai 1003.1 ). 

To avoid any confusion, the EC decided to replace the ex
pression "collective items" with that of "international high
speed mail (EMS)". Information on this service and a "Guide 
for the use of administrations wishing to participate in an in
ternational high-speed mail (EMS) service" were distributed 
to ail the administrations of the Union in July 1981. The 18 
was instructed to collect information on the development of 
the said service in the member countries with a view to 
making it available to the administrations requesting it. 

This study resulted in the formulation of proposais designed 
to amend the Constitution and the General Regulations 
(proposais 1020.1 and 1509.1) as well as amendments to the 
Staff Regulations and the Regulations of the UPU Provident 
Scheme (see decision CE 1/1981 and resolution CE 2/1982). 

At the end of ils study (see Congress - Doc 8), the EC de
cided: 
i to re-establish the six-month period for payment of sup

plies provided by the 18 (resolution CE 3/1982); 
ii to recommend various measures to clear up the arrears at 

the UPU (proposais 09, 1526.1, 1526.91 and 1526.92). 

Having recognized the advisability of promoting cooperation 
between the UPU and the Restricted Unions with respect to 
technical assistance, the EC adopted resolution CE 6/1983 to 
establish the legal framework of such cooperation. 

The EC decided not to include this item on the agenda of 
Committee 3 (General) until the UN had dealt with the prob
lem (decision CE 11/1980). 

The Executive Council suggested introducing into the Con
vention minimum regulations for this type of mail by adapt
ing the Postal Parcels Agreement as necessary (see 
proposais 4000.7, 5004.1, 5515.91 and 5522.1). 

The EC drew up the lis! of public information activities which, 
in the opinion of the member postal administrations of the 
EC and the CCPS consulted in this regard, should be inten
sified and developed on a priority basis. ln addition, il in
structed the 18 to try and obtain the services of an informa
tion specialist from a postal administration free of charge. 
The French administration has agreed to make a specialist
consultant in information available to the International Bu
reau for two years from April 1984. 
Moreover, the CCPS published the results of study 504, 
which il conducted in the form of an inquiry on the general 
policy with respect to public information. 
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Congress resolution, decision, etc 

Decision C 104 
The Post and information 

Decision C 107 
Memorandum on the raie of the Post as 
a factor in economic, social and cul
tural development 
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Results 

The 18 published a new edition of the Memorandum on the 
raie of the Post (see also decision C 107). 
The UPU participated in World Communications Year (1983); 
the 18 and the postal administrations took a series of mea
sures (including the issue of postage stamps) designed in 
particular to increase the awareness of the general public 
and the authorities of the member countries with respect to 
the Post. 
The postal administrations were invited by the Executive 
Council to continue beyond the year 1983 the activities begun 
to celebrate World Communications Year and to regard the 
campaign to stimulate the awareness of public opinion and 
their national authorities concerning the important raie of the 
Post in the development process as a permanent one. 

The Memorandum on the raie of the Post, updated and pub
lished by the International Bureau, was distributed through 
the postal administrations (see also decision C 104). 
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Annex Il 

List of Executive Council resolutions and decisions 1979-1984 

Classification key 

1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 

2 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.4.1 

2.4.2 
2.4.3 
2.4.4 
2.5 
2.6 
2.6.1 
2.6.2 
2.6.3 
2.6.4 
2.6.5 
2.6.6 

3 
3.1 
3.2 
3.2.1 
3.2.2 
3.2.3 
3.3 
3.3.1 
3.3.2 
3.3.3 

3.3.4 
3.4 

3.4.1 
3.4.2 
3.4.3 

3.4.4 
3.5 
3.5.1 
3.5.2 
3.5.2.1 
3.5.2.2 
3.5.2.3 
3.5.2.4 

3.5.3 
3.5.4 
3.5.5 
3.5.6 
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General affairs of the Union 
Member countries 
Supervisory Authority 
Political questions 
Miscellaneous 

Acis of the UPU 
General 
Constitution 
General Regulations 
Convention 
Questions common to the different 
international postal services 
Letter post 
Transit charges and terminal dues 
Airmail 
Parcel post 
Postal financial services 
Postal money orders 
Giro 
COD 
Collection of bills 
Savings 
Subscriptions to newspapers and 
periodicals 

UPU bodies 
General 
Congress 
Rules of Procedure 
Organization and functioning 
Miscellaneous 
Executive Council (EC) 
Rules of Procedure 
Organization and functioning 
Comprehensive report on the work of the 
Executive Council 
Miscellaneous 
Consultative Council for Postal Studies 
(CCPS) 
Rules of Procedure 
Organization and functioning 
Comprehensive report on the work of the 
Consultative Council for Postal Studies 
Miscellaneous 
International Bureau 
Organization and functioning 
Staff 
Staff Regulations and Rules 
UPU Provident Scheme 
Social Fund 
International Civil Service Commission 
(ICSC) 
Documents and publications 
Film library 
Offset printing service 
Building 

3.5.7 
3.5.7.1 
3.5.7.2 
3.5.7.3 
3.5.7.4 
3.5.8 
3.5.9 
4 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
4.4 
4.5 

5 
5.1 
5.2 
5.2.1 
5.2.2 
5.2.3 
5.2.4 
5.3 

5.4 
5.5 

6 
6.1 
6.2 
6.2.1 
6.2.2 
6.2.3 
6.2.4 

6.2.5 
6.3 

6.3.1 
6.3.2 

6.3.3 

6.3.4 
6.4 
6.4.1 

6.4.2 
6.4.3 
6.4.4 
6.4.5 
6.4.6 
6.4.7 

6.4.8 
6.4.9 
6.4.10 
6.5 

Translation services 
English service 
Arabie service 
Spanish service 
Other languages 
Director-General's report 
Miscellaneous 
Finance 
Financial Regulations 
Budget 
Accounts 
Ceiling of annual expenditure 
Miscellaneous 

Technical cooperation 
General 
Projects and other activities 
Consultants 
Experts 
Fellows 
Postal training 
United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP) 
UPU Special Fund 
Second Development Decade 

External relations 
Resticted Unions 
United Nations (UN) 
UN-UPU Agreements 
Postal administration 
United Nations Joint Inspection Unit 
International Civil Service Commission 
(ICSC) 
Miscellaneous 
United Nations specialized agencies and 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
General 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO) 
International Telecommunication Union 
(ITU) 
World Health Organization (WHO) 
Other organizations 
International Air Transport Association 
(IATA) 
Customs Co-operation Council (CCC) 
Organization of African Unity (OAU) 
National liberation movements 
League of Arab States 
International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) 
International Organization for Standardiza
tion (ISO) 
Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) 
International Savings Banks lnstitute (ISBI) 
Miscellaneous 
Public information 



List of Executive Council resolutions and decisions 1979-1984 

Classification key 

1.2 

1.4 

1.5 

2 

2.3 

2.4 

2.4.1 

2.4.2 

2.4.3 

2.4.4 

2.5 

General affairs of 
the Union 

Supervisory 
Authority 

Report on 
the work of the 
Union 

Miscellaneous 

Acts of the UPU 

General 
Regulations 

Convention 

Questions common 
to the various 
international postal 
services 

Letter Post 

Transit charges and 
terminal dues 

Arimail 

Parcel Post 

Subject 

Supervisory Authority 

Report on the work of the Union 

Restoration of the building in which the UPU was 
founded 

Study on the present system of statistics. Formation of a 
Working Party 

Shipping dangerous items by post. List of definitions of 
dangerous goods prohibited !rom conveyance by post, 
drawn up by ICAO 

Choice of subjects for postage stamps 

Letter Post. International high-speed mail 

International high-speed mail 

Legal situation of intermediate postal administrations in 
cases where closed mails in transit are suspected of 
containing narcotics or psychotropic substances 

Study on the present system of statistics. Formation of a 
Working Party 

Study on the economic structure of the transit charge 
scales. Formation of a Working Party 

Study on terminal dues. Formation of a Working Party 

Establishment of surface-mail terminal dues accounts 
for 1981 and 1982 and airmail terminal dues accounts 
for 1980 

Air conveyance dues for airmail correspondence in 
transit à découvert: accounting for 1981 

Airmail. Working Party 

Parce! Post. Formation of a Working Party 

Participation in the work of the Parce! Post Working 
Party 

Direct transhipment of air parce! mails 

Congress - Doc 1 

No of 
resolution 

R 1/1983 

R 4/1980 

No of 
decision 

D 1/1981 

D 3/1980 
D 2/1981 
D 1/1982 
D 1/1983 
D 1/1984 

D 2/1982 

D 13/1980 

D 2/1984 

D 20/1982 

D 2/1983 

D 3/1984 

D 13/1980 

D 14/1980 

D 15/1980 

D 16/1980 

D 3/1981 

D 17/1980 

D 4/1981 

D 4/1983 
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Classification key 

2.6 

2.6.1 

2.6.2 

Postal financial 
services 

Postal money 
orders 

Giro 

3 UPU bodies 

3.1 

3.2 

3.2.2 

3.2.3 

General 

Congres 

Organization and 
functioning 

Miscellaneous 

3.3 Executive Council 
(EC) 

Subject 

Protocol of agreement between the Universal Postal 
Union and the International Savings Banks lnstitute 
(ISBI) 

Tille of Committee 8 (Monetary Articles) 

Dropping the expression "monetary articles" and using 
the term "postal financial services" in the UPU 

Appeal to non-signatory countries of the Postal Money 
Orders Agreement 

Technical cooperation with regard to postal money 
orders 

Deposit of the technical characteristics of the post 
cheque forms and post cheque guarantee card with the 
International Bureau 

Extraordinary Congresses, Administrative Conferences, 
Special Committees 

Study on the organization and operation of Congresses 

Organization, functioning and working methods of 
Congress 

Doyen of Congress 

Invitations to the 19th Congress 

Appeal to administrations to limit the number of 
proposais for submission to the 19th Congress 

Launching of the resolution 

Preliminary consideration of Congress proposais 

Presentation before Congress of certain Executive 
Council proposais 

3.3.1 Rules of Procedure Rules of Procedure of the Executive Council 

Amendment of the Rules of Procedure of the Executive 
Council 

3.3.2 
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Organization and 
functioning 

Vice-Chairmen of the Executive Council 

Executive Council Committe 
Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen 

Date of the 1980 Executive Council session 

Composition and functions of Executive Council 
Committees 

Date of the next session of the Executive Council 

Possible amendment of the UN-UPU Agreements 

Tille of Committee 10 

Organization, functioning and working methods of the 
Executive Council and delimitation of powers between 
the EC and the CCPS 

Date and duration of the next session of the Executive 
Council 

No of 
resolution 

R 5/1980 

R 1/1981 

R 4/1984 

R 1/1982 

No of 
decision 

D 18/1980 

D 5/1983 

D 15/1983 

D 5/1981 

D 7/1981 

D 4/1980 

D 6/1981 

D 3/1982 

D 23/1982 

D 6/1983 

D 4 à 9/ 
1984 

D 1/1980 

D 8/1981 

D 1/1979 

D 2/1979 

D 3/1979 

D 2/1980 

D 5/1980 

D 11/1980 

D 24/1980 

D 24/1981 

D 9/1981 



Classification key 

3.3.3 

3.3.4 

3.4 

3.4.4 

3.5 

3.5.1 

3.5.2 

3.5.2.1 

Comprehensive 
report on the work 
of the Executive 
Council 

M iscel laneous 

Consultative 
Council for Postal 
Studies (CCPS) 

Miscellaneous 

International-
Bureau 

Organization and 
functioning 

Staff 

Staff Regulations 
and Rules 

Subject 

Date and duration of the next session of the 
Executive Council 

Date and duration of the next session of the 
Executive Council 

Approval of the Comprehensive report on the work of 
the Executive Council (1979-1984) 

Report on the work of the Union 1979 

Approval of the annual report on the work of the CCPS 

Approval of the annual report on the work of the CCPS 

Approval of the annual report on the work of the CCPS 

Retention in service 

Appointment of a new Assistant Director-General (D 2) 

Seniority salary steps for deserving officiais who have 
reached the top of their grade 

Conversion of a G post into a P post. 
Staff table 

Formai acceptance of the resignation of Mr Thomas 
Scott, Deputy Director-General 

Amendment of resolution CE 1/1977 (Conditions of 
service of the Director-General and Deputy Director
General of the International Bureau) 

lnterpretation of article 108 of the UPU General 
Regulations 

Allowances payable to the Acting Deputy Director
General 

Designation of an Assistant Director-General to take 
over the functions of Deputy Director-General until the 
next Congress 

Conditions on which an Assistant Director-General 
might apply for the vacant post of Director-General or 
Deputy Director-General 

Problems connected with the possible transfer from G 
category to P category 

Additional staff needs. Staff table 

Amendment of resolution CE 1/1977 - Conditions of ser
vice of the elected officiais (Director-General and 
Deputy Director-General) of the International Bureau 

Amendments to the International Bureau Staff Regula
tios (regulations 1.11; 2.1, para 1; 4.8; 4.12; 4.14, and 
para 1 of "Applicability") 

Additional staff requirements in 1980 and 1981. Staff 
table 

Congress - Doc 1 

No of 
resolution 

No of 
decision 

D 4/1982 

D 7/1983 

D 10/1984 

D 3/1980 

D 30/1980 

D 10/1981 

D 5/1982 

D 8/1980 

D 11/1981 

D 6/1982 

D 7/1982 

D 8/1982 

D 9/1982 

D 10/1982 

D 11/1982 

D 12/1982 

D 8/1983 

D 9/1983 

D 10/1983 

D 11/1983 

D 6/1980 

D 7/1980 
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Classification key Subject No of No of 
resolution decision 

Statement on the security and independence of the in- D 35/1980 
ternational civil service 

Amendment of the Regulations of the UPU Provident R 2/1982 
Scheme and of the Staff Regulations of the International 
Bureau of the UPU 

Amendment of the Staff Regulations of the International D 12/1983 
Bureau (regulation 9.8) 

Amendment of the Staff Regulations of the International D 11/1984 
Bureau (regulation 4.4) 

3.5.2.2 UPU UPU Provident Scheme D 31/1980 
Provident Scheme Amendment of the regulations of the UPU Provident R 2/1982 

Scheme and of the Staff Regulations of the International 
Bureau of the UPU 

Amendment of the Regulations of the UPU Provident R 2/1983 
Scheme (articles 8, para 3; 23, para 2; 29, para 2, a, ii; 
51, para 2, b) 

Actuarial position of the UPU D 31/1980 

Provident Scheme D 13/1983 

3.5.3 Documents and Title of Committee 10 D 24/1980 
publications UPU publications D 26/1980 

Publication of a new edition of the "Memorandum on D 28/1980 
the raie of the Post" 

Subscription rates to "Union Postale" D 19/1981 

Updating UPU publications D 20/1981 

Payment for supplies from the International Bureau R 3/1982 

UPU publications D 12/1984 

3.5.6 Building 

3.5.9 Miscellaneous 

4 Finance 

4.1 Financial Amendments to the UPU Financial Regulations D 10/1980 
Regulations Amendments to the UPU Financial Regulations D 12/1981 

Amendments to the UPU Financial Regulations D 13/1982 
(article 20, para 3) 

Approval of article 20, para 2, of the R 3/1982 
Financial Regulations 

Amendments to the. UPU Financial Regulations D 14/1983 

4.2 Budget Approval of the Union's adjusted budget for 1980 R 1/1980 

Budget of the Universal Postal Union for 1981 R 2/1980 

Budget of the Universal Postal Union for 1982 R 2/1981 

Budget of the Universal Postal Union for 1983 R 4/1982 

Budget of the Universal Postal Union for 1984 R 3/1983 

Budget of the Universal Postal Union for 1985 R 1/1984 

Medium-term planning/programme budget D 14/1984 

4.3 Accounts Approval of technical cooperation accounts R 3/1980 

Approval of the Union's accounts for financial year 1979 D 9/1980 

·Approval of the Universal Postal Union's accounts for R 3/1981 
1980 and of the relevant Audit Report 

-·-·-----------------· 
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Classification key 

4.5 Miscellaneous 

5 Technical 
Cooperation 

5.1 General 

5.3 United Nations 
Development 
Programme 
(UNDP) 

5.4 UPU Special 
Fund 

Subject 

Approval of technical cooperation accounts 

Approval of the Universal Postal Union's accounts for 
1981 and of the relevant Audit Report 

Approval of the accounts concerning the funds 
assigned to the UPU by the UNDP for financial year 
1981 

lnterest on overdue payments for supplies from the In
ternational Bureau 

Approval of the Universal Postal Union's accounts for 
1982 and of the relevant Audit Report 

Approval of the accounts concerning the funds assgined 
to the UPU by the UNDP for financial year 1982 

Approval of the Universal Postal Union's accounts for 
1983 and of the relevant Audit Report 

Restoration of the building in which the UPU was foun
ded 

Study on arrears 

Problem of arrears at the UPU 

Policy for reinforcing UPU technical cooperation 

Participation of the Restricted Unions in the 
technical assistance programme 

Approval and execution of technical assistance projects 

Appeal to countries to take steps to speed up the execu-
lion of postal projects 

Participation of the Restricted Unions in .the 
technical assistance programme 

Participation of the Restricted Unions in the technical 
assistance programme 

Participation of the Restricted Unions in the UPU techni-
cal assistance programme 

Technical cooperation with regard to postal 
money orders 

Approval and execution of technical assistance 
projects 

Approval of technical cooperation accounts 

Approval of technical cooperation accounts 

Approval of the accounts concerning the funds 
assigned to the UPU by the UNDP for financial year 
1981 

Approval of the accounts concerning the funds 
assigned to the UPU by the UNDP for financial year 
1982 

Approval of the accounts concerning the funds 
assigned to the UPU by the UNDP for financial year 
1983 

Amendments to the Regulations for the administrative 
and financial management of the UPU 
Special Fund 

Congress - Doc 1 

No of No of 
resolution decision 

R 4/1981 

R 5/1982 

R 6/1982 

R 3/1982 

R 4/1983 

R 5/1983 

R 2/1984 

D 2/1982 

D 22/1982 

D 15/1984 

D 19/1980 

D 20/1980 

D 23/1980 

D 13/1981 

D 14/1981 

D 17/1982 

R 6/1983 

D 15/1983 

D 23/1980 

R 3/1980 

R 4/1981 

R 6/1982 

R 5/1983 

R 3/1984 

D 21/1980 
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Classification key 

6 External 

6.1 

6.2 

6.2.3 

relations 

Restricted 
Unions 

United 
Nations (UN) 

United Nations 
Joint Inspection 
Unit 

6.2.4 International 

6.2.5 

Civil Service 
Commission 
(ICSC) 

Miscellaneous 

Subject 

Approval of the UPU Special Fund programme for 1980 

Approval of the UPU Special Fund programme for 1981 

Approval of the UPU Special Fund programmes for 1982 
and 1983 

Approval of the UPU Special Fund programme for the 
following year instead of the current year 

Payment of contributions to the UPU Special Fund for 
1982 and 1983 

Approval of the UPU Special Fund programme for 1984 

Approval of the UPU Special Fund programme for 1985 

Participation of the Restricted Unions in the technical 
assistance programme 

Participation of the Restricted Unions in the technical 
assistance programme 

Participation of the Restricted Unions in the technical 
assistance programme 

Participation of the Restricted Unions in the UPU techni
cal assistance programme 

Possible amendment of the UN-UPU Agreements 

Reports of the United Nations Joint Inspection Unit 

Recommendations by the United Nations concerning the 
implementation by the specialized agencies of the De
claration on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial 
Countries and Peoples 

Statement on the security and independence of the In
ternational civil service 

International Year of Disabled Persans (1981) 

Relations. with the United Nations and other international 
organizations 

Development of communication 

Relations with the United Nations and other international 
organizations 

Relations with the United Nations and other international 
organizations 

Choice of subjects for postage stamps 

Relations with the United Nations and other international 
organizations 

---------------------·--·---------
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No of 
resolution 

R 6/1983 

No of 
decision 

D 22/1980 

D 15/1981 

D 14/1982 

D 15/1982 

D 16/1982 

D 16/1983 

D 16/1984 

D 20/1980 

D 14/1981 

D 17/1982 

D 11/1980 

D 33/1980 

D 34/1980 

D 35/1980 

D 32/1980 

D 21/1981 

D 22/1981 

D 18/1982 

D 17/1983 

D 2/1984 

D 17/1984 



Classification key 

6.3 United Nations 
specialized 
agencies and 
International 
Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) 

6.3.2 1 nternational 
Civil Aviation 
Organization 
(ICAO) 

6.4 Other 

6.4.1 

6.4.2 

6.4.9 

6.5 

organizations 

International 
Air Transport 
Association 
(IATA) 

Customs 
Co-ope ration 
Council (CGC) 

International 
Savings Banks 
lnstitute 
(ISBI) 

Public 
Information 

Subject 

Shipping dangerous items by post. 
List of definitions of dangerous goods prohibited 
from conveyance by post drawn up by ICAO 

IATA-UPU Contact Commitee 

Reconstituion of the CCC-UPU Contact Committee 

Participation in the work of the CCC-UPU Contact Com
mittee 

Enlargement of the CCC-UPU Contact Committee 

CCC-UPU Contact Committee (next meeting) 

Protocol of agreement between the Universal Postal 
Union and the International Savings Banks lnstitute 
(ISBI) 

International letter-writing competitions for young peo
ple 

Information activities 

Publication of a new edition of the "Memorandum on 
the role of the Post" 

World Communications Year 

International letter-wrtiting competition for young people 

Subjects of the international letter-writing competitions 
for young people !rom 1982 to 1985 

UPU Day 

Subscription rates to "Union Postale" 

Updating UPU publications 

Information activities 

World Communications Year (WCY) 

International letter-writing competitions for young peo
ple 

Congress - Doc 1 

No of 
resolution 

R 1/1983 

R 5/1980 

No of 
decision 

D 36/1980 

D 12/1980 

D 23/1981 

D 21/1982 

D 18/1983 

D 25/1980 

D 27/1980 

D 28/1980 

D 29/1980 

D 16/1981 

D 17/1981 

D 18/1981 

D 19/1981 

D 20/1981 

D 19/1982 

D 18/1984 

D 19/1984 
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Foreword 

1 ln accordance with article 105, paragraph 3, of the General Regulations, the Cons1,1ltative Council for 
Postal Studies shall prepare for Congress a comprehensive report on its work. 

2 ln application of those provisions the Council elected by the Rio de Janeiro Congress has prepared 
the present report on the principal results of its work. 
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The Consultative Council for Postal Studies within the framework of the 
Universal Postal Union 

Congress 

Supreme body of the UPU com
posed of all member countries 

Executive Council (EC) 

40 members elected by 
Congress on the basis 
of equitable geographical 
distribution 

1 

--
Consultative Council for 
Postal Studies (CCPS) 

35 members elected by 
Congress in principle on 
the basis of as broad a 
geographical distribution 
as possible 

Steering Committee 

9 members (CCPS Chair
man, Vice-Chairman and 
Committee Chairmen) 

l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Committees Committees ..._ __________ ..J 

Working Parties 

International Bureau (Secretariat) 
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A. Background to the Consultative Council for Postal Studies 

Organic development 

3 The Consultative Committee for Postal Studies, created by the 1957 Ottawa Congress, was a body that 
hardly existed since it functioned only as Committee 3 of the 1964 Vienna and 1969 Tokyo Congresses and 
played no effective role between Congresses. ln reality, it was its Management Council which carried out 
the role of permanent and active body. 

4 Aware of the ambiguity of the situation and wishing to give the said Management Council a status more 
in accordance with reality, the Tokyo Congress abolished the Consultative Committee for Postal Studies and 
replaced the Management Council by a "Consultative Council for Postal Studies" (CCPS), to which it gave 
all the tasks previously entrusted to the Committee and its Management Council. 

5 At the same time, the Tokyo Congress specifted the objectives and functions of the CCPS, particularly 
in regard to the problems of technical cooperation, education and vocational training of concern to the new 
and developing countries. lt also decided, for economic reasons, that CCPS sessions would be held at the 
Union headquarters, but left open the possibility for the CCPS to meet elsewhere than at Berne if circum
stances warranted it. Lastly, it was left to the CCPS to decide on the number of Vice-Chairmen. 

6 The relationship of the CCPS to the other bodies of the Union conforms to the organizational chart on 
page 6. 

7 The 1969 Tokyo Congress specified the actual role which the CCPS was to play in the Union as a study 
body, and at the same time gave it the possibility of itself submitting proposais to Congress. The 1974 
Lausanne Congress not only confirmed the direction taken by the 1969 Tokyo Congress as regards the 
organization of the CCPS but also gave it complete freedom both to prepare a work programme satisfying 
the priority concerns expressed by member countries of the Union and to decide the most efficient way of 
dealing with the study subjects thus chosen. 

8 Between 1976 and 1978, with the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress in mind, the Consultative Council for 
Postal Studies carried out an important study on its organization and activities the conclusions of which were 
reflected in Rio de Janeiro Congress resolutions C 4, C 43, C 44 and C 78, which have guided the CCPS 
elected in 1979 in fulfilling its mandate. Although the CCPS could be considered as having functioned in a 
generally satisfactory manner over the 1979-1984 five-year period, certain observations were made on the 
occasion of the Council's 25th anniversary. 

9 After examination of these observations and in the light of experience during its term of office, the 
present CCPS has felt able to communicate certain views and opinions to the CCPS to be elected at 
Hamburg. lt has devoted a chapter of the present report to this. Congress will have an opportunity of 
expressing its views on this subject. 

CCPS member countries 

10 The 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress maintained the number of members of the CCPS at 35 and, at its 
13th meeting (3 October 1979), elected the following members: Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Austria, 
Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, Cameroon, China (People's Rep), Colombia, Egypt, France, German Dem Rep, 
Germany, Fed Rep of, Great Britain, lndia, lndonesia, Iraq, ltaly, Japan, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Nigeria, Pakistan, Polish People's Rep, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Tunisia, 
USSR, United States of America. 
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Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Committees and Secretary-General 

11 At its constituent meeting (23 October 1979), the CCPS elected Great Britain as Chairman and Tunisia 
as Vice-Chairman. lt also decided to set up the following seven Committees and designated seven countries 
to serve as their Chairmen (decision CCEP 4/1979): 

Committee 1 Future of the postal services 
Chairman: Netherlands 

Committee 2 Postal operations 
Chairman: Australia 

Committee 3 Postal mechanization, buildings and motor transport 
Chairman: Japan 

Committee 4 Financial services and accounting 
Chairman: Morocco 

Committee 5 Staff 

Committee 6 

Committee 7 

Chairman: Nigeria 

Postal management 
Chairman: Colombia 

International Post 
Chairman: Polish People's Rep 

12 The Director-General of the International Bureau carries out the duties of Secretary-General to the 
CCPS. 

Steering Committee 

13 The Chairman, Vice-Chairman and Chairmen of the seven Committees form the CCPS Steering 
Committee. 

Sessions 

14 The CCPS has held all its annual sessions in Berne (annex 1). Sessions generally lasted two weeks. 
ln principle, the first week was devoted to meetings of the Committees and the second to plenary meetings. 

15 The Steering Committee met on the occasion of every annual CCPS session. lt also held five meetings 
outside the annual CCPS sessions, during the annual EC sessions, as is shown on the table reproduced in 
annex 1. 

16 The member countries of the Union were informed of the proceedings and the results of the work of 
the CCPS and its Steering Committee by means of a Summary Record and the documents of the CCPS which 
were sent to them after every session. 
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B. Work of the Consultative Council for Postal Studies 

Chapter 1 

Work programme 1979-1984 

17 By resolution C 78, the Rio de Janeiro Congress approved the work programme proposed by its 
Committee 3 (Postal Studies) and decided in resolution C 103 to put the provisions relatîng to the Consul
tative Council for Postal Studies into immediate effect. 

18 At the meeting held on 25 October 1979 at Rio de Janeiro, the CCPS allocated the work to be done 
between its seven Committees and fixed their work methods. Reporting countries and coordinatîng countries 
were designated and Working Parties set up. The work programme appears in annex 2 and is as follows: 
- 2 studies entrusted to the Steering Committee: 533, 534; 
- 1 study requested by the postal administration of Tanzania (United Rep): 537; 
- 34 new subject studies: 501,502,503,504, 505a, 505b, 506,507,508, 509/531, 510,511,512,513,514,515, 

516,517,518,519,520,521,522,523,524,525,526,527,528,529,530,532,535,536; 
- 2 studies already carried out on which work was to be continue.ci within the 1979-1984 work programme: 

401, 463; 
- 8 permanent studies: A 1/A 2/A 3, A 3, B 9, B 103, B 105, B 126, C 104, 311; 
- 1 permanent study not coming under a Committee: A 19; 
- 17 related studies coming under the following main studies: A 1/A 2/A 3(6), 311(6), 401(2), 501(1), 511(2). 

19 A number of these studies were conducted by the CCPS at the specifîc request of the 1979 Rio de 
Janeiro Congress. As their conclusions should be brought to the attention of the Hamburg Congress, they 
are enumerated below. 

a Reimbursement of travel expenses of members of the Consultative Council for Postal Studies (Deci
sion C 80 - Study 533) 

20 Congress instructed the CCPS to undertake a study on the reimbursement of travel expenses of 
members of the CCPS and to submit the results to the Executive Council. 

21 The CCPS entrusted this study to its Steering Committee, which asked all the member countries of 
the CCPS to give their opinions on this question and to indicate any new solutions that might be proposed 
should they consider that changes ought to be made to the provisions currently in force. Ali the member 
countries of the CCPS were able, either in writing or orally at the 1981 session, to express their points of 
view. At the end of this consultation: 
- 22 administrations were in favour of the status quo (cf General Regulations, article 104, paragraph 4); 
- 8 administrations favoured extending to the CCPS the same system as in the EC, ie reimbursement of all 

members of that body; 
- 4 administrations favoured reimbursing all developing countries; 
- 1 administration gave preference to the latter option but was not against reimbursing travel expenses to 

all CCPS members by analogy with the EC. 

22 Thus a clear majority of CCPS members consider that the existîng formula is the best one. ln 
accordance with the instructions of Congress, the CCPS submitted its Report, together with the minutes of 
its discussion of the question (CE 1982 - Doc 17), to the EC. 

23 As the EC shared the view expressed by the majority of CCPS members, it approved the report 
submitted by the CCPS at its 1982 session. 
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b Establishment at the International Bureau of a permanent unit concerned with Third World problems and 
relations with the Restricted Unions (Decision C 79 - Study 534) 

24 This study was also entrusted to the Steering Committee. lt derived from proposai 0010 submitted to 
Congress by Gabon, which subsequently backed it up by an information document (Congress - Doc 41). 

25 At the end of the work done, the Steering Committee reached the following conclusions: 
- note that the measures taken by the CCPS in the design of its programme and in the organization of its 

work, as well as the action taken by the International Bureau with a view to closer links between CCPS 
studies and technical cooperation activities correspond, on the whole, to the concerns expressed in the 
proposai by Gabon; 

- not to adopt the idea of establishing a special CCPS Committee responsible for Third World problems and 
relations with the Restricted Unions; 

- propose to the CCPS the adoption of a draft recommendation for the attention of the Hamburg Congress, 
calling on the developing countries to take a more active part in CCPS work. 

26 The CCPS approved these conclusions and adopted the above-mentioned draft recommendation. 
(Proposai 06) 

c Future of the postal services (Resolution C 82) 

27 After considering the report prepared for it by the Consultative Council for Postal Studies on "The 
future of the postal services" (Congress - Doc 18) and taking into account the conclusions of the discussion 
held on the question on 9 October 1979, Congress instructed the CCPS to "concern itself systematically, as 
its principal task, with the various aspects of the future development of the Post / ... / and to report 
periodically to the administrations of the Union on this matter". 

28 ln view of its importance, the CCPS set up a special Committee (Committee 1 "Future of the postal 
services") to consider this question, the following aspects of which were the subject of separate studies: 
- Study 501 "Future of the postal services" including the related study "Study on postal development" 
- Study 502 "Using the postal network (including agency services) for non-postal activities- Extending post 

office functions" 
- Study 503 "Electronic mail and other advanced message systems" including the supplementary study 

"Teleimpression" (Decision C 83) 
- Study 504 "General policy on public information". 

29 The CCPS subsequently decided to reactivate study C 104 "Postal market research", which was also 
assigned to Committee 1. 

30 The work done and the results obtained are the subject of Congress - Doc 14. 

d Use of containers for transporting international mail - Transfer of mails (Study 509/531) 

31 ln resolution C 67, Congress instructed the CCPS to continue the study on containerization, with 
emphasis on two specific aspects: 
- standardization of intra-container modules which would benefit mail processing, distribution and trans

port; 
- development of an accurate simplified mail documentation system both for bagged (loose) and con-

'tainerized mail shipments; 
and in decision C 84, within the framework of the above-mentioned study, to study proposais 2557.3, 2557.4, 
2918.4, 2918.5, 3589.5 (paragraph 2), 3599.1, 3907.5 and 3907.6 by New Zealand, aimed at abolishing the 
C 18bis delivery bill "Airlifted surface mails" and the AV 7S delivery bill "Airmails of empty bags", while 
amending the C 18 delivery bill "Surface mails" and the AV 7 delivery bill "Airmails" so as to incorporate 
the necessary data in them. 
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32 The study carried out by a Working Party reached the following conclusions: 
the use of intra-container modules is limited, particularly in international exchanges of mail and it 
seems that there is not yet enough information on the needs and requirer:nents of the majority of UPU 
members to warrant preparation of standards; 

ii as regards simplification of documentation, it does not seem advisable at the present stage to make 
recommandations to Congress, as the solutions envisaged do not appear to satisfy the majority of 
administrations. 

e Maximum weight of bags (Resolution C 13 - Study 510) 

33 Congress instructed the Consultative Council for Postal Studies to carry out a study to examine the 
question of the maximum weight of bags used in the international postal service and to determine the 
optimum weights of such bags, taking account of the medical and sociological information available about 
the weights that can be lifted, the availability of mechanical aids and the methods of work in postal 
administrations, as well as the effect on operating costs. 

34 The study conducted by a Working Party and to which numerous administrations of Union member 
countries contributed, enabled as wide a range of opinions as possible to be expressed, while analyzing 
in detail, in the spririt of the Congress resolution, the elements to be taken into consideration for an 
appropriate decision on the question. Factors highlighted on the basis of, among other things, the views of 
experts or appropriate organizations (medical experts - International Labour Office) included: 
- the medico-sociological aspects and related operational aspects; 
- the problems connected with mechanical handling facilities; 
- operational, etc, considerations. 

35 The discussions in the CCPS brought out differences of opinion on the concept of the optimum weight 
of mailbags, this being largely influenced by considerations peculiar to the different countries; but a majority 
opinion emerged in favour of maintaining the status quo. The CCPS is not therefore proposing to Congress, 
at the present stage, a reduction in the maximum weight of mailbags in the international postal service. 

f Placing of service instructions and labels on envelopes (Decision C 53 - Study 513) 

36 Congress entrusted the CCPS with the study of proposai 2513.91. After the Working Party set up by 
the CCPS to carry out this study had completed its task, a report was drawn up, as well as a proposai (2513.1) 
to Congress which seeks to amend article 113 of the Detailed Regulations of the Rio de Janeiro Convention. 

g Position of postcode number (Decision C 54 - Study 514) 

37 Congress instructed the CCPS to study proposai 2513.5/Rev 1 concerning the position of the postcode 
number. 

38 The coordinating country of the study, which was carried out by means of an inquiry, drew up a report 
describing the experience of countries participating in the study and setting forth certain recommandations 
to administrations thinking of introducing a postal code for the sorting of mail. 

h Problems raised by the admission of two-panel envelopes in the international service (Decision C 102 
- Study 515) 

39 Congress allocated to the CCPS the study of proposais 2019.23, 2522.1 and 2522.2 concerning the 
admission of envelopes with two transparent panels. 

40 The inquiry carried out showed that, although the use of two-panel envelopes involved major problems 
for several administrations, the majority of countries which took part in the study favoured the admission 
of such envelopes. 
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41 During the discussions in the CCPS, the prevailing opinion was that, to avoid losing traffic, it was 
necessary to meet the needs of the market which was becoming increasingly interested in this type of 
envelope. The CCPS therefore decided to submit to Congress proposais for amending the Acts to allow for 
the admission of envelopes with two or more panels on an optional basis. (Proposais 2020.1 and 2523.1.) 

i Universal postal development fund (Congress - Doc 84/Add 4, Supplement 1 - Study 519) 

42 As it had not been possible to complete this study before Congress, the CCPS decided to include this 
subject in the draft CCPS work programme for 1984-1989 by merging it with a new study "Possibilities of 
financing postal projects by national or international public or private banking institutions", proposed by 
Senegal. 

j Methods of dispatching C 2/CP 3 customs declarations (Resolution C 42 - Study 532) 

43 Congress instructed the CCPS to carry out a study on the method of dispatching the C 2/CP 3 customs 
declarations accompanying postal parcels and to transmit its conclusions to the EC (Congress - PV 19). 

44 This study was carried out by means of an inquiry and in two phases. ln the first phase, the 
International Bureau sent to all administrations of the Union, in November 1980, a document which analyzed 
the subject as a whole and questionnaire to collect data on the current situation. The replies to this 
consultation made it possible to tackle the second phase, the purpose of which was to draw conclusions 
and formulate proposais that would be acceptable to the majority of administrations. 

45 The coordinating country submitted its report at the 1981 session of the CCPS. Discussion admittedly 
made it clear that both of the two most widely used methods for dispatching C 2/CP 3 customs declarations, 
ie either with the parcel bill or with each parcel, had their supporters but there also emerged a common 
desire to simplify customs formalities as far as possible by introducing into the Acts procedures allowing 
the greatest possible flexibility in deciding how the documents should be transmitted. 

46 ln conclusion, the CCPS decided that the report as submitted by the coordinating country should be 
passed on to the EC together with the minutes of discussions on this subject within the Committee. The EC 
examined the results of this study and, at its 1983 session, approved a number of proposais for amending 
articles 101, 106, 118, 119bis and 120 of the Detailed Regulations of the Postal Parcels Agreement. (Propo
sais 5501.1, 5506.1, 5518.1, 5519.91 and 5520.1.) 

k Provisions relating to notification of irregularlties for which administrations may be liable, in particular 
as regards the preparation and use of the CP 13 verification note and the CP 14 report (Resolution C 74 -
Study 535) 

47 The study endeavoured to find out by means of a questionnaire whether the provisions regulating the 
use of the CP 13 and CP 14 forms were satisfactory to administrations or whether simplifications or other 
changes were needed. 

48 The replies show that as a whole administrations are satisfied with the present provisions but also 
agree that they should be clarified to facilitate their application. The CCPS therefore drew up proposais for 
amending the Postal Parcels Agreement reflecting the interpretation adopted in the study. (Proposais 5523.1, 
5523.91, 5526.1, 5526.2, 5526.3, 5530.1, 5541.91 and 5913.1.) 

Multilingual Vocabulary of the International Postal Service 

a Publication of a supp/ement and new edition of the Vocabu/ary 

49 The fourth edition of the Multilingual Vocabulary of the International Postal Service was distributed 
under cover of International Bureau circular 50 of 1973 and the first supplement to this edition was sent to 
postal administrations with circular 104 of 1979. 
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50 At its 1982 session, the Consultative Council for Postal Studies decided to publish a second supplement 
to the present edition of the Multilingual Vocabulary. This supplement, which came off the press in April 1984, 
comprises new expressions, whose definitions were fixed by the expanded Working Party A 19 at its meeting 
on 8 November 1982, and, in addition, a corrigendum indicating: 

terms and expressions whose definitions were changed by Working Party A 19 at its meetings in Cairo 
in 1976, Brussels in 1977 and Berne in 1982; 

ii terms and expressions deleted at the meetings held in Cairo, Brussels and Berne; 
iii changes and additions to be made to the names of the Restricted Unions. 

51 ln 1982, the CCPS also examined the problem of a new edition of the Multilingual Vocabulary and 
decided that it should be planned for after the Hamburg Congress. The International Bureau has taken steps 
to include the necessary resources for this in the budgetary forecasts of the Union for the period from 1986 
to 1990. 

b Introduction of Portuguese into the Vocabulary 

52 The International Bureau received from the administration of Brazil, spokesman for the Portuguese 
Language Group, a proposai to include Portuguese in the Multilingual Vocabulary, in view of the Rio de 
Janeiro Congress decision on the admission of Portuguese as a language used for the publication of 
documents. 

53 Consulted on this request by Brazil, the CCPS decided at its 1983 session to accede toit; Portuguese 
will therefore be included in the Multilingual Vocabulary. The International Bureau will take the appropriate 
steps when the new edition of the Vocabulary is published. 

Chapter Il 

Relations with the Executive Council 

54 ln accordance with the General Regulations, articles 102, paragraph 6, f, and 105, paragraph 2, the 
CCPS has regularly prepared an annual report on its work which its Chairman has submitted to each session 
of the Executive Council. These reports were approved. 

55 At the same time, the CCPS had been instructed to submit to the EC the results of the following three 
studies: 
- 532 Methods of dispatching C 2/CP 3 customs declarations 
- 533 Reimbursement of travel expenses of members of the Consultative Council for Postal Studies 
- 537 Equitable geographic distribution of seats on the CCPS. 
The results of these studies were transmitted to the EC at its 1982 session (see chapter I with regard to the 
first two studies and annex 2 with regard to study 537). 

Chapter Ill 

Technical cooperation 

56 With regard to technical cooperation, the duties of the CCPS are set out in article 104, paragraph 9, 
of the General Regulations and in resolution C 43 of the Rio de Janeiro Congress. 

57 On the basis of that resolution the CCPS considered each year a report prepared by the International 
Bureau on technical cooperation, whicnkept it in touch with the problems to be solved by the administrations 
of developing countries and with the action taken by the International Bureau to help them. The CCPS was 
thus able to make appropriate comments on this subject. 
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Studies of particular concern to developing countries 

58 ln view of its ever-increasing attention to the problems of the administrations of developing countries, 
the CCPS has endeavoured to conduct its studies so as to respond to as many of the concerns of these 
administrations as possible. 

59 lt should be stressed that a large proportion of the studies included in the CCPS work programme (18 
studies, or 38 percent) were of particular interest to developing countries. 

60 These studies deal with all the areas of activity of the postal administrations: 
- Management 
- Organization 
- Operations 
- Postal financial services 
- Mechanization 

61 The work carried out has thus contributed to the smooth development of postal services in young and 
developing countries. 

Chapter IV 

Relations with international organizations 

62 CCPS relations with these organizations can be summarized as follows: 

a International Telecommunication Union (ITU) 

63 Following discussions in the CCPS in 1977 and 1978, the International Bureau considered it advisable 
to make informai contact with the ITU about the developments in the field of new methods of electronic 
transmission. Firstly, it wanted to inform itself on this question in order to give the postal administrations 
the benefit of this knowledge. Secondly, it thought it useful to inform the ITU that it would not be enough to 
envisage such means of transmission solely between subscribers' terminais and that making these facilities 
available to the general public would probably require the intervention of the postal services for the 
collection, recording and delivery of messages, services which came within the specific purview of the Post. 
Therefore, with the aim of better serving the interests of the community, there should be close, open and 
constructive collaboration between the UPU and the ITU. ln view of the favourable reactions to this 
suggestion in the General Secretariat and, later, the Administrative Council of the ITU, the Rio de Janeiro 
Congress, informed by means of Congress - Doc 18/Add 2, expressed its approval of any initiative that 
might be taken in this direction, either by the CCPS or by the International Bureau (Congress/C 3 - Rep 4). 

64 ln response to the wish expressed by Congress, the International Bureau made approaches to the ITU 
in order that close cooperation might be instituted between the two organizations with a view to the 
introduction of a service for which each organization would assume its share of responsibility. The CCPS 
was informed of this at its 1980 session and, in accordance with its instructions, the International Bureau 
proposed an informai meeting to the CCITT Secretariat. This took place in Geneva on 11 November 1981 
between the representatives of the two organizations and of the secretariat, to lay the foundations for future 
collaboration. 

65 Subsequently, a UPU delegation took part, in Geneva from 25 January to 3 February 1982, in the work 
ofWorking Party 1/4 (Facsimile andTelewriting) of CCITT Study Group 1, at which it was decided to set up, 
within CCITT Working Party 1/4, a joint sub-group called "CCITT-UPU ad hoc Sub-Group (Bureaufax)" to 
examine the technical and operational problems of the electronic mail service requiring a joint solution. 

66 The ad hoc Sub-Group met twice in 1983, the first time in Paris from 17 to 19 January and the second 
time in Ottawa, on 29 and 30 September. 
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67 ln addition, the UPU had to concern itself with the other parts of the services and therefore took part 
in the work of CCITT Study Group Ill (General tariff principles). 

Moves towards organized collaboration 

68 The UPU was represented at the ITU Plenipotentiary Conference (Nairobi, 28 September-5 November 
1982). That conference had adopted a resolution on the electronic mail/message service instructing the ITU 
Secretary-General to maintain and expand, as required, inter-secretariat relations with the UPU and to take 
all necessary measures to meet any requests from the appropriate UPU bodies. 

69 For its part the CCPS, with a view to establishing a basis for effective collaboration between the UPU 
and the ITU and strengthening that collaboration at technical level, adopted a resolution at its 1982 session 
instructing the International Bureau to take all necessary steps "to study ways and means of establishing 
a contact mechanism to ensure the continuance of effective cooperation between the CCITT and the CCPS 
for the study of the new services and to report to it at its 1983 session". 

70 At the 1983 session, the CCPS took note of the results of the contacts established with the CCITT by 
virtue of the above-mentioned resolution. lt noted that relations with the ITU were developing favourably 
and that the time had corne to set up the contact mechanism desired by the CCPS. 

71 An ITU representative participated in the proceedings of the CCPS and explained the ITU's viewpoint 
on the development of ITU-UPU relations and the possible establishment of a contact body. 

72 After a discussion on the various aspects of the question at its 1983 session, the CCPS adopted a 
resolution (Resolution CCEP 1/1983) proposing the creation of a CCITT-CCPS Contact Committee. This 
resolution was sent to the ITU in November 1983 for the attention of CCITT Plenary Assembly, and if the latter 
shares the view of the CCPS practical arrangements will be made immediately afterwards. 

b International Organization for Standardization (ISO} 

73 Contacts between the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the Union were promp
ted by the need for the Union to solve a certain number of problems relating to the standardization of letter 
envelope sizes raised by mechanization and automation of the various mail-processing operations. The 
representatives of the two organizations met for the first time in Paris on 14 and 15 November 1960; the result 
was the ISO-UPU Contact Committee. The Contact Committee subsequently met either in Geneva (1961, 
1965, 1972) or in Berne (1962, 1969, 1978). 

74 Since the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress, the Union has been represented on the Contact Committee 
by member countries designated by the CCPS in 1980, viz Belgium, France, the Federal Republic of 
Germany, Great Britain, Japan, Netherlands, Switzerland and the United States of America. Great Britain, 
as Chairman of the CCPS, is Chairman of the UPU Group and of the Contact Committee when the UPU holds 
the chairmanship. 

75 On 24 October 1983, the Contact Committee held its 8th meeting at Geneva. A report on this meeting 
is attached hereto as annex 3. 

76 Cooperation between the ISO and the UPU has not been confined solely to the ISO-UPU Contact 
Committee but has also occurred in certain ISO Committees and Subcommittees. ln such a case the Union 
is represented as an observer, generally by the postal administration of the country in which the meeting 
is being held. The Union takes part in that capacity in the work of the following Technical Committees: 
ISO/TC 6 "Papers, boards and pulps" 
ISO/TC 122 "Packaging" 
ISO/TC 154 "Documents and data elements in administration, commerce and industry" 

77 The Union is also kept informed of the work done by the following Technical Committees: 
ISO/TC 37 "Terminology (principles and coordination)" 
ISO/TC 46 "Documentation" 
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ISO/TC 97 
ISO/TC 104 

"Banking procedures" 
"Computers and information processing" 
"Freight containers" 
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78 During this five-year period, the Union was represented at the meetings listed in annex 4. ln accor
dance with the decision of the CCPS at its 1971 session, the reports of these meetings, prepared by the 
administrations which represented the Union, have been sent to all CCPS members. 

79 ln addition, in accordance with Rio de Janeiro Congress recommendation C 77, the Union is represen
ted on Working Group ISO/TC 46/WG 2 "Representation and coding of country names", which was instructed 
to prepare a code of the names of countries for application in all sectors of activity, as well as on the 
Maintenance Agency responsible for international standard ISO 3166 "Code for the representation of names 
of countries". 

80 Finally, the Union in so far as possible participates as an observer at ISO general assemblies that lay 
down the general policy of that organization with respect to stadardization. lt was thus represented at the 
general assemblies in Geneva and Toronto in September 1979 and September 1982 respectively. 

c International Savings Banks lnstitute (ISBI) 

81 ln accordance with Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 19, contacts were established with the 
International Savings Banks lnstitute (ISBI) and a draft UPU-ISBI agreement was concluded in 1980. The 
agreement, amohg other things, provides for the exchange of information, reciprocal participation in 
meetings of the appropriate agencies of both organizations, and cooperation in the development and 
implementation of projects of interest to the savings banks, notably with respect to vocational training. Within 
the framework of this agreement, the ISBI was invited to participate in CCPS study 517 ("Promotion of postal . 
savings banks in developing countries") and in the colloquium organized on that theme during the 1983 
session of the CCPS. The UPU for its part attended the 22nd General Assembly of the ISBI in June 1983. 
Mention should also be made of the seminar on the development of Savings banks in Africa in the face of 
bank competition, held in Rabat in September 1983 by the ISBI, the results of which were communicated 
by the postal administration of Morocco to the colloquium concerning study 517. 

Chapter V 

Publications issued under the auspices of the CCPS 

a "Computers in the postal service" Catalogue 

82 This publication contains the data concerning computers in the postal service of member countries, 
arranged by field of application and equipment used, on more than 800 sheets in four binders. 

83 A consultation carried out among member countries of the EC and CCPS on the usefulness of the 
catalogue revealed that, in its present form, it no longer meets the needs of the administrations concerned, 
whereas the cost of updating it is not inconsiderable. 

84 However, in the discussions in the CCPS in 1983, several delegations emphasized the usefulness of 
keeping global documentation on computers at the International Bureau for reference purposes, especially 
for the developing countries. 

85 Therefore, to take the result of the consultation and the opinions expressed into account, the CCPS 
decided to abolish the Computer Catalogue and to set up a Working Party to devise a system enabling 
information on computers in the postal service to be sent out regularly in a simplified form. 
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b Catalogue of Postal Equipment 

86 This publication contains, in the form of descriptive illustrated sheets inserted in five binders (Counters 
- Posting -Sorting- Transport- Delivery), information on technical characteristics of operational equipment 
used by postal administrations. 

87 lt is kept up to date by inserting sheets on new developments and removing those on equipment which 
is no longer used. So far, 11 supplements have been published. 

88 At the same time as they were consulted on the usefulness of the Computer Catalogue (para
graph 83), the administrations were also asked for their views in 1982 on the Catalogue of Postal Equipment. 
The consultation showed that the latter catalogue is widely used. The CCPS therefore decided to retain this 
publication, but its contents and presentation and the conditions for its updating will be the subject of a study. 

c Guide to Modernization of Postal Services 

89 CCPS studies generally culminate in a report which is distributed in the Collection of Postal Studies 
and in a summary - prepared by the reporting country - which is published in "Union Postale". Offprints 
of these summaries in each of the languages used in the periodical constitute the Guide to Modernization 
of Postal Services. Since the Rio de Janeiro Congress, the following summaries of studies have been 
published in the Guide: 
A3 
A5 
A7 

A 12 

A 101 
89 
B 103 

C 104 

B 105 

310 

311 

312 

401 

402 
406 
410 
411 
412 

429 
430 
440 
441 
460 
461 
470 
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Mechanization and automation of letter-mail sorting. Mechanization of delivery sorting 
Mechanized sorting of parcels, packets, etc 
Automatic vending machines for postage stamps, postcards, books or envelopes of stamps, equip
ment for small automatic offices (self-service kiosks, etc) 
Mechanical equipment of a large sorting office (extensively mechanized). Related study "Use of 
computers for determining work organization in a mechanized office" 
Related study "Formulation of technical plans for the automatic sorting of letter-post items, parcels 
and periodicals" 
Means of loading, unloading and conveying mail 
Organization of the urban box-collection service in developing countries 
Organization and operation of postal accounts in the developing countries. 
Manual on Inspection Techniques 
Postal market research - research methods - assessment of the demand for postal services up to 
1985 - Extension of the market research study to the financial post 
Technological advances in postal services of new and developing countries during the next 10 to 
20 years 
Summary study and reporting of countries' experience with a view to increasing the profitability of 
postal services 
Main lines of development and technical progress in the postal services of industrialized countries 
during the next 10 to 20 years 
Safety of money or valuables held or conveyed by the postal service. Handling - Safe custody -
Conveyance (by vehicle or employee) 
Problems that will be raised by the tete-transmission of information about financial transactions 
within the framework of the development of automated systems 
Specifications for franking machines 
Automatic parcel-acceptance machines 
Computer planning of the post office network 
Methods applicable to the choice of investments 
Elements of a management system for use in the postal service 
Study of the registered mail service currently provided in Union member countries 
Bulk posting of, and prepayment of postage on, ordinary and registered mails 
Security measures and methods of preventing fraud in the monetary articles services 
How postal administrations can meet competition from banks 
Staff productivity and theory of incentives and contributions 
Outline of a development plan for human resources in a postal administration 
Adaptation of transport and communications facilities in the young countries 
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471 General introduction and development of financial (monetary articles) services in the young coun-
tries 

503 Electronic mail and other advanced message systems 
512 Saving energy and raw materials 
518 Mechanization of counter and accounting procedures in post offices in developing countries. Postal 

giro accounts and accounting in medium-sized giro centres 
520 Staff housing in large urban centres 
521 Programmed learning 

d Memorandum on the role of the Post as a factor in economic, social and cultural development 

90 A more complete and up-to-date version of the "Memorandum on the role of the Post as a factor in 
economic, social and cultural development" was distributed to the postal administrations in 1982 within the 
framework of World Communications Year (1983). The administrations are to ensure that it is circulated 
amongst high government officiais and other people involved in making or shaping decisions concerning 
development, planning and technical cooperation. ln view of the importance of this question of "increasing 
awareness" for the development of the Post, the CCPS expressed the opinion that it was necessary for the 
Union to give it a reasonable position within the framework of its activities, particularly in technical 
cooperation. 

Chapter VI 

Organization and operation of the CCPS 

91 From 1976 to 1978 the Consultative Council for Postal Studies conducted, in view of the Rio de Janeiro 
Congress (1979), an important study on its organization and functioning. As the functioning of the CCPS is 
considered to have been satisfactory during the five-year period now ending, it was not thought useful to 
resume such an overall study with the Hamburg Congress in view. 

92 This being so, the CCPS nevertheless considered it advisable to prompt some overall thinking on the 
organization and functioning of the Council when the latter celebrated its 25th anniversary in 1982. The 
starting points for this thinking were, firstly, a series of articles which Chairmen and former Chairmen of 
the CCPS and its Committees and other personalities in the postal world were asked to write for a special 
issue of "Union Postale" devoted to the anniversary, and secondly, various observations made by the 
International Bureau on the procedure for conducting CCPS studies in the light of the experience of recent 
years. 

93 This documentation, as well as the discussions to which it gave rise at the 1983 session, emphasized 
various aspects, the essential features of which are set out in the following: 

i CCPS policy and action programme 

CCPS adaptability 

94 Here the question is whether, in view of the rapid development in the technological, economic and 
social fields, the UPU (and the CCPS in particular) must devote the main thrust of its activity to work, the 
end result of which is to legislate in the Acts or whether, on the contrary, by adopting a more flexible stance, 
it is going to explore new avenues to respond to the problems facing administrations in a new context. The 
requirement of more flexibility in the functioning of the Union's bodies was stressed in the CCPS and it was 
thought that it would be a mistake for the UPU to try to establish rigid legislation for new services like 
electronic mail which were developing rapidly. Consequently, it was accepted that the UPU and CCPS can 
both legislate through the Acts and apply specific solutions to specific problems. 
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Studies to be undertaken by the CCPS 

95 To study questions of both general and specific interest or undertake only studies of a general nature 
so that all developed and developing countries can take part in them: to these questions raised by 
administrations, article 104, paragraph 9, of the General Regulations replies that the CCPS shall study "the 
most important problems which are of interest to postal administrations of all member countries of the 
Union." ln tact, when it cornes down to brass tacks, the decisions to be taken on this subject are not always 
easy; more generally, the CCPS had occasion to question itself about the value to administrations of the 
studies which it carried out and about the impact of its work on the functioning and development of the postal 
services. 

96 Although in this regard there has been a general trend for the number of studies undertaken to be 
reduced in the interests of efficiency and the judicious use of resources, the great majority of CCPS members 
expressed their satisfaction at the results of the work accomplished; these results have frequently been used 
to resolve a number of postal organizational or operational problems. These findings were taken into 
account in the preparation of the draft CCPS work programme for 1984-1989 submitted to Congress. 

Conduct of studies 

97 lt was noted that "too many study projects consist of simple comparative inventories of ways in which 
certain postal functions can be performed in different administrations / ... / so it has sometimes been 
regretted / ... / that despite the proliferation of questionnaires issued by the CCPS and the work they involve, 
the majority of the studies have not culminated in specific conclusions or in formai recommendations", let 
al one "structured solutions". 

98 After analyzing the various aspects of this comment, the CCPS came out in favour of seeking 
improvements in this field. lt considers in particular that the use of colloquia, which permit an intensive 
exchange of information in a relatively short time, is a method that deserves to be developed, particularly 
for complex studies or those dealing with innovations. However, the CCPS remains convinced that the 
comparative method, which makes available to administrations the practices of others, still has a great deal 
to be said for it and should be used whenever the study subject is suitable for it. 

ii Organization of the CCPS 

99 The CCPS organization introduced after the Rio de Janeiro Congress (see paragraph 11 above), has 
been satisfactory, enabling nearly all the studies on the work programme to be completed within the time 
limits laid down. 

100 A certain imbalance has, however, been noted in the distribution of the workload, the number of 
studies conducted varying from 3 to 13 per Committee. Although it is difficult to achieve a strict balance, 
it was thought that an effort should be made in that direction and that the number of Committees should be 
fixed in relation to the overall workload. 

iii Operation of the CCPS 

Working methods and procedures 

101 To conduct its studies, the CCPS uses: 
- as working methods: 

- the Working Party, led by a reporting country, 
- the inquiry, conducted by a coordinating country; 

- and as procedures: 
- the questionnaire 
- the papers procedure 
- the outline report 
- the colloquium, etc. 
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102 These methods and procedures continue to be regarded as suited to the nature of the studies carried 
out and to their purpose. True, it has proved necessary, in order to avoid contusion, to establish a clearer 
distinction between: 
- the working methods linked to the body in charge of conducting the study (coordinating country/Working 

Party/Committee), and 
- the procedures defining the methods of collecting the information needed to prepare the report (question

naire, paper, outline report, etc). These clarifications should appear in the future text of the "Procedure 
for conducting studies of the CCPS", annexed to the Ru les of Procedure of the CCPS. 

103 As regards Working Parties in particular, the system of holding meetings of these has been revived 
with great success. Such meetings, generally held within the framework of the Committees, have enabled 
the latter to make an appreciable technical contribution to the work of the CCPS which has thus been able, 
as a whole, fully to play its part as a technical study and research body. 

104 The CCPS considered that this practice should be developed but that every care should be taken when 
making preparations for the meetings (timetable, documentation, etc) in order to derive maximum benefit 
from it. 

Participation of developing countries in studies 

105 A comment was made that the developing countries experienced difficulties in replying to question
naires in time, partly because of their limited resources. 

106 The importance attached by the CCPS to such participation is evident in the draft recommendation 
which it proposes that Congress adopt on this matter (proposai 06), on the understanding that countries 
which feel the need cou Id ask for International Bureau help in one form or another, to make their contribution 
effective. 

Various adjustments to the "Procedure for conducting CCPS studies" 

107 Anxious to increase the effectiveness of the work, achieve improved rationalization of the documenta
tion and facilitate utilization of the reports written on completion of the studies, the CCPS considered that 
various adjustments should be made to the "Procedure for conducting CCPS studies". Among the proposais 
adopted are the following: 

a Development of guidelines concerning the preparation of questionnaires, analysis of replies, general 
records and reports 

108 To correct the wide diversity noted in the presentation of questionnaires general records and reports, 
the CCPS thought that it would be useful to draw up guidelines for the reporting and coordinating countries 
of studies, the abject being to improve the clarity and precision of the documentation and reduce its volume 
as far as possible. 

b More limited distribution of "general records" 

109 The general record, a working document designed to facilitate the preparation of the study report, has 
so far been systematically distributed to all countries participating in the study. The value of such a 
distribution (at not inconsiderable cost) is not very obvious, since the report includes the essentials of the 
information collected, in the form of a digest. The CCPS therefore considered that it would be more 
economical to limit the distribution of the general records which would be sent only to administrations 
specifically requesting them. 
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c Limiting the distribution of study reports by circu/ar /etter 

110 The CCPS noted that publication of certain reports of its studies by means of circular letters causes 
administrations filing problems. lt has been found that this method of distribution is only slightly less 
expensive than publication in the form of brochures or binders. The CCPS therefore thinks that in future the 
majority of its reports should be published in the latter form in the Collection of Postal Studies, on the 
understanding that several smaller reports could be published in the same volume, provided that this causes 
no problems in their use. 

iv Role of the International Bureau 

111 The role of the International Bureau with respect to CCPS studies, as defined by the Rio de Janeiro 
Congress, covers the following fields: 
- preparation of questionnaires; 
- coordination of studies carried out by the inquiry rnethod in conjunction with the Chairmen of the 

Committees concerned; 
- carrying out studies consisting only of collecting data; 
- updating studies; 
- sending all available information to the reporting countries of studies; 
- provision of occasional assistance by experts and consultants provided that this does not interfere with 

their principal mission; 
- assistance to developing countries wishing to take charge of studies. 

112 Within the limits of the means available, the International Bureau has been able to play a tangible role 
in all these fields. 

113 Sorne administrations think, however, that increased facilities would enable the International Bureau 
to give developing countries even more assistance in postal studies matters. 

114 Apart from this aspect of the question, it was considered that the International Bureau, which, in the 
five-year period just ending, was able to carry out several studies (either direct or as a "cc-rapporteur" with 
the aid of consultants) and which carries out the bulk of the Executive Council studies, should be able to 
increase its participation in the implementation of the CCPS work programme as far as its facilities allowed 
and according to the nature of the studies, with the aim of taking some of the burden off administrations. 

v Relations with the Restricted Unions 

115 ln general, it is hoped that the closest possible cooperation can be established with the Restricted 
Unions, particularly in the preparation of the work programme of the CCPS and at all stages of implementa
tion of the tasks assigned to it, in particular with regard to the studies undertaken on both sides. The 
International Bureau will provide liaison between the Union and the Restricted Unions. 

Chapter VII 

Thoughts on the execulion of the work of the CCPS during the period 1979-1984 

116 Study 534 "Establishment at the International Bureau of a permanent unit concerned with Third World 
problems and relations with the Restricted Unions" provided the CCPS with the opportunity of carrying out 
an overall examination of its work programme actually carried out, from the twin viewpoints of its structure 
and the participation of the Union member countries in the studies undertaken. The following table has been 
prepared in that connection. 
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Participation of member countries in CCPS studies 

Study number Number of countries Number of countries Participation rate Obser-
consulted' taking part vations 

IC DC TOTAL IC DC TOTAL IC DC AVERAGE 
RATE 

Group 1: Studies of special interest to developing countries (18 studies) 

533 18 17 35 18 17 35 100% 100% 100% 
534 No consultation 
537 18 17 35 18 17 35 100% 100% 100% 
506 113 113 57 57 50% 50% 
507 113 113 43 43 38% 38% 
B9 113 113 58 58 51% 51% 
511 113 113 61 61 54% 54% 
B 105 113 113 46 46 41% 41% 
B 126 49 49 39 39 80% 80% 
516 37 123 160 15 23 38 41% 19% 24% 
517 7 123 130 7 28 35 100% 23% 27% 
518 123 123 45 45 37% 37% 
519 Not completed 
521 22 11 33 21 10 31 95% 91% 94% 
463 22 38 60 20 31 51 91% 82% 85% 
526 23 36 59 18 27 45 78% 75% 76% 
B 103 7 21 28 5 11 16 71% 52% 57% 
527 18 112 130 7 37 44 39% 33% 34% 

Participation rate of Group: 79% 58% 59% 

Group 2: Studies of interest to industrialized countries and developing countries (26 studies) 

C 104 23 17 40 16 15 31 70% 88% 78% 
501 53 112 165 21 24 45 40% 21% 27% 
502 53 112 165 13 36 49 25% 32% 30% 
504 42 118 160 17 17 34 40% 14% 21% 
505a 17 18 35 11 7 18 65% 39% 50% 
505b 17 18 35 10 9 19 58% 50% 54% 
508 17 18 35 12 8 20 70% 44% 57% 
509/531 40 120 160 24 55 79 60% 46% 49% 
510 39 124 163 28 44 72 72% 35% 44% 
512 19 17 36 15 11 26 79% 65% 71% 
513 8 4 12 5 2 7 63% 50% 58% 
514 39 124 163 30 55 85 77% 44% 52% 
515 39 124 163 28 68 96 72% 55% 59% 
536 35 35 25 25 71% 71% 
A 1/A 2/A 3 15 1 16 13 13 87% 81% 
A3 Nil 
520 17 18 35 14 16 30 82% 89% 86% 
522 19 17 36 14 13 27 74% 76% 75% 
523 23 36 59 19 27 46 83% 75% 78% 
524 43 123 166 20 50 70 46% 41% 42% 
525 43 123 166 21 33 54 49% 27% 33% 
528 18 17 35 15 12 27 83% 71% 77% 
529 18 18 36 17 13 30 94% 72% 83% 
530 44 122 166 25 48 73 56% 39% 43% 
532 39 124 163 26 66 92 67% 53% 56% 
535 39 124 163 21 25 46 54% 20% 28% 

Participation rate of Group: 63% 49% 56% 
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Study number Number of countries 
consulted' 

Number of countries 
taking part 

Participation rate 

IC oc TOTAL IC OC TOTAL IC 

Group 3: Studies of special interest ta industrialized countries (3 studies) 

503 20 28 48 17 17 34 
311 29 29 18 18 
401 No data available - Study conducted by CEPT2 

Participation rate of Group: 

'This is the main consultation on the basis of which the report is prepared. 
2 European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations. 

Note: IC = lndustrialized countries 
OC= Oeveloping countries. 

85% 
62% 

73% 

117 The details thus provided bring out the following findings as regards: 

oc 

61% 

61% 

AVERAGE 
RATE 

71% 
62% 

66% 

Obser
vations 

- the distribution of studies from the point of view of their interest to the different groups of countries 
(industrialized countries and developing countries); 

- the participation of Union member countries in the studies carried out. 

a Distribution of studies 

118 Of the total of 47 main studies which made up the CCPS work programme: 
- 18 studies, or 38 percent, were of special interest to the developing countries (Group 1); 
- 26 studies, or 55 percent, met the needs of developing countries and industrialized countries (Group 2); 
- 3 studies, or 7 percent, were of special interest to the industrialized countries (Group 3). 

119 On the one hand, these figures are well in line with the desire expressed by successive Congresses 
to accord a clearer place in the work of the CCPS to questions of interest to the developing countries, and 
on the other they invalidate the opinion sometimes expressed that the CCPS tends to angle its work towards 
the concerns of one group of countries. Actually, although the studies carried out are of interest to up to 
93 percent of the developing countries, the industrialized countries can benefit from the results of at least 
62 percent of the work done, these figures being essentially .for guidance. 

120 But for the CCPS the concern for a balanced organization of its activities is expressed in terms not 
only of the number of studies but also, and above all, of their importance with regard to the burning problems 
faced by administrations. This great flexibility which characterizes the actions of the Council and which is 
evident both in the conception of the work programme and in its implementation is, without doubt, the best 
expression of the vitality of the CCPS and of its ability to adapt to the problems of the Post of today and 
tomorrow. 

b Participation of member countries in the CCPS studies 

121 The table, moreover, shows that on the average about 60 percent of the countries that were asked 
for contributions supplied them, which should be regarded as satisfactory. ln fact, the percentage varies 
considerably according to study, with a minimum of 21 percent for one study and a maximum of 100 percent 
for two studies. However, taking the programme as a whole, only 10 studies (21 percent) had participation 
rates 6f less than 40 percent, while for 16 studies (34 percent) this rate exceeds 70 percent. 

122 On the other hand, a more detailed examination of the figures shows that the participation rate was: 
- 80 percent when only the CCPS members were consulted, and 
- 37 percent for consultations involving all Union member countries. 
The comparable results before the Rio de Janeiro Congress were 47 percent and 31 percent respectively. 
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123 ln this connection, it would appear interesting to refer to the following passage from the report 
submitted by the CCPS to the Rio de Janeiro Congress: 
"The participation rate and the time taken to reply show the extent to which the last CCPS work programme 
was overloaded. Because of this, postal administrations were frequently asked to take part in studies that 
were often difficult. Moreover, the time allowed to carry out the work, in particular the work of the studies 
requested by the Executive Council, was often too short, and this was felt by the teams in charge of carrying 
it out to be too great a constraint. Ali things considered, therefore, it seems that account should be taken 
of these general findings when the next work programme is being prepared, because the efficiency of the 
CCPS in fact depends on the will and ability of postal administrations to carry out thoroughly a number of 
studies not exceeding the manpower limit which they can devote to CCPS activities." 

124 lt may therefore be said that the very satisfactory results given above show that the CCPS has derived 
benefit from the comments made at the last Congress. lt achieved this aim by means of two complementary 
actions: 
- reduction in the number of studies to be carried out: 47 main studies as compared with 68 undertaken 

after the 1974 Lausanne Congress; 
- introduction on a trial basis of a system of programming of the start-up of studies whereby, when the work 

programme was launched in 1980, the dates of dispatch of the questionnaires relating to the various 
studies were fixed in such a way as to spread out administrations contributions. 

125 lt was felt that these two concerns should continue, among other things, to actuate the work of the 
CCPS with the aim of improving the participation of administrations in the studies quantitatively and 
qualitatively, but also of obtaining better results generally. 

126 A detailed analysis of the periods allowed for replying to the questionnaires sent to administrations 
- another aspect of the latter's participation in the studies - was not considered necessary. These periods 
were satisfactory on the whole and only in the case of three studies were reminder letters needed. This 
favourable situation, which without doubt also results from the arrangements referred to in paragraph 123, -
has enabled the CCPS to complete practically the whole of its programme before Congress. 

127 Another tact deserves to be mentioned here: the improvement noted in the participation of the 
developing countries in the studies. Even though this participation is still well below that of the industrialized 
countries, the average contribution rate reached 50 percent and these countries acted as reporting/ 
coordinating countries for nearly one third of the studies in the work programme. While noting these results 
with interest, the CCPS nevertheless considered it possible and desirable to try to improve them (para
graph 25). 

128 Ali the above shows that the CCPS in continuing to seek means to make its work more effective, 
undoubtedly instituted some useful measures which, within the framework of the Congress recommenda
tions should be improved and if necessary expanded. 
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C. Draft work programme for the future Consultative Council for Postal Studies 

129 According to article 104, paragraph 12, of the General Regulations, "the Consultative Council shall, 
at its last session before Congress, prepare for submission to Congress the draft work programme of the 
next Council, taking into account the requests of member countries of the Union and of the Executive 
Council". 

130 At its 1982 session, the CCPS considered a stocktaking document presented by the Steering Commit
tee on the conditions in which the work programme for submission to the 1984 .Hamburg Congress would 
be prepared. 

131 The CCPS decided, on the one hand, to apply the same procedure as for the preparation of the 
1979-1984 programme and, on the other hand, to propose that the 1984 Hamburg Congress keep the 
principles laid down by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress, viz: 
- limit the number of studies to be carried out so that the workload does not exceed the resources of the 

CCPS; because the work programmes drawn up by Congresses are generally too heavy, the active 
participation of administrations becomes problematic if the demands made on them go above a certain 
level; 

- eliminate from the work programme subjects of limited scope for which a solution can be found on a 
bilateral basis or which can be the subject of an International Bureau inquiry in the spirit of article 7, 
paragraph 3, of the CCPS Rules of Procedure (article 113, paragraph 3, of the General Regulations); 

- leave it to the CCPS to decide, in each individual case, on the desirability of updating the permanent 
studies or undertaking studies in the reserve programmes. 

132 Moreover, the CCPS took over the idea adopted by the Rio de Janeiro Congress that the programme 
should "be integrated smoothly into the activities of the Union as a whole" and have links "with the work 
done in the field in connection with technical cooperation". (Committee 3 - Rep 4, p 1347) 

133 As regards the presentation of the work programme, the CCPS kept the same distribution of study 
subjects among the following six fields of activity: 
- Management 
- Postal organization 
- Postal operations 
- International Post 
- Monetary articles (Postal financial services) 
- Staff. 

134 This distribution does not, of course, prejudge the internai structure of the next CCPS, as was pointed 
out to the CCPS at its 1978 session. 

135 At the same time, the CCPS also considered that it would be appropriate not only to approach Union 
member countries to find out their main priority needs and the important study subjects which concerned 
many Union countries but also to ask the Restricted Unions to state, on the one hand, what studies of interest 
to Union countries as a whole they had undertaken and, on the other hand, the studies which they planned 
to undertake. 

136 Following this consultation, the CCPS had 71 study subjects proposed by administrations and five 
proposed by the International Bureau. After analyzing them in the light of the considerations referred to 
above, the CCPS drew up a draft work programme for the future CCPS as follows: 
- a draft minimum work programme comprising 23 study subjects, and 
- a draft reserve programme comprising 12 study subjects. 
This programme is the subject of proposai 014. 
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137 lt goes without saying that, in drawing up these proposais, the CCPS took account of the tasks which 
Congress will certainly entrust to it and which will supplement the proposed programme. This programme, 
in three sections: 
- minimum programme, 
- tasks arising from Congress, 
- reserve programme, 
was designed with the aim of giving the next CCPS ail the necessary flexibility to organize its work to meet 
the needs of administrations in the best possible way and in accordance with its actual possibilities, so that 
the necessary time and resources can be reserved for the priority tasks which have already been identified 
and for any others which may be identified dur!ng the five-year study period. 

138 ln this way, the CCPS wished to associate with the fully-justified concern expressed here and there 
for a reduction in the workload, the requirement of a permanent opening· to meet the problems which may 
arise in a rapidly changing world. 
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D. Conclusions 

139 To summarize the achievements of the CCPS during the five years since the Rio de Janeiro Congress 
in 1979 is not something that is easily done in a few paragraphs. This document contains not only a full list 
of ail the studies conducted by the CCPS, but also some useful comments on how those studies have been 
conducted. The occasion of the 25th anniversary of the CCPS, falling in 1982, provided a suitable opportunity 
for members of the Council to look to the past as well as the future. Consequently, this document is not 
merely a straightforward record of achievement, but it also contains some analytical judgements. 

140 As regards its achievements, the CCPS has undertaken a work programme of nearly 50 studies and 
has completed virtually ail of them within the allotted time, while making the necessary arrangements to 
ensure that the remaining few will be completed in due course. This target was achieved thanks to the efforts 
of ail CCPS members, in addition to the contributions made by administrations which participated by 
responding to a number of the questionnaires. A noteworthy element of this achievement was the con
siderable contribution made by developing countries. ln addition to those studies where the reporting or 
coordinating work was carried out by a developing administration, there was overall a very high level of 
participation in the studies by developing countries. lt is to be hoped that this trend will continue during the 
period following the Hamburg Congress. 

141 As regards the way in which the studies have been conducted, one method which has proved 
particularly successful has been the revival in the last few years of the specialized Working Party meetings. 
These colloquia, or seminars, have provided a useful forum in which experts from a number of administra
tions have been able to exchange views with each other, while also sharing the fruits of their experience 
with other delegates. These meetings have proved to be an especially successful element in the progress 
of the studies conducted under the heading of the "Future of the postal services", which has been one of 
the most important areas which the CCPS has examined in the last five years. 

142 The final task of the CCPS is to prepare the new programme of work, and this has been done following 
a full consultation of ail Union members. ln the light of comments made by many administrations, the new 
work programme has been deliberately drawn up with a restricted number of studies. This will enable 
administrations to concentrate more fully on those subjects which are considered to be of greatest impor
tance and thereby increase the quality of the results to be obtained. Although the number of subjects may 
be limited, their range and scope is very wide: there is a good mixture of both technical subjects and those 
covering broader questions. The division of the subjects into a minimum programme and a reserve 
programme should allow the new CCPS considerable flexibility in conducting its work. 

143 After five years, the present CCPS has fulfilled the important tasks set tor it by the Rio de Janeiro 
Congress and has produced results which will be both useful and significant. The outgoing CCPS passes 
on its experience to its successor and wishes it ail good fortune in the completion of the work programme 
which will be set for it by the Hamburg Congress. 

London, 3 April 1984 
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Session and national Postal of Posts, Tunîsia Y Kajîtani (Japan) General Vice-Chairmen of 

Steering Commît- Affaîrs, Great M Aoujîl (Morocco) the EC (China 

tee Brîtain A O Ogunrînde (Nigeria) (People's Rep), 
P J Herrera (Colombîa) Spain, USSR), 
K Demski (Polîsh People's Rep) Canada, Hungarîan 

People's Rep, 
APPU, APTU, APU, 
CEPT, NPU, PAPU, 
PUAS, UPA, League 
of Arab States, 
ITU (Committee 1), 
IS02 (Commîttee 3) 

1982 Berne, 14 May L H Kingsbury M Balma H P Puts (Netherlands) MI Sobhi 9 
Steering Commît- Director, Inter- Dîrector-General P J Smith (Australîa) Dîrector-
tee national Postal of Posts, Tunîsîa Y Kajîtani (Japan) General 

Affairs, Great A Ait Hsîko (Morocco) 
Britaîn A O Ogunrinde (Nigeria) 

P J Herrera (Colombia) 
K Demski (Polish People's Rep) 

1 ln order of Commîttees. 
2 ISO: International Organizatîon for Standardîzatîon. 
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Sessions Place and date Chairman 

1982 Berne, L H Kingsbury 
8 to 18 November Director, Inter-
Session and national Postal 
Steering Commit- Affairs, Great 
tee Britain 

1983 Berne, 11 May L H Kingsbury 
Steering Commit- Director, Inter-
tee national Postal 

Affairs, Great 
Britain 

1 ln order of Committees . 
2 ISO: International Organization for Standardization. 

Vice-Chairman Committee Chairmen' 

M Balma J B Krijger (Netherlands) 
Director-General P J Smith (Australia) 
of Posts, Tunisia Y Kajitani (Japan) 

M Aoujil (Morocco) 
A O Ogunrinde (Nigeria) 
D Mora (Colombia) 
K Demski (Polish People's Rep) 

M Balma J B Krijger (Netherlands) 
Director-General P J Smith (Australia) 
of Posts, Tunisia Y Kajitani (Japan) 

A Ait Hsiko (Morocco) 
D Mora (Colombia) 
K Demski (Polish People's Rep) 

Secretary- Member Member 
general countries countries 

repre- not repre-
sented sented 
(number) 

MI Sobhi 34 Bangladesh 
Director-
General 

MI Sobhi 8 Nigeria 
Director-
General 

Observers 
and guests 

Chairman of the 
Executive Council, 
Vice-Chairmen of 
the EC (China 
(People's Rep), 
Spain, USSR), 
Bulgaria (People's 
Rep), Canada, 
Czechoslovakia, 
Denmark, 
Hungarian 
People's Rep, Iran, 
Norway,Tanzania 
(United Rep), APP\J, 
APU, CEPT, NPU, 
PAPU, PUAS, UPA, 
League of Arab 
States, ITU 
(Committee 1), 
IS02 (Committee 3) 
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Sessions Place and date Chairman 

1983 Berne, L H Kingsbury 
10 to 21 October Director, Inter-
Session and national Postal 
Steering Commit- Affairs, Great 
tee Britain 

1984 Berne, 9 March L H Kingsbury 
Steering Commit- Director, Inter-
tee national Postal 

Affairs, Great 
Britain 

'ln order of Committees. 
2 ISO: International Organization for Standardization. 
3 ISBI: International Savings Banks lnstitute. 

Vice-Chairman Committee Chairmen 1 

M Balma J B Krijger (Netherlands) 
Director-General P J Smith (Australia) 
of Posts, Tunisia Y Kajitani (Japan) 

A Ait Hsiko (Morocco) 
A O Ogunrinde (Nigeria) 
K Demski (Polish People's Rep) 

M Balma J B Krijger (Netherlands) 
Director-General P J Smith (Australia) 
of Posts, Tunisia Y Kajitani (Japan) 

M Aoujil (Moroccol 
K Demski (Polish People's Rep) 

(") 

Secretary- Member Member Observers 0 
::::s 

general countries countries and guests te -, 
CD 

repre- not repre- ..,, ..,, 
sented sented 1 
(number) 0 

0 n 
MI Sobhi 32 Bangladesh Chairman of the 11\,) 

Director- Cameroon Executive Council, 
General Colombia Vice-Chairmen of 

the EC (China 
(People's Rep), 
Spain, USSR), 
Canada, Hungarian 
People's Rep, 
Iran, Tanzania 
(United Rep), 
CEPT, APTU, UPA, 
PUAS, APU, APPU, 
NPU, League of 
Arab States, ITU 
(Committee 1), 
IS02 (Committee 3), 
ISBl3 (Committee 4) 

MI Sobhi 7 Colombia 
Director- Nigeria 
General 
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CCPS work programme for the period 1979-1984 

A. Work programme laid down by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress (resolutlon C 78) 

Steering Committee 

Chairman: Great Britain 

Study No 

533 

534 

Subject 

Reimbursement of 
travel expenses of 
members of the 
Consultative Coun
cil for Postal Stud
ies 

Establishment at 
the International 
Bureau of a per
manent unit con
cerned with Third 
World problems 
and relations with 
the Restricted 
Unions 

Participating countries 

Australia, Colombla, Great Britain, 
Japan, Morocco, Netherlands, 
Nigeria, Polish People's Rep, 
Tunisia 

Australia, Colombia, Great Britain, 
Japan, Morocco, Netherlands, 
Nigeria, Polish People's Rep, 
Tunisia 

Reporting or 
coordinating 
country 

Great Britain 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

See part B, chapter 1, a 

See part B, chapter 1, b 

-----·-----

Congress - Doc 2/Annex 2 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 
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Committee 1 - Future of the postal services 

Chairman: Netherlands 

Meetings: 
Berne, 22 October 1980 (morning) 
Berne, 22 (afternoon) and 23 (morning) àctober 1981 
Berne, from 9 to 11 November 1982 
Berne, from 17 to 18 October 1983 

Study No 

C 104 

Subject 

Postal market 
research 

1 CPS: Collection of Postal Studies. 

Participating countries Reporting or 
coordinating 
country 

Australia, Belgium, Bulgaria, France 
Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 
France, Germany, Fed Rep of, 
Great Britain, Japan, Netherlands, 
Romania, Sweden, Switzerland, 
Thailand, USSR, United States of 
America 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress, resolution C 78, 
annex 5 

Permanent study 

The decision taken by the CCPS at ils October 1980 
session to reactivate study C 104 was motivated by 
the need to have the latest information on demand 
for postal services up to 1985 or 1990 
Alter consulting CCPS and Working Party member 
countries to draw up a list of the studies done by 
various administrations on assessing postal de
mand, it was considered that the study should be 
directed towards comparing the results obtained in 
assessing postal needs in various countries and an 
analysis of the methods used, bringing out the dif
ficulties encountered. Thal is why a colloquium 
was held in Berne on 9 and 10 No.vember 1982 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 

Reports published in 
binders 89, 89.1, 89.2 
and 89.3 in the CPS1 

The results of the collo
quium on 9 and 10 
November 1982 were 
published in volume 89.4 
of the CPS in 1983 
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Study No Subject Participating countries Reporting or Observations 
coordinating 
country 

References Documents distributed 
Work done or to be distributed 

501 Future of the pos- Algeria, Hungarian People's Rep, Morocco 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 78, 
tal services Morocco, Tanzania (United Rep) annex 1, and C 82 
(general study) The first report prepared in 1980 was a digest of First report distributed 

Related study documents submitted and speeches made at the under cover of circular 

- Study on postal 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress on the future of the letter in March 1981 

development Post. This digest also look account of the results of 

(Congress - Doc the 1978 Tokyo colloquium on the topic of "threats 
to the future of the postal services and ways of 17e) 
combating them" (volume 89.3), as well as the re-
suit of the CCITI interdisciplinary colloquium on 
teleinformatics in May 1979 

The second report, finalized in 1983, summarizes Second report attached 
the opinions expressed in a series of monographs to Congress - Doc 14 at 
which the CCPS decided to publish on the future the same time as the 
communications market first report 

A third report has been prepared on postal devel- Third report is the 
opment; it updates the data submitted to the Rio subject of Congress -
de Janeiro Congress on the same subject Doc 14 
(Congress - Doc 17e) 

Study concluded 

At its 1982 session the CCPS decided to organize a The results of the collo-
colloquium within the framework of Committee 1 quium of 18 October 
on the subject "The future of the postal services" 1983 are the subject of 
with a view to compiling a digest of the studies CPS volume 145 pub-
made on this subject lished in 1984 

502 Using the postal Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Sweden 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
network (including Cyprus, Egypt, France, Germany, annex 1 
agency services) Fed Rep of, Great Britain, lndia, 

The study culminated in the publication of a "Cat- CPS binder 144 for non-postal ac- Netherlands, Nigeria, Pakistan, 
alogue of additional postal services offered to the tivities - Extending Romania, Sweden, Switzerland, 
public or under study", with a three-yearly supple-post office func- Tunisia li tions ment 

Study concluded 
"' "' 
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Reporti ng or li C) Study No Subject Participating countries Observations 
coordinating 
country 

References Documents distributed 
Work done or to be distributed 10 

0 n 
N 

1 
503 Electronic mail and Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Germany, Fed Rep of 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 

other advanced Brazil, Canada, Egypt, France, annex 1, and decision C 83 
message systems Germany, Fed Rep of, Great The study on the "Electronic Mail Service" (EMS) General Record sent to 

Britain, Hungarian People's Rep, culminated in the publication of a general record of administrations con-
Japan, Mexico, Morocco, 
Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, 

replies and a report dealing in particular with: cerned in 1981 

Thailand, USSR, United States of 
- the definition of the service Report published in 1982 

America 
- the general and legal basis as GPS binder 132 
- posting, transmission and delivery of elec-

Ironie mail 
- organization of the service 
- accounting, etc 

At ils 1981 session, the CCPS decided to attach to Model Agreement insert-
the report a Model Agreement between administra- ed in binder 132, with 
tions on the EMS reference number 132.1 

503 Supplementary Subgroup: Canada, France, Sweden This part of the study dealt with the electronic Report will be inserted 
study Germany, Fed Rep of, Great transmission of messages handed to the post on in binder 132 under rel-
Teleimpression Britain, Sweden, United States of magnetic tape or other data media and their re- erence number 132.2 

America production and delivery by the post. 
Study 503 was selected as a permanent study by 
the CCPS 

504 General policy on ltaly 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 101 
public information Study carried out by the papers method. 

The report was finalized in the light of observa- The report is contained 
tions made at the 1983 CCPS session in GPS volume 142 

Study concluded 
distributed in 1984 
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Commlttee 2 - _Postal operatlons 

Chairman: Australia 

Meetings: 
Berne, 23 October 1980 (afternoon) 
Berne, 23 October 1981 (afternoon) 
Berne, 8 November 1982 (afternoon) 
Berne, from 10 to 11 October 1983 

Study No 

89 

505 

Subject 

Organization of the 
urban box-collec
tion service in de
veloping countries 

Organization of 
mail and parcel 
routeing networks 

Participating countries 

Algeria, Australia, Austria, 
Cameroon, Canada, China 
(People's Rep), Colombia, Egypt, 
German Dem Rep, Germany, Fed 
Rep of, Great Britain, lndia, Iraq, 
ltaly, Mexico, Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Polish People's Rep, 
Romania, Spain, Switzerland, 
Thailand, USSR 

Reporting or 
coordinating 
country 

France 

Australia 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. 
Resolution C 78, annex 3 

Permanent study 

A first report on this study was published in 1964 
(volume 54 in the CPS) under the title of "Or
ganization of the urban box-collection service". 

The CCPS elected by the Rio de Janeiro Congress 
decided to orient it in the direction of the preoc
cupations of the developing countries, hence the 
new title of the study, which was conducted as an 
inquiry 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. 
Resolution C 78, annex 1 

At its 1980 session, the Steering Committee de
cided to divide this study into two separate parts: 

Study 505a "Organization of mail and parce! route
ing networks" 

Study 505b "Monitoring of performance of mail and 
parce! routeing networks" 

These subjects were dealt with in the form of 
papers and a report was prepared on each subject. 
A supplementary report was prepared on study 
505a dealing specifically with mail handling effi
ciency and the optimum size of sorting offices 

Study conluded 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 

Report published in 1983 
as volume 54.1 in 
the CPS 

Reports published in 
1984 as CPS volume 150 
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Observations 0 0 Study No Subject Participating countries Reporting or :::, 
cc 

CX) 
coordinating @ 

CX) 

country "' References Documents distributed "' 
Work done or to be distributed ·o 

0 
506 Provision of postal Argentina, Bangladesh, Brazil, Tunisia 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. 1~ 

services (including Cameroon, China (People's Rep), Resolution C 78, annex 1 
mobile facilities) in Cyprus, lndia, lndonesia, Iraq, 

The study gave rise to the preparation of a general General Record distri-rural areas of de- Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, 
record of replies and a report buted to administrations veloping countries Pakistan, Tanzania (United Rep), 
Study concluded concerned in September Thailand, Tunisia 

1983 Malaysia: although not a member The report will be pub-
of the Working Party, cooperated in lished in 1984 
study 506 (cf letter 7018 of 12. 9. 
1981 from the administration of 
Tunisia) 

507 Postal delivery in Algeria, Bangladesh, Brazil, Thailand 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution 
the urban and Cameroon, Colombia, France, C 78, annex 1 
peripheral areas of lndonesia, Iraq, Mexico, Nigeria, 

The study gave rise to the preparation of a report Report published in 1983 large centres of Pakistan, Polish People's Rep, 
as volume 138 in the population in de- Thailand Study concluded 
CPS veloping countries 

508 Ouality contrai of Algeria, Australia, China (People's New Zealand 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
collection, counter, Rep), Cyprus, German Dem Rep, annex 1 
sorting and deliv- Great Britain, Iraq, Mexico, 

This study was conducted on the basis of papers The report will be pub-ery operations Netherlands, New Zealand, 
from participants and ended with a Working Party lished in the CPS in Nigeria, Pakistan, Remania, Spain, 
meeting in October 1983 1984 Switzerland, Tanzania (United 

A draft resolution is sub-Rep), USSR The reporting country made a digest of the pro-
mitted to Congress with ceedings of that meeting. That digest, the draft re-
a view to making .all 

port and the discussion document prepared by the 
postal administrations reporting country for the Working Party meeting 
more aware of the im-constitute the study report. 
portance of quality con-

Study concluded trol of postal operations 
and services 
(Proposai 012) 



Study No Subject Participating countries Reporting or 
coordinating 
country 

509/531 Use of containers Argentina, Australia, Canada, United States of 
for transporting in- France, Germany, Fed Rep of, America 
ternational mail - Great Britain, Netherlands, New 
Transfer of mails Zealand, USSR, United States of 

America 

510 Maximum weight Austria, Bangladesh, Canada, Great Britain 
of bags China (People's Rep), E;gypt, 

France, German Dam Rep, Great 
Britain, Hungarian People's Rep, 
Iraq, Pakistan, Spain, Sweden, 
United States of America 

... 
m 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 67 and 
decision C 84 

Sorne aspects of the subject were studied in study 
A 101 and are covered in a report published in 
1974 as CPS volume 67.2 

As the technical aspect of the study had been 
covered under the 1974-1979 work programme, the 
study was taken into the 1979-1984 work pro-
gramme with particular reference to intra-container 
modules and simplifying documentation (see part 
B, chapter 1, d) 

Study concluded 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 13 

See part B. chapter 1, e 

Study concluded 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 

Report distributed by cir-
cular letter in April 1984 
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Committee 3 - Postal mechanization, buildings and motor transport 

Chairman: Japan 

Meetings: 
Berne, 24 October 1980 (morning) 
Berne, 26 October 1981 (afternoon) 
Berne, 12 November 1982 (morning and afternoon) 
Berne, 13 October 1983 (morning and afternoon) 

Study No 

Joint Group 
A 1/A 2/A3 

Subject 

Problems common 
to Working Parties 
A1, A2 and A3 

Participating countries 

Argentina, Australia, Austria, 
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, 
France, Germany, Fed Rep of, 
Great Britain, Japan, Netherlands, 
Remania, Sweden, Switzerland, 
USSR, United States of America 

Reporting or 
coordinating 
country 

Switzerland 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
annex 5 

Permanent study 

Three reports have been published (the latest in 
1969) and a supplementary report in 1974 

A. Studies conducted in close cooperation with the 
ISO-UPU Restricted Working Party 

- Luminescence of paper of envelopes and cards 
- Rigidity of postcards 

Study of these two questions was resumed but did 
not produce any results because of the complexity 
of the problem. The study has been temporarily 
suspended 

- Standardization of the address area (Resolution 
CCEP 1/1982) "Layou! key for !rade documents" 
(see Congress - Doc 13 and proposai 013) 

B. Other studies 

a Possible introduction of the ISO C 5 envelope 
size (162 x 229 ·mm) as a sta,,dardized UPU size 

The draft final report by the reporting country was 
submitted to the CCPS at ils 1983 session. The 
study concludes that most Joint Group members 
are not in faveur of including C 5 format items in 
UPU standardized items, for various reasons 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 

GPS binder 60 
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Study No Subject Participating countries Reporting or Observations 
coordinating 
country 

References Documents distributed 
Work done or to be distributed 

The results of the study were communicated to ISO 
at the ISO-UPU Contact Committee meeting on 24 
October 1983 

b Properties of the material used for making the 
panels of window envelopes 

There were no developments on this subject 

C Fluidic handling of mail Circular letter in October 
A report and a supplementary memorandum by the 1982 
postal administration of France have been cir-
culated to CCPS member administrations to inform 
them of improvements made to the fluidic sorting 
machine 

d Space to be reserved for codemarking letters 
for abroad 

The CCPS decided at its 1981 session to resume a 
study which had culminated at the Bogotà session 
of the CCPS Management Council (1967) in are-
commendation to postal administrations not to use 
for code-marking domestic mail a space measuring 
22 x 70 mm contiguous with the left-hand edge and 
lying 28 mm above the bottom edge of the en-
velope 

The reporting country consulted Joint Group A 1/ The CCPS decison (De-
A 2/A 3 members and submitted a draft report to the cision CCEP 6/1983) was 
CCPS at its 1983 session. At the end of the study, brought to the attention 
the CCPS decided to annul the above-mentioned of Union member coun-
Bogotà recommendation tries by circular No 4 of 

9 January 1984 

A3 Mechanization and Argentina, Australia, Austria, France 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
automation of Belgium, Canada, China (People's annex 5 
letter-mail sorting Rep), France, German Dem Rep, Permanent study (") 

Germany, Fed Rep of, Great 0 
Britain, ltaly, Japan, Netherlands, 5 reports published in the GPS GPS binder 37 ::s 

(Q 

Romania, Switzerland, USSR, A background note on the work done in this field 
al 

Circular letter in August en 
United States of America, en 

Yugoslavia 
in non-UPU bodies was circulated to postal ad- 1982 1 
ministrations of CCPS member countries and to A3 Cl .... Working Party members in August 1982 0 

0 n 
C0 r,..) .... 
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0 Study No Subject Participating countries Reporting or CO Observations 0 
N 

:::, 
coordinating (Q 

country ëil 
References Documents distributed "' "' 
Work done or to be distributed 1 

0 
0 

B 105 Technological ad- Algeria, Argentina, Bangladesh, lndia 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 1~ 
vances in postal Brazil, Cameroon, China (People's annex 2 
administrations of Rep), Colombia, Egypt, France, Permanent study 
new and develop- Germany, Fed Rep of, Great 
ing countries Britain, lndia, lndonesia, Iran, First and second reports published in GPS Volumes 101 and 101.1 
during the next ten Iraq, Kuwait, Mexico, Morocco, of the GPS 
to twenty years Nepal, Netherlands, Nigeria, The work carried out within the framework of the Report published in 1984 

Pakistan, Tanzania (United Rep), 1979-1984 work programme was published in a as GPS volume 101.2 
Thailand, Tunisia, USSR, Upper 
Volta 

report 

B 126 Organization of Switzerland 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
mail transport us- annex 3 
ing PO motor ve- Study conducted by means of an inquiry 
hicles 

lt was the subject of a report submitted in the form Report published in 1983 
of a manual on the organization of mail transport as GPS volume 136 

Study concluded 

311 Main lines of de- Australia, Belgium, Bulgaria, USSR 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
velopment and Egypt, France, German, Dem Rep, annex 2 
technical progress Great Britain, lndia, Netherlands, Permanent study 
in the postal ser- Polish People's Rep, Senegal, 
vices of industrial- Tunisia, USSR, United States of As regards the main study, volumes 102 (1974) and 
ized countries America 102.1 (1979) have been published in the GPS 
during the next ten 
to twenty years 

- six related 
studies 



Study No 

.... 
~ 

Subject 

Related studies: 
1 Drawing up of 

recommenda
tions on methods 
of comparing, at 
international 
level, the results 
of postal service 
activity in indus
trialized coun
tries 

2 Study and re
porti ng of coun
tries' experience 
in the construc
tion, mechaniza
tion and automa
tion of large 
sorting centres. 
Determining the 
economic effi
ciency of mea
sures in this field 

3 Study of the 
technical and or
ganizational 
measures taken 
by some coun
tries to improve 
the standard of 
delivery and the 
work standard of 
post offices. De
termi ni ng the 
efficiency of the 
labour, material 
and financial re
sources allo
cated for this 
purpose 

Participating countries Reporting or 
coordinating 
country 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 

For the first related study, the work has culminated The report will be pub-
in a report. The next CCPS will have to decide lished in the CPS in 
about continuing other aspects of the study 1984 
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f5 Study No 
.p. 

Subject 

4 Preparation of 
scientific meth
ods and recom
mendations 
taking account of 
factors held 
necessary for 
comparing the 
indices of the 
quality of the 
postal delivery 
service in var
ious countries 

5 Study and re
porting of coun
tries' experience 
in the effective
ness of mea
sures taken to in
crease the out
put of postal offi
ciais and ensure 
the profitability 
of postal ser
vices 

6 Preparation of 
methods for 
comparing the 
production and 
financial figures 
of postal ser
vices in various 
countries 

Participating countries Reporting or 
coordinating 
country 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 
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Study No Subject Participating countries Reporting or Observations 
coordinating 
country 

References Documents distributed 
Work done or to be distributed 

511 Postal mechaniza- Algeria, Argentina, Bangladesh, lndia 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
lion in young coun- Brazil, China (People's Rep), annex 1 
tries Egypt, France, lndia, Iraq, Mexico, 

Study conducted in conjunction with permanent 
Related studies: 

Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, 
study B 105 Thailand, Tunisia 

Familiarizing A report was written on the main subject. The next Report published in 1984 
postal staff with CCPS will have to decide on the continuation of the as GPS volume 148 
modern mecha- other aspects of the study 
nized facilities, 
devising the 
necessary pro-
grammes and 
training qualified 
i nstructors 

2 lnforming staff 
about mecha-
nization as a 
means of facili-
tating postal 
ope rations 

512 Saving energy and France 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
raw materials annex 1 

The study was conducted in the form of an inquiry Report published in 1983 
and a report was produced giving administrations' as GPS volume 135 
experience in saving energy 

Study concluded 

513 Placing of service Argentina, Austria, Belgium, China Remania 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. 
instructions and (People's Rep), France, Germany, Decision C 53 
labels on en- Fed Rep of, Great Britain, 

The report was approved by the CCPS at its 1982 velopes Hungarian People's Rep, ltaly, 
session 

Morocco, Remania, Tunisia 
("') 

A proposai on this subject is submitted to Con- Proposai 2513.1 0 
::, 

gress (Q -, 
(D 

Study concluded "' "' 
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0 Study No Subject Participating countries Reporting or Observations 0 
(0 :::, 
a, coordinating (C ... 

country (1) 

References Documents distributed "' "' 
Work done or to be distributed 1 

C, 

514 Position of post- German Dem Rep 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. 1~ 
code number Decision C 54 

Study conducted by means of an inquiry The report to which the 
See part B, chapter 1, g record of the discus-

Study concluded 
siens in CCPS Committee 
3 is attached was sent to 
ail Union administrations 
by circular letter in De-
cember 1982 

515 Problems raised United States of 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. 
by the admission America Decision 102 
of two-panel en- lnquiry 
velopes in the in-
ternational service At its 1983 session, the CCPS considered the final Proposais 2020.1 and 

report and adopted two proposais for amending 2523.1 
the Convention (article 20) and its Detailed Regula-
lions (article 123) to provide for the optional ad-
mission of envelopes with two or more panels 

536 General scheme Switzerland, United States of Switzerland, 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
for the construction America United annex 3 
and installation of States of America Study conducted by means of an inquiry. A report Report published in 1983 
a standard post of-
fice in a medium-

was prepared on it as GPS volume 141 

sized town Study concluded 
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Committee 4 - Financial services and accounting 

Chairman: Morocco 

Meetings: 
Berne, 21 October 1980 (afternoon) 
Berne, 27 October 1981 (morning) 
Berne, 16 November 1982 (afternoon) 
Berne, 12 October, 1983 (morning and afternoon) 

Study No 

516 

517 

Subject 

Merging into one 
post office bank 
the activities of the 
post office savings 
bank and giro ser
vices in developing 
countries 

Promotion of pos
tal savings banks 
in developing 
countries 

Participating countries 

Cameroon, Cyprus, Egypt, 
Morocco, Spain 

Reporting or 
coordinating 
country 

Egypt 

lndia 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
annex 1 

The work culminated in the production of a report 
which showed that a complete merging of the two 
services would be very difficult, but that there is a 
possibility of partial integration of the two services 
at different levels 

Study concluded 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
annex 1 

lnquiry 

Study conducted jointly with the International 
Savings Banks lnstitute (ISBI) 

A colloquium on the same topic was held within 
the framework of the Committee's work at the 1983 
CCPS session 

Study concluded 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 

f:leport published in 1984 
as CPS volume 139 

The detailed results of 
the colloquium and the 
report will be published 
in the CPS in 1984 
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g Study No 
CX) 

518 

519 

Subject 

Mechanization of 
counter and 
accounting 
procedures in post 
offices in develop
ing countries 

Postal giro 
accounts an 
accounting in 
medium-sized giro 
centres 

Universal postal 
development !und 

Participating countries 

Bangladesh, Brazil, Ecuador, 
Egypt, Iraq, Mexico, Morocco, 
Pakistan · 

Reporting or 
coordinating 
country 

Morocco 

Mexico 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
annex 1 

Study conducted by means of an inquiry, the 
results of which gave rise to a report 

Study concluded 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
Congress - Doc 84/Add 4, Supplement 1 

The CCPS was informed at ils 1983 session that 
the draft final questionnaire had not reached the 
International Bureau in time to make it possible to 
complete the study prior to the Hamburg Congress. 
lt was therefore decided to include this subject in 
the CCPS work programme for 1984-1989 by 
merging it with a new study "Possibilities of financ
ing postal projects by national or international, 
public or private banking institutions", proposed by 
Senegal 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 

Report published under 
cover of circular letter in 
January 1983 
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Study No 

401 

... 
i 

Subject 

The problems that 
will be raised by 
the teletrans
mission of informa
tion about financial 
transactions within 
the framework of 
the development of 
automated systems 

Related studies: 

Automated input 
of counter trans
actions 

2 Data communi
cation between 
the post office, 
giro centres, 
counters and 
major users 

Participating countries 

Belgium, France, Germany, Fed 
Rep of, Great Britain, Netherlands, 
Remania, Switzerland 

Reporting or 
coordinating 
country 

Belgium 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
annex 4 

From 1975, this study was linked to a similar one 
conducted by the CEPT 

The work done in the CEPT culminated in a draft 
recommandation on concluding bilateral agree
ments on the teletransmission of data for the ex
change of international payment orders with ail the 
necessary technical specifications 

At its November 1982 session, the Consultative 
Council endorsed the CEPT conclusions and de
cided to circulate the results of the study to postal 
administrations by means of a circular letter 

The study is concluded, subject to maintaining con
tact with the CEPT as regards the development of 
the technical aspects of the question 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 

Report published under 
cover of a circular letter 
in December 1982 
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Committee 5 - Staff 

Chairman: Nigeria 

Meetings: 
Berne, 21 October 1980 (afternoon) 
Berne, 27 October 1981 (morning) 
Berne, 16 November 1982 (morning) 
Berne, 17 October 1983 (morning) 

Study No 

463 

520 

Subject 

Staff regulations 
for postal ad
ministrations 

Staff housing in 
large urban 
centres 

Participating countries Reporting or 
coordinating 
country 

Algeria 

ltaly 

521 Programmed 
learning 

Algeria, Bangladesh, Cyprus, Bangladesh 
France, German Dem Rep, Great 
Britain, Romania, United States of 
America 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
annex 3 

Study conducted as an inquiry. lt gave rise to the 
preparation of a General Record of replies and a 
report 

Study concluded 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
annex 1 

lnquiry 

Study conducted as an inquiry the results of which 
gave rise to the preparation of a report 

Study concluded 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
annex 1 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 

General Record sent to 
CCPS members and ad
ministrations which took 
part in the study under 
cover of a circular letter 
in August 1983 

Report distributed in 
1984 as CPS volume 143 

Report published. under 
cover of a circular letter 
in February 1983 

The report on the study was supplemented by corn- Report published in CPS 
ments made at the 1982 Working Party meeting volume 137 in 1983 

Study concluded 
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Committee 6 - _Postal management 

Chairman: Colombia 

Meetings: 
Berne, 22 October 1980 (afternoon) 
Berne, 23 October 1981 (afternoon) 
Berne, 15 November 1982 (afternoon) 
Berne, 14 October 1983 (morning) 

Study No Subject Participating countries 

B 103 Existing organiza- Algeria, Bangladesh, Belgium, 
tion of postal ser- Brazil, Cameroon, China (People's 
vices in developing Rep), Colombia, Cyprus, Egypt, 
countries and ways France, Germany, Fed Rep of, 
and means of en- Great Britain, lndia, lndonesia, 
abling them to Iran, Kuwait, Morocco, Nepal, 
provide an efficient Netherlands, New Zealand, 
service Nigeria, Pakistan, Tanzania (United 

Related studies: 
Rep), Thailand, Tunisia, USSR, 

Manual on rules 
Upper Volta, Zaïre 

and procedures 
for forwarding 
international 
mail 

2 Manual on in-
spection tech-
niques 

522 Postal monopoly. Argentina, Australia, Austria, 
Means of combat- Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, 
ing competition Canada, Colombia, Egypt, France, 
from private under- Great Britain, lndonesia, Iraq, ltaly, 
takings in the con- Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, New 
veyance of docu- Zealand, Nigeria, Pakistan, 
ments, etc Sweden, Switzerland, United States 

of America 

Reporting or 
coordinating 
country 

France 

Australia 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
annex 2 

Permanent study 

The reports on the study have been published in 
the CPS 

As the work started during the five-year period 
(1974-1979) was not concluded, the 1979 Rio de 
Janeiro Congress instructed the new CCPS to con
tinue the work of study B 103. This involved draft
ing a manual or directives on the establishment of 
services responsible for preparing rules and 
procedures for forwarding international mail and a 
manual on inspection techniques 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
annex 1 

A report was prepared in 1981 on the first part of 
the study, it gives the data collected by means of a 
questionnaire on the concept of the postal mono
poly in member countries 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 

Volumes 61, 61.1, 76, 97 
and 105 

The 2 manuals were pub
lished in 1983 as CPS 
volumes 133 and 134 

Preliminary report distri
buted under cover of cir
cular letter in June 1982 
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.... (") .... Study No Subject Participating countries Reporting or Observations 0 
0 

N coordinating 
::, 

t.C .... 
country Cl) 

"' "' 
References Documents distributed 1 

Work done or to be distributed c:, 
0 
(') 

The final report was prepared in 1982. lt gives a Report published in 
,N 

digest of the papers presented by administrations 1984 as GPS volume 152 
on the question. lt was supplemented by the views 
expressed on the subject at the 1983 GGPS session 

The GGPS also adopted a draft resolution for the The draft resolution is 
attention of Gongress on the protection of the pos- the subject of proposai 
tal monopoly 2000.8 

Study concluded 

523 Planning in postal Argentina, Bangladesh, Golombia, Egypt 1979 Rio de Janeiro Gongress. Resolution G 78, 
administrations Gyprus, Egypt, lndia, Nigeria, annex 1 

Romania, Tanzania (United Rep) The work gave rise to the preparation of a report Report published in 

Study concluded 1984 as GPS volume 146 

524 Financial auto- Bangladesh, lndia, International Bangladesh 1979 Rio de Janeiro Gongress. Resolution G 78, 
nomy of postal ser- Bureau annex 1 
vices and the con- The results of this study, carried out as an inquiry, Report published in 
flict with maintain-
ing efficiency and 

gave rise to the preparation of a report 1984 as GPS volume 147 

standards Study concluded 

525 Postal service per- United States of 1979 Rio de Janeiro Gongress. Resolution G 78, 
formance and eco- America annex 1 
nomic efficiency Study conducted as an inquiry the results of which Report published in 
comparisons (tar-
gets, results, effi-

gave rise to the preparation of a report 1984 as GPS volume 151 

ciency) Study concluded 

526 Functions and or- International Bureau 1979 Rio de Janeiro Gongress. Resolution G 78, 
ganization of docu- annex 1 
mentation and Study conducted as an inquiry the results of which Report distributed under study offices in de-
veloping countries 

gave rise to the preparation of a report cover of a circular letter 

Study concluded in February 1983 
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Committee 7 - International Post 

Chairman: Polish People's Rep 

Meetings: 
Berne, 23 October 1980 (morning) 
Berne, 26 October 1981 (morning and afternoon) 
Berne, 16 November 1982 (afternoon) 
Berne, 14 October 1983 (afternoon) 

Study No 

527 

528 

529 

Subject 

International trans
it centres in de
veloping countries 

Organization of the 
international rela
tions office 

Postal links 
between airport 
postal facilities and 
sorting centres 

Participating countries 

Argentina, Brazil, Cameroon, 
Colombia, Egypt, Mexico, Nigeria, 
Pakistan, Polish People's Rep, 
Tanzania (United Rep), Thailand 

Argentina, Austria, Great Britain, 
Hungarian People's Rep, ltaly, 
Mexico, Polish People's Rep, 
Remania, Spain, Switzerland 

Reporting or 
coordinating 
country 

Brazil 

ltaly 

Spain 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
annex 1 

This study gave rise to the preparation of a 
General Record of replies and a report 
Study concluded 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
annex 1 

Study conducted as an inquiry the results of which 
gave rise to the preparation of a report 

Study concluded 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
annex 1 

The results of this study gave rise to the prepara
tion of a report 

Study concluded 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 

General Record of re
plies distributed under 
caver of a circular letter 
in April 1983 

Report published in 1984 
as CPS volume 149 

Report published in 1984 
as CPS volume 149 

Report published in 1984 
as CPS volume 149 
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Study No Subject Participating countries Reporting or Observations 0 

0 :::, 
.i:,. coordinating (C ... 

country CD 

References Documents distributed "' "' 
Work done or to be distributed 1 

0 
0 

530 The problem of Argentina 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 1~ 
underpaid outgoing annex 1 
mail for abroad 

Study conducted as an inquiry the results of which Report distributed under 
and the methods 
used by ad-

gave rise to the preparation of a report cover of a circular letter 

ministrations to Study concluded 
in January 1983 

minimize it 

532 Methods of Switzerland 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 42 
dispatching 

The final report of this study which was conducted 
C 2/CP 3 customs 

as an inquiry was considered by the CCPS at its 
declarations 

1981 session and sent to the EC for ils 1982 ses-
sion 

The report considered and approved by the 1982 Proposais Nos 5501.1, 
EC culminated in the preparation of proposais for 5506.1, 5518.1, 5519.91, 
amending the Postal Parcels Agreement which 5520.1 
were approved by the EC at its 1983 and 1984 
sessions 

535 Provisions relating Sweden 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 74 
to notification of 

Study conducted as an inquiry. The final report and Report distributed under 
irregularities for 
which administra-

eight draft proposais for drafting or substantive cover of circular letter in 

lions may be lia-
amendments to the Detailed Regulations of the March 1984 

ble, in particular 
Postal Parcels Agreement were adopted by the Proposais 5523.1, 
CCPS at its 1983 session 5523.91, 5913.1, 5526.1, 

as regards the 
5530.1, 5541.91, 5526.2, 

preparation and Study concluded 
5526.3 

use of the CP 13 
verification note 
and the CP 14 
report 
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B. Study not assigned to a Committee 

Study No 

A 19 

Subject 

Multilingual Vocab
ulary of the 
International Postal 
Service 

Participating countries 

Belgium, France, Switzerland 
For the consideration of certain 
questions, Working Party A 19 
becomes an expanded Working 
Party also comprising the 
representatives of the countries 
using the six languages, other than 
French, in the Vocabulary (China 
(People's Rep), Egypt, Germany, 
Fed Rep of, Great Britain, Spain 
and USSR) 

Reporting or 
coordinating 
country 

Belgium 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. Resolution C 78, 
annex 2 

See part B, chapter 1 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 
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C. Study requested by a postal administration 

Requesting 
administra
tion 

Tanzania 
(United Rep) 

Siudy No 

537 

Subject 

Equitable geographical distribution 
of seats on the CCPS 

Assignment 
of subject 

Steering Committee: 
Australia, Colombia, 
Great Britain, Japan, 
Morocco, Netherlands, 
Nigeria, Polish 
People's Rep, Tunisia 

Reporting country: 
Great Britain 

Observations 

References 
Work done 

Alter the election of the CCPS members at the 
1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress, the delegations of 
Tanzania (United Rep) and Lesotho, dissatisfied 
with the results of that election, had Congress -
Docs 114 and 139 published. Early in 1980, 
Tanzania (United Rep) formally asked the CCPS to 
undertake a study on the "equitable geographical 
distribution of seats on the CCPS". The subject 
was covered in study 537. The Steering Committee 
was made responsible for the study and decided, 
in view of ils importance, to associate ail the CCPS 
member countries in it. Members were therefore 
asked to give their views on the basis of an analyt
ical document prepared by the International 
Bureau. Atter the countries, which had not done so 
in writing, had given their views orally during the 
session, it was noted that: 
- 30 administrations were in faveur of the status 

quo. Of those 30, 10 had, however, hedged their 
views by indicating that they might be prepared 
to accept the idea of two separate lists of can
didates so that there was a strict balance be
tween industrialized and developing countries 

- 5 administrations favoured the formula in force 
for the EC, either as il was or with some weight
ing elements 

As a result, the majority of CCPS member coun
tries voted for keeping the status quo 

Study concluded 

Documents distributed 
or to be distributed 

The results of this study 
were passed on to the 
EC for its 1982 session 
by means of the annual 
report on the work of the 
CCPS 1981. Tanzania 
(United Rep) was noti
fied of the conclusions 
of the study 
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ISO-UPU CONTACT COMMITTEE Congress - Doc 2/Annex 3 

8th meeting 

Report of the eighth meeting 

Geneva, 24 October 1983 

The meeting was opened by Dr L D Eicher, Assistant Secretary-General of ISO, who welcomed the 
delegates to Geneva. 

2 lt was agreed, by custom and practice, that the host would chair the meeting. Accordingly, Dr Eicher 
was appointed Chairman, and Mr D G Foot, Vice-Chairman for the meeting. 

3 The members of the Committee introduced themselves. The list of attendees is the subject of attach-
ment 1. 

4 The agenda, the items of which are dealt with below, was approved. 

5 Work of common interest 

5.1 Standardization of address area 
Discussion focused on draft standard ISO/DIS 6422 "Layout Key for trade documents". lt was noted 
that the UPU position was presented in document CCEP 1983/C 3/CC ISO/UPU - Doc 2 (attachment 
2). Mr Sundblad brought members up to date with developments since the circulation of the draft ISO 
standard including the results of an ad hoc meeting between members of ISO/TC 154/SC 2 (the ISO 
Committee responsible) and UPU, held in Geneva on 30 September 1983. 
The respective positions of ISO/TC 154 and the UPU on ISO/DIS 6422 were summarized by Messrs 
Sundblad and Roos for ISO, and Messrs Foot, Krebs and Bâckstrôm for UPU. 
After a lengthy discussion, during which members were reminded that the ISO document was in fact 
an implementation of an UNCTAD/FALPRO trade facilitation document which had been in existence 
and use for over 20 years, it was agreed that, although the ISO member body vote gave ISO the 
authority to proceed with publication, processing would be suspended for a period of 12 months, ie 
until November 1984. 
Mr Roos pointed out that, notwithstanding the ISO agreement to suspend further processing of ISO/ 
DIS 6422 for one year, UNECE/FALPRO cou Id not prevent promotion of their system amongst UN trade 
facilitation bodies. 
Mr Bâckstrôm reminded the meeting that the UPU was also an intergovernmental organization with 
the same weight of decision-making. He emphasized the importance of ensuring, as far as possible, 
that there should be no contradictory recommendations for decisions at government level. 
During the 12-month suspension period, an ad hoc working group of the ISO-UPU Contact Committee 
would be established and charged with the task of determining the minimum requirements for address 
elements. 
The group would report to the Contact Committee at a meeting to be convened towards the end of 1984. 
ISO agreed to act as Secretariat of the ad hoc group. To ensure, as far as practicable, that any 
recommendation of the ad hoc group (accepted by the ISO-UPU Contact Committee) could be im
plemented by both sides without delay, it was understood that the CCPS of the UPU would seek 
authorization from the forthcoming UPU Congress in Hamburg, in order to enable their representatives 
to formalize with ISO any agreements reached on these matters. 

5.2 Possible introduction of ISO C 5 size envelopes as a UPU standardized size 
The history and background of the ISO request to the UPU and the report by the Working Party of the 
CCPS of the UPU set up to study the matter were presented in document CCEP 1983/C 3/CC ISO/UPU 
Doc 3 (attachment 3). 
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Mr Krebs, as rapporteur of the Joint Group A 1/A 2/A 3, explained that the decision not to add the ISO 
C 5 envelope to the UPU list of standardized postal items did not mean that the use of C 5 envelopes 
was prohibited from being used; it meant that there was no UPU recommendation that such items 
would get the favourable postage rate which was applied by ail administrations to "standardized 
postal items". Neither did the decision imply that ail postal administrations should not, if they so 
wished, treat C 5 items within their own system at a favourable rate. 
Mr Krebs reminded members that the matter should not be considered closed for all time. The Joint 
Group had recommended that the question should be re-examined in the light of experience gained 
from the introduction of new equipment which enabled C 5 items to be handled automatically. He 
believed this could be re-examined in two or three years, ie late 1985 or early 1986. 

5.3 Report of the Restricted Working Party 

5.3.1 Luminescence of the paper of enve/opes and cards 
Mr Krebs reminded the meeting that this topic was first raised when the postal service began to use 
a phosphor line bar code for automatic sorting machines. This sorting was interfered with when cards 
and envelopes were made from paper containing certain types of phosphorescent/luminescent 
materials. Today, thanks to technological progress, it was possible to read the postcodes at a different 
wavelength and the problem no longer existed. 
lt was agreed that, although no problems or work items were expected to arise, the item should be 
retained on the agenda of the ISO-UPU Contact Committee so that the question could be re-studied 
in case of need. 

5.3.2 Rigidity of postcards 
lt was reported that with the increasing use of "mailers" the need for an ISO standard on rigidity of 
paper and cards for such use was becoming apparent. The meeting noted that preliminary work was 
in progress in France. 

6 Future work 

6.1 Address elements and position 
This topic is reported under item 5.1. 

6.2 UPU adoption of ISO 3166 
ln reply to Mr Sundblad, who reminded members that ISO 3166 was achieving great usage in other 
international organizations, Mr Foot told the meeting that the UPU at its Rio de Janeiro Congress had 
decided that it cou Id not at that time recommend the adoption of the ISO alpha-2 code for postal sorting 
purposes because of certain incompatibilities with national sorting codes already in use. But postal 
administrations were free to use any system as convenient in fields other than mail sorting, unless 
the use of a common code for a particular purpose was considered essential, in which case preference 
would be given to the codes in international standard ISO 3166, particularly the ISO alpha-2 code (two 
letters) and the ISO numeric code (3 digits). 
lt was generally felt that it was not appropriate to initiate any joint ISO-UPU work on this question. 

7 Next meeting 

The Contact Committee agreed to meet again during October/November 1984, probably in Berne. The 
precise date and place wouid be confirmed subject to the 1984 meeting of the CCPS and progress of the 
work of the ISO-UPU Contact Committee ad hoc group. 
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List of participants 

I. /SO 

ISO Central Secretariat 

UNECE' 
UNCT AD/FALPR02 

Secretariat ISO/TC 154 
Secretariat ISO/TC 6 

Il. UPU 

Belgium 
France 

Germany, Fed Rep of 

Great Britain 

Japan 

Netherlands 
Switzerland 

Congress - Doc 2 

Congress - Doc 2/Annex 3/Attachment 1 

Dr L D Eicher, Assistant Secretary-General 
Dr P E Jones, Principal Engineer 
Mrs M Politi, Secretary 
Mr D Balabanov 
Mr G Roos 
Mr G Sundblad 
Mr A Thienot 

Mr J Andre, lnspector-General 
Mr J Mouzin, Administrator, International Affairs Service 
Mr J M Salinier, lnspector, Research and lndustry Service 
Mr H Engelke, Doctor of Laws, Senior Director of Posts, Deputy Head of Interna
tional Postal Service 
Mr DG Foot, Assistant Head of International Postal Service, Post Office 
Mr P K King, Assistant Head of Section, International Postal Service, Post Office 
Mr Y Kajitani, Head of the International Service, Directorate-General of Posts 
Mr Y lguchi, Assistant Head of the International Service, Directorate-General of 
Posts 
Mr K Ogami, Assistant Head of the International Service, Directorate-General of 
Posts 
Mr L van de Weert, Official in the International Postal Affairs Service 
Mr R Krebs, Engineer, Head of the Postal Technical Division 
Mr R Beyeler, Assistant in the Principal Postal Technical Division 

United States of America Not represented 
International Bureau Mr S Backstrôm, Acting Assistant Director-General 

Mr E Nlend, Senior Counsellor 
Mrs O Tomié, First Secretary 

1 United Nations Economie Commission for Europe. 
2 Special Programme for Trade Facilitation. 
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Congress - Doc 2/ Annex 3/ Attachment 2 

COMMITTEE 3 (POSTAL MECHANIZATION, BUILDINGS AND MOTOR TRANSPORT) 

150-UPU Contact Committee 

(Meeting on 24 October 1983) 

Standardizatlon of the address area on items that may be conveyed by post - Layout and position of 
addresses (Resolution CCEP 1/1982) 

(Agenda item 5.1) 

Memorandum by the Secretary-General of the CCPS 

At its 1982 session, the CCPS adopted a resolution concerning the standardization of the address area 
on items that may be conveyed by post, in connection with the work being done on that subject by the 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO). 

2 ln this resolution the CCPS: 
- requested the ISO to suspend the work concerned until such time as it had been possible for the matter 

to be considered by the ISO-UPU Contact Committee and for an agreement to be reached; 
- decided to include the subject in the work programme of Joint Group A 1/A 2/A 3; 
- instructed the International Bureau to seek appropriate contacts with the ISO and to report to the CCPS 

in 1983 on developments in the matter. 

3 Since then, there have been several meetings between ISO and UPU representatives on the question 
raised by the CCPS, which relates to draft standard ISO/DIS/6422 (layout key for trade documents). 

4 ln particular, the ad hoc Group formed by ISO/TC 154/SC 2 to study "the requirements and positions 
for elements for the representation of names and addresses" held a meeting on 30 September 1983 in 
Geneva which resulted in the following main conclusions: 
- The procedure for the establishment by the ISO of the standard relating to the layout key was in its final 

phase. The draft submitted to a vote by the ISO member Committees had received enough votes to be 
adopted; consequently, it cou Id shortly be submitted to the ISO Council for final acceptance. However, the 
Secretariat would inform the ISO Council of the position taken by the UPU and if the Council nevertheless 
decided to accept the standard, it would be published but it could be fairly quickly revised, as desired by 
the UPU, when the latter had finalized precise proposais concerning the address area. 

- To facilitate contacts and cooperation between the ISO and the UPU, it would be proposed that the ad hoc 
Group should become a permanent group to serve as a framework for the continuation of the work or the 
finalization of the revised draft standard on the basis of the UPU proposais. 

5 These conclusions were submitted to the Consultative Council for Postal Studies at the same time as 
the results of a consultation carried out by the reporting country of Joint Group A 1/A 2/A 3. 
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6 Finding that it was not yet able to submit definite proposais to the ISO on the matter and convinced, 
however, that it would be preferable to suspend the procedure for adoption of the standard than to envisage 
a revision, even in the short term, the CCPS took the following decisions:. 
- to confirm its request to the ISO to postpone adoption of standard ISO/DIS 6422 until it had been possible 

to reach an agreement on the question of the address area on the layout key; 
- to take the necessary steps, as quickly as the functioning of the UPU bodies permitted, to draw up and 

submit to the ISO definite proposais for the amendment of the draft standard concerned; 
- to agree to participate on a bilateral basis in the permanent Working Group the formation of which had 

been propsed. 

7 These aspects would seem to be the main points to which the Contact Committee should give its 
attention. 

Berne, 18 October 1983 MI SOBHI 
Secretary-General of the 
CCPS 
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COMMITTEE 3 (POSTAL MECHANIZATION BUILDINGS AND MOTOR TRANSPORT) 

ISO-UPU Contact Committee 

(Meeting on 24 October 1983) 

Possible introduction of the ISO C 5 size (162 x 229 mm) as a UPU standardized size 

(Agenda item 5.2) 

Memorandum by the Secretary-General of the CCPS 

1 ln 1979/1980, the International Organization for Standardization and the Universal Postal Union 
exchanged the letters concerning the possibility of the UPU envisaging a change in the maximum and 
minimum dimensions of standardized items so that the ISO C 5 size (162 x 229 mm) might possibly be 
included as a UPU standardized size. 

2 At its 1980 session, the CCPS agreed to resume this study and entrusted it to Joint Group A 1/A 2/A 3. 
The reporting country conducted a consultation of the members of the Joint Group and drew up a report. 

3 This report shows that the majority of members of the Joint Group are against including C 5 size items 
among the UPU standardized items for various reasons. One of the most important of these reasons is that 
C 5 size items cannot be sorted in most existing automatic sorting machines and an increase in their number 
could upset administrations' investment plans. Two administrations were, however, in favour of including 
the ISO C 5 size as a standardized size; the International Bureau knows that some other administrations 
which are not members of the Joint Group share this opinion. 

4 The report on this study was submitted to the CCPS, which approved it. 

Berne, 18 October 1983 
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ISO meetings at which the Union was represented 

- Technical Subcommittee ISO/TC 95/SC 6 "Office machines/Mail processing machines and other special 
machines". Norderstedt, 21 and 22 May 1979. Administration of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

- Technical Subcommittee ISO/TC 95/SC 9 "Office machines/Inter-relation between office machines and 
forms". Stockholm, 27-29 June 1979. Administration of Sweden. 

- Technical Committee ISO/TC 154 "Documents and data elements in administration, commerce and 
industry" and the meetings of its Subcommittees: 
- ISO/TC 154/SC 1 "Terminology" 
- ISO/TC 154/SC 2 "Documents" 
- ISO/TC 154/SC 3 "Data elements and interchange formats" 
- ISO/TC 154/SC 4 "Classification" 
Geneva, 26 September to 5 October 1979. Administration of Switzerland. 

- Technical Committee ISO/TC 95 "Office machines". Madrid, 19 and 20 November 1979. Administration of 
Spain. 

- Technical Committee ISO/TC 97 "Computers and information processing". Madrid, 21-23 November 1979. 
Administration of Spain. 

- Technical Subcommittee ISO/TC 46/SC 3 "Documentation/Terminology of documentation". Madrid, 23-
25 January 1980. Administration of Spain. 

- Technical Subcommittee ISO/TC 97/SC 14 "Computers and information processing/Representation of data 
elements". Stockholm 16-19 June 1980. Administration of Sweden. 

- Technical Subcommittee ISO/TC 154/SC 1 "Documents and data elements in administration, commerce 
and industry/Terminology". London, 20-24 October 1980. Administration of Great Britain. 

- Technical Committee ISO/TC 104 "Freight containers". North Sydney, 27-31 October 1980. Administration 
of Australia. 

- Technical Committee ISO/TC 46 "Documentation". Nanjing, 2 and 3 April 1981. Administration of China 
(People's Rep). 

- Technical Committee ISO/TC 154 "Documents and data elements in administration, commerce and 
industry" and the meetings of its Subcommittees: 
- ISO/TC 154/SC 1 "Terminology" 
- ISO/TC 154/SC 2 "Documents" 
- ISO/TC 154/SC 3 "Data elements and interchange formats". 
Stockholm, 11-15 May 1981. Administration of Sweden. 

- Joint Working Group ISO/TC 20, TC 104 "Air containers". Bournemouth, 13 and 14 May 1981. Administra
tion of Great Britain. 

- Technical Subcommittee ISO/TC 97/SC 18 "Computers and information processing/Text preparation and 
interchange". Ottawa, 31 August to 4 September 1981. Administration of Canada. 

- Technical Subcommittee ISO/TC 97/SC 19 "Computers and information processing/Office equipment and 
supplies". Turin, 21 to 23 September 1981. Administration of ltaly. 

- Technical Subcommittee ISO/TC 6/SC 2 "Paper, board and pulps/Test methods and quality specifications 
for paper and board". Atlanta, 26 to 30 October 1981. Administration of the United States of America. 

- Technical Committee ISO/TC 97 "Computers and information processing". Paris, 4 December 1981. 
Administration of France. 

- Technical Subcommittee ISO/TC 97/SC 18 "Computers and information processing/Text preparation and 
interchange". London, 19 to 23 April 1982. Administration of Great Britain. 

- Technical Subcommittee ISO/TC 46/SC 3 "Documentation/Terminology of documentation". Copenhagen, 
3 to 5 November 1982. Administration of Denmark. 

- Technical Committee ISO/TC 104 "Freight containers". Bombay, 6 to 10 December 1982. Administration 
of lndia. 

- Technical Subcommittee ISO/TC 97/SC 18 "Computers and information processing/Text preparation and 
interchange". Paris, 18 to 20 April 1983. Administration of France. 
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- Working Group ISO/TC 46/WG 2 "Coding of country names and related entities". Washington D.C., 20 and 
21 April 1983. Administration of the United States of America. 

- Maintenance Agency for international standard ISO 3166 "Code for representation of names of countries". 
Washington D.C., 21 and 22 April 1983. Administration of the United States of America. 

- Technical Committee ISO/TC 154 "Documents and data elements in administration, commerce and 
industry" and meetings of its subcommittees: 
- ISO/TC 154/SC 1 "Terminology" 
- ISO/TC 154/SC 2 "Documents" 
- ISO/TC 154/SC 3 "Data elements and i nterchange formats". 
Paris, 26 to 29 April 1983. Administration of France and International Bureau. 

- Technical Subcommittee ISO/TC 97/SC 19 "Computers and information processing/Office equipment and 
supplies". Turin, 28 to 30 September 1983. Administration of ltaly. 

- Technical Subcommittee ISO/TC 46/SC 3 "Documentation/Terminology of documentation". The Hague, 
1 to 3 February 1984. Administration of the Netherlands. 
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Congress - Doc 2/Annex 5 

List of decisions, recommendations and formai opinions of the 1979 Rio de Janeiro 
Congress which concern the Consultative Council for Postal Studies 

No Nature of 
decision 

Title 

C 1 Resolution Congress Committees 

C 2 Resolution Preparation of reports instead of minutes of certain Congress Committees 

C 4 Resolution Assignment of studies to the Executive Council (EC) and .the Consultative Council for 
Postal Studies (CCPS) 

C 7 Resolution Participation by the League of Arab States in the meetings of the UPU 

C 13 Resolution Maximum weight of bags 

C 42 Resolution Methods of dispatching C 2/CP 3 customs declarations 

C 43 Resolution Functions of the Executive Council, CCPS and International Bureau as regards technical 
cooperation 

C 44 Resolution Organization, functioning and working methods of the Executive Council and delimita-
tion of powers between the Executive Council and the CCPS 

C 53 Decision Placing of service instructions and labels on envelopes 

C 54 Decision Position of postcode number 

C 57 Decision Approval of the "Comprehensive report on the work of the Consultative Council for 
Postal Studies, 1974-1979" 

C 60 Decision Entry into force of the Acis of the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress 

C 63 Recommendation Marking of registered items 

C 67 Resolution Use of containers for transporting international mail 

C 70 Recommendation Speeding up the handling of airmail on the ground 

C 71 Formai opinion Speeding up the handling of airmail on the ground 

C 73 Resolution Maximizing the air conveyance of mail 

C 76 Recommendation Safety of staff involved in handling items presumed to be dangerous (mail bombs) 

C 77 Recommendation UPU member country identification code for postal and other uses 

C 78 Resolution CCPS work programme for 1979-1984 

C 79 Decision Establishment at the International Bureau of a permanent unit concerned with Third 
World problems and relations with the Restricted Unions 

C 80 Decision Reimbursement of travel expenses of members of the Consultative Council for Postal 
Studies 

C 82 Resolution Future of postal services 
---·--·--·---------· 
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No 

C83 

C84 

C85 

C93 

C 102 

C 103 

1116 

Nature of 
decision 

Title 

Decision Electronic mail 

Decision Transfer of mails 

Recommandation Reproduction of postage stamps already issued by another administration 

Recommandation Choice of themes for postage stamps 

Decision Items in panel envelopes 

Resolution lmmediate application of the provisions adopted by Congress relating to the Executive 
Council (EC) and to the Consultative Council for Postal Studies (CCPS) 
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Congress - Doc 2/Annex 6 

List of proposais submitted to the 19th Congress by the Consultative Council for Postal 
Studies 

Number of Rio de Janeiro text References to the report 
proposai 

Act Article 

06 Recommendation - lncreased participation of Part B, Chapter 1, b 
developing countries in the work of the Study 534 
Consultative Council for Postal Studies 

014 Resolution - CCPS work programme Part C of the report 
1984-1989 

012 Resolution - Quality control of postal Annex 2. Study 508 
ope rations 

2000.8 Resolution - Postal monopoly Annex 2. Study 522 

013 Resolution - Address area of the layout key Annex 2. Joint Group A 1/A 2/A 3 
for trade documents 

2020.1 Convention 20, para 1, a Part B, Chapter 1, h 
Study 515 

2511.3 Convention - Detailed Regulations 111, para 2 Part B, Chapter V, para 88 

2513.1 Convention - Detailed Regulations 113, para 1 Part B, Chapter 1, f 
Study 513 

2523.1 Convention - Detailed Regulations 123 Part B, Chapter 1, h 
Study 515 

5523.1 Parcels - Detailed Regulations 123 

5523.91 Parcels - Detailed Regulations 123bis to be 
created 

5526.1 Parcels - Detailed Regulations 126 

5526.2 Parcels - Detailed Regulations 126 (variant 1) Part B, Chapter 1, k 
Study 535 

5526.3 Parcels - Detailed Regulations 126 (variant 2) 

5530.1 Parcels - Detailed Regulations 130 

5541.91 Parcels - Detailed Regulations 141bis to be 
created 

5913.1 Parcels - Forms Form CP 13 
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Congress - Doc 2/ Annex 7 

List of proposais sent to the Executive Council by the Consultative Council for Postal 
Studies 

Number of 
proposai 

Nil 
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Act Article 
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Congress - Doc 2/Annex 8 

List of resolutions and decisions of the Consultative Council for Postal Studies 
(1979-1984) 

Group 

1. UPU 
bodies 

Subgroup 

Consultative Council 
for Postal Studies 
- Steering Commitee 

- Rules of Procedure 

- Annual report to the 
Executive Council on 
the work of the 
Consultative Council 
for Postal Studies 

- Annual sessions 

- Work programme for 
1979--1984 

Resolution Oecision 
number number 

3/1979 
4/1979 

4/1981 
9/1983 

5/1979 

2/1980 

1/1980 

3/1980 

1/1981 

1/1982 

1/1983 

1/1984 

8/1979 
7/1980 

13/1981 
6/1982 

6/1979 

4/1980 

5/1980 

3/1981 

5/1981 

6/1981 
7/1981 

8/1981 

9/1981 

Subject 

Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the CCPS 
Constitution and apportionment of the Committees of 
the CCPS 
Proceedings in the Committees 
Delegation of CCPS powers to its Steering Commit
tee 

Application of the relevant provisions of the Rules of 
Procedure of the former CCPS to the work of the 
session 
Approval of the CCPS Rules of Procedure 

Annual report on the work of the CCPS submitted to 
the EC at ils 1980 session 
Preparation of the annual report on the work of the 
CCPS submitted to the EC 
Annual report on the work of the CCPS submitted to 
the EC at its 1981 session 
Annual report on the work of the CCPS submitted to 
the EC at its 1982 session 
Annual report on the work of the CCPS submitted to 
the EC at its 1983 session 
Annual report on the work of the CCPS submitted to 
the EC at ils 1984 session 

1980 CCPS session 
Place, date and duration of the 1981 CCPS session 
Place, date and duration of the 1982 CCPS session 
Place, date and duration of the 1983 CCPS session 

Work programme for the period 1979--1984 - Work 
procedures 
Study on "Equitable geographical distribution of 
seats on the Consultative Council for Postal Studies" 
requested by Tanzania (United Rep) 
Study envisaged by resolution C 74 of the 1979 Rio 
de Janeiro Congress 
Progress report on studies presented by Committee 
Chairmen at their Committee meeting 
Advance planning of possible working party meet
ings or colloquia elsewhere than at Union head
quarters in 1983 
Presentation to Congress of certain CCPS proposais 
Reimbursement of travel expenses of members of 
the CCPS 
Methods of dispatching C 2/CP 3 customs declara
tions 
Equitable geographical distribution of seats on the 
CCPS 
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Group 

1. UPU 
bodies 
(cont) 

Il. Interna
tional 
organiza
tions 

1120 

Subgroup 

Consultative Council 
for Postal Studies 

- Report on the 
situation of the 
postal services 

- Multilingual 
Vocabulary of the 
International Postal 
Service 

- "Computers in the 
postal service" 
Catalogue and 
"Catalogue of Postal 
Equipment" 

- Catalogue of data on 
new services pro
vided to the public 

- 1984-1989 work 
programme 

International 
Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) 

- ISO-UPU Contact 
Committee 

lnternationa Tele
communication Union 
(ITU) 

Resolution Decision 
number 

2/1983 

1/1982 

2/1982 

1/1983 

number 

10/1981 

11/1981 

12/1981 

3/1982 
6/1983 

2/1981 

2/1982 

2/1983 

4/1982 
3/1983 

4/1983 

5/1982 

8/1983 

7/1979 
6/1980 

5/1983 

7/1983 

Subject 

Setting up of a subgroup within the framework of 
CCPS study 503 
Resumption of a study carried out by the CCPS Man
agement Council 
Reactivation of a study from the reserve work pro
gramme 
CCPS work programme for 1984-1989 
Annulment of the 1967 Bogotà CCPS Management 
Council recommendation 

Frequency of submission of the Report on the situa
tion of the postal services 

Consultation regarding publication of a new edition 
of the Vocabulary 
Publication of a second supplement to the Vocabu
lary 
Introduction of Portuguese into the Multilingual 
Vocabulary of the International Postal Service 

lnquiry on the usefulness of both publications 
Retention of the Catalogue of Postal Equipment and 
inclusion in the draft CCPS work programme for 
1984-1989 of a study on the content, format and up
dating of the Catalogue 
Abolition of the 1'Computers in the Postal Service" 
Catalogue and a study on devising a more simplified 
system of distributing information concerning com
puters in the postal service 

Preparation and publication of the Catalogue 

CCPS work programme for 1984-1989 

ISO-UPU Contact Committee 
ISO-UPU Contact Committee 
Standardization of addresses 
UPU representation on the ISO-UPU "Permanent 
Group" 
UPU representation as an observer, at meetings of 
ISO technical bodies 

Relations between the UPU and the ITU with regard 
to electronic mail 
Creation of a CCITT-CCPS Contact Committee 
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1980-1984 

Director-General's report 
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Contents 

1. Introduction 
Purpose of this document 
International Bureau management objectives 

11. General management problems 
Optimum use of available means 
Efforts in the UPU to find a fair balance between the interests of the developing countries 
and those of the industrialized countries 
Study of changes taking place in several fields in order to take accountof them for management 
purposes within the framework of the UPU 

111. Relations with postal administrations 
The pressing needs of postal administrations, the basis of all activity within the UPU framework 
Approach to problems of concern to postal administrations 

IV. Relations with the other UPU permanent bodies 
The Executive Council (EC) 
The Consultative Council for Postal Studies (CCPS) 

V. 1 nternational cooperation 
Cooperation with the United Nations 
Relations with the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 
Relations with the Restricted Postal Unions 
Relations with other international organizations 
Strengthening cooperation with international organizations and bodies 

VI. Technical assistance 
Financial position of the UNDP 
Other sources of finance 
Technical assistance activities 
New directions 

V 11. Financial management and language system 
Financial management 
Language system 

V 111. Action for more intensive use of information facilities 
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Public information policy decided on by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress 
Measures taken by the International Bureau 



IX. International Bureau 
Replacement of the Deputy Director-General elected by the Rio de Janeiro Congress 
Staff and equipment 
Rationalization and modernization 
Internai bodies 
New criteria for dealing with matters 

X. Future prospects 
Problems of the Post 
Future policies and basic options 
Conclusions 

NB. - ln this document, the "Swiss franc", the Union's currency of account, is abbreviated to Sfr. 
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1. Introduction 

As a result of the 1974 Lausanne Congress decision to entrust the election of the Director-General of the 
International Bureau direct to Congress, 1 felt it was appropriate at the end of my first term of office (1975-
1979) to submit to the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress a comprehensive report containing my observations on the 
work of the Union during the period under review and to report to it on the choices I had made in managing 
the International Bureau (Congress - Doc 3). 

2 That report made mention, on the one hand, of a number of general observations and, on the other of 
the policies and impulses which I had given to International Bureau action within the framework of the general 
work programme outlined by Congress and specified by the EC and the CCPS. ln particular, that document 
contained an analysis of the results of the management of the International Bureau in relation to the various 
objectives which I had set myself when I took up my duties, within the framework of the general work programme 
concerned. 

Purpose of this document 

3 The submission of this document corresponds to the same concern to report to Congress for the period 
from 1980 to 1984 on the management of the International Bureau as well as to make some observations about 
the work of the Union. These observations are considered to be all the more opportune in that they confirm 
two concepts which I had mentioned in my report to the Rio de Janeiro Congress and which have grown in scope: 

the Post is developing in a world which is changing faster than ever before and has to face increased and 
more diversified public demand; 
postally, the continued imbalance observed between developed and developing countries remains a dominant 
concern. 

International Bureau management objectives 

4 After being re-elected by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress, 1 insisted on the management of the International 
Bureau being based, subject to certain adaptations, on the same objectives as I had set myself during my first term of 
office, viz: 

1124 

to increase direct contacts by the International Bureau with the postal administrations of member countries 
the better to understand their problems and their present and future needs and to be able to determine 
how the Union could contribute better to improving the postal services and developing international 
cooperation in this field; 
to strengthen cooperation between the International Bureau, the Executive Council and the Consultative 
Council for Postal Studies in order to carry out better their work on behalf of and in the interest of member 
countries; 
to develop relations between the UPU and the Restricted Unions in the interest of those organizations 
and their members; 
to take advantage of contacts with other international organizations to serve the best interests of the UPU; 
to develop technical cooperation and seek from the appropriate bodies an increase in the financial means 
needed for that purpose and, in agreement with the beneficiary countries, to determine the best methods 
of using them; 
on the basis of the observations made and within the framework of my own competence, to take appropria1B 
steps, in conjunction with the bodies concerned, and give fresh impulse and a more productive policy line 
to Union activities, the better to serve the interests of member countries and postal administrations in the 
light of their needs and concerns in the world of today and tomorrow; 
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to review the organization and operational methods of the International Bureau with a view to: 
better supporting the efforts of the other bodies and of postal administrations; 

attaining greater efficiency by optimum use of its resources and by rationalizing and systematizing its 
activities, making maximum savings for the sake of the Union's budget. 

5 The tact that it was possible to base International Bureau management for the period from 1980 to 1984 
on the same objectives as those set for the period from 1975 to 1979 shows that: 

those objectives seem to be the most appropriate for promoting the activities of the International Bureau 
in relation to the vital interests of postal administrations and of the UPU as a whole; 
a continuity has thus been provided with regard to International Bureau action, which, in some fields, 
can only be shown in periods covering over five years. 

6 However, in a rapidly changing world, the organization has to be made increasingly reliable by introducing 
the necessary innovations in time and by taking into account the new needs which administrations have to face. 
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11. General management problems 

7 Within the general context of my responsibilities, the biggest problems I faced during my second term of 
office were: 
a optimum use of available means; 
b efforts in the UPU to find a fair balance between the interests of the developing countries and those of the 

industrialized countries; 
c the changes taking place in several fields which are likely to affect management in the UPU framework. 

Optimum use of available means 

8 The first factor of which special account had to be taken during the 1980-1984 period was the world 
economic crisis which made it more difficult to implement activities concerning International Bureau management 
and technical cooperation programmes. 1 endeavoured to perform satisfactorily the duties incumbent on the 
International Bureau by making the best use of available means in very unfavourable circumstances. 

9 On the one hand, the International Bureau was required to provide more aid to postal administrations 
and to Union bodies, while, on the other, the means available barely increased. 

10 ln particular, in order to meet the responsibilities of the International Bureau as set out in chapters Ill, IV 
and V of this Report, the average increase in recurrent expenditure in real terms for the period from 1980 to 
1984 was only 2.86 percent per annum, whereas the same expenditure had increased by 3.54 percent between 
1975 and 1979; however, it was possible to increase the International Bureau's action capability through 
rationalization. 

11 ln the field of technical cooperation (see chapter VI), the total funds available increased from 2 700 000 US 
dollars in 1975 to 3000000 US dollars in 1982. However, this slight increase was nowhere near enough to 
offset the effects of inflation and amounted to a reduction in real terms. Despite this actual reduction in funds, 
the International Bureau made considerable efforts to provide all developing countries with technical assistance 
programmes corresponding to their needs. The results obtained depended, to a large extent; on the contributions 
from some developed countries and the efforts made by the developing countries themselves. 

Efforts in the UPU to find a fair balance between the interests of the developing countries 
and those of the industrialized countries 

12 lt has been repeatedly asserted that the international post forms a single circuit which can serve the interests 
of users ail the better if the postal service is well organized in all the countries participating in the exchange 
of mail. lt is not enough for the industrialized countries to have a reliable postal service if - since postal services 
have to be provided throughout the circuit and, in particular, in the country of destination - the Post is unable 
to ensùre a satisfactory standard of service at ail stages. 

13 lt has to be admitted that the development of the postal service is very uneven in the various countries 
and in the various regions in the world. Data on this imbalance have been set out in the booklet "The postal 
service in the world" (attached to issue 5/1982 of the journal "Union Postale") to which reference should be 
made for further information about this aspect of the question. 
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14 ln the countries of the Third World, the level of development of the postal service depends on the degree 
of economic, industrial and cultural development attained by each country, since the postal service is one of the 
components of the infrastrucure which efforts are being made to strengthen. -The problems encountered by the 
heads of postal administrations in this respect reveal the prime need to provide the postal service with sufficient, 
often very simple, means, to furnish the basic services which are expected of the Post in all parts of the world 
including the rural areas which are often neglected. 

15 The industrialized countries, on the other hand, face a completely different kind of problem arising 
paradoxically from the high growth level in those countries and the sometimes rapid increase in the volume of 
postal traffic. The level of technological development attained by industrial society forces, in a way, postal 
administrations to introduce in the postal service relatively advanced work procedures and means of action 
in order to further modernize the service and make it more competitive in relation to private companies seeking 
to seize a portion of postal traffic. 

16 Wh ile it is easy, from a theoretical point of view, to assert that both the industrialized countries and the 
developing countries are fighting, each in their own context, for the survival of their postal service, it cannot be 
denied that the types of problem which they face in this respect are very different. One tendency is therefore 
to be feared: a separate search for solutions suited to each group of countries struggling against the same 
difficulties and having equivalent means. The existence of groups of countries, which are basically similar from 
the point of view of economic development, might encourage such a tendency, which, in the long run, could be 
against the common interests of postal administrations and, hence, the cohesion of the Union. 

17 The Universal Postal Union must remain a framework within which the most important problems relating 
to postal management, organization and operation are the subject of studies conducted by member countries 
whatever their level of development. The possibility of benefiting from different experiences can only enrich 
the quality of the studies involved, which should, however, lead to conclusions or policies which are as practical 
as possible. 

18 This contribution from countries representing various specific conditions makes it possible to obtain 
optimum results in relation to the interests involved. Within the framework of the Executive Council this method 
encourages the countries to agree, when working out draft provisions for submission to Congress, on compromise 
solutions acceptable to all Union members. ln the Consultative Council for Postal Studies, apart from matters 
concerning the international post, problems encountered in the internai service are studied and solutions outlined. 
With regard to the latter body, 28 main studies out of 47 in the work programme meet the needs both of the 
developing countries and of the industrialized countries. 

19 For its part, the International Bureau has endeavoured to provide support for this policy, aiming at enabling 
each group of countries to satisfy its needs while, quite obviously, safeguarding the cohesion of the Union. 

Study of changes taking place in several fields in order to take account of them 
for management purposes within the framework of the UPU 

20 One of the duties which quite naturally devolves on the International Bureau consists of following 
developments in several fields so as to take account of them within the UPU framework. The International 
Bureau is often in a good position, thanks to the range of its contacts, to note any changes and assess their scope. 

21 The first field offering matter for reflection is that of postal management and operations. The observations 
made by the experts and consultants, the conclusions of the studies conducted within the UPU framework 
and above all the concerns expressed by the leading officiais of the postal administrations during meetings at 
the International Bureau in Berne or during visits to administrations, provide a range of components which 
make it possible not only to assess new needs but also the means and technologies used or to be used to meet 
them. lt is therefore obvious that, in the action it takes as a support body, the International Bureau endeavours 
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to have the new problems which arise and the ensuing changes taken into account in the studies conducted in 
the UPU as well as in the drawing up of draft technical assistance programmes. The various countries are thus 
made aware of the difficulties which arise and may be required to try out appropria-te solutions. 

22 Through contacts maintained on several levels with a number of organizations, part1cularly the ones in the 
United Nations family, the International Bureau is also informed about the development of problems of a general 
nature or changes made in those organizations which it might be possible to adapt to the UPU. The information 
received by the International Bureau is used to propose variants to the Executive Council, when the latter is 
required to take decisions and to add substance to CCPS studies. 

23 The third field involved is the one dealing more directly with International Bureau management. Every 
head of a business has to face a series of obligations, such as: 

forecasting future needs so as to develop effective action programmes; 
optimum organization of the means available so as to make timely provision of what is required for the 
proper functioning of the business; 
constant analysis of the results and of the costs incurred in order to ensure that they are commensurate 
with the needs and the resources available. 

As a result, for the rational management of the International Bureau, appropriate innovations have to be made. 
By analysing the situations observed and with knowledge of the measures taken by other organizations or businesses, 
it is possible to assess the advisability of introducing in the management of the International Bureau the changes 
necessitated by the development of technology and by testing new work methods. 
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111. Relations with postal administrations 

24 Throughout my term of office, 1 have paid the greatest attention to contacts with the postal administrations 
and I have introduced a series of measures designed to develop them. 

The pressing needs of postal administrations, the basis of all activity within the UPU framework 

25 There are problems stemming directly from the Union and they are not minor problems either since they 
concern the lite of the Union, the use of its resources and the operation of its bodies. Every organization has 
this type of problem and devotes a portion of its means to their solution. 

26 However, the UPU was created to perform certain duties at international level, with a view mainly to 
drawing up coherent regulations for the international postal service. Subsequently, its objectives have expanded, 
taking in also the exchange of information, the conduct of studies relating to the internai postal service and the 
implementation of technical assistance programmes for developing countries. 

27 To avoid the International Bureau's becoming a body burdened by the administrative and bureaucratie 
aspects of its activities, 1 have endeavoured to direct its action in such a way that it takes account first and fore
most of the real needs of the postal administrations, which remain the prime basis of any action to be undertaken 
within the UPU framework. 

Approach to problems of concern to postal administrations 

28 At one time, the problems of concern to postal administrations were discussed with a few exceptions by 
the bodies of the Union. The search for satisfactory solutions was made easier by the homogeneity of the postal 
services run by the member countries. 

29 Following the entry into the UPU of many new countries with very different features and the development 
of technology which has widened the gap between the groups of countries, the position of the Union has become 
more complex. As a result, all the problems faced by administrations are now reflected only with difficulty in 
the studies and work conducted in the Union. Congress therefore lays down, in certain fields, only the guidelines 
of the various specific actions to be undertaken. 

30 Hence, in order to make optimum use of the means available, the specific problems of the various postal 
administrations should be discovered. Apart from the experts' and consultants' missions, this can be ascertained 
through meetings with the leading officiais of administrations and through increased International Bureau 
participation in Restricted Postal Union meetings concerning problems of regional scope. lt should be noted 
that, in recent years, meetings have taken place outside the traditional UPU structures, such as the "Postal 
mechanization conferences", the meetings on the introduction of new services and a number of seminars and 
symposia. 

31 To take account of the wide range of problems and also of the efforts made to salve them, the International 
Bureau has increased its contribution by organizing missions in the field and taking part, to the extent required, 
in meetings, seminars and symposia. 
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32 Convinced of the usefulness of a policy of understanding with regard to all the component parts of our 
Union, 1 have myself carried out over 100 missions to some 70 member countries, since taking up my duties. 
1 n addition, countless meetings at UPU headquarters in Berne have given me an opportunity over the years to 
have talks with the top officiais of almost all the postal administrations in the world. These missions and meetings 
provided an opportunity for discussions of UPU activities in general and the specific problems of each country, 
thereby placing at my disposai a mass of information which I was able to use to guide the actions of the Inter
national Bureau in a specific and immediate manner. 
My close collaborators have also carried out many missions in the field, particularly in connection with technical 
assistance activities. Significant results have been achieved, but experience shows that the principle of UPU 
presence in the field, accepted by the Rio de Janeiro Congress, should be applied more widely; that would make 
it possible to reinforce, at the same time, public information actions, operational activities and follow-up action. 
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IV. Relations with the other UPU permanent bodies 

33 Despite the existence of problems specific to each country or group of countries, it should be pointed out 
with the greatest satisfaction that member countries continue to feel at home in the UPU and to use its structures 
to reach overall approaches or to conduct joint studies. 1 n view of the growing difficulties encountered by postal 
administrations, the work programmes of the UPU bodies are getting bigger and bigger. The result is that the 
responsibilities of the International Bureau, which is called on to support these programmes, are becoming 
increasingly heavy particularly as regards the other permanent bodies of the Union. 

The Executive Council (EC) 

34 Following the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress, the International Bureau had to implement certain decisions 
and resolutions concerning its activities. lt involved not only its own management but also problems concerning 
the Union as a whole, such as the introduction of the new financial system, the introduction of new working 
languages, relations with the Restricted Unions, technical cooperation programmes and public information 
activities. 

35 Special attention was paid to the studies concerning the structure of the Union with the aim of providing it 
with a more flexible organization better suited to modern business requirements. Severa! problems were examined, 
in particular the possibility of increasing the efficiency of the work of Congress by using faster procedures. The 
Executive Council considered the various options submitted to it following the studies carried out by the Inter
national Bureau and, in a number of cases, decided not to take measures immediately, while evaluating certain 
contemplated solutions, which might prove effective in the near future. 

36 ln general, the International Bureau provided the Executive Council with sustained support to enable it not 
only to carry out the work incumbent on it as the management body, but also the 46 studies which had been 
assigned to it by Congress. 

37 These studies cover the whole range of matters coming under the Executive Council. The International 
Bureau endeavoured to collect the maximum possible amount of information from other organizations in the 
United Nations family and/or from postal administrations. ln addition, it made every effort to put forward 
several working hypotheses and several options to enable the Executive Council to choose the most suitable 
solutions. 

38 During the five-year period from 1980 to 1984, the International Bureau produced for the EC or as docu
mentation arising from the latter's activities, over 12 000 pages, not including the extra work involved in the 
introduction of new working languages decided on by the Rio de Janeiro Congress. 

The Consultative Council Postal Studies (CCPS) 

39 The International Bureau also provided considerable assistance to the CCPS, by cooperating closely with 
the reporting countries in launching 47 studies provided for in the work programme and by acting, in some cases, 
as co-reporter or reporter. To the extent that it was able, it endeavoured to take a more active part in CCPS 
studies, a principle which had been accepted by that body. lt would be wise for that policy to be reinforced. 
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40 As is known, the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress had set up an ad hoc Committee to study problems raised 
by the future of the Post. These problems had given rise to a lively top-level discussion at Congress, which brought 
out the various difficulties which postal administrations faced in their management and, above all, which they 
would face in future. The International Bureau endeavoured to make as substantial a contribution as possible to 
the study of these problems, within the framework of the Committee set up for that purpose in the CCPS. 

41 The International Bureau also provided support in putting into effect new criteria and new procedures 
introduced into the conduct of CCPS activities, particularly as regards holding colloquia on important subjects. 

42 Changes were suggested for improving the procedure for conducting CCPS studies in order to give greater 
flexibility and increased efficiency to the work of the International Bureau particularly as regards initiating and 
using questionnaires concerning the various studies. 

43 lt should be noted that, in accordance with the policy laid down by the CCPS, the International Bureau 
endeavoured as far as possible to help developing countries ta take part, in some capacity, in CCPS studies. Sorne 
improvement was noted in this respect but, overall, the contribution by the administrations of the developing 
countries to CCPS studies should be larger, as this would enrich the studies further and improve possibilities of 
using their conclusions. 

44 More intensive use of the conclusions reached in the CCPS studies was ensured by providing the experts 
and consultants recruited under technical cooperation programmes with the volumes of the collection of postal 
studies and other CCPS documents, so that they could bear them in mind in implementing technical assistance 
projects. 

45 Lastly, as the result of this considerable amount of work, over 15 000 pages were produced as CCPS 
documents or questionnaires, an increase of 22 percent over the previous five-year period, notably because 
colloquia were held. 
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V. 1 nternational cooperation 

46 The International Bureau intensified its relations with the various international organizations for several 
reasons: 
a ln the world of today, every organization or business should be outward-looking in view of the inter

relation between the fields of activity of the various organizations. 
b The postal service, which used to have a certain amount of unity, is becoming increasingly dependent on 

new technologies or contributions from other bodies. As a result, the strengthening of links with such 
bodies is a current practice which meets a real need. 

c The general economic crisis which threatens the flow of aid from the traditional financing bodies has 
caused the International Bureau to seek contacts with other bodies capable of providing supplementary 
assistance, with the aim of developing the technical cooperation programmes or at very least maintaining 
them at present levels. 

Cooperation with the United Nations 

47 Even though the Universal Postal Union is a technical institution, it takes part, as a United Nations 
specialized agency, in the study of problems common to the organizations in the system and the decisions taken 
collectively. 
lndeed, the status of specialized agency given to the UPU, does not only involve inere prerogatives in the field 
assigned to it, but gives rise to many obligations binding the UPU to act in harmony with the other United 
Nations organizations. 
From that stems the search for coordination which is achieved, for instance, by International Bureau representa
tives' attendance of meetings of the most important United Nations bodies such as the Administrative Committee 
on Coordination (ACC), the Economie and Social Council (ECOSOC) and the International Civil Service Com
mission (ICSC), etc, apart from those which take place within the framework of the UNDP. 

48 On the basis of the 1947 Agreement between the UN and the UPU, certain recommendations from the 
United Nations are submitted to the appropriate UPU body, viz the Executive Council, for consideration. 

49 ln particular, during the five-year period from 1980 to 1984, the International Bureau acted on United 
Nations General Assembly decisions concerning, in particular, the proclamation of the International Year of 
Handicapped Persans (1981) and World Communications Year (1983), the Transport and Communications 
Decade in Africa (1979) and the United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries (1980). 

50 Certain Joint Inspection Unit reports which might be of interest to the UPU were brought to the attention 
of the Executive Council. 

Relations with the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 

51 The importance of the relations with the UNDP goes without saying in view of the fact that that body is the 
main source of finance for technical cooperation programmes. Moreover, the work done by the International 
Bùreau on the basis of the means supplied by the UNDP are the subject of several separate documents submitted 
to Congress. lt will suffice here to underline the spirit of cooperation which animates the UNDP towards the UPU 
and the understanding it shows for the needs of postal technical assistance despite the problems connected with 
the collection of funds in the present period of economic crisis (see chapter VI). The good relations maintained 
between the UPU and the UNDP are explained to a large extent by the nature of the contacts which I have always 
endeavoured to have with the Administrator of that body. 
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Relations with the Restricted Postal Unions 

52 The strengthening of cooperation with the Restricted Postal Unions remains one of the priorities of my 
management and several imperatives justify the pursuit of this policy: 
a the consideration of regional needs which are revealed, for instance, within the framework of the Restricted 

Postal Unions; 
b the exploitation of the experience acquired by those Restricted Unions; 
c increased cooperation in the field of technical assistance with regional bodies fully aware of the problems 

in the field; 
d the enrichment of Union activities by technical tests carried out by groups of countries which are, in 

principle, homogeneous. 
Relations with the Restricted Postal Unions have been pursued, for instance, through the mutual exchange 
of observers at meetings of the respective bodies and thanks to an intensive exchange of documentation. 
The field in which UPU-Restricted Postal Union cooperation has proved most productive has been technical 
cooperation (see chapter V 1). 

Relations with other international organizations 

53 The International Bureau has continued its cooperation with other international organizations and bodies 
in highly technical fields on the basis of the practice adopted in previous years. Under this head corne, for instance, 
relations with the ITU, UNESCO, IAEA, ICAO, IATA, ISO and the CCC. 

Strengthening cooperation with international organizations and bodies 

54 The development of certain very important questions has led the Union to strengthen its participation 
in international cooperation in specific sectors. 
The International Bureau has made great efforts to support the implementation of this cooperation and, in its 
turn, to seek closer contacts in the fields of concern to it for the benefit of Union member countries. 

55 Relations with the ITU, UNESCO, the World Bank and the Regional Economie Commissions corne within 
this framework. 

56 The future of the Post lies in the use of new and improved technologies which the administrations or 
businesses operating in the telecommunications sector have or increasingly will have. Gloser cooperation with 
the ITU is therefore necessary, in view of the interrelationship between the postal and telecommunications 
services. The International Bureau has endeavoured to develop this cooperation at secreiariat level in the hope 
that it will also be strengthened at the level of the technical bodies. 

57 At the same time, the UPU took part, within the limits of its means, in the programmes launched by the 
ITU for 1983 under World Communications Year. 

58 The search for fresh sources of finance for implementing technical cooperation programmes caused the 
International Bureau to have closer links with bodies capable of providing aid in this respect. For instance, 
acting on EC instructions, the International Bureau took an active part in UNESCO's launching of the International 
Programme for the Development of Communication (IPDC). A number of studies were financed under that head. 
The World Bank also financed some technical assistance projects. 

59 The International Bureau also took account of the growing importance of the Regional Economie Commissions 
in the development of technical assistance at regional !evel, by taking part in multi-sectoral programmes in certain 
parts of the world and by avoiding any overlapping of responsibilities detrimental to the interests of member 
countries. Cooperation with the ECA was strengthened in particular within the framework of the Transport 
and Communications Decade in Africa. 
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VI. Technical assistance 

60 lmplementation of technical assistance programmes from which developing member countries can really 
benefit remains at the centre of my major concerns, for several reasons: 
a the provision of postal technical assistance is one of the purposes of the Union set out in article 1 of the 

Constitution; 
b a fair balance in the development of the postal service in the world benefits not only the developing coun

tries but also the industrialized countries, because the continuity of the circuit followed by international 
postal traffic must be ensured; 

c the developed countries have a moral responsibility to demonstrate solidarity with the underprivileged 
countries; 

d the efforts made by the UPU in this field are in accord with general policy requirements and the principle 
recognized by the United Nations of a new world economic order. 

61 Without claiming to summarize ail the material on technical assistance included in various documents sub-
mitted to Congress, certain important aspects should be brought out. 

Financial position of the UNDP 

62 As I have already had occasion to point out, for the first time since the creation of the UNDP, the voluntary 
contributions which maintain the resources of the UNDP tell in 1981 compared with the previous year. ln 1982, 
contributions were just about the same level as in 1981 and in 1983 they were slightly lower than in 1982. 

63 Consequently, despite the International Bureau's efforts, the allocations provided by the UNDP in respect 
of postal technical assistance tell in 1981 after a sharp increase in 1980 over the previous year. 

Other sources of finance 

64 ln view of the UNDP crisis and in response to the concerns expressed by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress 
in resolution C 38, efforts were made to obtain the cooperation of fifteen international banking organizations and 
financial institutions with a view to financing postal projects. These efforts aroused some interest on the part of 
the bodies approached. At the same time, the International Bureau continued its approaches to the postal admin
istrations of industrialized countries to make them even more aware of the needs of the developing countries; 
significant contributions were obtained in this way, either in cash or kind. 

65 On the basis of the operative paragraph of resolution C 37 adopted by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress, 
closer cooperation was instituted with the Restricted Postal Unions either to coordinate the efforts of the UPU 
and the Unions themselves on behalf of the beneficiary countries or to avoid duplication in the implementation 
of their respective programmes and wasting available resources. lt is in this spirit that the International Bureau 
is applying resolution CE 6/1983. 

66 Lastly, it should be stressed that certain funds are used, in accordance with 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress 
resolution C 38, within the framework of the UPU budget. At the time, the principle of including in the budget 
certain credits relating to technical assistance provided by the UPU was accepted, particularly as regards consul
tants' missions and the granting of fellowships. lt should be noted that the amount thus available (Sfr 1 180 000) 
has not changed over the 1981-1984 period. 
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Technical assistance activities 

67 By making the best use of the means at its disposai, the International Bureau was able to perform a large 
number of activities on behalf of member countries, for the period from 1980 to 1983, in the form of experts' 
and consultants' missions and study courses and cycles in priority fields. 

68 Meanwhile, in accordance with 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 37, priority was given to the 
needs of the administrations of countries that are disadvantaged from the point of view of the United Nations 
and to those of the newly independent countries. Moreover, action in certain fields (training, management, 
development of the postal network, improvement of mail circulation and delivery and the general introduction 
of postal financial services) was given priority. 

New directions 

69 The criteria to be observed in defining and implementing technical assistance programmes must be adapted 
to the new situations which arise and the new philosophy which animates the various countries and the bodies 
concerned, while fitting into the overall strategy followed by the United Nations in this field. 

70 ln view of the financial difficulties encountered by the UNDP - which still remains the main source of 
finance for postal technical assistance - the International Bureau endeavoured to obtain an increase in the 
resources available for that purpose. lt stepped up its efforts in three ways: 

the financing, by developed countries or those of them that can, of projects considered to have priority 
because of their beneficiaries or their purpose; 
wider implementation of the concept of technical cooperation among developing countries; 
more systematic application of the "cost-sharing" formula for projects among the various parties concerned 
(UNDP, UPU, countries providing technical assistance and beneficiary countries). 

At the same time, more pressing approaches than before have been made to the UNDP and other possible sources 
of finance for technical assistance. 

71 Sustained action has been undertaken by myself and by several of my staff as well as by experts and con
sultants to persuade the governmental authorities responsible for programming or the budget to give sufficient 
priority to postal projects in preparing the development plans of the countries concerned. 
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VII. Financial management and language system 

72 Significant innovations were made within the framework of the UPU and in the management of the Interna-
tional Bureau in the period from 1980 to 1984. These innovations concerned, in particular: 
a financial management; 
b language system. 

Financial management 

73 During the preceding period, the International Bureau had already prepared various options concerning the 
introduction of a new financial system. The International Bureau study enabled the Executive Council, first of 
all, and then the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress to lay down the standards for the Union's new financial manage
ment. 

74 The introduction of the new financing system from 1 January 1981 involved an adaptation of: 
the regulations, in particular of the Financial Regulations, in agreement with the Swiss Confederation, 
the country which acted as Supervisory Authority; 
the accounting, in order to fit it into the new regulations governing the financial management of the Union 
and to make a smooth transition from the old to the new system. 

75 Special attention was paid to the part that the Reserve Fund was required to play in the Union's self
financing system. lt was, for instance, proposed to the Executive Council that it use the Fund to stabilize the 
amount of the contribution unit for three years, so that it was maintained in 1983 and 1984 at the same level as 
that of 1982 (Sfr 17 500). This was in the interest of member countries, particularly as no additional amount was 
requested in 1984 to cover the extraordinary expenditure relating to the holding of the 1984 Hamburg Congress. 

76 A furthervery important problemwas that of arrears in contributions, the growing amounts of which threatened 
to overload the proper management of the Union's finances. On the one hand, the International Bureau issued 
circulars to member countries in arrears asking them to pay their debts; on the other, in application of 1979 Rio 
de Janeiro Congress resolution C 89, several approaches were made by myself and my staff to the postal adminis
trations and diplomatie missions of certain debtor member countries. Sorne results have been achieved. The 
question arose, on the general level, of rationalizing the system of accounting for arrears of contributions, by 
making a distinction between: 

arrears which can in actual fact be considered as such. ln that case, Congress or the Executive Council will 
be able to adopt appropriate solutions for recovering or absorbing them. 1 refer in particular to very old 
arrears connected with special situations the amounts of which have grown enormously because of the 
calculation of interest on overdue payments over a large number of years; and 
contributions, payment of which is merely late. From the 1983 budget, such contributions are entered in 
the "current debtors" column instead of in the "debtors in arrears" column. 

77 Lastly, it should be recalled that the Executive Council had had before it atone time consideration of the 
possibility of adopting for the UPU a sort of programming within the budget framework (programme-budget) on 
the basis of the experience of other United Nations organizations. Such a procedure was considered to be inter
esting but premature in view of the nature of the UPU and of the relatively small volume of its activities compared 
with other organizations in the United Nations system. However, for the purposes of managing the International 
Bureau, the budget can be used as contrai instrument. lndeed, by measuring the costs of the various activities, 
it is possible to calculate how big they are and how they are developing and to decide therefore what corrective 
measures are to be taken. 
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Language system 

78 As a result of 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 106 concerning·the introduction of Chinese, 
German, Portuguese and Russian for the suppl y of documents, the International Bureau had to review the prac
tical aspect of the language system structure. ln particular, in application of this resolution, the Russian and 
Portuguese language groups asked to use the services of the International Bureau. Office space had to be found 
and liaison and integration with the existing translation services established; it was also necessary to adapt the 
document-production system and the accounting for the costs arising from the introduction of these new language 
services. 

79 The 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress had also accepted the principle whereby the costs to be borne by the 
Union for the reproduction of documents in Chinese, German, Portuguese and Russian were not to exceed 
Sfr 50 000 a year for each language group. ln that connection, it was specified that, on the basis of the General 
Regulations, article 107, paragraph 6, the Union's contribution would not have to cover the translation costs 
(but only the costs relating to the reproduction of the documents). 

80 As for the extra work for the International Bureau connected with the implementation of 1979 Rio de 
Janeiro Congress resolution C 106, suffice it to say that for 1982 the total number of pages printed in offset 
was 3086 for Russian and 1600 for Portuguese; this represents an increase of 7.4 percent and 3.8 percent respec
tively in the total number of pages printed by the International Bureau. 
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V 111. Action for more intensive use of information facilities 

81 The importance of information in today's world is well known and accepted by postal administrations, 
which are themselves increasingly expanding their information services. lndeed, any organization or business 
takes care of its image and also takes into account the fact that its impact on the public is due not only to the 
reliability of the services it provides but also to its ability to penetrate the information and advertising market. 

82 Although it is an organization with modest pretensions, the UPU cannot ignore this important problem. 
ln fact, the need has been felt for it to publicize itself more: 
a within the international community, in order to convince the appropriate authorities of the importance 

of the Post with a view to increasing the weight of the UPU and obtaining bigger advantages; 
b in the countries, in order to help postal administrations to increase the awareness of the public and the 

national authorities responsible for planning. 

Public information policy decided on by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress 

83 The Executive Council and I apprised the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress of the need to promote UPU 
information policy, certain criteria for which had already been laid down by the 1969 Tokyo Congress. Aware 
of the fact that the attitude of governments and, more particularly, of users depends to a certain extent on the 
Post's information policy, the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress adopted resolution C 101 and decisions C 104 and 
C 107 on information. ln particular, in resolution C 101, Congress instructed the International Bureau, subject 
to Executive Council approval, to intensify its information activities within the annual budget ceilings. 

Measures taken by the International Bureau 

84 As is shown in other documents submitted to Congress with regard to public information, the International 
Bureau first of all asked the Executive Council to consult the member postal administrations of the EC and of 
the CCPS with a view to determining the activities which deserved priority development. ln that connection, 
the principle was accepted that preference should be given to means of reaching groups rather than individuals. 

85 From a practical point of view, the International Bureau intensified its traditional measures. Particular 
attention was paid: 

to relations with the press (through the distribution of press releases and information material, in addition 
to interviews which I gave myself on several occasions); 
to support action for postal administrations, by providing them with all kinds of material, in addition to 
the publicity poster produced by the International Bureau on the occasion of UPU Day; 
to the layout of "Union Postale", in order to make its contents more interesting and attract new readers. 

86 The International Bureau's activities in information matters featured: 
UPU participation in World Communications Year, 1983, designed to use the programmes planned for 
celebrating this Year to publicize the postal service, stressing its role in modern society; 
a new edition of the Memorandum on the role of the Post as a factor in economic, social and cultural 
development; 
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publication of a booklet "The postal service in the world" which graphically portrayed, on the basis of the 
statistical data in the possession of the International Bureau, the gap between the industrialized and devel
oping countries as regards the extent of the postal service. 

Further activities will be undertaken when the administration of a developed country has made a public informa
tion consultant available to the International Bureau. 

87 Before concluding this chapter, 1 must point out that the sums which, by decision of the Executive Council, 
were available from 1980 to 1984 for expanding International Bureau information policy gradually increased 
from 13 000 Sfr to 44 000 Sfr. These are obviously small amounts for implementing an information policy of 
any size. lt is for the relevant bodies of the Union (Congress and EC) to assess the usefulness of increasing the 
funds which the International Bureau might have at its disposai in future in this field. 
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IX. International Bureau 

88 Management, by its very nature, involves an element of dynamism. lt is reflected in a constant striving 
towards the goals aimed at. lndeed, it is a permanent action devoted to the satisfaction of the needs for which 
it was designed. Such action obviously does not consist of the automatic application of certain principles or 
directives; on the contrary, it involves a series of independent impulses with a view to adopting the measures 
which prove necessary, while complying with the regulatory and administrative framework within which these 
measures have to be taken. 
The management of the International Bureau differs little from that of any other business. lt requires an effort 
of imagination, organization and coordination with the aim of making best use of the resources available. 

Replacement of the Deputy Director-General elected by the Rio de Janeiro Congress 

89 For reasons of health, Mr T Scott, Deputy Director-General, had to resign thus bringing to an end the 
activity of a management team elected by the Rio de Janeiro Congress. 

90 This departure raised quite a delicate problem because of the duties carried out by the person concerned 
under article 110 of the General Regulations. 

91 Pending the appointment provided for at article 108 of the General Regulations, 1 had to combine, for 
several months, Mr Scott's duties with those I carry out as the person in charge of the organization and operation 
of the International Bureau. On 13 May 1982, on my proposai, the EC appointed an Assistant Director-General, 
Mr F Cicéron, Acting Deputy Director-General, and I took the requisite steps to ensure the proper operation of 
the International Bureau until the next Congress; in particular, 1 assigned certain special duties to MrS Backstrë>m, 
Senior Counsellor, who has since been Acting Assistant Director-General. 

92 The vacancy of the Deputy Director-General's post clearly showed - if such proof were needed - that, 
under no circumstances, cou Id any one person, however capable and experienced he might be, perform for a long 
period the duties incumbent upon the Director-General and the Deputy Director-General. Those two posts should 
therefore always be filled. This vacancy also provokes an observation the practical importance of which is 
obvious. ln the case provided for in the above-mentioned article 108, paragraph 3, in which the Deputy Director
General takes over the functions of Director-General, an Assistant Director-General should therefore be assigned 
the duties of Deputy Director-General by the EC until the end of the term of office. The EC should therefore 
elect an Acting Director-General and an Acting Deputy Director-General for the remaining part of the term of 
office, as in the case, mentioned in paragraph 4 of the same article, of the simultaneous vacancy of the two posts 
in question. lt would be advisable to supplement the present text to that effect. 

Staff and equipment 

93 Admittedly, the most important problem in management is that of staff, the foundation and driving force 
of any activity. This problem is made more difficult because of certain restrictions connected with the special 
nature of the International Bureau. 

94 From 1980, a radical change in the International Bureau staff complement occurred, since 34 persans were 
recruited to replace departing officiais or to fill the new posts created. Such a major change in the staff comple
ment involved obvious problems of adaptation and training. Appropriate measures had to be taken to make the 
new staff operational as quickly as possible. 
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95 Moreover, as regards the posts in the professional categories and above, the new officiais were obviously 
recruited on the basis of their professional qualifications and their abilities, and also in accordance with equitable 
geographical distribution under International Bureau Staff Regulation 4.2. As a result, from 1980 to 1983, the 
number of countries represented at the International Bureau increased from 38 to 48 (there were 158 member 
countries on 1 January 1980 and 166 at the end of 1983). 

96 As part of a general policy designed to make maximum savings, the number of new posts created was kept 
to an absolute minimum. ln fact, for the five-year period from 1980 to 1984, the creation of only 8 posts was 
requested, 6 in the general services category and 2 in the professional category (none in the senior category). 
ln this connection, it should be pointed out that: 

the total number of posts in the staff table had remained unchanged since 1 January 1977. lt increased 
by only 8 posts over eight years (from 1977 to 1984); 
the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress had authorized the recruitment of additional staff for the years from 
1981 to 1985 at the rate of 1 professional category official and 1 general services category official per 
year. However, from 1981 to 1984, the International Bureau asked the Executive Council for 2 P and 2 G 
officiais only, thus making a staff saving of 2 P officiais and 2 G officiais; 
half of the new posts (4 posts) created for the period from 1977 to 1984 are due to the development 
of the UPU language system. Consequently, only 4 posts have been created, for that period of eight years, 
in relation to the increase of the International Bureau's own work. 

97 The management of the International Bureau comprises, secondarily, the use of equipment. ln this field, 
also, economic criteria were applied. lt is possible to assert that purchases of equipment were made on the basis 
of the vital needs of the International Bureau. ln particular, for tenders, detailed, competitive calls were made 
in order to obtain better prices, while ensuring that the equipment to be bought was of good quality. 

Rationalization and modernization 

98 The coordination of the available resources in staff and equipment required rationalization with a view to 
making optimum use of them. lndeed, the aim was to improve the output of the means available by adopting 
simple, efficient procedures and rationalizing work at the International Bureau in various fields. This rationalization 
was a constant objective of the management and one of my major concerns. 1 took every opportunity to make 
the improvements which proved necessary, in order to ensure very close horizontal cooperation between the 
various sections of the International Bureau and faster progress in the process of analysis in the management. 
These improvements and corrections were introduced in the daily work, often in memoranda to my colleagues 
designed to coordinate the procedures to be observed and have them applied simultaneously. 

99 As part of the rationalization of the work process at the International Bureau, more radical measures 
were taken when that proved necessary. One of these measures was to divide the CCPS studies among several 
International Bureau sections; they had previously been concentrated in one section. 
ln that way, the International Bureau gives more sustained technical support to the development of these studies. 
ln particular, the heads of the sections concerned make an important contribution to them, on the basis of their 
training and their experience in the daily handling of files covering the same subject as the one dealt with in 
the CCPS study. At the same time, they have an opportunity to use the data or policies appearing in the CCPS 
studies to carry out their ordinary work or to develop studies for which they are responsible under the Executive 
Council. 

100 Still from the point of view of rationalizing work procedures, modern equipment tailored to the International 
Bureau's requirements has been introduced. 
ln August 1981, a new computer was installed. lt is a small computer designed for administrative work. But 
this "small" computer is a "big worker". lndeed, a large number of people can communicate with the application 
programmes each from his own work position (visual display unit). Each user has access to a working memory 
which may have 150 million digits or characters. At the moment, over half of this capacity is already occupied 
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by users' files, eg the staff file, the postal statistics file and the accounts files. The possibility of having access 
to a multitude of fields makes the formula chosen particularly attractive: a central computer with decentralized 
work positions operating on a virtually independent basis. Linder the decentralization programme for the use of 
the mini-computer, hait of the sections will have a work post (screen + keyboard) by 1985. 
Through the use of the computer, the preparation of general liquidation accounts (of transit charges and terminal 
dues and international reply coupons) has become much simpler and, as a service to administrations, more 
frequent publication of the general liquidation account of transit charges and terminal dues is planned. An activity 
which is also in the immediate interest of postal administrations is optimum use of the postal statistics file. 
Publication of the annual "Postal Statistics", reports on the situation of the postal services, publication of statis
tical data at the request of other International Bureau sections (eg for briefing experts departing on mission) and 
providing figures for studies undertaken within the framework of the CCPS may be mentioned together with 
the use of the computer in technical assistance matters. 

1 nternal bodies 

101 A series of internai bodies of the International Bureau, provided for by the Staff Regulations and Rules and 
the Regulations of the Social Fund, ensure collective consideration of very sensitive matters. 
Sorne of these are joint bodies, made up of members selected by the management of the International Bureau 
and others representing the Staff Association. 

102 The Appointments and Promotions Committee, the JointAdvisory Committee, the Disciplinary Committee, 
the Joint Appeals Committee and the Administrative Board of the Social Fund have functioned normally in 
accordance with the powers given to them. 

103 ln addition to these bodies, 1 created in the International Bureau in 1975 a Management Committee consist
ing of the Director-General, the Deputy Director-General and the Heads of Division. This body meets periodically 
to consider the most important business of the Union, to ensure the tightest possible coordination in the Inter
national Bureau and to define the chief options in the activities of the Bureau. 
This Committee is required to meet, from time to time, on a broader base with the participation of the Heads 
of Section in order to involve them in consideration of important matters and in the deflnition of new work 
procedures. 
1 also set up in 1975 an Experts' Selection Committee which gives complete satisfaction in carrying out the 
sensitive duties assigned to it. 

104 Lastly, modalities have been laid down to regulate relations between the management and the Staff Associa
tion, which is consulted on several matters, particularly those relating to staff management. 

New criteria for dealing with matters 

105 Convinced of the usefulness of active participation by International Bureau officiais in dealing with various 
matters, 1 wished to apply in a systematic and rational manner new criteria for producing more information and 
being able to choose among several options. 

106 With regard to the implementation of technical assistance programmes, 1 insisted on International Bureau 
officiais, who deal with the relevant matters, being able to be sent on missions designed to implement postal 
projects with the aim of observing in the field the difficulties encountered and the means available to overcome 
them. 

107 ln paragraph 99, 1 mentioned the redistribution of work connected with CCPS studies among several 
International Bureau sections in order to have the experience of several officiais for their development. 
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108 Lastly, 1 set up several internai working parties responsible for special tasks, including: 
the organization of Congress; 
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the simplification of procedures and the decentralization of certain responsibilities; 
UPU documentation and training officiais as précis-writers for EC, CCPS and Congress sessions; 
defining methods of dealing with questionnaires concerning CCPS studies and the procedure for carrying 
out such studies; 
measures to be taken for better presentation of "Union Postale"; 
several budget matters. 
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X. Future prospects 

109 Reflecting on the future of the Post is not a ritual exercise at the end of a term of office, but a necessity 
arising from analysis of the increasingly difficult conditions under which administrations have to work. 

110 To assert that the development of technology and needs is now accelerating at a rate unknown in the past 
is not a mere expression. For decades, postal management did not involve any major problems. There was even 
little need for short-term or long-term programming, since progress was slow and graduai. Sheltered from unex
pected difficulties, the Post was able, thanks also to the postal monopoly, to extend its network of offices so as 
to have a unique structure in the field of the exchange of information. The image of the Post rested basically on 
the reliability of its services and on its ability to meet basic communication needs. 

111 ln recent years, conditions changed radically. The postal market is subject to pressures different from the 
ones it was so easily able to absorb in the past. New technologies do not only meet new needs, they generate 
others. The Post therefore has to review its role in the various types of society in which it operates. 

Problems of the Post 

112 Consideration of the latest statistical data, summarized below, on the development of the postal service 
from 1979 to 1981 in the different countries, causes us to follow the situation attentively: 

Domestic LC and AO traffic increases 2.02 percent and 3.65 percent. 
Outward international traffic for the same categories dropped 1.67 percent and 2.36 percent only. 
Domestic parce! traffic dropped 0.37 percent. 
Lastly, outward international parce! traffic increased 2.97 percent; in the latter case, the reversai of a trend 
should even be stressed, since, in the preceding period from 1977 to 1979, that type of traffic had dropped 
2. 73 percent. 

113 1 n other words, if consideration is confined to the development of the traditional mail traffic flows in recent 
years the situation does not seem so alarming. However, other less satisfactory criteria have to be deduced from 
the overall picture of existing difficulties and attacks to which the postal service is subject. 

114 The biggest problems faced by the heads of postal administrations are: 
the pattern of the Post which is developing rapidly and which tends to fudge the distinction, already quite 
blurred, between the Post as a public service and the Post as a commercial undertaking, particularly in 
developing countries; 
the size attained, in developed and developing countries alike, by private companies attempting to seize the 
most profitable portion of postal traffic; 
the needs in trained staff and equipment which developing countries face; 
the invasion of telecommunications technologies in the field of transmitting written messages, an area long 
reserved for the Post; 
the impact of data-processing on the postal services, including the financial services; 
the need to provide new services. 
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115 These problems and the profound transformations connected with them are, in part, familiar and have 
already aroused the attention of UPU member countries in the following forms: 

a top-level discussion on the future of the Post took place within the framework of the 1979 Rio de Janeiro 
Congress; 
an ad hoc Committee (Committee 1), set up in the CCPS to consider problems concerning the future of the 
Post, conducted several important studies, particularly on extending post office functions (study 502), 
electronic mail (study 503), postal market research (study C 104), the postal monopoly and competition 
from private companies (study 522); 
increasingly close contacts were made with the ITU to develop productive cooperation with that organiza
tion on the use of new telecommunications technologies of interest to the postal service; 
several CCPS studies are aimed at developing the postal services in developing countries, in order to create 
a reliable postal network in the world; 
technical assistance programmes have been developed in order to improve the postal service in the develop
ing countries on the basis of their needs and in relation to the future; 
a great many seminars, symposia and colloquia have been held in several parts of the world on certain of the 
subjects mentioned above. 

Future policies and basic options 

116 The fact that the future of the Post is, on the one hand, one of the major concerns of the heads of postal 
administrations and, on the other hand, the subject of thorough studies in the Universal Postal Union symbolizes 
in some way the ability of the postal system to react appropriately to the problems which arise. 

117 Obviously, these efforts must be continued and even expanded if they are to be commensurate with the 
interests involved. The objectives of future action in this field should, it is felt, be the following: 
With regard to postal administrations: 

realization on the part of public opinion and the relevant authorities of the importance of the Post in modern 
society; 
adaptation of postal structures to the necessary changes; 
thorough analysis of the domestic market to ascertain the needs which can be met by the Post; 
alliance with other government departments or businesses working in the field of communications with a 
view to joint action; 
adoption of new techniques and technologies; 
introduction of new services; 
keeping the pub! ic abreast of developments in the postal services through information and publicity campaigns; 
fixing rates which caver the services rendered without putting users off; 
staff training and motivation, particularly through strengthening relations within the undertaking; 
adoption of measures designed to ensure the stability and rational utilization of the staff. 

With regard to the UPU: 
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mobilization of available resources in a spirit of international solidarity; 
seeking appropriate means from the UNDP and other bodies for financing expanded technical assistance 
programmes; 
exchanging experience and comparing results obtained in the field of the development and improvement of 
traditional services; 
diversification of studies to take account of the interest of various groups of countries; 
inclusion within the UPU framework of meetings covering specific subjects which are now held outside the 
UPU; 
use of the possibilities provided by the CCPS to conduct in-depth studies and to adopt mode! agreements 
for the introduction of new services, to be tested by the countries concerned until such time as the relevant 
provisions can become, in the longer term, an integral part of the Universal Postal Convention and of the 
other technical Acts of the Universal Postal Union; 
introduction of a certain flexibility into those Acts which would contain only general principles and provisions; 
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increased International Bureau support for the other UPU bodies in carrying out their work programmes; 
publicity campaign on behalf of the UPU and the Post in the international community and with the public 
and the national authorities responsible for programming and the budget.-

118 The measures and aims mentioned above are not exhaustive, but they meet present demands. Naturally, 
since the Post is subject to rapid change, future action will have to adapt to any changes, new needs and new 
inventions produced by technology. 

Conclusions 

ln conclusion, 1 should like to stress a few ideas which are particularly close to my heart and which I feel are 
tapies to be thought about. 

119 lt is essential that postal administrations should become more keenly aware of the gravity and size of the 
problems facing them and of the dangers threatening them with more or less immediacy. ln many cases, it is no 
exaggeration to speak of the rescule operation which they have to perform to retain their portion of the postal 
communications market. ln a rapidlychangingworld, postal administrations must bedetermined to makeevery effort 
to confront necessity. Fortunately, their leaders are increasingly aware of the two basic objectives they have to 
aim for: improving the standard of service while introducing new services meeting user needs. If these two objec
tives were lost sight of, it would make it easier for private companies, competition from which is already keenly 
felt in many countries. 

120 ln such a context of determined action if not an "aggressive" policy on the part of postal administrations, 
the latter will, 1 am sure, implement a number of activities, in particular: 

improving postal management to avoid bureaucratie unwieldiness and wasted energy which are handicaps 
for the postal services; 
reinforcing public information action aimed at making the administrative changes necessary, increasing 
the resources available, changing mentalities often too impregnated with elements bound up with the 
status of government department as well as strengthening the motivation of the staff, whose attitude is 
decisive. 

121 ln this general context, which must be based on continuity and development, the efforts to be made by 
the UPU take on a special significance. While protecting its image, the Post should, it is felt, turn more resolutely 
towards the future. The adoption of new technologies, the introduction of new services are challenges which 
the Post must take up. The vitality of a business, its capabilities and its very existence must rise from the very 
difficulties which it is called upon to overcome. The UPU's efforts are based on the de facto solidarity of ail 
administrations, quite apart from any other considerations likely to be brought up in this connection. They 
should tend to increase the Union's capability in terms of innovation, flexibility and coordination. That would 
make it possible to give priority to tackling substantive problems which are common to ail, even if they are of 
varying degrees of acuteness. ln that way, it would be possible to increase the overall usefulness of the UPU 
which, it must be admitted, seems to have waned in the last few decades. At the same time, it would be desirable 
for the UPU and the developed countries to increase separately their aid for the developing countries, primarily 
the poorest of them, in order to help them, in the postal field, to overcome their present difficulties and prepare 
themselves better for inevitable changes. 

122 With special reference to the International Bureau, the member countries expect of it, rightly moreover, 
inèreasingly sustained action in favour of the development and improvement of the postal services both in the 
work of the bodies and specific action in the field. From this point of view, the International Bureau cou Id play 
a bigger part within the framework, of course, of the powers given to it and the resources available. lt could, 
thus, help better the other permanent bodies of the UPU to fulfil their duties within the framework of the 
necessary flexibility in order to eut short criticism put forward to justify the organization outside the Union 
of meetings or conferences which are really the reason for the existence of the UPU. 
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123 ln terms of means of intervention, the International Bureau could give increased assistance to the other 
bodies of the Union while deriving the greatest practical advantage possible from the three tools it has at its 
disposai: technical assistance, public information and a fund of ideas and modern postal management and opera
tions techniques arising, in particular, from the work of the CCPS. 
The International Bureau would, of course, adapt its management to this new policy by, for instance, rearranging 
its structure and its work methods and making wider use of its staff for technical duties, which would give rise 
to the recruitment of genuine specialists, possibly for fixed terms. 
1 express the hope and the certainty that, in the spirit of cooperation which has always animated those respon
sible for the postal service at all levels, the tradition of the Post as a service available to the public will be main
tained and further strengthened. 

Berne, 11 April 1984 
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Foreword 

According to a well-established tradition, the Director-General of the International Bureau submits a report on 
the Union's finances to Congress. 

The Rio de Janeiro Congress fundamentally changed the financial system of the Union by introducing the new 
self-financing system, which was to corne into force on 1 January 1981. This reform required, with effect from 
1980, a thorough revision of financial and accounting procedures. Besides henceforth billing contributions in 
advance on the basis of the budget (and no longer on the basis of actual expenditure), the International Bureau 
had to draw up a financing plan so that funds could be invested to the best advantage as they became available. 
At the same time, it had to organize the transitional system with regard to the advances made by the Swiss Con
federation for the 1979 and 1980 financial years and which would be reimbursed by member countries at 20 per
cent per year from 1981 to 1990. The transition to the new system went smoothly and it was very encouraging 
to see that the great majority of member countries paid their contributions in time, with the result that we think 
that this new system will function hereafter to the complete satisfaction of the Union. 

Although the present report is essentially a financial one, its scope goes well beyond that of a simple submission 
of accounts or estimates of future expenditure in that it also gives a general view of the International Bureau's 
management. On the one hand it reflects the implementation of the tasks entrusted to the Bureau by the Rio de 
Janeiro Congress, and on the other it shows the infrastructure essential to the work which must be undertaken 
over the next five-year period. 

lt is for Congress to assess the volume of work to be given to the International Bureau, including that arising from 
new proposais adopted by Congress, and afterwards to act fairly by providing the Bureau with sufficient resources 
for it to be able to carry out fully and efficiently the tasks which member countries expect of it. Congress will 
thus establish a medium-term work programme, granting an adequate financial framework within which the Exec
utive Council and the Bureau management will be able to ensure that the proposed activities develop dynamically, 
while keeping that development at as economic and balanced a tempo as possible. 

As staff costs make up the greater part of the International Bureau's expenditure, the basis of an effective control 
of such expenditure resides in the authorized staff strength and optimum organization of the work as a whole. 
That is why I thought it of prime importance to have attached to this report as annex 1 the International Bureau 
organizational chart giving the staff table - as submitted to the Executive Council in March 1984 - since this 
staff strength was used as a basis for estimating the 1985 budget and thus represents the main point of departure 
for Congress to fix the net expenditure ceilings for future years. 

The present report is patterned on the practice followed at previous Congresses and takes particular account of 
the trends revealed in discussions at the more recent Congresses, which tried to provide for a reasonable growth 
of the Bureau's staff strength and organization over the next five-year period. lt should be recalled in this connec
tion that although one speaks of a five-year period when referring to the normal interval between two Congresses, 
Congress is called upon to make decisions for the period of five years ending with the entry into force of the Acts 
of the subsequent Congress, ie 1986-1990. 

The report falls broadly into two parts. 

Part 1, entitled "Financial situation on the eve of the Hamburg Congress", gives the results of the financial years 
1979 to 1983 (final approval of which is a matter for Congress) and the situation of the various Union Funds, 
and reviews the arrears position and the outstanding events which have influenced the Union's finances since the 
Rio de Janeiro Congress. A report is also given on the debtor and creditor situation and the position of the Union's 
own funds. 
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While part I deals more with a factual situation, part Il, entitled "Decisions to be taken by the Hamburg Congress", 
sets out the factors which Congress has to consider in fixing the expenditure ceilings for the next five-year period. 
This part could not be completed at the present time since certain expenditure, such as that relating to the sub
sequent Congress, can be assessed only during the Hamburg Congress. 

We thought it would be useful to give, in annex 2 to this report, an overall view of our Union's present financial 
system, some aspects of which differ considerably from those of the systems in other organizations of the United 
Nations family. This description will certainly benefit member countries which did not belong to the Executive 
Council and could not follow closely the transition from the former financial system to the new system of self
financing. 
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Part 1 

Financial situation on the eve of the Hamburg Congress 

1 Net expenditure ceilings set by Congress 

The Union's accounts submitted for final approval by the Hamburg Congress cover the five-year period 1979-
1983. lt should be made clear that this period is governed partly by the financial system of the Lausanne Congress 
(1976-1980) and partly by that of the Rio de Janeiro Congress (1981-1985) as shown below: 

Years 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 

Financial systems Lausanne financial system Rio de Janeiro financial system _______________ ._ _____________ ._ ____________ ~ 
Five-yearly 
accounts 

Accounts approved by the 
Rio de Janeiro Congress 

Accounts submitted for approval 
by the Hamburg Congress 

______ ._ _________________________ _, 

The annual expenditure ceilings for the activities of the Union's bodies were set by the Lausanne Congress and 
subsequently by the Rio de Janeiro Congress as follows: 

A. Lausanne financial system 

For each year from 1976 to 1980, article 122, paragraph 1, of the Lausanne General Regulations set the 
limit which net annual recurrent expenditure was not to exceed. 

2 A limit, set at 2135 200 Swiss francs, was provided for in article 122, paragraph 2, of the Lausanne General 
Regulations for expenditure relating to the 18th Congress. 

3 The limits set on annual expenditure, as provided for under 1 and 2 above, may, according to article 122, 
paragraph 3, of the Lausanne General Regulations, be exceeded by the Executive Council to take account 
of increases in salary scales, pension contributions and allowances, including post adjustments, approved 
by the United Nations for application to its staff working in Geneva. 

B. Rio de Janeiro financia/ system 

For each year from 1981 to 1985, article 124, paragraph 1, of the Rio de Janeiro General Regulations 
sets the li mit which net annual recurrent expenditure is not to exceed. 

2 A li mit, set at 1 750 000 Swiss francs, is provided for in article 124, paragraph 2, of the Rio de Janeiro 
General Regulations for expenditure relating to the 19th Congress. 

3 The limits set on annual expenditure as provided for under 1 and 2 above may, according to article 124, 
paragraph 3, of the Rio de Janeiro General Regulations, be exceeded by the Executive Council to take 
account of increases in salary scales, pension contributions and allowances, including post adjustments, 
approved by the United Nations for application to its staff working in Geneva. 
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4 The Executive Council is authorized, by article 124, paragraph 4, of the General Regulations, to adjust 
the amount of expenditure other than that relating to staff on the basis of the Swiss consumer price index. 

The following table shows precisely the statutory ceilings for net expenditure authorized for each of the years 
in question covered by the Acts of the Lausanne Congress (1979 and 1980) and by those of the Rio de Janeiro 
Congress (1981-1983). 

Year Nature Ceiling fixed by Congress Excess authorized under 
of 
expenditure Lausanne Rio Gen Regs, Gen Regs, art 124, para 3 

Gen Regs de Janeiro art 122, (Rio de Janeiro 1979) 
art 122 Gen Regs para 3 

art 124 (Lausanne at time during year 
1974) of budget of budget 

preparation impie-
mentation2 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

1979 Recurrent 14 467 500 +1783364 
Non-recurrent 1 2 135 200 

Total 16 602 700 +1783364 

1980 Recurrent 14 883 900 +2 083 430 

1981 Recurrent 17 166 500 + 430 126 + 366 100 

1982 Recurrent 17 586 300 + 851 632 + 766 100 

1983 Recurrent 17 848 600 +1 330 729 +1080800 

1 Ceiling set by the Lausanne Congress for expenditure relating to the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. 
2 Additional credits financed by withdrawal from the Reserve Fund. 

2 Results for financial years 1979-1983 

A. Genera/ remarks 

Statu tory 
limiton 

Gen Regs, authorized 
art 124, expenditure 
para 4 
(Rio de 
Janeiro 1979) 

Sfr Sfr 

16 250 864 
2 135 200 

18 386 064 

16 967 330 

+210 928 18173 654 

+397 518 19601 550 

+690 788 20 950 917 

The results for the financial years 1979-1983 were published and commented on in the Reports on the work 
of the Union for the years in question and were submitted for the approval of the Executive Council. Annex 3 
to this report recapitulates the Union's accounts for those five years in the form of a comparative table. 

ln accordance with article 124, paragraph 10, of the General Regulations and article 35 of the UPU Financial 
Regulations, the external auditing of the Union's accounts is carried out by the Government of the Swiss 
Confederation, which has declared its readiness to continue acting as external auditor of the UPU's accounts 
free of charge. Apart from the formai and physical auditing of the accounts, the external auditor is entitled 
to make comments on the efficiency of financial procedures, on the accounting system, on internai financial 
contrai and, in general, on the administration and management of the organization. The annual accounts, accom
panied by the relevant audit report, were submitted each year to the Executive Council which regularly approved 
them. 
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lt is proposed that Congress express its thanks to the Government of the Swiss Confederation for the generous 
help it has given with the Union's finances. A draft resolution to this effect is given in annex 5. 

lt is the prerogative of Congress finally to approve the Union's accounts on the basis of the annual financial 
reports, the conclusions of the auditor and the summarized table of figures given in annex 3. For this purpose, 
the Congress Secretariat has available, for members of the Finance Committee, the original auditor's reports 
for those years. 

The financial aspects of the UPU Provident Scheme are dealt with in annex 4. 

B. Budget of the Union and fixing of contributions 

Under the former financial system in force up until the end of 1980, the Executive Council gave provisional 
approval to the budget of the next financial year and then adjusted it during that year to take account of new 
factors arising since it was approved. The contributions of member countries were fixed after the closing of the 
accounts on the basis of actual expenditure and member countries had until the end of the year to pay their 
contributions. Consequently, the contributions of member countries corresponded exactly to actual net expen
diture and the budget of the Union was merely a straightforward administrative act to control and authorize 
expenditure for the use of the International Bureau and the Government of the Swiss Confederation in its capacity 
as Supervisory Authority and lender of funds. 

Under the new self-financing system (applied since 1 January 1981 ), however, the Executive Council approves 
from the start the definitive budget for the following year and at the same time fixes the amount of the contri
butions which member countries must pay by not later than the first day of the financial year to which the budget 
applies so that the International Bureau may dispose of the financial resources needed to meet the authorized 
expenditure. 

As the new financial system no longer allows the budget for the current year to be adjusted as flexibly as before, 
in May 1980 the Executive Council adopted the following new procedure: 
a Contributions are payable in advance on the basis of the budget which the Council approves during the 

year preceding the financial year. 
b The budget for the current financial year is no longer adjusted. 
c The credits entered in the budget for the remuneration of staff (salaries and allowances) are based on the 

scales applied by the United Nations Office in Geneva at 1 January of the year in which the budget is 
examined and contain no reserve for adjustments taking effect after that date. But, since such adjustments 
are nonetheless applicable to UPU officiais (General Regulations, article 124, paragraph 3), the supplementary 
credits required are withdrawn from the Reserve Fund, which must be maintained at a level high enough 
to meet this contingency. 

d Subject to the supplementary credits mentioned in c above, the increases likely to affect the other categories 
of expenditure (particularly general expenditure) are included in the budget; this concerns both actual 
increases and increases due to inflation. 

C. Evolution of expenditure 

The following table gives the evolution of net expenditure for the years 1979-1983 as compared with the statutory 
limit of expenditure (ceiling), the budget approved by the Executive Council (including supplementary credits 
from 1981 onwards) and the amount of contributions. 
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Year Ceiling Net budget Net budget Actual Actual Amount of 
of authorized approved by the including the net expenditure contributions contribution 
expenditure Executive supplementary unit 

Council 1 credits under 
Gen Regs, 
article 124, 
para 3 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

1979 18 386 064 17 380 200 17 380 200 15 862 0802 15862080 14 880 

1980 16 967 330 16 294 400 16 294 400 14 914 100 14 914 100 14150 

1981 18173 654 17 204 250 17 570 350 15 574 425 17 763 375 16 750 

1982 19 601 550 18152 500 18918600 17 098 547 18637500 17 500 

1983 20 950 917 19 031 500 20 112 300 18 558 679 18 637 500 17 500 

1 Not including payments into or withdrawals from the Reserve Fund. 
2 lncluding Sfr 2 038 822 of expenditure relating to the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. 

From 1979 to 1983 net recurrent expenditure rose each year by an average of 8.5 percent, quite a small increase 
when it is considered that the cost of living in Switzerland went up by about 5 percent per year over this period 
and that the International Bureau had to cope with the new work assigned to it by the Rio de Janeiro Congress 
(expansion of the language system, new financial system, greater use of UPU consultants, etc). 

There have been irregular monetary fluctuations which have somewhat disturbed the regularity of expenditure: 
the exchange rate for the US dollar in relation to the Swiss franc ranged betweén Sfr 1.56 (October 1979) and 
Sfr 2.20 (November 1982), ending up in December 1983 at Sfr 2.18, whereas the Lausanne and Rio de Janeiro 
Congresses had taken a basic rate of Sfr 3.30 and Sfr 1.62 for 1 US dollar respectively to fix the expenditure 
ceilings. The effects of these fluctuations on the finances of the Union were felt on the salaries and allowances 
paid to officiais in the Senior and Professional categories (under the United Nations common system) and in 
the sums which the UNDP reimburses to the UPU for the administrative costs of technical cooperation. 

The various factors affecting the Union's finances are dealt with in greater detail in chapter D below, which 
analyzes the "Accounts of the Universal Postal Union for 1979-1983" given in annex 3. 

D. Detailed analysis of the accounts 

a GROSS RECURRENT EXPENDITURE 

From 1979 to 1983, total gross recurrent expenditure increased from Sfr 15 585 813.10 in 1979to Sfr 20 582 721.69 
in 1983, giving an average annual increase of 8.02 percent. 

1 Staff expenditure 

From 1979 to 1983, staff expenditure (accounting for 79.78 percent of 1983 budgetary expenditure) increased 
by 30.98 percent. 
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Development of the staff strength can be seen as follows: 

Date International Bureau staff table Vacant posts 
approved by the Executive Council 

Elected Senior Protes- General Total Senior Protes- General Total 
officiais category sional Services category sional Services 

category category 

1.1.1979 2 16 37 75 130 

1.1.1980 2 16 37 75 130 3 4.0 

1.1.1981 2 16 37 80 135 2 2.5 5.5 

1.1.1982 2 16 37 80 135 2 0.5 2.5 

1.1.1983 2 16 39 81 138 0.5 0.5 

The above table calls for the following remarks in regard to the staff table: 
The Executive Council granted two new Professional category (P) and six new General Service category (G) 
posts during the five-year financial period 1979-1983. The total number of posts in the staff table, which 
had remained the same since 1 January 1977 (130 posts), was increased by eight posts in the course of the 
eight years from 1 January 1977 to 31 December 1984. 

ii The new posts were created at the following dates: 
4 G posts at 1 July 1980;1 

1 G post at 1 January 1981; 
1 G post converted into a P post at 1 July 1982; 
1 P post and 2 G posts at 1 January 1983. 

iii Four of these eight posts were due to the development of the UPU's language system and to 1979 Rio 
de Janeiro Congress resolution C 106, under which UPU documents had to be provided also in Chinese, 
German, Portuguese and Russian. The other four posts were created to cope with the steady increase in 
the work of the International Bureau, particularly in technical cooperation, finance, the postage-stamp 
service, and the letter-post and parcel-post sections. Consequently, only four posts (two P and two G) 
have been created in the course of eight years for the International Bureau's own needs. 

Apart from the extra costs occasioned by the eight new posts mentioned above, the increase in expenditure 
on staff is due to the regulation step increases and to ajustments in the salary scales decided by the United Nations 
for its staff working in Geneva, which are applicable to the International Bureau officiais with effect from the 
same dates. ln consequence, the staff costs of the Berne headquarters (excluding UPU consultants) rose by 7.5 per
cent per year between 1979 and 1983. 

ln regard to the consultants' remuneration and mission costs, it should be recalled that, in accordance with Rio 
de Janeiro Congress resolution C 38, the relevant credits were increased by 50 percent from 1 July 1981. These 
amounts have been employed with flexibility in that they have also been used for fellowships and equipment 
connected with the missions carried out by UPU consultants in the countries receiving this form of technical 
assistance. lt should be noted that this policy would have been impossible without the cooperation of most 

1 These four posts were created in application of Lausanne Congress decisions. 
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administrations which made consultants available to the UPU while continuing to pay their salaries. Since in such 
cases the UPU pays only an incentive bonus and travel costs and allowances, the total aid given with the help 
of these administrations is much greater than is suggested by a perusal of the Union's expenditure figures alone. 

2 Other International Bureau operating costs 

After a sharp increase of 25.40 percent between 1979 and 1980, the International Bureau's operating costs 
remained very stable since they increased by only 8.84 percent from 1980 to 1983. 

Article 21 - Cast of premises: Fuel prices increased sharply in 1979 and 1980. ln 1980, however, the amount 
of heating oil consumed was reduced by 11 percent as a result of various energy-saving measures. From 1981, 
the International Bureau implemented the plan for renewal and maintenance of the UPU building and its installa
tions approved by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress (1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress - Doc 4/Annex 7). From 
1982, the International Bureau also had to deal regularly with certain major repairs, made necessary because the 
building was getting older, such as repairs to the heat-expansion seals and to part of the basement flooring. 

At the same time, a study was undertaken in 1982 with a view to submitting proposais to Congress for measures 
likely to reduce significantly the consumption of fuel-oil and the costs of heating and air conditioning (see 
annex 9). 

Article 22 - Office furniture and machinery: With the additions to the language system support staff, extra 
offices had to be installed and furnished. From 1981, a start was made on the replacement of machines in accor
dance with the plan submitted to the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress (Congress - Doc 4/Annex 8). For example, 
the mini-computer was replaced in 1981 and supplementary peripheral equipment was added in 1982. Use of 
this computer was gradually expanded and decentralized and made it possible to mechanize and automate in a 
rational manner many routine tasks. The more efficient and up-to-date machines cost more to service than the 
aider types. 

Article 23 - Travel expenses: Travel expenses rose partly because of an increase in airline tares and partly because 
we attended more meetings of certain bodies of the United Nations family, in particular those of the UNDP 
regional bodies within the framework of technical cooperation. 

Article 24 - Office expenditure: ln 1979, postage costs were affected by the urgent dispatches of proposais 
for the Rio de Janeiro Congress. 

Article 25 - Reproduction of documents and publications: Printing and binding of the Rio de Janeiro Congress 
documents (especially outside printing and binding of the Annotated Acts) was a big expenditure item in the 
1979 and 1980 accounts. lt should also be noted that, from 1981, the cost of reproducing the documents in 
Chinese, German, Portuguese and Russian was subsidized, in accordance with Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution 
C 106. 

Article 26 - "Union Postale": Expenditure on "Union Postale" is largely dependent on increases in the cost of 
paper and printing in Switzerland and on the rising cost of producing the master copies for certain language 
versions made outside Switzerland. 

Article 27 Library, film library and public information: ln accordance with Congress resolution C 104, the 
Memorandum on the role of the Post was republished in 1981 and a sum of Sfr 50 000 was set aside in 1982 for 
activities connected with World Communications Year 1983. 
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Article 29 - Sundry expenditure: The cost of hospitality increased because of the rise in prices. An official car 
was purchased in 1980 and the other one replaced in 1982. A higher contribution to the operating costs of United 
Nations bodies is due to the increased activity of the International Civil Service·Commission (ICSC) and to a more 
expensive United States dollar, the currency in which this contribution is paid. 

b NON-RECURRENT EXPENDITURE 

Expenditure relating to the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress 

The 1979 financial year bore the costs of the Rio de Janeiro Congress (travel of secretariat, technical arrangements 
for interpretation, production of documents du ring Congress, etc), on which expenditure came to Sfr 2 038 821.93 
and so did not reach the ceiling fixed by Congress at Sfr 2 135 200 (Lausanne General Regulations, article 122, 
paragraph 2). 

c ADMINISTRATIVE RECEIPTS 

Except for the 1981 financial year, the administrative receipts remained quite stable over the five-year period 
under review. ln relation to 1979, they rose by about 15.35 percent. The detailed evolution of the various sources 
of receipts is considered below. 

Article 61 - Reimbursement of costs: The reimbursement of the administrative costs of technical cooperation 
was affected by the backlash of UNDP's financial crisis. On the other hand, with the expansion of the Russian 
and Portuguese language services as from 1981, reimbursements under this head increased. 

Article 62 - lncome from sales of publications: Incarne from the sale of publications to administrations varies 
from one year to another according to the publications programme. 

Article 63 - Rent for premises: Incarne from the letting of offices and conference rooms was in line with changes 
in the Swiss market in this connection. 

Article 69 - Sundry receipts: Up until 1980 the unused balance of credits transferred to the "account for credits 
granted for previous year" (credits brought forward from the previous year's budget) was entered in the books as 
an incidental receipt but as from 1981, under the new financing system, these residues have been paid into the 
Reserve Fund. 

d PA YMENTS INTO AND WITHDRAWALS FROM THE RESERVE FUND 

With the introduction of the new financial system two new chapters have been added to the traditional budgetary 
accounts of the Union, namely, an expenditure chapter for payments into the Reserve Fund (chapter 4) and a 
reèeipts chapter for withdrawals from it (chapter 7). 

Chapter 4 - Payments into the Reserve Fund: Under article 22 of the UPU Financial Regulations, the budgetary 
credits cancelled at the end of each financial year are paid into the Reserve Fund. At the same time, in order to 
provide the Reserve Fund with enough liquid assets to finance the supplementary credits, the Executive Council 
decided to supply the said Fund through the Budget with Sfr 400 000 in 1981 and Sfr 380 000 in 1982. 
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Chapter 7 - Withdrawals from the Reserve Fund: Up until 1980 (former system) small sums (Sfr 7829.72 in 
1979 and Sfr 717.55 in 1980) were withdrawn from the Reserve Fund to round off the contribution unit. As 
from 1981 (new system). the Executive Council authorized the Director-General to withdraw from the Reserve 
Fund the supplementary credits required for financing the increases in staff remuneration decided by the UN 
after the approval of the budget. The supplementary credits came to Sfr 366 100 in 1981, to Sfr 766 100 in 1982 
and to Sfr 1 080 800 in 1983. ln addition, 1983 saw the first withdrawal from the Reserve Fund for the purpose 
of maintaining the amount of the contribution unit at the same level as in 1982 (to this end the Executive Council 
had provided in the budget for a withdrawal of Sfr 429 000). 

e CONTRIBUTIONS 

During the five-year period under review the contributions of member countries developed as follows: 

Year Number Number Amount Total amount 
of member countries of contribution units of contribution unit of contributions 

Sfr Sfr 

1979 159 1066 14 880.00 15 862 080.00 

1980 160 1054 14 150.00 14 914 100.00 

1981 164 1060.51 16 750.00 17 763 375.00 

1982 166 1065 17 500.00 18 637 500.00 

1983 166 1065 17 500.00 18 637 500.00 

1 As Kuwait had requested to be transferred from the 5 to the 10 unit contribution class from 1 July 1981, its contribution 
amounted to 7.5 units for 1981 as a whole. 

Whereas in 1979 and 1980 contributions were calculated on the basis of actual expenditure, from 1981 the 
contribution unit was fixed in advance by the Executive Council when approving the budget for the following 
year. 

By making use of the Reserve Fund the Executive Council managed to maintain for three years (1982, 1983 and 
1984) the amount of the contribution unit at the same level as in 1982. 

3 Rise in the cost of living 

As the International Bureau settles its accounts almost entirely in Swiss francs, this being the currency of account, 
the rise in the cost of living in Switzerland plays an important role in the increase in expenditure and especially 
in staff costs. The continuous rise in prices is reflected in the Swiss consumer price index, the evolution of which 
is shown in the following table: 
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Year Swiss consumer price index lncrease (in percent) over 

Base 100: September 1977 Base 100: 1978 1978 the preceding year 

1978 100.8 100.00 

1979 104.4 103.6 + 3.6 +3.6 

1980 108.6 107.7 + 7.7 +4.0 

1981 115.7 114.8 +14.8 +6.5 

1982 122.2 121.2 +21.2 +5.6 

1983 125.8 124.8 +24.8 +3.0 

The average increase for the five-year period 1979-1983 was thus around 5 percent per year. 

Pursuant to Lausanne Congress resolution C 29, the Executive Council, in cooperation with the Director-General, 
paid special attention to the effects of the rise in prices by drawing up the budget at the lowest possible level 
commensurate with the needs of the Union. To this end, the presentation of the draft budget was improved so as 
to indicate for each budgetary item the percentage increase over the budget of the previous year and to distinguish 
in the case of general expenditure between actual increases and increases due to inflation. ln addition, effective 
measures are being taken as regards the implementation of the budget by means of strict verification of the 
expenditure committed and by the procedure of calling for tenders. 

The rise in the cost of living affects the Union's expenditure in two different ways, depending on whether it is 
a question of: 
a staff expenditure, or 
b other operating costs of the International Bureau. 

a Effect of inflation on staff expenditure 

According to article 122, paragraph 3, of the Lausanne General Regulations (or article 124, paragraph 3, of the 
Rio de Janeiro General Regulations), the Executive Council is authorized to exceed the expenditure ceiling in 
order to apply to International Bureau staff the increases in the salary scales, pension contributions and allow
ances, including post adjustments, approved by the United Nations for its staff working in Geneva. 

This mechanism for adjusting staff costs to the rise in the cost of living was introduced as from the 1969 Tokyo 
Congress. Since then, Congress fixes the expenditure ceiling on the basis of the last budget approved by the 
Executive Council, in which staff costs are based on the United Nations salary scales in force at the beginning 
of the year in which the budget is drawn up, regardless of any future increase which would at that time be hypo
thetical. The adjustments decided by the United Nations after this base date are applied to the UPU staff with 
effect from the same dates but are regarded as unaffected by the ceiling. 

The increases in staff expenditure covered by the General Regulations and decided by the United Nations during 
the years 1979-1983 were brought to the attention of the Executive Council as given in the table below. lt 
should be stated that, as from 1981 (new financial system) these adjustments were made in two stages, viz: 
a inclusion in the budget of adjustments made between the date taken into consideration for fixing the 

expenditure ceiling and the beginning of the year in which the budget is approved; and 
b "supplementary credits" withdrawn from the Reserve Fund for the adjustments made after approval of 

the budget. 
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Year 1 ncreases in staff expenditure (unaffected Total lncrease (in percent) 
by ceiling) approved by the United Nations for (2 +3 +4) over 

Senior and General Pensions the base the 
Professional Service (including selected previous 
category staff staff cost-of-living by Congress year 

allowance 
for pensioners) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

Lausanne financial system - Base: salary sca/es on 1.2.1974 

1979 a Adjusted budget 270 759 1023802 488 803 1 783 364 20.3 -0.3 

1980 a Adjusted budget 449 019 1004723 629 688 2 083 430 23.5 2.7 

Rio de Janeiro financia/ system - Base: sa/ary scales on 1.1.1979 

1981 a Budget 183 769 23 517 222 840 430 126 
b Supplementary credits 292 375 64425 9 300 366 100 

Total 476 144 87 942 232 140 796 226 7.2 

1982 a Budget 305 779 79 608 466 245 851 632 
b Supplementary credits 537 750 214 950 13400 766100 

Total 843 529 294 558 479 645 1 617 732 14.5 6.8 

1983 a Budget 615102 112 121 603 506 1330729 
b Supplementary credits 668 320 377 780 34 700 1080800 

Total 1 283 422 489 901 638 206 2 411 529 21.5 6.1 

b Effects of inflation on the other operating costs of the International Bureau 

The rise in prices directly affects expenditure other than that relating to staff, ie expenditure relating to the 

building (heating, maintenance, repairs, cleaning, insurance, etc), travel costs, the cost of producing documents, 
purchase of furniture, machinery, equipment and sundry costs. 

Up until 1980, the rise in these costs was covered by the general increase of 5 percent per annum which Congress 

allowed for this purpose when fixing the ceiling of recurrent expenditure for each of the years of the next finan
cial period. The Rio de Janeiro Congress put an end to this procedure and inserted into the General Regulations 

a new provision (article 124, paragraph 4) giving the Executive Council the possibility of adjusting each year 
the amount of expenditure (other than that relating to staff) included in the ceiling on the basis of changes in 
the Swiss consumer price index. This method of indexing is quite similar. to the one used for staff expenditure 
(see a above) except that the International Bureau is not authorized to withdraw supplementary credits from 
the Reserve Fund in order to finance the increases in general expenditure arising after approval of the budget. 
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The adjustments in expenditure other than those relating to staff which the Executive Council is authorized to 
make by virtue of article 124, paragraph 4, of the Rio de Janeiro General Regulations are as follows: 

Year Swiss consumer price 
index CPI 

Date Index 

Lausanne financial system 

1979 

1980 

Adjustment of expenditure 
other than that relating 
ta staff 

Sfr 

not applicable 

not applicable 

lncrease (in percent) over 

the base selected 
by Congress 

Rio de Janeiro financial system - Base: Sfr 4 056 300 based on December 1978 CP/= 101.0 

1981 

1982 

1983 

December 1979 

December 1980 

December 1981 

106.2 

110.9 

118.2 

210 928 

397 518 

690 788 

4 Advances by the Government of the Swiss Confederation 

a Former financial system 

5.2 

9.8 

17.0 

the previous 
year 

4.4 

6.6 

Until the end of 1980, the Government of the Swiss Confederation made the necessary advances for running the 
International Bureau, in accordance with article 122, paragraph 7, of the General Regulations (Lausanne 1974). 
ln resolution C 17, the Rio de Janeiro Congress instituted a plan whereby the sums advanced by Switzerland for 
the 1979 and 1980 financial years would be repaid to that country over the years 1981-1990 by instalments 
of 20 percent of actual 1979 expenditure over the period from 1981 to 1985 and then of 20 percent of actual 
1980 expenditure over the period from 1986 to 1990. However, several countries have already repaid in advance 
part or ail of the sums owed for 1979 and 1980. As a result, but without taking into account the Joan for the 
building (see chapter 6 below) the debt to Switzerland for the expenditure of the Union and of the translation 
services operating in connection with the International Bureau has evolved as follows: 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

Advances ........... 24 821 508 32 756 371 28 575 911 24 015 490 20 983 586 

1 nterest on overdue 
payments ........... 421 042 445 575 481 729 576 860 643 426 

25 242 550 33 201 946 29 057 640 24 592 350 21 627 012 
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The figure for 1983 breaks down as follows: 

Expenditure to be billed by instalments: 
1979 financial year (balance) ..................... . 

- 1980 financial year (balance) ..................... . 

Contributions for 1979 financial year .... . 

Contributions for previous financial years .. . 

Supplies and services to member countries .. 

lnterest on overdue payments (Union member countries) .....................•. 

Translation services (including interest on overdue payments) ....•............... 

Cash received in December 1983, paid to Switzerland in January 1984 .............. . 

b New financial system 

Swiss francs Percent 

4 454 290 20.60 
12 126 550 56.07 

1 016 212 4.70 

1 327 613 6.14 

102 599 0.47 

599 836 2.77 

1478635 6.84 

521 277 2.41 

21 627 012 100.00 

Article 124, paragraph 10, of the Rio de Janeiro General Regulations provides that, in the case of temporary 
financing shortfalls, the Government of the Swiss Confederation may be asked to make the necessary short-term 
advances on conditions to be fixed by mutual agreement. During discussions on the practical ways and means of 
applying the new financial system, the Swiss Government stated that such advances would be made at the rate 
of interest corresponding to the average cost of the short-term loans of the Swiss Confederation. During the first 
three years of the new financial system, the Union's funds have been sufficient to avoid recourse to such advances. 

5 Arrears 

Since, despite the establishment of a new financial system, the former financial system (based on advances made 
by the Government of the Swiss Confederation) will continue to subsist for a transitional period of 10 years, 
the debt situation relating to each system should be examined separately. 

a Former financial system 

The debts under the former financial system include all bills for contributions and supplies sent to member 
countries up to the end of 1980 and the bills for the three instalments representing 20 percent of actual expendi
ture in 1979 sent to member countries up to the end of 1983. 

The arrears due from member countries in relation to these debts are as follows: 

Date Contributions Supplies Regulation Total 
interest 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

End 1979 .......... 1789479 446 346 377 568 2 613 393 
End 1980 ...... 1 819 840 583 042 418 552 2 821 434 
End 1981 ...... 1 516 542 169 514 455 998 2 142 054 
End 1982 ...... 1685205 125 889 545 441 2 356 535 
End 1983 ...... 1 597 510 102 599 599836 2 299 945 
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b New financial system 

As regards the new financial system, in force since 1 January 1981, the arrears situation has developed as follows: 

Date Contributions Supplies Regulation Total 
interest 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

End 1981 .......... 56923 39 767 96 690 
End 1982 .......... 470 349 245 165 125 414 840 928 
End 1983 .......... 958 939 436 869 224 117 1 619 925 

lt should be noted that, following the practice of other agencies in the United Nations system, these two tables 
do not yet include contributions for the current financial year as arrears even though they are already liable to 
interest on overdue payments, in accordance with article 124, paragraph 8, of the General Regulations. Where 
supplies are concerned, the International Bureau has applied the six-month time limit for payment in force under 
the Lausanne Acts, the Executive Council having provisionally reintroduced this time limit in 1982. 

ln pursuance of Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 89, the International Bureau has continued to make every 
effort to obtain the payment of arrears relating to the former as well as the new financial system. ln addition to 
reminders, the Bureau issues six-monthly circulars listing member countries with their contributions in arrears. 
lt also makes sure that this problem is brought up when it happens to carry out missions to debtor countries and 
it welcomes the good offices of UNDP Resident Representatives who offer to approach the governments of the 
countries to which they are accredited. 

Quite recently, the International Bureau has introduced a new procedure enabling certain debtor countries to 
settle their debts to the UPU without thereby requiring them to obtain major credits and currency export permits 
from the appropriate authorities. This solution consists in offsetting the sums owed to the Union by these 
countries against those due to them under the general liquidation account of transit charges and surface-mail 
terminal dues by employing the mediation of a third country and the clearing-house role of the International 
Bureau. As this procedure has already proved its worth on several occasions, the Executive Council decided in 
March 1984 to propose that Congress agree toits general application by adopting to this end the recommendation 
contained in proposai 09. 

Lastly, in accordance with Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 89, the Executive Council studied the problem 
of arrears and proposes that the next Congress take certain measures to reorganize the finances of the Union 
(on this subject, see Congress - Doc 8 and related proposais 1526.1, 1526.91 and 1526.92). When these proposais 
are examined, Congress should take account of the arrears situation for the new financial system set out in the 
foregoing table, which reveals that (although contributions were kept unchanged from 1982 to 1984) arrears 
tend to increase by around Sfr 750 000 per year (ie about 4 to 5 percent of total contributions). 

6 Union's building 

A full survey of the Union's commitments must include the finances of the International Bureau building. lt will 
be recalled that the site does not belong to the Union, but is leased to it on a 99-year peppercorn rent renewable 
for the same period. 

The construction of the building was financed by a grant of Sfr 1000000 from the City and Canton of Berne 
and a loan of Sfr 18189 082.80 from the Swiss Confederation. lnterest is payable at 3 percent per annum, and 
the loan is repayable in 40 equal instalments of Sfr 786 903 until the year 2010. At the end of the 1983 financial 
year, the amount outstanding on the loan was Sfr 14 421 595. 
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7 Reserve Fund 

The Reserve Fund was originally set up by the 1957 Ottawa Congress to stabilize as much as possible the size 
of the contribution unit. The Fund is financed annually from the profits on the sale of postal identity cards, 
international reply coupons and postal travellers' cheques. Until 1980, a small sum was withdrawn from it every 
year when the accounts were closed in order to make the total net expenditure to be met by member countries 
divisible by the number of contribution units. 

When the self-financing system was introduced, the Rio de Janeiro Congress made fundamental changes in the 
role of the Reserve Fund, the main purpose of which was henceforth to cover shortfalls in financing (article 124, 
paragraph 9, of the General Regulations). Bearing in mind also the provisions which the Executive Council had 
to introduce in 1980 in order to apply the new financial system as from 1981 (article 22 of the Financial Regula
tions), the Reserve Fund may be used for three distinct purposes: 
a to cover shortfalls in financing so as to avoid as far as possible the recourse to loans; 
b to balance the budget or reduce the amount of contributions; 
c to finance the supplementary credits resulting from the increases in staff remuneration decided by the 

United Nations. 

The Reserve Fund is maintained by: 
a the budgetary credits cancelled at the end of each financial year, which include: 

the budgetary surpluses of the financial year, and 
ii the residue of credits left over from the "account for credits granted for previous year"; 

b interest payments to the Union; 
c the profit realized on the supply of postal identity cards, international reply coupons and postal travellers' 

cheques; 
d the credits which the Executive Council decides to include in the Union budget to adjust the Fund. 

The level of the Reserve Fund is fixed by the Executive Council which, in accordance with the arrangements 
laid down in the UPU Financial Regulations, also supervises how it is used. During the period 1979-1983, the 
accounts of the Reserve Fund evolved as follows: 

Balance at start of the financial year .. 

lnpayments 

a Cancelled budgetary credits: 
budgetary surpluses of the finan-
cial year ........ . . . . . . 

ii surpluses from previous financial 
year (residue of account for credits 
granted for previous year) ..... 

b 1 nterest payments to the Union .... 
C Profit from supply of postal identity 

cards, international reply coupons and 
postal travellers' cheques ....... 

d Credits included in budget ...... 

Total incarne ....... 

Withdrawals 

Supplementary credits to adjust staff 
remuneration in accordance with UN 
decision . . ........ . 

1979 

Sfr 

493 010.81 

19 286.77 

19 286.77 

Withdrawal to reduce contribution . 7 829.72 

Total expenditure. . . . . . 7 829.72 

Balance at end of financial year. . . . . 504 467 .86 
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1980 1981 1982 1983 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

504 467.86 518 365.66 3 574 611.24 6 332 497.88 

2 155 049.99 1 925 053.49 1 276 278.31 

97 594.99 194 484.40 27 981.50 
731 099.50 993 848.15 858 929.75 

14 615.35 38 601.10 30 600.60 20 338.18 
400 000.00 380 000.00 

14 615.35 3 422 345.58 3 523 986.64 2 183 527.74 

366 100.00 766 100.00 1080800.00 
717.55 116657.35 

717.55 366 100.00 766 100.00 1 197 457.35 

518 365.66 3 574 611.24 6 332 497 .88 7 318 568.27 
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However, this presentation is somewhat misleading since the balance of the Reserve Fund is not available in its 
entiretv1, part of it being tied up in the form of stocks (postal travellers' cheques, international reply coupons 
and postal identity cards) and especially in the form of debts owed by member countries which it is hoped will 
be eventually recovered. Taking this tied up capital into account, the following table recapitulates the net situation 
of the Reserve Fund at the end of each year from 1979 to 1983: 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

Balance at end of financial year ...... 504467.86 518 365.66 3 574 611.24 6 332 497.88 7 318 568.27 

Tied-up capital (debtors and stocks) ... 512 267.80 391 861.45 1 413142.09 2 151 662.00 2 957 264.34 

Liquid balance actually available at end 
of financial year ............... -7 799.94 126 504.21 2161 469.15 4 180 835.88 4 361 303.93 

Taking account, on the one hand, of the withdrawals from the Reserve Fund decided by the Executive Council 
in 1984 and 1985 to reduce the amount of contributions (Sfr 2 905 0002 in 1984 and Sfr 990 000 in 1985) and, 
on the other hand, the assumed increase in tied-up debts (debtors in arrears), the amount available in the Reserve 
Fund is likely to drop to about Sfr 1 600 000 at the end of 1984 and to Sfr 550 000 at the end of 1985. 

When this question was examined in March 1984, the Executive Council took the view that in future the Reserve 
Fund should be maintained at a high enough level to be able to continue effectively its present three-fold 
function, though it was recognized that in the long term consideration might be given to using it for other 
purposes. For example, it might be possible to use the Fund to repay Switzerland the arrears from the former 
financial system still owed at the end of the transitional period provided for in Rio de Janeiro Congress resolu
tion C 17 or to facilitate the recovery of arrears by abandoning the interest on overdue payments owed by the 
debtors, who would undertake to settle their debts in accordance with a strict amortization plan. However, the 
matter is not urgent since proposais along these lines would not be submitted until the next Congress after 
Hamburg at the earliest . 

. As it is both difficult and risky to speculate on the future evolution of the Reserve Fund, the Executive Council 
considered it preferable to continue its practice of deciding each year on the amount to be employed for balancing 
the budget and fixing in consequence the size of the Reserve Fund at a level that seems reasonable under the 
circumstances rather than setting a rigid ceiling. 

8 Social Fund for the UPU International Bureau staff 

The Social Fund was originally set up by the 1957 Ottawa Congress for cases in which the social security measures 
taken by the Union proved insufficient. lts original purpose was subsequently extended to cover the granting of 
loans, gifts or allowances to help Bureau staff members or their survivors and to promote and subsidize staff 
cultural, sporting and social activities, in accordance with regulations applicable as from 1 January 1973. 

1 ln March 1984, the Executive Council considered how that part of the Reserve Fund actually available for financing purposes 
should be brought out more clearly in the financial statement of the Union. To this end, it decided to show separately, in the 
form of a "reserve account", that part of the Reserve Fund made up of debts difficult to recover represented by the debtors in 
arrears whose contributions and payments for supplies are owed for the years preceding the current financial year. 
2 lncluding a sum of Sfr 1856 600 relating to expenditure on the 19th Congress. 
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The Social Fund belongs to the Union, although its assets are separate from the Union's other property. lt is run 
by a Joint Administrative Board comprising five staff members, two of whom are appointed by the Director
General of the International Bureau and three by the Staff Association Committee. The main resources derive 
partly from payments made annually by the Swiss PTT Corporation under an agreement between that Corpora
tion and the International Bureau, and partly from the yield on the Fund's capital. At 31 December 1983, that 
capital amounted to Sfr 2125 402.95. ln 1978, the Executive Council decided to hold the capital in reserve for 
any social security mishap, because the UPU has to ensure the financial equilibrium of its Provident Scheme 
(Vienna Congress resolution C 9). 

9 UPU Special Fund 

The UPU Special Fund, set up by the Executive Council in 1966 and consolidated by the 1969 Tokyo Congress, 
gives the Union additional facilities for helping postal administrations increase their development potential, 
especially vocational training. lt is financed solely by voluntary contributions from member countries and 
Restricted Unions and by any donations from international, governmental and non-governmental organizations. 
Contributions may be in cash or kind, but only section A "Cash contributions" is referred to in this report. 

The income and expenditure of the UPU Special Fund regular programmes were as follows: 

UPU Special Fund programme 1979 

Sfr 

Contributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 266 764 

Programme expenditure . . . . . . . . . . 197 954 

1980 

Sfr 

229 187 

339 638 

1981 

Sfr 

322 096 

390 690 

1982 

Sfr 

375 926 

350 335 

1983 

Sfr 

347 654 

258 083 

The accounts for the 1983 programme have not yet been drawn up, because the Regulations on the administrative 
and financial management of the UPU Special Fund allow credits to be used up to 12 months after the first half 
of the financial year following that for which they were allocated. ln 1980 and 1981, the excess of expenditure 
over contributions was financed by the surplus receipts of previous years. Besides the regular programme, the 
Fund has also administered contributions from Belgium to a special programme for the Sahel countries, the 
finances of which have been as follows: 

Special Sahel programme 1979 1980 

Sfr Sfr 

Contributions . . . . . . . . . 539 499 

Expenditure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153 073 544 201 

1981 

Sfr 

364 817 

186 941 

1982 

Sfr 

255 188 

226 476 

1983 

Sfr 

488 526 

559 188 

At the end of the 1983 financial year, the UPU Special Fund's resources amounted to Sfr 1 212 417.68, including 
Sfr 650 702.94 for the special Sahel programme and Sfr 115 244.09 for the programmes under way on 31 Decem
ber 1983. ln May 1983, the Executive Council fixed the 1984 UPU Special Fund programme at Sfr 352 500, plus 
a supplementary list worth Sfr 98 500 to be implemented if more funds can be raised or savings made. At its 
February-March 1984 session, the Executive Council fixed the 1985 programme at Sfr 353 700, plus a 
supplementary list amounting to Sfr 70 000. 

Should the Hamburg Congress give final approval to the accounts of the Union for the years 1979 to 1983, it may 
wish to adopt the draft resolution given in annex 6. 
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Part Il 

Decisions to be taken by the Hamburg Congress 

1 Role of Congress 

As stated in annex 2, Congress has to fix the Union's maximum expenditure for the period covered by its deci
sions, ie, separate ceilings for: 

ordinary (recurrent) expenditure for each year in the next financial period; and 
ii special expenditure relating to the subsequent Congress and any definite non-recurrent work to be done 

during that period but not in a specific year. 

These ceilings have to be included in article 124 of the General Regulations. 

2 Next financial period 

Article 124 of the current General Regulations lays down the expenditure limits for 1981 to 1985, the period 
covered by the Rio de Janeiro Acts. 

The new financial period should run from 1986 to 1990, even if the Hamburg Acts do not go into force on 
1 January 1986. ln that case, a provision should be inserted in the Final Protocol to the General Regulations to 
the effect that the ceiling for 1986 shall apply as from 1 January of that year (see proposed text in annex 13). 

3 Method proposed for fixing the ceilings 

A. Ordinary and recurrent annual expenditure 

ln view of the procedure followed by previous Congresses, it would seem that the Hamburg Congress could fix 
the ceiling for ordinary and recurrent annual expenditure to be inserted in the General Regulations, article 124, 
paragraph 1, as follows: 

take as a basis the latest full Union budget, namely that for 1985 as drawn up by the Executive Council at 
its March 1984 session (see annex 7); 

ii extrapolate from this basis by adding two distinct elements: 
the normal growth factors needed to enable the International Bureau to do the Union's existing work. 
This element will be fixed on the basis of the data given below by the International Bureau. These 
factors are regulation step increases for staff, emoluments of additional staff to deal with the normal 
expansion of its work, the updating (to offset rising costs) of budgetary credits allocated to technical 
assistance and the upkeep of the UPU building and its technical installations; 
the financial effects of the new activities decided on by the Hamburg Congress, which will be calcu
lated while Congress is in progress for inclusion in the ceilings for the years in question; 

iii thereby fixing the maximum net expenditure on the Union's ordinary and recurrent activities for each of 
the years 1986 to 1990. 
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B. Exceptional and non-recurrent expenditure 

This consists of expenditure relating to specific activities not renewed each year and for which a separate ceiling 
has to be fixed in the Acts of the Union. An outstanding example is the 20th Congress which will follow the 
Hamburg one. 

The ceiling for expenditure on the 20th Congress to be inserted in the General Regulations, article 124, para
graph 2, can only be fixed during the Hamburg Congress when the venue of the 20th Congress is known. 

4 Exceeding the ceilings fixed by Congress 

By fixing the above expenditure ceilings, the Union would have a clear financial framework for drawing up its 
annual budget. However, the General Regulations include strict provisions according to which these ceilings may 
be exceeded to meet unavoidable expenditure resulting from the following circumstances. 

A. Rise in the cost of living 

Since the expenditure ceilings will be based on the salary scales and the prices in force when the 1985 budget is 
drawn up and do not take account of rises in the cost of living likely to take place in the next five-year period, 
the Executive Council is authorized: 

to exceed the limits laid down to take account of increases in the salary scales, pension contributions or 
allowances, including post adjustments, approved by the United Nations for application to its staff working 
in Geneva (General Regulations, article 124, paragraph 3); 

ii to adjust, each year, the amount of expenditure other than that relating to staff on the basis of the Swiss 
consumer price index (General Regulations, article 124, paragraph 4). 

B. Major unforeseen repairs to the building 

The Executive Council, or in case of extreme urgency the Director-General, may authorize the prescribed limit to 
be exceeded to meet the cost of major and unforeseen repairs to the International Bureau building provided, how
ever, that the amount of the increase does not exceed Sfr 65 000 per annum (General Regulations, article 124, 
paragraph 5). 

For all other cases in which the ceilings fixed by Congress prove inadequate to ensure the smooth running of the 
Union, they may only be exceeded with the approval of the majority of Union member countries, after they have 
been consulted in accordance with article 124, paragraph 6, of the General Regulations. 

5 Ceilings of ordinary and recurrent expenditure proposed for 1986-1990 

As, described in part 11, chapter 3, the present chapter deals with the elements to be taken into consideration in 
fixing the annual ceilings of ordinary and recurrent expenditure actually calculated in annex 11. The starting 
point is the sum of Sfr 21 012 000, the total net expenditure in the Union's budget for 1985 as approved by the 
Executive Council in March 1984. That budget is given in detail in annex 7. 
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A. Expenditure on staff needed to handle the expected expansion of present duties 

The 1985 budget, taken as the basis for fixing the ceiling, comprises 138 staff posts, viz: 2 elected officiais, 
16 Senior, 39 Professional (P) and 81 General Service (G) category (details are given in the organizational chart 
in annex 1 ). 

To be able to handle only the present duties of the Union, the ceiling must take account of the following factors: 

Regulation step increases 
To the basic amounts taken into account in the 1985 budget for the remuneration of the 138 staff posts 
should be added the financial effect of regulation step increases in the same grade from 1986 to 1990. The 
ceiling for each of those years should therefore include the sums needed to cover such increases in respect 
of basic salaries, post adjustments and contributions payable to the Provident Scheme. 

ii Extra staff 
Although, on the whole, the present organization of the International Bureau seems appropriate to the 
Union's future needs, past experience suggests that the work will continue to expand during the next five 
years. We have no evidence to the country. 
Since the Rio de Janeiro Congress, the International Bureau has managed, by various measures for rational- . 
ization and reorganization, to make only partial use of the possibility given to it by that Congress of engaging 
one P and one G official per annum (as from 1981) to cope with the normal expansion of the Union's work. 
The fact is, between 1981 and 1985, only 4 new posts, 2 P and 2 G, were created (on this subject, see part 1, 
chapter 2, D, 1 ). However, there are limits to all economy measures, and it will not be possible to put off 
an increase in staff, however small, indefinitely. Therefore, with a view to sound administration and so as to 
avoid holding up the work, we ask the Hamburg Congress to authorize a moderate staff increase from 1986 
to 1990 at the same rate as that authorized by the Lausanne and subsequently the Rio de Janeiro Congress 
as from 1976, ie, an average of one Professional category (Pl and one General Service category (G) posta 
year. Wh ile such an increase would be in accordance with the policy adopted by the two previous Congresses 
for fixing the Union's annual expenditure ceilings, it should be emphasized that the above figures are purely 
for guidance. lt is not proposed that the International Bureau should be given a free hand to create new 
posts as it sees fit, but simply that the Executive Council should have elbow room when necessary if the 
expansion in work requires it to take action. This would be done by proposais in the budget that the 
Director-General submits annually to the Executive Council, which would decide on the desirability of 
creating the proposed new posts. 

iii Activities of the UPU consultants 
ln accordance with Rio de Janeiro resolution C 38, the budgetary credits for UPU consultants' missions 
were increased by 50 percent and raised from Sfr 790 000 in 1979 to Sfr 910 000 in 1980 and then to 
Sfr 1 180 000 for each year from 1981. ln addition, that resolution authorized more flexible use of these 
credits to enable them to finance fellowships and equipment connected in principle with the UPU con
sultants' missions. The Hamburg Congress has been asked to consider proposai 016, in which the Executive 
Council suggests that the budgetary credits available for technical assistance be increased by 40 percent to 
make up for the inflation recorded since the Rio de Janeiro Congress. Should this proposai be accepted, 
the amount would be increased to Sfr 1 652 000 as from 1986 and provision would have to be made in the 
1986-1990 ceilings for the increase of Sfr 472 000 in this sum over the Sfr 1 180 000 already included in 
the 1985 budget. 
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B. Other International Bureau operating costs 

Subject to any decisions taken by Congress on specific proposais of which we are not yet aware, the ceiling must 
allow for the following items: 

Replacement of International Bureau machines 
The Lausanne Congress rejected the suggestion that a replacement fund for the offset equipment should be 
set up, but decided to include in the expenditure ceiling for each year a fixed sum for the graduai replace
ment of this equipment, on the understanding that the Executive Council should decide on the inclusion of 
the annual credits needed when it approved the budget. As this decision implies medium-term replacement 
planning, the Bureau drew up an investment expenditure plan for each of the five years of the subsequent 
financial period. The Rio de Janeiro Congress adopted the same approach and fixed the ceiling for 1981 to 
1985 on the basis of the replacement plan drawn up by the Bureau but covering not only the offset equip
ment but also the replacement of that of the typing pool and computer section and the official cars. On the 
assumption that the Hamburg Congress will wish to follow this practice, we have drawn up an overall plan 
for the replacement of all this equipment between 1986 and 1990 with an effort to spread the expenditure 
as evenly as possible. This plan, which is given in detail in annex 8, does not require the inclusion of any 
supplementary credit in the ceiling since the expenditure provided for in each of those years is around 
Sfr 200 000 and a similar credit has already been included in the 1985 budget on which the ceiling for 
1986-1990 recurrent expenditure is based. 

ii Upkeep of the UPU building 
The Lausanne Congress rejected the proposai for setting up a building maintenance fund and opted for five
year planning of the expenditure on the upkeep of the building and its installations. ln this spirit, the Inter
national Bureau has drawn up the expenditure plan in annex 9 for which provision should be made from 
1986 to 1990 to meet the current costs of upkeep, surveillance and repairs and the replacement of worn 
items of equipment. Expenditure on the upkeep of the building is estimated at Sfr 200 000 per annum 
(annex 9, paragraph 14), but there is no need to increase the ceiling to take account of this since a similar 
credit has already been included in the 1985 budget on which the ceilings for 1986 to 1990 are based. 

iii Technical facilities for simultaneous interpretation 
For the reasons given in detail in paragraphs 15 to 25 of annex 9, the International Bureau proposes that, 
over the next five years, Congress renovate the technical simultaneous interpretation facilities of the large 
conference hall (work spread over the years 1986-1988) and refit the interpreters' booths of the ground
floor conference hall (work spread over the years 1989-1990). Should Congress follow these two sugges
tions, it would be necessary to include in the ceilings of recurrent expenditure for 1986-1990 a credit of 
Sfr 50 000 for each of the first three years and Sfr 70 000 for the last two years. 

iv Energy savings 
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The UPU buildingwas constructed in 1968-1970 at a time when, energy being cheap, much less importance 
than today was attached to heat insulation and to the efficiency of heating and air-conditioning systems. 
Aware of the importance of this problem - and in particular of potential energy savings - the International 
Bureau carried out a study in 1982-1983 with the assistance of the firm of architects which designed our 
building. The results of this study are given in annex 10, which proposes that Congress take a series of 
rileasures regarding improvements to the insulation of the building and to its windows and the heating and 
air-conditioning facilities. According to the plan proposed in chapter IV of annex 10, the cost of these mea
sures would be spread over the next five-year period - Sfr 180 000 in 1986 and 1987 and then Sfr 120 000 
per annum from 1988 to 1990. Although this investment might appear surprising at first sight, it must be 
recognized that the subsequent savings will make it possible not only to recover the entire outlay but above 
all to put the sums saved to better use. 
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C. Financial effects of decisions taken by the Hamburg Congress 

Wh ile the items discussed above concern the Bureau's existing work, the definitive ceiling will have to cover the 
financial effects of the new decisions taken by the Hamburg Congress. 

Linder Tokyo Congress resolution C 17, which we consider still applies to the 19th Congress, the Secretary
General has to assess the annual amount of the expenditure arising from each proposai likely to involve financial 
consequences for the Union until the next Congress. These will be quantified during the session, and Congress 
will have to take a decision about them and incorporate their financial effects in the expenditure ceiling to be 
included in the General Regulations, article 124, for 1986 to 1990. 

D. Possible postponement of 20th Congress 

The Rio de Janeiro Congress inserted the following clause at the end of article 124, paragraph 1, of the General 
Regulations: "The basic limit for 1985 shall also apply to the following years in case the Congress scheduled for 
1984 is postponed". lt is proposed that the Hamburg Congress update this provision by laying down that the 
basic limit for 1990 should also apply to the following years in case the Congress scheduled for 1989 is postponed. 
ln practical terms, this means that as the Hamburg Congress will have fixed the ceiling for each of the years from 
1986 to 1990 in accordance with the recurrent method based on an initial amount of Sfr 21 012 000, the ceiling 
applicable to subsequent years in the event of postponement of the 20th Congress would be fixed by using the 
same method to extrapolate the limit set for 1990. 

6 Ceiling of exceptional and non-recurrent expenditure 

For the reasons already given in part Il, B, chapter 3, a clear distinction should be made between the ceiling of 
annual expenditure proper (ordinary and recurrent expenditure) and the limits to be fixed for exceptional expen
diture which does not recur every year. 

On the basis of the information currently available to us, the following non-recurrent expenditure would have to 
be provided for up to 1990. 

A. Ceiling of expenditure on the 20th Congress 

ln order to fix a separate expenditure ceiling for the 1989 Congress, that expenditure will have to be assessed, 
which can only be done during the Hamburg Congress, because the expenditure depends mainly on where the 
20th Congress meets. Such an estimate is very difficult to make, and will only be approximate, owing to the 
many imponderables. 

So as to simplify the work of Congress, we thought it useful to give in annex 12 a table showing, for comparative 
purposes, the actual expenditure incurred for the 18th Congress ( Rio de Janeiro 1979) and the budget for the 
19th Congress (Hamburg 1984). lt has to be realized that if the 20th Congress is held outside Europe, account 
will have to be taken of all the factors allowed for in connection with the Rio de Janeiro Congress (including the 
increase due to the cost-of-living rise in the meantime). 

B.· Other special expenditure 

At the moment we know of no special work to be done during the next five years. Accordingly, and subject to 
any exceptional work decided upon by the Hamburg Congress, the only special expenses (apart from the cost of 
the following Congress) are those for major and unforeseen repairs to the International Bureau building provided 
for in article 124, paragraph 5, of the General Regulations. 
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Conclusions 

While part I of this report gives in detail the results of the accounts for 1979-1983 to which Congress will be 
asked to give final approval, the purpose of part 11 is to provide as full a summary as possible of the financial 
resources which the International Bureau will need for the programme decided on by Congress for the next 
five years. Drawing up financial forecasts for so long a period is difficult enough as it is because work always 
tends to increase and we do not yet know some of the policies which Congress may wish to pursue. 

To understand the parts played by the ceiling and the budget in UPU finances, it should be remembered that 
the ceiling of expenditure fixed by Congress is purely restrictive; it does not represent the level of actual annual 
expenditure determined by the Executive Council. The annual budget is the expression of the current real needs 
as assessed in due course by the Executive Council and the Director-General; these latter supervise in that way, 
as efficiently and economically as possible, the implementation of the action programme assigned to them by 
Congress. The result is that, while the level of actual expenditure has to be lower than the ceilings provided for 
by Congress, it may even be a lot lower if needs do not develop according to the estimates on which these ceilings 
are based. 

Over the past five years, the Executive Council and the International Bureau have shown a constant concern to 
prepare the annual budget at the lowest possible level compatible with the needs of the Union. If Congress is 
prepared to grant the annual ceilings indicated by the present estimates of the cost of the action programme 
drawn up, it can do so in the certainty that the Executive Council and the International Bureau, when preparing 
the annual budget, will make every effort to observe, as in the past, maximum economy compatible with the real 
needs of the Union. 

Berne, 12 April 1984 MI SOBHI 
D irector-General 
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Organizational chart of the International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union 

Budgeted posts included in the 1985 Union budget 

Division 1 
Legal and Administrative Division 

Assistant Oirector-General 1 post D2 
Secretary ½post G 

1 1 
Section L Section K Section El Section A 

Finance, Data Personnel Administration Legal and 
processîng constitution al 
and Providen t questions 
Scheme 

1 post P5 1 post D 1 1 post ~ :2 
1 post D1 

1 post P4 1 post P4 2 posts 1 post P4 
3 posts P3 1 post P3 1 post P2 2 posts P3 
5 posts G 1 post P2 49½ posts G 1 post G 

3½ posts G 

10 posts 7½ posts 53½ posts 5 posts 

Total number of budgeted posts in the 1985 Union budget: 138 
12 elected officiais (DG and DDG), 16 Senior category, 39 Professional category 
:ind 81 General Services category) . 

1 
Section B 1 

Surface mail 
Uetter•post 
economic 
questions} 

1 post D 1 
1 post P4 
1 post P3 
1 post P2 
1½posts G 

S½posts 

1 lncluding common services (supplies, typing pool, dispatch, printing of documents, etc}. 

Director-General 1 post DG 

Secretary 1 post G 

Deputy Director- 1 post DDG 
General 

Secretary 1 post G 

Division Il 
Postal Services Division 

Assistant Director-General 1 post D2 
Secretarv ½postG 

1 1 
Section B 2 Section C 

Surface mail Airmail 
(except and postal 
letter·post financial 
economic services 
questions) 

1 post P5 1 post P5 
1 post P4 1 post P4 
1 post P3 1 post P3 
1 post p 2 1 post G 
3 posts G 

7 posts 4 posts 

il lncluding 1 liaison officer with the translation services operating in connection with the International Bureau. 
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Section S 1 postP 5 
Oirector-Gener al's 1 post P 4 
Office 11/tposts G 

1 1 
Section 1 Section F 

Information Operational 
and activities: 
documentation Africa/Europe/ 

Arab countries 

1 post P5 1 post P5 
1 post P4 1 post P4 
2 posts P3 3 posts P3 
3 posts G 2 posts G 

7posts 7 posts 

Oirector·General DG 
DDG 
D2 
D 1 
P5 
P4 
P3 
P2 
p 1 

Oeputy Director-General 
Assistant Oirector-General 
Senior Counsellor 
Counsellor 
Assistant Counsellor 
First Secretary 
Second Secretary 
Third Secretary 

1 
Division 111 
Technical Cooperation and Postal Studies 
Division 

Assistant Director-General 1 post D 2 
Secretary ½postG 

1 

1 1 
Section G Section H 

Qperational Administrative 
activities: and financial 
America/Asia questions/ 

General 
affairs 

1 post D 1 1 post P5 
1 post P4 1 post P4 
2 posts P3 2 posts P3 
t½posts G 4 posts G 

5½posts 8 posts 

1 
Section D 

Postal studîes 
programme 
and CCPS 
secretariat 

1 post D 1 
1 post P4 
3 posts P3 
1 post G 

6 posts 

("") 
0 
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0 
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Description of the present financial system of the UPU 

1 Principles of the Union's financial system 

The fundamental principles of the financing system of the Union set up by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress are 
as follows: 

Congress fixes the expenditure limits relating to the activities of Union bodies (ceilings) applicable during 
the next financial period (Constitution, article 21, paragraph 1, and General Regulations, article 124). 

ii Within the framework of the ceiling fixed by Congress, the Executive Council considers and approves the 
annual budget for the following year submitted by the Director-General of the International Bureau (Gen
eral Regulations, article 102, paragraph 6, i. ii) and fixes in consequence the contribution of each member 
country. 

iii The contributions of member countries are calculated on the basis of the budget and must be paid in 
advance but not later than the first day of the financial year to which the budget refers. After that date, 
contributions are subject to interest on overdue payments at 3 percent per annum for the first six months 
and 6 percent per annum from the seventh month (General Regulations, article 124, paragraph 8). 

iv The currency of account is the Swiss franc, which is used for fixing the ceiling, establishing the budget, 
keeping the books and, as a general rule, for payments to be made to the Union. 

v To caver shortfalls in Union financing, a Reserve Fund is employed, the amount of which is fixed by the 
Executive Council (General Regulations, article 124, paragraph 9). 

vi The Government of the Swiss Confederation supervises the bookkeeping and audits the accounts of the 
International Bureau. ln the event of temporary financing shortfalls, it also makes the necessary short-term 
advances on agreed conditions (General Regulations, article 124, paragraph 10). 

2 Role of Congress - Fixing the expenditure ceiling 

Congress assumes three main tasks, namely: 
giving final approval to the accounts of the Union for the previous financial period (Financial Regulations, 
article 37, paragraph 2); 
examining the financial consequences of proposais involving expenditure for the Union up to the next 
Congress (Tokyo Congress resolution C 17); 
fixing the limits of expenditure relating to the activities of the Union bodies (ceilings) applicable during the 
next financial period (Constitution, article 21, paragraph 1, and General Regulations, article 124). 

The main task of Congress in the field of finance is to fix the limit which the Union's net expenses (gross expen
diture minus administrative receipts) may not exceed during the five-year period following the coming into force 
of the new Acts. The provisions of the Acts governing the expenditure ceiling are contained in the Constitution, 
article 21, paragraphs 1 and 2, and in the General Regulations, article 124, paragraphs 1 to 6. 

The provisions of these articles prompt the following comments: 
a Congress fixes separate ceilings, viz the ceiling of normal expenditures (recurrent expenses) for each year of 

the period during which the Acts of Congress will be in force, and ceilings of special expenditures relating 
to the convening of the following Congress and to any specific, non-recurrent tasks to be carried out during 
the same period, where the year of implementation cannot be fixed precisely. 
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b Provisions relating to the exceeding of the normal annual expenditure ceiling are laid down to meet the 
expenditure inevitably involved in: 

postponement of the meeting of the next Congress (General Regulations, article 124, paragraph 1, 
last sentence); 
increases in salary scales, pension contributions or allowances, including post adjustments, approved 
by the United Nations for application to its staff working in Geneva (General Regulations, article 124, 
paragraph 3); 
the adjustment to the cost of living of expenditure other than that relating to staff (General Regula
tions, article 124, paragraph 4); 
major and unforeseen repairs to the International Bureau building (General Regulations, article 124, 
paragraph 5); 
exceptional circumstances, it being understood that such exceeding of the limits must be approved 
by the majority of member countries of the Union after due consultation (General Regulations, 
article 124, paragraph 6). 

Fixing the ceilings raises delicate problems because there is sometimes a certain amount of confusion between 
the notion of "ceiling" and that of "budget". The role of Congress is not to lay down in advance the detailed 
budgets for the next five years, but consists in mediurn-term planning of the UPU's activities, fixing a framework 
within which the Executive Council will subsequently approve each annual budget for the next financial period. 

3 Role of the Executive Council 

a Tasks of the Executive Council 

ln financial matters, the annual tasks of the Executive Council are: 
to consider and approve the annual budget of the Union (General Regulations, article 102, paragraph 6, 
j, ii); 

ii to fix the contributions of member countries (General Regulations, article 124, paragraph 8); 
iii to fix the amount of the Reserve Fund (General Regulations, article 124, paragraph 9). 

These three tasks are clearly reflected in the structure of the annual budget of the Union. 

b Structure and form of the budget 

The annual budget of the UPU takes the form of a single budget, broken down by nature of expenditure and 
covering both normal annual expenditure and expenditure related to the meeting of Congress. The structure of 
the budget is laid down in articles 8 and 9 of the Financial Regulations, which divide the budget into four chapters 
of expenditure, viz two traditional chapters "Staff expenditure" (chapter 1) and "Other International Bureau 
operating costs" (chapter 2), a special chapter "Expenditure relating to Congress" (chapter 3) and a chapter 
"Payment into Reserve Fund" (chapter 4) in which the Executive Council decides on the budgetary credits 
needed so as to fix the amount of the Reserve Fund at a reasonable level in the light of financing needs. For their 
part, the receipts are divided into three chapters, viz a chapter relating to the "Contribution of member countries" 
(the Executive Council shares out total net expenditure among all member countries according to the contribu
tion classes referred to in the General Regulations, article 125, paragraph 1), a chapter entitled "Administrative 
reèeipts" (reimbursement of costs, sales of publications, letting of premises, etc), and a chapter ''Withdrawal from 
Reserve Fund" in which the Executive Council fixes the amount that may, if necessary, be withdrawn from the 
Reserve Fund to stabilize or reduce the contributions of member countries. 

The budget chapters are subdivided into articles and items (on this subject, see the Union budgets for 1984 and 
1985 in annex 7 to this report). 
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c Consideration and approval of the budget 

The draft budget is first given detailed consideration by the Executive Council Finance Committee, then by the 
Council itself which adopts a resolution in which it approves the Union budget and fixes the contribution unit 
and any payments into or withdrawals from the Reserve Fund. The approved budget and the related Executive 
Council resolution are then sent in appropriate form to all member countries of the Union together with the bill 
relating to their contribution. ln pursuance of the UN-UPU Agreement, the budget approved by the Executive 
Council is also sent to the United Nations. 

4 Role of the Director-General of the International Bureau 

a Draft budget 

The Director-General prepares the draft annual budget of the Union at the lowest possible level consistent with 
the requirements of the Union and submits it in due course to the Executive Council for consideration (General 
Regulations, article 109, paragraph 2, a). 

For each of the items included the budget document gives the figures from the current budget and the accounts 
of the previous year and provides a full justification of the credits requested by setting out the reason for differ
ences in relation to the previous budget. The draft budget is accompanied by explanatory annexes requested by 
the Executive Council or which the Director-General regards as necessary or useful. 

b Jmplementation of the budget 

ln approving the budget, the Executive Council authorizes the Director-General to commit expenditure and make 
the corresponding payments up to the amount of the credits allocated. 

c Supp/ementary credits 

Subject to his making a report to the next session of the Executive Council, the Director-General is authorized to 
commit, over and above the credits allocated, the amounts required to cover expenditure incurred by the increase 
in staff remuneration decided on by the United Nations. ln case of extreme urgency, the Director-General is 
authorized to commit the necessary expenditure to meet the cost of major and unforeseen repairs to the Inter
national Bureau building, up to the amounts fixed in article 124, paragraph 5, of the General Regulations. 

The funds required for these particular cases are withdrawn from the Reserve Fund, with the result that the 
contributions paid by member countries for the current financial year are not affected by these supplementary 
credits. 

5 Reserve Fund 

The Reserve Fund is primarily used for covering shortfalls in Union financing. lt serves as the first buffer for cases 
where the income from contributions, supplies billed to administrations and other debtors is delayed and does 
not suffice to meet the current obligations of the Union. However, the Executive Council may also provide for 
withdrawals from the Reserve Fund either to balance the budget or to limit the level of this Fund and reduce the 
amount of member countries' contributions. Under this provision, the Executive Council authorized the Director
General to draw from the Reserve Fund the supplementary credits needed to cover the increases arising, after the 
budget was approved, in the salary scales, pension contributions or allowances, including post adjustments, as and 
when these were implemented by the United Nations for their staff working in Geneva and made applicable to 
the staff of the UPU International Bureau with effect from the same date. 
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The Reserve Fund is maintained by: 
a budgetary credits cancelled at the end of each financial year; 
b the surplus of the interest paid to the Union over that paid by the Union to the Government of the Swiss 

Confederation; 

c the profit realized each year on the supply of postal identity cards, international reply coupons and postal 
travellers' cheques; 

d the credits included in the Union budget to adjust the Fund. 

From the foregoing it follows that the balance of the Reserve Fund is not available in its entirety but is in part 
composed of debts that it is hoped to recover eventually. To bring out more clearly in the Union balance-sheet 
that part of the Reserve Fund actually available for financing purposes, the Executive Council decided to show 
separately in the form of a "reserve account" that part of the Reserve Fund made up of debts difficult to recover 
and owed by debtors in arrears whose contributions and payments for supplies (including the cost of simultaneous 
interpretation for the Union's bodies) are still outstanding for the years previous to the current financial year. 

6 Financing of the Union 

The financing of Union expenditure is chiefly covered by the annual contributions of member countries which, 
in accordance with article 124, paragraph 8, of the Gene rai Regulations, must be paid in advance. 1 n the case of 
financing shortfalls, the Director-General first turns to the Reserve Fund (the level of which is fixed by the 
Executive Council in the light of requirements) and then, in the last resort, to short-term advances by the Govern
ment of the Swiss Confederation which the latter has stated it is ready to make on the conditions obtainable on 
its country's financial market. 

lt should be emphasized that the contributions cover only 90 percent of gross budgetary expenditure since this 
expenditure is partly financed from administrative receipts (reimbursement of costs, sales of publications, rent 
of premises, etc) and by the withdrawals which the Executive Council decides to make from the Reserve Fund. 

Financing requirements are higher than the amount of actual budgetary expenditure for the year because of extra
budgetary expenditure arising from the cost of obtaining supplies of international reply coupons, postal identity 
cards, postal travellers' cheques and other items supplied by the International Bureau - ABC publications for 
example - and the cost of simultaneous interpretation for the Union's bodies. Admittedly, these costs are recov
ered as soon as possible from the member countries concerned, but it remains that such extra-budgetary expen
diture is a burden on Union finances during the period needed to recover it. 

Thus, in contrast to most other agencies of the United Nations family, the UPU (and the ITU) does not possess a 
working capital fund to cover its financing needs but relies mainly on the contributions which member countries 
pay in advance and on the possibility of using, in case of need, its Reserve Fund to avoid as far as possible the 
recourse to loans. 

7 Currency of account 

The Union expenditure ceilings mentioned in article 124 of the General Regulations are expressed in Swiss francs. 

The choice of this currency was quite a natural one because the International Bureau's expenses are incurred in 
the country in which the Union has its headquarters and are almost entirely in Swiss francs. ln addition to the 
fact that Swiss francs are laid down in the UPU Financial Regulations for preparing the budget and keeping the 
Union's accounts, this currency must also be used as a general rule for payments made to the Union (mainly 
payment of contributions). However, the latter may be made in other currencies, provided they can be converted 
into the currency of account. ln that case, the payments are evaluated and brought to account at the official rate 
applied at the time of collection. 
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8 Role of the Government of the Swiss Confederation 

a Winding up of the former financial system 

When the Union's self-financing system was established, the Rio de Janeiro Congress accepted the offer of the 
Government of the Swiss Confederation to grant the UPU a period of ten years in which to repay the advances 
it made at the time the financial system was changed. Accordingly the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress, in its resolu
tion C 17, instituted a plan for amortizing the actual expenditure in 1979 and 1980 to be repaid by member 
countries in instalments of 20 percent over the years 1981 to 1985 for 1979 expenditure and over the years 1986 
to 1990 for 1980 expenditure. Each year the International Bureau makes out separate bills for these instalments 
at the same time as for the following year's contribution, unless the administration concerned has already repaid 
in advance its contributions for 1979 and 1980. Any administration is in tact entitled to liquidate these contri
butions before the time limit fixed by resolution C 17 by paying at any time the sum still outstanding. 

ln accordance with the provisions in force before the change of system, the sums due to the Swiss Government 
are chargeable with interest in favour of that Government at the rate of 5 percent per annum reckoned from 
31 December of the year in which the bill is sent. The same applies to arrears in respect of years prior to 1979 
(resolution C 17). The International Bureau keeps separate accounts and pays regularly to the Government of 
the Swiss Confederation the sums received in respect of contributions and supplies relating to the years prior to 
1981. 

b Supervision of the accounting and auditing of the Union's accounts 

ln accordance with article 124, paragraph 10, of the General Regulations, the Government of the Swiss Confeder
ation supervises the International Bureau's accounting and appoints an external auditor who, at no cost to the 
Union, audits the form and substance of the Union's accounts (including the technical cooperation, special services 
and translation services accounts). The externat auditor writes an annual report for the Executive Council and 
may make observations not only on the financial procedures and the accounting system proper but also in a 
general way on the administration and management of the Union. 

c Advances 

ln accordance with article 124, paragraph 10, of the General Regulations, the Government of the Swiss Confeder
ation also agreed to make the necessary advances should the Union have temporary financing difficulties. ln 
contrast to the former system, this financial service has a time limit - it concerns short-term loans of less than 
one year - and a charge is made. However, it has been agreed that the rate of interest chargeable to the UPU Will 
correspond to the average cost of the Swiss Confederation's short-term loans. 

9 Financing of the translation services operating in connection with the International Bureau 

When the new financial system for the Union was set up, the spokesmen of the Arabie, English, Portuguese, 
Russian and Spanish language groups stated that the financial system of the Union would be applicable, mutatis 
mutandis, to their translation services operating in connection with the International Bureau at Berne, with the 
result that each translation service must be self-supporting since the financial regulations of the Union are appli
cable to them by analogy. 
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Accounts of the Universal Postal Union for 1979-1983 

Item 

Chapter 1 Staff expenditure 

Article 11 Basic salaries and related 
al/owances 

111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 

Basic salaries. . .......... . 
Post adjustment .......... . 
Non-resident allowances ..... . 
Other allowances ......... . 
Overtime .............. . 
Supplementary staff ....... . 
Provisional persona! allowance . . 

Total article 11 .......... . 

Article 12 Dependants' al/owance 

121 Family allowances ..... . 
122 Home leave ............ . 
123 Children's education 

grants ................ . 
124 Travel 

of dependants . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Total article 12 .......... . 

Article 13 Costs of recruitment and 
separation from service 

131 1 nstallation grants ......... . 
132 Removal expenses ........ . 
133 Travelling expenses on appoint-

ment or separation from service .. 
134 Repatriation grants and grant on 

death ................ . 

Total article 13 .......... . 

Article 14 Social security 

141 
, 142 

143 
144 

Sickness insurance ........ . 
Collective accident insurance .. . 
lnsurance allowances ....... . 
Contributions to the Provident 
Scheme ............... . 

145 Cost-of-living allowance for 
retired staff ............ . 

146 Medical examinations ...... . 

Total article 14 ......... . 

Article 15 Hospitaly al/owances 

151 Hospitality allowances of the 
Director-General and the Deputy 
Director-General ......... . 

Total article 15 .......... . 

Account totals 

1979 

Sfr 

5 592 362.65 
2 577 564.60 

31 575.85 
1 701.45 

10 450.90 
134 391.25 

94 067.70 

1980 

Sfr 

5 738639.25 
2 752 318.20 

27 750.00 
12 700.40 

1 355.25 
122 671.05 

1 157.75 

1981 

Sfr 

6 956 331.10 
1934064.30 

25 500.00 
12 508.85 
13 092.60 

114 787.40 

1982 

Sfr 

7 115 352.50 
2 186 347.10 

27 750.00 
13 928.80 
12 784.40 

213 514. 75 

1983 

Sfr 

7 638 316.95 
2 568 291.15 

28 350.00 
46 242.25 

8 426.65 
284 669.15 

8 442 114.40 8 656 591.90 9 056 284.25 9 569 677.55 10 574 296.15 

225 663.70 
139 023.25 

154 839.75 

16 983.35 

536 510.05 

27 093.40 

7 171.40 

73 986.15 

108 250.95 

136 158.50 
17 578.10 
40 365.15 

257 012.30 
204 942.35 

164 180.50 

21 835.00 

647 970.15 

29 250.00 
58 618.00 

15 105.35 

56 373.90 

159 347.25 

147 120.95 
17 993.45 

130 699.35 

1 733 586.95 1 739 838.65 

702 404.45 
10480.00 

770 358.60 
17 360.00 

269 570.05 
158 386.75 

176 097.85 

12 017.70 

616 072.35 

48 600.00 
106 113.40 

38 373.70 

90 973.20 

284 060.30 

154 086.05 
18 074.30 

151 045.05 

1 910423.85 

840 322.80 
17 693.90 

271 186.20 
231 975.90 

175 459.00 

11 119.85 

689 740.95 

50 100.00 
37 561.00 

46 541.00 

67 702.35 

201 904.35 

169 385.00 
18 351.25 

163 525.80 

1 988 219.60 

988 659.95 
16 850.00 

2 640 573.15 2 823 371.00 3 091 645.95 3 344 991.60 

19 500.00 19 500.00 19 500.00 17 874.85 

19 500.00 19 500.00 19 500.00 17 874.85 

333 058.75 
209 335.95 

170 091.25 

19 973.45 

732 459.40 

45 500.00 
74 634.60 

41 297.35 

42 704.20 

204 136.15 

197 520.60 
18 524.40 

186 545.10 

2 170 687.20 

1 138 874.80 
18 273.35 

3 730 425.45 

19 500.00 

19 500.00 
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Item 

Article 17 UPU consultants' 
remuneration and missions 

171 UPU consultants' remuneration .. 
172 UPU consultants' missions ..... 
173 Fellows basically linked with UPU 

consultants' missions ....... . 
174 Minar supplies and documents 

basically linked with UPU consul-
tants' missions ........... . 

175 Printing of UPU consultants' 
reports ............... . 

176 Telephone calls, telegrams and 
telex messages connected with 
171 to 174 ............. . 

179 Other costs arising from UPU 
consultants' missions ....... . 

Total article 17 .......... . 

Account totals 

1979 

Sfr 

153 418.98 
607 615.27 

13 806.00 

14 500.04 

789 340.29 

1980 

Sfr 

203 063.81 
497 596.07 

77 170.20 

5 157.60 

30982.00 

15 750.46 

12135.21 

1981 

Sfr 

307 332.69 
525 255.48 

296 517.43 

7 767.21 

16 074.00 

18 529.95 

6 388.54 

1982 

Sfr 

119 236.91 
321 716.27 

568 189.46 

123 765.69 

14 503.95 

31 706.81 

981.60 

1983 

Sfr 

121 240.99 
441 905.32 

505 569.01 

56 201.49 

8 260.10 

25 866.62 

776.59 

841 855.35 1 177 481.58 1 180 100.69 1 159 820.12 

Grand total chapter 1 . . . . . . . 12 536 288.84 13 148 635.65 14 245 044.43 15 004 289.99 16 420 637 .27 

Chapter 2 Other operating expenditure 
of the International Bureau 

Article 21 Premises 

211 Annual loan repayment to Swiss 
Confederation . . . . . ...... . 

212 Heating and air conditioning .. . 
213 Electricity and water ....... . 
214 Upkeep of premises and 

installations ............ . 
215 Upkeep of garden and 

indoor plants ........... . 
216 Cleaning ......... . 
217 lndurance of building .. 

Total article 21 ..... . 

Article 22 Furniture and office 
machinery 

221 Purchase of furniture ....... . 
222 Purchase of office machinery .. . 
223 Purchase of machinery for repro-

duction of documents and publi-
cations ......... · ...... . 

224 Upkeep of furniture and office 
machinery ............. . 

225 Upkeep of document and publi
cations production equipment .. 

226 lnsurance of furniture and 
machinery ............. . 

Total article 22 .......... . 

Article 23 Travelling expenses 

231 Travel of International Bureau 
staff on official business . 

232 Travel of EC and CCPS member 
country representatives . . . ... 

233 Travel and daily allowances of EC 
Chairman ............. . 

234 Travel of persans invited by EC 
and CCPS ............. . 

Total article 23 .......... . 
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786 903.00 
160 000.00 
98 355.00 

126 381.30 

23 314.80 
180 725.20 
23 224.20 

786 903.00 
214 856.20 
100 048.80 

214 862.10 

24 296.15 
185 300.55 
23 224.20 

786 903.00 
208 681.10 
106 291.40 

196 080.90 

29 058.45 
185 916.70 
26 587.20 

786 903.00 
205 551.30 
104 730.70 

281 236.85 

27 427.30 
199 098.30 

28 197.90 

786 903.00 
178 009.05 
117 072.35 

250 979.45 

31 910.60 
208 204.85 
28400.40 

1 398 903.50 1 549 491.00 1 539 518.75 1633145.35 1 601 479.70 

19 012.45 
61 107.35 

93 578.50 

31 812.80 

35 145.40 

4 081.10 

244 737.60 

170 964.49 

78 300.41 

166.40 

249 431.30 

20 796.20 
44 716.30 

41 071.10 

35 722.60 

41 070.30 

4081.10 

187 457.60 

178 591.10 

115139.21 

18 984.75 

312 715.06 

25 066.15 
51 963.30 

61 838.70 

41 282.40 

34 970.60 

4081.10 

219 202.25 

217 683.39 

112414.60 

21 755.00 

351 852.99 

59 424.65 
139 877.00 

80629.20 

53450,00 

29 598.80 

4 715.30 

367 694.95 

266 691.36 

128 222.86 

23 463.70 

418 377.92 

53 595.55 
131 415.85 

31 400.00 

65 235.15 

29 006.90 

5 307.20 

315 960.65 

280466.20 

113 007.45 

35 675.30 

2 938.00 

432 086.95 
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Item Account totals 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

Article 24 Office expenditure 

241 Postage ................ 180 239.05 130631.55 166 637.35 149 278.00 166 610.35 
242 Telegram and telex charges .... 34 369.94 24 720.67 31 390.22 30 509.83 31 989.21 
243 Telephone service .......... 73 936.82 58 579.60 40 366.50 56 971.22 63 965.50 
244 Office supplies ........... 54 782.40 54 290.19 77 821.34 71 157.35 63 190.10 
245 Transport costs ........... 433.60 684.20 1 014.50 1 164.28 662.65 

Total article 24 ........... 343 761.81 268 906.21 317 229.91 309 080.68 326 417.81 

Article 25 Reproduction of documents 
and publications 

251 Translation costs .......... 96 938.19 63 055.70 141 101.00 159 043.40 144 167.15 
252 Outside printing and binding ... 50631.70 564 576.54 221 928.50 145 697.70 149 538.40 
254 Offset printing materials ...... 42 176.65 54 318.70 24 079.50 38 550.45 63 685.05 
255 Offset paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 841.00 138941.85 118 583.15 63 050.00 129 085.45 
256 Production of photocopies .... 46 812.05 47 929.40 57 508.65 63 765.70 67 985.80 
257 Photocopying paper ........ 3 467.10 10 010.85 11 599.40 8 256.00 13 787.45 
258 Reproduction of documents and 

publications in Spanish at Monte-
video ................. 191 447.30 226 080.40 249 659.45 191 700.92 210 173.48 

259 Reproduction of documents and 
publications in Chinese, German, 
Portuguese and Russian ...... 100 000.00 159 648.00 174 962.90 

Total article 25 ........... 465 313.99 1 104 913.44 924 459.65 829 712.17 953 385.68 

Article 26 "Union Postale" 

261 Authors' and translators' fees ... 66 073.64 69 981.25 83 027.00 85 084.85 89 966.27 
262 Printing costs ............ 143 184.95 196 859.30 203 398.50 212 295.50 240 170.50 
263 Pu rchase of paper . . . . . . . . . . 23 212.00 
264 Distribution costs .......... 5 467.95 5 402.50 5 473.70 4 259.40 4 424.25 

Total article 26 ........... 237 938.54 272 243.05 291 899.20 301 639.75 334 561.02 

Article 27 Ubrary, film /ibrary and 
public information 

271 Library ................ 17 709.55 18156.52 22 986.33 23 157.64 20 792.54 
272 Film library ............. 2 456.60 2 361.80 301.00 1 278.00 
273 Public information ......... 23 508.48 13 648.95 21 442.09 69 784.72 46 527.43 

Total article 27 ........... 41 218.03 34 262.07 46 790.22 93 243.36 68 597.97 

Article 29 Sundry costs 

291 General hospitality expenses of 
Union ................ 28 006.61 38 995.25 45 933.65 48 750.15 55 342.25 

292 Special hospitality expenses of EC 
Chairman .............. 1 000.00 1 500.00 1184.15 

293 Lump-sum allowance of EC Chair-
man .................. 6 000.00 9 000.00 9 000.00 9 000.00 9 000.00 

294 Contribution ta the operating 
costs of United Nations bodies .. 24 500.66 26 792.48 36 432.67 39 209.10 45 798.68 

296 Official cars ............. 5 993.30 14 958.95 3 873.90 34 593.85 4 387.95 
297 Currency exchange lasses and bank 

charges ................ 2 118.92 868.15 869.27 843.35 1311.16 
299 Sundries ............... 1 600.00 3 483.70 3 763.25 4 048.15 12 570.45 

Total article 29 ........... 68 219.49 94 098.53 100 872.74 137 944.60 129 594.64 

Grand total chapter 2 ....... 3 049 524.26 3 824 086.96 3 791 825.71 4 090 838.78 4 162 084.42 
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Item 

Chapter 3 Expenditure relating 
to Congress 

Article 31 Travel of Secretariat 

311 Travel expenses and insurance. 
312 Subsistance allowance ...... . 
313 Auxiliary staff. 

Total article 31 

Article 32 Technica/ faci/ities for 
simultaneous interpretation 

Total article 32 . . . . 

Article 34 Communications 
and transport costs 

341 Postage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
342 Telegrams, telex and telefax .... 
343 Telephone . 
344 Transport ...... . 

Total article 34 ... . 

Article 35 Reproduction of documents 
during Congress 

Total article 35 . 

Article 39 Sundry costs 

391 Additional premises ....... . 
392 Office equipment ...... . 
393 Hospitality expenses .... . 
399 Sundry and unforeseen. 

Total article 39 ..... 

Grand total chapter 3 . 

Chapter 4 Payment into Reserve 
Fund 

Article 41 Payment into Reserve 
Fund .................. . 

Grand total chapter 4 ........ . 

Grand total of expenditure of the Union 
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Account totals 

1979 

Sfr 

424186.36 
717 916.48 

37 809.87 

1179912.71 

515 000.00 

2 095.15 
4 929.14 
4 953.97 

48 419.94 

60398.20 

239 201.07 

19 138.76 
9906.20 
4 005.25 

11 259.74 

44 309.95 

2 038 821.93 

1980 1981 1982 1983 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

2 555 049.99 2 305 053.49 1 276 278.31 

2 555 049.99 2 305 053.49 1 276 278.31 

17 624635.03 16972722.61 20591920.13 21400182.26 21859000.00 



Item 

Chapter 5 Contributions of member 
countries 

Article 51 Contributions of member 

Accou nt totals 

1979 1980 

Sfr Sfr 

Congress - Doc 4/ Annex 3 

1981 1982 1983 

Sfr Sfr Sfr 

countries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 862 080.00 14 914 100.00 17 763 375.00 18 637 500.00 18 637 500.00 

Grand total chapter 5 . . . . . . . . . . 15 862 080.00 14 914 100.00 17 763 375.00 18 637 500.00 18 637 500.00 

Chapter 6 Administrative receipts 

Article 61 Reimbursement of costs 

611 Technical cooperation adminis· 
trative costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

612 Cost of services provided for 
Russian and Portuguese language 
groups ............... . 

613 Postage and air surcharges .... . 
614 Turnover tax ........... . 

Total article 61 .......... . 

Article 62 Publication sales 

621 Sale of publications to adminis-
trations ............... . 

622 Sale of publications to private 
individuals ............. . 

623 Subscriptions to "Union Postale" 
paid by administrations ..... . 

624 Subscriptions to "Union Postale" 
paid by private individuals ..... 

625 Advertising in "Union Postale" .. 

Total article 62 .......... . 

Article 63 Letting of premises 

631 Rent .......... . 
632 Tenants' share of costs . . . . . . . 

Total article 63 .......... . 

Article 69 Sundry receipts 

691 Currency exchange gains. 
699 1 ncidental receipts ........ . 

Total article 69 .......... . 

Grand total chapter 6 ...... . 

Chapter 7 Withdrawal from 
Reserve Fund 

Article 71 Withdrawal from 
Reserve Fund ............... ·. 

Grand total chapter 7 .......... . 

867 499.93 

16 440.00 
19 592.55 
33 227.53 

914 303.22 

29 589.00 
20 298.00 
45 929.86 

1276672.07 

63 205.00 
27 175.75 
49 043.25 

1032883.63 

88 094.00 
22 118.70 
52 858.03 

823 992.16 

116134.35 
21 424.95 
63 356.01 

936 760.01 1010120.00 1416096.07 1 195 954.36 1024907.47 

121 691.40 

17 183.34 

49 940.00 

5 218.60 
27 963.45 

221 996.79 

380 242.60 
99 273.50 

479 516.10 

105.71 
116346.70 

151 178.00 

15 750.67 

51 892.00 

4 005.19 
18 346.75 

241 172.61 

382 923.20 
110 667.75 

493 590.95 

2 588.78 
310432.64 

413 921.20 

16 702.56 

48 213.00 

4 971.62 
18 967.00 

502 775.38 

398 334.10 
118307.95 

516 642.05 

566.31 
26 365.32 

154 920.10 

18 342.33 

47 682.00 

4 132.91 
14 966.70 

240 044.04 

428 625.48 
120 198.70 

548 824.18 

35.08 
11 724.60 

342 704.70 

16 299.17 

42867.15 

3 773.55 
17 373.30 

423 017.87 

431 811.29 
129 085.50 

560 896.79 

5.53 
15 214.99 

116452.41 313021.42 26931.63 11759.68 15220.52 

1 754 725.31 2 057 905.06 2 462 445.13 1 996 582.26 2 024 042.65 

7 829.72 717.55 366 100.00 766 100.00 1 197 457.35 

7 829.72 717.55 366 100.00 766 100.00 1 197 457 .35 

Grand total of Union receipts. . . . . . . 17 624 635.03 16 972 722.61 20 591 920.13 21400182.26 21 859 000.00 
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Summary 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

/. Recurrent expenditure of Union 

Chapter 1 Staff expenditure . . . . . 12 536 288.84 13 148 635.65 14 245 044.43 15 004 289.99 16 420 637.27 
Chapter 2 Other operating expendi· 
ture of the International Bureau . . . 3 049 524.26 3 824 086.96 3 791 825.71 4 090 838.78 4 162 084.42 

A. Gross expenditure (chapters 1 + 2) 15 585 813.10 16 972 722.61 18 036 870.14 19 095 128. 77 20 582 721.69 

B. Administrative receipts 
(chapte, 6). ...... . 1 754 725.31 2 057 905.06 2 462 445.13 1996582.26 2 024 042.65 

C. Net expenditure (A- B) . . . . . . 13 831 087.79 14 914 817.55 15 574 425.01 17 098 546.51 18 558 679.04 

Il. Expendiwre re/ating to the meeting 
of Congress (chapter 3) . . ..... . 

Ill. Payment into Reserve Fund 
(chapter 4) ............... . 

IV. Withdrawal from Reserve Fund 
(chapter 7) ............... . 

V. Total net expendiwre 
to be covered by member countries' 
contributions (chapter 5) (1 + 11 + 111-

2 038 821.93 

2 555 049.99 2 305 053.49 1 276 278.31 

7 829.72 717.55 366100.00 766 100.00 1 197 457.35 

IV) .................... 15862080.00 14914100.00 17763375.00 18637500.00 18637500.00 
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Provident Scheme of the Universal Postal Union 

1. Introduction 

This Scheme, set up on 1 January 1964, is placed under the supervision of the Swiss Federal Council and adminis
tered by a Management Board with three members: the Chairman of the Executive Council, the Director-General 
of the International Bureau and a staff representative. The Board, which reports to the Executive Council every 
year, has met five times since the Rio de Janeiro Congress. 

The UPU Provident Scheme, which covers International Bureau officiais and the staff of translation services 
whose language groups have entered into an agreement with it, protects members and their dependants against the 
financial consequences of incapacity, old age and death. The provident Scheme is based on the principle of capi
talization and is financed partly from regular employees' and employer's contributions and partly from its invest
ment income. 

Over the 1979-1983 five-year period the Management Board has paid very close attention to the actuarial situa
tion of the Scheme and to the problems of investing its assets. Although on the whole the investments and the 
income from them were very satisfactory, the Board decided to diversify and took certain measures likely to 
further improve the return on certain types of investment without undermining their security. 

Il. Changes in number of members and pensioners 

Year Serving members Pensioners Total 
membership 

Begin- Joined Left Died End of Begin- New Benefits End of (6 +10) 
ning year ning pension- stopped year 
of year of year ers 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1979 140 + 6 -11 135 37 +11 -1 47 182 

1980 135 +10 5 140 47 + 5 -4 48 188 

1981 140 + 8 6 142 48 +10 -2 56 198 

1982 142 + 7 7 -1 141 56 + 3 -4 55 196 

1983 141 +12 6 147 55 + 4 -2 57 204 
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111. Financial situation 

The accounts of the Provident Scheme are kept by the International Bureau and audited by the Federal Audit 
Office of the Swiss Confederation, which has approved them annually in a report to the Management Board and 
the Supervisory Authority. 

Accounts 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

Receipts 

Subscriptions ................ 2 804 288.25 2 932 207.15 3100 545.50 3 428 136.80 3 673 400.45 
Extra contributions and 
buying·in payments ............. 36 670.10 38 073.30 34 272.40 21 353.40 21 353.40 
lnterest on investments ........... 1 567 288.89 1 526 619.78 1 810 632.95 2 213432.21 2 360 119.76 
Payments from reinsurers . . . . . .... 39 268.80 40 719.00 42 533.70 44 742.90 50 916.60 
Sundry receipts . . . . . . . . ....... 1 511.50 2913.15 2 793.85 3 031.55 35 582.50 

Total receipts ................ 4 449 027.54 4 540 532.38 4 990 778.40 5 710 696.86 6 141 372.71 

Expenditure 

Statutory benefits. . . . . . . . ...... 1614044.30 1 524 619.80 1619838.05 2 648 788.50 2 016 907.95 
Subscriptions refunded to employer ... 9 816.40 27 088.85 14 538.80 6 386.15 
Reinsurance premiums ........... 32 690.40 33 843.10 34 992.40 35 194.80 41 907.00 
Former International Bureau building 
(maintenance, repairs, insurance, etc) .. 29 015.55 14 377.20 27 466.60 33 058.05 26 902.70 
Sundry expenditure ............. 19 669.51 10 046.05 8 106.75 17 193.90 37 059.20 

Total expenditure. . ............ 1705236.16 1609975,00 1704942.60 2 734 235.25 2 129 163.00 

Net surplus of receipts of 
Provident Scheme. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 743 791.38 2 930 557.38 3 285 835.80 2 976 461.61 4 012 209.71 

Balance·sheet 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

Assets 

Real estate and mortgage investments 2 605 591.94 2 955 533.09 3 024 795.19 3 156 814.08 3 236 457.10 
Shares .................... 1799055.00 2 128 400.00 2 276 100.00 2 738485.00 2 934 285.00 
Bonds (Swiss and foreign) ......... 15 282 162.46 17 757 456.00 21 648 068.95 25 966 671.45 29 284 769.45 
Loans to staff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 523154.05 1578958.55 1961960.10 2 364 309.55 2 288 754.10 
Available assets ............... 7 319 348.56 6 879400,54 5 608 107.78 3 596 345.38 4179 384.01 

28 529 312.01 31299748.18 34 519 032.02 37 822 625.46 41 923 649.66 

Liabilities 

Various creditors .............. 71 526.05 67 670.85 144 088.40 
Capital .................... 28 457 785.96 31 299 748.18 34 519 032.02 37 754 954 61 41 779 561.26 

28 529 312.01 31 299 748.18 34 519 032.02 37 822 625.46 41 923 649.66 

IV. Actuarial situation 

ln accordance with the Regulations, an actuarial valuation of the Provident Scheme is made at least once every 
three years. Two were therefore made, at 31 December 1979 and at 31 December 1982, the former being based 
on a technical rate of 4 percent per annum and the latter on one of 4.5 percent per annum. The Management 
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Board decided to carry out the actuarial valuations according to the "open group" principle, that is, by accepting 
the condition of "perpetuity" whereby the total number of members and their total salary should not drop in 
future. The purpose of the actuarial valuation is to find out, by comparing the assets and liabilities, whether 
there is a financial equilibrium - in other words, whether the assets of the Scheme, allowing for future contri
butions and interest receivable, are sufficient to caver current and future statutory obligations. The state of 
equilibrium is given by the rate of coverage, which is expressed in the form of a relationship between total assets 
on the technical balance-sheet (assets and current value of future contributions) and total liabilities (current 
value of current and future benefits). The last two valuations showed that the actuarial situation of the Provident 
Scheme is sound and balanced on the whole, as can be seen from the following table: 

Assets 

Assets and current value of future contributions ..... 

Liabilities 

Current value of pensions being paid and future benefits 

Surplus (+)/Deficit (-) .................................. . 

Rate of coverage: Assets . . . . . . 
Liabilities 

Date of actuarial valuation 

31.12.1979 31.12.1982 

Amounts in thousands 
of Swiss francs 

84195 

83 660 

+535 

100.6% 

89 230 

89 846 

-616 

99.3% 

Although the technical balance-sheet drawn up at 31 December 1982 shows a very slight deficit (0.7 percent of liabilities), the 
principle of "open group" valuation does not require immediate amortization, so that there is no need to have recourse to the 
guarantees accorded by the Union. Needless to say, the Management Board is following developments closely so that it can, if 
necessary, take the appropriate measures in good time. 

V. Conclusion 

The Hamburg Congress is requested to take note of the situation of the Provident Scheme of the Universal Postal 

Union. 
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Draft resolution 

Aïd provided by the Government of the Swiss Confederation in the field 
of the Union's finances 

Congress, 

Having considered 
the report submitted by the Director-General on the Union's finances (Congress - Doc 4), 

Considering 
the particularly valuable role for the Union performed by the Government of the Swiss Confederation in financial 
matters under article 124, paragraph 10, of the General Regulations, and 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution 
C 17, 

Expresses 

its gratitude to the Government of the Swiss Confederation for the generous aid it provides to the Union 
in the field of finance through the cash advances it made under the former financial system, by supervising 
the keeping of the International Bureau accounts and by acting as external auditor of the Union's accounts; 

ii the hope that this valuable cooperation with the Union will continue in the future. 

Hamburg, Chairman of Congress 
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Draft resolution 

Approval of the Union's accounts for 1979-1983 

Congress, 

ln view of 
a the Director-General's report on the finances of the Union (Congress - Doc 4); 
b the report of its Finance Committee (Congress - Doc ... ), 

Approves 

the accounts of the Universal Postal Union for 1979-1983. 

Hamburg, Chairman of Congress 
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Budgets of the Union for 1984 and 1985 as approved by the Executive Council 

Item 

Chapter 1 Staff expenditure 

Article 11 Basic salaries and related allowances 

111 Basic salaries. . . . ................ . 
112 Post adjustment .................. . 
113 Non-resident allowances ............. . 
114 Other allowances . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 
115 Overtime ...................... . 
116 Supplementary staff ............... . 

Total article 11 ................••. 

Article 12 Dependants' allowances 

121 Family allowances ................ . 
122 Home leave .................... . 
123 Children's education grants ....•....... 
124 Travel of dependants ............... . 

Total article 12 .................. . 

Article 13 Costs of recruitment and separation 
from service 

131 Installation grants ................. . 
132 Removal expenses . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
133 Travel! ing ex penses on appointment or separa-

tion from service .................• 
134 Repatriation grant ................ . 

Total article 13 .................. . 

Article 14 Social security 

141 Sickness insurance ........... . 
142 Collective accident insurance .......... . 
143 lnsurance allowances ...............• 
144 Contributions to the Provident Scheme .... . 
145 Cost-of-living allowance for retired staff .... . 
146 Medical examinations .............. . 

Total article 14 .................. . 

Article 15 Hospitality allowances 

151 Hospitality allowances of the Director-General 
and the Deputy Director-General ........ . 

1983 accounts* 

Sfr 

7 638 316.95 
2 568 291.15 

28 350.00 
46 242.25 

8426.65 
284 669.15 

10 574 296.15 

333 058.75 
209 335.95 
170 091.25 

19 973.45 

732 459.40 

45 500.00 
74 634.60 

41 297.35 
42 704.20 

204 136.15 

197 520.60 
18 524.40 

186 545.10 
2 170 687.20 
1 138 874.80 

18 273.35 

3 730425.45 

19 500.00 

1984 budget 

Sfr 

7 543 500 
2660000 

28 800 
25 000 
20000 

317 000 

10 594 300 

315 600 
263 100 
259 700 

24000 

862 400 

19 200 
92 000 

54500 
179 400 

345100 

214 400 
19 300 

205 200 
2 357 000 
1 138 900 

17 000 

3 951 800 

19 500 

1985 budget 

Sfr 

8 140 600 
2 621 800 

28800 
10 000 
15 000 

273 500 

11089700 

373 900 
394 800 
300300 

26900 

1095900 

55100 
139 000 

62 200 
88800 

345 100 

251 100 
19300 

230 000 
2 440 100 
1247000 

20000 

4 207 500 

19 500 

* Although the 1983 accounts have already been given in annex 3, it seems worth repeating them for the purpose of comparison. 
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Item 

Article 17 UPU consultants' remuneration 
and mi.çsions 

171 UPU consultants' remuneration .... ...... 
172 UPU consultants' missions ....... ...... 
173 Fellows basically linked with UPU consultants' 

missions ....................... 
174 Minor supplies and documents basically linked 

with UPU consultants' missions .......... 
175 Printing of UPU consultants' reports ....... 
176 Telephone calls, telegrams and telex messages 

connected with items 171-174 .......... 
179 Other expenses arising from UPU consultants' 

missions ..... 

Total article 17 . 

Grand total chapter 1 ............... 

Chapter 2 Other operating expenditure 
of the International Bureau 

Article 21 Premises 

211 Annual loan repayment to Swiss Confederation 
212 Heating and air conditioning ....... . 
213 Electricity and water ............ . 
214 Upkeep of premises and installations ... . 
215 Upkeep of garden and indoor plants . 
216 Cleaning ....... . 
217 lnsurance of building .. 

Total article 21 ..... 

Article 22 Furniture and machinery 

221 Purchase of furniture ...... .......... 
222 Purchase of office machinery . .......... 
223 Purchase of machinery for reproduction of 

documents and publications ............ 
224 Upkeep of furniture and office machinery .... 
225 Upkeep of document and publications produc-

tion equipment ................. 
226 lnsurance of furniture and office machinery 

Total article 22 .................. 

Article 23 Travelling expenses 

231 Travel of I B staff on official business .. 
232 Travel of EC and CCPS member country 

representatives . . ............... . 
233 Travel and daily allowances of EC Chairman . 
234 Travel of persons invited by EC and CCPS .. . 

Total article 23 ................. . 

1983 accounts 

Sfr 

121 240.99 
441 905.32 

505 569.01 

56 201.49 
8 260.10 

25 866.62 

776.59 

1 159 820.12 

16 420 637.27 

786 903.00 
178 009.05 
117 072.35 
250 979.45 

31 910.60 
208 204.85 

28 400.40 

1 601 479.70 

53 595.55 
131415.85 

31 400.00 
65 235.15 

29 006.90 
5 307.20 

315 960.65 

280466.20 

113 007.45 
35 675.30 

2 938.00 

432 086.95 
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1984 budget 

Sfr 

150 000 
400 000 

470 000 

106 000 
20000 

30 000 

4000 

1 180 000 

16 953 100 

787 000 
280 000 
126 000 
265 300 

32 000 
230 000 
30000 

1750300 

40 000 
139 000 

145 000 
70 000 

50 000 
6 000 

450 000 

285 400 

157 900 
16 500 

3 400 

463 200 

1985 budget 

Sfr 

130 000 
450 000 

480 000 

66 000 
20 000 

30000 

4000 

1 180 000 

17 937 700 

787 000 
240 000 
130 000 
196 000 
35 000 

240 000 
32 000 

1660000 

50 000 
94 000 

110000 
80000 

40000 
7 000 

381 000 

294 500 

188 100 
10 800 

493 400 
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Item 

Article 24 Office expenditure 

241 Postage . . . . . . . . . . . . 
242 Telegram and telex charges 
243 Telephone service .. . 
244 Office supplies ......... . 
245 Transport costs . . . . . .... . 
246 Supplies for data processing .. . 

Total article 24 ........... . 

Article 25 Reproduction of documents 
and publications 

251 Translation costs ........... 
252 Outside printing and binding .... 
254 Offset printing materials ... 
255 Offset paper . . . . . . . . . . 
256 Production of photocopies ........ 
257 Photocopying paper ..... ........ 
258 Reproduction of documents and publications 

in Spanish at Montevideo ............. 
259 Reproduction of documents and publications 

in Chinese, German, Portuguese and Russian .. 

Total article 25 ................... 

Article 26 "Union Postale" 

261 Authors' and translators' fees . 
262 Printing costs ... 
264 Distribution costs .. 

Total article 26 ... 

Article 27 Library, film library and 
public information 

271 Library ...... . 
272 Film library ... . 
273 Public information 

Total article 27 .. 

Article 29 Sundry costs 

291 General hospitality expenses of Union . 
292 Special hospitality expenses of EC Chairman .. 
293 Lump-sum allowance of EC Chairman ..... . 
294 Contribution to the operating costs of United 

Nations bodies .................. . 
296 Official cars .................... . 
297 Currency exchange tosses and bank charges .. . 
299 Sundries . . . . . . ..... 

Total article 29 . 

Grand total chapter 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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1983 accounts 

Sfr 

166 610.35 
31 989.21 
63 965.50 
63 190.10 

662.65 

326417.81 

144167.15 
149 538.40 
63 685.05 

129 085.45 
67 985.80 
13 787.45 

210 173.48 

174 962.90 

953 385.68 

89 966.27 
240 170.50 

4424.25 

334 561.02 

20 792.54 
1 278.00 

46 527.43 

68 597.97 

55 342.25 
1 184.15 
9000.00 

45 798.68 
4 387.95 
1311.16 

12 570.45 

129 594.64 

4 162 084.42 

1984 budget 

Sfr 

190 000 
70000 
75 000 
65 000 

1 500 
8000 

409 500 

160 000 
71 300 
95 200 

133 600 
72 000 
15 000 

250 000 

200 000 

997 100 

90000 
260 000 

7 000 

357 000 

21 000 
5000 

44000 

70000 

45 000 
2 000 
9000 

55 400 
11 000 
2 000 

20 000 

144 400 

4 641 500 

1985 budget 

Sfr 

200000 
50000 
80000 
68000 

1 500 
10 000 

409 500 

160 000 
465 000 
120 000 
185 000 
75000 
15 000 

260 000 

200 000 

1480000 

90000 
280 000 

7 000 

377 000 

24000 
5000 

46500 

75 500 

50 000 
2000 
9000 

57 200 
12 000 
2000 

15 000 

147 200 

5 023600 



Item 

Chapter 3 Expenditure relating to Congress 

Article 31 Travel of Secretariat 

311 Travel expenses and insurance. 
312 Subsistance allowance 
313 Auxiliary staff. 

Total article 31 

Article 32 Technical facilities for simultaneous 
interpretation 

Total article 32 

Article 34 Communications and transport costs 

341 Postage . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
342 Telegrams, telex and telefax. 
343 Telephone . 
344 Transport ... 

Total article 34 

Article 35 Reproduction of documents 
during Congress 

Total article 35 

Article 39 Sundry costs 

391 Additional premises 
392 Office equipment .. 
393 Hospitality expenses . 
399 Sundry and unforeseen. 

Total article 39 ..... 

Grand total chapter 3 . . . . . . . ....... . 

Chapter 4 Payment into Reserve Fund 

Grand total chapter 4 ...... . 

Grand total of expenditure (1 +2+3+4) .... 

1983 accou nts 

Sfr 

1 276 278.31 

21 859 000.00 
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1984 budget 

Sfr 

124 600 
1057000 

40 000 

1 221 600 

320 000 

4 000 
6 000 
5 000 

27 000 

42 000 

210 000 

20000 
6000 

12 000 
25 000 

63 000 

1856600 

0 

23 451 200 

1985 budget 

Sfr 

0 

22 961 300 
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Item 

Chapter 20 Contributions of member èountries 

Grand total chapter 20. . . . . . . . . . . .. 

Chapter 21 Administrative receipts 

Article 211 Reimbursement of costs 

2111 
2112 

2113 
2114 

Technical cooperation administrative costs 
Costs of services provided to Russian 
Portuguese language groups .... 
Postage and air surcharges . 
Turnover tax .. 

Total article 211 

Article 212 Publication sales 

2121 Sales of publications to administrations . 

and 

2122 Sales of publications to private individuals ... 
2123 Subscriptions to "Union Postale" paid by 

administrations .................. . 
2124 Subscriptions to "Union Postale" paid by 

private individuals ........... . 
2125 Advertising in "Union Postale" .... . 

Total article 212 ............ . 

Article 213 Letting of premises 

2131 Rents .......... . 
'2132 Tenants' share of costs .. . 

Total article 213 ..... . 

Article 219 Sundry receipts 

2191 Currency exchange gains. 
2199 lncidental receipts 

Total article 219 . 

Grand total chapter 21 .............. . 

Chapter ·22 Withdrawal from Reserve Fund 

Grand total chapter 22. . ......... . 

Grand total of receipts (20 + 21 + 22) ..... . 
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1983 accounts 

Sfr 

18 637 500.00 

823 992.16 

116 134.35 
21 424.95 
63 356.01 

1 024 907.47 

342 704.70 
16 299.17 

42 867.15 

3 773.55 
17 373.30 

423 017.87 

431 811.29 
129 085.50 

560 896.79 

5.53 
15 214.99 

15 220.52 

2 024 042.65 

1 197 457.35 

21 859 000.00 

1984 budget 

Sfr 

18 637 500 

963 000 

90000 
25000 
55000 

1 133 000 

120 000 
18 000 

48000 

4 500 
20000 

210 500 

417 000 
130 000 

547 000 

500 
17 700 

18 200 

1908700 

2 905 000 

23 451 200 

1985 budget 

Sfr 

20 022 000 

959 200 

100 000 
20000 
55000 

1 134 200 

140 000 
18000 

45000 

4000 
20000 

227 000 

417 000 
130 000 

547 000 

500 
40600 

41100 

1949300 

990 000 

22 961 300 



Summary 

I. Recurrent expenditure of the Union 

Chapter 1 Staff expenditure ....... . 
Chapter 2 Other operating expenditure of the 
International Bureau ............ . 

A. Gross expenditure (chapters 1 + 2) ... 

B. Administrative receipts (chapter 21) .. 

C. Net recurrent expenditure (A-B) ....... . 

Il. Expenditure relating ta Congress (chapter 3) .... 

Ill. Payment into Reserve Fund (chapter 4) ...... . 

IV. Withdrawal from Reserve Fund (chapter 22) .... 

V. Contributions of member countries 
(chapter 20) (1 + Il + 111 - 1 V) .... 

1983 accou nts 

Sfr 

16 420 637.27 

4 162 084.42 

20 582 721.69 

2 024 042.65 

18 558 679.04 

1 276 278.31 

1 197 457.35 

18 637 500.00 

Congress - Doc 4/Annex 7 

1984 budget 

Sfr 

16 953 100 

4 641 500 

21594600 

1908700 

19 685 900 

1856600 

0 

2 905 000 

18 637 500 

1985 budget 

Sfr 

17 937 700 

5 023 600 

22 961 300 

1949300 

21012000 

0 

990 000 

20 022 000 
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Replacement of International Bureau machines 

1. 1 ntroduction 

1 According to the practice established by the 1974 Lausanne Congress and endorsed by the 1979 Rio de 
Janeiro Congress, this document estimates the graduai replacement of International Bureau machines to be taken 
into account over the next five-year period when the need arises. The general plan worked out for this purpose 
covers the computer equipment, the typing pool and type-setting machines, the machines in the printing shop 
and the two official cars. 

Il. Computer equipment 

2 The old minicomputer was replaced in August 1981 by a new computer that is more flexible and much 
more efficient. After beginning with the strictly necessary basic equipment- ie a central processing unit, a printer 
and three terminais (display screen + keyboard) - the International Bureau gradually expanded it as new pro
grammes were brought into use. Thus the 1985 set-up will include a strengthened computation unit, two printers 
and 12 terminais (decentralized in four or five different International Bureau sections). For optimal use of this 
computer, we propose to continue this policy of decentralization between 1986 and 1990 so as to achieve in 1989 
our final objective, namely, a set of equipment composed of five printers and 17 terminais spread over most of 
the International Bureau's administrative sections. At that time, the target of automating routine or repetitive 
work in accounting, invoicing, liquidation accounts, postal statistics, personnel management and technical 
cooperation may be considered to have been achieved in full. The various supplementary items we are intending 
to purchase between 1986 and 1990 are mentioned in the plan shown at the end of this annex, it being under
stood that there will be no need to renew recently purchased equipment, the wearing of which is reduced by the 
fact that replacement of faulty parts is covered by the maintenance contract for the equipment. 

3 Lastly, it should be noted that the International Bureau has succeeded in setting up a high-performance 
computer system on particularly favourable conditions, obviating the need for outside specialists or consultants 
by having ail the analysis and programming work done by a nucleus of highly qualified officiais chosen by the 
International Bureau from among its own staff and specialized in this very particular type of work. 

111. Type-setting shop and typing pool 

4 The type-setting shop meets present needs and its capacity does not require an increase in the number of 
machines. The expenditure to be allowed for under this heading therefore relates only to the replacement in due 
course of the equipment already in use. 

5 lt should be pointed out that the International Bureau intends to continue the policy of work rationaliza
tion it has followed in recent years by introducing word processors with the aim of eventually merging the typing 
pools and type-setting shop. 
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6 The International Bureau considers that it is possible to introduce a production system using word 
processors gradually so that the process cou Id be slowed down at any moment should difficulties arise or speeded 
up if results corne up to expectations. Moreover, advantage should be taken of the fact that such machines can 
directly photocompose the information stored in a word processing system for the reproduction of documents 
to be issued in printed form. However, it is not considered advisable at the moment to operate a photo
composition unit because of the considerable investment required for the purchase of equipment commensurate 
with our needs. lt would probably be better for the time being to take advantage of the equipment and experience 
of our suppliers since we might well not be able to reach the target stated in paragraph 5 above before the next 
decade. 

IV. Printing shop 

7 Except for the purchase of a three-bladed trimming machine (40 000 francs in 1986), planned expenditure 
for the next five-year period relates only to the replacement of the equipment in service. 

V. Official cars 

8 As the two official cars are recent models in perfect running order, they will be traded in only in case of 
absolute necessity. However, sound administration requires that financial provision be made for their replacement 
in due course. 

VI. Conclusion 

9 Congress is requested to decide on the replacement plan proposed below, it being understood that the 
opening of the credits necessary for implementing it will be subject every year to approval by the Executive 
Council through the budget. There is no need to provide for additional credits over the ceiling since a credit of 
around Sfr 200 000 has already been included in the budget for 1985 which serves as the basis for fixing the 
recurrent expenditure ceilings for 1986-1990. 
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Replacement plan for International Bureau machines 

Equipment Purchase Year of Forecast Year and cost of replacement 
price purchase lifetime 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

Brought forward 164 000 146 000 121 000 154 000 175 000 

Data processing (computer) 
1 Central processing unit ........ 86 300 1981 Unlimited 

128 KB additional central memory. 12 500 1981 Unlimited 
128 K B additional central memory. 12 500 1982 Unlimited 
128 K B additional central memory. 6100 1983 Unlimited 
256 KB additional central memory. 9100 1985 Unlimited 
256 KB additional central memory. 9000 
20 MB additional auxiliary memory 10 500 1982 Unlimited 
100 MB additional auxiliary memory 47 600 1983 Unlimited 
100 MB additional auxiliary memory ... 44900 1985 Unlimited 
100 MB additional auxiliary memory 45000 
Higher-speed processor ........ 10 000 1982 Unlimited 
Various hardware items ....... 15 000 15 000 15 000 15 000 15 000 

1 high-speed printer 300 lines/minute 27 000 1981 10 
1 printer 100 lines/minute. 15 500 1983 10 
1 printer 100 lines/minute .. 15 000 
1 printer 100 lines/minute .. 15 000 
1 printer 100 lines/minute .. 15 000 
1 magnetic tape unit ..... 13500 1983 Unlimited 
3 display screens + keyboard 17 700 1981 Unlimited 
2 display screens + keyboard 16000 1982 Unlimited 
2 display screens + keyboard 13600 1983 Unlimited 
3 display screens + keyboard 12 000 1984 Unlimited 
2 display screens + keyboard 12100 1985 Unlimited 
1 supplementary display screen + keyboard 
a year ............. 7 000 7 000 7 000 7 000 7 000 

Subtotal - Data processing 37 000 46000 67000 37000 22000 

Type-setting shop and 
typingpool 
1 magnetic card composer (composphere) . 28400 1977 8 
1 large-capacity composer ..... 42400 1979 8 45000 
1 large-capacity composer . . ... 42400 1979 8 45000 
1 large-capacity composer ..... 36000 1981 8 45000 
1 large-capacity composer ..... 36000 1982 8 45000 
1 large-capacity composer ..... 45000 
2 word processors per annum ... 25000 25 000 25000 25000 25000 
3 electric typewriters per annum .. 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 

Printing shop 
1 offset plate-making machine 28 000 1982 15 
1 electrostatic camera 42 000 1977 10 50000 
1 A 3 offset press . . . . . . . . 41 600 1970 25 
1 A3 offset press ........ 78 000 1985 12 
1 A4 offset press ........ ....... 33000 1976 10 40000 
1 A4 perfecting offset press . . . ..... 110000 1984 8 
1 collating machine (30 positions) with sta-
pler and folder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64000 1979 10 70000 
1 collating machine (22 positions) with 
stapler ...................... 46000 1980 10 45000 
1 collating machine (10 positions) with 
stapler ............ 17 200 1968 20 20000 
1 vibrator .......... 2 000 1980 10 3000 
1 folding machine ................ 4500 1980 10 6000 
1 perforator (table model) ......... 3 500 1958 30 8000 
1 perforator (large model) ........ 6000 1968 25 
1 binding machine (professional type) .... 35 000 1972 25 
1 manual binding machine ........... 5 000 1980 10 5000 
1 paper-cutting machine ............ 30000 1967 25 
1 three-bladed trimming machine (second-
hand) ............... 20 40000 
1 ty ing machine (dispatch). .......... 6800 1980 8 9000 
Miscellaneous equipment ........... 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 

Subtotal. - Equipment for reproduction of 
documents .. .................. 164 000 134 000 121 000 154 000 143 000 

Official cars 
1 official car . 10400 1980 7 12 000 
1 official car. 29 000 1982 8 32 000 

Grand total 201 000 192 000 188 000 191 000 197 000 
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Maintenance of the UPU building and its installations 

1. General 

The 1974 Lausanne Congress rejected the suggestion for setting up a building maintenance fund and 
expressed its preference for a five-year planning of maintenance expenditure on the UPU building and its instal
lations. As this practice was implicitly endorsed by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress, the International Bureau 
examined the deadlines with which it might be confronted during the period of application of the 1984 Hamburg 
Congress Acts. This is the subject of the present document. 

2 Current maintenance costs, such as overhauling the heating and air-conditioning systems, servicing the lifts, 
general surveillance, purchases of maintenance materials, minor repairs (doors, windows, plumbing, carpentry) 
have been between 80 000 and 100 000 francs per year since 1981. Owing to the rise in the cost of living and the 
normal wear and tear of the building and its installations, they may be estimated at around 120 000 francs per 
annum on average for the 1986-1990 financial period. 

3 Though recurrent expenditure may be forecast with some accuracy, it is difficult and even impossible to 
anticipate the major repairs, particularly to the main fabric of the building, which might be required over the 
next five or six years and even more difficult to estimate the costs that might be occasioned. For example, 
expenditure of some 150 000 francs had to be committed in the 1981/1982/1983 financial years to repair the 
heat expansion seals of the concrete flooring in the basement room used for sorting paper and to repair the base 
of the building's southern facade. This expenditure was partly covered by some unused sums granted by the 
Rio de Janeiro Congress for servicing the mechanism of the blinds and windows, for paintwork and for replacing 
the lift cables. The sum shown also includes the cost of a needed extension to the telephone switchboard. 

4 Thus, certain forecasts have not been borne out by events and specific outlays planned for the fairly near 
future have had to be postponed to meet unexpected expenditure. ln consequence, certain sums which were not 
allocated to their initial purpose have had to be carried forward to the next five-year financial period since the 
replacement costs they were originally intended to caver cannot be postponed indefinitely. 

Il. Main fabric of the building 

5 Fifteen years after the construction of the building, major repairs to the roof and the facades and in the 
basements are likely to be needed but cannot be anticipated. ln consequence, they should be financed in the 
short term according to the credits available, with the costs spread over two financial years if necessary. To caver 
this non-recurrent expenditure, it is proposed that a sum of 40 000 Swiss francs be included in each year's budget 
ceiling for unforeseeable repairs. This estimate is based on the expenditure incurred under this head in recent 
years. 
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111. lnterior of the building 

6 Since the building came into use in 1970, none of the carpets covering the- floors has been replaced and 
there has been no repainting. The sums originally granted for this purpose by the Rio de Janeiro Congress have 
been used to cover, besides the costs mentioned in paragraph 3, the expenditure incurred by repairs to part of 
the floor of the printing shop and to the floor of the cellar corridor, damaged by the weight of the pallets of 
paper transported across it. 

7 However, the day will soon corne when the carpets, first of ail those covering the main conference block and 
the first floor, will have to be replaced. Over the next few years, it will also be necessary to do some repainting. 

IV. Doors and windows 

8 lt is unlikely that the doors of the building will need repairs which will not be covered by the credits for 
general maintenance. 

9 The building has some 600 windows. Though a general overhaul does not seem to be needed in the next 
five-year period, one can expect to have to replace various parts of the window mechanisms and some of the 
rubber seals as time goes by. The need to save energy may possibly make certain repairs indispensable (see 
annex 10). 

10 For some years now, the metal window blinds have required quite a lot of maintenance. Hitherto, the 
caretaker has been able to replace worn nylon straps and damaged slats, but larger repairs requiring the services 
of the manufacturer will doubtless be needed at some time in the future. Because it is difficult to estimate the 
lite of the fairly sophisticated blind mechanisms, it would be justified to set aside an appropriate financial 
provision for any expenditure on their graduai replacement over the next five-year period. 

V. Heating and air-conditioning 

11 The replacement between 1978 and 1984 of the three original boilers with sturdier and more efficient 
models and the fitting of dampers in the chimneys have reduced the consumption of fuel-oil and considerably 
softened the impact of its rising price. ln tact, the expenditure incurred for the purchase of oil remained stable 
from 1981 to 1983. lt is to be hoped that the boilers will continue to give full satisfaction over a fairly long 
period. 

12 An appropriate financial provision should nevertheless be made for the possible replacement of the pumps 
and electronic motors of the heating and air-conditioning systems and for the repair of radiators. So far this 
equipment has not occasioned significant outlays but signs of wear are beginning to appear. 

VI. Passenger and goods lifts 

13 According to the supplier, the passenger and goods lifts should not under normal circumstances require 
repairs which could not be covered by the sums set aside for general maintenance. On the other hand, the lift 
cables, which have made some three million trips, should probably be replaced during the next five-year period. 
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VII. Building maintenance plan 

14 ln view of the preceding information, the following renovation and maintenance plan is submitted to 
Congress. Except for the lump sum of Sfr 40 000 set aside each year for major unforeseeable repairs which 
cannot be costed beforehand, the other specific estimates shown below have been kept at the lowest possible 
level: 

Plan for maintenance of the UPU building 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
and its installations 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

Regular expenditure on maintenance and surveillance 
(paragraph 2) .......................... 120 000 120 000 120 000 120 000 120 000 

Major unforeseeable repairs, especially to main fabric 
of building (paragraph 5). ................... 40000 40 000 40 000 40 000 40000 

Replacement of carpeting and repainting 
(paragraphs 6 and 7) ............ .......... 5 000 5000 5 000 5 000 5 000 

Overhaul of window and blind mechanisms 
(paragraphs 9 and 10) ..................... 10 000 10000 10 000 10 000 10 000 

Replacement of pumps, electric motors and various parts 
of the heating and air-conditioning equipment 
(paragraph 12). ......................... 15 000 15 000 15 000 15 000 15 000 

Replacement of worn parts in lift machinery 
(paragraph 13). . . . . . . . . . . ............... 10 000 10 000 10 000 10000 10 000 

200 000 200 000 200 000 200 000 200 000 

lt should be noted that with this maintenance plan there is no need to add supplementary credits to the ceiling 
since a credit of around Sfr 200 000 has already been included in the 1985 budget which serves as the basis for 
fixing the recurrent expenditure ceilings for the years 1986 to 1990. 

VII 1. Technical facilities for simultaneous interpretation 

15 ln view of the special nature of these facilities, the question of their renewal does not corne under the 
maintenance plan for the building as a whole. The sums to be set aside if necessary under this head should there
fore be added to the expenditure provided for under paragraph 14 above. 

16 The technical facilities for simultaneous interpretation in the conference halls of the Union's headquarters 
were originally (1970) designed for the use of six languages in the large conference hall and for three + four in 
the two ground floor halls, which could be merged into one. 

17 Since then, various improvements have had to be made to cope with new needs. They are outlined below 
together with the relevant consequences and implications. 

A. · Large hall 

18 ln the large conference hall, the original facilities had to be expanded in 1974 to allow the normal use of 
eight languages. However, the firm which built and maintains these facilities drew the attention of the Interna
tional Bureau to the fact that the two extra languages in addition to the six originally planned for was overloading 
the circuits and might cause serious breakdowns or blockages. Secondly, the switches controlling the changeover 
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between channels in the booths can no longer cape full y with the demands arising from the use of eight languages, 
several of which (so-called "autonomous" languages) require interpretation in two stages via an intermediary 
language. This drawback cannot be effectively overcome with the existing facilities. lt would therefore be 
prudent, to make sure that the interpretation facilities of the large hall function perfectly in future, to provide 
for their overhaul between 1986 and 1990. 

19 An estimate for this type of work has been requested and amounts to 151 000 Swiss francs (1984 prices). 
This sum could be spread over three financial years. 

B. Conference rooms on the ground floor 

20 The Rio de Janeiro Congress decided (see Congress - Doc 4/Annex 7, paragraphs 18 to 22) to convert the 
conference rooms on the ground floor by changing the layout of the tables and chairs. At the same time, the 
interpretation facilities had to be improved, partly to overcome an irritating interference. The interpretation 
booths were also equipped with new contrai panels to allow selection of the channels needed when using the 
"autonomous" languages, such as Arabie, Chinese or Japanese. 

21 When this work was done, it would have been worth making alterations to the interpretation booths, which 
are rather small and do not conform with today's criteria of size and arrangement (international standard ISO 2603). 
As a result they provide less than satisfactory working conditions for the interpreters. But the cost of overhauling 
the booths was not considered when the credits proposed ta the Rio de Janeiro Congress and approved by that 
body were calculated. This leaves the problem of being able ta offer the interpreters a better working environment 
so as to draw the maximum benefit from the facilities. 

22 On this subject, it has to be admitted first of all, that lack of space rules out full conformity with the 
recommendations of the international standard mentioned above. This said, two alternative solutions could be 
considered. 

23 The first would be quite straightforward and would involve turning the present seven booths into five, by 
shifting the present separations. Experience has in fact shown that, in the conference room on the ground floor, 
the need for interpretation in more than five languages hardly ever arises. The cost of these alterations has been 
estimated at around 25 000 Swiss francs (1984 prices). 

24 The other solution would be to try to bring the booths as close as possible to the ru les of standard ISO 2603. 
This would involve more radical alterations to that part of the ground floor where the interpreters' booths are 
located and it would also rule out keeping a seven-channel system. ln this case tao, the system would have to be 
reduced to five channels. The cost of this solution would be quite a lot higher and has been estimated at about 
140 000 Swiss francs (1984 prices). which could be spread over two financial years. 

C. Financing 

25 The work mentioned in paragraphs 18 to 24 could, in brief, be financed as follows: 

Large conference hall. . . . . . . . ...•.......•.. 

Small conference room (radical solution) ....•..... 
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D. Future prospects 

26 The International Bureau feels that it should take this opportunity to inform Congress of certain considera
tions regarding languages of interpretation. The existing facilities allow the use of eight languages in the large 
conference hall and seven languages in the conference rooms on the ground floor which the above-mentioned 
alterations have in tact merged into one. Occasionally a ninth language has had to be used in the large conference 
hall, thus running the very real risk of overloading the circuits. But it should be noted in this connection that, 
in addition to the higher risk of overloading and consequent breakdown, the installation of a temporary booth 
on one of the hall's balconies is against the tire hazard regulations since it blocks an emergency exit. There is 
therefore a chance that the city of Berne's tire department might formally prohibit installation of the booth. 
As there is no other spot where the booth cou Id be placed, this expedient should no longer be employed. 

27 ln the present conference halls, therefore, a maximum of eight languages can be used. However, requests 
for the use of additional languages have been received by the International Bureau in recent years. ln its reply, 
the Bureau has been forced to point out that such requests could not be met for reasons of space. If the Union 
wishes to dispose of increased possibilities for interpretation, this could only be done - in the present state of 
technical possibilities - at the price of a complete reconstruction and substantial enlargement of the conference 
wing. Such an operation would be very costly: it has been estimated that the probable cost would be at least 
four million francs. 

28 The progress of electronics suggests that other solutions might emerge towards the end of the present 
decade or in the 1990s. By employing a system of internai television and coupling the interpretation facilities 
of the two halls, it might be possible to use ail of the interpretation channels for one and the same session. 
However, this would also require very heavy investment the amount of which cannot be estimated at the present 
time. Congress may wish to proceed to an exchange of views on this subject taking into consideration, for 
example, the cost-benefit aspect. 

IX. Conclusions 

29 Finally, Congress is requested: 
a to approve the maintenance plan for the UPU building (paragraph 14), which does not call for the inclusion 

of any additional amount in the expenditure ceiling; 
b to authorize the overhaul - unavoidable sooner or later - of the technical interpretation facilities of the 

large conference hall (paragraphs 18 and 19) by means of an additional credit of Sfr 50 000 for each of the 
three years 1986, 1987 and 1988; 

c to take a position on the question of alterations to the interpreters' booths in the conference hall on the 
ground floor (paragraphs 20 to 24), which might enta il additional credits of Sfr 70 000 in 1989 and 1990; 

d to take note of the situation outlined in paragraphs 26 and 27 regarding the current maximum of eight 
languages of interpretation; 

e to consider the advisability of instructing the Executive Council to study the solutions mentioned in 
paragraph 28 that cou Id be envisaged for the 1990s. 
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Energy saving 

1. 1 ntroduction 

ln annex 9 to this document a maintenance plan for the building of the Union's headquarters and its instal
lations is presented, covering the period 1986-1990. The plan submitted to Congress shows the cost of the various 
repairs to be considered and one way of spreading expenditure over the different financial years of that period. 

2 However, other work and measures in addition to those already mentioned should also be taken into 
consideration, not as a question of maintenance but to reduce the cost of operating the building, in particular by 
reducing the consumption of energy for heating and air-conditioning purposes. Measures àlong these lines would 
eventually free financial resources for more effective use elsewhere. 

Il. Present situation 

3 The building of the Union's headquarters was constructed in 1968-1970. lt was inaugurated on 17 May 
1970 on the occasion of the first meeting held by the Executive Council in the new premises. 

4 The building was therefore constructed before experience brought home the risk of fuel shortages. The 
"oil crises" since 1973 have made people aware of this problem and of the need to economize available energy 
and seek new sources. The CCPS was instructed by the Rio de Janeiro Congress to carry out a study to this end 
(resolution C 78, study 512), the results of which are given in brochure 135 of the Collection of Postal Studies, 
published in 1983. 

5 When the building was constructed, the standards val id at the time with respect to structure, heat insulation, 
heating and air-conditioning etc, were fully respected. For reasons already given, these standards subsequently 
had to be revised. Nowadays, therefore, buildings are much better insulated and equipped with much more 
efficient heating and air-conditioning systems than was the case 10 to 15 years ago. 

6 When the shortage of heating oil was felt for the first time in 1973, the International Bureau immediately 
took those energy-saving measures which were easy to put into effect. To take a few examples, the lighting was 
eut down as far as could be accepted; the heating and air-conditioning systems were adjusted to improve their 
performance and, in the last few years, the boilers have been replaced one by one as part of general maintenance 
(see annex 9, paragraph 11, and issue 3/1982 of "Union Postale"). Similarly, the main entrance was rebuilt to eut 
out draughts, the major cause of heat losses in winter. The consumption of heating oil was thus reduced by nearly 
12 percent and that of electricity maintained at the same level despite the bringing into service of various new 
electricity-consuming installations (eg minicomputer). 

7 But there are other possible measures which should be considered. A study of possibilities in this area was 
carried out in 1982-1983 with the assistance of the firm of architects which designed the Union building. The 
following remarks are based on the observations and recommendations of that firm. 
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8 The architect began by noting that all the energy-saving measures had been taken which are consistent with 
maintenance of the building and without significantly reducing the comfort of the people working in it. Further 
economies would therefore require measures involving alterations to the structure of the building and its instal
lations. 

111. Proposed measures 

Building 

9 Where alterations to the fabric of the building are concerned, significant savings in energy could in the first 
place be achieved by certain improvements to the insulation and by overhauling the windows. 

10 As regards improvements to the insulation, these should be primarily focused on the conference block. As 
things stand, quite apart from the difficulty of maintaining an agreable temperature (20° C) in winter, the walls 
and piping will deteriorate quite quickly through the effects of condensation in cold weather if nothing is done. 
The cost of work to eliminate these problems has been estimated at about 190 000 Swiss francs (1984 prices) 
and could be spread over two financial years. Certain other similar improvements are needed in the basement. 
Their cost has been estimated at some 20 000 francs but could perhaps be included under general maintenance, 
dealt with in annex 9. The energy savings as a result of the insulation work are difficult to put into figures but 
might well have to be amortized over a fairly long period (25 to 30 years). On the other hand, these improve
ments would make it possible to avoid the short-term need for repairs arising from the damage to the walls and 
piping mentioned above. 

11 As regards insulation of the office block, the radical solution would be to overhaul its facades in a single 
operation. However, this would be extremely expensive and could not at present be justified from the cost
benefit point of view since the consumption of heating oil would probably be reduced by only 1.5 percent · 
(3000 francs per annum). 

12 On the other hand, a graduai overhaul of the windows could be recommended, partly to save a certain 
amount of energy, which would vary according to the scale of the annual overhaul programme, and partly to 
improve the quality of the working environment, especially in winter (elimination of cold draughts through the 
chinks). The cost of this operation, which an estimate we have received puts at 490 000 francs (over 600 windows), 
cou Id be spread over 10 years at 50 000 francs per annum. 

Heating and air-conditioning equipment 

13 Though better heat insulation for the building at an acceptable cost is not in present circumstances likely 
to lead to substantial savings, the situation is different where the heating and air-conditioning equipment is 
concerned. 

14 ln this area short, medium and long-term measures may be considered. 

15 ln the short term, it would be worth installing in the heating and air-conditioning system electronic devices 
for automatically regulating - in relation to the weather - the day and night temperature of the building, the 
temperature of the hot water in the light of actual consumption and the humidity of the conditioned air. This 
would optimize the consumption of heating oil and electricity. An estimate put the cost of such devices at 
69 000 francs (1984 prices), and they could be installed in two stages so that the cost could be spread over two 
financial years. The savings made possible by these measures would be around 15 000 francs per year. 

16 ln the medium term, it would be possible to overhaul and improve the insulation of the pipes and installa 
device for recovering the heat from the conditioned air, which is at present simply discharged outside after 
circulating in the building. This work has been officially estimated at around 200 000 francs (1984 prices) and 
could be carried out over two successive financial years. Foreseeable savings would corne to about 30 000 francs 
a year. 
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17 ln the longer term, and only in relation with an overhaul of the ventilation equipment on the seventh floor, 
the latter should be fitted with heat-recovery devices. At 1984 prices, this work would cost about 110 000 francs 
and lead to additional savings of around 6 000 francs a year. However, it would probably be unnecessary to carry 
out this work before 1990 and therefore no proposai for setting aside credits is being submitted to the Hamburg 
Congress. 

18 While on this subject, when the time cornes to renovate the facades of the building, the opportunity should 
be taken to re-do all the insulation of the external walls of the office block (cf paragraph 11 ). lt is impossible to 
predict at present when such a measure will be required. 

IV. Conclusions 

a For the five-year period 1986-1990 

The annual investments needed to carry out the programme outlined in section 111 above can be seen in the 
following table: 

Year 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

Object 

Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr Sfr 

Building 

lnsulation (conference block) ................. 95 000 95000 

Windows ............................. 50000 50000 50000 50000 50 000 

Installations 

short-terrn rneasures .................... 35000 35000 
rnediurn-terrn rneasures .................. 70000 70 000 70 000 

Totals 180 000 180000 120 000 120 000 120 000 

The return on these investments would take the form of increasing savings of about 50 000 francs a year in 1990 
plus further savings, which cannot yet be estimated, resulting from improved insulation for the conference block 
and the overhauled windows. 

b Future prospects 

The study of energy savings should be continued. When choices have to be made, changes in the cost-benefit ratio 
should be carefully examined and action taken in consequence. Proposais along these lines should probably be 
submitted to the 20th Congress of the UPU. 
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Factors for fixing the ceiling of the Union's recurrent expenditure for 1986-1990 

Recurrent expenditure (article 124, paragraph 1, 
of the General Regulations) 

A. Basis for fixing the ceiling of recurrent expenditure 
for 1986 ta 1990 

1986 

Sfr 

1987 

Sfr 

1988 1989 1990 

Sfr Sfr Sfr 

1 Total net expenditure of the 1985 Union budget 
approved by the Executive Council in March 1984 ... 21 012 000 21 012 000 21 012 000 21 012 000 21 012 000 

B. Expenditure on staff necessary 
ta handle present work 

2 Regulation step increases in the same grade of staff 
from 1986 to 1990: 

step increases in 1986 
step increases in 1987 
step increases in 1988 
step increases in 1989 
step increases in 1990 

Step increases compared with 1985 budget .. 

3 Remuneration of additional staff from 1986 to 
1990 needed to handle normal expansion of Union 
work 1 : 

additional staff in 1986: 1 P, 1 G .... 
additional staff in 1987: 1 P, 1 G. 
additional staff in 1988: 1 P, 1 G .. 
additional staff in 1989: 1 P, 1 G .. 
additional staff in 1990: 1 P, 1 G .. 

Total ................... . 

4 Compensation for the inflation recorded since the 
Rio de Janeiro Congress to maintain the real value of 
the budgetary credits assigned to technical assistance 
activities connected with UPU consultants (increase of 
40 percent under proposai 016) ............. . 

C. Other operating costs of the International Bureau 

5 Renovation of the technical facilities for simul
taneous interpretation in the conference halls (in 
accordance with plan proposed in annex 9) ...... . 

6 Energy-saving measures concerning insulation of 
the building and the heating and air-conditioning equip
ment (in accordance with plan proposed in annex 10) 

205 100 

205 100 

282 300 

282 300 

472 000 

50 000 

180 000 

1 Not including staff needed for any new activities decided on by Congress. 

205 100 205 100 205 100 205 100 
191 600 191 600 191 600 191 600 

168 900 168 900 168 900 
156 500 156 500 

142 000 

396 700 565 600 722 100 864 100 

235 100 239 900 244 700 249 700 
282 300 235 100 239 900 244 700 

282 300 235 100 239 900 
282 300 235 100 

282 300 

517 400 757 300 1002000 1 251 700 

472 000 472 000 472 000 472 000 

50000 50 000 70000 70000 

180 000 120 000 120 000 120 000 
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D. Financia/ effects of new tasks to be decided 
on by the Hamburg Congress 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

Ceiling of net current expenditure (amounts to be 
inserted in article 124, paragraph 1, of the General 
Regulations) ........................ . 
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Factors for fixing the ceiling of expenditure for the next Congres (20th Congress) 

Budget article or item 1979 Rio de Janeiro 1984 Hamburg 1989 Congress 1 

Congress Congress (ceiling) 
(actual expenditure) (budget) 

Sfr Sfr Sfr 

Article 31 Travel of secretariat 

311 Travel ex penses and insu rance. 424 186.36 124 600 
312 Subsistence allowance .• 717 916.48 1 057 000 
313 Auxiliary staff. ......... 37 809.87 40000 

Total article 31 ............. 1 179 912.71 1 221 600 

Article 32 Technical facilities for simulta-
neous interpretation . . . ........... 515 000.00 320 000 

Article 34 Communications 
and transport costs 

341 Postage ........ 2 095.15 4 000 
342 Telegrams and telex 4 929.14 6 000 
343 Telephone ...... 4 953.97 5 000 
344 Transport ... 48 419.94 27 000 

Total article 34 60 398.20 42 000 

Article 35 Reproduction of documents dur-
ing Congress ................... 239 201.07 210 000 

Article 39 Sundry costs 

391 Additional premises 19 138.76 20 000 
392 Office equipment .... 9 906.20 6000 
393 Hospitality expenses .. 4 005.25 12 000 
399 Sun dry and unforeseen. 11 259.74 25 000 

Total article 39 ..... 44 309.95 63000 

Total expenditure on Congress .... 2 038 821.93 1856600 

1 This expenditure will have to be assessed during the Hamburg Congress when the venue of the 20th Congress is known. 
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Drafting amendments to General Regulations, article 124, paragraphs 1 and 2, 
and General Regulations, Final Protocol, article 11 

General Regulations 

Article 124 

Fixing and regulation of the expenditure of the Union 

1 Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 2 to 6, the annual expenditure relating to the activities of bodies 
of the Union may not exceed the following sums for 1986 and subsequent years: 

Swiss francs for 1986; -------
Swiss francs for 1987; 

----- Swiss francs for 1988; 

Swiss francs for 1989; -----
----- Swiss francs for 1990; 
The basic limit for 1990 shall also apply to the following years in case the Congress scheduled for 1989 is post-
poned. -- --

2 The expenditure relating to the convening of the next Congress (travelling expenses of the secretariat, 
transport charges, cost of installing simultaneous interpretation equipment, cost of producing documents during 
the Congress, etc) shall not exceed the limit of _____ Swiss francs. 

Reasons. - Insertion of the amounts to be laid down by the Hamburg Congress for the next financial period 
covering the years 1986 to 1990. 

Final Protocol to the General Regulations 

Article Il 

Expenditure of the Union 

Notwithstanding article 130, the ceiling of annual expenditure relating to the activities of the Union's bodies for 
1986 laid down in article 124, shall be applicable from 1 January 1986. 

Reasons. - If the Acts of the Hamburg Congress were to go into force after 1 January 1986, the advance applica
tion of the 1986 ceiling would have to be scheduled for 1 January 1986. 
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Committee 2 (Finance) 

Expenditure ceiling for the next Congress (20th Congress) 

Additional memorandum by the Secretary-General 

As Congress has before it the invitation of the administration of the United States of America (Congress -
Doc 33) to hold the 20th Universal Postal Congress, planned for 1989, in that country, the Secretariat has 
prepared an estimate of the expenditure to be taken into consideration when fixing the separate expenditure 
ceiling for the next Congress. 

ln view of the adoption by Committee 3 (General) of proposai 08 on reducing the length of Congress, the present 
estimate has been made for a five-week meeting. 

As was pointed out in Congress - Doc 4 (part 11, chapter 6, A), such an estimate is very difficult to make and 
will only be approximate owing to the many imponderables at present. This is particularly the case for the 
method of document production, the technical facilities for simultaneous interpretation and for estimating the 
increase in the cost of living by 1989. 

On the basis of present assumptions, which are detailed in annex 1, the ceiling to be inserted in article 124, 
paragraph 2, of the General Regulations would be 3 345 000 Swiss francs. 

Hamburg, 11 July 1984 MI SOBHI 
Secretary-General 
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Factors for fixing the expenditure ceiling for the 20th Universal Postal Congress (1989) 

Budget article or item 

Article 31 Travel of Secretariat 

311 Travel expenses and insu rance 

312 Subsistence allowance ...... . 

313 Auxiliary staff . 

Total, article 31 

Article 32 Technical faci/ities 
for simultaneous interpretation . 

Article 34 Communications and 
transport costs 

341 Postage . . . . . . . 
342 Telegrams and telex 
343 Telephone . 
344 Transport .... 

Total, article 34 

Article 35 Production of documents 
during Congress . . . . . . ...... . 

Article 39 Sundry costs 

391 Additional premises 
392 Office equipment .. 

393 Hospitality expenses 
399 Sundry and unforeseen 

Total, article 39 .... 

Total expenditure 
for the 20th Congress 
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Amount 

Sfr 

791 000 

1409000 

50000 

2 250000 

600000 

3000 
6000 
6000 

60000 

75 000 

350000 

25 000 
10000 

10000 
25000 

70000 

3 345 000 

Reason 

Travel expenses (round-trip air fare economy class) and travel 
insurance for Secretariat staff lincluding temporary staff 
seconded from administrations) whose number would be 
similar to that at previous Congresses 
Allowance to be paid to the Secretariat staff including staff 
temporarily seconded from administrations. On the basis of a 
five-week Congress, 4600 official/days should be reckoned 
with (instead of 5500 for the Rio de Janeiro and Hamburg 
Congresses). This allowance is based on the United Nations 
rates applied in accordance with UPU regulations 
Remuneration of auxiliary staff 

Arbitrary estimate of the costs of providing technical facil
ities for simultaneous interpretation for an assumed eight 
languages. The entire cost is borne by the Union, in accor
dance with article 107, paragraph 12, of the General Regula
tions 

Airmail postage during Congress 
Telegrams and telex sent from Congress headquarters 
Telephone charges incurred during Congress 
Transport of Secretariat equipment 

These costs include paper and hire of machines for producing 
documents in Arabie, English, French and Spanish during 
Congress 

Hire of a reception room 
Small items of office equipment and magnetic tapes for 
recording debates 
Receptions given by the International Bureau du ring Congress 
Sundry expenses which cannot at present be specified 

Amount to be inserted in article 124, paragraph 2, of the 
General Regulations 
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Relations with the United Nations and other international organizations 

Report by the Director-General of the International Bureau 

1. Introduction 

The Agreement between the Universal Postal Union and the United Nations, signed in 1947, involves 
quite extensive fonctions but at the same time many obligations. As a result the relations between the UPU 
and the UN gather strength from year to year. The International Bureau maintains close relations with a large 
number of bodies in the United Nations system and with other international, intergovernmental and non
governmental organizations on questions of common interest. 

2 The 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress approved the Report by the Director-General of the International 
Bureau on relations with the UN (Congress - Doc 5 and Add 1) and in its decision C 100, requested the Director
General: 
"a to continue to follow the development of the questions outlined in the documents concerned; 
b to take whatever action he may deem necessary in the interests of the Union and its members; 
c to report to the Executive Council every year on the action taken." 
The UPU participated in a number of meetings of United Nations bodies. There has also been a considerable 
exchange of correspondence, reports and documentation on a wide range of problems. ln addition, the International 
Bureau, in accordance with article IV of the UN-UPU Agreement, drew the attention of the Executive Council 
to the resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly calling for cooperation on the part of the specialized 
agencies. 
The Report on the work of the Union has devoted a chapter to these questions every year and a brief account 
is given in the Comprehensive report on the work of the Executive Council 1979-1984 (Congress - Doc 1, 
chapter 3.6). 

3 Technical cooperation activities, in particular with regard to the United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP), are an important aspect of UPU-UN relations and are described in Congress - Dacs 18 and 18.1 to 18.5. 
ln addition, Congress - Doc 15 deals with the implementation by the UN specialized agencies of the Declaration 
on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. As for the action taken by the EC in regard 
to Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 91, concerning the possible amendment of the UN-UPU Agreements, 
this is described in the Comprehensive report on the work of the Executive Council 1979-1984 (Congress -
Doc 1, chapter 3.6.2). The present report, therefore, supplements the information contained in the foregoing 
documents submitted to Congress. 

Il. Participation in meetings 

4 · Each year the UPU was invited to attend a great many meetings of the United Nations system but arranged 
to be represented only at those whose agenda included questions of interest to the Union. Preference was given 
to the meetings in which questions of inter-agency coordination and technical cooperation (particularly with 
the UNDP) were discussed. lt should be stated that many of the meetings attended by the UPU were held in 
Geneva. For those held in a region where the UPU had an expert on mission, the expert was sometimes asked 
to represent the Union. Severa! meetings particularly those held overseas, are often assigned to a single representative. 
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5 Apart from the meetings on technical cooperation (UNDP, Regional Economie Commissions, International 
Development Strategy, Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries (TCDC), programmes in favour 
of the least developed countries, etc), the UPU regularly attended meetings of the following United Nations 
bodies: the Economie and Social Council (ECOSOC), the Administrative Committee on Coordination (ACC), 
the International Civil Service Commission (ICSC), the Joint United Nations Information Committee (JUNIC), 
the International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, and the lnter-agency meetings on language 
services, documentation and publications. 

Ill. Economie and Social Council (ECOSOC) 

6 As we all know, ECOSOC, which cornes under the United Nations General Assembly, examines international 
economic and social policy, including regional and sectoral developments. Every year, a representative of the UPU 
attended the meetings of its ordinary session in Geneva during which questions of direct concern to the UPU 
were discussed. Among other subjects, the discussions were focused on implementation by the specialized agencies 
of the Declaration on the Granting of I ndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, assistance to the Palestinian 
People, various programmes of assistance, international cooperation and coordination within the framework 
of the United Nations system, the International Years, the Transport and Communications Decade in Africa, 
policies on development-related operational activities and science and technology for development. 

IV. Administrative Committee on Coordination (ACC) 

7 The ACC, which is chaired by the United Nations Secretary-General and composed of the heads of the 
secretariats of the specialized agencies and organizations of the United Nations system, also held its usual annual 
sessions. Apart from examining priority problems of common interest, the ACC continued to perform its main 
function, which is to ensure the fullest and most effective implementation of the agreements concluded between 
the UN and the specialized agencies and to coordinate the programmes of the agencies and the UN in an attempt 
to eut out overlapping and improve international effectiveness in the economic and social sphere and in the 
field of human rights. The UPU contributed to various reports prepared by the ACC on particular problems 
of common interest. The Director-General attended or was represented at the spring and autumn sessions of 
the ACC. 
ln so far as it was able, the International Bureau also took part in the work and meetings of the ACC subsidiary 
bodies, in particular the following: 

the Organizational Committee, whose task is to prepare the work programme of the ACC and its subsidiary 
bodies and to monitor its implementation, taking steps to ensure proper coordination; 
the Consultative Committee on Substantive Questions (CCSQ), which is composed of two separate elements; 
the CCSQ (PROG) handles ail tasks relating to programme activities and related general policy questions 
and the CCSQ (OPS) is responsible for all tasks relating to operational activities; 
the Consultative Committee on Administrative Questions (CCAQ), which also comprises two elements; 
the CCAQ (PER) deals with personnel questions and the CCAQ (FB) with financial and budgetary matters. 

V. Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) 

8 The UPU provided the Joint Inspection Unit, at its request, with a lot of information and its comments 
on the various questions under study, including staff, various aspects of technical cooperation, information and 
documentation, communications, buildings, translation, management and the evaluation of activities. 
ln accordance with the procedure established when the JIU was set up, the report on the work of the Joint 
Inspection Unit was submitted every year to the Executive Council, which took note of it. 
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VI. International Years 

International Year of Disabled Persans (1981) 

9 ln 1980, the International Bureau drew the attention of postal administrations to the resolutions by which 
the United Nations General Assembly proclaimed 1981 the "International Year of Disabled Persons" and 
recommended various activities, particularly at the national level. lt also communicated to postal administrations 
an Executive Council recommendation asking them to take all possible measures to facilitate the access of disabled 
persans to postal installations (decision CE 32/1980). This recommendation corresponds to one of the objectives 
laid down by the United Nations General Assembly, namely "encouraging study and research projects designed 
to facilitate the practical participation of disabled persans in daily life, for example by improving their access to 
public buildings and transportation systems". An article in "Union Postale" 6/1981 gives information on the 
measures taken or being envisaged by postal administrations in this respect. 

World Communications Year (WCY) (1983) 

10 The measures, in response to 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress decision C 104, taken by the International 
Bureau and postal administrations concerning the Post and information and in particular World Communications 
Year (1983) are summed up in the Comprehensive report on the work of the Executive Council 1979-1984 
(Congress - Doc 1, chapter 3.6.5). 

11 Regarding the two Years mentioned in paragraphs 9 and 10 above and International Youth Year (1985) 
and the International Year of Peace (1986), the International Bureau, in response to a request by the United 
Nations, passed on to postal administrations the recommendation that their program"mes include the issue of 
special postage stamps to mark these Years (circular letter of 9 September 1980, circulars 47/1980, 258/1982, 
184/1983, 233/1983). 

VII. Choice of themes for postage stamps 

12 Each year, several United Nations General Assembly resolutions stress the efforts needed to promote 
the ideas of peace, the development of international cooperation and mutual understanding between peoples. 
ln view of these appeals and the tact that many postal administrations have often protested against issues of 
postage stamps they regard as offensive to certain individuals or countries, the Executive Council instructed 
the Director-General of the International Bureau to prepare for the Hamburg Congress a draft recommendation 
on the choice of themes for postage stamps which reinforces the scope and purport of similar recommendations 
adopted by previous Congresses. This draft recommendation, approved by the Chairman of the Executive Council 
after the last session, is the subject of proposai of a general nature 2000.14. 

VIII. Relations with the UN specialized agencies and other international organizations 

13 The UPU cooperates actively with the other specialized agencies as a member of the UN's Administrative 
Committee on Coordination (ACC) and its subsidiary bodies. ln addition, the International Bureau often contacts 
these agencies to find out their legal situation and administrative practice with respect to certain problems or to 
deal with questions of mutual interest. A brief account of the UPU's relations with UN specialized agencies and 
with other international, intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations may be found in chapters 3.6.3 
and 3.6.4 of the Comprehensive report on the work of the Executive Council 1979-1984 (Congress - Doc 1). 
The agencies in question are UNESCO, ICAO, WHO, ITU, IAEA, CCC, OAU, the League of Arab States, IATA 
and the ISBI. 
As for the UPU's relations with the ITU where developments in the new methods of electronic transmission 
are concerned, these are mentioned in paragraphs 63 to 72 of the Comprehensive report on the work of the 
CCPS 1979-1984 (Congress - Doc 2), while its relations with ISO are dealt with in paragraphs 73 to 80 and with 
the ISBI in paragraph 81 of that report. 
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14 lt should also be mentioned that several organizations (UN, UNICEF, FAO, UNESCO, WHO, ITU, IMO) 
have, following firm decisions of their legislative bodies, asked the UPU to cooperate in drawing the attention 
of postal administrations to the recommendation that special postage stamps be issued to commemorate important 
events or backup campaigns with cultural or humanitarian goals. 

15 Lastly, UNESCO has sent the Director-General of the UPU's International Bureau a "Memorandum on the 
international circulation of educational, scientific or cultural materials" and asked him to submit it to the 19th 
Universal Postal Congress. The reference of this document is Congress - Doc 20. 

IX. Conclusions 

16 Congress is requested to take note of the foregoing and to adopt the draft recommendation concerning 
the choice of themes for postage stamps (proposai 2000.14). 
Moreover, Congress may consider it advisable to ask the Director-General of the International Bureau to: 

continue to follow the development of the questions outlined in the present document; 
take whatever action he may deem necessary in the interest of the Union and its members; 
report to the Executive Council every year, as appropriate. 

Berne, 9 April 1984 
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Relations with the United Nations and other international organizations 

Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace 

Memorandum by the Director-General of the International Bureau 

ln a letter which has just reached the International Bureau, the United Nations Secretariat has drawn our 
attention to the following General Assembly resolutions (annexes 1 and 2): 

33/73 Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace; 
36/104 lmplementation of the Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace. 

2 Among other things, these two resolutions appeal "for concerted action on the part of Governments, the 
United Nations and the specialized agencies ( ... ), as well as other interested international and national organiza
tions, both governmental and non-governmental, to give tangible effect to the supreme importance and need of 
establishing, maintaining and strengthening a just and durable peace for present and future generations". 

3 Moreover, it should be recalled that, by its resolution 37/16 of 16 November 1982, the United Nations· 
General Assembly declared 1986 to be the International Year of Peace. This Year will be solemnly proclaimed 
on 24 October 1985, the 40th anniversary of the United Nations. The objective of the International Year of 
Peace is to "devote a specific time to concentrate the efforts of the United Nations and its Member States to 
promote the ideals of peace and give evidence of their commitment to peace in all viable ways". 

4 ln its circular 184 of 5 September 1983, the International Bureau drew the attention of postal adminis
trations to resolution 37 /16 and invited them, when planning their 1986 stamp-issuing programme, to make 
provision for one or more special postage stamps marking the International Year of Peace. 

5 Congress is requested to take note of the present memorandum. 

Berne, 21 May 1984 MI SOBHI 
Director-General 
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UNITED NATIONS 
General Assembly 

Thirty-third session 
Agenda item 50 

Resolution adopted by the General Assembly 

on the report of the First Committee (A/33/486) 

33/73 Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace 

The General Assembly, 

Congress - Doc 5/ Add 1 / Annex 1 

Reca!ling that in the Charter the peoples of the United Nations proclaimed their determination to save succeeding 
generations from the scourge of war and that one of the fundamental purposes of the United Nations is to main
tain international peace and security, 

Reaffirming that, in accordance with General Assembly resolution 95 (1) of 11 Deceplber 1946, planning, prepa
ration, initiation or waging of a war of aggression are crimes against peace and that, pursuant to the Declaration 
on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance 
with the Charter of the United Nations, of 24 October 1970, 1 and the Definition of Aggression of 14 Decem
ber 1974,2 a war of aggression constitutes a crime against the peace, 

Reaffirming the right of individuals, States and ail mankind to life in peace, 

Aware that, since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defences of peace must be 
constructed, 

Recognizing that peace among nations is mankind's paramount value, held in the highest esteem by ail principal 
political, social and religious movements, 

Guided by the lofty goal of preparing societies for and creating conditions of their common existence and co
operation in peace, equality, mutual confidence and understanding, 

Recognizing the essential role of Governments, as well as governmental and non-governmental organizations, both 
national and international, the mass media, educational processes and teaching methods, in promoting the ideals 
of peace and understanding among nations, 

Convinced that, in the era of modern scientific and technological progress, mankind's resources, energy and 
creative talents should be directed to the peaceful economic, social and cultural development of all countries, 
should promote the implementation of the new international economic order and should serve the raising of the 
living standards of all nations, 

Stressing with utmost concern that the arms race, in particular in the nuclear field, and the development of new 
types and systems of weapons, based on modern scientific principles and achievements, threaten world peace, 

1 General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV), annex. 
2 General Assembly resolution 3314 (XXIX), annex. 
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Recalling that, in the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly,3 the States Members 
of the United Nations solemnly reaffirmed their determination to make further collective efforts aimed at strength
ening peace and international security and eliminating the threat of war, and agreed that, in order to facilitate the 
process of disarmament, it was necessary to take measures and pursue policies to strengthen international peace 
and security and to build confidence among States, 

Reaffirming the principles contained in the Declaration on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries 
and Peoples, of 14 December 1960,4 the Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security, of 16 Decem
ber 1970,5 and the Declaration on the Deepening and Consolidation of International Détente, of 19 Decem
ber 1977,6 

Recal/ing the Declaration on the Promotion among Youth of the ldeals of Peace, Mutual Respect and Under
standing between Peoples, of 7 December 1965, 7 

Further recal/ing the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, of 10 December 1948,8 as well as the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, of 16 December 1966,9 and bearing in mind that the latter states, inter 
alia, that any propaganda for war shall be prohibited by law, 

Solemn/y invites all States to guide themselves in their activities by the recognition of the supreme importance 
and necessity of establishing, maintaining and strengthening a just and durable peace for present and future 
generations and, in particular, to observe the following principles: 
1 Every nation and every human being, regardless of race, conscience, language or sex, has the inherent right 
to life in peace. Respect for that right, as well as for the other human rights, is in the common interest of all 
mankind and an indispensable condition of advancement of all nations, large and small, in all fields. 
2 A war of aggression, its planning, preparation or initiation are crimes against peace and are prohibited by 
international law. 
3 ln accordance with the purposes and principles of the United Nations, States have the duty to refrain from 
propaganda for wars of aggression. 
4 Every State, acting in the spirit of friendship and good-neighbourly relations, has the duty to promote all
round, mutually advantageous and equitable political, economic, social and cultural co-operation with other 
States, notwithstanding their socio-economic systems, with a view to securing their common existence and co
operation in peace, in conditions of mutual understanding of and respect for the identity and diversity of all 
peoples, and the duty to take up actions conducive to the furtherance of the ideals of peace, humanism and 
freedom. 
5 Every State has the duty to respect the right of all peoples to self-determination, independence, equality, 
sovereignty, the territorial integrity of States and the inviolability of their frontiers, including the right to deter
mine the road of their development, without interference or intervention in their internai affairs. 
6 A basic instrument of the maintenance of peace is the elimination of the threat inherent in the arms race, 
as well as efforts towards general and complete disarmament, under effective international contrai, including 
partial measures with that end in view, in accordance with the principles agreed upon within the United Nations 
and relevant international agreements. 
7 Every State has the duty to discourage ail manifestations and practices of colonialism, as well as racism, 
racial discrimination and apartheid, as contrary to the right of peoples to self-determination and to other human 
rights and fundamental freedoms. 
8 Every State has the duty to discourage advocacy of hatred and prejudice against other peoples as contrary 
to the principles of peaceful coexistence and friendly co-operation. 

3 Resolution S-10/2. 
4 General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). 
5 General Assembly resolution 2734 (XXV). 
6 General Assembly resolution 32/155. 
7 General Assembly resolution 2037 (XX). 
8 General Assembly resolution 217 A (111 ). 
9 General Assembly resolution 2200 A (XXI), annex. 
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Il 

Cal/s upon all States, in order to implement the above principles: 
a To act perseveringly and consistently, with due regard for the constitutional rights and the role of the 

family, the institutions and organizations concerned: 
To ensure that their policies relevant to the implementation of the present Declaration, including 
educational processes and teaching methods as well as media information activities, incorporate 
contents compatible with the task of the preparation for life in peace of entire societies and, in par
ticular, the young generations; 

ii Therefore, to discourage and eliminate incitement to racial hatred, national or other discrimination, 
injustice or advocacy of violence and war; 

b To develop various forms of bilateral and multilateral co-operation, also in international, governmental and 
non-governmental organizations, with a view to enhancing preparation of societies to live in peace and, in 
particular, exchanging experiences on projects pursued with that end in view; 

111 

1 Recommends that the governmental and non-governmental organizations concerned should initiate appro-
priate action towards the implementation of the present Declaration; 

2 States that a full implementation of the principles enshrined in the present Declaration calls for a concerted 
action on the part of Governments, the United Nations, the specialized agencies, in particular the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, as well as other interested international and national organi
zations, both governmental and non-governmental; 

3 Requests the Secretary-General to follow the progress made in the implementation of the present Declara
tion and to submit periodic reports thereon to the General Assembly, the first such report to be submitted not 
later than at its thirty-sixth session. 
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General Assembly 

Thirty-sixth session 
Agenda item 58 

Resolution adopted by the General Assembly 

on the report of the First Committee (A/36/761 and Corr.1) 
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36/104 /mplementation of the Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace 

The General Assemb/y, 

Reca/ling the Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Lite in Peace, contained in its resolution 33/73 of 
15 December 1978, 

Taking note with appreciation of the report of the Secretary-General, 1 

Reaffirming the lasting importance of the preparation of societies for lite in peace as part of all constructive 
efforts at shaping relations among States and strengthening international peace and security, 

Aware of the paramount value of positive moulding of human consciousness for the fulfilment of the purposes 
and principles of the Charter of the United Nations, 

Solemnly invites all States to intensify their efforts towards the implementation of the Declaration on the 
Preparation of Societies for Lite in Peace by strictly observing the principles enshrined in the Declaration and 
taking all necessary steps towards that end at the national and international levels; 

2 Reiterates its appeal for concerted action on the part of Governments, the United Nations and the special
ized agencies, in particular the United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization, as well as other 
interested international and national organizations, both governmental and non-governmental, to give tangible 
eftect to the supreme importance and need of establishing, maintaining and strengthening a just and durable peace 
for present and future generations; 

3 Requests the Secretary-General to continue following the progress made in the implementation of the 
Declaration and to submit a report thereon to the General Assembly not later than at its thirty-ninth session. 

1 A/36/386 and Add.1-3. 

91st p/enary meeting 
9 December 1981 
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Organization, functioning and work methods of Congress 

Executive Council report 

1. Introduction 

ln 1980 the EC had before it a suggestion by the member postal administrations of the AOPU {now the 
APPU) on the advisability of undertaking a study with the aim of improving the organization and functioning 
of Congress. 

2 Following the suggestion and also in response to criticisms made by certain personalities who had under
taken major responsibilities at the Rio de Janeiro Congress, the EC undertook a very detailed study comprising 
two main parts, namely: 

short-term measures, ie improvements which can be made for the next Congress without changing its general 
organizational framework; 

ii possible long-term measures: these are more radical measures which, by their nature, their importance or 
their repercussions on the Acts of the Union, must be submitted to Congress. 

3 lnitially, the International Bureau listed all the questions which it thought could be envisaged in this context 
to enable the EC member countries to gain as complete an idea as possible of this complex problem. The latter 
were then requested to give their first reactions in writing on the matters for consideration raised in that document 
and to put forward their own suggestions. 

4 ln view of the fundamental character of the long-term measures, the latter were the subject of a second 
consultation among members of the EC and certain observers, for the purpose of obtaining a wider reaction than 
in the first consultation. 

5 The present report summarizes the overall result of this study, including certain solutions which it has not 
been possible to accept for reasons which are explained in the report. 

Il. Possible short-term measures 

A. Number and responsibilities of the Congress Committees 

6 As the functions of the Committees have hitherto been determined by the structure of the Acts, the result 
is a very unequal distribution of the proposais between the different Committees, so that certain Committees 
complete their work in a few meetings while others are overloaded and do not have enough time to study certain 
important questions. 

7 To correct this anomaly, various solutions have been considered, among them that of allocating the proposais 
more equally among the Committees dealing with letter post, airmail and parcel post. Finally, as seen in the draft 
resolution submitted to Congress by the EC on the number and responsibilities of the Hamburg Congress Com
mittees (proposai 01 O), it is suggested that the traditional practice be modified as follows: 
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abolish Committee 3 (Postal Studies). The CCPS work programme, the adoption of which was the responsi
bility of this Committee, cou Id be submitted direct to the plenary meetings for approval, since it has been 
prepared and discussed at length by the CCPS which preceded the Congress. Any proposais relating to the 
structure or the functioning of the CCPS would be assigned to Committee 3 (General) and, if necessary, to 
other Committees depending on the kind of problems to be solved; 
split Committee 5 (Letter Post) into two Committees, one of which (Committee 4) would deal with the 
regulatory aspects of letter post and the other (Committee 5) with rate-fixing and inter-administration pay
ments and related matters (statistics, accounting, forms, etc). 

8 On the assumption that Congress will give its approval to this measure, the International Bureau has published 
the proposais for the 19th Congress on the basis of this new distribution key. 

B. Timetable of meetings 

9 With the aim of rationalizing the programming of Committee meetings even more and of not needlessly 
prolonging the presence of specialists at Congress, the idea was accepted of concentrating the meetings of certain 
specialized Committees (Finance and Financial Services Committees, for example) into a shorter period and of 
having certain technical Committees meet at the beginning of Congress simultaneously with the plenary meetings. 

C. Organization of a general debate 

10 Without imitating the UN and certain specialized agencies which have officially introduced a general debate 
in which each delegation can give its views on the subjects of its choice, the EC adopted the possibility of orga
nizing such a debate, but to discuss if possible a single subject of interest to the majority or all of the adminis
trations of the Union. The subject of this debate would be fixed well before the opening of Congress and the 
relevant documentation would also be published in advance. 

D. Reduction in the number of proposais 

11 Having regard to the excessive number of proposais put before Congress and to the hindrance which this 
represents to the in-depth consideration of the most important proposais, the EC, notwithstanding the right of 
each administration to submit proposais to Congress, appealed to the member countries of the Union to submit 
only really necessary proposais to Congress (resolution CE 1/1982). lt also felt that the consideration by the 
Restricted Unions of the proposais which their members intended to submit to the UPU Congress could lead to 
the withdrawal or amalgamation of certain proposais, or even to the improvement of certain texts to lighten the 
workload of Congress. lt therefore hoped that this practice would become general, it being understood however 
that this should not lead to over-rigid positions being taken at Congress by the members of the Restricted Unions 
concerned and would not harm the spirit of mutual comprehension which is essential for the success of a Congress. 

E. Documentation 

12 Documents and proposais which are revised and whose reference number is followed by the letters "Rev" 
will bear a vertical line in the margin at the point where the revision has been made, so that delegates do not need 
to re-read the whole document or the whole proposai to see what has been amended. 

13 To avoid confusion when discussion is opened on proposais, the Chairmen and interpreters will announce 
the numbers of the proposai by enumerating the figures separately and from left to right (for example, for pro
posai 2098, they will say: two, zero, nine, eight). ln addition, and with the same aim, the administration of the 
host country will place in the conference halls overhead projectors or luminous panels on which will appear the 
numbers of the proposais and Congress - Docs announced for discussion. 
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F. Amendment of the Ru/es of Procedure of Congresses 

14 As discussions in the Committees or in Congress are sometimes slowed down by procedural matters, the 
EC suggested making certain clarifications or additions to the Rules of Procedure in order to get out of certain 
situations more easily (proposais 1702.1, 1715.1, 1716.1, 1716.2, 1716.3, 1717.1, 1718.1/Rev 2 and 1720.1). 

15 Moreover, the EC considered that the practice which had grown up at recent Congresses to facilitate the 
acceptance of credentials of delegates to Congress should be confirmed in article 3 of the Rules of Procedure 
(proposai 1703.1). 

G. Presentation of certain EC and CCPS proposais 

16 The EC and the CCPS recognized the usefulness of the practice introduced at the Rio de Janeiro Congress 
for presenting the most important proposais originating from those bodies and decided to continue it for the 
1984 Hamburg Congress. lt is a question, in tact, of choosing the country or the person to make this presentation. 

H. Ce/ebration of national days and p/aying of national anthems 

17 The practice observed at recent Congresses of playing national anthems and celebrating national days by 
speeches has been dropped in order to allow more time for the discussions. However, any delegation which so 
wishes cou Id mark its national day in some form by having an appropriate statement distributed to all delegates. 

!. Procedure for e/ecting the members of the EC and CCPS 

18 The Council considered that there was no need to draw up new rules for this procedure, but it requested 
the Chairman of Congress and the secretariat-general to do everything possible to speed up these elections. 

Ill. Possible long-term measures 

A. Alleviating the work of Congress by prior consideration of proposais 

19 lt was felt that the allocation to a particular body of preparatory work or certain problems which had so far 
corne within the scope of Congress would be likely to simplify and speed up the proceedings of Congress. The 
question was therefore raised of reintroducing Preparatory Committees, but this idea was not adopted because 
of the inconclusive results obtained by these Committees at the 1929 London and 1934 Cairo Congresses. 

20 The idea, based on the International Telecommunication Union's practice of using Administrative Confer
ences to revise ail or part of the technical Acts, was ruled out from the start. The interdependence of the Convention 
and the Agreements is such that it does not allow the separate revision of certain technical Acts. The situation at 
the UPU is not like that at the ITU, where the problems of radiocommunications are very different and are inde
pendent of those relating to the telephone and telegraph. 

21 The use of the Executive Council for the prior consideration of proposais was given more attention by the 
members of the Executive Council but in the end it was apparent that, for different reasons, it had the same 
drawbacks as the Preparatory Committees. lt was therefore abandoned. However, at the end of a supplementary 
study the following procedure was finally adopted for the prior consideration of proposais for submission to 
Congress (decision CE 6/1983): 
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ii the International Bureau was instructed to write to the administrations which had sentit their proposais for 
publication purposes to draw their attention to any: 

which duplicated a provision of the Acts; 
which were on the lines of a study recently undertaken in the UPU at the end of which it had been 
decided not to adopt a proposai precisely similar to that which an administration wished to submit; 
which was submitted as being of a drafting nature but in tact involved an amendment of substance; 
which dealt with different subjects and should be the subject of several proposais; 
the meaning of the proposed amendment of which would have to be clarified to facilitate under
standing and treatment by Congress; 
which were of the same kind as other proposais, for the sake of possible coordination. 

B. Programming of meetings of Congress and its Committees 

22 As Congress is at present organized, the senior officiais of postal administrations are immobilized throughout 
the whole period of Congress. That is why the question was raised whether the Congress Committees should not 
meet before the opening of the plenary meetings, as is done for the EC and the CCPS meetings. This should enable 
Ministers and principal heads of postal administrations to wait for the plenary meetings in order to participate in 
Congress. This idea was not adopted, as certain matters reserved for plenary meetings, in particular political ques
tions, must be dealt with at the beginning of Congress. 

23 Although deciding to keep the traditional practice as regards the proceedings of Congress, the EC came out 
in favour of the transfer to the Executive Council of the following purely administrative powers, which have so 
far been reserved for the plenary meetings, for obvious practical considerations (proposais 1502.5, 1705.1, 1707.1, 
1709.1 and 1724.1): 

appointment of the Chairman and Vice-Chairmen of Congress; 
appointment of the Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of the Committees; 
appointment of the members of the Restricted Committees, namely the Credentials Committee and the 
Drafting Committee; 
invitation to non-governmental organizations; 
decision whether to write minutes or reports in the Committees. 

24 Despite these transfers of powers which will relieve the Doyen of some of his responsibilities, it was thought 
advisable to maintain the function of Doyen while amending the relevant provision of the Ru les of Procedure of 
Congresses on the lines of proposai 1706.1. 

C. Changing the frequency of Congresses and other connected measures 

25 ln view of the growing difficulties encountered in the organization of a Congress, the question was raised 
whether the present frequency of five years should not be extended. However, it had to be acknowledged that it 
would, on the contrary, be advisable to hold Congresses more often in order to adaptas quickly as possible the 
provisions governing the international postal service to the present extremely rapid evolution of technology and 
needs. Consequently, the EC came out in favour of maintaining the status quo while accepting that the EC should 
be given general powers to resolve the exceptional administrative problems which cou Id arise between Congresses 
(see Congress - Doc 7 and proposai 1502.6). By contrast, the idea of giving the EC or the CCPS certain powers 
to adapt, at least provisionally, the existing legislation to the technical and financial necessities which might arise 
between Congresses was not accepted on the grounds of the principle of the separation of powers and because of 
the functions proper to each body. Similarly, the EC did not consider it necessary to make more flexible the 
conditions for the approval of proposais amending the Acts between Congresses, since this procedure must remain 
very exceptional and the very strict conditions at present imposed are justified for various reasons, including the 
absence of discussion for and against. 
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D. Other specific long-term measures 

26 The EC was of the opinion that, save in exceptional cases, proposais concernrng the basic Acts of the Union, 
ie the Constitution and General Regulations, should in principle be submitted six months before the opening of 
Congress, so that every administration has the time to consider them thoroughly (proposai 1519.3). An exception 
is possible if Congress so decides by a majority of two thirds of the member countries represented at Congress. 

27 ln view of the difficulties arising from the need to translate the proposais into several languages and send 
them as soon as possible to the member countries and the Restricted Unions so that they can give them careful con
sideration in good time, the conditions for submitting proposais should be amended somewhat (proposai 1519.4). 
Under this new regulation, proposais which reach the International Bureau two months before the opening of 
Congress will no longer be receivable. 

28 ln connection with the above, it has been stipulated that each proposai must in principle have only one aim 
(proposai 1519.1). 

29 Finally, it was suggested that the next EC be given the task of studying, on the basis of the experience 
already gained by the present Executive Council, the possibility of limiting the duration of the 1989 Congress 
to a maximum of five weeks (proposai 08). 

Rio de Janeiro, 9 April 1984 
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This study dates back to 1977; it derives from an initiative of the CCPS Steering Committee which had 
raised the question of the expediency of an in-depth revision of the functioning and structure of the CCPS 
with a view to improving its working methods. lt quickly became evident that any change in the structure, 
functioning or powers of the CCPS would affect the other UPU bodies, and more especially the Executive Council. 

2 For this reason, the EC was invited at its May 1978 session to reflect, in its turn, on its own future prospects 
by means of a stock-taking document prepared by the International Bureau (CE 1984/C 3 - Doc 30). The 
discussions which took place at that time dealt solely with the expediency and framework of such a study. A 
majority came out in favour of a study limited to the following five chapters in accordance with the framework 
ratified by the Rio de Janeiro Congress in the form of resolution C 44. 

11. Apportionment of studies between the EC and the CCPS 

3 The problem of the delimitation of powers between the EC and the CCPS had arisen before the 1979 
Rio de Janeiro Congress, which decided in its resolution C 4 to do away with joint studies as far as possible and 
to allocate to the EC studies concerning the structure, organization and general administration of the Union, 
as well as questions with major financial repercussions and which may involve amendment of the Acts, and to 
the CCPS studies dealing with technical, operational, economic and technical cooperation problems. 

4 On the question of whether or not the procedure and the key for apportioning studies between the EC 
and CCPS as stemming from the above-mentioned resolution C 4 should be retained, the EC considered that the 
experience gained on this basis had been entirely positive and that this practice could be ratified in the Rules of 
Procedure of Congresses (proposai 1725.91). 

Ill. Powers of the EC with a view to clarifying, supplementing or expanding them, as the case may be 

5 The EC noted first of all that its own duties did not tally with the actual situation, though they did not 
differ fundamentally from it. lt therefore appeared necessary to revise the present provisions of paragraph 6 
of· article 102 of the General Regulations to make them clearer and to bring them more into line with actual 
practice. As these amendments are to some extent drafting ones, they do not call for any particular comment. 

6 Moreover, as the EC had received supplementary powers at various Congresses through resolutions (adoption 
of the Staff Regulations, Financial Regulations, etc), it was thought expedient to incorporate these into the 
wording of the above-mentioned paragraph 6. 
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7 Lastly, the question arose whether the EC should be given legislative powers to enable the Union to adapt 
the current provisions to the increasingly rapid development of technology and to commercial and practical 
requirements. The Executive Council did not adopt such a possibility, which it oonsidered to be incompatible 
with the EC's purely administrative function. lt nevertheless proposed the insertion in article 102, paragraph 6, 
of the option for the Executive Council to recommend, if exceptional circumstances so require, and, where 
appropriate, after consultation of ail the postal administrations, the provisional adoption of a new procedure 
or transitional measures which will then have to be submitted for the approval of Congress in the most appropriate 
final form (see point q of proposai 1502.6). 

8 When comparing the powers of the EC to those of similar bodies in other specialized agencies, the Executive 
Council noted that, on the whole, the powers held by those bodies were very similar in kind to those of the 
EC of the UPU the differences being more in the nature of slight variations due to the particular way the organiza
tion functioned and to its field of work, and that there was consequently no reason to copy them in any way. 

9 The powers to be given to the EC to facilitate the organization and running of Congresses, viz on the one 
hand to act as a preparatory committee for the prior consideration of ail or some of the proposais submitted 
to Congress, and, on the other, to assume certain powers which have hitherto been dealt with at the first plenary 
meetings, are considered within the framework of the study on the organization, functioning and work methods 
of Congress (see Congress - Doc 6). 

10 Having regard to all the decisions which it has taken, the EC has adopted a new wording of article 102, 
paragraph 6, of the General Regulations so as to order its functions better in relation to their importance, to the 
extent to which they are of a general nature and to their field of application (proposai 1502.6). 

IV. Composition, organization, frequency of meetings, working methods 
and documentation system of the EC 

i Composition 

11 The EC was of the opinion that the EC's composition and the distribution of seats on the basis of equitable 
geographical distribution should be maintained because the overail number of members of the EC (40) is higher 
than that of the other technical specialized agencies and because the principle of equitable geographical distribu
tion is applied more rigorously in the EC than in the other organizations. The practice of renewing at least half 
the membership of the EC at each Congress was also worth maintaining. 

ii Organization of the EC 

12 Generally speaking, the EC thought that the present practice is satisfactory and easily stands comparison 
with the other specialized agencies. ln addition, it was not felt necessary to set up a Steering Committee on the 
lines of that of the CCPS, because the same reasons do not apply. 

iii Period, frequency and duration of EC meetings 

13 As regards the period (end of April to mid-May, except in a Congress year) of EC meetings, the following 
reasons argue in favour of retaining the status quo: 
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it makes it easier to plan the International Bureau's activities; 
since the introduction of the new system of financing of the Union, it is essential that member countries' 
contributions be notified at the same time as those of the other organizations, ie during the summer; 
it enables the management of the International Bureau to attend the meetings which it has to attend as 
part of its cooperation within the United Nations framework. 
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14 The yearly frequency of the EC's meetings corresponds to the practice of most other specialized agencies. 

15 Very strenuous efforts have been made for some years to reduce the duration of the EC and its Committees 
to a minimum. lt did not seem possible to concentrate these meetings within a shorter period. 

iv Working methods 

16 During consideration of this question, differing opinions were expressed as to the desirability of confining 
the consultation of member countries to EC members and only approaching ail the member countries of the 
Union in exceptional cases. Finally, the Council made these principles somewhat more flexible by accepting 
that ail the member countries could be consulted whenever this was really necessary for the purposes of the study 
in progress. 

v Documentation system 

17 Although some delegations expressed doubts about the desirability of publishing the Summary Record 
and the Resolutions and Decisions twice, first of ail separately and then in the "EC Documents", the Council 
came out in favour of maintaining the status quo because the financial repercussions of the present practice are 
negligible and because this is justified in the context of the documentation in general. 

V. International Bureau cooperation in the EC's work 

18 ln accordance with article 111 of the General Regulations, the International Bureau provides the secretariat 
of the Union's bodies and hence of the Executive Council. As such, it not only translates, publishes and distributes 
ail the relevant documentation, but also plays quite an important part in the preparation of that documentation, 
since it drafts the documents with ail that this involves with regard to freedom in the choice of the concepts 
used in stating and settling problems. lt is true that this freedom is limited by the concern - it should even 
be cailed the obligation - to observe objectivity and impartiality, which is the International Bureau's golden 
rule. Accordingly, the Executive Council considered that the present practice was satisfactory. 

VI. Possible implications for other Union bodies of the changes suggested 

19 This study does not conclude that it is necessary to amend the provisions governing the organization, 
functioning and powers of Congress. Moreover, when asked to comment on the desirability of changing the practice 
of the CCPS in the light of the measures taken with regard to the EC, the Chairman of the CCPS expressed 
the view that none of the proposais adopted affected the CCPS, the organization and functioning of which were 
satisfactory. 

Rio de Janeiro, 11 April 1984 For the Executive Council: 
AC BOTTO DE BAR ROS 
Chairman 
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Problem of arrears at the UPU 

Executive Council report 

1. Introduction 

ln execution of the mandate entrusted to it by Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 89, the Executive 
Council carried out a study on the problem of arrears at the UPU. For this purpose, it first of all looked at the 
financial aspects of the matter; it then examined the practice of other organizations of the United Nations family 
in this field before drawing legal conclusions and giving its views on the measures which might be envisaged for 
the Union. 

Il. Arrears at the UPU 

2 Because of the changes made by the last Congress in the Union's financial system, a distinction should be 
made between three categories of arrears, namely: 

those incurred under the old financial system (before 1979); 
ii those incurred during the transitional period (1979 and 1980); 
iii those incurred under the new financial system (from 1 January 1981). 
The situation of these three categories of arrears is as follows: 

A. Arrears incurred under the Union's old financial system 

3 These are sums owed by a number of member countries for the years before 1979 for their contribution 
to the expenses of the Union and for supplies against payment. These amounts, increased by 5% interest on 
arrears, are owed to the Government of the Swiss Confederation for the cash advances made by that country 
in accordance with the system in force up to that time. 

4 As and when the sums thus payable are collected by the International Bureau, they are repaid to the Swiss 
Confederation in accordance with the methods agreed with it and laid down in paragraph 3 of article 39 of the 
UPU Financial Regulations. 

5 Annex 1 to the present report shows the position at 31 March 1984 of the sums still payable by the admin-
istrations under the above-mentioned system. The total amount is 1 941 210.13 Swiss francs. 

B. Arrears under the transitional period (1979-1980) 

6 Anxious not to place too heavy a financial burden on member countries when the UPU changed over from 
the old financial system (payment of contributions after closure of accounts) to the new system based on the 
advance payment of contributions, the Rio de Janeiro Congress, with the consent of the Swiss Government, 
adopted resolution C 17 making provision for repayment over a 10-year period of the advances made by that 
country for the years 1979-'1980, involving for member countries payment of a supplementary contribution 
corresponding to 20% of the amounts outstanding for those years. 
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7 The statement of arrears for the first three instalments of 20% owed under the transitional system is given 
in annex 2 to the present document. The total amount of these was 673 971.65 Swiss francs at 31 March 1984, 
representing roughly one-tenth of the amounts entered to the account of member countries in this connection. 
By analogy with the provisions in force under the old system, these sums are subject to interest on arrears in 
favour of the Swiss Government at the rate of 5% per annum reckoned from 31 December of the year of payment 
of the above-mentioned contributions. 

8 lt should also be mentioned that 37 administrations decided to reimburse in advance either all or part 
of their 1979 contribution and that 19 administrations also did so in respect of their 1980 contribution. ln 
accordance with paragraph 3 of article 39 of the Financial Regulations, the sums thus collected have been paid to 
Switzerland so that the position at 31 March 1984 is as follows: 

Total amount of contributions 

Amount reimbursed in advance by some administrations 

Three first instalments of 20% billed in 1981, 1982 and 1983 

Balance to be billed under resolution C 17 

C. Arrears under the new financia/ system 

9 There are two types of arrears under the new financial system: 

1971 

Sfr 

15 862 080.00 

4 875 470.32 

10 986 609.58 

6 538 272.00 

4 448 337.68 

19801 

Sfr 

14 914 100.00 

3 084 700.00 

11 829 400.00 

11 829 400.00 

those resulting from the non-payment of contributions owed for the current year. Linder article 124, 
paragraph 8, of the General Regulations, member countries must pay their contributions not later than 
the first day of the financial year to which the budget refers; 
those relating to accounts definitively closed since the new financing system came into force, namely 
for the years 1981 to 1983. 

10 The first of these two categories does not, properly speaking, represent arrears; it causes difficulties only 
where the collection of contributions is insufficient to enable the International Bureau to caver the expenses 
for the current year. However, as is shown by the following table, the input of cash funds very quickly reaches 
a high level since at the beginning of the year the Bureau had 80% of the budget available and in the middle 
of the year more than 90%. 

Contribution 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

Percentage of contributions paid by 

1 January 

82.85 

82.34 

79.46 

70.80 

31 March 

88.93 

89.83 

86.88 

85.46 

30 June 

93.72 

93.10 

90.27 

30 September 

94.30 

95.18 

93.85 

1 Payment of the contributions relating to 1980 will not begin until 1986, according to resolution C 17. 

31 December 

96.25 

95.86 

95.75 
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11 For the purposes of comparison, the following table shows the percentages of the 1982 and 1983 contribu-
tions paid to the UN and the specialized agencies. 

Organization Percentage of contributions for the current year paid by 

30 June1 30 September1 

1982 1983 1982 1983 

UN 29.40 41.97 48.65 50.32 

ILO 41.21 36.73 51.12 53.89 

FAO 32.69 48.08 49.46 55.33 

UNESCO 31.45 36.96 49.24 55.60 

ICAO 51.77 54.23 68.90 67.72 

UPU 93.10 90.27 95.18 93.85 

WHO 41.12 46.05 61.37 50.83 

ITU 91.33 91.23 93.64 91.27 

WMO 56.62 59.08 69.50 63.98 

IMO 53.54 61.94 73.70 69.90 

WIPO 58.74 57.59 73.55 73.93 

IAEA 42.20 42.97 70.56 57.20 

12 Annex 3 to the present document shows the position of arrears relating to the years 1981 to 1983. The 
total amount is 1 608 643.02 Swiss francs, representing globally 2.92% of the amount of contributions due for 
those three years. 

13 At first sight, the total amount of arrears given under headings A, B and C is considerable since it amounted 
overall to 4 223 824 Swiss francs at 31 March 1984; but it must be realized that the arrears of the UPU's three 
biggest debtors alone represent 1450458 Swiss francs, or nearly one-third of all the arrears. 

14 Various measures have been taken to relieve the situation. For a long time the International Bureau has 
been dealing with the problem of arrears by publishing every six months circulars giving the member countries 
which are behind in their payments and by making numerous approaches to the postal administrations, and even 
to the diplomatie representatives, to obtain payment of the arrears, in application of the guidelines laid down 
by the Rio de Janeiro Congress in its resolution C 89 and by the Executive Council under its decision C 25 
of 1977. 

15 We should also not forget that an indirect sanction against countries in arrears already exists at the UPU. 
This is the collection of interest on arrears of contributions and payments for supplies provided by the International 
Bureau not paid within the regulation periods (General Regulations, articles 124, paragraph 8, and 126). This 
type of sanction, which at present exists only at the ITU, is being studied in several other organizations such as 
the ILO, UNESCO and WHO. 

1 Source: Report by the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions (document A/38/515 of 18 October 1983). 
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16 Despite this, the Executive Council considered that the search for solutions to clear up the state of arrears 
was fully justified. To find the optimum solution or solutions for this purpose, it examined those in use in the 
United Nations family, adding to them two "sui generis" solutions which ,take account of certain practices 
peculiar to the UPU. 

17. To enable administrations to gain as complete and objective an idea as possible of this delicate problem, 
it appeared advisable to summarize the practice of the UN and the specialized agencies in the matter. 

111. Practice of the United Nations and the other specialized agencies 

18 The consultation opened with the UN and the specialized agencies proved to be very interesting, because 
it brought out the importance of the problem of arrears in the United Nations System. These organizations are 
ail concerned by this problem which in practice arises in two forms. 

19 There are first of ail the arrears which result from the fact that numerous countries do not pay in time 
the contributions due for the current budgetary year. This results in sometimes very embarrassing shortages of 
funds for the organizations, meaning that they are no longer able to meet their financial obligations. This is the 
category of arrears which most preoccupies the organizations concerned at present. 

20 The second category of arrears is that comprising countries whose arrears of contributions go back several 
years, sometimes even 20 years. ln respect of these, different organizations have con cl uded ad hoc arrangements 
for such arrears to be paid off over a certain number of years; in certain very rare cases, the organizations have 
even taken over the arrears which clearly appear to be irrecoverable. 

21 These two aspects of the problem are of interest to the UPU, even though it does not suffer from shortages 
of funds, in contras! to the majority of the other specialized agencies, and even though it has, for such an 
eventuality, the Reserve Fund and the guarantees of the Swiss Government (General Regulations, article 124, 
paragraphs 9 and 10). For in the present economic climate the UPU must concern itself with maintaining, by 
adequate measures, the satisfactory state of its funds and above ail the goodwill of the majority of member 
countries who pay their contributions in time. As for the problem of old arrears, it is of particular interest at the 
UPU because, in addition to a few well-known individual cases, the UPU must concern itself with repaying 
Switzerland the advances made under the old system and which cannot be recovered from ail debtors. 

22 ln the range of differing practices, that of the UN represents the dominant trend. Here is a summary of it. 

23 Under article 19 of the United Nations Charter which has been taken over "mutatis mutandis" by the I LO, 
FAO, UNESCO and WIPO, Member States automatically Jose their right of vote in the General Assembly when 
the amount of their arrears equals or exceeds the contributions due for the preceding two years; nevertheless, 
the General Assembly may permit members in this situation to vote if it finds that the failure to pay is due to 
conditions beyond their contrai. 

24 At present, the General Assembly strictly applies this sanction, which appears to have a salutory effect 
on collection of contributions, as at the last General Assembly in 1982 only one country had arrears in contribu
tions within the meaning of article 19 and was thus deprived of its right to vote. 

25 lt is interesting to note that various UN bodies regularly make efforts throughout the year to obtain the 
payment of contributions and the clearing up of arrears. For this purpose, appeals are made to the Member States 
ta' do everything they can to remove the obstacles to rapid payment, at the beginning of each year, of ail 
contributions outstanding and advances to the Revolving Fund. lt should be noted that this Fund was increased 
for 1982 and 1983 to 100 million dollars precisely in view of the difficulties of collecting contributions. ln 
addition, before every General Assembly, as well as before every special or urgent session, the Office of Financial 
Services informs the General Affairs Division of the States which are behind in their payments, citing the penalty 
of article 19. As a general rule, the Member States endeavour to pay the minimum required on the first day 
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of the session concerned so as not to be penalized. Finally, at the end of November every year, the Office of 
Financial Services works out for each country behind with payment whether the amount of its arrears equals 
or exceeds those owed for the last two years and informs it of the measures it shouldtake to regularize the situation 
and keep its voting rights. Nevertheless, within the UN they talk openly of a "financial crisis" and the Fifth 
Committee is actively dealing with the problem. 

26 As regards the practice of the other specialized agencies, it may be noted among other things: 
that in two organizations (WHO, ICAO) withdrawal of the right to vote is not automatic but depends 
on the decision of the supreme body which to date has refrained from depriving any member of its voting 
rights. Despite this, the arrears position is more satisfactory than in the majority of the other specialized 
agencies; 
that the number of countries deprived of their voting rights in 1982 was as follows: UN 1, ILO 8, ITU 9, 
WMO 14.1 

27 lt should also be pointed out that in several organizations other penalties are also provided (non-eligibility 
to ioin restricted bodies, withholding of certain services or publications (WHO, WMO) or default interest (ITU). 
Other organizations are at present considering the possibility of introducing these or other penalties to ensure 
more effectively that their funds are in a satisfactory state (ILO, UNESCO). 

IV. Measures which could be envisaged for the UPU 

A. Preventive measures 

28 On the basis of the practice of the UN and the other specialized agencies, the EC decided to recommend 
the following measures to Congress, despite the reservations of some delegations. 

i Suspension of voting rights 

29 The EC adopted this sanction, which exists at the UN and in all the specialized agencies, for it has proved 
effective in limiting the amount of arrears of a good number of countries, as we have seen in paragraphs 23 to 25. 
lt decided in favour of the UN formula which makes suspension of the right to vote automatic when the amount 
of arrears equals or exceeds the amount of contributions owed by a member country for the preceding two years, 
while leaving the body in which such a case occurs the possibility of maintaining the right to vote if it finds 
that the situation of the country concerned is due to circumstances beyond its control (proposai 1526.91 ). 

ii Withdrawal of eligibility for membership of the restricted bodies 

30 Considering that withdrawal of eligibility for membership of the restricted bodies is a sanction justified 
in respect of members which do not fulfil an obligation as essential as contributing to the expenses of the Union 
and that it is self-evident for a body such as the Executive Council which is called on to vote the budget, approve 
the accounts of the Union and settle various administrative questions which should remain the privilege of countries 
which fulfil their essential obligations towards the UPU, the EC adopted proposai 1526.92 which takes over 
"mutatis mutandis" the provision in force at the FAO. 

i i i I nterest on arrears 

31 As regards the charging of interest on arrears, this is justified from many points of view and consequently 
should be retained in its present form (General Regulations, articles 124, paragraph 8, and 126), subject to 
amending in article 126 the period for payment for supplies from the International Bureau (see proposai 1526.1 ). 

1 These figures were supplied by the organizations concerned. 
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32 The EC did not adopt the other penalties in use in some organizations (withholding of publications, with-
holding of the organization's services, including technical assistance). 

B. Measures aimed at clearing up certain arrears 

33 ln the organizations in which the arrears of certain countries have become disquietingly large, specific 
measures have been or are being taken to liquidate them. These measures are of various kinds. For the UPU, 
the question is whether measures should be taken or envisaged on the same lines to liquidate the arrears of the 
old system and the transitional system which, it will be recalled, are constituted by the amounts which the UPU 
still owes to Switzerland for the advances of funds made up to the end of 1980. 

i Conclusion of special agreements 

34 While accepting that Congress could instruct the International Bureau to negotiate special agreements 
to liquidate the biggest arrears of contributions, the EC considered that it was too early at present to adopt such 
a procedure for certain particular cases. 

ii Clearing up of arrears by means of the International Bureau's offsetting system 

35 As the countries which have major arrears are often in a deplorable financial situation, it might be feared 
that it would be difficult to conclude bilateral agreements within the meaning of paragraph 34 and above ail to 
get them implemented. That is why the EC accepted a "sui generis" procedure which has the advantage of clearing 
up certain countries' debts to the UPU without requiring them to obtain major credits and currency export 
permits from the appropriate authorities. The solution would be to offset the sums which certain countries owe 
the UPU by those due to them for transit charges and terminal dues, using the good offices of a third-party 
country and the International Bureau's role as clearing house. 

36 Technically, the procedure is as follows: in the International Bureau's annual clearing operation for the 
settlement of transit charges and terminal dues, the Bureau would enter in the offsetting table of the General 
Liquidation Account of transit charges and surface-mail terminal dues the country which is in arrears of contribu
tions opposite a third-party country which is supposed to pay it the total amount of transit charges and terminal 
dues to which it is entitled, but which would, in fact, pay that amount to the International Bureau to pay off 
the contribution arrears of the country concerned. 

37 This procedure was proposed to several of the UPU's debtors and was accepted by the majority of them, 
including some which owe the Union considerable arrears. There are therefore good reasons for being optimistic 
about the medium-term clearing up of the arrears owed the UPU. That is why the EC is suggesting that Congress 
adopt the draft recommendation which is the subject of proposai 09. 

38 As this procedure should be exceptional, it should be laid down that it would be applicable only to the 
liquidation of arrears exceeding the contributions for the preceding five years. 

iii Placing in a lower class of countries with large arrears 

39 Linder the present UPU financing system, the member countries freely choose their contribution class 
for the purpose of meeting the Union's expenses (Constitution, article 21, paragraph 4). ln addition, they may 
later request to be placed in a lower class on condition that this change is communicated to the International 
Bureau before the opening of Congress (General Regulations, article 125). Consequently, the EC decided to leave 
it to the International Bureau, when it appeared advisable, to invite member countries with major arrears of 
contributions to request to be placed in a lower class, so that they are not charged sums which they are unable 
to pay and which it is subsequently difficult to recover. 
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iv Absorption of certain arrears by the Union 

40 lt may be imagined that, in some extremely rare cases, the Union does not sucœed in recovering certain 
arrears of contributions either on the basis of a freely agreed bilateral agreement or even by the above-mentioned 
clearing system. For such eventualities, absorption of these arrears by the Union would have to be envisaged. 
The amounts concerned would be either taken out of the UPU's Reserve Fund or included in its budget and 
apportioned over one or more years among all the member countries. This solution does not require the adoption 
of a specific provision; it should be regulated from case to case by a Congress resolution. lt should be recalled 
that this extreme solution has been applied by only a few organizations. Consequently, the EC favoured putting 
off any decision on this matter until there was such a case for current consideration. 

Rio de Janeiro, 13 April 1984 
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Arrears incurred under the old financial system 

Sums owed at 31 March 1984 by Union member countries (in Swiss francs) 

Member countries No of Contributions Supplies lnterest Total 
contribution amount 
units Year Amount 
in 1980 

A. Oebts of over 5000 francs 

Central African Rep 1973 and 1975 
1976-1978 44 903.79 10 054.44 16171.57 71 129.80 

Comoros 1 1976-1978 34 990.00 6 246.10 10 485.46 51 721.56 
Dominican Republic 3 1962-1978 383 058.00 18 599.15 205 829.30 607 486.45 
Gambia 1 1976-1978 27 856.46 3 392.77 9 268.83 40 518.06 
Guatemala 3 1978 35 910.00 23 000.58 58 910.58 
Democratic Kampuchea 1 1973-1978 59 223.10 3 088.45 19 627.29 81 938.84 
Mauritania 1 1974-1978 40 828.57 1 796.95 12 357.91 54 983.43 
Nicaragua 1 1976-1978 34 990.00 1 193.45 12 764.65 48 948.10 
Peru 3 5 227.37 9 611. 76 14 839.13 
Sudan 1 16726.10 7 227.58 23 953.68 
Chad 1 1970-1978 66 205.90 3 255.82 28 184.79 97 646.51 
Portuguese Provinces 1975 108 600.00 38 492.20 147 092.20 
in West Africa 

Portuguese Provinces 1975-1978 458 500.00 125 702.15 584 202.15 
in Asia and Oceania 

1295065.82 69 580.60 518 724.07 1883370.49 

B. Oebts of less than 5000 francs 

(44 member countries) 530.00 22 083.38 35 226.26 57 839.64 

1295595.82 91 663.98 553 950.33 1 941 210.13 
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Statement of arrears incurred under the transitional system 
First three instalments of 20 percent of the 1979 contributions 

Position at 31 March 1984 (in Swiss francs) 

Country Number Amount owed Country 
of contri-
bution 
units 

Argentina 20 59 520.00 Niger 
Benin 1 5 952.00 Nigeria 
Burundi 1 553.89 Uganda 
Cameroon 1 5 952.00 Peru 
Cape Verde 1 2 976.00 Philippines 
Central African Rep 1 8 928.00 Democratic People's 
Chile 5 13 664.90 Rep of Korea 
Colombia 3 8 928.00 Remania 
Comores 1 8 928.00 Senegal 
Cuba 3 26 784.00 Somalia 
Dominican Republic 3 8 928.00 Sudan 
El Salvador 1 8 928.00 Suriname 
Ethiopia 1 2 976.00 Tanzania (United Rep) 
Gambia 1 8 928.00 Chad 
Ghana 3 26 784.00 Togo 
Guatemala 3 26 784.00 Trinidad and Tobago 
Guinea 1 8 008.88 Tunisia 
Guinea-Bissau 1 8 928.00 Uruguay 
Equatorial Guinea 3 26 784.00 Venezuela 
Guyana 1 5 952.00 Zaire 
Haiti 3 8 928.00 
Upper Volta 1 5 952.00 
Hungarian People's Rep 10 29 760.00 Total amount outstanding 
Iran 5 14 880.00 at 31 March 1984 
Democratic Kampuchea 1 8 928.00 
Lao People's Dem Rep 1 5 952.00 
Lebanon 1 2 976.00 Amount billed in three 
Liberia 1 5 952.00 instalments 
Madagascar 3 17 856.00 
Mauritania 1 8 928.00 
Mexico 15 44 640.00 Arrears as a percentage 
Nicaragua 1 8 928.00 of amount billed 
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Number Amountowed 
of contri-
bution 
units 

1 2 976.00 
5 14 880.00 
1 8 928.00 
3 26 784.00 
1 5 952.00 
10 29 760.00 

10 29 760.00 
1 5 952.00 
1 5 952.00 
1 5 952.00 
1 2 976.00 
1 5 952.00 
1 8 928.00 
1 8928.00 
1 2 976.00 
5 14 880.00 
3 17 856.00 
3 26 784.00 
3 8 928.00 

673 971.67 

6 538 272.00 

10.31 % 
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Statement of arrears incurred under the new financial system 

Position at 31 March 1984 (in Swiss francs) 

Country Number 1981 1982 1983 Total 
of contri-
bution 
units 

Belize 1 17 500.00 17 500.00 35 000.00 
Benin 1 16 750.00 970.05 17 500.00 35 220.05 
Cameroon 1 17 500.00 17 500.00 
Central African Rep 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Comoros 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Cuba 3 33 778.00 33 778.00 
Dominican Republic 3 50 250.00 52 500.00 102 750.00 
El Salvador 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Gambia 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Ghana 3 52 500.00 52 500.00 105 000.00 
Guinea 1 425.78 425.78 
Guinea-Bissau 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Equatorial Guinea 3 50 250.00 52 500.00 52 500.00 155 250.00 
Guyana 1 17 500.00 17 500.00 
Upper Volta 1 17 500.00 17 500.00 
Iraq 5 87 500.00 87 500.00 
Democratic Kampuchea 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Liberia 1 17 500.00 17 500.00 35 000.00 
Madagascar 3 52 500.00 52 500.00 
Mauritania 1 4 633.78 17 500.00 17 500.00 39 633.78 
Nicaragua 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Niger 1 17 500.00 17 500.00 
Uganda 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Peru 3 50 250.00 52 500.00 52 500.00 155 250.00 
Philippines 1 17 500.00 17 500.00 
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 17 500.00 17 500.00 
Sierra Leone 3 998.35 17 500.00 21 498.35 
Somalia 10 761.44 17 500.00 28 261.44 
Sudan 16142.12 17 500.00 33 642.12 
Suriname 12 183.50 12 183.50 
Tanzania (United Rep) 17 500.00 17 500.00 
Chad 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Togo 17 500.00 17 500.00 35 000.00 
Uruguay 52 500.00 52 500.00 

Total arrears at 335 067.28 486 871.96 786 703.78 1608643.02 
31 March 1984 

Total contributions 17 763 375.00 18 637 500.00 18 637 500.00 55 038 375.00 

Arrears as a percentage of 1.89% 2.61% 4.22% 2.92% 
the total contributions 
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Problem of arrears at the UPU 

Additional memorandum by the Secretary-General 

So that all concerned rnay have a precise idea of changes in the arrears position since 31 March 1984, we give in 
the present addendurn the arrears position at 15 June 1984, in the sarne format as that used in Congress -
Doc 8/ Annexes 1 to 3. 

Harnburg, 25 June 1984 
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Arrears incurred under the old financial system 

Sums owed at 15 June 1984 by Union member countries (in Swiss francs) 

Member countries No of Contributions Supplies lnterest Total 
contribution amount 
units in 1980 Year Amount 

A. Debts of over 5000 francs 

Central African 1973 and 1975 
Rep 1976-1978 44 903.79 10 054.44 16 171.57 71 129.80 
Comores 1 1976-1978 34 990.00 6 246.10 10 485.46 51 721.56 
Dominican Republic 3 1962-1978 383 058.00 18599.15 205 829.30 607 486.45 
Gambia 1 1976-1978 27 856.46 3 392.77 9 268.83 40 518.06 
Guatemala 3 1978 35 910.00 23 000.58 58 910.58 
Democratic Kampuchea 1 1973-1978 59 223.10 3 088.45 19 627.29 81 938.84 
Mauritania 1 1974-1978 40 828.57 1 796.95 12 357.91 54 983.43 
Nicaragua 1 6 748.00 6 748.00 
Peru 3 5 227.37 9611.76 14839.13 · 
Sudan 1 16 726.10 7 227.58 23 953.68 
Chad 1 1970-1978 66 205.90 3 255.82 28 184.79 97 646.51 
Portuguese Provinces 1975 108 600.00 38.492.20 147 092.20 
in West Africa 
Portuguese Provinces 1975-1978 458 500.00 125702.15 584 202.15 
in Asia and Oceania 

1260075.82 68 387.15 512 707.42 1 841 170.39 

B. Debts of less than 5000 francs 

(42 member countries) 19 674.33 31 926.05 51 600.38 

1260075.82 88 061.48 544 633.47 1892770.77 
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Statement of arrears incurred under the transitional system 
First three instalments of 20 percent of the 1979 contributions 

Position at 15 June 1984 (in Swiss francs) 

Country Number Amount Country 
of contri- owed 
bution 
units 

Argentina 20 59 520.00 Nigeria 
Burundi 1 553.89 Uganda 
Cameroon 1 5 952.00 Peru 
Cape Verde 1 2 976.00 Philippines 
Central African (Rep) 1 8 928.00 Romania 
Chile 5 13 664.90 Senegal 
Colombia 3 8 928.00 Somalia 
Comoros 1 8 928.00 Sudan 
Cuba 3 26 784.00 Suriname 
Dominican Republic 3 8 928.00 Tanzania (United Rep) 
El Salvador 1 8 928.00 Chad 
Gambia 1 8 928.00 Togo 
Ghana 3 26 784.00 Trinidad and Tobago 
Guatemala 3 26 784.00 Tunisia 
Guinea 1 8 008.88 Uruguay 
Guinea-Bissau 1 8 928.00 Venezuela 
Equatorial Guinea 3 26 784.00 Zaire 
Haiti 3 8 928.00 
Upper Volta 1 2 976.00 
Hungarian People's Rep 10 29 760.00 Total amount outstanding 
Iran 5 14 880.00 at 15 June 1984 
Democratic Kampuchea 1 8 928.00 
Lao People's Dem Rep 1 5 952.00 
Lebanon 1 2 976.00 
Liberia 1 5 952.00 
Madagascar 3 8 928.00 Amount billed 
Mauritania 1 8 928.00 in three instalments 
Mexico (balance) 15 28 790.00 
Nicaragua 1 2 976.00 Arrears as a percentage 
Niger 2 976.00 of amount billed 
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Number Amount 
of contri- owed 
bution 
units 

5 14 880.00 
1 8 928.00 
3 26 784.00 
1 5 952.00 
10 29 760.00 
1 5 952.00 
1 5 952.00 

5 952.00 
2 976.00 
5952.00 

1 8 928.00 
1 8 928.00 
1 2 976.00 
5 14 880.00 
3 17 856.00 
3 26 784.00 
3 8 928.00 

595 625.67 

6538 272.00 

9.10% 
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Statement of arrears incurred under the new financial system 

Position at 15 June 1984 (in Swiss francs) 

Country Number of 1981 1982 1983 Total 
contribution 
units 

Belize 17 500.00 17 500.00 35 000.00 
Cameroon 1 17 500.00 17 500.00 
Central African Rep 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 138.10 34 388.10 
Comoros 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Cuba 3 33 778.00 33 778.00 
Dominican Republic 3 50 250.00 52 500.00 102 750.00 
El Salvador 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Gambia 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Ghana 3 52 500.00 52 500.00 105 000.00 
Guinea 1 425.78 425.78 
Guinea-Bissau 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Equatorial Guinea 3 50250.00 52 500.00 52 500.00 155 250.00 
Upper Volta 1 17 500.00 17 500.00 
Iraq 5 87 500.00 87 500.00 
Democratic Kampuchea 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Liberia 1 17 500.00 17 500.00 35 000.00 
Mauritania 1 4 633.78 17 500.00 17 500.00 39 633.78 
Niger 1 17 500.00 17.500.00 
Uganda 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Peru 3 50250.00 52 500.00 52 500.00 155 250.00 
Philippines 1 17 500.00 17 500.00 
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 1 17 500.00 17 500.00 
Sierra Leone 1 3 998.35 17 500.00 21 498.35 
Somalia 1 10761.44 17 500.00 28 261.44 
Sudan 1 16 142.12 17 500.00 33 642.12 
Tanzania (United Rep) 1 17 500.00 17 500.00 
Chad 1 16 750.00 17 500.00 17 500.00 51 750.00 
Togo 1 2 504.00 17 500.00 20004.00 
Uruguay 1 52 500.00 52 500.00 

Total arrears at 15 June 1984 289 383.78 453 405.91 664 341.88 1 407 131.57 

Total contributions 17 763 375.00 18 637 500.00 18 637 500.00 55 038 375.00 

Arrears as a percentage 1.63% 2.43°/4 3.56% 2.56% 
of the total contributions 
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New transit charge scales 

Executive Council report 

1. 1 ntroduction 

The 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress, in adopting resolution C 28, instructed the Executive Council: 
to update the scales of transit charges fixed in article 61 of the Convention, by the method used in drawing 
them up, as short a time as possible before the next Congress; 

ii to continue the economic study on the structure of the scales; 
iii to seek ways of reflecting, if necessary, in these scales the development of all factors entering into consider

ation for drawing them up. 

2 The Executive Council entrusted the study toits Committee 5 (Transit Charges and Terminal Dues). 

3 To caver the points raised in the above resolution, it was agreed that: 
the updating of the transit charge scales would be done by the International Bureau when the time came, 
according to the usual method of calculation and taking account of all of the recommendations which the 
Executive Council might express concerning the level of transport costs; 
the study on clauses ii and iii of resolution C 28 was entrusted to a Working Party of Committee 5 composed 
of the following countries: United States of America (reporting country), Argentina, Egypt, Great Britain, 
lndia, USSR and Yugoslavia. 

4 A questionnaire was circulated to ail postal administrations on 15 October 1981 to gather their views on 
the traditional method of drawing up the transit charge scales, on the structure of the scales, on the commercial 
transport price for 15 commodities comparable to mail, on the price actually paid for the transport of mail and 
on ways of reflecting price movements in the scales during the period between Congresses. 

5 ln spite of the fact that few administrations took part in this consultation (only 54), probably because a great 
many administrations provide neither land nor sea transit, it nevertheless enabled the 1982 Executive Council to 
reach the following decisions: 

the principles for fixing the transit charge scales adopted by the Technical Committe on Transît and ratified 
by the 1952 Brussels Congress, and the present structure of the scales, should be maintained; 
the commercial price for the transport of 15 commodities comparable to mail, which makes up the (land 
and sea) "transports costs" element, should be replaced by the price actually paid. This decision is the origin 
of proposai 3000.1; 
to reflect any changes in the elements taken into account in the scales during the period between Congresses, 
the scales should, at the time, they are fixed, be subject to a coefficient reflecting the average increase in 
transport prices actually paid and in postal costs during the previous five years; these scales would be fixed 
for the whole period of application of the Convention. 

6 At its 1982 session, the Executive Council decided: 
to update, towards the end of the year and by means of the traditional method of calculation, the land and 
sea transit charge scales adopted by the Rio de Janeiro Congress; 

ii to prepare, by the same method of calculation, a variant of the new scales based on the prices actually paid 
by postal administrations for the transport of mail over various routes (instead of basing them on the com
mercial transport prices for 15 commodities comparable to mail); 
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iii with respect to calculation of the coefficient of increase to ensure economic stability of the scales during 
the period of application of the Acts of the next Congress: 

to obtain direct from administrations information on changes in the prices actually paid for the trans
port of mail, 
to request the ICS to supply information on recent trends in sea transport prices. 

7 ln view of these decisions: 
postal administrations were asked to reply to the questionnaire designed to gather the information needed 
for calculating the new transit charge scales, namely: 
a designation and length of routes; 
b annual weights of mail conveyed in transit according to the results of the 1982 statistics for transit 

charges; 
c commercial transport prices for 15 commodities comparable to mail; 
d the prices actually 1;>aid by postal administrations; 
e postal costs; 
the ICS was asked for its part to supply information on price movements for sea transport over the last ten 
years. 

8 The International Bureau received replies from 50 administrations, 28 of which provided details relevant to 
calculation of the new scales: 

Argentina 
Australia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Brazil 
Canada 
Chile 
Denmark 
France 
Germany, Fed Rep of 
Great Britain 
lndia 
ltaly 
Japan 

Jordan 
Kenya 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
South Africa 
Spain 
Sri Lanka 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Syrian Arab Rep 
United States of America 
Yemen (People's Dem Rep) 
Zaïre 
Zimbabwe 

Seven administrations supplied incomplete data which cou Id not be taken into consideration. 

Another 15 administrations stated that they provided neither land nor sea transit. 

Lastly, the International Chamber of Shipping stated that it was unable to respond to the request of the Inter
national Bureau regarding tariff movements. 

Il. Basis for calculation of the draft new transit charge scales 

9 ln accordance with Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 28 and with the decision of the 1982 Executive 
Council, calculation of the land and sea transit charges scales was carried out by the customary method developed 
by the Technical Committee on Transit, the main points of which are: 
a the rate for each step of the transit charge scales is made up of two components: "transport costs" and 

"postal costs"; 
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b the "transport costs" component is determined on the basis of the weighted world average - calculated 
mathematically - of the commercial prices for the transport of commodities comparable to mail and on the 
basis of the prices actually paid, by applying to the median length of each step of the scales the weighted 
world average price per tonne-kilometre or per tonne-nautical mile, as the case may be, corresponding to 
that median length (for the system of calculation, see annex 1 ); 

c the "postal costs" component is calculated on the basis of the weighted world arithmetical mean of the 
postal costs incurred by administrations in effecting purely postal operations for transit mail. 

A. "Transport costs" components 

10 The data supplied by the above 28 administrations, carefully checked and taken into consideration for 
calculating the weighted world average price curves for land and sea transport, are given in annex 2. 

11 Rearranged for the purpose of calculating the "transport costs" components, the figures are as shown in 
annex 3. The weighted world average prices in gold centimes per tonne-kilometre and per tonne-nautical mile 
thus obtained for the distances covered by the draft new land and sea transit charge scales are given in column 4 
of annex 4. 

B. "Postal costs" components 

12 The data concerning the "postal costs" components in land and sea transit and the calculation of these 
components are given in annex 5. The results have been carried over to annex 4 (column 5). 

C. Draft new transit charge scales 

13 Bearing in mind the "transport costs" and "postal costs" components as calculated, the draft new land and 
sea transit charge scales, based on the replies to the above-mentioned questionnaire (paragraph 7 above) are shown 
in column 7 of annex 4. ln relation to the scales adopted by the Rio de Janeiro Congress (or the scales calculated 
with the 1978 data), the new transit charge scales appear as follows: 

draft a (see paragraph 15), calculated on the commercial prices for the transport of 15 commodities compa
rable to mail, satisfies operative paragraph i of resolution C 28 of the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress; 
draft b (see paragraph 16). calculated on the transport prices actually paid, complies with the decision taken 
by the Executive Council at its 1982 session, which has given rise to proposai 3000.1. 

14 ln order to reflect tariff movements during the inter-Congress period in relation to the average increase in 
transport costs and postal costs, administrations were asked for information about the prices actually paid in 1978 
and in 1984. Coefficients reflecting these movements were applied to the scales based on the prices actually paid 
in 1983. Compared to the scales calculated on the prices actually paid in 1978, the new scales appear as follows: 
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draft c (see paragraph 17) calculated on the transport prices actually paid in 1983, to which coefficients 
have been applied in order to reflect the average variation in transport prices and postal costs during the 
preceding five years. This draft complies with the decision taken by the Executive Council at its 1982 
session. The results obtained are given in column 7 of annex 4, while the calculation of the coefficients will 
be found in annex 6. 



15 Drafta 

Land transit calculated on commercial prices for the transport of 15 commodities 

Distances traversed 

Upto 300 km ..................... . 
Above 300 up to 600 ................. . 
Above 600 up to 1000 . . . . . . . . ......... . 
Above 1000 up to 1500 ................. . 
Above 1500 up to 2000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Above 2000 up to 2500 ................. . 
Above 2500 up to 3000 ................. . 
Above 3000 up to 3800 ................. . 
Above 3800 up to 4600 ................. . 
Above 4600 up to 5500 ................. . 
Above 5500 up to 6500 . . ............... . 
Above 6500 up to 7500 ................. . 
Above 7500 for each additional 1000 km ....... . 

New scale 

Charge per kg gross 

2 

fr C 

0.37 
0.54 
0.74 
0.98 
1.25 
1.51 
1.76 
2.09 
2.49 
2.91 
3.38 
3.86 
0.47 

Present scale 
(Rio de Janeiro 
Convention) 

3 

fr C 

0.25 
0.39 
0.53 
0.70 
0.88 
1.04 
1.20 
1.40 
1.64 
1.89 
2.15 
2.42 
0.24 

Sea transit calculated on commercial prices for the transport of 15 commodities 

Distances traversed 

Up to 300 nautical miles . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Above 300 up to 600 ................. . 
Above 600 up to 1000 ................. . 
Above 1000 up to 1500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Above 1500 up to 2000 ................. . 
Above 2000 up to 2500 ................. . 
Above 2500 up to 3000 ................. . 
Above 3000 up to 3500 ................. . 
Above 3500 up to 4000 ................. . 
Above 4000 up to 5000 ................. . 
Above 5000 up to 6000 ................. . 
Above 6000 up to 7000 ................. . 
Above 7000 up to 8000 ................. . 
Above 8000 for each additional 1000 n m ...... . 

New scale 

Charge per kg gross 

2 

fr C 

0.47 
0.57 
0.64 
0.70 
0.75 
0.80 
0.83 
0.86 
0.89 
0.93 
0.97 
1.01 
1.04 
0.02 

Present scale 
(Rio de Janeiro 
Convention) 

3 

fr C 

0.40 
0.54 
0.66 
0.77 
0.87 
0.95 
1.03 
1.10 
1.17 
1.25 
1.36 
1.46 
1.55 
0.07 
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Percentage variation 
of transit charges 
in col 2 
over those 
in col 3 

4 

% 

48.0 
38.5 
39.6 
40.0 
42.0 
45.2 
46.7 
49.3 
51.8 
54.0 
57.2 
59.5 
95.8 

Percentage variation 
of transit charges 
in col 2 
over those 
in col 3 

4 

% 

17.5 
5.6 
3.0 
9.1 

13.8 
15.8 
19.4 
21.8 
23.9 
25.6 
28.7 
30.8 
32.9 
71.4 
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16 Draft b 

Land transit calculated on transport prices actually paid in 1983 

Distances traversed 

Up to 300 km ....................•. 
Above 300 up to 600 ................. . 
Above 600 up to 1000 ................. . 
Above 1000 up to 1500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Above 1500 up to 2000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Above 2000 up to 2500 ................. . 
Above 2500 up to 3000 ..............•... 
Above 3000 up to 3800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Above 3800 up to 4600 ................. . 
Above 4600 up to 5500 . . . . . ............ . 
Above 5500 up to 6500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Above 6500 up to 7500 ................. . 
Above 7500 for each additional 1000 km ....... . 

New scale 

Charge per kg gross 

2 

fr C 

0.44 
0.64 
0.81 
1.01 
1.20 
1.37 
1.53 
1.73 
1.95 
2.18 
2.42 
2.65 
0.20 

Sea transit calculated on transport prices actually paid in 1983 

Distances traversed 

Up to 300 nautical miles ......•......... 
Above 300 up to 600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
Above 600 up to 1000 ................. . 
Above 1000 up to 1500 ................. . 
Above 1500 up to 2000 . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Above 2000 up to 2500 . . . . ............. . 
Above 2500 up to 3000 . . . . . . . ........••. 
Above 3000 up to 3500 . . ............... . 
Above 3500 up to 4000 . . ............... . 
Above 4000 up to 5000 ................. . 
Above 5000 up to 6000 ................. . 
Above 6000 up to 7000 ................. . 
Above 7000 up to 8000 ................. . 
Above 8000 for each additional 1000 n m ...... . 
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New scale 

Charge per kg gross 

2 

fr C 

0.45 
0.56 
0.64 
0.72 
0.78 
0.83 
0.88 
0.92 
0.96 
1.01 
1.07 
1.12 
1.16 
0.04 

$cale calculated 
on 1978 
prices 

3 

fr C 

0.42 
0.56 
0.67 
0.77 
0.87 
0.94 
1.01 
1.09 
1.18 
1.26 
1.34 
1.42 
0.06 

Scale calculated 
on 1978 
prices 

3 

fr C 

0.42 
0.49 
0.53 
0.57 
0.60 
0.63 
0.65 
0.67 
0.68 
0.70 
0.73 
0.75 
0.77 
0.01 

Percentage variation 
of transit charges 
in col 2 
over those 
in col 3 

4 

% 

4.8 
14.3 
20.9 
31.2 
37.9 
45.7 
51.5 
58.7 
65.3 
73.0 
80.6 
86.6 

233.3 

Percentage variation 
of transit charges 
in col 2 
over those 
in col 3 

4 

% 

7.1 
14.3 
20.8 
26.3 
30.0 
31.7 
35.4 
37.3 
41.2 
44.3 
46.6 
49.3 
50.6 

300.0 



17 Draftc 

Land transit calculated on the transport prices actual!y paid in 1983, 
to which coefficients* have been applied in order to reflect the average variation 
in transport prices and postal costs during the preceding five years 

Distances traversed New scale Scale calculated 
on 1978 

Charge per kg gross prices 

2 3 

fr C fr C 

Up to 300 km ..... 0.50 0.42 
Above 300 up to 600. 0.68 0.56 
Above 600 up to 1000 . 0.85 0.67 
Above 1000 up to 1500 . 1.03 0.77 
Above 1500 up to 2000 . 1.20 0.87 
Above 2000 up to 2500 . 1.37 0.94 
Above 2500 up to 3000 . 1.52 1.01 
Above 3000 up to 3800 . 1.70 1.09 
Above 3800 up to 4600 . 1.91 1.18 
Above 4600 up to 5500 . 2.12 1.26 
Above 5500 up to 6500 . 2.34 1.34 
Above 6500 up to 7500 . 2.57 1.42 
Above 7500 for each additional 1000 km . 0.19 0.06 
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Percentage variation 
of transit charges 
in col 2 
over those 
in col 3 

4 

% 

19.1 
21.4 
26.9 
33.8 
37.9 
45.7 
50.5 
56.0 
61.9 
68.3 
74.6 
81.0 

216.7 

* On the basis of the information supplied by the postal administrations, the resulting coefficients corresponding to hait of the 
five-year period are as follows (see annex 6): 

transport costs: 0.9359; 
- postal costs: 1.2432. 

Sea transit calculated on the transport prices actual!y paid in 1983, 
to which coefficients* have been applied in order to reflect the average variation 
in transport prices and postal costs during the preceding five years 

Distances traversed New scale Scale calculated 
on 1978 

Charge per kg gross prices 

2 3 

fr C fr C 

Up to 300 nautical miles .......... . 0.47 0.42 
Above 300 up to 600 . . . . ....... . 0.59 0.49 
Above 600 up to 1000 ........ . 0.67 0.53 
Above 1000 up to 1500 ............ . 0.74 0.57 
Above 1500 up to 2000 . 0.81 0.60 
Above 2000 up to 2500 . 0.86 0.63 
Above 2500 up to 3500 . 0.91 0.65 
Above 3000 up to 3500 . 0.95 0.67 
Above 3500 up to 4000 . 0.99 0.68 
Above 4000 up to 5000 . 1.04 0.70 
Above 5000 up to 6000 . 1.10 0.73 
Above 6000 up to 7000 . 1.16 0.75 
Above 7000 up to 8000 . 1.20 0.77 
Above 8000 for each additional 1000 n m ... 0.04 0.01 

Percentage variation 
of transit charges 
in col 2 
over those 
in col 3 

4 

% 

11.9 
20.4 
26.4 
29.8 
35.0 
36.5 
40.0 
41.8 
45.6 
48.6 
50.7 
54.7 
55.8 

300.0 

* On the basis of the information supplied by the postal administrations, the resulting coefficients corresponding to hait of the 
five-year period are as follows (see annex 6): 

transport costs: 1.0240; 
- postal costs: 1.0738. 
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18 The three draft transit scales submitted to Congress are summarized below: 

Distances traversed Rio de Janeiro 
scale* 

Calculation of new Hamburg scales on the basis of 

Land transit 

Upto 300 km ............... . 
Above 300 up to 600 ........... . 
Above 600 up to 1000 ........... . 
Above 1000 up to 1500 ........... . 
Above 1500 up to 2000 ........... . 
Above 2000 up to 2500 ........... . 
Above 2500 up to 3000 . . . . ....... . 
Above 3000 up to 3800 ........... . 
Above 3800 up to 4600 ........... . 
Above 4600 up to 5500 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Above 5500 up to 6500 . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Above 6500 up to 7500 ........... . 
Above 7500 for each additional 1000 km .. 

Sea transit 

Up to 300 nautical miles ......... . 
Above 300 up to 600 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Above 600 up to 1000 . . . . . ...... . 
Above 1000 up to 1500 ........... . 
Above 1500 up to 2000 ........... . 
Above 2000 up to 2500 . . ......... . 
Above 2500 up to 3000 ........... . 
Above 3000 up to 3500 ........... . 
Above 3500 up to 4000 ........... . 
Above 4000 up to 5000 . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Above 5000 up to 6000 . . . . . . ..... . 
Above 6000 up to 7000 ........... . 
Above 7000 up to 8000 ........... . 
Above 8000 for each additional 1000 n m . 

(for information) 

2 

0.25 
0.39 
0.53 
0.70 
0.88 
1.04 
1.20 
1.40 
1.64 
1.89 
2.15 
2.42 
0.24 

0.40 
0.54 
0.66 
0.77 
0.87 
0.95 
1.03 
1.10 
1.17 
1.25 
1.36 
1.46 
1.55 
0.07 

The transport 
prices for 
15 commodities 

Draft a 

3 

0.37 
0.54 
0.74 
0.98 
1.25 
1.51 
1.76 
2.09 
2.49 
2.91 
3.38 
3.86 
0.47 

0.47 
0.57 
0.64 
0.70 
0.75 
0.80 
0.83 
0.86 
0.89 
0.93 
0.97 
1.01 
1.04 
0.02 

* Scales calculated solely on the prices for the transport of 15 commodities. 
• • Coefficient of variation: 
Transport costs land 0.9359 Postal costs 

sea 1.0240 
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The prices 
actually 
paid 

Draft b 

4 

0.44 
0.64 
0.81 
1.01 
1.20 
1.37 
1.53 
1.73 
1.95 
2.18 
2.42 
2.65 
0.20 

0.45 
0.56 
0.64 
0.72 
0.78 
0.83 
0.88 
0.92 
0.96 
1.01 
1.07 
1.12 
1.16 
0.04 

land 
sea 

The prices 
actually 
paid with 
coefficients*" 

Draft c 

5 

0.50 
0.68 
0.85 
1.03 
1.20 
1.37 
1.52 
1.70 
1.91 
2.12 
2.34 
2.57 
0.19 

0.47 
0.59 
0.67 
0.74 
0.81 
0.86 
0.91 
0.95 
0.99 
1.04 
1.10 
1.16 
1.20 
0.04 

1.2432 
1.0738 
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The following observations would seem relevant: 

19 a With regard ta commercial prices: 

Present scales Draft new scales 

Land transit 

Number of countries providing data for 
drawing up the scale 
Number of transit routes (price routes) 
considered 
Total weight in kg of transit mail 

30 24 

214 153 

considered 104 528 695 46 924 307 
Postal costs in g c per kg 15.6 27 .2 
The number of replies sent to the International Bureau has dropped since Rio de Janeiro. The weights of 
items in transit are 54 percent lower than those ta ken into account in the calculations for the Rio de Janeiro 
Congress. 
Eighty-eight percent of the routes and 98.7 percent of the transit weights appear between O and 1500 km, 
whereas between 1500 and 5500 km only 18 routes, accounting for 1.3 percent of the weights considered, 
appear in the replies; no reply was given for the longer distances. 
lt follows from the above remarks that the scale is representative only up to the 1500 km distance. Beyond 
that, the figures given are merely the result of extrapolating the trend noted between O and 1500 km. 
ln the Rio de Janeiro calculations, the replies that influenced the scale concerned distances of up to 2500 km. 
This may explain why, in the scale, the variation in relation to Rio de Janeiro (col 4) is reversed as from the 
distances 2000-2500. 

Sea transit 

Number of countries providing data for 
drawing up the scales 
Number of transit routes (price routes) 
considered 
Total weight in kg of transit mail 
considered 
Postal costs in g c per kg 

18 

165 

20 486 680 
18.1 

21 

175 

12 114 593 
21.1 

The reduction in relation to the Rio de Janeiro scale for distances over 600 nautical miles reflects the tariff 
situation stated by administrations for the distances concerned (600 to 15 000 nautical miles). 
The tact that about 50 percent of the weights are transported over distances under 300 nautical miles at 
very high and increasing prices does not affect the rest of the scale in which, by contrast, there have been 
reductions. 
A similar situation arose at the Tokyo Congress, as shown in the following table: 
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Sea transit calculated on commercial prices for the transport of 15 commodities 
comparable to mail 

Distance steps Brussels 
1952 

Rate g fr 

up to 300 nautical miles 0.12 
above 300 up to 600 0.17 
above 600 up to 1000 0.21 
above 1000 up to 1500 0.24 
above 1500 up to 2000 0.27 
above 2000 up to 2500 0.30 
above 2500 up to 3000 0.32 
above 3000 up to 3500 0.34 
above 3500 up to 4000 0.36 
above 4000 up to 5000 0.38 
above 5000 up to 6000 0.41 
above 6000 up to 7000 0.44 
above 7000 up to 8000 0.46 

above 8000 0.48 

for each additional 1000 n m 

20 b With regard to the prices actua/ly paid: 

Land transit 

Number of countries providing data 
for drawing up the scale 
Number of transit routes (price routes) 
considered 
Total weight in kg of transit mail 

Vienna 
1964 

Rate g fr % 

0.19 + 58.3 
0.27 + 58.8 
0.33 + 57.1 
0.38 + 58.3 
0.43 + 59.3 
0.47 + 56.7 
0.50 + 56.3 
0.53 + 55.9 
0.56 + 55.6 
0.60 + 57.9 
0.64 + 56.1 
0.69 + 56.8 
0.72 + 56.5 

0.76 + 58.3 

Scales calculated 
on 1978 prices 

22 

160 

Tokyo 
1969 

Rate g fr 

0.21 
0.28 
0.33 
0.37 
0.41 
0.44 
0.47 
0.50 
0.52 
0.55 
0.58 
0.61 
0.64 

0.67 

Scales calculated 
on 1983 prices 

26 

175 

considered 53 407 276 45 579 571 
Postal costs in g c per kg 17.6 27.2 

% 

+ 10.5 
+ 3.7 

0.0 
2.6 
4.7 
6.4 
6.0 
5.7 
7.1 
8.3 
9.4 

11.6 
11.1 

11.8 

ln regard to the data supplied for 1978 and 1983, the same comments can be made as those relating to the 
commercial prices: the scale is truly representative of the replies only for the distances below 1500 km. 

Sea transit 
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Number of countries providing data 
for drawing up the scales 
Number of transit routes (price routes) 
considered 
Total weight in kg of transit mail 
considered 
Postal costs in g c per kg 

21 

174 

10 359 547 
18.3 

23 

195 

11 828 384 
21.1 
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The scale calculated on the prices actually paid becomes higher (except for the first two distance steps) 
than that calculated on the prices of the 15 commodities because: 

of the 195 routes taken into account for the calculation according to the prices actually paid, only 
133 cost the same or less than the 15 commodities; 
the routes where the price actually paid is higher than that of the 15 cornmodities are used for the 
transit of 21 percent of the weight of the mail. Because of the weightings, this phenomenon will 
affect the general trend of the scale; 
the 62 dearest routes are concentrated over high distance strata. There are: 
15 routes from 4000 to 5000 n m; 
8 routes from 5000 to 6000 n m; 
9 routes from 6000 to 7000 n m. 

111. Next revision of transit charges and study to be undertaken 

21 ln view of what was noted in paragraphs 19 and 20 above, the Executive Council decided to include in the 
draft resolution concerning the updating of the transit charges a study aimed at eliminating the distortions found 
during the calculation of the scales. 

IV. Conclusions 

22 The Executive Council did not see fit to recommend a particular scale. lt therefore leaves it to Congress to 
decide which scale (see paragraphs 15, 16, 17 and 18) should be adopted: 

scale calculated on the prices of the 15 commodities comparable to mail, in accordance with proposai 3061.3; 
scale calculated on the prices actually paid in 1983, in accordance with proposai 3061.4; 
scale calculated on the prices actually paid in 1983 to which coefficients have been applied to reflect the 
variation in transport costs and postal costs over the period 1978-1983, in accordance with proposai 3061.5. 

23 The Executive Council, aware of the variation in the factors on which the calculation of these scales is 
based, recommends adoption of the draft resolution which is the subject of proposai 3061.2 {paragraph 21). 

24 The Executive Council recommends Congress to adopt the draft resolution contained in proposai 3000.1 
pending completion of the study which is the subject of proposai 3061.2 (see paragraphs 4 and 5). 

Berne, 26 March 1984 For the Executive Council: 
AC BOTTO DE BARROS 
Chairman 
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Method of calculating the weighted world average transport price curve equations 

1 ln accordance with Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 28, the new transit charge scales to be submitted 
to the Hamburg Congress are to be drawn up by the customary method. Accordingly, the "least squares" method 
was again used to obtain the weighted world average price curve equations for land and sea transport on which 
the "transport costs" components of the draft scales are based. 

10° 
2 These equations are of the form: y = --b-, where 

X 

y represents the weighted world average price in gold centimes per tonne-kilometre or per tonne-nautical mile 
x represents the distance in kilometres or nautical miles 
a and b are constants calculated on the basis of three factors given in annex 1 (distances in kilometres or nautical 
miles, prices in gold centimes per tonne-kilometre or per tonne-nautical mile, and weight in kilogrammes). 
These equations are solved by means of logarithms. 

3 The actual data for the calculation of the weighted world average price curves for land and sea transport are 
given in annex 3. 

4 If for a given route, of rank i: 

by K, is designated the total annual weight in kg of mail conveyed in transit over this route; 

by x1 is designated the logarithm of the length of this distance, in km or nautical miles as the case may be; 

by y1 is designated the logarithm of the price in gold centimes per tonne-kilometre or tonne-nautical mile, as the 
case may be; 

if, furthermore, for ail the routes there are totalized the sum of the K1 (=Li K1), and the sum of the products 
K1 x1, K, YP K; X; y, and K; x~. a sum which is represented by Li K1 x1, Li K1 y1, Li K1 x1 y1 and Li K, x7, respec
tively, 

the value of the constants a and b appearing in the general equation of each of the curves will be obtained on the 
basis of the following relations: 

2i K1y1 Li K1x1 
a = -==---- - b -==---Li K 21K, ( 1) 

(2) 

5 ln practice, the value of b is first calculated from (2) and then the value of a from (1), after replacing b by 
its value obtained from (2). 
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6 Annex 3 gives for each country, the sum of K1 (column 3), x1 (column 4), y1 (column 5), of the products 
x1 y1 (column 6). of x: (column 7) and, allowing for the weights K1, the sum of the products K1x1 (column 8), 
K1y1 (column 9), K1 x1 y1 (column 10) and K1 x~(column 11). 
These sums per country can be reconstituted on the basis of the information given in annex 2. 

7 The ba.se numbers preceded by the sign ~. which appear in the calculation of the constants a and b in 
equations 1 and 2 appear at the foot of cols 3, 8, 9, 10 and 11 of annex 3; they are the totals of the numbers 
appearing opposite each country in the respective columns. 

8 By way of example, the values of the constants a and b in the equation for the weighted world average price 
curve for sea transport (15 commodities) were determined as follows: 

Calculation of b from equation (2) (ln the tables of annex 3, the sign ~ is replaced by S) 

We have: Source: annex 3 

V /<.xv - ',,, 51 920 725.70 column 10 
". /( 12 114 593 column 3 __,j'. 

"-.., K. X ~,; 28 726 280. 17 column 8 ,, 
_K;V; 25 514 285.67 column 9 
"\,, K x2 
_ 1 1 80 281 085.42 column 11 

By inserting the above values in equation (2). we obtain: 

1 
51920725.70- 12114593 (28726280.17)(25514285.67) 

b = ------------,------------, henceb = - 0.7052289 
80 281 085.42 - 12 11: 593 (28 726 280.17) 2 

Calculation ofa from equation (1): 

We have: 

a = 25 514 285.67 28 726 280.17 
12 114 573 + O. 7052289 

12 114 593 
, hence a = 3. 7783264 

9 The values of the constants a and b of the curve in question being k1~own, they need merely be inserted in 
the general equation given in paragraph 2 to obtain the weighted world average price curve equation for land 
transport, ie: 

103. 7783264 
Y= xo. 7052289 

(3) 

1 O This equation makes it possible to calculate the weighted world average commercial price, y, in gold centimes 
per t/km for a distance of x kilometres, x being freely chosen. The calculation is done by means of logarithms. 
We have: 

log y = 3. 7783264 - O. 7052289 log x 

11 After calculating log y in this way, we proceed from the logarithm to the number and obtain the price in gold 
centimes per t/km corresponding to the distance x selected. 
The above equation would also make it possible to calculate the distance x in kilometres to which a price y in 
gold centimes per t/km fixed in advan·ce corresponds. lt would only be necessary to solve for x the equation of 

the curve. 
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Data from administrations' replies used for calculating the weighted world 
average price curves 

A. Land transport (Prices based on 15 commodities) 

Route 
No 

Col 1 

1 
2 

1 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

l 
~ 

J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
t.:: 

1 
2 

! 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
lJ 
14 
15 
lé, 
17 
li! 
19 
::a 

! 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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Country 
and route 

Col 2 

SOUTH AFRICA 
CAPE T<)WN-MAF!I..-ENG 
CAPE TOWN-C>URBAN 

GERMANY, FEO REP OF 
HAMBURG-PUTTGARDEN 
BEBRA-KEHL 
EM~!ERI CH-HELMSTEC•T 
KEHL-SCHIRNDING 
BASEL-BEBRA 
AACHEN-HELMSTEDT 
FRE!LASSING-1\EHL 
AACHEN-BASEL 
AACHEN-LUEBECK 
FREILASSING-PUTTGARDEN 

UNITED STATES OF AMFRICA 
NEW YORli-HIGHGATE SPRINGS 
BUFFALO-NEW YORK 
MIAMI-NEW ORLEANS 
LOS ANGELES-SEATTLE 
MIAMI-NEW YORK 
NEW YORK-NEW ORLEANS 
LOS ANGELES-NEW ORLEANS 
NEW YORh -LARE(l(J 
OAKLAND-NEW ORLEANS 
LOS ANGELES-C>ETRO!T 
NEW YORK-OAKLAND 
OAKLAND-NEW YORK 

ARGENTINA 
BUENüS AIRES-POSADAS 
BUENOS A!RES-LA ê/UIACA 

AUSTRIA 
UN DAU-ST. MARGRETHEN 
W!EN FLUGHAFEN-HEGYESHALOM 
WIEN-HEGYESHALOM 
HEGYESHALOM-W!EN 
W!EN-HEGYESHAL<)M 
HEGYESHALùM-W I EN 
WIEN FLUGHAFEN-BRECLAV 
BRECLAV-WIEN 
BRECLAV-WlEN 
BRENNER-KUFSTEIN 
JESENICE-SALZBURG 
lHEN FLUGHAFEN-SP !ELFELD-STRASS 
WIEN-SPIELFELD-STRASS 
W!EN-PASSAU 
WIEN-SALZBURG 
,JlEN-TARV!Sll) 
TARVISil.l-WIEN 
JESENICE-BUCHS VIA SCHWARZACH 
BUCHS-WIEN 
flUCHS-BRECLAV 

-BELGIUM 
ANVERS-QUEVY 
ESSEN-1~UEVY 
ER~!UELINNES-W(LKENRAEDT 
ANVERS-WELKENRAEDT 
QUEVY-WELKENRAEDT 
ANVERS-STERPENICH 
ûSTENDE-WELKENRAEDT 
ESSEN-STERPENlCH 
ûSTENOE-STERPENlCH 

Length 
in km 

Col J 

·J 401 
2 OJ7 

t5J 
J88 
4;:4 
495 
504 
505 
554 
595 
599 
12J 

5J6 
592 

1 J78 
1 825 
2 076 
2 lOJ 
2 921 
J 425 
J 52J 
J 669 
4 688 
4 688 

144 
907 

2J 
67 
67 
67 
67 
67 
84 
84 
84 

110 
2~1 
261 
264 
J18 
JJ8 
J9B 
4 ")•") .... 
515 
742 
826 

125 
155 
174 
194 
2J5 
248 
27-1 
27B 
J25 

Weight 
in kg 

Col 4 

227 771 
188 J84 

248 800 
1J7 189 
2J7 456 
JOB 841 
169 156 
890 266 
166 J87 
220 49J 
112 255 

74 J7J 

JJ 488 
9 7J7 

47 749 :·a :6:: 
2J 569 
81 J80 

6 78é, 
17 849 
71 812 
15 405 

7 l6J 
9 009 

Il..: 2JJ 
79 859 

J41 900 
10 80J 

242 J::o 
J2·4 75J 
ôOl 822 
851 682 

2J4 
21 008 

229 229 
1 852 591 
2 749 500 

7 852 
21 008 

J24 75J 
851 6132 
z:::9 ::29 
242 J::o 
12:: 642 
601 B2:: 

76 752 

2 608 
2 618 451 
J 641 12J 

12 094 
59 829 
55 J61 

4 n:: B97 
227 .:85 
.:60 J07 
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Price rn 
g c per 
1000 kg 
Col 5 

185 OJ1 
211 098 

81 620 
11J 7J8 
1J4 690 
1J4 690 
1J4 690 
1J4 690 
IJ4 690 
1J4 690 
1J4 690 
147 JSJ 

11 ïol 
1J SSJ 
18 L:J 
25 580 
26 172 
26 455 
J9 057 
J2 692 
4J 67J 
4J 67J 
51 J16 
51 J16 

JJ 520 
45 656 

18 650 
J 452 
J 452 
J 452 
J 452 
J 452 
4 1.::J 
4 122 
4 l :-,-. 
4 75J 
8 409 

64 049 
64 049 
71 411 
10 5.,4 
78 77J 
78 77J 
1::; 87J 
4J J69 

!Dt 595 

14 9JO 
é, ::JO 

14 9JO 
16 461 
16 461 
16 461 
16 461 
16 461 
16 46·1 

Price in 
g c per 
t-km 
Col 6 

lJ2,07t 
!OJ,6J2 

SJJ.464 
29J, 1J9 
Jl7.6o5 
2n.101 
267.242 
2é,é,, 71J 
24J. 12J 
226,J70 
224,858 
1J1,214 

21,942 
22.894 
1J, J52 
14,016 
12,607 
12,580 
1J,J7l 
9,545 

1::.J97 
11. 90J 
10.946 
10,946 

27.552 
2J,941 

810,870 
St. s.;;2 
5"1.522 
51.52.:: 
51.5-'2 
51.522 
49.0ôJ 
49,071 
49.071 
4J • .::09 
J8.050 

245.J98 
242,610 
224,SoJ 
Jl, 195 

197.9:'.:2 
!86,666 
26.9J8 
58,449 

1.::2.996 

119,440 
40. !94 
a5.ao5 
84.851 
70,047 
66.J75 
é0.742 
59.~t: 
50,649 



Route 
No 

Col 1 

::. 

l 
J 

1 
' 
J 

!. 
J 
4 
5 

~ 

J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 

10 
11 
1:.:: 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
j§ 
24 
25 
26 
27 

t 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 

! 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 

10 
Il 
12 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
.:o 

j 
4 

Country 
and route 

Col ;: 

BRAZIL 
SANTOS-ASUNCION 

CANADA 
HAUFAX-N<)RTH SYC1NEY 
HALIFAX-MONTREAL 

CHILE 
ARICA-VISVIRI 
VALPARAISO-CARACOLES 
VAL PARAI SO-CALAMA-(1LLAGUE 

DENMARK 
kOBENHAVN-HELSINGoR 
k08ENHAVN-RoD8Y FAERGE 
HELSINGoR-RoOBY FAERGE 

SPAIN 
A YA/'ll)N TE-AL GE CI RAS 
IRUN-FUENTES ONORû 
MADR!D-ALGECIRAS 
BARCELONA-BAC>AJOZ 
IRUN-ALGE:CIRAS 

FRANCE 
FORBACH-THIONVILLE: 
e,ORDE:AUX-HENC>AYE 
~lARSElLLE-V INT !MILLE 
ST LOUIS-THIONVILLE 
MARSEILLE-BELLEGARDE 
CERBERE-VINTIMILLE 
BELLEGARC>E-CERBERE 
LE HAVRE-VALLORBE 
STRASBOURG-LE HAVRE 
SAINT LOUIS-LE HAVRE 
SAINT LOUIS-CALAIS 
CALAIS-VALLORBE 
STRASBOURG-MARSEILLE 
BORC>EAUX-VINTIMILLE 
8Ei..L[5ARDE-BOROEAUX 
CALAIS-M(IC>ANE 
STRASBûURG-CERBERE 
JEUMONT-HENOAYE 
JEUMONT-MARSEILLE 
HENC>AYE-CALAIS 
CALAIS-MARSEILLE 
HENDAYE-VINTIMILLE 
JEUMONT-CERBERE 
BELLEGARDE-HENDAYE 
CERBERE-CALAIS 
STRASBOURG-HENDAYE 
SAINT LOUIS-HENDAYE 

INOIA 
CAL CUTT A-HARI DASPUR 
BOMBAY-RAXAUL 
BOMBAY-RAMESWARAM 
BOMBAY-CALCUTTA 
MAC>RAS-RAXAUL 
BOMBAY-HARIDASPUR 

ITALY 
CHIASSO-GENOVA 
NAP(IU -ROMA 
CHIASSO-V. clPIClNA 
GENOVA-ROMA 
BRENNERO-GENOVA 
v. ûPICINA-GENOVA 
GENOVA-TARVISIO 
MOC>ANE- V. OPIClNA 
ROMA-VENTlMlGUA 
NAPC>Ll-SIRACUSA 
ROMA-CHlASSû 
TAR'J ISIO-VENTIMIGUA 
ROMA-TARVlSIO 
CHIASSO-NAPOU 
C>tlMûDOSSOLA-NAPOLl 
NAPC>Ll-TARVISIO 
CHIASS0-8RIND151 
8 RENNERO-NAP(>L I 
BRlNl:>lSl-GENOVA 
Mû(>ANE-SIRACUSA 

JAPAN 
kûBE-SHlMONOSEkl 
YOkùHAMA-"•)BE 
YOk(>HûMA-SHlM(INOSEl\l 
TOk Y0-5H1M<)N0SEkI 

JORDAN 
AGABA-AMMAN 

Length 
in km 

Col J 

1 5J5 

4J9 
J44 

210 
218 
442 

50 
196 
::J4 

400 
6J5 
74J 
217 
JB2 

124 
.:J5 
.::52 
J4J 
501 
6J;: 
681 
690 
740 
747 
756 
761 
847 
9J4 
9BJ 
994 
027 
055 
10::. 
115 
162 
169 
207 
218 
267 
J::.B 
JJ5 

B5 
1 854 
l 944 
2 171 
' 186 
' 256 ~ 

210 
.:61 
486 
501 
520 
SJS 
57J 
647 
652 
659 
719 
7:t 
792 
9JO 
978 

1 000 
1 OJJ 
1 OJ5 
1 259 
1 656 

507 
561 
068 
097 

JJ5 
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weight Price in Pri:e in 
in kg g C per g C ;::ier 

1000 kg t-Km 
.Col 4 Col 5 Col 6 

J 991 19 78::. 12,BB7 

86 7DD 10 181 2J. 191 
4 100 Jl 175 ;:J.196 

7 471 4 BD? 2.è.890 
7 7B7 6 675 JD,619 

?B ?BO 58 OB? lJl.419 

4 160 B 852 177.040 
J41 626 ç J76 47. BJ7 
JB9 087 24 749 105. 765 

1 4JO 1::. 4::.0 JI.OSO 
::.16 16J 19 718 Jt.052 

5 JJO 2J 070 Jl,050 
5 1::.::. J7 7BB Jt.050 

64 BJ1 42 911 Jl,050 

5 JJO ::.5 690 207.177 
JB 1.::5 J4 746 147,855 
7J 9J1 41 86.è 166.119 

46J 599 J7 654 109,778 
J.::6 405 4! Bo2 BJ.557 

89 648 52 :: 11 a.:.61.: 
.::oo 915 52 .::u 76,668 

B 229 5J 827 78,010 
198 618 40 566 54,819 
9J6 070 .::a 09J J7,60B 
001 ?Il? 49 JOO 65.212 

26 .::56 55 1::.J 72,4J5 
192 5J7 48 007 56.67.9 
50 684 55 008 58,895 
80 478 59 650 60,682 

598 600 59 650 60,010 
162 006 6::: 561 60,916 
055 529 65 47J 62.060 

::_9 J.::B 6::. 561 56.770 
071 571 59 650 5J.498 
141 067 6J 8J9 54,9J9 
275 444 68 JB4 58,498 
207 844 68 JB4 56,656 
518 245 62 561 51.J64 
261 074 6J 854 50,J9B 
600 1J2 71 :,·92 5J,684 
J99 807 71 ~9:, 5J.40::. 

J 869 t 057 t2.4J5 
J7 182 .:o 905 1 t..276 
l'J 975 il 408 11.012 
4 954 924 10,559 
2 054 ., ' 865 J0.460 
4 966 ~j 597 10.460 

72 J45 22 467 106. 986 
6 6JO .2.2 467 86.080 

J18 .240 24 510 50.4:J::. 
17 OJO .è4 510 48.922 
95 BIO 24 510 47 .1J5 

1JJ 575 24 510 45.81J 
58 J05 24 510 42. 775 

858 650 24 510 J7.88J 
5J 690 26 55J 40. 7.::5 

111 9JO 26 SSJ 40.29J 
112 450 26 55J J6.9JO 
tJ 715 26 55J J6.828 
16 770 26 55J JJ.5.::7 
58 045 .?8 595 JO. 747 

r 755 .::8 595 .?9.::.JB 
4 ;::90 28 595 28.595 
7 215 JO 6J7 29,716 

9J 795 J6 977 JS,727 
12 740 J2 680 .:s. 057 
5 785 J4 7::.J .::0.968 

29 458 1::. 768 .::5.18J 
J5 594 11 980 .:1. J55 

J 055 14 065 1J. lo9 
02 088 18 768 17. 108 

11 91J 5 291 15. 794 
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Route 
No 

Col 1 

J 
4 
5 

l 

J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

j 

l 

!, 
j 

1260 

Country 
and route 

Col 2 

KENYA 
Mc)MBASA-MALAVA 

NETHERLANDS 
RO TTER(lAM-R<)ûSEN (JAAL 
AMSTERC•AM-RûTTERC,AM 
AMSTER(IAM-ZEVENAAR 
R(H)SEN OAAL -AMS TEROAM 
AMSTEROAM-f)LC,ENZAAL 

PORTUGAL 
LlS8ûA-VILAR FûRM<)S<)-LlSBOA 

SWEDEN 
GèTEBORG-hûRNSJo 
HELSlNGB,ORG-Go TEeORG 
TRELLEBORG-Gè TEBORG 
HELSlNGBORG-hORNSJo 
STOChH<)LM-CHARL<.lTTENBERG 
Ge TEeORG-STOChHC>LM 
TRELLENB<)RG-1\0RNSJo 
HELSlNGBORG-STOChH<)LM 
MAUfo-STOChHûLM 
STûChHOLM-TRELLE80RG 

SWITZERLANO 
8ASEL-8UCHS SG l 
(H)M(IC,OSSOLA-VALLOR8E 
BASEL-CHIASSO 

SYRIAN ARAS REP 
LATTAQUIE- SYRO-JOROANIAN FRONT. 
SYRO-TURKISH FRONT. - SYRO-JORDANIAN FRONT. 

ZAIRE 
MATAC,l-hlNSHAHA 
!LEBû-8UhA\/U-h!GAL! 
!LLE8c_l-GOMA-8UJUMBURA 

ZIMBABWE 
RAM•)hGJ./EBANA-VlCTûRIA FALLS 

Length 
in km 

Col J 

l 085 

74 
86 

11'1 
149 
199 

4J4 

187 
2J4 
JJO 
4JO 
4J7 
456 
517 
59J 
599 
6JO 

197 
2JJ 
J25 

456 
558 

J66 
1 020 
J 2JO 

602 

Weight 
in kg 

Col 4 

198 J54 

689 
J 250 

.::o 1.::4 
5 850 

689 

::2 958 

212 551 
27 OSJ 

l 950 
186 J94 
1.::s 294 
J6 920 
45 721 

J5.:: 869 
15 6JJ 
17 004 

567 596 
OJO 185 
660 217 

6 Jl8 
45 006 

J2 67J 
6 006 
8 410 

J7J JJ4 

Price in 
g c per 
1000 kg 
Col 5 

IJ 715 

L.; 485 
1::: 485 
lJ 807 
1J 807 
15 llJ 

8 1:.::2 

J7 506 
J2 .::::4 
41 078 
SJ .::Ja 
SJ .::::ra 
50 008 
56 848 
54 606 
54 606 
56 848 

10 254 
11 475 
!J 27::: 

JI ;:·sa 
Jl .::so 

JS OJ4 
a::: 4J9 
82 4J9 

JB 280 

Price in 
g c per 
t-km 
Col 6 

12.641 

168,716 
145,174 
l24,J87 
9.::.664 
75.945 

18.714 

200.567 
1J7.709 
124,479 
t.::J.809 
1:: 1..s::6 
109,667 
!09.957 
9:::,084 
91. 162 
90.::J5 

s.::.051 
49,249 
40,8J7 

68,SJl 
56.00,. 

JOJ,918 
80.82J 
67 .0.:4 

6J.588 



B. Land transport (Prices actually paid in 1978) 

Route 
No 

Col 1 

!. 

J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
1.:: 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
.::o 

l 
J 
4 
5 
6 
~ 

8 
0 

10 
11 

j 
1, 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

.:. 

{ 
j 

!. 
j 

!. 
J 
1, 
5 
6 

ï, 
9 

ID 
11 
12 
lJ 
1:. 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Country 
and route 

CoL Z 

SOUTH AFRICA 
CAPE T(IWN-M,!,F l/-.E:NG 
CAPE T(•LJN-C,URBAN 

GERMANY, FED REP OF 
HAM8URG-PUTTGARDEN 
BE8RA-hEHL 
ENMERICH-HELMSTEC>T 
hEHL-SCHlRNDING 
BASEL-BEBRA 
AACHEN-HELMSTEC•T 
FRElLASSlNG-kEHL 
AACHEN-BASEL 
AACHEN-LUEBECk 
EMMERlCH-PUTTGARC,EN 
BASEL ··CMMER l CH 
AACHEN-SCHIRN[IING 
AACHEN-PUTTG.:.RC•EN 
AACHEN-PASSAU 
AACHEN-FRE1LASS1NG 
BASEL -HA11BURG 
BREMEN-FREILASSlNG 
EMMERICH-FREILASSING 
FRElLASS1NG-HAM8URG 
FREILASSING-PUTTGARDEN 

UNITEO STATES OF AMERICA 
BUFFALO-NEW Y<)Rk 
MIAMI-NELJ ORLEANS 
LOS ANGELES-SEATTLE 
MIAMI-NEL-J YORK 
NEW Y(>Rk-NE>J ORLEANS 
L(•S ANGELES-NE!, (•RLEANS 
NEW Y üRk-LARE(11) 
OAhLANC>-NElô ORLEANS 
L(•S ANGELES-C>ETR!)lT 
NELJ YORh-(•AhLANC, 
OAkLANO-NEW YORh 

ARGENTINA 
BUEN(>S AIRES-POSAC>AS 
BUENûS AIRES-LA G!UIACA 

BELGIUM 
ANVERS-QUE'.', 
ESSEN-QUEVY 
ERQllEUNNES-WELhENRAEC>T 
ANVERS-LJELhENRAEDT 
,;•UEl!Y-'1ELr.ENRAEC>T 
ANVERSSTERPENICH 
05 TEN C>E -!JELr.EN RAEDT 
ESSEN-STERPENICH 
(>STENOE-STERPENI CH 

CANAOA 
HALIFAX-NORTH SYûNEY 
HAL!FAX-M(:NTREAL 

DENMARK 
kOVENHAVN-HELSlNGoR 
k08ENHAVN-Rè0BY FAERGE 
HELSlNGbR-RoûBY FAERGE 

SPAIN 
FUENTES <)NOR•.1- IRUN 
I RL1N-FUEN TES l)N(>RO 
IRUN-AlGEClRAS 

FRANCE 
FORBACH-THIONVILLE 
SORC>EAUX-HENC1AYE 
MARSEILLE-VINT HllLLE 
SAINT L(>UIS-THION'J!LLE 
MARSEILLE-BELLEGARC1E 
CERBERE-VINTIMILLE 
BELLEGAll[IE-CERBERE 
LE HAVRE-VALL(>Re.E 
STR.:.SBOL'RG-LE HAVRE 
SAINT LOUIS-LE HAVRE 
SAINT LOL'IS-CALAIS 
CALAIS-VALL<)Re.E 
STRASBOURG-MARSEILLE 
BORC>EAUI-VINTIMILLE 
e.ELLE GARC•E -e.,.1R (•EAU~ 
CALAIS-MOOANE 
STRASE!<)URG-CEReERE 
JEUMûNT-HEN(IAYE 

Length 
in km 

Col J 

l 401 
OJ7 

lSJ 
J88 
424 
495 
504 
505 
554 
595 
599 
617 
658 
670 
68J 
749 
851 
884 
914 
914 
970 
12J 

592 
t J78 
1 825 

076 
' IOJ .. 9.::1 .:. 
J 4.::5 
J s.::J 
J 669 
4 688 
4 688 

144 
907 

125 
155 
171, 
194 
2J5 
:::48 
271 
.::78 
J25 

4J9 
J41, 

50 
196 
2J4 

6J5 
6J5 
J82 

121, 
2J5 
:252 
J4J 
501 
6J2 
681 
690 
71,0 
747 
756 
761 
847 
9J4 
98J 
994 
o:::7 
055 

4 

J 

Weight 
in kg 

Col 4 

2~7 771 
188 J84 

156 754 
127 :::os 
280 917 
216 008 
151 72J 
.::a1 aoo 
J09 114 
229 567 
160 649 
548 J74 
60J 614 
192 907 
846 885 
101 889 
868 452 
J77 4;:;9 
514 117 
908 114 
146 681 
128 J62 

9 7J7 
47 749 
28 262 
2J 569 
81 J80 

6 786 
17 649 
71 812 
15 405 
7 16J 
9 009 

294 814 
J96 821 

-. 717 .:. 
7:7 554 
792 8J7 
1: 598 
62 J22 
57 668 

4 919 685 
2J6 756 
271 154 

86 700 
1, 100 

1, 160 
Jl,1 626 
J89 087 

440 JJ6 
52J 548 
156 572 

5 JJO 
J8 125 
7J 9Jl 

t l,6J 599 
J26 405 

89 648 
200 915 

8 :::.::9 
198 618 
9J6 070 
001 767 

26 .::56 
19.:: 5J7 
50 684 
80 -.78 

598 600 
16.:: OOo 
655 5;:;9 
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Price in 
g c per 
1000 kg 
Col 5 

J8 60J 
JB 60J 

14 54J 
48 161 
48 161 
48 181 
48 181 
48 181 
48 181 
48 181 
48 161 
75 117 
75 117 
75 117 
75 117 
75 117 
75 117 
75 117 
75 117 
75 117 
75 117 

106 479 

6 -,-,-. 

9 s:i:S 
·16 74J 
tJ 895 
15 OJJ 
19 .::5,;, 
··6 707 
24 64J 
26 807 
J2 425 
J4 4JO 

Jl 680 
47 620 

~;' 225 
-~ .::2s 
21, ::25 
24 225 
::i. 225 
24 ::25 
21, :::.::s 
.::i. .:2s 
21, 225 

5 4J9 
15 178 

5 025 
5 025 
5 025 

J.:: 54J 
J:::: 51,6 

7 281 

14 :;55 
27 .:as 
;:9 ::sa 
J9 8:::s 
58 170 
?J J80 
79 050 
80 115 
85 ci:::o 
86 730 
87 7:,5 
88 J50 
98 Jl,Q 

108 450 
114 120 
115 410 
119 ::sa 1 ;,~ 490 

Price in 
g c per 
t-Km 
Col 6 

27.554 
18.951 

95.052 
124. 178 
1JJ,6J4 
'17,JJS 
95 .597 
95,408 
86.969 
80.976 
80, 4J6 

1.::1. 746 
l 14.160 
11:.11s 
100,981 
100.290 
88.209 
84,974 
82.185 
82. 185 
7'7 .440 
94,817 

11,J55 
6,917 
9. 174 
6.6'<J 
7,148 
6.59J 
7.798 
6.9'<5 
7.J06 
6.917 
7,J44 

27,692 
.::i..971 

19J.800 
156.290 
1J9.~24 
124.871 
lOJ.085 
'17,681 
89.J91 
87,1"0 
74.SJB 

1.:·.J90 
11.29J 

100.500 
25.6]8 
21.474 

51.249 
s1..:s4 

5,268 

116.008 
t 16. 106 
116.071 
116.108 
116. 108 
116. :ca 
116.079 
116.109 
116.106 
116. 10 .. 
116.091 
116.097 
116.101, 
116.11J 
116.094 
116. 107 
116.115 
116. !Ot. 
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Route 
No 

Col 1 

1" 
.::o 
:::1 
.. .., 
;:;; 
:::5 
:::6 
.::7 

i .., 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

l 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

j 
4 
5 
6 
7 
e 
9 

10 
Il 
1.:: 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

!, 
j 

l 

J 

J 
4 
= 6 

3 
0 

10 

J 

1262 

Country 
and route 

Col .;: 

J EUM<)N T-MARSEl LLE 
HEN(IAYE-CALAIS 
CALA1S-MARSE1LLE 
HENDAYE-VINTIMILLE 
JEUM•)NT-CERe-ERE 
e.ELLEGARC1E-HENOAYE 
CERBERE-CALAIS 
ST RASEK>URG-HEN C>A YE 
SAINT L<)UIS-HEN(IAYE 

GREAT BRITAIN 
LON (1(1N-S(>UTHAMPTON 
HOL YHEAC>-L l VER POOL 
HARIJ l CH-SOUTHAMPT>)N 
c,ovE RI F<)LhS T ONE -sou THAMPT(IN 
HOL YHEAC>-L(•NC<•)N 
L l '/ERP(H)L-S(>UTHAMPT(>N 
HL'LYHEAC>-SûUTHAMPTON 
HARIH CH-HOLYHEAC• 
(HWER1 F>.'>Lr.ESTONE-HOL YHEAO 
FEU XS TOl·JE -H<)L 'rHEA(I 

INDIA 
MMBAY-MAORAS 
MADRAS-HARI C<ASPUR 
BOMBAY-RAXAUL 
BOMBAY-RAMESHWARAM 
80MBA'r-CALCUTTA 
MMBAY-HARIC1ASPUR 
RAMESHWARAM-CALCUTTA 
RAMESHWARAM-HARlDASPUR 

ITALY 
CHlASSt.1-GENOVA 
NAPûLl-ROMA 
CH1AS5<)-V. l1PlClNA 
GEW>VA-ROMA 
e.RENNfR•)-GENOVA 
V. ûPIClNA-GENOVA 
GENOVA-TARVIS!() 
MûC>ANE-V. C>PIClNA 
ROMA-VENTIMIGLlA 
NAP<)Ll-SIRACUSA 
R(>MA-CHIASS<) 
TARV lSIO-VENT lMIGLlA 
R,)MA-1'ARV1Slû 
CHIASSO-NAPOLI 
(u)M0(1(15SOLA-NAP,)L1 
NAPOLl-TARVISIO 
8RENNERû-NAP,)L1 
BR1NC,1SI-GENOVA 
MûDANE-SIRACUSA 

JAPAN 
r.(,eE-SHlMON<:,sEhl 
YûhûHAMA-hOe,E 
T01'Y0-5H1MON<)SE1'1 

KENYA 
M<)M8ASA-MALABA 

NETHERLANDS 
ZEVENAAR-AMSTER(>AM 
H(•Er. VAN H(>LLANO-VENL(> 
HûEr. VAN HOLLAN(>-ûU<ENZAAL 

PORTUGAL 
USE,ûA-VlLAR FtJRM,.·,so 

SWEDEN 
GoTEB•)RG-f· (,RNS.o 
HELSINGe,ûRG-Go TŒ<)RG 
T RELLE:81)RG-Go TE80RG 
HEL S INGe,ûRG-h(>RNSJo 
S T,)Cr.HOLM-CHA RL C• TTENBE RG 
60 TEe,Of;G-ST(>ChH>)LM 
TRELLEE',(>RG-;, 1.)RNSJo 
HESLlNG8ûRG-SiC>ChHûLM 
MAUlo-STûChH,)LM 
S TûChHûLM- TRELLEe,ûRG 

·swITZERLAND 
BASEL-eUCHS SG 1 
(•(•M(l(1(1SSùLA-'/ALL(•P8E 
EASEL·é'HlA::.3(1 

SYRIAN ARAB REP 
LATTAQUIE - SYRO-JORDANIAN FRONT. 
SYRO-TURKISH FRONT. - SYRO-JOROANIAN FRONT. 

Length 
in km 

Col J 

1 10.:: 
t 115 
l 16::: 
1 169 
l :::o7 · 
1 .::ta 
l 26ï 
l J:::B 
1 JJ5 

1.::8 
.:::::8 
.::41 
;:;45 
4.::4 
4J9 
5J.: 
5J7 
54J 
561 

:::78 
744 
854 
944 
171 
.:56 
J.::5 
410 

.:10 

.;61 
486 
501 
s.::o 
5J5 
57J 
647 
652 
659 
719 
1.:1 
79.:: 
9JO 
978 
000 

1 OJ5 
1 .::59 
1 656 

507 
561 
097 

! 085 

Ill 
19J 
.::::is 

4J4 

187 
.::J4 
JJO 
4JO 
4J7 
456 
517 
59J 
50<1 
6JO 

19:' 
::JJ 
J.::5 

456 
588 

-

Weight 
in kg 

Col lt. 

;:;9 J.2S 
071 571 
141 067 
;:;75 444 
207 844 
518 .:45 
:::61 074 
600 !J.:: 
J99 867 

16 267 
JO 797 

J .::JO 
1J ::.67 

167 8.::o 
47 6J5 
90 000 
18 720 

-4"' OB.? 
4 706 

J J67 
1 508 

52 611 
J1.;: 

J 640 
.:·65 9,:8 

l 924 
-, 145 

109 525 
7 59.;: 

2J6 78.:: 
.::1 570 

180 .::19 
196 159 
.::o J58 

78J OJ7 
.:: 615 

104 858 
1J; 580 
JJ 696 
16 9J5 
:::1 671 

JS! 
845 

JOB 506 
J5 945 
12 914 

9 958 
1J os.: 
77 JJ7 

198 J54 

69 04J 
9J5 5J7 
4IJ 9C/5 

18 151 

-.,., 551 -~7 05J 
l 950 

136 J9.:. 
1 ".,c; -- .::94 
J6 920 
.. 5 ;"_·1 

... i:·, 869 ---15 61J 
17 004 

876 5J8 
668 JC/4 
164 9cs 

JJ 

J6 OJ6 
tJ os:: 

Price in Price in 
g c per g c per 
1000 kg t-km 
Col 5 Col 6 

1:::ï 950 116. 107 
1:::9 450 116.099 
!J4 910 116. 10.:: 
1J5 7.7:0 116.099 
HO !JO 116.098 
141 4.:0 116. 108 
147 105 116. 105 
154 185 116.JOJ 
154 995 116. 101 

J7 178 .::90.45J 
65 "'CIO .:a9.4JO 
69 71::: .::89 • .::61 
70 640 .:8a.J.::7 

l -, ' -~ .:::::s .::ss • .::67 
1.::6 870 .::88.998 
15J 8:::6 .::a9. 147 
155 .::.:o .::a9.oso 
156 615 .::88.425 
16::: l9J .:89.114 

15 99.:: 1.::.s1J 
.::1 a.::J 1.:.51J 
:::J 199 1.;:.51J 
;~ J.::s 1.::. 51J 

::a 166 1.::.51J 
;:;.:9 1.::.s1J 

.::9 09J 1:::.51J 
JO 156 1.::.51J 

15 814 75.JOS 
15 811. o0.5<10 
.::1 675 56.C/44 
:::7 675 55 • .:i.o 
.::7 675 SJ.2:.'.:1 
.::7 675 51. 7.:9 
.::7 675 48 . .::98 
40 5.;4 6.:. 6:;I. 
40 S.::4 62. 15J 
40 5,:4 61.4-;>J 
40 s.::4 56.J62 
40 5::;4 56 • .:05 
40 5;:;4 51.167 
40 s.: .. 4J. 574 
40 524 4l.4J6 i.o s:::4 40.5.::4 
56 JJ9 54 . .:..J.i:. 
56 JJ9 4.;.. 74,q 
7J H2 44.108 

9 745 19 • .::::1 
9 479 16.~~~ 

1.:: J .. J 11 • .;,_ 

74 109 68.JOJ 

Il 6:5 I0~.000 
15 4.:7 79.9JJ 
:::o 20J 65.970 

J 4JJ 7 .910 

- 7JO 4l .J:i7 
4 4J.:: 18.<t40 
7 676 ;;.;61 
C/ 785 _.;. ,56 
9 947 .::.:. 762 
7 946 17. !t:5 

Il 6.::J .::.: ... s.: 
10 109 17. 04 7 
10 .::17 17 .05 .. 
10 70J 16.989 

:'6 198 J86. 79.:: 
QQ 1'.6 J86.89J 

1.::5 6.:,J J86.655 

.::.s Jl4 6.::.0<1.: 
:a Jl4 '+8. !5J 



Route 
No 

Col 1 

J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
li 
12 
1] 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

Country 
and route 

Col ~ 

THAILANO 
8ANG1'(l1'-VIENTIANE 

YUGOSLAVIA 
h<)PRIVNii:A-RIJEhA 
hûPR!VNlCA-SEZANA 
STRUGA-GEVGEUJA 
JESEN!CE-R !JEI\A 
SU81)T l CA-[>lMl TRûVGRAD 
VRSAC-G['iGELlJA 
VRSAC-R!J[hA 
SEZANA-VRSAC 
SU80TJCA-G[VG[UJA 
VRSAC-STRUGA 
SU8ûTlCA-STRUGA 
J ESEN I CE -D UII TROVGRAC> 
SEZANA-[>!M! TROVGRA[> 
STRUGA-O!Ml TROVGRA[l 
JESENlCE-GEVGELlJA 
SEZANA-G[VG[UJA 
JESEN!CE-STRUGA 
STRUGA-RlJ[hA 
SEZANA-STRUGA 

ZIMBAB\vE 
RMK•I\GWEBANA-V l CTORIA FALLS 

Length 
in km 

Col J 

624 

J::8 
J.56 
470 
471 
5JJ 
7..".d 
751 
806 
807 
8]5 
914 
002 
050 
079 
276 
]24 
]8] 
]84 
4]1 

602 

Weight 
in kg 

Col 4 

10 816 

1 '~ -· JJS 
79 :;74 
J !...,-, ·-]]8 

::JI 673 
10 114 
4Ï J98 
77 194 
60 190 

J 4J:: 
::5 JJ7 

516 554 
98.; 826 

J 510 
490 516 
1.78 :.,6 

1 872 
702 

111 514 

J7J JJ4 
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Price in 
g c per 
1000 kg 
Col 5 

:;4 

1:: 
1:: 
'~ 
14 
14 
i,:. 
14 
14 
14 

6J:: 

798 
798 4 -., --684 
084 
684 
o.54 
684 
684 

5:; 595 
46 082 
14 684 
14 684 
]7 026 
14 684 
14 684 
:6 4]8 
.:6 :.os 
::s 44] 

15 924 

Price in 
g c per 
t-km 
Col 6 

J9 • .:,.;'4 

J".ûl8 
JJ.155 

1ss • .:; .. 5 
]t.176 
:;7.550 
.:"0.170 
19.55] 
18.::1s 
18. 196 
6::. 0 88 
50. "18 
14.655 
jJ,985 
J4.Jl5 
t 1. 508 
11.091 
19.116 
18.9J4 
17.780 

::.6.45..:" 

1263 
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C. Land transport (Prices actually paid in 1983) 

Route 
No 

Col 1 

l 

1 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
li 
1..:-: 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
J9 
::o 

~ 
j 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

1 
' 

l 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1. 

l 
2 
J 

l 
J 

1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 

1 
J 
4 
5 
6 
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Country 
and route 

Col 2 

SOUTH AFRIC::\ 
CAPE TOWN-M,',FlkENG 
CAPE TOWN-DURBAN 

GERMANY, FED REP OF 
H,',M8URG-PUTTGAfl[lEN 
BEBRA-1\EHL 
EMME RI CH-HELMSTE[•T 
kEHL-SCHIRN[l!NG 
BASEL-BEBRA 
A,',CHEN-HELMSTEDT 
FREILASSING-kEHL 
AACHEN-BASEL 
AACHEN-LUEBECK 
EMMER!CH-PUTTGARDEN 
BASEL-EMNERICH 
,',ACHEN-SCH1RND1NG 
AACHEN-PUTTGARDEN 
AACHEN-PASSAU 
AACHEN-FRElLASSING 
BASEL-HAl18URG 
EMMERICH-FREILASSING 
BREMEN-FREILASSING 
FREI LASSING-H,',M8URG 
FREILASSING-PUTTGARDEN 

UNITED ST~TES 01'" làMERirn 
NEW YORk-HIGH GATE SPRINGS 
e.uFFALO-NEW YORK 
MIAMI -NEW ORLEANS 
LOS ANGELES-SEATTLE 
MIAMI -NEW YORK 
NŒ Y(>Rk-NEW ORLEANS 
LOS ANGELES-NEW ORLEANS 
/IIEI, YORK-LAREDO 
OAkLAr4D-NEW ORLEANS 
LOS ANGELES-DETROIT 
NEW YORk-ûAkLAN(l 
OAkLAN(l-NEW YORK 

gRGENTINA 
BUENOS AIRES-POSACIAS 
e.UENOS AIRES-LA QUlACA 

BELGIUM 
ANVERS-QUEVY 
ESSEN-<)UEVY 
EROUELlNNES-WELkENRAE[iT 
ANVERS-lJELkENRAEDT 
OUEVY-WELkENRAE(IT 
ANVERS-STERPENICH 
ûSTENDE-IJELkENRAE[iT 
ESSEN-STERPENlCH 
OSTENC•E-STERPENICH 

BRAZIL 
SANTOS-ASUNCION 

CANADA 
HALIFAX-NORTH SYDNEY 
HALlFAX-MûNTREAL 

CHILE 
ARlCA-VISVlRI 
\IALPAR,',ISO-CMACOLES 
ANTOFAGASTA/CALANA-OLLAGUE 

DENMARK 
KûBENHAVN-HELSINGbR 
KOe,ENHAVN-RoD8Y FAERGE 
HELSINGbR-RoOBY FAERüE 

SPAIN 
AYAM<)NTE-ALGECIRAS 
IRUN-FUENTES (>N(IRc) 
MAORID-ALGECIRAS 
e.ARCEL•)NA-e,AD,',Jr)Z 
IRUN-ALGECIRAS 
MAORI[l-[ll)VER 
BARCEL(lNA-DOVER <VIA MADR!Cll 

FRANCE 
FORBACH-THIONVILLE 
e.ORC,EAUX -HAN C•A YE 
MARSEILLE-VINT HULLE 
SAINT LOUIS-THIONVILLE 
MARSEILLE-BELLEGARDE 
CERBERE-VINTIMILLE 

Length 
in km 

Col J 

1 401 
2 OJ7 

15J 
J88 
424 
495 
504 
505 
554 
595 
599 
617 
658 
670 
68J 
749 
851 
884 
914 
914 
970 
12J 

5J6 
592 

l J78 
1 825 
2 076 
' lOJ 2 921 
J 4;:;5 
J 52J 
J 669 
4 688 
4 688 

144 
907 

125 
155 
l 74 
194 
;:.;5 
248 
271 
278 
J.::5 

1 5J5 

4J9 
J44 

210 
218 
442 

50 
196 
2J4 

400 
6J5 
74J 
217 
J82 

1 6J9 
2 264 

124 
::.Js 
252 
J4J 
501 
6J;; 

1 

Weight 
in kg 

Col 4 

227 771 
188 J84 

248 800 
1J7 189 
2J7 456 
JOB 841 
·t69 '156 
890 ::::66 
166 J87 
2::·o 49J 
112 255 
J62 911 
089 658 

86 554 
666 J41 
245 8JO 
426 725 
186 2JJ 
50J 295 
66J ;::7J 
182 806 

74 J7J 

JJ 488 
9 7J7 

47 749 
28 26; 
2J 569 
81 J80 

6 786 
17 849 
71 812 
15 405 

7 l6J 
9 009 

112 JJJ 
79 859 

2 608 
2 618 451 
J 041 12J 

12 094 
59 a::.·9 
55 J61 

4 722 897 
::.::7 285 
260 J07 

J 991 

86 700 
4 100 

7 J71 
7 787 

78 7BO 

4 160 
J4l 626 
J89 087 

4JO 
216 16J 

5 JJO 
5 122 

64 8J1 
2 52;:; 
l !BJ 

5 JJO 
J8 125 
7J 9Jl 

46J 599 
J26 405 

89 648 

Price in 
g c per 
1000 kg 
Col 5 

60 651 
60 651 

14 850 
49 156 
49 156 
49 156 
49 156 
49 156 
49 156 
49 156 
49 156 
76 554 
76 554 
76 554 
76 554 
76 554 
76 554 
?6 554 
76 554 
76 554 
76 554 

108 558 

IJ 841 
10 56.:: 
15 019 
21 168 
20 167 
24 958 
;::J J98 
41 771 
50 227 
JO 705 
47 J74 
SJ 4J6 

2J JlO 
J5 7J5 

20 f20 
20 120 
::o 1.::0 
;:o 120 
20 1..:0 
20 120 
20 120 
::o 120 
::o 1.::0 

75 272 

8 686 
24 48J 

4 808 
6 675 

29 96J 

5 J50 
5 JSO 
5 J50 

:: 525 
.:8 ;;74 

4 690 
7 86J 
8 7::s 

oO OJO 
é,J 975 

19 845 
J7 605 
40 J::o 
54 885 
80 160 

101 1JO 

Price in 
g c per 
t-km 
Col 6 

4J.291 
.::9. 775 

97,059 
t.::6.691 
115,9J4 
~9.J05 
97,5J2 
97.JJ9 
88,729 
82.615 
82,06J 

124 .075 
116.J4J 
114,::60 
112,085 
10::.208 
89.958 
86.600 
8J,757 
aJ. 757 
78.922 
96,668 

25,8.::J 
17,841 
10,899 
11.599 
9,714 

11,868 
8,010 

12. 196 
14,.::57 
8.J69 

t0.105 
11.J98 

20,J76 
18. 7J9 

160,960 
129,806 
115,632 
IOJ. 711 
85,617 
81.1.29 
74,244 
7::.J74 
61. 908 

49,0J7 

·19.786 
18,217 

22.895 
J0,619 
67,790 

107.000 
27,296 
::..:: • .S6J 

6,JlJ 
44,526 
6.Jl2 
6,461 
6.JIJ 

J6,626 
28,258 

160,040 
160.021 
160.000 
lo0.015 
160,000 
160,016 



Route 
No 

Col 1 

' a 
9 

10 
11 
1.:: 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
.::o 
;!. 
~j 
24 
25 
26 
.:7 

J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

!. 
j 
4 
5 
6 

·1 

j 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
li 
1·· 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

1 

J 
4 

!, 
J 
4 
5 

!, 
J 
4 
5 

Country 
and route 

CoL 2 

8ELLEGARC•E-CER8ERE 
LE HAVRE-'/ALLORSE 
STRASBOURG-LE HAVRE 
SAINT LOUIS-LE HAVRE 
SAINT LûUlS-CALAlS 
CALAIS-VALL<)Re.E 
STARS8'.1URG-MARSEILLE 
e.1)RDEAUX-V INT !MILLE 
8ELLEGARC,E-80RDEAUX 
CALAIS-M<)DANE 
STRAS8(1URG-CER8ERE 
JEUMONT-HENDAYE 
JEUM1)NT-MARSE1LLE 
HENC,AYE-CALAIS 
CALAIS-MARSEILLE 
HENC•A YE-V INT !MILLE 
JEUMONT-CERVERE 
BELLEGARDE-HENDAYE 
CERBERE-CALAIS 
STRAS8ûURG-HENDAYE 
SAINT L<)UJS-HENC•AYE 

GRE.!\T BRIT!\ IN 
LONC11)N-SOUTHAMPTON 
H(IL YHEAD-U VERPOûL 
HARWI CH-SOUTHAr!PTûN 
c,ovER/FûL/\ESTONE-SOUTHAMPT(IN 
HOL YHEACi-üiNDON 
LIVERPOOL-SOUTHAMPTON 
HOLYHEAD-SOUTHAMPTON 
HARWJCH-HOLYHEAO 
OOVERIFOL/\EST<)NE-HOL YHEA(I 
FEU XSTOWE-HOL YHEA(I 

INOIA 
CALCUTTA-HAR1DASPUR 
e.oMSAY-RAXAL/L 
BOMSAY-RAME:SHWARAM 
8(1MBAY-CALCUTTA 
MAORAS-RAXAUL 
e,OMBA Y-HAR 1 C•ASPUR 

ITALY 
CHIASSO-GENOVA 
NA POLI -ROMA 
CHJASS1)-V. OP I CINA 
GENO'/A-ROMA 
BRENNERO-GENOVA 
'/, OPICINA-GENOVA 
GENOVA-TARVJSJ(1 
M(1DANE-V. OPIClNA 
R(IMA-VENTIMJGUA 
NAPOU-SIRACUSA 
ROMA-CHlASSO 
TARVISiü-VENTIMIGLIA 
RciMA-TARVISILl 
CHIASSû-NAPOLI 
C11)M(1C11)SSOLA-NAPOLI 
NAPOLl-TARVISl(J 
CHJA5S(•-8RJNOIS1 
SRENNERO-NAP(>U 
BRINMSl-GENOVA 
MOC,ANE-SIRACUSA 

JAPAN 
/\OBE-SHIMONOSE/\l 
Y(•/\(>HAMA-/\OBE 
Y<)/\OHAMA-SHIMONOSEkl 
TOH.YO-SHIMONOSEH.I 

JORDAN 
AGABA-MIMAN 

KENYA 
MOMBASA-/'TALABA 

NETHERLANOS 
R,) TTE RCiAM-ROOSEN OAAL 
AMSTERDAM-ROTTERDAM 
AMSTERC•AM-ZEVENAAR 
ROSENOAAL-AMSTERDAM 
ArlSTEROArl-OLOENZAAL 

PORTUGAL 
USS<)A-VILAR FORM1)SO-USBOA 

SWEDEN 
GoTEBORG-hORNSJo 
HELSINGBORG-GoTŒORG 
TRELLEBORG-GoTEBORG 
HELSINGe,ORG-1\0RNSJé:J 
STOC/\1-l<)UI-CHARLOTTENBERG 

Length 
in km 

Col J 

681 
690 
740 
747 
756 
761 
847 
9J4 
98J 
994 
027 
055 
102 
115 
160:: 
169 
.207 
218 
.:67 
J.:8 
JJ5 

1.::a 
•• 8 
24·1 
;:45 
4.:4 
4J9 
5J2 
5J7 
54J 
561 

85 
1 854 
l 944 
2 171 
2 185 
-. .:56 

210 
261 
486 
501 
520 
5J5 
57J 
647 
652 
659 
719 
70::1 
792 
9JO 
97ô 
000 
OJl 
OJ5 
259 
656 

507 
561 
068 
097 

JJS 

l 085 

74 
86 
lll 
149 
199 

4J4 

187 
2J4 
JJO 
4JO 
4J7 

Weight 
in kg 

.Col 4 

.::00 915 
8 .::;.·9 

198 618 
9J6 070 
001 767 

0::6 .:56 
192 5J7 
50 6J4 
BO 478 

598 600 
162 006 
655 5.:9 

29 J::a 
071 571 
141 067 
,::75 444 
::.07 844 
518 .:45 
.261 074 
600 1J.:: 
J99 807 

16 .:67 
JO 797 

J .:JO 
1J 267 

167 a.::o 
47 6J5 
90 000 
18 7.:0 

20::4 082 
4 706 

J 869 
J7 182 
lJ 975 
4 954 
2 054 
4 966 

72 J45 
6 6JO 

J18 240 
17 OJO 
95 810 

1JJ 575 
58 J05 

a5a 650 
5J 690 

111 9JO 
l 12 450 
1J 715 
16 770 
58 045 

J 755 
4 290 
7 215 

9J 795 
12 740 
S 785 

29 458 
J5 594 

J 055 
6.: 088 

ll 9lJ 

198 :;54 

689 
J .:50 

.::o 124 
5 850 

689 

-., 958 

.::12 551 
.:7 05J 

l 950 
186 J94 
J.:5 0::94 
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Price in 
g c per 
1000 kg 
Col 5 

108 975 
110 400 
118 410 
119 5J5 
1.::0 975 
1.:1 770 
lJ5 540 
149 460 
157 .:90 
159 060 
164 J40 
168 660 
176 J40 
178 425 
Hl5 940 
187 050 
19J 140 
194 895 
::02 740 
:1:: 505 
.:lJ 615 

-~ J77 
J9 7···· 
41 958 
.:: 5:_o 
7J 567 
76 J65 
92 586 
9J 4;;6 
94 .266 
97 6:.4 

l 514 
JJ 020 
J4 6.::J 
J8 665 
JB 915 
40 179 

~~ 082 
-- OB2 
J5 S8J 
J5 88J 
J5 aaJ 
J5 88J 
J5 8dJ 
46 9.:5 

. 46 9.:5 
46 9.:5 
46 9::5 
46 9:_5 
46 9:_·5 
46 9.:5 
46 9.:5 
46 925 
6J 486 
6J 486 
6J 486 
80 048 

lJ 464 
1J 596 
18 000 
19 104 

s s.::a 

9.: 506 

5 618 
a 946 

IJ 807 
14 66J 
17 l6J 

4 B27 

10 0::60 
4 598 
7 980 

10 146 
10 JJ6 

Price in 
g c per 
t-km 
Col 6 

160.0.22 
160.000 
160.014 
160.0ZO 
160.020 
160.0lJ 
160.00::4 
160.021 
160.010 
160.0.:0 
160.019 
159.867 
160.018 
160.02.: 
160.017 
160.009 
160.017 
160.01.:: 
160.016 
160.019 
160.011 

174.80::0 
174,.:19 
174. 100 
17J.551 
l7J.S07 
17J.952 
174.0J4 
17J.978 
l7J.600:: 
174.018 

17.812 
17 .810 
17.810 
17.810 
17 .BIO 
17.810 

105.150:: 
8.:..605 
7J.6JJ 
71.62J 
69.006 
6 7. 071 
6.2.6.:J 
7.2.5.27 
71.971 
71..:06 
65 • .:64 
o5.08J 
59,.:;.,9 
50. 457 
47,981 
46.9.:5 
61.577 
61. JJ9 
50.40::6 
48.JJ8 

::6.556 
.?4.2J5 
16.854 
17. 415 

16.501 

85.SJS 

75,919 
!04,0:.·J 
124.J.97 
98,409 
86.0::46 

54.866 
!9.650 
.:4. !80:: 
::J.595 
2J.oS:: 
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Route 
No 

Col 1 

6 
7 
B 
9 

10 

1 ., 

J 

i 

.~ 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
l 1 
1..:: 
!J 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

j 
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Country 
and route 

Col 2 

GoTEe,ORG-STOCKHûLM 
TRELLEBûRG-kORNSJo 
HELSIN6BORG-ST(1CKHOLM 
rfALtfo··STr)ChH(ILM 
ST(IChH(•LM-TRELLEBORG 

SWITZERLAND 
BASEL-BUCHS SG J 
OOMODOSSOLA-VALLORBE 
BASEL-CHlASSû 

SYRIAN .ARAS REP 
LATTA~UIE - SYRO-JORDANIAN FRONT. 
SYRO- URKISH FRONT. - SYRO-JORDANIAN FRONT. 

THAILAND 
8ANGh1)k-V 1ENTIANE 

YUGOSLAVIA 
hllPRlVNl CA-RlJEhA 
MPRIVNICA-SEZANA 
STRUGA-GEVGEL!JA 
JESEN!CE-RlJEKA 
SUBOTICA-DIMITROVGRAD 
VRSAC-GEVGELlJA 
VRSAC-RIJEhA 
SEZANA-1.'RSAC 
SUEl(IT!CA-GE'lGELlJA 
VRSAC-STRUGA 
SUBûTlCA-STRUGA 
JESEN l CE-C•!Ml TROVGRAC1 
SEZANA-DlMITROVGRA(l 
STRU6A-01MITRüVGRAD 
JESENICE-GEVGEL1JA 
SEZANA-GEVGELIJA 
JESENICE-STRUGA 
STRLIG.:.-RlJEhA 
SE!ANA-STRUGA 

ZI\IRE 
MATA(l!-klNSHASA 
ILLŒ0-8UhAVU-kIGALI 
l LLE8(•-GûMA-BL'J UM8URA 

ZIMBAB\oJE 
RArf•.lhGHEBANA-VICT1)R!A FALLS 

Length 
in km 

Col. J 

45é 
517 
59J 
599 
6JO 

197 
2JJ 
J25 

456 
558 

624 

J29 
JB6 
470 
471 
5JJ 
72B 
751 
806 
807 
8J5 
914 

l oo.:: 
t 050 
l 079 
1 .::76 
l J::4 
1 J8J 
l JB4 
1 4J1 

J66 
o;:·o 
::JO 

60::: 

1 
1 

Weight 
in kg 

Col 4 

J6 9;20 
45 7.::J 

J52 869 
15 61J 
17 004 

567 596 
OJO 185 
660 217 

6 JlB 
45 006 

15J 790 

!OB 62B 
85 865 

4 160 
11 518 

176 787 
4 264 

51 857 
66 001 
60 190 

J 950 
27 521 

9:::7 6.:8 
552 461 

4 J68 
719 056 
J04 J69 

6 448 
2 106 

56 J94 

J:2 67J 
6 006 
8 410 

J7J :;34 

Price in 
g c per 
1000 kg 
Col 5 

8 .::oa 
12 084 
10 450 
10 5b4 
11 096 

J9 ..:·JJ 
45 tJ:: 
59 67J 

JI .:50 
Jt .::50 

49 58.: 

6 644 
6 644 

::7 642 
6 59.'.: 
6 59;:' 
é 592 
6 592 
6 5'1.'.: 
é S92 

19 5J5 
17 1é9 
6 592 
6 592 

JJ 752 
6 592 
6 59:: 
9 8:::0 
9 7JJ 
9 450 

78 100 
78 100 
78 100 

JJ 57.:, 

Price in 
g c per 
t-km 
Col é 

18,000 
.::J.J7J 
1,.6::.:: 
17,6J6 
17.61:J 

199. 15:: 
!.;iJ,700 
lBJ.609 

6B.5Jl 
56,004 

79,458 

::o. 195 
17 • .::1.:: 
5B.81J 
!J.9'16 
L:.J6S 
9,055 
B,77B 
8. 179 
8.169 

.:J.J95 
18. 784 
6.579 
6 • .::78 

1::.. 7.,5 
5. té6 
4,979 
7.101 
7.0JJ 
6.604 

21J,JS8 
76,569 
6J.496 

55. 7ï4 



D. Sea transport (Prices based on 15 commodities) 

Route 
No 

Col 1 

!, 
j 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

lD 
11 
J.2 
1J 
14 
15 
J6 
17 
JB 
I9 
.::o 
.::·1 
:::2 

j 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

!, 
j 
4 
5 
6 

!, 
j 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

ID 
11 
1.:: 
IJ 
I4 
15 
16 
17 
JB 
19 

~ 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

·, 

j 

Country 
and route 

Col 2 

SOUTH AFRICA 
CAPE TOWN-SOUTHAMPTON 

GERMANY, FED REP OF 
LUE8ECI-.-HELS1NI\I 
HAMBURG-REYI\JAVlh 
BREMEN-HAUFAX 
BREMEN-NEW YORI\ 
HAMBURG-TEMA 
BRENEN-LA GUAIRA 
e-REMEN-VERACRUZ 
BREMEN-R!O C•E JANEIR•) 
BREMEN-SANTOS 
HANBURG-CAPE TOWN 
BREMEN-BUENOS AIRES 
HAM8URG-BOMBA Y 
HAMe,URG-[1AR-ES-SALAAl1 
BREflEN-VALPARAISO 
HAMBURG-Sll'lGAP(IUR 
HAMBURG-OJAI\ARTA 
HAMBURG-HûNG KONG 
HANBURG-FRENANTLE 
HAMBURG-T(•II Y(I 
HAHBURG-h<)BE 
HAMBURG-MELB(IURNE 
HAM8URG-SYONEY 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NEW Y<.lRh-HAIT l 
NEW <)RLEANS-PANAMA 
Nrn YORh-OûMIN!CAN REPUBL1C 
NEW (IRLEArlS-COSTA RICA 
NE,i ,)RLEANS-COLOMBIA 
NŒ ORLEANS-VENEZUELA 
NE;J ,:,PLEANS-CHILE 
NEW ORLEANS-BRAZ!L 
NEW <.lRLEANS-ARGENTINA 

ARGENTINA 
e-UENOS AIRES-RlO OE JANEIRO 
BUENûS AlRES-BARCEL<)NA 
BUEN 1)5 AIRES-LE HAVRE 
BUENOS AIRES-GEN(IVA 
BUEN(1S Al RES-Nrn Y<)RK 
BUENOS AlRES-HAMBURG 

AUSTRALIA 
SY(1NEY-IJELU NGH•N 
SYMEY-AIJCIILAND 
SYC<NE'r'-PORT VILA 
SY(!NEY-NOUMEA 
SY(!NEY-NAOI 
SY(INEY-SU'IA 
MEL8<)URNE-AUCKLAN(I 
SY(INEY-TARAWA 
SIT•NEY··H(INIARA 
SY(INEY-LAC 
SYONEY-TAN[IJUNGPRIOK 
SYDNEY-MANI LA 
SYDNEY-PAPEETE 
SYONEY-HONG KONG 
SYDNEY-NA(IRAS 
MELSüURNE-BOMBAY 
SYONEY-OAKLANO 
SYCINEY-GENOA 
SYONEY-TILe,URY 

BELGIUM 
OSTENC>E-C11)UVRES 
ANVERS-CRI ST<)BAL 
ANVERS-BUENAVENTURA 
ANVERS-MATADI 
ANVERS-GUAYAQUIL 
ANVERS-CALLAO 
ANVERS-VAL PARAI SI) 
AN'."ERS-Hû CHI MINH 
ANVERS-HAIPHONG 

CANADA 
MONTREAL-HAVANA 

CHILE 
VALPARAISO-ANTOFAGASTA 
VALPARAISO-CALLAO 
VALPARAISO-CRISTOBAL 

Length 
in n m 

Col J 

5 978 

6.,..,. 
1 2âô 
J J71 
J 971 
4 67J 
5 15J 
5 524 
5 656 
5 866 
6 4JI 
6 880 
7 248 
7 6JO 
8 64J 
8 926 
9 JJ2 

10 404 
IJ 246 
1 l 7J4 
12 107 
1.:: 9J2 
lJ 514 

l iil 
J 489 
1 678 
1 796 
1 819 
4 060 
5 186 
6 JOO 

990 
5 894 
6 261 
6 4JJ 
6 485 
6 665 

J .::JJ 
1 :::64 
J J85 
1 712 
1 786 
1 786 
1 840 
:2 JJ.: 
:: J66 
2 7.::6 
J 954 
4 106 
4 210 
4 795 
5 909 
6 6JJ 
6 859 

10 J78 
tJ 050 

62 
4 74J 
5 l4J 
5 602 
5 758 
6 408 
7 888 
8 980 
9 705 

2 587 

570 
1 J8J 
J 2:::2 

Weight 
in kg 

Col 4 

69 4JJ 

J94 889 
9 570 

9J 146 
45J 570 
119 845 

12 697 
47 144 
.::6 8.:::: 
15 75J 
19 J.::4 
J4 J51 
4J 574 
18 6.::9 

4 8::J 
7 175 

JO 116 
J 997 
5 69J .,, 150 
7 986 

47 521 
62 974 

~ ü~ 
14 066 
8 996 

49 J09 
57 '8~ 

7 579 
15 J04 
.::::. .:69 

819 
1 45J 
1 150 
1 780 

i *~% 

5 460 
J.; 110 

4 1.::1 
11 9J4 

JJB 
12 948 

899 
6 16.:: 
•, J.::7 

72 8J9 
715 
98.S 

1 4JO 
1.: 7 .. Q 

1 48.:: 
4 JoB 

J77 
144 
507 

2 909 JOO 
4 .:.:9 
8 616 

7J7 
6 665 

11 154 
J 006 

18 692 
l'l 041 

::J 400 

78 780 
156 
48;2 
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Price in 
g c per 
1000 kg 
Col 5 

J77 J06 

JO 852 
174 875 
185 291 
46 1.::9 

.284 9···· 
249 98J 
J45 528 
5J.S 980 
SJ8 980 

41 6J8 
J75 901 
1BJ .::6J 
5J 770 

4J7 885 
175 8J7 
J.::4 477 
178 658 
265 496 
184 1J4 
J84 1J4 
.:65 496 
.::65 025 

J09 18::. 
86 7.:.:: 

.:·.::9 67.:: 
90 465 

142 417 
00 050 

11.: 45J 
70 704 
67 240 

61 798 
68 045 

J 15 686 
68 045 
81 084 

115 686 

JJI OIJ 
1J1 01J 
JOJ 754 
96 180 
95 .: 14 
;5 ..:·i:, 

lJJ OlJ 
107 611 
lJ8 997 
90 285 

1J4 J95 
J 1::: 654 
1.:0 807 
1 IJ 054 
1 t.:: 8.27 
JI.:: 6.::7 
.:04 o.::o 
194 596 
194 596 

lJ 470 
7J 970 
70 58J 
42 940 
71 876 
71 876 
71 876 
89 761 
4J 51J 

1::J a.::o 

77 5J6 
77 5J6 
77 5J6 

Price in 
g c per 
t-n m 
Col 6 

6J. l l6 

49 .601 
1J6.6.:1 
54.966 
11.616 
60.97;:; 
48.5 Le 
0.2.550 
95 . .::9J 
91.88.: 
6.475 

54.6J7 
.::5.ooa 

7.047 
50.66~ 
[9.69·;> 
J4.770 
17.172 
2J.608 
15.69.2 
15.209 
.:0.5JO 
19.611 

89.128 
60.057 

154 • .::46 
5J.912 
79 • .297 
JJ.OIJ 
27.698 
1J.6J4 
J0.67J 

6::.42:. 
11.545 
JB.477 
10.577 
12.50J 
17 .J57 

106.255 
IOJ.650 
74.91J 
56. 180 
5J.JJ J 
5J.J11 
71 . .::0J 
46. 145 
58. 748 
JJ. 1.::0 
JJ.990 
.::7.680 
.:8. 710 
.::J. 70J 
[9.094 
F·Q/D _9_ ,~s 
J9. I J9 
14.91.: 

.::17 .::SB 
15.596 
JJ.7.:4 
7.665 

J.::.4BJ 
11. .::17 
9. 112 
9.996 
4.484 

47 .86..:: 

1J6.0.::8 
56.064 
24.065 

1267 
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Route 
No 

Col 

j 
4 
5 

j 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
Il 
1::: 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 
17 
13 
19 
20 

J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
1::: 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 
'17 
18 
19 
;;o 

l 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
L~ 
IJ 
14 
15 
16 
·J 7 

!. 
j 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
li 
1::: 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 
17 

1268 

ë;~~try Length Weight Price in Price -in 
and route in n m in kg g c per g c per 

Col 2 

DENMARK 
HEL51NGoR-HEL51NGBORG 
RoDBY FAERGE-PVTTGAROEN 
(IRAGER-L l MHMTN 
K<)e,ENHAVN-1)SL(1 
h<)f:,ENHAVrf-REYhJAV 1K 

SPAIN 
ALGEC1RA5-TANGER 

FRAMCE 
CALAlS/C,UNkERliVE-FOLKESTONE/OOUVRES 
~lARSElLLE-ALGER 
MARSEJLLE-TVNlS 
MARSEILLE-CASABLANCA 
MARSEILLE-HAIFA 
BORC,EAVX-[1AhAR 
LE HAVRE-MONTREAL 
LE HAVRE-NEIJ YC>Rh 
BtlROEAU~-ABOC•JAN 
e.OROEAUX-CûT<)NOU 
BORC•EAUX-DOUALA 
MARSEILLE-MOMBASA 
MARSEILLE-BOMBAY 
BORC,EAUX-Pû!NTE NOIRE 
MARSElLLE-MAC,AGASCAR 
LE HAVRE-LE CAP 
MARSElLLE-SlNGAPOUR 
MARSEILLE-HONG h(lNG 
LE HAVRE-T<)kYO 
LE HAVRE-SYCJNEY 

GREAT BRITAIN 
(,c)VER; FOLhEST<)NE-CALAIS1 C1UNhERQUE 
HOL YHEAC,-c,ue.LJN 
(1<:,VE R-05 TEN c, 
HARlJ!CH-HOOh OF HOLLANO 
HARWICH-ESBJERG 
LûNDûN-PIRAEUS 
LONOûN!LlVERP(H)L-FREETOl.JN 
LONDON-ALEXANORIA 
LON(1(JN/L IVERPûOL-TEMA/TAKûROOl 
LON()()N-JE(10AH 
LONDON/LI VER POOL -APAPA 
LûNOûN/UVERPOOL-OOUALA 
NEWHAVEN-RIO C,E JANEIRO 
SOUTHAMPTON-CAPE îûWN 
FEL1 X STûHE/LON(H)N-BOMBAY 
L<)N(H)N-hUlJAl T 
SOUTHAMPTON-PORT /\ELANG 
FEU XSTC>IJE/SûUTHAMPTùN-HûNG KONG 
SOUTHAMPTON-TOKYO 
LONOON-MELe,c)URNE/SY(JNEY 

ITALY 
SlRACUSA-LA VALLETTA 
BR!NC1ISI-PA îRASSO 
GEN,WA-MûNTREAL 
GENOVA-NEIJ YORK 
GENOVA-BOMBAY 
GENOVA-LA GUAYRA 
GENOVA-RIO DE JANEIRO 
GENOVA-SANTOS 
GENOVA-MONTEVIDEO 
GENOVA-e,UENOS A!RES 
GENOVA-S!NGAPORE 
GENOVA-DJAKARTA 
GENOVA-VALPARAISO 
GENOVA-MELBOURNE 
GENOVA-SYDNEY 
GENO'JA-hûBE 
GENOVA-AUChLAN[l 

J.l\PAN 
SHIM0N05Eh1-8USAN 
YOhûHAMA-NAhHO(lKA 
k<.l8E-XINGANG . 
YOhOHAMA-hEELUNG 
Y<)h1)HAf:A-MAN !LA 
1,c:,e,E-SINGAPûRE 
Y1)MiHANA-kOTA hlNAHALU 
Y(•hûHAMA-8ANGhûh 
Yt)hOHAMA-TAN(1JUNGPRIOK (DJAKARTA) 
YOKOHAMA-HONOLULU 
h08E-SYC•NEY 
YOh(lHAMA-VANCOUVER 
Y c)t,,)HMlA/kOBE-<)AhLAND 
YûhûHAMA-COLûMBû 
h08E-AUChLAN(1 
YOkûHAMA-CALCUTTA 
k08E-Rl<) DE JANEIRO 

KENYA 
M(•M8ASA-MOGA01 SHU 
MûM8ASA-TANANARlVE 
MOMBASA-HAIFA 

Col J 

J 
10 
l4 

:::80 
510 

J.2 

Jl 
405 
471 
948 

1 ~ig 
J 099 
J :::60 
J J80 
J 798 
4 JlJ 
4 6:::0 
4 8J4 
4 908 
5 671 
6 OJO 
6 544 
7 91J 

lO 812 
12 864 

Jl 
57 
62 

112 
"•J' 

'815 
:: 995 
J 107 
J 9J5 
J 960 
4 225 
4 565 
5077 
5 995 
6 J66 
6 705 
7 895 
9 560 

11 000 
11 487 

8J 
J~4 

4 027 
4 061 
4 465 
4 520 
5 070 
5 268 
6 149 
6 :::65 
6 45:,'.; 
6 69J 
8 060 
9 :::56 
9 715 

10 t2J 
JO 777 

l.;J 
946 

1 069 
1 !J9 

! îtf 
2 911 
J 018 
J J61 
J J97 
4 412 
4 4;;9 
4 i:>85 
4 715 
4 862 
5 1J6 

12 .:.87 

5:26 
1 654 
J J81 

Col .4 

J41 5JJ 
:::82 828 
9:::2 805 
18J 547 

4 160 

71 591 

1 085 4J6 
191 os.;: 
69 678 

117 450 
5J 478 
17 784 

1:::0 04;; 
688 140 

:::J 544 
J6 07::: 
::1 4J8 

9 270 
51 570 
J4 4J4 
14 688 
68 688 
15 768 
14 J28 
6 OJO 

40 680 

2J 974 
:::87 9J5 

69 214 
17 J62 
lJ 9:26 
8 146 
9 J81 

17 OJ! 

it 2%i 
68 157 

6 JJt 
9 lOO 

40 187 
-.-. 6J9 
"'"7 592 
Il 895 
8 5:::8 

::o 168 
J4 ;;oo 

164 1:25 
15 405 
·15 5J5 
90 740 

2 600 
46 865 
27 ::J5 

J 965 
19 890 
J7 765 

l 820 
1 755 
•, 405 

54 470 
JJ 540 

9 J60 
2 795 

94 60·1 
J51 

J57 J57 
4 888 

~ ag~ 
': oo:: 
-; s:·· 
- 399 
t :::09 

2J 010 
11 778 

155 675 
1 014 
J 757 
5 109 
1 170 

014 
014 
0 -.-. -~ 

1000 kg t-n m 
Col 5 Col o 

:::s 8:::J 
:::7 J80 
14 862 
15 848 

150 768 

11 275 

;;7 619 
Jl 29J 
J9 40J 
81 084 
50 940 
89 192 
58 864 

106 09J 
109 758 
14.2 681 
14J 70J 
148 971 
1J9 157 
14J 555 
;;54 26J 
t6J 008 
142 oJ.:: 
144 896 
148 812 
:::51 491 

1::: 649 
11 268 
1::: o-.9 
1::: 041 
14 :::51 
7J 500 
99 :::J7 
57 C9 

106 81J 
138 S89 
106 81J 
106 8 IJ 
JI! 468 
102 J91 
6J Jll 
70 962 
91 126 
89 711 
9J 779 

1.::J J48 

6 489 
18 J95 
JI 5:26 
.;7 158 
25 569 
58 Q96 
89 89J 
89 89J 
80 089 
75 050 
JO J91 
Ji 662 
69 ISJ 
44 941, 
44 944 
Jl 805 
56 074 

5 040 
6 J 10 

12 o:::4 
10 700 
:.J o:.·o 
J2 ..:61 
48 45:2 
49 716 
26 IOJ 
]2 J21 
46 576 
J2 990 
24 876 
::4 758 
s::: J24 
49 40J 
80 595 

21 ···-s 
:4 Ô55 
;::4 055 

9 607,o67 
~ 7J8,000 
l 061.571 

56.600 
99.846 

J52.J44 

890.9J5 
77.:::67 
8J.658 
a5.5J2 
Jt.061 
40. 1.::;; 
18,995 
J:2.544 
J:,'.;.47J 
J7,567 
JJ.Jl9 
J::,;:;45 
:::8. 787 
;9.::,49 
44.8J6 
.:'7.0JJ 
::: 1. 796 
18.Jtt 
lJ. 764 
19.550 

408.0J2 
197.684 
:::04.016 
107 .509 
6J .4:::7 
26. 110 
JJ. !J4 
18.J87 
27. 144 
J.:,, <;·97 
.:5.:::81 
2J.J98 
61 ,J49 
17,079 
9,945 

I0.58J 
l 1. 542 
9.J84 
8.5.:s 

10. 7J8 

78. J8 I 
56. 775 

7,829 
6.688 
5.7:27 

1J.05;:: 
17.7JO 
17.064 
lJ.025 
11.979 
4.710 
4.7Jt 
8.580 
4,856 
4.626 
J.142 
5,20J 

40.976 
6,670 

11.248 
9.J94 

12.Jl7 
11. 4 7J 
16.644 
16.47J 

7.766 
9,515 

l0.557 
7.44Q 
5.J!O 
s.:::5 t 

JO, 762 
9,619 
6.454 

40.J52 
14. 544 

7.115 



Route 
No 

Col 1 

1 

j 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

1 

J 
4 

1 

1 .. , 
j .. 
5 

J 
•, 

! 

Country 
and route 

Col 2 

NETHERLANDS 
ROTTERDAM-MONTREAL 
AMSTEROAM-PARAMAR!BO 
M1STEROAM-WlLLEMSTAO 
AMSTEROAM-GEûRGETOWN 
M!STEROAM-PUERTI) LIMON 
AMSTEROAM-BARRANQU!LLA 
AMSTEROAM-COR!NTO 
AMSTEROAM-ACAJUTLA 

PORTUGAL 
L!SBOA-S, VICENTE 
LISBOA-BISSAU 
L l se.oA-L UAN [IA 
LISBOA-MAPUTO 

SRI LANKA 
COLOMBO-MALE 

SWEDEN 
HELSlNGBORG-HELS!NGoR 
TRELLEBORG-SASSN!TZ 
STOCf\HOLM-TURflU 
STOCf\HOLM-HELS!Nf\l 
GoTEBORG-HALIFAX 

YEMEN (PEOPLE'S DEM REP) 
ETH!OP!E 
SOMALIE 

ZAIRE 
h!NSHASA-e.RAZ ZAV ILLE 
k !NSHASA- !LEE'-û 

Length 
in n m 

Col J 

J 205 
4 08J 
4 .7:78 
4 471 
5 11,J 
5 J08 
5 SJ8 
5 785 

l 555 
2 ,;:,27 
J 996 
6 661 

480 

J 
54 

160 
24J 

2 860 

J56 
1J1 

7 
796 

Weight 
in kg 

. Col 4 

156 
57J 
87.:· 
689 

4 628 
J 406 
J 107 
6 890 

7 469 
7 579 

J8 OJ2 
858 

8 424 

96 967 
5 564 

118 105 
J01 012 

76 765 

9J6 
8 905 

18 .:·56 
14 417 
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Price in 
g c per 
1000 kg 
Col 5 

26 500 
61 977 
66 717 
69 476 
71 090 
58 576 
7.7: 745 
7:. 745 

99 JJ7 
99 JJ7 

162 1 .. 0 
15.: 478 

6 .::25 

29 1, .. 0 
57 000 
::o 140 
.::1 a 1.:: 
51 586 

9 005 
16 !JI 

.:..s 9·,, -~ .:.a 926 

Price in 
g c per 
t-n m 
Col 6 

8 • .7:68 
15. 179 
15.595 
15.5J9 
lJ.904 
11,0JS 
JJ.1J6 
1.7:,575 

bJ.852 
44.606 
40.57b 
.::;;:,,591 

1.:. 969 

9 880.000 
1 055. 55b 

125.875 
89. 761 
Iil,OJ8 

27 .s.:J 
14 • .:6J 

4 IJ2 • .:86 
J6.JJ9 

1269 
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E. Sea transport (Prices actually paid in 1978) 

Route Country ----- - Length Weight Price in Price in 
No and route in n m in kg g c per g c per 

1000 kg t-n m 
Col 1 Col 2 Col J Col 4 Col 5 Col 6 

soun.; AFR ICA 
CAPE Tl)WN-SOUTHAMPTON 5 978 69 4JJ 7:: 5B:: 12.1:..::: 

GERMANY, FEO REP OF 
LUEBECk-HELS1Nk1 62.Z J75 247 44 254 71. J48 

j HAMBURG-REYkJAVl/, 1 280 11 J4J 48 79J J8.1.::o 
8REMEN-HAUFA) J J71 108 446 60 140 17.840 

4 e.REMEN-NElJ YûRk J 971 J29 160 6:: 410 15.716 
5 HAMBURG-fEMA 4 67J t 118 64 679 lJ.841 
6 BRENEN-LA GUAIRA 5 15J 10 712 68 084 1:; • .::1.::: 
7 BREMEN-'IERACRUZ 5 5;:4 J7 181 68 084 1:: . .::;.::s 
8 BREMEN-RlO DE JANEIRO 5 656 JO 550 68 084 L.:.OJ7' 
9 BREMEN-SANTOS 5 866 17 901 68 084 ll.607 

10 HAMBURG-CAPE TOlJN 6 4Jl 18 044 70 JSJ 10.940 
11 BREMEN-e,UENOS AIRES 6 880 J9 SJJ 70 JSJ 10 • .:::26 
12 HAM8URG-e,ûM8AY 7 ;:48 15 408 7:: 6.2;: 10.0.::0 
lJ HAMBURG-OAR-ES-SALAAM 7 6JO 16 9J9 7.2 622 '?.518 
14 8REMEN-'JALPARAIS0 8 64J 6 188 74 89::· 8.665 
15 HAr!BURG-SINGAP(>UR 8 926 5 629 7:, 89:: 8.J90 
16 HAMBURG-C>JAI\ARTA 9 JJ2 6 461 77 160 a • .::68 
17 HAMBURG-HûNG htlNG 10 404 4 745 79 4JO 7.6.JS 
18 HAM8URG-FRE/1ANTLE 11 .::46 6 617 81 700 7.::65 
19 HAMBURG-T(•k YO Il 7J4 1::s 476 81 700 6.96J ::o HAMe,URG -h!)e,E 1.; 107 45 J18 BJ 969 6.9J6 
::1 HAM8URG-MEL80URNE 12 9J.::: 54 899 8J 969 6.49J -, -, HAMBURG-SY(>NEY 1J 514 ,.:: 904 86 .:::J9 6.J81 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
!, NE,/ f<.lRh-HAlTI l 225 8 ::4.::: 47 JJ..: J8.6J8 

4 NŒ ORLEANS-PANAMA 1 444 6 175 47 JJ.:: J..:.778 
J NEW YNik-[>OMINICAN REPUBUC l 489 14 066 47 JJ2 Jl. 788 
4 NElJ <)RLEANS-COSTA RICA 1 678 8 996 48 4J2 .:8.86J 
5 NB/ ORLEANS-COLOMBIA l 796 49 J09 48 4J2 26,967 
6 ND, ORLEANS-VENEZUELA 1 819 57 785 48 4J2 .:6.6::6 
7 NE,J ORLEANS-CHlLE 4 060 7 579 5.: 8J5 lJ.014 
8 NEW 0RLEANS-8RAZ1L 5 186 15 J04 55 OJ7 10,61J 
9 NEW ,:>RLEANS-ARGENTlNA 6 JOO ::2 .:69 56 688 8.998 

ARGENTINA 
81JEN<.'S AlRES-Rlû [>E JANEIRO 1 tJ.::: ~ 7.::J 41 280 J6,466 
e.UENOS AI RES-BARCEL<)NA 5 894 J64 57 600 9.7TJ 

J BIJENOS AIRES-LE HAVRE 6 ..:61 866 59 s.:o 9.506 
4 e.UENOS AIRES-GENOVA 6 4JJ 134 59 s.::o 9 • .::5.:: 
5 BUENOS AIRES-NEW YûRk 6 485 - .::os 59 520 9. 178 
6 BUEW>S AIRES-HAMe,URG 6 665 1 6J8 59 s.::o 8.9JO 

AUSTRALIA 

l SYC>NEY-WELLJNGTON J .::JJ 5 460 56 9J5 46.176 
SYC>NEY-AUChLANO 1 ..:64 J:: 110 56 9J5 45 ,Q:,4 

J SY(>NEY-PORT VILA 1 J85 4 1.:1 56 9J5 4 ! • 108 
4 SYDNEY-P(•RT MORESBY 1 6J6 24 869 56 9J5 J4.801 
5 SY[1NEY-NOU~IEA 1 71.:: ll 9J4 56 9J5 JJ . .:::56 
6 SYDNEY-NA[>! 1 786 JJ8 56 9J5 Jt.878 
7 SYC<NEY-SUVA 1 786 12 948 56 9J5 J!.87'8 
8 MELBûURNE-AUCkLAN[I 1 840 ::. 899 56 9J5 J0.94J 
9 SY[>Nf.f-TARAtJA JJ2 6 16..: 56 9J5 .:: ... 415 

10 SYDNEY-HONIARA •, J66 -, J.::7 56 9JS .24.064 
JI SYC>NE r-LAE '.:; 7'26 7: i!J9 56 9J5 ::0.880 
1~ SYC>NEY-TAN(1JUNGPR Iûk j 954 715 110 58 7 ::.7.968 
IJ SY[•NEY-MANJLA 4 106 988 1 !O 587 .:6.9JJ 
14 SYDNEY-PAPEETE 4 .::10 1 4JO 111] 587 .:6 . .:1:>a 
15 SYONEY-HONG hONG 4 795 12 7~0 l JO 5S7 .:J.06J 
16 SYDNEY-MADRAS 5 909 1 48.:: ! 10 587 18.715 
17 SYDNEY-BOMBAY 6 6JJ 4 J68 1.:9 4J8 19.514 
18 SYC>NEY-OAKLAN(l 6 859 J77 1.::9 4J8 1.3 .871 
19 SYC>NEY-GENOA 10 178 144 1:::s 902 1:.::,J 
::a SYC>NEY- r Ile.URY 1J 050 507 1J5 902 10,414 

BELGIUM 
OSTENC>E-C>OUl.'RES 62 81.J 071 14 447 .::JJ.016 
ANVERS-CRISTOBAL 4 74J s sa.: 69 6J5 14.68.:: 

J ANVERS-E',L<ENAVENTURA 5 l4J 7 410 7J 657 14,J.::.:: 
4 ANVERS-MAT AOI 5 60..: 2 574 7J 657 1J. 148 
5 ANVERS-Gl'YA<.'UIL 5 758 19 J70 7J 657 1.2.792 
6 ANVERS-CALLAû 6 408 1J 650 76 JJJ 11.912 
7 ANVERS-VALPARAISO 7 888 6.:4 79 009 10.016 

CANADA 
MON TREAL -HAVANA 2 587 .::; 400 J6 .:::52 14.0lJ 

DENMARK 

i C>RAGoR-UMHArlN 14 9.:2. BOS 14 154 O!J.000 
hOVENHA'JN-OSLû ::ao 18J 547 , . 154 50~550 . ~ 

J k<)BENHAVN-RE fh.<AV lk 510 4 160 46 884 J J.049 

SPAIN 
ALGECIRAS-TANGER J2 154 054 .:::9 6J5 9::6.094 
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Route 
No 

Col 

j 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 

10 
ll 
1.:: 
!J 
J!, 
15 
16 
17 
18 
1Q 
.::o 

!. 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 

JO 
ll 
1:: 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 
l7 
18 
19 
::o 

l ,. 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 

10 
Il 
12 
1] 
14 
15 
16 

J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

J ,. 
5 
6 

·7 
8 
9 

JO 
Il 
1:: 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 

Country 
and route 

Col 2 

FRANCE 
CALAIS/DUNI\ERC!UE-FOLI\ESTONE1MUVRES 
MARSEILLE-ALGER 
MARSEILLE-TUNIS 
MARSEILLE-CASABLANCA 
MARSEILLE-HAIFA 
BORDEAUX-DAI\AR 
LE HAVRE-MûNTREAL 
LE HAVRE-NEW YORI\ 
B(>R[IEAUX-ABIC>JAN 
8<.lRDEAUX-COT<)NLlU 
e,,)RC•EAU X -(ll)UALA 
MARSEILLE -MOl'18ASA 
1'1ARSEILLE-t',(>M8AY 
BORC>EAW-POlNTE N<.lIRE 
l'TARSE!LLE-MA(>AGASCAR 
LE HAVRE-LE CAP 
l'TARSE ILLE-SINGAPOUR 
MARSEILLE-HONG l\ûNG 
LE HAVRE-T(>h YO 
LE HAVFIE-SY(>NEY 

GREAT BRITAIN 
[>(>VER, FOLhEST•)NE-CALAIS1 [>UNI\ERQUE 
H(1L YHEAC>-C>UBUN 
C>,WER-(>STEN[> 
HARlJI CH-Hû(>I\ OF HûLLANC> 
HARWICH-ESe.JERG 
LON(>(>N-P l RAEUS 
LON [>(IN /LI VERP(!(!L -FREETOWN 
LON[u)N-ALEX ANC>RIA 
L(IN(l(JN/UVERPOOL-TEMA/ TAM>RAOl 
L 01~ (•(>N - JE (1 (>AH 
L ON(>ON / L 1 VERP(ll)L -A PAPA 
L (>N (il)N ILI VER PO<)L -C>ûUALA 
NEWHAVEN-RlO C>E JANEIRO 
s,:iuTHAl'IPTON-CAPE T(•WN 
FEU XST(JWE/LONOùN-BOl'!BAY 
LON (ll)N-k UWA l T 
SOUTHAMPTON-PORT kELANG 
FEU XSTOWE/ SOUTHAl'IPTON-HûNG /\ONG 
SûUTHAMPTON-TûkYO 
LON(l(>N-l'IELBOURNE/SYC>NEY 

INDIA 
CAL CUTT A-RANG(11)N 
NA(>RAS-RANANG 
MA[IRAS-S!NGAPORE 
BOMBAY-AOEN 
8ûM8AY-8AHRA IN 
BOl'!BAY-1\UWA!T 
801'1BAY-kHORAMSHAR 
BOl'TBAY-BASRAH 
BûMBAY-[I JEC>DAH 
f?.(JM8AY-C>JAkARTA 
BOMBAY-ALEXANORIA 
CALCUTTA-k0BE 
BûMBAY-AW>NMûUTH 
BOMBAY-NEW YORK 
CALCUTTA-NElJ YORK 
BOMSAY-HAMBURG 

ITALY 
NAP,)Ll-HAIFA 
GENOVA-HAIFA 
GENOVA-NEW ~OR/\ 
NAPOU -NElJ YûRk 
GEN<WA-BOMBA, 
GENOVA-RIO [>E JANEIRO 
GEN•)VA-SAN TOS 
GENûVA-MûNTEV!DEû 
GENOVA-BUENOS AIRES 
GEN(IVA-SY(1NEY 

JAPAN 
SHlM(>NESChl-BUSAN 
I\Oe.E-hEELUNG 
I\OBE··W•NG hONG 
Yül\(•HAMA-MAN ILA 
kOBE-BANGI\Of<. 
hOBE-SINGAP(>RE 
h0BE-P(>RT hELANG 
hOBE-(>JAI\ARTA 
I\OBE-HûNOLULU 
hûf?.E-SY[•NEY 
·,d,OHAMA-VAN COU\/ER 
1\ OBE / Y<)I\OHAMA-OAhLAN (1 
Y•)h<)HAl'!A-SYC>NEY 
hllBE-CALCL1TTA 
I\OBE-1\ARACH! 
k ,.1e.E-(1l/8A 1 

Length 
in n m 

Col J 

Jl 
405 
471 
948 
640 

- .::::J 
J 099 
J ::60 
J JBO 
J 798 
4 J1J 
4 6::0 
4 8]4 
4 908 
5 671 
6 OJO 
6 544 
7 9lJ 

10 BL: 
1:: 864 

Jl 
57 
62 

11.2 
.::J.:: 
815 

.. 995 
J 107 
J 9J5 
J 960 
4 2-=:s 
4 565 
5077 
5 995 
6 J66 
6 705 
7 895 
9 560 

11 000 
l l 487 

779 
111 
420 
660 

1 669 
2 004 
:: t.JZ 
2 15::J 
2 6JJ 
J 074 
J ]48 
4 747 

JO 6.20 
ll 450 
11 9J6 
JJ ::n 

l 185 
1 1,67 
4 061 
4 16:J 
4 465 
5 070 
5 268 
6 149 
6 .:65 
9 715 

12] 
9'.26 

l ]87 
1 869 
2 80J 
2 B12 
J 008 
J J6l 
J 744 
4 4 l.2 
4 429 
4 685 
4 7J8 
5 487 
6 081 
7 B07 

Weight 
in kg 

.Col 4 

085 4J6 
191 05.2 
69 678 

117 450 
5J 478 
17 784 

1.::0 04.:: 
688 140 

.::J 544 
J6 07.:: 
.::1 438 

9 .270 
51 570 
J4 4J4 
14 688 
68 688 
15 768 
14 J::B 

6 OJO 
40 680 

.::J 974 
::B7 9JS 

69 .214 
17 J62 
JJ 926 
8 146 
9 JSJ 

!.? 8~! 
14 466 
6S 157 

6 JJ1 
9 100 

40 187 
.... 639 
7 s0 •• 

t 1 5.;,5 
B 52.S 

.::o 168 
J4 200 

.. 286 
1 ]91 

J.::5 
'717 

494 
SBJ 

1 014 
l 014 
2 561 
1 118 
.. 561 

7'2B 
J J9J 

J12 
962 
117 

JJ 047 
B1 016 

198 5·15 
42 ::J6 
18 505 

107 661 
24 594 
16 211 
97 690 
61 7.24 

87 295 
1 859 
J 887 
.. 1J:: 

B71 
689 
507 
]90 
806 

lO 595 
J 17.2 
6 084 
a s9.::: 

B71 
.::7J 
156 
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Price in 
g c per 
1000 kg 
Col 5 

2.2 BBO 
26 90] 
.::o 90] 
.::4 6.29 
J7 674 
J6 59.:: 
J6 040 
J6 OSO 
JS 56J 
J7 .::41 
JB B11 
48 soo 
48 500 
JB B11 
4J ]04 

5~ zit 
55 J75 
57 756 
65 I 7.2 

} ~~i 
4 57.:: 

IJ 715 
JJ 715 
~ l 147 
7J 150 
J2 OOJ 
7J ISO 
?J 150 
7J 150 
7J 150 

114 .::97 
45 719 
64 006 
64 006 
45 719 
45 719 
50 .::90 
77 72:: 

14 979 

~; tt: 
ll J49 
14 979 
14 979 
.:::: 468 
17 475 
1J Q68 
~ .. 95 l 
·9 Q58 
~7 4ôl 
J9 91,4 
54 9~J 
69 902 
47 4JJ 

4] 000 
4] 000 
57 000 
57 000 
57 000 
60 000 
60 000 
62 000 
6:: 000 
70 000 

]6 174 
70 818 
,o a 18 
80 142 
9J 240 
9J ::i.o 
98 790 
98 790 

104 451 
Jll 888 
111 88B 
Ill BBB 
111 BBB 
lll 888 
119 J.::S 
12a 049 

Price in 
g c per 
t-n m 
Cal 6 

7]8.065 
66.427 
57. 119 
25,980 
::::.972 
16,461 
l1.6JO 
ll ,058 
10.5.::.:: 
9,805 
8.999 

JO. 49S 
10.0JJ 
7.908 
7,636 
8,860 
8.164 
6,9Q8 
5,J4.2 
5.066 

147,484 
40.105 
7J. 742 

i.:::, 455 
59, l 16 
14,617 
24.424 
10,JOO 
18.590 
1a. 472 
17,JJ4 
16.0.::4 
2.::.s1J 

7 .626 
J0.054 
9,546 
5.791 
4.7B::. 
4.572 
6.766 

J9.22B 
20.22] 
15.82J 
6,8J7 
8.ns 
7,475 

LO. 5J8 
8. l 17 
S.JOS 

!J.J70 
8.948 
5.785 
J. 761 
4.797 
5.856 
J.57J 

~6.~8~ 
_9,~1-
14.0]6 
tJ.69;:; 
12,766 
11.8J4 
1 l ,J90 
10.08:J 
9,896 
? • .::os 

.::;t2;~ 
51.058 
4.::,8so 
JJ.264 
JJ, 158 
J.:·.s-..: 
29.J9J =7 .898 
25,]60 
=5.::6J 
::J.aa.:: 
:J.615 
20.J9l 

lttj~ 
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R~:t;- Country Length Weight Price in Price in 
No and route in n m in kg g c per g c per 

1000 kg t-n m 
Col 1 Col 2 Col J Col.4 Col 5 Cal 6 

KENYA 

l MOM8ASA-NûGA01SHV 5.:':6 542 18 970 J6.065 
MOM8ASA-TANANAR!VE 654 14J 5 148 J.11.:: 

NETHERLANDS 

l W•Eh VAN HOLLAN(1-HARW! CH 112 450 J07 196 889 757'.9J8 
RûTTERCIAM-FREET(IWN/M<)NRûV lA J ::os 4 524 47 4,4J t4.80J 

J AMSTEROAM-PARAMARlBO 4 08J 4 J94 "0 9~6 :.::.:.:.:;:. 
4 ROTTEROAM-TAh<)RAO!/TEMA 4 1JS 6 7J4 47 44J 11.'>74 
5 ANSTEROAM-LES CARAIBES 4 915 59 791 9J .::os J8.96J 6 R(ITTEROAM-CAPE rûWN 6 185 2 470 117 698 19.0JO 

PORTUGAL 
L1S8(IA-·S. VICENTE 859 :: 204 40 J::i5 21.697 

L L1S80A-8!SSAV 2 SJ1 6 Jl.:: 45 ;'.:56 17.881 J LIS80A-LVAN(•A 4 l16 15 JIO 50 175 12. 190 4 LIS80A-R!û OE JANEIRO 4 .::s.: 1 592 50 175 11.800 5 LIS80A-MAPVTû 6 661 4 940 55 095 a . .::71 

SRI LANKA 
COLOMBO-MALE 480 12 168 5 49.:': 11..;.4;: 

SWEDEN 

t HELSINGBORG-HELS1NGoR J 96 967 .::o 54:J 6 847.667 
~ TRELLE80RG-SA5SN1TZ 54 5 564 J9 46.;. 7J0.815 J STO<:hH<)LN-TVRhV 160 118 105 8 109 50,681 4 S TOCKHOLM-HELS lNh ! 24J J01 012 8 650 JS.597 5 Go TEe.ûRG-liAL!FAX .:: 860 76 :;75 .::1 6:::4 7,561 

THAILAND 
BANGh•)h-S!NGAP(•VR 800 754 17 J75 21.719 

YEMEN (PEOPLE'S DEM REP) 

l ETH10PIE J56 J a·:-, ::2 9J6 64,427 SûMAL!E 1JI 17 277 51 098 45.179 
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F. Sea transport (Prices actually paid in 1983) 

Route 
No 

Col 1 

l 

J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
1.:: 
1J 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
.::o 
.::1 -,-, -· 

!, 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

J 
4 

j 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
Il 
1.:: 
JJ 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
l'i 
20 

j 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1 ·, 
j 

l 
' j 

Country 
and route 

Col 2 

SOUTH AFRICA 
CAPE TOWN-SOUTHAMPTON 

GERMANY, FED REP OF 
LUEBECK-HELSlNI\I 
HAMBURG-REYKJAVII\ 
BREMEN-HALIFAX 
BREMEN-NElJ YORK 
HAMBURG-TEMA 
BRENEN-LA GUAIRA 
BREMEN-VERACRUZ 
BRENEN-Rlû DE JANEIRO 
BREMEN-SANTOS 
HAMBURG-CAPE Tf)WN 
BREMEN-BUENûS AIRES 
HAM8URG-80MBA\ 
HAMBURG-DAR-ES-SALAAM 
BREMEN-VALPARAISO 
HAMBURG-SlNGAPC>UR 
HAMBUFIG-DJAI\ARTA 
HAMBURG-HONG l\t)NG 
HAMBURG··F RENAN TLE 
HAMBURG-TûK YO 
HAMBURG-h08E 
HAMe,URG-MELe,OURNE 
HAMBURG-SYDNEY 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NEW Y,)RI\-HA!Tl 
NElJ (•RLEANS-PANAMA 
NEW Y(IRI\-MM1N1CAN REPUBLIC 
NEIJ <)RLEANS-COSTA RICA 
NEW (1RLEAN5-CLlLUM81A 
NEl-J ORLEANS-VENEZUELA 
NEW ORELANS-CHILE 
NElJ ORLEANS-BRAZ!L 
NEW ORLEANS-ARGENT!NA 

ARGENTINA 
BUEN•)S A!RES-BARCELONA 
e,UENOS AIRES-LE HAVRE 
e,UENLlS Al RES-GENOVA 
BUENOS AIRES-HAMBURG 

AUSTRALIA 
SYONEY-WELUNGTON 
SYC>NEY-AUCkLAN[l 
SY[INEY-PORT V lLA 
SY(INEY-PORT MORESBY 
SY[INEY-NOUMEA 
SYONEY-NADI 
SYC>NEY-SUVA 
M(LBOURNE-AUCkLAN (1 
SYCINEY-TARAlJA 
SY(INEY-HON lARA 
SY(INEY-LAE 
SY(INEY-TAN(JJUNGPR!Ok 
SYC>NEY-MAN!LA 
SYC•NEY-PAPEETE 
SYDNEY-HONG /\ONG 
SYONEY-MAORAS 
MELf:!(•URNE-e•)MBA ~· 
SYDNEY-OAKLAN(1 
SYDNEY-G(NOA 
SYONEY-T !Le.URY 

BELGIUM 
OSTENC•E-D•)UVRES 
ANVERS-CR!STOe.AL 
ANVERS-BUENAVENTURA 
ANVERS-MA TAO! 
ANVERS-GUYA'1U!L 
ANVERS-CALLAO 
ANVERS-VALPARAIS(I 
AN'/ERS-HO CH! MINH 
ANVERS··HA! PHONG 

CANADA 
Ml)NTREAL-HAVANA 

CHILE 
VALPARAISO-ANTOFAGASTA 
VALPARAISO-CALLAO 
VALPARAI50-CR1ST<)8AL 

DENMARK 
DRAGoR-UMHAMN 
küe.ENHAVN-OSLO 
l\tl8ENHAVN-REYI\JAV!K 

Length 
in n m 

Col J 

5 978 

6-,") .... 
1 280 
J J71 
J 971 
4 67J 
5 15J 
5 524 
5 656 
5 866 
6 4J1 
6 880 
7 248 
7 6JO 
8 64J 
8 926 
9 JJ:::: 

10 404 
11 246 
11 7J4 
12 107 
12 'IJ2 
IJ 514 

1 225 
1 444 
1 489 
1 678 
1 796 
1 819 
4 060 
5 186 
6 300 

5 894 
6 261 
6 4JJ 
6 665 

2JJ 
264 
J85 
6J6 
712 
786 
786 
840 
JJ2 

·, J66 
•, 726 J 954 
4 106 
4 210 
4 795 
5 909 
6 6JJ 
6 859 

10 178 
1J 050 

62 
4 74J 
5 14J 
5 602 
5 758 
6 408 
7 888 
8 980 
9 705 

2 587 

570 
1 J8J 
J 22~ 

14 
280 
510 

•, 

Weight 
in kg 

Col 4 

69 4JJ 

J94 889 
9 570 

9J 146 
45J 570 
119 845 

1::: 697 
47 144 
26 8:::.:: 
15 75J 
19 J24 
J4 J51 
4J 574 
18 629 

4 8::J 
7 175 

10 116 
J 997 
5 6'1J 

.::::: 150 
7 986 

47 521 
6.:: 974 

8 ~42 
6 175 

14 066 
8 996 

49 J09 
57 785 

7 579 
15 J04 
.::.:: 269 

42J 
150 
780 
976 

5 .:.60 
J2 I 10 

4 121 
24 869 
li 'IJ4 

JJ8 
1; 948 

899 
6 162 
~ J27 ~·. 8JC/ ,~ 

715 
988 

1 4JO 
12 740 
1 482 
4 J68 

J77 
1~4 
507 

909 400 
4 2::::9 
8 616 

7J7 
6 665 

11 154 
J 006 

18 692 
11 041 

2J 400 

78 780 
156 
482 

9:·.::· 505 
1dJ 547 

4 160 
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Price in 
g c per 
1000 kg 
Col 5 

81 7JO 

67 889 
77 OJ4 

110 9.::8 
117 090 
126 JJ5 
1J5 579 
1J5 579 
1J5 579 
1J5 579 
1' -~, 905 
147 905 
157 149 
157 149 
16J :;11 
16J JI 1 
169 474 
175 6J6 
181 800 
181 800 
187 962 
187 962 
194 125 

91 !Oo 
'11 106 
91 106 
92 978 
'12 978 
9:; 978 

10::: JJ8 
:06 oa.:: 
10'1 827 

60 168 
6Ù 168 
60 168 

.:07 405 

.6J J78 
6J J78 
6J J78 
oJ J78 
1,J J78 
1,J :;75 
.:,:; .=:s 
6J J78 
6J J78 
oJ J78 
6J J78 

l 19 C.04 
119 904 
119 904 
119 904 
119 904 
1J9 70::. 
1J'I 762 
146 574 
J<,.6 5 74 

!J .:,70 
106 895 
117 886 
117 886 
117 886 
127 874 
1J6 870 
14J 857 
150 856 

51 187 

60 ::::J 
85 87J 

122 677 

14 862 
18 740 
72 051 

Price i,, 
g C pe: 
t-r; m 
Col 6 

IJ.67.:: 

109.1-.o 
60.18J 
J2. 907 
29.486 
27 .OJ5 
.::6.:::11 
::4.54-. 
.::J. 971 
2J.11J 
22.999 
21.498 
.:: 1. 68.:: 
20.5Q6 
18.895 
18 • .::96 
18. 161 
16.88.:: 
16.166 
15.49J 
15.5:::s 
14.5J5 
14.J65 

74.J?:: 
6J.09J 
61. 186 
55.410 
51. 769 
51. 115 
.:·5.206 
20.455 
17 .-.:;J 

10 • .::013 
9.610 
9.JSJ 

J1.119 

51.401 
50.141 
45.760 
J8.740 
J7.020 
J5.486 
J5.4d6 
:;.:.. <,.45 
:::-:r. 178 
26. 787 
2J.249 
JO.J.::5 
2'1.::o.:: 
.::8. 481 
.::·5.006 
::0.::92 
21.071 
20.J76 
14.401 
11.~J~ 

217.:::ss 
.::.::.s:7 
22.922 
.:: l.044 
20.47] 
19.955 
u . .:;5::: 
16.0.::0 
15.54'-

l'i. 786 

105.65<,. 
62.092 
J8.075 

061.571 
66.929 
47.716 
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--- -- Length Weight Price i~ --- Pri;~-in Route Country 
No and route in n m in kg g c per g c per 

1000 kg t-n m 
Col Col ;: Col J Col. 4 Col 5 Col 6 

1 
j 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
L: 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
.::o 

J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
li 
1.:: 
lJ 
ti. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
.::o 

1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 

j 
4 
5 
6 
~ 

à 
9 

10 
Il 
t:: 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 
!7 
18 
19 
20 
21 --. 

1 
' j 
4 
5 
6 
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SPAIN 
ALGECIRAS-TANGER 

FRANCE 
CALAI SI (1UNhER<iUE-FOLI\ESTONE/ DOUVRES 
MARSEILLE-ALGER 
MARSEILLE-TUNIS 
MAflSEILLE-CASAe.LANCA 
MARSEILLE-HAIFA 
ehROEAUX-[1AAAfl 
LE HAVRE-MONTREAL 
LE HAVRE-NElJ YûRI\ 
e.OR(l[AUX -Ae, r OJ AN 
e.ORDEAUX-COTONOU 
eoROEAUX-DOUALA 
MARSE!LLE-MOMe.ASA 
MARSEILLE-BûMBAY 
e.r)R[•EAUX-POINTE NOIRE 
MARSEILLE-MA(IAGASCAR 
LE HAVRE-LE CAP 
MARSEILLE-SINGAPûUR 
MARSE!LLE-H(•NG hONG 
LE HAVtiE-TC'kYO 
LE HAVRE-SY(INEY 

GREAT BRITAIN 
[H)VERIFOLI\ESTONE-CALAISl(IUNKERQUE 
H(IL YHEAC•-oue.uN 
DûVER-OSTEND 
HARIHCH-HOOk OF HOLLANO 
HARWlCH-ESe.JERG 
LûN[u)N-PlRAEUS 
LONf1•)N1 L1 VER POOL -FREETOWN 
LûNDûN-ALEXANOR!A 
LONC>ON Ill VERPOOL-TEnA/ TAKORADI 
LûN[H)N-JE(1(JAH 
LONC>ûNILlVERPûOL-APAPA 
L <)N DON ILI VER POOL -DOUALA 
NEWHAVEN-RIO C>E JANEIRO 
SOUTHAMPT(>N-CAPE TOWN 
FEL 1 XSTOlJE /LONf1(1N-BOMe.AY 
L<)N[H)N-hUlJAI T 
SOUTHANPTON-PORT hELANG 
FEL! XSTOl./E/SOUTHMIPT<)N-H<)NG k<.lNG 
SüUTHAMPTi:•N-T(•h Yû 
LON(ION-MELBOURNE/SYf•NEY 

INDIA 
RAMESHWARAN-TAUMANNAR 
CALCUTTA-RANGOON 
MAüRAS-SJ NGAP<)UR 
BOM8AY-Af1EN 
BONBAY-e,AHRAIN 
BûMBAY-hH(JRAMSHAHR 
BûMBAY-BASRAH 
8ûMe.AY-HûC>EL(IAH 
CALCUTTA-HONG ll<)NG 
BOMBAY-ALEXAN[IRIA 
CALCUTTA-kllBE 
e.OMBAY-MARSEJLLES 
BûMe.AY-GENOVA PORT 
BN!e.AY-AVONMOUTH 
e.oMe,AY-NEW Y(IRk 
BOMBAY-HAMe.uRG 

ITALY 
SIRACUSA-LA VALLETTA 
e.RINDISl-PATRASSO 
NAPOU-HAIFA 
NAP<)Ll -TEL AV 1 V 
GENOVA-HAIFA 
G(N(l'JA-TEL AVIV 
GENOVA-MONTREAL 
GENûVA-NEl, Y(>Rh 
NAPOLI-NEIJ YORI\ 
GEN<)'JA-e,C<Me,AY 
GE/llcWA-LA GUAYRA 
GENû'.'A-RI(1 C>E JANEIRO 
GE/llc)\/A-::iANTOS 
GEN(l'JA-M<)N TEV L f>EO 
GENOVA-BUENOS AIRES 
GENû',A-SlNGAPORE 
GENOVA-(1JAhARTA 
GENOVA-VALPARAISO 
GEN,.WA-MELBllURNE 
GEN(>'/A-SYC,N(Y 
GENOVA-KOBE 
GENûVA-AUŒLANfl 

JAPAN 
SHH!ONOSEl\1-BUSAN 
Y1)1\0HAMA-NAkHOC>hA 
h<)BE-XINGANG 
YOkOHANA-hEELUNG 
YOhOHAMA-MANlLA 
KOBE-SLNGAP<)RE 

J -. 
~ 

Jl 
405 
471 
948 
6-.0 
··'J 

j Ô99 
J .:60 
J J80 
J 798 
4 JlJ 
4 6::::0 
4 8J4 
4 908 
5 671 
6 OJO 
6 544 
7 91J 

10 81.: 
1.2 864 

JI 
57 
62 

11.:: ",J .... 
2 815 
2 995 
J 107 
J 9J5 
J 960 
4 .::25 
4 565 
5077 
5 995 
6 J66 
6 705 
7 895 
9 560 

11 000 
11 487 

24 
787 

1 420 
1 660 
l 669 

1J2 
·, lSJ 
.:: .::70 
J 187 
J J48 
4 747 

10 445 
10 610 
10 77J 
11 450 
lJ ;:77 

8J 
J:24 

1 185 
1 191 
1 467 
1 502 
4 0.:7 
4 061 
4 16J 
4 465 
4 520 
5 070 
5 268 
6 149 
6 ::·65 
6 45.: 
6 69J 
8 060 
9 .:56 
9 715 

10 12J 
10 777 

12] 
946 

1 069 
1 1J9 
J 869 
2 81.: 

71 591 

085 4J6 
191 os.:: 
69 678 

117 450 
5J 478 
17 784 

1.20 042 
688 140 

.:J 544 
J6 07.: 
.::1 4J8 

9 ;:;70 
51 570 
J4 4J4 
14 688 
68 688 
15 768 
14 J.:8 

6 OJO 
40 680 

~:J 974 
i.87 9J5 

69 .:'14 
17 J62 
lJ 9.26 
8 146 
9 J81 

17 OJI 
':l•j 09'' 
14 466 
68 157 

6 JJl 
9 100 

<,Q 187 
,., 6J9 
-7 59.: 
Il 895 
a 523 

20 168 
J4 ::00 

12 805 
1 588 

J51 
~ 106 

2J8 
591 
7J2 
70J 
J28 

!, 3%5 
j 692 
.:: 470 
8 72J 

Jl2 
2J4 

164 125 
15 405 
95 J55 
48 815 
69 160 
50 960 
15 5J5 
90 740 

5 070 
;: 600 

46 865 
21 .:::r5 
J 965 

19 890 
J7 765 

1 820 
l 755 
. 405 

1:i.:.. .:i.;o 
J"J 540 

9 J60 
795 

04 601 
JSJ 

J57 J57 
4 B88 
4 407 

02a 

40 Jo .. 

20 5.:J 
.::J 1J1 
2J lJl 
25 J94 
J8 015 
J9 ~80 
J8 667 
J8 667 
45 .:65 
48 065 
51 210 
54 ]94 
54 J94 
55 545 
49 715 
49 715 
6:: 987 
66 59] 
oO 762 
81 0::0 

8 8J8 
4 419 
8 8J8 

--. 095 
26 514 
oo .:.as 
97 .::18 
J9 771 
97 218 
9:; 799 
97 .:: 18 
97 .::18 

150 .::~., 
79 542 
5J 0.:8 

101 6J7 
44 190 
J5 J5.: 
48 609 

"106 056 

297 
19 5J5 
18 248 
11 9.70 
18 p·, 
18 17.: 
18 172 
18 9J2 
57 009 
J8 J7J 
J6 599 
60 ::00 
60 200 
60 .::oo 
89 444 
60 .::oo 

J9 79J 
55 098 
~6 C •,5 
76 525 
76 525 
85 708 

1.25 501 
125 501 
!25 50! 
1.::5 501 
1.:5 501 
1J4 684 
IJ4 68" 
146 9.::8 
146 928 
146 9.::8 
J46 9.:8 
102 .:::n 
!68 ]55 
168 J55 
l 74 4 77 
174 477 

4] ::oo 
7q .:oo 
9:; 400 
92 ~oo 

104 400 
1.:·J 600 

l .:59,500 

662,0J: 
57,114 
49,110 
.::6. 787 
::J.180 
17 .670 
12,477 
11.861 
IJ,:;9;:· 
12,655 
11.87J 
11.774 
l J. ::s.: 
1t.J17 
8.767 
a . .::45 
9.6::·s 
8,416 
5,620 
6,]46 

::::85,097 
77. 526 

14.2.5-.ô 
!97,277 
114,.::84 
.:J, 547 
J2,460 
t.::.800 
.:::4, 706 
2::i,4]4 
2J.010 
.::t.296 
.:::9.:<:IJ 
1J • .:.68 
8,JJO 

15.158 
5.597 
J,698 
4, .. 19 
9,2JJ 

l.:.J75 
~4.8.:..:: 
12,851 
7 • .::11 

10.688 
8.5.::J 
8,4,.0 
8.J40 

17,888 
11.461 
7.710 s. 764 
5,674 
5.5d8 
7.812 
4,5J4 

479,4J4 
170.056 
64.578 
64,.::Sl 
52,164 
57,06J 
Jl.165 
J0,904 
J0.147 
.::8.108 
:::7. 760 
26.565 
25,566 
.::J.895 
.:J,45:: 
... ~. 77"~ 
2ï'.9s:5 
.:0, t.::8 
18. 189 
17 .J.::9 
17 . .:J6 
16, 190 

::;5i.220 
8J.72l 
86,4J6 
81. 124 
55,659 
4J,954 



Route 
No 

Col t 

7 
8 
9 

10 
Il 
1..:: 
IJ 
14 
15 
16 
17 

l 
•, 

J 

1 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

!, 
J 
4 

l 
•, 

J 
4 
5 

Country 
and route 

Col 2 

YOI\OHArlA-1\0TA I\INABALU 
Y(ll\OHAMA-BANGl\ûK 
Y(>I\OHAMA-TAN(1JUNGPRJOI\ < DJAI\ARTA 1 
Yûl\ûHAMA-HONûL ULU 
I\OBE-SYC•NEY 
Yûl\ûHAt!A-VANCûUVER 
YOl\<)HAMA/ k OBE-ûAl\'LAN 0 
Yûl\ûHAMA-COLOM80 
hOBE-AUCI\LAND 
YûhûHAMA-CALCUTT A 
hOBE-RJO DE JANEIRO 

KENYA 
MOMe,ASA-M<)GAD l SHU 
MûMe.ASA-TANANARIVE 
MOMBASA-HAIFA 

NETHERLANDS 
ROTTERC>AM-MON TREAL 
AMSTERDAM-PARAMARIBO 
AMSTERDAM-WJLLENSTAD 
AMSTERDAM-GEûRGETOWN 
Ar1STERC>AN-PUERTO LIMON 
AMSTERDAM-BARRANQUILLA 
M1STEROAM-COR!NTO 
AMSTERDAM-ACAJUTLA 

PORTUGAL 
LISBOA-S. VICENTE 
LI SBûA-B I SSAU 
LISBOA-LUANDA 
LISBOA-MAPUTO 

SRI LANKA 
COLOMBO-MALE 

SWEOEN 
HELSIN6BORG-HELS1NGbR 
TRELLEBûRG-SASSNlTZ 
STOChHûLM- TL'RI\U 
STûChHOLM-HELSINKI 
GoTEBORG-HALIFAX 

THAILANO 
8ANGl\01\-SJNGAP•.lUR 
BANGl\(lh-HONG hONG 

YEMEN (PEOPLE'S OEM REP) 
ETHIC>PIE 
SOMALIE 

ZAIRE 
hlNSHASA-e,RA~ZAl.'lLLE 
h!NSHASA-ILE81) 

Length 
in n m 

Col J 

:: 91 l 
J 018 
J J61 
J J97 
4 .:.1.: 
4 4,::9 
4 685 
4 715 
4 862 
5 1J6 

12 487 

526 
1 654 
J J81 

J 205 
4 08J 
4 278 
4 471 
5 llJ 
5 JOB 
5 5J8 
5 785 

l 555 
;: 227 
J 996 
6 661 

480 

J 
54 

160 
..::4J 

•, 860 

800 
500 

J56 
1Jl 

7 
796 

Weight 
in kg 

,Col 4 

oo:: •, 5:::: 
:: 699 
1 :.:09 

:.:J 010 
11 778 

155 075 
1 014 
J 757 
5 109 
l 170 

1 014 
1 014 
:: 028 

156 
57J 
87;; 
689 

4 628 
J 406 
J 107 
6 890 

7 469 
7 579 

J8 OJ2 
858 

8 4:;4 

96 967 
5 564 

·118 105 
J01 01:: 

76 765 

5 .:78 
1 976 

9J6 
8 905 

18 "·'\6 
14 4Î 7 
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Price in 
g c per 
1000 kg 
Col 5 

114 000 
1::J 600 
1J:: DDD 
140 000 
!50 000 
150 000 
150 000 
1SO 000 
150 000 
150 000 
::19 600 

.:1 5JJ 
;:4 J91 
48 78J 

4J ::oo 
79 448 

126 J91 
79 4-.8 

1.::0 268 
1.:0 ::68 
95 776 
"5 776 

6 ::::6 

.:9 640 
57 000 

9 500 
9 880 

;:5 840 

::J 206 =J 77;: 

4 9J6 
9 SJO 

::6 OJJ 
26 OJJ 

Price in 
g c per 
t-n m 
Col 6 

J9. 10.:: 
40.954 
J9 . .27~ 
4t.::1J 
JJ.998 
JJ.868 
J:.:.017 
J1.81J 
JO.as.: 
::9.:.:06 
17,586 

40.9J7 
14,?t.7 
14.4.;9 

lJ.479 
19.458 
:;9,5.;..;. 
17. 770 
··J 5-,' 
~.::::658 
17.::94 
16.556 

47 .5J8 
J6.:.:46 
.;4.878 
18.6:.:4 

1:2.971 

9 880.000 
1 055.556 

59.J75 
40.658 

9.0JS 

29,008 
15,848 

lJ.865 
8.4;:;6 

J 719.000 
J2.705 
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A. Land transpo_rt (Prices based on 15 commodities) 

----------------------------------------------------------
Country Number Total, per Ignoring the weights shown in column 3: Allowing for the weights shown in column 3: 

of country, of Total_per_country ___________________________________________ Total_per_country _________________________________________________ 
price annual 

of logs of of logs of of the of the of logs of of logs of routes weights of the of the squares 

in kg 
distances prices per products of squares of distances prices per products of of the logs of 

tonne-km the two logs the logs of tonne-km the two logs the distances 
the distances 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SOUTH AFRICA .-, ... 1416155 6.4554291 4.1]6]014 1].]422402 20.8494940 4486466.Jl 298)552.75 9449282.4 14217717.21 
GERMANY, FED REP OF ·10 25652·16 26.8470489 24. ·194)605 64.6677084 72.49349]] 68254 7 ·1 • 17 627'1086.82 ·16637·162. 9 '182J7497.22 
USA 12 J52209 39.9956921 1J.520JJ06 44.69567]5 'lJ4.4L?705J 1164647. 79 ]96446.00 ·1Jo:J665.4 ]874919.20 
ARGENTINA .-, ·192092 6.JJ87768 2.819295J 8.9286715 20.1146709 605221.87 271769.62 855629.J 1909162.94 ... 
AUSTRIA 20 970J902 44.2446987 J8.2J22·196 84.58972]9 10:l.4'144796 214J7·199. ·lJ 1685·18]2. ·12 J699679L8 485498)7.10 
BELGIUM 9 11599955 20.9700089 16.471J446 J8.J047060 49.0062922 26900964.25 20750)82.44 481)4742.0 62525847.06 
BRAZIL ·1 J99·J J.·1861082 1. ·1'10'1519 J.5J706J7 10. 15·12854 ·12715. 76 44)0.62 14H6.4 405'13. 78 
CANADA 2 90800 5.77086J6 2.7J07J26 7.879J648 16.7694996 24·1928.10 12J97'l.J9 JJOJ10.J 645519.20 
CHILE J 940J8 7.]060981 4.9642951 12.2J70664 ·17. 859J40J 24)965.22 1886J7.21 492·189. 9 6J4·19J. 96 
DENMARK J 17J487J 6.]604417 5.9521772 12.4659570 1J. 7541198 4004249.16 ]050611.95 7047852.2 9245515.20 
SPAIN 5 ·1292876 ·14.50·162·1] 7.460JJ60 2·1. 6]7]905 42.2506426 ]647058.24 ·1929084. 70 544'17]0.9 10295404. 21 
FRANCE 27 1061J299 77.74047]9 49.6269159 141.8415J18 225.555JJ01 J08J1608.94 18860J79.J2 54589977.5 89949470.90 
INDIA 6 67000 18.5·158739 6.25'lJ5J7 19. 2·16·1658 58. 750·1665 21498·1 .43 70144.6J 224799.4 696579.0J 
ITALY ;_,a 2052765 56.6913782 J1.946288J 89.8959191 ·161. 562700] 5712783.34 JJ29462.09 9241425.5 15930553.71 
JAPAN 4 'lJ0195 11.5227486 5.083J590 14.5845765 JJ.288964] ]75543.34 168583. ·lJ 484870.5 1086414. 47 
JORDAN 1 1191J 2.5250446 1. ·1984920 J.0262457 6.]758502 JOOB0.86 14277.64 36051.6 75955.50 
KENYA 1 ·198354 3.0J5429B 1. '10178'15 3.344380J 9.2'138340 602089.64 218542. 77 663J7·1 .2 1827600.BJ 
NETHERLANDS 5 30602 '10.3210922 10.JJ1230·1 21.2271866 2·1.4271201 630J2. ·15 6]517.99 1]0665.6 1]0024.66 
PORTUGAL ·1 22958 2.6]74897 1.272·1667 J.355J26J 6.956J519 6055·1 .49 29206.40 770Jl .5 15970J.9J 
SWEDEN 10 1021]69 26.155798] 20.675482] 5.J.9202332 68.6980206 2665308.36 2128299.]7 5529975.5 6992)58.18 
SWITZERLAND J ]257998 7.1737054 5.0198802 ·1 ·1 • 99'15 7J8 17. '1785067 79'114·15.62 5J924 ·19. 65 1J081JJ1 .0 l 92J6928. 11 
SYRIAN ARAB REP .-, 51J24 5.4055989 J. 584'106] 9.68)2769 14.6140926 140414.36 90279.49 246947.8 384194.09 ... 
ZAIRE J 47089 8.66·19864 5.7504562 ·16.55·16368 25.'17062]9 1278·12. 37 92706.59 2508J6.J 349J67 .46 
ZIMBABWE ·1 J7JJJ4 2.7795965 1.803)753 5.012655] 7. 726·1567 10]7717.88 673261.]1 1871394.6 2884436.99 
---·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTALS ·1SJ 46924J07 4·t5.14300J8 265.2364245 705.9362740 1155.59)7409 U9J4J226. 78 8]952886.00 21J1J2152.52 J09879714.94 

= Sk = Sx = Sy_ 
l 

= Sx .Y. 
l l 

2 
= Sx = Sk_x 

l l 

The values of the constants a and b in the weighted world average price curve equation obtained from the above data are: 
a= 1.943 7990 b =-0.060 8207 

The weighted world price curve equation is as follows: 
1.9437990 

10 
y=-----------

0.0608207 
X for land transport. 

= Sk/i = Sk X Y. 
i l l 

2 
= Sk X 

i i 
(") 
0 
:::J 

(C 

iil 
tl 

0 
0 
(') 

(0 

)> 
:::J 
:::J 
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B. Land transport (Prices actually paid in 1978) 

Country Number Total, per 
of country, of 
price annual 
routes weights 

in kg 

2 3 

Ignoring the weights shown in column 3: Allowing for the weights shown in column 3: 
Total _per_country ___________________________________________ Total_per_country ________________________________________________ _ 

of logs of 
clistances 

of logs of 
prices per 
tonne-km 

of the 
products of 
the two logs 

4 5 6 

of the of logs of 
squares of distances 
the logs of 
the distances 
7 8 

of logs of of the of the squares 
prices per products of of the logs of 
tonne-km the two logs the distances 

9 10 1 l --~ ------ ----- ----------- --- - --- - ----- --- -- -------------------------
SOUTH AFRICA 2 1416155 6.4554291 2. 7178168 8. 7591:250 :.::·o. 8494940 4486466.]1 :.::·008902. J7 6J60û10. 7 14217717 .21 
CERMANY, FEO REP OF 20 9212761 55.7755S26 ]9.6]47215 110.45719]] 156.2261409 2596:.:::509.40 18JJ.:418.24 516]5600.J 7]]27895.04 
USA U ]18721 ]7 . .:665274 9.66285]8 ]2.606862] 126.964]654 107J25J.52 2758.:J.75 927500.0 J6254S9. 19 
ARGENTINA 2 6916]5 6.JJl:37768 2.8]97901 8.99541]2 20. 1146709 220]]78.88 979758.12 J 1 l'/581. 9 702775J.J8 
BELCIUM 9 1208]291 20.9700089 18.488]552 42.9J17J20 49.0062922 28021848. 4J 24954475.22 57724029.4 65 l]J 115. 84 
CANADA 2 90800 5.77086]6 2.1458809 6.1820102 16.7694996 241928. rn 99085.81 26]928.2 645519.20 
OENM/\RK J 17J487J 6.]604417 4.74296]2 9.7867]17 JJ. 7541198 4004249.16 2416754.49 5574761.4 9245515 . .:0 
SPAIN J 2120456 8.7460556 4.14'10587 11.8501742 25. 5 7]8 7:.::·2 59960]8.24 ]470677.64 9765684.J 16971607.91 
FRANCE 27 10613299 77. 74047]9 55.750]089 160.52089.:.1 .:25.555]]01 J0BJ·l608. 94 21914777.7·1 oJ662J72.2 89949470.90 
GREAT BRITAIN 10 616524 :;:·5. 4458060 14.6096790 62.62016]0 65. 1872559 ·16]5:277. 77 1516888.BJ 4rJ2JJ87.4 4]48]71.01 
INDIA 8 JJHJ5 26.J4JJ221 8.77889:::o 28.9081472 86.80]2452 11059]6.16 J6J704.0J 121]611. 7 ]690820.61 
ITALY 19 2026158 5].6781195 ]2.7656010 92.J6J6J5ô 152.4829724 562406].00 ]579512.78 9928651.0 1565]]78.86 
JAPAN J 100]47 8.494177] J.56:28154 10. 04]7824 24.1167202 2979]6.40 110W8.'17 ]25799.1 886::109.47 
KENYA 1 198]54 J.0.]54?98 1.BJ44J99 5.568]1]2 9.21J8J40 602089.64 ]6]868.49 1104497. :.· 1827600.8] 
NETHERLANDS J 1418575 6.7019482 5.8582622 1].0692414 15.0290812 ]261048.96 2720429.47 625:.::oS0.5 750JJ17.68 
PORTUGAL 1 18151 2.6]74897 0.898176.:. :::.J689J07 6.956]519 4787].08 16]02.80 4.:2998.4 126:264.74 
SWEDEN 10 102'1]69 :.::·6. 155798] JJ.261]797 ]4.5469144 é:>8.6980206 2665]08.]6 1]86174.41 ]590980.6 6992]58.18 
SWITZERLANO J 4709887 7 .17]7054 7.762]924 18.56168]8 17. 1785067 11J9898J.J7 1218658].28 29494224.9 27624811. 77 
SYRIAN ARAB REP 2 49088 5.428]421 J.4756.590 9.4274]72 14. 7]9544] 1]1964.]6 86575.44 2]2625.8 J54S79.56 
THAILAND 1 '10816 2.7951847 ·1.596]·11J 4.4619846 7 .81J0575 J02J2.72 17265.70 4.'1260.8 84506.0J 
YUGOSLAVIA 19 4251247 55.J28JJJJ .:6.62527]7 76.9612481 161.8155527 1272]674.45 502]714.11 14965549.8 ]8159879.42 
ZIM3ABWE 1 J7JJJ4 2.7795965 1.4224584 J. 95J860·l 7.7261567 1037717.88 5]1052.08 1476110.4 28844]6.99 

TOTALS 160 5]407276 451.42'14125 272.5750816 754.9454759 1292.5740844 14JJ8JJ87.1J 102]54852.94 2717]2817.00 ]90279029.02 

= Sk = Sx = Sy. 
1 

= Sx Y. 
j 1 

2 
= Sx = Sk X 

i l 

The values of the constants a and b in the weighted world average price curve equation obtained from the above data are: 
a 3.456 7511 b =-0.573 7123 

The weighted world price curve equation is as follows: J.456751'1 
10 

y ----------···-
0.57J712J 

X for land transport. 

= Sk .Y. 
l 1 

= Sk X y 
J 1 1 

2 
= Sh x 

1 i 
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C. Land transport (Prices actually paid in 1983) 

Country Number Total, per Ignoring the weiqhts shown in column 3: Allowing for the weights shown in column 3: 
of country, of Total_per_country ___________________________________________ Total_per_country ________________________________________________ _ 

price annual 
routes weights 

in kg 

of logs of 
distances 

2 3 4 ------------------------------------------
SOUTH AFRICA 2 
GERMANY, FEO REP OF 20 
USA 
ARGENTINA 
BELGIUM 
BRAZIL 
CANADA 
CHILE 
OENMARK 
SPAIN 
FRANCE 
GREAT BRITAIN 
INOIA 
ITALY 
JAPAN 
JORDAN 
KENYA 
NETHERLANDS 
PORTUGAL 
SWEDEN 
SWITZERLAND 
SYRIAN ARAB REP 
THAILAND 
YUGOSLAVIA 
ZAIRE 
ZitvEABWE 

12 
2 
9 
·1 .-, 
"-
J 
J 
7 

~:7 
10 
6 

20 
4 
1 
1 
5 
J 

10 
J 
2 
1 

19 
J 
1 

1416155 
6978842 

J52209 
192192 

·11599955 
J991 

90800 
9J9J8 

17J487J 
1296581 

106-tJ:249 
616524 

67000 
2052765 

-1JO·J95 
1191J 

198J54 
30602 
22958 

-W21J69 
]257998 

51J24 
15J790 

Jt71571 
47089 

J7JJJ4 

6.4554291 
55.7755826 
]9.9956921 

6.JJB776B 
20.9700089 

J.1861082 
5.77086J6 
7.J060981 
6.J604417 

21.07·10765 
77. 7404 7J9 
25.4458060 
18.5156752 
56.691J782 
11.5227486 
2.5250446 
J.OJ54298 

10.J210922 
2.6J74897 

26.155798J 
7.17J7054 
5.4055989 
2.7951847 

55.J29655J 
8.6619864 
2.7795965 

of logs of 
prices per 
tonne-km 

5 

J.1102495 
J9.8D4-J011 
12.9549256 
2.5B18656 

·17. 7626425 
1.69052]8 
2.5568J50 
4.6768975 
4.B246·160 
7.87448J4 

59.5120042 
22.4049J59 

7.5040:122 
]6.1251619 
5.2762]17 
1.2175102 
1.9J214J7 
9.9210285 
J.0461830 

1J.525121J 
6.85020B5 
J. 584106] 
J. 9001J75 

19. 5668010 
6.0159695 
1.7464J18 

of the 
products of 
the two logs 

6 

10.0257B6J 
H0.92B7579 
42.81668]9 
8.1788982 

41.2408226 
5.J86J914 
7.3688547 

11.476747B 
9.9598479 

2].9087056 
17LJ5-J4416 
57.0100132 
2J.1569802 

102.075910D 
J5. 14597JO 
J.074267] 
5.8648865 

~·0.4B26496 
2.759296B 

.J5. 199J64J 
16.J7648B7 
9.68J2769 
5.J-U2J52 

56.J108525 
17.2094606 
4.B54J754 

of the 
squares of 
the logs of 
the distances 

of logs of 
distances 

7 8 

20.8494940 
156.2261409 
JJ4.412705J 
20. ·I 146709 
49.0062922 
10.1512854 
·J6. 7694996 
17.B59J40J 
·JJ. 754 J J98 
6J.8J9J550 

225.555JJ01 
65. 1872559 
58.74B8J94 

161.562700] 
JJ.288964] 

6.J758502 
9.2138340 

21.4271201 
6. 956]5·19 

68.6980206 
17.1785067 
14.6140926 
7.8JJ0575 

161. 8222064 
25.J7062J9 

7. 7261567 

4486466.]1 
·19548076. 95 

1164647.79 
605527.71 

26900964.25 
12715.76 

24·J928. -JO 
2437:JJ.OO 

4004249.16 
3659134.23 

J083·J460.42 
16]5277.77 
214981.02 

571278J.34 
J7554J.J4 

JOOB0.86 
602089.64 
6JOJ2.15 
6055·1 .49 

2665J08.J6 
791-J4·15.62 

140414.36 
429871 .46 

9489125.62 
·J278-J:.'.?.J7 

10J7717.88 

of logs of 
prices per 
tonne-km 

q 

2286771.66 
·1 J9J9090. 28 

J89115.27 
248697.53 

2J0.209J2.24 
6746.88 

·117562.21 
16585J.JO 

246J971J.99 
20720BJ.16 

2JJ9J-to0.05 
1]80959.77 

83794.68 
J794J46.59 

·J72024.B7 
14504.20 

JBJ248.44 
62999.45 
24018.27 

1424662,68 
74·J97J0.12 

90279.49 
·,9-,--,.-,.,. ·J5 

2650469:22 
-102577.69 
652002.]7 

of the 
products of 
the two logs 

10 

7240J17.9 
]902:2850.2 

1279917.1 
78J179.4 

53245907 .B 
21496.2 

JJJ165.2 
4]1960.6 

568J74J.5 
5828907 .6 

67956866.4 
]662846.8 

268869.J 
1054890].2 

4945JJ.O 
J662J.7 

1U,JJ2J. 7 
129728.5 
6JJ47.9 

]683644.8 
180-JJ2JJ.4 

246947.8 
816814.B 

7859124.4 
27597].9 

1812JOJ.J 

of the squares 
of the logs of 
the distances 

11 

14217717.::1 
549JJ66J.16 

3874919 . .:-0 
1910098.JJ 

62525847.06 
4051J.7B 

645519.20 
6JJ654.69 

9245515.20 
10JJ4 7 80. 24 
89949029.75 

4J4BJ71.01 
696576.]1 

159J055J.71 
1086414.47 

75955.50 
1827600.8] 
130024.66 
15970J.93 

6992]58. 18 
19236928.11 

]84194.09 
1201570.11 

28461897.68 
3-.9367. 46 

2884.4]6. 99 

TOTALS 175 45579571 489.966741] :295.9651]78 817.1577681 JJ94.3218140 122194908.96 8665176].56 2]0884529.47 JJ20752J0.86 

= Sk = Sx = Sy_ 
1 

= Sx Y. 
l l 

= Sx 

.... 

.:. 
= Sk li 

i i 

T11e volut,é· of thr0 c"nstants a and b in tht' ~1eifJhted ,-,n1 ld ,werage price curve equation obtained from the ëibove clal.;, are: 
a= 2.JSj h7~6 b =•Ü.317 1926 

The weint1tf:d !"'tlrld r,rice curve equation Js a". foll0t·1s: 
~- 7514758' 

JO 
y------------

O,Jt719L6-
)( for land transport. 

= Sk Y. = Sk >< Y 
1 1 1 1 l 

2 
= Sk >i 

i i 

(") 
0 
::, 
(Q 

ëil 
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0 
0 
0 
CO 
"j; 
::, 
::, 
C1l 
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D. Sea transport (Prices based on 15 commodities) 

Country Numher Total, per Iqnoring the weights shovin in column 3: Allowing for the weights shown in column 3: 

of country, of Total _per_country ___________________________________________ Total_per_country ________________________________________________ _ 

price annual 

routes weights 

in kg 

of loqs of 

distances 

of loqs of 

prices per 

tonne-nm 

of the 

prmJucts of 

the two logs 

1 2 1 4 5 6 ------ - -- - - -- --- --- ----- --- --

SOUTH AFRICA 1 
GERMA~JY, FED REP OF 22 
USA 9 
ARGENT INA 6 
AUSTRAUA 19 
BELGIUM 9 
CANADA 1 
CHILE J 
OENMARK 5 
SPAIN "1 
FRANCE 20 
GREAT BRITAIN 20 
ITALY 17 
JAPAN ·17 
KENYA J 
NETHERLANOS 8 
PORTUGAL 4 
SRI LANKA ·1 
SWEOEM 5 
YEMEN ( P OEM REP) 2 
ZAIRE 2 

6'?4JJ 
1461749 
189725 

9674 
174889 

297]240 
2]400 
80418 

"17J487J 
71591 

2679570 
712]24 
5]0270 
67]777 

4050 
22J21 
5J9J8 

8424 
5984'13 

9841 
J267J 

J.7765560 
8J.JB14560 
J0.2822277 
22.00681]0 
66.5817970 
J2.JJ22J69 

J.4127962 
9.4048224 
8.249J840 
1.5051499 

68.4B94·15J 
65.44J5:291 
61.4938996 
58.0022774 

9.4685659 
29.]]77154 
lJ.9646154 
2.681241! 

10.2556069 
5.6049126 
J. 7460110 

1.8001]96 
J2.77'1J625 
14.6717768 
7.4852149 

JO. 17'17677 
10.]0928]0 
1.6799907 
5.26]6982 

14.198-1476 
2.5469668 

JL 7J64762 
J0.02617]9 
16.7602578 
17.083227'! 
J.6207240 
8.8869349 
6.4227059 
1.1129065 

12.]2745]8 
2.5986147 
5.17656]4 

6.798]276 
l:23.0391774 
48.6269747 
27 .0·152052 

104.]517460 
34.5206521 

5.7334658 
16.218]920 
19.45099]7 
J.8JJ5668 

104. 5166801 
90.80594]2 
57.6582582 
57.248565] 
11.1 ·190378 
32.6101576 
22.275-JOJ6 

2.9839706 
20.7735056 

7.2096637 
7.5825417 

of the 

squares of 

the logs of 

the distances 

of logs of 

distances 

7 8 

14.2623752 
J 18. 2089920 
102.4594]87 
81.2604473 

2]5.0614310 
119.8908915 

1-1 .6471779 
29.76655]8 
18.6]57294 
2.2654762 

24l.500J861 
227.8660739 
227.3787841 
201.0422525 

J0.2168906 
107.638]666 
48.9855]26 

7 .18905]8 
25.7245589 
15.8JJ5J09 
9.129486] 

262217.61 
50681DJ.J5 
6]6247.27 

]6147 .32 
5881J9.20 

5461683.12 
79859.4] 

222796.8] 
·1965826. 28 

107755.19 
6984444.29 
1857232.40 
1673886.97 
2087307.74 

-13158.40 
8294].52 

HW469.02 
22586.78 

1299645.63 
29579.25 
57250.57 

-

of logs of 

prices per 

tonne-nm 

q 

124 1189.09 
2116777.92 
]06015.47 

11481. J9 
289804.10 

6861779.88 
J9Jll.78 

170407.24 
5454800.25 

182JJ9.90 
5?-12010.94 
1]20458.99 
653552.07 
706712.55 

45J0.4l 
24948.18 
88317.41 
9375.12 

1336529.70 
11630.21 
8851].07 

of the 

products of 

the two logs 

10 

472028.2 
7248187.2 
1014026.0 

42502.2 
966946.1 

12428794.5 
13416]. l 
471266.0 

56JSJJJ.4 
274448.8 

1311J504.5 
]073400.6 
1847450.0 
2104607 .8 

14]06. l 
92677.8 

J0964J.9 
251]6.9 

2496418.J 
J483J.7 

121049.6 

of the squares 

of the logs of 

the distances 

11 

990279.50 
17857129.07 
2143000.JO 

135559.74 
1984942.55 

10301305.69 
272543.96 
618099.75 

27-14008.05 
162187.71 

207135·12. 60 
5532045.05 
5679198.68 
6632145.83 

4Jl9J.72 
308.::'71.SJ 
666910. 78 

60560.59 
3242708.51 

89120.22 
1]4361.59 

TOTALS 175 ·l:211459,] 589. 4210286 256. 6503772 804. ]719287 2075. 96J429J 28726280. 17 25514285. 67 519207 25. 70 80281085. 42 

= Sk = Sx = Sy. 
1 

= Sx Y = Sx 
i i 

.-, ... 
= Sk X 

i i 1 

The values or tht' crn,sl ants a and b in the we.i_ghted r•urlr' 2verage price curve equation obtained from the flhove data are: 

a = 3. 778 12611 b =-0. 705 2289 

fhe ~,eî ~ihterJ ,wr 111 rr i, e r:i!fvP equ.:it '.on 2s fol lrn·,l.: 
J.7783264 

10 
y ------- ---·---

0.7052289 for se.:i transport. 
)( 

= Sk y 
i i 

= Sk X y 
J Î 1 

2 
= Sk X 

. i i 

('") 
0 
:::, 

(C 

ëi1 
i.:l 

Cl 
0 
0 
CO .._ 
)> 
:::, 
:::, 
Cl) 

X 
w 
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E. Sea transport_ (Prices actually paid in 1978) 

Country Number Total, per Ignoring the weights shown in column 3: Allowing for the weights shown in column 3: 
of country, of 
price annual 
routes weights 

Total_per_country ___________________________________________ Total_per_country ________________________________________________ _ 

in kg 

of logs of 
distances 

of logs of 
prices per 
tonne-nm 

of the 
products of 
the two logs 

of the 
squares of 
the logs of 
the distances 

of logs of 
distances 

of logs of 
prices per 
tonne-nm 

of the 
products of 
the two logs 

of the squares 
of the logs of 
the distances 

-------------- 2 ____ 3 __________ 4 _________ 5 ___________ 6 ______ ---- 7 _____ ----- 8 ____________ 9 ____________ 10 ---------- 11 ___________ _ 

SOUTH AFRICA ·1 694]] J. 7i'65560 1.084290] 4.09488]0 14.2623752 262217.61 75:.::·85.5J 284J:.::·o.o 990279.50 
GERMANY, FEO REP OF 22 ·1JJ98·l9 8J.J814560 2].2]15656 86.]47575] ]18.2089920 4702212.59 1712989.48 5757198.8 16824:.::·05. 65 
USA 9 189725 J0.2822277 12.0157]52 ]9.9252689 102.4594J87 6]6247 .27 255014.61 846985.1 214JOOO.JO 
ARGENTINA 6 15960 22.0650244 6.4097486 2].2012844 81.6125961 55642.JO ·19459.1] 66117.6 196165.64 
AUSTRALIA .20 ·199758 69.7955801 28.22.26820 97.5880297 245.J898J28 668062.77 289182.46 962480.4 2241799.57 
BELGIUM 7 18625]·1 24.]91965] 8.9926517 29.17453JO 88.J66J665 ]4]5550.61 4]47242.05 789994-1.4 652:.::·994. 6] 
CANADA ·1 2]400 J.4127962 1. -1465]·1·1 J.9128766 11. 64 71779 79859.4] 26828.BJ 91561. J 27254].96 
OENMARK J 1110512 6.7722627 6.2005198 12.]562881 17.4080847 1520045.6·1 ]091719.21 J962972.0 235J4J1 .87 
SPAIN 1 154054 1.5051499 2.9666550 4.465260] 2.2654762 23·1874.]6 457025.07 687891.2 ]49005.67 
FRANCE 20 2679570 68.4694151 2].4566596 74.64·1197] 241.500]861 6984444.29 500029J.J5 10807245.6 2071]512.60 
GREAT BRITAIN 20 7·12]24 65.44]5291 25. 19]5054 75.8888016 227.66607]9 :18572]2.40 fül64JJ.J5 24 l ]211 • .2 55]2045.05 
INDIA ·J6 21576 55.8900808 14.454-1158 49.]578055 197.5281807 74565.92 19]45.11 65J71.5 260742.78 
ITALY 10 66·1199 ]6.1178]11 1 ·1 • 4029009 40.6J9~i716 1J1. 1666JJ·J 2402288.71 74JJ87.4J 2675894.8 876-1442.JJ 
JAPAN 16 128479 54.9979615 24.5421779 82.4254881 191.8450]28 J286JJ.89 2755'11.12 662459.6 902128.0J 
KENYA .2 685 5.9]95209 2.0501256 5.82J67J6 17.7627]20 ·l9J5.02 914.44 252].2 5494.17 
NETHERLANOS 6 528220 20.265]641 9.]802114 29.0202796 70.60979]5 1:208942.09 1559168.]6 JJ54211.1 2942239.91 
PORTUGAL 5 J0358 ·17. 7391795 5.6642]54 19.954]950 6J. ·12·1 ·1594 -108689. 70 ]37·16. 4J ·120·152.6 389862.79 
SRI LANKA :1 12168 2.6812411 1.058502·1 2.8380990 7.1890538 J2625.J4 12879.85 J45J3.9 87476.41 
SWEDl:N 5 597923 10.2556069 10.8341879 17.2866957 25. 7245589 1297952. 0·1 t-123.2-iJ. 70 1994544.3 ]236654.75 
THAILANO 1 754 2.90]0898 1.JJ68J99 J.8809662 8.4279]03 2188.9] 1007.98 2926.2 6354.66 
YEMEN (P DEM REP) 2 2-W99 5.6049126 J.4640045 9.66903]1 l5.83J5309 62506.]2 ]5506.60 104947 .o 185965.25 

TOTALS ·174 10J59547 591.7107508 22J.J07BJ95 712.4920056 2080.1954055 259537]7.17 20096204.09 42797489.69 74917545.52 

= Sk = Sx = Sy = Sx y. 
i 1 

•) 

= Sx- = Sk x 
i i 

The values of the constants a and b in the weighted 1,1orld average price curve equation obtained from the above data are: 
a ,.w,1 Jfl10 1, - -r,. 162 9002 

The we.ighted world rrice curve equation is as follm-1s: 
3.8511640 

-w 
y------------

0.7629002 for sea transport . 
)( 

= Sk Y. 
j 1 

= Sk x Y 
j I i 

... 
= Sk x 

i i 

C) 
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::, 
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F. Sea transport {Prices actually paid in 1983) 

Country Numher Total, per lgnoring the weiqhts shown in column 3: Allowinq for the weights shown in column 3: 
of country, of 
price annual 
routes weights 

Total_per_country ___________________________________________ T~tal_per_country ________________________________________________ . 

USA 
ARCENTlNA 
AUSTRALIA 

CHILE 
OFNM/\RK 
SPAlN 
FRANCE 
CREA1 BRITAIN 
INDIA 
ITALY 
JAPAN 
KENYA 
NETHERLANDS 
PORTUGAL 
SRI LANKA 
SWEDFN 
THAILAND 

2 

1 
REP OF 22 

9 
4 

20 
9 
l 
J 
J 

16 .-,.,-:, ,_.,. 
n 
J 
B 
4 
1 
5 
-··:, ... 

YEMEN (P DEM REP) 
ZAmE 

,;: .-, ... 

in kg 

of logs of 
distances 

of logs of 
prir:es per 
tonne-nm 

1 4 5 ------- -- ~ --~ -- ---

694JJ 
1461749 

189725 
6]29 

199758 
297]540 

23400 
80418 

1110512 
71591 

2679570 
712324 

39708 
7996]0 
67JT77 

4056 
22321 
539]8 

8424 
598413 

7254 
9841 

J267J 

J.7765560 
BJ.]814560 
J0.2822277 
15.1992678 
69.7955801 
J2.JJ22J69 

J.4127962 
9.4048.:::24 
6.7722627 
1.5051499 

b8.4894J5J 
65.4435291 
54.852J478 
77.6060]60 
58.0022774 

9.4685659 
29.JJ77J54 
1].9646154 

2.6812411 
10.Z-S56069 
6.0791809 
5.t,049126 
3. 7460110 

1.1358320 
30.0686834 
14.5779246 
4.4556404 

29.0428245 
12.6200611 

1.296]581 
5.3975618 
6.5302275 
3.100198] 

24.2786]50 
27.9166911 
15.279]154 
3J.8856943 
28.3878004 

J.9400558 
10.J22459J 
5.9021892 
1. !L:97J5 

11.3569160 
2.6624922 
::· .0675411 
5.0850404 

of the 
products of 
the two logs 

6 

4. :ë'895JJI 
112.5700455 
48.54874JJ 
16.94198]9 

100.41568]4 
4J.J919805 

4.4242(159 
16.7542659 
13.2721249 

4.6662630 
77. 920.~.:·JJ 
8J.4147088 
51.2427582 

115.6680919 
94.8tJJ28J 
12.2J9054J 
J7.87120J5 
20.4560060 

2.9841502 
18.1<;'59042 
8.0571J48l 
5. 7]990'12 
7.41112]5 

of the 
squares of 
the logs of 
the distances 
7 

14.2623752 
Jl8.20.S9920 
10:2.4594]87 
57.7559591 

::.·45. J898J28 
119.8908915 

11.6471779 
29.7665538 
17.4080847 

2.2654762 
.:·41. 500J661 
:;:·27. 86607J9 
194.7402671 
279.5053748 
201.04225::.·5 
J0.2168906 

W7.6JBJ666 
48.9855326 

7.1890536 
25.7245589 
18.5154849 
15.8JJ5J09 
9. ·129486] 

of logs of 
dis lances 

8 

262217.61 
5068JOJ.J5 

636247 . .:'7 
24066.24 

668062.77 
5462220.8] 

79859.43 
2:22796.8] 

1520045.61 
107755.19 

6984444.29 
18572]2.40 

118:257.80 
2516355.80 
2087307.74 

13179.57 
B294J.52 

189469.02 
22586.78 

1299645.6] 
21598.47 
29579.25 
57250.57 

of logs of 
prices per 
tonne-nm 

g 

78864.2] 
2JOJ884.T2 
]08929.52 

7244.]6 
298198.80 

6880252.98 
30JJ4.78 

16:2063.96 
31J44J0.28 

221946.29 
4981428.45 
1164601.20 

371J6.09 
14]7407.40 
1271442.54 

5170.69 
29025.53 
78518.82 
9375.69 

1171407.83 
10090.J:2 
9J1L50 

87017.89 

of the 
products of 
the two logs 

10 

::.·
1ï78J5. t 

7788616.0 
10276]9.7 

27567.0 
992522.5 

12499058.8 
JOJ526. 4 
448497.8 

4042610. 7 
]]4062.4 

1086]65].J 
2736895.7 

104404. l 
4246061.1 
3829546.7 

16558.6 
107807.9 
274902.3 
251]8.4 

2084817.0 
29940.4 
27895. 7 

118429.8 

of the squares 
of the logs of 
the distances 

11 

990279.50 
17.557129.07 
2J4JOOO.JO 

91515.17 
2241799.57 

10]02..:'.69. 49 
27254]. 96 
618099. 75 

2J5J4Jt.87 
16.::·187.71 

2071]512.bO 
5532045.05 

404209.89 
8J160:2:2.60 
66]2145.BJ 

4]268.44 
J08271.5J 
666910.78 

60560.59 
3:242708.51 

64415.63 
891:.::0.22 

134]61. 59 

TOTALS J95 '1J828J84 661.39JB103 280.4.::·Jl06J 901.;;:·889309 2326.9420409 ;;:·93Jl225.97 2J7J60S3.87 52028188.JB 8J;;:·J9809.65 

= Sk = Sx = Sy = Sx Y. 
i 1 

= Sx 

. ., ... 
= Sk X 

i i 

The values of the constants a and b in the welghted world :iverage price curve equation obtained from the c1bove data are: 
a= 3.605 583? b =-n.645 4605 

The weiqhted worlrJ prtce curve equation is as follows: 
J.60558]9 

w 
y=-----------

0.6454605 
)( 

for sea transport. 

= Sk Y. 
i 1 

= Sk X y. 
i i l 

.-, 

= Sk X 
i i 

(") 
0 
:::, 

<C 
; 
"' "' 
Cl 
0 
0 
CO 
)> 
:::, 
:::, 
(!) 
X 
w 
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Calculation of transit charge scales on the basis of the weighted world average 
price curves and the weighted world arithmetical mean of postal costs 
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(\,) A. Land transport (Prices based on 15 commodities) 

i 

( For a= t. 9437990 arrl b= -0, 0608207) 

Steps Hedian For the Transport costs Postal costs 

length of length in g c per in q c per 
(col 2) 1000 kg 1000 kg 

step in km Price in g c col 2 x col 3 
per t/km 

1 2 J 4 5 

UP TO JOO ·150 64,788 97·18 27200 
ABOVE JOO UP TO 600 450 60.60J 2727'1 27200 

600 - '1000 800 58.519 46815 27200 
woo - '1500 ·1250 56.950 7'1'188 27200 
'1500 - 2000 1750 55.795 97641 27200 
2000 - 25[1[1 2250 54.95J ·123644 27200 
2500 - JOOO 2750 54.287 149289 27200 
JOOO - JBOO 3400 5J.59·l '1822(]'/ 27200 
J800 - 4600 4200 52.905 222201 27200 
4600 - 5500 5050 52.J'tl 264'171 27200 
5500 - 6500 6000 51. 772 J'106J2 27200 
6500 - 7500 7000 5'1.286 359002 27200 

CALCULATION DATA FOR DETERMINING THE TRANSIT CHARGES FOR EACH ADDI'1'I0NAL 1000 KM: 

8000 50.874 406992 27200 
9000 50.5·12 454608 27200 

10000 50. 187 501870 27200 
nooo 49.888 548768 27200 
12000 49.6J6 595632 27200 
13000 49.J85 642005 27200 
14000 49.169 688366 27200 
'15000 48.966 734490 27200 

Transit charqes 
in g c per 1000 kg 
col 4 + col 5 

6 

J691B 
5447'1 
74015 
98JB8 

124841 
'150844 
176489 
209409 
249401 
29'1J7'1 
JJ78J2 
J86202 

4J4·l92 
48·1808 
529070 
575968 
622BJ2 
669205 
715566 
76·1690 

DRAFT SCALE 

TRANSIT CHARGES 
per kg, in g c 

7 

J7 
54 
74 
98 

125 
·15·1 
176 
209 
249 
29·1 
JJ8 
J86 

4J4 
482 
529 
576 
62J 
669 
716 
762 

n 
0 
::, 
(C 

@ 
~ 
1 

C, 
g 
CO 
)> 
::, 
::, 

~ 
.i:,. 
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B. Land transport (Prices actually paid in 1978) 

(for a= 3.4567511and b= -0.5737123) 

Steps For the Transport costs 
lenqth in q c per 

. (col 7) 1000 kq 
steps in km Price in q c col 2 x col 3 

Median 
length of 

per t/km 

Postal costs Transit charges DRI\F r SCALE 
in g c per in q c per 1000 kq 
1000 kq col 4 + col 5 

TRANSIT CHARGES 
per kq, in g c 

1 2 J 4 5 6 7 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-------------------------------------------
UP TO JO() 150 161.566 242J5 17600 
AROVE :JOO UP 'ID 600 450 86.0JD J8714 ·176[10 

600 - ·1000 800 6'1.837 49470 17600 
1000 - 1500 1250 47.868 598]5 '17tiCIO 

1500 - 2000 1750 39.468 69069 17600 
2000 - 2500 2250 34.'170 7688] ·176[1[1 
2500 - JOOO 2750 30.454 83749 17600 
JOOO - :1800 J400 26.961 9·1é,é, 7 ·17600 
J800 - 4600 4200 2J.880 '100296 17600 
4600 - 5500 5050 2·1. 465 '108499 '176(10 
5500 - 6500 6000 19.464 116784 17600 
6500 - 7500 7000 17.817 '1:.24719 176[1[) 

CALC ULATTON DATA FOR DF.TF'.RMINTNG THE TRANS TT CHARGES FOR F.ACII ADDITTONAL 1000 KM: 

BODO 16.:>[12 '1]2(Jl6. ·17600 
9000 15.425 1J8825 17600 

10000 14.519 145 Vi'O '17600 
11000 1J.748 151228 17600 
·12000 ·lJ. 078 '1569]6 ·176[10 
1]000 12.489 162357 17600 
'14000 11.971 167594 ·176[/0 
15000 ·11.506 172590 17600 

41835 
56314 
67070 
774]5 
86669 
94483 

'101J49 
109267 
117896 
126099 
1J4J84 
'l42J19 

149616 
1~43 
162790 
168828 
'1745]6 
179957 
185194 
'1W1W 

42 
56 
67 
77 
87 
94 

101 
'109 
118 
126 
1J4 
'142 

150 
156 
16] 
169 
175 
1BO 
185 
1W 

C') 
0 
:::, 

c.o 
ëil 
"' "' 
1 

C, 
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CO 
)> 
:::, 
:::, 
CD 
X 
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C. Land transport (Prices actually paid in 1983) 

(For a= 2. 7514756 and b = -0.3171926) 

Steps 

Up to 
Up to Above JOO 

600 -
1000 -
1500 -
2000 -
2500 -
JOOO -
JBOO -
4600 -
5500 -
6500 -

:::mo 
600 

"1000 
-1500 
2000 
2500 
JOOO 
J800 
4600 
5500 
6500 
7500 

Hedian 
length of 
step in km 

2 

150 
450 
800 

1250 
1750 
2250 
2750 
J400 
4200 
5050 
6000 
7000 

For the Transport costs Postal costs 
length in g c per in g c per 
(col 2) 1000 kg 1000 kg 
Price in col 2 x col 3 
g c per t/km 

3 4 5 

115.15] 1727] 27200 
8L278 J6575 27200 
67.71] 54170 27200 
58.772 7]465 27200 
52.829 92451 27200 
48.78J -109762 27200 
45,769 125865 27200 
42.79J 145496 272(10 
40.019 168080 27200 
J7.746 ·1906'17 27200 
J5.7JJ 214J98 27200 
J4.0J·1 2]8217 27200 

Calculation data for determining the transit charges for each addit1ona1 1000 km: 

8000 J2.éd9 260952 27200 
9000 J1.425 282825 27200 

10000 JO.J9J JOJ9JO 27200 
1-1000 29.490 J24J90 27200 
12000 28.686 J442J2 27200 
1JOOO 27.962 J6J506 27200 
14000 27.J-tJ J82J82 27200 
15000 26.722 4008]0 27200 

Transit charges 
in g c per 1000 kg 
col 4 + col 5 

6 

4447J 
6J775 
81J70 

'100665 
119651 
-tJ6962 
15J065 
·172696 
195280 
2'178-17 
24'1598 
2654·17 

288-152 
]'10025 
JJ11JO 
J51590 
J7·14J2 
]90706 
409582 
4280]0 

DRAFT SCALE 
TRANSIT CHARGES 
per kg, in g c 

7 

44 
64 
81 

rn·1 
120 
·1J7 
15J 
17J 
195 
218 
242 
265 

288 
J10 
JJ·l 
J52 
J?-t 
]91 
4-10 
428 

C") 
0 
::, 
(C 

~ 
Cl) 
Cl) 

1 
0 
0 n 
CO 
)> 
::, 
::, 

~ 
~ 
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D. Sea transport. (Prices based on 15 commodities) 

(For a= 3.7783264 and b =-0.7052289) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - -- -
Steps Median 

length of 
s tep in n m 

For the 
length 
(col 2) 

Transport costs 
in g c per 
1000 kg 

Price in col 2 x col 3 
g c per t/nm 

3 4 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Up to JOO '150 175. 277 26292 
Above JOO Up to 600 450 80.765 J6J44 

600 - 1000 BOO 5J.BJO 4JOM 
1000 - ·1500 ·1250 ]9.294 49'1'18 
'1500 - 2000 1750 J0.997 54245 
2000 - 2500 2250 25.961 584'12 
2500 - JOOO 2750 22.5JJ 61966 
JOOO - J500 3250 20.0]2 65104 
J500 - 4000 J750 Hl.106 67898 
4000 - 5000 4500 'l5.92J 71654 
5000 - 6000 5500 1J.B20 76010 
6000 - 7000 6500 12.286 798':J'J 
7000 - BODO 7500 '11.105 BJ2BB 

Postal costs 
in g c per 
1000 kg 

5 

21-WO 
21100 
211[/0 
21100 
21100 
21100 
211(]0 
2'1 wo 
21100 
21'100 
21100 
21100 
21100 

Calculation data fur determining the transit charges for each additional 1000 nm: 

8500 10.167 86420 21100 
9500 9.J99 89291 21100 

10500 8.760 9·1980 21'100 
'1'1500 8.215 9447J 21100 
12500 7.746 96825 21100 
·l.]500 7.JJ7 990:>0 21100 
14500 6.976 '101152 21100 

Transit charges 
in g c per 1000 kg 
col 4 + col 5 

6 

47]92 
57444 
64164 
70218 
75]45 
79512 
BJ066 
86204 
BB99B 
92754 
97110 

100959 
104]88 

'107520 
110]91 
11J080 
11557J 
117925 
1.20150 
122252 

DRAFT SCALE 
TRANSIT CHARGES 
per kg, in g c 

7 

47 
57 
64 
70 
75 
BO 
BJ 
86 
89 
9J 
97 

101 
104 

'108 
1'10 
11J 
-J ·16 
118 
120 
1,-,•"\ 

.,(_.L, C, 
0 
::J 
r.c 
ëil 
"' "' 
1 
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E. Sea transport (Prices actually paid in 1978) 

(For a= 3.8511640 and b = -0.7629002) 
- - --- --- -- ------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Steps Median For the Transport costs Postal costs 

length of length in g c per in g c per 
stepinnm (col 2) 1000 kg 1000 kg 

Price in col 2 x col 3 
g c per t/nrn 

l 2 3 4 5 

Up to 300 150 155.261 2J289 18300 
Above JOO Up to 600 450 67. ·152 J021B ·tBJDO 

600 - 1000 BOO 4J.297 34638 18JOO 
1000 - -1500 1250 JO.BOO J85CIO ·J8J[J(l 
-1500 - 2000 1750 2J.826 41696 18300 
2000 - 2500 2250 ·19.672 442t,2 ·tBJIJO 
2500 - 3000 2750 16.879 46417 18JOO 
JOOO - JSOO J250 "14.858 48289 ·J8JIJO 
J500 - 4000 J750 1J.32·1 49954 18JOO 
4000 - 5000 4500 H.592 52"164 ·tBJOO 
5000 - 6000 5500 9.946 5470J 18300 
6000 - 7000 6500 8.757 56921 18J/JO 
7000 - BODO 7500 7.851 5888J 18300 

Ca1cu1ation data for determining the transit charges for each additional 1000 llfl1: 

8500 7.136 60656 18JOO 
9500 6.554 622t,J ·t8JOO 

10500 6.07J 6J767 18JOO 
11500 5.665 65!1,8 18:.100 
12500 5.J16 66450 lBJOO 
·1J500 5.01] 67676 ·18]00 
14500 4.747 688J2 18JOO 

Transit charges 
in g c per 1000 kg 
col 4 + col 5 

6 

4'1589 
48518 
529J8 
56800 
59996 
62562 
64717 
66589 
68254 
70464 
7300J 
7522·1 
77183 

78956 
8056J 
82067 
8J448 
84750 
85976 
871J2 

DRAFT SCALE 
TRANSIT CHARGES 
per kg, in g c 

7 

42 
49 
5J 
57 
60 
6J 
65 
67 
68 
70 
73 
75 
77 

79 
8·1 
B . ., .. 
BJ 
85 
86 
87 

C') 
0 
:::, 
tQ 
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1 
0 
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F. Sea transport (Prices actually paid in 1983) 

(For a= 3.6055839 and b = -0.6454605) 
---- - --- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Steps 

Up to 
Above JOO Up to 

600 
rnoo 
1500 
2000 
2500 
JOOO 
J500 
4000 
5000 
6000 
7000 

:mo 
600 

woo 
1500 
2000 
2500 
JOOO 
J500 
4000 
5000 
6000 
7000 
8000 

Median 
length of 
stepinnm 

2 

150 
4.5n 
8L"J 

-1250 
1750 
2250 
2750 
J250 
J750 
4500 
5500 
6500 
7500 

For the 
length 
(col 2) 

Transport costs 
in g c per 
1000 kg 

Price in col 2 x col 3 
g c per t/n m 

3 

158.885 
78.·177 
SJ.924 
40.428 
J2.5J7 
27.662 
24.J04 
21.821 
19.896 
17.684 
15.SJ7 
·1J. s•so 
12.719 

4 

2J8JJ 
J5-180 
4J1J9 
505J5 
56940 
62240 
66BJ6 
70918 
74610 
79578 
85454 
906?5 
95J9J 

Postal costs 
in g c per 
1000 kg 

5 

21100 
21100 
21100 
21100 
21100 
21100 
21100 
21-100 
21100 
21100 
21100 
21100 
21100 

Calculation datafordetermining the transit charges for each additional 1000 nm: 

8500 
9500 

-10500 
·l -1500 
12500 
13500 
14500 

11. 7J2 
10.9·19 
10.2J4 
9.65-1 
9.147 
B.703 
B.JH 

99722 
10Ji'J1 
107457 
110987 
t14JJ8 
117491 
120510 

21100 
21100 
21100 
21100 
21100 
21100 
21100 

Transit charges 
in g c per 1000 kg 
col 4 + col 5 

6 

449JJ 
562BO 
642J9 
7·16J5 
78040 
83340 
87936 
920-18 
95710 

100678 
106554 
11 J 775 
11649] 

120822 
1248Jl 
128557 
132087 
1J54JB 
138591 
141610 

DRAFT SCALE 
TRANSIT CHARGES 
per kg, in g c 

7 

45 
56 
64 
72 
78 
B3 
88 
9 . ., ... 
96 

w·1 
107 
U2 
116 

121 
125 
129 
-132 
1J5 
·139 
142 (") 

0 
:::, 
cc 
èil ::: 
1 
0 
0 n 
«) 
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G. Land transport (Prices actually paid, with coefficients applied) 

(For a= 2.7514756 anù b = -0.3171926, coefficient applied to col 3: 0.9359, to col 5: l .21132) 

Steps Hedian For the Transport costs Postal costs Transit charges 
length of length in g c per in g c per in g c per 1000 kg 
step in km (col 2) 1000 kg 1000 kg col 4 + col 5 

Price in col 2 x col 3 
g c per t/km 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Up to JOO 150 107. 772 16166 JJ8l5 4998·1 
Above JOO Up to 600 450 76.068 J42J1 JJB15 68046 

600 - rnoo 800 6J.J7J 50698 JJ815 845-tJ 
rnoo - 1500 ·1250 55.005 687'56 JJ815 ·102571 
1500 - 2000 ·1750 49.44J 865:::5 JJB15 120]40 
2000 - 2500 2250 45.656 102726 JJB15 1]6541 
2500 - JOOO 2750 42,8J5 ·117796 JJ8"15 ·15161 ·1 
,JOOO - J800 J400 40.050 136170 JJBl5 169985 
J800 - 4600 4200 J?.454 157JD7 JJB15 ·191 l22 
4600 - 5500 5050 J5.J26 178J96 JJ815 2·12211 
5500 - 6500 6000 JJ.44] 200b5B JJ8·15 2]447J 
6500 - 7500 7000 J1.850 222950 JJ815 256765 

Calculation data for determining the transit charges for each additional 1000 km: 

8000 J0.528 244224 JJ815 278039 
9000 29.4H 264699 JJ815 2985H rnooo 28,445 284450 JJ815 ]18265 

·1rnoo 27.600 JOJ600 JJ815 JJ7415 
12000 26.847 J22164 JJ8l5 J55979 
·tJOOO 26.-170 J402"10 JJ815 J74025 
14000 25.562 J57868 JJ815 J9·t68J 
"15000 25.009 J75"1J5 JJ815 408950 

DRAF T SC ALE 
TRANS 11 CHARGES 
per kg, in g c 

7 

50 
68 
85 

lOJ 
-120 
1J7 
152 
170 
191 
212 
.2J4 
257 

278 
299 
J18 
JJ7 
J56 
]74 
J92 
409 

("') 
0 
::::s 

(Q 

ëil 
"' "' 
0 
0 
0 

i 
::::s 
::::s 
~ 
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H. Sea transport (Prices actually paid, with coefficients applied) 

(For a= 3.6055839 and b = -0.6454605; coefficient app] ied to col 3 = 1.0240, to col 5: l.0738) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -
Steps Median For the Transport costs Postal costs Transit charges 

length of length in g c per in g c per in g c per 1000 kg 
s tep in n m (col 2) 1000 kg 1000 kg col 4 + col 5 

Price in col 2 x col 3 
g c per t/n m 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Up to JOO 150 162.698 24405 22657 47062 
Above JOO Up to 600 450 80.05J J6024 22657 5868·1 - 600 - 1000 800 55.218 44174 22657 668J1 

1000 - ·1500 1250 41.J98 5·1748 22657 74405 
1500 - 2000 1750 JJ.J-18 58J07 22657 80964 
2000 - 2500 2250 2B.J26 6J7J4 22657 B6J91 
2500 - JOOO 2750 24.887 684]9 22657 9W96 
JOOO - J500 J250· 22.J45 72621 22657 95278 
J500 - 4000 J750 20.J74 7640J 22657 99060 
4000 - 5000 4500 18.108 81486 22657 10414] 
5000 - 6000 5500 "15. S'W 87505 22657 110162 
6000 - 7000 6500 14.285 9285J 22657 "115510 
7000 - 8000 7500 U.024 976f.lO 22657 120JJ7 

Calcu]ation data for determining the transit charges for each additiona] 1000 nm: 

8500 12.0H 102119 22657 ·124776 
9500 11. 18·1 1D6220 22657 128877 

rn500 W.480 J-10040 22657 ·JJ2697 
11500 9.88J 11J655 22657 1J6J12 
·12500 9.J67 ·1·1708B 22657 1J9745 
1J500 8.9'12 120312 2:2657 142969 
-14500 8.5m ·J2JJ95 22657 ·146052 

DRAFT SCALE 
TRANSIT CHARGES 
per kg, in g c 

7 

47 
59 
67 
74 
81 
86 
9·1 
95 
99 

104 
110 
116 
no 

"125 
129 
UJ 
1J6 
140 
14J 
"146 ('") 

0 
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<C 
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0 
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Weighted world arithmetical mean of postal costs 

A. Land transport 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Country Total, per Postal Product 
country of costs col ? X col 3 -------------annual weights 1000 kP: oer 

1000 
in kg 

Col 1 Col 2 Col 3 Col 4 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------
SOUTH AFRICA 
GERMANY, FED RFP OF 
TWITED STATES OF A~~qTCA 
ARGENTINA 
AUSTRIA 
BELGillM 
BRA7.IL 
CANAnA 
nENMARK 
SPAIN 
FRAHCE 
INDIA 
ITALY 
JAPAN 
JORDAN 
~ErJYA 
NETHERLANDS 
PORTUGAL 
SWEDEN 
SWITZERLAWl 

TOTALS 

1 416 155 
6 978 842 

J52 209 
192 092 

9 70J 902 
11 599 955 

J 991 
90 800 

1 7J4 87J 
1 292 876 

'10 6'1J 299 
67 000 

2 052 765 
1JO ·195 

'11 91J 
198 J54 
JO 602 
22 958 

·1 021 J69 
J 257 998 

50 87J 1J1 

14 418 
SJ 488 
J7 J56 
J9 000 
JJ 977 
7 600 

18 860 
22 OJ9 
·18 966 
26 J64 
J2 280 
21 427 
4J 000 
87 907 
·16 000 
17 200 
5 ·100 
J 180 

22 000 
4 J:20 

20 418 ·122 
J7J 284 ::mo 

'1J ·157 ·1:19 
7 491 588 

J29 709 478 
88 159 658 

75 270 
2 001 141 

J2 90J 601 
J4 085 J82 

J42 597 29'1 
1 4J5 609 

88 268 895 
11 445 051 

190 608 
J 411 688 

156 070 
7J 006 

22 470 '118 
14 074 551 

1 J85 408 55J.J7 

WEIGHTED WORLD ARITHMETICAL MEAN IN GOLD CENTIMES PER 1000 KG: 27 232.62, 

ROUNDED OFF TO 27 200 GOLD CENTIMF.S. 

1292 
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B. Sea transport 

Country Total, oer 
country of 
c1nnual weic:i:hts 
in ka 

Postal 
costs 
per 1000 ka 

Product 
col 2 x col 3 

1000 

Col 1 Col 2 Col 3 Col 4 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SOUTH fl.FRICA 
GERMANY.,. J?F,D RF:P 
UNITED ::,TATES OF 
ARGENTINA 
AUSTRALIA 
BELGIUM 
CANADA 
DE:N:V:ARK 
SPAIN 
FRANCE 
ITALY 
JAPAN 
KF:NYA. 
N ETHERLANDS 
PORTUGAL 
S Rl,J,iANKA 
SWEu~N 
Y'Elv!EN ( PEOr»LE 'S 

OF 
AMERICA 

DEM REP) 

69 4JJ 
·1 46·1 749 

189 725 
9 674 

174 889 
2 97J 240 

2J 400 
1 7J4 87J 

71 591 
2 679 570 

5JO 270 
67J 777 

4 050 ., .. -, J·-,-1 
sJ 9J8 

8 424 
598 41J 

9 84"1 

1J OJ5 
H 006 
J7 J56 
25 400 
85 700 

8 000 
22 OJ9 

4 49·1 
JO 584 
J4 500 
76 000 
5J 740 
18 500 

7 J50 
11 020 
·15 400 
15 000 
20 982 

905 059 
·16 088 009 

7 087 J67 
245 7·19 

14 987 987 
2J 785 920 

515 712 
7 79"1 J14 
2 189 5J9 

92 445 ·165 
40 JOO 520 
J6 208 775 

74 925 
164 059 
594 J96 
129 729 

.g 97.':, 195 
206 48J 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTALS ·11 99J 58J 252 696 879,58 

WETGHTED WORLD A8ITHMF:îICAL MEAN IN GOLD CENTIMES PER 1000 KG: 21 Oô9.34, 

ROUNDED OFF TO ?1 100 GOLD CENTIMES. 
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Coefficients for adapting the transit charge scales 

The question of establishing coefficients for adapting the transit charge scales stems from operative para
graph iii of Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 28 whereby the Executive Council is instructed to seek ways to 
reflect, if necessary, changes in any of the factors taken into consideration for the calculation of the transit charge 
scales during the period between Congresses. 

2 On the basis of a consultation the Executive Council, at its 1982 session, came to the conclusion that the 
most appropriate method would be to subject the scales, at the time they are fixed, to an average coefficient in 
the I ight of the movement of the prices actually paid and of the postal costs observed over the five years preceding 
Congress. This solution would make it possible to retain in the Convention fixed scales valid for the entire period 
of application of the Convention. 

3 The data used for the calculation of the coefficients for adapting the scales are given in the following pages 
under: 

A. Development of transport costs actually paid between 1978 and 1983. 
B. Development of postal costs between 1978 and 1983. 
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A. Development of transport costs actually paid between 1978 and 1983 

a Development of prices actua!ly paid for land transport between 1978 and 1983 

Calculation of the weighted average price in gold centimes 

ln 1978 

Upper limits 
of the route 
(km) 

300 
600 

1000 
1500 
2000 
2500 
3000 
3800 
4600 
5500 
Above 5500 

Totals 

Quantities transported 
over the route the 
upper limit of which 
is given in col 1 
(tonnes) 

2 

18 025 
9 585 

14 239 
10 192 

492 
567 

7 
105 

0 
16 
0 

53408 

Weighted average: 96.3783 g c 

Price in g c per t-km 
for the route 
(according to col 3 
of the relevant 
Congress scale) 

3 

161.566 
86.030 
61.837 
47.868 
39.468 
34.170 
30.454 
26.961 
23.880 
21.485 

Product: 
col 2 x col 3 

4 

2 912 227.150 
824 597.550 
880 497.043 
487 870.656 

19 418.256 
19 374.390 

213.178 
2 830.905 

0 
343.760 

0 

5 147 372.888 
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ln 1983 

Upper limits 
of the route 
(km) 

300 
600 

1000 
1500 
2000 
2500 
3000 
3800 
4600 
5500 
Above 5500 

Totals 

Quantities transported 
over the route the 
upper limit of which 
is given in col 1 
(tonnes) 

2 

15470 
8674 

12 002 
8 827 

172 
306 

7 
105 

0 
16 
0 

45 579 

Weighted average: 84.410 g c 

Price in g c per t-km 
for the route 
(according to col 3 
of the relevant 
Congress scale) 

3 

115.153 
81.278 
67.713 
58.772 
52.829 
48.783 
45.769 
42.793 
40.019 
37.746 

The weighted average price per weight transported over each route is: 
96.378 in 1978 
84.410 in 1983 

The difference between these two weighted average prices is: - 12.4 % 

Average annual increase (AAI) = - 2.617 % 

Coefficient of increase corresponding to ha/f the five-year period: 0.9359 (- 6.4 %) 
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Product: 
col 2 x col 3 

4 

1 781 416.910 
705 005.372 
812 691.426 
518 780.444 

9 086.588 
14 927.598 

320.383 
4493.285 

0 
603.936 

3 847 325.922 
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b Development of the prices actual/y paid for sea transport between 1978 and 1983 

Calculations of the weighted average price in gold centimes 

ln 1978 

Upper limits 
of the route 
(nm) 

Quantities transported 
over the route the 
upper limit of which 
is given in col 1 
(tonnes) 

2 

300 5631 
600 277 

1000 498 
1500 205 
2000 235 
2500 29 
3000 201 
3500 966 
4000 403 
5000 597 
6000 411 
7000 341 
8000 59 
(Above 8000 nm: 550 tonnes)* 

Totals 9853 

Weighted average: 97.888 g c 

Price in g c per t-nm 
for the route 
(according to col 3 
of the relevant 
Congress scale) 

3 

155.261 
67.152 
43.297 
30.800 
23.826 
19.672 
16.879 
14.858 
13.321 
11.592 
9.946 
8.757 
7.851 

Product: 
col 2 x col 3 

4 

874 274.691 
18601.104 
21 561.906 

6 314.000 
5 599.110 

570.488 
3 392.679 

14 352.828 
5 368.363 
6 920.424 
4 087.806 
2 986.137 

463.209 

964 492.745 

* This weight of mail transported over distances above 8000 nm was not included in the calculation of the weighted average 
(it accounts for only 5.3 percent of the total weight). 
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ln 1983 

Upper limits 
of the route 
(nm) 

Quantities transported 
over the route the 
upper limit of which 
is given in col 1 
(tonnes) 

2 

300 6397 
600 365 

1000 534 
1500 665 
2000 295 
2500 37 
3000 195 
3500 954 
4000 565 
5000 700 
6000 324 
7000 274 
8000 91 
(Above 8000 nm: 480 tonnes)* 

Totals 11 396 

Weighted average: 102.704 g c 

Price in g c per t-nm 
for the route 
(according to col 3 
of the relevant 
Congress scale) 

3 

158.885 
78.177 
53.924 
40.428 
32.537 
27.662 
24.304 
21.821 
19.896 
17.684 
15.537 
13.950 
12.719 

The weighted average price per weight transported over each distance is: 
97 .888 for 1978 
102.704 for 1983 

The difference between these two weighted average prices is: 4.9199 

Average annual increase (AAI) = 1.01 % 

Coefficient of increase corresponding to half the five-year period: 1.024 (+ 2.4 %) 

Product: 
col 2 x col 3 

4 

1 016387.345 
28 534.605 
28 795.416 
26 884.620 

9 598.415 
1 023.494 
4 739.280 

20 817.234 
11 241.240 
12 378.800 
5033.988 
3 822.300 
1 157.429 

1170414.166 

* This weight of mail transported over distances above 8000 nm was not included in the calculation of the weighted average 
(it accounts for only 7 .9 percent of the total weightl. 
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B. Development of postal costs between 1978 and 1983 

a Land: 

ln 1978*: 
ln 1983: 

17 600 gold centimes 
27 200 gold centimes 

The difference between these two weighted average prices is: 54.55% 

Average annual increase (AAI) = 9.10% 

Coefficient of increase corresponding 
to ha/f the five-year period: 1.2432 (+ 24.32%) 

b Sea: 

ln 1978*: 
ln 1983: 

18 300 gold centimes 
21 100 gold centimes 

The difference between these two weighted average prices is: 15.3% 

Average annual increase (AAI) = 2.89% 

Coefficient of increase corresponding 
to ha/f the five-year period: 1.0738 (+ 7.38%) 

* The Rio de Janeiro postal costs have been recalculated: 
to carry out local currency - SOR conversions according to the SOR exchange rate in April 1978; 

- to take account of corrections brought to the attention of the International Bureau. 
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Terminal dues 

Executive Council report 

1. Introduction 

Terminal dues were introduced at the 1969 Tokyo Congress, when the rate of payment of such dues was 
fixed at 0.50 gold francs per kilogramme of mail for ail rate categories combined. The Lausanne Congress decided 
to increase this rate to 1.50 gold francs per kilogramme and also to take airmail into account in determining 
the imbalance in exchanges. Moreover, the same Congress instructed the Executive Counèil to conduct in-depth 
studies on the questions relating to terminal dues. 

2 The results of this study, which was conducted by a Working Party composed of three countries - Canada 
(reporting country), Colombia and Great Britain - were set out in Congress - Doc 7 of the Rio de Janeiro 
Congress. Following discussions, that Congress fixed differentiated terminal dues rates of 5.50 gold francs per 
kilogramme of LC/ AO mail and 1.50 gold francs per kilogramme for M bags. The same Congress also instructed 
the Executive Council in its resolution C 35: 

to continue the study of terminal dues, with special reference to the method of determining the volume 
of imbalance of exchanges and the presentation and settlement of the relevant accounts; 

ii to consider the possibility of proposing a rate formula for fixing the rate of terminal dues, taking into 
account all factors which are reflected in costs both for administrations of origin and administrations of 
destination; 

iii to seek ways of reflecting in the Acts the development of this rate during the period between Congresses 
and to make the necessary proposais to the next Congress. 

Il. Development of the study 

1980 

3 To implement resolution C35, the 1980 Executive Council considered that this study should be assigned 
to a restricted Working Party that was representative of the interests of all countries. This Working Party was 
constituted as follows: Argentina, Brazil (reporting country), France, Kenya, Spain, Thailand, USSR and United 
States of America. lt met for the first time in Berne on 20 October 1980. 

1981 

4 The Terminal Dues Working Party (WP 3) held two meetings in 1981, one on 2 May and the other on 
21 October. 

5 At its second meeting on 2 May, the Working Party took note of the comments submitted by certain 
administrations following the WP's first meeting at which Brazil, the reporting country, had already proposed 
a methodology for conducting the terminal dues study. This methodology, which was developed at length by the 
reporting country, stems from the definition of the equivalence principle which originates in the concept of the 
equilibrium of mail flows: two mail flows are in equilibrium if, for each item sent from country "A" to country 
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"B" there is an identical item sent from "B" ta "A". The origin of the payment of terminal dues lies in the non
existence of this condition of equilibrium in exchanges between postal administrations. 

6 Following discussions on this subject bath in the Working Party and in Executive Council Committee 5, 
it was decided that the work would be continued on the basis of the equivalence principle, without however 
excluding other possibilities, in particular those centred on costs. 

7 At its third meeting on 21 October 1981, WP 3 considered a document by the reporting country dealing 
with pilot statistical research conducted by Brazil on the basis of its exchanges with 80 countries in order ta 
evaluate the financial implications of a few formulas with a view ta the payment of terminal dues. During this 
meeting, a consensus emerged on the continuation of the study in accordance with the equivalence principle, 
but as the United States of America had suggested also resuming the study made by the previous WP with regard 
ta the costs aspect, it was entrusted with this aspect of the study. 

8 lt was decided ta reconvene the WP at Berne from 18 ta 21 January 1982. The aims of this fourth meeting 
were: 

1982 

ta prepare a programme for the sampling of overall international traffic, established by category of item, 
weight step, tariff base, special services, etc; 
ta select the countries which would take part in the sampling. 

9 ln 1982 the Working Party held three meetings, from 18 ta 21 January, on 29 April (followed by a supple-
mentary meeting on 6 May) and on 8 November respectively. 

10 The most important results of the first two meetings (4th and 5th meetings of WP 3), which were subse-
quently approved by the 1982 EC, were as follows: 
a the model instruction manuals proposed by the reporting country as a basis for implementing a worldwide 

sampling programme were finalized: 
the instruction manual for implementing a simplified sampling programme, in which ail Union member 
countries would participate, was intended ta obtain representative data about the proportions and 
average weights for each category of item; 
the instruction manual for implementing a detailed sampling programme made it possible ta ascertain 
the distribution of countries' traffic, by category of item, on the basis of the actual weight of each 
article according ta the weight steps laid down in article 19 of the Convention; a representative 
sample of Union member countries, consisting of approximately 20 countries, was ta participate 
in this programme, the results of which would be applied ta all countries on the basis of the regressive 
structures established in conformity with the functional relations obtained; 

b the minimum size of the sample, expressed as a number of bags, was fixed in such a way as ta make the 
results of the study representative; 

c the period from 15 November 1982 ta 15 May 1983 was scheduled for carrying out the sampling, which 
was to involve a total of 24 days of observation; 

d the questionnaire prepared by the United States of America on the costs aspect with regard ta the calculation 
of terminal dues rates was finalized. 

11 At the 6th meeting of WP 3, held on 8 November 1982, the Working Party approved the inclusion of an 
additional form in the instruction manuals for the purpose of collecting information about the total volume 
of countries' mail flows during the sampling days, with a view ta calculating the effective sampling rates. Moreover, 
the Working Party discussed how the results of the study were ta be presented. 

12 ln connection with the related study on the costs aspect, the United States had, up ta the date of the 6th 
meeting of WP 3, received 56 replies ta the questionnaire that had been sent out. 
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13 At the 6th meeting of WP 3, France proposed the development of a study with a view to fixing the condi
tions for the possible application of an exceptional procedure for determining bilateral rates of payment of 
terminal dues. 

1983 

14 The results obtained by the Working Party at its 7th meeting on 28 April 1983, which were subsequently 
approved by Committee 5 and the 1983 EC, were as follows: 
a the methodology proposed by the reporting country (Brazil) for putting into effect the study on the 

equivalence principle was approved, as were the specimen tables for the presentation of the results obtained; 
b the draft report of the study on the costs aspect presented by the United States of America was to be sent 

to ail the participants for verification of the data presented in national currencies, particularly with respect 
to their up-to-dateness in relation to the date of conversion into SDR; 

c France remained instructed to continue with its work concerning an exceptional bilateral procedure for 
terminal dues, leaving open the possibility of negotiation for countries wishing it. 

15 The 8th and final meeting of the Terminal Dues Working Party was held at Berne from 5 to 9 December 1983. 

16 At this meeting, WP 3 had occasion to consider the final report of the study based on the equivalence 
principle (annex 2) and the final report of the study on the costs aspect (annex 3). lt noted that the results of 
the two studies were compatible and to a large extent confirmed each other. 

17 During its 8th meeting WP 3 also considered the conditions in which an exceptional bilateral procedure 
for determining terminal dues rates could be implemented. 

18 On conclusion of its work, the Terminal Dues Working Party drew up its recommendations to Executive 
Council Committee 5. 

1984 

19 The Committee left it to the Executive Council to take a position on the conclusions of the Working 
Party report and on the way in which the final report of the terminal dues study was to be presented to Congress. 
During the Executive Council's discussions, most of the Working Party's recommendations were adopted. However, 
some of them were subject to reservations by certain administrations. The comments made in plenary session 
in favour of and against the Working Party's conclusions are reproduced in ann,ex 1 to this document and concern 
the validity of the equivalence principle, the choice of price system to be used for calculating the terminal dues 
rates, the advantages of adopting the alternative approach consisting in the status quo increased by applying 
a coefficient based on inflation, and the advantages of instead providing for the increase in the terminal dues 
rates to be fixed by the Hamburg Congress to be spread over several years. 

20 Following its discussions, the Executive Council: 
considered that the equivalence principle had already been adopted at its previous sessions as a valid method 
for determining the terminal dues rates; 

ii approved the ways and means of applying the equivalence principle as specified in the recommendations 
of the Working Party, viz: 
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c use, for the calculation of these rates, of the price system in force, composed of the basic charges 
laid down in the Convention and the median values of the special service charges applied by adminis
trations; on the basis of the data comprising the basic rates adopt€d by the Rio de Janeiro Congress, 
this produced the following rates: 

"LC" rate: 25.81 gold francs/kilogramme; 
"AO" rate: 3.09 gold francs/kilogramme; 
"M bags" rate: 0.82 gold francs/kilogramme; 

iii was in favour of the stability of the rates between Congresses, ie of not adjusting the rates to be fixed by 
the Hamburg Congress until the following Congress; 

iv approved the draft proposai for amendment of article 62 of the Convention, arising from the decisions 
made on the above points (proposai 3062.4); 

v adopted a draft resolution providing the legal basis for the principles of determining the terminal dues 
rates (proposai 3000.4); 

vi accepted the results of the study on the costs aspect; 
vii left it to Congress to decide on the advisability of using inflation as a method of fixing the terminal dues 

rates. 

21 The proposais arising from the study conducted by France on the possible introduction of an exceptional 
procedure for calculating bilateral rates of payments of terminal dues were not considered by the Executive 
Council, since France had declined to present them to Congress and no other EC member country had expressed 
the wish to take them up on its own account. 

Ill. The study according to the equivalence principle 

Equivalence princip/e 

22 The origin of terminal dues lies in the existence of imbalances in letter-post traffic between countries. 
They represent a remuneration for the work done in the administration which has to handle the excess mail 
not offset by its own dispatches. ln order that rates of terminal dues can be established, a precise definition of 
mail imbalance has to be found. As mail is composed of items of different rate categories and different weights, 
these elements must be included in the definition of imbalance. How can this imbalance be circumscribed? 

23 Bearing in mind the particular featüres of mail, international postal traffic œtween two countries is in 
equilibrium when it consists of the same total weight of items, with the same number of items in each rate 
category, in both directions - more specifically, when, for each item in each rate category of a given weight 
sent in one direction, there is an item of the same rate category and of the same weight sent in the opposite 
direction. An imbalance would result if one of these conditions were not satisfied. 

24 Once the imbalance has been defined, it is necessary to determine how to compensate the administration 
which is at a disadvantage owing to this imbalance in such a way that the equilibrium is restored. As this question 
is a financial one, a way has to be found of passing from a physical imbalance, as defined above, to a corresponding 
financial imbalance. 

25 To do this, it is necessary to refer to a price system which is based on the above-mentioned characteristics 
of postal traffic (rate and weight categories) and which is accepted as œing representative of the actual rate 
situation of the countries. The Universal Postal Union has such a system at its disposai; administrations use it 
as a basis for fixing the rates of the international service. lt consists of the basic charges laid down in the 
Convention. Thus, the universa/ price system to be considered would, logically, be a function of the basic charges. 

26 ln view of these facts, the financial equilibrium of two mail flows would be obtained when the mail flow 
in both directions is composed of the same number of items of the same weight in each rate category, thus 
generating, through the application of a system of reference prices (as appropriate, the basic charges), the same 
revenue in bath directions. The financial imbalance in postal relations can thus b€ defined on the basis of these 
concepts. 
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27 As the origin of terminal dues lies in the concept of imbalance, the purpose of paying them must be to 
re-establish equilibrium. When it has been possible to measure the imbalance in terms of the revenues associated 
with the mail flows by applying a common price system, the only way of restoring equi/ibrium is to make the 
revenues of the countries concerned equivalent. 

28 The equivalence principle thus finds its application in the payment of terminal dues: whenever a revenue 
imbalance between two countries is found, equilibrium must be re-established by sharing the difference in revenue. 
ln other words, each country will be entitled to half of the difference in revenue in its bilateral relations, revenue 
being calculated according to a common rate system. Thus, between two countries A and B: 

or M = amount of remuneration in respect of terminal dues 
R = average revenue per kg or per item calculated per country on the basis of the composition of the mail 
V = volume of mail dispatched, expressed in kilogrammes or as a number of items 

29 The application of this principle at Union level presupposes the establishing of terminal dues rates which 
take into account all the above-mentioned factors, viz: 

a common price system applicable to ail Union member countries; 
the composition of the mail dispatched from all the countries to each of the others, according to the 
number of items per rate category (including items subject to special services) and the weight of these 
items. 

30 The common price system applicable to all member countries, which serves as a basis for determining 
international postal rates, mustdepend on the basic charges in the Convention, which constitute the only available 
price system which is generally applied within the Union. The adoption of such a price system provides factors 
which enable the analyses of traffic composition to be simplified, sin ce the basic charges are fixed by rate category 
and according to the weight steps applicable to postal items. 

31 The basic charges in the Convention had already been used as a reference price system in the study by the 
previous Working Party, for ascertaining average revenues with a view to calculating the rates of terminal dues. 
On that occasion, the validity of such a price system was not questioned. 

32 ln order for terminal dues accounts to be settled in such a way as to take account of the specific characteristics 
of the postal traffic between each pair of countries (bilateral situation) it would be necessary to analyze, in each 
bilateral relation, the price system which is closest to the actual rate situation in each of the two countries, as 
well as the composition of their reciprocal traffic by rate category and weight. ln practice, however, such an 
analysis is not feasible within the Union because it would involve calculating 165 average revenues for application 
to the relations of each of the 166 member countries with each of the others; this would produce a total of 
165 x 166, ie 13 695 terminal dues rates. 

2 

33 The search for a systemwhich can be applied to all Union member countries therefore requires the adoption 
of simplification measures which, initially, lead to the consideration of relations between groups of countries 
with more or less homogeneous characteristics. If this system is adopted, a certain number of terminai dues 
rates would be fixed for each country, each of these rates being applicable to that country's relations with the 
other countries belonging to one and the same group. 

34 Another, even simpler, solution would presuppose the fixing of a terminal dues rate for each country which 
would be applicable to its relations with ail other countries. As in the previous cases, these rates would take 
into consideration the characteristics of the traffic sent by the country to which the rate would apply, as well 
as the characteristics of the global traffic sent from all the other countries to the country concerned. (This 
solution would involve the calculation of 166 terminal dues rates.) 
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35 Needless to say, as the system is progressively simplified and as fewer terminal dues rates are obtained, 
these rates become less accurate in terms of the actual situations corresponding to the bilateral relations, since 
they represent average situations. This remains true regardless of the system adopted for calculating terminal 
dues rates. 

36 ln the final analysis, the simplest solution gives a world average rate which is applicable to relations between 
all countries but which, in some cases, presents considerable distortions compared with the individual situations. 
This rate will equal half the value of the average world revenue obtained from the study, bearing in mind that the 
purpose of terminal dues is to re-establish international postal equilibrium by sharing the difference in revenues 
corresponding to the traffic in imbalance. This latter solution was selected by the Executive Council because 
it is easier to apply in practice and because it makes it possible to obtain a uniform rate of terminal dues for 
all countries. 

37 ln view of the existence of two main rate categories in the Union, LC and AO, the first measure to be 
taken, if it is planed to establish world average terminal dues rates while at the same time trying to avoid 
distortions, would be to establish a rate for each of these categories. Another measure that could be envisaged 
would be to consider separately the AO subcategory consisting of M bags, for which a separate terminal dues 
rate already exists. ln this way, three world average rates of terminal dues, applicable to the LC, AO and M bag 
categories, are obtained. 

38 Because of the method used for calculating them, these terminal dues rates take account of the composition 
of the mail in each rate category according to the weight steps for which basic charges are laid down in the 
Convention. ln other words, these rates may be fixed per item and applied to the mail imbalance measured 
according to the number of items, or else they may be fixed per kilogramme and applied to the imbalance measured 
in kilogrammes. So far as the world average composition of mail is concerned, the application of bath these 
rate-fixing methods would produce the same result, if the basic assumption is that the traffic configuration of 
each country approximates to the world average configuration. 

39 For practical reasons, a rate per kilogramme should be adopted because it is much easier and less costly 
to measure the imbalance of exchanges in terms of weight than in terms of the number of items, particularly 
as the Union's existing statistical system for measuring imbalances in mail flows is based on weight. 

40 The equivalence principle is justified by the difficulties inherent in cost analyses, since very few countries 
have an accounting system for service costs which could serve as the basis for a technical analysis giving results 
that could be applied at world level. That is why the concept of postal costs was replaced by that of postal 
revenues in the study carried out in accordance with the equivalence principle. 

Sampling survey 

41 The composition of international letter-post traffic was determined on the basis of data relating to the 
outward traffic of administrations, obtained from statistical research by sampling carried out by 69 countries. 
These countries represent a significant proportion of the world postal traffic, a fact which gives the research 
a large degree of representativity. During the research period, a total sample of 54 678 LC/ AO bags were opened 
and analyzed; 305 252 M bags were also examined over the same period (exhaustive sampling). 

42 The sampling survey was carried out by means of two types of research, one detailed and one simplified, 
from 15 November 1982 to 15 May 1983, in accordance with the following: 

The detailed research was carried out by 21 (twenty-one) countries and one territory, including 8 (eight) 
members of the Working Party and 14 (fourteen) chosen for their representativity in traffic volume and on 
the basis of an acceptable geographical distribution. lts purpose was to determine bath the distribution 
of each country's outward postal traffic by category and by weight step and the incidence of special services 
and the average weight of the items in Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Byelorussia, Canada, 
China (People's Rep), France, German Democratic Republic, Great Britain, lndia, ltaly, Kenya, Morocco, 
Netherlands, Spain, Thailand, Ukraine, USSR, United States of America and the Virgin Islands. 
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The simplified research, originally planned for all the other member countries of the UPU, was carried 
out by 4 7 administrations. lts aim was to determine the distribution of items by category, the incidence 
of special services and the average weight of items per category. 

43 The instruction manuals for carrying out the two types of research were circulated to all member countries 
and to the Restricted Unions under caver of circular letters 3395(81)1019 and 3395(81 )1039 of 13 September 1982. 
These instruction manuals are reproduced in appendix 11 to the reporting country's report, this document being 
part of the voluminous technical documentation kept at the International Bureau and available to countries for 
consultation. ln addition to appendix 11, 21 annexes to appendix 1 (annex 2, part two - technical report) containing 
ail the sampling results by participating country, form part of this technical documentation. 

44 Examples of the tables containing the results of the sampling are presented in the reporting country's 
report (annex 2), part two (technical report), chapter 11. 

45 For sampling purposes, letter-post items were grouped in the following rate catJgories: LC, normal-rate 
printed papers, reduced-rate printed papers, small packets and M bags (normal or reduced rate); in addition, 
the following special services were considered: registration, express and advice of delivery. 

Average revenues 

46 The flows of revenue collected by administrations on the basis of universal price systems are measured 
according to the average revenues, which are presented in gold francs/kg in the final study report, although 
they can easily be calculated in gold francs per item. These average revenues represent, for each category of item, 
weighted price averages which depend, inter alia, on the distribution of the mail over the weight steps for which 
the basic charges are laid down. They were calculated according to several variants, defined by the following 
elements: 
a rate system; 
b categories of item (combined or separate revenues); 
c scope (revenue per country or global). 

4 7 Three situations resulting from the combination of rate systems were considered in the study: 
a basic charges for the weight steps and maximum charges for the special services; 
b basic charges for the weight steps and median charges for the special services; and 
c median charges for the weight steps and median charges for the special services. 

48 Taking the categories of items into account, the variants for the calculation of average revenue are as 
follows: 
a separate average revenues for LC, AO and M bags; 
b average revenues for LC/AO (combined revenue) and for M bags. 

49 As regards their scope, the average revenues were calculated at three levels: 
a by country, according to the destination groups of its dispatches; 
b by country, according to the whole of its dispatches; 
c worldwide. 

50 The methods used to obtain the average revenues, as well as detailed explanations about the criteria adopted, 
can be found in the report of the reporting country (annex 2), part two (technical report), chapters Ill and IV. 
Tables containing the results of the estimates of average revenue, worldwide and for each country that participated 
in the sampling, as well as the regressions used, will be found in chapter VII of the technical report. ln addition, 
chapter XI of the technical report shows that there is a great likelihood that the regressive structures obtained 
will not vary with time. To supplement the analysis by actual situations, examples of distortions in the application 
of the general results to the bilateral postal exchanges between certain pairs of countries are given in chapter V 111, 
8.1, of the technical report. 
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51 By way of illustration, the values of the world average rates of terminal dues (value of the world average 
revenue per kg divided by two) obtained on the basis of the three situations resulting from the combination 
of the rate systems set out in paragraph 47 above and using the actual charges applied in 1983, are as follows: 

Compensation rates for terminal dues (g fr/kg) 

Category Situation resulting from the study 
of item 

a b 

LC 28.68 25.81 

AO 3.21 3.09 

LC/AO 10.241 9.361 

M bags 0.87 0.82 

C 

28.71 

3.63 

10.561 

1.04 

For information: 
status quo 

5.501 

1.50 

1 The rates corresponding to the status quo and to the situations resulting from the study have been calculated using different 
methods (see comments by France and Brazil in annex 1 (PV 2). pages 24 and 25). 

52 A comparison between the terminal dues rates derived from the recommendations of the Executive Council 
(system b above) calculated on the basis of the situation prevailing in 1983, and the results of the study carried 
out by the previous Terminal Dues Working Party, which used the basic charges and special services rates in force 
in 1978 (Congress - Doc 7 - Rio de Janeiro Congress), gives the following situation: 

Category of item Recommendations Results of previous 
of Executive Council study 

LC 25.81 g fr/kg 20.97 g fr/kg 

AO 3.09 g fr/kg 2.08 g fr/kg 

M bags 0.82 g fr/kg 0.40 g fr/kg 

Updating the study submitted to the Rio de Janeiro Congress 

53 Another variant considered by the Working Party for development by the reporting country was an updating 
of the results of the study submitted to the Rio de Janeiro Congress. 

54 The results of this analysis are given in annex 2, part two, chapter V. According to this analysis, the relative 
costs approach (disregarding the sum of the conveyance cost components at point of origin and at destination) 
produœs results proportional to those of the equivalenœ principle: the results obtained with the equivalenœ 
principle are 17 percent and 9 percent /ower than those obtained with relative costs, for LCIAO and M bags 
respectively. This difference decreases very slightly with the inclusion of conveyanœ costs. 
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Other aspects of the study 

55 Other considerations relevant to the study are given in annex 2, part two- (technical report). They deal 
with the current relevance of the price systems employed (chapter IX) and with the variation over time of these 
systems (chapter XII). 

56 ln addition, annex 2, part two, chapter VI Il, 8.2 gives certain details to facilitate the choice of a threshold 
for the possible application of special bilateral rates. 

Rate of inflation 

57 The application of an inflation-based coefficient to the terminal dues rates might be considered as a means 
of updating these rates, should the present rates have to be used for fixing the new ones, or of adjusting the rates 
between Congresses, in accordance with operative subparagraph iii of Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 35, 
which instructs the Executive Council "to seek ways of reflecting in the Acts the development of this rate (of 
terminal dues) during the period between Congresses and to make the necessary proposais to the next Congress". 

58 lt should be noted that in its final report on the study (annex 2, part two, chapter X), the reporting country 
stated that the IMF's inflation indicators did not necessarily apply to the postal field and suggested a system 
for working out the inflation rates which would use a quotient of two price indicators corresponding to two 
consecutive postal rate situations. If this calculation were to be made at the Hamburg Congress, the rate situations 
arising from the decisions of the Rio de Janeiro and Hamburg Congresses would have to be considered. 

59 On the possibility of adopting a method of fixing the terminal dues rates based on inflation, the Executive 
Co un cil, at the request of two administrations, left the decision to Congress. 

60 On the subject of adjusting the terminal dues rate between Congresses, the Executive Council decided 
that they should not be adjusted during that period. 

IV. Recommendations of the Executive Council: practical application of the results 
of the study according to the equivalence principle 

61 The recommendations of the Executive Council regarding the application of the equivalence principle 
to the settlement of terminal dues accounts may be summed upas follows: 
a adoption of world average rates per kilogramme; 
b fixing of different rates for LC, AO and M bags, on the basis of data on the composition of mail resulting 

from the world sampling carried out between November 1982 and May 1983; 
c determination of these rates according to the price system in force, composed of the basic charges from the 

Convention and the median values of the special service rates applied by administrations. 

62 The terminal dues rates derived from these recommendations, calculated from the basic charges and the 
special service rates in force before the Hamburg Congress would be: 

"LC" rate: 25.81 gold francs/kilogramme; 
"AO" rate: 3.09 gold francs/kilogramme; 
"M bags" rate: 0.82 gold francs/kilogramme. 
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63 The level of terminal dues would, for each bilateral relation, depend on the proportions and volume of LC 
and AO in the combined LC/AO mail dispatched by one administration to the other. These volumes and proportions 
would be determined on the basis of the statistical system to be adopted by- the Hamburg Congress to replace 
the present triennial statistics for the settlement of transit charges and terminal dues accounts (Congress -
Doc 11 ). For M bags, on the other hand, it may be said that the rate given in the previous paragraph, based on 
the rate situation in force before the Hamburg Congress, represents a drop of 45.3 percent in relation to the 
present rate, which is overestimated. 

64 The following theoretical example compares two countries with the same proportions by weight of LC 
and AO mail as each other and as the world sample for outward mail (LC = 27.1 percent, AO = 72.9 percent): 

mail dispatched from country A to country B: 

LC: 27 100 kg; AO: 72 900 kg 

mail dispatched from country B to country A: 

LC: 13550 kg; AO: 36450 kg 

imbalance: 27100- 13550 = 13550 kg of LC 

36450 kg of AO 
72 900 - 36 450 = 50 000 kg of LC/AO 

a according to the present terminal dues rates, country A owes country B: 

50 000 kg of LC/ AO x 5.50 g fr/kg= 275 000 gold francs 

b according to the terminal dues rate corresponding to the recommendations of the Executive Council, 
using the price system in force before the Hamburg Congress, country A owes country B: 

13 550 kg of LC x 25.81 g fr/kg = 349 725.50 gold francs 

36450 kg of AO x 3.09 g fr/kg - 112 630.50 gold francs 
- 462 356.00 gold francs 1 

65 The calculation shown in the foregoing example would, applied to the actual postal relations of each 
country, bring out the various special situations arising in practice owing to the different proportions and volumes 
of LC and AO in the total LC/ AO traffic dispatched from each country to each of the other countries. 

V. Supplementary study on the costs aspect 

General considerations 

66 The report on costs, prepared by the United States of America, may be regarded as a useful supplement 
to that by Brazil. This may be seen by comparing the basic documents, namely the report of the study dealing 
with costs (annex 3) and the report of the study dealing with revenue (annex 2). 

1 Remark. - The average LC/AO rate obtained on the basis of this figure is 9.25 g fr/kg and differs from the rate of 9.36 g fr/kg, 
calculated on the basis of the world average composition of outward mail, by 0.11 g fr/kg. The slight difference is due to the 
rounding of the decimal places in the figures used for calculating the values of the terminal dues rates resulting from the study, 
which were calculated individualfy and directly according to the distribution of items in the various categories. 
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67 The Working Party carried out these two studies for two reasons: 
the mandate received from Congress, namely resolution C 35, which stipulates that the costs aspect must 
be examined; 

ii as the previous Working Party had found it impossible to calculate total costs, it had used in its study 
average revenues as an equivalent yardstick; these revenues were then allocated by means of an approach 
based on relative costs. 

68 Therefore, with a study on costs available, it is interesting to compare its results with those of a study 
on revenue to confirm the original hypothesis of Canada that revenue derived from basic charges can be used 
instead of costs. 

69 The rapid analysis carried out by the United States of America shows that, to an astonishing degree, the 
revenues given in the report by Brazil are similar to the costs contained in its report. More precisely, the comparison 
shows that for M bags and AO the results are very close and that for LC the revenue is somewhat higher than the 
figures from the study on costs. 

70 Generally speaking, the analytical technique consisted in taking the unit costs shown in the list contained 
in the report by the United States of America {paragraph 88) and multiplying them by .the average number of 
items per kilogramme given in the report by Brazil. 

71 The comparison for LC items must be empirical, for the study on costs is based on the costs for items 
up to 20 grammes, whereas the study by Brazil gives an average weight per item of 21 grammes. lt is known 
that costs do not increase proportionally to weight; however, the processing of items with an average weight 
of 21 grammes should cost slightly more than the processing of items with an average weight of half as much, 
for example. 

72 ln addition, the rapid calculation made by the United States of America does not take into account the 
additional costs relating to the execution of special services. 

73 If these two factors are added empirically, it may be assumed that the costs for LC items lie within the 
range of 20 to 23 g fr/kg, whereas in the report by Brazi/ the range is from 25.81 to 28.71 g fr/kg. 

74 Where AO are concerned, as the average number of items per kilogramme is 5.65 (average weight of an 
AO = 177 g) and the cost obtained for the inward processing of an ordinary item whose weight lies between 101 
and 250 g is 0.582 g fr per item (see table in paragraph 88), the cost cornes to 3.29 g fr/kg. The range worked 
out by Brazil when considering the special services is from 3.09 g fr/kg to 3.63 g fr/kg. 

75 As regards the M bags, as the cost of processing an M bag of 10 kg is estimated at 8.846 g fr, the cost 
of processing 1 kilogramme is 0.88 g fr. The range worked out by Brazil is from 0.82 g fr/kg to 1.04 g fr/kg. 

76 The United States of America thinks that it is not surprising that the results of a study on costs approximate 
to the results of a revenue study more closely for AO items than for LC items. Article 19 of the Convention 
lays down a greater regression rate for the AO charges. On the other hand, the costs do not increase as quickly 
as the charges for LC items. 

77 This shows that in a particular situation, specifically that of the costs incurred in 1982 and the revenue 
to be derived from the basic charges promulgated by the Rio de Janeiro Congress, a close relation may be seen, 
particularly for AO items and M bags. 

78 However, this does not show that this relationship would remain in any other system of basic charges 
which might be promulgated at Hamburg. 
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Conduct of the study 

79 Seventy-two countries replied to the questionnaire, distributed by circular 1.etter 3395(81 )637 of 28 May 1982, 
on the cost of handling inward international mail. Of the 72 replies, 43 were sufficiently detailed to make possible 
at least a partial analysis of these costs. 

80 The questionnaire comprised eight parts. The first part contained general questions. The replies to these 
questions helped the analyst to put into perspective the replies to the following seven parts in which the questions 
dealt more directly with costs and related to the various types of mail, namely: a surface LC item of the first 
weight step; a registered LC item; an express LC item; a printed papers item at the normal rate; a printed papers 
item at reduced rate; a small packet and an M bag. 

81 Attention was focussed on the two types of item with the greatest economic importance, a foreign-origin 
surface letter-post item of the first weight step and a foreign-origin printed papers (AO) item of a very common 
weight step, ie between 101 and 250 grammes. 

82 The basic analytical approach consists in classifying the administrations' replies to each of the basic cost 
questions and relating these cost estimates to the characteristics of each administration as shown by their answers 
to the corresponding questions. As regards reliability, reliance was placed on the total information provided 
and not so much on the replies given to each question. 

83 Ali the data on the costs, asked for in terms of national currency, were converted into SDR according 
to the exchange rates published in the monthly "International Financial Statistics" of the International Monetary 
Fund. The conversion date adopted was 30 September 1982, very close to the date laid down for the receipt 
of replies. 

84 The fundamental point which arises from ail these analyses relates to the usefulness of the data. Clearly, 
they cannot be said to be as comprehensive as those that would have resulted from the cost study originally 
planned. However, they serve a very useful purpose in that they enable cost ranges and central tendencies to be 
established; moreover, they indicate the enormous diversity of the universal postal system. lndeed, all previous 
efforts to study worldwide costs have also brought out the great range of estimates. The reasons for these variations 
are many and help to explain the consistency with which such diversity is reported. These reasons include: 

Different casting methodologies and variations within a particular system, whether that system is based 
on fully allocated costs or on volume-variable costs. 
Widely varying wage levels. 
Fundamental differences in the economies served (tor example, more or less industrialized and more or 
less urbanized societies). These varying economic structures in turn affect the aggregate mail volumes 
generated and the geographical concentration of these volumes. Moreover, ail these factors affect the 
feasibility of mechanization, the efficient use of manpower and the amount of pre-mailing preparation 
which may be undertaken by senders. 
Variations in the minimum level of service which may be established, regardless of volumes. 
Differences in the mandates under which postal administrations operate (eg, to promote social objectives 
such as the creation of employment or to function as a purely economic enterprise). These different mandates 
affect bath the costs incurred and the closely-related matter of pricing. 
The distortions that result from converting national currencies into the common denominator of SDR. 
Variations according to the classification, shape or weight of items, the use of postcodes, legibility of 
addresses, etc. 

Resu/ts of the study 

85 The most common measure of central tendency is the arithmetic mean. lt is obtained by adding the values 
of the elements and dividing by their number. Since all the elements are used in the calculation, the extreme 
values are taken into account. 

86 By taking the median, on the other hand, the problem raised by the presence of extreme values is avoided 
since the latter are disregarded. The median may be defined as that value which divides a distribution so that 
an equal number of elements are to be found on either side of it. 
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87 The results of the inquiry were obtained by applying the median, as a measure of the central tendency, 
to the values reproduced in annex 3, attachments 2 to 8. 

88 Survey results: median values 

Type of item 

Foreign-origin, surface, letter post (LC) in first weight step; ie weighing up to 20 grammes 

Foreign-origin, surface, registered, letter post (LC) in first weight step; 
ie weighing up to 20 grammes 

Foreign-origin, surface, express, letter post (LC) in first weight step; 
ie weighing up to 20 grammes 

Foreign-origin, surface, printed papers (AO) in weight step 101 to 250 grammes 

Foreign-origin, surface, reduced-rate, printed papers (AO) in weight step 101 
to 250 grammes 

Foreign-origin, surface, small packet (AO) weighing 800 grammes 

Foreign-origin, surface, M bag (AO), weighing 10 kg 

Median cost 

SOR g fr 

0.110 0.337 

0.425 1.301 

0.385 1.178 

0.190 0.582 

0.190 0.582 

0.560 1.714 

2.890 8.846 

89 The study was designed to draw some general conclusions as to the level of inward costs incurred by the 
world's postal administrations in handling international mail. The median cost data given above offer a useful 
indication of those costs. 

VI. Conclusions 

90 ln the light of the foregoing and ta king account of the observations and reservations mentioned in paragraph 19 
and annex 1, the Executive Council invites Congress: 

to fix the rates of terminal dues by applying the equivalence principle (paragraphs 22 to 56 and 61 to 65) 
in accordance with the following criteria: 
a establishment of world average rates per kilogramme; 
b calculation of separate rates for LC, AO and M bags on the basis of the composition of the mail 

as determined during the global sampling carried out between November 1982 and May 1983; 
c use, for the calculation of these rates, of the price system in force, composed of the basic charges 

laid down in the Convention and the median values of the special service charges applied by adminis
trations. For reference purposes, the terminal dues rates calculated in accordance with the price 
system in force before the updating of the basic charges by Congress are as follows: LC rate: 
25.81 g fr/kg; AO rate: 3.09 g fr/kg; M bags rate: 0.82 g fr/kg; 

ii to decide in favour of the stability of the rates between Congresses, ie in favour of not adjusting the rates 
to be fixed until the next Congress; 

iii to approve proposai 3062.4 and add the rates fixed; 
iv to adopt the draft resolution providing the legal basis for the principles of calculating terminal dues rates 

and instructing the Executive Council to study the procedure to be applied in any adjustment of these 
rates (proposai 3000.4); 

v to take note of the results of the study on the costs aspect (paragraphs 66 to 89); 
vi if appropriate, to decide on the advisability of using inflation as a method of fixing the terminal dues rates 

(j:>aragraphs 57 to 60). 

Berne, 26 Mar ch 1984 
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Extracts from the minutes of the second and third plenary meetings of the 1984 
Executive Council 

Minutes of the second meeting 

Committee 5 (Transit Charges and Terminal Dues) - Agenda item 10 
B. Study on terminal dues 

Working Party's report 

The CHAI RMAN invited the Executive Council to consider the report of the Terminal Dues Working Party 
(CE 1984 - Doc 10/ Annex 11) and the two variants of the draft resolution aimed at laying down the principles 
to be used for calculating terminal dues (CE 1984 - Doc 10/ Annexes 12 and 13), seeing that the Committee 
had not taken a decision on the matter. 

The representative of BRAZIL said that in the meeting of Committee 5 at which the final report of the Terminal 
Dues Working Party had been considered, Brazil, the reporting country of the study, had been greatly surprised 
by certain questions raised about the definition of the equivalence principle. 
The original definition of the equivalence principle, according to which the reporting country had planned to 
develop the study to enable the EC to carry out the mandate received from the Rio de Janeiro Congress in 
resolution C 35, had been submitted to the Executive Council in 1981. Since then, all the conclusions of the 
reports of EC Committee 5 which had followed had been approved by that body. Those conclusions envisaged 
the continuation of the studies according to the equivalence principle, as a valid solution for the calculation 
of terminal dues. Consequently, it was evident that the procedure in force in the Union did not allow the Working 
Party to work independently, without reporting to the Executive Council once a year on the principles and methods 
used. 
By reporting periodically on the progress of the work to the Executive Council through the Committee, the 
Working Party made the continuation of the study dependent on the approval of that body. Thus, the time to 
call into question the equivalence principle as a valid method for the calculation of terminal dues had already 
passed. Throughout the whole of its term of office up to the last meeting, the Executive Council had approved 
the continuation of the work in order to fulfil the mandate received in resolution C 35, on the basis of the 
equivalence principle. 
The study had thus been concluded. Extremely costly research had been carried out to determine the composition 
of the international mail. The reporting country had done its part. The Working Party, made up of eight countries 
on the basis of balanced geographical distribution between terminal dues creditor and debtor countries, had 
carried out its mandate. The Working Party had reached a consensus in favour of adopting the conclusions of the 
study carried out according to the equivalence principle. lt had been up to Committee 5, and now was up to the 
Executive Council, meeting in plenary session, to play its due part. 
Since 1981 there had no longer been any question of accepting or refusing the equivalence principle as a valid 
method for calculating terminal dues. lt was up to the Executive Council to recommend this principle to Congress 
as a valid method for calculating these rates, otherwise it would not have fulfilled the mandate received in 
resolution C 35 of the Rio de Janeiro Congress. Obviously, that did not imply recognition of the equivalence 
princîple as the only val id method for calculating the terminal dues rates. The Working Party had never claimed 
that. That was why several solutions had been considered in the reporting country's final report. The Working 
Party had chosen the solution which it thought was the easiest to apply in practice, avoiding as far as possible 
distortions and unfair situations for the debtor and creditor countries alike, while using world average rates. 
The recommendations of WP 3, reflected in the conclusions of its report to the Committee (CE 1984/C 5 -
Doc 26 and Adds 1 and 2) on the practical application on the equivalence principle, were summarized as follows: 
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a adoption of world average terminal dues rates per kg; 
b fixing the rates according to: 

the world average composition of international mail, determined by the sampling carried out; 
a price system which should reflect, in the world average rates, a world situation; 

c determination of the rates according to the categories of letter-post items, namely LC and AO. ln the AO 
category there was already a subcategory which was considered separately in settlements of terminal dues 
accounts namely M bags. The only aim of that separation was to avoid major distortions of the actual 
situation, which could exist in the event of the adoption of a single LC/AO rate, as in the present situation, 
whatever rate was adopted. 

The reporting country took the liberty of referring again to the discussions in Committee 5. During those discus
sions, there had been interventions in which the working method adopted by the Working Party and - it could 
not be repeated too often - endorsed by the Executive Council had been to some extent called into question. 
ln one sense, none of the arguments put forward had a technical content. They appeared to be rather the result 
of inadequate information on the part of th ose who had raised doubts. That was the only plausible explanation 
in the eyes of the reporting country. Any other reason would have no place in a Union like the UPU, in which 
the member countries (represented by the members of the EC) sought to achieve the development of the inter
national postal service, for the benefit of ail. 
Thus, on consideration, it was clear to the reporting country that it was partly responsible for the lack of under
standing shown in respect of several aspects of the study. The Working Party had reached a consensus because 
its delegations had been able to take an active part in every stage of the study and discuss in detail the technical 
aspects, which were essential to determine the composition of the international mail. 
Brazil therefore proposed to give the meeting a brief additional explanation, to try to disperse the doubts which 
had been expressed. 
As such an explanation was in the interest of ail, incl uding (and particularly) the countries wh ich would take 
note of the results of the study for the first time at the Hamburg Congress, Brazil asked the Chairman to have 
this statement reproduced verbatim in the minutes of the present meeting. The text of the statement would be 
supplied to the International Bureau, as would be the explanations which were to follow. ln addition, Brazil 
asked the Chairman to have the part of the minutes of the current meeting relating to the study on terminal 
dues, as well as the present statement, reproduced verbatim as an annex to the document which would be prepared 
for the Hamburg Congress, submitting for consideration by Congress the results of the study carried out in 
accomplishment of the mandate received in resolution C 35. 
The explanations were as follows: 
"1 The mathematical mode! and the technical formulations used in the study have been so used with the sole 
aim of determining the composition of the international mail, which is a fundamental element in determining 

the level of the terminal dues rates, if it is wished to do this in a technical manner whatever the method used. The 
reporting country made computer calculations and the results have been used to determine the rates. On the 
basis of these results, very precise rates have been proposed in the final report of the reporting country (CE 1984/ 
C 5 - Doc 26/ Annex 1). as well as in the report of the Working Party (CE 1984/C 5 - Doc 26 and Adds 1 and 2). 
"The system of establishing the terminal dues accounts remains the same as the one which is used at present, 
namely: determination of the volume of imbalance of exchanges between two countries according to the statistics 
system which Congress will adopt to replace the present triennial statistical operation, and multiplication of the 
weight of mail in imbalance by the corresponding terminal dues rate. That is ail. The only difference is that 
there will have been a technical basis for calculating the rates, in order to ensure that everyone receives a fair 
remuneration for the work done, which can be justified in the administrations of origin and destination by 

concrete arguments. 
"According to the final report of the Working Party (CE 1984/C 5 - Doc 26 and Adds 1 and 2), as well as its 
annex 1 (technical report). the composition of the international mail was determined on the basis of the following 
categories and subcategories: 

LC; 
normal-rate printed papers; 
reduced-rate printed papers; 
small packets; 
M bags. 

"ln addition, the participation of mail subject to special services (registered, express, advice of delivery) was 

ta ken into consideration. 
"2 The study carried out is absolutely technical and objective. lt is neutral and does not aim to favour creditors 
or debtors, which would be foreign to the spirit of the Union. The results obtained, according to what has been 
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set out in the final report of the study and using the basic charges of the Convention in force as a reference, 
as well as the median of the rates for special services applied by the administrations, are as follows: 

LC rate: 25.81 g fr/kg 
AO rate: 3.09 g fr/kg 
M bags: 0.82 g fr/kg. 

"lt should be noted in this connection that the Union has no other system of universal price reference than the 
basic charges in the current Convention. The above-mentioned rates are the concrete proposai of the Working 
Party. They have been calculated, for the moment, on the basic charges adopted by the Rio de Janeiro Congress. 
They already represent (except in the case of M bags) an average increase over the present rate of 5.50 g fr/kg. 
These rates may be further adjusted at the Hamburg Congress, depending on the decision taken in regard to 
increasing the basic charges in the Convention. 
"With these explanations, Brazil hopes that it has repaired the omission due to the relatively small number of 
practical explanations compared with the large volume of technical texts (which were, however, necessary) 
submitted to Committee 5 for consideration. The reporting country also claims to reflect the views of the Working 
Party when it asks the Executive Council, in the light of the Committee 5 report and of the latest explanations 
given, to consider the conclusions of the terminal dues study and to endorse them, either by adopting the Working 
Party's recommendations or by submitting to Congress a wider range of solutions, on the basis of the results 
submitted in the technical report of the study (CE 1984/C 5- Doc 26/Annex 1 ). These results are partly summarized 
in the part of the Working Party report attached to the Committee 5 report (CE 1984 - Doc 10/Annex 11, 
paragraphs 4 to 23). The reporting country remains at the disposai of any delegation which may still have doubts, 
in order to answer their questions either orally or in writing." 

The CHAIRMAN said that the explanations which Brazil, the reporting country of the terminal dues study, 
had given showed that the equivalence principle used to calculate terminal dues had been selected by the EC 
at its 1981 session. Consequently, that subject should no longer be li able to discussion and it would appear 
that the equivalence princi pie set out at point i of the Working Party's con cl usions in CE 1984 - Doc 10/Annex 11, 
chapter V, was already adopted. He therefore called on the EC to move to consideration of point ii, which dealt 
with the methods of application of the equivalence principle. 

The representative of INDIA said it was for the EC to recommend to Congress adoption of the equivalence 
principle. ln respect of certain bases for calculating terminal dues, in 1981, the EC had been unable to take a 
final decision and submit it to Congress. Subsequently, in the Committee 5 meetings, some postal administrations 
had expressed certain reservations about that question. The EC should therefore examine each of the implications 
of th ose proposais and take a decision on each of them. 
With regard to the three variants suggested by Brazil on the equivalence principle, the Committee 5 report only 
described variant b, whereas no decision had been taken on the choice of a system at the Committee meeting. lt 
would therefore be reasonable for the EC to give a ruling on that matter now and, if there was no consensus 
on the choice of one of the proposed variants, the EC could submit the three variants a, b and c to Congress. 
His administration accordingly felt that the EC did not necessarily have to adopt the equivalence principle as 
a basis of recommendation to Congress. The EC might well present the equivalence principle in full to all postal 
administrations in a document in order to draw their attention to the need to decide in favour of one or other 
of the available options. His administration's option was retention of the existing system, subject to indexation 
as described in paragraph 24 of the Working Party report. 

The CHAIRMAN said he had the impression that he had not been properly understood when he had proposed 
that the Executive Council should consider the conclusions of the report point by point, because the represen
tative of lndia had broached the question under discussion in its entirety. He recalled that the EC had approved 
the equivalence principle in 1981. lt had also agreed in 1983 that the conclusions of the terminal dues study should 
be submitted in accordance with the equivalence principle. If point i of the conclusions was regarded as approved, 
the EC could now continue consideration of point ii concerning the methods of application of the equivalence 
principle. 

The representative of INDIA said that the Working Party had suggested in its report, as he had pointed out in 
his previous statement, three variants a, band c, which were in fact reproduced in paragraph 19 of CE 1984 -
Doc 10/Annex 11. Variant a referred to basic charges for the weight steps and maximum charges for the special 
services. Variant b referred to basic charges for the weight steps and median charges for the special services. 
Lastly, variant c referred to median charges for the weight steps and median charges for the special services. 
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His administration considered that the three variants should be set out in the table in CE 1984 - Doc 10, 
paragraph 30. Those three variants led to the establishment of different world terminal dues rates. Variant c, 
which used median charges for weight steps and median charges for special· services, led to the highest rates. 
The report by the United States of America on the costs aspect illustrated that situation clearly. Consequently, 
h is administration forma li y recommended that the EC should adopt variant c in CE 1984 - Doc 10/ Annex 11, 
paragraph 19. Otherwise, the three variants could be submitted to Congress. 

The representative of ARGENTINA said the adoption of the basic charges for calculating terminal dues assumed 
that those charges really covered the cost of the letter-post services, hence the application of the equivalence 
principle to compensate administrations which had loss-making postal traffic. ln that connection, his administra
tion considered that printed papers already benefited from a considerable reduction under article 19, paragraph 6, 
of the Convention. Terminal dues should be calculated from the basic charge without making a further reduction. 
ln his administration's view, reduced charges should not be taken into account, since their adoption by postal 
administrations was part of a rates policy which admittedly served respectable purposes but which, in the final 
analysis, benefited large companies or publishing houses in the exporting of their products by mail. His adminis
tration did not agree that the consequences of that policy should be partly borne by administrations of destination, 
which were in fact not party to it. ln actual fact, the effort to be made to apply a promotional rates system 
should be made by the country concerned. 

The representative of FRANCE said the purpose of his intervention covered the presentation of the document 
and, in particular, paragraph 30, which contained four rates given as LC, AO, LC/ AO and M bags. That presentation 
compared the LC/ AO rate of 9.36 g fr/kg emerging from the work of WP 3 with the rate of 5.50 g fr/kg arising 
from the existing situation. An explanation should therefore be given to show that the existing rate of 5.50 g fr/kg, 
which arase from the Rio de Janeiro Congress (study by Canada), took account of traffic in imbalance. On the 
other hand, the rate of 9.36 g fr/kg arase from a world average of all LC/AO mail dispatched. The two figures 
which were placed side by side did not corne from the same method of calculation. A footnote should therefore 
be added to the text sent to Congress showing how those rates had been calculated. 

The representative of BRAZ IL said that question had already been discussed at the WP 3 meeting. 
The proposai by France, based on imbalances, as described in Rio de Janeiro Congress - Doc 7/Annex 3, with 
ail due respect to the efforts made by the preceding Working Party, led to serious distortions in the terminal 
dues rates, depending on the positive or negative slant given to the values of the weight imbalances and because 
of the small number of pairs considered. 
According to the sample examined, the terminal dues rates could become as high as the LC rates or as low as the 
M bag rates, if they wanted to adopta single rate. 
If the imbalances in weight flows were considered in absolute terms, in other words without taking account 
of the signs, the rate obtained could not be justified by the technical arguments put forward by the reporting 
country of WP 3 when it had prepared its report, the theory behind which had not been rejected at previous 
meetings of the Executive Council. 
Furthermore, the representativity of the pairs selected for that analysis was extremely important; that could 
be easily understood by means of the example, the data of which were contained in the report by the previous WP, 
which he quoted: 
USA-Canada: imbalance in 
LC 1 827 452 kg 8.87%; 
AO 18785760kg 91.13%. 
ln that case, the combined LC/ AO rate would be 5.11 g fr/kg, if they took the rates suggested in CE 1984/C 5 -
Doc 26, viz: 
LC 25.81 g fr/kg; 
AO 3.09 g fr/kg. 
Similarly, for the pair Great Britain - USA: 
LC 219856 kg 44.02%; 
AO 279 569 kg 55.98%. 
ln that case, the combined rate would be 13.09 g fr/kg. 
Taking the overall imbalance, they would have: 
LC 2 047 308 kg 9.70%; 
AO 19 065 329 kg 90.30%. 
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ln that case, the combined rate would be 5.29 g fr/kg. lt was therefore easy to conclude that the greater imbalance, 
ie that between the United States of America and Canada, had greatly infl uenced the overall figure. That situation 
would tend to be repeated when the flow between all administrations was taken into account. 
ln the light of the above, Brazil insisted that the alternatives proposed by the Working Party, viz separate overall 
rates for LC, AO and M bags, calculated according to the system set out in CE 1984/C 5 - Doc 26/Annex 1, 
should be adopted. 

The representative of FRANCE said the purpose of its previous intervention had not been to challenge the WP 3 
recommendation, since France was a party to it and was in agreement with the compromise reached. His admin
istration also agreed with the examples of distortion which Brazil had just set out. France's comment referred 
only to paragraph 30 in the Committee's report, where it had been thought fit to give - for the purpose of 
comparing the rates recommended by WP 3 with the existing situation - a combined LC/AO rate, since there 
was only an LC/AO rate at that time. lt was obviously not the existing rate which was in dispute, since it was 
being applied. What his delegation considered to be open to dispute was the figure given for the combined rate 
in the WP 3 report. His administration was in favour of separate LC and AO rates and their application to imbal
ances in LC traffic and imbalances in AO traffic, but it had noted that the combined rate was not calculated 
on the percentages of LC and AO in their respective imbalances but on the percentages of LC and AO in outward 
traffic. That was why it had feared that that figure, given as it stood, might be wrongly interpreted. France's 
aim had therefore been to have an explanation added sornewhere in the report to indicate that the method 
of calculating the existing rate and that of the figure submitted by WP 3 were not the same. But, he repeated, 
his administration agreed with all the WP 3 recommendations, which were not open to dispute. 

No further comment having been made, the Council approved the methods of application of the equivalence 
principle as they resulted from the work of WP 3 (CE 1984 - Doc 10/Annex 11, paragraph 109, ii, a toc, viz: 
a establishment of world average weights per kg; 
b calculation of separate rates for LC, AO and M bags on the basis of the global sampling carried out between 

November 1982 and May 1983; 
c calculation of these rates according to the price system in force, ie on the basis of the basic charges in the 

Convention and the median of the special service charges applied by administrations, 
it being understood that those recommendations would be submitted to the 19th Congress together with the 
comments made on them by lndia, France and Argentina during consideration by the Executive Council in 
plenary session. 

Minutes of the third meeting 

The CHAI RMAN invited discussion on subparagraph iii of the recommendations of WP 3 (CE 1984 - Doc 10/ 
Annex 11, paragraph 109) concerning the non-adjustment of the rates between Congresses. 

The representative of SRI LANKA noted that on the previous day, the EC had adopted subparagraph ii of the 
recommendations of WP 3. He asked whether this meant that it had accepted, for submission to Congress, the 
three variants a, b and c mentioned in paragraph 19 of CE 1984 - Doc 10/Annex 11 and not just rate system b, 
which was based on the basic charges in article 19 of the Convention and on the median of the special service 
charges applied by administrations. 

The CHAI RMAN replied that, as he understood it, they had, in adopting the recommendations of WP 3, chosen 
variant b since this was the solution advocated by WP 3 in its conclusions, paragraph 109, ii, c. He asked the 
reporting country for its opinion. 

The representative of BRAZIL took the same view as the Chairman. 
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The representative of INDIA returned to the question raised by the delegate of Sri Lanka, ie whether the three 
variants a, b and c had been accepted or only variant b. He noted that, in the opinion of Committee 5, which 
had made no recommendation in favour of any particular variant, the whole question should be submitted to 
Congress. He wanted to know whether or not the recommendations of Committee 5 in a plenary meeting took 
precedence over those of WP 3. 

The CHAI RMAN said that the EC had adopted the recommendation of WP 3, though naturally all relevant 
comments had to be taken into consideration and would appear in the report on the present meeting. 

The representative of EGYPT felt that many delegates were still wondering about the point of CE 1984 - Doc 10/ 
Annex 11, paragraph 109, ii, and whether that recommendation had in tact been accepted. He therefore asked 
the Chairman to confirm the fact, by vote if necessary, in accordance with article 16 of the EC Ru les of Procedure. 

The CHAI RMAN stated that the EC had already taken a decision on subparagraph ii and that that decision 
should not be questioned especially as all the aspects of the discussion would be included in the Congress document 
and examined. 

The representative of INDIA wanted to return to his initial statement on the previous day concerning the various 
implications of adopting the equivalence principle. ln his wisdom, the Chairman had considered that statement 
as beside the point and had said that lndia cou Id make comments on each question as the various subparagraphs 
in chapter V, paragraph 109, of the Working Group's report (CE 1984 - Doc 10/Annex 11) came up for discussion. 
He wished to point out, with ail due respect, that his initial statement, which outlined the consequences of 
accepting the equivalence principle - and the decisions this implied - was of direct relevance to paragraph 109, 
i, of CE 1984 - Doc 10/Annex 11. That subparagraph aimed at a decision on the adoption of the equivalence 
principle as a valid method for determining the terminal dues rates. When he had taken the floor on the previous 
day he had proposed that the equivalence principle and its consequences be presented in extenso in a Congress 
document together with the alternative set out in paragraph 24 of the report of the Terminal Dues Working 
Party, which had been laid before the EC in the form of annex 11 to CE 1984 - Doc 10; this alternative was to 
continue with the present system of terminal dues rates subject to indexing. 

The representative of GREAT BRITAIN found it most awkward that the report should be examined somewhat 
incoherently point by point, since ail the points were interrelated. The opportunity for a frank, open and full 
debate on the issue as a whole had been missed. Regarding subparagraph iii, ie whether there should be a rate 
applicable for the whole of the five-year period, or whether it should be adjusted in stages, the answer depended 
on what the rate would be. lt appeared that the rate preferred by the EC was the one calculated by means of 
rate system b, namely: 

LC: 25.81 g fr/kg; 
AO: 3.09 g fr/kg; 
M bags: 0.82 g fr/kg. 

Although the present discussion had not yet corne to this, the report stated further on that these rates would 
have to be increased in the light of the decision to be taken by Congress on the subject. The figures in question 
corresponded to an increa~e of around 50 percent. Accordingly, they would be adjusted as follows: 

LC: 25.81 g fr/kg+ 50% = 38.72 g fr/kg; 
AO: 3.09 g fr/kg + 50% = 4.64 g fr/kg; 
M bags: 0.82 g fr/kg + 50% = 1.23 g fr/kg. 

This would mean that the increase for LC, in relation to the present rate of 5.50 g fr/kg, would be around 605 percent, 
an enormous rise by any reckoning. There was the danger that if the countries of origin introduced such rates for 
postage, the public would baulk. This brought back the possibility of spreading out the increase, a solution 
which would help maintain existing traffic flows, whereas an excessively sharp increase would harm them and 
merely do a good turn to the Post's competitors. 

The CHAIR MAN said that the figures given were the outcome of EC decisions. These figures would be readjusted 
in the light of the basic charges when the time came to consider the report of Committee 4. Moreover, the question 
of the stability of the rates between Congresses was one of principle and quite separate from the level of the 
rates. As for the problem of revising these rates, he was equally concerned and thought that the increases should 
not be excessive. That was why the EC had to be fair and find a balanced and carefully thought-out solution 
which would lead to an increase in world postal traffic. 
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As there were no other speakers on subparagraph iii, the Counci/ endorsed the recommendation of WP 3 
therein (CE 1984 - Doc 10/Annex 11, paragraph 109), namely, the non-adjustment of the rates between 

Congresses. 

The CHAI RMAN invited discussion on subparagraph iv of CE 1984 - Doc 10/Annex 11, paragraph 109. 

The representative of SRI LANKA said that, at bottom, his country's delegation was not entirely in agreement 
over applying the equivalence principle for determining the terminal dues. However, as the EC had already 
accepted th is principle, he would not question it. But should the issue be submitted to Congress and consideration 
given to maintaining the status quo in regard to rates (LC/AO = 5.50 g fr/kg; M bags = 1.50 g fr/kg), his delegation 
thought that it would be highly desirable for the EC to work out certain procedures that would make it easier 
for Congress to take decisions. lt also proposed that the principle concerning use of the inflation rate for adjusting 
terminal dues should be adopted and submitted to Congress in the event that maintenance of the status quo were 
also envisaged. 

The CHAI RMAN proposed that the decision on subparagraph iv be left to Congress since there had been no 
consensus on this point within the Working Party. As the EC signalled its agreement, he moved on to subparagraph v 
of the conclusions of the Working Party (draft resolution providing the legal basis for the principles of determining 
the terminal dues rates), which included two draft resolutions proposed by France and Brazil respectively 
(CE 1984 - Doc 10/Annex 12 and Annex 13). He proposed that they should not be discussed by the EC but 
that the whole question should be submitted to Congress, the Union's supreme body, at which a great many 
member countries would be represented. 

The representative of GREAT BRITAIN said that his delegation was not at all in favour of that suggestion. They 
could not simply send the results of their work to Congress, for that would be an abdication of their duty. ln 
his view, it would be better to debate the question at the present meeting. He thought, moreover, that neither 
of the resolutions was satisfactory. Terminal dues should be evaluated and paid on the basis of the actual costs. 
The method adopted by Brazil was interesting, but did not represent the best solution which they could adopt. 
The delegation of Brazil had spoken of the actual imbalances used. ln that analysis (United States of America
Canada, United States of America-Great Britain, Denmark-Sweden) interesting conclusions had been drawn. 
One of them was that the actual imbalances between the administrations were quite different from the world 
averages used in Brazil's report. Great Britain had already emphasized that point at the Rio de Janeiro Congress 
du ring consideration of the study carried out by Canada, in which there had been 13 analyses of that kind proving 
that the actual nature of those imbalances showed results completely different from those which had been 
proposed to them as a solution. This had been proved again with the study by Brazil. Therefore, Great Britain 
would like to emphasize that consideration of the actual imbalances between administrations should be used as 
the fundamental criterion in seeking a fair and acceptable solution. If Brazil's draft resolution was accepted, and 
the terminal dues rates were linked to the basic charges, the question of updating the terminal dues rates cou Id 
be lim ited to a controversy on the level to adopt for the basic charges. They wou Id have to rule out world averages. 
Great Britain was in favour of separate rates for LC, AO and M bags. As regards the AO category which, being 
heavier, gave a very low number of items per kilogramme, the weight should be used as the fundamental factor. 
For that category there was also the possibility of establishing a link with the items and not only with the weight. 
ln any case, his delegation thought that neither France's resolution nor that of Brazil was acceptable. 

The representative of INDIA said that, like Great Britain, his administration also acknowledged certain difficulties 
regarding subparagraph v of paragraph 109 of CE 1984 - Doc 10/Annex 11, although their reasons were a little 
different. The resolution proposed by France (CE 1984 Doc 10/Annex 12) contained provisions (cf paragraph ii, 
b) on bilateral rates which could possibly be substituted for the world rates on the conditions defined by the 
Convention and its Detailed Regulations. That question of bilateral rates was to be found in subparagraph vii 
of paragraph i 09 of the document, which had not yet been dealt with by the EC. Under these circumstances, 
the question was whether they could decide, at the present stage, on the advisability of a reference to the rates 
mentioned in the resolution. Subparagraph ii, c, mentioned the system which would be applied for calculating 
the medians for the world statistics. lndia thought that all the possibilities should be submitted to Congress 
instead of recommending a particular system, as did the resolution by France. ln the resolution by Brazil, there 
was no possibility of substituting the bilateral rates for the world rates. There too, reference was made to the 
adoption of a particular system, to the exclusion of other systems. lndia thought that it should be left to Congress 
to make a decision on those resolutions. 
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The representative of EGYPT said that as the application of the provisions of the Convention could lead them 
to establish bilateral rates, it did not seem necessary for the resolutions concerned to include specific indications 
on the subject. 

The representative of BRAZI L said that what his administratioh had used in its statement on the traffic in imbal
ance was not the result of its study; it was rather the calculations it had made on the basis of the imbalances 
between certain countries (United States of America-Canada, United States of America-Great Britain) given 
in annex 3 to Rio de Janeiro Congress - Doc 7. lt was accepted that that could lead to a distortion of the 
analysis, which would be extremely disadvantageous for the countries with low traffic compared with the 
countries with very large imbalances. For the study entrusted to Brazil by the Rio de Janeiro Congress it had 
taken the suggestions made by the previous Working Party as a basis. lt had assumed that, to a certain extent, 
the basic charges established by the Union would provide a representative system and, according to the previous 
Working Party, that emerged from the actual cost of the postal services. Brazil's study had had to be founded 
on a technical basis and there had been no other more reliable technique. Nevertheless, the question was whether 
the work gave them a really representative rate and Brazil shared the reservation expressed by Great Britain. 
However, there was no question of finding a final system; each Executive Council and each Congress should 
seek suitable pinpoint solutions for the problems with which they had to deal. 

The representative of GREAT BRITAIN proposed that Brazil should withdraw its draft resolution (CE 1984 -
Doc 10/Annex 13). 

The representative of B RAZI L did not accept that proposai. 

The representative of FRANCE commented that, in contrast to the Brazilian resolution which provided for the 
automatic updating of terminal dues rates at each Congress, France's draft aimed at entrusting the continuation 
of the study to the Executive Council for it to determine the advisability of such and adjustment. 
ln proposing, in subparagraph ii of the draft, the application of the equivalence principle for any adjustment, 
the possibility was not excluded of carrying out the study by any other method recognized as being val id at that time. · 
One of the main points of the French draft was that, in its preambular paragraphs, it gave the future Executive 
Council very precise guidelines for a new study on terminal dues. 
France also confirmed that it did not insist on the reference to the bilateral rates in subparagraph ii, b, of its 
draft resolution. 

The CHAIR MAN invited the delegations of Brazil, France and Great Britain to discuss the aspects raised in the 
debates and to agree among themselves on the draft resolution to be submitted for the Executive Council's 
approval. 

The representative of FRANCE submitted a draft resolution drawn up in agreement with Brazil and Great Britain 
and based on the text of the French draft reproduced in annex 12 to document CE 1984 - Doc 10. 
lt was therefore proposed: 

to amend the beginning of the sentence in subparagraph i, as follows: "i to carry out studies with a view 
to a possible adjustment of the level of the rates (remainder unchanged)"; 
to delete completely the text in subparagraph ii, b; 
to amend the text of subparagraph iii as follows: "iii to determine whether, in order to carry out this 
adjustment, it is necessary to conduct a worldwide statistical operation with a view to updating the data 
on the structure of the traffic flows between the member administrations of the Union and, if so, to specify 
how it is to be organized, by examining, in particular, a representative number of bilateral flows between 
separate pairs of countries". 

The representative of INDIA commented that the text of subparagraph ii, c, of the draft resolution contained 
a reference to a particular variant of the charging system which had not yet been adopted, that question having 
bèen postponed to the next Congress. lt would therefore be advisable to amend that text. 

The CHAIRMAN said the decision had already been taken on that point. ln the event of a different decision 
by Congress, the resolution would be amended. 
ln consequence, the Executive Council approved subparagraph v of the conclusions of the Working Party as we/1 

as a revised draft resolution reproduced in annex 1 to the present minutes. 
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Subparagraph vi of the Working Party's conclusions concerning the results of the study on the cost aspect was 
approved without comment. 
Subparagraph vii of the conclusions was deleted, in view of the fact that France, the author of the proposai, 
no longer supported the introduction of an exceptional bilateral procedure and that no other Executive Council 
member country had expressed the intention of submitting it to Congress. 
As subparagraph viii of the conclusions was approved without discussion, the proposai for amending article 62 
of the Convention, adopted in its original form, is the subject of annex 2 to the present minutes. 

The CHAI RMAN said that they had completed consideration of the report of the Working Party referred to in 
chapter B, a, of the Committee's conclusions (paragraph 67). The suggestions put forward by the International 
Federation of the Periodical Press (FIPP), referred to in chapter B, b, would be considered within the framework 
of the report of Committee 4. On this point, it should be noted that the recommendation for realistic terminal 
dues, differentiated for LC, AO and M bags, according to the decisions which the EC had just taken, partly met 
the FIPP suggestions concerning terminal dues. 
Accordingly, the Executive Council approved the conclusions set out in chapter B (Study on terminal dues) 
of the Committee report in their entirety, subject to the above-mentioned amendments. 
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Study on terminal dues 

Statements by members of the Working Party (WP 3) at its eighth meeting, 
from 5 to 9 December 1983 

1. Argentina's position on the draft final report of the study 
on the equivalence principle 

The reporting country should first of ail be congratulated on its abundant contribution which is known 
by all the representatives here so that I can dispense with further comment. 

2 ln our view, useful ideas for reaching agreement should be spelt out. 

3 Equivalence principle: We feel that, above all, it should be stressed that the equivalence principle put 
forward by the reporting country on the basis of a rational rates system for the letter-post service might serve 
as the basis for a satisfactory solution for calculating terminal dues. On this point, we think that, if the costs 
of the administration of destination are somewhat higher than those of the administration of origin, that differ
ence does not detract from the principle concerned since it would be utopian to claim that, in order to confirm 
that principle, the workload and the corresponding costs for the two administrations should be absolutely 
identical. 

4 lt should be noted that, while the cost of handling international mail might vary from country to country 
for various reasons such as the size of the country, population density, the standard of service, etc, those factors 
should not affect the meaning of the above-mentioned relationship. 

5 Work carried out: ln the large-scale sampling which has been done and on which the reporting country's 
document is based, there is a group of administrations which, because of their number and the criterion adopted 
in selecting them, is a guarantee of the high level of reliability of the results obtained. lndeed, the 69 administra
tions which took part in the work together account for nearly 90 percent of world letter-post traffic. 

6 Explanation of the various solutions: Chapter IV of the document we are analyzing puts forward three 
possible ways of obtaining terminal dues rates. The first two, viz: 

calculation of the average revenue per country, according to the destination groups of the dispatches, 
calculation of a single average revenue per country, 

raise practical difficulties which, in a way, oblige us to reject them. Apart from the excessive workload which 
adoption of either of those solutions would entail for administrations, a large number of countries would not 
be able, under present circumstances, to provide information for calculating the terminal dues, because they 
have not taken part in the work of this study. 

7 Under these circumstances, the only solution, easy to apply and also reliable, is to calculate the world 
average revenue, but logically to calculate it separately for each category of item concerned, in other words LC, 
AO and M bags; similarly, separate terminal dues rates should be set for each of these categories. 

8 Although it is a world average, establishing different values for each category corrects the variations which, 
in practice, exist in the composition of the traffic exchanged between various administrations. lt can therefore 
be said that the values thus obtained will remain in close relation with the revenue generated by the traffic 
exchanged. 
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9 Rate system applicable: The report gives three situations resulting from the combination of the rate systems, 
viz: 
a Basic charge for the weight steps and maximum charges for the special services. 
b Basic charge for the weight steps and median charges for the special services; and 
c Median charge for the weight steps and median charges for the special services. 

10 ln this connection, we think that the ordinary letter-post charge is the one which will mainly affect the 
calculation of the terminal dues rate. We therefore think it appropriate to refer to the two variants in relation 
to the ordinary charge, namely: 
a and b basic charges for the weight steps; 
c median charge for the weight steps. 

11 Whichever variant is adopted in this field, we consider that a fair solution to the problem can only be found 
on the basis of a rate system adapted to the realities of the service. 

12 That is why, if the basic charges are adopted, machinery for updating them between Congresses should 
be established and the increase recorded added to the terminal dues rates in the same proportion. 

13 Experience shows that there are considerable rate changes between Congresses due to the long period of 
time between Congresses, inflation and the higher costs borne by the service. That means that administrations 
collect charges which are much higher than the charges in the Convention which are quickly superseded. 

14 That is why, if either variant a or variant bis adopted, the machinery for adjusting the basic charges to 
which I have previously referred, should be established in order to maintain the compensatory value of the 
terminal dues rate. 

15 However, if variant c "median charges for the weight steps" is adopted, these charges will have to be read
justed periodically (annually or every two years), by consulting postal administrations, if they are to reflect 
the reality of the moment. 

16 Faced with those two situations, it might be easier to apply variant c which also would reflect more closely 
the real rate situation in the world. 

17 ln any event, what should remain clear in this connection is that, in implementation of the provisions of 
Rio de Janeiro Congress Resolution C 35, ways should be sought of reflecting in the Acts the development of 
that rate during the inter-Congress period. 

18 The special charges on AO items: To calculate the terminal dues rate according to the various variants 
submitted in the report, the reporting country has considered, as regards AO items, printed papers prepaid at 
the ordinary rate and reduced-rate printed papers. 

19 ln our view, there is no need to include reduced charges, because they are adopted by postal administrations 
as part of a rate policy which admittedly meets respectable interests but which, in the final analysis, favours 
large publishing houses, particularly in the export of their products by mail. 

20 We do not agree that the consequences of that policy should be partly borne by the administrations of 
destination which, in fact, have nothing to do with it. ln reality, the effort made in the application of a promo
tional rate system should be borne by the country concerned. 

Il. Comments by France on the draft final report on the study based on the equivalence 
principle submitted by Brazil at the eighth meeting of the WP - December 1983 

21 According to the reporting country, the object of the equivalence principle is "the fair distribution of the 
differenée existing between the revenue flows" (Technical Report, chapter 1, appendix 1 of the reporting country's 
report). 
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22 ln this connection, traffic flows must be valorized in consideration of their peculiarities: 
a proportions of LC, AO, ... ; 
b average weight for each category; 
c percentages of special services items. 

23 Separate terminal dues rates, at least for LC and AO, are a fundamental condition for the application of 
the equivalence principle. 

24 By considering different world rates for the LC and AO, the scope of the principle is already sharply 
reduced since these rates group together, for example: 

Malaysia and Great Britain, whose average LC weights are 5 g and 36 g respectively; 
and for AO, Ghana and the United States of America, whose average weights are 24 g and 308 g. 

25 ANY SINGLE WORLD LC + AO RATE WOULD BE INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE EQUIVALENCE 
PRINCIPLE AND SHOULD BE EXAMINED USING ANOTHER APPROACH. 

26 ln this connection, the data given in annex 4 of the report indicate that the percentage of LC in their 
outbound mail varies from 3 percent for the USSR to 87 percent for Oman, producing LC/ AO revenues of 
5.998 gold francs and 111.80 gold francs per kg. 

27 Under this approach, the terminal dues rate should not be based on the revenue from outgoing traffic, 
but on the revenue corresponding to the composition of the weight of mail in imbalance. 

28 lndeed, this is the conceptused by Canada and approved by the Rio Congress for fixing the rate of 5.50 gold 
francs (Rio de Janeiro Congress Doc 7/Annex 3/section Ill). 

29 Thatstudy showed that LC items represented 8.5 percent of the weight imbalance and AO items 91.5 percent.1 

There is no reason to believe that these percentages would be different at this time. 

30 The single LC/AO world rate being contemplated by Brazil would constitute an updating of the conclusions 
of the study by the Working Party coordinated by Canada, the third approach proposed by Brazil at the third 
meeting of WP 3 (CE 1982/C 5 - Doc 15, paragraph 8). 

Conclusion 

31 Consequently, it would be desirable: 
to delete from the final report of the study on the equivalence principle, any reference to: 

world LC/AO revenues calculated from outgoing traffic; 
the corresponding LC/AO world terminal dues rates; 

ii to provide a new chapter dealing with the updating of the Canada approach aimed at determining a world 
LC/AO terminal dues rate based on the distribution of the weight imbalance according to the tariff categories. 

111. Reply by Brazil to the comments by France on the draft final report on the study 
based on the equivalence principle 

32 The equivalence principle is defined on a bilateral basis. ln this context, with all variants known the question 
of separate or combined rates is irrelevant. Of course, as we have emphasized before, when one moves away 
from the bilateral status to global alternatives, distortions, and these are substantial, will corne into the picture. 
Also as an extreme, the concept will cover the notion of weight imbalance. High differences relative to bilateral 

1 According to the report by Brazil, the world percentages for weight are 27 percent for LC items and 73 percent for AO items, 
in outgoing traffic. 
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trade is the price to be paid for the simplification in rates. However, as stressed in the conclusions of our technical 
report, we cannot identify a definite trend. Moreover the concept is no longer "robust" (insensible) relative 
to the choice of combined or separate rates. The example below involving two hypothetical administrations 
A and B serves to illustrate. The rates used are basic charges with median rates for special services. 

Traffic A - B 

LC: 40 000 kg; 
AO: 160 000 kg. 

Traffic B -r A 

LC 40 000 kg; 
AO 60000 kg. 

33 The amounts which A has to pay B, under the systems of combined rates or separate rates for LC and AO 
mail will be the following: 

terminal dues combined rates: 936 000 g fr; 
terminal dues separate rates: 309 000 g fr. 

34 We see a substantial difference. The combined structure is computed at a rate of 9.36 g fr per kg. 
The separate structure at an AO rate of 3.09 g fr per kg. lt is not difficult to provide another example showing 
the unique rates very conservative. Ali one needs to do is to permute the symbols LC and AO in the example 
above. 

35 From a pure mathematical point of view to assess precisely by how much each of the above solutions is 
wrong one should take a close inspection in the bilateral trade AB in the same manner of chapter V 111 of our 
technical report. Of course the conclusion will depend on the structure of the trade AB. If we vary A and B 
conclusion may change as in chapter V 111. 

36 lntuitively, it seems obvious that any global solution involving separate rates will be more equitable from 
a statistical point of view since it will involve a fewer number of parameters (to be estimated from the sampling 
programme on a global basis) and as a consequence fewer "pears and bananas" type averages would have to be 
performed. 

37 If administrations are really concerned about the above differences in regard to overall rates and think 
it is worth to pay the price of more extensive programmes for weight determination they may very well jump 
to separate rates. 

38 We do not favour deleting the combined LC/AO rate from our report. Firstly because the rate represents 
a possibility within the principle of equivalence. Certainly the most extreme, but a possibility. Secondly 
because we were given the mission of computing it as can be seen in almost all previous documents of the 
Working Party. Thirdly, and lastly, because we believe it provides an appropriate basis to assess inflation rates for 
the combined structure LC/AO that would permit the updating of the status quo (Rio de Janeiro Congress rate of 
5.50 g fr/kg). 

39 ln regard to the suggestion made by France of updating the work presented in annex 3 to Rio de Janeiro 
Congress Doc 7 we have a technical objection. The way the proposai is set forth in that document is meaningless. 
This is due to the orientations attached to imbalances. ln this context we can provide an example in which 
the only terminal dues rate to be used is that of M bags. lndeed, consider a hypothetical world w composed 
of the administrations A 1, A2, A3, and A4. Suppose the possible tractes w have the following imbalance structure 
(as in Rio de Janeiro Congress Doc 7/Annex 3): 
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LC 

AO 

M bags 

A1 -A2 

+ 1000 

3500 

5000 

A2-A3 

-1500 

+ 500 

-1000 

A1 -A4 

500 

-3500 

-4000 

A2-A4 

0 

-500 

+ 100 

Total 

0 

0 

100 

% 

0 

0 

40 lt is readily seen that the weights to be used to compute combined revenues are O, O and 1 for LC, AO and 
M bags respectively. These obviously, lead to the M bag rate. 

41 ln the same fashion other examples could be worked out employing payments only in LC terms, in AO 
terms, or more drastically with no payment at ail in the presence of significant imbalances on a pair-to-pair basis. 

42 A straightforward repair in this technique is to consider absolute values of differences, ie, disregard signs. 
However, we do not think of this procedure as a good alternative. The resulting rate would have the same problems 
as the unique rate that is being criticized. Also it would not be obtained as an extreme case of the equivalence 
principle on a bilateral basis. The best alternative if "pseudo" imbalances via equivalence are to be considered is 
to adopt separate rates. If this is the case the actual traffic for particular pairs of trade will define automatically 
the appropriate weighted average to be considered. 

IV. Statement by France with regard to Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 35, operative paragraph iii 
(increasing rates between Congresses) 

43 Resolution C 35 concerning the continuation of the terminal dues study was prepared and adopted in 1979, 
ie at a time when the accounting unit was the gold franc. lt is well known that the equivalents of the gold franc 
in national currencies were not always updated and that administrations did not have a system of automatic 
adjustment of their currency in relation to the accounting unit. 

44 Under those circumstances, the introduction of operative paragraph iii into resolution C 35 was easily 
explained: it met a concern to adjust the amount of terminal dues collected by creditor countries in relation 
to their domestic inflation rate in order to ensure that their expenses were always covered. 

45 The solution does not lie therefore in raising the terminal dues rates by a uniform world percentage but 
in raising their value in the national currencies to offset the effects of inflation, which vary from country to 

country. 

46 However, this adjustment is already made through the SDR, since, for a debt in a constant SDR amount, 
tlie beneficiary countries receive, in their national currency, amounts which vary according to the rate of exchange 
of their currency in relation to the SDR. 

47 For most countries, this indexing to the SDR offsets, or even exceeds, the increase in their internai costs. 

48 This phenomenon is obviously the same for the debtor countries, such as France. 
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49 Since 1 January 1981, the date the Rio de Janeiro rates came into force, the amount of terminal dues paid 
by France for 1 kg of LC/AO has increased from 10 FF to 15.30 FF, ie an increase of 53 percent, considerably 
more than our domestic inflation which will be 30 percent for the three years and considerably more than the 
increase in international charges during those three years, which is about the same size. 

50 ln conclusion, the aim of operative paragraph iii of resolution C 35 has already been achieved and even 
exceeded by the automatic indexation of national currencies to the SOR. There is therefore no need to seek 
another form of updating machinery as contemplated in resolution C 35, operative paragraph iii. 

V. Statement by the United States of America on the general issue of between-Congresses 
"lnflationary" terminal dues increases 

51 If a system of terminal dues were adopted along the lines of the system favoured by a majority of this 
Working Party, ie separate rates for LC, for AO, and M bags, under variant b, an inflation factor, per se should 
not be introduced since this system flows from the table of basic charges which the Congress will set, presumably 
taking into account any increases since the previous Congress. 

52 Since the Rio de Janeiro Congress adopted the SOR as its means of settling postal accounts, and the SOR 
value fluctuates to recognize inflation factors (building an inflation factor into the terminal dues rates between 
Congresses) a special terminal dues inflation adjustment is not necessary or appropriate. 

53 If terminal dues, for any reason, or for any class of mail, were to rise by an extraordinary amount as 
compared with the current level, the increase in terminal dues should not be implemented all atone time; rather 
they should be implemented in periodic steps over the period of time between Congresses. 
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Study on terminal dues 

Supplementary document by the reporting country (Brazil) 
on the effects of the system of establishing terminal dues rates recommended 
by the Working Party after its last meeting, from 5 to 9 December 1983 

The terminal dues rates of 5.50 g fr per kg of LC/ AO mail and of 1.50 g fr per kg of M bags adopted at the 
Rio de Janeiro Congress were a compromise solution in that rates higher than 5.50 g fr per kg had originally 
been proposed for LC/AO mail and the report by the Terminal Dues Working Party of the time had led to a 
lower rate than 1.50 g fr per kg for M bags. 

2 The following analysis refers only to LC/AO mail since M bags are already considered separately with a 
rate peculiar to that category of mail. 

3 The adoption of a world average terminal dues rate per kg for all LC/ AO mail causes considerable distortions 
in the amounts to be paid for mail imbalance between two particular countries, since the proportions (in weight 
and number of items) of LC and AO in the mail sent by each of the two countries to the other may differ sharply 
from the world average proportions. 

4 The adoption of differential rates for LC and AO makes it possible to reduce the distortions and make 
the payment of terminal dues between two countries more equitable and more adapted to the special features 
of those two countries. lndeed, the application of different world average rates to the imbalance of LC mail 
and to the imbalance of AO mail, calculated separately on the basis of the dispatches of each of the two countries 
to the other, in accordance with the system of statistics which will replace the present triennial statistics, entails 
a calculation of the amountto be paid as compensation for the imbalance in traffic according to two components, 
viz: 

amount to be paid at the LC rate for the imbalance in LC mail; 
amount to be paid at the AO rate for the imbalance in AO mail. 

5 The world average rates may be calculated per kg or per item. As regards the world average composition 
of mail, application of the two rates would produce the same result to the extent that the distribution of 
mail in particular countries is compared to the one used to calculate the world rate (a necessary hypothesis 
for the establishment of such rates). For LC items, for instance, the average rate per item is the same as the 
world average rate per kg of LC divided by the world average number of items contained in 1 kg of LC. The same 
goes for AO. 

6 The mail imbalance, where this condition is met, may be calculated both in weight and in the number of 
items. The rate per kg would be applied to the weight imbalance and the rate per item would apply to the imbalance 
in the number of items. 

7 For practical reasons, 1t 1s better to use the rate per kg, since it is much easier and more economical to 
measure the imbalance of exchanges by weight than it would be by the number of items. 

8 At its eighth meeting, from 5 to 9 December 1983, the Terminal Dues Working Party (WP 3) came to 
conclusions recommending that Committee 5 should propose to the 1984 EC: 

the adoption of the equivalence principle as the basis for establishing terminal dues rates; 
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the adoption of world average rates per kg calculated separately for LC, AO and M bags on the basis of 
the results of the sampling conducted at world level from 15 Novembeï 1982 to 15 May 1983 and based 
on a system of prices consisting of the basic charges in article 19 of the Convention and by the median 
values of the tariffs set by postal administrations for the special services. 

9 Adoption of these recommendations by WP 3 leads to the following values of terminal dues rates: 
LC: 25.81 g fr/kg; 
AO: 3.09 g fr/kg; 
M bags: 0.82 g fr/kg. 

10 The difference between the amounts of the terminal dues rates per kg to be applied to LC items and AO 
items is explained by, among other things, the following facts: 

1 kg of LC contains an average of 48 items (the world average weight of an LC item, according to the 
sampling = 21 g), while 1 kg of AO contains an average of 5.6 items (world average weight of an AO item= 
177 g). Therefore, 1 kg of LC mail contains, on average, eight times as many items as 1 kg of AO mail; 
the basic charges set for LC in article 19 of the Convention are often more than twice the basic charges 
for printed papers and small packets in the same weight step and over four times the rate for printed 
papers of the same weight step which have been granted a 50 percent reduction. 

11 lt should be noted that the system adopted takes into account both the weight and the number of items 
since it is based on the composition of the mail according to rate categories and the weight steps laid down 
in article 19 of the Convention. Furthermore, this system is easy to apply in practice and takes account of the 
particular position of each pair of countries, since the relative proportions of LC and AO in the traffic imbalance 
of each pair of countries (bilateral) will be established on the basis of the system of statistics which will replace 
the triennial statistics (see the results of the study by the Executive Council Committee 5 Statistics Working 
Party (WP 1 )). 

12 Distortions are thus reduced in comparison with the single-rate system for all LC/ AO mail which considers 
the world average proportions of LC and AO in letter postas a whole as being val id for the outward international 
traffic of every Union member country. 

13 A further advantage of the adoption of separate rates for LC and AO would be to eliminate the present 
misapprehension of regarding the single rate in force for all LC/ AO mail (5.50 g fr/kg) as being the rate actually 
paid for an imbalance of 1 kg of LC or of 1 kg of AO. This rate of 5.50 g fr/kg, if it had been calculated on 
technical bases, should have corresponded to the weighted average according to the world average proportions in 
weight of LC and AO in the whole of international letter post. Obviously, the rate for LC mail is much higherthan 
5.50 g fr/kg and the rate for AO items is much lower than that figure. For instance, the world average revenue 
per kg calculated on technical bases by the preceding Working Party for LC mail, for AO mail and for M bags, 
based on the basic charges adopted at the Lausanne Congress, were 36.32 g fr/kg, 3.93 g fr/kg and 1.1 ·1 g fr/kg 
respectively (as against 51.62 g fr/kg, 6. 18 g fr/kg, and 1.64 g fr/kg in the present study, based on the basic 
charges of the Rio de Janeiro Congress). 

14 The instrinsic features of the proposed new system for settling terminal dues accounts make its comparison 
with the present position practically impossible, if such a comparison is to be made on an overall basis. 

15 1 ndeed, since the proposed system takes account of the particular position of each pair of countries, it 
could only be compared with the present system on an actual basis "per pair of countries" or in the form of 
examples illustrating the situation which would arise. 

16 As a result, the application of the separate new rates of 25.81 g fr/kg (LC), 3.09 g fr/kg (AO) and 0.82 g fr/kg 
(M bags) to the offset account between any two countries may entai! an increase or reduction in the amounts 
to be paid in comparison with the present position (5.50 g fr/kg (LC/ AO) and 1.50 g fr/kg (M bags) ). A reduction 
in the amounts might occur, for instance, between two countries whose reciprocal international LC traffic is in 
balance, the imbalance arising in AO traffic. 
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17 lt is therefore impossible to calculate a percentage increase in the terminal dues rates between the dates 
the two systems enter into force, which would be of general application, bearing in mind the bilateral aspect 
inherent in the proposed new system (despite the fact that the rates submitted are world averages). On the other 
hand, it is possible to say that the rate proposed for M bags is 45.3 percent lower than the present rate. 

18 The rates of 25.81 g fr/kg (LC), 3.09 g fr/kg (AO) and 0.82 g fr/kg (M bags) were calculated on the basis 
of a price system founded on the basic charges adopted by the Rio de Janeiro Congress (in the same way as the 
calculations by the previous Working Party were based on the basic charges adopted by the Lausanne Congress). 

19 If the Hamburg Congress decided to increase the basic charges in article 19 of the Convention and if the 
terminal dues rates to be calculated on the basis of the price system in force, new terminal dues rates will have 
to be calculated for application from when the Hamburg Acts corne into force, taking into account the new basic 
charges and the new median values of the tariffs laid down by the postal administrations for the special services. 
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Study on terminal dues 

Application of the equivalence principle on the basis of the results of sampling on world level 

Report by the reporting country (Brazil) 
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Part two 
Appendix 1: Technical report 

Technical Document (French version available at the International Bureau) 

Appendix Il. System documentation 
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3 Composition of the destination groups for each postal administration 
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NB. - The relation of the UPU member countries and their respective codes are given in part 1 of appendix 11 
(instruction manuals) 
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Part one 

Analytical report 

Introduction 

Terminal dues corne within the context of the exchange of letter-post items between countries. They consist 
of a payment made to the administration of destination of a letter-post item as compensation for the service 
rendered in handling the item received. 

The problem associated with the terminal dues system is how to establish criteria and machinery for determining 
a fair payment for all UPU member countries. 

1 Background 

Acceptance of the principle of payment of terminal dues is the result of a vast amount of work done hitherto 
by the member countries of the Universal Postal Union. 

Historically, it may be said that postal exchanges corne under the principle of non-sharing of charges between 
the countries of origin and destination, on the supposition that every letter elicits a reply (principle of reciprocity) 
and that, consequently, the total number of letters sent from one country to another is the same as the total 
sent in the other direction, so that the expenditure of each country is the same. 

However, social, cultural and economic developments in the world have not been the same in all countries, causing 
an imbalance in postal exchanges between these countries and invalidating the principle of reciprocity. 

This question had already been put to the 1906 Rome Universal Postal Congress by a delegation which proposed 
inserting in the UPU Acts a procedure for financial compensation to be paid by administrations sending printed 
papers, so that its country could meet the expenditure arising from the imbalance existing in its international 
postal exchanges. That delegation showed that its country had received from abroad, during the previous financial 
year, printed papers of considerable volume and weight without its having dispatched any printed papers in 
exchange. 

However, the Rome Congress rejected that proposai since other countries were in a similar position but did 
not receive compensation. ln addition, Congress considered that, in any case, the payment could not be made 
by the dispatching administration since it did not make any profit on the printed papers service. lt was stressed 
that the proposai was based on arguments which were totally foreign to the spirit of the Union. 

This position was maintained for many years, although there was constant discussion on the subject. 

However, the adoption by the 1964 Vienna Congress of resolution C 13 instructing the EC to undertake a study 
to correct the imbalances in the provision of reciprocal services between countries showed that it was no longer 
possible to speak of reciprocity in exchanges since, at that time, several countries received very much more mail 
from abroad that they sent. 

1 n addition, the above-mentioned study and the subsequent studies carried out to implement 1969 Tokyo Congress 
resolution C 47 and 1974 Lausanne Congress resolution C 53 showed that the questions concerning the calculation 
of the sums to be paid as compensation for terminal dues, as well as the system of calculation to be used, were 
very complex. 
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ln the opinion of several countries, any proposai for establishing a payment for terminal dues should be based 
on postal service costs, particularly those linked to the handling and forwarding of letter-post items. However, 
the studies carried out so far have revealed that the information on costs provided by the various administrations 
forms quite a varied whole. lt therefore becomes difficult to find a simple method of calculating terminal dues 
on the basis of such costs. 

The absence of technically satisfactory solutions led to fixing the payment rate per kilogramme to be applied 
to the excess weight of mail received, ie to the difference between the weight received and the weight dispatched 
each year. Adoption of this payment occurred at the Tokyo Congress, which set compensation at 50 gold centimes 
per kilogramme of surface letter-post items received in excess of mail dispatched in bilateral relations between 
administrations. This payment was extended to airmail by the Lausanne Congress, which decided to raise that 
rate to 1.50 gold francs per kilogramme. The 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress decided to adopt separate payment 
rates for LC/AO items (5.50 gold francs/kg) and for M bags (1.50 gold francs/kg). 

The work submitted to the Rio de Janeiro Universal Postal Congress as the outcome of Lausanne Congress 
resolution C 53 greatly contributed to looking at the problem from a technical-scientific point of view. The 
proposai presented a system of costs based on the structure of postal traffic and the UPU basic charges and 
introduced innovations, although it did not attain the level of acceptance necessary for its approval. 

The work submitted in the context of the present study, carried out in accordance with Rio de Janeiro Congress 
resolution C 35, must be regarded as a continuation of the very useful studies carried out hitherto and is aimed 
at submitting further alternatives for solving the terminal dues problem. 

2 Aims of the study 

The discussions during the Rio de Janeiro Congress on the terminal dues study and the conclusions to which 
they came led to the adoption of resolution C 35, as follows: 

''Congress, 
"Having adopted 
the rate of terminal dues laid down in article 62, paragraph 2, of the Convention 1

, 

"Bearing in mind 
the report submitted on th is subject by the Executive Council and the opinions expressed du ring the discussions, 

"Considering 
that although very valuable studies have been carried out to date, a number of very important aspects still have to 
be considered and others studied in greater detail, 

"lnstructs 

the Executive Council: 
to continue the study of terminal dues, with special reference to the method of determining the volume of 
imbalance of exchanges and the presentation and settlement of the relevant accounts; 

ii to consider the possibility of proposing a rate formula for fixing the rate of terminal dues, taking into 
account ait factors which are reflected in costs both for administrations of origin and administrations of 

destination; 
iii · to seek ways of reflecting in the Acts the development of this rate during the period between Congresses 

and to make the necessary proposais to the next Congress." 

1 This article corresponds to article 53 of the 1974 Lausanne Convention. 
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At its May 1980 meeting, Executive Council Committee 5, which was responsible for this study, decided to set 
up a restricted Working Party representative of the interests of all countries in order to implement resolution 
C 35. This Working Party consisted of: Argentina, Brazil (reporting country), France, Kenya, Spain, Thailand, 
USSR and United States of America. 

The initial stage of the work was designed to establish the variables to be taken into account in calculating terminal 
dues. lt emerges from the work submitted to previous Congresses that it is extremely difficult to establish a 
formula for the payment ot terminal dues based on costs, as suggested in paragraph 2 of resolution C 35, as the 
differences between the cost structures ot the various administrations as well as the wide variety ot methods 
used to calculate them make any result, which consideration of the problem from that angle might produce, 
highly vulnerable. 

Ali in ail, the reporting country considered that the studies should be conducted from a new angle, taking as 
a basis the revenue stemming from international mail tlows, and this led to the presentation ot a methodology 
for calculating terminal dues on the basis of this revenue. The development of this methodology, which was 
based on a principle called the "Equivalence Principle", was considered valid and appropriate by ail the members 
of the Working Party. lt was then approved by the Executive Council. Despite that, it was also decided to instruct 
the United States of America to develop a formula taking into account cost factors. 

As a result, the main aim was to establish a substantial group of alternative solutions to the problem, bearing 
in mind the studies based bath on revenue and costs. ln the present report, the study is carried out on the basis 
of the equivalence principle. 

3 Equivalence Principle 

The basic idea behind the problem of terminal dues is the imbalance in postal exchanges between two admin
istrations. Therefore, the basic question to be determined is linked to the criterion which has to be used to 
measure this imba/ance. 

The principle of reciprocity, adopted when the UPU was established, postulated the existence of a balance 
between any two mail tlows, since it considered that the dispatch of a letter was matched by the receipt ot 
another as a reply. This principle posits the idea that the real balance in exchanges between two administrations 
would occur whenever, for any letter-post item sent by one administration, there was another item, equivalent 
in weight and category, sent in the opposite direction. 

Under this approach, if there is a universal rates system for postal items and equivalence in weight and category 
in the postal tratfic between two administrations, there will of necessity be a financial balance. ln other words, 
that means that the postal revenue collected on items sent by one administration to another will be equal to the 
revenue collected on items sent in the opposite direction. 

On this basis, it is possible to move from the definition of the principle of reciprocity to the definition of the 
equivalence principle, consisting of a new version of the former. Under this definition, two reciprocal mail flows 
are said to comply with the equivalence principle if they generate the same revenue on the basis of a common 
rates system. This produces an extremely simple formula for the payment of terminal dues: where there is no 
financial balance between two reciprocal mail flows, the difference between the revenue generated by them 
will be shared equitably between the two administrations, the equivalence of the flows thus being re-established. 

As may be seen, the definition of the equivalence principle rests on bilateral procedures, ie it is expounded 
by taking into account the reciprocal flows of two administrations. However, at the meetings of the Terminal 
Dues Working Party, it was considered that it would be difficult to apply a solution in bilateral terms since that 
would require, for each pair of countries, the provision of detailed analyses of the postal traffic structure of 
the two flows involved. ln addition, the statistical research necessary for the definition of the variables examined 
would have to be carried out on the basis of a large sample which would make it difficult bath to collect the data 
and analyze them. Furthermore, postal administrations would not be able to stand the cost incurred by work 
of such magnitude. 
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That is why an attempt was made to develop several alternatives requiring the processing of a smaller quantity 
of data while still providing representative findings with a minimum of distortion compared with bilateral 
situations and reflecting the traffic structure of each country as closely as possible. 

The various types of payment submitted were developed on the basis of data concerning administrations' outward 
traffic obtained from statistical research by sampling, covering 69 countries. These countries account for a 
significant portion of world postal traffic thus making the research highly representative. With the values 
established on the basis of alternative price systems, it is hoped to provide a quantitative basis for Congress 
to decide on the payment to be adopted in the light of the principles of justice which guide the activities of 
the Universal Postal Union towards the further improvement of international postal relations. 

Chapter 1. Methodology 

The main condition for the application of the equivalence principle as defined is the calculation of the revenue 
generated by dispatching mail in various countries. For each administration, this total revenue may be defined 
as the total number of items sent multiplied by the AVERAGE REVENUE generated per item, or even, the total 
weight sent multiplied by the AVERAGE REVENUE generated per kilogramme of mail. As a result, the basic 
problem is to calculate these average revenues. 

1.1 Calculating the average revenues1 

The average revenue per item is in fact the average postage on the item. Therefore, in order to establish the 
criteria for measuring as accurately as possible the financial flows linked to international postal traffic, the 
Working Party developed a mathematical model for calculating average revenue, taking into account for that 
purpose the variables according to which the prices are defined. 

1. 1 .1 

1.1.1.1 

Variables taken into account 

Rates system 

As was emphasized above, a study, the aim of which is to compare the revenue generated in various countries, 
will have to be undertaken on the basis of a universal system of prices. 

As a result of a consensus among UPU member countries, the basic charges to be applied to letter-post items 
in the international service are defined at article 19 of the Universal Postal Convention. Consequently, it was 
considered appropriate to use this rates system as the basis for the studies on the equivalence principle. 

However, since the Universal Postal Convention, in the same article, sets a margin of possible variation in relation 
to the basic charges, the postage rates charged by the various administrations do not always coincide with those 
charges. 1 n th is context, it was considered appropriate to adopta system more representative of the price structure 
of international mail. This system uses the median values of the charges collected by UPU countries. 

The values relating to the two rates systems are identified in appendix 1, section 2.2.4. 

1 See det.;iled model in appendix 1, chapter 111. 
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1.1.1.2 Category of item 

Letter-post items have certain specific features which define the various categories. ln order to rationalize the 
mathematical model developed for calculating the average revenue, these categories are presented as follows: 

LC Letters and postcards; 
AO Printed papers (normal rate); 

M bags. 

Special printed papers (reduced rate); 
Small packets; 

This classification makes it possible to apply the rate-fixing criteria laid down at article 19 of the Universal 
Postal Convention, which set different prices according to the above-mentioned categories. 

1.1.1.3 Weight steps 

The inherent complexity in calculating the average revenue is due to the fact that postal prices are set according 
to weight steps which do not define a linear relation between the prices charged and the weight of the items, 
except in the case of M bags. Because of the absence of a linear relation, the average price of an item, for any 
administration, can only be calculated if the rates for each weight step and the distribution of items in these 
weight steps, in percentage terms, are known. 

1.1.1.4 Special services 

The Universal Postal Convention provides, at article 24, for maximum charges to be collected for the various 
special services. Sorne of these charges play a significant part in the final composition of the unit price of postal 
items because of the high frequency of the service to which they relate. As a result, the Working Party decided 
to include in the calculation of the average revenue the following special services (on the basis of maximum and 
median charges, by analogy with the median charges for the weight steps): 

1.1.2 

For LC and AO Registered; 

For M bags 

Express; 
Advice of delivery; 

·· Registered. 

Mathematical mode/ for ca/culating average revenue per item 

1.1.2.1 LC items 

The average revenue for ordinary LC mail represents the composition of the distribution in percentage terms of 
items in each weight step, multiplied by the relevant charges, under one of the rates systems defined. 1 ln other 
words, the average revenue may be described as representing a weighted average of the charges relating to the 
various weight steps. 

ln order to obtain the final average revenue, the figures for the special items as percentages of total LC items, 
multiplied by their respective rates as laid down in each of the rates systems, should be added to the result of 
the above-mentioned calculation. 

1 lt should be pointed out that postcards were regarded as being in a separate weight step in the weight steps of LC items because 
they have a special rate. 
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1.1.2.2 AO items 

The rates systems for AO items are defined separately for the subcategories of printed papers, special printed 
papers and small packets. ln order to calculate the average revenue for AO, it is first of all necessary to calculate, 
in a similar way as was done for LC, the average revenue of each of the above-mentioned subcategories. 

The combined average revenue for AO is the weighted average of the average revenues of printed papers, special 
printed papers, and small packets. 

1. 1 .2.3 LC!AO items 

The weighted average of the average LC and AO revenues was used to calculate the combined average revenue 
for LC/AO. 

1.1.2.4 Mbags 

Under article 19 of the Convention, a normal rate (bags of printed papers) or a reduced rate (bags of special 
printed papers) is applied. 

For bags weighing over one kilogramme, these rates increase by linear progression in relation to the increase 
in the weight of the bags in kilogrammes. Thus, the average revenue of M bags containing printed papers or M bags 
containing special printed papers is obtained by direct application of their average weights to the rates formulae 
given in appendix 1, section 3.4. 

The overall average revenue represents the weighted average of the average revenues of bags at the normal rate 
and bags at the reduced rate, to which is added the registration charge multiplied by the number of registered 
M bags as a percentage of total M bags. 

1.1.3 Calculating the average revenue per kilogramme 

lt should be stressed that the model also makes it possible to calculate the average revenue according to the weight 
of the mail. This is obtained by dividing the average revenue per item by the average weight of those items. 

1.1.4 Graphie representation of the mode/ 

After defining the rates system to be employed, the mathematical model for calculating the average revenue 
per letter-post item may be represented graphically in the following way: 
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1.1.4.1 LC!AO items 

1 CATEGORIES 

2 REVENUE PER STEP 
Product of the charge 
in each weight step 
multiplied by the per· 
centage share of that step 

3 REVENUE PER ITEM 
(NOT INCLUDING SPECIAL 
SERVICE) 

Sum of the revenue generated 
by the various steps 

4 REVENUEGENERATED 
PER TYPE OF SPECIAL 
SERVICE (PER ITEM) 

Product of the charge for 
the special service multiplied 
by the percentage share 
of that special service 

5 TOTAL REVENUE 
FROM SPECIAL SERVICE 
(PER ITEM) 

Sum of the revenues 
of the various special services 

6 TOTAL REVENUE 
PERITEM 

Sum of the revenue per item 
(not including special 
service) (3) and the revenue 
from special service (5) 

7 REVENUE PER AO ITEM 
Weighted average of PPN, 
PP R and SP revenues 

8 REVENUE PER LC/AO ITEM 
Weighted average of revenue 
from LC and AO 

• Step 7 of LC concerns postcards. 

Legend 

LC: Letters and postcards 
PPN: Printed papars normal rate 
PPR: Printed papers reduced rate 
SP: Small packets 
AO: Other items 
CHARGE ST: Charge for the weight step 
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CHARGE ST 1 x PERC.ST 1 
CHARGE ST 2 x PERC ST 2 

CHARGE ST 1 x PERC ST 1 
CHARGE ST 2 x PERC ST 2 

CHARGE ST 1 x PERC ST 1 
CHARGE ST 2 x PERC ST 2 

CHARGE ST 1 x PERC ST 1 
CHARGE ST 2 x PERC ST 2 

CHARGE ST 7 x PERC ST 7• CHARGE ST 14 x PERC ST 14 CHARGE ST 14 x PERC ST 14 CHARGE ST 6 x PERC ST 6 

i 
TOTAL 1 

SUM 
OF THE 
ABOVE 
(ITEM21 

REG CHARGE x PERC REG 
EXP CHARGE x PERC EXP 
RIE CHARGE x PERC RIE 
AR CHARGE x PERC AR 

1, 
TOTAL2 

SUM 
OF THE 
ABOVE 
!ITEM41 

i _. REVENUEPER 
ITEM LC 

TOTAL 3 = 
TOTAL 1 + 
TOTAL2 

i i i 
TOTAL 1 TOTAL 1 TOTAL 1 

SUM SUM SUM 
OF THE OF THE OF THE 
ABOVE ABOVE ABOVE 
(ITEM21 (ITEM2) (ITEM 21 

1 
REG CHARGE x PERC REG REG CHARGE x PERC REG REG CHARGE x PERC 
EXP CHARGE x PERC EXP EXP CHARGE x PERC EXP EXP CHARGE X PERC 
RIE CHARGE x PERC RIE RIE CHARGE x PERC R/E RIE CHARGE x PERC 
AR CHARGE x PERC AR AR CHARGE x PERC AR AR CHARGE x PERC 

u ~, ~, 
TOTAL2 TOTAL2 TOTAL 2 

SUM SUM SUM 
OF THE OF THE OF THE 
ABOVE ABOVE ABOVE 
!ITEM4) !ITEM4) IITEM41 

+ + + 
~ 

REVENUEPER _. REVENUEPER _. REVENlJEPER 
ITEM PPN ITEM PPR ITEM SP 

TOTAL 3 = TOTAL 3 = TOTAL 3 = 
TOTAL 1 + TOTAL 1 + TOTAL 1 + 
TOTAL2 TOTAL 2 TOTAL 2 

~, 
REVENUE 
PER 
AOITEM 

+ 
REVENUE 
PER 
LC/AO ITEM 

PERC ST: Percentage of items în weight step 
Percentage PERC: 

REG: 
EXP: 
R/E: 
AR: 

Registered 
Express 
Registered and express 
Advic• of delivery 

REG 
EXP 
R/E 
AR 



1.1.4.2 Mbags 

1 TYPE OF RATE 

2. REVENUE PER TYPE OF BAG 

This is the product of the rate per kg 
multiplied by the average weight 
of the bag in kg* 

3 REVENUE PER ORDINARY BAG 

(NOT INCLUDING SPECIAL SERVICE) 

Weighted average of revenue 
from normal-rate and reduced-rate 
M bags 

4 REVENUE FROM SPECIAL SERVICES 

This is the product of the registration 
charge multiplied by the percentage 
share of registered bags 

5 TOTAL REVENUE PERM BAG 

Sum of revenue from ordinary 
bags and special service (4) 
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M BAGS 

NORMAL RATE 

, 
NORMAL RATE 

(PER KG) 

X AVERAGE WEIGHT 

OF BAGS (IN KG) 

TOTAL 1 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE 

OF REVENUE IN 2 

TOTAL2 

REGISTRATION CHARGE 

X PERCENTAGE SHARE 

OF REGISTERED BAGS 

,r 1, 

REVENUE FROMM BAGS 

TOTAL 1 

+ 
TOTAL2 

M BAGS 

REDUCED RATE 

, 
REDUCED RATE 

(PER KG) 

X AVERAGE WEIGHT 

OF BAGS (IN KG) 

* Where the median values of the rates are used in accordance with annex 1 (Technical Document), the value of the average 
revenue per bag is increased by the constant represented by the rate formula concerned. 
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1.2 Application of the model 

Application of the formulae concerning the equivalence principle is directly related to the collection of detailed 
data on the structure of international postal traffic. This information, as shown in section 1.1, concerns the 
distribution of items per category and per weight step, the effect of special services, and the average weight of the 
items according to the category for which the average revenue is to be determined. 

Adoption of a system under which data of this kind are to be collected and assembled for analysis is a problem 
requiring careful study to ensure that the results reflect the aim of the investigation accurately and from an 
operational point of view. 1 n the specific case of research, the results of wh ich may have a greater or lesser influence 
on the settlement of accounts of all postal administrations, this problem assumes a much greater importance. 
The prudence undeniably necessary to the conduct of a terminal dues study led the Working Party to use all 
available means to ensure that the work was carried out using the most soundly based and reliable statistical 
principles possible and that it reflected the actual position of the individual postal traffic of each country. 

Therefore, in order to test the statistical model and assess its financial consequences, before starting to collect 
data on a world scale, it was considered appropriate to carry out pilot research. This research was conducted 
in the main Brazilian offices of exchange (Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro) and covered outward and inward mail 
in Brazil.1 The results thereof, apart from the confirmation of the operational viability of the model, provided 
the necessary basis for conducting the worldwide research. 

lt was shown that, although the ideal solution for the application of average revenue would be a bilateral calculation, 
its strict application was impracticable because it required detailed analysis of the exchanges between each 
country and every one of the other countries with which it had postal contacts. 

As a result, an attempt was made to conduct the studies on the basis of the total outward traffic of several countries. 
However, even in that case, it would be difficult to obtain detailed data from ail the administrations because 
of the cost and the large amount of work required in recording and processing these data. Consequently, taking 
as a basis the experience acquired in the pilot research in Brazil and bearing in mind the validity of the sampling 
models, as demonstrated at its meetings, the Working Party decided to use statistical analyses to simplify the 
research. lt was therefore decided that the data would be collected by two types of sampling, one detailed and the 
other simplified, as follows: 

Detailed sampling - covering 20 administrations, consisting of 8 members of the Working Party plus 12 
selected on the basis of the representativity of their traffic volume and in accordance with acceptable 
geographical distribution, aimed at determining bath the distribution of the outward postal traffic of each 
country by category and weight step and the effect of the special services and the average weight of the 
items in each category; 
Simplified sampling - covering the other UPU member countries and designed to determine both the 
distribution of items per category and the effect of the special services and the average weight of these 
items per category. 

As described in sections 1.1.2.1 and 1.1.2.2, for calculating the average revenue per ordinary item in the defined 
categories of item (LC and AO), it is essential to obtain data on the items per weight step. Therefore, using 
the data of the detailed sampling, the average revenue of the countries taking part in that sampling was calculated 
and this in turn served as the basis for defining the functional relationships between the average revenue and the 
average weights of the items, which was done by statistical analysis (regression analysis). 

The universal validity of these relationships stems bath from the representativity of the countries on the basis 
of which they were calculated and on the strong correlation between the relevant variables. Once these relation
ships and the average weights of the items (including those concerning the countries which took part in the 
simplified sampling) were known, it was possible to determine the average revenue from ordinary mail for al! the 
countries which took part in the sampling programme. 

1 The data, analyses and detailed results of this research are given in CE 1982/C 5 - Doc 15/Annex 1 - pilot research on interna
tional traffic between Brazil and other countries (outward and inward). 
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ln order to calculate the final average revenue, the proportion of special services and the distribution of the items 
per category were taken into account for each country, in accordance with sections 1.1.2.1, 1.1.2.2 and 1.1.2.3. 

As regards the sampling of M bags, which was uniformly done by ail the participating countries, it was possible 
to calculate the average revenue by direct application of the data obtained from the formulae mentioned in 
section 1.1.2.4. 

Chapter 11. Statistical research by sampling of letter-post 
items in international traffic 

2.1 Criteria for the research 1 

The point of departure for the development of any statistical research by sampling is the prior knowledge of 
the population concerned, which, in the case of this research, is the world international postal traffic. 

To meet this preliminary condition, the data relating to the various kinds of traffic for 1979 were requested from 
administrations. The information provided was necessary both for determination of the global sample and for 
its apportionment among the various member countries of the Universal Postal Union. 

2.1.1 Determination of the sample 

On the basis of considerations concerning the desired accuracy, of the costs considered to be tolerable for the 
progress of the work and of the absence of data from several countries concerning the 1979 dispatches, as described 
in section 2.1.2 below, the sample for LC/ AO was fixed at 68 638 bags. 2 

This number of bags, according to the Working Party's definitions, was to be examined during the period from 
15 November 1982 to 15 May 1983 and was to cover 24 days of observation. 

ln view of the ease of obtaining the data relating to M bags and the simplicity of their analysis, the Working 
Party decided to carry out an exhaustive sampling of M bags during the 24 days earmarked for the research. 

2.1.2 Allocation of the sample by country 

To increase the accuracy of the results of the research, it was decided to carry out stratified cluster sampling. 
Thus, on the basis of the data for the 1979 traffic supplied by 97 countries, the administrations were grouped 
into six homogeneous strata, according to the total weight dispatched. 

Then, the number of bags to be sampled was assigned to each group according to the proportionality criterion, 
ie in accordance with the weight dispatched by each group in the global context. 

1 These criteria are explained in detail in appendix 1, chapter VI. 
2 See appendix 1, section 6.1. 
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For each group the size of the sample to be taken per country was calculated in a uniform way, in other words, 
an equal sample was determined for each country in the same group. However, this criterion was not adopted 
strictly for group 6, in which the sample for each country was calculated proportionally to its dispatch. This 
was because the data for some countries differ from the others. 

ln the case of administrations which did not send data relating to their 1979 traffic, the sample was calculated 
on the basis of subjective criteria of "similarity", according to characteristics known from other sources. 

ln the table given in annex 2 (Technical Document), it is possible to see the allocation, by country, of the number 
of bags earmarked for the research. 

2.1.3 Allocation of each country's sample 

After defining the numbers of bags to be observed by the different administrations, the countries of destination 
of each of these administrations' dispatches were grouped into six homogeneous strata, determined according 
to the weight dispatched for each country. 

Then, the size of the sample of the destination groups was determined proportionally to the number of bags 
dispatched for each group and according to the forwarding method. The aim of the proportional division of 
the bags to be observed by forwarding method was to ensure greater accuracy of sampling. 

lt should be emphasized that the administrations which did not send the data for the 1979 traffic were requested 
to stratify their dispatches by destination group themselves. 

ln this way, the allocation of bags and the composition of the destination groups of each administration's 
dispatches were carried out in accordance with annexes 2 and 3 (Technical Document). 

2.2 Methodological aspects of the research 

2.2.1 Initial definitions 

For the purposes of research by sampling, the letter-post items were grouped into the following categories: 

LC letters and postcards; 

AO printed papers (normal rate); 
special printed papers - which include books, periodicals, newspapers, music scores and maps, 
when reduced rates are granted for these items; 
small packets; 

M bags at normal or reduced rate - bags containing printed papers or special printed papers addressed 
to the same addressee and for the same address. 

Letter-post items which are exempt from postage and on which the remuneration charge for terminal dues is 
not, therefore, paid were excluded from the sampling research. These are: 

items exchanged between postal administrations; 
items relating to prisoners of war and civilian internees; 
lîterature for the blind. 

The special services which were considered are the following: 
registration; 
express; 
advice of delivery. 
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2.2.2 Detai/ed sampling 

The specific instruction manuals for this sampling and the models of the forms used for collecting the data 
(GT1, GTM and GT3) were sent to the countries which participated in the research (see appendix Il, Technical 
Document). 

2.2.2.1 Form GT1 

This was used to obtain the following data relating to LC/AO letter-post items contained in the bags which 
were identified and classified by destination and forwarding method (air or surface): 

category of item (letters, postcards, printed papers, special printed papers small packets); 
weight of the items, according to the weight steps laid down; 
incidence of special services. 

These data were used to calculate the proportions of items by category, by special service and by weight step, 
and also to calculate the average weight of the items, such information being needed to determine the average 
revenue per item and per kg of correspondence. 

2.2.2.2 Form GTM 

This form was used to obtain the following data relating to the M bags, according to forwarding method (air 
or surface): 

weight; 
rate applied (normal or reduced); 
destination; 
incidence of registered service. 

On the basis of this information the average weights of bags (overall and by rate applied) were calculated, as well 
as their proportion by rate applied and the percentage of registered bags in the total of M bags. 

2.2.2.3 Form GT3 

This was used for each country to give the total number of bags sent by the offices of exchange participating 
in the research, du ring the days concerned, for ail destinations. 

This information was used to determine the volume and composition of each administration's outward traffic; 
this enabled the weighted average revenue to be calculated on the basis of the administrations' data. 

2.2.3 Simplified sampling 

Specific instruction manuals and models of forms GT2, GTM and GT3 for obtaining data were also distributed 
to the participants in this research. (See appendix 11, Technical Document). 

2.2.3.1 Form GT2 

This was used to obtain the following data relating to LC/AO items contained in bags which were identified 
and classified according to destination and forwarding method: 

category of items; 
weight of items; 
incidence of special services. 
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This information was used to calculate the proportions of items according to categories and special services as 
well as the average weight of items, variables necessary for the application of the statistical analyses made on the 
basis of the detailed sampling data. 

The use of the GTM and GT3 forms has been described above. 

Chapter 111. Treatment of research data 

3.1 Data testing 

To check the compatability between the data supplied by the various administrations and the specifications 
defined in the research instruction manuals, the reporting country established a testing system comprising manual 
activities and computer operations. 

The sequence of operations starts with the preliminary analysis of the data sent in on the research forms by the 
postal administrations. The aim of this analysis, which is carried out by specialized staff, is to test the consistency 
of the data and to eliminate any errors. 

ln a later stage, the data are subjected to input and testing programmes. Listings containing the data recorded 
and details of errors found are compiled. These listings then go through an analysis procedure in which, in addition 
to correction of errors detected by the computer, the input is verified to eliminate any other errors that might 
exist. 

To clear up any doubts about the interpretation of the data, the reporting country contacted the administrations 
concerned, whenever this was necessary, in order to make use of the greatest possible amount of data and to 
make sure that the results of the studies were not prejudiced by the existence of data which were not fully 
clear or compatible with the models drawn up. 

lt should be emphasized that even the data sent by magnetic tape were subjected to the testing programmes 
in order to verify their accuracy and, where necessary, to make corrections. 

3.2 Data processing 

After acceptance by the testing programmes, the data are processed by computer according to the procedures 
laid down in appendix 11 (Technical Document). These procedure relate mainly to the form of processing and 
to the presentation of the data. 

The purpose of the programmes for processing of the data received is to determine the relationships which were 
the basis for the development of the statistical analyses needed to calculate the terminal dues rates. The data 
used in these analyses consist of: the revenue per ordinary item obtained on the basis of the detailed analysis; 
the average weights and the proportions of the items according to categories and special services (for LC/ AO); 
the average weights and the proportions of the items according to the rate applied and the "special services 
(registration), for M bags. Statistical calculations enabled the regression lines to be determined and were used 
to estimate, for all the countries, the average revenue per item and per kilogramme. 
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3.3 Présentation of the research data 

3.3.1 Global data 

Sixty-nine countries took part in the statistical sampling research; 22 of them (not 20 as had originally been 
planned) took part in the detailed sampling and 47 in the simplified sampling. 

3.3.1.1 LC!AO bags 

3.3.1.1.1 Detailed sampling 

The 22 countries taking part in this sampling examined 45 770 bags, which represented 98 percent of the number 
originally planned for these countries, ie 46 867 bags. 

3.3.1.1.2 Simplified sampling 

The 47 countries taking part in the simplified sampling examined 8908 bags, representing 107 percent of the 
number originally planned for these countries, ie 8359 bags. 

The numbers of bags planned for the research are given in annex 2 (Technical Document) and the numbers 
actually observed are given in scale 200 (annex 4, Technical Document). 

3.3.1.2 Mbags 

Of the countries participating in the research, only 31 gave data relating to M bags; 305 252 units were observed. 

3 .3 .2 Specific data 

For presentation of the various data obtained as a result of the research, the following scales were produced 

by the data processing system: 
general dispatch table - scale 200; 
general estimate - items/bundles/weights - scale 210; 
estimate of LC/ AO items - scale 220; 
proportion of items by rate category scale 230; 
traffic distribution - LC items - scale 240; 
traffic distribution - AO items - small packets - scale 250; 
traffic distribution - AO items - normal-rate printed papers - scale 260; 
traffic distribution - AO items - reduced-rate printed papers - scale 270; 
dispatch of M bags - scale 130; 
average revenue - M bags - scale 135; 
global dispatch - scale 100: 

bags/items/bundles/weights; 
general explanation; 

proportion of items by rate category and type of service - global - scale 105; 
estimate of total traffic distribution - detailed research - scale 120; 
global dispatch of M bags - scale 140; 
world average revenue - M bags - scale 145. 
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These scales, which are described in appendix 11 (Technical Document), contain the data of the research days for 
each month and the data for the sampling period. They are set out in annexes 4 to 12 and in annex 20 of the 
Technical Document, as follows: 

annex 4 - report of the sampling period, with data relating to the observation days of each administration; 
annex 5 - report of the research days, November 1982; 
annex 6 - report of the research days, December 1982; 
annex 7 - report of the research days, January 1983; 
annex 8 - report of the research days, February 1983; 
annex 9 - report of the research days, March 1983; 
annex 1 O - report of the research days, April 1983; 
annex 11 - report of the research days, May 1983; 
annex 12 - report of the six-month period containing estimated data for the entire sampling period; 
annex 20 - revenue of M bags per country (group and general) and global. 

Chapter IV. Analysis of results 

4.1 Presentation of variants 

At the meetings of the Working Party there were discussions on the form in which the results should be presented. 
During these discussions an analysis was made of questions relating to the desired accuracy and the necessary 
simplicity in the system of application of the model on a worldwide scale. 

Several alternative solutions were studied. The levels of accuracy and difficulty involved in their implementation 
are variable. Therefore, so that Congress can make a fully informed decision, it was considered appropriate 
to submit, as the result of the studies, a whole range of solutions taking into consideration two rate systems, 
the different forms of grouping of categories of items, the individual traffic of each country (by destination 
groups and overall) and, lastly, world traffic. 

Accordingly, the calculation variants, in g fr/kg, are as follows: 
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Calculation of the average revenue per country, according to the destination groups of the dispatches: 
1 For LC, AO and M bags, separately, according to: 

a the basic charges for the weight steps and the maximum charges for the special services 
(Technical Document, annex 17, pages 72 to 81, columns Xl and RAOW, for LC and AO; 
annex 20, part 1, for M bags); 

b the median charges for the weight steps and the median charges for the special services 
(Technical Document, annex 18, pages 72 to 81, columns X1 and RAOW, for LC and AO; 
annex 20, part 11, for M bags); 

c the basic charges for the weight steps and the median charges for the special services (Technical 
Document, annex 19, pages 72 to 81, columns X 1 and RAOW, for LC and AO; annex 20, 
part Ill, for M bags); 

2 For LC/ AO (combined revenue) and M bags, according to: 
a the basic charges for the weight steps and the maximum charges for the special services 

(Technical Document, annex 17, pages 72 to 81, column RW, for LC/AO; annex 20, part 1, 
for M bags); 

b the median charges for the weight steps and the median charges for the special services 
(Technical Document, annex 18, pages 72 and 81), column RW, for LC/AO; annex 20, part 11, 
for M bags); 

c the basic charges for the weight steps and the median charges for the special services (Technical 
Document, annex 19, pages 72 to 81, column RW, for LC/AO; annex 20, part 111, for M bags); 
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Calculation of a single average revenue per country: 

For LC, AO and M bags, separately, according to: 

a the basic charges for the weight steps and the maximum charges for the special services 
(Technical Document, annex 17, pages 92 and 93, columns X1 and RAOW, for LC and AO; 
annex 20, part 1, for M bags); 

b the median charges for the weight steps and the median charges for the special services 
(Technical Document, annex 18, pages 92 and 93, columns X1 and RAOW, for LC and AO; 
annex 20, part 11, for M bags); 

c the basic charges for the weight steps and the median charges for the special services (Technical 
Document, annex 19, pages 92 and 93, columns X 1 and RAOW, for LC and AO; annex 20, 
part 111, for M bags); 

2 For LC/ AO (combined revenue) and M bags, according to: 
a the basic charges for the weight steps and the maximum charges for the special services 

(Technical Document, annex 17, pages 92 and 93, column RW, for LC/AO; annex 20, part 1, 
for M bags); 

b the median charges for the weight steps and the median charges for the special services 
(Technical Document, annex 18, pages 92 and 93, column RW, for LC/AO; annex 20, part Il, 
for M bags); 

c the basic charges for the weight steps and the median charges for thè special services (Technical 
Document, annex 19, pages 92 and 93, column RW, for LC/ AO; annex 20, part 111, for M bags); 

Calculation of world average revenue: 

For LC, AO and M bags, separately, according to: 
a the basic charges for the weight steps and the maximum charges for the special services 

(Technical Document, annex 17, page 93, last line, columns X1 and RAOW, for LC and AO; 
annex 20, part 1, last page, scale 145, for M bags); 

b the median charges for the weight steps and the median charges for the special services 
(Technical Document, annex 18, page 93, last line, columns X1 and RAOW, for LC and AO; 
annex 20, part Il, last page, scale 145, for M bags); 

c the basic charges for the weight steps and the median charges for the special services (Technical 
Document, annex 19, page 93, last line, columns X1 and RAOW, for LC and AO; annex 20, 
part 111, last page, scale 145, for M bags); 

2 For LC/AO (combined revenue) and M bags, according to: 
a the basic charges for the weight steps and the maximum charges for the special services 

(Technical Document, annex 17, page 93, last line, column RW, for LC/AO; annex 20, part 1, 
last page, scale 145 for M bags); 

b the median charges for the weight steps and the median charges for the special services 
(Technical Document, annex 18, page 93, last line, column RW, for LC/AO; annex 20, part 11, 
last page, scale 145, for M bags); 

c the basic charges for the weight steps and the median charges for the special services (Technical 
Document, annex 19, page 93, last line, column RW, for LC/ AO; annex 20, part 111, last page, 
scale 145, for M bags). 

lt should be emphasized that ail the average revenues per kg relating to the above variants are calculated by 
applying to the calculation model the average weights and proportions obtained for each administration. The 
method used is described in chapter 1, section 1.2, the calculation being made on the basis of the regression 
lines defined 1 for LC/ AO and, direct, by the application of the formulae described in chapter 1, section 1.1.2.4, 
for M bags. These revenues must be divided by two in order ta obtain the rate of compensation for terminal 
dues. These lines, which define the relations existing between the average revenue per ordinary item and the 
avèrage weights of letter-post items, viz LC, small packets, printed papers and special printed papers, are expressed 
by the following equations: 

1 The calculations for these relationships are given in appendix 1, chapter VII. 
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Basic charge 

LC 
AO-PPN 
AO-PPR 
AO-SP 

63.0633 + 1.5861 W; 
65.4994 + 0.3856 W; 
43.6851 + 0.1561 W; 
81.4587 + 0.4640 W; 

Median charge 

73.4653 + 1.6718W; 
75.1124 + 0.4366 W; 
56.6508 + 0.1904 W; 

LC 
AO-PPN 
AO-PPR 
AO-SP = 100.7023 + 0.5188W; 

where W = average weight of items by country (overall or by destination group) or worldwide. 

4.2 Analysis of the variants 

ln order to facilitate the analysis of the 18 variants set out in the preceding section, it is necessary to present the 
3 variables which were used as the basis for their preparation. These variables can be defined as follows: 

Rate system; 
Category of items; 
Scope. 

4.2.1 Rate system2 

The rate system comprises the charge applied to the items according to the weight steps and the charges applied 
to the special services. The charges for the weight steps taken into consideration are the basic charges laid down 
in article 19 of the Convention and the median values of the actual charges collected by the administrations 
(median charge). For the special services, the maximum charges laid down in article 24 of the Convention and 
the median values of the charges collected by the administrations (median charges) were taken into consideration. 

Three situations resulting from the combination of the rate systems were presented: 
a Basic charge for the weight steps and maximum charges for the special services; 
b Basic charge for the weight steps and median charges for the special services; and 
c Median charge for the weight steps and median charges for the special services. 

The above situations represent either values laid down in the UPU Acts or representative values of the charges 
in force in the various countries. 

From a comparison between the results of this work it can be concluded that the use of any one of these situations 
leads to results that arevery close to each other. By way of example, the values relating to the worldwide terminal 
dues rates (value of the average revenue, per kg, divided by two) are transcribed as follows: 

RATES FOR TERMINAL DUES COMPENSATION (G FR/KG) 

Category of item 

LC 

AO 

LC/AO 

M BAG 

Situation 

a 

28.68 

3.21 

10.24 

0.87 

2 See also the analysis in appendix 1, chapter X 11. 
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The value obtained on the basis of situation "a" is higher than that of situation "b" because of the high value 
of the maximum charges for the special services as compared with the median charges, in accordance with 
appendix 1, chapter 11. At the same time, the value observed in "c" is higher than the others, as the median 
charges for ail weight steps are higher than the basic charges. 

To define the above situation more clearly, a separate analysis must be made of the rates and charges used. 

The purpose of using the median charge in this work was to enable a greater range of alternatives to be presented 
for the terminal dues problem. However, as they represent values resulting from actual prices collected by admin
istrations which, in turn, vary with time, the median charges do not forma stable basis for determining a system 
of terminal dues. ln other words, it could be said that the dynamism of the values of the median charge would 
involve a periodic revision of the terminal dues rates, which would make the system for settlement of accounts 
very complex. 

As for the basic charges, these show the stability needed for application of the terminal dues rates, as they are 
fixed by Congresses so as to remain in force du ring the inter-Congress periods. 

As regards the special services, as was stressed in the previous chapters, the values laid down in the Universal 
Postal Convention represent the maximum limits for charges. 

Consequently, the actual charges fixed by postal administrations are normally very much below the values laid 

down. 

4.2.2 Categories of item 

Taking the categories of item into account, the alternatives for calculating the average revenue are as follows: 
a Separate average revenues for LC, AO and M bags: 
b Average revenues for LC/ AO (combined revenue) and for M bags. 

Comparing these alternatives, it can be seen that, in practical terms, they lead to equal results for any admin
istration, provided that bilateral terminal dues rates are adopted. This assertion is justified by the tact that the 
single average revenue for LC/ AO is a combination of the average revenues for LC and AO - average weighted 
by the administration's traffic (see detailed analysis in appendix 1, chapter IV). 

The above situation will not be confirmed if the world average revenue is used. This is explained, in this case, 
by the combined LC/AO revenue which is calculated on the basis of the world proportions of LC and AO which, 
obviously, do not coïncide with each administration's proportions of LC and AO. 

4.2.3 Scope 

With regard to their scope, the average revenues were calculated at 3 levels: 
a By country, according to the destination groups of its dispatches; 

b By country; and 
c Worldwide. 

The definition of the equivalence principle is essentially bilateral. However, the difficulties involved in carrying 
out a terminal dues study are, from this point of view, considerable, and this prevents a strict application of this 
criterion. lt was therefore thought appropriate to look for alternatives which allow a minimum of distortion 
as compared with the bilateral situation, which are applicable without great difficulty and which require less 

expensive methods of measuring the relevant variables. 
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Specifically, taking the terminal dues liquidation account into consideration, it can be said that the alternatives 
analyzed in the order in which they have been mentioned probably show increasing levels of distortion in com
parison with the bilateral criterion. Therefore, when analyzing the above-mentioned alternatives from the theo
retical viewpoint of the equivalence principle, it would be consistent to adopt the one which showed the smallest 
distortion in comparison with the bilateral situation. 

At the same time, the implications inherent in the application of each alternative must be analyzed. 

As regards alternatives "a" and "b", the fundamental problem is not having data relating to the traffic of all 
the administrations, which prejudices the immediate application of these alternatives. ln fact, it was not possible 
to establish values for the administrations that did not take part in the research. This problem will not be solved 
until full data from all the administrations are available. 

ln practical terms, alternative "c" is feasible, as no extra work is needed to implement it. The data available 
are representative of the world traffic; thus, the traffic structure so defined (in terms of proportions and average 
weights) tends to remain unchanged, even if it were possible to take account of the data relating to the countries 
which did not participate in the research. lt should be emphasized that the data relating to those countries 
represents only a small proportion of world traffic (probably not more than 10 percent). 

4.3 Correction of rates 

As already stated in the preceding chapters, the principle developed here aims at establishing the financial equi
librium of the international postal flows. To achieve this equilibrium, the rates for terminal dues compensation 
must be linked to the postal prices in force. Thus, should there be a change in these prices, the values of the 
terminal dues rates would have to be corrected accordingly, to avoid upsetting the financial equilibrium. 

Consequently, as the values arrived at in this study were calculated on the basis of the postal prices resulting 
from the rate system approved by the Rio de Janeiro Congress, and considering that the Hamburg Congress 
will probably adopt new charges, the rates calculated here will have to be corrected. 

4.4 Postal inflation index 

Supplementary to the analyses of possible solutions to the terminal dues problem, consideration would have 
to be given to a proposai put forward at one of the meetings of the Working Party with a view to correcting 
the values approved by the Rio de Janeiro Congress by means of world inflation rates. From the standpoint 
of the equivalence principle, such a proposai can be envisaged by applying the postal inflation indices. The 
considerations on this matter are given in appendix 1, chapter X. 

Chapter V. Development of remuneration rates 

According to subparagraph 3 of Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 35, the terminal dues study should include 
an analysis of ways of reflecting in the Acts the development of the rates during the period between Congresses. 

According to the approach taken in this study, the rates for terminal dues compensation are given as a direct 
function of the composition of the traffic and of the rate systems. Therefore, if there is a variation in at least 
one of the two variables considered, there will be a variation in these rates. 
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5.1 Traffic structure 

A change in the traffic structure will probably produce a variation in the average revenue defined. This results 
from the system of calculating this revenue, which is based both on the composition of the traffic, as regards 
the distribution of items by category, special services and weight steps, and on the average weights of items. 
ln this case, correction of the rates means carrying out research aimed at updating the data available. 

This work showed that the costs of research of this magnitude are very high. ln addition, it was noticed during 
the study that such research considerably hampers work in offices of exchange. 

On the basis of these ideas and of the evidence that the structure of world traffic does not undergo substantial 
changes over a short period (interval between Congresses), it does not seem suitable to conduct, between two 
Congresses, research similar to that already carried out, with the specific aim of updating the rates during that 
interval. 1 

5.2 Rate systems2 

The terminal dues rates proposed are defined in accordance with rate systems: basic charges and median charges. 

The basic charges are adopted by Congresses, to remain in force for five years. They cannot, therefore, be used 
to justify an alteration in the terminal dues rates between Congresses, unless differentiated charges are adopted 
that will be in force for consecutive periods between one Congress and the next. 

If the system of median charges is approved (although it shows a certain degree of instability, which makes the· 
settlement procedure for terminal dues accounts difficult - see chapter IV, section 4.2.1 ), there is the possibility 
of updating the terminal dues rates on the basis of these charges. This action is justified by the fact that the 
actual prices collected by the countries are subject to constant changes, even if the basic charges are not modified. 

Chapter VI. Conclusions 

The terminal dues system represents a vast complex in which innumerable possible proposais and analyses make 
it very difficult to choose the solution which best reflects the interests of the member countries of the UPU 
as a whole. 

As already emphasized, the methodology evolved from the viewpoint of the equivalence principle is essentially 
bilateral. However, variants have been developed in this work, bearing in mind the complexity of applying a 
bilateral procedure. 

1 See appendix 1, chapter XI and conclusions. 
2 See appendix 1, chapter X. 
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From the point of view of accuracy, the bilateral solutions could be considered more satisfactory than the others. 
However, technical arguments represent only one aspect of the problem. lt is fundamental that questions relating 
to the measurement of the relevant variables, as well as questions concerning the practical aspects of applying the 
results, should also be taken into consideration. Hence the main difficulty encountered by the Working Party in 
painting to an alternative which can meet ail the aims put forward by the members of the UPU: for although, 
on the one hand, some solutions may be considered to be in line with the wishes of the postal community from 
the philosophical point of view, on the other hand their application cornes up against operational obstacles. 

Bearing the above findings in minci, it is appropriate to submit all the variants put forward in chapter IV for 
consideration by Congress, so that it can decide on the adoption of a rate capable of reflecting the ideas of the 
different administrations, while at the same time being aware of the implications of these variants. 

As regards the development of the terminal dues rates, it should be added that decisions in this respect depend 
on the rate criterion; such development will therefore depend on the solution to be adopted. 
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Introduction 

The main aim of this work is to propose alternatives for the payment of terminal dues. At the level of this work, 
such variants are without exception linked to measuring procedures comprising complicated statistical procedures. 
lt therefore becomes necessary to develop this paper in a dual context, ie giving equal weight to the philosophical 
and methodological aspects. The disadvantage of this approach is that some considerations of importance for 
evaluating the proposais for fixing terminal dues rates are made very complicated by formulations concerning 
the sample profiles and by other technical aspects relating to statistical inference theory which are not always 
accessible. However, the reporting country believes that the scope of the statistical results (which transcends 
their use for terminal dues) fully justifies any reading difficulties which may arise from a detailed description 
of the mathematics used. 

The following topics form the focus of our paper: 
the equivalence principle; 
alternatives for fixing terminal dues rates arising from the equivalence principle; 
comparison between the equivalence principle and the costs formula submitted to the Rio de Janeiro 
Congress for assessment; 
the.statistical technique used to characterize the demand for postal services. 

ln connection with terminal dues, attention will be concentrated on the equivalence principle, in the sense that 
results of previous studies have not been updated. This is confirmed, particularly, within the framework of 
analyses based on relative costs. This procedure is justified by the difficulties involved in interpreting the results. 
ln the reporting country's opinion, new evaluations of cost (or relative cost) structures do not add much to the 
general experience acquired. 

Chapter 1. The equivalence principle: General ideas 

The equivalence principle takes its justification from the intrinsic difficulties of cost analyses. lt represents a 
shift from costs to revenue and basically generalizes the concept of balance between two postal flows. The latter 
are in balance if, and only if, for each item sent from country "A" to country "B" there is a corresponding 
identical item (identical as regards category and weight) sent from "B" to "A". If this physical balance and a 
universal price system exist, there must of necessity be financial equilibrium, ie the revenue flows linked to the 
physical flows between countries "A" and "B", calculated on the basis of a common price system, must coïncide. 
The transformation of this necessary condition into a necessary and sutticient condition is the main philosophy 
of the equivalence principle, according to which two flows are in balance (are equivalent) if, and only if, they 
generate the same revenue, or to put it differently, if the balance of payments of international postal services 
between countries "A" and "B" is in equilibrium. This definition gives rise to an extremely simple formula 

for paying terminal dues. If an imbalance is noted, the equivalence principle would be verified by the fair distri
bution of the difference existing between the revenue flows (the measure of the imbalance). ln these terms, 
adopting the equivalence principle means making financial equilibrium obligatory in exchanges of international 

mail between postal administrations. 

From the purely mathematical point of view, it is our interest to work with the partition determined in the set 
of ail postal flows by the equivalence relation (equality of revenue flows). ln this case, the equivalence principle 
means fusion of this class, or in other words, its reduction to a single component, on a pair-to-pair basis. 
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Chapter 11. Sampling survey 

2.1 General ideas 

lt seems obvious that any quantitative approach to the problem of terminal dues must include knowledge of 
the nature of postal flows between the various administrations. This is due to the fact that, in order to characterize 
the revenue (or costs), it is necessary to have information about the weighted average price (average revenue) 
of the items relating to the postal flows. When calculated on a universal price basis (single rate system), these 
permit comparison of the various financial flows involved. Therefore, as we emphasized in the previous chapter, 
the idea of terminal dues remains intrinsically linked to knowledge of the demand for postal services. ln order 
to suitably quantify this demand, we conducted statistical research by means of sampling. For each administra
tion, we focussed our attention on the population defined by the dispatch of letter-post items du ring the period 
from 15 November 1982 to 15 May 1983. This survey was organized in such a way as to make it possible to 
evaluate even characteristics such as the seasonal aspect of postal traffic at world level. Out of a total of 
3 557 285 LC/ AO bags (for the envisaged period), 54 678 bags were opened with the participation of 69 countries1 

responsible" for approximately 90 percent of world international postal traffic. As regards M bags, a total of 
305 252 bags, covering 31 countries, were examined. 

2.2 Classification of items 

2.2.1 Letter-post items category 

Basically, the UPU's classification of letter-post items defines the statistically important flows. This classification 
comprises: 

LC items 
AO items 

Mbags 

Letters (including aerogrammes) and postcards; 
Printed papers, special printed papers and small packets. Special printed papers comprise 
books, newspapers, periodicals, musical scores and geographical maps, provided that reduced 
rates are granted for these items; 
Bags containing printed papers or special printed papers addressed to the same addressee 
at the same address. 

The work excluded all letter-post items exempt from terminal dues, ie postage-free items - items relating to 
prisoners of war and civilian internees, literature for the blind, and items exchanged between postal admin
istrations, in accordance with article 63 of the Convention. 

2.2.2 Postal handling 

Letter-post items are also classified according to the postal handling they receive. From the point of view of our 
study, the items may (on a mutually exclusive basis) be ordinary, registered, express, registered/express and with 

advice of delivery. 

2.2.3 Forwarding met:hod 

Although for terminal dues purposes it is not of interest to classify letter-post items according to the forwarding 
method (air or surface), this distinction becomes important from the statistical point of view (data collection) 
because surface and airmail items are often bagged and handled in different operational centres when they are 
dispatched. 

1 This number does not include the Federal Republic of Germany, which did not participate in the sampling programme, although 
it provided estimates for LC/AO traffic which were taken into consideration in the statistical analyses. 
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2.2.4 Rate system 

Another classification of major importance for our aims is that defined by the· UPU's rate structure. This is 
presented below with two price alternatives on which we shall concentrate our attention: the basic rates provided 
for in article 19, and the median rates representing the median values of the actual charges collected by the various 
administrations. Another price system considered is a combination of the values of the basic charges for the 
weight steps of the items and of the median charges for the special services. 

LC ITEMS 

Items Weight steps Basic charges 
(grammes) ( g c) 

Letters 0 to 20 75 
20 to 100 180 

100 to 250 360 
250to 500 690 
500 to 1000 1200 

1000 to 2000 1950 

Postcards 52.50 

1 See annex 1 (Technical Document) for the criteria for calculating the median charges. 

AOITEMS 

Small packets 

Weight steps 
(grammes) 

0 to 100 
100to' 250 
250 to 500 
500 to 1000 

1000 to 2000 
2000to 3000 

Basic charges 
(g c) 

82.50 
150.00 
270.00 
450.00 
900.00 

1350.00 

1 See annex 1 (Technical Document) for the criteria for calculating the median charges. 

Printed papers 

Weight steps 
(grammes) 

Oto 20 
20 to 100 

100 to 250 
250 to 500 
500to·1000 

1000 to 2000 

Per additional step of 1000 g 

Basic charges 
(g c) 

37.50 
82.50 

150.00 
270.00 
450.00 
630.00 

315.00 

1 See annex 1 (Technical Document) for the criteria for calculating the median charges. 
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Median charges1 

(g c) 

85.11 
197.73 
388.40 
741.49 

1290.62 
2053.86 

66.40 

Median charges 
(g c)l 

104.50 
175.73 
310.31 
512.50 

1025.00 
1537.50 

Median charges 
(g c)! 

46.14 
91.07 

171.49 
308.69 
514.05 
714.76 

351.57 



Special printed papers 

Weight steps 
(grammes) 

Oto 20 
20 to 100 

100 to 250 
250 to 500 
500 to 1000 

1000 to 2000 

Per additional step of 1000 g 

Basic charges 
(g c) 

18.75 
41.25 
75.00 

135.00 
225.00 
315.00 

157.50 

1 See annex 1 (Technical Document) for the criteria for calculating the median charges. 

M BAGS 
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Median charges 
(g c)l 

28.25 
52.92 
94.82 

163.55 
283.78 
405.90 

182.92 

The rate applicable to "M" bags is calculated in the same way as the rate for AO items {printed papers) by steps 
of 1000 g, up to the total weight of the bag (limit: 30000 g). A reduction of 10 percent may be applied to the 
final value. ln the case of special printed papers, an additional reduction of 50 percent may be applied. These 
reductions will be taken into consideration in this work. 

SPECIAL SERVICES 

Type Item Basic charge Median charge 
(g fr) (g fr)l 

Registered M bags 20 9.781 
LC/AO 4 1.929 

Express LC/AO 5 2.7027 

Advice of delivery LC/AO 3 1.3988 

1 See annex 1 (Technical Document) for the criteria for calculating the median charges. 

We note that the values for the special services {special charges) represent maximum postage charges. Although 
in several studies there have never been any objections from UPU member countries to taking these values into 
consideration, it nevertheless seems appropriate to take median values into consideration for the special services. 
The resultant price system is of great interest; it combines the basic and median values to which we referred 
previously. 

2.3 Results of sampling statistics 

After describing the structure of postal items on the basis of their defir.itions and classifications, it becomes 
easy to explain what we mean by identifying postal demand: this simply involves the quantification, over a given 
period of time, of a postal flow such as that of LC items in the O to 20 grammes step. Other examples are: flow 
of LC items, flow of AO items, and flow of small packets between 500 and 1000 grammes. 
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The sampling programme gave rise to a voluminous collection of reports which present quantified data for postal 
flows at all relevant levels. These figures reflect monthly data and six-monthly cumulative data for the sampling 
period. lt is very important to be completely familiar with the form of presentation of the statistical results, 
which will henceforth be introduced. For the time being, the technical details about how they were obtained 
are being omitted. This topic will be dealt with later in depth. 

As regards the statistics, the research population is divided into two separate classes, defined by the level of 
information available: 

countries with full information (class Cl - countries of detailed sampling; 
countries with partial information (class P) - countries of simplified sampling. 

The following is a list of the countries making up these classes, along with the relevant codes. 

CLASSC 

Code 

100 
101 
200 
204 
206 
207 
302 
303 

304 
305 
306 
308 
310 

311 

312 

316 
323 
404 
407 
423 
518 
616 
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Country 

Brazil 
Argentina 
Byelorussia 
German Dem Rep 
Ukraine 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
United States of America and Territories of the United States 
Australia 

Christmas Island 
- Cocos (Keeling) Islands 
- Norfolk Island 
Austria 
Belgium 
Canada 
Spain 
France 
- French Overseas Departments 
- Territorial Community of Mayotte 
- French Overseas Territories 
Great Britain 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern lreland 
- Guernsey 
- Isle of Man 
- Jersey 
Overseas Territories (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern lreland): 
- Virgin Islands 
ltaly 
Netherlands 
China (People's Rep) 
lndia 
Thailand 
Kenya 
Morocco 



CLASS P 

Code 

105 
106 
110 
111 
121 
122 
128 
129 
132 
201 
202 
205 
300 
301 
307 
314 
315 
317 
319 
321 
322 

325 
401 
405 
412 
417 
422 
429 
508 
510 
512 
513 
521 
522 
523 
524 
528 
537 
541 
542 
600 
604 
607 
612 
701 
702 
704 
707 

Country 

Chile 
Colombia 
Dominica 
El Salvador 
Panama (Rep) 
Paraguay 
Trinidad and Tobago 
Uruguay 
Belize 
Bulgaria (People's Rep) 
Hungarian People's Rep 
Czechoslovakia 
South Africa 
Germany, Fed Rep of1 

Denmark (including Greenland) and Farèie Islands 
lceland 
Israel 
Japan 
Luxembourg 
Norway 
New Zealand 
- Cook Islands 
- Western Samoa 
Sweden 
Bangladesh 
Korea (Rep) 
Malaysia 
Pakistan 
Sri Lanka 
Vanuatu 
Congo (People's Rep) 
Ethiopia 
Gambia 
Ghana 
Madagascar 
Malawi 
Mali 
Mauritius 
Nigeria 
Tanzania (United Rep} 
Zambia 
Zimbabwe 
Saudi Arabia 
Jordan 
Oman 
Algeria 
Cyprus 
Greece 
Portugal 
Yugoslavia 

1 The relevant information was taken from the global data supplied. 
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By way of example, it is sufficient to consider a typical representative of class C. We therefore concentrate on 
code 100 (Braz il) and on the combination of C and P (consolidation of research data - global data). 

According to the nature of the statistical information they conta in, the scales are numbered: 100, 105, 120, 
130, 140, 200, 210, 220, 230, 240, 250, 260 and 270. Scales 100, 105, 120 and 140 represent consolidated data. 
Scales 130, 200, 210, 220, 230, 240, 250, 260 and 270 are available for the components of class C, and scales 
130, 200, 210, 220 and 230 for those of class P. For each administration (and for the global data) the reports 
are presented in annexes 4 to 12 (Technical Document) in the following way: 
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Annex 4 
Annex 5 
Annex 6 
Annex 7 
Annex 8 
Annex 9 
Annex 10 
Annex 11 
Annex 12 

Report of the sampling period; 
Report of the research days, November 1982; 
Report of the research days, December 1982; 
Report of the research days, January 1983; 
Report of the research days, February 1983; 
Report of the research days, March 1983; 
Report of the research days, April 1983; 
Report of the research days, May 1983; 
Report of the six-month period. 

Characterization will be done on the basis of annex 4, for the code 100, and annex 12, for the consolidated data 
(Technical Document). 

SCALE 200 

General dispatch table 

1------------------·--------··----·----------------·--------······-·-·-···--·-····----··························-····1 
1 l 

~ Postal administration - Code 100 - BRAZ IL : 1 l 
1 Reference period: from 15/11 /82 to 15/05/8) Number of ~al'lplinq days: :,4 1 

1-·--··-·----··--······---------------------------------------··--------··-··-·······-······--··-··················--1 
1 1 Number of bags dunng penod I Number of bags sampled I Snmpltng ratio/hilgs ! 1 Group ~ Total Surface Air~ Total Surf ac<' llir: T0tal Surface Air 1 
,-------1----------······--------------------1-------------···-··········-···-···l-··-·--··---·--------------······-·I 1 l 1 795 Z81 514 1 l9 6 H l O,~•? O,OZI 0,1,• 1 
r 1 , 1 1 
1 Z I JU \07 2H 1 21 ll 10 1 O,o,;5 O,IOJ O,JJL l 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 J 1 1.051, Ur &J9 1 42 10 1? I 0,040 0,024 0,150 1 
1 l 1 I l 
1 4 t SJ& 2•6 590 1 •5 8 37 1 0,054 O,OH 0061 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
r s 1 1.uo J6' 661 1 5z , H t 0.050 o,oz,; o,H5 1 
1 1 1 1 l 
1 6 1 t,1S, Hl 1.H~ 1 •J IZ 81 1 O,O'H 11,029 0, 1 &ù 1 
1 1 1 l 1 1 1 l I I 
1----···t··---------------·-·····------------1-------------------------···----···l·············-······--·------·-·-·-l 
1 Grand I l I l 
1 T t 

1 
1 ,.e,o 1 .a2, 4,0Jt I z•z u n, 1 o,o,o 0,011 o,n, 1 

1 oa l I I 1 

,----····------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
Virtually no explanation is required for scale 200 which, in the main, describes the research from the point 
of view of its intensity in the LC/ AO categories. The "Group" column concerns the stratification adopted for 
dispatches and gives values from 1 to 6. For each administration, the list of the components of each of these 
groups can be found in annex 3 (Technical Document). Group 1 for Brazil, for instance, refers only to code 302. 

lt is important to note that the total line always corresponds to the overall data of the administration. That 
applies to ail the tables. 

SCALE 210 

General estimate - ltems/bundles in transit/weights 

,- ---- ............................................................ --- .................................................................................... --- ------ ........................... -------·-- .. ·------- ---------1 
1 1 
t Postal adm1nLstrat1,Jn ~ Code 100 - BRAZIL l 
1 l 
1 Reference per1od: frum 15/11/82 to 15/05/8) Nurnber of Sd~pli.nq days: 24 1 
1 1 
I ••••••••••••••· - --·········· ••••••• ···········-····· •···••••· •••·•·• ··-·········· •••·••••••••• •••••••••••••• -······· ••• ····- •••• I 
t t Number t Number of items spec1dl serv1ccs I Weight 1 Average wei.ght (kg) i 
1 1 1 l 1 1 
l Group t Items Bundlt: in f Reg1stered Fxpress Req/E'<p A.R. l (kg) 1 Items Bundle 1n Baq i 
l I transit 1 1 I transit r 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 41Z.ZU 195 1 55.750 0 0 z.zzz I Zl.1&5 1 llo051 Z6•Hl Z6•6Zl I 
t t 1 1 1 1 
1 z 1 116.60 SU 1 •.125 0 0 Ill 1 6.704 1 O,OU ll,4H 11,•'>ll 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 t 555,5ZZ 1,115 1 H,5SS O ~ 8>5 1 zi,497 1 0,017 17•U• 19,410 1 
1 l 1 1 1 1 
1 1 su.on an t 11.nr o o ,oz 1 1,.190 1 0,011 tt,605 19,&Js 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 5 1 437,63' 1.010 1 21.075 1,ZH 1 17,146 I G,040 l6•UI u .. au 1 
1 1 1 1 1 ! 
1 6 1 404,995 4,565 1 Z0.?85 0 0 662 I 1•.696 I O,OU hOH 10,ti?'I I 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
l 1 1 1 1 1 
1 IOIAL I z . .,,.,za a.r,a 1 157,915 0 0 5,819 1 101,79ft 1 0,0•1 11,HO 11,201 1 
1 1 l f 1 1 
r. •••-•••••-••• ---• "''"'"' ___ ,. - ..,.., .. ..,_ .............. -- .......... ..,,.._ ...................................... -- ~ - .. --- ................................................ -- ............ - ............................... ------------- .. ••••••• - r 
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Scale 210 is an LC/ AO dispatch table (total items). lt shows both the overall demand in items and special services 
and the general features as regards volume (weight). What is new in conceptual terms is the bundles in transit 
(pseudo-bags) column. A further innovation is the concept of average weight of bags for each group. Since, 
in the research, the transit items have been "separated" from the bags containing them and "redistributed" 
according to the actual destination group, the result is that the average weights are representative of the bags 
of a given group if, and only if, they coïncide with the average weights of the "bundles" variable. ln that way, 
for code 100, the net average weight of a bag for group 1 is 26 623 kg white it is not 19 410 kg for group 3. Such 
considerations do not apply to the totals line. There, the result is correct, since it represents the quotient of the 
total weight dispatched (estimated) in the period divided by the number of bags observed. 

SCALE 220 

Estimate of LC/ AO items 

1----- ·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ,••••••( 1 l 
1 Postal administration - Code 100 - BRAZIL l 
1 1 
1 Reference period: from 15/11/82 to 15/05/83 Number of sampling days: 24 1 
1 1 
1-----------------•••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••I 

1 1 1 l Number of items - specia l services I We1qht (kg) l 
1 l 1 1 t 1 
l l I Number of I Registered Express Reg/Exp A.R. 1 Total Average l 
J cat I Group I items 1 1 1 
t l I t 1 1 
1 l l I H7.96t 1 52.509 o O 2.zzz 1 10 •• 59 0,027 1 
1 l I Z 1 126.133 1 8.JZO O O Hl I l.~47 0,012 1 
l l J l 5U.101 1 29.969 0 ? n10 t u.,10 O,OZZ l 
r r , r 09. 6&& 1 u. 366 o o 502 1 9., a, o.ozo 1 
1 c t ; r 311,.a,o I z1.21J o , 1.20a t ,.zze ?,,,z, 1 
1 r r, r 371.r.11 1 1a.J1• o o &bZ , ,.559 o,nz!> 1 
1 r r r 1 1 
1 1 roHL· 1 Z.2~8.539 l t4E.751 ? 0 S.735 1 51.992 0,021 1 
1---··t 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 Zl.298 I J.241 0 ? 0 1 10.706 O,HI t 
l A 1 2 t 10.514 t t.006 0 0 0 1 '>.157 0,490 l 
l I J 1 37.HO l ,.sa, 0 0 25 1 ,.o~r, O,ZH 1 
1 1 , 1 za.z~o 1 1.s:.o , o o 1 .;.bot o,zH 1 
1 0 l 5 l 5Z.7'ti I l.~b2 n O 79 T 8.118 0,15l 1 
t l r, l JJ.J?J Y t.910 0 0 0 l 9.IH 0,2Tl 1 
l l 1 1 1 1 
1 1 roru 1 1ar. • .z1 1 u.1r.1 o o 10. 1 u.aos o,zr.2 1 
l•••••I f l I l 
t A t 1 1 z.,ts I z.za1 o o o 1 1.•u 0,495 1 
l Q I Z I H7 l Z9J O O O l l•J 0,55& 1 
J l J l 1 • r, 8 5 1 1 • 35 8 O O O 1 8 ft 5 0, 5 25 l 
1 s 1 , 1 1 .az1 r 1. 375 ? o o t 990 o,HJ 1 
1 1 5 l 1.604 1 1.268 0 0 20 1 728 O,l54 1 
1 P 1 , 1 z.izr, 1 1.210 , o o , 1.0,z o,u1 t 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 TOUL l 10.698 t ,.,a, 0 O zo 1 '>.Jt2 0,07 1 
t•••••I l 1 1 1 
1A t Ir r.,a, 1 ,&, n ri o I z.n~s 0,111 1 
1 1 z 1 1. zoo 1 12, o o o r '911 o, ze1 t 
1 0 r J r u. 111 r 151 o o z s -i 1. z ,z o. 1 eo 1 
1 p 1 4 1 14. Hl I IJO O O O I z. 179 O•I H 1 
1 1 5 1 Z9.Zl5 1 176 0 0 59 1 Z.909 0,100 1 
rp 1, 1 ts.zs, 1 111 IJ o o I z.n• o,160 1 
l l T 1 1 1 
1 N I TOTAL 1 91.IH 1 1.167 O O 8l I 15.ZN O•I 68 1 
I•••••! I I t I 
IA l l 1 13.596 1 l69 IJ o o I 6.H, 0,469 1 
1 , 1 z t r..,r.1 1 585 o o Il 1 •.or.r, o,5@, 1 
1 0,1 t 1 1 11 • .eo; 1 1, , o o r ,.9JJ o,zez l 

:P ~;: ~~::~~ ~ zi: ~ ~ ~ ~ !:~!~ ~:~~~ ~ 
lp r s, 1z.11z t 586 o o or s.u1 o,,o, 1 
1 1 1 1 l 1 
1 R I roru t u.srs I z.oo, 11 o o 1 ?&.n• o,JJ, r 

Scale 220 shows the distribution of the results of scale 210 for the LC and AO categories and the subcategories 

of AO. These are represented as follows: 
AOSP smalt packets; 
AOPPN 
AOPPR 

printed papers normal rate; 
printed papers reduced rate. 
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SCALE 230 

Proportion of items per rate category 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------! Postal administration - Code 100 - BRAZIL l 
t 

: Reference period: from 15/11/82 to 15/05/83 Number of sampling days: 24 
t 
t 

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1 I ITEMS 1 AO ITEMS t 
I I t l 
1 l 1 1 
1 Group 1 LC 1 AO 1 SP 

( 
PPN 1 PPR I 

1 1 I I 1 t 1 
I l I Oo9H I 0,059 I 0.120 I OolZO 1 o.5r.o 1 
1 1 1 1 I I 1 
I 2 1 0,921 I 0,011 t OoOJJ 1 o. 304 t 0,661 1 
I I I l 1 I 1 
1 3 1 0,933 I 0.067 I 0,04 5 1 0,4'17 1 o.u,e 1 
( 1 I t t I· 1 
1 4 I 00947 1 00053 1 Oo0&5 ( O•'H J I 0 ... 22 l 
t 1 1 1 1 t J 
1 5 1 001179 1 Ool21 t 0,030 1 0,554 l 00415 I 
1 1 I 1 1 J 1 
1 r, 1 o. 9111 I Oo01!2 T 00070 1 Oo 549 T 0,181 I 
I 1 1 l 1 1 I 
t 1 t I 1 1 1 
I T 0 ' A L I 0,925 1 0,075 1 0 0057 1 o.,.~, I 0,454 1 
1 1 I I I 1 1 

Sea le 230 describes the distribution (proportions) of demand as regards total LC/ AO items and AO subcategories. 

SCALE 240 

Distribution of traffic - LC items 

1 Postal acrninistration - Code 100 - BRAlIL 
1 Reference period: from 15/11/82 ta 15/05/83. ltJrltler of sampling mys: 24 1 

: ·-·· ;;i;t· ·; ••••••• ···; ;;.: ····· ;·.;,;;; ~·rÏt.;;..~·:·;p';,~i:ï ;;r:;:;;;···· · ·· · · ;;";a";,~;t i,;;;~f ;-;;,;; ·: ·s~;;i;1- -s;;:ic';,~~ ·;;;";;,~·(tg·) .. ·••······ [ 
1 Group l step I Nun'tler Prnn I Registered E,cpreS9 Reg/Exp A,R tRenistered Express Reg/Exp A.A l Total Averaqe 1 
1 1 oo 1 56.135 o,USI · o o o a J o,ono 0.000 0,000 0,000 1 251 0,005 1 
t t 01 1 259.194 0,6701 z,.,.o O O 795 1 0,11• 0,000 0,000 O,OOJ l z.,za 0,009 l 
l I ll 1 53.•67 0,1191 IS.268 0 0 931 1 O,Z86 o,ono O,GOC 0,01a I Z,ZSZ 0,?4Z 1 
1 1 0J 1 11.JH 0,0291 s.oH O O 167 1 O•HZ 0,000 0,000 3,J!Z 1 1.a1, o.i,a l 
l 1 04 1 S,3U O,OIJI 1.611 0 0 BZ 1 0,111 0,000 0,000 0,016 1 1.730 0,342 l 
1 1 35 1 1.soe c,oo.i sio o o u l o,n1 0,000 0,000 o,oz, 1 t,o,i o,or t 
1 1 u I nz o,onl zas o o o t o,• 11 o, ooo o, ooo 0,000 t tz, 1,ui 1 
1 l IOIAL I llf.961 ---··[ sz,soa O O z.zZJ t O,llS 0,000 0,000 0,006 I 10.459 O,Oll l 
t 1 1 1 1 l 1 
1 1 00 1 2,SH O,OZZI O O O O 10,030 o,o 0 o o,o~o 0,000 1 14 o,oos 1 
1 1 01 1 11',160 o,,151 6,619 0 0 18J I o,OS7 0,000 O,COO 0,002 1 891 0,005 1 
1 1 OZ 1 6.'91 O,OHI 1,408 0 0 '1 i 0,217 0,000 0,000 0,01' 1 Hl O,OJ7 1 
1 z· 1 JJ I n, c,oou z19 o o 11 1 0,222 c. ooo o. ooa o,oH I u, 0,1&, 1 
1 1 H I u, o.ooz1 55 o o o I o,z11 0,000 0.000 o,~on I H o,ne 1 
1 1 05 1 1&5 0,0011 ta o o o I a.in, o, ooo o. ono 0,000 t 115 o.~,, T 
1 r o• 1 11 0.0001 o o o o 1 0.000 0,000 0.000 0.000 1 zz 1,zzz 1 
1 l TOTAi. 1 126.1!9 ·····I a.lt9 0 0 Ill I a.ou 0,000 0,000 o,ooz 1 ,.,., 0,01? l 
l 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I 1 00 I H,ZJI O,IOSI 25 0 0 0 l 0.000 0,000 0,000 0,000 l 25~ OoOO"i I 
1 1 01 l 396.HI 0,7&S! 11.UI O O J"iZ I O,OH 0,000 0,000 0.001 1 l.&58 0,009 l 
1 1 oz I sa.tel 0.0011 1.no o o Z"it 1 0.1,a 0.000 0,000 o.~os I z.113 0,0•2 1 
1 J I OJ 1 10.112 OoOZOI Z."i,4 0 0 TS I O•Z5l 0,000 OoOOO 0.001 1 l,!,04 Ool5, 1 
1 1 04 1 4.&01 o.0091 729 0 0 25 1 0,tU 0,000 0,000 0,00"i 1 1,"io, 0,123 1 
1 1 n 1 2.oar 0.0041 ,01 o o 101 1 o,ZH 0.000 0,000 0,04a 1 1.466 ,,roz 1 
1 1 o. 1 ,os 0.0011 ,s o o 25 1 o.iz, 0,010 o, cno o,n.i I eoz 1 .i10 1 
I I 1Df&L I 518,UO •••••I Z•.1&t O O 8Z9 1 0•054 0•010 0,000 0,~3? l 11,HO O,OZZ t 
1 r r 1 1 1 1 
1 1 00 1 90.171 O.tBOI O O O O 1 0,000 0,000 Oo000 0,000 1 Hl O,Oo'i 1 
1 1 01 1 354,195 0.1101 ,.101 o o zu I o.ozo 0.000 0.000 0,001 1 1.s.2 a,oa, 1 
1 l Oi? 1 40,Zla C,O!II 4.SIO O O Ill I O,tH 0,000 0,000 O,OOJ I l.fH 0,0'1 1 
1 • 1 oJ I s.11s 0,0111 1.100 o o 9l 1 0,155 0.000 o. ooo 0,011 1 1.zu 0,151 1 
1 1 H 1 •• o,o o,ou1 57~ o o n 1 1,Hz o,ono 0,003 o,oo, 1 1.1a, o,i.z 1 
1 1 35 1 1,560 OoOHI 44& 0 0 19 l O•ZU 0,000 0•000 O,Oll 1 1.145 0,7l& 1 
1 1 o, 1 nz o.oa11 161 o o o I o.,u 0.000 c.ooo 0,000 1 u1 1.zn 1 
1 1 IDIAL 1 49'.666 •-•••! i&.J66 0 0 502 1 O,olU 0.000 0,000 OoOOI 1 ,.10 o,ozo 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 oo 1 59.718 0,1551 o o o ,n 1 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,011 1 z,, 0,005 1 
t I Ot l ?T'5.0ZO 0 .. 1151 U.50S O O 218 1 0.01-z 0.0110 o .. ·000 1).001 I z .. 411, o.oo, 1 
1 1 IJZ t J'j.(l)5 Q.:)•Jll S • .iOJ O D zr, f O•l65 0.000 o .. 000 o.ooa I l.4Sft 0,0ft? l 
1 i 1 01 1 ,.05z o,oz"J z .. su o o ,, 1 a,210 0 .. 000 o.ono o.,,, t 1 .. u,, 0.1,r. t 
1 1 04 1 J.sn O,OHI 49> 0 0 0 1 O,IIS 0,000 0.000 0,000 I 1.ZlO 0.34:l 1 
t t 05 t 1.101 o.aost 'in o o o t o.J?z 0 .. 000 0.,1110 o.,.,oo r t .. 1.z th75J , 

: : ro~:L ~ !04,=~~ ~:~~~: Zl,m ~ g I.ZO~ : t~~~ tm t~~: ~:~:~ ~ ,.g: ~::~ l 
l 1 1 1 1 1 1 
r 1 >G 1 ,,.uz 0.1211 ie o o :, 1 t o .. 01Jt thOflti o. ooo o.oco I zzr o.oo'5 1 
l l Ot [ Zi:5.ZIO G•tl\1 !1.t,Z7 0 0 159 1 O•OlJ O•OIJO o.ono 0.001 t z .... t) p .. oo, t 
I I OZ ( ••••lO 0•1191 &.5,1 0 0 ZZ1 t Od44 Q,.QOO O.OOO 0,-005 I t.9d6 0,-0.ft'i 1 
1 , 1 OJ I e.911 c.02,1 1.1eo o o r& 1 o.zoo 0.000 0.000 o.oo, 1 1.u, c,1,1 , 
1 1 a. 1 J.•u c.0091 120 o o o I o,za 0,000 0,000 0.000 l 1.20, o,Ju 1 
1 1 os 1 1,140 0.0051 "' o o o I o.z?a 0,000 o, ooo 0.000 1 1. ir1 o,'71 t 
t I a 1 "' o.ooz1 z., o 0 ~ 10,110 0.000 0.000 0,000 1 1.1u t.Jl'.I 1 
I I TOUL I 17!.6'1 ..... , IL 115 0 0 66Z I 0,00 0,000 OoCnO P,002 1 9,559 O,OZ6 J 
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Consolidation of estimates for LC items 

t Postal aehinistration - Code 100 - BRAZIL 
1 Reference period: from 15/11/82 t'J 15/05/83. Nt.Jlliv'r nf Saf"IOlinn rt,w,;: 24 
1 
1 [ 
l 1 
t- --- . ----- -·-· -----·- --·-. - • --· ••••• -·-- ·--·-•• -·-· --·--· •• ·-·-·· --· -·- -----· ·--- -- ·-- - --- -- -- - ·-- -· ------------------ ----- ----1 
1 1 1 1 t 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 Weight t Items t fl.unbf'r '1f itemc; - soecial servirPs t Proportion of itemr, - e,peci~l service1, Weight (kc::i) t 
: Croup: step' : tunber Prop :Reaistered Exprf!S'5 Req/Exo A.R :Reoistered Exprec;s RPn/Exp A.R : T O f A l Averaqe : 

1 C 1 1 1 1 1 1 
J O t o:, t Jto.zs, 0.,,,1 &1 " o &l• t 0.010 0 .. 000 0.000 o .. ooz r 1.,,, o.oo, 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 n 1 01 1 I.666.6ZZ 0•7ZBI eJ.954 0 0 z.u, 1 0,050 OoOOO 0,000 0,001 1 15.z•• 0,009 1 
1 s 1 1 1 1 t 1 
t o I oz I zn.aar 0.1301 ,,.su o o ,.s,; 1 0,181 0.000 0.000 o,ooe 1 9.a11 0,0,1 1 
1 l 1 1 1 1 t t 
t l ai t ,e.u, 0.0111 n.uz o o rzr t 0 .. 2,, o.01Jo 0.000 n.>t'5 1 1.Tf:.& 'ht'>• t 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 d 1 04 1 Zl,OZt c.00,1 4.Z46 0 0 144 1 O,ZOZ 0.000 o. 000 o,oor 1 ,.168 O,HI 1 
1 3. 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 n I a.au o,oou z.468 o o 1&1 1 o,zr, 0,000 0,000 o,iu 1 6.z9J o,rtz 1 
l t J 1 1 1 1 1 
1 e t o& 1 3.051 0,0011 1.0,0 o o zs 1 0,150 0.000 o,one o.ooe r •• 126 !'38• 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 d I TOUL I z.zu.504 -----, tu.ru O O 5.rn I O,OU 0,000 0,000 o,,oJ I 51.99Z O,OZI 1 
l 1 1 1 t 1 1 
I 1 1 1 t 1 1 ----------. --------. ----.. --------------. -- ---.. ----------------------... ------- ... --- .. -------- ---- ------------- .. ------------------

SCALE 250 

Distribution of traffic - AO items - small packets 

' - ·----------------------- ·----· -------------- ---·--· ·----------·· ·-··-·-- ---··--· --------·-·-· - ··-··---------------- ·-· -------- -1 
1 Postal acministration - Code 100 - ARAZIL 1 
l Reference period: from 15/11/82 ta 15/05/83. f'.unber of saf'lOlînn dnys: 2,i l 
1- ·--- --------- ----------- -- • ··----· - ---· -- ·------- • -· ·--· ·----------· --- • • ·-· - • -· ---- -· ·-·---· -·· --· •• --- ---------- ·-·· - ---· ----1 
1 1 Weight ! Items r Nuroer of i tPms - special services IProportion of items - special service~ 

~~gh;: ~kv 1 
1Group I St,ff I Nuroer Prop l Registered ~xprea·: Rt:q/;"P /\.R tRegistered Express Reg/Exp A.R 1 Average 1 
1 1 1 

,. O,,ZI 1 ) Dl 0•000 o. 000 O, 000 o,uuo 1 s o.o,s 1 
1 1 oz 1 rrs O,Z&i 1 63Z 0 0 3T o •• , 5 0.010 O, 000 0.000 1 159 o.zo, 1 
1 1 03 [ 815 o.2ao 1 '91 0 0 01 a. !!'il> o. 000 o. coo o,noo 1 Z98 o .. l!.5 1 
1 1 04 1 1.uz 0,405 1 "' 0 0 Dl ,. 116 o.ono o .. Qf\Q o .. ~oo 1 UT 1».n1 [ 

1 1 05 1 82 o,n8 1 41 0 0 01 o,c;oo O, 000 o, 000 0 .. 000 1 95 I• l'\J 1 
1 1 o, 1 0 0.000 1 0 0 0 Of 0,UIJO o. 000 o. 000 0,000 1 0 c.ooo 1 
1 1 IOUL 1 z.915 1 z.211 0 0 Dl 0,1'3 o. 000 o. 000 o.oou 1 1 •••• C•495 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 01 1 ta 0,052 1 u 0 0 ot t, OflO 0•000 o. 000 l),.QQJ 1 z o.1~z l 
1 1 oz 1 Il o.os? 1 0 0 0 01 o. 000 0,000 o. 000 0,000 1 4 o. Z?v 1 
1 1 OJ 1 110 0, IIT 1 Tl 0 0 01 0, 6&4i 0,000 o .. 000 0,000 1 39 o. J'i5 1 
1 1 04 1 ZOI o.s,, 1 ZOI 0 0 H I • oo, 0•0\lO o. 000 0,000 1 14• 0,7JS 1 
1 1 05 1 0 o,o:,, 1 0 0 0 01 0,000 0,300 o. 000 0,000 J 0 0,000 1 
I 1 o, 1 0 0,000 1 0 0 0 01 o.o:.o 0,000 o. 000 0,000 1 0 0 .. 000 1 
1 1 TOUL 1 l4T 1 292 0 0 0 1 , .. e,1 o. 000 o. 000 0,000 1 191 0,55& 1 
1 1 1 l l 1 l 
1 1 01 1 75 0,045 1 50 0 0 01 0,6S, o. 000 0, 000 0,000 1 6 o .. o,. 1 
1 1 oz 1 '" 0.11,; 1 101 0 0 01 0•51• 0, 0'.10 O, 000 0.000 1 36 o,zoz 1 
1 1 OJ 1 zr, 0,16' 1 ZOI 0 0 01 o.,.,., o. ono o. 000 0.100 1 99 0,)';9 1 
J 1 04 1 1.111 o .. ,,z 1 ••• 0 0 01 0,1161 0.000 o. 000 0,000 1 ru o. 615 1 
1 1 05 1 25 0,015 1 Z5 0 0 01 t ,000 0 .. 000 o. 000 O•l'OO 1 Z6 l•OZI 1 
J 1 06 1 0 0,000 1 0 0 0 01 01tO'lO 0,000 o, 000 0,000 1 0 O• OOtJ 1 
1 1 IOUL 1 l ..... 1 t.358 0 0 Ot o, 516 0,0l>O o .. 000 0,000 l e85 U,~5 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 01 1 130 O,OTI 1 19 0 0 01 o, 146 0,000 o. ono 0•:'JllJ l 10 Q, 0'10 1 
1 1 oz l 116 o. t1. 1 186 0 0 OJ 0,5'9 0,000 o. 000 0 .. 000 1 51 o. llO 1 
1 1 OJ 1 ... 0,~55 1 353 0 0 01 o.,,, 0,000 o. 000 0.000 1 154 o, lll 1 
1 1 04 1 an o.,ao 1 ,.. 0 0 01 0•915 0,000 O, 000 0,000 1 TJI 0•818 1 
1 1 os 1 3T o .. ozo 1 19 0 0 01 o .. , •• o.ono o, o~o 0,000 1 lT i.012 1 
J 1 o, 1 0 0.000 1 0 0 0 01 0.000 0,000 o. 000 0,000 1 a C, G10 1 
1 1 TOUL 1 1 .ezo 1 1 .JT6 0 0 01 o .. ,s. 0,000 O, OtlO o,o,,o 1 99û 0,5441 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 al 1 " 0,049 1 40 0 0 01 J,'j/)f, 0.000 o .. 000 0.000 1 0.0:11 1 
1 1 02 1 .,s o,z,, 1 HT 0 0 01 O, T'J'I o. 000 0, 000 O,OO'l 1 ,z o. l'fl 1 
1 1 03 1 .s, O,Z94i 1 196 0. 0 Z-11 o.a,a o. JllQ o. o~o o.o •• 1 114 , .. Jftl 1 
1 s 1 04 1 59' O, 170 1 .05 0 0 01 o,au 0,000 o, ono 0,30ft 1 456 o .. na 1 
1 1 os 1 0 0 .. 000 1 0 0 0 UI o .. ono 0,.000 o. 000 n,noo 1 0 c;.ooo 1 
1 1 06 1 0 o .. ,oo 1 0 0 0 01 0, 000 0.000 o. 0<'0 o,noo 1 0 o .. ouo 1 
1 1 TOT •L 1 1 .604 1 I .268 0 0 zo 1 o,,u o.o\,o o. ona o.01z 1 n~ o .. ,> .. 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I 1 01 1 5T a.oz• 1 H 0 0 01 0,&!,7 o,poa 0, 000 0,300 1 5 C, D8l 1 
1 1 oz 1 511 0, zzo 1 zo• 0 0 01 0, 4107 o,,ano o. 000 f),non 1 99 o, 19J 1 
1 1 B 1 1.002 O,.\Jt 1 l9T 0 0 01 O, Jlo o.aoo O, OOl 0.000 1 16& o, J .. ,& 1 
1 ' 1 o• 1 ,~1 0,2,1 1 .. z 0 0 OT O, T~Z o. 000 o. 000 0.000 J 5Z5 o.,,, 1 
J 1 os 1 "' 0.011 1 '' 0 0 0-1 l • 010 ~. 000 0, 000 0,000 1 T1 1,01, 1 
1 1 o, 1 0 0-,0U 1 0 0 0 01 ),O'lll .:),O'lO O, Ol"lO c,oon 1 0 0,000 1 
1 1 101 AL 1 2,lZT 1 l ,ZII 0 0 01 IJ•5!0 0,000 0,000 0.000 1 1.012 0,4H 1 
1 1 t 1 1 1 1 
' - ------------- ----· - - ---- -- ·----- -- • -- -- ------ ---- ... - ----- ---- ---- ........ -- ------ - --- ------------- ------ ------------ ------ --------- 1 
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Consolidation of estimates for AO items - small packets 

1-····---··-·-- --··-· ·--·--•• ··-••••••••• ·--·· • ·---· • ··-•• • ·----·· • ••• ·-··---· • ··- •••••• ·--· ·--. ·-· •• ·- - -··· ·---- -- • • --- • --···-· • t 
~ Postal aO'Tlinistrat.ian - Cnde lOO - BRAZIL ~ 
1 Reference perimi: from 15/11/82 to 15/05/83. Nunber of samolinq rfays: 24 ( 
1 1 
t 1 1--··-··-···--··----· ··-·---· •···---·-·-··-·····-·------····---·-·--·--·---·-· ---· ----·--··-·-- -------·---··-·····-···---·-··-··-! 
~ Croup: Weight : rtpms f Nunber of items - c.p,..c-i 1l ;"rvices ~Pr~ortion nf 11,-.rs - ~-nn,-1,11 '",')rvicr>~ wf't,1t-,t (kq) ~ 
t 

I 
step 

I 
Nunber Prop : Regi,;tered Evprt:t<;s R~ri/E•p A.R 

1
R"'nt5tP.red '.:-.:r,res<; qe0/Exp A.R : Tr>t 11 f\vr>-r.:iae 

1 
1 C 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 n t 01 t "lo o,n1, t ,,, o o or o,J9J 0,000 0,000 o,noo 1 1, a.ou 1 
1 s 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 o? 1 z.zn o,ll? 1 1.,u o o 01 ~.r,45 o,o~o o,cno ~.too I ur. o,ur, 1 

; l : OJ : 1.1z, O,Z9l : Z,lll O O zo~ 0,676 0,000 0,000 0,006 ~ 1,tlO O.J~Z ~ 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
: d : o, : ,.66z o,u,: 1.en o o a: heJJ 0,000 0,000 0,000 ; J.Hr. o,,., : 

1 a I os I zzo O,OZI 1 161 0 0 01 o.TJZ 0,000 0,000 0,000 I Zl6 1,011 1 
1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 o• 1 o o,ooa 1 , o o o I o,o~o 0,000 o, ooo 0,000 1 o o,o,o 1 
1 e 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 d I IOUL I lo,r,,r I r.ru O O ZOI O,r?8 0,000 0,000 O,OOZ 1 5,JIZ 0,'91 I 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
..................... ---------------------------- ------------------· ............ ----···-···· -···-·-·---- ------------------------· --- ........ s' 
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SCALE 260 

Distribution of traffic - AO items - printed papers at normal rate 

: Postal aO'flinistration - Code 100 - BRAZIL : 

1 Reference oeriod: from 15/11/82 to 15/05/83. t.umber of samplino d.:iys: 24 t 
1 1 
,- ----- ----- --- ------ - --- ---- --- ----- ---- --------------- -- -- -- -- -- • -- - ---- ---·. -·. ----- - • ---- -· •• -- -· •• - •• -- - ------- - --- --- -- --- - 1 
r Croup r Weight r Items r f\unber of items - <;pPci<l <;"'.!rvicec; tf'rnonrtion of itPrnc; - ,;p,-,chl <.r•rvif"rs1 ~PÎ';ht {~q) 1 
1 1 step I f'..unber Prop I Registered Exorr":;<; l1r>g/Exp tl.R flionistcred Ex:JfP<;<; ~pr/F"·,m l\.R t I O f A l AvPr3flel 
1 t i11 1 1.zz1 0 .. 151 1 :, o o o ! o.ol)o 0 .. 000 0 .. 000 o .. uoo 1 1z 0 .. 010 1 
1 1 oz 1 1.111 o,zza t ez o o o t o .. ou, 0 .. 000 o,,o:,o o.ono 1 101 o.a·u 1 
f 1 OJ l z.1,s 0 .. 10, I zo O O O I 0,0IJJ 0.000 0.000 0 .. 000 1 '5Jl O•ZZ5 1 
1 1 04 I 81& 0.10, 1 IOZ O O O I IJ•llZ O•Ot'I\J 'l.,(1[1 1) o.c('IQ 1 !lJ o.Ji6 1 
1 1 o, t 111 0,092 1 82 o o o 1 0,115 0,000 9,oJo o.o~o t 52• o,718 t 
1 1 0& l 8J& 0,107 1 1&1 0 0 0 I 0,!05 0,000 0,000 0,000 1 t.Z6Z lo'.ilO t 
t t 01 t zo 0 .. 001 t zo o o o t 1 .. oflo 0 .. 000 0,000 0 .. 000 r ,, z,1:-0 1 
t I os I o o,tJo'l t , o o o I a.o:u 0.000 0.000 0.000 1 > 0.000 l 
I I 09 I zo O•OOJ I O O O O T o.orta 0•000 0.000 0.000 t A4, ,.zoo t 
1 r ID I o 0,000 1 o o o o t 0.000 0,000 o.noo 0.000 1 o 0.010 1 
I I ll I O 0,003 t O O O O t O,.Qi) O•tJ'1J <1,l'OO O•t:flO l 1) C•0'0 [ 
t t 1z I o 0.000 t o o o o t a.ooo 0.000 'hOoo o."oo t 3 0.000 1 
1 1 IJ 1 0 0,000 1 0 0 0 0 T 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 1 O C,OJU 1 
1 1 H t o 0.000 1 o o o o 1 0,000 0,000 o.o~o 0,000 1 1 0,000 1 
1 1 TOUL 1 1.1a5 1 '69 o o o 1 ~.050 0,000 n,ooo 0.000 1 2.8a, o.i11 1 
1 1 1 1 1 r , 
r r 01 1 ,., o,1oa, o o o o 1 0,000 0.000 ?,ooo 0.000 1 J 0.039 1 
1 1 oz 1 1.~J& 0,,90 1 o o o o t 0.000 0,000 0,000 o,ono 1 111 0,016 t 
1 t OJ 1 511~ 0•18J t ) 0 0 0 t 0.000 0•000 IJ•OOO 0.000 1 9; O•hZ 1 
t 1 04 t 4J9 0,11, t ,1; o o o t !,.1?5 o.ono 0.000 0.000 1 ua D•ll• 1 
J t 05 I lZS 0,.040 I 5~ 0 0 0 I 0.410 Q,.000 Q,.000 0.000 I !5 0•&'-4 1 
1 1 Oi 1 73 O,OZJ 1 19 0 0 0 1 3,ZH 0,090 n.~oo 0,000 1 1~, 1,425 1 
1 1 or t 11 o.otz I o o o o t 0.000 o.o,o !J.noo 0.000 1 ,> z,.5r,a t 
1 2 I 08 1 H O,OIZ 1 0 0 0 0 1 0,000 0,000 0,090 0,000 1 1'1 J,911 1 
1 J 09 l O 0,000 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.000 0,000 0.000 0,000 1 :, C•O".) 1 
1 1 u r o o,~oo 1 , o o o r 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 1 1 o,oJo 1 
r 1 11 1 1a 0,006 1 o o o o 1 0,000 0,000 0,090 0,000 r 111 5,,zz 1 
r 1 12 , o o,oo, r o o o o 1 0.000 0.010 0,000 0.000 1 o 0.000 1 
1 1 11 l o 1J,o:n t o o o o r 0 .. 000 a.ooo n.o~rt O•ileto t J c.010 r 
1 1 u I o n,001 1 o o o o 1 3,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 1 > 0,000 1 
I I IOUL I !.ZOO I IZ! 0 0 0 l o. ou 0,000 0.000 0.000 I a.. O,ZH 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 ot t 1.10, 0.01? G n o o r \1.00~ O•O"O n,f"co o.orio 11 o .. ou 1 
r J oz 1 ,.195 0.506 5o o o o 1 0 .. 01, o.o,o o.n,o o.ono ••>- o.o'i• r 
l l OJ I ,.soo O,Z'8 0 0 0 n I o. 000 0,000 0 ,000 0,000 662 O, "' 1 
t t o, 1 1.1s,; o.'l'l'I 51J o o o r 0,01-11 0.000 n .. t'loo o.ono '"' o.n, 1 
1 1 05 1 1.081 ih059 2'.i t) 0 0 t O•OZJ 0•000 0.000 0,000 1191 O,UI 1 
1 t 06 J Z'Sl O•Ol4 Z'5 0 0 Z5 t l,103 O•OIJO 0.000 0.100 401 l•f»l9 1 
1 r or r o o.ooD o o a o t o.otJo 0.000 0,.000 o.o,,o o 0.000 t 
t I oa I so 0,.0,1 o o o o 1 3,cu,a o•o;o o.ron o.or11 199 h'll!ù 1 
t 1 11• 1 o o.rto!) o o o o r ,:..ooo o;ooo 0,000 o.or,o o o,o'"!o r 
t 1 10 1 o ,.001J o o o o t 0.000 0,000 0,.000 0.000 11 0,.000 t 
1 1 11 1 o o.ooi> o o o ,, 1 J.ooo o .. ono 0.000 o.o,.,a o o,ouo 1 
1 1 IZ 1 0 o.oo:, 'l n O t> 1 O•IH!J O•<JOO ~ .nco 0.000 ) O•O:>O 1 
1 I Il 1 0 0,000 0 0 0 0 1 0•0•)0 0•0'10 0,000 IJ.0!10 0 O,O'>O t 
t 1 ,,. t o o.o:n o o o o 1 0.000 o.ooi> 0.000 0.000 o c.ono t 
1 1 TOJAL l 18.169 150 Q O 2'; 1 o.oos 0.000 0.000 O,OOl J.z,z 0.1&> 1 

, 1 01 t 5.815 o,,n I J o o o t 0,000 0,000 0,000 0.000 1 11 o,of6 
I 1 02 I J.8'5 O,ZU l J7 0 0 0 l 0•010 0,000 0,000 0,000 1 If& O,OH 
I I OJ I 1.,01 0 .. 1110 I O O O O I O.O'JO 0 .. 000 o.crno 0,000 I ,u O•l'i9 
1 t o, 1 1.0,, o .. or& 1 ,, o o o t o,or,a o.ono "•"l'D o.c,f\u t •11 0,115 
t 1 05 t ,sa o.o .. 5 t u o o o 1 0,029 O•C'OO tJ.ooo 0.000 1 u& o.nz 
r r o, 1 409 o,o?, r o o o o 1 0,000 0,000 o.noo 0.000. 1 ~8, i,,Ja 
1 I 07 19 0,001 1 0 0 0 0 I 0,000 0,000 0,030 0,000 1 U Z,4Zl 
t t os ,, 0.0~1 r et o o o t .,.o,o o.ano 0.000 0.000 t n 1,,?1 
1 1 09 19 0,001 1 0 0 0 0 I Q,.J)J 0,000 r,.,l)J'l 0•000 1 'lZ 4,3\Z 
r I u o o,oJo r o o o o I o.o~o 0,000 o.o~o o.o~o I o c.coo 
1 1 Il a 0.000 t o o a o t o.01Jo o.ono 'l.r110 o.f!t'O 1 > O•O"O 
1 1 12 0 0,000 1 , 0 0 0 I 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 1 J o,o,o 
1 1 11 o o.ooi, 1 o o o o t :,.ooo 0.000 0.000 0.000 1 o 0.000 
t I U O 0,000 1 0 0 0 0 1 o.o~o 0,000 0,000 0,000 I O O,OOU 1 
1 1 TOrAL 1, ... ,1 1 110 0 0 0 t 0•0'>9 0•01')0 ').{'I)(\ o.(,!'10 I z.J79 O•hlt I 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 01 10.JOO 0.!5Z I O O O O t 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 1 154 0,015 1 
1 1 02 l2.7T6 0,.4J7 f 119 0 0 0 1 0.011 0•000 0•000 0.000 t 551 O•O\lt 1 
J 1 (tJ t !.81iJ o.tJl 1 ' ' f) 0 0 t tJ.OZfl C•oJC'O 0,000 0,000 I 51, o,lio 1 
1 t o, 1 1.2u o,o,i 1 59 0 0 zo I O,OH 0,000 O,QOO O,Ot& I 4~1 O.J',J 1 
1 1 05 t 61' O.Oll J 40 0 0 2'0 [ Q,.055 0,001) !J.,100 Q,.033 1 405 O.EJO I 
1 1 o, 1 !9' 0.014 1 o o o ·o t 0.000 0.000 0,000 0,051 r s,, 1,•29 1 
1 t o, 1 ,.o r.o!Jt 1 z, o o o r :,.500 0,000 0.000 0.000 r ,& 2'•tif'JO t 
t I oe 1 o o,o:,o t o o o o t 0.000 0.000 o.noo 0.000 1 o 0.000 1 
r I o, r o o.ooJ r o o o o r 0.000 0.000 o.o,o 0.000 1 J c,ooo t 
1 1 lJ 1 ZO o.not t ZO O O J t l•Ol,J O•O"O O,.fl\JO 0 .. 000 1 1DJ 5,lSO l 
J 1 Il 1 0 Q,.QQO t O O O O I !'J•OOO 0•000 Q.,QJO 0.000 I IJ O.OOO I 
1 1 ll ( 0 O.OOO t O O O O I 0.000 0•000 0 .,QQO 0,000 I ~ C, CliJ 1 
1 1 tJ I O Q,000 I O O O O 1 O,O'lO 0•000 0,000 0•000 1 J 0,000 l 
I l li f O ,,.oo, I 1 0 0 0 I 0•010 o.090 0,000 0.000 l O O•Ol'JO t 
I I fOUL I zt.ll7 I 377 0 0 60 I O,Oll 0,000 0,000 O,OOZ l Z.910 0,100 1 
1 1 1 r 1 , 1 
t 1 01 1 ,.,,, a.us t o o o o , 0.0110 0.000 ~.c,nn o,t,,,o 1 n 0.011 t 
r 1 oz r 1.516 ?,u, 1 ,, o o o 1 0.001 a.ooo o,r,oo o,o!lo 1 111 o.o .. s 1 
I I OJ I 2•304 O,tl3 1 19 0 0 0 l O,OOS 0,000 0,000 0,000 I IR• OolH 1 
( ( o, 1 832 0,046 I !8 0 0 0 1 0,04S 0,000 0.000 0,000 1 276 O.J!Z I 
t J o'5 t 111'5 o.o,'5 t t• o o n t l•OlJ O•D"O n.oo(' o,uro I &6Z O•dll 1 
I 1 06 I 797 0•044 1 19 0 0 0 l O•O'.!lt O•OIJO t),.QJI') Q,.Q)O I l.l&rt h\ôJ t 
t 1 01 t o 0.000 r o o o o r 0.000 o,ono 0.000 0.000 t o c.one 1 
t , t oa I o 0,.000 t o o o o t 0.000 o'.ooo 0.000 0.000 1 o c.o,1 u t 
1 l 09 1 0 o.oo, 1 , 0 0 I} t ,.ooo 0.000 o .. o,o 0.000 l O 0,000 1 
J 1 10 1 0 O,OOiJ 1 0 0 0 0 J 0,000 0•000 o,.OQO Q,.OQO I O 0,000 l 
1 1 li t O o.oo:, 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.010 0.000 0.000 0,000 I O o.o,o I 
t 1 12 1 o o.ooJ t o o o o t 0,010 0,000 n.noo o.on1 I , c.o,o 1 
t t 11 t o 0.000 1 o o o o t 0,000 0.000 0 .. 000 ,.ono I o 0,000 1 
1 t 1, 1 o 0.003 r o o o o t 0.000 0.000 0,.000 0.000 1 a o.01Jo 1 
1 1 roraL 1 18.2a5 r 114 o o o 1 0.006 0,000 0.000 0,000 1 z.,z, 0,1&0 1 
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SCALE 260 (cont) 

Consolidation of estimates for AO items - printed papers at normal rate 

. ________ ,. ___ ........ -------·-·· ---. -··· ····----··- ............ ------·· ---· --------. --- .. ------·-··· -----· ---------------....... --------
~ Postal acininistration: Code 100 - BRAZIL 
1 Reference period: from 15/11/82 to 15105/83. t.unber of 5a!TIPlinrt days: 24 
l 
1 

t Groupl Weîght t Items t tsk.Jmber of items - ,;r,~cial services 1Proportion of itP.r>s - ,:;prci:=il <;f!rvlces1 WPiqht (kt')) l 
t I steo t Nunber Proo t Reqistered Exprnss npri/Exo n.R 1Rr<1istere<l ExorP<;c; P.Pri/Eiq1 f\,R I Tntal AvP.Taqe 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 l I I 1 
I 1 1 1 1 l 1 
1 l l 1 1 1 1 
1 1 01 1 24.93J 0,2'4 1 0 0 0 1 0,000 O, 000 0,000 0,000 1 H• 0,015 1 
l l I l l 1 1 
t I OZ 1 16.6'1 O,UZ l JZ7 0 0 0 l 0,009 0,000 0,000 0,"00 1 1.904 O,OO 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
l l OJ l 16.279 O,tr, 1 139 0 0 0 1 0,009 O, 000 0,000 0,000 1 Z,6~J O,H4 I 
1 C 1 1 1 t t 1 
: no : o• : ,.zJ6 o,ou: 11' o o zo: o,o•u 0.000 0,000 0,001: z.zor o,n4: 

l 1 05 1 4.001 O,OU 1 Z4) 0 0 zo 1 0,060 0,000 0,000 o;oos I J.Ol7 o,rs, 1 
1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 
l O l 8' 1 Z.76Z o,on I lZ> 0 0 45 1 O,O!t 0,000 0,000 0,016 1 •• o,, t,4H 1 
1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 
: i : or : 11, 0,001 : 40 o o o ~ o.i•, 0,000 ~.ooo 0,010 ! zai z,440 : 

1 d l 01 I 106 0,001 1 0 0 0 0 l 0,000 O,ODO 0,020 0,000 I 40, J,IZI 1 · 
1 a t 1 1 l l 1 
: t : o, : 1, 0,000 : o o o o ! 0,010 0,000 o,oon 0,000 : 17& 4,su : 

1 e 1 10 1 zo 0,000 1 zo o o o l 1,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 1 101 ,,no 1 
l 1 1 1 1 1 1 
t d t 11 1 11 0.000 r o o o o I o.of'to o.ono n.o,o o.ono 1 111. ,.11z t 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 IZ 1 0 0,000 1 0 0 0 0 1 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 1 0 O,O?O 1 
1 1 1 1 1 l 1 
1 1 Il 1 0 0,000 1 0 0 0 0 1 o,o,o 0,000 0,000 0.000 t O 0,000 1 
t 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1' 1 0 0,000 1 , 0 0 0 1 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 1 ~ (,O'lO 1 
1 1 1 1 1 l 1 
1 1 IOUl 1 91.150 1 t.JU O O 8' l 0,015 0,000 0,000 0,001 l 15,270 0,161 1 
l 1 1 1 t 1 1 
1 l 1 1 l 1 1 
1 l 1 1 l 1 1 -··-· ·····----........ -----------·--·-·--·· .... ---------·· ·····-···-·· -······· --·· __ .,. __ ····--------·····-------····· -- '. ·······-
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SCALE 270 

Distribution of traffic - AO items - printed papers at reduced rate 

·-·-····-- ----------- ....... ------ ....... ----- ......... ------·-- ............................................ •••q ............................ --- .......... -- ----·------- --- .......... ----
1 

Postal actninistration - Code 100 - BRAZIL 1 
1 Reference per iod: 
1 

from 15/ l l /82 to 15/05/83. Nunber of samoling days: 24 

1 

.. ------------- -------------· ...... -------------------------- ----------- ---- ............. --- ............................................ ---------------- ----- ----
1 Croupi Weight 1 Items 1 N1.Jnber of i terne; - special services rProportion of items - soecial servi'-"'~ Weight (kg) 
1 1 step 1 Nunber Prop 1 Registered Express RP.a/Exo A.R. IRegistered Exoress RPq/Exp A.R. 1 Tof:;,l AveraqP.J 
1 1 01 1 0 o. 001 1 0 0 ) ' 1 ).J1l O• Ol"IC, ".no1J o, noo 1 J 0.000 1 1 1 oz 1 1.855 0.1:n 1 0 0 0 0 1 ] • 01J o. 000 ,,,no o. 000 1 17':i 0, O&I 1 
1 1 O] 1 5. lZO o. l9l 1 41 0 0 n 1 o. ons o. 000 0 .,OJO o. 000 1 9SJ o. 116 1 1 1 04 1 z. 15Z o. 2oz 1 1 81 0 0 0 1 o .osr, o. ono o .noo o. 000 1 9Al o. j'jf 1 
1 1 H 1 z. 50 7 1hl84 1 8Z 0 0 0 1 O,Oll o. 000 0 • 000 0.000 1 1.ao? 0•11'1 l 
1 1 06 1 65Z 0 •0\8 1 61 0 0 0 T l•O'H o. 010 0, 000 o. 000 1 959 l •• ,. 1 
1 1 or 1 Ili •• ,z 4 1 41 0 0 0 1 il.t!G o. 0()0 0, l}J') o. ono 1 !SI Z, 629 l 
1 1 08 1 !&] 0.01 Z 1 &I 0 0 0 l ) , JTli Q., l)'\(l ·.'.I. our o. Jf'I) 1 %& l•H2 1 
1 1 09 1 zo 0,001 1 zo 0 0 0 1 t, O'la o. 000 o. 00(' o. 000 1 ., ,. tïo 1 
1 1 13 1 0 0 ,003 1 0 0 0 0 1 J. OOJ o. 000 0,0JO O,J 00 1 J o. 000 1 1 1 Il 1 0 0,003 1 0 0 0 ' 1 a.a,, o. o~o l'l ,.('Qn o. on,J 1 J 0•{1'0 1 
1 1 IZ 1 0 0.000 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.000 o. 000 0.000 0•0'10 1 J o. 000 1 
1 1 Il 1 0 0.000 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 • 000 o. 000 o.noo o.ono 1 0 C, 010 1 1 1 1• 1 0 0,::>01) 1 0 0 0 0 1 :J • 000 o. 000 !) .ooo 0,000 1 0 O• O'lO 1 1 1 IO!AL 1 1 l.5H l 489 0 0 0 1 o.c 16 O.tMO O 11'JOO o. 000 1 6 .Jlj o. ~;'I 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 01 1 18 o.oo J 1 0 0 0 0 1 0,000 o. 000 0,000 D,O'JO 1 0 0, ClO 1 
1 1 oz 1 Z.8H o. 431 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.0,11 o. 000 o. oon 0.000 1 zn4 ,.o,z l 1 1 Dl 1 I.H5 O•l9Z 1 n 0 0 1 0.000 o. 000 0 .ooo 0,000 1 ZOI O• lib 1 
1 1 04 1 1.110 O•hl 1 1ft 0 0 0 T 0,015 o, non n, ooo o. ono 1 40i o. 149 1 
1 1 05 1 60] 0,087 1 H 0 0 0 1 0.091 o. 000 n .ooo 0, O?O 1 4SI o. ,~o 1 1 1 06 1 415 o.o,a 1 ZOI 0 0 0 1 a.,z J O, Ot'IO 0,0(.10 o.ono 1 Il] l•5lZ 1 1 z 1 07 1 91 0 .011 1 Il 0 0 0 1 o, 1 ia o, 000 0, t'IJO o,ono 1 zr.1 Z,Hft 1 
1 1 08 1 11 0 o, Jl 6 1 71 0 0 0 1 O,ft&• 0, O?O 0 .ooo 0,000 1 ]95 1. 591 1 
1 1 o, 1 lZ 9 o.o, 1 1 Zl9 0 0 0 1 o. 6&6 o. 000 o.o,o 0,000 1 t.4~l 4,UJ 1 
1 1 10 1 0 O,OOJ 1 ? 0 0 0 1 O,O?J o. •)10 ('l ,Q~O 0,000 1 l O,O'lO 1 
1 1 Il 1 0 0 • 000 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 • 013 0, O?O !t ,noo O, OOIJ 1 ? 0,01)(1 1 
1 1 IZ 1 0 O,OJJ 1 0 0 0 0 1 o. 000 o. 000 O,OJO 0.001 1 0 c. 000 1 1 1 Il 1 0 0,/JOO 1 0 0 0 0 1 0,0'10 O, 000 0 ,000 o, {11\l,) 1 O• O")U 1 
1 1 " 1 0 O,OOJ 1 1 0 0 0 1 0,000 o. ono 0,000 o,ano 1 o. 010 1 
1 1 IOTIL 1 6.9&5 1 584 0 0 0 1 o. o,' 0, 000 o, oon 0,000 1 4 .06D o.'>l14 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 01 1 IOZ o.1J1, 1 0 0 0 0 l Il• 0"10 o. or,o o .nor, o, {•\"10 1 4 0,01 J 1 
1 1 oz 1 5.ll 7 o. 10, 1 0 0 0 0 1 O, O'.lO o. onn 0 .OJO o. J:'10 1 l'-; o.or,1 1 
1 1 OJ 1 6.&80 0, l!IZ T 0 0 0 0 1 o. onu o.oou o. noo 0,000 1 1.1 09 o. 17d 1 
1 1 04 1 l.495 O,ZOO 1 0 0 0 0 1 O,.!Jl)Q 0.000 f),000 o.ono 1 t. C\l o, ,r;5 1 
1 1 05 1 1.1J1 Q,.Jft5 1 53 0 0 0 1 o.o .. 0, 000 0 ,000 0,000 1 811 o.,., 1 
1 1 06 1 lZ7 O,Ol 9 1 0 0 0 0 1 3,0'lf'l 0,000 0,f)OO o. 000 1 .,. l•'>tft 1 
1 1 07 1 15 0 ,004 1 Z5 0 0 0 1 0 • Jll o. 000 ? • 000 0,000 1 l 74 z.120 1 
1 1 08 1 n O,OIH 1 0 0 0 0 1 O•OlJ ' O, 01'10 o,.r,oo o. ""O 1 •• J,. .s&u 1 
1 1 o, 1 126 t).t)JI 1 0 0 0 0 1 Q .1)10' o. 01)0 0,000 l'l•O'lO 1 &01 ,, ,&'Z 1 
1 1 l? T 0 o.o:n 1 n 0 0 0 T O. Ol'JO 0.000 0 .ooo 0.000 1 0 o. 000 1 
1 1 Il 1 0 0.100 1 0 0 0 0 1 0,0'.JO 0.0110 O.Oi>O o. ono 1 J 0,000 1 
1 1 1? 1 0 o.ooi> 1 0 0 0 0 1 O,O')O o. ono n.o~o 0,000 1 ) o,o,o 1 
1 1 Il 1 0 O•O'lO 1 0 0 0 0 1 i>•O'lO 0,000 0, 000 0,0.,0 1 0 0,01)0 1 
t 1 14 1 0 0,00) 1 0 0 0 0 1 0, 01}0 0.000 0 ,000 0.000 1 0 C, 000 1 
1 1 TOIAL 1 17 .48& 1 75 0 0 0 1 0•0'1' o. 000 0 .. 000 0 .. 000 1 4.9Z9 t .. zaz 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 I u 1 110 0.011 1 0 0 0 0 1 1),. 000 o. 000 0 ,?00 0,000 1 l 0,015 1 
1 1 oz 1 4.711 o. ne 1 0 0 0 0 1 .>, ::>nll O, 000 n ,0:-t(t o.o~o 1 260 0,05& 1 
1 1 0] 1 4.124 O.J46 1 1, 0 0 0 1 o, 005 Q,000 a ,ooo 0,000 1 ,~z O, lfO 1 
1 1 04 1 1.uo o.izo 1 lf 0 0 0 1 0,01 J o. 000 n.ooo 0,000 1 ,1. o, J61 1 
1 1 os 1 1.09' 0, 092' 1 19 0 0 0 1 0.01 I o. 000 0, 000 0, 000 1 800 0,130 1 
1 1 O& 1 111 0,009 1 0 0 0 0 1 !), 0,10 o. 000 0 .ooo o.:ir:io 1 1&4 ... ,,, 1 
1 1 or 1 Z4Z o,ozo 1 0 0 0 0 1 '. oo, o. 000 I') • 000 0.000 1 5•1 l, .. ,,, 1 
1 1 00 1 11 0,001 1 0 0 0 0 1 O,Ol'JO o. 000 0 • 0130 0, 00() 1 119 l, Zl6 1 
1 1 o, 1 0 0, 300 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 .. 000 o. 010 0 .ooo 0.000 1 u o. 0)0 1 
1 1 10 1 0 0,000 1 3 0 0 0 1 0,000 o. 000 0 .ooo o. 000 1 ) o. 000 1 
1 1 Il 1 0 0,003 1 0 0 0 0 1 l .011:, o. 000 0, 000 o. 000 1 0 0,000 1 
1 1 1 Z 1 0 0,000 1 0 0 0 0 1 o,. O'JO o. 000 0, 000 0 • 000 1 0 o. 000 1 
1 1 IJ 1 0 0,011' 1 0 0 0 0 1 J, JOiJ 0.000 ~ ,0(10 o.oro 1 ' 0,000 1 
I 1 .. 1 0 0 ,000 1 0 0 0 0 1 o, 000 O• 000 o ,oon 0,000 1 ) Q,. Ql'}O 1 
1 1 IOTAL 1 11.9a, 1 H 0 0 0 1 0,005 0,000 0 ,000 0 .. 000 1 l. ZlZ O,Zll 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 l 
1 1 01 1 ]96 o .. Jt a 1 0 0 0 0 1 O,OOJ o. 000 0,000 0,000 1 O• Ol5 1 
1 1 oz 1 u.6rr 0,&70 1 zo 0 0 0 1 0.011 o. o,o 0 ,000 o, 000 I &45 O, U4ti. 1 
1 I Dl 1 Z.872 o.,u 1 40 0 0 0 1 0,0\ \ o. 000 0 .ooo o. 000 1 ,,,-; o. 169 1 
I 1 04 1 Z.258 o. 1 ;)] 1 ,. 0 0 0 1 o .. oJ5 Q,000 n .. ('rO 0,1'.100 1 799 u,J'H 1 
1 1 05 1 1.050 O,JU 1 59 0 0 0 1 O,OJSD o, 000 0 .ooo 0,000 1 ,z~ O,f,9} 1 
1 1 06 1 z,r 0,01 • 1 zo 0 0 0 1 O, 061 0, 000 0 ,000 o. ono 1 !81 I.JIO 1 
1 1 or 1 198 0, oo, 1 0 0 0 0 1 ,J,. 000 o. 000 0,000 o. oco 1 5li Z• &01 1 
1 1 08 1 zo 0,00 l 1 0 0 0 0 1 ) ,QOJ o, !JftQ 0, Oi)O O• ,,ino 1 1& J,.SJO 1 
1 1 09 1 79 0 .oo, 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 ,010 o, ooo 0 ,OJO o. JOO 1 l•l •· a,s 1 
1 1 10 1 0 0,001) 1 0 0 0 0 1 0, 000 0.000 0 ,000 0,000 1 J 0, OIJO 1 
1 1 Il 1 0 0, 000 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 .ooo 0,000 0 ,000 0,000 1 J o. 010 1 
1 1 IZ 1 40 0,002 1 ) 0 a 0 1 0,000 O, 000 0 .ooo 0.000 1 2'4 ,.no 1 
1 1 I] 1 zo 0 .001 1 0 0 0 0 1 O, Ol)O o. o~o 0 ,t'IJO 0,000 I I SJ B, 000 1 
1 1 14 1 0 o.oo:, T 0 0 0 0 1 0, 0'10 o. 000 0.000 0.000 1 0 c. O'JO 1 
1 1 TOUL 1 ZJ.901 1 Z 15 0 0 0 1 0,010 o,ono o. "~,o O, 01'1\) 1 4 .,eo Q, l·"S 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 Dl 1 llZ 0,010 1 0 0 0 0 1 o. 000 0.000 0 ,000 0,000 1 z O, 015 1 
1 1 oz 1 3.9]4 0.10, 1 0 0 0 0 1 0,0?0 o. 000 o·.ooo 0,000 1 Z04 O,O'il 1 
1 1 Ol 1 4.105 O, Sl J 1 ]5 0 0 0 1 ) • 1.11'1 ,.u~o O,Ot)f\ o,ono 1 ,., o. t 11 1 
1 1 04 1 z.,z J o. 191 1 151 0 0 a 1 0 ,O'iZ o. 01)0 o .oor, 0,01')0 1 8~} o. J'i5 1 
1 1 05 1 1 .040 O,O!Jl 1 ]I 0 0 0 1 o. 011 o. 000 O,OJO 0.000 1 1 J,i o. 108 1 
1 1 os 1 651 o.os, 1 l l::! 0 0 0 1 O,l'H 0.000 0 ,000 O,Ol"llJ 1 9të, 1.v,1 1 
1 6 1 07 1 ,. 0 •"')6 1 57 0 a 0 1 o .. 753 0.000 0 ,OJO o,ono 1 171 l•lft, 1 
1 1 08 1 151 o,nz 1 ,. 0 0 0 1 O, 50 1 o. 800 0, 000 o. ono 1 54Y J .. &lft 1 
T 1 01 1 151 0 .01 Z 1 ,s n 0 0 1 o. 6:?9 o. 000 0, 000 a.or, 1 694 ,.s<1& l 
1 1 13 1 0 0.000 1 0 0 0 0 1 IJ. ort~ 1),\),,0 , ,Or,n o. (•00 1 J o.o,o 1 
1 1 Il 1 0 0.000 1 a 0 0 0 1 !) •010 o. 000 IJ •OJO O, O::JO 1 ) 'o, 000 1 
1 1 l z 1 l 7 0,001 1 a 0 0 0 1 0.000 O,OOU o.o,o 0,000 1 Ill ,,211 1 
1 1 Il 1 0 0.000 1 0 0 0 0 1 :,,. 000 0 .. 000 0 ,000 0,000 1 J 0,0'10 1 
1 1 .. 1 0 o. 003 1 , a 0 0 1 ).0?0 0 .. 000 0 .. 000 0,000 l 0 0•000 1 
1 1 TOUL 1 1z.11z 1 587 0 0 0 1 3,oo, 0, OrtO l'l ,OOl'J :,, 000 1 5. ttiiZ o .. 40ti,, 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
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SCALE 270 (cont) 

Consolidation of estimates for AO items - printed papers at reduced rate 

--------------------- ------. -------- ---- -- --------· ------------·------------· .. --- -- -- -- ----- ..... ------ ----- .... ----- -------···-----
} Postal ad'ninistration - Code 100 - BRAZIL 
1 Refere.-.:e period: From l5/ll/82 ta 15/05/83. Nunber or sampling days: 24 
1 
r 

1 
••••• 

1 
weight "'

1 
.................. ltems····· 1 • Number of items - special· services ............. 

1
Proportion of items - ·specia1·service; ·we!ght {tgr·····--·· 1 

t Groupl step I Number Prop I Registered Express Reg/Exp A.R. 1Registered Express Reg/Exp A.R. t Total Averaqet 
r r r r 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 l 
I 1 1 l 1 1 1 
1 1 01 1 918 0,0IZ 1 0 0 D O 1 0,000 0,000 o,nuo 0,000 1 U O•Oll 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I I OZ I JJ_.3H O,Jt• I ZO O O O I O,O~I 0,000 0,000 0,000 I 1.110 O,OH I 
r C l 1 1 r 1 1 
1 0 1 n I u.•u o,zn I ua o o o t o,oo, o,o~o 0,000 0,000 1 ,.uJ o,1~z 1 

: n : o, : IJ.5Z8 O,IH : l50 0 0 0 ~ O,OJJ 0,000 0,000 0,000 ~ •.aoa O.J~5 ! 
t 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 0, 1 7.l27 0,088 1 303 0 0 0 1 O,OH 0,000 0,00~ 0,000 1 5.HS 00718 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
: i : o, : Z.5U 0,030 ! o• 0 0 0 : o.au D,000 0,000 O,DOD : J.130 .,.67 : 
1 d I or 1 1.ooa o,otz I ut o o o I o,uo 0,000 o,oo~ o,o~o I z.5n z,soo 1 
1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 oa I sa& o,oa. t uo o o o I o,,i, 0,000 0,000 0,000 1 1.,a, J,51, 1 
1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 e t o, t ros o,on I n• o o • t ,..,. 0,000 0.000 0,000 1 J.zt\ •,s,1 1 

! d : 10 : o 0,000 : o o o o ~ o.o"o 0.000 0.000 o,cioo l o 0,000 : 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
a 1 11 1 o o.,o, 1 o o a I o,no 0,000 0,000 0,000 1 0,000 1 
1 1 1 1 t 1 1 
1 1 H I n 0,001 1 0 0 0 0 1 ,. O?O 0,000 0,000 0,000 I '31 ,. Jn 1 
1 1 1 t 1 1 1 
1 1 13 1 20 0,000 t O O O 1 0,000 0,000 O,Ottl 0,000 1 163 ,,ooo 1 
1 1 1 1 I 1 1 l l u l o o.ou : o \ o o o l o.aoo 0,000 0,000 0.000 l o 0,000 : 

1 1 fOTAL I u.s,z I Z,013 0 0 0 1 o,oz, 0,000 0,000 0,000 1 za.zz,. O.JJ• I 
t 1 1 1 t 1 1 
t t 1 1 1 1 1 
. ·-·-. ----···· ----............... -···. ------------------------------------------------ ~ -----·--------------------·------------

Scales 240 to 270 identify demand according to its distribution among the tariff weight steps. For each category 
or subcategory (LC, AOSP, AOPPN or AOPPR), traffic is divided by groups and consolidated. ln the latter case, 
this is shown by the word "Consolidated" in the column corresponding to the groups. 
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SCALE 130 

Dispatch of M bags 

I 
1 Postal administration - Code 10') - BRAZJL 

1 
I 

15/05/81 J 1Reference oeriod: from 15/ll/82 to 
1 !--------------------~· -----------------------·-- ------- . -··------·· -·-·- -- . ·-····. -- .• ·- - --- - . · 1 

I I I I l r 
I I I I WEIGHT - (kg) J r 
I Category IGroup I Number of bRQ'.R l Total l AverRP.e lNumher of reo:is- l 
I I I I r 

~tered hap;s J I I 1 I 0 I 0 I o.ouo 0 t 
I I I I I J r I I 2 I 0 I 0 T 0.000 l 0 1 
I I I r r J 1 I I 3 I 0 I 0 I o.uoo T 0 1 
I I I I I J T I Overall J 4 I 1 1 28 r 2B.IJOO t I I I I I I r J I I 5 J 0 I 0 I 0.001) { 0 1 I J I I I I 1 
I I 6 I 0 t 0 I 0.000 t 0 { 
I I I I I J J I I TOTAL I I 28 I .;:e.ooo t { 
I I I I I I I I I I 0 I 0 J 0.000 t n I l I I t I I r 
I I ,; I 0 I 0 { 0.000 { 0 { 
I I I I I I 1 I Normal I 3 I 0 I 0 I 0.000 t 0 [ 
I rate I I I l I T 
I I 4 I I 29 I 2B.OCIO I I 
I I I I I I 1 
I I 5 I 0 I 0 I o.oon I 0 1 
I I I t I J J 
J I 6 I 0 I 0 I 0.000 I n I 
I I I I I I I I I TOTAL I I .;:e I .;:o.ooo I I 
I I I I T I 
I I I 0 I 0 [ 0.00IJ [ " I I I I t I 
I I 2 I 0 r 0 l 0.000 I 0 
I I I I I J 
I Reduced I J I 0 I 0 I 0.000 I 0 
I rate I I I I 1 
I I 4 I 0 I u I : 0.000 I 0 
I I I I I J 
I I 5 I 0 I 1 0 I 0.000 I 0 
I I I l I J 
I I 6 I 0 I 0 T 0.000 I 0 
I I I I I t 
I r TOTAL I 0 I 0 I n.ooo I 0 
I I I 

This scale gives the distribution of M bags. Not all members of the C and P classes took part in this classification. 
Here, the population is therefore reduced to 31 administrations. lt should also be mentioned that the express and 
advice of delivery special services were ignored. 

SCALE 100 

World dispatch 

Bags/items/bundles in transit/weight 
Reference period: frorn 15.11.82 to 15.5.83 

f BAG TRAFFIC - NUMBER GENERAL CHARACTF:R!STICS NUMRF:R : \•IF,Ti;HT (ki:,) 

1 TOTAL I SURFACE I A IR ITEMS IIUIXES IN lRANSIT t ITEMS I AVERAGE 
ï T T 1 1 1 1 
1 3.557.215 1 1.U0.161 1 1.616.417 1 2.183.214.799 1 11.205.897 1 127.001.399 1 O•OH 
] 1 1 1 __________ ! ____ ....... _______ i_ _____ J --------------------· ------------ -- ........ ----- ------ ---· ....... ------------- ----· ... --- ..... ---- ------ ............. ------------·-- ......................... .. 
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2 General liquidation account 

------- --- ··1- --- - -- ------ ·····r·---------- ·----- ---· ---· ··----····-· --···- ·----· ---------- -~------------------ -- ··-----------
: t Number of I Number of it;ms - special services : W"ipht (kg) I 1 

1 1 • t I r 
: Category: items l Registered : Express : Reg/Exo __ : A.R. -1 .. _ Items __ ---·· : Average : 
I -L'"'c~----1,,--..,,,..._.,.6":"c5 9=-_..,.4-:-0 3.-."a"'2""1 ~,--,6,..,4-. 76 5""2:-.-:-9-'3 0,--"',~"'2 o=-."0"'4•4 .-;-:;1 n 1 3 • t • t. 584 t 2 . 2 1 t. s 92 1 3 • . 4 33 . 5 , a I o, o 11 r 
, 1 r r r I r 1 , 
1 AO 1 523.810.975 1. 7.718.40 1 1.51t.t60_J __ J!.6.]B1 J ___ _1.~n,P6 7 1 .. ?2 .. S0.,02l I o,t,r 1 r T---- 1 1 1 1 1 
1 A0-31' 1 u.ou.254 r 3.657.369 1 4U.57l 1 ,1.05 1 ,,.,sr 1 8.834.438 , o,J•r , 

1 t t t t r 1 ··---• ---·----· .1 
1AlJ:Î'PN 273.540.132 ! 2.642.391 909.055 I 17•,7'1 1 14~.~8' I 35.242.628 1 0,119 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 t 
1 AO-PPR 226.181.601 1 t.4r8.787 1as.;z1 1 ,.s•, __ t __ 10~~ 1__ u.00.972 . 1 .. __ O,.ULI 

1 1 1 1 t 1 
1 1 1 1 1 r 1 ·----------- ·-·---------- ------------------------ ---·-·-- -- ... --------. ----·. -·. -· -- -- ------ -- ..... ---------------- ----------- ---

Scale 100 shows the movement of bags during the sampling period and the general features of the dispatches. 
Without taking into account the movement of the bags of the period, these data reflect the consolidation of the 
information for the whole period from programme participants. 

SCALE 105 

Proportion of items per rate category and type of service 

World 

1------------------- --- -------- ---------- ---· ----------------·. -·- -· .. -- -----· -· -- ---------------- ... J 
1 t 
{ REFERENCE PERIOD: FROM 15/11/82 to 15/05/83 : 

1---------------------------------------·····-------------------·----------------------------------··t 
1 l l PROPORTION OF ITEMS - SPECIAL SERVICES f 
l CATEGORY Ï OVERALL PROPOR- j I 
l I l Registered 

I 
Express Reg/Exo A. R 1 

1 r TION 1 1 " 1 1 r -·-- 1 ·--·· r I t 

t LC 0,760 I 0,039 I 0,012 I ·0,002 I 0,001 I 
;.'---------.----------.' ·---' ·----·· -- - J. ___ ·-·---· 1 _______ J 

1 1 1 J 1 

AO o,z4o ! o,o,s ~ 0,003 ~---1!.~~ot ___ J__~ooo ___ : 
-----------.----'-------;.---- t 1 1 t 
1 
1 
f 
1 
1 
f 
1 
1 

1 1 t 1 1 t 

-
__ Ao_-_s_P __ ____ 1~ __ ..;;o.!.'::.o•.:..6.::-___ 21~ __ 0.:....:..• 1_s_2_ 1 o, 02 o 1 .. _..!!~.o~ _ 1 .. o. oo 1 _ r 

1 l --,------·-·- 1 1 1 

0,51J _____ ~ __ l),O!_Q___~ __ (!_,.!!_(!_3 ___ L.~I!.!. ____ L .J!.il!Ql : 
1 1 1 1 î 

AO-PP\I! 
t 

l 
( ( ( 1 ' 
l 0,006 1 0,001 J 0,000 1 O,U'!_O _ f 

--ï-- ----,·-· - 1 - ···- -- 1 t 
AO-PPR 0 432 

1 t I l f ,-----------------------------------·---· ------------. ----· ........ -- -- ........... ------------------- _, 

This scale is similar to scale 230 and gives overall figures (C plus P). 
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SCALE 120 

Estimate of the distribution of total traffic 

Detailed sampling - Part 1 

.- •••••• ••••••••••• - •••••• •••••••••••••••••• ---·-· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - ··--· -· --···-·----·-· ·-··-· -··--- ------· 1 
1 1 ! APference neriod: from 15/11/82 to 15/05/83 1 
1 1 
r -··-··· ------··----·---------------- ---- -·-- -----· •••• -·-· -- -··-------·-··-·· -·· •• ··-· --·--· •• ·----------------·-· -·---- ------- 1 
! ' ! { 1 1 1 
1 1 Wei.12ht I Items I Number of i rems - soec ial service~ Prcp::,rtim of itaIB - special ser,1icest Wei ph r ( kR: l l 

: Cateeory : steo : l'l.JTb>,r Pruxrtim : AeP: Exoress Rep/Exo A_:_'.l_:_ L__!e::_ __ :"'.'~P:/E:><ri A.A : _Total _A~e"""": 
1 1 51 t IJ5.ifl.+lo 6.ttrl 1\.,77 aJ.rzo ezt a.;iszt 0.300 o.ool a .. ono o .. noo t 1;;'S.l'" 0.01• r 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 31 1 97J.,v.,z, o.r5zt ,,. •• ,11 uu_,.!~L_!_99.5tr IIFl.JJII o,oor 0,001 __ 0,001 0,0~1 1 ~.11a.z1r 0,010 1 

1 1 1 1 
1 1 oz 1 116.501.119 0,1001 5JZ0.601 IJIJ-lll UJ.011 JB.ZHI 0,0'6 O•Oll o,oo• o,onJ 1 5.156.;?t o,ou 1 

~ l c ! 5J ~ tl.hl.9J1 o,oui ne•.iu ,re.,>o ,~.ru u.1i!tio;iî,.--o;o"ta-ii;·o~,-o;Oni : i.no.Ht o,tn: 
1 1 1 1 1 t l 
, 1 ,. r 1.,,z._~, __ o.011,L.!V-"L_IIJl,.UL __ •1.,n __ tr.1961 o,Jn o,on o.oos o,ooz I z.ez•.rr5 o•H7 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 r H t ,.,1'.,u o,ooJI HJ.o7' 110.u1 z•.ui a.1,rr 0,105 o,oze o,oo, o,ooz I z.,•z.1ir o,,., 1 
1 1 t -~-------~-~ --- . -· 1 l 1 1 ,. 1 z.011.,u o,oozt Jrr.u, H.•n r.H1 ,.1111 o,l!z o,12~ o,oo. 0.001 , z.,n-•n 1,1,, 1 
1 t 1 1 1 1 1 f·-----: rm,_fl!!t_._,_1•,.H>•....:::.:~:~_9'.59L!IJQ,7lLOU.506 1655.a•a: o,oo, 0,001 0,001 0,001 : 25.zu.'!o o,ozJ: 

1 1 1 l I l 1 
.'-----'è:--=-o,.1_f~~~·• o,z~p!.u zz.z,1 ,.ooJ 1.1,z~ _ o,.H5 o.oor o,on __ o.ooo :--1~1.nr ____ 0.011 : 

1 1 H I J.Z!'.IJZ o,zz•t JO!.Oll '1.6n ,.u~ Z.15Jt O,JH o,OIJ O,OH 0,0•1 1 5lJ.U5 O,ITI 1 

~·-A-o---3P---,-~-•i1rJ~~~~~1-.-.-1,.•6J o.z1r} H0.5!0 50.110 11.10, 1.;5j~ ô;izo·-«hOl5 Q,onJ 0,000 : i.zH.9ZT OdU: 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 t '' f 1.,,1.01, D•t&ZI '''·'" 2,i.,,, 1,.11, J.itrt 0•?0!_~·067 0•0'15 0.001 t z.110.1,. O•'~' 1 ..------,,,-~-~--~----- 1 . --- . 1 -·- 1 1 
1 I H J91.IJI O,OZTI 50.00 i,.,,i 5.015 H61 O,IZI o,050 0,015 o,o~, 1 5H-HO , ... ~ 1 

1----1-,.-1 m.m o.,n{---,;-,-~·-z,-o--·--a· ol o,Jl5 o,o~, o,Ho 0.010 l 5ae.nz z,,.,: 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 rouL1 u.uz.nz ----, t11•.n• 1er.Hi_51.,n _ e.u11 0.11_,_ o,ozr _0,03•_ 0!001 1 _i..otr.zH __ O•'" 1 

1 1 1 1------------------------------- --- ---- ---- ------ ---· ....... -- ------- - -----· .. --- ..... -- -- -----· -- --- ---------------- ------ - ------ 1 

Estimate of the distribution of total traffic 

Detailed sampling - Part 2 

1 ------- ------------ ------ ---------- -- .... ---- .... ---- ---- ........ -- --·-------------'"' ...... -· ---------- -- ............................... ------ ------ ----- ·- 1 
1 r 
{ RPference neriod: frnm 15/11/82 to 15/05/83 : 

,----------------··-·---------·--· ·---···---· ·--·-· •... ··-· -· -·------·-·- ---· .... -· ---· ·----. -· ···-·-----·-·· ·-·--· ·-·--··· ·-----1 
1 1 1 1 . . 1 . . . t 1 
1 Catel'.'.!or 1 Vkiaht I r tems , Number of items - spec: u'll sPrv1cPS.1 Prrp::)rt1m of 1 t.eTE - snec:1al serv1c:PS t WP i p;h r { kP) t 
1 y I st,,,-, 1 ~ f'Moor':1"'11 Reg Express Ae,,/F.xp A.A. 1 geP: F.xnress AP<?/F.xr, A.A. 1 Total AvPraPP 1 
1 ~-.r.-,~:-n.-~-;-n,h-..noTJl;lirsïzo.,oi-ïït.,r,: 0.002 o,onz o,on? o.onz l ,1i.H~ 0.01 J: 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 ,z 1 ,i.zz,.oz1 o.•0•1 IJ8.9J6 u.i.~, ,.,r, 1.1u1 0,3oz o,ont o.o~o o,ono r •-•,•-'1o o.oH 1 .---~--r---1-- .. - -··- . ,-· -·· 1 1 1 

:,s r 1t11.1u.,,a o,..i101 z11.1s1 ,o.z•1 1.,,, 10.,"01 11.0,,, o.01z 0.000 0 .. 000 r ;.16& .. u,r o .. u, t 
1 1 1 1 1 

T1----~-... ,T,-r,r.u~.n1, o.on1,1o.1rr-no.~;;a-,--ï.f•11 o,lii•· ·o,oz, o,olt ô.ono I i.,u.1J1 o.JlO 
t 1 · I 1 1 
1 05 1 ,.,,,.,z1 a.oz,, 2u • .1:~J!,_9~,,_,,,_ 1211 3,1u o,oo, 0.001 0,000 r i.!is.,e• o•&~6 
T,-----'è--'--.-,--- 1 --- 1 1 
1 H I J.056.JOI o,otH 162.665 35.,;1 z.,n 2.rsrt o,oH o,otz 0,001 0,001 ,.1,1 •• 0, 1,v, r 

: H : 671.ZZ, O,OOJI J8.ZJJ 1.715 Ïl~ t&d-o.iir o,oiJ 0,010 0,000 t.Ht.811 Z,4lZ: 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 a o•F'ffl o, r z,z.,z, o.oou te.z,, z11 ,, 01. 0 .. 1,0 __ 0 .. 0,1 o.o,:, o.orio e•,.sss i.,~,. 1 

---i--- ------ Î 1 
1 " zn.ur 0.0011 "·"' zn ,i 01 o,o,z 0.001 o,on o.o~o 961.10, ,.oz 1 
1 1 1 1 
y-----..-r,g.--.-----.,ttr.:-.jr,.,,.-.or.,,,o"obffTl--,zr.T1,,1~,----,,or----ior- Oi ·1;1fT- ··G;onô -·-o;ooô - 0.000 •i.ooz ,.0,1 t 
1 1 1 t 
t tt ~.t5t 0.0001 157 o o ot o .. o,-. 0.000 0.000 o .. o"o ,e.,Ho 5.,91111 1 

---------- 1 1 
I! ,.,2, 0 .. 0001 ,,1 o " or 0 .. 1111 0 .. 000 0 .. 000 0 .. 000 111.soi , .. o,z t 

~,-------1 r,-~--~, .-.,r1r1.-.a~.-..~a~a..-:---,,,.,----.ar----inr----,r~--ir~n--,-;·Oil~O .. 010 o .. o,,o ~ - - - z 1. i t ~ - . 1.11 , ! 
1 1 1 1 l 
1 r ,, 1 z.,z. 0 .. 0001 159 o o or o.i,z o .. ono 0.011 o .. ono r z•.1s1 "·"' 1 -r---r-~---- r---- t I r 
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SCALE 120 (cont) 

Estimate of the distribution of total traffic 

Detailed sampling - Part 3 
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This scale is similar to scales 240 to 270, consolidating the class C data. 

SCALE 140 

World dispatch of M bags 
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Represents the consolidation of the M bag data concerning the six-month period (Annex 12, Technical Document). 
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Chapter 111. Average revenue 

The main source of reference for this chapter is the pilot research - CE 1982/C 5 - Doc 15/Annex 1- ChapterV. 

The measurement of the flows of revenue collected by the administrations on the basis of universal price systems 
may be based on the average revenue per kg or per item. Essentially, these represent, for each category of item, 
weighted price averages. The concept was introduced by the Terminal Dues Working Party set up by the Lausanne 
Congress and can also be applied to cost analyses. The definitions given here, although based on the same principles, 
differ from the versions proposed at the Rio de Janeiro Congress, especially with respect to the treatment of 
special services, M bags and AO items. 1 n terms of these services, the concept has also undergone some changes 
compared to CE 1982/C 5 - Doc 15. Thus, the subcategory of services "with advice of delivery" has been included 
in the analysis. 

3.1 LC items 

We shall be dealing here only with rate systems in which the difference between special service charges and 
ordinary category charges are constant for each weight step. The same consideration will be valid for AO items 
and for M bags. A more general formulation than this one is described in CE 1982/C 5- Doc 15/Annex 1. 

Let j be a typical rate step and i a typical special service. Let a;, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, be constants in gold centimes 
corresponding to the special services charges. The average revenue per LC item is defined as: 

R 0 L LC 
LC = RLC + h. a- (in gold centimes) 

i / I 

where Ro ) P~c ,LC 
LC - J lilj 

j 

p~C = proportion of items (without taking account of the special services classification) in weight step j; 
J 

if;~C = cost of an LC item in weight step j, in gold centimes; 
J 

h _LC = proportion of items having been given special service i treatment. 
I 

The average revenue per kg of LC items, measured in gold francs/kg, is defined as: 

Q.LC 10 

where W LC is the average weight in grammes of an LC item. 
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3.2 AO items 

The definition of revenues for AO items, in each of their subcategories, is similar to that for the LC items. ln this 
way, we can count, separately, three average revenues per item - R AOSP• R AOPPN and R AOPPR - and three 
average revenues per kg - QAOSP• QAOPPN and QAOPPR· These average revenues f!laY be combined to produce 
a single average revenue per item for each AO category, as well as a single average revenue per kg for AO items. 
The form of weighting shown for these combined revenues is defined by the percentage of items and.the weights 
of each of the subcategories relative to the AO category. After algebraic manipulations, we obtain: 

(in gold centimes per item) 

(in gold francs per kg) 

where pf,) = proportion of items in subcategory (.); 

W AO = average weight of an AO item (in grammes) 

3.3 Combined average LC/ AO revenue 

Revenues R LC• RAO• QLC• QAO may be combined to produce figures representative of all LC/AO traffic. ln the 
same manner as for the AO items, the weightings indicated are the proportions of items and weights for each 
category. Thus, 

(in gold centimes per item) 

(in gold francs per kg) 

where pf,) = proportion of items in category (.); 

W = average weight of an item without taking account of the LC and AO classifications. 

3.4 M bags 

Let us take a mail flow having N M bags. Let N1 be the number of bags containing printed papers and N2 the 
number of bags containing special printed papers. Annex 1 to document CE 1982/C 5 - Doc 15 contains the 
formulae for average revenues for M bags, in terms of rate systems, with additional constants in the rate step 
for printed papers from 1 kg. These are: 

M bags containing printed papers: 

(gold centimes); 

w1 = average weight of M bags containing printed papers. 
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M bags containing special printed papers: 

R1s = 141.75 w,s (gold centimes); 

W1s = average weight of M bags containing special printed papers. 

M bags: 

100 

where b'(' = charge for special service i for M bags (in gold francs); 

M h; = proportion of bags in special service i. 

ln the present paper, i = 1, so that, in other words, only the registered mail service will be considered. lt should 
be noted that the average revenue per kg of M bags is obtained by dividing RM by the average weight WM (in kg) 
of an M bag. 

The above relations, however, are not valid for the median charges. lt is nevertheless possible to establish an 
analogous linear structure by using the same criterion.1 Thus we obtain: 

* R 1 31.02 + 336.22 w1 (gold centimes); 

* R /S = 24.52 + 181 .53 w1s (gold centimes). 

* The value of R Mis defined in a manner similar to that for R M· 

Revenues per kg are defined by dividing the revenues per item by the respective average weights. 

Chapter IV. Weight or item? Combined or separate revenue? 

This chapter is of capital importance because the question of whether the terminal dues rates should be calculated 
on the basis of the weight or of the number of items has been debated for a long time. Other related questions 
are whether LC and AO items should be separated, and, for even greater detail, whether the AO subcategories 
should also be isolated. 

Regarding the choice between number of items and weight, weight is beyond any doubt the variable of choice. 
First of all, it is easily quantified. Moreover, it is part of the postal culture. The weight of dispatches can be 
qu_antified with great precision. As for the number of postal items, there is a risk of considerable error in measure
ment unless technical precautions are taken. 

1 See annex 1 (Technical Document) for the criteria used for calculation of the median charge. 
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lt should be noted that, from the population point of view, in the context of the equivalence principle, the 
variables weight and number of items lead to the same results according to the definitions of average revenues 
or prices. This would not hold true, for instance, for such an approach as that of relative costs, in which different 
structures must be used for revenues by item and by weight. Let us see how the equivalence theory works in 
terms of this discussion in order to demonstrate our assertions. First of all, we must remember thatthe significance 
of the equivalence principle lies in revenue flows being associated with postal flows. Let us consider, for example, 
the LC flow. Let us suppose that country A sends NLC to country 8 with a total weight of wLC kg. Our thesis 
is represented by the following: 

LC LC o N xRLc=100.W xx.LC 

lt should be noted that the constant 100 appears only as a unit conversion factor: R LC is measured in gold 
centimes whereas QLC is measured in gold francs. 

The above result is a direct consequence of the definition of QLC· lndeed, 

10 X 

so that: 

100 x wLC X Q LC 

wLC 
1000x --rc 

N 

RLC 
= 10oowLC --

Le 
1000 WC 

NL 

Now let us concentrate on the total weight W = wLC + wAO of LC and AO items. There are two methods for 
calculating the revenue flow associated with the combined flow: 

b W x Q, Q being the combined LC/ AO average revenue per kg. 

lt is not difficult to see that both approaches are equivalent. ln applications, if it is desired to use QLC and QAO 
from the previous sampling programmes, then Q will give us a substantial advantage: it produces an equivalent 
result in terms of precision without it being necessary to measure wLC and wAD_ If on the other hand it is 
intended to define specific programmes for characterizing average revenues, the choice of the criterion to be used 
is unimportant since ail the values considered will be known. The same argument applies to the AO subcategories. 

The above points must be very clear to the administrations. As a general rule, the following relations can be 
verified: 
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This turns out to be a consequence of the price system. This is the source of great confusion: Q > Q AO does 
not mean that we are overcharging for an AO item, and similarly Q < QLC does not mean a decrease in the price 
for letters. This is simply a combined effect, an average. For a given administration, in terms of the overall effect, 
its application produces a result that is absolutely equal to (perhaps more precise than) that obtained when QLC 
and QAO are considered separately. 

Of course, M bags could be included in Q, thus producing an even simpler measurement. We did not do this 
because we believe that there are problems of precision here. M bags can more easily be measured by counting 
and therefore, as regards precision, there is much to be gained by considering the revenue separately. 

To conclude this chapter on a clear note, it must be stressed once again that the decisions regarding the variables 
to be used in the methodological applications suggested here could be taken within the following framework, 
with no prejudice whatsoever in terms of the net effect: 

a Using weight as the basis for access to the revenue flows, with the possible exception of M bags; 
b Using the combined average revenue for the LC and AO flows, but not for M bags. 

Chapter V. Relative costs or equivalence principle 

The results submitted to the Rio de Janeiro Congress can be reworked or updated as regards their financial impli
cations by multiplying the results of the equivalence principle by a constant, after reduction of the approach 
to a bilateral interpretation, based on weight, and elimination of a few components of relatively negligible signifi
cance. The combined LC/AO revenue and the M bag revenue will be considered here. 

According to the equivalence principle the terminal dues rates, which are bilateral in nature, are calculated as 
follows: let us consider two administration~A and B, with directional weight flows of wt!;AO' wft!AO' wf,,8, 
wf,A and directional revenues per kg of Qfc!AO• Qff/AO• ~Band Qf:,A. For LC/AO mail, we calculate: 

D ( ) ( AB QAB BA BA 2 LC!AO A, B = WLC!AO x LC!AO - WLC!AO x QLC/AO) 

and for the M bags, we calculate: 

Let us suppose that D LC!AO (A, B) and DM (A, 8) are positive. The sum of these quantities must then be paid 
by A to B by way of compensation for terminal dues. 

Now, let us see what the criterion is according to relative costs. The basic idea is summarized in Congress -
Doc 7 (1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress)/Annex 1/Add 1, section 1 and presents an additive cost structure for 

directional revenues Qff;AO· Qft!AO• ~ and Q~. Because this structure is uniform and in order to simplify 
the notation to some extent, let us use Q to represent a typical average revenue per kg. We have: 
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where C ÂB = cost of handling the postal flow at A; 

C j 8 cost of handling the postal flow at B; 

cl8 sum of the conveyance cost components at point of origin and at destination. 

lt should be noted that this formula supposes a terminal dues structure intrinsically associated to the charges. 
ln this line of thinking, A must pay B, by way of compensation for terminal dues, per kg of mail flow originating 
at A, the rate determined by the sum of C j 8 and those components of C ] 8 related to conveyance at destination. 
The results of the Lausanne WP show that the cl8 components are not significant and that the main problem 
is the empirical measurement of C j 8 . The solution found by the WP set up the Lausanne Congress was to define 
representative measurements of the world distribution of ratios C j 8 ;c ÂB· Apart from the problems pertaining 
to the interpretation of the results (see Congress - Doc 7/Annex 1, chapter Ill (Rio de Janeiro Congress) and 
CE 1982/C 5 - Doc 15/Annex 1 ), the measurement 1.4 was obtained for the ratio for LC/ AO items, and 1.2 for 
the ratio for M bags. Thus, ignoring cl8 , terminal dues based on relative costs would be: 

LC/ AO items: 

-1.:.!_ (wf!;Ao x v}!1Ao - wff1Ao x Qfé1Aol 
2.4 

M bags: 

J..1_ (w:8 X Q:8 - w~A X Q~) 
2.2 

Thus we see that the relative cost approach produces results proportional to those of the equivalence principle. 
The results obtained with the equivalence principle are 17 percent and 9 percent lower than those obtained with 
relative costs for LC/AO and M bags respectively. This difference does not decrease very significantly with the 
inclusion of conveyance costs (which are not taken into consideration in any part of this paper). 

lt must be said that we have some reservations regarding the relative cost approach. Our main reservation is that 
the approach is defined by measurement methods that are fairly subjective. Another is related to the interpre
tation of the rate obtained, which is affected by the use of the volume variable and does not apply in an equivalent 
manner in both cases - number of items and weight - without substantial corrections. 

Obviously, the equivalence principle, although founded on a logical basis with respect to its formulation, is 
itself not exempt from criticism. The notions of "partnership" applied to the postal services and of international 
financial balance simply mean an appeal to the common sense of the postal administrations in order to reach 
a consensus. The latter must be defined on two levels: the level of the principle itself and the level of the price 
system to be used. Obviously, the procedure is a subjective one. The advantage of the cost approach is that the 
subjectivity stops there; in other words, once the price system and the criterion of imbalance are established, 
the formulation process for payment of terminal dues will follow, without the postal administrations having 
to use a representative measurement of any sort (usually difflcult to characterize, owing to the various definitions 
of the population used by the administrations). 

Chapter VI. The sampling programme in detail 

6.1 Determination of the sample 

Before discussing the statistical approach strictly from the point of view of the characteristics of the sampling 
techniques used, it is vital to make a few remarks on the quite distinct levels of information associated with the 
C and P classes. 
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To calculate average revenue we must know the demand by weight steps. This level of information calls for quite 
complex operational procedures in the centres where international mail is handled. Unfortunately, not ail admin
istrations possess the minimum infrastructure needed for introducing such procedures or are willing to interrupt 
their routines with evaluation procedures which require special training and may directly affect the time taken 
to process mail. ln this context, one has to adopta method which requires the minimum amount of information 
and at the same time causes the fewest operational difficulties. Fortunately, the latter can be reduced by taking 
advantage of the structure of variables suc~ as R LC· There exists a strong correlation between R LC and W LC 
with the result that it is possible, knowing WLC• to determine R'/_c· This is why we have used the divisi~ into 
classes C and P. By choosing C with a small number of representative elements, relations of the type R LC -= f (W LC) 1 

can be determined and hence ail results expressed in average revenue for a larger class (C + P) can be inferred 
provided that the average weight and the proportions of each category flow and of the special services are known. 
From the Union's point of view (overall data), the consolidation of C in the weight steps is representative and 
taking the group C + P yields highly precise average weights and proportions. 

The sampling programme was determined on the basis of these ideas. From a statistical point of view, it appeared 
as a stratified sampling in unequal clusters (mailbags). Two levels of this programme emerged in the reports: the 
dispatches of administrations were grouped according to a criterion of optimization ("cluster analysis") and the 
Union was regarded as a set of administrations. The members of class C, extremely important for defining func
tional relations, were selected in conjunction with the International Bureau (Postal Statistics). 

ln determining average revenue, the levels of precision fundamentally required concerned the average weights 
and the proportions of items in the general and special service categories. The M bags were fully analyzed on the 
days chosen for sampling so that, for these items during the sampling period, the results show the exact 
population. 

Questions concerning the size of the sample were dealt with by somewhat heuristic arguments, by seeking a 
balance between the costs involved and the probability of small errors. 

Broadly speaking, and depending on the number of bags examined, the cost of a sampling programme like the 
one proposed is roughly 4 n (US $), n being the number of units in the sample. This amounts to one fifth less 
than the cost noted by the reporting country in its pilot survey. The reduction is explained by optimized statistical 
formulae and by the fact that the information was partially processed by a few administrations (data supplied 
on magnetic tapes). The "4 n" relation was used to lay down an initial limitation for the determination of n: 
the number of bags to be sampled cou Id not exceed 200 000. Members of the Working Party used their intuition 
(common sense) to set the minimum at 120000 bags. The figure of 130000 bags allows all the estimates of 
interest to be resonably accu rate. However, the sample actually employed was around 55 000 bags since a number 
of countries did not take part in the programme: only69outofthe 169countriessupplied information. Reducing 
the sample of 130000 bags in proportion to this new aggregate shows that the size of the sample was actually 
the same in regard to precision levels. 

As already stressed, it is natural to regard the administrations as strata for obtaining estimates for the Union 
as a whole. This approach produces stratified sampling to global estimators. ln this context, let us assume a 
proportional allocation, a choice that is highly suited to practical objectives (although it is not crucial as a 
hypothesis in what follows). We shall concentrate on the degree of precision concerning the average weights. 
Strictly speaking, the analysis we are to carry out should be repeated for other variables but this we have not 
done since, as we have already said, our adjustments take a heuristi.c attitude to the assumptions and available 
information. Moreover, the experience gained from previous studies revealed that the size of the sample obtained 
would generate so many items that the resulting proportions of the categories and services would certainly be 
very precise. 
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Let us consider a population of N mailbags. Let us call the total weight observed in bag i for thei type of item 
Yi; and the number of items classified as being of thei type Mi;, and represent by L the number of strata (in our 
case, each administration specified a maximum of six strata with the result that 1:. can be taken as six times the 
number of administrations). Let N1, ... , NL be the respective "sizes" of L strata. The average weight (of the 
population) of a typei item is therefore: 

) y .. y. 
i JI 

=-1 Ai = 

' M-· Mi L. JI 

where Yi is the average weight per bag and Mi is the average content of a bag in terms of i-type items). 

ln order to avoid the complexities of the variance formulae associated with ratio estimàtors, let us assume that 
we h~e information on Mi for:!11 i (so that our analysis is conditional on M/ Let d

6
. stand for an error or tolerance 

and Yr for the estimator of Yi obtained by the stratified random sampling. The hebyschev inequality, applied 
to the distribution of probability P associated with the sampling procedure, yields: 

- 2 (d-x M-) 
1 1 

where Vh i is the average weight per bag for the h stratum (type j) and 

Ar= Yr/Mj" 

Let us represent th_!: average W!ight (sample) of a bag of the h stratum by Wh. Let us assume that in a uniform 
manner, in j, var (Wh);;;. var (Yh/ This is a somewhat heuristiè though plausible conjecture which implies that, 
by measuring precisely the average weight of a bag, the average weights per bag of the various categories will be 
measured with precision (within a programme which includes .JUCh classifications). This bound is also due to 
the fact that we intend to work with maximal variations for the Wh averages. 

lt follows that: 

p i \ Aft - A. , ;;,. d· f ..;;; t / / / i 

where iiiïst is the estimator of the average weight of a mailbag. With proportional allocation: 

where ni is the size of the sample adopted for the category i and 

n, 
fi= t is the sampling fraction. 
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if, and only if 

var (W5t) 

- 2 (d-x M-) 
/ I 

assuming a normal approximation for wst and with z 0: such that: 

o:/2 

where Z is the standard normal. 

Let us select ni, such that: 

noj 
n. - ----- - n01- (withoutconsidering f

1
.) 

1- /+noj/N -

where 
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The c~ice of ni produces a limit of (//Z o:)2 for the probability of an error di in estimating ~ conditional 
uponMj" 

Following the argument of Cochran (1977, chapter 4), the product D ni - where D is the number of adminis
trations - makes it possible to obtain the appropriate size of sample for arriving at the same levels of precision 
for the countries. One naturally obtains even greater precision for the global estimators. 

Let us take the kilogramme as the unit of weight. Let z2 o: = 10, with the result that the probability of an error 
di is less than 1/1 O. The formula for n

0
i requires, apart from Mi, information on var (Wh) for all h, but this is not 

available. However, the worst that can happen is a uniform variation in the interval (0.30). This line of argument 
leads to a limit of 0.083 x (30)2 for var (Wh) uniformly in h and avoids the need for information on Nh/N. 
Thus: 

so that: 

10 X 0.083 X 900 
- 2 (d.xM,) 

I J 

747 
- 2 (d.xM,) 

J 1 
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The latter relation works well for studying the influence of sample size on the level of precision. The coefficient 
fi47 may be used as a general measure of this impact. Thus, for example, we obtain with at least 90 percent 

V ~ . 
of confidence: 

2 1 2 d. = 1.052 (-=-) 
1 Mi 

for a sample of 120 000 bags, and 

2 1 2 d- = 0.631 (-=-) 
1 Mi 

for one of 200 000 bags. 

The data of the Working Party set up after the Lausanne Congress and of the pilot programme carried out by 
Brazil can be used to produce di tolerance levels for each j. The actual references are: Congress - Doc 7 (1979, 
tables 4.3 and 4.4) and CE 1982/C 5 - Doc 15/Annex 1 (tables dealing with the overall results of the sampling, 
pp 15-19 of the French version). They give the following information: 

Congress - Doc 7 (Tables 4.3 (attachement 10) and 4.4 (attachment 11)): 
Number of bags: 635510 
Number of M bags: 47 042 
Net number of bags: 588 468 

Congress - Doc 7 (Table 4.4, attachment 11): 
Number of AO items: 44 083 003 
Number of LC items: 110933 907 

CE 1982/C 5 - Doc 15/Annex 1: 
Proportions in relation to all AO items: 
Printed papers: 82% 
Special printed papers: 16% 
Small packets: 2% 

The data in CE 1982/C 5 - Doc 15/ Annex 1 cou Id be misleading when used as they are here in that it is implicity 
assumed that Brazil is representative of ail administrations. However, this does not constitute a serious limitation 
on the objective of determining the size of the sample. 

Combining the above information gives: 

Average number of AO items per bag: 75 
Average number of LC items per bag: 189 
Average number of printed papers per bag: 61 
Average number of special printed papers per bag: 12 
Average number of small packets per bag: 2 

Using this information 

dl.2 = __ 7_47 __ 
-2 n-xM-

1 1 
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one can obtain the following table in which the error level, in grammes, is shown for several sizes of sample with 
a degree of confidence that attains a probability of at least 90 percent. 

Type of item Size of sample (103) 

120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 

AO 14 13 13 12 12 11 11 11 11 

LC 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 

AOPPN 17 16 16 15 15 14 14 13 13 

AOPPR 85 82 79 76 74 72 70 68 66 

AOSP 513 493 475 459 444 431 419 408 397 

The next table shows the general level of precision in terms of the size of the sample, and the corresponding 
costs: 

Size of sample (103) 

40 

80 

100 

120 

130 

140 

150 

160 

200 

Level of error 

1.777 

1.256 

1.123 

1.026 

0.985 

0.950 

0.918 

0.888 

0.794 

Cost (US$ 103 ) (4n) 

160 

320 

400 

480 

520 

560 

600 

640 

800 

With the exception of the "special printed papers" and "small packets" categories, wherein the levels of error 
are too high, ail the sample sizes considered produce satisfactory results. The levels of error for those two AO 
subcategories are due to the tact that these items are relatively rare in Brazilian dispatches: for countries not 
in this position, the estimates could be made with greater precision. 

From the standpoint of changes in the general level of error, the figure of 130000 bags represents a threshold 
in that this is where the impact is for the first time lower than 1 in its interaction with (1/Mi 2. At first sight, 
an increase of US $40 000 (over the cost for 120 000 bags) appears a rather high price to pay for this and for 
an increased precision of 1 g for AO and AO printed papers. However, the increase is worthwhile because it 
reduces the lower limits of precision and provides a means of detecting, at an acceptable level of precision, items 
that are rare in a few administrations (a prudent approach). 
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6.2 Other aspects of determining the sample 

ln the question of determining the sample, there are three further points which need to be discussed: 
a the proportional allocation of the sample; 
b the stratification employed for the countries; 
c the estimation procedures used for the sampling period in the monthly reports and in the consolidated 

reports for the Union as a whole. 

Here we shall not discuss the operational techniques (forms, manuals, procedures) or the techniques relating 
to the processing of the data (procedures, automatic data processing etc), a description of which the reader will 
find in the Technical Document in appendix 11. 

6.2.1 Proportional allocation of the sample 

The procedures for the proportional allocation of the sample assume prior knowledge of the dispatches (volume 
of bags) of the administrations. For this, the WP questioned all administrations on their mail flows with respect 
to the following variables (the information concerns traffic in 1979): 

number of surface bags (SB); 
surface weight (SW); 
number of airmail bags (AB); 
airmail weight (AW). 

Only 97 out of 169 administrations provided information. Although the data made available represent a sub
stantial proportion of world mail flows (probably not less than 80 percent) and are enough for proportional 
allocation in our C + P class, they are not enough for the full allocation discussed in section 6.2.2. Here, "enough" 
means "partly enough" since a certain amount of information is "missing", ie 

missing data for SB: 10 
missing data for AB: 42 

ln order to fill these gaps we carried out three regressions which, once the weight flows are known (generally 
easier to obtain), allow the flow of bags to be identified: 

Total number of bags (TB) as a function of total weight (TW): 1 

TB= 0.064 x TW 

R2 = 0.99 

(45 points obtained from Rio de Janeiro Congress - Doc 7, table 4.3, attachment 10, the part dealing with the 
sampling.) 

Number of surface bags (SB) as a function of surface weight (SW): 

SB = 0.049 x SW 

R2 = 0.99 

(69 points from the data on world traffic in 1979.) 

1 Accord mg to our questionnaire, the relation obtained with 33 points was TB= 0.053 x TW, with the same R2 
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Number of airmail bags (AB) as a function of airmail weight (AW): 

AB = 0.066 x AW 

R2 = 0.99 

(57 points from the data on world traffic in 1979.) 
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Annex 13, Technical Document, deals with the data concerning the analyses which produced these results, but 
the abbreviations used therein are TM, TA, TS, PM, PA and PS instead of TB, AB, SB, TW, AW and SW. 

Employing one or other of the above relations made it possible to estimate the number of bags for ail the countries 
for which data were "missing" (10 SB and 42 AB) and then to undertake a proportional allocation of the sample. 

For other countries whose data were not available to us from the start, we had to apply criteria of similarity. 
The various cases in which such situations arose can be identified by comparing annex 14 (results of the question
naire on traffic in 1979), annex 15 (analysis of groupings for stratification purposes) and annex 2 (distribution 
showing the size of the sample for each country). We ask readers to excuse us for referring them elsewhere 
but a full description of these details would make the text very wearisome. The "semi-proportional" allocation 
of the sample (in this context) is explained in 6.2.2 and set out in annex 2 (Technical Document). 

6.2.2 Stratification used for the countries 

The stratification for each country was obtained by applying a cluster analysis procedure to the "weight of 
dispatches" variable. The algorithm used was that of the minimum distance, to be found in the 79.6 version 
of the SAS (Statistical Analysis System). The criterion identifies important groups and validates the sampling 
frame since it is perfectly proper, from the point of view of ease of measurement and extra precision, to take 
parallel directions into consideration. The classification by rank is shown in annex 15 (Technical Document). 
The choice of 6 groups throughout is to some extent subjective: our experience in sampling programmes suggests 
that not much precision is to be gained by taking more than 6 strata into account. Six are also enough for iden
tifying the main directions of the dispatches (in general not more than 3 or 4). A few countries have used their 
own criteria (occasionally at our request) for defining the strata. These definitions were reasonable, as can be 
seen in the case of France (code 310). As for annex 2 (Technical Document) it should be noted that in practice, 
as indeed we foresaw, the sampling relations regarding size have suffered a bit (see scale 200). 

6.2.3 Estimation procedures used for the sampling period 

For each administration (whether in class C or P) the framework used, as we have already stressed, was stratified 
randorri sampling, with the sampling unit the mailbag ("cluster"). This was how the estimators were obtained. 
Let us, to start with, consider the sampling period and take as a typical flow the number of LC items. The 
technique illustrated by this flow applies to ail the others. Taking administration vas typical, the dispatch of LC 
is computed by groups and the results added up so as to produce the result for vas a whole. This is the framework 
for stratified samplings. But, in our survey, the application of this method directly to the bags dispatched for 
each group can be made awkward by a minor anomaly in postal operational procedures. This is the presence 
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in the bags of bundles in transit or of isolated items, in other words, of objects having a different direction 
from the ones shown on the bag label. The solution to this problem calls for new "variates" in the following 
structure. 

For v, let N 1, N2, ... , N6 be the totals of the bags dispatched during the period concerned in groups G 1, G2, ... , 
G6 respectively. 

Let x,!-C (v) be the total dispatch of LC for group i. For each sample of size n 1, n2, ... , n6 in groups G1, G2, ... , 
G 6 respectively, express by X frF (v) the number of items in the bags of group Q observed, addressed to group i. 
The estimator of X f C (v) is given by: 

6 xLC 
;.Le (v) = > N x ( QJ (v) ) 
' e':'1 Q ne 

For v the estimate is straightforward: 

6 
L x/C (v) 

i = 1 

A variable such as the average weight of an LC item is alway arriv~d at by means of a quotient estimator, ie by 
the quotient of two estimated totals. To take a typical example, if wf C (v) represents the total estimated weight 

· for the groùp i of v, the average weight of an LC in group Î is estimated by: 

w.LC (v) 
1 

x,LC (v) 
1 

and for v by: 

6 > w.LC (v) 
;':'1 1 

6 '\' x.LC (v) 
.... 1 

i = 1 

The proportions also follow the same criterion of estimation. 

The results of the monthly distribution are calculated at two levels: the total number of sampling days and the 
number of days in the month. 1 The monthly results are obtained by extrapolating the daily averages to 
correspond with the number of days in each month in question. The criterion was the same for all countries, 
ie it included the same number of days. 

Here it should be said that when our results concern monthly totals and the aggregates of monthly totals, they 
probably display a slight deviation. The situation is worse in the case of countries which have had their totals 
estimated by means of the 1979 data for traffic or other data, that is, countries which have supplied no 
information on the moveinent of their bags. The results of the Union are shown in monthly and aggregate totals 
so as to avoid "adding up pears and bananas", a situation that would arise if the figures were consolidated without 
a comtnon time unit. At this point a comment is called for: the results (total) of 6 months do not necessarily 
represent the sum of the corresponding monthly figures. Averages from typical days in the half-year period have 

1 The monthly totals are not given in this technical report, but will be submitted later for consideration by the members of the 
Union. 
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been calculated and the results extrapolated. The method of consolidation used calls for different levels of 
precision and interpretation for the statistical tables. ln the weight steps, where the distribution and totals are 
concerned, the consolidation corresponds only to class C. The other statistics refer to the entire population C + P. 
The exception to this rule is the M bags, which were estimated at the same level by all the participants in the 
programme that offer this service. 

lt should be mentioned that, because information was lacking for a few administrations, it was impossible to 
present monthly statistical trends for them. ln these cases, the data given for the Union cover a smaller population 
of countries. 

lt is important to stress that the data for the Union could be consolidated by simply adding up the sampling 
results, ie by regarding the bags sampled as an ordinary random sample for the period concerned. This would 
work for the estimates of prqportion and the average weights, but one would lose the advantage of stratification 
and it would no longer be possible to estimate the totals. Accordingly, we have opted for what we consider the 
most precise and useful approach. 

To conclude this chapter, Union members should be reminded that our programme is not exempt from errors, 
but every effort has been made to keep them to a minimum. We have also tried to adjust the data as little as 
possible. The problems encountered at all stages in the work, and the solutions adopted, are described in annex 16 
"Problems raised by the study" (Technical Document). 

Chapter VII. Average revenue estimates: results and precision measurements 

As previously emphasized, our aim in respect of the level of detailed information in class C was to establish 
functional relationships between the average revenue and the average weights for each category of item, thus 
making possible the application of the revenue to the bigger class C + P. This method was employed for each 
of the price systems envisaged (basic charges for weight steps and maximum charges for special services, basic 
charges for weight steps and median charges for special services, and median charges for weight steps and median 
charges for special services). Once again, the exception to this rule is formed by the M bags, which were calculated 
for each country direct. 

The linear adjustment off (W) = ex (3 Win the cases in question produced: 

Basic charges 

LC 
AO small packets 
AO printed papers 
AO special printed papers 

Médian charges 

LC 
AO small packets 
AO printed papers 
AO special printed papers 

63.0633 + 1.5861 W (R2 = 0.94) 
81.4587 + 0.4640 W (R2 = 0.96) 
65.4994 + 0.3856 W (R2 = 0.99) 
43.6851 +0.1561 W(R2 =0.99) 

73.4653 + 1.6718 W (R 2 = 0.95) 
100.7023 + 0.5188 W (R 2 = 0.96) 
75.1124 + 0.4366 W (R2 = 0.99) 
56.6508 + 0.1904 W (R 2 = 0.99) 
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The data concerning these regressions appear in annexes 17, 18 and 19 (Technical Document). We would recall 
that the regressions are not affected, irrespective of whether the basic charges for the weight steps are combined 
with median charges or with maximum charges for the special services. 

Before continuing the exposition of the results, a few technical comments should be made. Except in the case 
of nil dispatches, it should be noted that each country in C contributes with 7 revenues for each regressions. We 
note further that, in the estimation proce~, values cited previously for ail the administrations were used in an 
analysis conditioned on the observations W. lt might be thought that an analysis of the "seemingly unrelated" 
type, which determines the estimates of both ex: and P jointly for all the categories, would lead to different results; 
but this is not the case. As the changes are not substantial, we adopted separate regressions which enable the 
results to be better understood. 

The reports in annexes 17, 18, 19 and 20 (Technical Document) show average revenues (estimated according 
to the values of the above-mentioned regressions*), per item and per kg, separate and combined, by groups and 
per administration. 

The administration were coded as Group 9 and the Union received the code 999, Group 9. For the purposes 
of the equivalence principle, al/ the resu/ts must be divided by two. At this point, we shall isolate the revenues 
obtained for the administrations. The data concerning M bags are the subject of a detailed exposition in annex 20 
(Technical Document). 

• Except for M bags. 
' 
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Table 7.1 

Average revenue in g fr/kg 

(basic charges for weight steps and maximum charges for special services) 

OBS Code Group LC AOSP AOPPN AOPPR AO LC/AO 

1 LOO 9 55.323 l 2. l é:o.J 6. l 5 4;) 3. l 566 5. t: 99 1 )l.439 
2 LO 1 9 l67.2u5 74. :>-.cl l c; ... l 26 4.1511.i é. 1 .. ou J8. 389 
3 LOS 9 :14. 0 l 6 l.3.SC35 a.aH l 10 .JS7l 4 l • .;. 90 
4 106 9 l·H. 77.J 23. :2.:?0 S .6 9'14 11.21.10.:. d0.230 
5 uo 9 10.110 37,2232 ?7.2232 60.78<3 
6 lll 9 Jll • .llS 23.1:!S..;o 29.1531 Z!!.4690 l'Tda'-20 
1 121 9 250.555 JL.H.35 l'i.1550 23.71:!1'1 o'l.t:55 
8 122 9 J2da66't l2 • .:!J0'1 l0.62!.3 b.3041 lC..6 722 ,;4,5.;.5 
9 128 " tj.}.37.j lu • .J c;2 5 26.J 135 Zo.é21L 7o.ll70 

to l 2 9 9 11:..il33 13 • .:,::35 10,64éo 10 .3178 10 .<;750 6 l, êi99 
11 132 9 loo.525 2L,Z'iêi2 2',. 56.!6 7.02i 9 .... 9019 L06.97t 
12. 200 9 c3J .Ul ... 3063 6,7C07 b.JSJS 0.023 
:3 20L 9 S2.61S lt. 3l5, l?,53ua b.7768 c; ,421l 23.toa 
14 202 9 1 tl:I.Sl4 ..; • .. 3'iô l0,L2Z6 9,4546 'i.:>l:Té 33. Lll 
l:; 204 9 ·11.:..103 (l,Cd5 12,J 109 9. 10 ll tl.aa,.9, 60.JOS 
H: 205 9 a:; • .:.2d 9.21'i0 8,-; .. n, 3.9271 !, .bb 79 2·3 .924 
17 206 9 85.581 12. 3 l38 é. 13 75 J.9002 't.47l8 !>.00 o 
18 201· 9 :H,932 12.01a1 4atl577 4.36!;2 4.9079 6. 4 36. 
19 300 9 57.743 6.c:3.-..J 6.0264 5.JéOO 7.,<,<:,58 2).(;.04 
2-> 30L 9 53 • O '10 7.J909 lC.9170 2.7ob3 6.4"10.:. 24,::Z:. 
21 302· 9 42.,554 7.,415 6.7547 2.7419 .;.,l426 1.:.. Ti.l 2 
2Z 303 9 7(;. .o LO 10.1432 é.1143 5 .c.a:.2 a. o .. ét. 25.78~ 
23 .304 9 79 ,90·3 ll,.2014 l4.0lo4 4.7583 9. 1934 Jt.909 
24 305 9 45.361> 7. </226 .;,t,024 4.c:.94'1 7.1>266 L9,237 
25 306 9 411.a .. s 7. :165 o c;.5521 3.4657 5.6251 21. 704 
26 .307 9 :.z. é.69 1.&210 a.;:.e1 4,2413 7.76'15 21.2!30 
27 308 9 90 ,37.3 lL. 556 7 t=.4Jù2 3.7297 5.1S97 16,4ta 
25 310 9 41,559 é:. cc: 70 7 • Ob 77 3,3424 4.è240 10.ùtJ 
29 311 ;1 34.601 1.; 143 10.4200 4 .o&aa 6. Ll5 l 15.-.ll6 
30 312 " !>d,679 7. lélb 2.2,0507 9,0932 l::i,l9L3 51.332 
31 3l.:. 9 •35 .568 a.è<;6L ;.7440 5 ,c;u.H 15.;24 
32 315 9 ol,:.37 7.::!é:32 8,13564 4,5154 7.0323 2'3,4'.>9 
33 316 9 .J8.493 l2.4C75 1:.9270 4, 3c;31 7,;u30 2 7. 5 74 
34 317 9 J7.326 a. e:nc; 7 ,!Hlb9 3. 7239 a.1:,13 34.-.54 
35 319 9 5'•. a ac; li. S 4 3 Il l;.7114 2. 62 <;7 4.Joo7 14,:,0d 
36 321 '1 3o, 17 o 7.1132. 1.0.:.00 4.:, 12 'i o,Old3 14. 340 
?7 322 9 50.6% 7. 3732 <; .0139 (l .57 lS zo.tll9 
3ij 323 9 !tZ.~âQ 9.0,;.,5 lJ,Z3l4 4. L 69 0 9.1)988 13,tiOl 
39 325 9 -H .J52 1.2oc;; 7.0997 4. 749<; b,376S t7.7d9 
40 401 9 137 .44\J 10 • 7804 l0.7J04 9'>. j<J2 
4l 40'> 9 131 .o 15 13.4'<41 7.6451 a.0350 20,969 
.. 2 4 05 9 101 ,'<64 12.,;obl 'i.9767 4.3396 10.14.-..0 -tO.tOl 
43 407 ':I 127.315 14, 75,D l.ù.57';J " • .:.ooc. 17.o3ob ot. uo 
44 412 9 lo7 .3t!à 4:1. 7 bà 5,o7ô7 46.~.35j 101. 1~1 
45 <. l 7 9 !>5 ., l O to.eoo7' 7.8~1>4 6.2dL7 9 • ldOO 14-254 
.. o 422 <; l4~.6ô/J 4 ... l ,; .. 1, 7. 330 5 22.dloZ ',J,300 
47 .2 3 9 'i7,747 lO • 34 79 LC.0547 l0,C921l 34.597 
43 4?.9 'i 7l. 703 ~-3:0L l),è7tl l<J,52Ld 4 ,2. 7 JS 
49 sas 9 92.331 l3.é,;7z 7.4J21 9. 2253 12.Jsao 66. 4:;::, 
50 510 9 1.;1.:;2 .. 1 :l. dS:. 2 1;;.22.::0 14.9799 tl4. Li2 
51 512 9 1 Ill. ':Il 4 7,ê57S è7.40L4 57.7242 9L.J45 
sz 513 9 2 l7. l 33 37.:.n2 3S.a4o7 ;~.41)43 lci2,U07 
53 518 .. l Ob• 191 13.6494 1.-...9130 d.4954 l4.7~o5 7l.5.h 
54 521 9 l O';/. 8 l 5 1.2.00~1 'i.L5l9 1 2404 c; • .. b'î2 69.J29 
55 522 9 as âL9 2J.4537 22.570b 2.4629 20 .4(,2'> 62.2'l9 
5o 5.23 ? 15 ... ':1'+0 ll.!:1706 11.0020 7.J85'i LO .1:12:!9 ltJ.170 
57 524 9 151.60:.i 27.457<:> 9.1095 15 .-.1375 110.l26 
58 5 2 il 9 4:,. 711 LS.4è72 7. ,c; 9 3 u.2362 ù.O .. Jo 1,, l.lO 
S'i SH 9 8.1. 373 o.a:i:.J l0.703J L5,o532 6. ,;::,o 7 30.09d 
l:O 541 ';/ lU,3<.4 12. ~5ld 1-i. â}l9 L~ .lb57 èlS.605 
61 542 9 10·.;;i4..:, t.:,~do 32.3.l4S 2'4.7Gu'1 ::i5,o91 
62 60\J 9· 154. J7 !> 25.405:i 12.4331 2,6835 13.15711 88.743 
63 604 9 lOà.64o 15.24€'1 1,.0210 o.J409 1.:..075.:. 72. 35 3 
:,4 t,01 9 151,.!37 lt.C!:90 l~.9333 b,2C:lo 6. 7c;c,4 L)l.!74 
6S· cl2 9 U:i,5-.a ll.Be7 lL.1933 l o. 94 U 10.99,7 72.336 
bu ulC. 9 9).9.!4 LJ.31-+l 1;.4 cc9 7 .'-1'1 l 0 ,; , 4U:i 7 60.Jl<J 
67 10 l .. 5J. 06 3 12.oCùT 24.73l3 S.4954 1a .01c:.a 4d.24.:. 
l8 702 c; l U,.214 10.Je:..4 1.sr,c,3 4.:J<)60 d.t•,37 33.,65 
69 7J4 9 9-..i.oi. 9.C0JO ll,Oè47 5 • l.iO 7 8 7. 6 ;•11:1 3 0. u07 
70 7J7 9 lJ5.l24 l tl,.: o.-..6 13.95 58 S.;651 tL7Jt.2 35.427 
7l 999 9 51.3t.i7 li. SOSé: 'i.4843 3,7290 b.4103 20,4ti5 
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Table 7.2 

Average revenue in g fr/kg 
(basic charges for weight steps and median charges for special services) 

OBS Code Group LC AOSP AOPPN AOPPR AO LC/AO 

l 100 9 :.9,0J.? 9.ll70 7,947] 3, C07SO 5,2ld!> 21,·HO 
z l o L 9 107.47d '14, è C':i 0 8,3ol<i 4.0~005 6.o .. so 2b,040 
J LOS 9 67.?H l4,oti.o 1.'7372 d ,ll3oll 33,815 
:. . 106 9 10:. .ù33 L6,Lî5l 8.L:.127 d,9)!>3 •. 57,J67 
s LlO 9 0J .8 L <; JI ,2232 31 .zzn 56, Oo4 
6 ll l 9 2J'i,l03 l 5. (;l.:,.:> 20.3dl3 1 ... 15;d LOO,ll22 
7 l2L ·9 L(,l.3ld 20.6019 13, 7141 lo.3115 45. :, .. d 
d 122 9 l·H.t91 9.7206 8,4667 5.65791 d .52')4 ;7. :i23 
9 128 c; 7d,l02 15,2442 27,HJ'/ .'!7.60LJ 7l. 35 3 

10 12c; 9 8d,0n 9,1:.{1 'i.5025 9.'ii259 9.t:036 48. 37ti 
11 132 9 llT,816 l:i,i4.?9 22,3d3"i 7 • 02 La9 17 .)235 7ê.. 'i 79 
12 zoo 9 :ll ,2H 4.30ô3 6. 7coH é.. ,3c;35 !).':>04 

1! 2 o 1 9 60,tdl J,471l5 12,0209 0, 2I023 6, 1620 19,0l3 
1't 202 9 9),'1:!6 7,ëlo5 'i, 3348 è!, 761->l .:1 ,,.., ,376 27,0':il 
15 204 9 ·d6 ,'i?.9 7,0ét.9 11. 790~ 9, C3ù'70 S,05d3 4o. ::i23 
16 2.:15 .9 :,') ,02t:I 7,c:26'i 3,4208 3. 11,;za 5 ,2139 19,:Hu 
17 206 '] 7J,U:113 'i .2 <;7 7 5.é'153 3. 77l43 4,2423 5,296 
18 207 9 51,370 .:1 .e<io6 4,7597 4.~5~03 4,70:H 5,çqs 
19 300 9 52. 51,4 ~.5H 7 t1 .o 2d4 5.35:;95 ï,el35 22.•,ua 
20 30l 9 47.712 7. U::ao L0,725l l..S5E'H 6, l242 22.04~ 
21 302 9 42 .30.:1 1.2342 o.7547 2.7t,19J 4,1423 h,729 
22 303 9 7· •• 6 30 9,3725 a.0463 5, oe, .. ?4 7 .,49 5 ZS,J53 
23 3:14 9 69.034 9.3111 L3,304<i 4,3203it 8.4720 27,ll!l 
Z!t 3 es 9 41 .4 79 7,l6l0 'i.3305 4, â'/à65 7,:i849 ~ 7. :H4 
25 306 9. 4â,02) 7.3!:50 9.5521 ). -.6570 5,625 i. 2~ •. H,O 
26 307 9 1,J,534 7 • .:,c:;30 i!,4'î03 4. 24132 1.10cc; io.:..J'> 
27 308 'i 81,733 a. 10c; o 7.t:lo'77 J,31H,9l 4,SS5ù 14,770 
28 310 9 3d. 6 l 5 5, E437 C.. 99ci6 3.31775 4,73:;4 10,300 
29 311 9 33 ,96il 1 ,.N30 1O,37,;7 4, O!:d2J 6,01:1:,7 15,lJl 
30 3:2 c; 06 ,4.:,.9 7, lèl!i 22,0507 9,09317 15.1913 4«;.,BS 
31 31 .. 9 3:i,Swa o.ë-.c,l ·s. 74-.o 5.9031 15,524 
32 315 9 ~:?.7-32 7. 2C.53 d. 5:id"i. 4. 435.77 o,s.;so Z6.ô2B 
33 316 9 ·55 .134 ,,5510 a.32.i!J 4. 0LCC3 6 .br304 23,o'.12 
34 317 9 ô3. 62 9 8,2335 1,5.i!:,O 3, 72388 7,o77S 2~.260 
35 319' 9 49,04'3 3,042 l u. 5 2e 1 Z.73117 4, l 564 t3, ,n1 
3b 3.?l 9 34,522 7,6::cz 7, O.:lOO 4,512,4 &.oo::io l3,tl74 
37 322 9 50 .8'i6 7 ,3 E2 'i, O·l39 a .::,11c; 2:J,819 
38 3;!3 9 4Z,075 a.10.:;.;; 13.1037 4, L575tl 9,5726 t3.3Jo 
39 325 9 Jo. 3 3l 6,6.?Zé 6. ,;4<;4 4. 74'H4 6,2605 16,toO 
40 '• 01 9 115,294 8,63720 i:l ,6372 &;.2ô3 
4l 404 9 llZ ,57a ,;, 7497 7,43Lo 7.60l7 1d. 56 3 
42 t,~5 9 5 7 .4 35 3 • 'iOO':l ,;,JcH9 4, 30,,10 9.25d6 34. 393 
43 407 9 llù,35J L2, ,475 15 ,l67d ... J75'1o l'< .06'16 69.9(7 
44 412 9 154.227 4a.121a 4. 133% 4:i,U-.·H lll0.,275 
45 4l7 9 5:i ,J5::i 9. :3 JO o 0.9322 4.SoSll :3. 1 !iO 1 12 ... 29 
46 422 9 127 ,6l6 27.22<;6 0:4L65j 15 .1677 77.é57 
t,7 1,23 9 SZ,774 8.4é0-. 'i.7711 9.4081 zc;. -.51 
.. s 429 9 é,-. ,571 '3.ooZJ 13 .t.Sl 7 -t,9L~l ::a.oTa 
49 508 9 1:10 ,04 l LL .ldl 7. 3 4.:,0 9. 22531 10 ,i>l4d 5 T, s.::.1 
50 5lO q l·:>5 ,49'1 u.oc11 lZ,aJ32 12,3133 67.:.24 
51 HZ 9 85.29d e:,.a2.o 6;,3304 55.l:lo9J 7d ...... ,l 
52 513 9 171,278 37,'.!.JlJ ]:;i.0467 30.3:.dl 145 • .:.zo 
53 5113 9 .:19 ,.;21 11,373:? 14,6&95 5,49';39 1 ... 5620 ol. 23 L 
54 52 t 9 lùl ,96::, 9,215-'> e.S7'13 r.. t5j'J) ll,41.Zl 63 • ·:150 
55 ,22 9 7'J .)29 Zol, Jl'h, :.?Z.570.:i z • .. .;~a 7 ~0.4JJ't :,d, O';i T 

56 5~3 9 l.!4,869 d,<;.;37 lC,3277 7.)85~ '1,.le79 91,3.ld 
57 524 9 1,7,9'17 1T,.:.4Z't d,-.031 11. aaa6 92.).:19 
53 5::.'8 9 .. 1 .;<H l<t,0630 7.5'1'13 ... 0879 7 • '1 /l'i J 1.:.,214 
5'1 537 9 d0.804 6,1517 LC,0168 l5,b~d2 8. T<Joo ;. 7. ·JT 1 
t,0 51.l 9 15 .437 l.!.-i:>lJ lS,i:lJl9 lU,lt:57 12, H9 
6\ 542 9 ùS. 3l 5 7,5)fo 32. 3345 24,786'1 52 , 1,"/J 
62 600 9 ll9,J27 ltl,'iCC) l0.4t,7<; z.J203 L0,4'i34 od. 740 
63 604 9 <;ù ,5;4 l l. 'i 72 •) L.Z.065.:. 5,3255 U.7?6'1 (;0."lt.O 
64 607 9 125,l6:i la. l >;1J-j LJ,9313 é, ,20!lb b.73-56 lLt.JOIJ 
65 :,l z 9 11L.l31 IJ, 5::, !!4 ll .ouot1 10.aq1a 10,20 .. a ta0.3.H 
b6 bl6 9 t:l9 ,251 -1. d 3~ J b ,2'104 7.09l0 8 ,l.l;;4 t 5 .J. 66 8 
67 7:31 9 5l.4-.7 ,;. ta 642 .!4,530l il • .:,g 54 10,Bll 42, 55l 
68 702 ? .:lU .'151 3.H:37 7,Zc79 4,6960 7, ':i025 )o. tl;JJ 
69 704 ·1 J3,75'i 7.5711 l0,doù2 5,542) 7.l33S l7,33.J 
70 10 1 9 LOb,974 12, 7557 lL, 00 l 3 5 •. 3124 7,4634 2U,4:il 
7l 999 9 5 l ,6 l 13 7,t!o51J 9,2000 3,o595 6 .J.758 18,727 
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Table 7.3 

Average revenue in g fr/kg 
(median charges for weight steps and median charges for special services) 

OBS Code Group LC AOSP AOPPN AOPPR AO LC/AO 

l 100 9 5'o.4ol 10 .0533 9.02€9 .3.73'H o.C62l )l. 175 
2 101 9 u-..u4 41.'i02b 9.3d5J 5.ll'i5 7 • t O';l 5 Zd.2.0L 
3 10 5 9 1 ... q l l 13.7011 E. 'il 73 9.9.:ll .3 7. J ~o 
4 lOb 9 l L 2. t.12 4 l7.7tl09 9.0176 9.0933 ô 1. 7f0 

5 110 9 H.c:LO 45. 4é:'il 45.4u9l ô3.76) 

0 L lL 9 Z2.Z.<ï0Z L ;,.<;322 zt.•HH 21.2910 106. 772 
7 121 ~ l7loô3l 2.?.430d 14.&911 17.7321 48.8:..9 
8 122 ') 203.7l6 10.-;110 9.3576 7.03èJ3 c;.4873 bO. 74d 
9 128 9 dil .414 l~.lllL 31.1<;79 . 31.4~08 80.~04 

LO 129 9 c;1.5so Lo.6773 LC.0d4l 12. 71H l0.94H 53.402 
11 132 9 l2!>.ô74 17. ;;&.J 25-2379 a.c;as, l 9. r5() :i J ). 216 

12 200 9 91.612 4.Sdl7 a. ;o ,2 3 .Od34 8.312 
13 201 9 12 .e10 ':1.2.'>7<; u.szu 7.7705 9.5ô07 21. 392 
14 202 9 10.3.51l a. 1s22 to.535ii ll.J393 !0.4é:L6 30.502 

15 204 9 9-.. 720 7. <;4<;5 1J.?n:. 11.5716 9.3714 51.100 
16 205 9 76. 00 3 a.s2s& 9.5272 4.7398 b. l 91J 5 22.102 
17 206 9 a1.1u 1.>.1729 . ô.4141 4.734'i s. 15:Hi ôo.319 
18 ZoT 9 56.74'i 9.7505 5 • .3 Bill 5.52.50 5.7026 7 .l l 7 
19 300 9 Sd.602 7 .4 75 O c;.1501 a.BOS d.6843 24.740 
20 301 9 52.902 é) • 06:,0 12.2154 3.156d 7.0ô73 24.615 
Zl 302 9 47.553. d.3'i36 7.ôd94 3 • .:.35 5 4.92t.d 16. 7:14 
22 3J3 9 a ... 94J Ll.S'i44 9.lq03 6.4730 9.2220 28.sea 
Z3 3,>4 9· 7:,. 82 5 10.Sl64 15.0960 5.356:3 9 .8260 3t •. 35t 
24 305 9 4S .923 3.1233 10.60213 5 .'i4 l3 a.6125 20. on 

25 306 9 51.404 9.2002 L0.8973 4 .4C 00 6 .6'ié0 29.529 

26 307 9 45 • 10 5 :l.6391 <;.6724 s.31c;:; d.S7dl 22.1:!<;9 

27 30S 9 92 .o 51 -i. 5 ê3 7 a.a9c,4 4. l 771 5.4.Z30 u,.:362 

28 310 9 43.027 6. é254 7.9593 4.1754 5.6003 lt.707 

29 3ll 9 37.71-. :l.4ù54 11.8409 5.1451 7.2855 11.208 
30 312 9 75 • 3 0 7 8.3059 25 .23c .. ll .6717 l 7. 9 3 30 56.699 

31 314 9 • 3~.675 7. c; 777 6.531J5 . 6.7305 17.416 

.3Z 315 9 10 .583 a.4114 <;. 12 78 5.olOC 7.9.950 30. U3 
3~ 316 9 64.192 lOdl:35 9.:3971 4.";1735 7. 70:.3 26.381 

34 317 9 08.646 9.4é46 ::l.5234 4. 7C!:9 s.aL4o 2d.6d3 
35 319 9 54.423 ~.1827 l5.43C6 J.3aa2 4.S727 14.756 

36 321 9 33. 19 O ~. a éo o a.oo:;a 5.7321 7.1053 15.677 

37 322 9 ·37.532 ,:J. :i0 74 10.2ao2 9 .d 1:13 Z:,.624 

38 323. 9 47.092 i.2oa1 l4.S4o3 5 • 20 79 11. l Oé6 15. 329 
39 ;,2 5 9 .H. 10a 1.eu5 7.89LS :,.ùj'i4 7.3165 ld.00:l 
40 401 9 lZl.153 • 10 .41)7<; l'J .4c:79 SJ. :,Oil 

41 ,,o.:, 9 120.435 to.6925 8.4365 8.6059 20.:;oa 

42 405 i n.1.:.s LL.ol:i3 l0.6140 5. 44 ;4 llJ.4750 39.0% 
43 407 9 124.217 15.0004 Lb.835.3 5.52'i4 15.74!ll 1;;1.122 
44 412 9 11;.ssa 5J. H85 4.6215 !)6.0035 116.337 
,.5 417 9 61.162 ll.3SL:l 7.7652 5.3630 ~.3039 1 ... 029 
4b 42.Z 9 143.332 29.3El7 7 .95 ll 16.9649 137.LoS 
47 423 9 9l,299 '). 4c; L 2 U.L09Z 10.1376 33.525 
40 429 9 72.303 i. 'l 1 .. 4 lS.6047 11.3322 .:03.464 
49 50d 9 89,566 12.91·;,5 a .34":. 11.0431 12.3337 6 1,.S54 
50 510 9 11:1.757 l't,2123 l.,.6375 13. 74b2 74,.;7l 
51 512 9 9 1,.a2J 7.bc:lO 74.57ù8 C.3.7051 87,717 
52 5l3· 9 ldi .'171 45.5772 40.1336 <d .64 .. 8 L6L,548 
5J :HS 'i LO'l. 134 12.'ié:75 L è. c;9 Lo l0.5965 L:i. 609<; l.>8.443 
54 521 9 ll:i.B25 lJ,23.?3 10.2169 7.559ë ,; .o3i6 12.074 
55 522 9 ô9.64.! 24.628.? 25.3265 3.oc;9; ZJ.Joo5 "5. 9·50 

Sb 523 9 13d.723 i.9COô 12.3281 9 .457S 10 ,d0:32 101.t.:35 
57 sz .. 9 143. 7L,. 1·1.1c2<, ,;.555~ . 13.1139 lOJ.553 
513 528 9 4c, .441 11.39e.; d • i:, 530 4.5670 9.1:.22 15.968 
59 537 9 91.117 7.)è27 12.lO'il 20.1788 LO. L.HO 31.oH 
oO ; .. 1 9 10::, o.1'70 L:i.4é:B 22.~!l59 zo.c;~o7 SL.106 

61 542 9 73.oOZ J. 71~ d 31.0234· 213.4256 59.321 
62 600 9 tll. 74,!. Zl.?7H ll.67a9 2.7t:i83 11. J227 75.99d 

o3 604 9 lOJ .Jo 7 13.51d5 l4.05o7 .:i.5051 13,,l 7J 67. 019 
64 607 9 l-'tl.8flZ 11.;.;a2 lS.9216 7.9310 fi • .:.0..l:, 125.o.?'l 
65 612 9 ll.J.545 l.4143 12,c:351 13.9988 12 .4501 07.661 
66 6lb 9 lOO.::i09 LJ.J40U 7.1 .. ld 9.0753 '1.31 ;:.:, ô0.5é1 l 
67 701 9 57 .032 10.1541 2d .:i..J5 10.8<;0; l'>.4123 47 • .Jll 
ô8 702 9 91.8.;) J ).3342 8.ZJz, 6,2286 d.40'iO 34.021 
6'i 70'9 9 .... 012 d.47H l2.37d9 6.9-.36 8 .3B9 30.964 
10 707 9 lld .233 14.0169 12. 1:.n o. 754 3 s .a i-.0 31.ass 
11 99c; 9 57.421 a.SJ7ô 10.4626 4eo057 7 .2:H7 21.LH 
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Table 7.4 

Revenue from M bags (g fr/kg) 

Code 

100 
106 
200 
201 
202 
206 
207 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
308 
310 
311 
315 
316 
317 
319 
322 
323 
325 
404 
405 
508 
600 
612 
702 
704 
707 
999 

Basic charges 
for weight steps 
and maximum charges 
for special services 

3.55 
2.84 
1.69 
1.42 
2.84 
2.14 
2.18 
1.59 
1.56 
2.84 
1.45 
2.61 
1.48 
2.08 
1.59 
1.44 
1.42 
2.50 
2.84 
2.10 
2.84 
2.84 
1.57 
2.87 
3.43 
2.84 
3.89 
1.42 
3.78 
1.87 
1.59 
1.73 

Basic charges 
for weight steps 
and median charges 
for special services 

3.18 
2.84 
1.55 
1.42 
2.84 
1.77 
1.86 
1.57 
1.56 
2.84 
1.45 
2.45 
1.46 
1.75 
1.53 
1.44 
1.42 
2.44 
2.84 
2.08 
2.84 
2.84 
1.57 
2.85 
3.13 
2.84 
3.35 
1.42 
3.30 
1.71 
1.57 
1.65 

Median charges 
for weight steps 
and median charges 
for special services 

3.72 
3.39 
1.97 
1.83 
3.39 
2.19 
2.29 
1.99 
1.98 
3.38 
1.86 
2.95 
1.92 
2.15 
1.94 
1.85 
1.83 
2.94 
3.38 
2.55 
3.38 
3.38 
2.01 
3.39 
3.67 
3.39 
3.89 
1.85 
3.84 
2.13 
2.00 
2.08 

The features peculiar to the breakdown of these revenues appear in annexes 17, 18, 19 and 20 (Technical Docu
ment). They include the modes, medians and averages and other measurements. lt is important here to draw 
attention to the results of code 999, for they define the values to be taken as rates for the terminal dues, if the 
weight imbalances are to be maintained. 

Table 7.5 

Terminal dues (g fr/kg) 

Rate system 

Basic charge 
for weight steps/Median charge 
for special services 

Basic charge 
for weight steps/Maximum charge 
for special services 

Median charge 
for weight steps/Median charge 
for special services 
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LC/AO M bag 

9.36 0.82 

10.24 0.87 

10.56 1.04 

LC AO AOSP AOPPN AOPPR 

25.81 3.09 3.93 4.60 1.83 

28.68 3.21 4.45 4.74 1.86 

28.71 3.63 4.47 5.23 2.30 
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The above table is important and must form the subject of comparisons in typical bilateral trade situations. 
We shall make such comments in chapter V 111 of the present appendix 1. 

To return to the technical discussions: annexes 17, 18 and 19 (Technical Document) present the standard devia
tions associated with the different revenue estimates. The approach adopted in these calculations is conditioned 
by the values observed for the average weights and the proportions. This has been done because we believe 
that these quantities are measured with precision. A minor difference will be noted here by comparison with 
previous documents of the Working Party, in which we considered the Taylor expansion for the estimators, 
ie arguments of the type: if g (y) is a continuously differentiable function of the estimator y, then: 

g (y)= g (E(y)) + 'v g (E(y)) (y-y) 

and therefore 

IÎ (g(y)) = \J'g (y) IÎ(y) 'v g (y) 

where V (.) represents the variance-covariance matrix, and 'v g (.) the gradient of g. 

ln order to consolidate our position still further in a conditional analysis, it should be pointed out that the formu
lation using the Taylor expansion, in the context of our study, added practically nothing of importance to th~ 
standard deviation estimates. There are no significant correlations between revenues and proportions, and the V 
block relating thereto is almost zero in view of the enormous sample used. Another problem is the calculation 
effort needed to obtain a result which, in itself, is already approximate. 

Thus, in the present version, our variance estimate for a variable such as R LC is: 

where COV (.,.) is the covariance. For a variable such as: 

it is: 

and for an equivalent per kg such as: 

it is: 

This approach simplifies the calculations enormously and the results are, to our thinking, accurate. 
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To conclude this chapter, it should be stressed that we have not presented the full series of the movement of 
monthly revenue. The exception to this rule concerns class C, where the aim was merely to study the robustness 
of the estimators as regards variations in time. We shall be analyzing these results in a separate chapter. 

lt is very important to point out that the data employed to obtain average revenues for the countries relate to 
the sampling period (and not to specific monthly totals or six-month totals). For the Union as a whole, these 
data represent a consolidation of six months. This is the most precise way we have found of describing these 
quantities in order to make them comparable from the viewpoint of the estimation criteria and advantageous 
from the viewpoint of the estimated totals for the Union (see comments in the preceding chapters). 

Chapter VIII. Bilateral criterion or weight imbalance 

8.1 Bilateral criterion 

From the stratifications associated with the administrations, and from our own estimations, it follows that it 
is possible to make a detailed analysis of the following postal traffic pairs: 

TABLE 8.1 

POSTAL TRAFFIC PAIRS 

Code Country Code Country 

301 German y, Fed Rep of 304 Austria 
301 German y, Fed Rep of 326 Switzerland 
303 Australia 418 Papua New Guinea 
401 Bangladesh 407 lndia 
100 Brazil 704 Portugal 
306 Canada 302 United States of America 
307 Denmark 325 Sweden 
302 United States of America 311 Great Britain 
309 Finland 325 Sweden 
321 Norway 325 Sweden 

We shall analyze the overall solutions according to the equivalence principle, in the context of average revenue 
per kg, estimated for a few directions defined by the pairs in table 8.1. We shall concentrate on LC/AO traffic. 
The weight data is that for outbound mail in 1979 (annex 14 of the Technical Document); these figures are being 
used in order to produce a more realistic picture, since the values in question are already known, seeing that they 
concern terminal dues accounts that have already been prepared. Let us start by looking at the greatest postal 
imbalance in the world, defined by the 302 +---t> 306 (USA +---+ Canada) relationship. According to figures 
supplied by the administration of the United States of America, we have (annex 14): 

302 -+ 306 = 31 918 057 kg 
306 -+ 302 = 8 410 352 kg 
D = 23 507 705 (weight in'lbalance). 

Now let us look at the basic charges for the weight steps and the average charges for special services. Three 
terminal dues "accounts" will be calculated, based on the following criteria: 

a universal rate; 
b single rate per country; and 
c essentially bilateral rate . 
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CR/TER/ON a 

Universal rate: 9.36 g fr/kg 
Compensation for terminal dues: 220 032 118.00 (g fr) 

CRITER/ONb 

Rate in 302: 7.36 g fr/kg 
Rate in 306: 13.13 g fr/kg 
Compensation for terminal dues: 124 488 977.00 (g fr) 
"Ex-post" rate: 5.30 g fr/kg 

CR/TER/ON c (real value) 

Rate 302 -+ 306: 8.43 g fr/kg 
Rate 306 -+ 302: 12.58 g fr/kg 
Compensation for terminal dues: 163 266 992.00 (g fr) 
"Ex-post" rate: 6.95 g fr/kg 

Congress - Doc 10/ Annex 2 

Thus we can see that the criterion "a" deviation corresponds to 35 percent of the real value and the criterion "b" 
deviation to 24 percent. Criterion "b" in this case gives an underestimated value in terms of the real value. 

Now let us examine pair 302 ..,__.. 311 (USA..,__.. Great Britain), using information supplied by the United 
States of America. 

302 -+ 311 = 7 715 660 kg 
311 -+ 302 = 5 988 008 kg 
D = 1 727 652 kg 

CR/TER/ON a 

Universal rate: 9.36 g fr/kg 
Compensation for terminal dues: 16 170 822.00 (g fr) 

CRITERIONb 

Rate in 302: 7.36 g fr/kg 
Rate in 311: 7.59 g fr/kg 
Compensation for terminal dues: 11 338 276.00 (g fr) 
"Ex-post" rate: 6.56 g fr/kg 

CRITERIONc 

Rate 302 -+ 311: 7.57 g fr/kg 
Rate 311 -+ 302: 7.35 g fr/kg 
Compensation for terminal dues: 14 395 687.00 (g fr) 
"Ex-post" rate: 8.33 g fr/kg 

Here the deviation is 12 percent in "a" and 21 percent in "b". Criterion "b" once again gives the value most 
divergent from the real value, and the lowest. 
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Now we shall look at pair 307 +--+ 325 (Denmark +--+ Sweden), using information supplied by Denmark: 

307 -+ 325 = 939 171 kg 
325 -+ 307 = 803 245 kg 
D = 135 926 kg 

CR/TER/ON a 

Universal rate: 9.36 g fr/kg 
Compensation for terminal dues: 1 272 267.00 (g fr) 

CR/TER/ON b 

Rate in 307: 10.20 g fr/kg 
Rate in 325: 8.08 g fr/kg 
Compensation for terminal dues: 3 089 324.00 (g fr) 
"Ex-post" rate: 22.73 g fr/kg 

CRITERIONc 

Rate 307 -+ 325: 9.08 g fr/kg 
Rate 325 -+ 307: 9.31 g fr/kg 
Compensation for terminal dues: 1 049 461.00 (g fr) 
"Ex-post" rate: 7.72 g fr/kg 

ln this case "b" is higher than the real value and presents the greatest deviation. 

lt is not necessary to examine other pairs for our purposes. Solutions "a" and "b" may involve substantial discrep
ancies in terms of bilateral traffic. They may even produce inversions of the creditor/debtor relationship. lt 
should be noted that such inversions can occur also with criterion "b". 

8.2 Weight imbalance or criteria of exception 

Much has been said about the problems of adopting the bilateral criterion in the study of terminal dues. One of 
the arguments has to do with the cost of the statistical research, which would be enormous. This is not always 
true. Let us consider, for example, the terminal dues accounts (actual criterion) of the five largest postal exchanges 
of the United States of America, in US dollars, for traffic in 1979: 

Destination D (kg) Value (US$) 

Canada 23 507 705 45 134 793.60 

Japan 4 662 106 8 951 243.52 

Australia 3905069 7 497 732.48 

Mexico 3 620 347 6 951 066.24 

Brazil 2 692 634 5 169 857.28 
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lt is obvious that the cost of conducting a bilateral survey would be justified for each of these directions. ln 
none of these cases would the cost of obtaining the statistics rnquire resources much higher than US$ 500 000 
for exhaustive programmes. This figure is undoubtedly much lower than the alteration that would probably be 
made to the account. 

Of course, such bilateral procedures would have to be undertaken on an exceptional basis, for obvious reasons. 
The physical and persona! structures required are not available to all member countries of the Union. 

ln this context, regarding the observations made by France, we suggest that the exceptional nature of the proce
dure be defined in rigid and highly specific terms. One possible solution would be to consider a weight imbalance 
as exceptional whenever its probability of occurrence is one in 100 (or five in 100). To obtain the figures required 
for a quantitative definition of this criterion, we analyzed 2492 pairs of imbalance (annex 21: Technical Docu
ment). The results were as follows: 

Average: 85 936.2 kg 
Median: 6 353 kg 

QUANTILES 

99 percent: 1 505 490 kg 
95 percent: 311 046 kg 
90 percent: 137 683 kg 

lt follows that any choice within the interval (311 046 - 1 505 490) might well be considered exceptional. 
The higher the figure selected, the more the procedure is exceptional. By way of illustration, one can say that 
using the upper limit, only 25 pairs would be analyzed, and using the lower limit, 125 pairs. Thus we can see that 
the choice of 1500 tonnes is minimal with respect to the costs involved and the most restrictive in terms of the 
exceptional character. Needless to say, some rigid alternatives of a financial nature could also be defined. 

To conclude this chapter, we must stress that the choice of an exceptional procedure is essentially a political 
question and depends on the solution that we intend to adopt for terminal dues. Of course, our proposai, as 
regards the observations made by France, is somewhat of a paradox in relation to the adoption of weight imbalance 
with single rates. The resultant errors would be so great that the rigid limits might become unfair from a financial 
point of view because of the inversions that might result from application of the exceptional criterion in the 
creditor/debtor relationships. 

Chapter IX. Terminal dues: minimized rates or actual rates 

Our calculations of terminal dues rates, whether bilateral or not, are extremely conservative because they concern 
an old price system; in other words, they are based on a rate system which will undoubtedly be increased by the 
Hamburg Congress. This criterion leaves a margin of action for debtor administrations. The approach offers 
advantages as regards the spreading out of costs. However, it should not be forgotten that the values of the 
terminal dues rates shoUld be fixed at the same time as the basic charges. The information on the structure of 
international traffic presented in this report makes it possible to implement such a procedure. 
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Chapter X. Status quo 

If the "status quo" (5.50 g fr/kg) is maintained in respect of terminal dues, the question of the correction of the 
values in accordance with an inflation rate arises. From the point of view of the reporting country, the inflation 
rate must necessarily be measured within the postal context. One effective method of evaluating the development 
of inflation in the postal services is to calculate the weighted average prices in consecutive rate situations. Below, 
we set out the results of this approach on the basis of the present traffic composition. The data used are the 
direct product of the sampling; they have not been adjusted by functional relationships and reflect basic charges, 
with maximum charges for special services, 

AVERAGE REVENUE 

With basic charges (g fr/kg) Items 

of Lausanne 

of Rio de Janeiro 

1 ncrease (%) 

LC 

36.65 

58.79 

60 

AO 

4.23 

6.50 

54 

AOSP 

6.04 

9.66 

60 

AOPPN 

6.05 

9.26 

53 

AOPPR 

2.58 

3.92 

40 

LC/AO 

13.18 

20.94 

59 

M bag 

1.13 

1.73 

53 

The above table is extremely informative. For example, if the equivalence principle had been adopted by the 
Rio de Janeiro Congress, the terminal dues rates based on the Lausanne basic charges (see chapter IX) would be 
approximately 6.59 g fr/kg for LC/AO. This shows that, in this context, the rate of 5.50 g fr/kg which was 
adopted was unrealistically low. However, this assertion does not hold good if one speaks of the "status quo" 
obtaining at that time. ln terms of the combined LC/AO rates of Lausanne, the increase index for terminal 
dues rates would be 59 percent, according to the above table. Therefore, on the basis of the terminal dues rates 
adopted at Lausanne, the new rate adopted by the Rio de Janeiro Congress should be 2.39 g fr/ kg (1.50x 1.59). 
lt is important to note that we are not discussing the validity of the rate of 1.50 g fr/kg (or even of the rate 
of 5.50 g fr/kg). 

A similar comment can be made about M bags. According to the equivalence principle, the Lausanne rate would 
be approximately 0.57 g fr/kg. ln terms of the "status quo" obtaining at that time (1.50 g fr/kg), the Rio de 
Janeiro Congress would have obtained the value of 2.30 g fr/kg (1.50x 1.53) if the increase index of 53 percent 
had been applied (see the above table). Once again we are not discussing the validity of the rate of 1.50 g fr/kg 
for M bags which was in force during the period of application of the Lausanne Acts. 

ln the event of the adoption of the criteria of weight imbalance and inflation-based correction of the rates of 
5.50 g fr/kg for LC/AO and 1.50 g fr/kg for M bags, we considerthatthe calculation should be made with reference 
to the new (basic and special) charges and the present structure of traffic. The new terminal dues rates would be 
applied at the same time as these charges were put into force. This procedure would eliminate the need to under
take annual corrections between Congresses (at least as regards postal inflation). 

Chapter XI. Effect of time of the average revenue 

ln order to evaluate the effects of the seasonal characteristics of postal traffic on the average revenue estimates, 
we conducted a variance analysis of the data resulting from the monthly movement of these variables. ln the 
context of the typical language of "Experimental Design", the method used was that of incomplete blocks. 
ln this· case, the blocks are represented by the country codes, and the interest lies in whether or not there are 
significant differences between "treatments", ie between months. We focussed on LC/ AO items as they are 
theoretically subject to greater variation. 

The following table shows the movement of combined average revenue (g fr/kg - basic charges) for the various 
administrations in class C (monthly data, totals of days observed). 
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Blacks Treatments 

November December January February March April May 

100 32.40 29.66 34.48 33.65 37.26 29.92 30.01 

101 45.29 108.21 58.90 39.48 33.72 31.90 14.95 

200 8.18 3.42 4.47 6.87 

204 63.66 55.17 52.18 64.13 56.54 63.73 

206 6.46 4.39 4.23 5.55 

207 6.35 4.87 6.13 6.76 5.98 5.91 6.37 

302 13.79 15.85 15.57 14.75 14.70 15.18 12.29 

303 27.93 25.01 27.00 22.44 32.21 22.90 

304 24.53 29.00 28.30 34.22 35.53 29.51 

305 16.89 20.51 21.02 17.90 18.76 16.85 18.20 

306 27.45 29.04 30.30 27.73 27.96 

308 18.74 24.99 16.01 19.72 10.99 14.51 16.10 

310 11.95 11.73 10.56 10.74 10.26 11.10 10.82 

311 20.83 19.86 15.83 14.68 15.67 15.69 16.23 

312 45.41 45.65 55.84 57.05 46.71 

316 23.72 23.21 27.32 29.60 27.02 22.49 

323 15.03 13.14 15.43 11.15 13.40 11.19 

404 23.13 23.65 26.49 16.64 19.55 15.20 24.32 

407 76.97 77.34 92.28 67.49 75.42 44.45 

423 57.20 33.10 47.68 40.41 22.98 31.77 30.93 

518 70.91 70.10 90.89 81.11 64.28 73.45 71.23 

616 53.97 58.50 61.15 55.15 59.21 88.87 

The corresponding analysis of variance table is as follows: 

Source Degrees of freedom Sum of squares F Pr.* >F 

Blacks 21 58 480,84 33,62 0.0001 

Treatments 6 555.94 1.12 0.3563 

Error 109 9 029.09 

Total 136 68 972.73 

* Pr.: Probability. 

The analysis of variance table shows that the time effect does not produce results painting to the existence of 
significant differences. 
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Thus, for the C class, there is no need for analyses covering the period in question in the light of the monthly 
distribution. The results can be added up and the resultant average is representative. The following table shows 
these averages compared with the revenue for the sampling period: 

Codes Averages Period 

100 32.5 31.7 
101 47.5 39.0 
200 5.7 5.9 
204 59.2 59.0 
206 5.2 5.4 
207 6.1 6.1 
302 14.6 14.9 
303 26.3 25.8 
304 30.2 30.1 
305 18.6 18.8 
306 28.5 28.6 
308 17.3 15.9 
310 11.0 11.0 
311 17.0 16.3 
312 50.1 51.7 
316 25.6 26.9 
323 13.2 13.5 
404 21.3 21.7 
407 72.3 79.7 
423 37.7 34.1 
518 74.6 71.7 
616 62.8 60.5 

With the exception of codes 101 and 407, the results show an excellent level of concordance. 

The average revenue can be envisaged as a good indicator of traffic structure. Thus, for LC/ AO items, there are 
no strong indications of a lack of stability over time (the total numbers may vary, but the proportions and average 
weights are more or less invariable). 

Our analyses in this chapter show that there is a considerable likelihood that regressive structures do not vary 
with time. Such stability is very important when it is intended to use our functional relationships in future 
applications of the equivalence principle. From the point of view of estimating proportions and average weights, 
it is very probably not strictly necessary to draw up complex sampling schemes covering the entire monthly 
movement over the period envisaged. Such comments obviously do not apply in the case of sudden rate changes 
which would lead to substantial alterations in the traffic structure. lt is important to stress that any variation 
in the rate structure implies a modification of the functional relationships defined. 

Chapter XII. Time aspect of the price systems used 

There is an intrinsic time lay in two of the rate systems proposed which escape the direct control of Union 
decisions: these systems are "median charges for weight steps and median charges for special services" and "basic 
charges for weight steps and median charges for special services". ln the former case, the problem is quite serious. 
lt prevents the terminal dues rates from being set immediately after the basic charges have been approved by 
Congress, since the relevant calculations are wide-ranging. ln the second system, adoption of the median for the 
special services as a static measure is fully justified because of the interval allowed in setting the rates of these 
services. This is a conservative approach which, within the framework of terminal dues, moves us away from the 
maximum limits, which usually are at such a level as not to be representative enough for general application. 
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lt would be possible to make adjustments to update the median charges for the special services and, consequently, 
to update terminal dues rates immediately in relation to the var:iation in the range of special services charges. 

ln this context, "static measure" refers to an initial value to be adjusted on the basis of the adoption of new 
special charges by Congress. 

Chapter XIII. Conclusions 

ln a context in which the decisions to be taken have a political component, as in the case of terminal dues, it 
becomes difficult to say which solution is best of the number which are presented. We obviously know which 
is the correct solution. Technically, the problem of terminal dues is bilateral and its solution must therefore 
be bilateral. The previous examples show that considerable distortions occur when we move away from this 
framework. However, very often, measurement problems prevent us from applying this rule strictly. 

Throughout this paper, we have submitted several rates and suggestions for adjusting them in relation to inflation 
levels, in addition to interpretations for the exceptions. These variants are to the advantage of some countries, 
but not of others. From the practical and technical point of view, they are the best that it was possible to do. 
From the point of view of accuracy, they do not represent a definite trend in relation to bilateral rates. As a result, 
there is very little to add to what has already been presented and discussed. We submit our findings to the appre
ciation of postal administrations. A consensus will be required at three levels: rates system, exceptional procedure 
and criteria for calculation. However, it is obvious that the terminal dues rates can always be calculated without 
there being any need for additional subjective discussions, whatever choice is made among the range of possibilities 
(including the "status quo"). Once the criterion is established, the results will follow automatically. 

ln conclusion, we would draw attention to the fact that an immediate change in the approach to terminal dues 
is needed even if that involves increases which were not anticipated at the moment. These will certainly be 
diluted in future by probable negotiations and if the rate-fixing methods for the postal services are applied with 
care. As for postal statistics, despite some evidence of stability, the variables of interest should be re-assessed 
periodically in the same detailed way as in the present work. This could be done once between Congresses. As 
regards the liquidation accounts for terminal dues, as the accounts are settled once a year, the weights must be 
obtained once a year also. 
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Study on terminal dues 

Supplementary study on the costs aspect 

Report by the United States of America 

1. Summary 

Seventy-two replies were received to the questionnaire surveying the inward costs of handling international 
mail. Of these 72 replies, 43 were in sufficient detail to make possible at least a partial analysis of inward costs. 

2 The basic analytical approach consists of ranking administrations' replies to each of the basic cost questions 
and relating these cost estimates to the characteristics of the administration as revealed by their answers to 
related questions. ln the conclusion, reliance is placed upon the total weight of the evidence. 

3 The conclusion is that the data, while not of the quality that would be produced by original cost-survey 
research, are eminently usable. The ranges of the data are inherently wide. These ranges of data must be analyzed 
in a manner that makes possible decision making for a universal postal system. The measure of central tendency 
employed is the median, which mitigates the effects of the extreme values (very high and very low numbers) and 
heterogeneity (unlike elements). 

4 The results are these: 

Type of Mail Piece 

Foreign-origin, surface, letter mail (LC), in the first weight step; ie, weighing up to 20 grams 

Foreign-origin, surface, registered, letter mail (LC), in the first weight step; ie, weighing up to 20 grams 

Foreign-origin, surface, express, letter mail (LC), in the first weight step; ie, weighing up to 20 grams 

Foreign-origin, surface, printed papers (AO). in the weight step 101 to 250 grams 

Foreign-origin, surface, recluced-rate, printed papers (AO), in the weight step 101 to 250 grams 

Foreign-origin, surface, small packet (AO) item weighing 800 grams 

Foreign:0rigin, surface, "M" bag (AO), weighing 10 kilograms 

Meclian Cost 
(SDRsl 

0.110 

0.425 

0.385 

0.190 

0.190 

0.560 

2.890 

5 The median cost data, above, constitute a useful indication of the inward handling costs of the world's 
postal administrations. 
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Il. Introduction 

6 The Rio de Janeiro Congress, in resolution C 35, instructed the Executive Council: 
a to continue the study of terminal dues, with special reference to the method of determining the volume 

of imbalance of exchanges and the presentation and settlement of the relevant account; 
b to consider the possibility of proposing a rate formula for fixing the rate of terminal dues, taking into 

account all factors which are reflected in costs both for administrations of origin and administrations 
of destination; 

c to seek ways of reflecting in the Acts the development of this rate during the period between Congresses 
and to make the necessary proposais to the next Congress. 

7 As part of the Working Party's efforts to carry out this mandate from the Congress, the United States 
of America, at the third meeting of the Terminal Dues Working Party, 21 October 1981, suggested resuming 
the study by the previous Working Party as regards the cost aspect of inward mail handling (conveyance, sorting, 
delivery, etc), and was made responsible for this work. At the fourth meeting of the Working Party, 18 to 
21 January 1982, the United States of America submitted a draft questionnaire designed to collect data on the 
different casting systems of the various postal administrations. The final version of this questionnaire was approved 
at the fifth meeting of the Terminal Dues Working Party, held during the May 1982 Executive Council session. 

8 Distribution of the questionnaires to member countries was completed on or about 30 May 1982. Replies 
were due to be completed and returned to the International Bureau by 15 September 1982. 

9 A draft report was submitted to the 7th meeting of the Working Party and Committee 5 at the 1983 EC 
in April-May of 1983. As a result of discussions in the Working Party and the Committee, it was the decision 
of the 1983 Executive Council to send a copy of the draft report to each of the responding administrations so 
that they would have an opportunity to check the data presented, particularly with respect to its timeliness, 
as of 30 September 1982, the time at which data submitted in national currencies were converted into SOR. 
Suggested revisions were to be returned to the International Bureau by 20 June 1983. A total of seven replies 
were received. The revisions were incorporated into this final report. 

111. Response 

10 ln all, 72 administrations responded. Of the 72, six administrations provided little or no data of any type 
(eg, they failed to respond to basic questions on volumes and/or domestic postage rates). An additional 23 admin
istrations failed to provide answers to either of two key questions (inward costs for a piece of first-weight-step, 
surface, LC mail and inward costs for a piece of surface AO in a much-used weight step - 101 to 250 grams). Thus, 
of the 166 members of the Universal Postal Union, 43 administrations offered replies that made possible at least 
a partial analysis of inward costs for mail pieces. 

11 Attachments 1 to 8 tabulate the 72 replies. Ali monetary data have been converted into the International 
Monetary Fund's Special Drawing Rights (SDRs). 

IV. Summary of replies 

12 Group /. General Questions 

13 Question 1 
Does your administration maintain a casting system which measures the costs of individual mail classes; eg, 
international LC as distinct from international AO? 
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14 Most administrations do not maintain casting systems which measure the costs of individual classes of mail. 
Specifically, 25 administrations indicated they do maintain such ,systems and the remaining 47 indicated they 
do not or failed to answer. 

15 Question 2 
If your answer to question 1 is "yes," does your casting system track only those costs closely associated with 
a class of mail (eg, labor costs that vary as volume varies) or does it account for all postal costs (including fixed or 
overhead costs)? Please explain. 

16 Of the administrations that maintain class-of-mail casting systems, most measure total costs, asdistinctfrom 
volume-variable costs. Specifically, 19 administrations measure all costs and 8 measure only those costs that are 
closely associated with a class of mail. (Because of inconsistencies in replies, the number of responses to question 1 
will not add to the number of responses to question 2.) 

17 Question 3 
What is the average annual wage, including fringe benefits (eg, retirement benefits, health-care benefits) stated 
in your own currency, for a postal clerk/carrier? 

18 Sixty-one administrations indicated the average annual wage (including fringe benefits) of a postal clerk/ 
carrier. The range of wages was enormous: From 233 SDRs (Liberia) to 25 179 SDRs (United States). Thus, 
the lowest wage is less than 1 percent of the highest wage. Nine administrations pay under 1000 SDRs per year; 
31 administrations - by far the largest group - pay between 1000 and 5000 SDRs a year; 8 administrations 
pay between 5000 and 10 000 SDRs a year; 10 administrations pay between 10 000 and 20 000 SDRs a year; 
and 3 administrations pay a clerk/carrier more than 20 000 SDRs a year. 

19 Question 4 
What is the total number of items delivered by your administration in the most recent 12-month period for 
which you measured volumes (including both domestic and international mail)? For what year (or other 12-month 
period) was that? 

20 Sixty-four administrations replied. The volumes carried (as measured by items) vary enormously: From 
Tuvalu which delivers 300 000 items annually to the United States which delivers over 110 000 000 000 items 
per year. Ali the data presented were of recent date, pertaining to a fiscal year or calendar year in the 1980-
1982 time period. 

21 Question 5 
What is the total weight of mail delivered by your administration in the most recent 12-month period for which 
you measured weight (including both domestic and international mail)? This weight figure should relate to the 
piece figure used in answer to question 4. For which year (or other 12-month) period was that? 

22 Thirty-eight administrations responded to this question. Here, too, the volumes carried (as measured by 
weight) vary enormously: From 25 000 kilos (Saint Lucia) to over 6 000 000 000 kilos (United States). Again, 
all the data presented were of recent date, pertaining to a fiscal year or calendar year in the 1980-1982 time 
period. 

23 Question 6 
For the same 12-month period used in answering question 4, what was the number of foreign-origin mail items 
delivered? 

24 Fifty-six administrations responded to this question. The foreign-origin volumes (as rneasured by items) 
varied from 180 000 pieces (Tuvalu) to over 583 000 000 pieces (Great Britain). 
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25 Question 7 

For the same 12-month period used in answering question 5, what was the weight of foreign-origin mail delivered? 

26 Forty-two administrations responded to this question. The foreign-origin volumes (as measured by weight) 
varied from 17 000 kilos (Saint Lucia) to over 54 000 000 kilos (Canada). 

27 Question 8 
Labor costs represent what proportion of your total costs? 

28 Forty-three administrations responded to this question. The labor-intensive nature of postal operations is 
apparent from the responses. Labor costs as a percentage of total costs range from 30 percent (Saint Lucia and 
Singapore) to 99 percent (Vanuatu). Five administrations indicated their labor costs are more than 80 percent 
of total costs; 29 administrations indicated labor costs are between 61 and 80 percent; 5 administrations indicated 
labor costs are 41 to 60 percent; and four administrations indicated labor costs are between 21 and 40 percent of 
total costs. 

29 Group li 
This group of four questions pertains to an item of foreign-origin, surface, letter mail (LC). in the first weight 
step; ie, weighing up to 20 grams. 

30 Question 9 
What do you estimate to be the average unit cost (stated in your own currency) of processing, transporting, 
and delivering the item described above; ie, costs your administration incurs in handling from your exchange 
office (receipt at port, airport, or border) to indicated recipient in your country? 

31 Forty-three administrations responded to this key question. The indicated range of costs was enormous: 
from 0.02 SOR (Ghana and Vanuatu) to 4.17 SDRs (Zambia). Thus, the lowest cost was less than 1 percent 
of the highest cost. Even if one removes Zambia's costsfrom the range, the unitcosts vary from 0.02 to 0.36SDR -
the low end of the range is about 5 percent of the figure at the high end of the range. 

32 Question 10 
ls the estimate used in answer to question 9 a product of your costing system? If your answer is "no," is it 
based on: expert judgment? another method? 

33 Forty-one administrations answered this question, with 27 indicating their cost estimate is a product of 
their costing system and 14 indicating it is not. 

34 Question 11 
If your answer to question 9 represents the output of your costing system, please state whether the system 
covers only volume-variable costs or fixed costs as well. 

35 Thirty-one administrations responded to this question. Fully allocated costs is, by far, the preferred method: 
26 administrations employ full casting and 5 administrations use volume-variable costs. 

36 Question 12 
What is the domestic postage (stated in your own currency) for an item of surface, letter mail (LC), in the first 
weight step; ie, weighing up to 20 grams? 

37 Sixty-six administrations responded. The domestic postage rates ranged from 0.01 SOR (Kuwait) to 0.24 SOR 
(Australia and Sweden). Thus, the highest rate is 24 times the lowest rate. ln 42 instances, administrations offered 
both the cost of handling the item (question 9) and the postage for the item (question 12). The cost/postage 
comparison is interesting: in 3 instances they are the same; in 20 instances the postage is more than the cost; and 
in 19 instances the postage is less than the indicated cost. 
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38. Group 111 
This group of four questions pertains to an item of foreign-origin, surface, registered, letter mail (LC), in the first 
weight step; ie, weighing up to 20 grams. 

39 Question 13 

What do you estimate to be the average unit cost (stated in your own currency) of processing, transporting, 
and delivering the item described above; ie, costs your administration incurs in handling from your exchange 
office (receipt at port, airport, or border) to indicated recipient in your country? 

40 Forty-two administrations responded. They indicated per-item costs ranging from 0.03 SDR (Ghana and 
Niger) to 4.45 SDRs (Zambia). Thus, the lowest estimate is less than 1 percent of the highest estimate. Even if 
we eliminate the 4.45 figure from the comparison and take the next highest estimated cost (2.00 SDRs, Sweden), 
the low estimate is 1½ percent of the high estimate. 

41 Question 14 
ls the estimate used in answer to question 13 a product of your costing system? If your answer "no," is it based 
on: expert judgment? another method? 

42 Thirty-eight administrations answered this question, with 25 indicating their cost estimate is a product 
of their costing system and 13 indicating it is not. 

43 Question 15 
If your answer to question 13 represents the output of your costing system, please state whether the system 
covers only volume-variable costs or fixed costs as well. 

44 Thirty administrations responded to this question. Fully allocated costs is, by far, the preferred method: 
26 administrations employ full costing and 4 administrations use volume-variable costs. 

45 Question 16 
What is the domestic postage (stated in your own currency) for an item of surface, registered, letter mail (LC), 
in the first weight step; ie, weighing up to 20 grams? 

46 Sixty-six administrations responded. The domestic postage rates ranged from 0.04 SDR (Kuwait) to 
3.26 SDRs (United States). Thus, the lowest rate is about 1 percent of the highest rate. ln 41 instances, admin
istrations offered both the cost of handling the item (question 13) and the postage for the item {question 16). 
The cost/postage comparison is interesting: in 20 instances the postage is more than the cost; in 17 instances 
the postage is less than the cost; and in 4 instances the cost and the postage are identical. 

47 Group IV 
This group of four questions pertains to an item of foreign-origin, surface, express, letter mail (LC), in the first 
weight step; ie, weighing up to 20 grams. 

48 Question 17 
What do you estimate to be the average unit cost (stated in your own currency) of processing, transporting, and 
delivering the item described above; ie, costs your administration incurs in handling from your exchange office 
(receipt at port, airport, or border) to indicated recipient in your country? 

49 Thirty-four administrations responded. They indicated per-item costs ranging from 0.03 SOR (Ghana) 
to 3.63 SDRs (Netherlands). Thus, the lowest estimate is less than 1 percent of the highest estimate. 
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50 Question 18 
ls the estimate used in answer to question 17 a product of your casting system? If your answer is "no," is it 
based on: expert judgment? another method? 

51 Thirty-five administrations answered this question, with 25 indicating their cost estimate is a product 
of their casting system and 10 indicating it is not. 

52 Question 19 
If your answer to question 17 represents the ouput of your casting system, please state whether the system 
covers only volume-variable costs or fixed costs as well. 

53 Twenty-five administrations responded to this question. Fully allocated costs is, by far, the preferred 
method: 22 administrations employ full costing and 3 administrations use volume-variable costs. 

54 Question 20 
What is the domestic postage (stated in your own currency) for an item of surface, express, letter mail (LC). 
in the first weight step; ie, weighing up to 20 grams? 

55 Fifty-eight administrations responded. The domestic postage rates ranged from 0.05 SOR (Kuwait and 
Pakistan) to 2.59 SDRs (Great Britain). Thus, the lowest rate is about 2 percent of the highest rate. ln 33 instances, 
administrations offered both the cost of handling {question 17) and the postage for the item (question 20). 
The cost/postage comparison is interesting: in 12 instances the postage is more than the cost; in 18 instances 
the postage is less than the cost; and in 3 instances the cost and the postage are identical. 

56 Group V 
This group of four questions pertains to an item of foreign-origin, surface, printed papers (AO), in the weight 
step of 101 to 250 grams. 

57 Question 21 
What do you estimate to be the average unit cost (stated in your own currency) of processing, transporting, 
and delivering the item described above; ie, costs your administration incurs in handling from your exchange 
office (receipt at port, airport, or border) to indicated recipient in your country? 

58 Forty-two administrations responded. They indicated per-item costs ranging from 0.02 SOR (Ghana) 
to 4.17 SDRs (Zambia). Thus, the lowest estimate is less than 1 percent of the highest estimate. If we take the 
second-highest cost estimate (0.66 SOR, lndonesia), the low estimate is about 3 percent of the high estimate. 

59 Question 22 
ls the estimate used in answer to question 21 a product of your casting system? If your answer is "no," is it 
based on: expert judgment? another method? 

60 Forty administrations responded to this question, with 27 indicating their cost estimate is a product of their 
casting system and 13 indicating it is not. 

61. Question 23 
If your answer to question 21 represents the output of your casting system, please state whether the system 
covers only volume-variable costs or fixed costs as well. 

62 Thirty administrations responded to this question. Fully allocated costs is, by far, the preferred method: 
25 administrations employ full casting and 5 administrations use volume-variable costs. 
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63 Question 24 
What is the domestic postage (stated in your own currency) for an item of surface, printed papers (AO), in the 
weight step 101 to 250 grams? 

64 Sixty-six administrations responded. The domestic postage rates ranged from 0.01 SDR (Kuwait) to 0.82 SDR 
(Sweden). Thus, the lowest rate is about 1 percent of the highest rate. ln 42 instances, administrations offered 
both the cost of handling (question 21) and the postage for the item (question 24). The cost/postage comparison 
is interesting: in 23 instances the postage is more than the cost; in 16 instances the postage is less than the cost; 
and in 3 instances the cost and the postage are identical. 

65 Group VI 
This group of four questions pertains to an item of foreign-origin, surface, reduced-rate, printed papers (AO), 
in the weight step 101 to 250 grams. 

66 Question 25 
What do you estimate to be the average unit cost (stated in your own currency) of processing, transporting, 
and delivering the item described above; ie, costs your administration incurs in handling from your exchange 
office (receipt at port, airport, or border) to indicated recipient in your country? 

67 Thirty-four administrations responded. They indicated per-item costs ranging from 0.01 SDR (Ghana) 
to 0.66 SDR (lndonesia). Thus, the lowest estimate is between 1 and 2 percent of the hig~est estimate. 

68 Question 26 
ls the estimate used in answer to question 25 a product of your costing system? If your answer is "no," is it 
based on: expert judgment? another method? 

69 Thirty-three administrations responded to this question, with 23 administrations indicating their cost 
estimate is a product of their costing system and 10 indicating it is not. 

70 Question 27 
If your answer to question 25 represents the output of your costing system, please state whether the system 
covers only volume-variable costs or fixed costs as well. 

71 Twenty-four administrations responded to this question. Fully allocated costs are, by far, the preferred 
method: 21 administrations employ full costing and 3 administrations use volume-variable costs. 

72 Question 28 
What is the domestic postage (stated in your own currency) for an item of surface, reduced-rate, printed papers 
(AO), in the weight step 101 to 250 grams? 

73 Forty-four administrations responded. The domestic postage rates ranged from 0.01 SDR (Burma and 
Kuwait) to 0.85 SDR (Papua New Guinea). Thus, the lowest rate is about 1 percent of the highest rate. ln 
23 instances, administrations offered both the cost of handling (question 25) and the postage for the item 
(question 28). The cost/postage comparison is interesting: in 15 instances the postage is less than the cost; in 
6 instances the postage is more than the cost; and in 2 instances the cost and the postage are identical. 

74 Group VII 
This group of four questions pertains to an item of foreign-origin, surface mail, a small packet (AO), weighing 
800 grams. 

75 Question 29 
What do you estimate to be the average unit cost (stated in your own currency) of processing, transporting, 
and delivering the item described above; ie, costs your administration incurs in handling from your exchange 
office (receipt at port, airport, or border) to indicated recipient in your country? 
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76 Forty-one administrations responded. They indicated per-item costs ranging from 0.03 SDR (Ghana) 
to 4.91 SDRs (Zambia). Thus, the lowest estimate is less than 1 percent of the highest estimate. If we take the 
second-highest cost estimate (1.98, lndonesia), the low estimate is between 1 and 2 percent of the high estimate. 

77 Question 30 

ls the estimate used in question 29 a product of your casting system? If your answer is "no," is it based on: 
expert judgment? another method? 

78 Forty administrations responded to this question, with 27 administrations indicating their cost estimate 
is a product of their casting system and 13 indicating it is not. 

79 Question 31 

If your answer to question 29 represents the output of your casting system, please state whether the system 
covers only volume-variable costs or fixed costs as well. 

80 Thirty administrations responded to this question. Fully allocated costs is, by far, the preferred method: 
23 administrations employ full casting and 7 administrations use volume-variable costs. 

81 Question 32 
What is the domestic postage (stated in your own currency) for a surface-mail small packet (AO), weighing 
800 grams? 

82 Fifty-six administrations responded. The domestic postage rates ranged from 0.03 SDR (Burma and Kuwait) 
to 2.61 SDRs (Australia). Thus, the lowest rate is about 1 percent of the highest rate. ln 34 instances, admin
istrations offered both the cost of handling (question 29) and the postage for the item (question 32). The cost/ 
postage comparison is interesting: in 14 instances the postage is less than the cost; in 16 instances the postage 
is more than the cost; and in 4 instances the cost and the postage are identical. 

83 Group VIII 
This group of four questions pertains to a foreign-origin, surface-mail, "M" bag (AO), weighing 10 kg. 

84 Question 33 
What do you estimate to be the average unit cost (stated in your own currency) of processing, transporting, 
and delivering the item described above; ie, costs your administration incurs in handling from your exchange 
office (receipt at port, airport, or border) to indicated recipient in your country? 

85 Twenty-six administrations responded. They indicated per-item costs ranging from 0.04 SDR (Gabon) 
to 6.28 SDRs (lndonesia). Thus, the lowest estimate is less than 1 percent of the highest estimate. 

86 Question 34 
ls ·the estimate used in answer to question 33 a product of your casting system? If your answer is "no," is it 
based on: expert judgment? another method? 

87 Twenty-seven administrations responded to this question, with 16 administrations indicating their cost 
estimate is a product of their casting system and 11 indicating it is not. 
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88 Question 35 
If your answer to question 33 represents the output of your casting system, please state whether the system 
covers only volume-variable costs or fixed costs as well. 

89 Sixteen administrations responded to this question. Fully allocated costs is, by far, the preferred method: 
12 administrations employ full casting and 4 administrations use volume-variable costs. 

90 Question 36 
If your administration has, in its domestic service, the equivalent of an "M" bag, please state the domestic postage 
rate (stated in your own currency) for such a bag weighing 10 kg. 

91 Eighteen administrations responded. The domestic postage rates ranged from 1.27 SDRs (Portugal) to 
6.53 SDRs (Niger and Senegal). Thus, the lowest rate is about 19 percent of the highest rate. ln 9 instances, 
administrations offered both the cost of handling (question 33) and the postage for the item (question 36). 
The cost/postage comparison is interesting: in 1 instance the postage is less than the cost; in 6 instances the 
postage is more than the cost; and in 2 instances the cost and the postage are identical. 

V Reliability of the data 

92 The questionnaire is in eight parts. Part I contains background questions. Answers to these background 
questions assist the analyst to place in perspective the answers to the following seven parts whose questions 
pertain more directly to costs. Each of the seven cost-oriented sections focuses on a type of màil. Sections 11, 111, 
and IV pertain to LC (a tirst-weight step, surface, piece of letter mail; a registered piece; and an express piece 
of LC). Sections V, VI, VII, and VIII pertain to AO (a piece of regular-rate printed matter; a piece of reduced
rate printed matter; a small packet; and an "M" bag). 

93 The basic analytical approach has been to rank administrations' replies to each of the seven basic cost 
questions - from the lowest to the highest - and relate these cost estimates to the characteristics of the admin
istration as revealed by their answers to related questions. (See Attachments 2 to 8.) To facilitate visual inspection, 
the data are broken into quartiles (in those instances in which the number of replying administrations is divisible 
by four) or groupings roughly approximating quartiles (in al! other cases). To avoid great repetition, discussion 
focuses on the two key classes: the basic piece of LC mail (regular letter mail, question 9) and the basic piece 
of AO mail (regular-rate, question 21). The two analyses which follow - in themselves, repetitious - represent 
all seven cases. 

94 Costs for a piece of basic LC mail (surface letter mail in the first weight step): Question 9. 
At the outset, it is important to note that unit cost estimates were received from 43 administrations, of the 
166 members of the UPU. Those not reporting their unit costs include major administrations: eg, the USA 
and the USSR. ln addition - referring to Attachment 2 - we note that: 

95 There is, an enormous range in reported costs. The range is from 0.02 SDR to 4.17 SDRs - the low 
estimate is less than 1 percent of the high estimate. (See answers to question 9.) 

96 Of the 43 administrations responding to question 9, only half have casting systems: 22 of the 43, 
to be exact. Moreover, of the 43, 14 administrations, for one reason or another, do not report consis
tently on the existence of a casting system: in the 14 instances, replies to question 1 (on the existence 
of a class-of-mail casting system) are not consistent with replies to question 1 Oa (as to costing system 
for the particular piece of mail being discussed in question 9). 
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97 There is no clear relationship between the level of costs and the nature of the costing system. Both 
volume-variable and fully allocated costing systems are to be found in all quartiles. Since volume
variable costing systems reflect only a portion of total costs, one might expect that the lower cost 
estimates would be associated with this type of costing system. (See answers to question 2.) 

98 There is no clear relationship between the level of costs and the level of salaries though, in line with 
expectations, salaries are the predominant cost for most reporting administrations. (See answers to 
question 8 in Attachment 1.) High- and low-salary administrations are to be found in ail quartiles. 
(See answers to question 3.) 

99 There is no clear relationship between costs and the size of an administration, as measured by the 
total number of pieces delivered in a year. Large- and small-volume administrations are to be found 
in all quartiles. Moreover, there is no clear relationship between costs and the volume of foreign 
mail that is delivered by an administration. And there is no clear relationship between costs and 
imported mail as a percentage of total deliveries. (See high and low numbers in answers to questions 
4a, 6, and 6 as a percentage of 4a, in each quartile.) 

100 - There is no clear relationship between estimated costs and postage charges. ln the 42 instances in 
which administrations offered both the cost of handling the item (question 9) and the postage for 
the same item (question 12), there were 20 cases of postage being higher than costs, 19 cases in which 
postage was Jess than costs, and 3 cases in which costs and postage were the same. Nor was there a 
clearly apparent relationship between the cost coverage and the type of costing method employed. 
(See answers to questions 2 and "postage rate higher/lower than cost".) 

101 Costs for piece of basic AD mail (surface printed papers in the weight step 101 to 250 grams): Question 21. 
Again, it is important to note that unit cost estimates were received from 42 administrations, of the 166 members 
of the UPU. Those not reporting their unit costs include such major administrations as the USA and the USSR. 
ln addition - referring to Attachment 5 - we note that: 

102 -

103 -

104 -

105 -

There is an enormous range in reported costs. The range is from 0.02 SDR to 4.17 SDRs - the low 
estimate is less than 1 percent of the high estimate. (See answers to question 21.) 

Of the 42 administrations responding to question 21, only half have costing systems: 21 of the 42, 
to be exact. Moreover, of the 42, 13 administrations, for one reason or another, do not report consis
tently on the existence of a costing system: in the 13 instances, replies to question 1 (on the existence 
of a class-of-mail costing system) are not consistent with replies to question 22a (as to a costing 
system for the particular piece of mail being discussed in question 21). 

There appears to be no relationship between the level of costs and the nature of the costing system. 
Both volume-variable and fully allocated costing systems are to be found in three of the four quartiles. 
Since volume-variable costing systems reflect only a portion of total costs, one might expect that the 
lower-cost estimates would be associated with this type of costing. (See answers to question 2.) 

There is no clear relationship between the level of costs and the level of salaries though, in line with 
expectations, salaries are the predominant cost for most reporting administrations. (See answers to 
question 8 in Attachment 1.) High- and low-salary administrations are to be found in ail quartiles. 
(See answers to question 3.) 
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106 -

107 -

There is no clear relationship between costs and the size of an administration, as measured by the total 
number of pieces delivered in a year. Large- and small-volume administrations are to be found, in all 
quartiles. Moreover, there is no apparent relationship between costs and the volume of foreign mail 
that is delivered by an administration. And there is no apparent relationship between costs and 
imported mail as a percentage of total deliveries. (See high and low numbers in answer to questions 
4a, 6, and 6 as a percentage of 4a, in each quartile.) 

There is no clear relationship between estimated costs and postage charges. ln the 42 instances in 
which administrations offered both the cost of handling the item (question 21) and the postage for 
the same item (question 24), there were 23 cases of postage being higher than cost, 16 cases of postage 
being lower than costs, and 3 cases in which costs and postage were the same. Nor was there an 
apparent relationship between the cost coverage and the type pf costing method employed. (See 
answers to question 2 and "postage rate higher/lower than cost.") 

108 Conclusion 
ln the discussions above, we have made six analyses for each of the two key types of mail surveyed. ln the 
conclusion, reliance is placed not upon any one such analysis - though the first analysis, pertaining to the range 
of cost estimates, is paramount - but rather upon the total weight of the evidence. 

109 The conclusion, clearly, is that the data are not of the caliber that would be produced by original cost· 
survey research. Yet, they serve a very useful purpose: they establîsh cost ranges and central tendencies; moreover, 
they indicate the enormous diversity of our universal postal system. lndeed, all previous efforts to study the costs 
of our worldwide system also have shown a great range of estimates. The reasons for these variations are many 
and help to explain the consistency with which diversity is reported. The reasons include: 

110 -

111 -

112 -

113 -

114 -

115 -

116 -

Different costing methodologies, including variations within such systems as fully allocated costs and 
volume-variable costs. 

Widely varying wage levels. 

Fundamental differences in the economies served (eg, more or less industrialized and more or less 
urbanized societies). These varying economic structures, in turn, affect the aggregate mail volumes 
generated and the geographical concentration of these volumes. And al! these factors affect: the 
feasibility of mechanization; the efficient utilization of manpower; and the degree of premailing 
preparation which may be undertaken by mailers. 

Variations in the minimum level of service which may be established, regardless of volumes. 

Differences in the mandates under which postal administrations operate {eg, promote social objectives 
such as the creation of employment, or function as a purely economic enterprise). These different 
mandates affect both the costs incurred and the closely related matter of pricing. 

The distortions that result from converting national currencies into the common denominator of SDRs. 

Mail mixes that vary as to: classification, shape, weight, use of post codes, readability of addresses, 
etc. 

117 The task of the analyst becomes one of dealing with the wide variations in costs which result from al! the 
enumerated (and many not enumerated) factors. He must devise a tool for summarization which makes possible 
overall - indeed, universal - conclusions. lt is fortunate that the survey data display enough central tendency 
to make possible summarization through a widely accepted statistical technique. 
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VI. Search for best estimates 

118 ln the previous section, we concluded that the data are of lesser quality than would be produced by original 
cost-survey research. Yet, they are eminently usable data. Statisticians have developed techniques for dealing 
with data characterized by extreme values (very high and very low numbers) and heterogeneity (unlike elements). 
These, certainly, are the problems presented by our cost data. 

119 Measures of central tendency 
The most common measure of central tendency is the arithmetic mean. This is normally referred to as "the 
average" and is obtained by adding the values of the items and dividing by the number of items. Since all items 
are used in its computation, it reflects extreme values. Use of the median avoids this problem because extreme 
values are not reflected. The median may be defined as that value which divides a distribution so that an equal 
number of items are to be found on either side of it. 

120 Survey results: median values , 
ln seven of the nine analytical tables appended (attachments 2 to 8), median values may either be read directly 
or interpolated. The results are as follows: 

121 

Type of Mail Piece 

Foreign-origin, surface, letter mail (LC), in the first weight step; ie, weighing up to 20 grams 

Foreign-origin, surface, registered, letter mail (LC), in the first weight step; ie, weighing up to 20 grams 

Foreign-origin, surface, express, letter mail (LC), in the first weight step; ie, weighing up to 20 grams 

Foreign-origin, surface, printed papers (AO), in the weight step 101 to 250 grams 

Foreign-0rigin, surface, reduced-rate, printed papers (AO), in the weight step 101 to 250 grams 

Foreign-origin, surface, small packet (AO) item weighing 800 grams 

Foreign-0rigin, surface, "M" bag (AO), weighing 10 kilograms 

122. Conclusion 

Median Cost 
(SDRs) 

0.110 

0.425 

0.385 

0.190 

0.190 

0.560 

2.890 

This study was designed to draw some general conclusions as to the level of inward costs incurred by the world's 
postal administrations in handling international mails. The median cost data, above, offer a useful indication 
of those costs. 
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Results of inward-cost survey 
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LC 20 gr item 
9 10a lOb lOc 11 12 

COST COST EXP JMT OTHER TYPE POSTAGE 
COUNTRY (SDRsi SYS T·YPE COST (SDRs) 

ALGERIA UE NR NR NR NR .12 
-'>RGEN'!'INA .13 YES NR NR ALL .10 
AUSTRAL!.:\ .15 YES NR NR ALL .24 
AUSTRIA ,16 NO YES NO NR .21 
BAHAMAS .06 YES NR NR ALL .os 
BELGIUM .13 'iES NR NR ALL .19 
BOTSWANA NR NR NR NR NR .06 
BRAZ IL UE NR NR NR NR .14 
9URMA NR NR NR NR NR .02 
CANADA .17 YES NR NR ALL .13 
CYPRUS UE UE UE UE UE UE 
DENMARK .09 ·ns NR NR VOL VAR .21 
ECUADOR NR NR YES NR NR .os 
EGYPT .07 YES NR NR UE .04 
EQ. GUINEA UE t',!R NR NR NR .06 
:IJI UE NR NR NR NR .06 
,RANCE .12 YES NR NR ALL .19 
GABON .08 NO NO YES ALL ,20 
GERMANY, FR .25 YES NR NR ALL ,22 
GHANA .02 NO YES NR NR .13 
GREAT BRITAIN .09 '!ES NR NR ALL .22 
GREECE .10 '!ES NR NR ALL .16 
HUNGARY UE NR NR NR NR .os 
INDIA .os NR '!ES NR ALL .07 
INDONESIA .13 n:s NR NR ALL .14 
ISRAEL ,04 '!ES NR NR ALL .os 
ITALY .27 n:s NR NR ALL ,20 
JAPAN UE NR NR NR NR .21 
JORDAN .11 NO NO 'iES NR ,10 
KENYA .13 'i!S NR NR ALL .06 
KOREA .06 NO NR YES ALL .08 
KUWAIT UE NO NO UE UE .01 
LIBERIA ,06 '!ES NR NR ALL .06 
LUXEMBOURG UE NR NR NR NR .15 
MADAGASCAR UE NR NR NR NR .07 
!o!ALAYSIA .04 '!ES NR N.R VOL VAR .06 
MOROCCO UE NR NR NR NR .09 
nTHERLANDS ,18 YES NR NR ALL ,22 
NIGER ,03 NO NR NR NR NR 
NIGERIA .27 NR N.R NR NR .14 
NORWAY .16 'iES NR NR ALL .20 
OMAN NR N.R NR NR NR .11 
PAKISTAN .06 NR YES NR NR .03 
PAPUA NEW GUINEA NR N.R NR NR NR .12 
PERU NR NR NR NR NR NR 
PORTUGAL UE NR NR NR NR .11 
SAINT LUCIA .36 NO NO YES UE .03 
SAUDI ARABIA UE NO NR NR NR .04 
SENEGAL UE NR NR NR NR ,20 
SIERRA LEONE ,07 NO YES NR NR .04 
SINGAPORE UE NR NR NR UE .04 
SOMALIA .12 YES NR NO VOL VAR .06 
SOU':'H AFRICA .08 YES NR NR ALL .06 
SPAIN .09 NR NR NR ALL .11 
SRI LANKA .15 NO YES NR NR .02 
SUDAN .17 YES NR NR VOL VAR .10 
SWEDEN .18 YES NR !'IR ALL .24 
SWITZERLAND .14 YES NR NR ALL ,17 
TANZANIA .os YES NR NR ALL .os 
SYRIA NR NR NR NR NR . 12 
THAILAND ,10 NO NR 'iES NR .os 
TRINIDAD & TOB. UE NR NR NR UE UE 
TUVALU UE NR N.R NR NR .18 
USSR UE UE UE UE UE UE 
UNITED STATES UE NR NR NR NR .19 
UPPER VOLTA NR NR NR NR NR NR 
VANUATU .02 NO NR 'iES NR .14 
'iEMEN AR UE NR NR NR ~~R ,15 
'iEMEN PDR NR NR NR NR NR .13 
'iUGOSLAVIA .11 îES NR NR ALL .07 
ZAIRE .16 '!ES NR NR ALL .16 
ZAMBIA 4.17 NO NR 'iES VOL VAR .08 

TOTAL 9.18 7,56 

ARITHMETIC MEAN .21 .11 
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Registered LC 20 gr item 
13 14a 14b :4c 15 16 

COST CflST EXP JMT OT"1ER TYPE ?OSTAGE 
:::JCN:"RY (SDRs) SYS 7YPE · COST (SORs) 

ALGERIA l!E NR NR NR NR • 71 
ARGENTINA .23 y::s NR 'lR .. ~LL .48 
AUSTRALIA 1.30 YES NR NR ALL 2. 89 
AUSTRIA .70 NO YES NO NR .73 
9AHAMAS .13 YES NR NR ALL . 26 
BELGIUM 1.04 YES NR NR ALL 1.33 
30TSWANA NR NR NR NR NR .Jl 
BRAZ IL UE NR NR NR :-IR 1.04 
BURMA NR NR NR :-IR NR .06 
CANADA 1.85 YES NR NR ALL 1.26 
CYPRUS UE UE UE UE UE UE 
DENMARK UE NR NR NR NR l. 26 
ECUADOR NR NR YES NR NR .14 
EGYPT .os YES NR NR UE .07 
EQ. GUINEA UE NR NR NR NR .12 
i:rJI UE NR NR NR NR .54 
FRANCE 1.40 YES NR NR ALL 1.21 
GABON .16 NO NO YES ALL 1.11 
GERMANY, FR 1:44 YES NR NR ALL .77 
GHANA .03 NO YES NR NR .42 
GREAT BRITAIN 1.34 YES NR NR NR l.80 
GREECE .47 YES NR NR ALL .39 
HUNGARY UE NR NR NR NR .15 
INDIA ,35 NR '!ES NR ALL .33 
INDONESIA .46 YES NR NR ALL •• 49 
ISRAEL .16 YES NR NR ALL .25 
ITALY .68 us NR NR ALL .46 
JAPAN UE NR NR NR NR 1.42 
JORDAN .41 NO NO YES NR .41 
KENYA .44 YES NR NR ALL .27 
KOREA ,63 NO NR YES ALL .33 
KUWAIT UE NO NO NR NR .04 
LIBERIA .06 NR YES NR ALL ,06 
LUXEMBOURG UE NR NR NR NR .82 
MADAGASCAR UE NR NR NR NR .48 
~ALAYSIA .07 YES NR NR VOL VAR ,29 
MOROCCO UE NR NR NR NR .45 
NETHERLANDS 1.40 YES NR NR ALL 1.86 
NIGER .03 NR YES NR NR ,69 
NIGERIA .82 NR NR NR NR .68 
NORWAY 1.46 YES NR NR ALL 1.01 
OMAN NR NR NR NR NR .52 
PAKISTAN .21 NR YES NR NR .15 
i?APUA 'lEW G:.JINEA NR NR NR NR NR .85 
PERU NR NR NR NR NR NR 
PORTUGAL UE NR NR NR NR .42 
SAI'lT LUCIA .52 NO NO YES UE .21 
SAUDI ARABIA UE NO NR NR - SR . 12 
SENEGAL UE NR NR NR NR ,78 
SIERRA LEONE .09 NO YES NR SR .30 
SINGAPORE UE NR NR NR UE .JO 
SOMALIA .30 YES NO NO VOL VAR .30 
SOUTH AFRICA .26 YES NR NR ALL .39 
SPAIN .14 NR NR NR A.LL .28 
SRI LANKA .20 NO YES NR NR .11 
SUDAN .25 '!ES NR NR VOL VAA . 41 
SWEDEN 2.00 YES NR NR ALL 1.43 
SWITZERLAND .87 '!ES NR NR ALL ,47 
SYRIA NR NR NR NR NR .36 
TANZANIA .44 YES NR NR ALL .29 
THAI LAND .11 NO NR YES NR .13 
TRINIDAD & TOB. NR NR NR NR NR NR 
TUVALU UE NO NR NR ALL .62 
USSR UE UE UE UE UE UE 
UNITED STATES UE NR NR NR NR 3.26 
UPPER VOLTA NR NR NR NR NR '.IIR 
VANUATU .31 NO NR YES NR .85 
YEMEN .AR UE NR NR NR NR .46 
YEMEN PDR NR NR NR NR NR .67 
'!UGOSLAVIA .11 '!ES NR NR ALL .15 
ZAIRE .63, YES NR NR ALL ,63 
ZAMBIA 4.45 NR NR YES VOL VAR NR 

TOTAL 28.63 4L85 

ARITHMETrC '1EAN .Ga • ô 3 
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Express LC 20 gr item 
17 18a l8b 18c 19 20 

COST COST EXP JMT OTHER TYPE POSTAGE 
:'.)t:N':"RY (SDRs) SYS TYPE COST (SDRs) 

AL(;ERIA UE NR NR NR NR .91 
ARGENTINA .20 YES NR NR ALL .48 
AUSTRALIA 2.14 YES NR NR ALL 2.23 
AUSTRIA 1.34 NO YES NO NR 1.26 
3AHAMAS .11 îES NR NR ALL .26 
BELGIUM 1.48 YES NR NR ALL 1.62 
BOTSWANA NR NR NR NR NR .48 
BRAZIL _UE NR NR NR NR 2.00 
BURMA NR NR NR NR NR UE 
CANADA 1.43 YES NR NR ALL .88 
CYPRUS UE UE UE UE UE UE 
DENMARK UE YES NR NR UE 1.47 
ECUADOR NR NR îES NR NR .29 
EGîPT .11 îES NR t-lR UE .09 
EQ. GUINEA UE NR NR NR NR .06 
FIJI UE NR NR NR NR .54 
FRANCE 2.37 îES t-lR NR ALL 1.58 
GABON UE NR NR NR NR UE 
GERMANY, FR 2.77 YES NR t-lR ALL 1.14 
GHANA .03 NO îES NR NR .38 
GREAT BRITAIN UE t-lR t-lR NR NR 2.59 
GREECE .39 îES t-lR t-lR ALL .55 
HUNGARî UE NR NR NR NR .24 
INDIA t-lR t-lR NR NR NR NR 
INDONESIA .46 îES NR NR ALL UE 
ISRAEL .69 YES NR NR ALL .57 
ITALî • 71 îES NR NR ALL .52 
JAPAN UE NR NR NR NR .90 
JORDAN .52 NO NO YES NR .46 
KENYA .JS YES NR NR ALL .39 
KOREA .38 NO NR îES ALL .25 
KUWAIT NR NO NR NR UE .os 
LIBERIA .06 YES NO NO ALL .06 
LUXEMBOURG UE NR NR NR NR .72 
'IADAGASCAR UE NR NR NR NR NR 
MALAYSIA .10 îES NR NR VOL VAR ,65 
MOROCCO UE NR NR NR NR .63 
NETHERLANDS 3.63 YES NR · NR ALL 1.86 
NIGER UE NR NR NR NR UE 
NIGERIA UE NR NR NR NR 1.22 
:-JORWAY UE NR NR NR NR 1.21 
OMAN NR NR NR NR NR NR 
PAKISTAN .07 NR YES NR NR .os 
PAPUA NEW GUINEA NR NR NR NR NR .12 
PERU NR NR NR NR NR NR 
PORTUGAL UE NR NR NR NR .74 
SAINT LUCIA .38 NO YES NR UE .08 
SAUDI ARABIA UE NO NR NR NR .16 
SENEGAL UE NR NR NR NR 1.24 
SIERRA LEONE .09 NO YES NR NR .47 
SINGAPORE UE NR NR NR UE 1.27 
SOMALI.~ .30 '!ES NO NO VOL VAR .30 
SOUTH AFRICA .89 '!ES NR NR ALL .88 
SPAIN .24 NR NR NR ALL .44 
SRI LANKA .29 NO YES NR NR .20 
SUDAN • 3 2 YES NR NR VOL VAR .26 
S\vEDEN 3.47 YES NR NR ALL l. 73 
SWITZERLAND 1.34 YES NR NR ALL 1.46 
S'i'RIA NR NR NR NR NR .59 
TANZANIA .39 YES NR NR ALL .34 
THAI LAND UE NR NR NR NR .13 
TRINIDAD & TOB. NR NR NR NR NR NR 
TUVALU UE NR NO NR NR UE 
USSR UE UE UE UE UE UE 
UNITED STATES UE NR NR NR NR 2.14 
UPPER VOLTA NR NR NR NR NR NR 
VANUATU .09 NO NR YES NR .as 
YE.MEN AR UE NR NR NR NR .56 
YEMEN PDR NR NR NR NR NR .81 
YUGOSL,WIA .11 YES NR NR ALL .15 
ZAIRE .47 YES NR NR ALL .47 
ZAMBIA NR NR NR '!ES NR NR 

TOTAL 28.33 43.98 

ARITHMETIC 'IEAN .83 .77 
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AO printed papers, 101-250 gr 

21 22a 22b 22c 23 24 
COST COST EXP JMT OTHER TYPE POSTAGE 

C:OUNTR:i (SORS) S:iS !:iPE COST (SORS) 

ALGERIA lJE NR NR NR NR .38 
ARGENT INA .21 YES NR NR ALL .14 
AlJSTRALIA .35 YES NR NR ALL .58 
AlJSTRIA .28 NO YES NO NR .34 
SAHAMAS .06 YES NR NR ALL .11 
BELGilJM .17 n:s NR NR ALL .27 
BOTSWANA NR NR NR NR NR .14 
SRAZIL lJE NR NR NR NR .15 
BURMA NT! NR NR NR NR .48 
CANADA .26 YES NR NR ALL • 29 
CYPRUS UE UE UE UE UE UE 
DENMARK .09 YES NR NR VOL VAR .37 
ECUADOR NR !iR YES NR NR .46 
EGYPT .os :iES NR NR UE .04 
EQ. GUINEA UE NR NR NR NR .os 
FIJI UE NR NR NR NR .12 
!:RANCE .22 YES NR NR ALL .37 
GABON .08 NO NO YES ALL .39 
GERMANY, FR .38 YES NR NR ALL .37 
GHANA .02 NO '!ES NR NR • 27 
GREAT BRITAIN .17 Y!!S NR NR ALL .51 
GREECE .10 YES NR NR ALL • 22 
HUNGARY UE NR NR NR NR .os 
INDIA .07 NR Y!!S NR ALL .14, 

INOONESIA .66 ".!ES NR NR ALL .17 
ISRAEL .07 Y!S NR NR ALL .19 
!TAU .24 YES NR NR ALL .16 
JAPAN UE NR NR NR NR .19 
JORDAN .18 NO NO YES NR .15 
KENYA .30 YES NR NR ALL .14 
KOREA NR NR NR NR NR NR 
KUWAIT UE NO NR NR NR .Ol 
LIBERIA .11 YES NO NO ALL .ll 
LUXEMBOURG UE NR NR NR NR ,23 
MADAGASCAR UE NR NR NR NR .24 
MALAYSIA .07 YES NR NR VOL VAA .08 
)10ROCCO UE NR NR NR NR .11 
'lETHERL.ANOS .47 YES NR NR AU, .71 
)IIGER .20 NO NR NR NR .21 
NIGERIA .54 NR 1'!R NR NR .34 
NORWAY .19 îES NR NR ALL ,34 
OMAN NR NR NR NR NR • .15 
PAK:STAN .06 NR YES NR NR .03 
PAPUA-NEW GUINEA NR NR NR NR NR .12 
PERU NR NR 1'!R NR NR NR 
PORTUGAL UE NR NR NR NR .03 
SAINT LUCIA .24 NO YES NR NR .03 
SAUDI ARABIA UE NO 1'!R NR NR .08 
SENEGAL UE NR NR NR NR .33 
SIERRA LEONE . 06 NO YES NR NR .18 
SINGAPORE UE NR NR NR UE .os 
SOMALIA .36 YES NR NO VOL VAR .36 
SOUTH Al:!UCA .10 YES NR NR ALL . '2 
SPAIN .08 NR NR NR ALL • 34 
SRI LANKA .29 NO YES NR NR .04 
SUOAN .47 YES NR NR VOL VAR ,39 
SWEOEN .24 YES NR NR ALL ,82 
SWITZERL.ANO .11 YES NR NR AU. .15 
S :!'RIA NR NR NR NR NR .24 
TANZANIA .19 YES NR NR ALL .15 
THAILANO .15 NO NR YES NR .os 
TRINIOAD & TOB. NR NR NR NR !'IR NR 
TUVALU UE NR YES NR NR .13 
USSR UE UE UE UE UE UE 
UNITED STATES UE NR NR NR NR ,75 
UPPER VOLTA NR NR NR NR NR NR 
VANUATU .19 NO NR YES NR .24 
YEMEN ,AR UE NR NR NR NR .15 
YEMEN PDR NR NR NR NR NR .30 
YUGOSLAVIA .04 YES NR NR ALL .03 
ZAIRE .39 '!ES NR NR ALL .39 
ZAMBIA 4.17 NO YES YES VOL VAR .24 

TOTAL 12.68 15. 54 

ARITHMETIC ,"IEAN .30 .24 
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AO reduced-rate printed papers, 101-250 gr 

25 26a 26b 26c 27 28 
COST COST EXP JMT ÔTHER TYPE POSTAGE 

COl.!NTRY (SORs) SYS TYPE COST {SORs) 

ALGERIA OE NR NR NR NR .34 
ARGENTINA .21 'iES NR NR ALL .10 
AUSTRALIA .35 '!ES NR NR ALL .14 
AOSTRIA .28 NO YES NO NR .34 
BAHAMAS .06 '!ES NR NR ALL NR 
BELGIOM .17 '!ES NR NR ALL .08 
BOTSWANA NR NR NR NR NR NR 
BRAZ IL OE NR NR NR NR .10 
BURMA NR NR NR NR NR .01 
CANADA .25 '!ES NR NR ALL .20 
CYPRUS OE UE OE OE OE UE 
DENMARK .09 YES NR NR NR UE 
ECUAOOR NR NR '!ES NR NR .19 
EGYPT .os YES NR NR UE .04 
EQ. GUINEA UE NR NR NR NR NR 
FIJI UE NR NR NR NR UE 
FRANCE .22 '!ES NR NR ALL .19 
GABON .08 NO NO '!ES ALL .34 
GERMAN'!, FR .38 '!ES NR NR ALL .18 
GRANA .01 NO Y!!S NR NR .20 
GREAT BRITAIN .17 '!ES NR NR ALL .51 
GREECE OB NR NR NR NR .l~ 
HUNGARY OB NR NR NR NR .os 
INDIA .06 NR YES NR ALL .04 
INOONESIA .66 YES NR NR ALL .09 
ISRAEL .07 '!ES NR NR ALL .17 
ITALY NR NR NR NR NR NR 
JAPAN UE NR NR NR NR .12 
JORDAN .18 NO NO YES NR .08 
KENYA .30 YES NR NR ALL .14 
KOREA NR NR NR NR NR NR 
KUWAIT UE NO '!ES NR NR .01 
LIBERIA .11 YES NR NO ALL .11 
LUXEMBOURG UE NR NR NR NR .11 
:-IAOAGASCAR UE NR NR NR NR .19 
MALAYSIA UE NR NR NR NR UE 
MOROCCO UE NR NR NR NR .11 
NETHERLANOS .47 YES NR NR ALL UE 
NIGER .20 NO NR NR NR .08 
NIGERIA .54 NR NR NR NR UE 
NORWAY .14 YES NR NR ALL UE 
OMAN !'<IR NR !'<IR NR NR .11 
?AKISTAN UE NR NR NR NR NR 
?APUA-NEW GUISEA NR NR NR NR NR .85 
?ERU NR NR NR NR NR NR 
PORTUGAL UE NR NR NR NR .11 
SAINT LUCIA .17 NR NO YES NR NR 
SAUD! ARABIA OE NO NR NR NR .07 
SENEGAL OE NR NR NR NR .21 
SI ERRA LEONE NR NO YES NR NR .18 
SINGAf'ORE UE NR NR NR UE .06 
SOMALI.>. .49 YES NR NO VOL VAR NR 
S007H AFRICA .10 YES NR NR ALL .12 
SPAIN UE NR NR NR NR .25 
SRI :..ANKA .29 NO YES NR NR NR 
SUOAN .47 YES NR NR VOL VAR .39 
SWEDEN .24 YES NR NR ALL .16 
SWITZERLANO .11 YES NR NR ALL OE 
SYRIA NR NR NR NR NR .12 
TANZANIA UE NR NR NR NR UE 
THAILANO NR NR NR NR NR NR 
TRINIOAO r. TOB. !'<IR NR NR NR NR NR 
TUVALU .40 NR NR NR VOL VAR UE 
USSR UE UE UE UE UE UE 
UNITED STATES UE NR NR NR NR .16 
UPPER VOLTA NR NR NR NR NR NR 
VANUATA .10 NO NR NR NR OE 
YEMEN AR OE NR NR NR NR NR 
YEMEN ?OR NR NR NR NR NR UE 
YUGOSLAVIA .04 YES NR NR ALL .02 
ZAIRE .39 YES NR NR ALL .39 
ZAMBIA NR !'<IR NR NR NR NR 

70TAL 7.85 7.65 

ARITHMETIC MEAN . 23 . ! : 
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AO small packet, 800 gr 

29 30a 30b 30c 31 32 
COST COST EXP JMT 0:"HER TYPE POSTAGE 

COUNTRY (SDRs) SYS TYPE COST /SDRs) 

ALGERIA NR 'IR NR 'IR 'IR .69 
ARGE'l'!:NA .35 YES NR NR ALL .46 
AUSTAAL!A .89 YES 'IR NR ALL 2.61 
AUSTRIA 1.24 NO YES NO NR .73 
BAHAMAS .11 YES NR NR ALL NR 
BELGIUM .56 YES NR NR ALL UE 
BOTSWANA NR NR NR NR NR .42 
BRAZ IL UE NR NR NR 'IR 1.62 
BUR.MA NR NR NR NR NR .03 
CANADA .75 YES NR NR ALL .83 
CYPRUS UE UE UE UE UE UE 
DENMARK .12 'fES NR NR VOL VAR .95 
ECUAOOR NR ~R YES NR NR .ss 
EGYPT .36 YES NR NR UE .16 
EQ. ·GUINEA UE NR NR NR NR .49 
è"IJI NR NR NR NR NR .33 
"RANCE 1.00 YES NR NR ALL 1.27 
GABON .08 NO NO YES AU, 1.31 
GER.MANY, FR 1. 78 YES NR NR ALL .as 
GHANA .03 NO YES NR NR .BO 
GREAT BRITAIN .46 YES NR NR A.t.L 1.89 
GREECE .11 Y!S NR NR ALL .90 
HUNGARY UE NR NR NR NR OE 
INDIA NR NR NR NR NR NR 
INOONESIA l.98 n:s NR NR ALL .70 
ISRAEL .10 n:s NR NR ALL UE 
ITALY .43 YES NR NR ALL 1.31 
JAPAN UE NR NR NR NR UE 
.'ORDAN .52 NO NO YES NR .52 
KENYA .36 YES NR NR ALL .28 
KOREA NR NR NR NR NR NR 
KUWAIT UE NO YES NR NR .03 
LIBERIA .33 YES NO NO ALL .33 
LUXEMBOURG UE NR NR NR NR .53 
MADAGASCAR UE NR NR NR NR .79 
MALAYSI.ll,, .os NR NR NR VOL VAR .35 
MOROCCO UE NR NR NR NR .63 
NETHERLANDS 1.35 YES NR NR ALL l.69 
NIGER 1.05 NO NR NR NR .98 
NIGERIA 1.56 NR NR NR NR UE 
NORWAY 1.41 YES NR NR ALL l.21 
OMAN NR NR NR NR NR .97 
PAKISTAN .15 NR YES NR NR .13 
PAPUA :.EW GUINEA NR NR NR NR NR .48 
PERU NR NR NR NR NR NR 
POR':UGAL UE NR NR NR NR . 74 
SAIN'T LUCIA .69 NO YES NR NR .16 
SAUD! ARAB IA UE NO NR NR NR .43 
SE'IEGAL UE NR NR NR 'IR l. 42 
SERRA Lë:ONE .ll NO YES NR NR 1.24 
S r'IGAPORE UE NR NR NR UE .38 
SOMALI:\ .91 YES NR NO VOL VAR .91 
SOUTH AfRICA .26 YES NR NR ALL UE 
SPAI'I UE NR NR NR NR l.H. 
SRI LANKA .87 NO YES NR NR UE 
SUDAN 1.51 YES NR NR VOL VAR l.17 
SwEDEN 1.07 YES NR NR ALL l.63 
SWITZERLAND .88 YES NR NR ALL .43 
S'lRIA NR NR NR NR NR .71 
TANZANIA . .79 YES NR NR ALL .29 
THAI LAND .13 NO NR YES NR .27 
TRINIDAD & TOB. NR NR NR NR NR !-iR 
TUVALU 1.33 YES NR NR VOL VAR .44 
USSR UE UE UE UE UE UE 
UNITED STATES UE NR NR NR NR 1.25 
UPPER VOLTA NR NR NR NR NR NR 
VANUATU .19 NO NR NR VOL VAR .75 
YEMEN .AR UE NR NR NR NR .51 
YEMEN !?DR NR NR NR NR NR .85 
YUGOSLAVIA • 28 YES NR NR ALL .13 
ZAIRE .63 YES NR NR ALL .63 
ZA.MBIA 4. 91 NO NR YES VOL VAR UE 

TOTAL 31. 69 43,60 

ARITHMETIC 'lEAN • 77 .78 
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M bag, 10 kg 

33 34a 34b 34c 35 36 
COST COST E:XP JMT OTHE:R TYPE POSTAGE CURRENC'! PER SOR COUNTRY (SORs) S'!S TYPE COST (SORs) 

ALGERIA UE NR NR NR SR 5.93 5.0454 DINARS 
ARGENTINA l.81 YES NR NR ALL 2. 78 . 41794.5000 PESOS 
AUSTRAL:A 3.10 '!ES NR SR ALL 4.25 1.1296 DOLLARS 
AUSTRIA 3.77 so '!ES NO NR UE 19.0760 SCHILLINGS 
:!AHAl'IAS .ll '.!ES NR NR ALL NR 1.0723 DOLLARS 
3ELGiüM UE SR NR NR NR U! 52.6300 FRANCS 
90TSWANA NR NR NR NR NR NR 1.1933 POLAS 
BRAZ Il. UE NR NR SR NR 3.33 222.2210 CRUZE:IROS 
8URMA NR NR NR NR NR NR 8.5085 !t'!ATS 
:ANAOA 4. 41 '.!ES NR SR ALL OE 1.3257 DOLLARS 
:YPRUS tlE UE UE U! UE UE .5344 POUNOS 
DENMARIC l.J5 '!ES NR NR NR UE 9.4983 !CRONER 
sc:;A;JOR NR 'lR '.!ES NR NR NR 35.5480 SUCRES 
EG'lPT 2.67 YES NR SR UE 2,67 .7506 POUNOS 
c:o. éiUillEA UE NR NR NR NR NR 244.6630 E:ltWEL! 
FIJI UE NR NR NR NR NR 1.0311 DOLLARS 
fRA.NCE 2.95 YES NR NR ALL 4.81 7.6544 FRANCS 
GABON .04 NO NO re:s ALL UE 382. 7200 FRANCS 
GERMAN'!, fR 5.46 YES NR NR ALL OE 2. 7104 MA.HS 
é:HANA .J4 NO YES NR NR OE 2.9490 C!DI 
GREAT i:IRITAIN 4.21 YES NR NR ALL O! .6335 POUND& 
GREECE UE NR NR Nit NR O! 77.0260 ORACBMAS 
RUNGARY UE NR N1t N1l N1t OE 41.3590 FORINTS 
INDI.>, NR NR NR NR NR NR 10.3710 ROPIJfS 
INDONESIA 6.28 'l!S N1t NR VOL VAR 2.78 719.0000 RUPIABS 
ISRAEL UE NR N1t Nit NR UE 31.1620 SBEltELS 
IT.',L'i NR NR Nit Nit N1t Nit 1525.4000 LIR&. 
JAPAN UE NR NR NR NR UE 289.0000 '!lm 
JORDAN 5.16 NO NO '!ES NR UE .3877 DINARS 
KEllYA 4.90 '!ES NR NR ALL O! 11. 9500 SHILLINGS 
,OREA NR NR NR NR Nit NR 796.6400 WON 
KUWAIT SR NO NO UE NR UE 3.2055 DINARS 
:.IBERIA 4.66 as NR NO ALL 4.66 1.0723 DOLLARS 
LUXEMBOURG UE NR NR NR NR 2.58 52.6300 FRANCS 
'IADAGASCAR UE NR NR NR NR 5.08 413.6600 FRANCS 
'IALA'!S!A UE NR N~ NR NR l.96 2.5500 RINGGIT 
'IOROCCO ue: NR NR NR NR NR 6. 6999 DIRHAl'IS 
NE:'HERLANDS 4.JS '!ES NR NR ALL UE 2.9639 GUILD!RS 
'lIGER 3.5-7 NO NR Nit NR 6.53 382.7200 FRANCS 
N!GERB 1:.!E NR NR NR NR UE ,7354 NAIRA 
NORWAY :JE NR NR NR NR NR 7. 4624 ltRONER 
OMAN NR NR NR NR NR NR .3684 RIALS 
?A.K:STAN UE NR NR NR NR UE 13.3270 RUP!ES 
?APUA-NEW ;;urNEA NR NR Nit Nit NR NR 0 .8284 KINA 
?ERU NR NR NR NR NR NR 849.0700 SOLS 
?ORTUGAL ~E NR NR NR NR l.27 94,6320 ESCUDOS 
SAINT :..UC!A .59 NO '!ES NR NR NR 2.8953 DOLLARS 
5Aü::lI.\ .\RAB!A :;E NO NR NR NR NR 3.6835 RIYALS 
SENEGA~ '.JE NR NR NR NR 6.53 382.7200 FRANCS 
5 ! ERRA ~EONE .J6 NO '!ES :,iR NR NR l.3669 LEONE 
S!!'iGAPCRE :JE NR NR NR ue: 3.82 2.3536 DOLLARS 
50/•IAL!A :.21 '!ES NO NO 1/0L 1/AR UE 16.5000 SHILLINGS 
sot::H Af!HCA : , 78 NR YES NR NR 1.94 l.2373 RAND 
SPAHI :;E NR NR NR SR :,iR 122.3310 PESETAS 
SRI :.ANKA 4.67 NO YES NR NR ue: 22.4660 RU?EES 
SUDA"i l. 64 '!ES NR NR 1/0L 1/AR UE .9661 !?OUNDS 
5',,IEDEN 'JE NR NR NR NR UE 6.7456 !tRONER 
SW!7ZERLAND 1. ae :,IQ NR '.!ES NR 2.37 2.3245 FRANCS 
SYRIA NR NR NR NR NR 4.99 4.2089 ?OUNDS 
TANZANIA :;E NR NR NR NR UE 10.3300 SHILLINGS 
TRA!LAND NR NR NR NR NR NR 24. 6640 BABT 

TRINIDAD , ros. NR NR NR :,iR NR NR 2.5736 DOLLARS 
TUVALU UE NR '!ES NR 1/0L VAR OE 1.1296 DOLLARS 
USSR UE UE UE U! O! UE RUBL.ES 
UNITED STATES UE NR :,iR NR NR UE l .0723 DOLLARS 
'.JP!'ER VOLTA NR NR NR NR NR NR 382.7200 FRANCS 
VANUATU UE NR NR NR NR NR 106.2000 1/ATU 
'.!EMEN AR UE NR NR NR NR NR 4.8926 RIALS 
YEMEN ?DR NR NR NR NR NR UE 0.3704 DINARS 
'!UGOSLAI/IA 2.83 YES NR NR ALL NR 56.ù630 DINARS 
ZAIRE UE NR NR NR IJE UE 6.3459 ZAIRE 
ZAMBIA UE NR NR NR UE UE 1.0243 !tWACHA 

TOTAL 73.30 68.28 

ARITHl'IETIC MEAN 2.82 3.79 
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Technical notes 

1 Ali monetary responses have been converted to the Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) of the International 
Monetary Fund. The exchange rates employed are those of 30 september 1982, as published in the November 1982 
edition of the International Monetary Fund's International Financial Statistics. The relationships of the currency 
sub-units to the main units (eg, 1000 fils to the Jordanian dinar) were ascertained through inquiries to the 
information sections of the appropriate embassies in Washington, D.C. The conversion rates employed are shown 
in the final column of Annex 2. 

2 Ali weight and volume responses are shown in thousands (000) of kilograms or items, respectively. 

3 Questionnaire items with several parts are shown as a-b-c, as in question 1 O. 

4 Where two or more possible answers are shown for the same question (eg, separate annual salaries for clerks 
and for carriers, in question 3) the average of the several answers is used. 

5 UE is used to indicate that a respondent was unable to offer a reply; NR indicates that no response or an 
unusable response was offered. 

6 CY is used to indicate a calendar year; FY is used to indicate a fiscal year. 
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Answers to question 9 and related data LC: up to 20 grams 

QUESTION 
9 

CllUNTRY UNIT 
. COS'!' 
(SDRs) 

GHI\NI\ ,02 
VN<IJI\TU .02 
NH;lm .03 
JSRAP.L .04 
MI\JJ\YSII\ .04 
ItlOIA .os 
T/IN1.ANII\ .05 
IWJAMI\S .06 
KŒIP.A .06 
UAF.IUA .06 
PAKISTAN .06 

Fr.YPT .07 
s IF.RRA I.EONE .07 
C:A110N .00 
sntrm Ar'kICA .08 
nF.NMI\RK .09 
GRF.IIT BRITAIN .09 
SPAIN .09 
Gllf>ECP. .10 
'l'JJ/IIJJ\ND .10 
JORDAN .11 

YIJOOSI.AVJA .11 

FRANCE .12 
;,Otl/\1,11\ ,12 
J\IIGENTINA .13 
RRJ.GJUM .13 
It~XlllESI/1 .13 
KENYA .13 
SIHTZF.RLJ\ND .14 
J\USTRALIA .15 
SRI LANKA .15 
I\USTRIA , 16 

tnmil\Y .16 
7.1\IRf: .16 
CNIMI\ .17 
SUOAN .17 
NE'l'Jlf:RINIIJS .18 
SWF:DFN .18 
GF:RMI\NY, F. R. .25 
l'fALY .27 
NIGERIA .27 
SJ\INT I.UCIA .36 
ZJ\Mllll\ 4.17 

K_F,Y, 

Af,l, - Fully Allocat.ed c:osts 
ID - Iclentlcal 
NR - No Response 
SDRs - Special orawing Rlghts 
UF: - Unable to Est.1..,te 
v-v - volume-Variable c:ost.s 

QUESTION 
1 

COS'!' 
SYSTEII 

YES 
NO 
NO 

YF.S 
YES 

NO 
YES 

NO 
YES 
YES 

NO 

NO 
NO 
NO 

YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 

NO 
NO 

NO 

YES 
NO 

YES 
tES 

NO 
YES 
YES 
YES 

NO 
NO 

YES 
YES 

NO 
YES 
YES 

NO 
YES 

NO 
HO 
HO 
NO 

QUESTION o. 3 Q. 4a 
2 CLERK/ '1'01'/lf, 

TYPE OF CARRIER PIECE 
o:Jb'T WAGES VOLUME 

(SDl!s) (OUO) 

ALL 1695 105000 
NR 2733 1'>80 
NR UE NIi 

ALL 4339 388000 
V-V 2593 719071 

NR 1514 10367000 
l\lL 1045 115358 

NR 5642 23791 
ALL NR 1100000 
v-v 233 9259 
V-V 574 626885 

NR 1019 242370 
NR 604 UE 
NR 2613 7000 

AIL 8168 1055848 
v-v 13266 1930000 
ALL 11667 9974060 
ALL 6343 3948554 
ALL 6517 367108 

NR UE 309008 
NR 3224 25400 

NR 3532 909911 

ALL 8925 13280000 
NR 430 4320 

ALL 4249 635000 
ALL 13516 3017030 

NIi 1502 263494 
ALL 2008 158713 
ALL 23231 3558500 
ALL 14524 2740000 

NR 621 534687 
NR 6866 2143553 

ALL 14071 1032516 
V-V 567 28081 

NR 19482 6515389 
v-v 1963 22490 
ALL 14629 4400000 

NR 23512 2909000 
ALL 15457 11762961 

NR 9126 6381247 
NR 2257 943813 
NR 2418 1013 
NR NR 51556 
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o. 6 Q. 6 Q. 10a QUESTIOII POSTAGE 
IMPOR'l'EO RESIŒSE ŒJS'rING 12 RAT,: 

PIEŒ I\S \ OF SYSTEM DOMESTIC HIGHP.R/ 
VOl,UMP. Q. 4a FtlH POSTAGE LOOER 

(000) RF,Sl'ONSE (J. 9 (SDl!s) THI\N COS'!' 

48000 46 NO .13 + 
1220 Tl NO .14 + 

NR NO NR 
57000 15 ms .os + 
78473 li Yt::S .06 + 

435000 4 UR ,07 + 
43049 3'1 YES .05 ID 
1871)1 79 Yf:S .05 
31000 3 NO .08 + 

UE YES .06 ID 
102837 16 Nil .03 

95325 39 YES .04 
UE ru .04 

4000 57 NO .20 + 
125153 7 YES .06 

67500 3 YES ,21 + 
583660 6 YES ,22 + 
270698 7 NR .11 + 

47791 13 YF.S .16 + 
23106 8 NO .os 
19000 75 IIO .10 

80902 9 YF.S .07 

UE YF.S .19 + 
2850 66 ms .06 

50800 8 Yls.'l .10 
217399 7 YES .19 + 

28943 J.l YES .14 + 
29555 19 YES .06 

168600 5 YF$ .17 + 
159000 6 YES .24 + 
23741 4 NO .02 

242800 11 tlO .21 + 

50670 5 YES .20 + 
9136 33 YP..S .16 rn 

520144 8 YES .13 
12016 53 YES .10 

206000 5 YES ,22 + 
99000 J n:s .24 + 

535153 5 YES .22 
453272 7 n:s .20 
187855 20 NR .14 

598 59 NO .03 
13220 26' NO .08 
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Answers to question 13 and related data LC: up to 20 grams, registered 

QUESTION 
13 

COUNTRY UNIT 
COST 

(SDRs) 

Glll\ll/1 .03 
NJr.r.n .03 
r,11~:l<IA .06 
111\fJ\YSIA .07 
EGYPT .08 
S!ERR/1 LfXlNE .09 
'1'11/\U.ANO .11 
YIK',OSIJ\VIA .11 
IWIAIIIIS .13 
SPAIN .14 
GAl10N .16 

TSRI\EL .16 
SRI I.ANKA .20 
P/\K!STIIN .21 
IIJl{;F.NTINA ,23 
f,UO/IN .25 
soum AFRICA .26 
OOM/\l,IA .JO 
VANllATU .31 
!NOTA .35 
,lOROIIN .41 

KF.HYA .44 
TAN'l.ANIA .44 
INOONESIA .46 
GIŒlXP. .47 
SAINT LUCIA .52 
KOllf:J\ .63 
7.AIRE .63 
ITAI,\' .68 
AUSTRIJ\ .70 
NIGl-:RIJ\ .82 

SWIT?.ERIJ\ND .87 
Rr.lJ;IUM 1.04 
GRF./IT BRITAIN 1.34 
FHIINCll 1.40 
Nl:'n!ERLIINDS 1.40 
Gf.lU1ANY, F ~ R. 1.44 
OORWAY 1.46 
Cl\tWJA 1.85 
I\USTRALIA 1.90 
S\lEDF.N 2.00 
Zl\HBIA 4.45 

RF:\' 

Al'J, - FUlly Allocated Costs 
rn - Identical 
IIR - No Responsê 
snns - Special orawing Right.s 
u~: - unable to Est imate 
v-v - VOiume-Var iable costs 

.1426 

QUESTION QUESTION Q. 3 
l 2 CLERK/ 

COST TYPE OP CAARH:Jl 
SYSTEM COST WAGF.S 

(SDRs) 

YES ALL 1695 
NO NR UE 

YES v-v 233 
YES v-v 2593 

NO NR 1019 
NO NR 604 
NO NR UE 
NO NR 3532 
NO NR 5642 

YES ALL 6343 
NO NR 2613 

YES ALL 4339 
NO NR 621 
NO V-V 574 

YES ALL 4249 
YES V-V 1963 
YES ALL 8168 

NO NR 430 
NO NR 2733 
NO NR 1514 
NO NR 3224 

YES ALL 2008 
YES Al.L 1045 

NO NR 1502 
YES ALL 6517 

NO NR 2418 
'YES Al.L IIR 
YES v-v 567 

NO NR 9126 
NO NR 6866 
NO NR 2257 

n:s ALL 23231 
YES ALL 13516 
YES ALL 11667 
YES ALL 8925 
YES ALL 14629 
YES ALL 15457 
YES ALL 14071 

NO NR 19482 
YES ALL 14524 

NO IIR 23512 
NO NR NR 

Q. 4a Q. 6 Q. 6 Q. 14a QUESTION PO&"J'AGE 
'IUI'Af, !Hl'(lfm'.O RESPC>tmF. 01'i'l'ING 16 RI\TE 
PIECE PIF.Cl: AS\ OF 5YSTEM IJŒESTIC HIGllER/ 

VOWHE VOi.UME Q. 4a FOR l'OSTAGE IJMER 
(000) (000) REa1'0NSE o. 13 (SD!lS) TIIAN COST 

105000 48000 46 NO .42 + 
NR NH NR .69 + 

9259 u~: NR .06 ID 
719071 78473 li YF.<; .29 + 
24237U 95325 39 n~q .07 

UE 1n: NO .30 + 
30\1008 2311)(, 7 NO .13 + 
909911 8(1')02 9 YES .15 + 

23791 18701 79 YES .26 + 
3948554 270698 7 NR .28 + 

7000 41100 57 NO l.ll + 

388000 57000 15 YF.S .25 + 
534607 23741 4 NO .Il 
626885 102837 16 NR .15 
635000 50800 8 YES .48 + 
22490 12016 53 YES .41 + 

1855848 125153 7 YES .39 + 
4320 2850 66 YES ,JO ID 
1580 12io 77 NO .es + 

10367000 435000 4 NR .33 
254UO 19000 75 NO .41 ID 

158713 29555 19 YF.S .27 
115358 43049 37 YES .29 
263494 28943 11 YP.S .49 + 
367108 47791 13 YI~<; .39 

1013 598 59 NO .21 
1100000 31000 3 NO .3) 

28081 9136 33 n:s .63 ID 
6381247 453272 7 YES .46 
2143553 242800 11 NO .73 + 
943813 187855 20 NR .68 

3558500 168600 5 \'ES .47 
3017030 217]99 7 n:s 1.33 + 
9974060 583660 6 YES 1.00 

13280000 !JE YF.S 1.21 
4400000 206000 5 YES 1.86 + 

11762961 535153 5 = • 77 
1032516 50670 5 YES 1.01 
6515389 520144 8 YES 1.26 
2740000 159000 6 YES 2.89 + 
2909000 99000 3 YES 1.43 

51556 13220 26 NR NR 



Answers to question 17 and related data LC: up to 20 grams, express 

QlJPSTTOO 
17 

ITOITTRY UNIT 

= {f,ORS) 

Glll\NI\ .03 
[,ll\EHII\ .06 
PAKl>,"1'1\N .07 
SIF.RRA l,EONE .09 
VNNI\TU .09 
Ml\l.AYSIA .10 
RNIAl1AS .ll 
l'r.YP"I' .11 
vur;ma.AVIA .11 

AllGENTINA .20 
SPAIN .24 
mn LANKA .29 
SOMl\r.lA .30 
SUlll\N .32 
KP.NYA .36 
KOHPA .38 
SAINT LUCIA .38 

{;RF.F.<:F. .39 
TAN7.I\NIA .~9 
!NtlONESIA .46 
ZAIRf; .47 
,lORD/IN .52 
!SR/If.[, .69 
ITA!,Y .71 
SOl1l'H APRICA .89 

I\Um-RTA 1.34 
CI\Nl\nl\ 1.43 
flF.l.GIIJH 1.48 
S1l!'f7.F.RLl\llD 1.94 
I\USTRIILIA 2.14 
PTIANCE 2.37 
GF.RHI\NY, F. R. 2.77 
SWEDEN 3.47 
mmmRlJINDS 3.63 

!.I';! 

I\LL - f'lllly Allocated Costs 
m - ra..nt.lca l 
NR - llo Response 
SDRs - Special Drawing Rights 
UF. - Unable t.o Estimate 
v-v - VolumP.--Variable eosts 

OUESl'ION 
1 

COST 
SYSTEII 

YES 
YES 

NO 
NO 
NO 

YES 
00 
NO 
NO 

YES 
YES 

NO 
NO 

YES 
YES 
YES 

NO 

YES 
YES 

NO 
YES 

NO 
YES 

00 
'YES 

NO 
NO 

YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 

00 
YES 

QUESTION Q. 3 o. 4a 
2 CLP.RK/ TCll'I\L 

TYPE or CARRIER PIECE 
COST WI\GES VO!.uHI! 

{SORS} (000) 

ALL 1695 105000 
v-v 233 9259 
v-v 574 626885 

NR 604 UE 
NR 2733 1580 

v-v 2593 719871 
NR 5642 23791 
NR 1019 242370 
NR 3532 909911 

ALL 4249 635000 
ALL 6343 3948554 

NR 621 534687 
NR 430 4320 

V-V 1963 22490 
ALI. 2008 158713 
ALL NR 1100000 

NR 2418 1013 

ALL 6517 367108 
ALL 1045 115358 

NR 1502 263494 
v-v 567 28081 

NR 3224 25400 
AIL 4339 388000 

NR 9126 6381247-
ALL 8168 1855848 

NR 6866 2143553 
NR 19482 6515389 

ALL 13516 3017030 
ALL 23231 ' 3558500 
ALL 14524 2740000 
ALL 8925 13280000 
ALI. 15457 11762961 

NR 23512 2909000 
ALL 14629 4400000 
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o. 6 o. 6 Q. 18a QlJESTION POm'AGE 
IHPORl'F.O RP.~PONSE CUSl'lt,;; 20 RIITE 

PIFr.E llS , or SYf.TEH DOIIESTIC HIŒŒR/ 
vowm o. 4a FOR POSTAGE r,M1m 

(000) RESPONSE o. 17 (SDRs) THN< COST 

40000 46 NO .38 + 
UF. YES .06 Il) 

102037 lf, Nil .os 
ur, NO .47 + 

1220 77 NO .85 + 
78473 11 YES .65 + 
18701 79 Yf:S .26 + 
95325 39 n:s .09 
80902 9 n:s .15 + 

50800 8 YES .48 + 
270968 7 NR .44 + 

23741 4 NO .20 
2850 66 YES .JO ID 

12016 53 rus .26 
29555 19 YF.S .39 + 
31000 3 NO .25 

598 59 NO .00 

47791 13 Yf:S .SS + 
43049 37 YF.S .34 
28943 11 n:s UE 

9136 33 YES .47 ID 
19000 75 NO .46 
57000 15 YES .57 

453272 7 YES .52 
125153 7 YES .88 

242800 11 NO 1.26 
520144 8 YP,S .88 
217399 7 YF.S 1.62 + 
168600 5 YES 1.46 
159000 6 YES 2.23 + 

UE YP.S 1.58 
535153 5 YES 1.14 

99000 3 YP.S 1.73 
206000 5 YES 1.86 
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Answers to question 21 and related data AO: 101 to 250 grams 

QOESJ'ION QOES!'Iai QOESTiai Q. 3 Q. 4a Q. 6 Q. 6 Q. 22a QUESTION POSTAGE 
21 l 2 CLERK/ '!Ul'AL IMPOR'füll Hf,Sl"OtlSE CO,'ITltKi 24 RATE 

t'OUlffilY UNIT (l)ST TYPE OF CJ\RRIER PIF:CE Pm:.: AS\ OP SYSTEM OOMESTIC HIClll'.ll/ 
(l)ST SYSfEJ! COST Wl\GES VOl,UMll VOi,UM!·: Q. 4a FOR POSTAGE U:A>'ER 

(SDRs) (SDRs) (000) (1)110) RESl'ONSE o. 21 (SDRsl 'lllAN (l)ST 

C.IMII\ .02 'lES ALL 1695 105000 48000 46 NO .27 + 
Yff:Cr;1 .AVIl\ .04 NO NR 3532 909911 811')112 9 Yl-:S .03 
J-Y:YP'l' .os NO NR 1019 242)70 95325 39 'lES .04 
IINWV1S .06 NO NR 5642 2)791 10701 79 yr,.s .11 + 
PJ\l',JSTAN .06 NO v-v 574 626085 102837 lo NR .03 
Slf.l!HA I.EONE .06 NO NR 604 UE ut; NO .18 + 
!IID!A .07 NO tlll 1514 10307000 435000 4 NR .14 + 
ISRI\ITT. .07 n:s ALL 4339 308000 57000 15 YES .19 + 
MAI.I\YS!l\ .07 YES V-V 2593 719871 78473 11 YES .08 + 
r:111•1N .08 NO NR 2613 7000 40fl0 57 NO .39 + 
SPI\IN .OB YES AIL 6343 3948554 270690 7 NR .34 + 

IJt:tlMARK .09 YES v-v 13266 1930000 67500 ) YES .37 + 
r.HEf.l'I·! .10 YES ALL 6517 3&7108 47791 13 YF.'i .22 + 
f.ouTII l\FRlCl\ .10 n:s ALL 8168 1855848 125153 7 YES .12 + 
1,IRlmil\ .11 YES v-v 233 9259 IJE n:s .11 ID 
i>WIT7.F:RI..AND .11 YES ALI, 23231 3558500 168600 5 YP.S .15 + 
'llll\IJ.IIND .15 NO NR UE 309008 23106 7 NO .os 
Af.lC,IUH .17 YES ALL 13516 3017030 217399 7 YES .27 + 
rnlEAT RRITAIN .17 YES l\LL 11667 9974060 583660 6 Yl'!S .51 + 
,JORl>AN .18 NO NR 3224 25400 19000 75 NO .15 
NORIII\Y .19 YES ALL 14071 1032516 50670 5 YES .34 + 

TAN7.ANil\ .19 YES ALL 1045 115358 43049 37 YES .15 
VANUATU .19 NO NR 2733 1580 1220 77 NO .24 + 
N!GF.R .20 NO NR UE NR NR NO .21 + 
AJ«;r-:NTINA .21 YES ALL 4249 635000 50800 8 n:s .14 
FRAtO': .22 YES ALL 8925 13280000 UR YES .37 + 
l'r/11,Y .24 ·No NR 9126 6381247 453272 7 n:s .16 
SAHrr 1,UCil\ .24 NO NR 2418 1013 598 59 NO .03 
SllEIJEN .24 NO HR 23512 2909000 99000 3 YES .82 + 
CANADA .26 NO NR 19482 6515389 520144 8 Y'ES .29 + 
AIIS"rHIA .28 NO NR 6666 2143553 242800 11 NO .34 + 

SRI IJ\HKl\ .29 NO NR 621 534607 23741 4 NO .04 
KFJIYA .30 YES ALL 2008 158713 29t;55, 19 YES .14 
l\lJSTRAUA .35 YES l\I,L 14524 2740000 159000 6 YF.S .58 + 
f.[lM/ll,IA .36 NO NR 430 4Jl0 2050 Go yi,;.<; .36 ID 
Gf.HHAN'l, F. R. .38 Y'ES ALL 15457 11762961 515153 5 YES .37 
ZAIRF. .39 YES v-v 567 28081 9136 33 'lES .39 ID 
NF.'tllt;RJ.l\NDS .47 YES ALL 14629 4400000 2061J{)0 5 YES • 71 + 
SUIJAN .47 YES v-v 1963 22490 12016 53 YES .39 
NIGERIA ,54 NO NR 2257 943813 187855 20 NR .34 
INDONESil\ .66 NO NR 1502 263494 28943 11 YES .17 
ZAHA!A 4.17 NO NR IIR 51556 13220 26 Il) .24 

K_f,! 

AI,!, - Fully Allocated Costa 
10 - Jdentical 
NR - NO Response 
SORS - Special Drawing Rights 
UE - Unable to Estimate 
V-V - Voluire-Var iable Coste 
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Answers to question 25 and related data reduced-rate AO: 101 to 250 grams 

QUESTION 
25 

COIJtn'RY UNIT 
COST 

(SDIIS) 

GIIAllll .01 
Ylk:flS[J\VIA .04 
(J;yP'f .os 
IWlllHl\S · .06 
!Nil!,\ .06 
l!iRAEL .07 
GAfl11l .08 
IJf.NHARK .09 
S0111'11 J\FRICA .10 

VllN!ll\TU .10 
LintmIA .11 
SW!TZF.RI..AIID .11 
NŒIIII\Y .14 
RF.rr.IUH .1'7 
GRF.AT BRITAIN .17 
SAINT LUCIA .17 
,JORDAN .18 

NIGER .20 
IIRGENTIHl\ .21 
FRANCE .22 
SWEflf.N .24 
CAN11DA .25 
AUSTRIA .28 
SRI I.ANKA .29 
KENYA .JO 

l\USl'RALIA .35 
GlmMANY, F. R. .38 
?.AIRE .39 
1'UVAI.U .40 
NF.'lllERLANOS ·.47 
SUDAN .47 
SU'IIILIA .49 
NIGERIA .54 
INIXJNESIA .66 

!<.~ 
AU, - Ful ly Allocated eosts 
ID - !dent !cal 
NR - No Response 
SDRs - Special Drawing Righta 
UE - Unable to Est.imate 
v-v - Volume-variable Olats 

QUESTION OUESTION Q. 3 
l 2 CI.F.RK/ 

COST TYPE OF CARRIER 
SYS'fEH CO.>'!' WAGES 

(SDRs) 

YES ALL 1695 
NO NR 3532 
NO NR 1019 
NO NR 5642 
NO NR 1514 

YES ALL 4339 
NO NR 2613 

YES v-v 13266 
YES ALL 8168 

NO NR 2733 
YES v-v 233 
YES ALL 23231 
YES ALL 14071 
YES ALL 13516 
YES ALL 11667 

NO NR 2418 
NO NR 3224 

NO NR UE 
YES ALL 4249 
YES ALL 8925 

NO NR 23512 
00 NR 19482 
NO NR 6866 
NO NR 621 

YES ALL 2008 

YES ALL 14524 
YES ALL 15457 
YES v-v 567 
YES v-v 13385 
YES ALL 14629 
YES V-V 1963 

NO NR 430 
NO NR 2257 
NO NR 1502 

Q. 4a Q. 6 Q. 6 Q. 26a QUES'rIOO POSTIIGE 
'IUI'AL IHIUllTf:ll IW-~POIISE cosr1NG 28 RATE 
PIECE rnn: l\S % OF l,'/>,"l'EH DOIESTIC IIIGHER/ 

VO!,UHI, VOf,IJHI-: Q. 4a FOR l'OSl'AGE I.GWER 
(000) (000) RESPONSE Q. 25 (SDRS) TIIAll COST 

105000 48000 46 NO .20 + 
909911 80902 9 yr,.s .02 
242370 95]2~ 39 Y!,S .04 
23791 18701 79 Y,.5 NR 

10367000 4350110 4 NR .04 
388000 57000 15 Yl:S .17 + 

7000 4000 57 NO .34 + 
1930000 67500 3 YES UE 
1855048 125153 7 YBS .12 + 

1580 1220 77 NO UE 
9259 UE YES .11 ID 

3558500 168600 5 YES UE 
1032516 50670 5 YES UE 
3017030 217399 7 n:s .08 
9974060 583660 6 YF.S .51 + 

1013 598 59 NR NR 
25400 19000 75 NO .08 

NR NR NO .OB 
635000 50800 8 YllS .10 

13280000 UE YES .19 
2909000 99000 3 YES .16 
6515389 520144 8 YES .20 
2143553 242800 11 00 .34 + 

534687. 23741 4 NO NR 
158713 29555 19 YES .14 

2740000 159000 6 n:s .14 
11762961 535153 5 n:s .18 

28081 91.16 33 n:s .39 ID 
300 180 60 NR UE 

4400000 206000 5 YES UE 
22490 12016 53 YF.S .39 

4320 2850 66 YES NR 

943813 187855 20 NR UE 

263494 28943 11 YES .09 

1429 
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Answers to question 29 and related data smalt packet (AO): 800 grams 

QUESl'ION 
29 

UNIT 
OJS'l' 

(SDRs) 

GHANA ,03 
HIIIJIYSIA .05 
GAl~lN .08 
lSU/\.F·l, .10 
ll/lllAHIIS .li 
GRF.OCE .11 
SU:RRA f,EOIE .11 
DlmHI\RK .12 
TIIAILAND ,13 
PAKISTAN ,15 

VANUATU .19 
rrom l\FRICA ,26 
YlK'.OSLAVIA .28 
l,IRF.Rll\ .33 
ARGt1l'l'INA .35 
e'.;yp'f .36 
Kf:NYA .36 
I'l'III,Y .43 
ŒF.AT ARJTAIN •. 46 
JOIUlAH .52 

BEIJ:;tUH ,56 

ZA!RE .63 
SIIINT LUCIA .69 
CIINMA .75 
TAN7.ANIA .79 
!>RI LANKII .87 
h"IIITZERLANIJ .88 
AUSTRALIA ,89 
SOHlll,IA ,91 
FRANCE 1.00 
NIGER 1.05 

f.Wr.llF.N 1.07 
AW;'l'RIA 1.24 
TINIIIAJ 1.33 
NF.'ni~:RJ,ANIJS 1.35 
NOl<W/\Y 1,41 
sunri.N 1.51 
NIŒRIA 1.56 
CERHIINY, F. R. l, 78 
UlllONESII\ 1.98 
ZAHlllA 4.91 

1<.f.! 

111,1, - Fully Allocat.ed costs 
ID - Jœnt lcal 
NR - NO Response 
SORS - Special Drawing Rights 
~; - UnAble to Estimate 
v-v - Volume-Variable costs 

.1430 

QUESTION QUESTION Q. 3 
l 2 CLF.RK/ 

COS'!' TYPE OF CARRJF.R 
SYS'I'EII COS'!' Wl\GES 

(SIJHS) 

YES ALL 1695 
YES V-V 2593 

NO NH 2613 
YES ALL 4339 

NO NR 5642 
YES ALL 6517 

NO NR 604 
YES V-V 13266 

NO NR UE 
NO v-v 574 

NO NR 2733 
YES ALL 8168 

NO NR 3532 
YES V-V 233 
YES ALL 4249 

NO NR 1019 
YES ALL 2008 

NO NR 9126 
YES AU, 11667 

NO NR 3224 

YES ALL 13516 

'!ES V-V 567 
NO NR 2418 
NO IIR 19482 

YES ALL 1045. 
00 NR 621 

YES ALL 23231 
YES ALL 14524 

NO Ill 430 
YES ALL 8925 

NO NR UE 

NO NR 23512 
HO NR 6866 

YES V-V 13385 
YES ALL 14629 
YES ALL 14071 
YES V-V 1963 

NO NR 2257 
YES ALL 15457 

NO NR 1502 
NO NR NR 

Q. 4a Q. 6 Q. 6 Q. ]Oa QUESTIOO POSTAGE 
'ITTI"AL IMl'"IR'l'l,J) RP.SPONSF. COS'fING 32 RATE 
PllXE PH!CI·: AS% CW SYSTEM IJCH:STIC HIGHEJV 

VOWH~: VOi.li&. Q, 4a FOR POS'I'I\GE w..'ER 
IOUOI (UOUI Rl-:Sl'ONSE o. 29 (SDHSI 'Il!AN COS'!' 

105000 40000 46 NO .ao + 
719871 784/3 li NIi .35 + 

7000 4111ttl 57 NO 1.31 + 
388000 5701Jfl 1~ n:s UE 

23791 1U71Jl 79 n:s NR 
367108 4779) 13 YES .90 + 

UE ur: NO 1.24 + 
1930000 67500 3 YES .95 + 

309008 2311J6 8 NO ,27 + 
626885 102837 16 NR .13 

1580 1220 77 NO , 75 + 
1855848 125153 7 YES UE 

909911 80902 9 YF.S .13 
9259 UE Yl':.S .33 ID 

635000 50800 8 YES .46 + 
242370 9532S 39 YES .16 
158713 29555 19 YES .28 

6381247 453272 7 YES 1.31 + 
9974060 583660 6 YES 1.89 + 

25400 19000 75 NO .52 ID 

3017030 217399 7 YES UE 

28081 9136 33 YES .63 ID 
1013 598 59 NO .16 

6515389 520144 8 YF.S .83 + 
115358 43049 37 n:s .29 
534687 23741 4 NO UE 

3558500 16861JO 5 YFJ; .43 
2740000 159000 6 YES 2.61 + 

4320 2850 66 YES .91 ID 
13280000 UE YES 1,27 + 

NR NR NO .98 

2909000 99000 3 YF.S 1.63 + 
2143553 242800 li NO .73 

300 180 60 YES .44 
4400000 206000 5 YES 1.69 + 
1032516 50670 5 YP.S 1,21 

22490 12016 53 YES 1.17 
943813 187855 20 lffl UE 

11762961 535153 5 YES .85 
263494 28943 11 YES .70 

51556 13220 26 tlO UE 
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Answers to question 33 and related data "M" bag (AO): 10 kilograms 

(lUF.,'TION 
33 

n•JN'l"RY UNI'r 
COST 

(SDRs) 

CJ\Jl-.J .04 
S 11:ilHA LEllNE .06 
A/11111111\S .Il 
C;jfl\NA .34 
:;11mr WCIA .69 
DF.NHARK 1.05 
ffll1/\!,lll 1.21 

!,1101\N 1.64 
scxm1 AP'RICA 1.78 
llf«a:NTINA 1.81 
!i\lIT'tr.RLAND 1.88 
fr.YPT 2.67 
YtKU!tLAVIA 2.83 

FRANCE 2.95 
All!i'l'RAl,IA 3.10 
Nlr.V.R 3.57 
AU!mHA 3. 77 
NF.TIIERLANDS 4.05 
GRF.AT BRITAIN 4.21 

CIINMII 4.41 
1,IJIERJA 4.66 
SRI 1.ANKA 4.67 
KF.NYA 4.90 
,JORill\N 5.16 
GERHIINY, F. R. 5.46 
ItllJONESIA 6.28 

Y.EY 

111,1, - t·ully Allocated eosts 
ID - Ident ical 

:ns :: ~!!Fo::wlng Rlghts 
UE - Unable t.o E,st imate 
v-v - Volume-variable eosts 

(lUESTION (lUESTION Q. 3 
l 2 CLERK/ 

rosr TYPE OF CARHIER 
SYSTEM cosr W!lœs 

(SDRs) 

NO NR 2613 
NO NR 604 
NO tlR 5642 

YES ALL 1695 
NO NR 241B 

YES V-V 13266 
NO NR 430 

YES v-v 1963 
n:s ALL 8168 
YES ALL 4249 
YES ALL 23231 

NO NR 1019 
NO NR 3532 

YES ALL 8925 
YES ALL 14524 

NO NR UE 
NO NR 6866 

YES ALL 14629 
YES ALL 11667 

NO NR 19482 
YES v-v 233 

NO NR 621 
YES ALL 2008 

NO NR 3224 
YES AU., 15457 

NO IIR 1502 

Q. 4a Q. 6 Q. G Q. 34a QUF.>,'TION POSTAGE 
TOTAL IMPOl<TI:D Rf->ITTl!.E co~mNG 36 RATE 
Pn:œ PJIX:t-: AS\ OF ~'/~TEIi IJOHESTIC HJQIEII/ 

VOLUME VOLIJHf. Q. 4a FOR POSTIIGF. IJJWf.R 
(000) (1100) RF.SPONSE Q. 33 (SORS) THANCXJST 

7DOO 40011 5·1 foK) UE 
UE Ull NO NR 

23791 18701 79 n:s IIR 
105000 48000 46 NO UE 

1013 5'18 59 NO NR 
1930000 6751JO 3 YF.5 UE 

4320 2850 6b Yl':S UE 

22490 12016 53 n:s UE 
1855848 125153 7 NR l.94 + 
635000 50800 8 YES 2. 78 + 

3558500 168600 5 NO 2.37 + 
242370 95325 39 YES 2.67 ID 
909911 80902 9 YF-'l NR 

13280000 UE n:s 4.81 + 
2740000 159000 G n:s 4.25 + 

NR NR NO 6,53 + 
2143553 242800 li NO UE 
4400000 206000 5 YES UE 
9974060 583660 6 n:s UE 

6515389 520144 8 IT.S UE 
9259 UE YES 4.66 ID 

534687 23741 4 llO UE 
158713 29555 19 YF.S UE 

25400 19000 75 NO UE 
11762961 535153 5 YES UE 

263494 28943 11 YES 2.78 
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Conversion of the survey results into gold francs 

Type of mail piece 

Foreign-origin, surface, letter mail (LC), in the first weight step; ie, weighing up to 20 grammes 

Foreign-origin, surface, registered, letter mail (LC), in the first weight step; ie, weighing up to 20 grammes 

Foreign-origin, surface, express, letter mail (LC), in the first weight step; ie, weighing up to 20 grammes 

Foreign-origin, surface, printed papers (AO), in the weight step 101 to 250 grammes 

Foreign-origin, surface, reduced-rate, printed papers (AO), in the weight step 101 to 250 grammes· 

Foreign-origin, surface, small packet (AO) item weighing 800 grammes 

Foreign-origin, surface, "M" bag (AO), weighing 10 kg 

1432 

Median cost 

SDRs g fr 

0.110 0.337 

0.425 1.301 

0.385 1.178 

0.190 0.582 

0.190 0.582 

0.560 1.714 

2.890 8.846 
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Study on the present system of statistics 

1. Introduction 

At the last UPU Congress in Rio de Janeiro in 1979, several countries challenged the reliability and validity 
of the present system of statistics for calculating transit charges and surface-mail terminal dues, a system which 
had been in force since the 1929 London Congress. 

2 ln this connection, the following remarks, in particular, were made during the discussions: 
the statistics on which payment of transit charges are based date back to th!l 1874 Berne Congress; 
the present system of statistics was devised at a time when all mail was sent by surface (sea and land); 
for many years, sea conveyance was provided by ships which followed fixed, known routes; this is no 
longer the case since the development of air conveyance; 
since the absence of regular sea conveyance affects the regularity of surface mail forwarding, it is, in some 
cases, impossible to make up mails for several weeks due to the lack of transport facilities and this brings up 
the question as to whether a statistical period of fourteen or twenty-eight days during one single year is 
really representative of the volume of mail exchanged over three years; 
notwithstanding the above, if the problem is looked at only from the point of view of payment for transit, 
it would be tempting to conclude that the present system could continue to be applied since this payment 
is not of major importance compared with other financial factors in the international postal service; 
the triennial statistics applied up to the 1969 Tokyo Congress for calculating transit charges were extended 
to all surface mail exchanges in order to calculate the terminal dues, the financial effects of which are 
considerable for many countries. 

The vast majority of countries therefore considered that the imperfections of the present system should be 
eradicated or that the system should be dropped and replaced by another. 

3 On the basis of the above arguments and many others, not mentioned here for the sake of brevity, the 1979 
Rio de Janeiro Congress adopted resolution C 62 which instructs the Executive Council: 

to consider whether the existing statistical system for the equitable determination of land and sea transit 
charges and surface-mail terminal dues is still valid, and, if so, to propose any improvements that may be 
necessary; 

ii if it finds that the system is no longer val id, to consider other possible methods of traffic assessment with 
a view to calculating transit charges and surface-mail terminal dues. 

11. Development of the study 

1980 Executive Council 

4 To carry out the study concerned, the Executive Council adopted the following procedure: 
examine other methods of assessing surface-mail traffic to which transit charges and terminal dues rates 
would be applied, not discounting the possibility of adopting a separate method for each of these two 
categories of traffic; 
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compare these methods with the present system to determine which one or ones best answer the needs 
of postal administrations; 
if one or more other methods are selected, prepare the consequent draft proposais for amending the Acts; 
if, on the contrary, the present system proves to be still valid, examine possible ways of improving it and 
drawing up proposais for amending the relevant Acts. 

5 As regards the other potential methods of assessing traffic, the following possibilities were considered: 
calculation of the total annual weight of ail mails made up on the basis of actual weight - which presup
poses weighing all bags making up the mails according to the categories LC, AO and M bags, unless these 
data appear on the waybills, statements, bills of lading, manifests, etc, provided to the transport companies; 
calculation of the total annual weight of all mail made up on the basis of the actual number of bags 
dispatched (possibly by categories LC, AO and M bags, by bag weight categories, etc); 
one or other of the various sampling systems based on the statistical method. 

6 There was considerable discussion within the Executive Council concerning both the substance of the 
question and the advisability of setting up a working party to carry out the study. The different views may be 
summarized as follows: 

a Substance of the question 

The imperfections of the present system of statistics were widely acknowledged, particularly as regards 
their repercussions on the calculation of terminal dues. 
The present system has been in effect for a long time and has become obsolete because the payment of 
terminal dues is related to mail category. 
Several circumstances can cause variations in annual traffic which may not be reflected in the statistical 
results. 
The 14- or 28-day statistical period is not representative of the volume of exchanges over three years. 
The present system is against the interests of developing countries, as far as payment of terminal dues is 
concerned. 
This discussion pointed out the need for a Working Party to carry out a comprehensive study. 

b Constitution of a Working Party 

lt was pointed out that in constituting a Working Party the interests of debtor and creditor countries and 
the various geographic regions must be taken into account, although efficiency must be a prime concern. 

7 Finally, the Executive Council decided to entrust the study on the present system of statistics to a Working 
Party comprising Argentina (reporting country), Chile, China (People's Rep), Czechoslovakia, France, lndia, 
Ivory Coast (Rep) and United States of America. 

1981 Executive Council 

8 On the basis of the directives given by the EC, Argentina, the reporting country for the Working Party, 
consulted the Working Party members to obtain their views on the structure to be given to a final questionnaire 
to be sent to all Union postal administrations. 

9 Following the distribution of this questionnaire to all Union postal administrations, 81 replies were received 
and this enabled the reporting country to bring out the following trends of opinion: 
a the present system of statistics is not satisfactory; 
b the present system should be improved or replaced by another system of assessment (majority view); 
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c if a new system of traffic assessment was adopted, two possibilities were proposed: 
calculation on the basis of the actual weight of mails; 
systematically counting bags per category of weight and item. 

10 Argentina, reporting country, was instructed to prepare a new questionnaire for all administrations on 
three variants, namely: 

improvement of the present system of statistics; 
system based on the actual weight of mails; 
other assessment systems, for example premanent counting of bags classified by category of item and 
category of weight. 

1982 Executive Council 

11 Sent out on 30 November 1981, the new questionnaire brought in 83 replies, the analysis of which led to 
the following results: 

improvement of the present system of statistics: 
32 affirmative replies 41 % 
actual weight of mails: 
27 affirmative replies 35% 
other traffic assessment systems: 
19 affirmative replies 24% 

With regard to the above result, the following remark may be made: while "lmprovement of the present system 
of statistics" is the variant which - taken by itself - cornes first in the number of replies in its favour, the other 
replies have one thing in common: they recognize the need to change the system and, together, represent the 
opinion of the majority of the administrations which took part in the consultation; this can be expressed as 
follows: 

improvement of the present system of statistics 41 % 
replacement by other systems 59% 

12 During the discussions, objections were raised as to the possibility of adopting a system based on the actual 
weight of dispatches in view of the extra work which the systematic weighing of the bags would give the 
dispatching offices. Doubts were also expressed on the possibility of making a permanent breakdown of bags 
by rate and weight categories. On the basis of a suggestion by the reporting country, submitted as a compromise 
between the present system and the actual weight system, the Executive Council instructed the reporting country 
to prepare for the 1983 EC session - in cooperation with the International Bureau - a document dealing with 
the following two variants: 
a systematic and annua/ counting of bags classified by rate and weight categories; 
b systematic and annual counting of bags and determination of the weight and rate categories by sampling 

over a period of not more than one month. 

13 "Rate categories" means the categories currently in force as adopted by the Rio de Janeiro Congress for 
terminal dues, namely, the LC/AO category on the one hand and M bag category on the other, it being under
stood that if the Hamburg Congress adopts different rates of payment for terminal dues, eg for LC and AO, 
it will be necessary to adapt accordingly the rate categories set out in the study. 

14 The weight categories used in this study are the ones currently in force, namely: 
light bags: up to 5 kg, with an average weight of 3 kg; 
medium bags: over 5 and up to 15 kg, with an average weight of 12 kg; 
heavy bags: over 15 and up 30 kg, with an average weight of 26 kg. 
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Description of the two systems 

15 System a roughly amounts to obtaining on a permanent basis the data at· present provided during the 
triennial statistics. This means that a new C 12 letter bill, comprising the information at present included in the 
C 15 special letter bill, would be completed throughout the year, thereby providing for the end-of-year liquidation 
account the exact figures of the bags dispatched broken down into rate categories ( LC/ AO and M bags) and by 
weight (light, medium and heavy). 

16 System b differs from system a in that there is a complete count of the bags but the bags are apportioned 
between the LC/ AO and M bags categories on the basis of one-month statistics using the C 15 special letter bill. 
The same applies to the apportionment of the bags by weight category (light, medium and heavy). 

7983 Executive Council 

17 lnstructed to develop these two systems, Argentina (reporting country) and the International Bureau 
submitted to the 1983 EC a document containing analyses, diagrams, new forms and proposais for amending 
the Convention and Detailed Regulations, relating to each of the two systems envisaged. 

18 ln practice, it was considered that systems a and b were a real improvement on the system of triennial 
statistics, even if the resulting workload is not comparable; the fact is: 

the calculation of the weight by means of system a has the same basis as the present system of statistics, 
the only important difference lying in the annual counting of bags classified by rate and weight categories 
rather than calculation of the number by extrapolating the results of a short statistical period; 
system b is also based on an annual count of bags, but the proportions of rate and weight categories are 
determined during a one-month statistical period, like the present system. 

19 Needless to say, each system has its particular advantages. System bis easier to implement from the postal 
operations point of view, whereas system a produces much more reliable results. 

20 ln the light of the diverging opinions expressed during the discussion and in spite of the majority trend 
in favour of system a, the 1983 Executive Council recognized the importance of this study and therefore post
poned taking a decision until its 1984 session. lt once again instructed Argentina and the International Bureau 
to refine systems a and b to take account of the observations and suggestions made by several administrations 
and the decisions arising from the work of the Terminal Dues Working Party. Sorne of the administrations again 
urged a third solution aimed at improving the present system of statistics, but no specific proposai was put 
forward on this subject and those who spoke during the discussions were more or less in favour of maintaining 
the status quo. 

7984 Executive Council 

21 After a careful revision of systems a and b, Argentina and the International Bureau concluded that the 
actual structure of each of the two systems could not be further improved but certain amendments and clarifi
cations were incorporated to supplement them. 

22 By contrast, a new intermediate system was prepared; it reduces the workload involved in system a and 
improves the precision of system b. This third system consists in a permanent counting of bags classified by rate 
categories and determination of the proportions of the weight categories from statistics taken over a period of 
one month (system c). 
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Ill. Recommendations of the Terminal Dues Working Party (WP 3) 

23 The Terminal Dues Working Party, after its last meeting (8-9 December-1983) recommended the adoption 
of world average rates of terminal dues per kilogramme that would be different for LC, AO and M bags, and 
calculated in accordance with the equivalence principle. 

24 To give effect to this recommendation, the weight imbalance of international mail must be assessed sepa-
rately for LC, AO and M bags forwarded by surface as we/1 as by air. 

IV. Consequences of adopting differentiated rates of terminal dues for LC, AO and M bags 

Airmail 

25 The actual weight of the airmail is shown on the AV 7 delivery bill for all LC/AO mail on the one hand, and 
for the M bags on the other. The adoption of differentiated terminal dues rates requires the breakdown of the 
actual total weight of LC/AO for these two categories of mail. Such a breakdown could be done: 
a on a permanent basis, by putting LC and AO into different bags, thus entailing the adaptation of forms 

AV 7, AV 3bis and AV 5bis, or 
b in accordance with the proportions worked out during a statistical period during which LC mail and 

AO mail would be placed in separate bags. The proportions would then be applied to the total annual 
weight of the LC/ AO bags. 

Surface mail 

26 Among the main consequences of adopting differentiated terminal dues rates for the statistical systems 
presented, the following should be noted: 

system a as adapted becomes more difficult to apply in practice, since the LC are not always sorted from 
the AO into separate bags and to do this on a permanent basis would introduce undesirable complications 
into the work of the international offices of exchange; 
system b, whether adapted or not, is the least reliable, since all the proportions of the rate and weight 
categories are determined during a short statistical period; 
system c began as an improvement on system b. ln system c, the LC/AO bags and the M bags are separated 
and counted on a permanent basis and this separation already eases the task of a statistical count for 
calculation of the proportions. 

V. Proposai for an easily applied statistical system taking account of differentiated terminal dues rates 
for LC, AO and M bags (variant C 1) 

27· The need to produce regular statistics for determining proportions by weight of LC and AO in mail con
veyed by air suggests that it would be advantageous to do the same for surface mail, if possible by holding the 
two statistical counts (surface mail and airmail) during the same period. Moreover, the methods of conducting 
the two statistical counts, their frequency and the period of application of their results should be compatible 
so that the Union would not have to cope with two different and parallel statistical systems as would be the case 
with system a. 
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28 These considerations led the reporting country and the International Bureau to present a new version of 
the statistical system derived from system c, adapted so as to avoid permanent sorting of LC and AO into separ3te 
bags and aiming at the adoption of a single system valid both for airmail and surface mail. This new system has 
been devised to provide the exact proportions by weight of LC and AO in the bilateral exchanges between coun
tries so that the different "LC", "AO" and "M bags" terminal dues rates can be applied. 

Variant C 1 for airmail 

29 This variant consists in determining the proportions by weight of the LC and AO on the basis of a one
month statistical period. These proportions are applied to the total annual weight of LC/AO bags taken from the 
AV 7 delivery bills. The total weight of M bags is given separately on these bills. 

Variant C 1 for surface mail 

30 This variant consists in determining the proportions of LC and AO bags and the average weights of LC, 
AO bags, on the basis of a one-month statistical period. These proportions and average weights are applied to the 
annual total number of bags taken from the C 12 letter bills. 

Discussions 

31 For determining the weight of mail to be used in the settlement of transit charges and terminal dues 
accounts, the members of the Executive Council came out in favour of systems a and C 1 only, namely: 

Surface mail 

System a (see diagram in annex 1): 
entry throughout the year, on C 12 letter bills, of ail bags of mails duly classed by rate category (LC, AO, 
M) and by categories of weight (light, medium, heavy). LC mail should be permanently separated from AO 
mail in different bags; 

ii multiplication of the annual total number of bags in each rate and weight category by the average weights 
of the weight steps, at present fixed at 3 kg (light bags), 12 kg (medium bags), and 26 kg (heavy bags). 

System C 1 (see diagram in annex 2): 
entry throughout the year, on C 12 letter bills, of ail bags of mails classified into LC/ AO and M bags; 

ii during a one-month statistical period, entry on a special bill of ail bags of mails, classified by LC, AO and 
M bags rate categories with indication of their actual weights. During this period, the LC and AO mail 
should be separated into different bags. 
The aim of this statistical period is: 

to determine the average weight of LC/ AO bags and M bags; 
to determine the proportions by weight of the LC and AO in the LC/AO mail; 

iii application of these results to the annual total number of LC/AO bags and M bags, to determine separately 
the weight of each LC, AO and M bags category. 

Airmail for systems a and C 1 (see diagram in annex 3) 

maintain the present system enabling the annual weight of LC/AO items and M bags to be calculated on 
the basis of the details on the AV 7 delivery bills; 

ii during a one-month statistical period, entry on a special bill of ail LC/ AO bags, classified by LC and AO 
rate categories, with indication of their actual weight. During this period the LC and AO mail should be 
separated into different bags. 
The aim of this statistical period is to determine the proportions by weight of the LC bags and the AO bags; 
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iii application of these proportions to the an nuai total weight of the LC/ AO bags, to determine the weight of 
each LC and AO category separately. The actual weight of the M bags is obtained direct from tl'ie A V 7 
delivery bills. 

32 ln the opinion of some members, system a provides reliable results, in view of the permanent counting of 
bags classified by rate and weight categories. However, for other members, this system is the most difficult to 
apply precisely because of the permanent classification of bags into three rate categories ( LC, AO and M bags) 
and each of the rate categories into three categories of bags separating the bags into nine groups on a permanent 
basis. The distortions arising from the system of classifying bags by weight steps is an additional drawback of 
system a. 

33 According to other members, the C 1 system is the most reliable and the easiest to adapt to postal services 
without creating too many changes and without increasing the workload of both the administration of origin and 
the administration of destination too much. ln addition, this system, which can also be used for airmail, is 
designed to calculate an average weight of bags based on the actual weight of the bags concerned during the 
statistical period. This system also eliminates the distortions resulting from the 3 kg, 12 kg and 26 kg average 
weights, illustrated by the following examples: 

15 kg of mail is counted as 12 kg if it is inserted in a bag of the "medium bag" category and as 9 kg if it 
is inserted in three bags of the "light bag" category; 
6 kg of mail is counted as 12 kg if it is inserted in a bag of the "medium bag" category and as 6 kg if it is 
inserted in two bags of the "light bag" category; 
20 kg of mail is counted as 26 kg if it is inserted in a bag of the "heavy bag" category, as 24 kg if it is 
inserted in two bags of the "medium bag" category and as 12 kg if it is inserted in four bags of the "light 
bag" category. 

34 Although there was a majority in favour of system C 1, the Executive Council decided to submit for the 
consideration of Congress system a and system C 1. lt also instructed the International Bureau to prepare the 
proposais for the amendment of the Convention and its Detailed Regulations, arising from each system, taking 
the following directives into consideration: 

preparation of annual statements and statistical statements by the administrations of destination (systems a 
and C 1); ' 

ii establishment of a threshold of exemption of 1000 g fr instead of 100 kg for the settlement of terminal 
dues accounts (systems a and C 1); 

iii establishment of an nuai statistics (system C 1); 
iv determination of the proportions by weight of the LC and AO airmail bags according to a system com

patible with that for surface mail. 

· VI. Revision of weight steps and average weights of bags 

35 At its meeting on 6 May 1982, Committee 5 decided to assign the reporting country and.the International 
Bureau the task of preparing for the 1983 meeting a document dealing with the possibility of modifying the 
weight steps .and average weights of bags through the introduction of a fourth category which would be between 
25 and 30 kg, and the adoption of new statistical average weights for each weight category. 

36 A document prepared by the reporting country and the International Bureau, based on the results of the 
consultations carried out by means of a questionnaire in November 1981, informed the 1983 EC that 57 percent 
of the administrations were in favour of keeping the status quo as regards the three weight categories of bags 
and the corresponding average weights, namely: 

Weight category 
up to 5 kg 

5 to 15 kg 
15 to 30 kg 

Average weight 
3 kg 

12 kg 
26 kg 
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37 ln view of the partial results of the study, according to which the present system of statistics should be 
replaced by another system based on the actual annual number of bags, the 1983 EC instructed the reporting 
country and the International Bureau to conduct a fresh consultation on the weight categories of bags, on the 
possible introduction in the Detailed Regulations of the Convention of a provision giving administrations the 
option of agreeing on the average weights to be adopted for the application of the system of statistics, and on 
the possibility of raising from 250 g to 500 g the tolerance for classification of bags (Convention, Detailed Regu
lations, article 174, paragraph 1). 

38 The main results of that consultation are the following: 
a most of the 80 administrations that replied to these questions came out in favour of keeping the three 

weight categories and present average weights of bags. The proportion of administrations in favour of 
three categories of bags, with or without revision of the average weights, was 62 percent. On the other 
hand, the administrations that favoured the adoption of four weight categories agreed to the average 
weights suggested at the time of the consultation, namely: 

Weight category 
up to 5 kg* 

5 to 15 kg* 
15 to 25 kg 
25 to 30 kg 

15 to 30 kg* 

Average weight 
3 kg 

12 kg 
22 kg 
28 kg 

26 kg 

39 Moreover, to facilitate a decision on the subject, France submitted a study based on the data from the 
sampling carried out within the framework of the terminal dues study made by Brazil. lts results (bags of over 
30 kg were not taken into consideration) are as follows: 

Weight category 
0 to 5 kg 
5 to 15 kg 

15 to 25 kg 
25 to 30 kg 

15 to 30 kg 

Average weight 
2.88 kg 

10.96 kg 
19.25 kg 
27.30 kg 

20.42 kg 

b sixty percent of the administrations that took part in the consultation were against the inclusion in the 
Detailed Regulations of the Convention of a provision giving administrations the option of reaching an 
agreement on the average weights to be adopted for applying the system of statistics; 

c fifty-six percent of the administrations taking part in the consultation were in favour of the tolerance for 
the classification of bags being raised from 250 g to 500 g. 

The Executive Council did not take a decision on the creation of a fourth category of weights of bags. lt thought 
it should leave this to Congress to decide. 

40 If system a were adopted, Congress would have to take a position on the following points regarding the 
weight categories and average weights of bags: 

the adoption of the system of 3 bag categories or the adoption of a system of 4 bag categories; 
ii the average weights of bags for the categories selected; 
iii the advisability of raising from 250 to 500 g the tolerance accepted for the maximum weight of the cate-

gory in which a bag is entered (Detailed Regulations of the Convention, article 174, paragraph 1). 

41 ln the event of the adoption of system C 1, based on a single weight of bags, determined on the basis of the 
actual weight of bags during a statistical period, a classification of the bags by weight categories (light, medium 
and heavy) would no longer be necessary. 

* Present weight categories. 
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VII. Conclusions 

42 ln view of the above, Congress is requested to give its decision: 
on the adoption of one of the two systems put forward, ie system a or system C 1; (see paragraph 31); 

ii if system a is adopted: 
on the proposais arising from this system: proposais 3061.6, 3062.5, 3065.5, 3066.1, 3501.1, 3556.1, 
3562.1, 3569.91, 3569.92, 3570.4, 3571.1, 3572.3, 3573.3, 3574.91, 3574.92, 3575.1, 3576.1, 
3577.1, 3577.92, 3578.5, 3578.91, 3578.92, 3578.93, 3578.94, 3578.95, 3578.96, 3579.4, 3580.3, 
3580.91, 3581.5, 3583.2, 3583.91, 3584.2, 3585.2, 3912.1, 3915.1, 3917.2, 3917.3, 3920.1, 3920.2, 
3921.1, 3921.2; 
on the possibility of adopting a fourth category of bags (25 to 30 kg) for determining the weight of 
mails; 
on the average weights of each category of bags. Proposai 3579.5; 
on the advisability of raising from 250 g to 500 g the tolerance accepted for the maximum weight. 
Proposai 3574.7; 

iii if system C 1 is adopted, on the proposais arising from that system: proposais 3061.7, 3062.6, 3065.6, 
3066.2, 3501.2, 3556.2, 3562.2, 3569.93, 3569.94, 3569.95, 3569.96, 3569.97, 3570.5, 3571.2, 3572.4, 
3573.4, 3574.8, 3574.93, 3574.94, 3574.95, 3575.2, 3576.2, 3577.2, 3577.91, 3577.93, 3578.6, 3578.97, 
3579.6, 3579.91, 3580.4, 3580.92, 3581.6, 3583.3, 3584.3, 3585.3, 3912.2, 3912.91, 3912.92, 3915.2, 
3915.91, 3915.92, 3917.4, 3917.5, 3920.3, 3920.4, 3921.3, 3921.4, 3928.2, 3957.1, 3953.3, 3955.3, 
3915.93, 3915.94, 3915.95, 3962.3. 

Berne, 28 March 1984 MI SOBHI 
Secreta ry-G enera 1 
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Comparative table 

System a 

Present provisions 

Universal Postal Convention 

Part Il 

Chapter IV 

Allocation of charges. Transit charges 
and terminal dues 

Article 61 
Transit charges 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 
Paragraph 7 

Article 62 
Terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 

Article 63 
Exemption from transit charges and terminal dues 

Article 64 
Extraordinary services 
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Proposed arnendrnents 

Universal Postal Convention 

Part Il 

Chapter IV 

Allocation of charges. Transit charges 
and terminal dues 

Article 61 
Transit charges 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 unchanged 
Paragraph 3 unchanged 
Paragraph 4 unchanged 
Paragraph 5 unchanged 
Paragraph 6 unchanged 
Paragraph 7 deleted 

Article 62 
Terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 unchanged 
Paragraph 3 unchanged 
Paragraph 4 deleted 

Article 63 
Unchanged 

Article 64 
Unchanged 



Present provisions 

Article 65 
Accounting for transit charges and terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 
Paragraph 7 

Article 66 
Exchange of closed mails with military units 
placed at the disposai of the United Nations 
and with warships or military aircraft 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 

Detailed Regulations 

Part 1 

Article 101 
Preparation and settlement of accounts 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 

Article156 
Letter bills 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 

Article 162 
Labelling of mails 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
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Proposed amendments 

Article 65 
Accounting for transit charges and terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 amended 
Paragraph 3 amended 
Paragraph 4 amended 
Paragraph 5 deleted 
Paragraph 6 unchanged 
Paragraph 7 amended 

Article 66 
Exchange of closed mails with military units 
placed at the disposai of the United Nations 
and with warships or military aircraft 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 unchanged 
Paragraph 3 unchanged 
Paragraph 4 amended 

Detailed Regulations 

Part 1 

Article 101 
Preparation and settlement of accounts 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 amended 
Paragraph 3 unchanged 

Article 156 
Letter bill 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 amended 
Paragraph 3 unchariged 
Paragraph 4 unchanged 

Article 162 
Labelling of mails 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 unchanged 
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Present provisions 

Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 

Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 
Paragraph 7 
Paragraph 8 

Section V 

Provisions concerning transit charges 
and terminal dues 

Chapter 1 

Statistical operations 

Article 170 
Incidence, duration and application of the statistics 

Paragraph 1 

Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 

Article 171 
Airmails 

Article 172 
Make-up and labelling of closed mails during 
the statistical period 

Article 173 
Special letter bill 

Article 174 
Checking of closed mails and preparation, 
transmission and acceptance of the relevant 
statistical statements 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 
Paragraph 7 
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Proposed amendments 

Paragraph 3 unchanged 
Paragraph 4 unchanged 
Paragraph 4bis transferred from paragraph 2 
of article 172 
Paragraph 5 deleted 
Paragraph 6 unchanged 
Paragraph 7 unchanged 
Paragraph 8 unchanged 

Section V 

Provisions concerning transit charges 
and terminal dues (surface and airmail) 

Chapter 1 

Operations for determining the annual weight 
of bags of surface mail 

Article 170 
Permanent counting of bags of surface mail 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 1 bis new 
Paragraph 2 deleted 
Paragraph 3 deleted 
Paragraph 4 ~ 
Paragraph 5 deleted 

Article 171 
Transferred to article 174ter 

Article 172 
Deleted 

Article 173 
Deleted 

Article 174 
Checking of categories of bags of surface mail 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 deleted 
Paragraph 3 deleted 
Paragraph 4 deleted 
Paragraph 5 deleted 
Paragraph 6 deleted 
Paragraph 7 deleted 



Present provisions 

Article 175 
Closed mails exchanged with military units 
placed at the disposai of the United Nations 
and with warships or military aircraft 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 

Article 176 
Transit bulletin 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 

Article 177 
Transmission of C 16, C 17, C 17bis and C 19 forms. 
Exceptions 

Chapter Il 

Preparation, transmission and acceptance 
of statements of weight of airmails for 
the calculation of terminal dues 
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Proposed amendments 

Article 174bis 
Transmission and acceptance of annual statements 
of bags and weights of surface mail 

Paragraph 1 ~ 
Paragraph 2 new 
Paragraph 3 new 
Paragraph 4 ~ 
Paragraph 5 ~ 
Paragraph 6 new 

Article 17 4ter 
Airmails in transit by surface 

Paragraph 1 ~ 
Paragraph 2 new 

Article 175 
Closed mails exchanged with military units 
placed at the disposai of the United Nations 
and with warships or military aircraft 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 unchanged 

Article 176 
Transit bulletin for surface mails 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 amended 
Paragraph 3 amended 
Paragraph 4 amended 
Paragraph 5 amended 
Paragraph 6 amended 

Article 177 
Deleted 

Chapter Il 

Operations for determining the annual weight of bags 
of airmail 
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Present provisions 

Article 178 
Preparation, transmission and acceptance 
of statements of weight of airmails for 
the calculation of terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 
Paragraph 7 
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Proposed amendments 

Article 178 
Deleted 

Article 178bis 
Statement of weights of airmails 

Paragraph 1 new 
Paragraph 2 ~ 
Paragraph 3 new 

Article 178ter 
Transmission and acceptance of statements 
of weights of airmails 

Paragraph 1 new 
Paragraph 2 ~ 
Paragraph 3 ~ 

Article 178quater 
Statistical period for calculating airmail 
terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 ~ 
Paragraph 2 ~ 
Paragraph 3 new 
Paragraph 4 ~ 

Article 178quinquies 
Preparation of statistical statements of weights 
of bags of airmail 

Paragraph 1 ~ 
Paragraph 2 new 

Article 178sexties 
Checking of weights and categories of bags 
of airmail 

Sole paragraph new 



Present provisions 

Chapter Ill 

Preparation, settlement and revision of accounts 

Article 179 
Préparation, transmission and approval 
of transit charges and surface-mail terminal dues 
accounts 

Paragraph 1 

Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 
Paragraph 7 
Paragraph 8 
Paragraph 9 
Paragraph 10 

Paragraph 11 

Article 180 
Preparation, transmission and approval 
of the annual airmail terminal dues accounts 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 

Article 181 
Annual general liquidation account. 
Role of the International Bureau 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
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Proposed amendments 

Chapter Ill 

Preparation, settlement, approval and revision 
of transit charges and terminal dues accounts 
(surface and airmail) 

Article 179 
Preparation, transmission and approval 
of transit charges and surface-mail terminal dues 
accounts 

Paragraph 1 deleted (proposai 3579.4; 
amended paragraph 
proposai 3579.5) 

Paragraph 2 deleted 
Paragraph 3 deleted 
Paragraph 4 deleted 
Paragraph 5 deleted 
Paragraph 6 unchanged 
Paragraph 7 amended 
Paragraph 8 deleted 
Paragraph 9 amended 
Paragraph 10 amended 
Paragraph 1 Obis new 
Paragraph 11 unchanged 

Article 180 
Preparation, transmission and approval 
of the annual airmail terminal dues accounts 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 amended 
Paragraph 3 unchanged 
Paragraph 4 unchanged 

Article 180bis 
Regularization of differences of weight accepted 
after preparation of the detailed accounts 

Paragraph 1 new 
Paragraph 2 ~ 

Article 181 
Annual general liquidation account. 
Role of the International Bureau 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 deleted 
Paragraph 3 deleted 
Paragraph 4 unchanged 
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Present provisions 

Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 
Paragraph 7 
Paragraph 8 
Paragraph 9 
Paragraph 10 
Paragraph 11 

Article 182 
Payment of transit charges and surface-mail 
terminal dues 

Article 183 
Payment of airmail terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 

Article 184 
Revision of transit charges accounts 

Article 185 
Revision of surface-mail terminal dues accounts 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
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Proposed amendments 

Paragraph 5 amended 
Paragraph 6 deleted 
Paragraph 7 amended 
Paragraph 8 unchanged 
Paragraph 9 unchanged 
Paragraph 10 amended 
Paragraph 11 amended 

Article 182 
Unchanged 

Article 183 
Payment of airmail terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 deleted 

Article 183bis 
Special address for the transmission of forms 

Paragraph 1 (sole paragraph) new 

Article 184 
Deleted 
~ 

Article 185 
Revision of airmail terminal dues accounts 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 unchanged 
Paragraph 3 amended 
Paragraph 4 deleted 



Comparative table 

System C 1 

Present provisions 

Universal Postal Convention 

Part Il 

Chdpter IV 

Allocation of charges. Transit charges 
and terminal dues 

Article 61 
Transit charges 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 
Paragraph 7 

Article 62 
Terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 

Article 63 
Exemption from transit charges and terminal dues 

Article 64 
Extraordinary services 
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Proposed amendments 

Universal Postal Convention 

Part Il 

Chapter IV 

Allocation of charges. Transit charges 
and terminal dues 

Article 61 
Transit charges 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 unchanged 
Paragraph 3 unchanged 
Paragraph 4 unchanged 
Paragraph 5 unchanged 
Paragraph 6 unchanged 
Paragraph 7 deleted 

Article 62 
Terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 unchanged 
Paragraph 3 unchanged 
Paragraph 4 deleted 

Article 63 
Unchanged 

Article 64 
Unchanged 
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Present provisions 

Article 65 
Accounting for transit charges and terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 

Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 
Paragraph 7 

Article 66 
Exchange of closed mails with military units 
placed at the disposai of the United Nations 
and with warships or military aircraft 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 

Detailed Regulations 

Part 1 

Article 101 
Preparation and settlement of accounts 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 

Article 156 
Letter bills 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 

Article 162 
Labelling of mails 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
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Proposed amendments 

Article 65 
Accounting for transit charges and terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 transferred 
Paragraph 3 amended 
Paragraph 3bis new 
Paragraph 3ter new 
Paragraph 4 amended 
Paragraph 5 deleted 
Paragraph 6 unchanged 
Paragraph 7 unchanged 

Article 66 
Exchange of closed mails with military units 
placed at the disposai of the United Nations 
and with warships or military aircraft 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 unchanged 
Paragraph 3 unchanged 
Paragraph 4 amended 

Detailed Regulations 

Part 1 

Article 101 
Preparation and settlement of accounts 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 amended 
Paragraph 3 unchanged 

Article 156 
Letter bills 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 amended 
Paragraph 3 unchanged 
Paragraph 4 unchanged 

Article 162 
Labelling of mails 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 unchanged 



Present provisions 

Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 

Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 
Paragraph 7 
Paragraph 8 

Section V 

Provisions concerning transit charges 
and terminal dues 
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Proposed amendments 

Paragraph 3 unchanged 
Paragraph 4 unchanged 
Paragraph 4bis transferred from paragraph 2 
of article 172 
Paragraph 5 deleted 
Paragraph 6 unchanged 
Paragraph 7 unchanged 
Paragraph 8 unchanged 

Section V 

Provisions concerning transit charges 
and terminal dues 

Chapter 0 

Operations concerning the establishment 
of the annual number of bags of surface mail 
and the annual weights of bags of airmail 

Article 169bis 
Statement of bags of surface mail 

Paragraph 1 ~ 
Paragraph 2 new 
Paragraph 3 new 
Paragraph 4 new 

Article 169ter 
Statement of weights of airrnails 

Paragraph 1 ~ 
Paragraph 2 new 
Paragraph 3 new 

Article 169quater 
Transmission and acceptance of statements 
of bags of surface mail and statements of weight 
of airmails 

Paragraph 1 ~ 
Paragraph 2 ~ 
Paragraph 3 ~ 
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Present provisions 

Chapter 1 

Statistical operations 

Article 170 
Incidence, duration and application 
of the statistics 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 

Article 171 
Airmails 

Article 172 
Make-up and labelling of closed mails 
during the statistical period 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 

Article 173 
Special letter bill 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 

Article 174 
Checking of closed mails and preparation, 
transmission and acceptance of the relevant 
statistical statements 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 
Paragraph 7 
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Proposed amendments 

Chapter 1 

Statistical operations for determining the average 
weights of surface bags and the proportions 
of airmail bags 

Article 170 
Statistical period for the calculation of transit charges 
and terminal dues. Surface mail and airmail 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 amended 
Paragraph 3 amended 
Paragraph 4 amended 
Paragraph 5 amended 

Article 171 
Deleted (transferred to article 174ter) 

Article 172 
Make-up and labelling of closed mails 
during the statistical period 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 deleted (transferred to article 162, 
paragraph 4bis) 

Article 173 
Delivery bill (bags) - statistical period 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 deleted 
Paragraph 3 deleted 
Paragraph 4 unchanged 

Article 174 
Checking of categories of bags of surface mails 
and the weights of airmails 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 deleted 
Paragraph 3 deleted 
Paragraph 4 deleted 
Paragraph 5 deleted 
Paragraph 6 deleted 
Paragraph 7 deleted 



Present provisions 

Article 175 
Closed mails exchanged with military units 
placed at the disposai of the United Nations 
and with warships or military aircraft 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 

Article 176 
Transit bulletin 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 

Article 177 
Transmission of C 16, C 17, C 17bis and C 19 forms. 
Exceptions 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
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Proposed amendments 

Article 174bis 
Preparation of the statistical statements 
of the weights of bags received by surface mail 

Paragraph 1 new 
Paragraph 2 ~ 
Paragraph 3 ~ 

Article 174ter 
Preparation of the statistical statements 
of the weights of bags received by airmail 

Paragraph 1 ~ 
Paragraph 2 ~ 

Article 174quater 
Airmails in transit by surface 

Paragraph 1 ~ 
Paragraph 2 ~ 

Article 175 
Closed mails exchanged with military units 
placed at the disposai of the United Nations 
and with warships or military aircraft 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 unchanged 

Article 176 
Transit bulletin for surface mails 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 amended 
Paragraph 3 deleted 
Paragraph 4 amended 
paragraph 5 amended 
Paragraph 6 amended 

Article 177 
Deleted 

Paragraph 1 transferred to article 180bis 
Paragraph 2 deleted 
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Present provisions 

Chapter Il 

Preparation, transmission and acceptance 
of statements of weight of airmails for the calculation 
of terminal dues 

Article 178 
Preparation, transmission and acceptance 
of statements of weight of airmails for the calculation 
of terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 
Paragraph 7 

Chapter Ill 

Preparation, settlement and revision of accounts 

Article 179 
Preparation, transmission and approval 
of transit charges and surface-mail terminal dues 
accounts 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 
Paragraph 7 
Paragraph 8 
Paragraph 9 
Paragraph 1 0 

Paragraph 11 
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Proposed arnendrnents 

Article 177bis 
Preparation of the annual statement of weights 
of mails in transit 

Paragraph 1 ~ 
Paragraph 2 new 
Paragraph 3 new 

Chapter Il 

Deleted 

Article 178 
Deleted 

Chapter Ill 

Preparation, settlement, approval and revision 
of transit charges and surface mail and airmail 
terminal dues accounts 

Article 179 
Preparation, transmission and approval 
of transit charges and surface-mail terminal dues 
accounts 

Paragraph 1 deleted 
Paragraph 2 deleted 
Paragraph 3 deleted 
Paragraph 4 deleted 
Paragraph 5 deleted 
Paragraph 6 unchanged 
Paragraph 7 amended 
Paragraph 8 deleted 
Paragraph 9 amended 
Paragraph 10 amended 
Paragraph 1 Obis new 
Paragraph 11 unchanged 



Present provisions 

Article 180 
Preparation, transmission and approval of the annua.1 
airmail terminal dues accounts 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 

Article 181 
Annual general liquidation account. 
Role of the International Bureau 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
Paragraph 5 
Paragraph 6 
Paragraph 7 
Paragraph 8 
Paragraph 9 
Paragraph 10 
Paragraph 11 

Article 182 
Payment of transit charges and surface-mail 
terminal dues 

Article 183 
Payment of airmail terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
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Proposed amendments 

Article 179bis 
Regularization of differences of weight accepted 
after preparation of the detailed accounts 

Paragraph 1 new 
Paragraph 2 new 

Article 180 
Preparation, transmission and approval of the annual 
airmail terminal dues accounts 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 amended 
Paragraph 3 unchanged 
Paragraph 4 unchanged 

Article 180bis 
Special address for the transmission of forms 

Sole paragraph ~ 

Article 181 
Annual general liquidation account. 
Role of the International Bureau 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 deleted 
Paragraph 3 deleted 
Paragraph 4 unchanged 
Paragraph 5 amended 
Paragraph 6 deleted 
Paragraph 7 amended 
Paragraph 8 unchanged 
Paragraph 9 unchanged 
Paragraph 10 amended 
Paragraph 11 amended 

Article 182 
Unchanged 

Article 183 
Payment of airmail terminal dues 

Paragraph 1 unchanged 
Paragraph 2 deleted 
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Present provisions 

Article 184 
Revision of transit charges accounts 

Article 185 
Revision of surface-mail terminal dues accounts 

Paragraph 1 
Paragraph 2 
Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 4 
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Proposed amendments 

Article 184 
Revision of transit charges and surface-mail 
terminal dues accounts 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 unchanged 
Paragraph 3 amended 
Paragraph 4 unchanged 
Paragraph 5 amended 
Paragraph 6 unchanged 
Paragraph 7 unchanged 

Article 185 
Revision of airmail terminal dues accounts 

Paragraph 1 amended 
Paragraph 2 unchanged 
Paragraph 3 amended 
Paragraph 4 deleted 
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Address area on the layout key for trade documents 

Report by the Consultative Council for Postal Studies 

1. 1 ntroduction 

1 At its 1982 session the Consultative Council for Postal Studies expressed concern about the work done 
by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) to make the United Nations layout key for trade 
documents into an international standard (annex 1 ). 

2 The CCPS's concern related mainly to the address area of this form, the size and position of which do not 
correspond closely to the requirements of the postal service in a number of countries, when this form is sent 
in a window envelope. 

3 The CCPS therefore adopted resolution CCEP 1/1982 in which it: 
requested the ISO to suspend the procedure until it had been possible for the matter to be considered 
by the ISO-UPU Contact Committee and for an agreement with the UPU to be reached; 
decided to include the subject in the work programme of Joint Group A 1/A 2/ A 3; 
instructed the International Bureau to make the appropriate contacts with the ISO and report to the CCPS. 

4 ln the wake of this resolution, the question gave rise to work and meetings which were brought to the 
notice of the CCPS at its 1983 session. After analyzing the various aspects of the subject, it considered it advisable 
to inform Congress about the matter so that the latter could give its views on the general action to be taken 
in the interest of postal administrations as a whole. 

5 This is the aim of the present report which deals with the following aspects: 
background to the layout key for trade documents; 
the layout key and postal regulations; 
the work done subsequent to the CCPS resolution; 
CCPS proposais for continued study of the matter. 

Il. Background to the layout key 

6 International agreement on the layout of documents used in international trade was reached in the United 
Nations Commission for Europe (ECE) in 1963 with the adoption of the "ECE layout key". Since then, documents 
for maritime, rail, road, etc transport have been aligned on the ECE layout key, as well as forms under various 
international instruments such as customs conventions, preferential arrangements and commodity agreements. 

7 ln 1969 the Economie and Social Council of the United Nations took note of an ECE Recommendation 
on the practical use of the layout key in international trade and the value of coordinating work relating thereto 
worldwide. For this purpose, a special service of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD), the Special Programme on Trade Facilitation (FALPRO), was instructed to pursue the matter. 
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8 ln 1978, the United Nations Committee on the Development of Trade noted ihat the layout key for 
trade documents, approved by the ECE experts in 1963 and formally recommended by the Working Party on 
Facilitation of International Trade Procedures in 1973, had been widely accepted internationally. Henceforth 
it was referred to as: "The United Nations layout key for trade documents". 

9 At the request of several organizations, a draft standard ISO/DIS 6422 was prepared by the International 
Organization for Standardization and submitted in January 1983 to a vote of the national Member Committees 
of the ISO Technical Committee in charge of this study (ISO/TC 154, Documents and data elements in admin
istration, commerce and industry). lt was at this stage that the CCPS intervened. The consultation which ended 
in July 1983 resulted in enough votes for the adoption of the draft which will thus become an international 
standard as soon as it can be approved by the ISO Council. 

Ill. The layout key and postal regulations 

10 The Working Party in charge of study A 103 of the CCPS Management Council elected by the 1964 Vienna 
Congress "Principles for adapting the layout of international postal service forms to the requirements of office 
machines - practical application of standards adopted" adopted as one of its working hypotheses the alignment 
of the UPU forms on the ECE layout key. 

11 ln its report submitted to the Steering Committee of the Management Council in May 1968, which was 
the subject of Congress - Doc 26 of the 1969 Tokyo Congress, the Working Party, considered however that a 
high degree of standardization of UPU forms with reference to the layout key was not feasible; in practical 
terms, the Working Party reported that "whenever possible, the indications concerning the address have been 
placed in the draft forms prepared in accordance with the ECE layout key". 

12 The CCPS proposais, which, in short, enshrined the alignment of the UPU forms on the layout key, were 
adopted by the Tokyo Congress and the coilection of forms prepared on those bases was re-adopted by the 
Lausanne and Rio de Janeiro Congresses. The particular case of forms CP 2 and CP 2/CP 3 finalized by the 
CCC-UPU Contact Committee should be mentioned, as the layout of the area reserved for the sender's and 
addressee's address is strictly identical to that of the layout key. 

13 When examining the matter in 1982/1983, the CCPS considered that the present situation was not at all 
the same as it had been previously. lt found that the general use of the forms based on the "layout key" and the 
subsequent increase (likely to reach considerable proportions) of items in window envelopes containing documents 
aligned on that key, as well as the appearance of the new generation of sorting machines functioning on the 
principle of optical recognition of characters, had created a new situation which justified an adjustment of 
the layout key so that it cou Id better meet the requirements of postal operations in ail countries. 

14 Specifically, postal administrations made the following complaints about the layout key: 
a A somewhat restricted area for the addressee's address; for some countries this area is apparently too 

small for all the information making up an address comprising the data needed for optimum forwarding 
of the items; 

b The placing of the address area on the left of the layout key implies that the envelope panel is also on the 
left. However, although the provisions of the Acts of the UPU (article 20, paragraph 1, a, ii, of the Universal 
Postal Convention) allow the envelope panel to be situated on the left, a number of countries usually 
place it on the right; this practice is, moreover, in accordance with other provisions of the UPU Acts 
concerning the addressee's address (article 20, paragraph 1, a, i, of the Convention and article 113, paragraph 1, c, 
of its Detailed Regulations. 

c Because of the restricted address area on the layout key and the size of the transparent panels, which are 
often larger in accordance with existing national standards, information on the documents, other than 
that making up the address, is visible through the panel, and thus disrupts the work of the new generation 
of sorting machines presently in service which operate on the principle of optical character recognition (OCR) 
of addresses. 
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IV. Work carried out subsequent to resolution CCEP 1/1982 

15 After receipt by the ISO of the CCPS resolution, the UPU was represented at meetings of Technical 
Committee ISO/TC 154 (and its Subcommittees) which were held in Paris from 27 to 29 April 1983. The UPU 
delegation, made up of officiais of the French administration (host country of the meeting) and the International 
Bureau, put forward the complaints of postal administrations (paragraph 14 above). These were analyzed and 
discussed, and this led the Technical Committee to setup, within the framework of itsSubcommittee 2 (Documents), 
an ad hoc Group to study "the requirements and positions for elements for the representation of names and 
add resses". 

16 With a view to the meeting of this ad hoc Group and in accordance with the mandate received from the 
CCPS (paragraph 3), Joint Group A 1/A 2/A 3 decided to carry out a consultation of its members with a view 
to developing proposais which cou Id be submitted to the ISO to amend the draft standard. 

17 As the consultation did not produce positive results, the ad hoc Group, meeting in Geneva on 30 September 
1983, did not have the data needed to outline technical solutions to the problems raised. lt therefore proposed 
that it should be turned into a permanent group for the continuation of the study with the UPU. 

18 At its meeting on 24 October 1983 in Geneva, the ISO-UPU Contact Committee endorsed the proposai 
to set up a permanent ISO-UPU Group to pursue the study of the matter. For its part, the ISO agreed to suspend 
for one year the procedure for publishing the draft standard so that work on the subject could be continued 
within the UPU and so that the joint study could be carried out within the framework of the permanent ISO-UPU 
Group. 

V. CCPS proposais for continuation of the study 

19 As the information in this report shows, as things are at present, the following may be mentioned: 
Publication of the draft standard ISO/DIS 6422 should in principle take place in the more or less short 
term, and no doubt before the next Congress. Taking the concerns of all the postal administrations into 
account would enable the Post to keep the bulk of the traffic resulting from this layout key and would 
facilitate its movement through the use of envelopes with transparent panels. 
The fact that the layout key can be used for several purposes implies that the parties agree to adjust certain 
aspects of their regulations. 

20 The various constraints which have to be faced therefore led the Consultative Council for Postal Studies 
to make the following proposais: 

that the CCPS continue the study of the question as a priority matter with a view to reaching agreement 
with the ISO on the general characteristics of postal addresses and consequently on the adjustments to be 
made to the address area on the layout key; 
that postal administrations be informed, after consultation with the Executive Council if matters coming 
within the latter's purview are concerned, of such provisions as may be agreed upon with the ISO, so that 
these provisions can be applied immediately. 

VI. Conclusions 

21 ln view of the above, the Consultative Council for Postal Studies requests Congress: 
to give its views on the question of the address area on the layout key for trade documents; 

ii to approve draft resolution No 013. 
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LAYOUT KEY FOR TRADE DOCUMENTS 
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The future of the postal services: Digest of the studies carried out between 1979 and 1984 

Report by the Consultative Council for Postal Studies 

Introduction 

The Consultative Council for Postal Studies elected by the Rio de Janeiro Congress decided at its constituent 
meeting (cf minutes of 23 October 1979), on the proposai of several delegations and because of the great impor
tance of the subject, to set up a special Committee to consider the question of the future of the postal services. 

As a result, the six fields of study proposed by the former CCPS (cf proposai 0022 and CCEP 1979 Rio de 
Janeiro - Doc 3b), were joined by that of the future of the Post assigned to Committee 1 of the CCPS elected 
by the Rio de Janeiro Congress. 

Under the chairmanship of the Netherlands, Committee 1 was assigned four studies all dealing with the future, viz: 
Study 501 "Future of the postal services" 
Study 502 "Using the postal network (including agency services) for non-postal activities - Extending post 
office functions" 
Study 503 "Electronic mail and other advanced message systems" including supplementary study "Tele
impression" 
Study 504 "General policy on public information". 

The reporting countries were Morocco (study 501). Sweden (study 502), Federal Republic of Germany (study 503) 
and ltaly (study 504). 

The Committee subsequently decided to reactivate study C 104 "Postal market research" (reporting country: 
France). 

The CCPS also instructed Morocco, in conjunction with the Chairman of Committee 1 and the International 
Bureau, to submit to the Hamburg Congress a Congress - Doc dealing with all the work relating to the future 
of the postal services. 

This document is therefore in accord with these instructions and endeavours to give the main results of these 
studies. 

2 Results of the work 

2.1 Study 501 "Future of the postal services" 

Conducted in two stages (general study and supplementary study), this study first provided a sort of diagnosis 
of the Post. lt was, for instance, established that the Post is confronted by many problems, that its operational 
costs are rising rapidly and, at the same time, that telecommunications' running costs are rising slowly or even 
falling. 
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At the same time, taking advantage of shortcomings in the Post and the consequent discontent of its users, some 
companies have set up in competition to it going so far as to provide services which are really protected by the 
monopoly. 

Faced with this situation, the Post realized that the best protection is neither the legal arsenal nor an increase in 
rates but improving the standard of the service offered based on a new attitude featuring commercial aggressive
ness, dynamism and innovation. 

Ali postal administrations recognize that the alliance of telecommunications and date-processing is a grave threat. 
Nevertheless, it is considered that the Post can still fight back provided that it shows vigilance and, above all, 
vigour faced with the new technologies. 

Lastly, it was noted that, while the industrialized countries are aware of the danger, the developing countries 
feel that the threat is still far away. 

The situation of the Post is really alarming and there is every reason to reflect on the measures to be taken to 
safeguard its future. 

The second stage of study 501 brought a better awareness on the part of the developing countries and a catalogue 
of the new products and the experiences of the industrialized countries. 

The lack of perspective made it impossible to give a categorical judgement on the future of the Post. At very 
most, a call can be made for more vigilance and particularly for a great adaptive effort to enable the Post to 
continue to play its part in the communications market, which is obviously going through and will continue to go 
through some very great disruption. 

The reports on the general and supplementary studies are contained in annexes 1 and 2 to this document. 

2.2 Study 502 "Using the postal network (including agency services) for non-postal activities - Extending post 
office functions" 

First of all, it should be recalled that the aim of this study is to provide postal administrations with a source of 
inspiration in their search for fresh fields of activity, each of them acting in relation to the conditions peculiar 
toit. 

As a result the study recalls the additions made to the Post's field of activity since the 19th century (postal 
parcels, savings bank, transfer of funds, insured items and Cash-on-Delivery items). 

The efforts the Post has made to adapt to the changes and development of society are then reviewed. 

lt is noted, in particular, in this connection that postal administrations have had to seek to rationalize their 
activities and make them more efficient. 

Mechanization and data-processing, in particular, seem to give the Post the means to adapt to fresh customer 
demand. But this is not without its problems. lndeed, the new transmission technologies look likely to by-pass 
postal administrations in several fields. Private companies will try to seize services not protected by the monopoly, 
which itself is under fire. 

ln any event, the Post has some serious competition and it is considered that this competition will increase not 
only in the fields not covered by the monopoly but mainly in those traditionally reserved for the Post. 

ln addition, legal problems or problems relating to regulations may hamper postal administrations when they 
consider introducing new forms of service. 
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After these general considerations, the study stresses the role of the Post as a means of communication, whose 
presence throughout the territory is unparalleled. Possibilities of expanding the functions of the Post a•e then 
examined in the following fields of activity: counter, categories of item, delivery staff and other fields. 

lt thus appears that prospects at counter level are promising since the post office can be used as a place to receive 
postal users, to inform the public and to display commercial advertising. Other activities arising from some 
administrations may be performed there provided, naturally, that postal staff have been prepared for it. 

As regards postal items, forwarding times are considered incompatible with user needs, for which electronics 
offer greater speed and reliability. 

lt is considered, however, that the Post can still provide variations of existing services (unaddressed printed 
papers, forwarding of grouped items, etc). 

Lastly, as regards services provided by delivery staff but not connected with delivery, it is, of course, difficult 
to develop new services in such a restricted field. 

The concrete results of this study have been published as a "Catalogue of supplementary postal services provided 
to customers or under study". 

2.3 Study 503 "Efectronic mail and other advanced message systems" 

This study is concluded to the extent that it dealt with a special form of electronic mail: the public facsimile 
service between post offices. ln connection with this service, called the "Bureaufax" service in the jurisdiction 
of the International Telecommunication Union, a report and a Model Agreement on the international electronic 
mail service have been published in volume 132 of the Collection of Postal Studies. 

Prepared following an inquiry conducted among a large number of major administrations, the report covers all 
the basic aspects of the service under study. lt deals with the general conditions and the legal bases as well as 
with transmission technology. The important chapters are those dealing with the posting, transmission and 
delivery of items as well as the organization of the service. They reflect the view of postal administrations that 
the electronic mail service, in order to serve the interests of postal operations, should be as close as possible to 
the "classical" international letter-post service. The report also puts forward solutions for questions concerning 
charges and accounting. 

The above-mentioned Mode! Agreement on the international electronic mail service represents, in a way, the 
practical application of the previously published report. Twenty articles, including five in Detailed Regulations 
attached to the actual Agreement, show how an agreement, concluded between two postal administrations 
wishing to establish with one another a public facsimile service between post offices, might look. The provisions 
of the Model Agreement are, among other things, devoted to describing the service and the possible special 
services, charges and their allocation to administrations, the conditions of acceptance with which items must 
comply and the treatment of undeliverable items in the country of destination, as well as the information to be 
exchanged between administrations and the postal information to be included on the transmittal instruction 
sheet accompanying the item. Notes referring to certain articles draw attention to variants, which, at the moment, 
have not reached their full potential as regards operations and technology, but which might play an important 
role in future. 

ln view of the rapid developments in electronic mail, the CCPS, at its 1981 session, recognized the need to set up 
a Subgroup to study the problems of the electronic transmission of messages on the basis of data media (eg 
magnetic tapes) and their printout, insertion into envelopes and delivery at the place of destination. This service, 
which is known as teleimpression is also called "Electronic computer-originated mail service (E-COM)", "Elec
tronic mail and message systems (EMS)", etc. lt emerges, in substance, from the report approved by the Steering 
Committee in March 1984 that several administrations had said they were highly interested in the service; how
ever, it is still in an embryonic stage and there is no clear trend in its development yet which will be partly linked 
to the development and standardization of transmission facilities. 
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lt was also recognized that the time did not yet seem ripe to contemplate the organization of the service on an 
international basis, but that the UPU should probably follow developments. 

2.4 Study C 104 "Postal market research" 

Reactivation of this permanent study was motivated by the need to have the most recent information on demand 
for postal services up to 1985 or 1990. 

A colloquium on the development of postal needs and forecasting techniques, hinging on "Postal market fore
casting" and "Postal market research" was held. 

The results of this colloquium were published in volume 89.4 of the Collection of Postal Studies. 

2.5 Berne Col/oquium of 18 October 1983 on the future of the postal services 

By organizing a colloquium on the future of the postal services on 18 October 1983 within the framework of 
its annual session, the CCPS wanted both to make a digest of the work done on that question over the previous 
four years and to amplify this work through the participation of fresh protagonists used, through their high-level 
duties, to a more elevated view of management. 

Five speakers, most of them heads of postal administrations were therefore invited to read papers on the following 
subjects: 

Ti1e future of the postal services, with special reference to electronic mail (Germany, Fed Rep of) 
Deve/opment of new postal services (Sweden) 
The future of the Post in the Third World - Case of Morocco (Morocco) 
The transformation of the administration of Canada into "Canada Post Corporation", a commercial under
taking, and the advantages of this transformation (Canada) 
The Post of the future: monopolistic governement department or competitive business concern? (Nether
lands) 

The discussions on that occasion were highly edifying. 

They highlighted a diversified range of ideas and information likely to enrich the thinking of postal managers and 
provide them with additional parameters for formulating guidelines for their action regarding the Post of today 
and tomorrow. 

Although the ideas contained in the various reports published on the future of the postal services were often 
taken up again, they were in general developed and made more specific in the light of the reactions arising from 
the discussions. The speakers were thus able to express their views or lay emphasis on such questions as: 
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The need to make a distinction, when talking about the future, between, on the one hand, the situation of 
the industrialized countries battling with the crisis in the demand for postal services and striving to gain a 
foothold on the new communications market dominated by the new technologies and, on the other hand, 
the situation of the developing countries which are more concerned with expanding the traditional services 
and improving the standard of service, without however ignoring the possibilities offered by the technologies 
in question. 
The imperative need for joint action, with a view to safeguarding the quality of the international postal 
service, among all the member countries of the Union, in whose collective interest it is that this quality 
should everywhere be high. 
The importance of making the public authorities in every country aware of the role and needs of the Post, 
which must nevertheless seek original and specific means of financing its development; the idea of com
bining public and private investment was put forward. 
The long-term prospects of a cultural explosion, which is going to increase the need for communication and 
require imaginativeness on the part of the Post in order to attract a share of the market thus generated; 
in particular, close analysis of the possibilities offered by electronics for postal operations will become 
increasingly necessary, 
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The possibility acknowledged for the Post to pursue its development side by side with the Telecommunica
tions, if it follows a policy of high quality at competitive prices; this implies facility in the adaptation of 
structures, but also a commercial style of management with financial equilibrium. 
The need to tailor postal regulations to the potential demand for postal services; in this way the Post can, 
for example, attract a large share of the demand for the transport of industrial products or, in a general 
way, expand its small parcels conveyance business by revising the rules governing the acceptance and 
delivery of the items concerned, etc. 

On the whole, the colloquium brought out more clearly a certain degree of optimism which is all the more 
appreciable in that it is based on an analysis that has become more refined because it takes more specific data 
into account. As cou Id be observed, however, the optimism expressed remains conditional and vigilance, coupled 
with active imagination, seem to be more than ever necessary if future objectives are to be realized. 

The proceedings of the colloquium have been published in brochure 145 of the Collection of Postal Studies. 

3 Conclusion 

The approach work done by the CCPS within the framework of the "Future of the postal services" has thus 
made it possible to analyze the situation of the Post, bringing out its strengths and weaknesses (study 501 ), to 
explore ways and means of increasing its field of activity either by introducing new services or by providing 
variations of services already on offer (study 502) and, lastly, to give a concrete example of a new service such 
as electronic mail. 

The work cannot, however, be regarded as concluded. Far from it. 

The main thing now is to refine the components of the strategy of the future because the fight for survival has 
only just begun. 
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Committee 1 (Future of the postal services) 

Study 501: The future of the postal services (General study) 

Reporting country: Morocco 

Preliminary report 
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Foreword 

When the work was being apportioned within the CCPS, Committee 1, in charge of the study on the future of 
the postal services, decided to entrust Morocco with the task of analyzing the documents submitted by postal 
administrations as part of Congress - Doc 18, as well as the speeches made at Congress on UPU Day, 9 October 
1979. 

Later, Algeria and Tanzania (United Rep) expressed the wish to be associated with this initial phase of the study. 

The following report is the result of an analysis of the written and oral contributions made by member countries 
of the Union. ln this report, an endeavour has been made essentially to take stock of the postal service and 
identify the prospects for future action which will enable this important institution to continue to play its part 
to the full. 

When studying the various contributions, both oral and written, we believed we discerned, despite the identity 
of views on a number of points, two fairly definite positions: that of the industrialized countries and that of 
the countries which we sometines call "developing countries", even though this expression does not cover a 
homogeneous whole either from the point of view of postal infrastructure or from that of economic development. 

Lastly, it should be stated that study of the contributions has been facilitated by the two digests made by the 
International Bureau and published as addenda 1 and 3 to Congress - Doc 18. Through their accuracy and 
conciseness, these two digests have been valuable references to which we have constantly referred when writing 
the present report. 

The study proper consisted of analyzing: 
28 written contributions from postal administrations; 
2 written contributions from Restricted Unions; 
23 speeches made at the plenary meetings on 9 October 1979 at the Rio de Janeiro Congress. Ten of these 
speeches summarized in the Congress minutes came from countries which had already submitted a written 
contribution. 

Generally speaking, the contributions followed the outline proposed by the International Bureau. The present 
report will endeavour to do the same, though possibly departing from it in form. 

Two other documents have been consulted and used in this work. They are the report of the colloquium held 
in Tokyo on 12, 13 and 14 September 1978 on the subject of "Threats to the future of the postal services and 
ways of combating them" (brochure 89.3 of the Collection of Postal Studies) and the report of the first CCITT 
symposium on the new telecommunications services, held in Geneva from 14 to 16 May 1979. 

Since they are directly linked with the subject of this study, these two documents provided us with extensive 
supplementary material and logical developments ta certain contributions. 
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1 1 ntroduction 

Before presenting the detailed results of the analysis, it seems appropriate to summarize briefly the overall impres
sion given by a quick examination. 

Half of the 28 written contributions corne from industrialized countries (14) and half from developing countries 
(13) or countries with a planned economy (1 ). 

Ali the countries recognize the present precarious situation of the Post, particularly in the financial field. How
ever, for nearly all the members of the first group - the industrialized countries - the main question is one of 
improving postal management to achieve the same conditions as the competition: financial autonomy, flexible 
management, personalization of services, realistic attitude to costs, compensation of social benefits by the com
munity as a whole and not just by postal users, etc. On the other hand, with a few exceptions, the countries 
belonging to the second group recognize that the Post is regarded as a social ser.vice which has to work outside 
its actual costs, a condition which inevitably causes serious deficit against which very few of them have the means 
of reacting. 

Differing views also appear regarding the present objectives of the Post: for the developing countries, it is above 
all a question of extending the network to meet a still unsatisfied demand whereas for the industrialized countries 
the main objective is to keep their share of the communications market by offering quality and by diversifying 
their services. 

Lastly, because of the unequal development of the Post, the two groups of countries do not see the threat repre
sented by the new message-transmission technologies in the same light. However, it should be stated that nearly 
ail the countries - industrialized as well as developing - do recognize the need to adapt the traditional Post. But 
for some the danger is already there and should be met without losing time, whereas for others it is only just 
appearing on the horizon. 

After these general aspects, the detailed analysis of the contributions now has to be dealt with and a coherent 
presentation made of them. We have deviated slightly from the work plan proposed by the International Bureau 
to administrations, but all the elements will be found within the report. The presentation adopted is as follows: 

Present situation of the Post: 
structures; 
management; 
services. 

Future prospects: 
development of methods of communication; 
the changes needed. 

Conclusions 

ln view of the differences of view which appear in the papers and the often different motivations, mention 
will be made of the position of each of the two groups - industrialized and developing countries - whenever 
th is is necessary. 
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Part one 

2 Present situation of the Post 

The present situation of the Post was assessed on the basis of a number of factors including the legal form of the 
postal institution, the aims pursued, the greater or lesser flexibility of tariff policy in the face of continually 
rising costs, and the development of the needs of an ever more demanding clientele. 

2 .1 Status of the postal service 

The 28 contributions show a complete range of forms of status. Although the diversity exists among the indus
trialized countries as well as among the developing countries, it is noted that in the latter group the State depart
ment predominates; in the former group there are: 

6 State departments; 
8 State corporations or companies with various names and with varying degrees of freedom of action. 

ln 11 of the 14 countries, the posts and telecommunications corne under the same authority (Ministry of Posts 
and Telecommunications or equivalent in 7 of them). ln the other 3 countries, the posts and telecommunications 
corne under different authorities. 

The countries in the second group are made up of: 
10 State departments; 
4 State corporations. 

ln 12 countries, the postal and telecommunications services are managed jointly. Over and above this structure 
which varies from one group of countries to another - a preponderance of the corporation in one case and of 
the department in the other - another aspect of the differences is the raie given to the Post. Although it is 
everywhere accepted that the Post is a public service which, as such, has to meet certain special obligations 
(serving the whole of the territory, no profit motive, low rates for certain services, etc), the social character of 
its activity is particularly emphasized in the countries of the second group - one country speaks of it as a 
department "in the service of the poor". Obviously, this concept of its raie, which is moreover justified, cannot 
fail to have effects on the behaviour of the postal service, its development and its ability to combat possible 
competitors. 

ln general, the absence of pronounced commercial considerations results in an ignorance or imperfect know
ledge of the costs of services and to a dependence by the Post on the general State budget, if only for its develop
ment or equipment programmes. This situation itself engenders a deterioration or, at least, a stagnation in the 
quality of the services, and because the latter are unattractive to the customers, this worsens the financial situa
tion of the Post even more. 

lt must, however, be admitted that in many countries of the second group, the need for a commercial approach 
in the work of the postal service is recognized and administrations are trying to get this point of view accepted 
by their goverments. Those which have already succeeded in this are said to have considerably improved their 
situation (Argentina, Brazil). 

By contrast, in the countries of the first group, the Post has adopted a commercial attitude and, aiming at greater 
price realism, tends to make the customer - whether private persan or the community - bear the cost of the 
service rendered. 
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With regard to objectives, concerns common to ail countries are found: development of the infrastructure, 
improvement of the quality of services, better profitability. However, there too there is unanimity only reaarding 
the formulation of general objectives, each group of countries favouring a particular aspect. Thus, for the indus
trialized countries, the financial aspect is predominant, even though the main objective remains the provision of 
services satisfactory to ail population strata throughout the country. ln these countries, the attitude of the 
service stems from an endeavour to attain profitability and financial recovery: diversification of services, person
alization of services, adaptation to the needs and tastes of customers, etc. ln addition, the emphasis is placed 
on improving workiny conditions and the preservation of social gains. 

ln the second group of countries, the emphasis is predominantly on the development of the infrastructure and 
an improvement in the quality of the traditional services. But this does not exclude the fact that some adminis
trations - in particular those which have obtained the status of an enterprise such as Argentina and Brazil -
have planned the introduction of new services. ln the same way, nearly ail the administrations of this group, 
including those which consider the Post as a social service, are convinced that they must work towards achieving 
their financial autonomy and thus adopt a commercial attitude enabling them to hold their own and develop. 

There is nothing surprising in this difference of preoccupation between industrialized and developing countries 
in view of the attitude of the customers to postal services. Constantly solicited by increasingly rapid and sophis
ticated means of transmission, people in the industrialized countries would quickly turn their backs on a postal 
service which did not break new ground. This is particularly true of major users, firms and administrations which 
have a budget for their communications and which account for a substantial proportion of postal traffic. Accord
ing to certain data, business mail makes up 40 percent of letter-post traffic, and in some countries as much as 
75 percent. 

By contrast, in the other countries the conditions for satisfying certain basic communication requirements are 
barely acceptable. ln addition, because of its low-level development, the telecommunications network interests 
only a minority and is therefore nota substitute for the Post. 

These considerations and differences in approaching problems certainly influence the way the Post is run, but 
they are not the only ones. 

2 ,2 Postal management 

To appreciate and understand the method of postal management, it is perhaps useful to recall, even though 
they are known, certain characteristics of this sector on the borderline of the commercial service and the 
community social service. 

2.2.1 Diversity of postal products and services 

The product of the Post is far from being a homogeneous one. On the contrary, the general rule is to try to 
obtain a wide range of services. Even for administrations whose postal sector is not very highly developed, there 
is often a considerable differentiation in several basic products. However, it would seem that it is precisely this 
field of diversification and differentiation of products that distinguishes the postal policies of the advanced 
countries from those of the developing countries. 

A classification of countries according to their economic and social development index would show in general 
that the higher the index, the greater the diversification. At the bottom of the scale are the obligatory basic 
postal services (essentially letters), then corne the conveyance of goods (postal parcels, postal packets, etc) 
and the financial services (money orders, savings bank, giro) and lastly a more or less sophisticated endeavour 
with regard to personalization and adaptation of postal and financial services. 
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To this aspect of diversity which characterizes the services offered by the Post, must be added a variety in the 
functions performed. Whatever the degree of development of the country concerned, one distinguishes in the 
postal service: 

counter services: posting and delivery of items, sale of documents, etc; 
services for the physical conveyance of items and documents, whether such conveyance is operated by the 
Post itself or under its responsibility; 
banking services for countries in which the Post offers financial services; 
house-to-house delivery services in the majority of administrations. 

lt is obvious that such a variety of functions requires a wel 1-prepared organization and methods when the aim 
is a certain degree of efficiency. 

2.2.2 Labour-intensive nature 

A further feature which is everywhere recognized as a truth is the labour-intensive nature of the Post. The many 
handling processes required in postal work mean that manpower is very often used to carry out various tasks. 
The more traffic grows, the more manpower is needed. ln addition, the use of meclianical or automatic means 
is still not very widespread even in the advanced countries which have introduced mechanization only very 
recently. ln any case, mechanization can only marginally affect some sectors such as mail delivery. 

ln the opinion of the administrations which gave details in their papers, staff account for between 70 and 90 per
cent of total postal operating expenditure. lt should also be added that the nature of postal work, its complexity 
and the training it requires, on the one hand, and the labour law in most countries, on the other hand, make 
staff needs relatively inflexible so that administrations have to keep a large labour force even when there is a drop 
in traffic. 

The review which has just been made of some of the main features of the Post explains the objectives and the 
type of management adopted or desired by various administrations. lndeed, we have seen that the main concern 
of most of the advanced countries which provided contributions is to keep their share of the communications 
market by making sure of some growth even though this is quite modest. To attain this objective, these countries 
put the main emphasis on the standard of services. On the other hand, the concern of the developing countries 
is mainly to provide mass services in sufficient quantity and under acceptable social conditions. 

However, ail these countries agree on the consequences arising from the specific features of the Post, namely 
cost levels and customer behaviour. 

2.2.3 Costs 

lt is quite inevitable that a labour-intensive undertaking like the Post, in which a number of operations are hard 
to mechanize and which subcontracts transport in many cases, will see its costs increase very quickly. 

There was unanimity as regards wages among the factors affecting increases in the costs of postal operations. 
lndeed, wages have various effects: first of all there are the wage increases, which are particularly fast and large 
above ail in periods of general inflation as we have experienced since 1973; then, there are the indirect increases 
due to the reduction in working hours, the longer holidays and the improvement in social conditions. 

Work organization and staff status making it difficult to adapt the labour force to drops in traffic are further 
elements in the indirect increase in wage costs. 

Ali these factors mean that the Post's wage index increases faster than the general index of the rise in the cost 
of living. Considering that staff costs account for 70 to 90 percent of total running costs, the importance of this 
factor in the Post's increased costs can be realized. 
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The second element put forward as a factor in increased costs is the high cost of energy and transport. This 
element was mentioned by five countries in the group of industrial States and nine developing countries. This 
appears to confirm the view that it is the non-oil-producing developing countries which feel the rise in the price 
of fuel products most. 

Whereas five countries in the first group and only one in the second mention general inflation as a factor in 
increased costs, eight developing countries mention the increase in the price of durable goods, a fact which is 
perfectly understandable considering that these countries import virtually ail of their equipment. 

Other causes of increases in operating costs are mentioned such as the need to keep offices and staff in rural 
areas, even when traffic has dropped substantially, or continuing unproductive and expensive night work. One 
Restricted Union speaks of bad management of human resources and failure to adapt structures. 

lt should also be stressed that alongside the not too big increase in postal operating costs, telecommunications 
costs tend to develop much more slowly. lndeed, telecommunications has the advantage of much more advanced 
mechanization and automation and, hence of higher productivity. This phenomenon is far from being negligible 
because the gap between the costs of the methods of communication provided by the Post and Telecommunica
tions is narrowing, to the detriment of the Post, of course. Sorne telecommunications administrations have even 
reduced some tariffs, like the charge for instaliing telephones, in order to stimulate demand. A study by the 
Federal Republic of Germany, shows that the index of unit costs in the postal services climbed from 100 to 
251 between 1964 and 1977, whereas it moved only from 100 to 137 in telecommunications. 

2.2.4 Consequences of the increase in costs 

lt is quite obvious that such a considerable increase in postai costs cannot fail to have effects. One of the most 
immediate consequences has been the appearance of or increase in operating deficits. 

Very few administrations said they balance their budgets or make a profit. On the other hand, five administra
tions in advanced countries and seven administrations in deveioping or planned economy countries admitted that 
the Post was running at a Joss. The number would be even higher for young countries, because few administra
tions have accu rate, separate accounts for the Post, enabling them to see the exact position. 

The administrations which were able to analyze the reasons for the deficit blame, among other things: 
the poor payment or the absence of payment for some services: free postage, collection of funds for the 
public treasury, etc; 
fixing tariffs, for social or cultural reasons, below cost; that is, for instance, the case with the extremely 
low rates allowed the press; 
the inflexibility of the rates revision procedures which means that the necessary adjustments are not made 
at the right time; 
stagnation in traffic because of market saturation or because customers turn to rival services. 

For almost ail the young countries, except Argentina and Brazil which have corporate status, the postal deficit 
is covered by State subsidies either direct or as part of the joint posts and telecommunications budget, when the 
latter sector shows a profit. ln general, for these countries, the cost is not known so that it is not possible to get 
an accu rate picture of the size of the deficit. 

However, many of them recognize that the fact that the Post does not have financial autonomy greatly hampers 
its development, while the objective of these countries is precisely to spread the network so as to provide mass 
services to ail the population. 

ln view of the Post's loss-making position, the most frequent trend is to increase rates. However, both advanced 
and developing countries, though for compietely different reasons, resort to this solution with prudence and, 
in any case, their room for manoeuvre is limited in this field. For the young countries, the rates which are usually 
fixed independently of costs have to be authorized by the centrai government. They have to be kept relatively 
low in view of the social character which is ascribed to the services and also to encourage use of these services. 
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For the developed countries, increasing rates has a number of disadvantages: 
it is likely to cause a drop in demand for postal services. Australia considers that "The combined effect of 
increases up to September 1975 was to decrease mail volumes in 1975/1976 by some 16 percent on the 
1973/1974 level". ln view of the low rate of variation in staff needs mentioned above, the decrease in 
traffic causes a fresh increase in costs which requires a further increase in rates, creating a vicious circle; 
it may divert a portion of demand to the competitors of the Post, either private companies or telecommuni
cations services. Recovery of this demand becomes difficult if not impossible; 
it makes the Post unpopular and tarnishes its corporate image. lndeed, as in many industrialized countries 
the postal service price index rises faster than the general price index and the index of telecommunications' 
costs, the increases may appear to be exaggerated. When the governmental restrictions which force delays 
in the necessary adjustments corne on top of this, it is easy to see that when the tariff changes are made 
they are relatively big, which makes them even more unpopular. 

These negative consequences of the rapid growth in postal operating costs are reinforced by the failure to adapt 
some traditional services to the tastes and needs of the clientele. 

2.2.5 Fai/ure to adapt traditional services 

The administrations of the young countries do not seem to see in the attitude of their clientele a questioning of 
the services offered. On the whole, these services seem to satisfy the still quite limited communications needs. 
Admittedly, some administrations, on analyzing complaints from postal users, have discovered a desire for fast 
regular and reliable services. lndeed, in these countries, the Post is often accused of being too slow, not regular 
enough and not reliable enough (rifling and loss of articles). 

At the same time, telecommunications are not very developed in these countries and do not therefore provide 
an alternative which is a threat to the growth of postal traffic. The same applies more or less to private competi
tion, which this sector does not yet attract. That might be due to the low "postal consumption" in these 
countries, where the average number of postal articles per capita varies between 5 and 15, whereas it is 200 in 
Europe and 400 in the United States of America. lt is, moreover, this low consumption which raises hopes of 
sustained growth of postal traffic in developing countries, unlike what is happening in the industrialized countries. 
lt would, however, be wrong to draw a parallel between these two groups of countries because the traffic struc
ture is very different, if only because company mail accounts for over 70 percent of the total in industrialized 
countries while it is certainly under 40 percent in the young countries. ln tact, many young countries admit that 
the Post does not have much to do with mail order sales, delivery of advertising material or postal parcels, not to 
mention financial services, which are still not widespread. 

Most of the developed countries recognize that, despite the measures they have taken in recent years, letter 
traffic is growing very slowly. This stagnation sometimes tends to be balanced by faster growth in other, less 
expensive, letter-post categories, but may also be matched by diversion to other forms of communication. 

Relying on the details given in the contributions provided, it is noted that the categories of item facing most 
competition seem to be: 

postal parcels; 
printed papers, particularly advertising material; 
financial services; 
commercial traffic. 

The reasons most often given to explain this falling off are, in decreasing order of importance: 
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the search for faster and more reliable services (the telephone tends to arouse a need for immediacy which 
new telecommunications services are satisfying); 
the advantageous position of the competition which has every latitude to choose the products which 
interest it (pharmaceutical or photographie, advertising leaflets, etc) and the most lucrative services (eg: the 
local post in urban areas); 
the high level of charges and their egalitarian nature; 
irregularity of services and disruption caused by strikes; 
the lack of flexibility in the regulations. 
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ln the advanced countries, it is also noted that the public's need for speed and personalized services leads private 
companies to act even in the area covered by the monopoly which represents some 60 percent of traffic. 

ln the face of such incursions, the administrations which feel themselves the most threatened, ie mainly those 
in the group of industrialized countries, have taken some steps which should enable them, on the one hand, 
to avoid the consequences arising from a far too excessive increase in operating costs and, on the other hand, 
to mitigate the effects of competition and violation of the monopoly. 

2.2.6 Measures taken or envisaged 

With regard to postal expenditure, we have already seen above that the administrations which have given their 
views on the subject all admit that the solution is not to be found in offsetting the increase in costs by raising 
tariffs. The administrations have therefore tried to analyze the causes of this increase in costs and act accordingly. 
As staff costs account for the lion's share of this expenditure, research has therefore concentrated on ways and 
means of reducing them. ln general, stress has been laid on increasing productivity as a means of reducing the 
wage bill. This rethinking process which has been beamed in various directions seems to lead to a questioning 
of internai organization and management methods. 

lndeed, the ideas most often put forward are: 
rational ization of internai organization; 
seeking concerted action and cooperation from the staff; 
serving thinly popuiated areas with mobile offices; 
extending mechanization of services and bringing it into general use; 
automation of the postal financial services; 
cutting down daily deliveries; 
simplifying work procedures and methods; 
market research; introduction of new services and making the network profitable bycarrying out operations 
on behalf of other government departments; 
a more flexible rates policy: more frequent, smaller adjustments - variation of some tariffs. 

As a resuit, it is seen that the measures taken or pianned to reduce costs include first of ail looking for economies 
internally, then increasing postal revenue and only as a last resort tariff measures. 

Of course, for the deveioping countries, the measures listed above are mainly contemplated for the future. lndeed, 
apart from a few exceptions (Brazil, for instance), these countries do not advocate any special measures as regards 
staff. That is quite understandable because, on the one hand, the amount of staff involved is insignificant 
compared with that of the deveioped countries and, on the other hand, the trend in the young countries is 
preciseiy to encourage full empîoyment. That is why these countries concentrate more on the increased revenue 
that the introduction of new services can bring, the widespread use of financial services, doing agency work for 
other government departments or promoting philately. 

As regards the failure to adapt services and the effects of the competition, action is mainly directed towards 
trading companies and major users, in so far as private individuals are not too unhappy with the services offered 
to them. Similarly, the services which face competition, eg postal giro and savings bank, have been the subject 
of special proposais. Sorne of the measures taken or planned are the same as the ones advocated for reducing 
costs, since these may also be an argument for the competition. But special emphasis is laid on management 
methods and the change in attitudes. The proposed measures which tend to endorse a frankly commercial 
attitude may be grouped around three poles: 

i Market research and surveillance 

Many administrations have proposed establishing or developing a marketing service to analyze the services 
provided, to sound out customer needs and to do market research. The standard of the services provided is also 
to be followed closely. 
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ii Expanding the range of services 

The main aim is to supplement the services provided to the public and to differentiate between them by person
alizing existing ones. lt is proposed to offer each type of clientele the services best suited to it: collecting mail 
at the addressee's address, priority mail, postadex, villexpress, etc. ln the financial services overdraft facilities 
must be available as provided by the competition, bank-note dispensers must be installed, transfer by magnetic 
tape must be permitted, etc. 

iii Modulated tariff policy 

The tariff policy must be sufficiently flexible to be able to cater for important customers better. The possibility 
of tariff contracts already used by some administrations could be extended. 

As regards the monopoly, not one administration considered it to be an effective protection in that it is difficult 
to keep discontented customers by that means. One administration of a developing country has even authorized, 
under its supervision, the operation of private companies to provide some services. 

2.3 Conclusion of part one 

If we had to summarize the present position of the Post, we should say that until the past few years, its organiza
tion and methods had developed very little. Until 10 to 15 years ago, the Post had remained a basically labour
intensive service in which a host of lowly workers carried out the bulk of the work. ln the last twenty years, 
the improvement in staff working conditions and the marked development in customer habits and demands was 
to reveal to the Post the weakness of its position. This development was moreover to produce other modes of 
communication and lead private companies to become interested in the activities of the Post. 

This interest led the Post to become aware of the danger threatening it and forced it to act. 

The competition to postal services is now a factor which has to be taken into account and which governs the way 
the Post is run. lt operates on two levels, in the traditional services and in the new technology, 

On the level of the traditional services, the Post has been taking some hard knocks for some time, not only from 
parcel carriers but also from delivery firms which, under various names, collect and deliver articles traditionally 
entrusted to the Post. The legal monopoly of the Post is no longer sufficient protection and, using the excuse 
of the fall in the standard of the service provided, these companies cream off the most lucrative traffic, leaving 
the Post the loss-making sectors. 

This situation, although more apparent in the industrialized countries, is not unknown in the developing countries 
where it is sometimes tolerated, either because it gives the impression of relieving a postal sector with insufficient 
means or because the parallel network concerns State or semi-public corporations. ln any event, the result is a loss 
for the Post and an aggravation of its financial difficulties. Moreover, this form of not openly declared competi
tion is often more dangerous than the other because major users which have the traffic and also the means to 
have recourse to someone other than the Post, get into habits which it becomes difficult to fight against. lt should 
also be added that in some countries, the public or private transport sector, which has to be used for forwarding 
mail, is irregular or even totally lacking, and this does not put the Post in a position to defend itself against the 
infringement of its prerogatives. 

With regard to the new technology, we would only mention, although we shall corne back to this later, that 
postal traffic suffers the effects of other means of communication, particularly from telecommunications. This 
is so true that mathematical models of mail traffic growth take into account the average cost of a telephone call, 
for instance. At the same time, while telephone and telegram have long been the custom, that is not necessarily 
the case of telex and other processes which are appearing in the industrialized countries: Telefax, Videotext, 
electronic payments systems, etc. 
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While it is certain that these means of communications are or are going to be in direct competition with the 
traditional postal services, it would be wrong to believe that such a competitive situation will not arise so soon 
in even the poorest developing countries, ie in the ones where the Post is still in the stage of development. lndeed, 
to believe this is to forget that in these countries, the telecommunications sector which is itself not very wide
spread is benefiting from all the technological improvements and is developing at a rate certainly faster than the 
Post. ln addition, the ratio of telecommunications prices to those of the Post is being reduced. ln view of the 
attraction which telecommunications facilities will have for the business world and the government, ie on the 
Post's major clients in the developing countries, it would be dangerous to underestimate the impact of these 
means on the growth of postal traffic. 

The Post has not been inactive in face of these attacks on its traditional field of activity. lt has acted with some 
success and is preparing to take further measures which will enable it at least to retain its share of the commu
nications market and attain some financial balance. 

But here again, it is sad to note that the administrations of the young countries, apart from the ones which have 
reached an average level of development, are not preparing themselves sufficiently for this combat, so confident 
are they in the possibilities of normal development of postal traffic. However, it is not certain that postal develop
ment in these countries will go through the same stages as those through which it has gone in the industrialized 
countries. lt is not forbidden to think here too, as in the case of economic development, that stages may be 
hopped over by the competition and the postal service would then find itself suddenly, and more quickly than 
it expected, confronted by a situation for which it was not prepared. That could above all be true of the new 
technologies which the telecommunications services are testing and developing. At the moment, the reliability 
of the equipment reduces the relative need to train telecommunications staff in the young countries. lt has even 
been known for new equipment, such as electronic telephone exchanges, to be installed in young countries even 
before it has been installed in the countries in which it was developed. The use of data-processing is also relatively 
widespread in the young countries where, in some cases, it is the postal and telecommunications administrations 
which are playing the role of pioneer in the field. However, it is precisely the marriage of telecommunications 
and data-processing which is revolutionizing the communications field. 

Therefore the Post has to prepare to face a new situation. 
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Part two 

3 The Post and the future 

lt seems that it is not so much th3 competition from private firms conveying and delivering mail that threatens 
the Post, as the new techniques for transmitting messages. The development of customer habits and needs, 
changes in the communications market, and greater computerization ail favour the birth and development of 
new technologies which are very far removed from the traditional postal systems but which nonetheless deal 
with the same field of activity, namely the transmission of messages. 

3.1 Transformation of the communications market 

As regards the structure of postal traffic, it must be acknowledged that, despite the extension of the postal 
parcel and packet categories (ie of the conveyance of goods), it is still letters and printed papers (together with 
newspapers and periodicals) which make up the greater part of the traffic. Within these two last categories the 
biggest share is taken by business and advertising mail. This means that persona!, private mail is in the process 
of seeing its share of the overall postal traffic diminish. 

Although the figures involved are different, this situation applies just as much to the developed countries as to 
the young countries. This is a very important observation because it means that a large proportion of the postal 
traffic is capable of being handled by new communication methods. 

Added to this is the development of financial transactions which are already being carried out for the most part 
from terminais connected to central computers and which often use a payment card that requires no sending 
of a cheque and therefore no transmission by post. 

Analysis of the range of mail capable of using the telecommunications network shows that the mail in question 
is highly sensitive to speed of transmission: financial transactions, the press and commercial transactions are avid 
for high speed. And telecommunications, in association with data-processing techniques, assure them of instan
taneous transmission. lt is teleprocessing (the combination of automatic data-processing and telecommunications) 
that is the new factor here; for the "traditional" telecommunications systems - telephone, Belin telephotograph, 
telex - even though they are undergoing major development, do not really present a danger to the Post. On the 
other hand, the given tacts of the problem have totally changed in the space of Jess than ten years. 

The Post can, of course, consider the tact that along with the speed of transmission offered by telecommunica
tions there are a fair number of potential obstacles such as costs or the difficulties of assimilating certain docu
ments which would enable the Post to keep a large proportion of its customers. lt is therefore important to define 
- if only briefly - these new means of transmission and their potentialities. 

Although these methods are still in the experimental stage, it is already known that they hinge on four main axes 
which can meet, if not ail requirements, at least a large number of them: 

i Telecopy, Facsimile or Telefax 

These involve the transmission of a page of text or drawing between two units resembl ing photocopying machines. 
The technique is, in tact, remote photocopying. The transmission time for a standard page can be less than one 
minute (group 3 machines). 

Although expensive because it requires the use of special paper for the reproduction, this system has the advan
tage of transmitting drawings and diagrams and also, in the case of letters, the headings and signatures. 
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ii Te/etext 

This is probably a system which very closely affects mail entrusted to the Post, because it steps directly in at the 
very stage where the mail is prepared. 

Broadly speaking, the system consists in connecting up two typewriters together and reproducing directly at the 
addressee's premises, on ordinary paper, the text typed by the sender. The advantage of this system - in which 
the preparation of the mail and its transmission are no longer separate - will be immediately obvious. Various 
improvements are of course made to this brief presentation by the existence of auxiliary memories which make 
it possible to store the text for the purpose of correction, page-setting and production of copies internally. The 
drawback of the system is that it does not enable graphie material or signatures to be transmitted. 

iii Videotext 

This allows the remote consultation of computers housing data banks in order to obtain on a television screen 
stored information which can be renewed or updated by "announcers" to which memory zones are assigned. 
These are the interactive applications of Videotext. 

The other application of Videotext consists in consulting a television transmitter through the television network 
and receiving permanently broadcast pages of text. This is televised Videotext. 

ln both cases a television receiver combined with a keyboard and a coder/decoder is generally used. 

iv Financial terminais 

These systems are undoubtedly the most widespread and have already become operational. They may take 
various forms, including: 

a CRT display combined with a keyboard and printer, enabling giro or savings bank centre file data to be 
consulted and transactions to be handled with instantaneous updating of the accounts; 
bank-note dispenser with or without consultation of the centre. ln the latter case it is the payment card 
which bears the data that enable the operation to be carried out. 

ln addition, the telecommunications administrations, alone or in association with private manufacturers, are 
carrying out research into the design of terminais which can combine the advantages of the various systems. 

As regards the cost of these systems, there is every reason to believe that it will not represent a serious obstacle, 
as has already been seen with the telephone and telex; ail the more so as the circles at which these methods are 
aimed may consider that the price/performance ratio is favourable. Nor should one forget what has already 
been said above, viz that the telecommunications/Post prices ratio is tending to decrease. 

lt is therefore clear that the Post is facing a real threat. 

3.2 Attitude of the Post towards the threats toits future 

The administrations of the majority of the young countries do not in fact consider themselves concerned by 
these problems, at least in the immediate future. They have therefore been unable to provide precise information 
about the impact which the new methods of transmitting messages cou Id have on the Post. 

For the advanced countries which supplied papers, the risk of losing traffic certainly exists but is as yet difficult 
to define. ln the view of three of these countries which went so far as to suggest figures, the volume of letter 
traffic that cou Id be transferred over the next 20 years is between 5 and 30 percent. 
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The most optimistic administrations which expressed their views on the matter feel however that any loss of 
traffic could be wholly or partially compensated by new markets, or even by the effects produced by the 
new systems themselves. However, there is unanimous agrement that the situation· is worrying because a decline 
in traffic cou Id go hand in hand with a fall in productivity, a rise in costs and a new falling-off of demand. 

The attitude adopted by postal administrations to these problems is a positive one, and this is to be welcomed. 
They feel that despite the uncertainties about the future of the new methods, it is advisable to start preparing 
for them now and therefore to monitor their evolution. Sorne administrations are carrying out research or trials 
with new services to be offered to the public. One of the techniques being experimented with is Telecopy. 

Moreover, those administrations which are able to do so are getting together with telecommunications or are 
setting together with them joint bodies for study and reflection in order to define future applications and a 
possible apportionment of the market. Most of the administrations that feel themselves concerned consider 
that the transmission of messages between two terminais installed on users' premises is the exclusive sphere of 
telecommunications. On the other hand, where the sender or addressee, or bath, do not have their own terminais, 
the Post must step in and offer its services. For this purpose it will of course make use of the telecommunications 
transmission network, but these are situations which have already been experienced. ln this respect, those postal 
administrations which belong to the same department as the telecommunications feél more at ease, because for 
them it will be less a matter of competition than of a judicious distribution of facilities and areas of competence. 

One administration calculated that of the 36.4 million letters conveyed daily, over 20 million - ie 55 percent -
could be transmitted electronically. Of these 20 million letters, 40 percent are sent by firms to other firms -
in other words, it is mail which might escape the Post completely. 

The same administration calculated the daily thresholds at which the unit cost of a letter sent by Teletext 
becomes more advantageous than that of a letter prepared in the firm and dispatched by post. lt arrived at the 
following results, which need no comment: 

8 ordinary letters per day; 
6 ordinary letters and 1 express letter; 
4 ordinary letters, 1 registered letter and 1 express letter; 
2 registered letters, sent express with advice of delivery. 

Administrations confronted with the future use of "electronic mail" are thus following very closely the develop
ment of the new message transmission technologies. Sorne to them have even gone ahead and started trying out 
new services that make use of these technologies. Such operational trials are being conducted at bath national 
and international levels. They should make it possible to refine the studies and obtain more accu rate information 
about the behaviour of the public and of postal staff, as well as about the categories of mail that would be 
affected. 

Two administrations have developed - or intend to do so shortly - hybrid services combining automatic data 
processing, telecommunications and the Post. Broadly speaking, they involve the generation of a message - on 
the basis of a data medium, usually a magnetic tape - as close as possible to the addressee's residence, to which 
it would be delivered by the postal service. 

As regards financial transactions, those administrations which have not yet done so are intending to enter these 
markets and to create products tailored to their customers' needs. 

ln connection with these experiments, it is perhaps significant that only one administration of a young country 
mentioned the bringing into operation, on a trial basis, of a Facsimile service at national level. lt should also be 
noted that, despite the progress made by some of them in this field, the administrations of the developing coun
tries did not mention the use of electronic systems in the financial services. 
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Along with this interest in and dynamic attitude towards the new electronic systems, administrations are now 
seeking new markets for their traditional services which could make up for the loss of letter traffic that the 
introduction of the new message transmission systems is bound to entail. The possibilities of the conveyance 
of goods and of direct mail advertising are being looked at with interest. ln view of the competition in these 
markets, administrations - including those of the young countries - are aware that they must make efforts 
to improve the quality of their service in order to keep their existing customers and attract new ones. They 
also intend to show imagination and creativeness in developing new services that meet the public's wishes and 
needs. This, of course, presupposes a more combative attitude and an innovative spirit, to which the Post has not 
perhaps attached great importance in the past. 
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4 General conclusions 

ln the 1980s the Post is perhaps undergoing its major transformation. lt is confronted by many problems simul
taneously. A victim both of its own growth and of the changing attitude of its customers, it is having to fight on 
several fronts. 

On the domestic scene, the Post, whose manpower level has reached major proportions, is increasingly having to 
employ younger, more mobile and more demanding staff. ln view of the structure of this staff, in which the lower 
and middle categories predominate, the financial effort required by wage and salary readjustments and by the 
improvement of social and working conditions is considerable. Not the least of the difficulties involved is master
ing the problems of organizing an undertaking that dispatches millions of items each day and which in a few years 
has progressed from the stage of almost purely manual handling to that of electronics. Whether by coïncidence 
or by the force of events, this internai revolution is taking place in a particularly unfavourable economic climate 
characterized by general inflation, a staggering rise in energy costs and an equally sharp increase in the prices of 
durable goods. The effect of all these factors is that postal operating costs are rising to an extent far in excess of 
the average rise in the cost of living. At the same time, the costs of telecommunication facilities are increasing 
very slowly, when they are not falling dramatically.1 From there to the point where the customers - even the 
least demanding ones - turn away from the postal service is but a single step, which only the skill of postal 
managers can prevent from being taken. 

Externally, a number of undertakings and individuals, attracted by the unprecedented development of the postal 
market, have infiltrated it, initially by means of services that are not covered by the monopoly, and then in a 
more or less clandestine manner, in the letter traffic sector which has always been the privileged domain of the 
Post. Turning to their own advantage the public's new demand for speed and personalization of the services, 
and exploiting the discontent of some users who are irritated by the quasi-egalitarian treatment accorded by the 
Post to its customers, the competitors, who are not subject to public service constraints, have been able to select 
their field of action and offer a better standard of service and lower prices than those of the Post. 

To this initial threat the Post has found an answer, even if it is not yet being applied everywhere. lt has realized 
that the remedy lies not in increasing rates or strengthening the arsenal of legislation, but in reorganizing the 
services, improving productivity, seeking ways of making internai economies, diversifying the services and 
differentiating products. 

But a new and even greater threat is already looming: automatic data-processing, in association with telecom
munications, is being aimed at the general public and is bringing it new message-transmission technologies that are 
liable to imperil letter-post traffic which forms the main skeleton of postal activity. The danger is, adinittedly, 
blurred and indistinct as yet, but doubt persists only as to the share of traffic to be surrendered to the new 
methods. Ali postal administrations agree on that. Does this mean, then, that the sun is now beginning to set 
on the Post? No administration believes this because the Post, which at various stages of its history has shown 
adaptability and initiative, can still face up to the danger, even if this time the threat is of major proportions. 

The future outlook is not dark. At the most, the situation will necessitate new approaches, but this can only be 
beneficial to the Post's development. The administrations that expressed their views stressed the need to take up 
a dynamic position in the face of the new technologies. Such a position means making a closer study of the 
market and of the customers' tastes and requirements. lt also means stepping up research and experimentation 
so as not to be taken unawares by the future communication techniques. lt is agreed by these administrations 
that the Post can take its place on the market that will be covered by these techniques. To this should be added 
the use that can be made of them in order to improve the performance of administrations in the area of the 

1 The newspaper "Le Monde" of 12-13 October 1980 mentions a 50 ta 66 percent reduction in the price of the telephone 
answerers marketed by EGT, a subsidiary of the General Telecommunications Directorate of France. 
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traditional services. Sorne countries are already (or intend) making very widespread use of automatic data-pro
cessing, whether in financial transactions, in the installation of self-service counters or in support applications 
such as regulations and operating methods: the postal employee would select on his keyboard the operation 
he wishes to carry out and would call up on his CRT display the desired information about the country of 
destination, the regulatory provisions or even the operating method. 

To sum up, postal administrations are aware both of the risks they are running and of the facilities at their 
disposai for continuing to play their role. lt is to be regretted however that the administrations of the young 
countries tend to think that the threat of the new message-transmission technologies is still a long way off. 
This impression is strengthened by the idea that the low level of development of the postal services would still, 
for many years to corne, enable these countries to expand their postal network and reap further benefits from 
a growth of the traditional services which have only reached a small proportion of the population as yet. But 
this dreamy view is likely to prove dangerous within a very short time. For once the new methods have been 
developed, their cost is likely to fall dramatically and no country will be able to block their expansion. One 
would then have two-fold situations in these countries: a (private?) avant-garde, high-performance, profitable 
communications sector whose development was assured, and a moribund traditional postal service providing 
a poor-quality "social assistance service" to people who would only be awaiting an improvement in their con
dition in order to join the users of the first sector. That is, of course, an extreme hypothesis which, it is to be 
hoped, will not corne about. But to ensure that it does not, the administrations of the developing countries must 
prepare themselves to confront the new technological revolution in the communications market. Many of them 
have expressed the wish to keep themselves informed about the experience of their counterparts in the indus
trialized countries. Others would like to see the international organizations, in particular the Universal Postal 
Union, take charge of the matter. But it is all the more necessary that, parallel to their efforts to develop the 
traditional postal sector, they should help to make their public and their governments aware of these problems 
so that they are not caught off guard when they begin their transformation. 
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Committee 1 (Future of the postal services) 

Study 501: Future of the postal services (Supplementary study) 

Reporting country: Morocco 

Report 
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Foreword 

lt will be recalled that Morocco prepared a general report on the future of the postal services. 

The report, distributed in March 1981, notes the concerns of postal administrations with regard to the future 
as expressed both in written contributions and in the speeches made on UPU Day, 9 October 1979. 

Nevertheless, in view of the importance of the question, it was agreed that Morocco would continue the study, 
with the help of the International Bureau and of the Chairman of Committee 1, and appeal to postal adminis
trations to obtain their reaction with regard to the future, which is loaded with menace and uncertainty. 

At the 1982 CCPS session, the reporting country had announced that it had 15 monographs; five other papers 
were sent toit by the International Bureau at the end of June 1983. 

The present report has therefore endeavoured to give a digest of the twenty contributions received, for which the 
reporting country would like to thank the administrations which provided them most sincerely. 

This supplementary report consists of an analysis of twelve contributions frqm developing countries and eight 
from industrialized countries. 

lncidentally, the preliminary report was based on 28 contributions shared equally between the young countries 
and the industrialized countries. 

Only a very few of the contributions followed the outline paper originally drawn up by the International Bureau. 
Each one tried to approach the question of the future of the Post in relation to its own conditions and its own 
means. This did not make the reporting country's work any easier and it was obliged to summarize the various 
opinions voiced rather than to make a digest of them. 

The documents on the C 104 colloquium held in Berne in 1982 within the framework of the CCPS annual session 
were consulted to advantage. 

The whole range of ideas thus summarized will enable postal administrations, it is hoped, to appreciate, on the 
one hand, the path covered and, on the other hand, the efforts to be made on behalf of one of the oldest institu
tions of mankind. 
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Introduction 

Twelve developing countr;es took part in this supplementary study on the future of the postal services. 

Apart from this relative numerical importance (12 out of 20 countries which provided contributions), it is par
ticularly the attitude which deserves to be stressed. lndeed, while the preliminary study deplored the absence 
of a realization of the postal administrations of the young countries of the threat hanging over the Post from the 
new message transmission technologies, it is comforting to note that the new attitudes reflect a certain change. 
Naturally, the extent of this change varies from one administration to another, but the attitude is there. 

As for the industrialized countries, they have gone beyond the stage of motivation, since they are at the stage 
of experimenting and assessing the results of the new services introduced. That is why it was considered worth
while to pin this supplementary study on the following points: 
1 Changes in the communications market 
2 The measures taken or planned 
3 Conclusion. 
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1 Changes in the communications market 

The alliance of telecommunications and data processing has revolutionized the communications market since 
it has given birth to new techniques which are affecting and will certainly continue to affect the traditional postal 
services. This revolution felt to the full by the industrialized countries but barely discerned by the young coun
tries is assessed differently by the two. The positions involved must therefore be analyzed. 

1.1 Changes in the communications market in the young countries 

Three countries (Nigeria, Tanzania (United Rep) and Gambia) have given a poignant description of the situation 
of their postal services. Ali the weaknesses and particularly the reasons for them are reviewed with admirable 
frankness. 

For two countries (Gambia and Tanzania (United Rep)), it is a matter of improving the performance of the 
present services both quantitatively (expansion of the postal network to the whole territory) and qualitatively 
(cutting forwarding times and introducing mechanization). 

As for Nigeria, after setting out the problems which the Nigerian Post Office faces, it lists a number of measures 
concerning the status of the Post (creation of a Corporation), investments (granting of the credits needed by the 
Post) and staff training. 

Although this administration did not give its views on the future, it may be deduced that the planned measures 
are calculated to improve the image of the Nigerian Post Office and possibly help it to start making the necessary 
changes. 

Argentina establishes a link between the past, the present and the future, culminating in the need for the Post 
to urgently repair the existing omissions. This is to be achieved by reinvigorating the institution and giving it a 
suitable legal, organic and functional structure. Telecommunications are admittedly a threat but the new services 
(facsimile, telefax, teletex, videotex and financial terminais) are not considered as jeopardizing postal services. 
There is therefore nothing to be feared about the future of the Post. 

China (People's Rep) adopted practically the same approach but judged that competition was good for the Post 
in that it forced it to work better. The backward state of the Chinese Post Office opens up large vistas, provided 
that it improves service operations, speeds up mail forwarding, increases capacity to meet competition and 
i ntroduces new services. 

Romania, through its Deputy Director-General for Postal and Economie Matters, echoes buoyant optimism in 
considering that "born at the same time as society itself, the Post has developed as an integral part of it and 
occupies its due place, and will continue to do soin future, as a prestige institution". 

Malaysia considers that electronic mail will certainly affect traditional mail. The real threats would corne from 
courier services and from the inertia of the Post itself, although there was still faith in the future. 

The lack of the necessary reference material (statistics) prevented Uruguay from drawing up a strategy for the 
future. 

The new technologies opened up unsuspected prospects for communications. lt is felt that there will be a rural 
postal service which will continue to provide services and an urban postal service which will involve a different 
dimension. 
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Concrete assistance from the Universal Postal Union and a healthy economy seem to be the bases for postal 
development. 

Bangladesh, Egypt and Algeria adopted the outline paper drawn up by the International Bureau and their con
cerns largely coïncide with what has already been said in the preliminary report except that Algeria considers 
that the strategy to be adopted should consist of maintaining and developing existing services, introducing new 
ones and, above ail, being aware of the changes under way and preparing for them. 

Egypt and Bangladesh do not think that the Post is threatened. 

After giving a picture of the situation of the Post in the Arab countries and comparing it with other countries, 
Morocco considers that the Post is genuinely threatened by the new services which the new message-transmission 
technologies will make possible. 

The Arab Postal Union can play a very important part by channelling the efforts towards adaptation of the Post 
in the Arab world in face of the danger threatening it. 

This is a new dimension of the role of the Restricted Unions which is thus being put forward. 

1.2 Changes in the communications market in the industrialized countries 

Switzerland, through its Director of Postal Services, informs us that demand will increase for the following 
reasons: 

customer demand; 
development of the national economy; 
the labour market; 
technological developments. 

But, at the outset, the author of the article assures us "that there is absolutely no cause for alarm". 

He supports this highly optimistic statement by making a detailed examination of the new technologies. For 
instance: 

the integrated telecommunications system, while increasing the number of telephone calls will in no way 
affect postal traffic; 
the viewphone, which gives a further dimension to the telephone, will not affect the postal service; 
Videotex, which admittedly provides some information in convenient form, will not hamper postal traffic. 
Ouite to the contrary, the information broadcast by videotex may provoke written responses and, con
sequently, have beneficial effects on postal traffic; 
cable television will not easily displace local and regional newspapers; 
Telepack, which is based on batch-switching, is likely to have effects on postal traffic; 
Euronet which provides access to data banks on an international scale will in no way influence postal 
traffic; 
Telefax, which enables subscribers to send texts over the public telephone network will not have any effect 
on domestic letter traffic. lt will, at most, cause some stagnation in international traffic. lt is considered 
that it will mainly compete with telex; 
lntelpost (a system of electronic transmission of documents, handwritten, typed and other), with which 
experiments started in 1981 in Switzerland and Canada were disappointing, was discontinued in 1982; 
EDWA telex (electronic telex and data switching system) will probably not have any effect on the postal 
service; 
Teletex will effect postal traffic in the long term only. 

Following this analysis of the new products and their effect on the postal service, the author examines the 
development of demand in the various sectors of the Post. He brings out the following forecasts: 
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LC: Letters and postcards will remain in the public favour thanks to speed and reliability of conveyance. 
Telex and teletex will cause a reduction in business mail. 
44 percent of companies polled in an administration inquiry consider that LC traffic will increase. 
Printed papers will remain an important advertising medium. 
Newspapers and periodicals: The inquiry revealed that some 1178 new newspapers appeared over the past 
10 years. 
Parcels: Thanks to its infrastructure, the Post can expect further increases in traffic, particularly over trunk 
routes. 

Turning to financial services, the author of the article asserts that there is an inevitable trend towards electronic 
payment systems. He sketched out the APOCO experiment in Switzerland and then mentioned future payment 
systems, stressing the expansion of the use of currency. 

Ali the credit or payment cards are then reviewed ending in the statement that, at an international seminar on 
"the use in coming years of computers in the banking sector", it was observed that there was "a renewal of 
payments in cash, as this was very convenient and less expensive". 

ln conclusion, the author does, however, warn us that the Post must expect some difficult times because its 
future will depend on the range and quality of the services which it is able to prov_ide. 

lndeed, customers will demand, in addition to the speed of the service, special tact and attentiveness. The author 
then lists the objectives according to branches of activity (posting, dispatch, conveyance and delivery), Lastly, 
he brings up the problem of staff with ail that it involves: freezing staff numbers, difficulty of retaining staff, 
requests with regard to staff policy and overnight duties. 

Great Britain gives us a completely different picture since it does not seem to fully share the opinion of the 
Swiss administration. 

lndeed, telecommunications are regarded as a definite threat to written messages, particularly as regards mail 
originating from business relations, which accounts for 1/3 of the letter-post market. 

Technological developments which are cited as special threats include: 
Te/ematics which cou Id displace the Post for inter-business exchanges. 
VIEWDATA which provides for data transmission through connecting the telephone and a television 
receiver. 
Satellite systems which may offer an alternative to the international postal service. 
Facsimi/e, which is "a system of long-distance photocopying". ln the United States of America there are 
already 200 000 facsimile units in operation. 
International telecommunications and teletransmission 
Serious threats to business mail arise especially from the constantly improving performance of international 
telecommunications. 
Teletransmission, which consists of transmitting a document for reproduction in the country of destination, 
seems to represent a serious threat which has hardly been suspected. 
The e/ectronic transfer of funds may cause a substantial reduction in financial mail. 
Automatic bil/ing on the client's premises would seriously affect postal traffic (gas and electricity bills 
represent 150 million items a year). 

ln the light of such disheartening prospects, what might future demand be? 

Consideration of this question revolves around the following two points: 
To what extent will the new technology generate its own traffic? 

ii What sectors will be barely touched and what services should be introduced to meet demand which the 
new technology cannot cover? 

The case of the telephone will be recalled here since it provokes the dispatch of the bill, the payment thereof, 
the ordering of goods and their delivery by mail. lt is also considered that any telephone call is usually followed 
by written confirmation, because while society becomes daily more technical it also retains and develops its sense 
of legality. 
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At the same time, other sectors will not be affected by the technology. That is why the Royal Mail has introduced 
the unaddressed items service and ADMAIL. 

The conveyance of packets and parcels is not exposed to the threat from modern technology. 

The Netherlands highlights the need to carry out market research with a view to supporting the position of the 
optimists and pessimists with regard to the future of the Post. For instance, after recalling the role of the Post 
as 13n element of communication in social life, the author of the article stresses: 

the connection between GNP and communications; 
the connection between postal traffic and the family structure; 
the connection between postal traffic and household revenue; 
the complexity of the management of social life; 
the effect of the new means on the total volume of communications with the support of two examples 
from the past: the radio and the car. The author then considers written message traffic as a proportion of 
total communications and the Post's share of the written message traffic market and notes, on the one 
hand, that the widespread assertion that the use of the telephone would involve a reduction in communica
tion on paper should be toned down. For that, he bases himself on a study carried out in the Netherlands 
in 1978 on "paper and the post" and, on the other hand, that the Post will continue to deliver mail, refer
ring to the percentage of mail delivered by the Post in the Netherlands (98 percent). 

Recalling the two ways in which the Post can take part in the hybrid forms of the communications service, the 
author mentions facsimile as showing, in the final analysis, that the Post must use the new technologies. He 
warns against the risk of neglecting the Post's share of the hybrid services because they are calculated to protect 
the main activities. "The new services not provided by the Post are as many weak points in the protection of the 
postal undertaking". 

The author deals at some length with the need to conduct from time to time what he terms "the inquiry into 
the strengths and weaknesses of the Post". 

The origin of the monopoly, the level of postal rates, the transition from dispatching undertaking to delivering 
undertaking, the aspects of quality, the growth of the postal services, internai sales and organization and the 
management of the undertaking are considered in turn. 

Turning to the chapter of the new media, the author states that these have a positive effect on the total volume 
of communications. After noting that all communications technology is often regarded with great optimism 
particularly because of the element of speed, the author notes that this may not always be the most important 
point, citing the example of transfer orders. He then mentions the cost-cutting aspect and cornes to the need 
for a systematic inquiry to better understand the future significance of the new media. ln such an inquiry, in 
addition to the speed and cost aspects, other aspects difficult to quantify, such as ease of use, the aesthetic 
aspect, etc, should be taken into account. 

The author concludes by mentioning the rate at which the new media must be implemented, stressing the follow
ing three criteria: 
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2 Measures taken or planned 

ln the light of the evolution, if not revolution, shaking the communications market, it is interesting to see the 
attitudes or reactions of postal administrations which, after living peacefully in the shelter of the monopoly, 
find themselves from one day to the next threatened in their very existence. 

The vast difference between the levels of development of the Post throughout the world forces us to consider, 
on the one hand, the attitudes and reactions of the administrations of the developing countries and, on the 
other hand, those of the postal administrations of the advanced countries. 

2.1 Measures taken or planned in the developing countries 

ln general, the major concern of the developing countries is to improve the position of their postal services. To 
do that, they consider it necessary to expand the postal network throughout the country, reduce forwarding 
times, mechanize operations and charge for services at cost wherever possible. 

One of the major obstacles is the lack of means, but mainly the lack of understanding of the public authorities. 
Here aga in the vicious circle of under-development appears. 

Sorne of these countries turn to the Universal Postal Union for help in their task of making their own govern
ments aware of the problems. 

2.2 Measures taken or planned by the advanced countries 

The advanced countries have, as has already been said, gone beyond the stage of motivation. We are therefore 
going to try to review the measures which they have taken or which they are planning to take. 

France is conducting a dual action - to improve the performance of the existing services and to take part in the 
changes in the communications market. 

Efforts made over the last ten years and more in the rationalization and modernization of international mail 
circulation are described. (Automated sorting with the resultant establishment of sorting centres and moderniza
tion of peripheral equipment.) 

At the same time, internai and external transport has been developed through the use of containers, boxes and 
trays. 

Alongside this, there is a permanent reorganization of mail circulation and transport facilities requiring new 
management data-processing techniques and operational research (STRIGA = Mail circulation management 
data-processi ng system). 

Other computerized strategic models are currently being developed. 

Over and above these developments, there are permanent studies on improving material performance using 
the resources of the new techniques. 
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At the same time, the French Post Office plans to introduce facsimile and teleimpression as new services, thereby 
marking its entry into the electronic mail era. Post offices are meanwhile preparing for the era of office manage
ment technology. GAPA and LSA (self-service postage apparatus) will certainly·ease the work of the counter 
staff who will then be able to play "a reception/public relations role" thereby giving a new human dimension 
to relations between the Post and its users. 

Post offices designed in this way will play the part of relay stations for the development of the public teleconsul
tation network. 

ln the second part of its paper, France deals with the adaptation of the postal service to customer mail needs. 
lt makes a distinction between firms and private individuals. 

The former will be offered, in addition to postadex (post adapted to the sender's request) and facsimile, which 
are already in service or under testing, teleimpression, an improved registered mail service and personalized 
relations (which takes into account specific needs and assistance in organizing the mail serviçe). 

For the latter, the aim will be, in a general way, to "make their everyday life easier by improving the service 
provided and giving large-scale information on all the Post has to offer". 

ln the financial post, there will be a development of the data-processing equipment and a restructuring of the 
financial centres. ln this context, 5000 offices will be supplied with 7000 terminais and, among other things, 
Giro files will be merged and Giro and NSB centres rearranged. 

Since 1976, New Zealand has completely changed the situation of the Post Office. For instance, the service has 
become profit-making by adopting rates designed to caver costs and give a 10 percent profit margin. ln addition, 
faced with increasing opertional costs, a cost-cutting strategy has been developed. To consolidate this strategy, 
a number of initiatives have been taken. These are advertising by the Post (publipostage), adopting next-day 
delivery, development of the philatelic service and recruiting qualified sales personnel. 

lt is also considered advisable to promote postal parcel traffic because technology may seize postal traffic in the 
field of document transmission, but it cannot transmit parcels. 

Future prospects are mentioned in financial terms (revenue must caver expenditure and leave a profit). labour 
(acceptable level of productivity, staff motivation, close relations with the unions) and international relations 
(simplification of over-complicated international regulations). 

For Hungary, quality will be the main thrust of the efforts which should be made in the future. The planned 
improvements will caver the extension of the network of automatic vending machines, introduction of a system 
of shared opening hours and reorganization of mail circulation. Electronic mail is examined together with tele
communications because the investment is considerable for the Post. 

lt is also considered that data-processing might be a solution to the problems of the postal financial services. 

Lastly, it is considered that counter mechanization which has greatly eased operations has reached its zenith 
and it is not possible to go further. 

As regards the press, delivery by subscription will be confined to small circulation newspapers, large circulation 
newspapers will be available at sales points. 

The USSR gives the forecasts of the development of the USSR Post Office for 1986 to 2005. ln addition to an 
increase in parcel post traffic, mechanization and automation will be up to 1990, the first stage in the develop
ment plan of the USSR Post. 

For its part, Spain advocates structuring, renovating and modernizing the Post to adjust it to user demand. This 
will be based on better knowledge of the market and of customer needs and facilities provided by computer for 
financial transactions and counter operations. 
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3 Conclusion 

ln the conclusion to the preliminary report of study 501, it was said that "ln the 1980s, the Post is perhaps 
undergoing its major transformation". lt can be observed that this change is really happening even if not every
body sees it in the same way. 

The developed countries do not apparently have sufficient perspective to make a categorical judgement about the 
scope of the threat lying in wait for the Post and on its chances of success. 

The young countries, on the other hand, despite greater realization and efforts to expand and modernize their 
postal service, are hounded by immediate daily problems born of a highly developed concept of the social 
character of the Post. 

The fact remains that both must be vigilant in a world in which technology can enable mankind to reach as yet 
unsuspected heights. 

The survival of the Post will largely depend on the effort of adaptation it can make to improve its performance, 
because experience has shown that a higher standard of service, better reception and suitable products are more 
protection than a legal arsenal however sophisticated. 
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lmplementation by the specia!ized agencies of the Declaration on the Granting of lndependence 
to Colonial Countries and Peoples 

Report by the Director-General of the International Bureau 

1. Introduction 

The present report is based on the practice followed at recent Congresses and on decision C 99 in which the 
1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress agreed, among other things, that the UPU should continue to contribute, in line 
with the policy followed in recent years, to solving the problem of decolonization within the limits of its powers. 

2 As an introduction, it seems useful to give a brief outline of the development, in the United Nations, of the 
implementation by the specialized agencies of the Declaration on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial 
Countries and Peoples, also called Declaration on Decolonization. 

3 On 14 December 1960 the United Nations General Assembly adopted resolution 1514 (XV) relating to the 
Declaration on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. This Declaration "solemnly 
proclaims the necessity of bringing to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in ail its forms and manifesta
tions" and reaffirms the great principles of the United Nations Charter as regards fundamental human rights and 
the rights of people ta self-determination. lt constitutes the main basis for United Nations action on decoloniza
tion. The adoption in 1970 of the Programme of Action for the Full lmplementation of the Declaration (resolu
tion 2621 (XXV)) greatly strengthens its impact. 

4 To implement this Declaration, the General Assembly decided in 1961 to set up a Special Committee of 
17 members - enlarged to 25 members in 1980 charged with studying the implementation of the Declaration. 
ln addition, at each of its sessions, it has stressed the urgency of the full application of the Declaration. Each year 
there has been greater vigour in the contents and tone of the resolutions which it adopts, mainly on the basis of 
the report of the Special Committee. 

5 The recommendations made by the General Assembly bear the stamp of the Special Committee and are 
aimed primarily at the administrating powers concerned. But the help of the Security Council, the United Nations 
Secretary-General, the Member States, the specialized agencies and other international organizations is also 
regularly requested. The specialized agencies have been urgently requested to give their full attention to these 
questions and to cooperate in this action within the framework of their respective activities. These resolutions 
relate in particular to: 
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the struggle against apartheid and all forms of racial discrimination; 
the attitude to be adopted towards the South African regime; 
the situation in the Middle East; 
moral and material aid to peoples struggling to liberate themselves from the colonial regime, particularly 
in Namibia, and the preparation of technical assistance programmes for this purpose; 
the granting of support to national liberation movements; 
assistance to refugees, particularly from colonial territories; 
the spreading among the public of information on decolonization. 
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6 The main fields for which the United Nations recommendations call on the specialized agencies are listed 
in the following headings proposed by the United Nations Secretary-General: 

assistance to refugees and to the non-self-governing territories (including assistance granted to the govern
ments concerned in the preparation and execution of projects beneficial to the refugees); 
assistance to newly independent countries. 

Il. Measures taken by the UPU 

7 ln general, the International Bureau has very closely followed developments in the United Nations on the 
application of the Declaration on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. lt has taken 
note of the results of the debates on this question in the United Nations General Assembly, the Security Council, 
the Special Committee and the Economie and Social Council (ECOSOC). At the request of the United Nations 
Secretary General, the Human Rights Division or other United Nations bodies, the International Bureau has given 
information about the UPU. 

8 Article IV of the UN-UPU Agreements states that "the Union agrees to arrange for the submission, for 
appropriate action, to its Congresses or its Administrative Conferences or Commissions, in conformity with the 
provisions of the Universal Postal Convention, all formai recommendations which the United Nations may make 
to it". ln accordance with this provision and the practice ratified by decision C 99 of the 1979 Rio de Janeiro 
Congress, the International Bureau has reported each year to the Executive Council on the United Nations resolu
tions which contain appeals or recommendations to the specialized agencies concerning the application of the 
Declaration on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. These reports were the subject 
of documents CE 1980 - Doc 5/Annex 2, CE 1981 - Doc 4/Annex 1, CE 1982 - Doc 4/Annex 1, CE 1983 -
Doc 4/Annex 1. The resolutions dealt with in these documents are listed in annex 1. The Executive Council took 
note of the reports in question and of the steps taken by the International Bureau. 

9 As regards assistance to refugees and to non-self-governing territories, several fellowships were awarded by 
the UPU Special Fund for the benefit of Palestinian refugees. They enabled Fellows to be trained at the Arab 
Postal Faculty in Damascus. 

10 Moreover, the UPU continues to cooperate closely with the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees in order to implement projects including fellowships for refugees, particularly those from colonial 
countries; these countries are the focus of particular attention and receive UPU technical assistance within the 
framework of regional and subregional, as well as local, activities. 

11 Mention should also be made of the missions carried out by the UPU to identify postal needs at the time of 
independence, as well as the aid given to.new member countries to facilitate their entry and integration into the 
Union. lt should also be stated that the newly independent countries have benefited from regional postal projects 
already under way and that country projects have been prepared and executed by the UPU for a number of these 
countries. 

12 Under programmes of activity funded by the UPU's own resources, the newly independent countries have 
been regarded as having priority in accordance with Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 37. Consequently, they 
have benefited in particular from numerous consultants' missions and training fellowships. 

13 The question of the attitude to be adopted by the specialized agencies towards South Africa has been raised 
in numerous United Nations resolutions (see in particular, in annex 2, resolution 38/51). 
lt will be remembered in this connection that, by resolution C 6, the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress decided to 
expel South South Africa from the Union. However, it should be recalled that, on the basis of article 11, para
graph 1, of the UPU Constitution, the South African Government on 11 June 1981 deposited with the Federal 
Department of Foreign Affairs of the Swiss Government, the instrument of accession of South Africa to the 
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Universal Postal Union and to the various Acts. The Federal Department notified the member countries of the 
Union of this accession in accordance with article 11, paragraph· 5, of the Constitution. Notwithstanding this 
accession, the International Bureau, on the basis of Executive Council decision CE 5/1971, made ail necessary 
arrangements to limit relations with the South African postal administration to the strict minimum. 

14 The measures taken at the UPU regarding the application of the Declaration on the Granting of lndepen
dence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, the relevant United Nations resolutions submitted to the Executive 
Council and the resolutions and decisions of the Council have been brought to the notice of the member countries 
of the Union and the Restricted Unions by means of various International Bureau publications (reports on the 
work of the Union, "Union Postale", Executive Council documents, summary records of Executive Council 
sessions and compendia of Executive Council resolutions and decisions). 

The decisions and resolutions of the Executive Council have, moreover, been communicated to the United 
Nations Secretary-General. 

111. Conclusions 

15 Congress is requested: 
to take note of: 
a United Nations General Assembly resolution 38/51 entitled "lmplementation of the Declaration on 

the Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples by the specialized agencies and the 
international institutions associated with the UN" - which is attached in full to the present document 
(annex 2) since it covers the problem as a whole and is intended direct/y, by its very title, for the 
specialized agencies; 

b extracts from other resolutions of the 38th United Nations General Assembly intended essentially for 
governments but also of interest to the specialized agencies; it has not been possible to publish them 
for the Executive Council because they were circulated by the United Nations after the February/ 
March 1984 session. These extracts are reproduced in annex 3; 

c the state of UPU relations with the Government of South Africa called in question by United Nations 
resolutions; these resolutions have for a long time already been limited to the strict minimum; 

d the efforts made by the UPU to aid the refugees, the non-self-governing territories and the newly 
independent countries. The UPU is anxious above ail, as far as the limited possibilities of its Special 
Fund allow, to make fellowships available for refugees. lt is also prepared to ask the UNDP to grant 
fellowships to refugees interested in postal training; 

ii to give the directives it considers necessary as regards the UPU contribution to the problem of decoloniza
tion. The International Bureau would in particular be glad to know whether Congress recommends the 
continuation of the practice followed so far and the intensification of the measures taken in recent years. 

Berne, 12 May 1984 
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Director-General 
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UNITED NATIONS 
General Assembly 

Thirty-eighth session 
Agenda items 104 and 12 

Resolution adopted by the general assembly 

on the report of the Fourth Committee (A/38/609) 

Congress - Doc 15/ Annex 2 

38/51 lmplementation of the Declaration on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries and 
Peoples by the specia/ized agencies and the international institutions associated with the United 
Nations 

The General Assembly, 

Having examined the item entitled "lmplementation of the Declaration on the Granting of lndependence to 
Colonial Countries and Peoples by the specialized agencies and the international institutions associated with the 
United Nations", 

Recal!ing the Declaration on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, contained in its 
resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960, and the Plan of Action for the Full lmplementation of the Declara· 
tion, contained in the annex to its resolution 35/118 of 11 December 1980, as well as all other relevant resolu
tions adopted by the General Assembly on this subject, in particular resolution 36/52 of 24 November 1981 on 
the item and 37 /233 of 20 December 1982 on the question of Namibia, 

Having examined the reports submitted on the item by the Secretary-General, 1 the Economie and Social Council 2 

and the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the lmplementation of the Declaration on the 
Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,3 

Taking into account the relevant provisions of the Paris Declaration on Namibia and the Programme of Action 
on Namibia4 adopted by the International Conference in Support of the Struggle of the Namibian People for 
lndependence, held in Paris from 25 to 29 April 1983, 

Bearing in mind the relevant provisions of the Political Declaration of the Seventh Conference of Heads of State 
or Government of Non-Aligned Countries, held at New Dehli from 7 to 12 March 1983,5 and other documents 
of the Co-ordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned Countries, 

Aware that the struggle of the people of Namibia for self-determination and independence is in its crucial stage 
and has sharply intensified as a consequence of the stepped-up aggression by the illegal colonialist regime of 
Pretoria against the people of the Territory and the increased general support rendered to that regime by certain 
Western countries, especially the United States of America and Israel, coupled with efforts to deprive the Namib· 
ian people of their hard-won victories in the liberation struggle, and that it is therefore incumbent upon the 
entire international community decisively to intensify concerted action in support of the people of Namibia and 
their sole and authentic representative, the South West Africa People's Organization, for the attainment of their 
goal, 

1 
A/38/111 and Add 1-2, Add 3 and Corr 1 and Add 4. 

2 A/38/3 (Part 11), chaps I and V 1. 
3 A/38/23 (Part IV), chap VI. 
4 A/CONF/120/13, paras 165-195 and 220-242. 
5 See A/38/132-S/15675, annex. 
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Deep/y conscious of the critical need of the Namibian people and their national liberation movement, the South 
West Africa People's Organization, and of the peoples of other colonial Territories for concrete assistanca from 
the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system in their struggle for liberation from 
colonial rule and in their efforts to achieve and consolidate their national independence, 

Reaffirming the responsibility of the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system 
to take all the necessary measures, within their respective spheres of competence, to ensure the full and speedy 
implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples and other 
relevant resolutions of the United Nations, particularly those relating to the provision of moral and material 
assistance, on a priority basis, to the peoples of the colonial Territories and their national liberation movements, 

Deeply concerned that, although there has been progress in the extension of assistance to refugees from Namibia, 
the actions taken hitherto by the organizations concerned in providing assistance to the people of the Territory 
through their national liberation movement, the South West Africa People's Organization, still remain inadequate 
to meet the urgent and growing needs of the Namibian people, 

Expressing its confident hope that closer contacts and consultations between the specialized agencies and other 
organizations of the United Nations system and the Organization of African Unity and the national liberation 
movement concerned will help to overcome procedural and other difficulties which have impeded or delayed 
the implementation of some assistance programmes, 

Reca/ling its resolution 37 /233 C of 20 December 1982, requesting ail specialized agencies and other organiza
tions and conferences of the United Nations system to grant full membership to the United Nations Council for 
Namibia as the legal Administering Authority for Namibia, 

Expressing its appreciation to the General Secretariat of the Organization of African Unity for the continued 
co-operation and assistance extended by it to the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United 
Nations system in connection with the implementation of the relevant resolutions of the United Nations, 

Expressing its appreciation also to the Governements of the front-line States for the steadfast support extended 
to the people of Namibia and their national liberation movement, the South West Africa People's Organization, 
in their just and legitimate struggle for the attainment of freedom and independence despite increased armed 
attacks by the forces of the racist regime of South Africa, and aware of the particular needs of those Govern
ments for assistance in that connection, 

Noting the efforts of the United Nations Development Programme in the extension of assistance to the national 
liberation movements and commending its initiative in establishing channels for closer periodic contacts and 
consultations between the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system and the 
Organization of African Unity and the national liberation movements in the formulation of assistance 
programmes, 

Noting also the support given by the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system 
to the implementation of the Nationhood Programme for Namibia, in accordance with General Assembly resolu
tion 32/9 A of 4 November 1977, 

Deploring the continued links with and assistance rendered to South Africa by certain specialized agencies in the 
financial, economic, technical and other fields in contravention of the relevant resolutions of the United Nations, 

Grave/y concerned in particular, at the continued collaboration between the International Monetary Fund and 
the Government of South Africa in disregard of relevant General Assembly resolutions, especially resolution 37 /2 
of 21 October 1982, 

Bearing in mind the importance of the activities of non-governmental organizations aimed at putting an end to 
the assistance which is still being rendered to South Africa by some specialized agencies, 
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Mindfu/ of the necessity of keeping under continuous review the activities of the specialized agencies and other 
organizations of the United Nations system in the implementation of the various United Nations decisions 
relating to decolonization, 

Approves the chapter of the report of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the lmplemen
tation of the Declaration on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples relating to the 
question;3 

2 Reaffirms that the specialized agencies and other organizations and institutions of the United Nations 
system should continue to be guided by the relevant resolutions of the United Nations in their efforts to con
tribute, within their spheres of competence, to the full and speedy implementation of the Declaration on the 
Granting of I ndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, èontained in General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV); 

3 Reaffirms also that the recognition bv the General Assembly, the Security Council and other United 
Nations organs of the legitimacy of the struggle of colonial peoples to exercise their right to self-determination 
and independence entails, as a corollary, the extension by the specialized agencies and other organizations of 
the United Nations system of ail the necessary moral and material assistance to those peoples and thèir national 
liberation movements; 

4 Expresses its appreciation to those specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations 
system which have continued to co-operate in varying degrees with the United Nations and the Organization 
of African Unity in the implementation of the Declaration and other relevant resolutions of the United Nations, 
and urges ail the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system to accelerate the 
full and speedy implementation of the relevant provisions of those resolutions; 

5 Expresses its concern that the assistance extended thus far by certain specialized agencies and other organi
zations ofthe United Nations system to the colonial peoples, particularly the people of Namibia and their national 
liberation movement, the South West Africa People's Organization, is far from adequate in relation to the actual 
needs of the peopl es concerned; 

6 Requests ail specialized agencies and other organizations and bodies of the United Nations system, in 
accordance with the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly and the Security Council, to take ail necessary 
measures to withhold from the racist régime of South Africa any form of co-operation and assistance in the 
financial, economic, technical and other fields and to discontinue ail support to that regime until the people of 
Namibia have exercised fully their inalienable right to self-determination, freedom and national independence 
in a united Namibia and until the inhuman system of apartheid has been totally eradicated; 

7 Reiterates its conviction that the specialized agencies and other organizations and bodies of the United 
Nations system should refrain from taking any action which might imply recognition of, or support for, the 
legitimacy of the domination of the Territory by the racist regime of South Africa; 

8 Regrets, notwithstanding the statement of the representative of the World Bank of 8 June 1983 that 
the Bank has terminated business relations with the South African regime,6 that the World Bank and the Inter
national Monetary Fund continue to maintain links with the racist régime of Pretoria as exemplified by the 
continued membership of South Africa in both agencies, and expresses the view that the two agencies should 
put an end to ail links with the racist régime; 

9 Strongly condemns the persistent collaboration between the International Monetary Fund and South 
Africa in disregard of repeated resolutions to the contrary by the General Assembly, in particular the granting 
of a loan of $US 1.1 billion to South Africain November 1982 in defiance of General Assembly resolution 37 /2, 
and calls upon the International Monetary Fund to rescind the loan and to put an end to such collaboration; 

6 See A/AC.109/L,1487/Add 1. 
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10 Commends those non-governmental organizations which, by their activities, as exemplified by the co-opera
tion between the Center for International Policy and the United Nations Council for Namibia, are helping to 
inform public opinion, in the United States of America and elsewhere, and· mobilize it against the assistance 
rendered by the International Monetary Fund to South Africa, and calls upon all non-governmental organizations 
to redouble their efforts in this respect; 

11 Urges the executive heads of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund to draw the particular 
attention of their governing bodies to the present resolution with a view to formulating specific programmes 
beneficial to the peoples of the colonial Territories, particularly Namibia; 

12 Requests the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system to render or 
continue to render, as a matter of urgency, all possible moral and material assistance to the colonial peoples 
struggling for liberation from colonial rule, bearing in mind that such assistance should not only meet their 
immediate needs but also create conditions for development after they have exercised their right to self-determi
nation and independence; 

13 Requests once again the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system to 
continue to provide ail moral and material assistance to the newly independent and emerging States; 

14 Reiterates its recommendation that the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations 
system should initiate or broaden contacts and co-operation with the colonial peoples and their national libera
tion movements directly or, where appropriate, through the Organization of African Unity, and review and 
introduce greater flexibility in their procedures with respect to the formulation and preparation of assistance 
programmes and projects so as to be able to extend the necessary assistance without delay to help the colonial 
pec,ples and their national liberation movements in their struggle to exercise their inalienable right to self-determi
nation and independence in accordance with General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV); 

15 Notes with satisfaction that the South West Africa People's Organization continues to be the beneficiary 
of a number of programmes established within the framework of the United Nations lnstitute for Namibia at 
Lusaka and that the United Nations Council for Namibia, in co-operation with the South West Africa People's 
Organization, continues to represent the people of Namibia at meetings of the specialized agencies and other 
organizations of the United Nations system, and urges those agencies and organizations to increase their assistance 
to the South West Africa People's Organization, as well as to the United Nations lnstitute for Namibia and the 
Nationhood Programme for Namibia; 

16 Urges the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system that have not already 
done so to include in the agenda of the regular meetings of their governing bodies a separate item on the progress 
they have made in the implementation of the Declaration and the other relevant resolutions of the United 
Nations; 

17 Notes with satisfaction the arrangements made by several specialized agencies and other organizations of 
the United Nations system which enable representatives of the national liberation movements recognized by the 
Organization of African Unity to participate fully as observers in the proceedings relating to matters concerning 
their respective countries, and calls upon those agencies and organizations which have not yet done so to follow 
this example and to make the necessary arrangements without delay; 

18 Notes with satisfaction the admittance of Namibia, represented by the United Nations Council for Namibia, 
as a member of the International Atomic Energy Agency and the International Telecommunication Union in 
accordance with General Assembly resolution 37 /233 C, and urges the specialized agencies and other organiza
tions of the United Nations system that have so far not granted full membership to the United Nations Council 
for Namibia to do so without delay; 

19 Urges the specialized agencies and other organizations and institutions of the United Nations system to 
extend, as a matter of priority, substantial material assistance to the Governments of the front-li ne States in order 
to enable them to support more effectively the struggle of the people of Namibia for freedom and independence 
and to resist the violation of their territorial integrity by the armed forces of the racist regime of South Africa 
directly or, as in Angola and Mozambique, through puppet traiter groups in the service of Pretoria; 
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20 Urges the specialized agencies and other organizations and institutions of the United Nations system to 
assist in accelerating progress in ail sectors of the national life of the small Territorles, particularly in the develop
ment of their economies; 

21 Recommends that all Governments should intensify their efforts in the specialized agencies and other 
organizations of the United Nations system of which they are members to ensure the full and effective imple
mentation of the Declaration and other relevant resolutions of the United Nations and, in that connection, 
should accord priority to the question of providing assistance on an emergency basis to the peoples of the 
colonial Territories and their national liberation movements; 

22 Reiterates its proposai, under article 111 of the Agreement between the United Nations and the Interna
tional Monetary Fund, 7 for the urgent inclusion in the agenda of the Board of Governors of the Fund of an item 
dealing with the relationship between the Fund and South Africa and further reiterates its proposai that, in 
pursuance of article 11 of the Agreement, the relevant organs of the United Nations should participate in any 
meeting of the Board of Governors called by the Fund for the purpose of discussing the item and urges the Fund 
to discuss its relationship with South Africa at its annual meeting in September 1984 in compliance with the 
above-mentioned Agreement; 

23 Recommends the sending in 1984 of a high-level mission to the International Monetary Fund which, 
subject to the agreement of the United Nations bodies involved, would be composed of the Chairman of the 
Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the lmplementation of the Declaration on the Granting of 
lndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, the President of the United Nations Council for Namibia and 
the Chairman of the Special Committee against Apartheid; 

24 Draws the attention of the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system to 
the Plan of Action for the Full lmplementation of the Declaration on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial 
Countries and Peoples, contained in the annex to General Assembly resolution 35/118, and in particular to those 
provisions calling on the agencies and organizations to render ail possible moral and material assistance to the 
peoples of the colonial Territories and their national liberation movements; 

25 Urges the executive heads of the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system, 
having regard to the provisions of paragraphs 14 and 24 above, to formulate, with the active co-operation of the 
Organization of African Unity where appropriate, and to submit, as a matter of priority, to their governing and 
legislative organs concrete proposais for the full implementation of the relevant United Nations decisions, in 
particular specific programmes of assistance to the peoples of the colonial Territories and their national liberation 
movements; 

26 Requests the Secretary-General to continue to assist the specialized agencies and other organizations of 
the United Nations system in working out appropriate measures for implementing the relevant resolutions of the 
United Nations and to prepare for submission to the relevant bodies, with the assistance of those agencies and 
organizations, a report on the action taken since the circulation of his previous report in implementation of the 
relevant resolutions, including the present resolution; 

27 Requests the Economie and Social Council to continue to consider, in consultation with the Special Com
mittee on the Situation with regard to the lmplementation of the Declaration on the Granting of lndependence 
to Colonial Countries and Peoples, appropriate measures for the co-ordination of the policies and activities of 
the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system in implementing the relevant 
resolutions of the General Assembly; 

28 Requests the Special Committee to continue to examine this question and to report thereon to the General 
Assembly at its thirty-ninth session. 

86th p/enary meeting 
7 December 1983 

7 See Agreements between the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency (United 
Nations publication, Sales No E/F.61.X .1), p 61. 
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Extracts from resolutions adopted by the United Nations General Assembly 
at its thirty-eighth session 

38/11 Proposed new racial constitution of South Africa 

The Genera/ Assembly, 

5 Urges ail Governments and organizations to take appropriate action, in co-operation with the United 
Nations and the Organization of African Unity and in accordance with the present resolution, to assist the 
oppressed people of South Africain their legitimate struggle for a non-racial, democratic society; 

15 November 1983 

38/36 Question of Namibia 

The General Assembly, 

A 

22 Ca/ls upon Member States and the specialized agencies and other international organizations associated with 
the United Nations to render sustained and increased support as well as material, financial, military and other 
assistance to the South West Africa People's Organization so as to enable it to intensify its struggle for the 
liberation of Namibia; 

23 Urges ail Governments and the specialized agencies and other intergovernmental organizations to provide 
increased material assistance to the thousands of Namibian refugees who have been forced by the apartheid 
regime's oppressive policies to flee Namibia, especially into the neighbouring front-line States; 

38 Requests all specialized agencies and other organizations and institutions of the United Nations system to 
co-operate with the Secretary-General in the development of a comprehensive programme of assistance to States 
neighbouring South Africa and Namibia; 
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C 

8 Reiterates its request to all specialized agencies and other organizations and institutions of the United 
Nations system to grant ,full membership to Namibia, represented by the United Nations Council for Namibia, 
so that the Council may participate as the legal Administering Authority for Namibia in the work of those 
agencies, organizations and institutions; 

9 Reiterates its request to ail specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system that 
have not yet done so to grant a waiver of the assessment of Namibia du ring the period in which it is represented 
by the United Nations Council for Namibia; 

10 Again requests ail intergovernmental organizations, bodies and conferences to ensure that the rights and 
interests of Namibia are protected and to invite Namibia, represented by the United Nations Council for Namibia, 
to participate as a full member whenever such rights and interests are involved; 

E 

4 Expresses its appreciation to ail States, specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations 
system, governmental and non-governmental organizations and individuals that have made voluntary contribu
tions to the United Nations Fund for Namibia, the United Nations lnstitute for Namibia and the Nationhood 
Programme for Namibia, and calls upon them to increase their assistance to Namibians through those channels; 

8 Urges the organizations of the United Nations system to waive agency support costs in respect of projects 
in favour of Namibians financed from the United Nations Fund for Namibia and other sources; and in cases where 
such costs cannot be waived, urges the organizations to treat contributions from the United Nations Fund for 
Namibia as Government cash counterpart contributions in accordance with decision 83/10 B of 24 June 1983 
of the Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme;2 5 

11 Requests the specialized agencies and other organizations and institutions of the United Nations system, 
when planning and initiating their new measures of assistance to Namibians, to do so within the context of the 
Nationhood Programme for Namibia and the United Nations lnstitute for Namibia; 

12 Expresses its appreciation to those specialized agencies and other organizations and institutions of the 
United Nations system that have contributed to the Nationhood Programme for Namibia and calls upon them 
to continue their participation in the Programme by: 
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17 Urges the specialized agencies and other organizations and institutions of the United Nations system to 
co-operate closely with the United Nations lnstitute for Namibia in strengthening its programme of activities; 

1 December 1983 

38/39 Policies of apartheid of the Government of South Africa 

The General Assembly, 

B 

Commends the Programme of Action against Apartheid to the attention of ail Governments, intergovern- . 
mental and non-governmental organizations and individuals; 

2 Invites ail Governments, organizations and individuals to take effective action in the light of this pro
gramme, in close co-operation with the Special Committee against Apartheid and the Centre against Apartheid of 
the Secretariat; 

C 

7 Cal/s upon the international community to provide assistance to independent African States in the sub
region to enable them to defend their sovereigntY and territorial integrity, counter the hostile South African acts 
of aggression and rebuild their economies; 

D 

4 Invites ail Governments and organizations to assist, in consultation with the national liberation movements 
of South Africa and Namibia, persans compelled to leave South Africa because of their objection, on the grounds 
of conscience, to serving in the military or police force of the apartheid regime; 

5 Encourages action by Governments, organizations and individuals in support of sports, cultural, consumer 
and other boycotts of South Africa; 
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E 

6 Again requests Governments and organizations to make voluntary contributions or provide other assistance 
for the special projects of the Special Committee. 

F 

3 Cal/s upon ail Governments and organizations to exert their influence to persuade Israel to desist from such 
collaboration and abide by the resolutions of the General Assembly; 

J 

5 Invites Governments, international and non-governmental organizations, trade unions and other appropriate 
bodies to lend their full support to the oil embargo against South Africa; 

5 December 1983 

38/44 Question of the British Virgin Islands 

The General Assembly, 

9 Urges the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system, as well as regional 
institutions such as the Caribbean Development Bank, to take measures to accelerate progress in the social and 
economic life of the British Virgin Islands; 

7 December 1983 
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38/45 Question of the Cayman Islands 

The General Assembly, 

8 Urges the administering Power, in co-operation with the territorial Government, to safeguard the inalienable 
right of the people of the Territory to the enjoyment of their natural resources by taking effective measures to 
ensure their right to own and dispose of those resources and to establish and maintain contrai of their future 
development; 

9 Urges the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system, as well as regional 
institutions such as the Caribbean Development Bank, to take all the necessary measures to accelerate progress 
in the social and economic lite of the Cayman Islands; 

7 December 1983 

38/47 Question of the Turks and Caicos Islands 

The General Assembly, 

8 Urges the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system, as well as regional 
institutions such as the Caribbean Development Bank, to continue to pay special attention to the development 
needs of the Turks and Caicos Islands; 

38/50 

7 December 1983 

Activities of foreign economic and other interests which are impeding the implementation of the 
Declaration on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples in Namibia and in 
al/ other Territories under colonial domination and efforts to eliminate colonialism, apartheid and 
racial discrimination in southern Africa 

The General Assembly, 
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19 Invites all Governments and organizations of the United Nations system, having regard to the relevant 
provisions of the Declaration on the Establishment of a New International Economie Order, contained in General 
Assembly resolution 3201 (S-VI) of 1 May 1974, and of the Charter of Economie Rights and Duties of States, 
contained in Assembly resolution 3281 (XXIX) of 12 December 1974, to ensure, in particular, that the perll}a· 
nent sovereignty of the colonial Territories over their natural resources is fully respected and safeguarded; 

7 December 1983 

38/54 lmplementation of the Declaration on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries 
and Peoples 

The General Assembly, 

6 Calls upon all States, in particular the administering Powers, and the specialized agencies and other organi
zations of the United Nations system to give effect to the recommendations contained in the report of the 
Special Committee for the speedy implementation of the Declaration and the other relevant resolutions of the 
United Nations; 

14 Requests the Secretary-General and the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations 
system to provide or continue to provide to the newly independent and emerging States all possible assistance in 
the economic, social and other fields; 

7 December 1983 

38/55 Dissemination of information on decolonization 

The General Assembly, 

4 Invites all States, the specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system and non
governmental organizations having a special interest in decolonization to undertake or intensify, in co-operation 
with the Secretary-General and within their respective spheres of competence, the large-scale dissemination of 
the information referred to in paragraph 2 above; 

7 December 1983 
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38/180 The situation in the Middle East 

The General Assemb/y, 

A 

16 Cal/s upon the specialized agencies and other international institutions to conform their relations with 
Israel to the terms of the present resolution; 

D 

7 Dep/ores lsrael's failure to comply with Security Council resolutions 476 (1980) of 30 June 1980 and 
478 (1980) of 20 August 1980 and General Assembly resolutions 35/207 of 16 December 1980 and 36/226 A 
and B of 17 December 1981, determines that lsrael's decision to annex Jerusalem and to declare it as its "capital" 
as well as the measures to alter its physical character, demographic composition, institutional structure and status 
are null and void and demands that they be rescinded immediately, and calls upon all Member States, the special
izetl agencies and all other international organizations to abide by the present resolution and all other relevant 
resolutions, including Assembly resolutions 37/86 A to E; 

38/79 

19 December 1983 

Report of the Special Committee to /nvestigate /srae/i Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the 
Population of the Occupied Territories 

The General Assembly, 

D 

9 Reaffirms that all measures taken by Israel to change the physical character, demographic composition, 
institutional structure or status of the occupied territories, or any part thereof, including Jerusalem, are null and 
void, and that lsrael's policy of settling parts of its population and new immigrants in the occupied territories 
constitutes a flagrant violation of the Geneva Convention and of the relevant resolutions of the United Nations; 
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11 Calls upon Israel, the occupying Power, to take immediate steps for the return of ail displaced Arab and 
Palestinian inhabitants to their homes or former places of residence in the territories occupied by Israel siPce 
1967; 

12 Urges the international organizations and the specialized agencies, in particular the International Labour 
Organisation, to examine the conditions of Arab workers in the occupied Palestinian and other Arab territories, 
including Jerusalem; 

13 Reiterates its cal/ upon ail States, in particular those States parties to the Geneva Convention, in accordance 
with article 1 of that Convention, and upon international organizations and the specialized agencies not to 
recognize any changes carried out by Israel in the occupied territories and to avoid actions, including those in 
the field of aid, which might be used by Israel in its pursuit of the policies of annexation and colonization or any 
of the other policies and practices referred to in the present resolution; 

15 December 1983 
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Maximizing the air conveyance of mail 

General report by the Executive Council 

1. 1 ntroduction 

1 The present document has been prepared in accordance with Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 73 
(reproduced in annex 1) which instructed the Executive Council to pursue maximization work, in close 
cooperation with the ICAO and IATA in order to help administrations in overcoming obstacles to the 
introduction of maximization systems at national or regional level and to submit a general report on its 
work to Congress. This is the third report of its kind, similar very full reports having been submitted to the 
1974 Lausanne (Congress - Doc 13) and 1979 Rio de Janeiro (Congress - Doc 22) Congresses. 

2 For completeness, the present report also summarizes the maximization work arising from Rio de Janeiro 
Congress decisions C 69, C 75 and C 97. 1 

3 The specific tasks entrusted to the Executive Council in resolution C 73 are the subject of the following 
chapters: 
11. Updating the definitions and principles for the operation of maximization systems. 
111. Updating data on the experience acquired by postal administrations in maximization. 
IV. Regulatory aspects of surface airlifted mail. 
V. Holding, in conjunction with IATA, regional seminars on maximization. 

4 Chapter VI assesses what was achieved since the Rio de Janeiro Congress and considers the steps to be taken 
to continue work on maximization after the Hamburg Congress. 

Il. Updating the definitions and principles for the operation 

of maximization systems 

5 The purpose of the document prepared by IATA and the UPU in 1978 and sent to postal administrations 
in February 1978 was, like the first "Definitions and principles" prepared by the CCPS in 1972, to provide a 
common framework for postal administrations and airlines in discussions aimed at introducing maximizing 
services. 

6 lnstructed to update the 1978 text, the Joint IATA-UPU Working Party took into account the results of 
the inquiry made among postal administrations in July 1982 on the different aspects of maximization. 

7 While chapter 1 (Priority airmail) appeared to be still valid, it became apparent that the provisions of 
chapter Il ("reduced priority", "space available" and "fill-up" services) no longer corresponded to the actual 
situation. Nearly all services operated by administrations are of the "reduced priority" type in which the 

1 1 n chapter 111 of the present report. 
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transmission of mail takes place within a fixed period, whereas services of the "space available" type, which 
do not include any commitment by the carrier as regards the period of dispatch, are extremely rare. The "fill-up" 
system does not appear to have been applied so far. 

8 The postal representatives in the Joint Working Party argued that this situation favoured the abolition of 
the "space available" and "fill-up" concepts. However, on the proposai of IATA, these two concepts were kept 
in order to maintain maximum flexibility - subject to their being considered as variants of the "reduced priority" 
concept. The "reduced frequency" variant proposed by Belgium (carriage of mail by air on certain days with 
a lower frequency of dispatch than for priority airmail) was also accepted. 

9 The Joint Working Party also took note that services of the "reduced priority" type were generally known 
as "S.A.L.", an abbreviation of the English words "Surface Air Lift" (surface mail carried by air) and recom
mended the adoption of that abbreviation (see paragraph 38 below). 

10 The new "Definitions and principles" text, as approved by the IATA-UPU Contact Committee at its 
meeting on 1 March 1984 and confirmed by the Executive Council at its 1984 session, is reproduced as annex 2 
to the present report. 

11 lt should be noted that the new edition includes, in paragraph 21, suggestions about the questions to be 
settled between the postal administration and the airline before the introduction of a "reduced priority" type 
of service (see paragraph 43 below). 

Ill. Updating data on the experience acquired 
by administrations in maximization 

12 ln order to update the data collected before the Rio de Janeiro Congress and set out in Congress - Doc 22 
of that Congress, the Joint IATA-UPU Working Party sent out in July 19821 a questionnaire requesting 
administrations to provide information in consultation with their national airline or other airlines participating 
in a maximization system. A second request was sent to certain administrations in June 19832 for the provision 
of statistical data for 1978 to 1982. (The data published in Congress - Doc 22 dealt with the years 1971 to 
1977.) 

13 ln contrast to the inquiry carried out before the Rio de Janeiro Congress, the one in 1982 did not ask 
questions about the organization of the surcharged "priority" airmail service - the idea being that the principles 
governing this service were fairly stable. lt is, however, obvious that this first-choice service will for a long time 
remain the keystone of the airmail services. 

14 Consequently, the information collected concerned the unsurcharged "priority" airmail service and the 
services of the "reduced priority" type taken as a whole (see paragraph 8 above). lt is considered in sub-chapters A 
and 8 below: 
A. Unsurcharged "priority" airmail service. 
B. Services of the "reduced priority" type (surface airlifted mail). 

A. Unsurcharged "priority" airmail service 

Analysis of statistical data for the period 1978-1982 

15 Twenty-two administrations provided information on this service, and 20 of them sent in the statistical data 
reproduced in table I below. 

1 By circular letter 3410.2(C)820 of 15 July 1982. 
2 By circular letter 3410.2(C)1560 of 30 June 1983. 
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Table I - Unsurcharged "priority" airmai! service 

Administration Date Category Upper Countries or territories of destination Approximate weights carried in tonnes (1000 kg) 
service of mail weight 
intro- conveyed limit, 
duced (LC, AO, CP) if any 

2 3 

Australia 1.9.1976 LC,AO 
13.5.1980 AO, CP 
14.9.1980 LC 

Belgium 1.4.1950 LC 

Canada 1.7.1971 LC 

11.10.1975 LC2 

Czechoslovakia 1956 LC 

Denmark 1947 LC 

France 4 LC 
LC 

Gabon 1964 LC 

Germany, Fed Rep of 1.7.1965 LC 

Great Britain 1948 LC 

lceland 1.4.1974 LC 

1 From January 1976 (previously up to 250 g). 
2 Articles which fit into a sorting frame. 
3 lncluding AO. 

4 

500 g 
20 kg 
500 g 

-

500 g1 

30 kg 

2 kg 

2 kg 

2 kg 
20 g 

10 g 

-

2 kg 

-

1978 

5 6.1 

Jordan, Syrian Arab Rep -
Iran -
Papua New Guinea 

European countries 744.7 

Ali countries of the world except the United States 1 624.0 
of America and St Pierre and Miquelon 
United States of America 4 714.0 

European countries, China (People's Rep), Democratic 190.0 
Peoplé's Rep of Korea, Mongolian People's Rep, Viet Nam 

European countries and Mediterranean basin 756.3 

Eu ropean cou ntries 2 811.0 
O\terseas Departments and Territories, French-speaking 
African countries 

Benin, Cameroon, Central African Rep, Chad, Congo 20.0 
(People's Rep), Frar.ce, French Overseas Departments and 
Territories, Guinea, Ivory Coast (Rep). Mali, Mauritania, 
Niger, Senegal, Togo, Upper Volta 

European countries 3 111.0 

Eu ropean countries 6 032.05 

European countries 27.6 

4 1945 (North Africa); 1949 (Overseas Departments and Territories and French-speaking countries of Africa and Asia); 1950 (Europe). 
5 Financial years from 1 April to 31 March, 1978/79, 1979/80, 1980/81, 1981/82, 1982/83. 

1979 1980 1981 

6.2 6.3 6.4 

0.15 0.33 0.37 
- 2.54 0.04 

2.71 7.48 

657.9 681.7 694.8 

1 648,0 1 757.0 1 641.0 

4 853.0 5 036.0 4 820.0 

192.9 189.0 197.3 

758.4 722.7 651.5 

2 972.0 3138.0 3 175.0 

19.0 18.0 19.0 

3 075.0 3 191.0 3 291.0 

6 222.05 6 248.05 6 184.05 

26.6 29.3 27.1 

1982 

6.5 

6.38 

710.8 

1 573.0 

4 864.0 

193.0 

1 149.53 

3 231.0 

19.5 

· 3 274.0 

6 324.05 

30.0 

('") 
0 
:::, 
te 
ëi3 
l:l 
1 
0 
0 
(') ... 
C) 
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Administration Date Category Upper Countries or territories of destination Approximate weights carried in tonnes (1000 kg) 0 ... ::J 
CX) service of mail weight 10 -, 

intro- conveyed limit, 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 C'O 

"' duced (LC, AO, CP) if any "' 
1 

2 3 4 5 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 
0 
0 n ... 
Cl) 

ltaly 1.8.1970 LC 20 g European countries 1 182.7 1 107.7 1 075.2 1 002.9 1 035.8 

Malaysia 1.7.1949 LC - Brunei, Singapore - - - 46.69 34.98 

Netherlands 1935 L - European countries 858.6 897.0 942.0 999.5 1 079.8 
C Ali countries of the world 

Norway 1947 LC - European countries 385.0 404.0 418.0 414.0 407.0 
1971 LC 5g Non-European countries Statistics not available 
1982 LC 20 g Non-European countries 

Oman 1.7.1983 LC,AO - Bahrain, Iraq, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, - - - - (14.0) 1 

and CP United Arab Emirates 

Portugal 1.2.1977 LC 2 kg European countries, Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia 203.0 227.0 238.0 227.0 155.0 

Singapore 1948 LC 30 kg Brunei, Malaysia 256.9 311.0 323.4 345.9 391.9 

Spain 1954 LC 2 kg Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, 854.5 1 871.5 1 935.0 1 915.5 1 904.5 
Germany, Fed Rep of, Great Britain, lreland, ltaly, 
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, Netherlands, 
Norway, Sweden, Switzerland 

1954 LC 20 g Other European countries 
Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia 

Sweden 1947 LC - European countries 1 000.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 200.0 1 300.0 

Switzerland 1.3.1948 LC - European countries 1 233.0 1 277.0 1 381.0 
1.1.1976 LC - Countries of the Mediterranean basin 
1.7.1981 LC - Ali countries of the world 1 800.0 2 000.0 

Totals of approximate weights carried 26 004.3 27 620.15 28 428.88 28 660.08 29 684.16 

1 Not included in the total for 1982. 
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16 Of these 20 administrations, 16 had also supplied data before the Rio de Janeiro Congress (for the period 
1971 to 1977). ln their case, the total number of tonnes of unsurcharged "priority" airmail carried rose from 
23 920 carried in 1977 to 28 502 in 1982, an increase of 20 percent in five years. For the 20 administrations listed 
in table 1, the annual average growth rate during the period 1978 to 1982 was 3.4 percent. lt should, however, 
be pointed out that in some countries, the volume of mail is going down (Belgium, ltaly; Portugal). 

17 As in the past, the service is hardly ever offered except for LC items. Sorne administrations operate a world
wide service for these items: Canada (up to 500 g), Norway (up to 20 g from 1982), Netherlands (postcards only) 
and Switzerland (from 1 July 1983). As a whole, however, the service is applied regionally and on a reciprocal 
basis, for example in the relations between CEPT member countries. lt should also be pointed out that since the 
Rio de Janeiro Congress only one administration (Oman) has introduced the unsurcharged "priority" airmail 
service. 

Execution of the service 

18 Although the Joint IATA-UPU Working Party was instructed essentially to inquire into the operational 
aspects of the "reduced priority" type services (surface airlifted mail) it appeared useful to consult the administra
tions on the ways in which the unsurcharged "priority" airmail service was executed. However it seemed that the 
execution of this service presented no problems. At the same time, it was confirmed that the bags, bag labels and 
other documents used for conveyance of unsurcharged "priority" airmail are the same as those laid down for the 
surcharged "priority" airmail. 

Economie aspects 

19 Economically, the situation of the service is less heartening. Sorne administrations have succeeded in making 
it profitable by means of preferential air conveyance rates which they have been able to negotiate with the. airlines 
(Canada, Czechoslovakia, ltaly and Norway). On the other hand, Great Britain states that the air conveyance 
rates paid on European routes in general exceed the UPU's maximum basic rate, which is the reason why the 
service is invariably run at a loss. Six other countries (Belgium, France, Gabon, Madé!gàscar, Malaysia and Nether
lands) state that the service does not caver their costs. France envisages the possibility of replacing air conveyance 
by surface conveyance in its European services, particularly with neighbouring couritries. 

Future of the unsurcharged "priority" airmail service 

20 Apart from Switzerland and Norway, the service as a whole has developed little since the Rio de Janeiro 
Congress as regards the volume of mail carried and the geographical extent of the service. At the same time, for 
several countries, the economic bases of the service appear to have become more precarious. lt may thèrefore be 
asked whether the general introduction of the unsurcharged "priority" airmail service - so far regarded as the 
ultimate aim of maximization - is actually capable of being realized, even in the fairly distant future. 

B. Services of the "reduced priority" type (surface airlifted mail) 

Analysis of the statistical data for the period 1978-1982 

21 Thirty-five administrations stated that they operate services meeting the description "reduced priority'.' 
(very often known as "surface airlifted mail" or "S.A.L." or (in certain cases only) "space available". Of these 
administrations, 29 provided the statistical data reproduced in table 11 below. Before the Rio de Janeiro Congress, 
a total of 31 administrations had made reference to one service or the other but only 20 had provided statistics 
(tables 11 and 111 of Congress - Doc 22 of the Rio de Janeiro Congress). 
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Table Il - Services of the "reduced priority" type (surface airlifted mail) 

Administration Date 
service 
intro-
duced 

2 

Australia 1.8.1971 

17.10.1977 
4.11.1981 

Bahrain 

Belgium 1976 

1978 

Canada8 1.7.1971 

1 Service introduced in 1975. 
2 Service introduced in 1977. 
3 Service introduced in 1978. 
4 Service introduced in 1982. 
5 Service introduced in 1981. 
6 Service introduced in 1983. 

Category Upper Surcharged 
of mail weight (SS) or un-
conveyed limit, surcharged 
(LC, AO, CP) if any (US) 

3 4 5 

LC,AO,CP 20 kg SS 

LC,AO,CP 10 kg SS 
LC,AO,CP 15 kg SS 

LC us 

LC,CP us 

AO - us 

LC,AO - us 

AO 500 g us 

7 Return to surface conveyance since 1.11.1981. 
8 Discontinued for the time being as from 1.1.1984 for economic reasons. 

Countries or territories of destination 

6 

Germany, Fed Rep of, Great Britain, 
Greece, ltaly1, Netherlands2 , United States 
of America 
Canada 
Yugoslavia 

Belgium, Great Britain, lndia, Iran, Iraq, 
Jordan, United States of America 
Kuwait, Oman, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, 
United Arab Emirates 

Bulgaria (People's Rep) 3 , Denmark, 
Finland4 , Hun~arian People's Rep3 , 

lreland5 , ltaly , Norway, Spain6 , Sweden, 
Turquey2 , Yugoslavia3 

China (People's Rep)7, Lebanon 

Ali countries except Argentina, Brazil, 
Cuba, Haiti, Netherlands Antilles, Paraguay, 
St Pierre and Miquelon and United States 
of America 

(j 
0 
::J 
tC -, 
(1) 

Approximate weights carried in tonnes (1000 kg) Cl> 
Cl> 

1 
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 c::, 

0 
0 .... 

7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 0) 

346.8 371.5 421.8 440.4 458.9 

8.1 

101.9 

325.1 372.8 329.7 337.1 359.4 

0.9 12.4 10.6 10.3 1.0 

1 417.0 1 514.0 1 581.0 1 587.0 1 604.0 



Administration Date Category Upper Surcharged Countries or terri tories of destination Approximate weights carried in tonnes (1000 kg) 
service of mail weight (SS) or un-
intro- conveyed limit, surcharged 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 
duced (LC, AO, CP) if any (US) 

2 3 4 5 6 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 

Canada1 1.7.1975 CP 10 kg us Antigua, Australia, Austria, Bahamas, 2 874.0 2 526.0 2 355.0 2 211.0 1 816.0 
(cont) Barbados, Bermuda, Chile, China (People's 

Rep), Denmark, Fiji, France, German 
Dem Rep, Germany, Fed Rep of, Great Britain, 
Greece, Guadeloupe, Hong Kong, lreland, 
Israel, ltaly, Jamaica, Japan, Korea (Rep), 
Martinique, Mexico, Netherlands, 
New Zealand, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, 
Spain, Switzerland, Trinidad and Tobago 

Chile 1979 LC,AO,CP - us Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay 24.7 
8.1983 LC,AO,CP - us Ali South American countries, Australia, - - - - -

Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Dominican 
Republic, France, Germany, Fed Rep of, 
Great Britain, Hong Kong, ltaly, Japan, 
Mexico, Netherlands, Panama (Rep), 
Portugal, South Africa, Spain, United 
States of America 

Cuba 9.1980 LC,AO South American countries and Caribbean 63.5 39,8 

Czechoslovakia 1980 AO us Bulgaria2 , Fin land, Greece2 , ltaly 2 - - 6.0 11.5 46.1 
LC,AO us Libyan Jamahiriya2, Morocco, Spain2 , - - 1.5 2.6 21.4 

Syrian Arab Rep2 

Denmark 1976 LC 2 kg us 1 ran, 1 raq, Japan 153.3 164.8 160.3 277.93 408.0 
AO 5 kg us Egypt, Greece, Hungarian People's Rep, 

Iran, Iraq, Israel, ltaly, Japan, Lebanon, 
Portugal, Spain, Syrian Arab Rep, Turkey, 
Yugoslavia 

El Salvador 10.1971 LC, AO 200 g us Costa Rica, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, 1.1 1.6 1.8 2.8 
Panama (Repl, United States of America 

1 
(") 
0 
:::, 
<C .., 
(1) 

"' "' 
1 

1 Discontinued for the time being as from 1.1.1984 for economic reasons. 

1~ 2 Service introduced in 1982. 
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Administration Date Category Upper Surcharged Countries or territories of destination Approximate weights carried in tonnes (1000 kg) 
service of mail weight (SS) or un-
intro- conveyed limit, surcharged 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 
duced (LC, AO, CP) if any (US) 

2 3 4 5 6 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 

France 1970 CP 20 kg SS Benin, Cameroon, Central African Rep, 64.5 70.0 90.5 116.0 173.0 
Chad, Congo (People's Rep), Gabon, 
Ivory Coast (Rep), Niger, Togo 

Germany, Fed Rep of 1.7.1978 CP - us 1 Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Ch ile, 211.0 493.0 619.0 926.0 1 192.0 
Hong Kong, lndia, lndonesia, Japan, Kenya, 
Namibia, Philippines, Singapore, South Africa, 
Tanzania (United Rep), Venezuela, United 
States of America 

Great Britain 10.19732 AO 5 kg3 SS 89 non-European countries 2 443.04 2 589.04 2 728.04 2 899.04 3 040.04 

11.19742 CP 20 kg SS Australia, Canada, New Zealand, South 46.04 44.04 29.04 54.04 194.04 

Africa, United States of America 

Greece 11.1981 LC,AO - us Kuwait, Saudi Arabia - - - 15.0 10.0 
11.1981 CP - us Denmark, France, Germany, Fed Rep of, 214.0 332.0 

Great Britain, Netherlands, Portugal 5 , 
Spain5 , South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, 
United States of America 

Hungarian People's Rep 1977 LC,AO - us Belgium, Bulgaria (People's Rep), Denmark, 
Egypt, Finland, France6, German Dem Rep, 
Great Britain, Greece, Libyan Jamahiriya5 , 

344.5 528.4 547.0 555.6 523.8 

Lebanon 7, Netherlands6 , Polish People's Rep, 
Spain, Switzerland6 , Syrian Arab Rep6 , 
Turkey, USSR 

lceland 1976 AO 2 kg us Denmark, Great Britain, Norway, Sweden, 20.5 23.3 20.1 21.5 20.0 
United States of America 

1 These parcels are considered as surface airlifted (S.A. L.) parcels. No air surcharges are therefore payable. However, the special rate applied to them includes an air conveyance component. 
2 The service known as "accelerated surface mail" is offered on the basis of contracts to major users who themselves sort and bag the mail to be dispatched. 
3 Except for bags made up in accordance with article 19, paragraph 8, of the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Convention: 30 kg. 
4 Financial years 1978/79, 1979/80, 1980/81, 1981/82, 1982/83. 
5 Service introduced in 1982. 
6 Service introduced in 1979. 
7 Service introduced in 1980. 
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Administration Date Category Upper Surcharged Countries or territories of destination Approximate weights carried in tonnes (1000 kg) 
service of mail weight (SS) or un-
intro- conveyed limit, surcharged 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 
duced (LC, AO, CP) if any (US) 

2 3 4 5 6 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 

ltaly 1977 AO us Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden 191.2 193.7 248.2 253.9 249.1 
1979 LC,AO us Bahrain, Jordan, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon1, 2.3 87.6 108.8 108.9 96.0 

Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Syrian Arab Rep, 
United Arab Emirates, Yemen (People's 
Dem Rep) 

1981 LC,AO us Algeria, Egypt, Ethiopia, Kenya, Libyan - - - 105.6 199.5 
Jamahiriya, Malawi, Morocco, Mozambique, 
Nigeria, Somalia, South Africa, Sudan, 
Tanzania (United Rep), Tunisia, Uganda, 
Zaïre, Zambia, Zimbabwe 

Japan 19772 LC,CP 10 kg us Denmark, France, Germany, Fed Rep of, 86.0 124.0 103.0 108.0 150.0 
Great Britain, ltaly, Netherlands, Sweden, 
Switzerland, USSR 

1977 CP 10 kg us Austria, Belgium, Finland, Norway 

Jordan 1977 LC, AO Not given 33.4 37.9 40.4 

Kuwait 1975 LC,AO,CP SS Bahrain, Egypt, France, Great Britain, Greece, 70.4 50.6 25.1 44.1 53.2 
lndia, Iran, Iraq, ltaly, Jordan, Lebanon, 153.1 156.3 157.7 199.1 197.9 
Libyan Jamahiriya, Oman, Pakistan, Oatar, 
Saudi Arabia, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Syrian 
Arab Rep, Thailand, Turkey, United Arab 
Emirates, United States of America, Yemen 
Arab Rep, Yemen (People's Dem Rep) 

Malaysia 15.2.1981 LC,AO 42 kg us lndonesia - - - 9.6 10.0 
per week 

Netherlands 1972 AO, CP SS Australia3 , Canada3 , 1 ndia4 , Japan4 , 
New Zealand4 , South Africa4 , United 

699.1 827.7 961.9 1 037.8 1 142.0 

States of America 

1 
(") 
0 
:::1 

CQ .., 
CD 

1 Service introduced in 1978. 11:l 
2 Service provided du ring the winter periods only. 
3 Service introduced in 1973. I[ 4 Service introduced in 1974. 
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Administration Date Category Upper 
service of mail weight 
intro- conveyed limit, 
duced (LC, AO, CP) if any 

2 

Netherlands 1978 
(cont) 

1976 

New Zealand 8.1982 

Norway 1972 

1978 

1981 

Oman 1.1.1982 

Senegal 1983 

Singapore 1982 

Sweden 1976 

1972 

1 Service introduced in 1978. 
2 Service introduced in 1979. 
3 Service introduced in 1977. 

3 

AO 

AO 

LC,AO,CP 

AO 

LC,AO 

CP 

LC,AO,CP 

LC,AO,CP 

LC,AO 

LC,AO 

AO 

4 lncluding AO mail transiting this country. 
5 Not included in the total for 1982. 

4 

-

-

-

30 kg 

-
-

Surcharged 
(SS) or un-
surcharged 
(US) 

5 

SS 

us 

us 

us 

SS 

us 

us 

us 

us 

us 

(") 
Countries or territories of destination Approximate weights carried in tonnes (1000 kg) 0 

::, 
cc ... 

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 Cl) 

"' "' 1 

6 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 0 
0 
C') .... 
(j) 
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22 For the reasons given in paragraph 21, it is difficult to compare the latest data with those of Rio de Janeiro 
Congress - Doc 22. At the most, it can be said that the total weight conveyed by the 20 administrations in 1977 
was 12 758 tonnes compared with 18 677 tonnes conveyed by the 29 administrations in 1982 (which corresponds 
to a 30 percent increase). 

23 During the period 1977-1982, the annual average growth rate recorded for the 29 administrations listed 
in table 11 was almost 8 percent compared with the average rate of 3.4 percent for the unsurcharged "priority" 
airmail (see paragraph 16 above). 

24 Whereas the unsurcharged "priority" airmail service covers almost exclusively LC items, because of the 
"speed" factor the services of the ''reduced priority" type relate essentially to the AO and CP categories. More· 
over, the geographical distribution of the "S.A.L." mail is much more diversified than for the unsurcharged 
airmail, the destination served from a particular country not depending on their distance from that country. 

25 lt must also be pointed out that 10 additional administrations have introduced "reduced priority" or 
"S.A.L." type services since the Rio de Janeiro Congress: Ch ile, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Malaysia, Panama 
(Rep), Senegal, Singapore, United States of America and Zimbabwe; Panama and Senegal from 1983. 

26 The proportion of surface airlifted mail as a percentage of ail surface mail varies between 0.72 percent 
(United States of America) and 100 percent (United Arab Emirates), the breakdown of the figures being as 
follows: 
up to 5 percent: 
from 5 to 20 percent: 
from 20 to 50 percent: 
from 50 to 100 percent: 

7 countries 
3 countries 
10 countries 
9 countries 

27 lt cannot, however, be deduced from this that a large proportion of the total surface mail is conveyed by 
air because the volumes of "S.A.L." mail sent by the heavy-traffic countries are relatively small. For example, 
in 1982 Great Britain sent 3040 tonnes of "S.A.L." mail but this volume represented only 7.2 percent of the total 
volume of its surface mail. 

Execution of the service 

Dispatch periods 

28 According to the "Definitions and principles" at present in force, the length of the dispatch period for mail 
is negotiable between the administration and the carrier. 

29 The information supplied by administrations shows that the periods applied vary between two and four· 
teen days, according to the countries of destination. Thus, from Norway the period is two days for European 
countries, seven days for the Middle East and two weeks for the other destinations. These periods are fixed on the 
basis of the departures for the countries of destination and the routeings decided on for the surcharged "priority" 
airmail in order to avoid "S.A.L." mail competing with the latter. 

30 The administrations state that the periods agreed with the carriers are in general observed. 1 n these circum
stances, and in view of the tact that the methods of transmitting surface mail by air vary considerably from one 
country to another, it did not seem useful to introduce maximum periods for worldwide application in the 
"Definitions and principles". 
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Storage of mail and handing over to the airlines 

31 The question whether mail awaiting dispatch should be held by the postal administration or by the airline 
produced differing views within the Joint IATA-UPU bodies before the Rio de Janeiro Congress. According to the 
"Definitions and principles", the mail is held by one party or the other depending on the agreements concluded 
between them. 

32 lt seems that at present, mail awaiting dispatch is nearly always held by the Post, either at the airport or 
at an office of exchange in town. This practice, which enables the postal administration to control the flow of 
dispatches, appears to give satisfaction. 

Airport facilities 

33 The study carried out before the Rio de Janeiro Congress by CCPS subgroup 4278 on the handling of 
airmail at international airports brought out in particular that, in many cases, the postal facilities at airports and 
elsewhere were not adequate to cope with the existing postal traffic let alone any further traffic that might be 
generated as a result of maximization efforts. Consequently, the Rio de Janeiro Congress requested postal admin
istrations to take steps to solve this problem (recommendation C 70) and sought the cooperation of ICAO and 
IATA for this purpose (formai opinion C 71). 

34 The inquiry of July 1982 showed that the problem was topical, several administrations having stated that 
the premises at the international airports in their countries were indeed too small. As the Post holds the mail 
awaiting dispatch (see paragraph 32 above), the problem appears to arise more often at the outward than the 
inward stage. 

35 Administrations are actively seeking solutions to this problem by trying to enlarge the postal facilities in 
airports and, for this purpose, are establishing contacts with the appropriate authorities of their countries. Another 
solution envisaged is to increase the frequency of dispatches. 

Bags used for making up surface airlifted mails 

36 As a general rule, administrations at present use surface bags for making up surface mails to be conveyed 
by air, but there are exceptions (bags for air parcels, bags in red or white nylon). Switzerland has introduced 
special bags of the same colour as surface bags but weighing less, to reduce the cost of conveyance. 

Bag label 

37 Severa! administrations have created special labels to identify this mail, some of them with special blue/ 
green stripes. Other administrations merely stamp the appropriate impressions on the AV 8 labels. 

38 The abbreviation most often used on labels to identify the mail concerned is "S.A.L." (from the English 
words "Surface Air Lift"). 

Economie aspects of the service 

The surcharged "reduced priority" services 

39 Table Il shows that six administrations (Australia, France, Great Britain, Netherlands, Norway, Switzerland) 
collect reduced surcharges, at least for certain categories, in general CP. The Federal Republic of Germany 
operates a service of this kind but considers the parcels concerned to be "S.A.L.", subject to a special rate which 
includes an air conveyance component. 
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40 ln general, the "reduced" surcharges are around 50 percent of the surcharge applicable to "priority" airmail 
for the same destination, but some administrations have lower charges (Australia - 35 to 45 percent; Netherlands-
24 to 36 percent). However, Australia ensures that the costs of the service are covered in ail cases. 

41 With the exception of the service of Great Britain which is restricted to major users (who sort the mail 
and place it in bags), the surcharged services are made available to ail users who are informed about them by 
brochures, posters, etc (as in the case of other postal services). ln every case, the service with reduced surcharge 
appears to give satisfaction to the public which appreciates the advantages of quicker conveyance at a reasonable 
price. 

42 The increase in the volume of "S.A.L." traffic does not so far seem to have caused much of a decline in the 
surcharged airmail tratfic. 

Agreements concluded with the airlines 

43 With one exception, administrations state that they have concluded agreements with their national airline 
(or another airline) enabling the service to be operated satisfactorily. ln certain cases, the conditions are settled 
by correspondence and are not the subject of a contract proper. Except for the question of remuneration, the 
agreements also govern ail the aspects of the forwarding of "S.A.L.", mail by the airline, including the dispatch 
periods, the security of the mail and the (free) return of empty bags by the carrier. These various questions are 
referred to in paragraph 21 of the "Definitions and principles" in annex 2. 

Cost-effectiveness of "reduced priority" services 

44 ln the great majority of cases, the "reduced priority" services (with or without surcharge) caver their costs, 
no doubt because of the level of the conveyance price negotiated with the airlines. However, six countries which 
operate an unsurcharged service (Canada, Egypt, El Salvador, ltaly, Jordan and New Zealand) state that the service 
runs at a loss. ltaly covers the deficit from the revenue derived from the charges for other services, particularly 
the surcharges of the "priority" airmail service, while New Zealand uses the proceeds of the basic charges as a 
whole. 

Future of the "reduced priority" services (surface airlifted mail) 

45 As the above shows, since the Rio de Janeiro Congress the service has definitely expanded, as regards bath 
the volume of traffic conveyed and the number of destinations served, as several countries have introduced the 
service for the first time. The execution of the service at the airports does not seem ta raise any special problems 
except that the premises for storage of mail awaiting dispatch are fairly often inadequate. 

46 From the economic point of view, the majority of administrations say they have succeeded in negotiating 
air conveyance rates which make the service cost-effective. The services with reduced surcharge, which enable 
costs to be covered in ail cases, seem to be popular with users. 

47 This situation augurs well for the future of the "S.A.L." service, the development of which depends on the 
followi·ng factors: 
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the possibility of administrations being able to negotiate with the airline concerned an air conveyance rate 
similar to that which has to be paid for conveyance by surface; 
the possibility of enlarging the postal facilities at airports so that a larger volume of surface mail can be 
accepted, particularly for dispatch. 
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IV. Regulatory aspects of surface airlifted mail 

Operational aspects 

48 One of the tasks arising from Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 73 is to consider "the advisability of 
supplementing the existing regulations concerning the handling of inward surface airlifted mail, in countries of 
transit and destination". According to the information provided before the Rio de Janeiro Congress, "reduced 
priority" mail raised several problems on arrivai, so that the dispatching countries had to be contacted to improve 
the marking of such mail. 

49 Similarly, Rio de Janeiro Congress decisions C 69 and C 75 instruct the Executive Council to study, with 
IATA, the possibility of creating distinctive bag labels for surface airlifted mails and surface airlifted parcel mails. 

50 Consequently, the Joint IATA-UPU Working Party in charge of these questions broadened the inquiry 
aimed at updating the experience acquired by administrations (see chapter 111 above) in order to obtain the 
necessary data. 

51 1 n the light of the data collected and the views expressed by administrations on the usefulness of intro
ducing new provisions, the Joint Working Party recommended two measures for easier identification of surface 
airlifted mails. These suggestions, approved by the Executive Council, have been embodied in the following 
proposais: 
4597.1 Use of surface bags for making up surface airlifted mails (cf paragraph 36 above). 
4597.2, 4908,91, 
5520.3/Rev 1 and 
5924.91/Rev 1 

Creation of AV 8bis and CP 24bis bag labels for "S.A.L." mail (see paragraphs 37 and 
38 above). 

Free return by air of bags used for "S.A.L." mail 

52 As regards the use of surface bags for "S.A.L." mail, IATA raised the question, in the Joint IATA-UPU 
Working Party, of the free return by air of such bags within the framework of the 1962 IATA-UPU agreement 
on the free return by air of empty airmail bags. IATA made the point that the bags in question are heavier than 
airmail bags. 

53 The postal side suggested the application of the 1962 agreement which makes provision in principle for the 
return of empty bags by the airline responsible for the outward conveyance. However, IATA stated that it would 
prefer the question of the return of empty surface bags to be regulated within the framework of the special 
arrangements made between the airlines and the postal administrations for the conveyance of "S.A.L." mail 
(see paragraph 43) above and paragraph 21 of the "Definitions and principles" in annex 2). 

Other regulatory aspects of surface airlifted mail 

54 For the sake of completeness, mention should be made here of the study carried out independently by the 
Executive Council in connection with Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 97, relating to the advisability of 
inserting in the UPU Acts the principle of the right of the transit administration to collect air conveyance dues 
occasioned by the reforwarding of surface mail by air and of fixing the level of remuneration for this type of 
reforwarding. 

55 The results of a consultation carried out in September 1981 1 showed that administrations other than those 
of dispatch intervene only very rarely in the reforwarding of "S.A.L.'' mail and that cases of this kind are 
regulated by bilateral agreements. This situation was confirmed by the consultation of July 1982. The administra
tions participating in the latter consultation were, however, favourable to the introduction in the Acts of general 

1 By means of circular letter 3410.2(C)1066 of 4 September 1981. 
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and simple regulations covering the prior notification of all administrations concerned before the introduction 
of an "S.A.L." service and the utilization of bilateral agreements to settle the details of subsequent reforwarding 
of "S.A.L." mail by another administration. 

56 At its 1984 session, the Executive Council approved draft regulations to that effect (see proposai 4000.7). 
These draft regulations regroup in two new sections of part 111 of the Convention and its Detailed Regulations 
all the provisions relating to surface airlifted mail ("S.A.L.") including the new measures recommended by the 
Joint IATA-UPU Working Party (see paragraph 51 above). The adaptations to be made to the Postal Parcels 
Agreement are the subject of proposais 5004.4, 5515.91 and 5522.1. 

V. Holding, in conjunction with IATA of regional seminars 
on maximizing services 

57 A first initiative on this subject was taken in September 1981 with the organization, within the framework 
of a conference on mail circulation in Africa held at Yaoundé (Cameroon), of a seminar on maximization. 

58 At that seminar, two important papers were presented on maximization, one by a senior official of the 
International Bureau and the other by a IATA representative (concerning the relations between postal administra
tions and airlines with a view to maximization). At the end of its work, the conference adopted, inter alia, a 
resolution on maximization which envisages, among other things, the establishment of a Contact Committee 
between the African Airlines Association (AFRAA) on the one hand and the African postal administrations and 
Restricted Unions on the other. 

59 This first experiment was thus fairly encouraging, but showed that holding a seminar devoted exclusively 
to maximization would be difficult because of organizational and financing problems. This consideration led 
the International Bureau to propose to the Joint IATA-UPU Working Party a fairly flexible solution regarding 
the organization of future joint IATA-UPU regional seminars on maximization. Such a solution should enable 
the UPU and IATA to introduce this subject whenever the opportunity arises at a regional conference. On the 
UPU side, the opportunity could arise at a regional conference organized under the UNDP or at any other 
activities organized by the Restricted Unions. 

60 The Joint Working Party having approved this point of view, the Executive Council in turn adopted it and 
left it to the International Bureau and the IATA Secretariat to examine the possibility-whenever the opportunity 
arose on the UPU or the IATA side - of introducing the subject of maximization into a regional conference or 
activity, and to take appropriate measures. 

VI. Balance-sheet of experience acquired since the Rio de Janeiro Congress 
and future policy with regard to maximization work 

61 Certain administrations have found in recent years that the maximization of air conveyance is not only 
desirable but necessary where surface routes are non-existent or inadequate. Other administrations place emphasis 
on the development of maximization at intercontinental level. 

62 The administrations which replied to the questionnaire agree in considering that maximization should be 
continued at national or regional level, according to the circumstances of each country or group of countries, 
taking account in particular of the economic aspects and the needs of customers. Consequently, the strategy set 
out in Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 73 still appears to hold good. Denmark, however, pointed out that 
a change in the present classification of letter-post items (eg first and second class mail) could open up new 
prospects. 
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63 According to other opinions expressed, administrations should help each other (eg as regards the receipt of 
surface mail at airports) and exchange their experience through the International Bureau. The Restrictec! Postal 
Unions should also be closely associated with maximization. Canada thinks that the various studies already 
published on maximization, including the "MBA" study by IATA, constitute a good basis for administrations 
wishing to introduce a maximization service or extend an existing service. 1 n Canada's view, the question has 
already been adequately studied and it would be sufficient after the Hamburg Congress to continue to collect 
information periodically on the experience of administrations in this field. 

64 A draft resolution which reflects the ideas expressed above concerning the future work on maximization 
is the subject of proposai 4000.5. 

Berne, March 1984 For the Executive Council: 
AC BOTTO DE BAR ROS 
Chairman 
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Resolution C 73 

Maximizing the air conveyance of mail 

Congress, 

Having noted 
Congress - Doc 22, which summarizes the work carried out in accordance with resolution C 62 of the 1974 Lausanne 
Congress on maximizing the air conveyance of mail, 

Noting with satisfaction 
firstly, the progress made since the Lausanne Congress by postal administrations at national and regional level, 
and, on the other hand, the work conducted jointly with the International Air Transport Association (IATA), 

Noting ·,Nith interest 
the important postal market study "MBA: Mail by Air - New Concepts", carried out by IATA, 

Observing 
that, in the foreseeable future, maximization will continue to develop nationally and regionally, 

Considering accordingly 
that it is for each postal administration (or group of administrations in the case of a regional programme) to decide 
on the best use of air conveyance for its mail, bearing in mind its special circumstances (geographical situation of 
its country, capacity of outward aircraft, breakdown of its postal traffic, users' needs, cost factors, etc), 

lnstructs 

the Executive Council: 
to pursue maximization work, in close cooperation with the International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO) and IAT A, on the basis of the information in Congress - Doc 22, in order to help administrations 
in overcoming obstacles to the introduction of maximization systems at national or regional level; 

ii with this in mind: 
a to update, in conjunction with IATA, the "Definitions and principles for the operation of maximiza

tion systems at national level"; 
b to collect data on the experience acquired by postal administrations which have introduced a maximi

zation-oriented service with a view to sending such data periodically to all administrations; 
c to consider the advisability of supplementing the existing regulations concerning the handling of 

inward surface air-lifted mail, in countries of transit and destination; 
d to study the possibility of holding, in conjunction with IATA, regional seminars or colloquia with a 

view to promoting discussions between postal administrations and airlines on maximization prospects; 
and 

iii to submit to the next Congress: 
a a general report on its work; 
b recommendations on the future orientation to be given to maximization work; 
c any proposai for amending the Acts of the Union designed to put its work into concrete form. 

(Proposai 3000.5, Committee 6, 6th meeting; Congress - Doc 84/Add 2, 19th plenary meeting) 
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Maximizing the air conveyance of mail 

Definitions and principles for the execution of maximizing services (March 1984 edition) 

Preliminary remark 

1 The purpose of this paper which has been prepared jointly by IATA and the UPU is to assist airlines and 
postal administrations in drawing up agreements for the carriage of mail in accordance with the maximizing 
concept. With this aim in mind, it defines the types of mail involved and sets out general principles governing the 
various services. 

1. Priority airmail 

Definition 

2 "Priority airmail" denotes the mail for which carriers give priority treatment over other categories of air 
traffic1 and which is handled by postal administrations as rapidly as possible. 

Surcharged "priority" airmail 

Definition 

3 This is airmail which receives premium treatment against payment of an air surcharge. 

Unsurcharged "priority" airmail 

Definition 

4 This definition denotes mail conveyed by air without collection of a surcharge to a standard of service 
equivalent to that accorded to surcharged airmail. 

General principles governing the service 

5 The unsurcharged "priority" airmail service can be offered for the whole of any class of mail or on a 
selective basis only - for example, according to destination and/or weight. 

1 
At international level, the priority in question is that covered by the agreement concluded between IATA and the UPU in 1948. 

This agreement has not yet been revised to take account of the adoption at the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress of a single LC/AO/CP 
basic air conveyance rate. 
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6 For those classes, or parts of classes, of mail for which it is offered, it is, in effect, an unsurcharged airmail 
service, replacing both the surcharged air and surface-mail services. 

7 ln practice, it has hitherto normally been offered for first-class letter mail (LC) only, since the tradi
tional letter-post tariff relationships and the method of fixing parcel-post tariffs militate against its being 
offered for second-class letter mail (AO) and parcel mail (CP). However, the possibilities of applying "all-up" 
to AO and/or CP as well as to LC as part of a package deal with an airline on maximization should not be 
overlooked. 

Il. "Reduced priority" mail 

8 The "reduced priority" concept denotes mail which is carried by air (possibly on part only of its inter
national route) with a lower priority than that referred to in part 1. The chief variants of this concept, which is 
generally known as "S.A.L." (Surface Air Lift), are described below: 

Reduced priority with fixed dispatch period 

Definition 

9 ln this service, hitherto known as "reduced priority", mail is transmitted by air within a fixed period 
which is negotiable between the postal administration and the airline(s) concerned. The airline is bound to trans
port such mail within that period. The mails are loaded at the airline's discretion, but no later than the last day 
of the agreed period, at which time such mail becomes "priority mail" for the airline (see part 1). 

General principles governing the service 

10 The "reduced priority" service is of a lower standard than the priority air services (see part 1) and justifies 
a conveyance rate lower than the normal rate because it allows the airline(s) concerned a certain discretion in 
spreading their load and thus improving their operating efficiency. 

11 A "reduced priority" service can be offered as an unsurcharged airmail service in place of the surface-mail 
service (and as an alternative to the "priority" surcharged airmail service); or it can be offered as a (lower-priced) 
surcharged service, the service being, in that case, intermediate in price and quality between the "priority" 
airmail service and the surface-mail service. 

12 Like the "priority" unsurcharged air service (see paragraph 5 above), the "reduced priority" service can 
be offered for the whole of any class of mail or on a selective basis only. On the other hand, because it justifies 
a lower conveyance rate (see paragraph 10 above), it encourages the maximization of air conveyance of AO 
and/or CP. 

13 ln either form, but especially on an unsurcharged basis, the "reduced priority" service will tend to attract 
from the "priority" surcharged airmail service traffic which the customer would otherwise have sent "priority" 
because the surface-mail service would have been too slow. The extent of diversion will depend on relative price and 
quality of service, particularly the length of the dispatch period fixed according to paragraph 9 above and the 
total duration of transmission (see paragraph 20 below). 
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"Reduced frequency" service 

Definition 

14 "Reduced frequency" denotes the carriage of mail by air on certain days (according to a schedule agreed 
with the airline) but with a lower frequency of dispatch than in the case of "priority" airmail. 

General principles governing the service 

15 The principles governing the "reduced priority" service with fixed dispatch period (see paragraphs 9 to 12 
above) also apply in general to this service. 

"Space available" 

Definition 

16 As its name implies, this type of service denotes mail which the airline expressly undertakes to carry subject 
to the availability of aircraft capacity. The difference between it and the "reduced priority" mail lies in the fact 
that the airline is not committed to observing any dispatch period. 

General principles governing the service 

17 lt is not an advertised form of airmail service subject to a special tariff or conditions, but the airlifting of 
surface mail at rates comparable with the cost of surface conveyance as a means of filling capacity which would 
otherwise be flown empty. Although less reliable than the "reduced priority" service, which ensures a regular flow 
of mail, this service can be used for any class of mail to any destination to which an airline has space capacity and 
can provide a markedly improved quality of "surface" service to destinations to which surface outlets are less 
satisfactory. 

"Fi/1-up" 

Definition 

18 Under this system, which is as yet theoretical, mail is given to the carrier when the latter indicates that 
unfilled capacity is available on a particular flight. As mail is requested, accepted and carried only when the 
airline sees that capacity is available, this type of service does not represent a firm commitment towards the 
postal administration to carry any or all mail. On the other hand, any mail requested and accepted is subject to a 
definite transport commitment. 

General principles governing the service 

19 This service, which has not yet been tested, could be offered occasionally under the conditions set out in 
paragraph 17 above. 

Generai principfes appfying to al/ the "reduced priority" services 

20 1 n all cases, the total du ration of transmission of mail forwarded by a service of this type (including any 
routes covered by surface) must be so fixed that: 
a it is less than the time taken by surface mail to reach the same destination; 
b the service concerned does not compete with "priority" air services (see part 1). 
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21 Before a service of the "reduced priority" type (with the exception of the "fill-up" service) is introduced, 
it is desirable that the following questions should be settled between the postal administration and the airline 
concerned, either through a formai agreement or by exchange of correspondence: 
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the volume of mail to be dispatched and the countries of destination; 
the dispatch periods (if applicable); 
the conveyance price; 
how the mail is to be stored while awaiting dispatch; 
method of handing over the mail to the airline (if appropriate); 
documentation accompanying the mails (C 18bis bill); 
security of the mail; 
carrier's liability in the event of loss or theft of mails; 
(free) return of empty bags by the carrier; 
accounting procedures. 
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Basic airmail conveyance rate 

1. Introduction 

ln resolution C 30 (reproduced in full as annex 1 to this report) the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress instructed 
the Executive Council to continue in a general way, in consultation with ICAO and IATA, the study on fixing 
airmail conveyance rates and to submit to the next Congress a general report on its work as well as such proposai 
for amending the Acts of the Union as may be considered necessary. 

2 ln addition to the tasks mentioned in that resolution, the Executive Council.was called on to study a request 
made by IATA in 1980 aimed at an urgent reassessment of the basic rate of 1.74 gold francs per tonne-kilometre 
which was adopted by the Rio de Janeiro Congress and is currently in force. This request led to the adoption 
of a new study programme on the possibility of obtaining a basic rate from the present rate according to an 
indexing system and on the desirability of introducing into the Acts of the UPU a procedure allowing the adjust
ment of this rate between Congresses using the same indexing system (see annex 2 to this report). 

3 The present report thus comprises the following chapters: 
11. Work arising from 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress resol ution C 30. 
111. IATA's request for an immediate adjustment of the rate of 1.74 g fr adopted by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro 

Congress. 
IV. Possibility of obtaining a basic rate from the present rate of 1.74 g fr according to an indexing system. 
V. Con cl usions of the Executive Co un cil ( 1984 session). 
V 1. Continuation of work after the 1984 Hamburg Congress. 
VII. Statistics provided by ICAO. 
V 111. Summary of con cl usions. 

Il. Work arising from 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 30 

4 On the lines of the procedure adopted since the 1964 Vienna Congress, the Executive Council set up 
a Working Party (WP 1 of Committee 6 (Airmail)) in 1980 to study in depth the questions relating to basic 
airmail conveyance rates. ln order to facilitate the consultation with IATA provided for in resolution C 30, 
this Working Party was composed of the postal members of the IATA-UPU Contact Committee (and of the Joint 
IATA-UPU Working Party), viz: Brazil, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Den mark (Chairman), Germany, Fed Rep of, 
lndia, and Ivory Coast ( Rep), Switzerland being represented as an observer. 

5 WP 1 held six meetings during the years 1981 to 1984. The rates question was studied with IATA at the 
two meetings of the IATA-UPU Contact Committee in 1980 and 1984 and at the four meetings of the Joint 
IATA-UPU Working Party held between 1981 and 1983. 
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6 Basing itself on the recommendations of Committee 6 (Airmail) and of its WP 1, the comments of ICAO 
(which was represented at several meetings concerning airmail and which provided substantial statistical docu
mentation) and the conclusions of the joint IATA-UPU bodies, the Executive Council took the following positions 
on the various possibilities referred to in resolution C 30, viz: 
a Desirability of continuing to use a formula for calculating the average air conveyance rate. 
b Rates in relation to airfreight rates: 

rates linked to airfreight rates; 
rates linked to unit airfreight revenue. 

c Rates on the basis of routes or geographical regions. 
d Rates based on the "distance" factor. 

a Desirability of continuing to use a formula 

Description of the formula 

7 The "formula", ie the "procedure for fixing basic rates tried out since the 1969 Tokyo Congress" referred 
to in resolution C 30, consisted in calculating an average rate on the basis of the average airline operating costs 
for all air traffic, these costs being expressed as unit costs per t-km performed and being adjusted by excluding 
non-postal factors and adding certain supplementary allowances. 1 These average unit costs are calculated by 
ICAO and included in the "International Airline Financial Statistics" which that organization provides every 
March at the UPU's request. There is a fifteen-month time lag in these statistics (eg those supplied to the UPU 
in 1983 refer to the financial year 1981 ): As the aim is to fix a rate which will apply throughout the period of 
the Acts of Congress, it was necessary to use forecasts of the development of unit costs over a period of approxi
mately seven years. These forecasts were provided by IATA. 

8 ln 1977, before the Rio de Janeiro Congress, IATA had forecast for 1981 to 1985, the assumed period 
of application of the Acts of that Congress, an average unit cost of 1.69 g fr. The UPU and IATA took this figure 
as a basis for applying the formula, but as they could not agree on the various components of this formula they 
obtained widely differing values. At the meeting of the IATA-UPU Contact Committee in 1978, the postal 
delegation was instructed to seek the most advantageous solution irrespective of a "formula". Moreover, in 
recommending the rate of 1.74 g fr to the Rio de Janeiro Congress, the Executive Council specified that this 
rate had been obtained through direct negotiation with IATA. 

9 At its 1980 session, the Executive Council shared the view reflected in resolution C 30 and expressed the 
opinion that the "formula" should only be taken up again as a last resort, failing any other method of calculation. 
Sorne variants of the formula were nevertheless proposed by the Federal Republic of Germany, in cooperation 
with Canada, as possible ways of giving satisfaction, viz: 

operating costs relating to air conveyance of mail taken by itself; 
fixed operating costs and variable costs (price of fuel); 
direct operating costs (costs attributable to "Flight operations", "Maintenance and overhaul" and "Depre
ciation and amortization"). 

10 Because of the problems raised by the application of the "formula" (see paragraphs 7 and 8 above), the 
first possibility (see paragraph 9) is attractive at first sight However, it had to be eliminated since /CAO stressed 
the impossibi/ity of identifying specifically postal operating costs. The Executive Council discarded the other 
variants owing, among other things, to the stabilization of the price of fuel in 1982, as it would no longer be 
necessary to distinguish it as a major factor subject to sudden variations as compared with other operating costs. 
(Furthermore, when the latest "fuel" costs are known, the other cost factors are also available so that the formula 
as a whole can be updated.) 

1 lt was customary to deduct costs relating to passengers, ticketing, sales and promotion as being non-postal factors. The supple
mentary allowances provided for priority and return on capital/profit margin were generally accepted but other adjustments 
for special handling, development and value of service, etc, gave rise to long discussions within the UPU and at meetings with IATA. 
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b Rates in relation to airfreight rates 

Rates linked to airfreight rates 

11 Canada, the reporting country for this study, aimed essentially at situating the present basic rate of 1. 74 g fr 
per t-km in relation to the multiplicity of airfreight rates. For this purpose, the Canadian administration took 

as its point of departure the correlation established in the annual ICAO study on "International Air Transport 
Fares and Rates" between world average airfreight rates for shipments of less than 45 kg ('N' rate) and 
distance. 

12 ln 1982, the Canadian administration calculated the average rate for shipments of less than 45 kg (using 

the ICAO regression formula) from the data in the ABC Air Cargo Guide for June 1981. At the same time, by 
analyzing the statistics provided by 18 postal administrations with extensive airmail traffic, it determined a 
rebate factor (to take account of the fact that the average mail load per flight is more than 45 kg) as well as the 

world weighted average length of mail haul (5656 km). On the basis of these data, Canada obtained a theoretical 
freight rate of 1.253 g fr per t-km at 1 July 1981. 

13 The basis of comparison used in this study ('N' rate) for shipments of less than 45 kg was questioned 

by some members of the Executive Council who considered it more appropriate to take account of other rate 

categories, in particular promotional rates. lt was also stressed that the rates published in the ABC Air Cargo 
Guide bore no relation to the rates actually paid by dispatchers of airfreight because of the substantial rebates 
accorded by the airlines. As Canada stated that the aim of its study had been achieved at that stage, the Executive 
Council also considered this study as completed, subject to its being taken up again in connection with a possible 
indexing of the basic airmail conveyance rate (see chapter IV below). 

Rates linked to unit airfreight revenue 

14 ln order to resolve the problems referred to in paragraph 13 above, Switzerland, for its part, proposed 

taking as a point of departure the average operating revenue from airfreight as published in the ICAO "Financial 
Statistics". This revenue reflects the whole range of rates actually paid, provided that an adjustment (increase) 

is made to it. To calculate the size of this adjustment, information wouJd be needed on the percentages of the 
various freight categories in the average revenue, on the assumption that the freight rates can be divided into the 
following categories: 

"de luxe" ('N' rate); (shipments of less than 45 kg), 

"standard" (rates for 45 kg or more, general commodity rates for large shipments, class rates, unit load 
rates, etc), 

"promotional" (preferential rates with considerable rebates), 
and that mail is in the "de luxe" and "standard" categories. 

15 IATA was invited on several occasions to cooperate on this study by providing information about revenue 

from these categories, but claimed that airlines did not collect such data and that a general ad hoc inquiry would 
be very time-consuming. Moreover, the results of an inquiry conducted among a small number of airlines had 
not been conclusive. 

16 Furthermore, IATA opposed any attempt to establish a link between airmail conveyance rates and airfreight 
rates/revenue because of the far-reaching differences between the two types of traffic. 

17 This view was not shared by the Executive Co un cil, particularly as some categories of airfreight (eg books 
and periodicals) have the characteristics of mail and are often carried at preferential rates. Moreover, even in the 
absence of specific data about revenue from the various types of freight, the unit revenues published by ICAO 
for airfreight as a whole show that the unit "freight" revenue is about 50 percent iower than the unit "mail" 
revenue. ln addition, the average unit revenue from airfreight can often be obtained by administrations from the 

airlines' annual reports. 

18 The Executive Council therefore found itself obliged to abandon this study, while noting however that 
average unit airfreight revenue was an important point of reference when fixing the basic airmail conveyance 
rate. 
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c Rates on the basis of routes or geographical regions 

19 Unlike the approaches examined under a and b above, this possibility is not a method of calculating the 
basic rate but assumes the prior existence of a specific basic rate. The study of rates based on routes or geo
graphical regions was recommended by the CCPS before the 1974 Lausanne Congress owing to wide regional 
differences in the operating costs of the airlines. The Executive Council did not accept the proposais along 
these lines put forward by CCPS WP427A in 1977 but recommended that the Rio de Janeiro Congress should 
re-examine the question when considering rates based on the "distance" factor (see section d below). 

20 At the time, the objections to the adoption of "regional" rates were based on the following considerations: 
higher rates within Europe, with unfavourable consequenœs for the unsurcharged airmail service; 
the problem of calculating air conveyanœ dues for mail transiting through more than one rate zone; 
the risk of creating anomalies like those which existed before the 1969 Tokyo Congress when there were 
two basic rates for LC (3 and 4 g fr). 

21 Considering that these objections were sti/1 va/id, the Executive Council decided to reject this possibility, 
a decision supported by IATA. 

d Rates based on the "distance" factor (degressive rates) 

22 As in the case of rates based on routes or geographical regions, this approach was not intended to establish 
a basic rate but would make it possible to obtain, from a predetermined basic rate, degressive rates in relation 
to distance, as is the practice for passengers and airfreight. This was an idea put forward by Switzerland in 1978 
with a view to arriving at remuneration levels that would more closely reflect the actual operating costs of the 
airlines, but it had not been possible to study it thoroughly before the Rio de Janeiro Congress. 

23 The proposais submitted to WP 1 by Switzerland in 1981 and 1982 gave rise to some objections on the 
part of the administrations and airlines, in particular as regards the calculation of payments. ln order to take 
account of these objections, Switzerland drew up the following formula in 1983 to make it possible to obtain 
a degressive rate for each section of a route. 

24 Firstly, the following three constants are used to obtain a correction factor: 

Tb = Basic rate. 

M World weighted average distance of mail haul of 5656 km (see paragraph 12 above). 

D 1 = "Short distance" threshold of 2000 km which would make it possible to establish a correction factor (F) by 
means of the formula 

Thus, for the current basic rate of 1.74 g fr, the correction factor would be 

2000 
1.74 - 5656 = 1.39. 

1 Distances up to 2000 km are counted as 2000 km. 
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25 The correction factor is then used as follows to obtain a rate per t-km for each distance: 

2000 + _ _ 
• •

1 
d" 1.39 - Tb per t km. 

airma1 1stance 

For example: 

. up to 2000 km 1 

for 3000 km 

for 5656 km 

for 16000 km 

2000 
= 

2000 
+ 1.39 = 2.39 g fr per t-km 

2000 = 
3000 

+ 1.39 = 2.06 g fr per t-km 

2000 
= 

5656 
+ 1.39 = 1.74 g fr per t-km 

= 
1
~

0gg
0 

+ 1.39 = 1.51 g fr per t-km. 
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26 Sorne members of the Executive Council challenged the very principle of degressive rates, pointing out that 
those administrations with most of their airmail conveyed over "short" distances or on several successive short 
routes would have to pay more. The introduction of this system might therefore jeopardize the "all-up" service 
in Europe - a consideration which had led to the rejection of rates on the basis of routes or geographical regions 
(see paragraphs 20 and 21 above). Switzerland however maintained, supporting its case with some calculation 
examples, that the introduction of degressive rates would in reality have very few disadvantages for postal 
administrations. 

27 ln order to advance work on the study, the Executive Co un cil instructed the International Bureau, in 
cooperation with the Chairman of Committee 6 and Switzerland, to consider the practical aspects of applying 
the degressive rates as well as the amendments to be made with a view to introducing these rates into the Acts 
of the UPU and its publications. At the same time, it was decided to communicate the new proposais to IATA 
for its views. 

28 IATA was informed of the situation at the meeting of the Joint IATA-UPU Working Party in May 1983, 
and stated in its letter of 11 February 1984 that "IATA airlines are in favour of maintaining the present 
methodology with regard to the application of the agreed conveyance rate. lt is generally felt that the uncertain 
final outcome of the introduction of a degressive rate system could lead to adverse financial consequences for 
airlines, which could affect quality of service and in the long run have a disruptive effect on mail development". 

29 At its latest meeting on 28 February 1984, WP 1 took note of the study on the practical aspects of applying 
the degressive rates as well as of the point of view expressed by IATA (see paragraphs 27 and 28). However, 
the question of degressive rates was not taken up again in the Committee or in plenary session because of the 
decision taken on the basic airmail conveyance rate (see paragraph 58). 

Ill. Request by IATA for an immediate adjustment of the rate of 1.74 g fr 
adopted by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress 

30 At the first meeting of the IATA-UPU Contact Committee in October 1980, IATA asked for an urgent 
reassessment of the rate of 1.74 g fr per t-km adopted by the Rio de Janeiro Congress for the whole of the period 
of that Congress, with no provision for an adjustment. 

31 ln making this request (which was actually submitted before the Rio de Janeiro Acts came into force), 
IATA based its argument mainly on the spectacular rise in the cost of fuel, which had accelerated since May 1977, 
when the UPU had been told the average unit cost of 1.69 g fr forecast for the 1981-1985 period which had 
served as the reference point for fixing the basic rate of 1. 74 g fr (see paragraph 8 above). As a result of this 

1 Distances up to 2000 km are counted as 2000 km. 
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rise, the unit cost for 1983 could easily re~ch 2.49 g fr and make the rate of 1.74 g fr inadequate. lt should be 
noted that, unlike the basic airmail conveyance rate, which had remained unchanged, the tariffs for passengP.rs 
and freight had already been increased to take account of the fuel crisis. 

32 The postal delegation on the Contact Committee informed IATA that it would have to transmit the request 
to the Executive Council of the UPU and pointed out that any adjustment of the 1.74 g fr rate would require 
a consultation of all the administrations of Union member countries, in accordance with the procedure laid down 
in the General Regulations of the UPU for the examination of proposais submitted between Congresses. If the 
Executive Council were to agree in 1981 as to the principle of an adjustment, it could provide directives enabling 
the amount of the adjustment to be fixed, with a view to consulting the administrations in 1982 and introducing 
the new rate - assuming that the requisite majorities were obtained - on 1 January 1983. 

33 Within the Executive Council in 1981, opinions were clearly divided as to the advisability of reopening 
discussion of the 1.74 g fr rate, the outcome of negotiations with IATA in 1978 and unanimously approved 
by the Rio de Janeiro Congress. Nevertheless the Council instructed WP 1 of Committee 6 (see paragraph 4 above) 
to examine the question and submit concrete proposais to it in 1982. 

34 ln 1982, WP 1, having examined a number of documents including one submitted by IATA giving the 
reasons for its re::iuest, noted that: 

the price of fuel, the principal argument put forward by IATA in 1980 in support of an adjustment of 
the 1.74 g fr rate, had stabilized; 
the other indicators available to the UPU showed no urgent need to adjust the 1.74 g fr rate in the near 
future; 
it would probably be difficult to obtain the majorities required for amending the rate of 1.74 g fr (two 
thirds of the votes for the LC/AO rate and unanimity for the CP rate); 
given, on the one hand, the various periods stipulated by the Detailed Regulations for the introduction 
of measures between Congresses and, on the other, the need to give administrations sufficient time to make 
the necessary adjustments, any new basic rate which might be approved could hardly corne into force 
before 1 January 1984 - the year of the next Congress; 
in its paper, IATA recommended dropping the system whereby the airmail conveyance rate is based on a 
forecast made several years in advance and suggested that in future the rate should be adjusted on the 
basis of actual cost movements. 

35 At the same time WP 1, having also noted that the methods of calculation referred to in resolution C 30 
had little chance of being accepted (see chapter 11) proposed, in order to take IATA's concerns into account, 
that new studies be undertaken on: 

the possibility of recommending to the next Congress a rate based on the present rate of 1.74 g fr (regarded 
as valid at a date to be agreed), which would be indexed to a unit cost (or other index) corresponding 
to the same date; 
the advisability of introducing into the UPU Acts a procedure for adjusting the basic airmail conveyance 
rate between Congresses on the same indexing basis, reviewing ail the aspects of such an adjustment. 

36 Having approved this new programme of work, Committee 6 (Airmail) instructed the postal delegation 
to communicate it to IATA at the meeting of the Joint IATA-UPU Working Party on 5 May 1982; this was done. 
The Director-General of IATA informed the Secretary-General by telex of 7 May 1982 that, in the absence of 
the adjustment requested, the study programme proposed by the UPU was a positive development in the direction 
of a long-term solution. IATA would be prepared to accept this body of studies in place of the adjustment 
if it was possible to include the following points in it: 

the rate of 1.74 g fr should be accepted as valid for 1981 only and the indexing system should take 1981 
as base 100; 

ii in IATA's view, the most logical indexing system would be to use the actual airline unit operating costs 
which could be supplied by IATA and ICAO; 

iii IATA would prefer the new rate to be introduced in January 1985 and would like it to contain an element 
of compensation for the years in wh ich the rate will have been less than compensatory, ie the years between 
1981 and 1985; 

iv in accordance with normal commercial practice, IATA is in favour of an annual review and adjustment 
of the rate. 
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37 As the Executive Council approved the inclusion of these points in the study programme entrusted to 
WP 1 (see chapter IV below and annex 2 to this report), the idea of consulting administrations on an imr.1ediate 
adjustment of the rate of 1.14 g fr was dropped. 

IV. Possibility of obtaining a rate on the basis of the present rate of 1.74 g fr 
according to an indexing system 

38 At its 1983 session, the Executive Council adopted the following positions on some of the points raised 
by IATA within the framework of the new study programme (see paragraph 36 and annex 2): 

the basic rate of 1.74 g fr, which had resulted from the negotiations with IATA in 1978, should be considered 
as valid throughout the period of validity of the Acts of the Rio de Janeiro Congress and not only in 1981, 
as IATA daims; 
for practical reasons, it is out of the question that any new rate approved by the 1984 Hamburg Congress 
would corne into force as from 1 January 1985, ie less than 6 months after Congress. (The Executive 
Council could perhaps recommend that the rate corne into force on 1 July 1985, but it will be up ta 
Congress ta decide); 
as regards the possibility of adjusting the basic rate between Congresses, a single adjustment at the midpoint 
of the Acts of the Hamburg Congress could be envisaged if such a solution were found ta be more advan
tageous for the UPU than a rate which remained in force throughout the whole period of the Acts of that 
Congress. 

lndexing bases considered 

39 Three possible solutions were considered in 1983, viz: 
a movement of the 'N' airfreight rate (proposai by Canada); 
b movement of actual airline unit operating costs (method proposed by IATA); 
c simplified method suggested by the International Bureau. 

a 'N' airfreight rate 

40 The basis taken would be the deveiopment of the 'N' airfreight rate determined by means of the method 
explained in paragraphs 11 and 12 above. Since the basic components are calculated by ICAO each year from the 
rates published in the ABC Air Cargo Guide in September, the result would be available, in principle in December 
of the same year, hence well in advance of the actual airline operating costs, which are supplied ta the UPU 
after an interval of 15 months (see paragraph 7 above). 

41 The Executive Council, however, considered that it wou/d not be advisable to establish any kind of link 
between the basic airmail conveyance rate and the airfreight rates as published in the ABC Air Cargo Guide, 
for the reasons given in paragraph 13 above. This approach was therefore discarded. 

b Actual airline unit operating costs (method proposed by IATA) 

42 As indicated in annex 2 ta this report {right-hand column), IATA strongly favoured using the actual airline 
unit operating costs as established by ICAO. On the basis of the unit cost of 1.69 g fr used as the reference 
figure for fixing the rate of 1.74 g fr {see paragraphs 8 and 35 above), IATA proposed a method that presupposes 
an adjustment at the midpoint of the Acts of the Hamburg Congress, as follows: 

a 

b 

from 1 January 1985: actual 1~~i9unit cost x 1.74; 

from 1 January 1988: actual 1986 un!t COSt x rate fixed in 1985. 
actual 1983 unit cost 
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43 At the May 1983 meeting of the Joint IATA-UPU Working Party, the postal delegation pointed out to 
IATA that the actual unit cost for 1983 would not be available until March 1985, hence after the Hamburg Congress. 
IATA therefore stated its intention of using recent actual cost figures available from ICAO. 

44 This method was used again by IATA in 1984to justify its requestforan increase in the basic rate of 1.74 g fr, 
but was not accepted by the Executive Council (see chapter V below). 

c Simplified method 

45 The IATA proposais (subsection b above) underscore the problems encountered in establishing a rate 
based entirely on actual unit operating costs without resorting to short-term estimates of the unit costs. The 
International Bureau therefore realized that it would be simpler to apply an annual percentage increase to the 
present rate of 1.74 g fr in order to obtain an average basic rate that would apply throughout the duration of the 
Acts of the Hamburg Congress, or that could be applied in two stages. (The same method could also be used 
to establish a rate that would be applicable up to the midpoint of the Acts of the next Congress.) 

46 The annual rate of increase to be used could be obtained from various sources, among them: 
movement of actual airline unit operating costs; 
movement of average airfreight unit revenues; 
information about inflation rates supplied by the IMF and the OECD. 

47 As is clear from chapter V below, this method was not adopted either. 

V. Conclusions of the Executive Council (1984 session) 

48 ln accordance with the directives given by the Executive Council at its 1983 session, a meeting was held 
in Copenhagen on 30 August 1983 at the invitation of the Chaitman of Committee 6 (Airmail). lt was attended 
by, among others, the Director General of IATA and the Director General of the UPU. The aim of this meeting 
was to bring the viewpoints of the two organizations closer together; it was followed by an exchange of corre
spondence, at the end of which IATA specified, in its letter of 11 February 1984, the proposais of the airlines, 
viz: 
"i The basic conveyance rate should be revised on 1 July 1985 in relation to airline unit costs based on the 

latest available ICAO data. With the last data for 1981, amounting to 1.92 g fr per t-km, the rate should 
be 1.92 x 1.74+ 1.69, or 1.98 g fr per t-km. 

ii There should be a mechanism for inter-Congress rate revisions, the next revision being on 1 July 1988, 
again based on the same principles as (i) above. 

"ln making these proposais, the airlines would request that the UPU bear in mind that the conveyance rates 
for the next Congress period should be commercially attractive enough on a worldwide basis, where and whenever 
required, to ensure a continuation of the privileged status and priority accorded to airmail..." 

49 At the first meeting of Committee 6 (Airmail) on 28 February 1984, several speakers expressed the view 
that IATA had not put forward arguments convincing enough to warrant the increase in the present basic rate 
requested in its letter of 11 February 1984 (cf paragraph 48) or the introduction of a mechanism to enable 
the rate to be adjusted between Congresses. These delegations also argued that: 
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airmail was to a great extent comparable to certain categories of airfreight transported by the airlines at 
rates which fostered competition with the Post; 
according to ICAO statistics, the unit operating revenue from mail was 50 percent higher than the unit 
revenue from freight (cf paragraph 18) and, so long as such a wide gap remained, there was no justification 
in raising the airmail conveyance rate; 
the airline operating costs did not take account of market factors such as elasticity of demand and currency 
fluctuations and could not on their own constitute a basis for adjusting the airmail conveyance rate. 

50 As the views expressed were unanimous, the Committee proposed maintaining status quo (no introduction 
of degressive rates) and not providing a mechanism for revising the basic rate between the Hamburg Congress 
and the next one. 

51 Within the IATA-UPU Contact Committee on 1 March 1984, the Director-General of IATA made a short 
statement on the future prospects of the airlines over the next five years. On the whole, the financial situation 
of the carriers was more satisfactory than over the fast five-year period, particularly as regards operating results, 
but major problems still had to be overcome. 

52 He also referred to the present tendency for air traffic to increase more quickly than available aircraft 
capacity, for several reasons (efforts being made by airlines to balance supply and demand, impossibility of 
rapidly financing the replacement of aircraft, and effects of new anti-noise regulations on the number of flights). 
Thus, a shortage of capacity might make itself felt over the coming years. 

53 The representatives of the airlines, informed of the Post's view on the level of the basic rate, tried to refute 
the arguments put forward by the postal administrations. ln particular, they challenged the validity of the 
comparison between airmail and airfreight on the grounds that airmail could only be compared to certain categories 
of freight for which the rates were very high. The remaining airfreight was more comparable with "S.A.L." 
("surface airl ifted") mail. 

54 ln addition, IATA reaffirmed its desire for a rate based on movements in airline operating costs, as was the 
case hitherto, and stated that the latest ICAO statistical data argued in favour of its request. 

55 Wh ile expressing their desire to continue safeguarding the quality of the airmail service, the representatives 
of the airlines nevertheless emphasized that the maintenance of the present rate over a long period of time might 
create problems with regard to priority. They therefore asked the UPU to reconsider its position and expressed 
their concern about the situation which might arise if the rate of 1.74 g fr was kept at the same level until 1990/ 
1991 without any UPU body being empowered to review, and if necessary, adjust it. 

56 At its second meeting on 5 March 1984, Committee 6 took note of IATA's request. One delegation asked 
whether it was wise, in view of the doubt about available aircraft capacity (see paragraph 52), to freeze the present 
rate until 1990/1991, particularly when there was talk of raising the other charges and rates of postal remuneration. 
Under these circumstances, that delegation thought it might perhaps be prudent to envisage a certain adjustment 
of the present rate as from 1 January or 1 July 1988. 

57 This suggestion found no support among the other Committee members, who felt that the present situation 
was very favourable for the airlines. As regards priority, administrations were generally protected by national 
legislation. Moreover, it should not be forgotten that, although airmail accounted for only 4 percent of air traffic, 
the Post, taken as a whole, was the biggest and most faithful customer of the airlines. 

58 ln conclusion, the Committee saw no reason for reconsidering the position adopted at its first meeting. 
Adopting the Committee's conclusions, the Executive Council recommends maintaining the basic rate of 1.14 g fr 
per t-km during the entire period of va/idity of the 7984 Hamburg Congress Acts. 
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VI. Continuation of work after the 1984 Hamburg Congress 

59 Like its predecessors, the Executive Council endeavoured, at the end of its work, to formulate recommen-
dations on future studies to be undertaken concerning the remuneration of airmail conveyance. 

60 For its part, IATA would like a realistic and mutually acceptable formula, linked to the airline unit operating 
costs, to be developed for calculating and adjusting the air conveyance rate. 

61 One member of WP 1, painting out that none of the studies carried out by the Executive Council under 
1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 30 (see chapter 11 above) had produced concrete results, proposed 
that the next Executive Council be given a fairly broad mandate with instructions to monitor developments 
in the situation and make provision, in agreement with IATA, for any adjustments needed. 

62 This proposai was favourably received by Committee 6. However, some delegations commented that the 
comparative studies made on the subject of airfreight rates and airfreight unit revenues had corne up with useful 
criteria which made it possible to form an opinion on the extent to which the present basic rate was justified. 

63 Consequently, it seemed appropriate to draw the attention of the next Executive Council to the relation
ship between the freight rates actually paid and the remuneration for the air conveyance of mail. This approach 
is mirrored in proposai 4000.6, which the Executive Council recommends for adoption. 

VII. Statistics provided by ICAO 

64 ln 1980, the Executive Council thought it expedient to instruct WP 1 to review the substance and form 
of the "International Airline Financial Statistics" supplied annually by ICAO at the UPU's request, with a view 
to determining their usefulness for the studies on the basic airmail conveyance rate. Since no method has been 
chosen for calculation and adjusting the basic rate, it has been difficult to draw conclusions on the subject. At 
the same time, there is no doubt that the main figures for the revenues and average expenses of the airlines per 
t-km performed have been much more intensively used since the Rio de Janeiro Congress than before. As a result, 
the Executive Council proposes that the International Bureau be instructed to ask /CAO to continue providing 
the data in their present form and to leave it to the next Executive Council to examine with /CAO the usefulness 
of certain indicators (charts and appendices). 

VIII. Summary of conclusions 

65 The Executive Council's conclusions on the various aspects of the study are summarized as follows, by 
way of a reminder: 

i Work arising from 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 30 

a Desirability of continuing to use a formula 

The different variants of the old formula proposed by the WP 1 members were discarded (paragraphs 7 to 10). 

b Rates in relation to airfreight rates 

Rates linked to airfreight rates 
The comparative study conducted by Canada was considered as completed (paragraphs 11 to 13). 
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Rates linked to unit airfreight revenue 

ln the absence of the required statistical data, it was not possible to complete this study. However, the Exccutive 
Council adopted the average unit airfreight revenue as a point of reference when fixing the basic airmail conveyance 
rate (paragraphs 14 to 18). 

c Rates on the basis of routes or geographical regions 

This possibility was rejected as the Executive Council considered that the objections raised before the 1979 
Rio de Janeiro Congress were still val id (paragraphs 19 to 21). 

d Rates based on the "distance" factor (degressive rates) 

This study was not completed because of the decision taken on the level of the basic airmail conveyance rate 
(paragraphs 22 to 29). 

ii Request by IATA for an immediate adjustment of the rate of 1.14 g fr adopted by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro 
Congress 

ln 1982, the Executive Council did not consider it appropriate to consult the postal administrations, in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in the General Regulations for considering proposais submitted between Congresses, 
on the adjustment requested by IATA. However, it decided, in agreement with the Association, to consider the 
possibility of obtaining a basic rate derived from the present rate of 1. 74 g fr per t-km in accordance with an 
indexing system, as well as the possibility of introducing into the Acts of the UPU a procedure for adjusting 
the basic rate between Congresses on the same indexing basis (paragraphs 30 to 37). 

iii Possibility of obtaining a rate on the basis of the present rate of 1.14 g fr according to an indexing system 

Among the three indexing systems proposed that involving the use of the 'N' airfreight rates was discarded in 
1983 since the rates published in the ABC Air Cargo Guide do not correspond to the rates actually paid. The 
basis proposed by IATA (actual airline unit operating costs) and the simplified formula suggested by the 
International Bureau were not adopted either because of the decision taken by the 1984 Executive Council 
about the level of the basic air conveyance rate (paragraphs 38 to 47). 

iv Conclusions of the Executive Council (1984 session) 

ln the absence of convincing arguments in favour of increasing the present rate of 1.74 g fr per t-km, the Executive 
Council recommends maintaining this rate during the whole period of validity of the 1984 Hamburg Congress 
Acts (paragraphs 48 to 58). 

v Continuation of work on the basic airmail conveyance rate 

The Executive Council recommends continuing the work along the lines stated in proposai 4000.6 (paragraphs 59 
to 63). 

vi Statistics provided by /CAO 

lt is suggested that the International Bureau continue to ask !CAO to provide these data in their present form 
and leave it to the next Executive Council to reach agreement with ICAO on the usefulness of certain indicators 
(paragraph 64). 

Berne, 9 April 1984 MI SOBHI 
Secretary-General 
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Resolution C 30 

Revision of basic airmail conveyance rates 

Congress, 

Having noted 
the work described in Congress - Doc 23 concerning the revision of basic airmail conveyance rates, 

Noting 
the uncertain nature of the procedure for fixing basic rates tried out since the 1969 Tokyo Congress, 

Considering 
that the search for a reasonable basis of payment for the air conveyance of mail must take account of all factors 
affecting the organization, operation and general tariffs of air transport, 

lnstructs 

the Executive Council: 
to continue in a general way, in consultation with ICAO and IATA, the study on fixing airmail conveyance 
rates, giving particular consideration to: 
a the desirability of continuing to use a formula for calculating the average conveyance rate and, if 

applicable, the factors to be selected for establishing such a formula; 
b the possibility of fixing airmail conveyance rates: 

in relation to airfreight rates; 
on the basis of routes or geographical zones; 
on the basis of the distance factor; 

c any other method of calculating airrnail conveyance rates; 
ii to submit to the next Congress: 

a a general report on its work; 
b such proposai for amending the Acts of the Union as may be considered necessary. 

(Proposai 3000.4/Rev 1, Committee 6, 5th meeting; Congress - Doc 84/ Add 1, 19th plenary meeting) 
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New studies assigned to WP 1 of Committee 6 
by the 1982 EC 

1. Possibility of recommending to the next 
Congress a rate on the basis of the rate of 1.74 g fr 
(considered as val id at a date to be agreed) 
which would be indexed to a unit cost (or other 
index) corresponding to the same date. 

11. Advisability of introducing into the UPU Acts 
a procedure for adjusting the basic air conveyance 
rate between Congresses on the same indexing basis, 
reviewing the following aspects in particular: 
a the frequency of adjustments between 

Congresses (in principle only once); 

b fixing a threshold (eg 10 percent) of increase 
or decrease in relation to the existing rate 
to avoid over-frequent changes; 

C taking into account fluctuations (lasses or 

Congress Doc 17/Annex 2 

Congress - Doc 17 / Annex 2 

Items which IATA has asked to be included 
(Mr Hammarskjo/d's te/ex of 7.5.82) 

The 1.74 rate should be accepted as val id 
in 1981 only and the indexing system should 
use 1981 as base 100.1 

The most logical indexing system would be use 
of actual airline cost movements which could 
be provided to UPU by IATA and ICAO. 

ln line with normal commercial practices, IATA's 
preference is for an annual review and adjustment 
of the rate. 

IATA believes the new rate should contain a 
gains) recorded before date of application of compensation factor for the years that the rate will 
the new rate; have been less than compensatory, ie the years 

d possibly, upper and lower limits for the size 
of the change in the basic rates compared with 
the rates laid down in the Acts (to help 
administrations to plan their long-term rate 
fixing, etc); 

e time li mit for notifying administrations 
of the new rate; 

f body responsible for the revision (task to be 
assigned to the Executive Council); 

g amendments to be made to the Acts. 

1 See Congress - Doc 17, paragraph 42. 

between 1981 and 1985. 
lt would be better if there were no upper or lower 
limits because adjustments are in fact to be introduced 
to cater not only for anticipated cost movements 
but also for unexpected cost movements caused 
by previously unforeseen events. 

IATA prefers that the new rate be introduced 
in January 1985. 
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Questions and proposais on technical cooperation to be considered by Congress 

Memorandum by the Executive Council 

At its February/March 1984 session, thti Executive Council decided to submit to Congress a comprehensive 
document on UPU technical cooperation activities formed by the following reports: 

UPU technical assistance (Congress - Doc 18.1) 

Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries (TCDC) (Congress - Doc 18.2) 

UPU action on behalf of the least developed countries (LDCs) (Congress - Doc 18.3) 

Postal training activity in the UPU (Congress - Doc 18.4) 

The future of UPU technical assistance (Congress - Doc 18.5) 

2 The important questions considered in these documents are the subject of the following draft resolutions 
or recommendations which are submitted as separate proposais: 

UPU technical assistance priorities and principles (Proposai 015) 

Financing UPU technical assistance activities (Proposai 016) 

Promoting technical cooperation among developing countries (TCDC) (Proposai 017) 

UPU action on behalf of the least developed countries ( LDCs) (Proposai 018) 

3 Congress is requested to consider all these documents and, if it endorses the conclusions following there-
from, to adopt the above proposais. 

Berne, 8 March 1984 
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UPU technical assistance 

Executive Council report 

This document, which deals with ail forms of technical cooperation in the UPU, forms a whole, the various 
parts of which are mutually complementary. 

2 The document is in four parts. The first one traces the development of UPU technical assistance policy since 
the Rio de Janeiro Congress in the light of the major orientations in the United .Nations system and the develop
ment of UNDP policy; the second reviews the results of UPU technical cooperation activities from 1979 to 1983; 
in its third part, the document tries to pinpoint, on the basis of the results achieved and the experience acquired, 
UPU technical assistance prospects and action programmes for the period from 1985 to 1989; the fourth part 
presents the conclusions. ln order to make it easier to understand the texts, it was considered useful to attach to 
the document the simplest possible explanatory summary of UPU technical cooperation machinery and a detailed 
balance-sheet of technical assistance activities in the period under review. 

Part 1 Policy on international technical cooperation for development since 1979 

Part Il Results and evaluation of UPU technical assistance activities from 1979 to 1983 

Part Ill Prospects and programme of action 

Part IV Conclusions 

Annex 1 Machinery of UPU technical assistance 

Annex 2 Balance-sheet of UPU technical assistance activities from 1979 to 1983 

Annex 3 Draft resolutions1 

Paragraphs 

3- 70 

71-126 

127-206 

207-208 

1 ln the final version of the document, this annex will be dropped and the draft resolutions will be included in the proposais file. 
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Part 1 

Policy on international technical cooperation for development since 1979 

3 Since the Rio de Janeiro Congress, UPU general technical assistance policy has developed on the basis of 
general decisions ta ken in the United Nations system and of resolutions adopted by Congress in the field concerned, 
as supplemented by Executive Council directives. 

4 ln view of the fact that, among the major orientations, action concerning technical cooperation among 
developing countries (TCDC) and the least developed countries (LDCs) is dealt with in separate documents, the 
following chapters deal with other vital components in the general policy of the United Nations for development 
as well as of the development of the technical assistance policy of the United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP) and of the UPU, including its relations with the Restricted Unions and the Regional Economie Com
missions. 

1. New International Development Strategy for the 1980s 

5 The United Nations General Assembly adopted in 1980 the International Development Strategy for the 
Third United Nations Development Decade which came into effect on 1 January 1981 (resolution 35/56). This 
strategy, which serves as a framework for the efforts made by the International community to introduce a new 
international economic order, is aimed at speeding up the development of Third World countries so as to reduce 
the gap between them and the developed countries. 

6 Among the goals set and the measures advocated, stress is laid on the need to speed up the development of 
the least developed countries (LDCs) as well as of other disadvantaged countries (landlocked or island developing 
countries and countries most seriously affected by the economic crisis or by natural disasters). 

7 lmplementation of the 1979 Vienna Programme of Action on Science and Technology for Development and 
the promotion of economic and technical cooperation among developing countries (ECDC/TCDC) are also 
important components of the objectives of the Strategy. 

8 The new Strategy, recognizing the importance of the raie played by technical cooperation in the develop
ment process, recommends placing special emphasis on such cooperation and increasing the ressources provided 
for that purpose. 

9 ln the field of transport and communications, the Strategy wants the international community to give every 
possible support to regional cooperation, especially to the implementation of the Transport and Communications 
Decade in Africa, 1978-1988. 

10 The process of review and appraisal is an integral part of the Strategy. lt will be undertaken within the 
United Nations system at the global, sectoral and regional levels and, at the national level, by the respective 
Governments. At the sectoral level, the relevant specialized agencies, organs and organizations of the United 
Nations will contribute from the experience of their respective sectors to the process of review and appraisal at 
both the global and regional levels. 

11 The first review and appraisal will be carried out by the General Assembly in 1984. 
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12 The International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade thus forms the 
general framework of technical cooperation in the United Nations system for the period from 1981 to 1990. The 
UNDP took due account of this in preparing the programmes for its third programming cycle 1982-1986. 

11. Restructuring of the economic and social sectors of the United Nations system 

13 ln resolution 32/197, adopted in December 1977, the United Nations General Assembly took note of the 
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Restructuring of the Economie and Social Sectors of the United Nations 
System and requested the Secretary-General and the organizations in the United Nations system to implement the 
recommendations contained in that report. These recommendations are aimed at obtaining increased efficiency 
of ail the bodies concerned (General Assembly, Economie and Social Council. and other organizations in the 
United Nations development system, including the specialized agencies). 

14 The main aim of the restructuring is to increase efficiency in various fields (regional cooperation, operational 
activities, planning and evaluation) and to improve coordination between the various bodies in the United Nations 
system. 

15 Certain recommendations provide for the strengthening of the raie played by the UN regional economic 
commissions in the economic and social development of their respective regions. They encourage the active 
participation of these commissions in the operational work of the United Nations system by giving them the 
opportunity of carrying out the functions of executing agencies for intersectoral technical cooperation projects 
which are subregional, regional and interregional in character and in sectors which do not corne within the sectoral 
scope of specialized agencies or other UN bodies. 

16 At the same time, it was decided to transfer certain activities from UN headquarters (Technical Cooperation 
Department) to the regional economic commissions. 

17 Another United Nations General Assembly resolution requested the UNDP Administrator to prepare, in 
cooperation with the Executive Secretaries of the regional economic commissions, proposais aimed at promoting 
the collective participation of the countries of each region in the identification and launching of regional projects 
and in the determination of priorities for the regional programmes (resolution 34/206 of 1979). 

18 Moreover, the restructuring measures resulted in the creation of a post of Director-General for Development 
and International Economie Cooperation at UN headquarters. lt is the Director-General's task to ensure the 
cohesion, coordination and efficient management of ail activities in the economic and social field. 

19 As regards operational activities, United Nations organizations were recommended to use the UNDP country 
programming system as a frame of reference for the activities carried out and financed by their own resources. 
They were also recommended to give a single official, to be chosen in consultation with the government concerned 
and with its agreement, overall responsibility and the task of coordinating operational activities for development; 
this led to the creation of the function of UN Resident Coordinator which was entrusted to the UNDP Resident 
Representatives. 

20 Ali these restructuring measures, in conjunction with the development of the policy of increased partici
pation by the governments of the beneficiary countries and by the regional economic commissions in UNDP 
regional programming have made more active approaches necessary by postal administrations (possibly supported 
by the 18) to the appropriate authoritles of their governments to get technical assistance to the postal services 
included in the UNDP regional programmes, in the same way as was already necessary with regard to country 
programmes. 
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111. Development of UNDP policy 

A. Financial situation of the UNDP 

21 The voluntary contributions which maintain the UNDP's resources have varied as follows during the five-
year period 1979-1983 (in millions of US dollars): 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

697.1 716.6 673.6 674.9 690.0 

22 As the above figures show, in 1981 the UNDP experienced a drop in its funds compared with the preceding 
year for the first time in its history. Although there was a slight increase in 1982 and 1983, the figure of 690 mil
lion US dollars for 1983 is still below that of 1979. Taking inflation into account, this amount is, in real terms, 
well below the resources that were available to the UNDP 10 years ago (307.5 million US dollars in 1973). 

23 The aim of an annual increase of 14 percent which had been fixed by the UNDP is far from being achieved 
and in principle it is possible to anticipate an annual rate of increase of only 7.5 percent. 

24 The decline in voluntary contributions over recent years has led the UNDP to restrict the level of expen
diture for the period 1982-1986 to 55 percent of the indicative planning figures (global amounts made available 
to countries for programming UNDP assistance). ln addition, in 1982 the UNDP Governing Council set up the 
Inter-Session Plenary Committee to make a study of solutions to the problems of long-term resources and other 
measures which could facilitate the application of the solutions found, including measures aimed at making the 
work of the Governing Council more effective. 

25 The recommendations of the Inter-Session Plenary Committee were approved by the Governing Council 
in 1983. ln implementation of these recommendations, a Programme Committee was set up on a trial basis within 
the Governing Council, a central evaluation unit was created at UNDP headquarters and instructions were given 
to the UNDP offices in individual countries enabling them to provide governments with management and support 
services for bilateral assistance. 

26 Thanks to all these efforts, there is reason to hope for a progressive increase in resources in the years to corne. 

B. General UNDP policy 

a Execution of projects by governments 

27 1 n 1978 the U NDP Governing Council reaffirmed the principle that the governments of beneficiary countries 
should manage technical assistance projects, and new instructions on the execution of projects by governments 
were published in 1979. Since then, an increasing number of projects has been implemented by the governments 
of beneficiary countries ( 134 projects in 1982). 1 However, it should be noted that in the majority of cases the 
governments have made partial use of the services of specialized agencies, which in such cases are called "cooper
ating agencies". 

28 The instructions were revised in 1982 to give the administrative and financial procedures more flexibility 
and to introduce on a trial basis a special measure aimed at encouraging implementation by governments (additional 
allocations to the governments of the amount normally paid to the executing agency in respect of support costs, 
to help governments to strengthen their support services). 

1 None in the postal field. 
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29 The execution of a project by the government is approved on the recommendation of the UNDP Resident 
Representative who examines, with the government, the technical capacity, the administrative and financial 
services, the methods proposed for monitoring and supervision, etc. The appropriate international organizations 
are, of course, also consulted. 

b Project personnel 

30 Because of the ever-increasing cost of internationally recruited experts and consultants, the UNDP 
Governing Council has for several years recommended that the costs of project personnel be reduced by studying 
alternative methods without, however, prejudicing the professional quality of the personnel. ln particular, it is a 
question of using national staff, associate experts, United Nations volunteers, etc. 

31 Progress was made in 1982 in the use of national experts and consultants for UNDP projects. The 
instructions published in 1979 were revised in 1982 to improve procedures and clarify various aspects, such as 
remuneration, privileges and immunities, and direct recruitment by the government. 

32 As a result of the experience gained and the improvement in procedures, the use of qualified national 
personnel for UNDP projects will, in general, be still further encouraged. 

33 Moreover, increased use of United Nations volunteers in the execution of operational activities for develop
ment is still being recommended by various authorities, particularly because of the lower cost of this category of 
personnel which, it is true, does not always possess the required technical capability. 

34 ln order to achieve a better cost-effectiveness ratio, efforts are being made in the direction of the combined 
use of various categories of personnel and the improvement of recruitment procedures. 

c Rote of the UNDP in financing and coordination 

35 The basic idea on which the UNDP was founded in 1965, by the amalgamation of two United Nations 
agencies, EPTA (Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance) and the Special Fund, was to establish a central 
body for funding technical cooperation activities within the United Nations development system. This idea was 
reaffirmed in 1970 by the "consensus" (United Nations General Assembly resolution 2688 (XXV) of 
11 December 1970) which, among other things, created the system of country programming and indicative 
planning figures. 

36 The system of country programming expanded the role of the UNDP in coordination at country level, 
because of the need to analyze sectoral requirements, to translate the requirements into coherent programmes 
and projects on the basis of the priorities laid down and to harmonize the programmes with the donor's inputs. 

37 Faced with the reduction in its resources in 1981, the UNDP carried out an in-depth examination of its 
funding and coordination raie in order to define its future role and structure. 

38 ln the course of this examination, certain major organizations criticized the tendency of the UNDP to 
place under its administration various funds for special purposes (equipment funds, special measures for the 
LOC, natural resources, landlocked countries, energy, science and technology, etc) which could be better 
administered by other agencies. The increase in the number of projects directly executed by the UNDP was also 
criticized since this development encroached upon the sectoral responsibility of certain specialized agencies. 

39 However, the responsible bodies finally reaffirmed the UNDP's. raie as the central financing and coordina
tion body for technical cooperation activities within the United Nations system. lt was advocated that advantage 
be taken of its developed network of offices in the countries and its considerable experience in programming, 
administrative and financial management of project implementation, and evaluation. 
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C. Programming within the UNDP framework 

40 ln accordance with the procedures established for programming, the UNDP in 1980 allocated resources 
under the IPFs (indicative planning figures) for the third programming cycle (1982-1986). Three principles 
were adopted for this allocation: annual increase of 14 percent in contributions; 81 percent of the resources 
to countries under country IPFs and 19 percent for regional, interregional and global IPFs; 80 percent of these 
country IPFs to countries with a per capita GNP equal to or less than US $500 in 1978 (66 countries) with an 
increased IPF for the least developed countries, which then numbered 31. For countries with a per capita GNP 
of more than US $1500 (35 countries), the IPFs were lower than those of the previous cycle and the application 
of the "cost sharing" principle was encouraged. The IPFs fixed in this way, which amount to almost double the 
total IPFs for 1977-1981, were subsequently retained as "reference IPFs", despite the considerable drop in 
resources as from 1981. However the ceilings for budgets and expenditure are fixed annually bearing in mind 
the availability of the resources. 

41 ln 1981, the UNDP revised the country programming procedures for the period 1982-1986, with a view 
in particular to introducing the concept of "continuous programming"1 to reflect the "new dimensions"2 of 
technical cooperation and to ensure that governments take account of global and regional concerns when 
preparing their country programmes. 

42 As regards regional programming for the period 1982-1986, measures were taken in 1981 to obtain the 
increased participation of the regionat economic commissions and governments in the programming process, 
in accordance with the resolution on the restructuring of the economic and social sectors of the United Nations 
system. 

43 An in-depth examination of the experience gleaned from country programming is being conducted by the 
UNDP in consultation with the Executing Agencies. The report on this study will be submitted to the June 1985 
session of the UNDP Governing Council as part of the preparations for the fourth programming cycle (1987-
1991). 

44 Moreover, the general review of the IPFs for 1982-1986 is planned for 1984. The problem of low IPFs 
as the result of the limiting of expenditure to 55 percent of the reference IPFs will also be studied at the same 
time. 

IV. Development of the UPU's technical cooperation policy 

45 On the basis of the priorities established by the Rio de Janeiro Congress as regards technical cooperation 
and in accordance with the instructions of the Executive Council in this field, the UPU conducts, within the 
limits of the available resources, a programme of activity which of course takes account of the established policy 
and procedures of the UNDP. The following paragraphs survey the development of the question over the period 
1979-1983. 

A. Priorities 

46 Rio de Janeiro resolution C 37 laid down the priorities with regard to the countries receiving assistance 
on the one hand and the areas of action on the other. Moreover, some external organizations such as the UN and 
the UNDP occasionally take decisions which influence these priorities. 

1 Periodic programme reviews which make it possible to modify or add new components or projects to the approved programme. 
2 Principles laid down in 1975. The main ones are: a more flexible policy for supplying equîpment and for financial aid, the use 
of national staff for projects, the implementation of projects by the governments, particular attention to the requirements of the 
LDCs, etc. 
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47 The number of the disadvantaged countries mentioned in resolution C 37 has increased slightly since five 
countries were added to the list of the least developed countries (LDCs) by United Nations General Assembly 
resolution 37 /133 of 17 December 1982. This brought the total number of disadvantaged countries to 71. ( Least 
developed countries and landlocked and island developing countries, not counting countries most seriously 
affected by the economic crisis or by natural disasters, or newly independent countries.) 

48 Furthermore, it should be recalled that the same resolution C 37 made provision, within the framework 
of its action principles, for priority allocation of UPU aid to the countries that need it most and seem determined 
to put it to the best use. 

49 As for the priority action fields defined by resolution C 37, the UPU endeavoured to implement various 
activities by annually selecting the priorities for each region on the basis of the requirements expressed or noted. 
However, it was not possible fully to attain the objectives set because the resources were inadequate and because 
the requests for assistance did not always correspond to the priorities chosen. 

50 ln addition to the priorities set by Congress, account has to be taken of certain action programmes adopted 
within the framework of the United Nations system. These include the 1978 Buenos Aires Plan Action on TCDC 
(technical cooperation among developing countries) which was the subject of Rio de Janeiro resolution C 66, 
the Vienna Programme of Action on Science and Technology for Developmeat, the IPDC ( International Pro
gramme for the Development of Communication) of UNESCO adopted at its 1980 General Conference in 
Belgrade and the Substantial New Programme of Action for the 1980s on behalf of the LDCs established by 
the 1981 Paris Conference. At regional level, the Transport and Communications Decade in Africa (1978-
1988) (United Nations General Assembly resolution 32/160) constitutes one of the priority components of the 
UNDP's regional programme for Africa for the period 1982-1986. 

B. Resources 

51 ln accordance with the decisions of the last three Congresses (Tokyo, Lausanne and Rio de Janeiro), the 
UNDP is still the main source of financing for UPU technical cooperation activities. However, as this source is by 
no means sufficient to enable all the requests to be met, the UPU is still actively seeking supplementary resources. 

a Under the UNDP 

52 ln 1980, for various reasons, the expenditure of UPU projects under the UNDP reached its highest level 
since the UPU had been participating in the UNDP (3.6 million US dollars). However, a marked drop was 
recorded in 1982 (2.0 million dollars as compared with 3.3 million dollars in 1981 ). This drop is due in particular 
to the reduction of resources within the UNDP which became apparent from 1981 onwards. 

53 As regards the total for the five-year period 1979-1983, it is gratifying to note that an increase of 68 per
cent was achieved as compared with the previous period 1974-1978 (12.8 million dollars as compared with 
7.6 million dollars). The effects of inflation must of course be taken into account as they reduced this increase 
in real terms. Moreover, the participation rate (UPU project expenditure as a percentage of total UNDP project 
expenditure remained virtually the same (0.4 percent) for these two periods. 

54 lt should be noted that the participation rate has decreased slightly over the last few years (0.5 percent for 
the first UNDP planning cycle 1972-1976). lt would seem that the following two factors are slowing down the 
growth of this percentage: 

The Post does not always receive a high enough priority, both within countries and at the regional level, 
in spite of repeated approaches on the part of headquarters officiais and the experts and consultants visiting 
or carrying out missions in the countries; 
As already mentioned, the drop in resources has led the UNDP to limit expenditure on country and regional 
programmes to 55 percent of the IPFs and to fix annual ceilings for approval of the projects. 
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55 Since 1982, the UPU has been receiving a special allocation for the purpose of sectoral support. This credit, 
a very small sum, is intended to provide the governments of developing countries which so desire with advisory 
services to help them carry out a thorough analysis of the situation of the postal services and prepare programmes 
and projects. The UPU uses this credit for consultants' missions in favour of the countries of Latin America and 
the Caribbean in order to compensate for the reduction in available funds for intercountry projects in that region. 
The sum spent in 1982 was 70 409 US dollars and the allocation for 1983 is 47 000 US dollars. 

b Additionaf resources 

56 ln view of the enormous needs to be satisfied and the inadequacy of UNDP resources, the International 
Bureau has pursued its efforts to obtain additional resources. 

57 Where the UPU Special Fund is concerned, the IB's efforts have borne fruit: contributions in non-tied funds 
increased in 1982 by over 52 percent in relation to 1980 thanks to new contributors and to countries which 
contributed more. As a result, the annual total, which was about 200 000 Swiss francs up to 1980, exceeded 
300 000 Swiss francs in 1981 and 350 000 Swiss francs in 1982. 

58 lt should be noted that a tied contribution and contributions in kind, the total value of which is consider-
able, supplement the aforementioned contributions each year. 

59 ln accordance with Rio de Janeiro resolution C 38, the budgetary credits for UPU consultants' missions 
were raised from 790 000 Swiss francs in 1979 to 910 000 Swiss francs in 1980 and to 1 180 000 Swiss francs for 
each year from 1981 onwards. The same resolution also authorized a more flexible use of this money and it can 
now finance fellowships and equipment connected in principle with the UPU consultants' missions. However, 
most postal administrations providing consultants have continued to pay their salaries for the duration of their 
missions, a gesture which represents a large financial contribution. 

60 These two sources of finance have been used since 1981 for the technical assistance programme under the 
UPU's own resources and go some way to compensate for the inadequacy of UNDP aid. 

61 The International Bureau's approaches to the World Bank and the regional banks (West African Develop
ment Bank, Gulf International Bank, the OPEC Fund) have produced quite encouraging results. ln 1982 and 
1983, the World Bank financed four consultants' missions, one of which has culminated in a project which will 
be financed by the IDA (International Development Association) as the government concerned has given it a high 
enough priority. 

62 lt should also be noted that the UPU has obtained financing from other sources in recent years: a technical 
assistance project against payment, consultants' missions financed by UNESCO's International Programme for 
the Development of Communication (IPDC), associate experts, part of a project financed by a donor country, 
and so forth. 

C. Programmes 

63 ln preparing UNDP programmes and projects the UPU has sought to help postal administrations convince 
their national authorities to accord a high enough priority to the development of postal services. lts efforts were 
particularly intense when the UNDP country programmes for the period 1982-1986 were being prepared. The 
results however did not corne up to expectations since, out of 134 programmes approved between 1981 and 
1983, only 26 (19.4 percent) included fresh - and in many cases limited - assistance for the postal services. 
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64 With regard to the regional programmes, results have been more encouraging despite the change in proce
dures (more active participation of the regional economic commissions and the governments of beneficiary 
countries in the regional programming process). ln fact, UNDP allocations to the UPU under regional projects 
for the years 1982-1986 represent, as they did in the previous cycle ( 1977-1981), over half of all the resources 
allocated to the UPU by the UNDP. This is remarkable when it is considered that only 15 percent of its total 
resources are assigned to regional programmes within the UNDP. 

65 To remedy the lack of resources and to respond more satisfactorily to the directives of Congress and 
the Executive Council, the International Bureau in 1981 began to prepare an annual programme of technical 
assistance under the UPU's own resources (use in combination of resources from the UPU Special Fund and the 
UPU's regular budget). This new practice has made it possible to undertake integrated and coordinated actions 
and hence to satisfy a significant proportion of the needs of developing countries, especially the disadvantaged 
ones. 

D. Relations with the Restricted Unions and the regional economic commissions 

66 ln accordance with Rio de Janeiro resolution C 90, the Executive Council has examined all aspects of the 
participation of the Restricted Unions in the UPU's technical assistance programme. The study resulted in Execu
tive Council resolution CE 6/1983, which invites the International Bureau to strengthen its collaboration with 
the Restricted Unions in identifying the needs and priorities peculiar to each region, determining regional pro
gramme components, promoting the harmonious implementation of regional programmes and evaluating the 
results of the programmes carried out. The Director-General of the International Bureau was authorized by the 
same resolution to conclude bilateral agreements for this purpose between the UPU and the Restricted Unions. 

67 ln practice, the UPU continued to cooperate with the Restricted Unions in the work of programming and 
particularly in preparing the UNDP regional programmes for the period 1982-1986. At the same time, the UPU 
continued to provide assistance to the regional postal schools, most of which had been set up on the initiative 
of the Restricted Unions concerned: Abidjan (Ivory Coast), Brazzaville (Congo), Nairobi (Kenya), Blantyre 
(Malawi), Bangkok (Thailand) and Damascus (Syrian Arab Rep). As for the Latin America reg ion, the UPU 
provides a certain amount of assistance to supplement the efforts of the PUAS which, up to its last Congress 
in 1981, was implementing a big training programme. 

68 Following the restructuring of the economic and social sectors of the United Nations system, the role of 
the United Nations regional economic commissions in technical cooperation has been strengthened and various 
measures have been taken to ensure their more active participation in the operational activities to promote 
development. 

69 The UPU has intensified its cooperation with the regional economic commissions and with the Restricted 
Unions while taking care to ensure respect for its own constitutional responsibility and the prerogatives of the 
Restricted Unions. For some years relations have been developing between the UPU and ECA, especially within 
the framework of the Transport and Communications Decade in Africa 1978-1988, and between the UPU and 
ESCAP with a view to preparing a similar Decade for the Asia-Pacific region. 

70 Taking advantage of the direct relations which the regional economic commissions maintain with the 
governmental authorities, the UPU is endeavouring to get these commissions both to persuade the countries 
to accord a high enough priority to the development of postal services and to look for additional means of 
financing postal projects. 
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Part Il 

Results and evaluation of UPU technical assistance activities from 1979 to 1983 

71 The results of the UPU's technical assistance action programme, as laid down by the Rio de Janeiro Congress 
for 1979-1983, may be appraised from the following angles: 

results of the work carried out on the basis of the priorities and action principles; 
evaluation of the projects and activities of this programme. 

A. Results of the action programme adopted by the Rio de Janeiro Congress 

a Resu/ts in figures 

72 To facilitate their examination, the technical cooperation results for the five years 1979-1983 are presented 
in the form of charts and tables, which are attached. They are as follows: 

Chart UPU technical cooperation (financial situation): 
a Total cost 
b Cost by region 
c Cost by component 

Tables 1 Breakdown of UPU technical assistance by receiving country and region 
2 Contributions to UPU technical assistance by donor country and region 
3 lntercountry training courses, study cycles and technical meetings held by the UPU or with its 

cooperation 
4 Technical assistance in kind 1979-1983 in accordance with the information received by the 

1 nternational Bureau 

73 ln the charts and tables 1 and 2, a comparison is made between the two five-year periods 1974-1978 and 
1979-1983. 

74 This comparison shows that: 
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the UNDP is still the main source of financing for UPU technical cooperation; however, the UNDP's share 
in the total sources has dropped from 85 percent to 71 percent, ie a decrease of 14 percent (chart a); 
the total volume of UPU technical assistance during the last period 1979-1983 is almost double that for 
the preceding period (chart a); 
the percentage reduction in UNDP aid was offset by increased participation from other funding sources, 
in particular the UPU budget and the UPU Special Fund (chart a); 
the following fairly important changes took place in the regional breakdown over the past decade (chart b); 

Africa: a considerable increase in the amount and percentage, with the result that this region's share 
amounts to more than hait the total; 
Latin America: a very marked drop in the percentage despite the tact that the amount remained 
almost unchanged; 
Asia and Pacifie: a slight drop in the percentage despite an increase in the amount; 
Arab countries: a lower amount and percentage; 
Europe: a slight increase in the amount; 

(these changes are explained by the UNDP's policy of devoting an increasing share of its resources to the 
poorest countries. For information, it is noted that of the 36 least developed countries, 24 are in Africa, 
7 in the Asia/Pacific reg ion, 4 in the Arab group and 1 in Latin America); 
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expenditure on experts and consultants fell from 74 percent to 59 percent of the total expenditure, with 
the difference being offset in particular by increased expenditure on fellowships and equipment (chart c); 
the number of receiving countries remained virtually unchanged (131 ·as compared with 128), while the 
number of countries giving assistance increased (93 as compared with 77) (tables 1 and 2); 
assistance to the disadvantaged countries ( LDCs and landlocked or island developing countries) showed a 
considerable increase (number of consultants' and experts' missions: 214 as compared with 128; number of 
fellowships: 635 as compared with 457) (calculation based on table 1); 
unlike the participation of the other developing countries, that of the African countries as providers of 
technical assistance increased considerably with the result that the number of experts and consultants 
provided by these countries rose from 6 to 30 and that of individual Fellows received by these countries 
rose from 27 to 225 (including those who attended the regular course held in the regional schools) (table 2); 
there was a considerable increase in non-tied cash contributions to the UPU Special Fund (approximately 
1.5 million Swiss francs compared with 1 million) (table 2). 

b Reminder about the content of the action programme 

75 As is clear from part 111 of the Rio de Janeiro Congress - Doc 17a, the action programme for the five-year 
period 1979-1983 hinged on the priorities defined in resolution C 37, viz: 

creating means of postal training up to senior management level in developing regions; 
improving postal management, including the utilization of personnel; 
increasing the number of postal establishments and improving mail conveyance and delivery, especially in 
rural areas, as well as in the international service; and 
instituting the monetary articles service on a general basis, starting with money orders and postal savings 
banks. 

c Achievements in each of the priority fields of activity 

1 Creation of training facilities 

76 Achievements in training were many and varied, and concern the establishment of new structures as well as 
the strengthening of existing ones. At regional level, a higher intercountry postal school was set up at Brazzaville 
(Congo (People's Rep)) to meet the professional training requirements of the central African countries. A study 
was conducted on the creation of an intercountry school for the Portuguese-speaking African countries. 

77 A large number of measures were taken to strengthen the structures and activities of the existing inter
country schools (Abidjan, Bangkok, Blantyre, Damascus, Nairobi). These mainly involved training and refresher 
courses for postal instructors, management staff, training managers and teachers assigned to these schools and, 
lastly, the financing of equipment. 

78 At country level, postal schools and training centres put into service in several developing countries received 
technical assistance both in respect of studies and the preparation of course programmes and manuals and in 
respect of the training of instructors and the supply of equipment. 

79 A series of colloquia and other specialized training activities was organized in close cooperation with several 
administrations and with the intercountry schools. 

80 ln connection with studies and other work concerning training, the following should be mentioned: 
Practical guide for the use of training officers; 
Practical guide for heads of vovational training; 
Catalogue of postal training facilities; 
Bibliographical list of training manuals; 
Table of training activities (annual). 
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81 Furthermore, in order to implement a system of modular instruction to supplement the conventional type 
of training, a project was drawn up that will probably receive financial aid under the International Programme for 
the Development of Communication set up by UNESCO. 

2 lmprovement of management 

82 The following work was done in the field of management: 
organization of UPU consultants' missions to strengthen statistical services and prepare postal development 
plans; 
holding of courses for postal planners and follow-up activities for setting up planning units or improving 
their operation; 
organization of statistics courses and follow-up activities; 
organization of missions in postal rate-fixing; 
organization of missions and courses in management and staff deployment; 
holding of study cycles in public relations and marketing. 

3 lncrease in the number of postal establishments and improvement of mail conveyé}nce and delivery, especial/y 
in rural areas, as we/1 as in the international service 

3.1 lncrease in the number of postal establishments 

83 Thanks to the efforts made by the administrations, the number of postal establishments increased signifi
cantly in many countries over the five-year period 1979-1983. This increase was very marked in seven Asian and 
two European countries. An appreciable increase was also recorded in nine African and nine Arab countries as 
well as in five Latin American countries. 

84 On the other hand, a drop was notified in some countries for various reasons determined by local 
circumstances. 

3.2 Conveyance and delivery 

85 The activities conducted in this field were many and varied; they included, among other things, missions in 
organization and studies with a view to the establishment of sorting centres, supply of basic equipment, courses, 
meetings and study cycles. 

86 ln addition, two conferences on mail circulation in Africa were held in 1981 and 1983 and several technical 
meetings in the same field were held in Latin America during the period under consideration. 

3.3 Development of the Post in rural areas 

87 A series of activities were conducted on behalf of the rural Post in the form of integrated projects 
comprising consultants' missions and the supply of equipment. These activities were aimed at extending and 
improving the postal network in rural areas. 

88 The rural Post also benefited from other activities in the form of studies, aimed particularly at finding 
economic solutions. ln this connection, mention should be made of the project submitted for financing under 
the International Programme for the Development of Communication (IPDC) and concerning the design, 
construction and layout of standard post offices suitable for rural areas. 

3.4 International postal service 

89 The international postal service is a field affected by periodic changes. Handbooks and guides are therefore 
necessary to facilitate both operational activities and instruction about this important part of the postal services. 
Two operational guides were prepared, one for transit charges and terminal dues, the other for the international 
parcel-post service, and were added to the "Manual of rules and procedures for forwarding international mail". 
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90 ln addition, several series of consultants' missions, courses and study cycles were organized on behalf of 
numerous countries in the various sectors of the international postal service (mail circulation, accounting, airmail, 
transit charges, terminal dues). 

4 Institution of the monetary anicles service (postal financial services) on a general basis 

91 Courses were held on international money orders, and several experts' and consultants' missions were 
organized with a view to prbmoting the introduction and expansion of the money orders service and finding 
solutions to legal difficulties in connection with monetary transfers or technical difficulties which prevent the 
execution of the money orders service at international level. ln this connection, an appeal was made by the 
Executive Council at its 1983 session to countries which have not yet signed the Money Orders and Postal 
Travellers' Cheques agreement. 

92 ln the field of savings, activities were conducted as part of a project financed jointly by the Federal 
Republic of Germany and the UPU which comprised missions in the African countries with a view to promoting 
postal savings as well as postal staff training courses in this field. 

93 As regards the giro service, only a few consultants' missions were conducted in administrations which have 
undertaken the task of organizing or computerizing this service. 

5 Other achievements 

94 Acting on the idea expressed at the Rio de Janeiro Congress (cf Committee 9 - Report 3), the International 
Bureau approached the international financing and lending institutions in order to interest them in postal invest
ment projects. Several activities were implemented within this framework in the following fields: 

complete studies, called "sectoral reviews", on the functioning of postal services in four African countries 
from the technical, structural, organic, financial and administrative points of view so as to bring out the 
actual situation of the postal services as well as the measures to be taken to improve them in the medium 
term. These studies were financed by the World Bank and served bath to provide information for the 
national authorities responsible for establishing priorities and to justify requests for loans or aid for the 
financing of infrastructure projects; 
preliminary studies on the setting up of regional transit centres and another study on the establishment 
of workshops for manufacturing postal equipment. 

95 ln other countries, similar studies, called "sectoral support" studies; provided a general "diagnosis" of the 
services and made it possible to identify the measures and solutions to be applied in order to improve and develop 
postal management and activities. 

d Sorne problems 

96 There are three points on which the UPU's work ran into problems or adverse circumstances which 
prevented the accomplishment of all that had been planned, viz: 

priority with regard to international postal money orders; 
follow-up activities; 
increased UPU presence in the field. 

97 As regards the first activity, the UPU was to orient its efforts towards achieving the institution "of the 
monetary articles service on a general basis, staning with money orders ... ". The objective was to create the 
international money orders service in countries which did not provide it and to expand it in administrations 
where this service was still rudimentary. This objective therefore presupposed an intensification of the UPU's 
efforts to implement a technical assistance programme together with a willingness on the part of the administra
tions which were to benefit from it to put it into effect. 
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98 ln 1980, the UPU conducted a number of experts' and consultants' missions in this field as well as training 
activities under country and regional projects and under the action.programme financed out of its own resources. 
While positive results were recorded in some cases, in many others there was no marked change. The major 
obstacle to be overcome is a legal and monetary one. 

99 Under the head of fo/low-up activities, the objective that had been set was the improvement of the results 
already achieved during missions and operational or training activities. This was to be done through missions with 
the aim of ascertaining the efforts made, facilitating the implementation of the recommendations formulated and 
giving practical advice about the continuation of efforts and the consolidation of the results recorded. 

100 ln this field the UPU's action was very positive in certain respects, viz postal legislation and regulations, 
planning and setting up of statistical units. Because of inadequacy of resources and other priority requirements, 
this action was not conducted systematically. 

101 Lastly, the third activity concerning the increased UPU presence in the field did not attain the hoped-for 
level. This situation was due, among other factors, to the inadequacy of financial resources which restricted the 
UPU's initiatives in this field. lt is most desirable that this activity be implemented over the next five-year period. 

B. Evaluation 

102 During the five-year period 1979-1983, the International Bureau continued its technical assistance evalua
tion activities by applying the criteria and methods adopted by the Executive Council in 1971, 1972 and 1973, 
which are mainly based on the principles laid down by the UNDP in this connection. 

103 ln implementing the evaluation procedures, it was borne in mind that evaluation is aimed at ascertaining 
the relevance, effect and effectiveness of the work done to promote the development of postal services in the 
receiving countries. ln this context, the relevance is related to the extent to which an activity may be important 
for achieving longer-term development objectives, while the effect refers to the changes brought about in a 
situation as the result of the implementation of a given activity and the effectiveness is the extent to which an 
activity has achieved its objectives. 

104 The evaluation conducted by the International Bureau continued to concern itself with the various stages 
of the activities implemented (preparation, execution, final results); it takes account of the type of assistance 
under evaluation and is carried out both during execution and retrospectively. 

105 The data collected as the result of evaluation activities enabled the UPU to take decisions about its technical 
cooperation policy. They also constituted a source of feedback which the International Bureau took into con
sideration in its efforts to improve its technical assistance performance. The data concern the country and 
regional projects financed by the UNDP on the one hand, and the work done under the UPU's programmes on 
the other. 

1 UNDP country projects 

106 ln accordance with the UNDP procedures, each country project financed under UNDP programming 
is subjected to several evaluations. 

107 ln accordance with established practice, most of the projec'ts were subjected to tripartite reviews (Govern
ment ôf the receiving country - UNDP - UPU) during their execution. These reviews mainly had repercussions 
on the implementation or the follow-up of the projects in question. 

108 The projects are, of course, also evaluated by persons not directly involved in their execution. These evalua
tions provided information which made it possible not only to ascertain the degree of execution of the project, 
but also tore-examine its objectives and the means used to achieve them. 
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109 A synthesis of the results of evaluations conducted in connection with UNDP-financed country projects 
enabled a number of conclusions to be drawn: 

Certain difficulties were noted in the starting up of projects because of delays in their approval or slowness 
in choosing the experts proposed to the receiving countries. ln several cases, the difficulties were due to 
the lack of qualified candidates for the posts for which applications were invited. 

ii ln general, the experts' missions seemed to give satisfaction to the receiving countries and the experts' 
professional and human qualities were greatly appreciated. 

iii ln most of the cases studied, the implementation rate of country projects was high and the main objectives 
were achieved. 

iv The commonest negative factors which reduced the effectiveness of country projects may be summarized 
as follows: 

the participation of national counterparts was not always guaranteed throughout the projects; 
lack of coordination at national level of the various aids and local problems did not always make 
it possible to derive maximum benefit from the assistance given; 
in some cases, the counterparts who took part in executing the project did not continue the work 
after the mission of the international staff was over; 
some difficulties arose with regard to the provision of transport and secretariat facilities and office 
equipment; 
the experts' recommendations were not always put into effect despi_te the follow-up activities under
taken. 

v The use of the International Bureau's good offices with the postal administration concerned often saved 
the situation when negative factors were making it difficult for the project to function. 

2 UNDP regional projects 

110 The means and procedures for evaluating UNDP-financed regional postal projects are virtually the same 
as those for country projects. 

111 lt should be pointed out that the tasks of the regional experts are often much harder than those of the 
experts assigned to country projects. The limited duration of the missions, relations with representatives from 
several countries, frequent journeys, the organization of training activities at intercountry level, etc require 
special qualities. ln a few - fortunately very rare - situations, the experts had difficulty in adapting to their 
working environment and the International Bureau had to take steps to ensure that the activities ran smoothly. 

112 ln 1980, two meetings were held (in Africa and Latin America) to evaluate and coordinate the work of 
UNDP-financed regional postal projects which were underway or programmed under the auspices of the UPU, 
in the light of projects implemented or envisaged by certain regional agencies. 

113 The meeting concerning the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean brought together the represen
tatives of 21 developing countries of the region at Caracas (Venezuela). ln addition to the PUAS, which was asso
ciated in the work, the postal administrations of the United States of America and Canada, the Economie Com
mission for Latin America (ECLA), the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) and the UNDP attended as observers. 

114 The discussions, conclusions and recommendations of the Caracas meeting brought out, among other 
things, that: 

the work undertaken under the regional projects met the priority requirements of the groups of countries 
concerned, which wished the projects to be extended with a view to consolidating the results obtained; 
the number of regional experts and the duration of their missions in the countries were thought to be 
inadequate; 
the periodic meetings of the regional experts' counterparts (technical information and further-training 
meetings) were particularly productive and should be continued. 

115 The evaluation and coordination meeting for the regional and subregional projects involving the African 
countries south of the Sahara was held at Lomé (Togo). Twenty-six countries, four restricted Postal Unions and 
other regional agencies (APTU, PAPU, ECOWAS and CACEU) attended the meeting, at which the UNDP was also 
represented. 
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116 At the end of the meeting, it was possible to conclude that: 
the programmes and projects designed by the UPU are felt by the participants to meet the requirements 
of the African countries; 
the countries ask to be consulted more systematically, not only when the projects are being approved but 
also when the programmes are being designed; 
the postal administrations undertook to bear the cost of any project designed with their participation and 
to bridge the gap between their national preoccupations and the regional cooperation which is preparing 
the economic and social integration of the African Continent; 
the participants stressed the priority they give to vocational training; they would like the technical coopera
tion work done by the UPU in Africa to be coordinated with the work of the African Postal Unions and 
the other regional organizations; 
the representatives of the participating administrations would like meetings of heads of African postal 
services, convened by the UPU, to be held periodically. 

117 ln 1983, two regional projects concerr.ing Africa were the subject of in-depth àppraisals thanks to two 
UNDP-UPU evaluation missions which made field visits in order to gather the necessary information with a view 
to conducting a critical analysis of the objectives of these projects, the resources drawn upon, the difficulties 
encountered and the results obtained. At the end of these missions, detailed reports containing conclusions 
and recommendations were prepared and sent to the postal administrations concernecl. 

118 A tripartite review of a regional project in Asia took place at Port Moresby (Papua New Guinea) in 1983, 
after which it was agreed to extend and expand the activities of the project, which is progressing to the receiving 
countries' satisfaction. 

119 A meeting of the Postmasters-General of the English-speaking countries and territories of the Caribbean was 
held at Barbados in 1983. On this occasion, priority requirements and the UPU's activities in the subregion were 
evaluated. The UPU was asked to continue using its good offices with the UNDP with a view to the resumption 
of the activities of project R LA/75/051 concerning the postal services of the subregion. 

120 At working meetings held during sessions of UPU bodies or of the Restricted Unions, aspects relating to the 
execution of regional projects were reviewed within the context of the participation of the Restricted Unions in 
the technical assistance programme. 

3 Programmes of the UPU 

121 Within the framework of the technical assistance programmes under the UPU's own resources, the activities 
conducted are subjected to a systematic evaluation. ln the same way as for activities under the UNDP, question
naires tailored to each type of activity were used for the evaluation. 

122 Thanks to realistic planning and the assistance of the countries providing consultants, it was possible to 
implement most of the numerous consultants' missions satisfactorily. The receiving countries also made a big 
contribution by specifying the objectives of the missions requested and by providing national counterpart staff 
and the necessary physical facilities. 

123 The work done by consultants in a wide variety of fields was judged to be satisfactory by the receiving 
countries. 

124 Evaluation of the integrated projects (comprising several components: consultant's mission, fellowships, 
meeting of counterparts, equipment) made it possible to establish that: 
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on the whole, the consultants' missions proved useful and effective; 
the counterparts' meetings made it possible to ensure the continuity of the measures taken and to arouse 
à sort of increased "sense of responsibility" on the part of the counterpart staff; 
the supply of equipment was delayed in several cases by the lack of precision about the nature and specifi
cations of the components to be purchased. However, the International Bureau was able to improve the 
execution of this component of the "integrated projects" by giving consultants specific instructions about 
how to orient the administrations' requests. ln other cases, the delays were due to the deadlines imposed 
for delivering or conveying the equipment. 
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125 With regard to the evaluation of training activities, the following remarks should be made: 
the experience acquired by the International Bureau and a certain degree of "standardization" in the 
organization of the courses and study cycles helped to improve their quality. The programmes were better 
structured, in close cooperation with the consultants engaged for these training activities; 
the choice of teachers, lecturers and discussion leaders was tailored to the characteristics of the activities. 
The professional qualities of this staff were greatly appreciated, except in two cases (criticism was levelled 
about the communication problems experienced by teaching staff whose mother tangue was not that 
used for the courses for which they were responsible); 
in most cases, the choice of participants corresponded to the objectives of the training activities concerned. 
Nevertheless, there are still quite a number of cases in which those attending the study cycles do not have 
duties related to the fields concerned; in other cases, the ex-trainee is assigned to posts which are unrelated 
to the training he has received, or he leaves the postal service. The International Bureau must therefore 
place greater emphasis on this point vis-à-vis the administrations involved; 
when training activities were organized with a view to establishing structures (eg training of planners in 
order to set up postal planning units), it was found that some administrations which had benefited from 
fellowships did not subsequently set up the planned structures, despite representations made by the Inter
national Bureau; 
for one and the same training activity, there is sometimes a tendency for some students to consider it as 
being of too short a duration while others find it adequate for their requirements or even too long. These 
differences in assessment are in many cases due to the disparity in the levels of training of the participants; 
this is a drawback which the International Bureau is trying to remedy; 
most of the fellowships were allocated for participation in group training organized by the UPU, while 
fellowships for individual training are becoming fewer and fewer; in accordance with an established prin
ciple, training was held in an environment resembling that in which the trainees will be called upon subse
quently to exercise their professional activity. 

4 Conclusion 

126 The observations made about the UPU's technical cooperation activities over the five-year period 1979-
1983 permit the conclusion that, generally speaking, the assistance given meets the requirements of the receiving 
administrations and was satisfactorily implemented. However, the countries receiving experts' and consultants' 
missions should make sure to second counterparts for the whole duration of the missions who will monitor the 
project activities on a continuing basis. Similarly, it would be most desirable for officiais who have received 
training to carry out duties in their training or specialization area for a reasonable period. 
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Part Ill 

Prospects and programme of action 

127 Part I of this document contains the main lines of international cooperation policy, the framework within 
which the UPU's technical assistance efforts are integrated; in part Il, information has been given on the results 
and evaluation of UPU activities on behalf of postal development in the countries of the Third World from 1979 
to 1983. 

128 lt is for the Hamburg Congress not only to consider the results obtained on the basis of the general policies 
and of the decisions taken in that respect by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress but also to lay down the broad 
lines of UPU policy in the field concerned for the next five-year period. lndeed, in .the light of the needs of the 
administrations of the developing countries, the UPU must continue to aid them in accordance with article 1, 
paragraph 3, of the Constitution which lays down that "the Union shall take part, as far as possible, in postal 
technical assistance sought by its member countries". 

129 ln this connection, two considerations deserve to be put forward: 
The above-mentioned directive makes the provision of technical assistance one of the most important 
functions of the Union; but, in postal development, as in other fields, countries must work toward self
sufficiency, which is a basic concept proclaimed by the UN. With this in mind, the important thing is 
considered to be that the Union should gradually confine its aid to special features of the Post in which 
the technology to be used is not yet within the reach of the beneficiary administrations. Unfortunately, 
several factors, first and foremost, the world crisis, have slowed down or even blocked such a development 
which must not, however, be lost sight of. 
ln any event, UPU aid in the development and modernization of postal services can only be of a supple
mental nature and the main effort must be made by the countries concerned, most of which, moreover, 
benefit from bilateral technical assistance. 

130 lt would be desirable for the UPU's role in this respect to be reconsidered from the point of view of the 
main policies, the components of the action programme and the necessary means. 

A. The main policies and action programme 

131 Since the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress changes have corne about which must be taken into account in 
the UPU's concept and methods of action in the field concerned. ln reality, continuity should, to a large extent, 
be maintained subject to making some slight changes of emphasis necessitated by the new circumstances in 
certain components of general policy or of an operational nature; 
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The world crisis, the effects of which are expected to continue, has aggravated the economic situation 
in most developing countries and in some regions this crisis has been accentuated further by natural 
disasters; the shortage of resources has become more serious, while the size of the needs has markedly 
increased. 
The financial constraints faced by the UNDP lead to consideration of further approaches to potential 
sources of finance as well as of cheaper forms of assistance or the financing of which is shared by several 
parties. 
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ln several developing countries, needs have changed in kind rather than size as a result of the modernization 
efforts made. 
Lastly, in more and more Third World countries, postal administrations are already threatened not only 
as regards their position on the communications market but in their very existence as a result of the increas
ingly tough competition from some private companies. 

132 These four factors cannot fail to affect UPU technical assistance policy for the next five-year period and, 
in this respect, three important components are worth considering: the beneficiary countries, priorities and 
principles of action. 

1 The beneficiary countries 

133 Congress might wish to consider the question of UPU technical assistance first of ail from the point of view 
of the category of beneficiary countries precisely because of the consequences of such an analysis on the prepara
tion and implementation of aid programmes. As is known, Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 37 lays down 
that the UPU should give priority to the needs of the disadvantaged countries and to newly independentcountries. 
Disadvantaged countries are to be understood to mean the least developed .countries, landlocked or island 
developing countries and the countries most seriously affected by the economic crisis or by natural disasters. 

134 Obviously, all the developing countries (and even some developed countries) have now been affected in 
various ways by the economic crisis which has been making its effects felt for the past few years. At the same 
time, and for the same reason, the resources available for technical assistance in one way or another seem less 
and less sufficient in view of the enormous needs to be met. lt would therefore be desirable for Congress to 
check whether UPU postal development aid should not concentrate on a limited number of countries, without 
prejudice, of course, to the efforts made by other developing countries to use part of their IPF for the postal 
services. 

135 If the Hamburg Congress wished to adopta restrictive conception as to the number of countries chosen 
to benefit from UPU technical assistance, it could decide to limit the available aid either to the 36 countries 
considered to be the least developed by the UN (1st variant) or to the disadvantaged countries only, including 
the least developed countries (2nd variant). ln the latter case, the limitation could be made on a more precise 
basis applying the limit set by the UNDP to determine the priority countries (countries in which annual per 
capita incarne is 500 US dollars or less). This criterion would make it possible to ingnore subcategories of country 
which are increasingly difficult to define. 

136 However well-founded the principle of concentrating UPU aid on behalf of a limited group of countries 
might seem, it may be asked whether such a policy would not run counter to article 1, paragraph 3, of the 
Constitution which seems to indicate that the UPU shall give its assistance to any country asking for it. 

137 ln these circumstances, Congress may decide to keep the present system clarified in the following terms: 
least developed countries (first priority); 
other disadvantaged countries (second priority); 
developing countries which are not disadvantaged. 

138 lt would be desirable to no longer take account, as such, of the newly independent countries mentioned 
in Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 37; in fact, these countries could be included in one of the above
mentioned priority groups of countries as appropriate. 

139 A further important question must be mentioned, that of motivation as a criterion to be taken into account 
in· choosing the countries to benefit from UPU technical assistance. As is known, the above-mentioned resolu
tion C 37 states that priority allocation of UPU aid should be made to "the countries that need it most and seem 
determined to put it to good use"; admittedly, gauging motivation is a sensitive matter since it brings in a number 
of psychological or material factors which vary according to conditions. However, the International Bureau has 
not had too much difficulty in bearing this criterion in mind, in a flexible way it is true, in the proposais for 
projects which it has submitted to the Executive Council. 
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140 ln any event, experience shows that it is more than desirable to retain this second criterion because it would 
be a pity to allocate technical assistance to a country considered to. be priority but which is known not to put the 
resources made available to it to appropriate use. lt would be much better to provide the assistance to another 
country which would use it better even if it is not listed in the category of disadvantaged countries. 

141 ln the final analysis, allocation of technical assistance to the developing countries on the basis of the above
mentioned 3 sub-categories (paragraph 137) should continue to be a matter of judgement; in this connection, the 
present practice, which consists of taking significant factors into account, should be continued within the frame
work of the preparation of proposais for submission to the Executive Council. 

142 Naturally, within the limits of its resources, the UPU would continue to provide assistance to the adminis
trations of non-priority developing countries, taking due account of the degree of their motivation, assessment of 
which would be based on a range of psychological, technical and financial factors; in particular, the countries' 
proposai to share the cost of the projects would be taken into consideration. 

2 Priorities 

143 As is known, the Rio de Janeiro Congress not only set priorities in respect of the beneficiary countries but 
it also set priorities as to the fields of action to be selected. If, as seems desirable, the Hamburg Congress retains 
this approach, it will have to decide on certain major branches of activity in the postal service in which UPU 
efforts should be concentrated. 

144 Naturally, the priorities set at world level will be based to a large extent on the priorities set at regional 
level by the relevant authorities and which it appears advisable to give for information. 

a Priorities at regional level 

145 These are mainly priorities set on the basis of decisions and views emerging from regional organizations 
or groups and from special meetings. 

For Africa: By the Conference of the Organization of African Unity which adopted the "Lagos Plan of 
Action for the Development of Africa" and by the ECA which prepared the Transport and Communications 
Decade in Africa ( 1978-1988). 
For the Arab countries: By the 1980 Amman and Lagos Summit Conferences and by the Colloquium on 
the Arab World in the year 2000 (Tangiers, 1980). 
For Latin America and the Caribbean: 

Meeting of the Chairmen and Directors-General of Posts of the countries of Latin America and the 
Caribbean (Caracas, July 1980) 
Meeting of the Chairmen and Directors-General of Posts of PUAS member countries (Madrid, 
October 1982) 
Meeting of the Postmasters-General of the English-speaking countries and territories in the Caribbean 
(Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, February 1982 and Barbados, May-June 1983). 

For Asia and the Pacifie: 
By the Seminar/Colloquium on the Post in the 80s (Bangkok, May-June 1983) organized by ESCAP, 
the UPU and the APPU, 
By the APPU Executive Council in preparation for the Transport and Communications Decade in 
the region (1985-1994). 

For the countries of Europe and the Mediterranean (coming under the UNDP): By the UNDP inter-govern
mental meeting which set some general priorities for these countries. 

146 At the same time, account has been taken of requests by the countries as a whole and of observations 
made on the spot. 
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147 On the basis thus defined, the regional objectives are as follows: 

1 Africa 
Postal staff training (improvement of training systems, aid in establishing or reinforcing intercountry or 
national schools, establishment of an African Postal Management lnstitute planned by the PAPU, training 
of instructors) 

ii Rearrangement and installation of national sorting centres and regional postal transit centres (feasibility 
studies and technical studies, files on approaches to financial institutions, operational activities) 

iii lmprovement of postal services in rural areas (extension of the network and improvement of road links) 
iv lmprovement and development of postal financial services (in particular, giro, postal savings bank and 

international postal money orders) 
v lmprovement of management (particularly strengthening postal planning and establishing postal documen

tation and research centres) 
vi Establishment of workshops for manufacturing postal equipment 
vii Public information activities 

2 Arab countries 
Training postal staff 

ii Management (postal planning, establishment of research and documentation centres) 
iii lmprovement and extension of postal services, particularly in rural areas 
iv Promotion of postal financial services 
v Public information activities 

3 Latin America and the Caribbean 
Staff training and specialization of managerial staff (Latin America), training junior and middle grade 
supervisory staff (Caribbean subregion), strengthening training facilities at national level 

ii Management (statistics, planning, administrative and financial autonomy, commercial services) 
iii Postal operations (improvement of mail circulation in gen~ral and strengthening postal infrastructures, 

particularly in rural areas) 
iv Postal financial services (introduction of the postal money order and COD services) 
v Public information activities 

4 Asia and the Pacifie 
Training of postal staff (strengthening of the Bangkok regional training cnetre; establishment of subregional 
centres, strengthening of national training facilities and organization of senior-level management courses) 

ii Postal operations (Extension of the postal network in rural areas; improvement of mail circulation within 
the region including sorting centres and the possible introduction of light mechanization) 

iii Management (application of modern management techniques, extending the range of services, improving 
the standard of service and financial autonomy of the Post) 

iv Postal financial services (introduction and strengthening of these services particularly of postal money 
orders (domestic and international) and of the savings bank) 

v Public information activities 

5 Countries of Europe and the Mediterranean 
Management (medium-term postal development, use of modern techniques) 

ii Staff training (training supervisory staff). 
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b Priorities at world leve/ and action programme 

148 On the whole, it is considered that the priorities set by the Rio de Janeiro Congress could be retained 
with two reservations: 

mention of the priority with regard to the increase in the number of postal establishments might be omitted, 
but the UPU would of course continue to cooperate actively in the establishment of offices, particularly 
in rural areas; 
on the other hand, a new priority should be set: public information, a field in which the strengthening of 
the action undertaken seems advisable, particularly in this period of limited resources. 

149 Naturally, even if they do not reflect a change in pol icy, the priorities set would give rise to action occasion
ally aimed at new aspects of progress made here and there and the economic situation of certain countries. 

150 At the same time, for the sake of flexibility, it is advisable to set, as for previous five-year periods, quite 
wide objectives, since, each year, UPU action will cover particular aspects proposed to the EC when the action 
programme is approved. 

151 The reinforcement of the development policies drawn up by the relevant regional institutions (political 
bodies and economic and social bodies, special conferences held in the regions) leads to allotting increased 
importance to the "regional tact", so that there is a need for the UPU to take due account of the regional 
development objectives thus laid down. More precisely, from the point of view of efficiency, experience shows 
that, in setting objectives at world level, due account should be taken of the objectives set at regional level; in this 
concept, which coincides with the idea of coherence of world and regional objectives advocated by the UN, the 
objectives thus drawn up should be applied differentially depending on the situation of the postal services in the 
various regions. 

152 ln the light of these remarks, the objectives to be selected by the UPU at world level for the period from 
1985 to 1989 might be the following, in order of importance. 

1 Rationalization of management 

153 Despite the efforts already made in this respect, it appears that, in general, management problems are 
still keenly felt precisely because of the development in many countries of the general situation of the postal 
services which cannot meet users' needs. That is why management should be selected as the top priority. ln view 
of the development of the situation of the postal services and of the increased efforts by private bodies in the 
goods transport field, the administrations of the developing countries will have to make an effort to hold on to 
and even consolidate their position on the postal communications market. This presumes determined action on 
their part designed to black the "aggressive" policy espoused by the competition in the private sector. 

154 Under the head of general activities relating to management, several approaches seem desirable at regional 
level: 

organization of colloquia designed to make top postal officiais aware of the threat hanging over the Post 
and the measures to be taken in respect of legislation, management and activities to guarantee the Post's 
future; 
arranging, if possible within the framework of these colloquia, meetings with representatives of the planning 
ministries or departments of the countries concerned, as well as of the economic groups and financial 
institutions in the region concerned to urge them to take an interest in postal development; 
establishment of documentation and study centres which would help administrations to improve the 
management of their services and to find solutions to the problems arising in the various regions. 

155 These approaches should be extended on the national level by the provision of aid to evaluate and improve 
the postal management system as a whole (including the rational use of staff); in addition, the following specific 
action should be taken: 
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For several years past, the UPU has helped administrations to strengthen and modernize their statistics 
and planning system; the results achieved have been, on the whole, inadequate and much remains to be 
done in this sector. The efforts to be made between 1985 and 1989 would give beneficiary administrations 
a more accurate idea of the situation of their services in management terms, enable them to make better 
use, through appropriate planning, of the human, financial and material resources available locally and 
from external aid. Such basic work would also help to convince the local authorities, the UNDP and even 
the UPU of the seriousness of the planned efforts. 

ii With regard to rates, experience shows that very few administrations in developing countries have worked 
out a policy in relation to the demands of the development and improvement of their services. Of course, 
this question is closely linked to governments' general prices policy, but it would be to administrations' 
advantage to insist on obtaining approval for rates related to their developments needs. That should go hand 
in hand with the allocation of government subsidies designed to compensate for the cost of certain activities 
of a social nature, particularly in rural areas. 
From a technical point of view, the UPU would systematically help postal administrations to revise their 
rates after the Hamburg Congress in the light of ail the factors to be taken into account; experience, indeed, 
shows that, in a great many countries, rates are not updated between successive Congresses in spite of the 
changes made. The UPU could organize, for that purpose, study cycles to train national officiais for this 
work who would then benefit from on-the-spot assistance from Union consultants. 

iii The particularly serious competition faced by postal administrations leads to advocating, as emerges from 
the work of the CCPS, a marked improvement in the standard of service. lt has, in tact, emerged that this 
is a much better answer than relying on the postal monopoly which remains a dead letter so long as the 
Post is unable to meet its obligations as a provider of services. The UPU will therefore help administrations 
to improve the standard of their services, which should be subject to an efficient verification system. This 
question will give rise to the preparation of a guide setting out clearly the methods to be followed to 
achieve concrete results. 

iv ln this same concern to combat competition, it would be in the interest of administrations, as has been 
stressed at CCPS sessions, to be able to offer customers new services meeting unsatisfied requirements. 
What immediately springs to mind are services connected with the basic functions of the Post, viz mail 
forwarding and delivery; for instance, as many administrations have already realized, there is no doubt that 
the introduction of international high-speed mail would be a major advantage. More generally, particularly 
in this sector, studies already carried out by the CCPS, notably on the future of the postal services, would 
be used more exhaustively by the International Bureau for the assistance activities to be undertaken both 
on the legislative and operational levels. 

v A further important factor in management also deserves special attention: relations between the State 
and the postal authority in budgetary and financial matters. ln this respect, many administrations rightly 
feel that their administrative and financial status prevents them from adopting a style of management 
commensurate with the needs of a world in rapid development. The UPU should therefore help them to 
study and bring about the changes in status which prove desirable. 

vi To enable the administrations concerned to make better use of their staff, particularly staff who have been 
trai_ned, the UPU would endeavour to help them to develop and apply the legislative and practical measures 
necessary for that purpose. The question of staff stability should also be settled satisfactorily. 

2 lmprovement of mail collection, circulation and delivery 

156 Since the UPU has concerned itself with technical assistance, constant efforts have been made in this 
field which is the basic function of the Post. lt has to be admitted, however, that, while the situation has 
improved in some respects in some administrations in the developing countries, much remains to be done in 
general. This applies particularly to landlocked countries or to countries consisting of islands scattered over 
a wide area, not to mention countries with vast desert areas where mail transport also poses major problems. 
Special attention should also be paid to the rural areas in providing services for which many administrations 
face disturbing problems. For ail these reasons, this field of activity should be given high priority. 
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157 Mail collection, circulation and delivery would continue to be the object of special efforts on the part 
of the UPU. The many studies already carried out have made it possible to evaluate the size of the problem which 
can only be solved by concerted action covering several aspects at once. Needs are very big in this sector, but, 
although limited, UPU action would have a persuasive and encouraging effect. 

158 The first thing would be to help administrations to reinforce and extend their postal network so as to 
ensure better provision of services particularly in rural areas. Because of lack of resources, many administrations 
have been unable to develop their network of points of contact with the public and there are still places in many 
countries without postal facilities. 

159 As part of a pilot project under the UNESCO International Programme for the Development of Communi
cation, the UPU will be able to provide standard designs for post offices adapted to local conditions. ln addition, 
more systematic use of cheap local materials will be encouraged. The results obtained in this respect are expected 
to bring some improvement in the present position as regards the network of postal establishments, particularly 
in rural areas. 

160 UPU assistance in mail handling would be fully justified because this operation often causes considerable 
delays which cou Id be avoided through improvements in the organization and operation of the service; provision 
should therefore be made for this purpose for operational and follow-up missions .. Special attention would be 
paid to international mail (particularly inward, which very often accounts for a high percentage of total traffic). 

161 At the national level, much remains to be done to find a satisfactory solution to the problem of mail 
conveyance. First of ail, thanks to UPU assistance, administrations should be able to make better use of existing 
links and negotiate more effectively with private carriers in relation to postal needs from the point of view of 
routes and timetables. 

162 ln addition, it would be desirable for administrations to be able to obtain help in setting up the postal 
road links which seem to be essential; in particular, it would sometimes be expedient to develop the rural mobile 
post office service, a formula which, provided that a proper organization is set up, may bring satisfactory results. 

163 On the international level, the mail circulation problem is no less worrying. The means of transport, by air, 
sea and land, are clearly inadequate, so that long and expensive indirect routes are used. However, the fact 
remains that the situation could be markedly improved with the help of the UPU in making more extensive use 
of existing links and improving the organization and operation of sorting and transit centres. The UPU has already 
done much in this respect but, for various reasons, results are still clearly inadequate. 

164 The UPU cou Id help postal administrations to make a considerable improvement in mail circulation through 
agreements negotiated with the carriers with a view to making rational and coordinated use of all available trans
port facilities. Similarly, efforts should be made to maximize the air conveyance of mail. 

165 ln many countries, it has not yet been possible to find a satisfactory solution to the sensitive problem of 
delivering mail to the addressee's address. Since this form of delivery involves costs which very often exceed by 
far the financial possibilities of the administrations, the UPU should continue to provide them, through experts 
or consultants, with help designed to devise or improve .methods of delivery adapted, in particular, to rural areas. 

3 Training and specialization of middle-grade and senior staff 

166 This field might be regarded as priority No 3 because the training and specialization of managerial staff 
demands particular attention commensurate with the predominant role of staff in postal development. Admit· 
tedly, over the past 20 years, a lot has been done in this field both on the national and on the intercountry 
level, but needs remain considerable. More specifically, future UPU action should concentrate on middle-grade 
and senior staff without, of course, excluding support for administrations which train or wish to train their 
operational staff. Furthermore, the UPU should continue its efforts in regard to instructor training (instructors 
and teachers) as well as those in charge of training, both categories of which will have to play an increasingly 
important part in national or intercountry postal training activities. 
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167 Training should therefore retain high priority in UPU technical assistance activities and the UPU should 
continue to devote a considerable portion of its efforts to this .. 

i Establishment or reinforcement of national schoo/s 

168 This is a priority which the UPU has long had; however, it has to be admitted that, for various reasons, 
results have not lived up to expectations. The UPU should therefore continue to help countries to establish or 
reinforce national schools. This aid would take the following forms: studies on the establishment or reinforce
ment of postal schools and of training systems. The preparation of syllabuses, training and further training 
of instructors (administrations will be urged to make arrangements designed to ensure the stability of the teaching 
staff). Special attention will be paid to the needs of the least developed countries so that they can increase and 
improve their training facilities and take full advantage of them. 

ii Establishment or reinforcement of intercountry schoo/s 

169 Assistance would be supplied to existing intercountry schools to increase their teaching capacity (eg by 
reviewing syllabuses and introducing new courses). To enable countries to take more advantage of the training 
facilities thus provided, fellowships would be granted to them. Assistance would be provided for establishing 
intercountry schools where justified. A school of this type can already be contemplated for the Portuguese
speaking African countries as can aid to PAPU for establishing an African Management lnstitute, while assistance 
to the countries of Asia and the Pacifie and possibly other regions can be considered for setting up a similar 
institute. Efforts would be made to reinforce the multinational features of the Nairobi and Brazzaville schools. 
Wherever possible, the intercountry schools would be encouraged to establish teaching support relations with the 
national schools in ways to be defined and to cooperate in the activities of the documentation and research · 
services set up in their region. 

iii Specialized training activities 

170 Specialized training activities would be organized by or with the cooperation of the UPU bearing in mind 
the activities included in the programme to be implemented between 1984 and 1989; that would make it possible 
to add weight to UPU intervention in the various sectors concerned. Wherever possible, the training activities 
would take place in the national or intercountry schools which would thus be able to provide invaluable assis
tance. TCDC needs would be duly taken into account. 

171 The aim would be, first and foremost, to provide, with UPU help, management training both at senior and 
middle-grade level. For this type of training, it would be desirable for the countries concerned to benefit in 
addition from the facilities already established in the developed countries. 

172 Similarly, the UPU would continue to provide as much assistance as possible for training instructors and 
the heads of postal training services. ( lt would intervene more forcefully with beneficiary countries to have 
arrangements made to ensure the stability of the officiais assuming one or other of these functions.) 

173 ln the other priority fields (mail collection, circulation and delivery, general introduction of postal financial 
services and public information), specific training activities would also be undertaken by the UPU. 

iv Other efforts 

174 On the basis of experience acquired in training matters, the UPU would help countries to set up teams of 
travelling instructors, particularly in large countries where, for practical reasons, training has to be decentralized. 
These teams could work on the basis of the "training office" formula. 
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175 The UPU would continue to distribute the periodical catalogue of postal training facilities in the world. 
ln addition, it would endeavour to help the schools to maintain links with one another. lt would encourage the 
officiais trained to continue to exchange views and experiences, for instance, through refresher courses and by 
distributing a contact bulletin. 

176 ln accordance with a well-established principle, training must be provided on the basis of the needs of the 
operational services; with this in mind, the International Bureau will help the administrations of the developing 
countries to study and establish the type of link which should be maintained between these two categories of 
service. 

4 General introduction of postal financial services 

177 Since the Lausanne Congress, priority attention has been paid by the UPU to the establishment and devel
opment of the postal money orders and savings bank services. Probably because of the complexity of the problem 
of extending financial servives, the efforts made have not yet produced the expected results. As this is a sector of 
activity the importance of which has not diminished, priority should still be given to it. 

178 Efforts have been made to implement this priority which was set by the Rio de Janeiro Congress, but it 
appears that the introduction of postal financial services cornes up against a whole series of obstacles and conse
quently requires long-range action. 

179 From 1984 to 1989 the UPU would step up its efforts to establish and expand the international postal 
money order serivice by helping countries to overcome the difficulties encountered in this respect on the legal, 
monetary and technical levels. Sorne countries with a large number of people working abroad seem prepared 
to make every effort to introduce such a service which would make it easier to transfer funds. 

180 The establishment and reinforcement of the savings bank service would continue to be the object of some 
effort by the UPU, particularly in rural areas. 

181 With regard to giro, UPU efforts would tend to encourage countries which intend to establish such a service 
despite the foreseeable difficulties. At the same time, the UPU could continue to help the African countries 
which are trying to modernize the management of giro centres. 

182 The UPU could prepare guides designed to facilitate the establishment of these three services and ensure 
their proper operation. 

5 Deve/opment of public information activities 

183 ln fact, this is an aspect which does not corne directly under the postal field but which is nevertheless of 
vital importance for the development and improvement of the postal services. For many years, stress has been 
laid on the unfavourable position of postal administrations with regard to financing the modernization efforts 
which they wish to make. This problem is particularly acute because most of them encounter serious difficulty 
in obtaining the necessary funds. To remedy this situation, awareness of the role of the Post must be improved; 
it would therefore be appropriate to consider the promotion of public information activities as an objective, 
particularly at national level. Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 38 recommended undertaking "a psychological 
campaign with regard to nàtional authorities and the public emphasizing the importance of the postal services, 
in order to facilitate postal development"; but so far the results achieved in this respect have been far from 
satisfaètory. 

184 Committee 10 of the Executive Council elected by the Rio de Janeiro Congress has already listed a series 
of activities which should be undertaken or continued by the Union in the public information field so as to add 
weight to the impact of the Memorandum on the role of the Post as a factor in economic, social and cultural 
development. 
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185 From the point of view of technical assistance, it is mainly a matter of: 
making governments and world and regional institutions more aware of the importace of the Post so as to 
have its needs more readily taken into consideration; 
making every effort to have the Ministers responsible for the postal services realize the threats hanging over 
the Post and the need to face up to them; 
motivating the staff of postal administrations more, particularly supervisory staff, with a view to giving 
them a clearer idea of the part they play; 
informing users about the many services which the Post can provide in all fields and on the obstacles to be 
overcome to ensure their proper operation. 

186 Apart from isolated efforts, UPU action could corne in various forms (talks with business chiefs, radio or 
television talks, exhibitions, preparation of brochures). 

187 Together with the highlighting of the role of the Post and the improvement of its image, it would be desir
able to reinforce the "team spirit" of postal officiais by a whole range of measures to be defined bearing in mind 
the local context. lt is conceivable that the introduction of an information or contact bulletin as well as the 
organization of certain social activities would produce good results in this regard. 

B. Principles of action 

188 ln implementing the above-mentioned objectives, the UPU would endeavour to apply the following prin
ciples in order to increase the effectiveness of its technical assistance activities: 

a Combination and coordination of postal deve/opment efforts 

The size of the postal development needs to be met, allied with the inadequacy of the resources available for that 
purpose as a result in particular of the world crisis, make it necessary to combine and coordinate all the efforts 
made towards postal development. The UPU would endeavour to work to that end, but it is obvious that, in this 
respect, the countries receiving the technical assistance have a prime role to play by preparing postal development 
plans so that better use can be made of local resources and all external aid can be coordinated. The results 
achieved will be all the more satisfying as the authorities concerned will be more clearly aware of their responsi
bilities in postal development matters. ln this connection, the supplemental nature of the UPU's efforts in 
technical assistance matters should be recalled and the need to integrate it in a coherent action programme 
implemented by administrations showing determination in spite of the difficulties encountered. 

b Preparation of a specia/ programme for the Least Deve/oped Countries ( LDCs) 

The idea of special activities on behalf of the LDCs had been accepted by the Lausanne Congress but it was not 
possible to put it into effect because of certain difficulties of a practical nature. lt could be taken up again now 
in view of the priority international attention paid to this group of countries (Paris Conference, September 1980). 
Two comments must, however, be made in this respect: while giving priority to the specific problems of the least 
developed countries, the UPU would endeavour to retain the coherence of all its technical cooperation activities; 
the activities planned under this special programme on the regional level might benefit other disadvantaged 
countries. 
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c /mproving the effectiveness of the UPU technical assistance activities 

The lack of resources makes it even more imperative that UPU technical assistance-activities should be constantly 
improved. 
The International Bureau would endeavour to carry out more obviously operational activities which would, more
over, be the logical consequence of the efforts already made with regard to the analysis of the situation of the postal 
services and the identification of needs. With this same concern for increased effectiveness, the UPU would make 
every effort to obtain more active participation by beneficiary postal administrations in technical assistance activi
ties. lt would appear that some of them tend to consider tha the development of their services automatically implies 
external aid. Appropriate psychological action and suitable practical arrangements would dissipate this idea which 
is a definite brake on postal development in many cases. To ensure the effectiveness of the efforts made with 
regard to assistance, the UPU would pursue, in an even more systematic fashion, its evaluation and follow-up 
activities; that would make it possible to improve and consolidate the results achieved in postal development. 

d More intensive use of CCPS studies 

lt would be worthwhile making wider use of the postal studies for the technical assistance activities. At the 
moment, these studies are used, for instance, for preparing and performing operational missions. ln future, some 
countries or groups of countries should be helped to derive greater benefit from the studies concerned. ln this 
connection, it would be worthwhile encouraging and even helping the Restricted Unions or groups of countries 
wishing to adapt the conclusions of the studies to the conditions prevailing in their region. A number of studies, 
which will be completed before the next Congress, are of direct interest to developing countries. 

e Strengthening technical cooperation among developing countries (TCDC) 

The UPU will step up its efforts to encourage the countries concerned to resort to technical cooperation among 
developing countries on a more systematic basis. Such cooperation, keenly recommended by the United Nations 
Conference in Buenos Aires, should be supported through the UPU or direct on a strictly bilateral basis. From 
this point of view, the UPU would continue to conduct information and training activities designed to elicit a 
bigger contribution from both the donor countries and the beneficiary countries. lt is mainly in the application 
of this concept that the UPU should be able to play its part as a catalyst. TCDC is already applied on a fairly 
large scale and some encouraging results can be mentioned: the percentage of experts and consultants from 
developing countries in relation to the total number of experts and consultants rose from 26 percent (1979) to 
41 percent ( 1983). 

f Decentralization of UPU technical assistance activities 

Decentralization should, for the sake of efficiency, be intensified so that the administrations and intercountry 
training institutes could undertake some technical and administrative work currently done by the International 
Bureau. From this point of view, the "increased UPU presence in the field" requested by the Rio de Janeiro 
Congress (resolution C 37), which is currently provided by officiais from headquarters, consultants and experts 
during tours or missions, should be reinforced. lt would be wise to have advisers responsible for missions in the 
various regions. That would also make it possible to ensure the continuity in the field of the efforts which is 
threatened by the system of short missions used by the UNDP in recent years following the financial crisis of 
that body. ln this respect, the situation is a matter of concern in countries in which local supervisory staff cannot 
continue the work done by the consultants during their short missions. 
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g Strengthening relations between the UPU and the Restricted Unions 

On the basis of the resolution adopted in this regard by the Executive Council at its 1983 session, the Interna
tional Bureau will make every effort to involve the Restricted Unions in its technical cooperation activities more 
closely than in the past. lt should be recalled that the resolution concerned (cf paragraph 66) aims in particular 
at: analyzing the postal services and identifying needs, preparing a global postal development plan, the imple
mentation, partly by the UPU and partly by the Restricted Union concerned, of certain components of this 
global programme in relation to the resources of each of the parties concerned; establishing coordination 
machinery and possibly concluding agreements between the UPU and the Restricted Unions. 

h Promotion of relations with the UN regional economic commissions 

The UPU would make every effort to promote further its relations with the UN regional economic commissions, 
since these bodies have for some time been playing a more important part in the programming and even execution 
of international assistance projects. The cooperation of these bodies which have direct relations with the govern
ments in the regions, would make it possible to increase the latters' awareness of the role of the Post in economic 
and social development, and consequently, to have the needs expressed by postal administrations more easily 
taken into account; furthermore, these commissions might also make it possibl.e to obtain additional resources 
for postal technical assistance activities. 

C. The necessary means 

189 The programme outlined above can, of course, only be put into effect insofar as the UPU has the necessary 
means for the period from 1985 to 1989, both in financial and human terms. 

1 The financia/ means 

a UNDP assistance 

190 ln accordance with Rio de Janeiro resolution C 38, the UNDP is still the main source of finance for the 
UPU technical assistance programme. This principle should be retained despite the reduction in the UNDP's share 
of all the resources available to the UPU. 

191 The question of financing technical assistance activities after the Hamburg Congress is particularly acute; 
the UNDP's financial difficulties have, in tact, cast a cloud of grave uncertainty over the means likely to be 
obtained under that head. 

192 This situation compels the UPU to approach that body in an even more insistent manner to obtain an 
increase in the means allocated for postal development. The results in this regard will, of course, depend on the 
degree of priority assigned to the Post by the governments of the countries concerned but also to a large extent 
to the increased presence of the UPU in the field and on public information activities. Moreover, these latter 
two factors will have a direct influence on the position of the governments in the matter. 

193 ln general, stepping up public information activities at national level would certainly increase the awareness 
of the local authorities and obtain from them additional means not only out of national resources but also from 
international aid (UNDP and bilateral assistance programmes). lt is obvious that, without sufficient effort on the 
part of the local authorîties on behalf of postal development, it will always remain very limited and out of all 
proportion to the economic and social necessities. 
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b Supp/ementary resources 

194 At the same time, supplementary means should be sought, possibly in a more·systematic way, from bilateral 
technical assistance; particularly for the least developed countries, the UPU would make every effort to obtain 
from the developed countries funds for projects prepared on the basis of the needs expressed. With this in mind, 
further efforts would be made with the administrations of certain developed countries to persuade them to make 
more determined approaches to their national authorities responsible for allocating bilateral technical assistance. 

195 Similarly, the UPU would endeavour to obtain wider admission of a number of developing countries to 
meetings of the lenders of funds periodically held under the auspices of the UNDP or of the World Bank. 

196 The approaches to the regional development banks and to the World Bank should also be continued. With 
the aid of the administrations concerned, it will be necessary to prepare files containing ail the information likely 
to persuade the local authorities and the financial institutions contacted. 

197 The UPU would also continue the approaches undertaken with certain multinational technical assistance 
funds for financing projects which it considers to have priority. 

198 lt should also step up its efforts to have the countries benefiting from technic;al assistance activities stand 
some of the expenditure involved as recommended in Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 38; this would thus 
bring about wider application of the cost-sharing system which the UNDP itself is trying to bring into wider use. 

199 ln the same spirit, the UPU would endeavour to obtain from developed countries partial financing of 
certain activities. At the same time, it should continue to benefit from the cooperation of the countries which 
pay the national salary of their officiais du ring missions as consultants. 

200 The UPU would continue its cooperation with UNESCO and other specialized agencies with a view to 
bringing to fruition projects under the International Programme for the Development of Communication and 
other programmes. 

201 As regards the UPU's own resources (UPU budget and UPU Special Fund), it would be important: 
to maintain in real terms the level of means allocated by the Rio de Janeiro Congress under the UPU budget 
(by offsetting the negative effects of inflation) without prejudice to the supplementary resources necessary 
for any new efforts which Congress might ask the International Bureau to make; 
to make a further appeal to Union member countries with a view to increasing voluntary contributions to 
the UPU Special Fund so that such contributions represented a significant percentage of their contribution 
to Union expenditure or the budget of their postal administration. 

2 Human resources 

202 Apart from the experts and consultants under UNDP projects which include missions, the number and 
duration of which depend on the aid obtained from that body, the human resources available to the UPU are 
currently the permanent officiais at headquarters and consultants recruited by the UPU for short missions. 

203 ln addition to these human resources there are the experts and consultants recruited under the head of 
other sources of finance (technical assistance against payment, provision of associate experts, missions financed 
by the World Bank or other assistance programmes, etc), as well as officiais made available to the International 
Bureau free of charge by some administrations to implement some short projects (eg for study cycles); 

204 The increased presence of the UPU in the field might be better ensured by assigning to the developing 
regions regional advisers to: 
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205 Of course, for this form of presence in the field, an economical solution should be sought bearing in mind 
other forms of UPU activity in the field. 

206 However, it should be expected that, despite the caution which the UPU will have to exercise in this con
nection, the increased presence in the field would involve additional expenditure which might be restricted 
through: 

the application of less expensive payment conditions than those of the UNDP; 
the assumption by the host country of some local costs; 
the savings which would be made possible in respect of headquarters staff responsible for technical assis
tance questions by using regional advisers. 
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Part IV 

Conclusions 

207 From the document as a whole, it emerges that the following factors would have to be considered from 
the general perspective of UPU technical assistance: 
a the main policies concerning, in particular, the beneficiary countries and the priorities and action pro-

gramme, in particular, the five priority fields on the world level: 
rationalization of management; 
improvement of mail collection, circulation and delivery; 
training and specialization of middle-grade and senior staff; 
general introduction of postal financial services; 
promotion of public information activities; 

b the principles of action to be applied with a view to increasing the effectiveness of technical assistance 
activities; 

c measures to be taken to increase the resources designed to finance technical assistance activities. 

208 These factors are the subject of two draft resolutions (proposais 015 and 016) which Congress is requested 
to consider and adopt if it endorses the ideas put forward in these drafts. 

Berne, 8 March 1984 
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Machinery of UPU technical assistance 

a Introduction 

1 The purpose of technical cooperation it to improve conditions in developing countries through close 
collaboration by all parties concerned: agencies and countries supplying technical assistance, beneficiary countries 
and agencies responsible for carrying out technical assistance projects. 

2 Technical assistance depends on the initiative of the countries requiring it, on their desire for development 
and on the psychological and material effort they exert to that end. That is the only basis on which assistance can 
produce satisfactory results. 

b Forms of UPU technical assistance 

3 UPU member countries can obtain technical assistance through various forms of technical cooperation, 
the main ones being: 

the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP); 
the UPU's own resources, which at present consist of 

the regular budget of the UPU, and 
the UPU Special Fund (UPU/SF); 

bilateral technical assistance programmes. 

4 The UNDP is still the main source of funding for the UPU's technical assistance programme. The UPU's 
own resources are used for needs not covered by the UNDP. 

5 The main elements of UPU technical cooperation are the provision of experts' or consultants' services, 
training fellowships and equipment (mostly demonstration or training equipment). UPU consultants' missions 
are short-term only (two or three months at the most). Because of its modest resources, the UPU/SF is used 
mainly to finance training fellowships and teaching equipment. 

c UNDP 

6 As the specialized agency for postal matters, the UPU is the executing agency for UNDP postal projects. 

7 UNDP, which is supervised by the United Nations General Assembly and its Economie and Social Council 
(ECOSOC), consists of three bodies: a the Governing Council, comprising 48 countries; b the Secretariat, under 
an Administrator; and c the local services of the Resident Representatives, who represent the UNDP Adminis
trator and are assigned, in principle, to each of the developing countries. 

8 As most of the projects financed by UNDP are implemented by the specialized agencies and other United 
Nations organizations, the latter contribute to the formulation of UNDP policy. This is done in the lnter-Agency 
Consultative Meetings, composed of the representatives of organizations and chaired by the UNDP Deputy 
Administrator. 
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9 The UNDP's funds for financing technical assistance activities consist of voluntary contributions by United 
Nations member countries. They are allocated to the developing countries for their country projects (about 81 % 
of the total amount) every five years (programming cycle) on the basis of the indicative planning figures ( IPF), 
and are also used for regional, interregional and global programmes (about 19% of the total). 

10 The current programming cycle covers the period from 1 January 1982 to 31 December 1986. The total 
IPF set aside for this five-year period is 4862 million US dollars. The decline in voluntary contributions since 
1981 has forced the UNDP to limit its expenditure for the period in question to 55% of the IPF, ie 2674 million 
dollars. Based on this lower figure, the authorized budget for 1983 is 668 million and for 1984, 655 million 
US dollars. 

11 lt should be pointed out that in allocating available resources, UNDP is increasingly giving priority to 
disadvantaged countries Oeast developed countries ( LOC). landlocked or island countries, and countries that 
are most seriously affected by economic crisis or natural disasters). 

12 The use of IPF is determined by the Government of the beneficiary country, ahd for that purpose it draws 
up, in collaboration with the Resident Representative, a country programme for submission to and approval by 
the UNDP Governing Council. The country programme is further developed by the national coordinating body 
(generally the Ministry of Planning) on the basis of the objectives and priorities chosen by the Government for 
national development. 

13 At this stage, it is up to postal administrations to contribute actively towards establishing the programme 
and to have postal service development needs included among priority areas, since the postal service plays a vital 
raie in a country's economic and social development. The UPU is also prepared to provide assistance in this field. 

14 After the programmes have been approved, their components form the basis for government planning of 
individual projects, in cooperation with the Resident Representative and the specialized agencies concerned; all 
projects must be subject to approval binding the Government, the UNDP and the executing agency. ln order to 
make the system more flexible, provision is made for periodical revisions of the programme, when certain projects 
can be changed or cancelled or others included in the programme. 

15 Therefore, even if postal needs are not included in the country programme, postal administrations can 
obtain postal projects, provided they are able to convince the national authorities concerned of the need for 
UNDP assistance in developing their postal services. The UPU provides assistance to the postal administrations 
in drawing up postal projects, when it has sufficient information on the situation in their services. 

16 With regard to intercountry activities, a new policy adopted in 1977 by the United Nations .General 
Assembly and directed at restructuring the economic and social sectors of the UN system has strengthened the 
raie of the regional economic commissions to enable them to play a more active part in operational activities 
for the development of their respective regions. Moreover, plans were made to encourage the collective partici
pation of the countries in each region in identifying and initiating regional projects and in determining priorities 
for the regional programmes. Within this context, the UNDP begins by consulting the governments and regional 
bodies concerned (particularly the regional economic commissions) in order to identify regional development 
priorities before drawing up, in cooperation with the international organizations, regional programmes which 
meet these priorities. The resultant regional programmes, and the regional projects derived from them, are then 
subjected to the same kind of formai approval as the country programmes and projects. Consequently, in order 
to have technical assistance for the postal services included in the regional programmes, it has become as 
necessary as in the case of the country programmes for postal administrations to make more vigorous approaches 
to their relevant national authorities. 
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17 The UPU, as executing agency for UNDP postal projects, acts as intermediary in relations between UNDP 
and the countries or groups of countries, and gives the UNDP the necessary technical and administrative support. 
Like ail the other specialized agencies, the UPU receives a contribution from UNDP towards its administrative 
expenses. This is the reimbursement for overheads (also known as support costs), which is 13% of the total 
annual cost of projects carried out by an agency. ln addition, UNDP grants the UPU, under the new system 
of reimbursing costs applied since 1982, a supplementary amount, referred to as "flexibility", for the benefit 
of smaller agencies whose total bill for UNDP projects does not exceed 15 million US dollars per year. For the 
UPU, whose annual total for UNDP projects is Jess than 5 million dollars, these two factors taken together (the 
13% and the "flexibility") may amount to 22% of expenditure on the projects executed. 

d UPU's own resources (UPU budget and UPU!SF) 

18 The Rio de Janeiro Congress authorized more flexible use of the budgetary credits relating to UPU consul
tants' missions to make it possible for them to finance fellowships and equipment normally connected with 
consultants' missions. Congress 'also decided to increase these credits by 50%. Where the consultants' missions 
are concerned, mention should be made of the considerable financial contributions accorded by the postal 
administrations providing consultants, which continue to pay the latter's salaries for the duration of their 
missions. 

19 Under the direction of the Executive Council, the International Bureau also administers the UPU Special 
Fund. This is financed by voluntary contributions, and its resources are used for instructor-training and specializa
tion fellowships and the supply of training equipment. The UPU Special Fund also has a section for contributions 
in kind, for which the UPU merely acts as an intermediary between donor and requesting countries. 

20 Since 1981, these two funding sources have been used to finance the technical assistance programme under 
the UPU's own resources, which supplements the shortfall in UNDP assistance. ln view of the policy decisions of 
the Rio de Janeiro Congress, the programme is based on four ideas: 

the incorporation of integrated projects (projects comprising several components such as consultants, 
fellowships and equipment); 
priority to the most disadvantaged countries; 
selection of priority sectors for each year and each region so as to cover more effectively ail the priority 
sectors defined by Congress; 
support for regional activities in the course of execution. 

21 To enable the UPU to prepare the technical assistance programme under its own resources, postal adminis
trations in need of assistance are invited tolet the International Bureau know by replying to a circular letter sent 
out each autumn. The progamme is submitted to the annual session of the Executive Council. 

e Other forms of technica/ assistance 

22 ln addition to assistance provided direct by one country to another (bilateral aid), there are other forms 
of technical assistance that operate through the UPU. These are: 

technical assistance under funds deposited with the UPU (Funds-in-Trust): 
by beneficiary countries (technical assistance against payment (TAP)); 
by countries providing associate experts; 
by the World Bank and other international organizations; 

assistance provided by certain countries through the UPU, for the purpose of financing urgent projects 
not adopted by the UNDP or by the UPU's own resources (multibilateral assistance); 
assistance offered by certain countries, for which the UPU merely acts as an intermediary between donor 
and beneficiary countries (technical assistance in kind (TAK)). 
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f Conclusions 

23 ln conclusion, attention should be drawn to the essential role played by the receiving countries in technical 
assistance. They are asked not only to estimate needs and set priorities, but also to provide national personnel 
who will work together with the international staff, to use their officiais who were trained on fellowships to the 
best possible advantage and to draw maximum benefit from the assistance received for the purpose of achieving 
technical self-reliance at national level. Technical cooperation among developing countries (TCDC) has opened 
new perspectives for the various groups of developing countries by helping them to achieve collective self-reliance 
through mutual aid. 
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Results of UPU technical assistance (charts) 
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(J1 Breakdown of UPU technical assistance by receiving countries and regions Table 1 lî (X) 
CIO .... 

CD 
Cl'l 

Receiving countries or regions UNDP UPU/SF in cash! UPU Budget ,~ 
1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 n 

Experts Fellow- Equip- Experts Fellow- Equip- Fellow- Equip- Fellow- Equip- Specialists Consul- Fellow- Equip- ,: ships ment ships ment ships ment ships ment and tants ships ment 
consultants :, 

:, 
CD 
X 

Africa 11\.) 

Angola 4 2 M 7 1 M 2 1 3 
Benin 3 M 4 9 3 6 5 
Botswana 5 1 5 2 4 1 5 M 
Burundi 3 7 34 M 2 3 2 2 4 
Cameroon 4 1 1 2 1 
Cape Verde 7 1 M 1 1 1 2 3 
Central African Republic 3 3 8 M 5 5 2 3 6 
Chad 4 5 5 7 2 2 
Comores 2 4 1 3 6 M 
Congo (People's Rep) 3 22 2 5 2 3 3 
Equatorial Guinea 5 12 M 1 2 
Ethiopia 2 14 M 17 4 M 6 1 9 5 M 
Gabon 1 2 4 3 3 
Gambia 2 1 5 3 3 5 M 
Ghana 2 1 6 2 1 3 
Guinea 1 10 M 4 14 M 1 6 1 4 4 M 
Guinea-Bissau 2 9 M 1 3 1 1 M 
Ivory Coast (Rep) 11 5 22 2 2 2 7 
Kenya 3 1 4 1 3 2 
Lesotho 5 3 5 3 2 6 
Liberia 4 3 M 2 39 M 1 M 4 3 2 
Madagascar 1 9 3 2 1 3 5 
Malawi 12 9 1 2 4 M 
Mali 1 3 1 3 9 2 5 5 M 
Mauritania 5 4 4 2 3 
Mauritius 2 M 1 1 2 
Mozambique 1 7 4 3 M 
Namibia 1 
Niger 4 7 35 M 5 M 5 1 1 2 
Nigeria 11 9 M 18 32 M M 2 1 
Rwanda 3 2 9 M 3 4 2 4 
Sao Tome and Principe 1 6 M 1 2 1 2 3 

1 lncluding special contributions and earmarked contributions. 



Receiving countries or regions UNDP UPU/SF in cash UPU Budget 

1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 

Experts Fellow- Equip- Experts Fellow- Equip· Fellow- Equip- Fellow- Equip- Specialists Consul- Fellow- Equip-
ships ment ships ment ships ment ships ment and tants ships ment 

consultants 

Senegal 4 9 4 4 2 4 2 
Seychelles 1 2 4 1 3 
Sierra Leone 2 1 M 1 2 4 6 
Somalie 4 3 5 3 7 
Swaziland 5 3 1 3 3 3 
Tanzanie (United Rep) 4 2 1 5 1 5 8 
Togo 2 2 5 8 3 5 
Uganda 5 1 1 4 1 2 3 
Upper Volta 5 1 3 3 M 8 1 3 7 M 
Zaïre 4 1 2 3 
Zambia 2 3 2 3 5 3 3 6 
Zimbabwe 2 2 3 
Regional projects 33 M 58 26 M M M 8 7 

Subtotal 65 146 128 334 91 166 77 124 146 

America 

Anguilla 1 
Antigua and Barbuda 6 1 4 3 M 
Argentine 2 2 1 1 
Bahamas 8 1 
Barbados 3 10 2 1 M 
Belize 11 1 
Bolivie 4 2 3 3 9 5 
Brazil 19 14 M 1 
Cayman Islands 5 2 1 1 
Chile 4 1 2 M 1 2 5 ("') 

0 
Colombie 3 3 M 3 1 2 2 4 ::J 

!C 
Costa Rica 3 2 4 2 4 6 .... 

<1) 

Cuba 1 2 1 6 Cl) 
Cl) 

Dominica 7 1 2 3 4 M 
Dominican Republic 4 1 1 2 C, 

Ecuador 3 3 2 5 2 0 n 
El Salvador 2 8 M 2 3 M 4 2 5 ... 
Grenade 5 1 3 3 M 

CX) ... 
Guatemala 3 8 M 1 3 M 3 3 5 )> 
Guyana 12 1 1 2 ::J ... Haïti 2 15 M 5 1 M 2 5 M 2 4 2 M ::J 

01 
<1) 

CX) X 
(0 N 
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CO Receiving countries or regions UNDP UPU/SF in cash UPU Budget 0 

0 
:::, 

I.C ..... 
1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 (1) 

en en 

Experts Fellow- Equip- Experts Fellow- Equip- Fellow- Equip- Fellow- Equip- Specialists Consul- Fellow- Equ1p- 1 

ships ment ships ment ships ment ships ment and tants ships ment 0 
0 

consultants 0 
_. 
?J _. 

Honduras (Rep) 8 4 2 2 5 6 2 )> 
Jamaica 5 1 5 1 

:::, 
:::, 

Mexico 7 3 2 4 2 (1) 

X 
Montserrat 6 1 M 2 3 M 1\.) 

Nicaragua 2 13 M 1 18 M 3 8 4 M 
Panama (Rep) 7 1 1 1 2 6 
Paraguay 4 2 3 4 3 
Peru 3 1 1 2 5 2 
Saint Christopher and Nevis 7 1 1 3 
Saint Lucia 7 2 3 1 M 
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 5 1 4 2 M 
Suriname 7 6 M 1 
Trinidad and Tobago 3 4 1 1 1 
Turks and Caicos Islands 6 1 1 
Uruguay 6 3 M 2 2 1 3 2 
Venezuela 22 3 1 2 4 3 
Virgin Islands 2 1 2 
Regional projects 26 M 41 165 M 1 4 4 

Subtotal 91 223 59 173 35 71 44 99 94 

Asia and Pacifie 

Afghanistan 6 8 M 1 9 3 
Bangladesh 14 1 2 M 4 8 1 3 1 
Bhutan 1 27 M 2 20 5 M 2 2 
Brunei 1 
Burma 1 M 4 2 M 1 2 
China (People's Rep) 6 2 M 
Democratic Kampuchea 3 
Democratic People's Rep of Korea M 
Fiji 1 1 2 
lndia 1 6 1 
lndonesia 6 16 M 4 1 5 2 2 
Iran 8 M 
Kiribati 
Korea (Rep) 3 4 M 
Lao People's Dem Rep 2 3 12 M 3 2 
Malaysia 2 2 M 3 2 



Receiving countries or regions UNDP UPU/SF in cash UPU Budget 

1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 

Experts Fellow- Equip- Experts Fellow- Equip- Fellow- Equip- Fellow- Equip- Specialists Consul- Fellow- Equip-
ships ment ships ment ships ment ships ment and tants ships ment 

consultants 

Maldives 1 2 2 
Mongolian People's Rep M 
Nauru 2 
Nepal 3 10 4 4 1 3 1 
Pakistan 5 1 M 
Papua New Guinea 4 4 1 
Philippines 1 M 6 7 1 1 
Singapore 1 2 
Salomon Islands 3 1 
Sri Lanka 3 M 4 1 4 
Thailand 2 3 3 3 7 
Tonga 3 2 
Tuvalu 
Vanuatu 2 
Viet Nam 4 7 M 2 
Western Samoa 1 
Regional projects 30 M 43 321 M 3 

Subtotal 59 101 57 375 51 69 18 32 9 

Europe 

Bulgaria (People's Rep) 
Cyprus M 3 1 2 
Czechoslovakia 2 
Greece 3 12 12 
Polish People's Rep 3 
Portugal 4 8 1 (") 

0 
Switzerland (1 B) 4 ::, 

(C 

Turkey 3 M 3 2 1 ... 
(1) 

USSR 1 u, 
u, 

Subtotal 6 22 3 22 3 1 4 6 1 10 
0 n .... 

Arab countries 1~ 

Algeria 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 
)> 

.... Bahrain 1 1 I! 01 
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Il U1 Receiving countries or regions UNDP UPU/SF in cash UPU Budget CO 
1\) 

1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 
"' 

Experts Fellow- Equip- Experts Fellow- Equip- Fellow- Equip- Fellow- Equip- Special ists Consul- Fellow- Equip- lt ships ment ships ment ships ment ships ment and tants ships ment 
consultants 

CXI .... 
Djibouti 1 1 2 )> 
Egypt 5 10 M 1 M 3 4 2 4 

:::, 
:::, 

Iraq 3 6 2 1 CD 
X 

Jordan 1 14 M 4 9 M 3 4 M 4 2 1\) 

Kuwait 1 1 1 
Lebanon 3 4 M 5 1 
Libyan Jamahiriya 2 1 2 
Morocco 14 3 4 2 4 
Oman 3 4 1 1 1 
Oatar 1 1 2 
Saudi Arabia 1 1 
Sudan 5 18 M 3 2 3 1 1 M 
Syrian Arab Republic 4 3 2 3 1 M 
Tunisia 1 1 M 3 
United Arab Emirates 2 1 2 
Yemen Arab Republic 1 1 1 2 3 2 M 
Yemen (People's Dem Rep) 2 5 M 6 M 5 M 2 3 2 M 
Regional projects 14 M M 3 

Subtotal 31 76 10 23 33 27 31 24 14 

lnterregional projects 8 

Grand total 252 568 365 927 213 334 174 285 264 



Contributions to_ UPU technical assistance by donor country and region Table 2 

Donor country or region UNDP UPU/SF in cash UPU Budget 

1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 

Experts' lndividual Experts' lndividual Amount of lndividual Amount of lndividual Consultants Consultants lndividual 
services Fellows services Fellows contributions Fellows contributions Fellows services services Fellows 
supplied received supplied received in Sfr received in Sfr received supplied supplied received 

Africa 

Angola 2 7 
Benin 2 5 
Botswana 3 
Cameroon 1 
Cape Verde 1 4 
Congo (People's Rep) 1 3 3 
Ethiopia 
Gabon 5 25 875 
Ghana 3 
Ivory Coast (Rep) 7 50 3449 12 43 
Kenya 4 2 16 1 15 
Liberia 1 250 4 5 
Madagascar 5 14 544 11 970 
Malawi 9 
,Mali 
Mauritania 2 1 810 
Niger 3 1 030 
Nigeria 1 6 19 678 14 802 5 
Senegal 5 6 21 915 7 860 3 2 
Somalia 2 1 810 
Swaziland 1 
Togo 2 1 13 9 1 4 
Upper Volta 1 2 4 751 3000 ,~ Zambia 1 

::i 
(Q 

Subtotal 3 13 23 109 66 617 14 67 127 102 3 7 14 
..., 
C1) 
Cl) 
Cl) 

1 
America 0 

0 n 
Argentina 16 3 4 52 200 78600 1 8 ... 
Barbados 1 3 7 600 5 419 

CX) ... 
Bolivia 2 340 )> 
Brazil 6 2 4 1 ::i ... ::i 
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CJ'1 Donor country or region UNDP UPU/SF in cash UPU Budget 0 
(0 :::, 
.i::,. (C -, 

1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 CD 
"' "' 

Experts' lndividual Experts' lndividual Amount of lndividual Amount of lndividual Consultants Consultants lndividual 
1 
0 

services Fellows services Fellows contributions Fellows contributions Fellows services services Fellows 0 
supplied received supplied received in Sfr received in Sfr received supplied supplied received 

(') .... 
?J .... 

Canada 7 4 3 1 )> 
Chile 2 2 

:::, 
:::, 

Colombia 3 2 31 000 4000 2 3 CD 
X 

Costa Rica 30 11,,) 

Cuba 2 3 
Ecuador 667 
Grenada 
Guadeloupe (France) 
Guyana 1 4 
Haiti 
Jamaica 1 1 2 838 995 
Martinique (France) 1 
Mexico 2 
Nicaragua 
Peru 1 5 2 2 
Saint Lucia 1 6 
Trinidad and Tobago 1 
United States of America 7 12 2 4 2 
Venezuela 19 003 103 260 

Subtotal 33 58 32 9 113 308 3 194 614 2 6 33 

Asia and Pacifie 

Australia 9 ·9 5 3 2 1 3 7 
Bangladesh 2 6 
China (People's Rep) 4 
lndia 25 4 33 2 7 1 14 27 
lndonesia 1 18 788 18 319 
Japan 9 3 1 62 335 3 65000 1 5 
Korea (Rep) 16 991 
New Zealand 8 
Pakistan 10 11 10 000 10 000 5 
Philippines 1 
Sri Lanka 2 
Thailand 11 20 15 660 13 24 709 6 5 

Subtotat 55 35 59 26 106 783 25 135 019 13 22 40 5 



Donor country or r-egion UNDP UPU/SF in cash UPU Budget 

1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 

Experts' lndividual Experts' lndividual Amount of lndividual Amount of lndividual Consultants Consultants lndividual 
services Fellows services Fellows contributions Fellows contributions Fellows services services Fellows 
supplied received supplied received in Sfr received in Sfr received supplied supplied received 

Europe 

Austria 1 20000 1 
Belgium 12 25 4 1 2 4 2 
Cyprus 2 661 4250 
Czechoslovakia 3 
Denmark 1 1 
Finland 2 2 1 1 
France 55 75 68 94 180 000 28 180 000 11 32 77 15 
German Dem Rep 1 2 18 5 1 4 1 
Germa.ny, Fed Rep of 16 31 8 16 5 2 5 7 
Great Britain 35 87 26 35 25 29 10 14 3 
Hungarian People's Rep 2 1 
lreland 8 4 7 2 25 880 2 4 
ltaly 1 
Malta 1 537 2 434 
Netherlands 3 16 8 8 204 666 4 240 186 2 2 3 3 
Norway 2 1 1 2 
Portugal 4 7 1 
Spain 6 2 6 11 41 230 5 51 568 4 4 1 3 
Sweden 3 1 2 1 1 1 4 
Switzerland 4 19 4 7 2 130 000 1 2 
Turkey 13 342 
USSR 
Yugoslavia 20000 50000 

Subtotal 147 264 142 198 463 436 73 704 318 64 67 122 28 
1 
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Libyan Jamahiriya 2 1992 31 412 ::, 

..... Morocco 2 2 7 225 19 719 1 4 4 
::, 
Cl) 
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.... (') 
<.Tl Donor country or region UNDP UPU/SF in cash UPU Budget 0 (0 :::, m cc ... 

1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 1974-1978 1979-1983 CD 

"' "' 
Experts' lndividual Experts' lndividual Amount of lndividual Amount of lndividual Consultants Consultants lndividual 1 

0 services Fellows services Fellows contributions Fellows contributions Fellows services services Fellows 0 
supplied received supplied received in Sfr received in Sfr received supplied supplied received n .... 

?J .... 
Oman 2 715 l> 
Qatar 26 400 82 867 

:::, 
:::, 

Saudi Arabia 4 3452 29 504 CD 
X 

Sudan 2 4071 r-.) 

Syrian Arab Republic 3 2 4 071 1 B 
Tunisia 1 2 3822 4071 1 1 2 
United Arab Emirates 2 62 4431 

Yemen Arab Republic 3022 
Yemen (People's Dem Rep) 7342 2 715 
UPA 141 081 11 235 

Subtotal 12 4 3 5 212 525 3 365 160 10 6 8 

Total 250 374 259 347 962 669 118 1466238 191 104 210 48 

Belgium 12690244 1 397 2734 

Germany, Fed Rep of 261 6693 63 0003 

Great Britain 432 4555 

Switzerland 22 0004 8 7674 

Private donation 335 

Subtotal 1553028 1 901 495 

Grand total 250 374 259 347 2 515 697 118 3 367 733 191 104 210 48 

1 Contribution for 1979 included in that of UPA. 
2 Contribution included in that of UPA, possibility over and above that paid direct to the International Bureau. 
3 Contributions earmarked for specific projects. 
4 Special contribution. 
5 Contributions in kind. 

Other technica/ cooperation programmes 

A Technical assistance against payment: Saudi Arabia. 
B Associate experts supplied by: Germany, Fed Rep of, Japan. 
C Multibilateral assistance: Germany, Fed Rep of. 
D Consultants' missions under International Programme for the Development of Communication: UNESCO. 
F Consultants' missions financed by the World Bank. 



lntercountry training courses, study cycles and technical meetings 
held by the UPU or with its assistance (1979-1983) 

Place Period Theme Financed by 

A. Regular training courses1 

Gloucester 1979-1981, 1983 lnstructor UNDP, UPU/SF 
(Great Britain) training and bilateral 

assistance 

Evry 1979, 1981, 1983 lnstructor UNDP, UPU/SF, 
(France) training UPU budget 

and bilateral 
assistance 

Subtotal 

B. Special training courses 

Castries 2 July to Course for UNDP 
(Saint Lucia) 10 August 1979 operational staff 

Kingston 16 July to Higher postal UNDP 
(Jamaica) 7 September 1979 management course 

New Delhi 23 July to Postal organization UNDP 
(lndia) 14 September 1979 and planning 

Suva 30 July to Course for UNDP 
(Fiji) 24 August 1979 operational staff 

Buenos Aires 20 August to Organization of UNDP 
(Argentina) 5 October 1979 the parcel-post 

service 

Apia (Western 3 to 28 September Course for UNDP 
Samoa) 1979 operational staff 

San José 3 September to Postal instructors' Germany, 
(Costa Rica) 2 October 1979 refresher course Fed Rep of 

(UPU/SF) 

Castries 10 September to Course for UNDP 
(Saint Lucia) 30 November 1979 supervisors 

Buenos Aires 15 October to Routeing and UNDP 
(Argentina) 29 November 1979 principles of postal 

coding 

New Delhi 12 November to Management and UNDP 
(lndia) 22 December 1979 operations 

Manila 7 January to lnstructor UNDP 
(Philippines) 6 February 1980 training 

Lagos 28 January to Seminars for postal UNDP 
(Nigeria) 1 February 1980 controllers 
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Table3 

Number of Number of fellowships 
participants 

UNDP UPU/SF UPU budget 

32 6 8 

32 11 4 3 

64 17 12 3 

16 10 

7 3 

10 10 

13 7 

27 10 

8 7 

15 13 

10 9 

23 10 

11 11 

19 11 

20 20 

1 Except for regular courses held under UNDP regional projects or in regional training centres. 
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Place Period Theme Financed by Number of Number of fellowships 
participants 

UNDP UPU/SF UPU budget 

Bandung 31 March to Statistics, UNDP 19 18 
(lndonesia) 30 April 1980 planning and 

development 

New Delhi 9 April to Management and UNDP 14 14 
(lndia) 17 May 1980 organization of 

operational 
services 

St John's 15 April to Course for UNDP 18 15 
(Antigua) 30 May 1980 operational staff 

Kingston 17 June to Supervisors' course UNDP 14 9 
(Jamaica) 16 September 1980 

Bangkok 7 July to Mail routeing and UNDP 19 11 
(Thailand) 6 August 1980 delivery 

Buenos Aires 20 August to Special Drawing UNDP 25 9 
(Argentina) 3 October 1980 Rights 

Nairobi 1 September to Postal UNDP and 13 3 5 
(Kenya) 28 November 1980 instructor- UPU/SF 

training 

Lomé 8 September to Postal routeing UNDP and 26 7 5 
(Togo) 7 November 1980 UPU/SF 

Mindelo 10 September to Postal UNDPand 9 4 
(Cape Verde) 9 December 1980 instructor- UPU/SF 

training 

Kingston 16 September to Higher postal UNDP 14 8 
(Jamaica) 15 November 1980 management 

Luanda 22 September to Postal routeing UNDP and 18 2 3 
(Angola) 15 November 1980 and delivery UPU/SF 

Lagos 1 O October to Postal routeing UNDPand 23 6 5 
(Nigeria) 9 December 1980 UPU/SF 

Buenos Aires 15 October to Organization UNDP 24 10 
(Argentina) 28 November 1980 of the parcel-post 

service 

New Delhi 3to Postal UNDP 8 8 
(lndia) 29 November 1980 instructor-

training 

Kuala Lumpur 3 November to Economie and UNDP 20 20 
(Malaysia) 3 December 1980 rational management 

of postal services 

New Delhi 2 to Teaching techniques UNDP 12 12 
(1 ndia) 28 February 1981 

Singapore 2 February to Mo netary articles UNDP 20 20 
4 March 1981 services 

New Delhi 23 March to Management and UNDP 13 13 
(lndia) 25 April 1981 organization of 

operational 
services 

Suva 4 to Course for junior- UNDP 15 10 
(Fiji) 29 May 1981 grade staff 
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Place Period Theme Financed by Number of Number of fellowships 
participants 

UNDP UPU/SF UPU budget 

Abidjan 4 May to lnstructor training UNDP and 20 8 5 
(Ivory Coast) 31 July 1981 UPU/SF 

Manila 25 May to Postal UNDP 14 14 
(Philippines) 18 July 1981 organization 

and planning 

Port-au-Prince 29 June to Postal training UPU/SF 25 5 
(Haïti) 31 July 1981 

Castries 29 Juneto Course for UPU budget 13 10 
(Saint Lucia) 7 August 1981 operational staff 

Managua 6to Reorganization of UPU/SF 17 17 
(Nicaragua) 25 July 1981 postal services 

Suva 10 August to Course for junior- UNDP 8 8 
(Fiji) 4 September 1981 grade staff 

Buenos Aires 20 August to Mail-processing UNDP 30 9 
(Argentina) 5 October 1981 centres 

New Delhi (lndia), 15 September 1981 Training UNDP 6 6 
Thailand, to consultant-
Malaysia, 14 February 1982 specialists for 
Australia TCDC in mail 

circulation 

New Delhi (lndia), 15 September 1981 Training UNDP 5 5 
Bangladesh, to consultant-
Sri Lanka, 14 February 1982 specialists for TCDC 
Australia in parcel post 

Dresden 17 September to 1 nterregional UNDP 12 12 
(German Dem Rep) 14 October 1981 training course 

for postal 
instructors 

Port Moresby 5 October to International mail UNDP 15 11 
(Papua 27 November 1981 accounting 
New Guinea) 

Buenos Aires 15 October to Higher postal UNDP 21 10 
(Argentina) 27 November 1981 specialization 

in organization 
of philatelic 
services 

Niamey 1 F ebruary to International money UNDPand 15 3 8 
(Niger) 28 March 1982 orders UPU budget 

Nairobi 1 to International money UNDP and 16 2 9 
(Kenya) 28 March 1982 orders UPU budget 

Dakar 30 May to Refresher UNDP, UPU/SF 14 3 5 
(Senegal) 15 July 1982 training for postal and UPU budget 

instructors 

New Delhi (Jndia), 28 June to Training UNDP 6 6 
China 16 October 1982 of consultant-
(People's Rep), specialists 
Japan, for TCDC 
Thailand in operational 

statistics 
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Place Period Theme Financed by Number of Number of fellowships 
participants 

UNDP UPU/SF UPU budget 

New Delhi (!ndia). 28 June to Training UNDP 6 6 
Philippines, 16 October 1982 of consultant-
Japan, specialists 
Thailand for TCDC 

in postal 
management 
and postal 
planning 

Kingston 12Julyto Supervisors' course UPU budget 15 10 
(Jamaica) 10 September 1982 

San José 16 August to Training UPU budget 6 6 
(Costa Rica), 10 December 1982 of consultant- and PUAS 
Venezuela, specialists 

for TCDC 
in international 
postal accounting 

Dakar 20 September to Training of postal UNDP and 18 .4 8 
(Senegal) 13 November 1982 planners UPU/SF 

Ouagadougou 7 February to Postal statistics UNDP and 23 2 13 
(Upper Volta) 5 March 1983 UPU budget 

Suva 1 to Mail processing UNDP 10 10 
(Fiji) 29 July 1983 

lndia, 16 August to Training UNDP 10 10 
Papua New Guinea, 10 December 1983 of consultant-
Pakistan, specialists 
New Zealand in rate fixing 

and international 
accounting and 
in postal financial 
services 

Panama, Colombia 1 September to Training UPU budget 6 6 
30 November 1983 of consultant-

specialists 
in postal statistics 

Dresden 4 September to lnstructor training UNDP and 14 5 4 
(German Dem Rep) 3 October 1983 UPU/SF (GDR) 

Addis Ababa 15 September to Training of postal UPU budget 15 7 
(Ethiopia) 4 November 1983 planners 

Subtotal 863 436 77 74 

C. Study cycles 

China 16 April to Organization and UNDP 15 15 
(People's Rep) 6 May 1979 functioning 

of the rural 
post in China 

China 13 October to Rural post in China UNDPand 18 13 4 
(People's Rep) 2 November 1980 UPU/SF 

Monrovia 11 to Postal legislation UPU/SF and 14 4 5 
(Liberia) 22 May 1981 and regulations UPU budget 
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Place Period Theme Financed by Number of Number of fellowships 
participants 

UNDP UPU/SF UPU budget 

Lomé 18 to Postal UNDP, UPU/SF 25 5 4 4 
(Togo) 30 May 1981 legislation and and UPU budget 

regu lations 

Toulouse 18 May to Postal training UNDPand 5 4 
(France) 14June1981 services UPU budget 

Luanda 15 to Postal UPU/SF and 13 4 
(Angola) 28 July 1981 legislation and UPU budget 

regulations 

Ndola 19 April to Public relations UPU budget 15 11 
(Zambia) 8 May 1982 and marketing 

Rabat 23 August to 1 nternational UNDP and 20 2 10 
(Morocco) 11 September 1982 accounting, UPU/SF 

transit charges 
and terminal dues 

Quito 11 to Postal management UPU/SF 22 14 
(Ecuador) 23 October 1982 

Cairo 13to Planning of staff UPU/SF 7 7 
(Egypt) 23 June 1983 requirements and 

postal training 
activities 

Mbabane 20 June to 1 nternational UNDP and 22 8 
(Swaziland) 8 July 1983 accounting, transit UPU budget 

charges and 
terminal dues 

Libreville 4to Public relations UNDP and 18 5 7 
(Gabon) 23 July 1983 and marketing UPU budget 

China 1 to Postal services UNDP 15 15 
(People's Rep) 15 November 1983 in medium-sized 

towns 

Subtotal 209 57 47 40 

D. Tachnical meetings 

Lima 7 to Meeting UNDP 14 12 
(Peru) 13 May 1979 for information 

and further training 

Guatemala 14to Meeting UNDP 15 10 
(Guatemala) 20 May 1979 for information 

and further training 

San José 17 to Meeting UNDP 21 12 
(Costa Rica) 22 March 1980 for information 

and further training 

Lima 2 to Counterparts' UNDP 21 16 
(Peru) 7 June 1980 meetings 

Yaoundé 21 to Mail circulation UNDP 59 18 
(Cameroon) 26 September 1981 in Africa 

Lima 28 September to Sorting and transit UPU budget 24 14 
(Peru) 9 October 1981 centres 

Bogota 2 to Postal management UPU budget 16 16 
(Colombia) 14 November 1981 
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Place Period Theme Financed by Number of Number of fellowships 
participants 

UNDP UPU/SF UPU budget 

Gaborone 23 November to Organization of UPU budget 4 3 
(Botswana) 6 December 1981 sorting centres 

Khartoum 30 November to Organization of UPU budget 3 2 
(Sudan) 11 December 1981 sorting centres 

Addis Ababa 13 to Postal legislation UPU budget 18 7 
(Ethiopia) 22 January 1982 and regulations 

Lomé 26 January to Postal legislation UNDP and 18 2 10 
(Togo) 4 February 1982 and regulations UPU budget 

Saint Vincent and 2to Meeting of Post- UPU budget 14 8 
the Grenadines 5 February 1982 masters-General 

Luanda 10 to Postal legislation UPU budget 12 4 
(Angola) 19 February 1982 and regulations 

Conakry 5 to Organization of UPU budget 4 3 
(Guinea) 16 July 1982 sorting centres 

Barbados 30 May to Meeting of PMGs UPU/SF 16 16 
4 June 1983 

Paris 20 Juneto Colloquium for UNDPand 20 3 8 
(France) 8 July 1983 postal training UPU/SF 

managers 

Cochabamba 14 to 1 nternal routeing UPU budget 16 16 
(Bolivia) 26 November 1983 at the Sacaba Postal 

School 

Subtotal 295 73 24 83 

Total 1431 583 160 200 
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Technical assistance in kind 1979-1983 according to the information 
received by the International Bureau 

Donor 1979 1980 1981 
countries 

a UPU Special Fund (contributions in kind) 

China 
(People's Rep) 

Finland Reconditioned postal 
equipment to 
7 countries 
(Bangladesh, Bhutan, 
Comoros, Ethiopia, 
Lesotho, Yemen 
Arab Rep and Yemen 
People's Dem Rep) 

Great 4 fellowships for 4 fellowships for 4 fellowships for 
Britain courses in the postal courses in 

Great Britain management Great Britain 
(Burma, lndia, course at Rugby (Bangladesh, Ghana, 
St Lucia, (1 ndia, Liberia Syrian Arab Rep, 
Syrian Arab Rep) (2), Egypt) Tonga) 

Switzerland 1 fellowship for the 
instructors' course 
at Nairobi (Lesotho) 

b Technical assistance in kind (bilateral) 

Argentina 

Australia 

Belgium 
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1982 

4 fellowships for 
the postal 
management 
course at Rugby 
(Dominica, Egypt, 
Malaysia, Malawi) 

10 fellowships 
for group training 
(3 months) 
in Brussels (Benin, 
Cameroon, 
Upper Volta, 
lndonesia, Mali, 
Niger, Senegal, 
Thailand, Togo, 
Zaïre) 

Table 4 

1983 

15 residential 
fellowships for 
the November 1983 
study cycle 

Reconditioned 
postal equipment 
to 7 countries 
(Botswana, Ethiopia, 
Gambia, Upper 
Volta, Maldives, 
Mali, Somalia) 

4 fellowships for 
the postal 
management 
course at Rugby 
(Bhutan, Gambia, 
Ghana, lndia) 

1 fellowship for the 
instructors' course 
at Nairobi (Lesotho) 

One 1-month 
consultant's mission 
(Honduras (Rep)) 

$A 60 000 made 
available to the 
APPTC, Bangkok, 
for financing 
fellowships and a 
6-month consultant's 
mission for Papua 
New Guinea 

9 felowships 
for a 3-month 
course in Brussels 
(Morocco, 
Tunisia, Senegal, 
Benin, Mali, Niger, 
Upper Volta, 
Zaire, Thailand) 
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Donor 
countries 

8razil 

1979 

3 fellowships 
(without travel) 
for the higher 
course in postal 
administration 
in Brasilia 
from June 1979 
to July 1981 
(Bolivia, El Salvador, 
Honduras (Repli 

Czechoslovakia 

Egypt 

1604 

1980 

11 fellowships 
(without travel) 
for the higher 
course in postal 
administration 
in Brasilia 
from August 1980 
to December 1982 
(Venezuela (2), 
Guinea-Bissau (2), 
Costa Rica (2), 
El Salvador (1 ), 
Bolivia (1), 
Honduras (Rep) (2), 
Uruguay (1)) 

3 to 6 six-week 
fellowships 
in statistics, postal 
organization, money 
orders and 
savings bank 

1981 

2 fellowships 
(without travel) 
for the h igher 
course in postal 
administration 
in Brasilia 
from August 1981 
to December 1983 
(Angola, Colombia) 

1982 

5 fellowships 
(without travel) 
for the higher 
course in postal 
administration 
in Brasilia 
from August 1982 
to January 1985 
(Congo, (People's 
Rep), Venezuela, 
El Salvador, Ecuador, 
Panama (Rep)) 

5 three-month 
fellowships 
for Viet Nam 

1983 

10 fellowships 
(without travel) 
for the h igher 
course in postal 
administration 
in Brasilia 
from August 1983 
to December 1985 
(Congo (People's 
Rep), Zambia, 
Liberia, Haïti, Zaïre, 
Suriname. Bolivia, 
Ecuador, Panama 
(Rep) (2)) 

8 fellowships for 
the specialization 
course in inspection 
(Bolivia, Costa Rica, 
Guatemala, Mexico, 
Paraguay, 
Angola (2), 
Cape Verde) 

10 fellowships for 
the supervision 
course (Angola, 
Chile, Mozambique, 
Ecuador, 
Cape Verde (2), 
Mexico, 
Guinea-Bissau, 
Costa Rica, Bolivia) 

21 fellowships for 
the "SUBIN" course 
(Suriname, Jamaica, 
Chile, Venezuela, 
Guyana, Ecuador, 
Nicaragua, Mexico, 
Uruguay, 
Argentina (2), 
Peru, Kenya, 
Tanzania (United 
Rep), Zambia, 
Algeria, Angola, 
Mozambique, 
Trinklad and 
Tobago, 
Paraguay (2)) 

6 one-month 
fellowships 
for Cuba 
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Donor 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 
countries 

Finland 16 fellowships 
including 12 
(without travel) 
for 8 weeks 
(Botswana, Egypt, 
Ethiopia, Ghana, 
Kenya, Malawi, 
Nepal, Philippines 
(2), Sudan, 
Tanzania (United 
Rep) (2), Thailand, 
Viet Nam, Zambia, 
Yemen Arab Rep) 

France 96 fellowships 166 months of 
to 29 countries fellowships for 
(Algeria, Benin, training in France 
Brazil, Burundi, to the following 
Cameroon, Central countries: Algeria, 
African Rep, China Brazil, Cameroon, 
(People.'s Rep), Central African Rep, 
Congo (People's Chad, Congo 
Rep), Ivory Coast (People's Rep), 
(Rep), Egypt, Gabon, Ivory Coast 
Ethiopia, Gabon, (Rep), Madagascar, 
Greece, Haïti, Morocco, Togo, 
Upper Volta, lndia, Tunisia, Upper Volta 
lndonesia, Libyan 
Jamahiriya, Japan, Equipment 
Madagascar, (206 330 French 
Morocco, Mexico, francs) to the 
Niger, Portugal, following countries: 
Rwanda, Syrian Chad, Guinea, 
Arab Rep, Lebanon, Madagascar, 
Czechoslovakia, Turkey 
Togo, Turkey) 

36 short experts' 
missions and 17 long 
experts' missions 

Germany, Two 17-month 
Fed Repof fellowships 

(Ethiopia) 

lndia 6 fellowships for 6 three-month 6 three-inonth 6 twelve-week 6 twelve-week 
3-month group fellowships for a fellowships for a fellowships for a fellowships for a 
training (Cyprus, m iddle-grade middle-grade course for middle-grade 
United Arab staff training staff training middle-grade staff staff training 
Emirates, Kenya, course course (Bangladesh, course 
Maldives, Nepal, Ethiopia, Somalia, 
Somalia) Botswana, Nepal (2)) 

Iraq 1 two-week course in 
international relations 
(United Arab 
Emirates) 

Kuwait 3 three-month 
courses (Yemen 
(People's Dem Rep)) 

1 one-month 
fellowship 
(United Arab Emirates) 

Equipment (Lebanon) 
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Donor 
countries 

1979 

Netherlands 15 fellowships 
(without travel) 
for each 

Pakistan 

Spain 

1606 

of 2 sessions 
of group training 
in Rotterdam 

For the first 
session: 
(Saudi Arabia (2), 
Bahrain, Bangladesh, 
Cyprus, Jordan (2), 
Kenya, Liberia (2), 
Nigeria (2), 
Uganda (2)) 

1980 

Fellowships 
(without travel) 
for 2 sessions 
of group training 
in Rotterdam 

1981 

Thirty fellowships 
(without travel) 
for 2 sessions 
of group training 
in Rotterdam 

3 three-month 
fellowships 
(Nigeria, Syrian 
Arab Rep, Liberia) 

1982 

Fellowships 
(without travel) 
for group traning 
(Gulf countries) 
and 2 group training 
courses (other 
countries) 
in Rotterdam 

33 fellowships 
over recent years 
(Botswana, Gambia, 
lndonesia, Iraq, 
Jordan, Kuw;iit, 
Lesotho, Liberia, 
Nepal, Nigeria, 
Sudan, Yemen 
(People's Dem Rep) 
Sri Lanka, 
Sierra Leone, 
Syrian Arab Rep, 
Tanzania (United Rep)l 

1 expert's 
mission and 
operational and 
teaching equipment 
(Ethiopia) 
Six-month 
experts' missions 
in money 
orders, inspection 
and postal 
equipment 
(Equatorial Guinea). 
Teaching equipment 
to 8 countries 
(Mauritania, 
Nigeria, Senegal, 
Tanzania 
(United Rep), 
Egypt, Bangladesh, 
lndia, Sri Lanka) 

1983 

Fellowships 
(without travel) 
for group training 
in Rotterdam 

2 three-month 
fellowships 
(Nigeria) 

6two-month 
fellowships 
and operational 
equipment 
(Ethiopia) 

3 six-week 
fellowships for 
APTU 
(Mali, Niger 
and Chad) 

1 consultant 
for one month 
(Ethiopia) 

2 experts 
(each 3 months) 
and operational 
equipment 
(Equatorial 
Guinea) 

3 experts 
(2 months each) 
(Venezuela) 



Donor 
cou nt ries 

Switzerland 

1979 1980 1981 
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1982 

7 fellowships 
for the 3-mor.th 
group training 
course (French
speaking countries 
of Africa) 

9 fellowships 
for the higher 
business 
management 
course (7 weeks) 
(Third World 
countries) 

1983 

10 fellowships 
for the h igher 
personnel 
management 
course (8 weeks) 
(African countries) 

10 fellowships 
for the international 
postal service 
course 
(3 months) 
(A frican countries) 

8 fellowships 
for the three-month 
instructor 
training course 
(Guinea, Mali, 
Central African Rep, 
Niger, Congo 
(People's Rep), 
Mauritania, 
Upper Volta) 

Fellowships 
for the EMS (HIPS) 
Brazzaville, 
and minor 
equipment to some 
administrations 
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Management training 

Secretary-General's report 

ln Congress - Doc 18.1, part 3, "Prospects and programme of action", the Executive Council proposed 
that the rationalization of management be the primary objective for the 1985-1989 period; this suggestion will 
perhaps be adopted. Considering that the attainment of this objective depends in large part on the calibre of the 
human resources available to the postal administrations, it seemed appropriate to prepare the present addendum 
to doc 18.1, "UPU technical assistance", with a view to describing the overall probl.em of management training 
for postal personnel. 

2 This description will of course be only an outline which no doubt will merely give rise to an exchange of 
views, as the implementation of the general ideas agreed on must be discussed in depth by the Executive Council 
when the annual UPU technical assistance programmes are submitted. 

1. Justification of management training 

3 Management training for higher officiais of the postal services was already mentioned, although briefly 
it is true, in the study of a proposai which was made by Poland and supported by Belgium, and which was adopted 
by the Management Council of the Consultative Committee for Postal Studies at its October 1961 session in 
Tokyo. This resolution dealt with the "organization by the International Bureau of a Higher School of Posts". 
lt was clearly indicated in the report prepared to this effect for the Vienna Congress (Doc 9, item 2) that the 
intent was not only to train higher officiais in purely professional methods and techniques but also to give them 
solid basic knowledge about a number of general principles governing rational postal operations such as the 
corporate economy, that is, running operations on a profit basis in accordance with the requirements for a 
healthy economy, without forgetting that by nature the Post is a public service. This means that the idea of 
management training has existed, at the UPU, for almost a quarter of a century. However, the Vienna Congress 
preferred to give priority to the organization of a decentralized training scheme for middle-grade staff and 
instructor training (resolution C 12), while providing for "courses and advanced seminars for higher officiais 
of postal administrations". 

4 For a long time now, postal management problems have been receiving an increased amount of attention; 
however, especially since the Rio de Janeiro Congress, this orientation has been emphasized, in particular, within 
the framework of the work of the CCPS. This body undertook a series of studies on several aspects of postal 
management, which gave rise to some extremely interesting colloquia and meetings. 

5 Concurrently, at the proposai of the International Bureau, the Executive Council approved, during the 
same period, numerous management activities (several special meetings of postal service directors, numerous 
consultant's missions, many courses and study cycles) whose implementation achieved considerable results. 
These activities dealt with both management in general and a number of specific aspects: statistics and planning, 
public relations and marketing, financial management, and rate-fixing. 
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6 ln addition, the UPU agreed to help intercountry schools established with the assistance of the UNDP 
to create training schemes or courses on postal management within the framework of their training programmes. 
Moreover, a number of administrations of developing countries have created (or are attempting to create) training 
schemes that deal with management in the form of courses which are organized either on the national level but 
are open to foreign officiais, or which are organized on the intercountry level. ln this regard, it is interesting 
to note that the PAPU plans to establish an African management institute. 

7 For their part, some administrations of the developing countries have established periodic courses in the 
same field, from which middle-grade and senior staff of administrations of the developing countries can also 
benefit in varying degrees. 

8 The increasing amount of attention devoted, generally speaking, by the administrations of this group of 
countries to management training is explained by several considerations: 

a graduai increase in awareness encouraged in particular by work done within the UPU or in connection 
with multilateral and bilateral technical assistance; many postal administrations are becoming more and 
more convinced that the improvement of management can, to some degree, compensate for the lack of 
available resources and remedy statutory, structural or operational constraints; 
the desire of most of the postal administrations to find, from the point of view of statutes, structures 
and operating principles, methods for rationally using the available resources which are often slender in 
relation to the mission of the Post; 
concern, in numerous cases, about improving the postal service with a view to making local authorities 
grant it increased importance and a level of priority corresponding to the role that the postal service can 
play in development; 
the desire of many postal administrations to adapt to the needs of the public, by taking advantage of 
modern management methods to improve the quality of service and enlarge the range of services offered. 
They feel that this will enable them to better fight the increasingly strong competition from private com
panies which have developed in the mail delivery service. At the moment, this problem is particularly 
acute and a general debate will make it possible to discuss questions associated with "the changes in the 
Post in view of the development of the communications market" at the Hamburg Congress. 

9 There is scarcely any need to mention that the competition in question creates a particularly difficult 
situation for the administrations of the developing countries which, in an attempt to efficiently fight the initiatives 
of the competitive private companies, are endeavouring to intensify their efforts, in particular, with respect 
to management. 

10 lt goes without saying that the application of modern management methods by these postal administrations 
assumes satisfactory training of their management personnel in the field under consideration; the activities 
conducted for this purpose should therefore be more systematic and more coherent. 

Il. Principles of action 

11 Steps to create management training and further management training opportunities for Third World 
countries should be taken cautiously owing, in particular, to: 

the complexity of the relevant training schemes; 
the resources involved from the point of view of quality as well as quantity; 
the limited availability of officiais (senior staff and, even more so, directors of postal services) who could 
benefit from such training. 

12 Moreover, such training activities should not be created to the detriment of the vocational and technical 
training of operational staff, a category of personnel whose role is also of capital importance. The postal admin
istrations need fully qualified operational staff just as much as directors and staff trained in management 
techniques. 
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13 The strengthening of training and further-training activities in the field of management could be provided 
on the basis of the following principles: 

a lt would be beneficial to provide for two levels of training or further-training, one for decision-makers, 
that is the nucleus of senior officiais who, in each administration, more or less directly determine the general 
policy of the postal services, and the other for midd/e-grade and senior personnel, who are in charge of 
studying management problems and presenting solutions to the decision-makers. 

b At both levels, the training schemes cou Id deal with the most important aspects, for example, those indicated 
in the annex. ln any case, the CCPS studies will be used extensively for the training schemes in question. 

c lt seems desirable for the training schemes in the field in question to be organized in the regions where, 
in principle, the postal administrations are confronted if not with the same problems, at least with similar 
problems. On the other hand, such training schemes require, from the intellectual and professional point of 
view, an environment which facilitates the perception and solution of problems and makes it possible to 
have useful exchanges of views on the experience acquired. This environment does not always exist in the 
developing countries. These two considerations cou Id be reconciled by providing the training for management 
personnel in the developing regions and the further training for the decision-makers in the developed 
countries. Of course, the value of this principle would be only relative because the two levels of training 
could be organized at the regional level, depending on the situation. 

d The management training activities for middle-grade and senior staff could be organized in the national 
or intercountry postal schools. As the activities involved would not be ongoing, the programming for all 
the activities conducted in these establishments cou Id be done in such a way as to reserve space for courses 
or study cycles dealingwith management. Colloquia for decision-makers could be organized in the developed 
countries with the assistance of the postal administrations concerned. 

e ln some countries, it was decided to organize training schemes on postal management within the framework 
of a university. This solution no doubt has advantages, if only from the point of view of the intellectual 
environment, but it could lead to relatively lengthy training and to training schemes which do not always 
correspond to the concrete conditions found in the operation of a postal service. lt would therefore be 
preferable to organize the postal management training schemes within the postal environment itself, to be 
sure, with the assistance not only of postal staff trained in management but also of persans from outside 
the postal service (university professors, heads of companies, etc). 

f The extent to which the UPU's action reinforces training in management techniques will depend, of course, 
on the resources which are available for this purpose and which can be financed under the UNDP and the 
UPU. ln addition, considering the importance of this type of training, it is possible that the beneficiary 
administrations and even the host institutions or administrations will, for their part, provide considerable 
assistance. The systematization of training and further-training activities in this field constitues one of the 
privileged areas in which the solidarity of ail the postal administrations should be demonstrated not only 
within the framework of technical cooperation among developing countries, but also in the overall context 
of exchanges between developed and developing countries. 

g ln the field in question, UPU action cou Id, with respect to decision-rnakers, take the form of interventions 
designed to: 

ensure the coordination and consistency of the actions to be undertaken; 
guarantee the level and content of the training schemes and exchanges organized. 

14 ln addition, as in the case of instructor training, the International Bureau could cooperate closely with 
administrations that have high-level postal institutes in order to create or strengthen management training activities. 

15 Finally, on occasion, the International Bureau could hold interregional colloquia for directors from 
developing postal administrations. 
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111. Conclusion 

16 Congress will perhaps want to engage in a broad exchange of views on the strengthening and systematization 
of UPLJ management training and further management training activities; this would make it possible to: 

increase, if necessary, the awareness of the postal administrations of the developing countries with respect 
to the importance of management, 
outline the main points of the policy of the UPU in this area, 
encourage the mobilization of resources for developing UPU action in this field, in cooperation with the 
efforts of the intercountry schools and the postal administrations. 

Berne, 9 May 1984 MI SOBHI 
Secretary-General 
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Management training and further management training 

The following training programme could be considered to represent the basic general knowledge that any high
level official in a postal administration or postal corporation should possess in order to ensure efficient manage
ment of the services or to take part in such management. lt is only indicative, of course, and could be supple
mented if necessary. 

1 The economic environment of the undertaking 

By nature, the postal service interacts with other undertakings and with various economic agents. Postal personnel 
must therefore understand the economic environment in order to better understand the situation of the Post 
and develop its services, taking its partners into account. To do so, postal personnel must have the economic 
information necessary to conduct postal operations, namely, the role of postal activities and, in particular, of 
postal products on the communications market, the evolution of this market and its development potential. 
This part of the programme would therefore make it possible to study, primarily, the undertaking as a system 
of production, the factors involved in the evolution of the demand for goods, the financial environment and the 
growth of the undertaking. 

2 General planning policy 

"To concieve of a desirable future and the concrete means of achieving it". This cou Id well be a condensed 
definition of planning. Owing to their very complex organization and the considerabie resources involved, postal 
administrations or corporations should not confront the future without ensuring that they have the power to 
control it using this invaluable management tool. Thus, this part would deal with subjects such as the usefulness 
of planning, the role of the plan in the management system, the preparation and content of thé plan as well as 
the execution and monitoring of the plan. 

3 Budget and accounts 

The budget and accounts constitute a representation in figures of the annual programme of activities which is 
prepared and the financial resources which are committed or allocated to this programme by the officiais of an 
undertaking. Consequently, it seerns indispensable for the directors and management staff to have sufficient 
knowledge of the budgetary and accounting techniques used to implement this programme. The training activity 
in this field could be based on the following themes: financial problems, preparation of the budget and budget 
negotiation procedures, general accounting, the overall machinery of the accounting system as well as the balance
sheet and general operating account. 

4 Marketing management 

To continually adapt the internai conditions of postal administrations or corporations to the actual needs of the 
customers and to better evaluate the services to be provided, postal officiais should be constantly informed of the 
conditions outside their undertakings. lnadequate knowledge of the needs of the market associated, in some 
cases, With a deterioration in the quality of service encourages the development of competitive firms despite 
the monopoly. A dynam ic marketing policy implies not only a change in mentality but also an aggressive marketing 
technique. The subjects indicated are designed to give managers basic knowledge of the means of coping effi
ciently with competing business. They would include, in particular, the postal monopoly and competition, the 
role and function of marketing in the undertaking, knowledge of the market, marketing resources and the organi
zation of a marketing service. 
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5 Operational management 

With respect to activities, some important questions should be examined in depth, in particular, praductivity, 
the use of new techniques, the rational use of resources (especially personnel), and quality contrai of the service. 

6 Management contrai 

To ensure the efficient operation of an undertaking, it is important to regularly check the evolution of its 
activities, to allocate finances, and to monitor the quality and quantity of human resources required. Full know
ledge of these factors is a necessity for measuring the discrepancy between the aims and achievements, and, 
consequently, for taking the corrective measures required. The subjects to be considered would deal with the 
concept of management contrai, the raie of management contrai in public administration, the elements of the 
management contrai system, management by objectives and management contrai. 

7 Data processing 

The computer is being used increasingly in the postal services of the industrialized countries and some of the 
developing countries. lt would therefore be important for postal officiais to have some general, but accurate 
ideas about data pracessing with a view to enabling them to engage in an effective dialogue with specialists and 
to better assess its usefulness, potential and limits. The proposed programme to increase awareness would be 
the following: defin ition of data pracessing, computer operating principles, basic data-pracessing vocabulary, 
relationships between data pracessing, office management technology and telematics, and the applications of data 
processing to the PTT. 
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Technical cooperation among developing countries (TCDC) 

Executive Council's Report 

1. Background 

As indicated at the Rio de Janeiro Congress, after having examined the recommendations of several regional 
meetings and the report of a preparatory committee, the 1978 United Nations Conference in Buenos Aires drew 
up a plan of action to promote and implement technical cooperation among developing countries, which it 
decided to call the "Buenos Aires Plan of Action". 

2 The Conference made a point of stressing the importance of the formula of technical cooperation among 
developing countries, which is emerging as a new dimension of international cooperation for development which 
gives expression to the developing countries' determination to achieve national and collective self-reliance. However, 
it specified that this form of cooperation is neither an end in itself nor a substitute for cooperation among 
developing and developed countries and that the support of the latter as well as that of regional and interregional 
organ izations is sti 11 necessary. 

3 lt should be recalled that, in establishing the Plan of Action, the Conference defined the fundamental 
objectives of TCDC, which may be summarized as follows: 

to help the developing countries to identify their problems; 
ii to promote the individual and collective self-reliance of the developing countries by helping them to find 

solutions to their problems and to pool their human and technical resources; 
iii to increase the volume of international cooperation, improving its quality and increasing the effectiveness 

of the resources devoted to overall technical cooperation through the pooling of capacities; 
iv to develop communications among developing countries with a view, in particular, to making thern more 

aware of their problems and giving thern wider access to knowledge and experience likely to help them 
solve their problems; 

v to improve the capacity of the developing countries to absorb and adapt technology and skill capable 
of helping them to overcome their difficulties; 

vi to recognize and respond to the problerns and requirements of the developing countries which are least 
developed, landlocked or islands and those which are most affected by the economic crisis or by natural 
disasters. 

4 lt was emphisized that "the entire United Nations development system must be permeated by the spirit 
of TCDC and all its organizations should play a prorninent role as promoters and catalysts of TCDC". 

5 Severa! of the recommendations adopted are of direct interest for the UPU: 
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The strengthening of transport and communications among developing countries is indispensable if TCDC 
is to becorne a major elernent in the developrnent process; 
The maximization of the use of deve!oping countries' capacities is an objective to be attain13d whether it 
involves project staff, placement of fellowships or procurement of equipment; 
The organizations of the United Nations system should make every effort to extend the activities for 
technical cooperation among developing countries conducted by the organizations of the United Nations 
development system in their respective fields; 
The Administrator of U NDP should take further steps to give the necessary orientation to the activities, 
programmes and projects of UNDP in order to support the objectives of TCDC; 
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Developed countries should give their full support to TCDC initiatives, and in particular to increasing 
their voluntary contributions to the operational programmes of the United Nations development system; 
ln view of the fact that the financing of TCDC activities is primarily the responsibility of developing 
countries themselves, it will nevertheless be necessary for the developed countries and the United Nations 
development system to support these activities financially without prejudice to the decision-making contrai 
by the developing countries of these TCDC activities. 

Il. Overall evolution of TCDC 

Meeting of the High-/evel Committee on the Review of TCDC 

6 ln accordance with recommendation 37 of the Buenos Aires Plan of Action, the global intergovernmental 
review of TCDC was entrusted to a high-level meeting of all the countries participating in the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP). The organs, organizations and agencies of the United Nations, including 
the regional economic commissions and other subregional, regional, and interregional intergovernmental organi
zations also took part in the work of this meeting, which was later given the name "High-level Committee on the 
Review of TCDC". 

7 At the first session, held in Geneva from 26 May to 2 June 1980, the High-level Committee examined, 
in particular, a paper submitted by the Administrator of the UNDP on the progress of the activities undertaken 
within the framework of the Buenos Aires Plan of Action. This paper reviewed transport and communications 
in the developing countries as well as the activities of the UPU designed to improve postal communications in 
Africa, Asia and Latin America with regard to UPU-UNDP regional projects (TCDC/5 Vol. 1 ). ln one of its 
decisions, the Committee selected the transport and communications sector, as a priority in terms of a field in 
which TCDC cou Id be implemented the most easily. 

8 At its second session (New York, 1-8 June 1981), the High-level Committee considered, inter alia: 
a report on the progress made in implementing the tasks entrusted to the United Nations system by the 
Buenos Aires Plan of Action (TCDC/2/5), which describes the programmes and projects implemented 
by the UPU in the framework of TCDC; 
a document on the activities undertaken by the United Nations development system to strengthen transport 
and communications among developing countries (TCDC/2/6), which included a summary on the progress 
of activities conducted by the UPU in this field. 

9 The Committee asked ail the parties concerned - developing countries, the United Nations development 
system, developed countries and financial institutions - to intensify their efforts in this sector. 

10 At its third session (New York, 31 May - 8 June 1983), the High-level Committee examined, inter alia: 
a report submitted by the Administrator of the UNDP on the Transport and Communications Decade 
in Africa, 1978-1988 (TCDC/3/4), which outlines the postal services programme, as well as the report 
of the Economie Commission for Africa, which was submitted to the United Nations General Assembly 
on the same subject in 1982, and 
the report of the Third Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning, 
which was held in Cairo from 8 to 11 March 1983. 
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11 Wh ile emphasizing that the efficient execution of Decade projects will constitute an important step forward 
in promoting TCDC, the Committee invited the developed countries and international financial institutions to 
plan on increasing their financial support of Decade projects considerably and,· in particular, on backing the 
technical consultative meetings organized by the Economie Commission for Africa, especially considering the 
transport and communications problems of landlocked countries. 

12 The main ideas which emerged from the deliberations and decisions of the sessions of the High-level Com-
mittee are as follows: 

the value of the Buenos Aires Plan of Action has not diminished over the years: on the contrary, TCDC 
was recognized as having a key raie in the broader approach of economic cooperation among developing 
countries (ECDC) and considered an important element of the international development strategy for the 
Third United Nations Development Decade; 
responsibility for TCDC falls essentially to the developing countries themselves, which must pay for the 
TCDC activities primarily with their own resources and national IPFs; 1 nevertheless, the United Nations 
development system must continue, in this regard, to play fully ail respects of its role of promoter and 
catalyst; 
the developed countries and financial institutions must attempt to increase their support of TCDC activities; 
despite the unfavourable economic situation, considerable progress has been made over the last five years; 
however, new collective efforts must be agreed on in order to increase TCDC activities and speed up attain
ment of the objectives of the Buenos Aires Plan of Action; 
the work on some aspects such as the improvement and reorganization of information systems, training 
of national staff, preparation of legal provisions concerning TCDC, and flexibility of procedures relating 
to technical cooperation must be intensified; 
the developing countries have in general encountered initial reticence with regard to TCDC; however, 
steps to totally eradicate psychological obstacles should be encouraged. 

Other meetings 

13 At nemerous international meetings which have been held since the Buenos Aires Conference, participants 
have reaffirmed their support of the TCDC principles and objectives defined by the Conference; the 
following should be mentioned in particular: 

the 5th and 6th United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, held in Manila in May - June 1979 
and in Belgrade in June 1983 respectively; 
the 7th Summit Conference of developing countries (Group of 77), held in New Delhi in March 1983. 

14 Other important meetings of a more specific nature should also be mentioned: 
the High-level Conference of developing countries on ECDC, which took place in Caracas in May 1981 
and which emphasized TCDC as an indispensable instrument of economic cooperation among developing 
countries; 
the sectoral meeting of the heads of national agencies for technical cooperation among developing countries 
(Tunisia, October 1982). which recommended, inter alia, the creation and strengthening of national TCDC 
centres and more efficient coo.rdination between these centres and international organizations. 

15 Meetings on TCDC, organized either by the UNDP or by the regional economic commissions have also 
been held at the regional level. 

1 Indicative planning figures (UNDP resources allocated to developing countries). 
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UNDP Governing Council 

16 Further to the relevant recommendations of the Buenos Aires Plan of Action, the UNDP Governing Council 
has paid particular attention to TCDC. Over the last few years, it has taken a large number of decisions and steps 
designed to speed up the promotion of TCDC, such as the strengthening of the special unit in charge of TCDC 
within the UNDP, allocation on various occasions of programme reserve funds to TCDC activities, application 
of measures to increase the efficient use of the Information Referral System (INRES) and improve coordination 
of activities, etc. With regard to principles, ru les and procedures, two things should be pointed out: the adoption 
of criteria under which projects may be regarded as TCDC projects which can be financed by allocating part of 
the national IPF (country programme resources), and the adoption of rules according to which some local costs 
borne by the developing country providing the resources may be reimbursed by UNDP. 

Ill. UPU initiatives 

17 Since the United Nations Conference in Buenos Aires on technical cooperation among developing countries, 
the UPU has made a point of intensifying its activities with a view to promoting TCDC in the postal services 
sector. 

Reso/ution of the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress 

18 Considering the two principal objectives of the Buenos Aires Plan of Action - to promote the individual 
and collective self-reliance of developing countries and to increase international technical cooperation activities -
as well as the role assigned by the United Nations in the field concerned to the organizations of the United Nations 
system and the assistance expected from the developed countries, the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress adopted 
resolution C 66 which, in its operative paragraph, calls the urgent attention of postal administrations of UPU 
member countries and the Restricted Unions to this new form of activity whose effective implementation requires 
a real will to cooperate and invites: 

the postal administrations of the developing countries and the Restricted Unions to take ail the necessary 
steps to strengthen TCDC; 
the postal administrations of the developed countries to cooperate fully in the operation of activities 
connected with TCDC. 

19 Moreover, this resolution instructs: 
the Executive Council to give appropriate attention to promoting TCDC and to allocate an increasing 
part of the technical assistance resources to activities of this type; 
the Director-General of the International Bureau to continue, in particular, the action undertaken to make 
the postal administrations and Restricted Unions more aware of the importance of TCDC. 

lmplementation of the reso/ution 

20 ln implementing the above-mentioned resolution, the International Bureau systematically provided 
information for the preparation of the meetings of the High-level Committee on the Review of TCDC, meetings 
in"which the UPU took part. The UPU also participated in the following regional meetings: 

Meeting of UNDP Resident Representatives in Africa (Mbabane - Swaziland January 1980), during 
which questions concerning technical cooperation among African countries, inter alia, were examined; 
Conferences of African government experts on technical cooperation among African countries (Nairobi, 
May 1980 and Libreville, August 1982); 
Seminar on TCDC for the countries of Asia and the Pacifie (New Delhi, April-May 1982). 
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21 With the assistance of UNDP, two meetings to evaluate and coordinate certain regional projects were 
organized by the UPU. The first meeting (Caracas, July 1980) included officiais responsible for postal services 
from the countries of Latin America and from the subregion of the English-speaking Caribbean countries as well 
as representatives of UNDP, PUAS, ECLA, and CARICOM. Through a resolution, the participants supported 
the project proposai submitted to UNDP with a view to training specialist-consultants for TCDC. The second 
meeting (Lomé, November 1980) was attended by the Directors of the postal services of the African countries 
located to the south of the Sahara and representatives of UNDP, the African Postal Unions, the ECA and African 
economic groupings. This meeting made it possible to review the development objectives of the postal services 
and to decide on the continuation of the activities fulfilling the real needs of the countries in question on the 
national and regional level, in particular, in the framework of TCDC. 

22 Two meetings were organized by the UPU in the Caribbean subregion, one at Saint Vincent (February 1982) 
and the other in Barbados (May - June 1983), with the participation of the Postmasters-General of the countries 
and territories concerned and representatives of ECLA and CARICOM. Following these two meetings, resolutions 
were adopted with a view to promoting TCDC in the subregion. 

23 ln this regard, a recommendation was made by the participants at the seminar/symposium on the "Post 
in the 1980s" (Bangkok, May - June 1983), which had been organized by ESCAP in close cooperation with the 
UPU and APPU for officiais in charge of the postal services and officiais of the national planning authorities 
of the Asian and Pacifie countries. 

Publications 

24 The International Bureau prepared and distributed a number of publications designed to facilitate promotion 
of TCDC; of these, the following should be mentioned: 

the postal training activities planned each year in the countries and regional or subregional centres as well 
as those organized by the UPU; 
the bibliography of traning manuals and other professional works available in the administrations and 
intercountry training centres; 
the general list of the administrations' postal specialists capable of undertaking missions as experts or 
consultants; specialist-consultants trained by the UPU were automatically included in this list. 

Operational activities 

25 The UPU submitted to the UNDP three regional projects designed to train specialist-consultants for TCDC 
missions in priority areas. For financial reasons, the UNDP has been able to approve only the one for Asia and the 
Pacifie. Under this project, 32 specialist-consultants, including some who have already been assigned to TCDC 
missions, were trained tram 1981 to 1983 in six different areas of activity, thanks to the invaluable assistance 
of lndia and several other countries in the region. 

26 While awaiting approval for a corresponding project, the UPU and PUAS jointly trained 6 Latin American 
specialist-consultants in 1982 and, in 1983 6 others were trained under UPU activities. 

27 With regard to professional training, the UPU is trying to decentralize its training activities by organizing 
them in the developing regions, in the intercountry centres created with the aid of the U NDP and in the framework 
of the administrations which agree to receive them and provide their assistance. This, of course, in no way reflects 
on the high-level courses which are organized periodically or occasionally by the developed countries and from 
which the developing countries benefit greatly. Thus, apart from the activities organized by the intercountry 
centres, 84 training activities were conducted by the UPU in the developing regions during the period 1979-1983. 
They can be considered TCDC activities insofar as the officiais trained cou Id be used in the future for activities 
undertaken in connection with this concept. 
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28 Efforts were also made to recruit experts and consultants from the developing countries. The number 
of experts and consultants from developing countries increased from 16 in 1979 to 35 in 1983. ln relation to the 
total number of experts and consultants, this represents an increase from 26 percent to 41 percent. lt is clear 
that preference is given to candidates from developing countries only if they possess equivalent technical skills. 

29 The same holds true for the procurement of equipment since, if the quality and price are comparable, 
equipment is purchased in the beneficiary countries or in other developing countries. 

30 Other extremely important activities which are in progress or are planned and which include an aspect 
that is particularly significant for TCDC are as follows: 

the creation of new intercountry postal schools; 
the creation of workshops for producing standard postal equipment; 
the establishment of intercountry postal documentation and research centres. 

31 The Restricted Unions have for a long time been making considerable efforts related for the most part to 
TCDC, with respect to consultants' missions, exchanges of officiais and training activities. 

32 For their part, several administrations of developing countries are organizing, among their own activities, 
courses and study cycles within the framework of TCDC or are awarding fellowships for participation in courses 
that are national in character or for individual training. 

IV. Conclusions 

33 lt cannot be denied that significant progress has been made in promoting TCDC in spite of the unfavourable 
economic situation. Nevertheless, new initiatives must be undertaken to benefit as much as possible from this 
form of technical assistance, the importance of which is rightly emphasized by the United Nations system and the 
entire international community. 

34 ln this regard, it would be particularly appropriate to develop information activities and to seek a larger 
contribution from both donor and beneficiary countries. To this end, the former could either make ad hoc 
contributions to the UPU Special Fund or contribute directly to the financing of TCDC activities. The beneficiary 
countries should, for their part, assume the costs of the consultants' stay (accommodation and meals), which 
would make it possible to increase the number of this type of mission considerably. Moreover, the developing 
countries should attempt to increase the reception facilities for Fellows. 

35 The UPU should be able to continue intensifying its efforts with a view to playing an important role as 
promoter and catalyst of TCDC in the field of postal services and thus speeding up the implementation of the 
Buenos Aires Plan of Action, as the United Nations system was asked to do by the High-level Committee on the 
Review of TCDC, in the priority sector of postal services. 

36 lt is therefore proposed that Congress adopt the draft resolution (proposai 017) designed to reaffirm 
the Union's support of the TCDC concept, intensify the Union's initiatives in the area and encourage the member 
countries to further develop this modality of technical cooperation. 

Berne, 8 March 1984 For the Executive Council: 
AC BOITO DE BAR ROS 
Chairman 
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UPU action on behalf of the least developed countries (LDCs) 

Executive Council report 

1. 1 ntroduction 

As is known, the least developed countries are the subject of great attention on the part of the international 
community. 

2 The United Nations General Assembly classifies as the least developed countries (LDCs), in order to benefit 
from preferential treatment, the countries in which the level of certain socio-economic indicators is among 
the lowest in the world (gross domestic product, literacy rate and degree of industrialization). These countries 
are the most economically weak countries in the international community; they also have to face particularly 
marked structural problems. 

3 The main structural features of the least developed countries which are the cause of their extreme economic 
and social difficulties are: 

very low per capita incarne, with the minimum human needs of the bulk of the population not being met; 
very high proportion of the population living in a subsistence economy; 
high population growth compared with the area currently being cultivated satisfactorily; 
extremely low agricultural productivity and lack of support for agriculture, particularly food crops and 
stock-raising. 

4 Other typical handicaps are: 
the extremely low level of exploitation of natural resources: minerais, energy, etc (not enough technical 
know-how, capital and qualified labour); 
the very limited development of handicrafts and industry; 
the low rate of activity in rural areas and the increase of urban unemployment; 
the acute shortage of qualified staff at ail levels; 
the extreme weakness of structures and infrastructures in ail fields (public administration, education, 
transport and communications, etc); 
major geographical or climatic handicaps (landlocked position, islands, drought and desertification, cyclones, 
floods or invasions of predators, etc). 

5 The world economic crisis has further helped to aggravate the situation in the LDCs and to increase the 
number of them. For instance, in 1982, on the proposai of the Economie and Social Council (ECOSOC), the 
United Nations General Assembly decided to include five new countries among the least developed, bringing the 
total number thereof to 36. 

6 Of the 36 LDCs, twenty-four are in Africa, four are Arab countries, seven are in Asia/Pacific and one in 
the Caribbean. Annex 1 contains a list of these countries together with data on some general basic indicators 
for each of them. 
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7 For the LDCs as a whole, the following should be noted 1 : 

in 1981, per capita income dropped 0.5 percent; this drop continued in 1982, whereas this same group 
of countries had registered an annual growth of 0.32 percent in the 1960s and 0.6 percent in the 1970s; 
in 1981, per capita investment in these countries was only 44 dollars, compared with 243 dollars in 
developing countries as a whole; 
ex ports dropped 4 percent in value in 1981 and 8 percent in 1982, mainly because of the fall in prices, 
since volume was only slightly down; 
total production in the manufacturing sector, which had risen 6.5 percent a year in the 1960s and 4.1 percent 
a year in the 1970s, fell by 1.2 percent from 1980 to 1981. 

8 These data show the difficult position and the vulnerability of the economy of the least developed countries. 

Il. The United Nations system and the LDCs 

9 During the Second United Nations Development Decade, the international organizations made efforts 
to mobilize resources and increase the proportion of aid granted to the least developed countries. 

10 The UN DP endeavours to increase its assistance to the LDCs out of resources allocated un der various 
programmes, on the basis of the following principles: 
a For the third UNDP planning cycle (1982-1986), developing countries with a per capita gross national 

product in 1978 of 500 United States dollars or Jess were allocated 80 percent of the resources available 
under the indicative planning figures (IPF); the LDCs received this preferential treatment because of the 
weakness of their resources; in addition, additional IPF were credited to them; 

b activities on behalf of the LDCs are also financed under a so-called "Special Measures" Fund, administered 
by the UNDP; 

c the LDCs also receive priority treatment under UNDP regional programmes; 
d the LDCs participate in other funds and activities administered by the UNDP because they have the features 

or meet the conditions required to benefit from them. 

11 At the same time, the LDCs receive priority treatment under technical assistance programmes implemented 
by the various organizations, institutions and programmes in the United Nations system. 

12 Although the need for special aid from the international community for the poorest and weakest countries 
had been recognized since 1964, at the first session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD), it was not until 1971 that 25 countries were classified as being the least developed; since 1982, 
there have been 36 LDCs. The problems peculiar to these countries were mentioned in the development strategy 
for the Second Development Decade adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 1970. 

13 ln 1979, UNCTAD launched an appeal to urge the other countries to aid the LDCs within the framework 
of an immediate programme of action (up to 1981) and a "New Programme of Action" at least until the end 
of the current decade. 

14 Following various preparatory meetings, a world conference on LDCs held in Paris in September 1981, 
drew up a "Substantial New Programme of Action" for the 1980s for these countries. The conference instructed 
UNCTAD to follow the progress made with a view to giving increased assistance to the LDCs. This programme 
was adopted by the United Nations General assembly in resolutioQ 36/194 (17 December 1981). To enable such 
assistance to be properly programmed and implemented "round tables" or conferences of national planning 
heads and potential donors are arranged for the LDCs, particularly under UNDP or World Bank auspices. 

1 According ta the UN Secretary-General's report on the implementation of the Substantial New Programme of Action (A/38/471 
of 19 October 1983). 
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15 The Paris Conference further recommended that developed countries should increase official development 
assistance allocated to the LDCs by setting aside for them 0.15 percent of their gross national product out of 
the 0.7 percent recommended by the United Nations for official development assistance. 

16 The principal objectives of the substantial new programme of action consists of: 
promoting the structural changes necessary to overcome the extreme economic difficulties of the least 
developed countries; 
providing fully adequate and internationally accepted minimum standards of living to all their citizens; 
identifying and supporting major investment opportunities and priorities; 
mitigating as far as possible the effects of natural disasters. 

17 The "Substantial New Programme of Action" includes a series of important international assistance measures 
designed to make it possible to make structural changes in the LDCs, financial, technical and material arrangements 
to meet their needs in the social field and it recommends large investments designed to transform their economy. 

18 The developed countries should grant increased assistance to enable the countries concerned to improve 
their communications systems. ln fact, a large number of countries in this category have promised to increase 
the aid they give the least developed countries. 

19 Donor countries are requested to support and encourage the implementation of projects common to 
several LDCs, particularly within the framework of integrated programmes for the development of regional 
and subregional transport and communications, the Transport and Communications Decade in Africa for the 
1980s is a model initiative in this field. The proclamation of a Decade in the same sectors for the countries of 
Asia and the Pacifie will be certainly followed by measures favourable to the LDCs in the region. 

20 With a special reference to the postal service, the programme stresses the need for international financial 
resources from the United Nations agencies and bilateral assistance. lncreased assistance should be provided with 
a view to setting up staff training establishments. 

Ill. The postal services in the LDCs 

21 ln most LDCs, the Post is in a difficult and under-developed position as is shown in annex 2 which contains 
some basic indicators on the postal services. 

22 There is an average of one post office for about 19 000 people in the LDCs, whereas in the developing 
countries as a whole one post office serves an average of 9500 people.1 1 n comparison, for the group of industrialized 
countries as a whole, one office serves 3000 people. 

23 The average number of postal items posted per capita per year in the LDCs as a whole is some 2.65, while 
for ail developing countries it is between 5 and 15 items, compared with some 200 in the European countries 
and 500 in the United States. 1 

24 ln many LDCs, the services which the Post offers the public are confined to the basic postal services and 
these suffer from serious shortcomings. The other services either do not exist or are available in only a limited 
number of post offices. With regard to postal financial services, of the 36 LDCs, 26 operate a domestic postal 
money order service. The international postal money order service, already operated by 16 LDCs, should be 
expanded in these countries because of the attraction this service might represent for immigrant workers from 
those countries. 

1 Postal Statistics, UPU computer data. 
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25 From the statistical data and other information available at the International Bunrnu, it appears, in particular, 
that in the LDCs: 

the postal infrastructure is inadequate, obsolete and badly used; to the shortage of post offices (cf paragraph 22 
above), should be added that of technical means such as sorting and transit centres, PTOs, letter-boxes, 
PO boxes, vehicles, franking machines, cancelling machines, etc; 
there are communities which are not connected to the postal networks; indeed, in many LDCs, it is planned, 
as a development objective, to install post offices in all the chief towns of administrative districts. Moreover, 
looking at the countries as a whole, much of the rural population does not benefit from a postal presence. 
1 ndeed, only 45 percent of post offices of all categories are located in rural areas, whereas 80 percent 
of the population live there; it is true that, even in these areas, account must also be taken in establishing 
offices of operating costs compared with revenue; 
mail circulation depends to a large extent on highly unreliable private means of transport and the postal 
services do not benefit enough from the existing administrative circuits; 
in the countries where they exist, the postal financial services do not yet enjoy the public's favour as the 
following averages show: 
0.026 domestic postal money order per capita per year, 
4.48 postal giro accounts per 1000 inhabitants, 
21.73 savings books per 1000 inhabitants; 
there is an average of 0.2 postal officiais per 1000 inhabitants, while there are between 2 and 4.5 in the 
developed countries and about 0.5 for developing countries as a whole. Most of these officiais have not 
received adequate vocational training and, in addition, the operational equipment is often highly inadequate, 
which is reflected in a drop in the standard of the services provided; 
a considerable number of potential users have no confidence in the postal services so that parallel postal 
services and occasional couriers spring up which do not favour the development of official postal activities; 
only one in two LDCs has a postal development plan, despite the efforts already made by the UPU in this 
field. 

26 ln general, the postal services.of the LDCs have considerable need of aid in the following forms: 
training and specialization fellowships; 
missions by experts and consultants in the various priority sectors; 
equipment; 
financing investments. 

IV. UPU action on behalf of the LDCs 

A. Action already taken 

27 The UPU has regarded assistance to LDCs as priority since the 1974 Lausanne Congress adopted resolution 
C 87 recommending that Union member countries should pay special attention to the priority needs of the LDCs 
in the field of human resources and invited the Executive Council to: 

give priority to the needs of the LDCs when sharing the ressources at the disposai of the UPU; and to 
take account of these needs by taking the measures necessary to ensure that the officiais of the countries 
in question are trained, if not before, at least at the same time as the technical assistance projects are being 
implemented. 

28 ln resolution C 37, the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress decided, among other things, to give priority in 
technical assistance matters to the needs of the administrations of countries that are disadvantaged within the 
meaning of the UN and to newly independent countries. lt was expressly stated in the resolution that the term 
"disadvantaged countries" comprised the LDCs, the countries most seriously affected by the economic crisis 
and natural disasters, island countries and landlocked countries. 
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29 The Report on the work of the Union mentions the action which the 18 has been taking for several years 
on behalf of the LDCs. ln 1980, the 18 approached the administrations of the LDCs to suggest that they should 
take appropriate action on the occasion of the preparation by the Governments of those countries of the "Sub
stantial Programme" for the next ten years. 

30 ln its technical assistance programme, the UPU gives priority to LDC requests and these countries' share 
of total assistance granted rose from 27 percent in 1980 to 30 percent in 1981 and 38 percent in 1982. 

31 The UPU is redoubling its efforts to implement the activities on the basis of the priorities laid down in 
Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution C 37. 

B. Action to be taken 

32 The action to be taken on behalf of the LDCs in the postal sector should be based on the Universal Postal 
Congress technical assistance guidelines; it should also: 

take account of the priority needs expressed by these countries themselves; 
be based on the principles of action drawn up by groups of countries within the framework of intercountry 
institutions or organizations (eg the special measures on behalf of the least developed African countries 
advocated in the Lagos Plan of Action). 

33 lt is up to the LDCs themselves to take on the prime responsibility for the development of the postal 
services and to the international community to give additional support in attaining the objectives requiring 
external aid. 

34 Apart from the fields for regional and world pnonty action laid down for all developing countries (cf 
Congress - Doc ), the following programme is proposed for aiding the postal administrations of the LDCs 
to achieve the aims of modernizing their services. 
a lncreased help in the construction of post offices, particu/arly in rural areas. Most postal administrations 
of the LDCs face problems of infrastructure in rural areas, particularly because of the inadequacy of facilities 
and the cost-benefit ratio of the buildings. The required external aid would help administrations to design, 
construct and equip small standard offices using local materials at competitive prices. A number of industrialized 
countries and developing countries could give the LDCs the benefit of their practical experience in this field, 
particularly within the framework of UNESCO's "International Programme for the Development of Communi
cation (IPDC)". 
b Seeking finance for organizing mail conveyance. Where there are no reliable private means of transport, the 
establishment of circuits adapted to postal needs, operated direct by the administration, requires financial means 
which are not always available to the LDCs. External aid would cover the study of needs, planning, organization 
and financing the establishment of the mail circuits required. 
c Priority action for training middle-grade and junior supervisory staff, with special reference to the organization 
of the Post in rural areas. Such action, which would corne within the framework of the improvement of postal 
services, particularly their extension in rural areas, might be preceded by organizational work on decentralizing 
mail circulation in the LDCs. 
d Systematic aid in the preparation of postal deve/opment plans and projects as we/1 as in training staff in this 
field. UPU assistance in this respect should be continued and consist of: 
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missions by consultants specializing in planning to assist in preparing postal development plan and projects 
and in establishing planning units; 
arranging group and individual courses on planning; 
systematic cooperation in the preparation of "round tables" or conferences of national heads and potential 
donors (cf paragraph 12 above). 
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V. Conclusion 

35 As has already been said, the development of the postal services in the LDCs is first and foremost the 
responsability of these countries themselves. However, the needs of the least developed countries are considerable 
and urgent, which justifies the preferential treatment they must receive from the international community 
if they are to implement the projects for improving and developing their services. 

36 Congress is requested to consider the present report and adopt the draft resolution (proposai 018) designed 
to support the action taken by the Executive Council and the International Bureau on behalf of the LDCs and to 
make member countries even more aware of the importance of technical assistance on behalf of these countries. 

Berne, 8 March 1984 For the Executive Council: 
A C BOITO DE BAR ROS 
Chairman 
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General indicators on the least developed countries 

Country Area Population Literacy Active Per capita 
km2 (millions) rate population in GDP 

(%) agriculture (US$) 
(%) 

2 3 4 5 6 

1 Afghanistan 647 497 22.038 15.8 78 146 
2 Bangladesh 143 998 88,705 31.8 84 134 
3 Benin 112 622 3.530 27.9 46 243 
4 Bhutan 47 000 1.298 20.1 94 1031 

5 Botswana 600 372 0.821 61.1 81 632 1 

6 Burundi 27 834 4.512 10 84 195 
7 Cape Verde 4033 0.324 43.8 57 1502 

8 Central African Rep 622 984 2.221 33 88 317 
9 Comores 2 171 0.335 50 64 2481 

10 Djibouti 23000 0.119 
11 Ethiopia 1 221 900 32.601 10 80 118 
12 Gambia 11 295 0.603 20.1 78 2441 

13 Guinea 245 957 5.014 24.1 81 334 
14 Guinea-Bissau 36125 0.373 18.9 
15 Equatorial Guinea 28 051 0.363 48.3 
16 Haiti 27 750 5.817 28.7 67 274 
17 Upper Volta 274 200 6.908 11.4 82 156 
18 Lao People's Dem Rep 236800 3.721 43.6 74 831 

19 Lesotho 30 355 1.341 69.8 84 246 
20 Malawi 118 484 6.162 25 84 230 
21 Maldives 298 0.148 1501 

22 Mali 1240000 6.646 13.5 87 168 
23 Nepal 140 797 14.256 20.1 93 169 
24 Niger 1267000 5.305 9.8 89 322 
25 Uganda 236036 13.201 35 81 711 
26 Rwanda 26 338 4.797 23 90 262 
27 Western Samoa 2 800 0.161 60 
28 Sao Tome and Principe 964 0.085 82 
29 Sierra Leone 71 740 3.474 23.6 305 
30 Somalia 637 657 3.645 50 81 341 
31 Sudan 2 505 813 18.371 25.9 77 412 
32 Tanzania !United Rep) 945 087 17.934 66 82 243 
33 Chad 1284000 4.524 20.8 1881 

34 Togo 56000 2.699 32 325 
35 Yemen Arab Rep 195 000 5.926 8.6 75 469 
36 Yemen (People's Dem Rep) 332 968 1.890 31.4 316 

1 ln 1978. 
2 ln 1977. 

NB. - The information is from the following sources: 
Column 2: Report on the work of the Union 1982. 
Column 3: UPU computer data. 
Column 4: UPU computer data. 
Columri 5: "News letter No 1" of the UN Conference on the LDCs, Paris 1981. 
Column 6: "World Development Report 1983" and "News letter No 1". 
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Postal indicators on the least developed countries 

Country Post ln habit- Km2 per Number Postal Postal Number Number Number 
offices ants per post of postal officiais items of postal of postal of postal 
open post office officiais per 1000 sent per money giro savings 
to the office inhabit- inhabit- orders accounts bank 
public ants ant per (domestic (in thou- books 

year service) sands) (in thou-
(in thou- sands) 
sands) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 Afghanistan 366 60 200 1 769 1 6009 0.07 0.5 
2 Bangladesh 7 413 11 900 19 28 350 0.32 3.4 4039 1 825 
3 Benin 111 3 31 800 1 014 7507 0.21 1.5 3497 397 897 
4 Bhutan 81 16000 580 490 0.37 24.3 36 
5 Botswana 5810 14100 10 351 55010 0.67 
6 Burundi 197 237 400 1 465 2058 0.04 0.6 58 18 
7 Cape Verde 568 5 700 72 3148 0.97 3.5 2 125 

8 Central African Rep 559 40300 11 326 1 3046 0.59 1.62 39 49 659 

9 Comoros 9 37 200 241 903 0.26 7.0 123 13 
10 Djibouti 5 23800 4600 100 0.84 6.3 2 
11 Ethiopia 439 74 200 2 783 1 556 0.05 0.6 58 
12 Gambia 1911 31 700 545 647 0.11 0.8 
13 Guinea 677 74800 3 671 5847 0.11 4.5 167 16 257 

14 Guinea-Bissau 2511 15000 1 445 112 0.30 0.3 
15 Equatorial Guinea 19 19100 1 476 113 0.31 0.013 
16 Haiti 1507 38 700 185 6507 0.11 
17 Upper Volta 72 95900 3808 1 676 0.24 0.2 98 12 100 
18 Lao People's 66 56300 3 587 10010 0.18 0.2 2 

Dem Rep 
19 Lesotho 132 10 100 229 518 0.38 10.8 57 201 

20 Malawi 241 29500 491 86410 0.14 5.6 414 489 
21 Maldives 10 14800 29 42 0.28 3.0 
22 Mali 1063 62 600 11 698 5789 0.08 0.7 1449 789 509 

23 Nepal 1 689 8800 83 14176 1.00 5.8 
24 Niger 147 36000 8 619 649 0.12 0.7 123 21 32 
25 Uganda 3495 37 800 676 9035 0.06 235 2232 

26 Rwanda 208 239800 1 316 2458 0.05 2.5 158 158 

27 Western Samoa 31.6 
28 Sao Tome 109 8500 96 2049 2.40 1.7 0.0099 - 59 

and Principe 
29 Sierra Leone 1082 32 100 664 5182 0.15 
30 Somalia ao1 10 600 10 627 3001 0.08 171 

31 Sudan 768 23 900 3 262 5440 0.29 3.0 288 234 
32 Tanzania (United Rep) 656 28600 1 509 1 245 0.07 5.3 636 573 
33 Chad 445 102 000 29100 6085 0.13 148 75 29 
34 Togo 388 6900 144 1 7349 0.64 2.7 90 11 124 
35 Yemen Arab Rep 120 49300 1 625 1 500 0.25 0.9 0.110 
36 Yemen (People's 92 20 500 3619 361 0.19 3.3 1.2 4.8 

Dem Rep) 

1 ln1971. 7 ln 1977. 
2 ln 1972. 8 ln 1978. 
3 ln 1973. 9 ln 1979. 
4 ln 1974. lO ln 1980. 
5 ln 1975. 11 Estimate. 
6 ln 1976. 

NB. - Sources of information: Postal statistics, UPU computer data. 
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Postal training activity in the UPU 

Executive Council's report 

1. 1 ntroduction 

The Rio de Janeiro Congress had before it an Executive Council report on the UPU's postal training activities. 
The report emphasized the efforts made in this field and contained general information about the assessment 
of staff needs as well as about qualitative and quantitative standards as regards staff. (see Congress - Doc 17d). 

2 ln taking note of this document, Congress considered that the quantitative standards proposed should be 
regarded as being for guidance purposes and requested the International Bureau to continue the study in cooperation 
with the administrations concerned, taking into account the differences in socio-economic levels and the 
consumption of postal services in the countries. 

3 ln accordance with these instructions, the IB sent the postal administrations of the developing countries 
a questionnaire to obtain data about the main socio-economic, postal and training indicators. 

4 Thanks to the participation of 46 countries in the inquiry and to the data available at UPU headquarters 
about other administrations, the statistical information collected and analyzed concerns approximately 48% of 
the developing member countries of the Union as it makes it possible to obtain results relating to 64 of the 133 
developing countries, viz 23 in Africa, 13 in Latin America and the Caribbean, 12 in Asia and the Pacifie, 9 in the 
Arab countries region and 7 in Europe.1 

5 For the sake of convenience and to ensure coherence between the various study components, only data for 
1974, 1977 and 1981 were selected. 

6 The aim of the present study is to identify the relationships between staffing requirements and socio
economic factors, as well as Post-related factors. lt also records the priority training requirements and the activities 
proposed to meet these requirements. 

1 The list of developing countries selected is the one adopted by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD). 
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Part one 

11. General considerations about staff strength 

7 There is a close link between staff strength and training, which aims at imparting to employees, regardless 
of the category to which they belong, the professional knowledge related to the tasks to be accomplished. 

8 Except for cases of superabundance due to social considerations, or of shortage due to a lack of financial 
resources, staffing requirements depend on: 

certain socio-economic factors; 
- Post-related factors. 

A. Socio-economic factors and postal staff strength 

9 The Rio de Janeiro Congress considered that, in order to identify staffing requirements in each country 
more accurately, the quantitative standards advocated should be supplemented taking into account the differences _ 
in socio-economic levels and in the consumption of postal services in each country. 

10 The socio-economic factors which must be taken into account in this study are, basically, the gross national 
product and the degree of literacy; the evolution of these factors inevitably affects the quantity of postal traffic 
generated in a country and, consequently, the staff strength in that country. 

11 On the basis of available data, it was possible to establish values for the principal 1ndicators, region by 
region, as reproduced in the following table. 

Table 1 - Socio-economic indicators 

Region Gross domestic product (GDP) Literacy Per capita Per capita 
% rate gross postal 

national consumptionl 
2 product year 

(GNP) 

Agriculture lndustry Services 3 4 5 

Africa 32 28 40 37 393 13.3 

Latin America and Caribbean 19 31 50 80 1443 29.3 

Asia and Pacifie 30 27 43 62 897 23.7 

Arab countries 17 38 45 48 4213 39 

Europe 18 37 45 78 3580 61 

Sources: 1983 Report on world development -World Bank publication and Postal Statistics. 
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12 Study of th is table reveals that: 
the agricultural sector still accounts for a fairly large share. of the GDP in countries of the Africa and 
Asia/Pacific regions (32% and 30%); 
the share of the industrial sector in the GDP of the Africa and Asia regions is close to 30%, while it is 
almost 40% for the" Arab countries" and "Europe" regions; 
the services sector predominates with a GDP share of 40% for Africa, 50% for Latin America and the 
Caribbean, 43% for Asia and the Pacifie and 45% for the Arab countries and Europe. 

13 As regards the literacy rates, Africa is still the region where illiteracy continues to be a major concern 
(37%), while the Arab countries have a literacy rate of almost 50% and the Latin American countries hold 
the record in this field with 80%. 

14 Few administrations provided information about the planning of staffing requirements with a view to the 
development of the services; however, considerable numbers of middle-grade and supervisory staff are still required, 
as is shown by the following table: 

Table 2 -Additional staffing requirements (1984-1988) 

Region 

Africa 

Latin America and Caribbean 

Asia and Pacifie 

Arab countries 

Europe 

Number 
of 
countries 

2 

16 

4 

6 

8 

3 

Senior-
grade 
staff 

3 

748 

45 

164 

251 

4729 

Middle-
grade 
staff 

4 

1951 

473 

3162 

1400 

6553 

Supervisory Training staff 
staff 

Middle- Senior-
grade grade 

5 6 7 

3238 114 110 

989 48 7 

8971 51 2 

3397 29 11 

980 21 77 

15 The "consumption of postal services" factor in determining staff strength is one of the Post-related factors, 
as are the following: extent of the postal network, range of services provided, quality of service, available physical 
facilities and staff output which depends on management methods, training and supervisory structure. 

B. Post-related factors 

16 Consumption of postal services may be defined as the total number of letter-post items received and 
dispatched per inhabitant and per year, in a given country. 

17 Table 1 shows that: 
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when the agricultural sector accounts for a large share of the GDP, postal consumption is fairly low; 
when the industrial and services sectors each account for a large share of the GDP, postal consumption is 
fairly high; 
a link can likewise be established between the literacy rate and postal consumption (eg bath the postal 
consumption and the literacy rate are low in Africa); 
a high per capita gross national product (GNP/inhab.) corresponds to a high level of postal consumption. 
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18 lt is known that, overall, letter-post traffic for all the developing countries is increasing, except as regards 
AO traffic in both the domestic and (outward) international ser.vices of the Africa region.1 

19 The extent of the postal network is measured by the scale of the physical infrastructures and by other 
"antennae" at an administration's disposai for serving users throughout the national territory. 

20 Even though the developing countries have made efforts to create new post offices (a 2.3% growth for 
1977-1981), the service in rural areas is still a problem because of the inadequacy of the financial resources 
required to extend the network in these areas and because of the administrations' concern to limit the operating 
costs of such a network. 

21 Administrations providing not only the letter-post service (LC, printed papers, small packets, post-free 
items, COD items, insured letters, newspapers by postal subscription) but also the postal parcels service, the 
financial services (postal money orders, collection of bills, giro, postal savings bank) and delivery to addressee's 
address are considered as participating in the full range of services offered by the Post. 

22 The inquiry showed that only six African countries, one Asian-Pacific country, three Arab countries and 
one European country provide the full range of postal services as defined above. lt should be noted that no Latin 
American or Caribbean country provides all the services. 

23 The quality of service factor takes account of the frequency of letter-box collections, the quality of mail 
forwarding, sorting and delivery operations, particularly to the addressee's address, and waiting times at counters. 

24 Although there is little data to allow an appraisal of the quality of services in the developing countries, 
the following comments can be made, on the basis of the information available to the 18 and of the on-the-spot 
findings of experts' and consultants' missions: 

the number of posting boxes installed in the urban areas of developing countries falls far short of what 
is required, even though this number increased by 8.6% du ring the period 1977-1981; collection is irregular, 
which is why the public uses them so little; 
mail forwarding and delivery operations are far from satisfying the criteria of speed, security and regularity; 
the sometimes lengthy waiting times at counters are due either to an inadequate "postal presence", particu
larly on the outskirts of urban areas, or to faulty work methods. 

25 Another factor which may affect an administration's staff strength are the available physical faci/ities 
(counter machines, machines for "behind-the-counter" services, delivery equipment). 

26 ln this connection, analysis of the data on the countries studied shows that: 
the Arab countries have mechanized almost all counter operations; European countries have mechanized 
an average of three out of six operations, while the countries of Africa and Asia have mechanized only 
two and one out of six respectively; 
as regards "behind-the-counter services" (in particular mechanized sorting), the Latin American and 
Caribbean country groups have a lot of equipment, while the countries of Asia and Europe have a 
comparatively low level of mechanization; Africa trails far behind with very scanty equipment; 
as regards delivery, the Arab, European and Asian-Pacific countries have made remarkable efforts because 
all these countries use conventional equipment (bicycles, light motor cycles, motor vehicles). 

ln connection with mechanization, a drop in staff strength was noted in the Latin American countries where 
mechanization also applies to sorting operations, although it cannot be said that there is a cause-and-effect 
relationsh ip. 

27 The above considerations show that the staff strength theoretically required for the smooth operation 
of the postal services in a country depends on various local factors. The problems which arise in this field can 
only be concretely and accurately identified after study at the level of each country. 

1 Study 501 - Future of the postal services, tables XV and XIX. 
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C. Staff strength standards 

28 lt will be recalled that the minimum standards of one postal official per 1000 inhabitants, a middle-grade 
staff complement equal to 3% of the total workforce, and one senior-grade official for every 5 to 10 middle
grade officiais were taken into consideration by the Rio de Janeiro Congress for guidance purposes. 

29 The inquiry revealed that the postal official/inhabitants ratio is 0.26 official per 1000 inhabitants for 
Africa, 0.80 for Latin America and the Caribbean, 0.49 for Asia and the Pacifie, 0.54 for the Arab countries and 
1.35 for the developing countries of Europe. 

30 Taken individually, some administrations of developing countries have already reached and even surpassed 
the standard of one official for every 1000 inhabitants (Bahamas, Cyprus, Malta, Netherlands Antilles, Portugal, 
Trinidad and Tobago, Sri Lanka, Yugoslavia). These countries share the feature of having very high literacy 
rates and per capita GNPs; it is also in these countries that the share of the "industry" and "services" sectors 
in the GDP is the highest. 

31 Although the above-mentioned standards have to be adapted to suit the particular situation of each country, 
they are still of value because they represent a target which the postal administrations of ail the developing 
countries should strive to achieve, without of course losing sight of the concern to keep operating costs within 
the limits imposed by healthy, balanced management. 

32 Moreover, the trends observed in connection with some of the above-mentioned factors (traffic growth, 
postal infrastructures and, to a lesser extent, equipment) will also affect staff strength and, consequently, the 
scale of training needs. 
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Part two 

111. Training needs 

33 Training, in the widest sense, covers not only the initiation of newly recruited staff into their future duties, 
but also further training and refresher training of staff du ring employment. 

34 For some 20 years, the UPU bodies have considered training as a top priority activity on behalf of the 
administrations of the developing countries. Considerable efforts have been made in this field by the countries, 
but, as the results of the inquiry appear to show, considerable needs still remain to be met in the developing 
countries. 

35 lt emerges from the inquiry data that: 
the "Africa" and "Latin America/Caribbean" regions have made considerable efforts as regards staff training 
(70% and 65% respectively were trained); nevertheless, enormous needs still exist in this field since 30% and 
35% of the officiais hold posts for which they have not been prepared; 
despite the efforts already made, the "Asia/Pacific" and "Arab countries" regions should do everything 
possible to ensure the training of the majority of their staff (only 20% and 37%, respectively, of their 
staff have received training); 
as regards the training of instructors, the "Africa" and "Asia/Pacific" regions have at their disposai a 
fairly large number of staff specialized in this field (50% and 80%), while the "Latin America/Caribbean" 
and "Arab countries" regions must train a large number of instructors to remedy the inadequacies noted 
(only 10% and 5% of instructors trained); 
the instructor/postal official ratio is disproportionate, resulting in a big workload for instructors in all 
regions; the ratio is 1/100 in Africa, 1/350 in Latin America/Caribbean and Asia/Pacific, and 1/60 for the 
"Arab countries" reg ion. 

36 The factors which play a part in increasing staff strength (traffic volume, range of services provided, quality 
of service, etc) obviously affect the scale of training needs; even without an increase in staff strength, a services 
modernization policy necessarily entails staff training activities, hence the importance for the administrations 
of the developing countries of systematic planning of their training activities. 

IV. Training activities 

37 ln accordance with the policy established by the UPU since the 1964 Vienna Congress, the UPU's activities 
mainly concern: 

increasingly widespread creation of a training system for operational and junior-grade staff at the level 
of each country; if requirements so warrant, local training of middle-grade staff may also be organized 
in some countries; 
creating means of postal training up to senior management level in developing regions; 
training a sufficient number of fully-qualified instructors. 
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1. Training at national /evel 

38 Thanks to the efforts made by the administrations themselves and to the UPU's assistance, there are a large 
number of vocational training institutes or centres. Accordîng to the information available to the 18, 81 postal 
administrations of developing countries have 234 postal training establishments;1 there are 38 national centres 
or institutes in Africa, 110 in Latin America and the Caribbean, 28 in Asia/Pacific, 48 in the Arab countries and 
10 in Europe. 

39 The UPU gives assistance to administrations which take measures to create or reinforce their training 
systems. UPU aid essentially covers cooperation in setting up training structures, in preparing teaching programmes, 
in giving initial training to local teaching staff and in using modern training techniques. Supplementary aid is 
also provided in the form of teaching equipment to back up the countries' efforts. Other activities conducted 
under UNDP-financed projects have enabled some countries to improve their training systems and, in particular, 
to obtain teaching aids for their schools. 

40 ln view of the importance of training, the creation of one school per country and, perhaps, of several 
other decentralized schools should be a target for 1990. Achievement of this target would enable the training 
capacity for supervisory and operational staff to be increased. ln order to attain the minimum target of one 
school per country, approximately 50 developing countries will have to equip themselves with a training 
establishment. 

41 Parallel to this activity for developing the training system, an effort should be made to improve the content 
of the training, to modernize the teaching equipment and to create infrastructures. 

42 With regard to the training content, it would be important to make use of the recent achievements in 
education technology by designing "made-to-measure" courses. The countries should also have at their disposai 
modular courses prepared by their own specially-trained instructors. The major concern should be to set up 
teaching suited to the countries' requirements. 

43 As regards equipment, each school should be equipped with standardized teaching materials which would 
enable the instructors to illustrate their courses by the simulation method so as to better prepare the future 
officiais for their profession. Other aids, such as course manuals and various guides, will have to be prepared in 
the light of the needs of the country schools. The envisaged action is aimed at supplementing the activities 
already begun, under the regional projects in particular. Other activities, such as alternating theoretical and 
practical training and training dispensed by peripatetic instructors, cou Id be studied with a view to their possible 
application in all countries. 

44 On the question of infrastructures, technical help would have to be given to countries for the study and 
construction of simply and economically designed school premises. 

2. Training at intercountry /evel 

45 Since 1966, the UPU has been placing emphasis on the training and specialization of middle-grade and 
senior-grade staff. Thanks to systematic action in this field, a number of intercountry postal institutes have been 
created in Africa (4), Asia ( 1} and the Arab countries ( 1 }; national schools with an intercountry orientation 
have been set up in Latin America. 

46 ln accordance with resolution C 37 of the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Universal Postal Congress, and taking 
account of the needs expressed by the countries, it would be appropriate to create other intercountry centres 
or to give the existing national schools an intercountry orientation. 

1 List of training facilities - UPU publication. 
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47 ln addition to the extension of the intercountry centres, strengthening of the structures and activities 
of the existing schools should be continued so as to meet the need for training of senior staff in their own 
environment. Such training would be followed by individual practical courses in the developed countries, particu
larly in the field of management. Maximum use would be made of the reception facilities available in these 
establishments. ln addition to introductory training courses, permanent training activities (further training 
and specialization) should become a regular feature. 

48 On the basis of a training plan prepared by each school and coordinated with the UPU's annual action 
programme, specialized courses would be organized in these establishments, thanks to the schools' and participat
ing countries' own resources, with supplementary external aid, in particular from the UPU. 

3. Training of teaching staff 

49 Despite the efforts that have been made for several years with the cooperation of France and Great Britain, 
considerable needs as regards instructor training have still not been met; the number of officiais in this category 
who have received training, expressed as a percentage of the total number of instructors, is still inadequate, 
as can be seen from paragraph 35 of this document. 

a Decentralized training and refresher courses for instructors 

50 The systematic training and refresher courses for instructors implemented since 1979 in the developing 
countries, thanks in particular to financial assistance from the UNDP, have made administrations more aware 
of the need for qualified teaching staff. 

51 This training work should be purrsued by the intercountry schools within the framework of their own 
activities. Similarly, because of the rapid development of teaching techniques and the need to constantly update 
instructors' knowledge, colloquia for instructors should be held in conjunction with the refresher courses. 

52 What is more, the content of training should be varied in accordance with the needs expressed by some 
countries. For example, the development of new techniques as regards teaching aids and the interest shown by 
administrations in this connection call for the organization of specific training programmes to supplement initial 
instructor training. 

b Senior-level instructor training 

53 While the training of instructors for the national schools has been organized on a regional basis since 1979, 
that of senior teaching staff for training middle and higher grade staff, in particular at intercountry schools, 
is still given in France and Great Britain. Parallel to this action, introductory instructor training in their special 
field is given to highly-qualified staff who are called upon to give courses to future management staff on a part
time basis. Because of their experience in this field, the two establishments (Evry and Gloucester) are especially 
suitable places for these two types of training. 

54 ln view of the considerable mobility of teaching staff and the problems arising from the lack of professional 
staff at this level of responsibility, it would be appropriate to implement a programme of introductory instructor 
training for the greatest possible number of senior officiais in charge of instruction. A survey of potential resources 
in this field would be carried out in each region with a view to implementing a systematic training programme 
in cooperation with the administrations of the above-mentioned two countries. 
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c Col/oquia for training managers 

55 Shortcomings in the organization and management of training centres and the Jack of a structure responsible 
for training matters in the central services is often observed in the developing countries. 

56 For some time now, the IB has taken the initiative of preparing practical guides and organizing colloquia 
with a view to helping heads of training services and directors of national and intercountry schools in their tasks 
and making them more aware of the general problems of training management. 

57 ln view of the great interest shown in this connection by a number of administrations, it is planned to 
continue holding such colloquia. The basic aim would be to bring together training managers with a view to 
enabling them to exchange views on a variety of topics concerning training and instructors. 

V. Conclusions 

58 This study reveals the existence of a relationship between the staff strength needed by an administration 
and training, which aims at imparting professional knowledge to officiais. Staff strength depends on certain 
socio-econoinic factors which affect postal traffic as well as on postal factors proper. 

59 ln order to determine staff strength, the "consumption of postal services" factor should be taken into 
account, as well as other factors which are also Post-related. These include the extent of the postal network, 
the range of services provided, the quality of service, the available physical facilities, and staff productivity 
which depends essentially on management methods and the supervisory structure. 

60 The overlapping of these factors and local considerations necessitate a study at the level of each country 
in order to assess the theoretical staff strength required by the administration concerned. The minimum staff 
strength standards proposed by the Rio de Janeiro Congress should be considered as medium and long term 
objectives for all developing countries, without, however, losing sight of the need to apply strict business manage
ment rules. 

61 Bearing in mind the needs expressed, introductory training, further and specialized training of officiais 
and in particular of middle-grade and senior-grade staff, as well as training and refresher courses for teaching 
staff, should continue to receive priority attention from the postal administrations of the developing countries. 

62 Praiseworthy efforts have been made by the countries which, thanks to additional assistance from the 
international community, have set up new national schools, sometimes decentralizing their structures in order 
ta bring the training facilities closer to the officiais' workplaces. Although relatively limited, steps have also 
been taken to set up intercountry schools and to extend the fields of activity of the existing intercountry 
institutes. 

63 Nevertheless, much still has to be done to ensure that the developing countries have at their disposai 
adequate, functional infrastructures and teaching equipment suited ta their needs. 

64 The policy of decentralizing training at all levels should be pursued and developed in all regions without 
it being necessary ta resort, at least during the initial stages, to prestige facilities, in particular as regards premises. 

65 Specialized training activities in management, planning, public relations and marketing, which have already 
been initiated, should be continued in order ta supplement the introductory training of middle and senior grade 
staff. 
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66 The UPU should continue to give its assistance with a view to helping countries and groups of countries 
which so desire, to attain their objectives, both as regards defining their staffing requirements and as regards 
their training activities. 

Berne, 8 March 1984 For the Executive Council: 
AC BOTTO DE BAR ROS 
Chairman 
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The future of UPU technical assistance 

Executive Council's report 

1. Background 

As is known, since 1 January 1963, the UPU has been committed to providing technical assistance to 
countries which have experienced problems in satisfactorily organizing and operating.their postal services. ln this 
regard, three observations should be made: 

The UPU began its technical assistance activities shortly after a large number of countries, particularly 
in Africa, gained their independence. ln these countries the situation of the Post left a great deal to be 
desired. ln tact, it seemed that, given the interdependence of the postal administrations from the point of 
view of operations, the UPU should supplement its normative activities with operational activities designed 
to help the administrations of these newly independent countries to carry out postal functions appro
priately. 
This new policy was sanctioned in the UPU Constitution (article 1, paragraph 3), which was approved 
by the 1964 Vienna Congress, as well as in article 102, paragraph 6, b, of the General Regulations, which 
provides that the Executive Council shall promote, coordinate and supervise all forms of postal technical 
assistance within the framework of international technical cooperation. 
A parallel development took place within the framework of the United Nations, which in 1965 created 
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) by combining the Expanded Programme of Technical 
Assistance (EPTA) and the Special Fund. 

2 Since the Vienna Congress, which, in resolution C 12, laid the foundations for consistent action by the UPU 
in the field of technical assistance, and particularly in professional training, successive UPU Congresses have 
endeavoured to adapt the policy and activities of the UPU to the needs of developing countries by patterning 
them as closely as possible after changes in this domain within the framework of the United Nations system, 
in particular under the UNDP, which is the principal source of financing for technical assistance activities in the 
field of postal services. 

3 The systematic application of the UPU technical assistance policy has made it possible to provide developing 
countries with invaluable aid which, on the whole, has resulted in appreciable progress. lt should be noted, 
however, that for various reasons, considerable discrepancies have been noticed in the progress achieved by the 
beneficiary countries. ln addition, the systematic intervention of the UPU in this field has made it easier to 
increase awareness of the problems to be resolved and the activities required for this purpose. Although it is still 
inadequate in most of the countries, the awareness of the local authorities has facilitated the success of the 
activities undertaken by the postal administrations. 

4 ln principle, technical assistance in its full sense should "make itself unnecessary" as a result of the bene
ficiary administrations becoming aware of the problems that they must confront. One might therefore ask whether, 
in the long term, the UPU should not stop providing technical assistance, but one should reply definitively that 
such an expectation would lack realism and disregard the problems with which most of the administrations 
currently receiving technical assistance will have to deal even in the long term. lt would be better to study the 
problem of the future of technical assistance from a perspective that gives due consideration to bath the develop
ment of the philosophy on technical assistance within the United Nations system and the UPU policy in this 
field in a rapidly evolving world. 
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5 lt seems appropriate to study the problem of the future of UPU technical assistance from a perspective 
that takes into account, on the one hand, the progress made in postal development in the Third World over the 
last twenty years and, on the other hand, the development of policy and technical assistance resources at the 
UPU and, more generally, within the entire United Nations system. 

6 Hopefully, this concisely laid out document will give rise to an exchange of views, the conclusions of which 
will, no doubt be of interest to both developed and developing countries. However, it should be added that the 
value of the general policy which might emerge would be only relative owing to the uncertainty about the volume 
of resources available in the long term and the changes in general policy which might be made by future 
Congresses. 

7 From this point of view, it seems appropriate to outline the activities that might be adopted by the UPU 
over the next fifteen to twenty years and the guide-lines on which they might be based. 

Il. Activities of the Union 

8 Generally speaking, one can assume that, in the long term, the use of the Post will increase considerably 
in developing countries owing to the rapid growth of the population, the increasing rate of literacy thanks to the 
efforts made by the governments with the support of UNESCO and bilateral assistance funds and, finally, the 
economic and social development of these countries, even if the anticipated rate seems rather slow. Even in cases 
where considerable efforts are made to develop the Post at the local level, there will be a noticeable increase in 
the needs that the postal administrations will have difficulty in satisfying; consequently, external aid will be 
necessary, in particular, from the UPU. 

9 From the point of view of the modalities of intervention, it seems that the UPU should gradually transfer, 
to the countries receiving assistance, the tasks which do not appear to present any particular technical difficulties 
for these countries. This would allow the UPU to devote Jess time to specific activities and thus to place more 
importance on general activities corresponding to functions which seem to have a determinant value for the UPU. 
lt should be pointed out in connection with this development that, in a long-term forecast study of the changing 
needs of the developing countries, the UNDP stated that, eventually, the efforts of the organizations of the 
United Nations system would have to be concentrated in particular on the management of development and the 
application of modern technology. 

A. Specific activities 

10 From this perspective, the UPU should be prepared to provide developing countries with practical technical 
assistance limited, in principle, to specific fields in which continuity of UPU action seems necessary. 
a With respect to management, the efforts made should no doubt be more intense. The results obtained 

in this regard over the last ten years have not, in tact, been very significant, except in a few countries. 
lt is particularly important to continue helping a large number of administrations to establish a development 
plan. This presupposes not only an adequate statistical tool but also a planning exercise based on a very 
detailed diagnosis of the situation of the postal services. Moreover, countries will no doubt need assistance 
to develop the range and quality of postal services offered in order to better respond to the needs of users 
and, consequently, to compete more effectively with the private enterprises which will become increasingly 
numerous in the postal service market. Finally, experience has shown that the efforts made in the last few 
years to train personnel have not produced the anticipated concrete results owing to the poor use, in many 
countries, of the personnel trained. lt is important that specific measures be taken in this regard not only 
to improve the efficiency of personnel but also to avoid resignations and arbitrary dismissals of officiais 
shortly after they have been trained. 
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b ln the field of training, one may assume that there will still be a great deal to do for many years to corne. 
Considering the preponderant role played by the human element in the functioning of postal services, 'lll 
due attention should be devoted to this sector. Of course, owing to the growth noted over the last twenty 
years in the training resources for operational personnel and even for lower-grade and middle-grade staff, 
action should be taken to strengthen training facilities for senior-grade staff and managers in the region 
and sometimes even outside the region. To be sure, this priority action should be accompanied by efforts 
to maintain or improve the quality of postal instruction for lower-grade and middle-grade staff. 

c With respect to financial services, despite ail the attention devoted by the UPU to this sector for numerous 
years, the results that have been obtained are still relatively limited. One might think that the graduai 
improvement of the quality of the postal service would lead to a more rapid development of the financial 
services, which would fill the needs arising from economic and social development. However, a degree 
of prudence appears desirable considering that, from the demographic, economic and social points of view, 
the creation of financial services does not seem to be justified in ail countries. ln others, however, external 
aid will no doubt be necessary to automate the services in question. 

d With regard to the organization and operation of postal services, it appears that, except in the least developed 
countries, technical assistance should be provided only for a few specific fields because most of the admin
istrations of developing countries could use the personnel already trained so as to get along without such 
assistance. Nevertheless, technical assistance would have to be provided for the processing and circulation 
of international mail because this is a function of direct interest to the UPU. ln particular, assistance could 
be provided for international transit centres and the structuring of administrations' relations with transport 
services, including land and sea transportation companies, whose potential will probably have to be used 
more in the future. Moreover, the progress achieved with respect to the general organization of their services 
as well as concern for facilitating the handling and processing of mail and possibly postal parcels will lead 
an increasing large number of administrations to contemplate or carry out partial or total mechanization 
of sorting centres, provided that such an initiative is justified considering, in particular, the volume of the 
traffic and the maintenance facilities; it would be appropriate for the UPU to grant an increasingly large 
amount of technical support for this purpose. 

e ln the field of postal equipment, one can expect that a large number of administrations will continue 
to encounter serious difficulties even in so far as incidental equipment is concerned. lt would therefore 
be desirable for the UPU to assist the countries or groups of countries that plan on creating workshops 
for producing postal equipment, thus taking advantage of the knowledge and skills of their artisans and 
workers as well as local materials. 

f As regards the least developed countries, it seems that the preceding policies cannot be applied broadly, 
at least in the near future. Thus it would be appropriate for technical assistance to be provided essentially 
for the basic sectors, in particular, development of postal infrastructure, modernization of counter services, 
mail circulation and delivery and training of operational and supervisory staff. Moreover, it would be appro
priate to maintain and even to increase the supply, to these countries, of the incidental operational equip
ment for which they will no doubt continue to have an increasing need as their services expand. 

B. General activities 

11 From the perspective outlined above (cf paragraph 9). it would be possible to conduct activities of a general 
nature which would appreciably increase the useful role played by the UPU in the technical assistance tield. 

a General postal development planning 

12 Postal planning is a very ambitious undertaking when it involves ail the developing regions; however, it 
seems desirable in order to facilitate and, if possible, orient the efforts undertaken to improve postal services 
in developing countries. ln any case, such planning would be very flexible in nature and even if it resulted in only 
some uniformity, this would constitute an important accomplishment. 
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13 Be that as it may, this general planning should be based on the priorities established by Congress, taking 
into account the diversity of regional situations. Sorne consistency should, in effect, be ensured between the 
international and regional objectives. The latter are established by regional authorities without always taking 
into consideration the principles on which UPU activities are based. Nevertheless, the UPU should endeavour 
to establish international objectives which, while referring to regional objectives, are integrated into a concept 
of the global development of postal services. ln this regard, the UPU could establish a sort of general plan which 
would, of course, be only indicative. 

b Evaluation of the general situation of postal services 

14 lt would be in the UPU's interest to have an increasingly accurate evaluation of the situation of postal 
services in all the countries of the world and, in particular, in the developing countries. Such an evaluation would 
make it possible to better assess, even approximately, the discrepancy which, on the whole, exists between the 
developed and the developing countries. ln so far as possible, the UPU should obviously endeavour to ensure 
that this discrepancy does not increase but rather that it decreases. 

15 Moreover, the UPU should be able to acquire more detailed knowledge of the situation of postal services 
in the various developing regions. Efforts that have already resulted in progress in this regard should be continued 
in close cooperation with the Restricted Unions concerned, in order to get as clear an idea as possible of the 
results obtained as well as the difficulties to be overcome. lmproved knowledge of the situation of postal services 
at the regional level would give more weight to the representations made by the UPU to regional bodies likely 
to provide assistance for postal development. 

16 Conversely, at the national level, the evaluation of the postal services already undertaken by the UPU 
should be carried out by the Restricted Unions concerned (or by the countries themselves if they do not belong 
to these Unions), possibly with the assistance of the UPU, which should benefit from the results thus obtained. 

c Public information 

17 There is no doubt that public information activities with respect to postal development should be pursued 
for many years to corne in order to make national authorities, international and regional organizations and 
business sectors more aware of the importance of the Post in the economic, social and cultural development 
process. These activities will no doubt remain crucial since they should make it possible to mobilize resources 
and energies with a view to strengthening the position of the Post in the communications market. To be more 
specific, they would help to ensure the financing of postal development through local resources and to obtain, 
for this purpose, sufficient supplementary external aid. 

18 Moreover, the public information activities undertaken by the administrations with the active assistance 
of the UPU would facilitate acceptance by the local authorities of changes to be made to the administrative 
and financial status of postal services so that they can better perform their role. 

d General studies 

19 More and more, the UPU should undertake general studies that may serve as a basis for efforts made by 
the administrations in connection with postal development. ln this regard, some very important work is already 
being done by the CCPS; however, experience has shown that some studies not included in the programme of 
this body are at times of real interest to developing countries. Moreover, the International Bureau should supple
ment or clarify the conclusions of CCPS studies in a more systematic manner since, despite the improvements 
noted, these studies are not always of direct use to the countries. 
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20 The efforts of the International Bureau should be concentrated on studies of general sectors, for example, 
management and training. ln this regard, the studies would have to be coordinated with the work done by the 
regional information and study centres which would be set up with the assistance of the UPU. 

Ill. Guiding principles 

21 As regards implementation of the activities outlined above, it is important to refer to some guiding principles 
which are already widely applied by the UPU but which it would perhaps be appropriate to emphasize here. 

a Priority countries 

22 lt seems that, even in the long term, it would be appropriate to maintain the two criteria currently applied 
by the UPU in connection with the provision of technical assistance, namely, on the one hand, priority to the 
least developed countries, and more broadly to disadvantaged countries and, on the other hand, incentive regarding 
the efficient use of assistance previously provided. As is known, the first criterion is based on the categories 
established objectively by the UN whereas the second is based on factual considerations and, at times, some 
psychological factors. Be that as it may, experience has shown that the second criterion should be maintained 
in the future and that its importance should even be increased. 

23 Generally speaking, given that postal development is first and foremost the concern of the countries them
selves and that, consequently, UPU assistance can be only supplementary in nature, it seems that assistance should 
be given only to those countries really determined to undertake a programme of general organization or a group 
of coherent measures promoting postal development. The UPU would therefore have to know the governments' 
intentions regarding postal development in their countries as accurately as possible; this would presuppose appro
priate intervention by the International Bureau. 

b Financing 

24 First of all, it seems essential to maintain, in the future, the principle according to which the UNDP is the 
principal source of financing for UPU technical assistance. The UPU would therefore continue to assist countries 
as efficiently as possible in identifying their needs and drawing up projects likely to be financed by this organiza
tion. Furthermore, it would continue, in consultation with the governments and the Restricted Unions, to prepare 
regional or intercountry projects that cou Id be financed under this source. 

25 However, it does not seem reasonable to expect the UNDP, even with an economic recovery, to increase 
appreciably the limited resources currently at its disposai. 

26 Thus, it should be expected that the UPU will have to increase its efforts to obtain additional resources 
for financing technical assistance. This would involve, first of all, developing the approaches already being made 
to the World Bank, regional banks and some organizations financing technical assistance. Considering the results 
already achieved in this regard, there is hope that considerable resources may be obtained in this way. 

27 Moreover, the UPU could continue participating in the International Programme for the Development 
of Communication organized by UNESCO, as some projects could be financed under this programme, especially 
in the case of the least developed countries. 

28 Furthermore, it would be appropriate for the UPU to continue applying the system of "funds-in-trust", 
funds supplied either by the beneficiary countries themselves or by another country under multilateral assistance. 
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29 Finally, the "cost-sharing" system cou Id be applied more widely whenever the countries in question are 
capable of contributing, in one way or another, to the expenses-incurred for the projects from which they benefit. 
ln this regard, even the least developed countries (LOC) cou Id, in some cases, make a goodwill gesture by assuming 
responsibility for local expenditures. 

c Technical cooperation among developing countries (TCDC) 

30 The concept of "technical cooperation among developing countries" is a long way from having achieved 
the broad application that it merits for reasons of principle, efficiency and economy. Accordingly, steps should 
be taken so that, in the long term, countries can benefit fully from this mutual assistance system. At the moment, 
the UPU's raie in this field is still a decisive one; it establishes the cooperative relationship between the countries 
involved, selects the consultants needed for this purpose and, in particular, incurs the related expenses, except 
for the remuneration of the consultants, which is most often paid by their administrations of origin. Development 
in this field should consist in helping the beneficiary countries to gradually accept responsibility for the expenses 
related to TCDC, without however eliminating technical and financial contributions by the developed countries. 
The goal is the establishment of direct relations between two or more countries, with these countries using their 
officiais' knowhow in a given field and with the donating countries paying the salaries of the consultants and the 
beneficiary countries paying their travel and accomodation expenses. 

31 To be sure, in the case of the least developed countries, the meagre resources available should at times 
lead the UPU to participate financially in the operation, for example, by assuming responsibility for travel 
expenses. With regard to the intercountry training centres, which constitute another form of TCDC, it is doubtful 
that the countries concerned will, even in the long term, be able to assume all the related expenses. Consequently, 
it seems reasonable to plan on the UPU providing assistance, in principle in the form of fellowships for which 
the least developed countries would be given priority. 

d Local representation of the UPU 

32 lt may be assumed that, in the long term, the UPU will have sufficient local representation from the point 
of view of decentralization within the regions and the transfer of some of its present activities to the countries. 
Local representation of the UPU should still be organized as economically as possible, maximizing use of the 
experience, technical capabilities and enthusiasm of the officiais in the region. 

33 There is no doubt that, even from the perspective of long-term postal development of poor countries, 
it will still be necessary to maintain close contact with the local postal managers in order to provide them with 
consultative services, maintain their enthusiasm and help them to convince government authorities to give the 
Post the priority it deserves, in particular, through appropriate public information activities. !twill also be necessary 
to help the administrations to ensure the integration of their own efforts with external aid, to prepare UPU 
consultants' missions, to apply the recommendations formulated and, finally, to improve utilization of the 
personnel trained. 

e Cooperation with regional bodies 

34 ln the future, the UPU's relations with the regional bodies will have to be developed to an increasing 
degree. 

35 With respect to the Restricted Unions, the resolution adopted by the 1983 Executive Council outlines 
the general framework of their cooperation with the UPU in the field of technical cooperation. lt seems reasonable 
to expect positive developments within this framework of cooperation. There is no doubt, in fact, that most 
of the Restricted Unions will have to become increasingly involved in the analysis of the situation of postal 
services in their member countries with a view to identifying needs. 
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36 At the regional level, the Restricted Unions will have to play an increasingly active raie, in cooperation 
with the UPU, the countries and the regional groupings concerned, as regards the evolution of needs and tl-te 
preparation of programmes and projects. 

37 lt is to be hoped that, with respect to the financing of these programmes and projects, they will also be 
able to contribute on as broad a basis as possible; in most cases, this presupposes a considerable increase in their 
own resources. Thus, the joint programme might be expanded, with the financing being provided by the Restricted 
Union or Unions concerned. 

38 Finally, the possibility provided for by the Executive Council, of the conclusion of individual agreements 
between the UPU and a given Restricted Union will allow the raie of each Restricted Union to be adapted 
gradually to its technical, human and financial capacities. 

39 The trend towards strengthening of the Regional Economie Commissions, which was sanctioned in the study 
on the restructuring of the United Nations system, will probably continue. ln other words, it should already 
be expected that the relations between the UPU and the Regional Economie Commissions will be strengthened 
but that the UPU will endeavour to ensure that its constitutional responsibilities are respected. Subject to the 
definition of an appropriate form of cooperation between the UPU and these Commissions, it seems that they 
will be able to provide the postal administrations with an increasing amount of assistance by making governments 
aware of the importance of the needs of the Post and, if necessary, by participating financially in the regional 
projects planned by the UPU, in consultation with the parties involved. 

40 There are other regional groupings of an economic kind (Economie Community of West African States, 
Union of Central African States, the countries of the Andean Pact, the countries of South East Asia, etc) with 
which the UPU will no doubt have to gradually develop its relations. ln fact, these groupings could participate 
to some degree in the activities that must be undertaken to heighten the governments' awareness of economic 
problems. 

IV. Conclusions 

41 Without prejudice to any decisions that following Congresses may make in this regard, it would be appro
priate for the Hamburg Congress to hold a general discussion on the future of UPU technical assistance, based 
on the observations contained in this document. A few major ideas deserve particular attention: 

Apart from the provisions in the Constitution and the General Regulations, it seems reasonable to expect 
that the UPU will have to pursue its efforts in the field of technical cooperation, for at least three reasons: 
from the point of view of postal services, the risk of the discrepancy increasing between developed and 
developing countries; the extent of the needs facing the postal administrations of these developing countries; 
and their view that technical assistance is an important function of the UPU. 
lt seems logical to continue giving priority to the least developed countries; however, in principle, for the 
other disadvantaged countries and, even more so, for the countries that are not disadvantaged, the criterion 
relating to the motivation of the beneficiary administration will take on increasingly more importance. 
ln terms of activities, it seems that the UPU should gradually transfer, to the countries, current tasks which 
are within their capabilities in order to devote further resources to more technical tasks and, in particular, 
to general activities designed to help reinforce and increase the effectiveness of efforts made by the countries 
and groups of countries. 
For various reasons, the UPU will no doubt have to further integrate its activities within the iramework 
of the policies and activities decided on at the regional level, on the basis of the guidelines and directives 
established by its bodies. 

Berne, 8 March 1984 For the Executive Council: 
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Basic letter-post charges 

Executive Council report 

1 ntroduction 

ln the context of the study oh "Simplification of the rate structure and conditions for the admission 
of letter-post items", the Executive Council decided at its 1982 session: 
"ta instruct the International Bureau ta carry out the usual consultation ta establish the level of basic charges 
ta be submitted ta the next Congress. This inquiry should in particular deal with the charges applied in previous 
years sa as ta enable extrapolations ta be made." 

2 ln view of the results of this inquiry, which dealt in particular with the movement of the charges in gold 
francs between 1972 and 1982, the International Bureau submitted proposais on the level of basic charges ta the 
Executive Council. At its 1983 session, the Council decided ta postpone its decision until its 1984 session and 
again instructed the International Bureau ta consult postal administrations on the level of basic charges on the 
basis of the results of the 1982 inquiry. 

3 At its 1984 session, the EC considered the document submitted by the International Bureau on these 
bases, and also the document submitted by the French postal administration on the consequences of the intro
duction of the SDR into the UPU Acts on the problem of basic charges, these two documents resulting in very 
different proposais. 

Distribution of the questionnaire 

4 Pursuant ta the EC's decision, the International Bureau distributed among the postal administrations of 
Union member countries a questionnaire relating ta the following points: 
a the postal charges in force in the postal administrations (basic charges, percentage of increase, percentage 

of reduction); 
b possibility of adjusting these charges before 1 January 1986; 
c new basic charges for submission to the next Congress; 
d maximum percentage of increase or reduction in the basic charges to be submitted to the next Congress; 
e retention of article 111 of the Final Protocol to the Convention; 
f movement of postal charges over the last 10 years. 

5 This questionnaire was sent out on 20 July 1982 with circular letter 3370(81 )860. 

Results of the consultation 

6 A total of 80 postal administrations took part in the consultation, the results and findings of which are 
given below: 
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A. Postal charges in force in the postal administrations 

7 The information provided by the postal administrations shows the following situation: 
40 administrations (50%) apply a percentage of increase to the basic charges. 
23 administrations (29%) apply a percentage of reduction to the basic charges. 
12 administrations (15%) apply the basic charges. 

5 administrations (6%) apply a percentage of increase to certain items and a percentage of reduction to others. 

8 The following tables show the breakdown of postal administrations according to the percentages of increase 
or reduction which they apply to letters and printed papers only. (The increase on the charges for postcards 
is similar to that for letters, and that on small packets is similar to that for printed papers.) 

9 Charge for letters 

Percentage 1% 11% 21% 31% 41% 51% 61% 71% 81% 91% 
of ta ta ta ta ta ta ta ta ta ta over 
increase 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% · 90% 100% 100% 

Number 4 8 8 5 5 4 0 2 3 0 
of administrations 

Percentage 1% 11 % 21 % 31% 41% 51% 61 % 
of ta ta ta ta ta ta ta 
reduction 10% 20% '30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 

Number 2 2 6 3 5 4 
of administrations 

Number 12 
of administrations 
applying 
the basic charges 

10 Charge for printed papers 

Percentage 1% 11% 21% 31% 41% 51% 61% 71% 81% 91% 
of ta ta ta ta ta ta ta ta ta ta over 
increase 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 100% 

Number 0 2 7 7 4 4 5 4 3 3 
of administrations 

Percentage 1% 11% 21% 31% 41% 51% 61% 
of ta ta ta ta ta ta ta 
reduction 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 

Number 4 4 4 2 4 0 5 
of administrations 

Number 12 
of administrations 
applying 
the basic charges 
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Analysis 

11 According to the data and information received, it was noted that: 
a The percentage of increase or reduction applied to the basic charges is not uniform for the four categories 

of items; moreover, a few administrations simultaneously apply an increase to certain letter-post items 
and a reduction to others. 

b The increase limit of "100% maximum" has not been exceeded in the rate structure for letters. On the 
other hand, three administrations have increased the basic rate for printed papers by more than 100%, 
one of them applying an increase of 174%. 

c Of the 40 administrations which apply an increase to the basic charges for letters, 35 (87.5%) increase 
the basic charge by a maximum of 70%. (The commonest increase is between 20% and 60%.) 

d The arithmetical mean of ail the increases of the charge on letters applied by the 40 administrations is 
46%. 

e Of the 23 administrations which reduce basic letter-post charges, 18 (78%) apply a reduction of not more 
than 50%. (The commonest reductio:, is between 20% and 50%.) 

f Of the 40 administrations which increase the basic charges for printed papers, 33 (82%) apply an increase 
of not more than 80%. (The commonest increase is between 20% and 80%). 

g The arithmetical mean of ail the increases of the printed papers charge applied by 40 administrations 
is 58%. 

h As regards the reduction ofthe printed papers charge, 18 out of 23 administrations (78%) apply a reduction 
of up to 50% maximum. 
The number of postal administrations that increase the basic printed papers charge by more than 50% is 
higher than the number of adrpinistrations increasing the basic letter-post charge to the same extent, as 
shown in the following table: 

Items lncrease up to 50% lncrease of more than 50% 

Letters 26 administrations (65%) 14 administrations (35%) 

Printed papers 20 administrations (50%) 20 administrations (50%) 

B. Higher charge for non-standardized items of the first weight step 

12 The result of the consultation was as follows: 
a 
b 

Number of administrations which have fixed a higher charge for non-standardized items 
Number of administrations which have not surcharged non-standardized items 

C. Adjustment of postal charges before the Acts of the next Congress go into force 

9 (11.25%) 
71(88.75%) 

13 Regarding the possibility of an adjustment, before 1 January 1986, of the charges currently in force, 
47 administrations replied in the affirmative. The increases put forward vary from 10% to 60%. Twenty-eight 
administrations did not take a position. 

D. New basic charges for submission to the next Congress 

14· As regards the revision of the basic charges adopted by the Rio de Janeiro Congress for the payment of 
postage on letter-post items, with a view to submitting a proposai to the Hamburg Congress, the administrations 
took position as follows: 

in favour of increasing the charges: 49 (61 % of the administrations) 
in favour of the status quo: 28 (35% of the administrations) 
did not express an opinion: 3 (4% of the administrations) 
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15 Of the 49 administrations that were in favour of an increase, 45 specified a percentage of increase of 
the charges to be suggested to the next Congress. The following table shows the proposed percentages in decreasing 
order: 

No Administration Proposed No Administration Proposed 
increase increase 

% % 

1 Central African Republic 100 24 Thailand 50 
2 Chile 100 25 Tunisia 50 
3 Denmark 100 26 Tuvalu 50 
4 Norway 100 27 Yemen Arab Rep 50 
5 Sweden 100 28 Zaïre 50 
6 Australia 75 29 Great Britain 40 
7 Japan 75 30 ltaly 40 
8 Brazil 70 31 Niger 40 
9 lndia 60 32 Syrian Arab Rep 33 
10 South Africa 50 33 Greece 33 
11 Algeria 50 34 Luxembourg 30 
12 Germany, Fed Rep of 50 35 Bangladesh 25 
13 United States of America 50 36 Korea (Rep) 25 
14 Austria 50 37 France 25 
15 Botswana 50 38 Mauritania 25 
16 Canada 50 39 Ethiopia 20 
17 Gabon 50 40 Ghana 20 
18 Iraq 50 41 Malta 20 
19 Lesotho 50 42 Nigeria 20 
20 Morocco 50 43 Panama (Rep) 20 
21 Pakistan 50 44 Sudan 20 
22 Netherlands Antilles 50 45 Swaziland 11 
23 Senegal 50 

Statistical calculations 

16 According to the series of figures suggested by 45 administrations and with a view to taking a decision, 
various indicators were calculated, namely: 

arithmetical mean (
2

~~
7

) 

median (administration No 23 in the above list) 

the most frequent rate ( 19 times) 

midpoint ( 1 OO 
2
- 11 ) 

E. lncrease or reduction of the basic charges 

48% 

50% 

50% 

45% 

17 With regard to the revision of the percentages of increase (100%) and of reduction (70%) of the basic 
charges laid down in article 19, paragraph 1, of the Convention, 80 administrations expressed their views as 
follows: 

a lncrease 

in favour of maintaining 100% increase (status quo) 
in favour of changing the rate of 100% (see details under 
subpara c) 
expressed no opinion 

b Reduction 
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in favour of retaining 70% reduction (status quo) 
in favour of changing the rate of 70% (see details under 
subpara d) 
expressed no opinion 

60 administrations (75%) 

14 administrations (17.5%) 
6 administrations (7.5%) 

59 administrations (74 %) 

16 administrations (20%) 
5 administrations (6%) 



c Percentages of increase suggested to replace 100% 

20% 
50% 
60% 
75% 
110% 
125% 
150% 

(1 administration) 
(7 administrations) 
(1 administration) 
(1 administration) 
(1 administration) 
(1 administration) 
(2 administrations) 

d Percentages of reduction suggested to replace the 70% 

25% 
50% 
80% 
100% 

(1 administration) 
(13 administrations) 
(1 administration) 
(1 administration) (which is equivalent to a zero charge). 

F. Provision of article Ill of the Final Protocol 

Congress - Doc 19 

18 As regards the retention or amendment of article 111 of the Final Protocol to the Convention (according 
to which member countries are authorized to exceed the upper limits indicated in article 19, para 1), the 
80 administrations which replied expressed the following views: 

in favour of retaining article 111 of the Final Protocol: 
in favour of deleting this article: 
expressed no opinion: 

G Development of postal charges between 1972 and 1982 

73 administrations (91.25%) 
6 administrations (7.50%) 
1 administration (1.25%) 

19 To give a better idea of how postal charges have developed over the last ten years (June 1972 - June 1982), 
administrations were asked to give the postage charge for a letter of 20 g and the postage charge for a printed 
papers item of 100 g in June 1972, June 1977 and June 1982, in national currency and its equivalent in gold 
francs. 

20 Only 64 of the 80 administrations supplied the information requested. ln order to analyze as much infor
mation as possible, the International Bureau took from the Compendium of Equivalents and Reduced Charges 
the data concerning 11 of the 16 administrations which did not indicate these charges. 

21 The average five-yearly growth (AFG) was calculated on the basis of the values of the charge for a letter 
of 20 g and a printed papers item of 100 g at the three dates shown. 

22 The following tables show the breakdown of postal administrations according to the average five-yearly 
growth (AFG), by classes of 10%, for the period 1972-1982. 

a Charge for a letter of 20 g 

AFG 1% 11 % 21% 31% 41% 51% 61% 71% 81% 91% Over 
to to to to to to to to to to 
10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 100% 

Number 2 3 11 3 19 12 5 4 4 6 
of administrations 
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b Charge for a printed papers item of 100 g 

AFG 1% 11 % 21% 31% 41% 51% 61% 71% 81% 91% Over 
to to to to to to to to to to 
10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 100% 

Number 8 4 8 5 5 10 6 6 18 
of administrations 

23 The information contained in the preceding two tables can be rearranged in the following manner: 

AFG Number of administrations and percentage 

Up to 50% 
From 51 to 100% 
Over 100% 

Letters 

41 administrations (56%) 
26 administrations (36%) 
6 administrations (8%) 

73 administrations (100%1 

Printed papers 

23 administrations (31 %) 
32 administrations (44%1 
18 administrations (25%) 

73 administrations (100%) 

24 lt will be seen that out of 75 administrations, during the past two five-year periods, there are more of them 
which apply a bigger increase to the basic charge for printed papers than to that for letters. This finding may be 
compared with the one made when considering the present increase applied to the basic charges for letters and 
printed papers and which confirms it (see paragraph 9, i). 

25 There is thus a permanent trend in this respect which currently leads to the following practice: a large 
number of administrations fix the charge for printed paper items of 100 g at an average value (59.25 g c), 
representing 79% of the present basic charge for a letter of 20 g (75 g c). 

26 The higher increase in the charges for printed papers as compared with that for letters is perhaps due to 
the following tacts: 
a the basic charge fixed by Congress is insufficient to cover the cost of this category of items; 
b there is a progressivity difference, as between letters and printed papers, in the scales of charges (shown 

in article 19 of the Convention) according to the weight: the ratio 1 : 2 which exists between the charge 
for a letter and that for a printed papers item is observed only for the first weight step. For the following 
weight steps, the ratio becomes more and more unfavourable to printed papers; for the last step (1000 

to 2000 g) the ratio is 1 : 3.09. 

H. Suggestions in connection with the basic charges for /etter-post items 

27 The International Bureau report set out four possibilities of increasing the basic charges: 
1st possibility: 50% increase in the charges for all weight steps of letter-post items (proposai based on the average 
percentage suggested by the postal administrations). 
2nd possibility: 50% increase in the charges for ail weight steps of letters and postcards, and 62% increase in 
the charges for all weight steps of printed papers and small packets. 
3rd possibi/ity: lncrease of 50% (already suggested) in the charge for all weight steps of letters and postcards 
and increase in the charges for the weight steps of printed papers and small packets identical to that existing 
between the various weight steps of letters (in accordance with the remark made in paragraph 26, b), on the 
basis of an increase of 50% for the first weight step. 
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4th possibility: lncrease of 50% (already suggested) in the charge for all weight steps of letters and postcards 
and increase in the charges for the weight steps of printed papers and small packets identical to that existing 
between the various weight steps of letters (in accordance with the remark -made in paragraph 26, b), on the 
basis of an increase of 62% for the first weight step. 

lncrease or reduction of the basic charges 

28 ln view of the results of the consultation, the maximum percentage of increase of 100% and the maximum 
reduction of 70% should be retained (see paragraph 17). 

Provisions of article Ill of the Final Protocol 

29 According to the almost unanimous opinion of the postal administrations, article 111 of the Final Protocol 
to the Convention should clearly be maintained (see paragraph 18). 

1983 EC decision 

30 At its 1983 session the Executive Council examined the above document on the level of the basic letter-post 
charges. But before coming out in favour of one of the four possibilities of increase, the Executive Council 
decided to postpone its decision until the 1984 session and instruct the International Bureau to consult admin
istrations once again on the level of basic charges on the basis of the results of the 1982 inquiry. 

Consultation of postal administrations 

31 For better understanding of the aim of the consultation, the International Bureau sent under cover of 
circular letter 3370(81 )1413 of 6 June 1983 a questionnaire dealing with the four possibilities suggested in the 
event of an increase in charges, accompanied by document CE 1983/C 4 - Doc 22, so that postal administrations 
could make their mincis up in full knowledge of the facts. 

32 Moreover, at the request of the postal administration of France in its capacity as Chairman of Committee 4 
(Letter Post), the International Bureau sent all postal administrations, under cover of circular letter 3370(81 )1558 
of 30 June 1983, the pertinent points of the report of Committee 4 (CE 1983 - Doc 8) and of the minutes 
of the second meeting of the EC (CE 1983 - PV 2). 

Results of the consultation 

33 A total of 99 postal administrations took part in the consultation, the results of which are given below: 
a for the first possibility: increase of 50 percent in the basic charges 50 administrations (50.5%) 

for letter-post items 

b 

C 

for the second possibility: increase of 50 percent in the basic charges 
for letters and postcards and of 62 percent in th ose for printed papers 
and small packets 
for the third possibility: increase of 50 percent in the basic charges 
for letters and postcards and increase in charges for the weight steps 
for printed papers and small packets in the same proportion as that 
existing between the weight steps for letters, on the basis of a 50 percent 
increase for the first weight step 

17 administrations (17.2%) 

10 administrations (10.1 %) 
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d 

e 

for the fourth possibility: increase of 50 percent in the basic charges 
for letters and postcards and increase in the charges for the weight steps 
for printed papers and small packets in the same proportion as that 
existing between the weight steps for letters, on the basis of a 62 percent 
increase for the first weight step 
for other suggestions not included in the questionnaire 

1984 Executive Council session 

17 administrations (17.2%) 

5 administrations (5%) 

99 administrations (100%) 

34 At its 1984 session, the EC considered the document submitted by the International Bureau on the level 
of basic letter-post charges, and also a document submitted by the French postal administration on the consequences 
of the introduction of the SDR into the Acts of the UPU (annex 1) which is summarized below. 

Study by France 

35 The French administration emphasizes that the present level of charges in force in the countries of the 
Union must first be compared with the Rio de Janeiro basic charges before any adjustment of the latter is envisaged. 
lt notes that the traditional study carried out by the International Bureau on the charges applied by the countries 
since 1972 shows a past development which does not correspond to the present situation. The development 
of the charges converted into gold francs is "falsified" by the use of equivalents which, in most cases, do not 
reflect the true parities between the currencies since the general floating of the latter, a consequence of the 
suspension in 1971 of the convertibility of the dollar into gold. 

36 France emphasizes that since the introduction of the SDR in the Acts on 1 July 1981, the UPU has had 
available a mechanism for the automatic adjustment of monetary parities which enables the actual value of the 
charges to be determined in SDR (and where appropriate their value in gold francs calculated through the inter
mediary of the SDR) and to situate them in relation to the basic charges of article 19. 

37 The analysis made by this administration shows: 
that the actual development of the charges in SDR between July 1981 and 1983 is very different from the 
one which appears when the past is considered with gold francs in mind (for half the countries there has 
been a drop}; 
that the average level of the charges expressed in SDR is identical with that of the basic charges fixed 
in Rio de Janeiro, one country out of two having charges lower than these; 
and therefore that the Rio de Janeiro basic charges are still va/id. 

38 Nevertheless, to meet unforeseeable developments, France is prepared to envisage a maximum increase 
of 20% in the basic charges. 

Discussions 

39 ln the view of one delegation, the report prepared by the International Bureau after consulting postal 
administrations contained some extremely important information which should be taken into account when 
a decision was taken. Referring to the International Bureau document, that delegation pointed out that 50% 
of the administrations had corne out in favour of a uniform 50% increase for both LC and AO charges, while 
45% of the administrations favoured an increase of 50% for letters and a higher percentage of increase for printed 
papers. 
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40 Sorne members of the EC commented that, while France's study based on SOR was certainly interesting, 
it had been submitted late and, furthermore, dealt with only two years, which did not enable safe conclusions 
to be drawn, particularly as the Rio de Janeiro Acts came into force and, hence, to a general increase in charges. 
ln view of that fact, some delegates drew the conclusion that the majority opinion expressed in the International 
Bureau study must be respected, for account should be taken of the result of the consultation carried out on 
the matter. 

41 Another delegation observed that the question of basic letter-post charges could be a matter of definite 
importance at Congress. The economic situation of the postal administrations had to be considered and all 
the decisions which would be taken in Hamburg should be borne in mind, particularly those relating to terminal 
dues. Consequently, the International Bureau's consultation of postal administrations must be ta ken fully into 
consideration when this question was being examined. 

42 Two other administrations supported France's proposai for a 20% increase in the basic charges, stressing 
among other things that the analysis had been carried out on the basis of data from 50 administrations and took 
account of the exact development of the amount of charges. Those delegations felt sure that the stability of 
national rates would favourably influence postal exchanges between countries. 

43 One delegation proposed postponing the entire question until Congress, for the documentation relating 
to France's study was of a technical character which deserved more thorough consideration by postal 
administrations. 

44 ln the light of the analysis made by the International Bureau on the basis of the results of the consultation 
and of the conclusions drawn from France's study on the consequences of the introduction of the SOR, the EC 
finally decided to submit to the Hamburg Congress the three possibilities set out in the following paragraph. 

Conclusions 

45 ln view of the above, Congress is requested: 
to decide on one of the three possibilities of increasing the basic letter-post charges (paragraphs 1 to 16 and 
34 to 44): 

Jncrease of 50% in the basic charges for letter-post items according to proposai 3019.11; 
/ncrease of 50% in the basic charges for letters and postcards and of 62% in those for printed papers 
and sma/1 packets according to proposai 3019.12; 
/ncrease of 20% in the basic charges for letter-post items according to proposai 3019.13. 

ii to maintain the percentage of increase of 100% and of reduction of 70% for the basic letter-post charges 
(paragraphs 17 and 28); 

iii to maintain the provision of article Ill of the Final Protocol to the Convention (paragraphs 18 and 29). 

Berne, 26 March 1984 For the Executive Council: 
AC BOTTO DE BAR ROS 
Chairman 
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Basic letter-post charges. 
Consequences of the introduction of the SOR into the Acts of the Union. 
Comments submitted by the postal administration of France 

1. Introduction 

Before considering taking any decision on a possible adjustment of the basic charges, the following question 
should first be asked "How does the present level of charges in force in the member countries of the Union 
compare with the basic charges adopted by the Rio de Janeiro Congress?" 

2 ln order to reply to this fundamental question, it is essential to take account of the new situation which 
has arisen since 1981 with the substitution of the SOR for the gold franc in ail the fields regulated by the Rio 
de Janeiro Acts. 
3 Unfortunately, the effects of the SOR on the problem of basic charges were not taken into consideration 
in the study conducted by the International Bureau (CE 1984/C4- Doc 31 ). At its 1982 session, the EC instructed 
the International Bureau to "carry out the usual consultation to establish the level of basic charges to be submitted 
to the next Congress." This prompted the 18 to conduct an inquiry on traditional lines on the charges enforced 
since 1972 and to analyze them after converting them into gold francs. 

4 However, the equivalences of the national currencies in terms of the gold franc which were fixed by the 
monetary authorities were not always updated to reflect actual currency developments. These delays in adjusting 
equivalents were aggravated by the widespread floating of currencies as the result of the suspension of the conver
tibil ity of the dollar into gold (15 August 1971 ), which put an end to the Bretton Woods system of fixed parities 
(1944). This situation was ratified by the Jamaica agreements (January 1976) and the decision of the Interna
tional Monetary Fund to demonetize gold officially with effect from 1 April 1978. 

5 The Rio de Janeiro Congress noted that the gold franc had ceased to exist and, by adopting the SOR 
as the intermediate monetary unit, introduced a permanent automatic adjustment mechanism that enables each 
administration to determine, among other things, the value in SOR (or in gold francs through the SOR) corre
sponding to the amount of its own charges in the national currency. 

6 This new situation leads one to study the level of the basic charges exclusively in the light of the 
consequences of the introduction of the SOR. 
The following factors are analyzed with this purpose in mind: 

the development of charges for letters of 20 g between July 1981 (date of application of the Acts) and 
July 1983; 
the level of these charges in SD R in July 1983 as compared with the basic charge (O. 75 gold francs or 
0.25 SOR). 

Il. Analysis conducted 

7 The analysis covered 50 of the 75 administrations appearing in annexes 5 and 6 to Doc 31 (attachment 2), 
for which the required data were available. These data were taken: 
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8 Attachment 1 hereto sets out, for the 50 countries studied, on the basis of the charges in national currency 
(cols 2 and 3) and of the SDR rates (cols 4 and 5): 

the charges in SDR for July 1981 (col 6 = col 2 divided by col 4) and July 1983 (col 7 = col 3 divided 
by col 5); 
the percentage development of the charges in SDR from July 1981 to July 1983 (col 8 = col 7 divided 
by col 6 before rounding off of the results); 
in column 9, the divergence between national charges in SDR in July 1983 and the basic charge (0.25 SDR). 

Ill. Development of charges for an LC item of 20 g between July 1981 and July 1983 

9 For 26 of the 50 countries, there was a decrease in the charges, whereas in CE 1983/C 4 - Doc 22/ Annex 6, 
attached to Doc 31, a decrease was apparent for only 2 countries out of 75. 

10 This trend reversai is explained by the considerable erosion of the exchange rate of most currencies in 
relation to the SDR, a situation which has already been noted by administrations when settling international 
postal accounts. 

11 ln the case of France, the charge for an LC item of 20 g which increased by 30 percent in the national 
currency (from FF 2 to FF 2.60) actually increased by only 3.55 percent in SDR (from 0.304 to 0.314). Even 
greater divergences are apparent, in particular for countries with high inflation rate. 

12 Annex 6 to the above-mentioned Doc 22 has been supplemented to show the development between July 
1981 and July 1983 of the charge expressed in SDR ascertained for each of the 50 countries (see attachment 2). 

IV. Comparison of national charges expressed in SDR with the basic charge 

13 This comparison brings out the following results: 
the arithmetic mean of the charges applied in July 1983 is 0.257 SDR, ie virtually the basic charge for 
a letter of 20 g which is 0.25 SDR; 
the median charge is also very close to the basic charge, at 0.248 SDR. 

14 The table constituting attachment 3 shows that: 
there are just as many administrations whose charges in SDR are lower than the basic charges as there 
are administrations which apply a percentage of increase to them; 
the most frequently applied charges lie in a range between -30 percent and +30 percent compared with 
the basic charges; this confirms the representative character of the basic charge. 

V. Conclusions 

15 Consideration of the development of currencies in relation to the SDR entails modification of the conclu-
sions of Doc 31. This analysis shows: 

that the actual development of charges is very different from that which emerges if arguments relating 
to the past are based on gold francs; 
that the charges in force in July 1983 expressed in SDR are symmetrically distributed, numerically, in plus 
and minus terms in relation to the 1979 Rio de Janeiro basic charge and thus that the present basic charge 
is sti/1 va/id. 

16 Hence, the 50 percent increase in the scale of article 19 envisaged in CE 1984/C 4 - Doc 31 would be 
exaggerated and would not meet the requirements of the majority of administrations. 

17 France is of the opinion that, if an increase appeared to be desirable to cater for unforeseeable developments, 
it would be more than sufficient to fix it at 20 percent, for example. 
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Development of charges for LC items up to 20 grammes from Ju/y 1981 to Ju/y 1983 ëil 
"' "' i 

Countries Charges in national currency SDR rate Charges in SDR Development Comparison Cl 
in with basic 0 n 

7/81 7/83 7/81 7/83 7/81 7/83 SDR (%) charges(%) _. 
CO ....._ 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 )> 
:::, 
:::, 
(1) 
X 

Algeria 1.200 1.200 5.0502 5.1215 0.238 0.234 - 1.39 - 6.28 
_. ....._ 

Germany, Fed Rep of 0.900 1.200 2. 7711 2.7504 0.325 0.436 34.34 74.52 )> ,... 
Netherlands Antilles 0.600 0.600 2.0443 1.9133 0.294 0.314 6.85 25.44 

,... 
Q) 

Australia 0.350 0.400 0.9942 1.2143 0.352 0.329 - 6.43 31.76 n 
:::r 

Austria 6.000 7.000 19.5079 20.4070 0.308 0.343 11.53 37.21 3 
Bahrain 0.060 0.060 0.4270 0.3996 0.141 0.150 6.85 - 39.95 

(1) 
:::, 

Bangladesh 3.750 3.750 20.7265 26.0415 0.181 0.144 - 20.41 - 42.40 
,... 

Belgium 14.000 17,000 45.3599 55.0943 0.309 0.309 - 0.03 23.42 
Botswana 0.260 0.260 1.0136 1.1663 0.257 0.223 - 13.09 - 10.83 
Brazil 21.000 120.000 106. 7104 606.2468 0.197 0.198 0.58 - 20.82 
Canada 0.350 0.600 1.3759 1.3099 0.254 0.458 80.06 83.21 
Cyprus 0.100 0.120 0.5094 0.5627 0.196 0.213 8.64 - 14.70 
Congo (People's Rep) 95.000 95.000 329.3188 413.4543 0.288 0.230 - 20.35 - 8.09 
Korea (Rep) 320.000 320.000 780.1123 828.4392 0.410 0.386 - 5.83 54.51 
Denmark 2.000 3.500 8.6863 9.8806 0.230 0.354 53.85 41.69 
United Arab Emirates 1.100 1.100 4.1692 3.9020 0.264 0.282 6.85 12.76 
Spain 30.000 33.000 110.8137 157.0464 0.271 0.210 - 22.38 - 15.95 
United States of America 0.300 0.300 1.1357 1.0629 0.264 0.282 6.85 12.90 
France 2.000 2.600 6.5864 8.2691 0.304 0.314 3.55 25.77 
Gabon 125.000 125.000 329.3188 413.4543 0.380 0.302 - 20.35 20.93 
Ghana 0.390 0.390 3.1235 2.9233 0.125 0.133 6.85 - 46.64 
Great Britain 0.180 0.205 0.6055 0.6952 0.297 0.295 - 0.81 17.95 
Greece 17.000 17.000 67.7286 89.9751 0.251 0.189 - 24.73 - 24.42 
lndia 2.600 2.600 10.0737 10.7195 0.258 0.243 - 6.03 - 2.98 
Iraq 0.090 0.090 0.3354 0.3304 0.268 0.272 1.50 8.95 
ltaly 300.000 500,000 1379.2622 1628.1802 0.218 0.307 41.19 22.84 
Japan 110.000 110.000 263.4370 255.6322 0.418 0.430 3.05 72.12 
Jordan 0.075 0.075 0.3827 0.3911 0.196 0.192 - 2.15 - 23.30 
Lesotho 0.120 0.120 1.0480 1.1639 0.115 0.103 - 9.96 - 58.76 
Luxembourg 16.000 16.000 45.3599 55.0943 0.353 0.290 - 17.67 16.16 
Malaysia 0.300 0.300 2.6706 2.4811 0.112 0.121 7.64 - 51.63 
Malta 0.080 0.080 0.4560 0.4618 0.175 0.173 - 1.25 - 30.70 
Morocco 1.000 1.400 6.2800 7.3917 0.159 0.189 18.94 - 24.24 
Mauritania 15.000 15.000 55.9446 59.0133 0.268 0.254 - 5.20 1.67 
Niger 70.000 100.000 329.3188 413.4543 0.213 0.242 13.79 - 3.25 
Nigeria 0.200 0.200 0.7453 0.7915 0.268 0.253 - 5.84 1.07 
Norway 1.800 3.500 6.9255 7.7838 0.260 0.450 73.00 79.86 
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Countries Charges in national currency SOR rate Charges in SOR Oevelopment Comparison 
in with basic 

7/81 7/83 7/81 7/83 7/81 7/83 SOR(%) charges(%) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Pakistan 2.000 3.000 11.2434 14.0699 0.178 0.213 19.87 - 14.71 
Netherlands 0.850 0.900 3.0830 3.0775 0.276 0.292 6.07 16.98 
Philippines 2.000 2.000 9.0278 11.6939 0.222 0.171 - 22.80 - 31.59 
Portugal 27.000 30.000 73.5582 126.3227 0.367 0.237 - 35.30 - 5.01 
Sri Lanka 3.000 3.000 21.5135 25.6546 0.139 0.117 - 16.14 - 53.22 
Sweden 2.400 2.700 5.8837 8.1690 0.408 0.331 - 18.97 32.21 
Switzerland 0.900 0.900 2.3783 2.2499 0.378 0.400 5.71 60.01 
Swaziland 0.100 0.100 1.0480 1.1639 0.095 0.086 - 9.96 - 65.63 
Syrian Arab Rep 1.600 1.600 4.4576 4.1720 0.359 0.384 6.85 53.41 
Thailand 6.500 6.500 25.1478 24.4471 0.258 0.266 2.87 6.35 
Togo 70.000 70.000 329.3188 413.4543 0.213 0.169 - 20.35 - 32.28 
Tunisia 0.180 0.180 0.5965 0.7386 0.302 0.244 - 19.24 - 2.51 
Uruguay 2.600 4.000 12.4212 35.7938 0.209 0.112 - 46.61 - 55.30 

Sources for the study: 

Charges in national currency published in the Compendium of Equivalents and Reduced Charges: 
- Values July 1981: Latest values known at the time of supplement 1 of 10 July 1981 (the next supplement is dated 15 September 1981). 
- Values July 1983: Latest values known at the time of supplement 10 of 1 July 1983. 
Monthly average SOR rates for July 1981 and July 1983 obtained as a function of the monthly average rate of the SOR against the US dollar and of the monthly average rate of the US dollar 
against the other currencies. Values taken from the international financial statistics of the International Monetary Fund: 

For July 1981: French edition of October 1981. 
- For July 1983: English edition of November 1983. 
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Letter of 20 grammes 

Average five-yearly Development of Average five-yearly Development of 
growth of the charge the charge between growth of the charge the charge between 
( 1972-1982) July 1981 ( 1972-1982) July 1981 
CE 1983/C 4 - (application of CE 1983/C 4 - (application of 
Doc 22/ Annex 6 the Rio de Janeiro Doc 22/ Annex 6 the Rio de Janeiro 

Acts) and July 1983 Acts) and July 1983 
taking account of taking account of 
the consequences of the consequences of 
the introduction of the introduction of 
the SOR as the SOR as 
the intermediate the intermediate 
monetary unit monetary unit 

Administrations % % Administrations % % 

1 Uruguay 216 46.61 38 lndia 47.90 6.03 
2 Ghana 154 + 6.85 39 Cyprus 46.05 + 8.64 
3 Netherlands 133 + 6.85 40 Belgium 45.80 0.03 

Antilles 41 Congo 45.58 20.35 
4 Yugoslavia 106 (People's Rep) 
5 Canada 100 + 80.06 42 Gabon 45.17 20.35 
6 Philippines 100 22.80 43 Tunisia 43.70 19.24 
7 Great Britain 98.95 0.81 44 Central 41.96 
8 Australia 98.20 6.43 African Rep 
9 Sri Lanka 95.78 16.14 45 Bahrain 41.42 + 6.85 
10 Portugal 94.07 35.30 46 Ethiopia 41.42 1 

11 Brazil 84.02 + 0.58 47 Luxembourg 41.42 17.67 
12 Spain 79.81 22.38 48 Malaysia 41.42 + 7.64 
13 Guinea 76.02 49 Netherlands 41.42 + 6.07 
14 Mauritius 72.97 50 Nigeria 40.51 5.84 
15 ltaly 70.78 + 41.19 51 Korea (Rep) 40.23 5.83 
16 Switzerland 69.31 + 5.71 52 Senegal 37.76 
17 Germany, 65.60 + 34.34 53 Thailand 33.46 + 2.87 

Fed Rep of 54 Panama (Rep) 30.29 1 

18 Argentin a 64.30 55 United States of 29.93 + 6.85 
19 Hungarian 63.29 2 America 

People's Rep 56 South Africa 29.90 
20 France 61.51 + 3.55 57 Iraq 28.00 + 1.5 
21 Austria 58.40 + 11.53 58 Bulgaria 27.47 l 

22 Norway 58.40 + 73.00 (People's Rep) 
23 Syrian Arab Rep 58.11 + 6.85 59 Madagascar 27.16 
24 Saudi Arabia 58.10 1 60 Malta 26.51 1.25 
25 United Arab 56.46 + 6.85 61 Mauritania 26.49 5.20 

Emirates 62 Zimbabwe 26.02 l 

26 Pakistan 55.12 + 19.87 63 Angola 25.00 2 

27 Japan 54.63 + 3.05 64 El Salvador · 25.00 
28 Morocco 52.75 + 18.94 65 Algeria 20.80 1.39 
29 Botswana 52.70 13.09 66 Swaziland 19.52 9.96 
30 Vanuatu 52.31 67 Togo 18.63 20.35 
31 China 52.14 68 Fiji 14.95 

(People's Rep) 69 Bangladesh 7.04 20.41 
32 Denmark 51.65 + 53.85 70 Egypt 4.70 
33 Greece 49.74 24.73 71 German Dem Rep 0.00 l 

34 Sweden 49.66 18.97 72 Singapore 0.00 1 

35 Upper Volta 49.14 73 Czechoslovakia 0.00 l 

36 Niger 48.46 + 13.79 74 Lesotho -8.44 9.96 
37 Jordan 48.10 2.15 75 Sudan - 29.28 

1 Charges not published in the Compendium of Equivalents and Reduced Charges. 
2 SOR rates not published in the International Monetary Fund's financial statistics. 
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Distribution of postal administrations according to the percentage reductions or increases 
applied to the basic charge for a letter of 20 grammes in Ju/y 1983 

Basic charge 

Percentage 
reduction 

Administrations: 

- number 

- cumulated percentage 

81 

90 

71 

80 

61 

70 

50 

Reductions 

51 

60 

4 

48 

41 

50 

2 

40 

31 

40 

4 

36 

21 

30 

4 

28 

11 

20 

28% 

4 

20 

1 
0.25 SDR 

10 

6 

12 

ta 
10 

4 

8 

11 

20 

28% 

5 

18 

Analysis covering 50 administrations out of the 75 mentioned in annex 5 ta Doc 22, carried out on the basis of: 

21 

30 

5 

28 

lncreases 

31 

40 

3 

34 

41 

50 

36 

51 

60 

3 

42 

the charges communicated ta the International Bureau with a view ta updating the Compendium of Equivalents and Reduced Charges; 
- the monthly average rate of the SDR in July 1983 according ta the international financial statistics of the International Monetary Fund. 
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Memorandum on the international circulation of educational, 
scientific and cultural materials, submitted by UNESCO 

Memorandum by the Secretary General 

Congress - Doc 20 

1 Undercoverof this letter of 19 March 1984, the Director-General of UNESCO sent the International Bureau 
a "Memorandum on the international circulation of educational, scientific and cultural materials". 

2 This document, reproduced in annex 1 and prepared for the 19th Universal Postal Congress, was distributed 
among the Member States of the said organization under cover of UNESCO circular letter No CL/2894. 

3 On this occasion, within the framework of the cooperation instituted between the two organizations since 
the 1952 Brussels Congress, it was decided to distribute this document to the delegations participating in the 
19th Congress. 

4 This memorandum by UNESCO is designed mainlyto draw the attention of the member countries to several 
measures which could be taken to promote the free circulation of books and other educational, scientific and 
cultural materials; these measures relate in particular to rate-fixing and improvement of the quality of postal 
services. 

5 ln view of the foregoing, Congress is invited to examine this document. 

Berne, 13 April 1984 
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Memorandum on the international circulation of educational, 
scientific and cultural materials 
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prepared by Unesco in connection with the 19th Congress of the Universal Postal Union 
(Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany, 18 June-26 July 1984) 

Contents 

Introduction 
1. lmplementation of the provisions laid down in the Acts 

A. Tariff reductions for certain categories of printed matter 
B. Correspondence courses and authors' manuscripts 
C. Literature in relief for the blind 

Il. Other problems to be èxamined 
A. Films and sound or video recordings 
B. Posting abroad of letter-post items 
C. Use of air conveyance 
D. Payment of "terminal dues" 

Conclusion 

Introduction 

Before the countries taking part in the Congress of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) in Hamburg examine 
the various propositions that will be submitted to them, Unesco wishes to draw their attention, by the present 
memorandum, to a number of measures that might be taken to promote the free flow of books and other educa
tional, scientific and cultural materials. 

2 This document fits into the framework of action that these same countries, as rhembers of Unesco, have 
undertaken in order to facilitate the free flow of information internationally. Unesco's Constitution itself assigns 
responsibility to the Organization for the task of promoting the free flow of ideas by word and image, and of 
ensuring the spread of culture and knowledge and the international exchange of publications and other infor
mation materials. 

3 These efforts led to the signature in Beirut in 1948 of an Agreement for Facilitating the International 
Circulation of Visual and Auditory Materials of an Educational, Scientific and Cultural Character. This action was 
extended by the Florence Agreement concluded in 1950 and the Protocol adopted in Nairobi in 1976, the purpose 
of which was to reduce the obstacles in the form of tariffs and taxes, hampering the international circulation of 
ail objects of an educational, scientific or cultural nature. 

4 More recently, Unesco has shown special interest in book promotion. After 1972was proclaimed "Interna
tional Book Year" and a programme of action - "Books for Ali" - had been adopted, ten years of effort culmi· 
nated in the holding in London, in June 1982, of a World Congress on Books. 

5 This Congress noted, in particular, that the book hunger persisted in many developing countries and that, 
even in societies where literacy prevailed, a high percentage of non-book readers was often fouhd. Considering 
that the transfer of information and the dissemination of research were of fundamental importance to material 
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development and stressing the unique contribution of books in the communication of ideas and facts in time 
and space, the Congress recommended, in particular, that governments increase the two-way flow of books across 
borders. 

6 lt was evident that one means of achieving this purpose would be for the UPU Congress (1984) to keep 
postal costs on books as low as possible. lndeed, increased conveyance costs and international postal rates have 
an adverse effect on the circulation of books. High postal rates, adding to the cost of books, impede their flow, 
and hinder the promotion of reading and a broader dialogue between countries. 

7 These conclusions regarding the impact of postal tariffs on book distribution obviously hold for other 
educational, scientific and cultural materials, and Unesco has already raised the matter with the members of the 
UPU on the occasion of previous Congresses. 

8 Unesco welcomes the collaboration that has thereby been established between these two specialized 
agencies. After reviewing, below, the procedures for the application of the many measures already provided 
for in this field by the Acts of the UPU, it proposes to draw the attention of the Union's members to a number 
of other problems, the increasing scale of which is, in its view, becoming a cause for concern. 

1. lmplementation of the provisions laid down in the Acts 

9 The UPU has gradually extended the measures on behalf of books and several other categories of educa
tional, scientific and cultural materials. Postal administrations which, in their task of providing the best service 
for users cannot disregard the policy of their governments in other fields, have made praiseworthy efforts to apply 
these measures. lt is vital that these efforts be continued. 

10 Unesco remains. convinced that, were all existing provisions to be universally implemented, many obstacles 
in the way of a smoother flow of information and the spread of culture and knowledge would vanish. 

11 The 19th Congress of the UPU provides an opportunity for postal administrations to give consideration 
to a number of provisions set forth in the Universal Postal Convention and in the other Acts that are mentioned 
below. lt is hoped that, through extensive and liberal application of these provisions, postal administrations will 
help still further to develop cooperation between the UPU and Unesco, and thereby foster international exchanges. 

A. Tariff reductions for certain categories of printed matter 

a Books and pamphlets, maps and musical scores 
(Convention, article 19, paragraph 7) 

12 lt is provided that a reduction of up to 50 percent on the ordinary tariff for printed papers may be granted 
in respect of such materials. Many administrations apply this provision, particularly in respect of books and pam
phlets of an educational, scientific and cultural nature; however, it is to be regretted that too many of them have 
not found it possible to grant the full 50 percent reduction. 

13 Unesco urges the administrations concerned to recognize the value of this preferential tariff, in view of the 
considerable importance that book post represents in educational, scientific and cultural terms. lt should be 
recalled that the UPU itself has already urged administrations to grant this reduction of 50 percent on the dispatch 
of books. This position dates back to 1964, when it was embodied in recommendation C 7 of the Vienna Con
gress, the terms of which appear to be no less val id today. 
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b Newspapers and periodicals (Convention, article 19, paragraph 6) 

14 Newspapers and periodicals are another powerful means of disseminating information, and the level of 
postal tariffs is a weighty factor as regards the press, for it can considerably increase its cost to readers. The Con
vention also makes provision for a reduction of up to 50 percent in respect of such publications, providing that 
they are not of a commercial nature. 

15 As in the case of books, Unesco can only urge countries that have not yet done so to grant this reduction 
to the press, both daily and periodical. lt should be noted that the above-mentioned Vienna Congress recommen
dation C 7 (1964) also referred to newspapers. 

16 ln this connection, it is worth recalling the advantages of the provisions set forth in the Agreement enabling 
the public to take out subscriptions to newspapers and periodicals by going to a post office and paying the price 
of the subscription in the respective national currency. Unesco considers it desirable that as many postal admin
istrations as possible should apply these measures, which represent additional facilities designed to promote the 
flow of information. 

c Booksellers' catalogues ( Recommendation C 6 of the 1964 Vienna Congress) . 

17 The Convention does not provide that the 50 percent reduction applicable to newspapers and books be 
extended to catalogues, since these are regarded as commercial printed papers. However, booksellers' catalogues 
draw attention to the range of newspapers, periodicals, books and pamphlets available, and as such are fundamental 
to the dissemination of culture. 

18 The UPU shared this point of view, since recommendation C 6, also adopted by the Vienna Congress in 
1964, invites administrations to conclude agreements designed to ensure that, in their reciprocal relations, such 
catalogues should enjoy the 50 percent reduction on the general printed papers rate. Unesco urges postal admin- · 
istrations to conclude such agreements extensively. 

d Additional facilities relating to the make-up of printed matter 
(Convention, article 19, paragraphs 1 and 8, and article 24) 

19 The maximum weight for the dispatch of books is limited to 5 kg; however, it may be raised to 10 kg by 
agreement between the administrations concerned. 

20 Books and other printed papers for the same addressee may also be sent in a special bag; in this case, an 
additional reduction of 10 percent is granted on the tariff applied to similar items sent separately. ln addition, 
reduced overall charges are provided for in respect of submission to Customs, express delivery and registration 
of items by means of special bags. 

21 lt is to be hoped that the administrations that do not apply these provisions - still, alas, all too many -
will endeavour to do soin the future in order to promote the wider circulation of books. 

e Exoneration from the presentation to customs charge (Convention, article 38) 

22 Although this charge is not a true customs duty but rather the remuneration of a service rendered, Unesco 
regards it as desirable that, in compliance with the recommendation of the Lausanne Congress (1974), postal 
administrations should not levy the presentation to customs charge, or should reduce it, in the case of printed 
matter of an educational, scientific or cultural nature. 

23 ln this connection, postal administrations will recall that they pledged at the Ottawa Congress (1957) to use 
their good offices with the competent authorities of their countries in order to ensure that such items should in 
tact be exempted from customs duties and other import duties, as provided for in the Florence Agreement referred 
to above. 
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24 lt would be desirable that, as was pointed out at the Brussels Congress (1952), administrations ensure that 
such items are not seized or give rise to fines imposed by the customs services solely because the regulation gre•.m 
label (label C 1) has not been affixed to them, in view of the fact the content of such items can be easily verified. 

B. Correspondence courses and authors' manuscripts 
(Detailed Regulations of the Convention, article 126, paragraph 2) 

25 Although such items do not correspond to the postal definition of printed matter, administrations may 
admit at the printed paper rate: correspondence exchanged between pupils of schools, correspondence courses 
sent by schools to their pupils and pupils' exercises and corrected exercises. lt should be noted that the Vienna 
Congress (1964) urged that such a tariff should in fact be granted to these documents (formai opinion C6). 

26 Authors' manuscripts may also be admitted at the same rate, whether these are manuscripts of works, 
articles for newspapers, or musical scores. 

27 ln view of the favourable effect of these tariff measures on the development of education, research and 
literary and artistic creation, it would be desirable that administrations apply them very extensively to the items 
in question. 

C. Literature in relief for the blind (Convention, articles 17 and 19, and Detailed Regulations, article 129) 

28 The Convention prescribes that literature for the blind shall be exempt from ail charges. Such literature is 
subject solely to air surcharge where appropriate. Moreover, it is admitted up to a weight of 7 kg. ln order to give 
greater scope to this humanitarian measure, the Detailed Regulations extend free postage to sound records and to 
the special paper intended solely for the use of the blind, provided that these are sent by or addressed to an insti· 
tute for the blind, as well as to letters bearing writing used by the blind posted unsealed and plates bearing the 
characters of writing used by the blind. These provisions aptly supplement the Florence Agreement quoted above, 
which provides for exemption from customs duties for such materials for the blind. 

29 However, some postal administrations, listed in the Final Protocol to the Convention (article 11 ), have reserved 
the right to apply to these items the same charges as those levied in their internai services. Unesco takes the 
liberty of appealing to the administrations concerned to comply with the measures advocated by the Universal 
Postal Union, and, where appropriate, to take the necessary steps to remove the corresponding charges in their 
internai services. 

11. Other problems to be examined 

30 The provisions set forth in the Acts of the Universal Postal Union give ample proof, if such were needed, 
of the importance which that organization attaches to the flow of information and the spread of culture and 
knowledge. Unesco recognizes the efforts made by many postal administrations to apply them, and renews its 
encouragement to those that are still experiencing difficulties in this regard. 

31 However, some worrying problems still remain, and attention must be drawn to the following difficulties 
before the 19th Congress decides upon the solutions that it might adopt. 

A. Films and sound or video recordings 
(Detailed Regulations of the Convention, article 126, paragraph 5) 

32 At present, films and sound or video recordings may not be sent as printed matter. 
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33 The attention of the Universal Postal Union Congresses has been drawn on several occasions to the benefit 
that would derive from fostering the free flow of films and filmstrips of an educational, scientific and r.ultural 
nature by means of special tariff arrangements. Acting on a mandate from the Vienna Congress (1964), the Exec
utive Council of the Universal Postal Union made a thorough study of rate-fixing for photographie films. lnter
preting the replies to the consultation on the subject conducted among Union administrations the Executive 
Council reached the conclusion that cinema and ordinary film and photographie plates, regardless of their state 
or nature (whether or not exposed or developed, and whether positive or negative), were in tact goods chargeable 
at the small packet, postal parcel or letter rate. 

34 However, conveyance costs are a considerable obstacle to the circulation of films by post, and weight 
represents a major factor in this respect. If the same conditions were applied to films as are applied to books, 
their maximum authorized weight as letter-post items would rise from two to five kilogrammes, and they would 
thus be chargeable at a substantially lower rate. At present, however, a considerable number of films can, in view 
of their weight, be dispatched only as postal parcels, and hence less simply and at greater cost. 

35 Sound and video recordings, the use of which is becoming increasingly widespread, run up against similar 
difficulties. 

36 These audio-visual media are of vital importance and, just as printed papers serve to disseminate thought in 
written form, they enable information to be transmitted through sound and image. Their importance has been 
fully recognized in the Beirut Agreement and the Florence Agreement referred to above, the purpose of which is 
to facilitate the international circulation of visual and auditory materials of an educational, scientific and cultural 
nature. Special arrangements for the low-cost, speedy dispatch of such items by post would round off the action 
already taken to free them from customs and commercial restrictions. 

37 Moreover, attention must be drawn to the handicap that the present postal regulations place upon the 
dissemination of educational and documentary works, which are accompanied to an increasing extent, by si ides, 
films and sound recordings. These regulations stipulate that if a number of si ides are incorporated in a book sent 
by post, the item can no longer be considered to belong to the category of printed matter. As a result, even if the 
work is of an educational, scientific or cultural nature, the item as a whole is denied the preferential conditions 
normally granted to books in respect of weight and tariff. 

38 Unesco hopes that the UPU will reconsider this problem. Should a satisfactory solution fail to be found 
within the context of the Union, it would be desirable that, by directly concluding special agreements as provided 
for in article 8 of the Constitution of the UPU, as many postal administrations as possible accepted in their recip
rocal relations to apply the printed matter tariff to films and sound recordings of an educational, scientific or 
cultural nature, the identification of which would be left entirely to the discretion of the competent authorities 
designated by the countries concerned, in order to avoid any confusion with strictly commercial products. Such 
a decision, taken by a number of countries, would substantially increase the flow of these materials and would 
thereby help extensively, in practical terms, to foster the progress of education, science and culture and under
standing between nations, in accordance with the spirit that has always actuated the Universal Postal Union. 

B. Posting abroad of letter-post items (Convention, article 23) 

39 Postal administrations have the option of returning letter-post items to the country in which they have 
been posted when such items have been posted in large quantities by senders who are not resident in that country. 
Administrations that wish to do so may accordingly oppose the manoeuvres of certain major senders who might 
find it to their advantage, for example for economic reasons, to post their mail from countries other than their 
own. 

40 Unesco does not presume to comment upon this provision. However, it considers it necessary to draw the 
attention of member countries to the obstacles which its application would place in the way of the dissemination 
of information: it would in tact make it impossible for newspapers, periodicals, books and other materials of an 
educational, scientific or cultural nature to circulate in the most economically advantageous way. 
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41 Where such mail is involved, it would therefore be preferable to exercise great caution in applying the 
provisions of article 23 of the Convention, for example only when the sender is resident in the country of desti
nation. Postal administrations might adopt measures to this end and conclude such special agreements as they 
considered appropriate within the framework of article 8 of the Constitution. 

C. Use of air conveyance (Convention, article 70) 

42 Unesco has noted with satisfaction the increasing tendency of postal administrations to use air transport 
for the conveyance of mail, a trend reinforced by resolution C 73 of the Rio de Janeiro Congress (1979). 

43 Rapid delivery being a decisive factor in the efficient dissemination of information and knowledge, prefer
ential forms of treatment might be worked out, on the occasion of the studies on air conveyance undertaken 
within the Union, for items of an educational, scientific and cultural nature. ln particular, it would be desirable 
for surcharges on such items to be reduced (and even, in the case of literature for the blind, for airmail to be free 
of charge). 

44 To this end, when the costs payable by postal administrations to airline companies are being determined, 
the attention of the latter might be drawn to possible ways and means in which they also might aid the dissemi
nation of information, as a source of increasing exchanges between peoples. 

D. Payment of "terminal dues" (Convention, article 62) 

45 The purpose of this article is to compensate postal administrations that receive more mail from other 
countries than they send to such countries. Such administrations must bear the cost of delivering the considerable 
volume of inward mail, their revenues corresponding to the postage paid on the smaller volume of outward mail. 

46 Wh ile acknowledging that the important matter of "terminal dues" lies within the competence of the postal 
administrations concerned, Unesco hopes that the rate charged will have no impact upon the flow of materials 
of an educational, scientific or cultural nature. 

Conclusion 

47 The Universal Postal Union has assigned itself the task of "developing communications between peoples by 
the efficient operation of the postal services, and ... contributing to the attainment of the noble aims of inter
national collaboration in the cultural, social and economic fields" (Constitution, Preamble). 

48 The objectives of member countries of the UPU are thus entirely compatible with those that they pursue 
within Unesco, and the present memorandum will doubtless be favourably received by them. 

49 This convergence of aims will be of advantage to both specialized agencies, since the measures taken to 
promote the spread of knowledge and information will not only have a beneficial impact upon the educational, 
scientific and cultural levels of member countries but will also lead ultimately to a growth in exchange needs, 
from which the postal services will in turn benefit. 

50 Unesco has appealed several times in the past to the members of the Universal Postal Union, more especially 
at the Congresses held in Brussels (1951), Ottawa (1957), Vienna (1964), Tokyo (1969) and Lausanne (1974). 
lt is convinced that this new appeal will also be heard, and that postal administrations will not fail to take the 
measure required in order to give effect to the conclusions of the 19th Congress. 
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Updating of the Final Protocol to the Universal Postal Convention 

Memorandum by the International Bureau 

Since the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress, amendments have been made to the Final Protocol to the Universal 
Postal Convention as a result of the notification of new accessions1 as well as of the waiving by some member 
countries of certain reservations.2 ln order to provide the countries concerned with clear information, on the 
eve of the 19th Congress, about their position in relation to the said Final Protocol, it was considered useful 
to recapitulate the amendments involved in this update as at 1 April 1984. 

Amendments 

Article I (Ownership of postal items) 

Paragraph 1. Add, in their appropriate position, "Belize", "the Commonwealth of Dominica", "Saint Lucia", 
"Saint Vincent and the Grenadines", "Tuvalu", "the Republic of Vanuatu" and "Zimbabwe"; delete "the State 
of Oatar". 

Article IX (Withdrawal from the post. Alteration or correction of address) 

Add, in their appropriate position, "Belize", "the Commonwealth of Dominica", "Saint Lucia", "Saint Vincent 
and the Grenadines", "Tuvalu", "the Republic of Vanuatu"; delete "Malta", "the State of Oatar". 

Article XI (Articles subject to customs duty) 

Paragraph 1. Delete "People's Republic of China". 

Berne, 12 April 1984 

1 The following accessions or admissions, involving amendments to the Final Protocol, have been notified: 
Commonwealth of Dominica (circular 38/1980); 
Saint Lucia (circular 187 /1980); 
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines (circular 39/1981); 
Zimbabwe (circular 246/1981); 
Belize (circular 199/1982); 
Republic of Vanuatu (circular 152/1982). 

2 Waiving of a reservation in the Final Protocol to the Convention, see circulars: 
58 and 165 of 1980; 
106 of 1981; 
20 of 1984. 

MI SOBHI 
Director-General 
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Updating of the Final Protocol to the Universal Postal Convention 

ln circular 106 of 21 May 1984, the International Bureau informed Union administrations that the Solomon 
Islands had acceded to the Universal Postal Union and stated that it wished to benefit from the reservations 
which had applied to it up to then. 

As a result of this notification, Congress - Doc 21 must be supplemented as follows: 

Amendments to be made to the Final Protocol to the Convention 

Under footnote 1
, add "Salomon Islands (circular 106/1984)". 

ii Article I (Ownership of postal items) 

Paragraph 1. lnsert at the appropriate place "Salomon Islands". 

iii Article IX (Withdrawal from the post. Alteration or correction of address) 

lnsert at the appropriate place "Salomon Islands". 

Berne, 3 June 1984 
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Updating of the Final Protocol to the Postal Parcels Agreement 

Memorandum by the International Bureau 

Since the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress, there have been changes in the Final Protocol to the Postal Parcels 
Agreement because of the notification of new accessions1 and the withdrawal of certain reservations by member 
countries. 2 So that the countries concerned are clearly informed, with the approach of the 19th Congress, about 
their situation with regard to the Final Protocol, it appears useful to recapitulate these changes in the present 
supplement, drawn up at 1 April 1984. 

Changes 

Article I (Exceptional land rates) 

a Table 1 (Exceptional inward rates) 

Add, in the appropriate order, the following details: 

2 3 

12bis Belize 8bis 

33bis Dominica 22bis 

4 

Sbis The rate may amount to the following: 
Parcels up to 1 kg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Parcels over 1 and up to 3 kg ...............•..... 
Parcels over 3 and up to 5 kg, , .................. . 
Parcels over 5 and up to 10 kg ............... . 

22bis The rate may amount to the following: 
Parcels up to 1 kg ...........•........... 
Parcels over 1 and up to 3 kg .................... . 
Parcels over 3 and up to 5 kg. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 
Parcels over 5 and up to 10 kg .................... . 

1 The following accessions or admissions, involving changes to the Final Protocol, have been notified: 
Commonwealth of Dominica (circular 38/1980); 
Saint Lucia (circular 187/1980); 
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines (circular 39/1981}; 
Tuvalu (circular 38/1981}; 
Belize (circular 199/1982). 

2 See circulars 83 and 145 of 1980. 

fr 
5.80 

7.20 
9.00 

10.90 

7.20 
9.00 

10.55 
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94bis 

94ter 

111 bis 

2 

Saint Lucia 

Saint Vincent and 
the Grenadines 

Tuvalu 

3 

59bis 

59ter 

70bis 

b Table 2 (Exceptional transit land rates) 

4 

59bis The rate may amount to the following: 
Parcels up to 1 kg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . ..... . 
Parcels over 1 and up to 3 kg. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . ..... . 
Parcels over 3 and up to 5 kg. . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
Parcels over 5 and up to 10 kg. . . . . . . . . •...... 

59ter The rate may amount to the following: 
Parcels up to 1 kg .•.......................... 
Parcels over 1 and up to 3 kg. , . , . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 
Parcels over 3 and up to 5 kg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 
Parcels over 5 and up to 10 kg .......... , ......... . 

70bis The rate may amount to the following: 
Parcels u p to 1 kg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . • . . . . . . . . . . 
Parcels over 1 and up to 3 kg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
Parcels over 3 and up to 5 kg. . . . . . • . . .. ·. . . . . . .... 
Parcels over 5 and up to 10 kg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 

fr 
5.80 

7.20 
9.00 

10.55 

7.20 
9.00 

10.90 

7.20 
9.00 

10.55 

Add, in the appropriate order, the following details: 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

fr fr fr fr fr fr 

8bis Belize ............... 9.20 11.00 11.85 15.15 18.80 21.80 

19bis Dominica ............. 5.50 6.00 6.35 7.85 11.45 13.80 

47bis Saint Lucia ..........•. 5.50 6.00 6.35 7.85 11.45 13.80 

47ter Saint Vincent and ........ 
the Grenadines ......... 9.20 11.00 11.85 15.15 18,80 21.80 

56bis Tuvalu ....... , . , •... 5.50 6.00 6.35 7.85 11.45 13.80 

Article 111 (Sea rates) 

Add, in the appropriate order, "Belize", "the Commonwealth of Dominica", "Saint Lucia", "Saint Vincent and 
the Grenadines" and "Tuvalu". 

Article IX (Compensation) 

Paragraph 1. Add, in the appropriate order, "Belize", "the Commonwealth of Dominica", "Saint Lucia" and 
"Saint Vincent and the Grenadines"; delete "The Sultanate of Oman". 

Berne, 12 April 1984 
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Updating of the Final Protocol to the Postal Parcels Agreement 

ln circular 106 of 21 May 1984, the International Bureau informed Union administrations that the Solomon 
Islands had acceded to the Universal Postal Union, to two optional Agreements, including the Postal Parcels 
Agreement, and stated that it wished to benefit from the reservations which had applied toit up to then. 

As a result of this notification, Congress - Doc 22 must be supplemented as follows: 

Amendments 

Add under footnote 1 "- Solomon Islands (circular 106/1984)". 

ii Article I (Exceptional land rates) 
a Table 1 (Exceptional inward rates) 
lnsert the following information at the appropriate place: 

2 3 4 

Salomon Islands 59quater 59quat er The rate may amount to the following: 
Parcels up to 1 kg .........•................ 
Parcels over 1 and up to 3 kg .•..•.......•...... 
Parcels over 3 and up to 5 kg ••...............•. 
Parcels over 5 and up to 10 kg .................. . 

b Table 2 (Exceptional transit land rates) 

lnsert the following information at the appropriate place: 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

47quater Salomon Islands ... 9.20 11.00 11.85 15.15 18.80 21.80 

iii Article Il/ (Sea rates) 
lnsert at the appropriate place "the Solomon Islands". 

iv Article IX (Compensation) 
Paragraph 1. 1 nsert at the appropriate place, "the Solomon Islands". 

fr 
5.80 

7.20 
9.00 

10.90 

Berne, 3 June 1984 MI SOBHI 
Di rector-Genera 1 
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List of member countries of Committee 7 1 2 

(Position on 1 April 1984) 

Afghanistan (Democratic Republic of) 
2 Algeria (People's Democratic Republic of) 
3 Angola (People's Republic of) 
4 Argentine Republic 
5 Australia 
6 Austria ( Republic of) 
7 Bahamas (Commonvyealth of the) 
8 Bahrain (State of) 
9 Bangladesh (People's Republic of) 

10 Barbados 
11 Belgium 
12 Belize 
13 Benin (People's Republic of) 
14 Bhutan (Kingdom of) 
15 Bolivia ( Republic of) 
16 Botswana (Republic of) 
17 Brazil (Federative Republic of) 
18 Bulgaria (People's Republic of) 
19 Burma (Socialist Republic of the Union of) 
20 Burundi ( Republic of) 
21 Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic 
22 Cameroon (United Republic of) 
23 Cape Verde (Republic of) 
24 Central African Republic 
25 Chad (Republic of) 
26 Chile 
27 China (People's Republic of) 
28 Colombia (Republic of) 
29 · Congo (People's Republic of the) 
30 Costa Rica (Republic of) 
31 Cuba (Republic of) 
32 Cyprus ( Republic of) 
33 Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 
34 Democratic People's Republic of Korea 
35 Denmark (Kingdom of) 
36 Dominica (Commonwealth of) 
37 Ecuador ( Republic of) 

1 Subject to changes made by the countries concerned, the names of the member countries are those under which the plenipoten
tiaries signed the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Acts. The names of countries which have been admitted or have acceded to the Union since 
the Rio de Janeiro Congress are those duly communicated to the International Bureau. 
2 The delegates of member countries which are not parties to the Agreements in question may take part in the discussions of 
Committee 7 without the right to vote (Rules of Procedure of Congresses, article 11, paragraph 3). 
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38 Egypt (Arab Republic of) 
39 El Salvador (Republic of) 
40 Equatorial Guinea ( Republic of) 
41 Ethiopia 
42 Finland (Republic of) 
43 French Republic 
44 Gabonese Republic 
45 German Democratic Republic 
46 Germany, Federal Republic of 
47 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern lreland, Channel Islands and Isle of Man 
48 Overseas Territories for whose international relations the Government of the United Kingdom 

of Great Britain and Northern lreland is responsible 
49 Greece 
50 Guatemala (Republic of) 
51 Guinea (Revolutionary People's Republic of) 
52 Guinea-Bissau (Republic of) 
53 Haïti ( Republic of) 
54 Honduras (Republic of) 
55 Hungarian People's Republic 
56 lceland (Republic of) 
57 lndia 
58 lndonesia (Republic of) 
59 Iran 
60 Iraq (Republic of) 
61 lreland 
62 Israel 
63 ltaly 
64 Ivory Coast ( Republic of the) 
65 Jamaica 
66 Japan 
67 Jordan (Hashemite Kingdom of) 
68 Kenya (Republic of) 
69 Korea ( Republic of) 
70 Kuwait 
71 Lao People's Democratic Republic 
72 Lebanese Republic 
73 Lesotho (Kingdom of) 
74 Liberia (Republic of) 
75 Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (Socialist People's) 
76 Liechtenstein (Principality of) 
77 Luxembourg 
78 Madagascar (Democratic Republic of) 
79 Malawi 
80 Malaysia 
81 Maldives (Republic of) 
82 Mali (Republic of) 
83 Mauritania (lslamic Republic of) 

84 Mauritius 
85 Mexico (United States of) 
86 Monaco (Principality of) 
87 Mongolian People's Republic 
88 Morocco (Kingdom of) 
89 Mozambique (People's Republic of) 
90 Nepal 
91 Netherlands 
92 Netherlands Antilles 
93 New Zealand 
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94 Nicaragua (Republic of) 
95 Niger (Republic of the) 
96 Nigeria (Federal Republic of) 
97 Norway 
98 Oman (Sultanate of) 
99 Pakistan 

100 Panama (Republic of) 
101 Papua New Guinea 
102 Paraguay (Republic of) 
103 Peru (Republic of) 
104 Polish People's Republic 
105 Portugal 
106 Oatar (State of) 
107 Romanian Socialist Republic 
108 Rwandese Republic 
109 Saint Lucia 
110 Sao Tome and Principe (Democratic Republic of) 
111 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 
112 San Marino (Republic of) 
113 Saudi Arabia (Kingdom of) 
114 Senegal ( Republic of) 
115 Sierra Leone ( Republic of) 
116 Singapore 
117 Spain 
118 Sri Lanka ( Democratic Socialist Republic of) 
119 Sudan (Democratic Republic of the) 
120 Suriname ( Republic of) 
121 Swaziland (Kingdom of) 
122 Sweden 
123 Swiss Confederation 
124 Syrian Arab Republic 
125 Tanzania (United Republic) 
126 Thailand 
127 Togolese Republic 
128 Tonga (Kingdom of) 
129 Trinidad and Tobago (Republic of) 
130 Tunisia 
131 Turkey 
132 Tuvalu 
133 Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic 
134 Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
135 United Arab Emirates 
136 Upper Volta (Republic of) 
137 Uruguay (Eastern Republic of) 
138 Vatican City State 
139 Venezuela (Republic of) 
140 Yemen Arab Republic 
141 Yemen (People's Democratic Republic of) 
142 Yugoslavia (Socialist Federal Republic of) 
143 Zaire ( Republic of) 
144 Zambia (Republic of) 
145 Zimbabwe 
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Congress - Doc 23/ Add 1 

ln circulars 84 of 26 March 1984 and 97 of 24 April 1984 respectively, the International Bureau informed 
Union administrations that the full name of Cameroon was "Republic of Cameroon" and that of Guinea 
"Republic of Guinea". 

ln addition, in circular 106 of 21 May 1984, the International Bureau also advised Union administrations that 
the Salomon Islands had acceded to the Universal Postal Union and to two optional Agreements including the 
Postal Parcels Agreement and that the Socialist People's Republic of Albania had acceded to the Postal Parcels 
Agreement. 

As a result of these notifications, Congress - Doc 23 must be supplemented as foflows: 

No 24. Replace "United Republic of Cameroon" by "Republic of Cameroon". 

ii No 51. Replace "Revolutionary People's Republic of Guinea" by "Republic of Guinea". 

iii lnsert, in their appropriate position: 
1bis "Socialist People's Republic of Albania". 
113bis "Salomon Islands". 

Berne, 3 June 1984 MI SOBHI 
Director-General 
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Election of the Dîrector-General and of the Deputy Director-General of the International Bureau 

Memorandum by the Secretary-General 

Under the terms of article 108, paragraph 1, of the General Regulations of the Universal Postal Union ( Rio 
de Janeiro, 1979), the Director-General and the Deputy Director-General shall be elected by Congress for the 
period between two successive Congresses. 

2 Accordingly, in a letter dated 15 August 1983 (annex 1 ), the Director-General asked the Government of the 
Swiss Confederation to start the relevant procedure and to send the applications received to the International 
Bureau so that it could prepare the necessary documentation for the 19th Congress, for which it was providing 
the secretariat. 

3 The Federal Department of Foreign Affairs of Switzerland, in a letter dated 11 April 1984 (annex 2), sent 
the International Bureau the applications which it had received through diplomatie channels before expiry of the 
time limit on 31 March 1984. The curriculum vitae of each applicant and a copy of the memoranda submitting 
the applications were attached to that letter. 

4 The following applicants, given in the alphabetical order of their names, were involved: 

4.1 Post of Director-General (cf annex 3) 

Mr Jaime ASCANDONI Rivera, Spain 
Director of International Affairs, Directorate-General of Posts and Telecommunications 
(annex 3/attachment 1) 

Colonel Adwaldo Cardoso BOTTO DE BAR ROS, Brazil 
President of the Brazilian Telegraph and Post Office Enterprise (annex 3/attachment 2) 

Mr Leslie Herbert KINGSBURY, Great Britain 
Director of International Affairs, British Post Office (annex 3/attachment 3) 

Mr Murugasu RAJASINGHAM, Malaysia 
Director-General of Posts Malaysia (annex 3/attachment 4) 

Mr Kostas TSIMAS, Greece 
Director-General of the Hellenic Posts (annex 3/attachment 5) 

4.2 Post of Deputy Director-General (cf annex 4) 

Mr Abdel Kader BAGHDAD 1, Syrian Arab Republic 
Assistant Director-General at the International Bureau (annex 4/attachment 1) 

Mr Félix CICÉRON, France 
Assistant Director-General at the International Bureau (annex 4/attachment 2). 
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5 Congress is requested to elect the Director-General and the Deputy Director-General for the period up to 
the 20th Congress, in accordance with the procedure laid down in article 108, paragraphs 1 and 2, of the UPU 
General Regulations and in article 23 of the Rules of Procedure of Congresses. 

Berne, 27 April 1984 MI SOBHI 
Secretary-General 
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Universal Postal Union 
International Bureau 

Our reference: 2222(K) 

Congress - Doc 24/ Annex 1 

Federal Department 
of Foreign Affairs 

3003 Berne 

Berne, 15 August 1983 

Subject: Election of the Director-General and of the Deputy Director-General of the International Bureau 
of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) by the 19th UPU Congress (Hamburg, 18 June - 26 July 1984) 

Sir 

1 have the honour to refer to article 108, paragraphs 1 and 2, of the General Regulations of the Universal Postal 
Union (Rio de Janeiro, 1979) which lays down the procedure for electing the Director-General and Deputy 
Director-General of the International Bureau of the UPU by Congress. 

Under that article, the text of which is given in the annex hereto, the Director-General and the Deputy Director
General shall be elected by Congress for the period between two successive Congresses, the applications to be 
submitted by the Governments of member countries through the intermediary of the Government of the Swiss 
Confederation. 

Consequently, the term of office of the incumbent Director-General will expire at the end of the year during 
which the 19th Congress is held (Hamburg, 1984). With regard to the Deputy Director-General, Mr Thomas Scott, 
whose term of office would normally have ended on the same date, he resigned for health reasons with effect 
from 1 March 1982. ln application of article 108, paragraph 5, of the General Regulations, the Executive Council, 
at its May 1982 session, instructed Mr Félix Cicéron, Assistant Director-General, to take over the duties of Deputy 
Director-General until the next Congress (Decision CE 12/1982). 

1 should like to add that the time limits laid down in article 108, paragraph 2, are designed to enable the Interna
tional Bureau to prepare, translate and distribute the documentation necessary for the election sufficiently in 
advance of Congress. 1 would therefore ask you, in my capacity as Secretary-General of Congress, to kindly start 
the relevant procedure as soon as possible and send the International Bureau any applications received together 
with the curricula vitae of the persans concerned. The International Bureau will then prepare the necessary docu
mentation for the 19th Congress, for which it is providing the secretariat. 

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration. 
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Federal Department of Foreign Affairs Congress - Doc 24/ Annex 2 

Ref No o.723.61 - EU/sf 

Universal Postal Union 
International Bureau 
Weltpoststrasse 4 
Case postale 

3000 Berne 15 

Berne, 11 April 1984 

Subject: Election of the Director-General and of the Deputy Director-General of the International Bureau 
by the 19th UPU Congress 

Dear Sirs 

We refer to your letter of 15 August 1983 concerning the election of the Director-General and of the Deputy 
Director-General of the International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union. 

ln accordance with the UPU General Regulations, article 108, paragraph 2, we approached the member countries 
of the UPU, through the intermediary of our diplomatie missions, inviting them to send us any applications for 
the two posts to be filled. 

We have the honour to inform you below of the applications which reached us before expiry of the time limit 
on 31 March 1984: 

Post of Director-General 

Mr Murugasu Rajasingham, Malaysia 
Director-General of Posts Malaysia 

Colonel Adwaldo Cardoso Botto de Barros, Brazil 
President of the Brazilian Telegraph and Post Office Enterprise 

Mr Jaime Ascandoni Rivero, Spain 
Director of International Affairs, Directorate-General of Posts and Telecommunications 

Mr Costas Tsimas, Greece 
Director-General of the Hellenic Posts 

Mr Leslie Herbert Kingsbury, United Kingdom 
Director of International Affairs, British Post Office 
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2 Post of Deputy Director-General 

Mr Abdel Kader Baghdadi, Syrian Arab Republic 
Assistant Director-General at the International Bureau 

Mr Félix Cicéron, France 
Assistant Director-General at the International Bureau 

We attach herewith the curriculum vitae of each applicant as well as a copy of the memoranda submitting the 
applications. 
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Applications for the post of Director·General 

(Listed in the alphabetical order of the names) 

Attachment 1: Mr Jaime ASCANDONI Rivero, 52 (Spain) 

Attachment 2: Mr Adwaldo Cardoso BOTTO DE BAR ROS, 59½ (Brazil) 

Attach ment 3: Mr Leslie Herbert KINGSBURY, 58 (Great Britain) 

Attach ment 4: Mr Murugasu RAJASINGHAM 1 53 (Malaysia) 

Attachment 5: Mr Kostas TSIMAS, 48 (Greece) 
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Embassy of Spain Congress - Doc 24/ Annex 3/ Attachment 1 

Mr Jaime ASCANDONI Rivero 

(Spain) 

No 101 

The Embassy of Spain in Berne presents its compliments to the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs and has 
the honour to inform it that the Spanish Government has decided to submit the application of Mr Jaime Ascandonî 
Rivero, Doctor of Laws, Director of International Affairs in the Directorate-General.of Posts and Telecommuni
cations, for the post of Director-General of the International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union, who will be 
elected at the next UPU Congress, which will take place in Hamburg (Federal Republic of Germany) between 
18 June and 27 July 1984. 

For the fuller information of the Federal Council, Mr Ascandoni's curriculum vitae is attached hereto. Mention 
should be made, in favour of this application, of Mr Ascandoni's thorough knowledge of the UPU and of his 
proved qualities in the field of postal technology and international cooperation, all of which confer on him the 
necessary qualifications to assume the responsibilities inherent in the office of Director-General of the Universal 
Postal Union. 

The Spanish Government, in the light of the bonds of friendship and good relations which unite it with 
Switzerland, would be grateful if its Government would kindly support the application of Mr Ascandoni for 
the above-mentioned post. 

The Embassy of Spain takes this opportunity to renew to the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs the assur
ances of its highest consideration. 

Berne, 21 November 1983 

The Federal Department of Foreign Affairs 
3003 BERNE 
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Curriculum vitae of Mr Jaime ASCANDONI 

1 Persona/ information 

Forename and name 

Date of birth 

Place of birth 

Marital status 

2 General education 

Primary education 

Secondary education 

Higher education 

3 Additional training 

Jaime ASCANDONI R 

22 July 1932 

Oviedo (Spain) 

Married 

College of the Augustine Fathers, Le6n 

Secondary School Leaving Certificate (Le6n Gramniar School) 
Business Diploma (Commercial College, Le6n) 

Bachelor of Laws (Madrid University) 

Doctor of Laws (Madrid University) 

Postal studies 

Postal administration 
of Belgium 

Postal Technician (Directorate-General of Posts and Telecommunications), 1951 

Staff selection, training and further training courses; 

National Public 
Administration School 

Madrid University 

4 Postal career 

work analysis and job evaluation, 1968 

Organization and Methods Diploma, 1971 

Course on European Community Law, 1982 
Course on the Law of the Sea, 1983 

1951 Appointed an official in the Posts Technical Corps, and assigned to the Le6n Main Post Office, 
in which he occupied several responsible positions in the various postal and financial services 

1959 Took part in the Plan for the modernization of the rural services network in Le6n province 

1965 Transferred to Pontevedra as Deputy Postmaster of the Main Post Office 

1966 Occupied the post of Main Postmaster of Pontevedra for several months 

1969 Transferred to Madrid as Deputy Head of the International Postal Service, 
in the Directorate-General of Posts and Telecommunications 

1971 Appointed Head of the International Postal Service 

1980 Promoted to the newly created Senior Postal and Telecommunications Corps 

1982 Appointed Director of International Affairs in the Directorate-General of Posts 
and Telecommunications 
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5 National activities 

1970 Representative of the Directorate-General of Posts and Telecommunications on the Permanent 
lnter-ministerial Commission for the Valleys of Andorra 
Member of the National Airport Security Committee 

1971 Member of the Air Transport Facilitation Committee 
Member of the Sea Transport Management Council 
Member of the Board of the Post Office Friendly Society 

1973 Representative of the Ministry of the lnterior on the lnter-ministerial Commission of the 
Sovereignty Maritime Services 
President of the Examination Panel of the Competitive Examination 
for junior Post Office employees 

1979 Enters, as an Advocate, the Order of Madrid Advocates 

1981 Member of the Examination Panel of the Competitive Examination for Posts 
and Telecommunications Officers 

1982 Appointed Corresponding Member of the lbero-American and Philippines Postal History Academy 

1983 Representative of the Directorate-General of Posts and Telecommunications at the International 
Technical Cooperation Seminar held by the National Public Administration lnstitute 

6 International activities 

A. Universal Postal Union 

a Congress 

Plenipotentiary delegate to the 16th Tokyo Congress (1969) 
Plenipotentiary delegate to the 17th Lausanne Congress (1974) 
Plenipotentiary delegate to the 18th Rio de Janeiro Congress (1979) 

b Executive Council 

Observer (CEPT representative) at the 1973 and 1974 meetings 
Head of Delegation at the meetings in 1975, 1976, 1978, 1982, 1983 and 1984 
Deputy Head of Delegation at the 1977, 1979, 1980 and 1981 meetings 
Vice-Chairman of the Executive Council in 1982, 1983 and 1984 

c Consultative Council for Postal Studies 

Observer (CEPT representative) at the 1972 meeting 
Head of Delegation at the meetings in 1974, 1976, 1977, 1979 and 1982 
Deputy Head of Delegation at the meetings in 1975, 1978, 1980 and 1981 

B. Postal Union of the Americas and Spain (PUAS) 

a Congress 

Plenipotentiary delegate to the 10th Santiago de Ch ile Congress (1971) and Chairman of the Drafting Committee 
of the Congress 
Plenipotentiary delegate to the 11th Lima Congress (1976) and Chairman of the Congress Drafting Committee 
Deputy Head of Delegation to the 12th Managua Congress ( 1981) and Doyen of Congress 

b PUAS conferences 

Head of Delegation at the Conferences held in connection with the Universal Postal Congresses in Tokyo (1969), 
Lausanne (1974) and Rio de Janeiro (1979) 
Chairman of the PUAS Conference in Rio de Janeiro (1979) 
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c Consultative and Executive Council 

Head of Delegation at the meetings in 1973, 1974 and 1975 
Chairman of the Council at the 1973 meeting 
Observer at the meetings in 1978, 1981, 1982 and 1983 

d Seminars 

General coordinator of the Madrid Seminar ( 1972) 
Lecturer at the Asunci6n Seminar ( 1975) 
Alternate Chairman and general coordinator of the "2nd Meeting of Presidents and Directors-General of Posts", 
Madrid (1982). 

C. European Conference of Posts and Telecommunications Administrations 

a Plenary Assemb/y 

Delegate to the 6th Plenary Assembly in Montreux (1970) 
Deputy Head of Delegation to the 7th Plenary Assembly in The Hague (1972) 
Chairman of the CEPT "Posts" Committee at the 8th Plenary Assembly in Torremolinos (1975) 
Head of Delegation at the 9th Plenary Assembly in Stockholm (1977) and Vice-Chairman of the Assembly 
Delegate to the 10th Plenary Assembly in Brussels ( 1980) 
Delegate to the 11th Plenary Assembly in Vienna (1982) 

b Extraordinary Assemb/ies 

Delegate to the Lugano Assembly (1969) 

c Extraordinary "Posts" Committees 

Delegate to the Lugano meeting (1969) 
Head of Delegation at the Tokyo (1969), Lausanne (1974) and Rio de Janeiro (1979) meetings 
Chairman of the "Posts" Committee at the Le6n (1972), Las Palmas (1974) and Lausanne (1974) meetings 
Head of Delegation at the Liège (1979), Ostend (1979) and Strasbourg (1983) meetings 

d CEPT Conference of Ministers 

Member of the Spanish Delegation at the 4th Conference, Vienna (1972) 

e Seminars 

Lecturer at the Seminar on modernizing postal banking services, Hamburg (1972) 

f Meetings of Directors-General 

Delegate at the 1973 and 1974 Madrid meetings 

g Working Parties 

He attended the following meetings of CEPT Working Parties: 
WP 3: Parce! Post: 1977, 1979 and 1981 
WP 4: Letter Post: 1971, 1977, 1978, 1979 and 1980 
WP 9: Postal Financial Services, from 1970 to 1982 
WP 11: European Tariff Policy: 1972 
WP 16: Structure and operation of the UPU and its bodies: 1973, 1976, 1978, 1980, 1982 and 1983 
WP 17: EUROPA postage stamps: 1972 
WP 18: International Postal Savings Bank Service: 1970 and 1971 
ad hoc WP: Structure of the CEPT: 1971, 1972, 1977 and 1979 
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D. African Posts and Telecommunications Union (APTU) 

Observer at the APTU Conference of Ministers, Cotonou ( Rep of Benin) in 1982 
Observer at the APTU Conference of Ministers, Bangui (Central African Rep) in 1983 

7 Technical cooperation activities 

1968 Teacher at the 1 st I nter-American Postal I nstructors Training Course. 
Central American Public Administration lnstitute (ICAP), San José, Costa Rica 

1975 Mission to Caracas (Venezuela) to analyze and evaluate the postal services 

1976 Mission to Managua (Nicaragua) to analyze the postal situation and recommend solutions 

1977 Mission to Quito (Ecuador) to analyze the situation of the postal services 

1978 Manager of the Modernization of Postal Services Project in Ecuador 

1980 Technical Coordinator of the postal mission to Equatorial Guinea 

1981 Technical Coordinator of the Posts and Telecommunications Experts in Equatorial Guinea 

1982 Mission to Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) to study the technical assistance to be provided to that country 

8 Publications and lectures 

He is the author of several books on postal matters, including "The Universal Postal Union (UPU)" 
published in 1983 
Since 1967, he has published almost fifty articles on questions relating to the postal service in Spanish 
and foreign magazines 
He has given several lectures on financial, airmail and international postal services 

9 Honours and distinctions 

Plaque of the Order of Postal Merit 
Plaque of the Order of Telecommunications Merit 
Plaque of the Order of Civil Merit 
Cross of Police Merit 
First Glass Cross of Naval Merit 

10 Languages 

Spanish (mother tangue) 
French (very good) 
English (good) 

Madrid, 1 March 1984 
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Mr Adwaldo Cardoso BOITO DE BARROS 

(Brazil) 

The Embassy of Brazil presents its compliments to the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs and, in accordance 
with the terms of article 108 of the General Regulations of the Universal Postal Union (UPU), has the honour to 
inform it that the Brazilian Government has decided to submit the application of Colonel Adwaldo Cardoso 
Botto de Barros, President of the Brazilian Telegraph and Post Office Enterprise (EBCT), for the post of Director
General of the UPU, in the elections which will be held at the Hamburg Congress in June•July 1984. 

The Embassy, on behalf of its Government, requests the Federal Department kindly to support the application 
of Colonel Botto for the post in question. 

The Embassy will shortly forward to the Department the curriculum vitae of Colonel Botto. 

ln thanking the Department for the attention it is kindly requested to pay to this matter, the Embassy avails itself 
of this opportunity to renew the assurances of its highest consideration. 

Berne, 13 July 1983 
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Curriculum vitae 

Name 

Nationality 

Date of birth 

Present position 

Education 

Employment 

BOITO DE BAR ROS, Adwaldo Cardoso 

Brazilian 

25 January, 1925 

President of the Brazilian Telegraph and Post Office Entreprise, since 1974 

Military College of Resende - 1944/1948 
Specialization in weapons and industrial engineering in the Engineering Military 
lnstitute (EMI) 
Extension courses on business administration (College of Administration -
Catholic University ofSao Paulo) and on Capital-Market (Getulio Varges Foundation) 

Financial Adviser to the lndustrial Engineering School (IES) - Sao Paulo 
Regional Director of the Brazilian Telegraph and Post Office Entreprise -
Sao Paulo, 1973/1974 

Main accomplishments of the Brazilian Telegraph and Post Office Entreprise during his administration 

Establishments of nocturnal postal network using its own postal air system, by agreement with the Brazilian 
Airlines. 
Establishment of the Express Mail Service Division, which gave ECT the leadership of Brazilian market of pouches. 
Establishment of centres of domiciliary delivery of mail; national integration of the means of dispatching 
linking Brazilian main cities. 
Organization of the Special Postal Operation Services. 
Motorization of the postman to speed up delivery. 
Establishment of the new services of "collect on delivery" and money orders. 
Mechanization of the most important sorting offices. 
Agreements with ECT customers for payments and/or receipt of instalments in all post offices. 
Standardization of envelopes and papers for the postal service. 
Development of Brazilian philately. 
Development of human resources by the establishment of the Graduation School of Postal Administration 
and the Human Resources Department of ECT. 
Organization of the 18th UPU Congress. 
Establishment of the Data Processing Service, Telegram-Telex and Letter-Telex Services, and National 
Aerogramme. 
Rearrangement of the Telegraphic Services, with the establishment of the "General Telegraphic Exchange" 
("GENTEX") system throughout the country, which enables the transmission of telegrams in a very short time. 
Adoption of an adequate financial policy which resulted in the complete covering of ECT's own charges by the 
financial resources collected, which in 1977 exceeded the expenses by 12.2%. This fact placed Brazil among 
the few nations that achieve good financial results from postal services exploitation. 
Establishment of the Postal and Telegraphic Museum and Arts Gallery of ECT in January 1980. 
Establishment of the Brazilian Telegraph and Post Office Entreprise Social Security lnstitute. 
Establishment of Data Processing Management, Express Parcel Service, Express Parcel Service dated in advance 
and Telegram Service dated in advance. 
Establishment of COBRA Computation System for automatic treatment of telegrams and of the lnformatics 
Diffusion System. 
Establishment of International Electronic Post. 
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International experience 

1976 Head of the Brazilian delegation to the Congress of the Postal Union of the Americas 
and Spain (PUAS), Lima, Peru. 

1977 Head of the Brazilian delegation to the meeting of the UPU Executive Council. 
Chairman of Committee 7 of the UPU Executive Council. 

1978 Head of the Brazilian delegation to the meeting of the UPU Executive Council. 
Chairman of Committee 7 of the UPU Executive Council. 

1979 Head of the Brazilian delegation to the meeting of the UPU Executive Council. 
Chairman of the 18th UPU Congress, held in Rio de Janeiro. 

1980 Chairman of the annual meeting of the UPU Executive Council. 
Chairman of the meeting of the UPU Provident Scheme Management Board. 
Head of the Brazilian delegation to the meeting of Directors of Latin-American Posts, 
promoted by UPU, in Venezuela. 
Head of the Brazilian delegation to the meeting of the UPU Consultative Council 
for Postal Studies. 

1981 Chairman of the annual meeting of the UPU Executive Council. 
Chairman of the meeting of the UPU Provident Scheme Management Board. 
Head of the Brazilian delegation to the 12th PUAS Congress in Managua, Nicaragua. 
Head of the Brazilian delegation to the UPU Consultative Council for Postal Studies. 

1982 Chairman of the annual meeting of the UPU Executive Council. 
Chairman of the meeting of the UPU Provident Scheme Management Board. 
Head of the Brazilian delegation to the annual meeting of the PUAS Executive and 
Consultative Council. 
Head of the Brazilian delegation to the meeting of Presidents and Directors of the Latin-American 
Posts. 

1983 Chairman of the annual meeting of the UPU Executive Council. 
Chairman of the meeting of the UPU Provident Scherne Management Board. 
Head of the Brazilian delegation to the meeting of the PUAS Executive and Consultative Council. 

Study and business trips 

Japan (1972); Japan, Germany Fed Rep of, France, Switzerland ( 1976); Portugal ( 1981), by invitation of the 
Portuguese Post; Syria and Kuwait (1981), by invitation of their respective postal administrations; United States 
of America (May 1982), by invitation of the Postmaster-General; France (1982), by invitation of the Head 
of the French Post; China (People's Rep) (August 1982), by invitation; Greece (August 1982). 

Distinctions 

Order of Rio Branco, in the rank of Commander; Order of Military Merit; Order of Merit of Brasilia, in the rank 
of Commander; Title of Honorary Member of the Philatelic Club of Brazil; Title of Man of Communications 
of Brazil, by Brazil-Arabian World I nstitute; Order of Aeronautic Merit, in the rank of Commander; Medal of 
Merit Tamandare; Gold Medal and Diploma "in recognition of invaluable cooperation in the work in support 
of Brazilian Philately" - BRAPEX 1; Order of Military Engineer Merit, in the rank of official. 
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Mr Leslie Herbert KINGSBURY 

(Great Britain) 

Per of Switz 

The Permanent Observer Mission of Switzerland to the United Nations presents its compliments to the Permanent 
Mission of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern lreland to the United Nations and has the honour 
to acknowledge receipt of its note No 46 of 24 February, 1984, announcing that the United Kingdom hasdecided 
to nominate Mr Leslie Herbert Kingsbury as a candidate for election to the post of Director-General of the 
Universal Postal Union at the 19th Congress to be held in Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany, from 18 June 
to 27 July 1984. 

The Permanent Observer Mission of Switzerland thanks the Permanent Mission of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern lreland for this communication which has been duly transmitted to the competent Swiss 
authorities. 

The Permanent Observer Mission of Switzerland to the United Nations avails itself of this opportunity to renew 
to the Permanent Mission of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern lreland to the United Nations 
the assurances of its highest consideration. 

New York, 9 March, 1984 

Permanent Mission of the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern lreland 
to the United Nations 
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022 
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Curriculum vitae 

Name 

Place and date of birth 

Present position 

Oual ifications 

Experience 

UPU experience 
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Leslie Herbert KINGSBURY 

London, 30 May 1926 

Director of International Affairs, British Post Office 

First Class Diploma, Wimbledon Technical College 

Mr Kingsbury has considerable experience in postal affairs. He joined the Post 
Office Engineering Department in 1943 and served in various posts before being 
appointed as Telecommunications Traffic Superintendent with managerial and 
planning responsibilities in the London telecommunications region. ln 1955 
Mr Kingsbury was appointed Assistant Postal Controller in the North East of 
England until 1958 when he returned to Post Office Headquarters in London 
to undertake a number of specialist operational assignments. 
Mr Kingsbury has been continuously associated with overseas postal affairs 
since 1968. He was appointed Postal Controller in 1970 and Assistant Director 
in 1974. ln 1978, Mr Kingsbury was appointed Director of International Postal 
Affairs with responsibility for all aspects of operational, conveyance, service, 
tariff and regulatory work of the overseas services of the British Post Office. 

Mr Kingsbury has been connected with the UPU since 1969. Since that time he has 
represented the British Post Office at each of the annual sessions of the Consultative 
Council for Postal Studies and his service was recognized by the 1979 Rio de 
Janeiro Congress which appointed Mr Kingsbury Chairman of the Consultative 
Council for Postal Studies for the current five-year study period. 
ln addition, Mr Kingsbury has represented his country at each of the annual 
meetings of the UPU Executive Council since 1975. From 1975-1979 he was 
Chairman of the Executive Council Letter Post Committee and he served as 
Chairman of the Congress Letter Post Committee of the 1979 Rio de Janeiro 
Congress. 
Mr Kingsbury has represented the UK at the 1969 Tokyo Congress, the 1974 
Lausanne Congress and at the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress when he was joint 
Head of the U K delegation. 
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Mr Murugasu RAJASINGHAM 

(Malaysia) 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs presents its compliments to the Embassy of Switzerland and has the honour to 
refer to the latter's note No 715.1(5) dated 3 November 1983 drawing the attention of the Government of 
Malaysia to the procedure for electing the Director-General and the Deputy Director-General of the International 
Bureau of the Universal Postal Union, Berne, as laid down by the Rio de Janeiro Congress in 1979, and inviting 
applications from Governments of member countries for the said posts to be submitted through the intermediary 
of the Government of the Swiss Confederation. 

The Ministry has the honour to thank the Embassy for the invitation and to inform that the Government of 
Malaysia has decided to nominate Mr M Rajasingham, Director-General of Posts Malaysia, for election to the 
post of Director-General of the International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union at the UPU Congress to be 
held in Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany, in June 1984. 

The Ministry would be very grateful if the Government of the Swiss Confederation could forward the above 
application to the International Bureau of the UPU so that the election documents could be prepared. 

The Ministry has further the honour to enclose herewith the curriculum vitae of Mr M Rajasingham. 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Embassy of Switzerland the 
assurances of its highest consideration. 

WISMA PUTRA 
KUALA LUMPUR 
14 December 1983 
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Curriculum vitae 

Name 

Nationality 

Date and place of birth 

Family status 

Education 

Employment 

1958-1965 

1965--1969 

1969-1972 

1972 

1975 

1976 (November) 

1979 

1981 

Murugasu RAJASINGHAM 

Malaysian 

13 August 1931 
Kelang, Selangor, Malaysia 

Married. 2 children 
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Bachelor of Arts (Hons) London University (External). 
Studied Law at the Ceylon Law College 1953-1955. 
Studied Postal Administration with the British Post Office for two years 
( 1956-1958). 
Studied Savings Banking with the New Zealand Post Office in 1968 for 3 months 
under UNDP fellowship. 

Joined the Malaysian Postal Administration as Cadet Assistant Controller of Posts 
in 1956 and underwent 2 years' study course in postal administration with the 
British Post Office. 

Served in posts of Assistant Controller of Posts in charge of Finance and Supply, 
Postage Stamps and Philatelic Services and Operations and Development at 
different times. 

Appointed Controller of Posts to head the Malaysian Post Office Savings Bank 
which then included the Singapore Post Office Savings Bank. 

Served as Controller of Posts (Operations) and Controller of Posts (Administration) 
in the Headquarters. 

Appointed Director of Posts (Administration and Planning). 

Appointed Deputy Director-General of Posts, Malaysia. 

Appointed Director-General of Posts, Malaysia as well as Director on the Board 
of the National Savings Bank Corporation. 

Appointed Chairman of Parcel Post Committee of the Executive Council of the 
Universal Postal Union on behalf of Malaysia. 

Appointed Co-ordinator of the Conference of Commonwealth Postal Administrations 
on behalf of Malaysia. 

Postal activities past and present 

1959-1962 

1966-1968 

1978 

Editor of "POST AM", the Magazine of the Postal Services Department. 

Served as a member in the Public Services Department's Subcommittee (Arts and 
Social Sciences) for the recognition of foreign qualifications (university and other 
tertiary level). 

Chaired the 4th Conference of Commonwealth Postal Administrations held in 
Kuala Lumpur in July 1978. 
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1974 to the present Attended either as the head or as a member of the Malaysian delegation to 
numerous international postal meetings, conferences, seminars and Congresses 
and took active part in ail of them, presenting working papers, leading discussion 
groups and actively participating in all their major deliberations. They were mainly 
centred around ASEAN Post and Telecoms Sub-Committee, Asian-Pacific Postal 
Union, the Conference of the Commonwealth Postal Administrations and the 
Universal Postal Union. 
Took part in TV programmes such as the Forum and Spectrum on postal subjects. 
Contributed articles to the Arab Postal Union magazine and to "Union Postale", 
the magazine of the Universal Postal Union. 

Genera/ activities past and present 

1956 

1967-1969 

Honours, awards, societies 

1967 

1978 

Languages 

1694 

Submitted a leng'thy memorandum on a second Chamber for Malaya to the Reid 
Constitutional Commission entrusted with framing a new Constitution for an 
lndependent Federation of Malaya which was published in extenso in one of the 
leading local newspapers. 

Editor of "Malaysian Co-operator". ln addition to writing editorials also 
contributed several articles to the magazine. 
Vice-President of the Co-operative Union of Malaya (1967). 
Organized the first National Co-operative Management Seminar and took an 
active part in that seminar. Gave lectures at several co-operative seminars and 
conferences. 
Took part in a number of TV Forums on co-operative tapies. 
Served as a President of two leading Co-operative Societies at different times. 

Awarded a gold medal by the Co-operative Union of Malaysia for services to the 
Co-operative Movement. 

Conferred the "Johan Mangku Negara" by His Majesty the Paramount Ruler of 
Malaysia for dedicated services to the country. 
Active Rotarian. Has been Vice-President of the Rotary Club of Petaling Jaya. 

Malay, English, French and Tamil. 
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Mr Kostas TSIMAS 

(Greece) 

The Embassy of Greece presents its compliments to the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs and has the 
honour to inform it of the following: 

Greece has decided to submit the application of Mr Kostas Tsimas, Director-General of the Hellenic Posts, for the 
post of Director-General of the International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) for the period from 
1 January 1985 to 31 December 1989. The election will take place during the 19th Universal Postal Congress 
which will be held in Hamburg from 18 June to 26 July 1984. 

ln accordance with the UPU General Regulations, àrticle 108, paragraph 1, the application proposed by a member 
country must be presented through the intermediary of the Government of the Swiss Confederation. 

The Embassy of Greece therefore has the honour to present by this Memorandum the application of Mr Kostas 
Tsimas and to ask the Government of the Swiss Confederation to forward it to the International Bureau of the 
UPU within the time limits laid down in the General Regulations. 

The Embassy of Greece takes the liberty of recalling that a memorandum from the Embassy on the same subject 
had been sent to the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs as No 2160/11/AS 591 on 6 June 1983. 

ln thanking the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs for the action it is kindly requested to take on this Memo
randum, the Embassy of Greece avails itself of this opportunity to renew the assurances of its highest consideration. 

Berne, 1 December 1983 

Federal Department of Foreign Affairs 
BERNE 
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Curriculum vitae 

Name 

Date of birth 

Place of birth 

Nationality 

Present position 

Education 

Languages 

Political activities 

Professional activities 
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TSIMAS Kostas 

4 June 1936 

Thassos (Greece) 

Greek 

Director-General of Hellenic Posts 

a Bachelor of Political Science (City University, New York) 
b Bachelor in Management (City University, New York) 

Greek (mother tongue) 
English 
French 
ltalian 
Spanish 

lnstitutional member of the National Council of the P.A.K. (Panhellenic Liberation 
Movement), an organization founded by the present Prime Minister M A Papandreou 
to combat the dictatorship of the Colonels who, in a Coup d'Etat had abolished 
parliamentary institutions and imposed dictatorship on the country from 1967 
to 1974. 
lnstitutional member of P.A.S.O.K. (Panhellenic Socialist Movement) which is the 
political extension of the P.A.K. This party which governs Greece today obtained 
in elections on 18 October 1981 a 48 percent vote of confidence from the Greek 
people. 
As a close collaborator of the present Prime Minister, he attended all the P.A.K. 
sessions in Europe and sessions of other National Liberation Movements. 
Member of the International Relations Committee of the Pan-Hellenic Socialist 
Movement (P.A.S.O.K.). 

By decree of the present Government he has taken on the duties of Director
General of Hellenic Posts since 27 November 1981. 
During his term of office, he has done some excellent work in reorganizing and 
modernizing the Hellenic Posts. 
He attended the 11th Ordinary Session of the CEPT (14-25 June 1982) in Vienna 
as head of the Greek delegation and took the opportunity to give his views on the 
role of the Director-General of the International Bureau of the UPU. 



Applications for the post of Deputy Director-General 

( Listed in the alphabetical order of the names) 

Attachment 1: Mr Abdel Kader BAGHDAD 1, 61 
Attachment 2: Mr Félix CICÉRON, 55 
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(Syrian Arab Republic) 
(France) 
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Permanent Mission 
of the Syrian Arab Republic 
Geneva 
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Mr Abdel Kader BAGHDAD! 

(Syrian Arab Republic) 

Geneva, 16 November 1983 

The Permanent Mission of the Syrian Arab Republic presents its compliments to the Permanent Mission of 
Switzerland and has the honour to inform it that the Government of the Syrian Arab Republic has decided to 
submit the application of Mr Abdel Kader Baghdadi, whose curriculum vitae is attached, for the post of Deputy 
Director-General of the Universal Postal Union during elections which will take place on the occasion of the 
19th Congress of the Universal Postal Union which will be held in Hamburg from 18 June to 27 July 1984. 

The Permanent Mission of the Syrian Arab Republic seeks the support of the Government of the Permanent 
Mission of Switzerland for the application of Mr Abdel Kader Baghdadi. 

The Permanent Mission of the Syrian Arab Republic avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Permanent 
Mission of Switzerland the assurances of its highest consideration. 

Permanent Mission of Switzerland 
9-11, rue de Varembé 
1211 GENEVA 20 
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Curriculum vitae 

Name 

Date of birth 

Nationality 

Present position 

Education 

Administrative career 

International career 

Languages 
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Abdel Kader BAGHDAD( 

23 July 1923 

Syrian 

Assistant Director-General at the International Bureau since 1 March 1974. 

Degree in law, teacher's diploma. 

1946-1951: Teacher and supervisor at the Teachers Training School. 
1951: Appointed to the central postal administration as a result of a competition 
between law degree holders in which he was placed first. After a certain period 
in the personnel service was sent to France for training in various postal services. 
On return, transferred to postal organization department. Became head after a 
certain time. ln addition to his work, taught at Postal Training School at Damascus. 
1962: Appointed to Board of Directors of postal and telecommunication 
administration. 
1963: Took on, in addition to own work, duties of Director of Posts. 
1965: Appointed Director of Posts. Represented his country, as member or head 
of delegation, at Arab Postal Union Congresses at Amman (1954), Cairo (1955), 
Baghdad (1956), Tripoli (1957) and Beirut (1966). Also represented his country 
at the following UPU meetings: 

14th UPU Congress, Ottawa (1957), as member of delegation; 
15th UPU Congress, Vienna (1964), as head of delegation; 
Executive Council sessions, Berne ( 1965, 1966 and 1967), as head of delegation. 

1967: Appointed Counsellor at the International Bureau where he has been Head 
of the Legal and Constitutional Section since 1 July until now. That Section is also 
responsible for coordinating the work of Congress and of the Executive Council. 
ln that capacity, and apart from his legal duties, Mr Baghdadi has also been each 
year since entering the 18 the Secretary of the General Committee and of all the 
plenary meetings of the Executive Council. 
1967-1969: Helped prepare the 1969 Tokyo Congress, at which he was Secretary 
of the General Committee and most of the plenary meetings of Congress. 
1969-1973: Prepared the work of the 1974 Lausanne Congress in charge of 
technical aspects. He is also responsible for liaison between the International 
Bureau and the Swiss Post Office in connection with the Lausanne Congress. 
1974: Promoted to the post of Assistant Director-General responsible from 1 March 
until the present time for directing the Legal and Administrative Division. This 
Division which employs over hait of the International Bureau staff is divided into 
the following three Sections: 

Legal and Constitutional Section; 
- Staff Section; 
- Administrative Section. 
ln addition to managing the above Sections, he is responsible for organizing the 
meetings of the Executive Council and of Congresses, as was the case for the 
Lausanne, Rio de Janeiro and Hamburg Congresses. 
ln the Executive Council, he supervises the work of the secretariat of the General 
Committee, the Staff Committee and of the plenary meetings. 
At Congress, he supervises the work of the secretariat of the General Committee, 
Credentials Committee and Drafting Committee. ln addition, he coordinates 
the work of all the plenary meetings. 

Arabie, French, English. 
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Embassy of France 
in Switzerland 

No60 
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Mr Félix CICÉRON 

(France) 

The Embassy of France presents its compliments to the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs and has the 
honour to inform it that France will submit the application of Mr Félix Cicéron for the post of Deputy Director
General of the International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union at the Postal Congress which will be held in 
Hamburg from 18 June to 27 July 1984. 

Mr Félix Cicéron, born on 6 April 1929 in Fort-de-France, Assistant Director-General at the International Bureau, 
at present is acting as Deputy Director-General on an interim basis by decision of the Executive Council of May 1982. 

The French Government would be particularly happy if it could count on the support of Switzerland for the 
application of Mr Cicéron. 

The Embassy of France thanks the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs in anticipation of the action it is kindly 
requested to take in this matter and renews to it the assurances of its highest consideration. 

Berne, 12 March 1984 

Federal Department 
of Foreign Affairs 
BERNE 
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Curriculum vitae 

Name 

Date of birth 

Nationality 

Present position 

Education 

Languages 

Career 

Duties at the 
International Bureau 
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Félix CICÉRON 

6 April 1929 at Fort-de-France (Martinique, French West lndies) 

French 

Acting Deputy Director-General of the International Bureau of the Universal 
Postal Union (Executive Council decision at its May 1982 session). 

a University 
Higher Studies at the University of Paris: Bachelor of Law. 
Diplomas of higher studies in public law and in private law. 
Doctor of Public Law (thesis on "The non-liability of the postal administration 
towards users"). 
Diploma of higher studies in political economy. 
Certificate in higher studies in sociology. 
Preparatory course for the teachers' competition at the Faculty of Law and 
Economies (public law section). 

b Vocational training 
Training for postal trainee controllers. 
Certificate of the Higher National PTT School (1956-1959) one year of which 
was spent at the National School of Administration (ENA). 

French (mother tangue), Spanish, English. 

a ln the country of origin 
Primary and secondary school teacher in Martinique: 4 years. 
Controller in the PTT operational services (5 years). 
Principal Controller in the Higher National PTT School. 
Administrator in the PTT Ministry, appointed to the Directorate-General of Posts, 
where he worked mainly in the mail circulation and handling sector (preparing 
routeing plans, expanding the airmail network, setting up the first mechanized 
sorting centres). 
Attached to the Director-General's departmental staff prior to his recruitment 
by the International Bureau. 
PTT Controller General. 

b At the International Bureau 
Recruited in 1963 as an assistant to the Assistant Director of the International 
Bureau to carry out studies in postal training. 
Placed in charge, as First Secretary and then as Assistant Counsellor, of a Training 
Service established following decisions taken by the 1964 Vienna Congress. 
Promoted to Counsellor in 1970 and placed in charge of the Section programming 
technical assistance activities. 
Promoted to Assistant Director-General in 1974 and assigned to the Technical 
Cooperation Division to which the Postal Studies Section was attached in 1978. 

a As Head of Service and then of Section 
Mr Cicéron was made responsible for setting up the Training Service and then the 
Technical Assistance Programming Section, a field in which he played an important 
part in the preparation and application of UPU policy (staff training, organization, 
management and operation of postal services). The following components should 
be noted, in particular: 

General study of the situation of the postal services in the developing countries 
and regions. 
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Attendance 
of meetings 
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Efforts to increase technical assistance potential (UNDP financing of major 
projects, establishment of the UPLJ.Special Fund, establishment of a team of 
UPU specialists, etc). 
Preparation, execution and evaluation of technical assistance projects 
(establishment and reinforcement of intercountry schools, Damascus, Bangkok 
and Abidjan). 
Secretary of the Training Committee created by the Vienna Congress. 
Organization of instructor-training courses, special courses, seminars and study 
cycles as well as regional and interregional conferences and meetings. 
Adaptation of the postal management and operation methods applied in the 
developed countries to the situation in the developing countries. 

b As Assistant Director-Genera/ 
Mr Cicéron has taken an active part in defining the policy decided on by the UPU 
bodies; on the basis of the directives received, he has taken responsibility for ail 
matters and activities coming under technical cooperation, in particular as regards: 

Programming and coordinating all UPU activities concerning technical assistance 
and postal studies. 
Relations with the UNDP, the Restricted Unions and the Regional Economie 
Commissions (in particular, for the preparation of regional programmes). 
Seeking other sources of finance for UPU technical assistance activities. 
Operational and financial management of the UPU technical assistance programme. 
Programming of activities under the Transport and Communications Decade 
in Africa and special measures on behalf of the least developed countries. 
Supervision of work relating to CCPS studies, in particular studies on the 
problems of management and the future of the postal services. 

ln addition, as a member of the IB management, Mr Cicéron has taken part since 
1975 in the meetings of the International Bureau Management Board. 

c As Acting Deputy Director-Genera/ 
Since June 1982, when the Deputy Director-General retired, Mr Cicéron's 
responsibilities have been increased; he performs the following duties in particular: 

Standing in for the Director-General in his absence. 
Representing the Director-General of the International Bureau at important 
meetings or events. 
Close involvement in the settlement of important matters concerning the running 
of the International Bureau. 
Active participation in the preparation of the Hamburg Congress at which he 
will perform the duties of the Deputy Secretary-General. 
General supervision of the Postal Services Division which is under the immediate 
responsibility of an Assistant Director-General and which deals with ail technical 
and economic matters concerning the international Post and information. 

Alongside his responsibilities as Acting Deputy Director-General, Mr Cicéron 
continues to perform the duties of Assistant Director-General in charge of technical 
cooperation and CCPS studies. 

Since 1963, Mr Cicéron has attended a great many meetings: 
a Congress 

1964 Vienna Congress: training matters; Assistant Secretary of Committee 1 
(Credentials). 
1969 Tokyo Congress: Joint Secretary of Committee 3 (for technical assistance 
questions). 
1974 Lausanne Congress: Responsible for technical assistance matters and 
supervision of the work of the Parcel Post Committee. 
1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress: Supervision of the work of the Technical 
Cooperation Committee, of the Postal Studies Committee and of the Monetary 
Articles Committee. 
Member of the Bureau of the Rio de Janeiro Congress. 
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b ECandCCPS 
Mr Cicéron has attended ail EC and CCPS sessions (except for the CCPS meetings 
held away from headquarters). 

c Other meetings 
Since joining the International Bureau, Mr Cicéron has represented the UPU at many 
other meetings: 

Meetings of the bodies of Restricted Unions. 
Meetings and Conferences held by the United Nations, the United Nations 
Development Programme and the Regional Economie Commissions. 
High-Jevel regional conferences or meetings on the management of postal services 
and the coordination of technical assistance activities. 
Seminars and study cycles, as a representative of the International Bureau and 
as a lecturer. 

Since 1964, Mr Cicéron has carried out: 
A large number of missions to developing countries to get to know better the 
situation of the postal services, to provide advisory services and to approach local 
authorities to have postal needs taken into account. 
Information and contact missions to industrialized countries. 
Visits to the UNDP Secretariat in New York, to obtain acceptance of projects 
submitted. 
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Contribution class changes 

Secretary-General' s report 

1. Introduction 

Linder the General Regulations, article 125, paragraphs 3, 4 and 5, member countries may change contribution 
class on condition that this change is communicated to the International Bureau before the opening of Congress. 
This notification, which must be brought to the attention of Congress, takes effect on the date of the entry into 
force of the financial provisions drawn up by Congress. Member countries may not insist on being lowered more 
than one class at a time. Member countries which have not made known their wish to change contribution class 
by the opening of Congress must remain in the class to which they belonged up to that time. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, changes to a higher class are not subject to any restriction. 

Il. Situation at the start of Congress 

At the close of the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress the Union comprised 158 member countries representing 
1050 contribution units. Since that time the following changes have occurred: 

a New members (General Regulations, article 124, paragraph 7) 
Difference As of 

Commonwealth of Dominica ............................. . + 1 1980 
Saint Lucia ......................................... . + 1 1980 
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines .......................... . + 1 1980 
Tuvalu ............................................ . + 1 1980 
Republic of South Africa ................................ . + 1981 
Zimbabwe .......................................... . + 3 1981 
Belize ............................................. . + 1 1982 
Vanuatu . . . ....................................... . + 1 1982 
Solomon Islands ...................................... . + 1 1984 

+11 

b Higher class (General Regu/ations, article 125, paragraph 5) 

Contribution class Difference As of 

old new 

Kuwait ........................ · 5 10 + 5 1981 

Accordingly, at the start of the Hamburg Congress the Union comprises 167 member countries for a total of 
1066 contribution units as set out in detail at annex 1. 
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111. Lower class 

Pursuant to the General Regulations, article 125, paragraphs 3 and 4, the member countries listed below have 
notified the International Bureau of their wish to change contribution classas of 1986: 

Member country 

China (People's Rep) ............................... . 
Argentina ...................................... . 
New Zealand .................................... . 
Bangladesh ..................................... . 

Egypt ...................... , ......... · . · · .. · · · · 
Mexico ........................................ . 
Hungarian People's Rep ............................. . 
Polish People's Rep ................................ . 
Iraq .......................................... . 
Romania ....................................... . 
Dominican Republic ............................... . 
Ecu ad or ....................................... . 
Equatorial Guinea ................................. . 
Haïti ......................................... . 

IV. Conclusions 

Contribution class 

current new 

50 25 
20 15 
20 15 
15 10 
15 10 
15 10 
10 5 
10 5 
5 3 
5 3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

Difference 

-25 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

-72 

ln view of the foregoing changes of contribution class, the expenses of the Union for the next financial period 
will be divided among 167 member countries for a total of 994 contribution units (decrease of 6.7% relative to 
the situation at the start of the Hamburg Congress), subject to any changes to higher classes that might occur 
during or subsequent to the present Congress. 

Congress is requested to take note of the notifications of lower classes (section 111). 

Hamburg, 18 June 1984 MI SOBHI 
Secretary-General 
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Classification of member countries for apportionment of Union expenditure 

(Position at 17 June 1984) 

C/ass of fifty units 

Contribution 
units 

1 Federal Republic of Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
2 United States of America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
3 Canada ................................................ : . . . . . . 50 
4 People's Republic of China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
5 French Republic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
6 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern lreland, Channel Islands and the Isle of Man 50 
7 Japan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

350 

Class of twenty-five units 

1 Kingdom of Saudi Arabia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
2 Australia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
3 Federative Republic of Brazil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
4 Spain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 25 
5 lndia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
6 ltaly...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
7 Union of Soviet Socialist Republics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 25 

175 

Class of twenty units 

1 Argentine Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
2 New Zealand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

Class of fifteen units 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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People's Republic of Bangladesh 
Belgium ..........•........................................... 
Arab Republic of Egypt ........................................... . 
United Mexican States ............................................. . 
Pakistan ..................................................... . 
Netherlands ................................................... . 
German Democratic Republic ....................................... . 
Sweden ...................................................... . 
Swiss Confederation ............................................. . 

40 

15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 

135 
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Contribution 
units 

Glass of ten units 

1 Republic of Korea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
2 Kingdom of Denmark ....................................... , . . . . . 10 
3 Republic of Finland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
4 Hungarian People's Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
5 Republic of lndonesia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
6 lreland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
7 Kuwait . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
8 Federal Republic of Nigeria ........................................ , 10 
9 Norway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 

10 Polish People's Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
11 Czechoslovak Socialist Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
12 Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 

120 

Glass of five units 

1 People's Democratic Republic of Algeria .......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
2 Republic of Austria. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
3 Ch ile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
4 Overseas Territories for whose international relations the Government 

of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern lreland is responsible . . . . . . . . . 5 
5 Iran . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
6 Republic of Iraq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
7 Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
8 Kingdom of Morocco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
9 Portugal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 

10 State of Oatar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
11 Democratic People's Republic of Korea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
12 Socialist Republic of Romania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
13 Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka ............ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
14 Tunisia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
15 Turkey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
16 Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 

80 

Glass of three units 

1 Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
2 Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
3 People's Republic of Bulgaria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
4 Republic of Colombia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
5 Republic of the Ivory Coast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
6 Republic of Cuba . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
7 Dominican Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
8 Republic of Ecuador . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
9 Ghana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 

10 Greece . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
11 · Republic of Guatemala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
12 Republic of Equatorial Guinea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
13 Republic of Haïti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
14 Israel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
15 Republic of Kenya . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 Luxembourg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
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Glass of three units (cont) 

Contribution 
units 

17 Democratic Republic of Madagascar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
18 Malaysia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
19 Nepal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
20 Republic of Peru . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
21 Thailand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
22 Eastern Republic of Uruguay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
23 Republic of Venezuela . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
24 Republic of Zaïre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
25 Republic of Zambia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
26 Zimbabwe. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 

78 

Glass of one unit 

1 Democratic Republic of Afghanistan .................................. . 
2 Republic of South Africa ...........................•............... 
3 Socialist People's Republic of Albania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
4 People's Republic of Angola . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
5 Commonwealth of the Bahamas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
6 State of Bahrain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
7 Barbados . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1 
8 Belize . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
9 People's Republic of Benin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

10 Kingdom of Bhutan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
11 Republic of Bolivia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
12 Republic of Botswana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
13 Republic of Burundi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
14 Republic of Cameroon ............................................ . 
15 Republic of Cape Verde ........................................... . 
16 Central African Republic .......................................... . 
17 Republic of Cyprus .............................................. . 
18 lslamic Federal Republic of the Comoros ............................... . 
19 People's Republic of the Congo ...................................... . 
20 Republic of Costa Rica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
21 Republic of Djibouti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
22 Commonwealth of Dominica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
23 Republic of El Salvador . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
24 United Arab Emirates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
25 Ethiopia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
26 Fiji . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
27 Gabonese Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
28 Republic of the Gambia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
29 Grenada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
30 Revolutionary People's Republic of Guinea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
31 Republic of Guinea-Bissau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
32 Guyana ...................................................... . 
33 Republic of the Upper Volta ........................................ . 
34 Republic of Honduras ............................................ . 
35 Republic of lceland .............................................. . 
36 Jamaica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
37 Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
38 Democratic Kampuchea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
39 Lao People's Democratic Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
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Contribution 
units 

Glass of one unit (cont) 

40 Kingdom of Lesotho ............................................. . 
41 Lebanese Republic .............................................. . 
42 Republic of Liberia .............................................. . 
43 Principality of Liechtenstein ........................................ . 
44 Malawi ...................................................... . 
45 Republic of Maldives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
46 Republic of Mali . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
47 Malta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
48 Mauritius .................................................... . 
49 lslamic Republic of Mauritania ...................................... . 
50 Principality of Monaco ........................................... . 
51 Mongolian People's Republic ....................................... . 
52 People's Republic of Mozambique .................................... . 
53 Republic of Nauru .............................................. . 
54 Republic of Nicaragua ............................................ . 
55 Republic of the Niger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
56 Sultanate of Oman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
57 Uganda ...................................................... . 
58 Republic of Panama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
59 Papua New Guinea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
60 Republic of Paraguay ..................................•........... 
61 Netherlands Antilles ............................................. . 
62 Republic of the Philippines ......................................... . 
63 Rwandese Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
64 Saint Lucia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
65 Republic of San Marino ........................................... . 
66 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines .................................... . 
67 Salomon Islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
68 Democratic Republic of Sao Tome and Principe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
69 Republic of Senegal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
70 Republic of Seychelles ............................................ . 
71 Republic of Sierra Leone .......................................... . 
72 Singapore .................................................... . 
73 Somali Democratic Republic ........................................ . 
74 Democratic Republic of the Sudan .................................... . 
75 Republic of Suriname ............................................ . 
76 Kingdom of Swaziland ............................................ . 
77 Syrian Arab Republic ............................................ . 
78 United Republic of Tanzania ....................................... . 
79 Republic of Chad ............................................... . 
80 Togolese Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1 
81 Kingdom of Tonga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
82 Republic of Trinidad and Tobago . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
83 Tuvalu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
84 Vanuatu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
85 Vatican City State .............................................. . 
86 Socialist Republic of Viet Nam ...................................... . 
87 Yemen Arab Republic ............................................ . 
88 People's Democratic Republic of Yemen ................................ . 

88 

Grand total: 167 member countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1066 
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Representation of one member country by the delegation of another member country 
at Congress and Committee meetings 

Memorandum by the Director-General of the International Bureau 

Article 3, paragraph 6, of the Rules of Procedure of Congresses authorizes the delegation of a member 
country which is prevented from attending one or more meetings to arrange to be represented by the delegation 
of another country provided, inter alla, that notice in writing is given to the Chairman of the meeting concerned. 

2 ln practice, the Chairman notifies the assembly at the beginning of each meeting of any such cases of 
representation; he also reminds the assembly of them before each vote is taken. 

3 To make things easier for delegations that decide to take advantage of this facility, the Congress Secretariat 
will keep a supply of ad hoc proxy forms (for specimen, see annex 1), at their disposai at the Chairman's rostrum 
in the two halls. These have only to be filled in and signed before being handed to the Secretary of the plenary 
meetings or of the Committee concerned. 

4 ln the case of electronic voting, the duly authorized delegation should go to the seat of the delegation 
which has conferred the mandate and vote on behalf of the latter by means of the electronic voting system. 

5 Ad hoc proxies must no~ be confused with the proxies mentioned in paragraph 4 of the above-mentioned 
article 3, which relate to the credentials of a member country that arranges for the delegation of another member 
country to represent it during the entire Congress. These permanent proxies, which are based on article 101, 
paragraph 2, of the General Regulations, must be submitted in the form prescribed in article 3, paragraph 1, of 
the Rules of Procedure for credentials themselves. Permanent proxies are notified to Congress by means of a 
special Congress - Doc. 

Berne, 8 May 1984 
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Specimen proxy form 

- --.. ----- .. --------.. ---------- .. -......... ---- --------------- .. ---------- .. -----------.. ---- .. ---------- .. ----- .. -------------------.. -----------.. ----------------------------------

Delegation 
giving 
proxy 

Delegation 
to which 
proxy is given 

Meeting(s) at 
which repre· 
sentation will 
be effected 

Place and date 

Hamburg, 

UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION 

19th Congress 
Hamburg 1984 

Name of country 

Name of country 

D Plenary 

n Committee 

PROXY FORM 
( Ru les of Procedure of Congresses, article 3, paragraph 6) 

1 Date(s) 

1 No or title 1 Date(s) 

Signature of Head of delegation 

N.B. The proxy form should be handed to the Chairman or Secretary of the respective plenary or Committee meeting(s). 
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Information about the operation of the translation services and the provision 
at Congress of documents in various languages 

Statement by the Director-General of the International Bureau 

General 

Congress - Doc 28 

1 Pursuant to article 107, paragraph 3, of the General Regulations, the language groups set up within the 
Union (Arabie, Chinese, English, German, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish) have expressed their intention of 
organizing translation services at the Hamburg Congress. These groups accept responsibility for their respective 
services. 

2 With a view to maximum efficiency and in order to keep the work of the Secretariat and that of' the 
translation services fully in step, 1 think it desirable to give the following information about these services together 
with some details about the administrative machinery, understanding of which will greatly contribute to the 
smooth progress of the work. 

3 A specially designated International Bureau official (in office No 5.8) will act as liaison officer between 
the Secretariat proper and the translation services. 

Work of the translation services 

4 The work of the translation services is as follows: 
a to prepare the French version of texts submitted to Congress and written in Arabie, Chinese, English, 

German, Portuguese, Russian or Spanish by delegations belonging to one of these language groups (Rules 
of Procedure of Congresses, article 14, paragraph 2), and 

b to translate into Arabie, Chinese, English, German, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish the documents of 
Congress written in French which the language group in question has decided to have translated (Rules of 
Procedure, article 14, paragraph 3). 

Delivery of manuscripts for translation 

5 French manuscripts must be given to the Secretary concerned (of the Committee or plenary meeting, 
as appropriate) to be translated. 

6 Manuscripts of texts for distribution, written in Arabie, Chinese, English, German, Portuguese, Russian 
or Spanish by delegates, must be delivered to the liaison officer (see paragraph 3) so that he can have the necessary 
translations made. The liaison officer will then pass the French version to the Secretary concerned. 
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Distribution of documents 

7 Subject to what is said in paragraph 9, the documents of Congress will be supplied to ail delegates, including 
observers, in French and/or in the languages requested by the participants, in conformity with the provisions 
for each language group. 

8 A delegation not belonging to an existing language group which wishes to receive translations of some 
or all of the documents of Congress in the language of that group is requested to apply to the document repro
duction coordinator (office No 5.9). 

9 At Congress, documents will in principle be distributed to participants' pigeon-hales. Those issued excep-
tionally to delegates during meetings will be distributed again to all the pigeon-hales. 

Hamburg, 18 June 1984 MI SOBHI 
Director-General 
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Universal Postal Union 

List of member countries of the 
Universal Postal Union 

Position on 1 June 1984 

Berne 1984 

International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union 



Congress - Doc 31 

List of member countries of the Union 
showing their contribution class, geographical 
group and position with respect to the Acts of the Union 

a The Acts are indicated at the head of the columns by the following abbreviations: 

C = Constitution of the Universal Postal Union and Final Protocol 

PA = Additional Protocol to the Constitution of the Universal Postal Union 

RG = General Regulations of the Universal Postal Union and Final Protocol 

CV = Universal Postal Convention, Final Protocol and Detailed Regulations 

CP = Postal Parcels Agreement, Final Protocol and Detailed Regulations 

MP Postal Money Orders and Postal Travellers' Cheques Agreement an~ Detailed Regulations, 
Final Protocol 

VP Giro Agreement and Detailed Regulations 

R = Cash-on-Delivery Agreement and Detailed Regulations 

RP Collection of Bills Agreement and Detailed Regulations 

E = International Savings Agreement and Detailed Regulations 

AP Subscriptions to Newspapers and Periodicals Agreement and Detailed Regulations 

b The letters in the various columns indicate: 

S that the Act has been signed 

SD that the Act was signed definitively by the plenipotentiaries present at the Rio de Janeiro Congress 

R that the Act has been ratified 

X that the Act has been approved in accordance with article 25, paragraph 3, of the Constitution 

A that the country has acceded to the Act 

c The member countries are distributed among the following five geographical groups: 

Western hemisphere 

11 Eastern Europe and Northern Asia 

111 Western Europe 

IV = Southern Asia and Oceania 

V Africa 
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Member countries1 Contri- Geogra- Constitution Additional Proto-
(Constitution, article 2) bution phical (Vienna 1964) col (Tokyo 1969) 

class group 
Inter· Inter-
national national 

Number Bureau Bureau 
of units C circular PA circular 

Afghanistan (Democratic 1 IV R 78/1969 R 122/1974 
Republic of) 

Albania (Socialist People's 1 Il R 241/1968 A 261/1979 
Republic of) 

Algeria (People's Democratic 5 V R 169/1968 R 113/1973 
Republic of) 

Angola (People's Republic of) 1 V A 47 /1977 A 47/1977 

Argentine Republic 20 1 R 23/1968 R 9/1975 

Australia 25 IV R 20/1966 R 256/1971 

Austria (Republic of) 5 Ill R 20/1966 R 205/1971 

Bahamas (Commonwealth of) 1 1 A 102/1974 A 102/1974 

Bahrain (State of) 1 IV A 276/1973 A 276/1973 

Bangladesh (People's Republic of) 15 IV A 54/1973 A 54/1973 

Barbados 1 1 A 256/1967 R 175/1973 

Belgium 15 Ill R 3/1966 R 141/1971 

Belize 1 1 A 199/1982 A 199/1982 

Benin (People's Republic of) 1 V R 82/1967 s 
Bhutan (Kingdom of) 1 IV A 39/1969 R 181/1971 

Bolivia (Republic of) 1 1 A 197/1972 R 197/1972 

Botswana (Republic of) 1 V A 36/1968 R 98/1979 

Brazil (Federative Republic of) 25 1 R 178/1969 R 89/1973 

Bulgaria (People's Republic of) 3 11 R 164/1969 R 102/1974 

Burma (Socialist Republic of the 3 IV R 160/1969 R 241/1973 
Union of) 

Burundi (Republic of) 1 V R 110/1969 R 70/1973 

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic 3 Il R 69/1978 R 69/1978 

Cameroon (Republic of) 4 1 V R 36/1969 R 9/1975 

Additional Proto- 1979 Rio de Janeiro Acts 
col (Lausanne 1974) 

Inter- Compulsory 
national Acts 
Bureau 

PA circular RG CV CP MP 

R 211/1979 R R R -

A 261/1979 A A A -

R 287/1976 R R R R 

A 47 /1977 s s s -

R 278/1979 R R R R 

R 77/1977 X X X -

R 241/1976 R R R R 

R 145/1976 s s s -

R 151/1983 R R R -

R 296/1976 R R R -

R 241/1976 s s s s 

R 258/1975 X X X X 

A 199/1982 A A A -
s s s s s 

R 246/1979 R R R -

R 77 /1977 R R R -

R 98/1979 R R R -
R 150/1979 s s s -

R 270/1977 X X X X 

R 70/1980 s s s -

R 169/1977 s s s s 

R 69/1978 X X X -

s s s s s 

VP R RP E 

- - - -

- - -· -

R R R -

- - - -

R R R -
- - - -

R R R -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

s s s s 
X X X X 

- - - -

s s s s 

- - ,... -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - -

s s - -

- - - -

s s s s 

AP 

-

-

-

-

R 

-

R 

-

-

-

s 

X 

-

s 
-

-

-

-

X 

-

-

s 

Inter-
national 
Bureau 
circular 

152/1982 

106/1984 

151/1983 

9/1984 

365/1981 

365/1981 

151/1983 

299/1981 

28/1982 

199/1982 

39/1981 

246/1981 

246/1981 

299/1981 

181/1983 
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Canada 50 1 R 165/1966 R 256/1971 R 252/1975 X 

Cape Verde (Republic of) 1 V A 251/1976 A 251/1976 A 251/1976 A 

Central African Republic3 1 V R 186/1968 R 52/1974 R 169/1977 s 
Chad (Republic of) 1 V R 98/1972 R 98/1972 R 99/1978 R 

Chile 5 1 R 241/1972 R 241/1972 R 99/1978 R 

China (People's Republic of) 50 IV A 70/1973 A 70/1973 R 270/1977 X 

Colombia (Republic of) 3 1 R 154/1976 R 35/1979 R 261/1979 s 
Comores (lslamic Federal 1 V A 195/1976 A 195/1976 A 195/1976 -
Republic of the) 

Congo (People's Republic of the) 1 V R 264/1966 R 150/1979 R 150/1979 s 
Costa Rica (Republic of) 1 1 R 299/1981 R 299/1981 R 299/1981 s 
Cuba (Republic of) 3 1 R 87 /1969 R 9/1975 R 69/1978 R 

Cyprus (Republic of) 1 111 R 78/1969 R 241/1972 R 84/1977 R 

Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 10 11 R 264/1966 R 300/1980 R 235/1977 X 

Democratic People's Republic 5 IV A 139/1974 A 139/1974 R 245/1978 R 
of Korea 

Denmark (Kingdom of) 10 111 R 71/1966 R 74/1971 R 118/1976 SD 

Djibouti (Republic of) 1 V A 132/1978 A 132/1978 A 132/1978 -

Dominica (Commonwealth of) 1 1 A 38/1980 A 38/1980 A 38/1980 -

Dominican Republic 3 1 s s - -

Ecuador (Republic of) 3 1 R 215/1969 A 84/1977 R 84/1977 s 
Egypt (Arab Republic of) 15 V R 181/1967 R 129/1972 R 77/1977 R 

El Salvador (Republic of) 1 1 R 132/1978 R 132/1978 R 132/1978 A 

Equatorial Guinea (Republic of) 3 V A 148/1970 A 175/1973 A 299/1981 A 

Ethiopia 1 V R 148/1969 R 11/1974 R 150/1979 R 

Fiji 1 IV A 135/1971 A 220/1972 R 258/1975 -

Finland (Republic of) 10 Ill R 104/1966 R 197/1972 R 35/1979 X 

French Republic 50 111 R 71/1966 R 79/1971 R 258/1975 X 

Gabonese Republic 1 V R 82/1967 R 7/1973 R 245/1978 s 
-..J ... Gambia (Republic of the) 1 V A 205/1974 A 205/1974 A 70/1980 -
-..J 

X - - - -

A A A - A 

s s s s s 
R R R R R 

R R R R R 

X X - - -

s s s s s 
- - - - -

s s s s s 

s s s -

R R - - -
R R R R R 

X X X - X 

R R - - -· 

SD SD SD SD SD 

- - - - -

- - - - -

- - - - -
s s s s s 
R R R R R 

A A A - -
A A - A A 

R R - -
- - - - -

X X X X X 

X X X X X 

s s s s s 

- - - - -

- -

- -

s s 

- R 

R R 

- -
s -

-

s -

-

- -

R R 

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

s s 
R R 

- -

-

- -
- -

- X 

X X 

s -

- -

-

-

-

-

R 

-

-

-

-

-

R 

-
R 

SD 

-

-

-

s 

R 

-
-

-

-

X 

-

-

200/1981 

152/1982 

9/1984 

152/1982 

2/1983 

9/1984 

103/1982 

365/1981 

73/1982 

299/1981 

2/1983 

299/1981 

365/1981 

151/1983 

199/1982 
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Member countries Contri· Geogra· Constitu tian Additional Proto· Additional Proto· 
(Constitution, article 2) bution phical (Vienna 1964) col (Tokyo 1969) col (Lausanne 1974) 

class group 
Inter· Inter· Inter· 
national national national 

Number Bureau Bureau Bureau 
of units C circular PA circular PA circular 

German Democratic Republic 15 Il A 135/1973 A 135/1973 R 296/1976 

Germany, Federal Republic of 50 111 R 197/1966 R 241/1971 R 38/1976 

Ghana 3 V R 63/1967 R 122/1974 R 193/1976 

United Kingdom of Great Britain 50 111 R 223/1966 R 193/1972 R 116/1976 
and Northern lreland, Channel 
Islands and Isle of Man 

Overseas Territories for whose 5 IV R 65/1968 R 193/1972 R 118/1976 
international relations the 
Government of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern lreland is responsible 

Greece 3 111 R 110/1968 R 173/1972 R 270/1977 

Grenada 1 1 A 33/1978 A 33/1978 A 33/1978 

Guatemala (Republic of) 3 1 R 59/1970 R 233/1975 R 211/1979 

Guinea (Republic of) 5 1 V R 95/1967 R 271/1973 R 251/1976 

Guinea-Bissau (Republic of) 1 V A 138/1974 A 138/1974 s 

Guyana 1 1 A 75/1967 R 217/1973 A 300/1980 

Haiti (Republic of) 3 1 A 164/1975 A 164/1975 -

Honduras (Republic of) 1 1 s s s 
Hungarian People's Republic 10 Il R 118/1967 R 102/1974 R 287/1976 

lceland (Republic of) 1 111 R 177 /1965 R 105/1971 R 258/1975 

lndia 25 IV R 11/1967 R 7/1973 R 195/1976 

lndonesia (Republic of) 10 IV R 44/1975 R 44/1975 R 263/1977 

Iran 5 IV R 227/1968 R 154/1973 R 235/1977 

Iraq (Republic of) 5 IV R 257/1967 R 256/1971 R 47/1977 
263/1977 

lreland 10 Ill R 113/1966 R 171/1971 R 35/1979 

Israel 3 IV R 62/1968 R 205/1971 R 287/1976 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Acts 

Compulsory 
Acts 

RG CV CP MP VP 

X X X - -
R R R R R 

- - - - -

X X X -- X 

X X X X 

s s s s s 

- - - - -

A A A - -

s s s s -

s s s - -

- - - - -

s s s s -
s s s - -

X X X X -

s ,S s s s 

X X X - -

s s s s s 

s s s - -

R R R - -

s s s - -

X X X - --

R RP E 

- - -

R R R 

,_ - -

-· -

- -

s s -

- - -
- - -· 

- - -

- - -

- - -

- -

s s s 

X - -
s -

- - -

s s s 

- - -

R - -

- - -

-

AP 

-

R 

-

--

s 

-

-

-

-

-

-
-
-

-

s 
-

-

-

Inter· 
national 
Bureau 
circular 

152/1982 

28/1982 

181/1983 

181/1983 

112/1983 

103/1982 

73/1982 

199/1982 

151/1983 
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C0 ... 
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ltaly 25 Ill R 169/1968 R 220/1972 A 193/1976 A 

Ivory Coast (Republic of the) 3 V R 3/1966 R 91/1981 R 91/1981 s 
Jamaica 1 1 R 87/1969 A 32/1974 R 251/1976 R 

Japan 50 IV R 153/1965 R 166/1971 R 252/1975 X 

Jordan (Hashemite Kingdom of) 1 IV R 61 /1968 R 89/1973 R 154/1976 R 

Democratic Kampuchea2 1 IV R 186/1969 R 220/1972 s -

Kenya (Republic of) 3 V A 107/1968 R 113/1973 R 211/1979 R 
300/1980 

Korea (Republic of) 10 IV R 165/1966 R 79/1971 R 38/1976 X 

Kuwait 10 IV R 207/1967 R 173/1972 R 77/1977 R 
126/1977 

Lao People's Democratic Republic 1 IV R 268/1967 R 254/1972 R 28/1982 A 

Lebanese Republic 1 IV R 261/1979 R 261/1979 R 261/1979 s 
Lesotho (Kingdom of) 1 V A 205/1967 A 21/1972 R 287/1976 X 

Liberia (Republic of) 1 V R 154/1976 R 193/1976 R 39/1981 R 

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (Socialist 5 V R 164/1969 A 217/1973 R 99/1978 R 
People's) 

Liechtenstein (Principality of) 1 Ill R 281/1967 R 256/1971 R 252/1975 R 

Luxembourg 3 111 R 156/1966 R 192/1971 R 118/1976 R 

Madagascar (Democratic Republic of) 3 V R 177/1965 R 207/1974 R 35/1979 X 

Malawi 1 V A 266/1966 R 106/1984 R 106/1984 R 

Malaysia 3 IV R 87/1969 R 207/1974 R 116/1976 R 

Maldives (Republic of) 1 IV A 180/1967 A 32/1974 A 241 /1976 A 

Mali (Republic of) 1 V R 104/1966 R 220/1972 R 211/1979 s 

Malta 1 111 A 124/1968 - - -
Mauritania (lslamic Republic of) 1 V A 75/1967 R 84/1977 R 84/1977 X 

Mauritius 1 V A 165/1969 A 241/1973 R 245/1978 X 

Mexico (United Mexican States) 15 1 R 97/1968 R 77/1974 R 187/1980 R 

Monaco (Principality of) 1 Ill R 227/1968 R 181/1971 R 38/1980 X 
.....i .... 
CO 

Mongolian People's Republic 1 Il R 241 /1968 s s s 

A A A A A 

s s s s s 
R R - - -

X X X X -

R R R - --

- - - -

R R - - -

X X X X X 

R R R -

A A - - -

s s s - s 
X X - - -

R R - - -

R R R R R 

R R R R R 

R R R R R 

X X X X X 

R R - - -

R R - - -

A A - - -

s s s s s 
- - - - -

X X X X X 

X X - - -

R R R - -

X X X X X 

s s - - -

A A A 

s - -

- - --

- - -

- -

- -

- -

- - X 

- - -

- - -· 

- - -

- - -

- - -

R R R 

R - R 

R - R 

X X -

- - -

- - -

- - -

s s -
- - -

X - -
- - -

- - -

X - s 

- - -

246/1981 

28/1982 

246/1981 

181/1983 

112/1983 

200/1981 

299/1981 

199/1982 

103/1982 

106/1984 

73/1982 

200/1981 

299/1981 

299/1981 

106/1984 

· 73/1982 

91/1981 

73/1982 

200/1981 

106/1984 

112/1983 
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Member countries 
(Constitution, article 2) 

Morocco (Kingdom of) 

Mozambique (People's Republic of) 

Nauru (Republic of) 

Nepal 

Netherlands 

Netherlands Antilles 

New Zealand 

Nicaragua (Republic of) 

Niger (Republic of the) 

Nigeria (Federal Republic of) 

Norway 

Oman (Sultanate of) 

Pakistan 

Panama (Republic of) 

Papua New Guinea 

Paraguay (Republic of) 

Peru (Republic of) 

Philippines (Republic of the) 

Polish People's Republic 

Portugal 

Oatar (State of) 

Romania (S0c1alist ReµulJlic of) 

Rwandese Republic 

Contri- Geogra-
bution phical 
class group 

Number 
of units 

5 V 

1 V 

1 IV 

3 IV 

15 Ill 

1 1 

20 IV 

1 1 

1 V 

10 V 

10 Ill 

1 IV 

15 IV 

1 1 

1 IV 

1 1 

3 1 

1 IV 

10 Il 

5 111 

5 IV 

5 Il 

1 V 

Constitution Additional Proto-
(Vienna 1964) col (Tokyo 1969) 

Inter- Inter-
national national 
Bureau Bureau 

C circular PA circular 

R 118/1967 R 217/1973 

A 238/1978 A 238/1978 

A 69/1969 s 
R 135/1970 R 164/1975 

R 178/1969 R 205/1971 

R 178/1969 R 205/1971 

R 11/1967 R 21/1972 

s s 
R 135/1966 R 171/1971 

R 82/1967 R 9/1975 

R 21/1966 R 113/1973 

A 178/1971 A 178/1971 

R 80/1967 R 241 /1972 

s 

A 154/1976 A 154/1976 

R 98/1979 R 98/1979 

R 108/1970 A 35/1979 

R 154/1973 R 154/1973 

R 244/1967 R 121/1974 

R 241/1968 R 98/1972 

A 25/1969 R 300/1980 

R 103/1969 R 122/1974 

s s 

Additional Proto- 1979 Rio de Janeiro Acts 
col (Lausanne 1974) 

Inter- Compulsory 
national Acts 
Bureau 

PA circular RG CV CP MP 

R 33/1978 s s s s 
A 238/1978 s s s s 
- - - - -

R 126/1977 s s s -

R 38/1976 X X X X 

R 38/1976 X X X X 

R 263/1977 s s s -

s s s s s 

R 287/1976 X X X X 

R 278/1979 s s s -

R 296/1976 X X X X 

R 169/1977 R R R -
R 235/1977 s s s -

s s s s -

A 154/1976 X X X -
251/1976 

R 98/1979 s s s -
187/1980 

R 150/1979 s s s -

R 278/1979 s s - -

R 270/1977 X X s s 
99/1978 

R 91/1981 s s s s 

R 300/1980 R R R R 

R 235/1977 s s s s 

s s s s 

VP R RP E 

s s s s 
- s - -

- - - -

- - - -

X X - X 

X X X -

- - - -

s s s -

X X X -
- - - -

X X - X 

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - -

- s s -

- - - -

- - - -

s - - -

AP 

s 
s 

-

-

-

-

-

s 

-

-

X 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

s 

-

-

-

Inter-
national 
Bureau 
circular 

365/1981 

365/1981 

200/1981 

152/1982 

199/1982 

112/1983 

151 /1983 

---

200/1981 
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Saint Lucia 

Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 

San Marino (Republic of) 

Sao Tome and Principe 
(Democratic Republic of) 

Saudi Arabia (Kingdom of) 

Senegal (Republic of) 

Seychelles (Republic of) 

Sierra Leone (Republic of) 

Singapore 

Salomon Islands 

Somali Democratic Republic 

South Africa (Republic of) 

Spain 

Sri Lanka (Democratic Socialist 
Republic of) 

Sudan (Democratic Republic of the) 

Suriname (Republic of) 

Swaziland (Kingdom of) 

Sweden 

Swiss Confederation 

Syrian Arab Republic 

Tanzania (United Republic of) 

Thailand 

Togolese Republic 

Tonga (Kingdom of) 

Trinidad and Tobago (Republic of) 

Tun1s1a 

Turkey 

Tuvalu 

1 i 

1 1 

1 Ill 

1 V 

25 IV 

1 V 

1 V 

1 V 

1 IV 

1 IV 

1 V 

1 V 

25 Ill 

5 IV 

1 V 

1 1 

1 V 

15 111 

15 111 

1 IV 

1 V 

3 IV 

1 V 

1 IV 

1 1 

5 V 

5 Ill 

1 IV 

A 187/1980 A 187/1980 A 

A 39/1981 A 39/1981 A 

R 281/1967 R 171/1971 R 

A 196/1977 A 196/1977 A 

R 39/1981 R 39/1981 R 

R 268/1967 R 77/1974 s 

A 235/1977 A 235/1977 A 

R 207/1967 R 52/1974 s 
A 22/1966 R 65/1972 R 

A 106/1984 A 106/1984 A 

R 123/1968 A 98/1972 s 
A 200/1981 A 200/1981 A 

R 63/1967 R 175/1973 R 

R 95/1967 R 154/1973 s 

s s s 
A 118/1976 A 118/1976 A 

A 217/1969 A 166/1971 R 

R 80/1967 R 241/1971 R 

R 113/1966 R 105/1971 R 

R 80/1967 R 241/1971 R 

R 268/1967 R 233/1975 R 

R 156/1966 R 105/1971 R 

R 244/1967 R 65/1972 R 

A 35/1972 A 35/1972 s 

R 186/1968 R 102/1974 A 

R 260/1966 R 21/1972 R 

R 224/1970 R 150/1979 s 

A 39/1981 A 39/1981 A 

187/1980 - - - -

39/1981 A A A -

261/1979 s s s s 

196/1977 A A A A 

39/1981 s s s -

s s s s 

235/1977 - - - -

s s s -

145/1976 X X X -
106/1984 A A A -

- - - -

200/1981 A A - -

70/1980 R R R R 

s s s s 

SD SD SD SD 

118/1976 s s s s 

154/1976 R R R -
77/1977 X X X X 

252/1975 R R R R 

235/1977 R R R R 

245/1978 R R R -

116/1976 s s s s 

195/1976 s s s s 

s s s -

35/1979 s s s -
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Member countries 
(Constitution, article 2) 

Uganda 

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

United Arab Emirates 

United States of America 

Upper Volta (Republic of the) 

Uruguay (Eastern Republic of) 

Vanuatu (Republic of) 

Vatican City State 

Venezuela (Republic of) 

Viet Nam (Socialist Republic of) 

Yemen Arab Republic 

Yemen (People's Democratic 
Republic of) 

Yugoslavia (Socialist Federal 
Republic of) 

Zaire (Republic of) 

Zambia (Republic of) 

Zimbabwe 

Number of member countries: 167 

Contri· Geogra-
bution phical 
class group 

Number 
of units 

1 V 

10 Il 

25 Il 

1 IV 

50 1 

1 V 

3 1 

1 IV 

1 Ill 

3 1 

1 IV 

1 IV 

1 IV 

5 Il 

3 V 

3 V 

3 V 

Constitution Additional Proto· Additional Proto· 
(Vienna 1964) col (Tokyo 1969) col (Lausanne 1974) 

Inter- Inter- Inter-
national national national 
Bureau Bureau Bureau 

C circular PA circular PA circular 

R 83/1969 R 35/1979 R 35/1979 

R 69/1978 R 69/1978 R 69/1978 

R 69/1978 R 69/1978 R 69/1978 

A 89/1973 A 89/1973 R 98/1979 

R 122/1967 R 192/1971 R 145/1976 

R 95/1967 R 166/1971 R 246/1979 

R 98/1979 R 98/1979 R 98/1979 

A 152/1982 A 152/1982 A 152/1982 

R 106/1968 R 175/1973 R 241/1976 

R 189/1969 R 69/1978 s 246/1979 

R 181/1967 A 52/1974 R 296/1976 

R 36/1969 R 205/1971 R 132/1978 

A 126/1968 A 129/1972 R 211 /1979 

R 63/1967 R 241/1971 R 195/1976 

R 278/1979 R 278/1979 R 278/1979 

A 75/1967 R 151/1983 R 151/1983 

A 246/1981 A 246/1981 A 246/1981 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Acts 

Compulsorv 
Acts 

RG CV CP MP VP 

- - - - -

X X X - -
X X X - -

R R R - -

R R - X -

s s s s s 
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1 The names of member countries are those under which the plenipotentiaries signed the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Acts. The names of 
countries having been admitted or having acceded to the Union since the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress are those duly commu
nicated to the International Bureau. 

2 Name used at the United Nations. 

3 New name. See International Bureau circular 274/1979. 

4 New name. See International Bureau circular 84/1984. 

5 New name. See International Bureau circular 97/1984. 
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List of organizations invited to the 19th Congress 

Memorandum by the Secretariat 

Pursuant to the request of the Executive Council (resolution CE 4/1984), the Secretariat publishes below the list 
of organizations invited to Congress. 

First, de jure observers whose participation is governed either by a provision of the Acts or by specific decisions, 
namely: 

the UN, whose participation in Congress rests on the UN-UPU Agreement, article Il, paragraph 1. This 
organization has accepted the invitation; 
the Restricted Unions with which the UPU maintains relations, in accordance with the Constitution, 
article 8, paragraph 2. The following have accepted the invitation: APPU, APTU, APU, CEPT, NPU, PUAS 
and UPA; 
the Organization of African Unity (OAU), which has been invited in accordance with Lausanne Congress 
decision C 92 and is represented at Congress; 
the League of Arab States, which has been invited in accordance with Rio de Janeiro Congress resolution 
C 7 and is represented at Congress; 
the PLO, a national liberation movement recognized by the League of Arab States, which has been invited 
in accordance with Lausanne Congress resolution C 3 and is represented at Congress. 

Further, the UN specialized agencies and other governmental organizations with which the UPU maintains relations 
have been invited at the request of the EC. Of these, the following have accepted the invitation: 

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO); 
International Telecommunication Union (ITU). 

Berne, 5 June 1984 
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Invitation for the 20th Universal Postal Congress 

The International Bureau has received the following letter from the postal administration of the United States 
of America: 

"Washington, D.C., 14 May 1984 

"Dear Sir, 

"I am pleased to inform you that my country would be very favorably disposed and honored to be able to 
organize within the United States the 20th Congress of the Universal Postal Union which is scheduled to take 
place in 1989. 

"As you know, my country was privileged to host the 5th Congress of the UPU, in Washington, D.C., in 1897. 
lt is the belief of my administration that it would be very appropriate for the United States to be the site once 
again of this very important meeting before a full century has gone by. While my administration has not yet 
chosen a city that would serve as the exact location, we have narrowed the choice to several possibilities, any 
of which we feel would meet the necessary requirements. 

"I would be most grateful if you would convey the word of this candidature to the participants in the forth
coming 19th UPU Congress in whatever form you deem most appropriate. 

"Your attention to this matter is greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

(signed) W F BOLGER 
Postmaster General" 
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Opening meeting1 

(First plenary meeting) 

Tuesday, 19 June 1984 at 9.30 am 

Agenda 

Opening of Congress by the Doyen 

2 Roll-cal! of member countries 

3 Doyen's address 

4 Appointment of Honorary Chairman of Congress 

5 Appointment of Chairman of Congress 

6 Appointment of Vice-Chairmen of Congress 

7 Address by Chairman of Congress 

8 Statement by the Secretary-General 

9 Message from the UN Secretary-General presented by Mr Suy, 
Director-General of the UN, Geneva 

10 Messages 

Hamburg, 7 June 1984 

Document No 

Congress - Doc 34 

MI SOBHI 
Secretary-General 

1 The agenda for the first meeting was drawn up by the International Bureau as the body entrusted with preparing Congress. 
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Plenary meetings scheduled from 19 to 22 June 1984, from the second plenary meeting 
on Tuesday, 19 June 1984 at 3 pm 

Draft agenda 

1 Statements 

2 

3 

Adoption of agenda 

Determination of Congress Committees 

4 Appointment of Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of the Committees 

5 Appointment of members of Restricted Committees 

6 Consideration of proposais for amending the Rules of Procedure 
of Congresses 

7 Preparation of minutes and reports in Committees 

8 Allocation of proposais of a general nature and Congress - Docs 
to the bodies of Congress 

9 Request from the International Air Transport Association (IATA) 
to attend Congress 

10 Request from the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
to attend Congress 

11 Request by Brunei 

12 Request from the International Bureau Staff Association 

13 Question concerning South Africél 

14 Question concerning Israel 

15 Comprehensive report on the work of the Executive Council 1979-1984 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Congress - Doc 35 

010 

1703.1, 1715.1, 1716.1, 
1716.2, 1716.3, 1717.1, 
1718.1/Rev2, 1719.1, 1721.2, 
1720.3, 1721.1, 1725.91 

011 

Congress - Doc 44 

Congress - Doc 46 

Congress - Doc 47 

Congress - Doc 51 

024 

026 

Congress - Doc 1 
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16 Comprehensive report on the work of the Consultative Council 
for Postal Studies 1979-1984 

17 Director-General's report 1980-1984 

18 Relations with the UN and other international organizations 

19 lmplementation by the specialized agencies of the Declaration 
on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples 

20 Any other business 

Hamburg, 19 June 1984 

1728 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Congress - Doc 2 

Congress - Doc 3 

Congress - Doc 5 

Congress - Doc 15 

. W FLORIAN 
Chairman of Congress 



Committee 2 (Finance) 

Agenda 

1 Opening of meeting by Committee Chairman 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Adoption of agenda 

Approval of the Union's accounts for 1979-1983 

Fixing the ceilings of expenditure for the next 
financial period (1986-1990) 

Consideration of the financial implications of proposais 

Final report of Committee 2 (Finance) 

7 Any other business 

Hamburg, 4 July 1984 

Congress - Doc 36 

Congress - Doc 36 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Committee 2 

Con.gress - Doc 36 

Congress - Doc 4 (part 1) 

Congress - Doc 4 (part 11) 

See note below 

Congress - Doc ... 

W E DUKA 
Chairman 

Note. - At the moment, the following Congress - Docs and proposais are likely to have financial implications for the fixing of 
the expenditure ceiling for the next five-year period: 

Congress - Docs 4 and 18. 1 ; 
proposais 08, 016, 021, 1507.3 and 1507.5. 
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Committee 3 (General) 

Agenda 

2 

3 

Opening of meeting by the Committee Chairman 

Adoption of agenda 

Proposais sent to the Drafting Committee 

4 Proposais which, in the opinion of the Committee Chairman, 
can be adopted without discussion by the Committee 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Election of the Director-General and Deputy Director-General 
of the International Bureau 

Accession or admission to the Union 
Withdrawal from the Union. Procedure 

Monetary standard 

Legislative power of the EC 

9 Organization, functioning and work methods of Congress 
a Possible short-term measures 

b Possible long-term measures 

10 International regulation of new services 

11 Organization, functioning and working methods of the Executive Council 
and delimitation of powers between the EC and the CCPS 

12 Composition, functioning and meetings of the EC and the CCPS 

1730 

Congress - Doc 37 /Rev 3 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Committee 3 

Congress - Doc 37 /Rev 3 

1031.1 R 

1508.1, 1508.3, 1508.5, 025, 
1508.2/Rev 2, 1508.6, 07 

1011.1, 1011.2, 1011.3 
1012.1 

1007.1/Rev 1, 1007.2, 
1007.3, 05 

1022.1, 1022.2, 1502. 1, 
1502.10, 1519.91, 1519.92 

Congress - Doc 6, chapter 11 
1702.1, 1720.1, 1720.2 
Congress - Doc 6, chapter 111 
1502.5, 1502.9, 1705.1, 
1707.1, 1709.1, 1724.1, 
1706.1, 1706.2, 1519.1, 
1519.2, 1519.3, 1519.4, 08 

022 

Congress - Doc 7 
1502.6 

1502.3, 1502. 7, 1502.2/Rev 1, 
1502.8, 1504.1 



13 Apportionment of Union expenses 

14 Problem of arrears at the UPU 

15 Extraordinary Congresses, Administrative Conferences 
and Special Committees 

16 Supervisory Authority 

17 Preamble of the Constitution 

18 Jurisdiction of the Union 

19 Languages used for the publication of documents 

20 Languages used for debates 

21 Reservations to the Acts of the Union 

22 Summary of the main decisions of Congress 

23 Any other business 

Hamburg, 28 June 1984 

Congress - Doc 37 /Rev 3 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

1021.1/Rev 1, 1525.2, 
1525.1, 1525.3, 1502.4, 
1525.4 

Congress - Doc 8 and Add 1 
09, 1526.91, 1526.92, 1526.1 

1016.1, 1019.1, 1013.1, 
1501.1, 1506.1 

Congress - Doc 1, para 8 
1020.1, 1509.1 

1000.1 

1003.1, 1003.2/Rev 1, 
1003.3, 1023.1 

021/Rev 1, 1507.1, 1507.4 R 

1507.2, 1507.6, 1507.7, 
1507 .3, 1507 .5 

01 

02 

J ASCANDONI 
Chairman 
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Committee 4 ( Letter post - Regulatory aspects) 

Agenda (part one) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

1732 

Opening of meeting by Chairman 

Adoption of agenda 

Proposais referred to other Committees 
a Committee 5 (Letter Post - Rate-fixing 

and payments) 

b Committee 6 (Airmail) 

Proposais of a general nature 

Freedom of transit 
Conv, art 1, para 4 

Temporary suspension and resumption of services 
Conv, art 4, para 1 
Conv, art 4, para 2bis 

Consultation between administrations 
Conv, art 6bis 
Conv, art 6bis, of a general nature 

Postage stamps 
Conv, art 9, paras 1 and 2 
Conv, art 9, of a general nature 

Forms 
Conv, art 10, para 2 

Congress - Doc 38/Rev 2 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Congress - Doc 38/Rev 2 
and 38/Add 1/Rev 2 

Committee 4 

2501.1, 2501.2, 2501.3, 2501.4, 2503.1, 
2503.2, 2503.3, 2503.4, 2564.4, 2900.2, 
2918.91 
2000.1, 2000.12, 2000.13, 2000.16, 
2021.1, 2054.1, 2502.1, 2511.1, 2518.1, 
2521.1 

2000.4, 2000.5, 2000.8, 2000.15, 
2000.18, 2000.19 

2001.1 

2004.2 
2004.1 

2006.91 
2000.9 

2009.1 
2000.14 

2010.1 
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Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

10 Postal identity cards 
Conv, art 11, para 4 2011.1 

11 Items wrongly admitted 
Conv, art 22, para 1 2022.1 

12 Methods of denoting prepayment 
Conv, art 28, para 1, abis 2028.2 
Conv, art 28, para 1, d 2028.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 113 2513.2 
Conv, Det Regs, art 115 2515.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 117 3517.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 119 2519.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 120 2520.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 121 2521.2 
Conv, Det Regs, art 122 2522.2 
Conv, Det Regs, art 125 2525.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 126 2526.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 130 2530.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 131 2531.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 134 2534.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 135 3535.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 136 3536.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 137 2537.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 138 3538.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 139 3539.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 140 3540.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 143 3543.2 
Conv, Det Regs, art 188 2588.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 189 2589.1 
Related proposais (4568.1, 4572.1, 

4595.1, 4596.1) 

13 International reply coupons 
Conv, art 31, para 2 2031.2 
Conv, art 31, para 3 2031.1 

14 Express items 
Conv, art 32, para 5 3032.1, 3032.2 

15 Withdrawal from the Post. Alteration or 
correction of address at the sender's 
request 
Conv, art 33, para 4 3033.1 

16 Undeliverable items. Return to country of origin 
or to sender 
Conv, art 35 3035.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 143, para 2 3543.3 
Conv, Det Regs, paras 4 and 5 3543.1 
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Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

17 Prohibitions 
Conv, art 36, title 2036.1 (3035.1) 
Conv, art 36, of a general nature 2000.3 
Conv, Det Regs, of a general nature 2500.4 
Conv, Det Regs, art 130 2530.2 
Conv, art 36, para 3 2036.2 
Conv, art 36, para 4bis 2036.3 
Conv, art 36, para 7 2036.4, 2036.5, 2036.6 

18 Customs control 
Conv, art 37 2037.1 
Conv, art 37, of a general nature 2000.10, 2000.11 

19 lnquiries 
Conv, art 42, para 1 3042.2 
Conv, art 42, para 1bis 3042.1 
Conv, art 42, para 4 3042.3 

20 Admission of registered items 
Conv, art 43, of a general nature 2000. 7, 2000.17 

21 1 nsured letters. 
lnsured value 
Conv, art 46, para 2 2046.1 

22 Delivery to the addressee in person 
Conv, art 49 3049.1 

23 Principle and extent of liability 
of postal administrations. 
Registered items 
Conv, art 50, para 2 2050.2 
Conv, art 50, para 4 2050.4 
Conv, art 50, para 4bis 2050.1, 2050.3 

24 Principle and extent of liability 
of postal administrations. 
lnsured letters 
Conv, art 51, para 5bis 2051.1 
Conv, art 51, para 6 2051.2 

25 Non-liability of postal administrations. 
Registered items 
Conv, art 52, paras 1 and 2 2052.1 
Conv, art 52, para 2, i, cbis 2052.2 
Conv, Det Regs, art 165bis 2566.91 
Conv, form C 34/CP 14 2934.91 
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26 Determination of liability between 
postal administrations. 
Registered items 
Conv, art 55, para 2bis 

27 Determination of liability 
between postal administrations. 
1 nsured letters 
Conv, art 56, para 3 
Conv, art 56bis 

28 Payment of indemnity 
Conv, art 57, paras 2, 3 and 4 

29 Conditions of approval of proposais concerning 
the Convention and its Detailed Regulations 
Conv, art 85, paras 1 and 1bis 

Final Protocol 

30 Updating of the Final Protocol to the Convention 

31 Ownership of postal items 
Conv, Final Protocol, art 1, para 1 

32 Exception concerning the dimensions of items in envelopes 
Conv, Final Protocol, art V, paras 1 and 2 

33 Withdrawal from the Post. Alteration or correction 
of address 
Conv, Final Protocol, art IX 

Hamburg, 29 June 1984 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

2055.1, 2055.2 

2056.1 
2056.91 

2057 .1, 2057 .2 

2085.1 

Congress - Doc 38/Rev 2 

(1022.1, 1502.1) 

Congress - Doc 21 and Add 1 

2301.1 

2305.1, 2305.2 

3309.1 

N LANDEIRA 
Chairman 
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Congress - Doc 38/Add 1/Rev 2 

Committee 4 

Committee 4 (Letter Post - Regulatory aspects) 

Agenda (part two) 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

1 Postal identity cards 
Conv, Det Regs, art 106, para 4 2506.1 

2 Period of retention of documents 
Conv, Det Regs, art 107, para 1 2507.1 (5550.1) 
Conv, Det Regs, of a general nature 2000.6 

3 Communications and information to be forwarded 
to the International Bureau 
Conv, Det Regs, art 109, para 1 2509.1 (3019.4) 

4 Publications 
Conv, Det Regs, art 111, para 2, k 2511.2 
Conv, Det Regs, art 111, para 2, 1 (new) 2511.3 

5 Address. Make-up 
Conv, Det Regs, art 113, para 1 2513.1 

6 Items subject to customs control 
Conv, Det Regs, art 116, para 1 2516.2 
Conv, Det Regs, art 116, para 3bis 2516.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 161 2561.3 
Conv, form C 1 2901.1 

7 Make-up. Verification of contents 
Conv, Det Regs, art 122, para 1 2522.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 122, para 3 2522.3 
Conv, Det Regs, art 122, para 3bis 2522.4 (3019.10) 
Conv, Det Regs, art 130bis 2530.91 
Conv, Det Regs, art 155, para 1 bis 2555.4 

8 Items in panel envelopes 
Conv, Det Regs, art 123, paras 1, 2 and 3bis 2523.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 123, para 1, e and f 2523.2 
Conv, art 20, para 1, a, i, ii and iii 2020.1, 2020.2, 2020.3 
Conv, Det Regs, art 123, para 3 2523.3 
Conv, art 20, of a general nature 2000.2 
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9 Postcards 
Conv, Det Regs, art 125, para 5 

10 Printed papers. Authorized annotations and enclosures 
Conv, Det Regs, art 127, para 5, a 

11 Literature for the blind 
Conv, Det Regs, art 129, paras 1 and 2 

12 Small packets 
Conv, Det Regs, art 130, para 3bis 

13 Registered items 
Conv, Det Regs, art 131, para 8bis 
Conv, Det Regs, art 131, para 10 

14 Advice of delivery 
Conv, Det Regs, art 135, para 3bis 
Conv, Det Regs, art 135, para 4 
Conv, Det Regs, art 135, paras 4 and 5 

15 Delivery to the addressee in person 
Conv, Det Regs, art 136 

16 lnquiries. Registered items and 
insured letters 
Conv, Det Regs, art 147, paras 4 and 9 
Conv, Det Regs, art 147, para 11 
Conv, Det Regs, art 147, para 12 

17 Exchange in closed mails 
Conv, Det Regs, art 151, para 1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 151, para 4 

18 Routes and methods of transmission 
of insured letters 
Conv, Det Regs, art 153, para 5 

19 Transit à découvert 
Conv, Det Regs, art 154, para 3 

20 Make-up of mails 
Conv, Det Regs, art 155, para 1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 155, paras 3, 4, 6, 7 and 9 
Conv, Det Regs, art 164, para 5 
Conv, Det Regs, art 168, paras 1, 2, 6 and 7 
Conv, Det Regs, of a general nature 

Congress - Doc 38/Add 1/Rev 2 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

2525.2, 2525.3 

2527 .1, 2527 .2 

2529. 1, 2529.2 

2530.3 

2531.2, 2531.5 
2531.3, 2531.4 

3535.5/Rev 1 
3535.3 
3535.2, 3535.4 

3536.2, 3536.3 

3547.2 
3547.3, 3547.5 
3547.1, 3547.4 

2551.1/Rev 1, 2551.3 
2551.2 

2553.1 

2554. 1, 2554.2, 2554.3 

2555.2 
2555.1, 2555.3 
2564.2 
2568.1 
2500.1, 2500.2 
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21 Transmission of express items and airmail correspondence 
sent in surface mails 
Conv, Det Regs, art 160, para 4 
Conv, Det Regs, art 163 
Conv, form C 12 

22 Transmission of printed papers for a single adressee 
Conv, Det Regs, art 161 

23 Labelling of mails 
Conv, Det Regs, art 162, para 6 

24 Routeing of mails and preparation 
of trial notes 
Conv, Det Regs, art 163, para 3 
Conv, Det Regs, art 163, para 3bis 
Conv, form C 27 

25 Transfer of mails 
Conv, Det Regs, art 164, para 4 
Conv, Det Regs, art 164, para 5 
Conv, Det Regs, art 164, para 6 

26 Checking of mails and use of 
verification notes 
Conv, Det Regs, art 165, para 4 
Conv, Det Regs, art 165, para 9 
Conv, Det Regs, art 165, para 10, b 
Conv, Det Regs, art 165, para 7bis 
Conv, Det Regs, of a general nature 

27 Return of empty bags 
Conv, Det Regs, art 168, para 7bis 

28 Characteristics of postage stamps 
Conv, Det Regs, art 187, para 4 

29 Characteristics of the impression of franking machines 
Conv, Det Regs, art 188, paras 1 and 3 

30 Accounting for amounts due in respect of indemnity 
for letter-post items 
Conv, Det Regs, art 193, title and text 
Conv, form C 31/CP 22 
Conv, Det Regs, art 193, para 3 

31 Manufacture and use of international 
service forms 
Conv, Det Regs, Forms, of a general nature 
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Congress - Doc 
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2560.1 
2563.2 
2912.1, 2912.2 

2561.1, 2561.2, 2561.5, 
2561.4 

2562.1 

2563.3 
2563.1 
2927. 1, 2927 .2 

2564.3 
2564.1 
2564.5 

2565.3 
2565.1 
2565.2 
2565.4 
2500.3 

2568.2 

2587.1 

2588.2 

2593.1 
2931.91 
2593.2 

2900.1 

(4598.1) 

(4000.7) 



32 Conv, Det Regs, form C 2/CP 3 

33 Conv, Det Regs, form C 4 

34 Conv, Det Regs, form C 9 

35 Conv, Det Regs, form C 14 

36 Conv, Det Regs, form C 18bis 

37 Conv, Det Regs, form C 28 

38 Conv, Det Regs, form C 31 

39 Conv, Det Regs, form C 32 

40 Conv, Det Regs, form C 33/CP 10 

41 Any other business 

Hamburg, 29 June 1984 

Congress - Doc 38/Add 1/Rev 2 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

2902.1 

2904.1 

3909.1, 3909.2, 3909.3, 
3909.4, 3909.5, 3909.6 

2914.1 

2918.1 

2928.1 

2931.1 

3932.1 

2933.91 

(4908.1) 

(3543.3, 
5535.2) 

N LANDEIRA 
Chairman 
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Congress - Doc 38/Add 1/Rev 3 

Committee 4 

Committee 4 ( Letter Post - Regulatory aspects) 

Agenda (part two) 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

1 Make-up. Verification of contents 
Conv, Det Regs, art 122, para 3 2522.3 
Conv, Det Regs, art 122, para 3bis 2522.4 (3019.10) 
Conv, Det Regs, art 130bis 2530.91 
Conv, Det Regs, art 155, para 1 bis 2555.4 

2 Items in panel envelopes 
Conv, Det Regs, art 123, paras 1, 2 and 3bis 2523.1, 2020.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 123, para 1, e and f 2020.3, 2523.3, 2000.2 
Conv, art 20, para 1, a, i, ii and iii 
Conv, Det Regs, art 123, para 3 
Conv, art 20, of a general nature 2523.2, 2020.2 

3 Postcards 
Conv, Det Regs, art 125, para 5 2525.2, 2525.3 

4 Printed papers. Authorized annotations and enclosures 
Conv, Det Regs, art 127, para 5, a 2527. 1, 2527 .2 

5 Literature for the blind 
Conv, Det Regs, art 129, paras 1 and 2 2529.1, 2529.2 

6 Registered items 
Conv, Det Regs, art 131, para 8bis 2531.2, 2531.5 
Conv, Det Regs, art 131, para 10 2531.3, 2531.4 

7 Advice of delivery 
Conv, Det Regs, art 135, para 3bis 3535.5/Rev 1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 135, para 4 3535.3 
Conv, Det Regs, art 135, paras 4 and 5 
and Conv, form C 9 3535.2, 3909.3, 3535.4 

8 Delivery to the addressee in person 
Conv, Det Regs, art 136 3536.2, 3536.3 
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Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

9 lnquiries. Registered items and 
insured letters 
Conv, Det Regs, art 147, paras 4 and 9 3547.2 
Conv, Det Regs, art 147, para 11 3547.3, 3547.5 
Conv, Det Regs, art 147, para 12 
and Conv, form C 32 3547 .1, 3932.1 

10 Exchange in closed mails 
Conv, Det Regs, art 151, para 1 2551.1/Rev 1, 2551.3 
Conv, Det Regs, art 151, para 4 2551.2 

11 Routes and methods of transmission 
of insured letters 
Conv, Det Regs, art 153, para 5 2553.1 

12 Transmission of express items and 
airmail correspondence sent in 
surface mails 
Conv, Det Regs, art 160, para 4 2560.1 
Conv, form C 12 2912.1 

13 Transmission of printed papers 
for a single addressee 
Conv, Det Regs, art 161 2561.1, 2561.2, 2561.5, 

2561.6, 2561.4 

14 Labelling of mails 
Conv, Det Regs, art 162, para 6 2562.1 (4598.1) 

15 Routeing of mails and preparation 
of trial notes 
Conv, Det Regs, art 163, para 3 2563.3, 2927 .2, 2563.2, 

2912.2 
Conv, Det Regs, art 163, para 3bis and 
Conv, form C 27 2563. 1, 2927. 1 

16 Transfer of mails 
Conv, Det Regs, art 164, para 4 2564.3 
Conv, Det Regs, art 164, para 5 2564.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 164, para 6 2564.5 (4000.7) 

17 Checking of mails and use of 
verification notes 
Conv, Det Regs, art 165, para 4 2565.3 
Conv, Det Regs, art 165, para 9 2565.1 
Conv, Det Regs, art 165, para 10, b 2565.2 
Conv, Det Regs, of a general nature 2500.3 

18 Characteristics of postage stamps 
Conv, Det Regs, art 187, para 4 2587.1 
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19 Characteristics of the impression of franking machines 
Conv, Det Regs, art 188, paras 1 and 3 

20 Accounting for amounts due in respect 
of indemnity for letter-post items 
Conv, Det Regs, art 193, title and 
text and Conv, form C 31/CP 22 

Conv, Det Regs, art 193, para 3 

21 Manufacture and use of international 
service forms 
Conv, Det Regs, forms, of a general nature 

22. Conv, Det Regs, form C 2/CP 3 

23 Conv, Det Regs, form C 4 

24 Conv, Det Regs, form C 9 

25 Conv, Det Regs, form C 14 

26 Conv, Det Regs, form C 18bis 

27 Conv, Det Regs, form C 28 

28 Any other business 

Hamburg, 12 July 1984 
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2588.2 

2593.1, 2931.91, 3909.2, 
2931.1 
2593.2 

2900.1 

2902.1 

2904.1 

3909.1, 3909.4, 3909.5, 
3909.6 

2914.1 

2918.1 

2928.1 (4908.1) 

N LANDEIRA 
Chairman 



Committee 5 (Letter Post - Rate-fixing and payments) 

Agenda (part one) 

1 Opening of meeting by Chairman 

2 Adoption of agenda 

3 Proposais referred to other Committees: 
a 

b 
C 

Committee 4 

Committee 9 
Committee 10 

4 Monetary standard. Equivalents 
Conv, art 8, para 1 

5 

Conv, art 8, paras 1 and 2 

Memorandum on the international circulation of educational, 
scientific and cultural materials 

6 Terminal dues 
Conv, art 62 
Conv, art 62, para 2 

Conv, art 62. Proposai of a general nature 

* Proposais introduced after adoption of the agenda. 

Congress - Doc 39/Rev 2 

Congress - Doc 39/Rev 2 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Committee 5 

Congress - Doc 39/Rev 2 
and Add 1/Rev 1 

3032.1, 3032.2, 3033.1, 
3035.1, 3042.1, 3042.2, 
3042.3, 3049.1, 3309.1, 
3517 .1, 3535.1, 3535.2, 
3535.3, 3535.4, 3535.5/Rev 1, 
3536.1, 3536.2, 3536.3, 
3538.1, 3539.1, 3540.1, 
3543.1, 3543.2, 3543.3, 
3547.1, 3547.2, 3547.3, 
3547.4, 3547.5, 3909.1, 
3909.2, 3909.3, 3909.4, 
3909.5, 3909.6, 3932.1 
3500.1 
3574.6 

3008.1 
3008.2 

Congress - Doc 20 

Congress - Doc 10 and Corr 1 
3062.4, 3062.7, 3062.8, 
3062.1, 3062.2, 3062.3 

3000.4, 3000.7* 
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7 Special charges 
Conv, art 24, para 1, table, f. 
Charge for delivery of a small packet exceeding 500 g 
Conv, art 25. Charge on items posted after the latest time for posting, etc 
Conv, Final Protocol, art Ill 

8 Transit charges 
Conv, art 61 
a 

b 

C 

New transit charge scales 
scales calculated on the basis of the prices of the 
15 commodities 
scales calculated on the basis of transport prices actually paid 
scales calculated on the basis of transport prices actually paid, 
to which a variation coeefficient has been applied 

Proposai of a general nature 
Proposai of a general nature 
Conv, art 61, paras 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7 
Conv, art 61 bis 
Conv, art 65bis 
Conv, art 65ter 

9 Postage charges and limits of weight and size. 
General Conditions 
Conv, art 19 
Basic letter-post charges 
Conv, art 19, para 1 
Conv, art 19. Proposais of a general nature 
Conv, art 19, para 1 
Conv, art 19, para 8 

Conv, art 19, para 7 
Conv, art 19, para 10 
Conv, Final Protocol, art li Ibis 
Conv, art 19. New classification of mail 

10 Exemption from transit charges and terminal dues 
Conv, art 63 

11 Accounting for transit charges and terminal dues 
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a Conv, art 65, except para 4 
Determination of weight 

ii 

Study on the present system of statistics 
option concerning system a 

option concerning system C 1 
Actual weight 

actual weight obligatory for all administrations 
actual weight obligatory upon unilateral request 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

3024.1 
3025.1 
3303.1 

Congress - Doc 9 

3061.3 
3061.4 

3061.5 
3061.2/Rev 1 
3000.l 
3061.1 
3061.91 
3065.91, 3065.93* 
3065.92 

Congress - Doc 19 and Corr 
3019.11, 3019.12, 3019.13 
3000.2, 3000.5/Rev 2*, 3000.6 
3019.8 
3019.1, 3019.4, 3019.2 
and 3019.6, 3019.3 
3019.5 
3019.7 
3303.91 
3019.9, 3019.10, 3000.3 

3063.1, 3063.2, 3063.3 

Congress - Doc 11 
3065.5/Rev 2*, 3065.9, 3579.5, 
3579.2/Rev 1, 3579.7 
3065.6/Rev 1*, 3065.8 

3065.3 
3065.2/Rev 1, 3065.7 



b Annual balance to be exempted 
Conv, art 65, para 4 

C General accounting 
d Exchange of closed mails with military units 

placed at the disposai of the United Nations 
and with warships or military aircraft 
Conv, art 66, para 4 
Conv, Det Regs, art 175 

e Amendment of art 61, para 7 
f Amendment of art 62, para 4 

12 Convention, Final Protocol, article XIV 

Hamburg, 2 July 1984 

Congress - Doc 39/Rev 2 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

3065.1 and 3065.5/Rev 2 *, 
3065.6/Rev 1 *, 3583.1 
3065.4 

3066.1/Rev 1, 3066.2/Rev 1 
3575.1/Rev 1, 3575.2/Rev 1 
3061.6 or 3061.7 
3062.5 or 3062.6 

3314.1* 

D PÉRIER 
Chairman 
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Committee 5 (Letter Post - Rate-fixing and payments) 

Agenda 

Proposais withdrawn: 

Convention 

Article 24 

Hamburg, 22 June 1984 

* Proposai introduced after adoption of the agenda. 
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Proposai Nos 

3024.2, 3024.3, 3024.4, 
3024.5, 3024.6 and 3035.2 * 

Committee 5 

D PÉRIER 
Chairman 



Committee 5 ( Letter Post - Rate-fixing and payments) 

Agenda (part two) 

Adoption of agenda 

2 Proposais which have lapsed or been withdrawn 

2.1 As a reminder, all EC proposais provided 
for in system a and related amendments 

2.2 Lapsed 

2.3 Proposais which have been withdrawn 

3 Proposais to be accepted without discussion 

4 Preparation and settlement of accounts 
Conv, Det Regs, art 101, para 2 

5 Rules for payment 
Conv, Det Regs, art 103, para 8 
Conv, Det Regs, art 103, para 9 
Conv, Det Regs, art 103, para 10 

* Proposais introduced after adoption af the agenda. 

Congress - Doc 39/Rev 2/ Add 2/Rev 2 

Congress - Doc 39/Rev 2/Add 2/Rev 2 

Committee 5 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Congress - Doc 39/Rev 2/ 
Add 2/Rev 2 

Congress - Doc 11 
Conclusions paras 42-ii 
3570.6, 3579.9, 3581.10 

3574.1, 3574.4, 3574.94/ 
Rev 1, 3585.3, 3915.93, 
3915.94, 3915.95, 2564.4, 
2918.91, 3570.3, 3572.2, 
3573.1, 3573.2, 3917 .1, 
3500.2* 

3584.1, 3585.1, 3570.1, 
3574.9, 3574.10, 3578.7, 
3579.8, 3580.5, 3581.7, 
3581.8, 3574.5, 3962.1 * 

3912.2, 3569.93, 3569.97/ 
Rev 1, 3917.5, 3577.93, 
3578.6, 3578.97 /Rev 1, 
3920.4, 3921.4 

2501.1, 2501.2, 2501.3, 
2501.4, 3501.2/Rev 1 * 

2503.1 
2503.3, 2503.4 
2503.2 
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6 Annual general liquidation account -
Role of the International Bureau 
Det Regs, arts 181 and 182 

Permanent operations 

7 Make-up of mails 

7 .1 Letter bill 
Conv, Det Regs, art 156, paras 1 and 2 

7 .2 Labelling of mails 
Art 162, paras 4bis and 5 

8 Counting of surface mails and airmails 

8.1 Statement of bags of surface mail 
Art 169bis 

8.2 Statement of weight of airmails 
Conv, Det Regs, art 169ter 

8.3 Transmission and acceptance of statements 
of bags of surface mail and statements 
of weight of airmails 
Cor.v, Det Regs, art 169quater 

Statistica/ operations for surface mail 

9 Make-up of mails 

9.1 1 ncidence, duration and application of the statistics 
Conv, Det Regs, art 170 
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Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

3581.4 and 3581.12, 3581.9 
and 3582.2 
3581.6/Rev 2*,3581.6/Rev 3*, 
3581.11/Rev 1, 3581.13* 
3581.2 
3581.1 
3582.1 

3556.2 

3562.2, 2900.2 

3569.94/Rev 2, 3912.91/Rev 1, 
3912.92/Rev 1 

3569.95/Rev 1, 3957.1/Rev 1, 
3953.3/Rev 1, 3953.2, 
3953.1, 3955.3/Rev 1, 
3955.2, 3955.1, 3578.1 
3578.2 

3569.96 and 3569.98, 
3578.3, 3578.4 

3570.5/Rev 3, 3570.7/Rev 1, 
3915.2/Rev 1, 3570.2 and 
3581.3 



Congress - Doc 39/Rev 2/ Add 2/Rev 2 

9.2 Make-up and labelling of closed mails 
Art 172 

9.3 Special letter bill 
Art 173 

9.4 Checking of closed mails and preparation, transmission 
and acceptance of statistical statements 
Art 174 

10 Preparation of the statistical statements of the weight of bags received 
Art 174bis 

11 Transit bulletin for surface mails 
Art 176 

12 Preparation of the annual statement of weight of transit mails 
Art 177bis 

13 Airmails in transit by surface 
Arts 171 and 174quater 

14 Special address for the transmission of forms 
Arts 177 and 180bis 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

3572.4/Rev 1, 3928.2, 
3572.1, 3572.5, 3928.1, 
3928.4 

3573.4/Rev 2 and 3573.5 

3574.8/Rev 2, 3574.2 

3574.93/Rev 2 and 3574.96 
3915.91/Rev 1 
3915.92/Rev 1 

3576.2/Rev 1 

3577.91/Rev 2* and 3577.94 
3917.4/Rev 1, 3574.3 

3574.95 and 3571.2 

3577.2 and 3580.92/Rev 1 

Preparation, transmission and acceptance of transit charges and terminal dues accounts 

15 Transit charges and surface-mail terminal dues 
Art 179 

16 Regularization of differences in weight accepted 
after preparation of the detailed accounts 
Art 179bis 

17 Airmail terminal dues 

17.1 Art 180 

17.2 Art 183 

18 Revision of transit charges and surface-mail 
terminal dues accounts 
Art 184 

19 Application of the May 1985 triennial statistics 

20 Any other business 

Hamburg, 13 July 1984 

3579.6/Rev 3 * and 3579.11, 
3579.10/Rev 1, 3579.92 * 
3920.3/Rev 2*,3921.3/Rev 2*, 
3921.5 *, 3921.6*, 3579.1, 
3579.3 

3579.91/Rev 1 * 

3580.4/Rev 1, 3962.3/Rev 1, 
3962.2, 3580.1, 3580.2, 
3580.6, 3580.7 

3583.3, 3583.4 

3584.3/Rev 1 

3500.3* 

D PÉRIER 
Chairman 
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Congress - Doc 40/Rev 1 

Committee 6 (Airmail) 

Agenda 

1 Opening of meeting by the Chairman 

2 Adoption of agenda 

3 Various proposais relating to the Convention 
Art 74 
Art 75 
Art 76 
Art 77 
Art 79 
Art 82 
Art 83 

4 Various proposais relating to the Detailed Regulations 
of the Convention and forms 
Art 196 
Art 197 
Art 198 
Article 209 
Form AV 10 

5 Basic airmail conveyance rate 
Proposai of a general nature 

6 1 nternal air conveyance 
Proposai of a general nature 

7 Maximizing the air conveyance 
of mail 
Proposais of a general nature 
Art 197 (Convention, Detailed Regulations) 
Form AV 8 
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Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Committee 6 

Congress - Doc 40/Rev 1 

4074.1 
4075.1 
4076.1 
4077 .1, 4077 .2 
4079.1 
4082.1 
4083. 1, 4083.2 

4596.2 
4597.3, 4597.4 (withdrawn) 
4598.1, 4598.2 
4609.1 
4910.1 

Congress - Doc 17 
4000.6, 4000.10 

4000.8 

Congress - Doc 16 
4000.5, 4000.7, 4000.9 
4597.1, 4597.2 
4908.91 



8 Airmail correspondence in transit à découvert 
Proposais of a general nature 
Article 80 (Convention) 
Art 208 (Convention, Detailed Regulations) 
Art 209 
Art 210 
Art 211 
Art 215 

Art 217 
Form AV 2 
Form AV 4 

9 Settlement of airmail accounts 
Proposai of a general nature 
Article 102 
Article 216 (Convention, Detailed Regulations) 
Article 217 

Form AV 11 

10 AV 7 delivery bill 
Art 200 (Convention, Detailed Regulations) 
Art 201 
Art 202 
Form AV 7 
Proposai of a general nature 

11 Various proposais relating to decisions 
made by other Committees 
Art 68 (Convention) 
Art 72 
Art 195 (Convention, Detailed Regulations) 
Art 196 
Art 197 
Art 201 
Art 208 
Art 209 
Art 212 
Art 215 
Art 216 
Art 217 

Form AV 8 

Congress - Doc 40/Rev 1 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

4000.2, 4000.4 
4080.1, 4080.2 
4608.1 
4609.3 
4610.1, 4610.2, 4610.3 
4611.1 
4615.2, 4615.3 
4617.2, 4617.3 
4617.8 
4902.1 
4904.1, 4904.2 

4000.1 
2502.1 
4616.1, 4616.2 
4617.1, 4617.6 
4617.7, 4617.9 
4911.1 

4600. 1, 4600.2 
4601.1, 4601.3, 4601.4 
4602.1 
4907 .1 (withdrawn), 4907 .2 
4000.3 

4068.1 
4072.1 
4595.1 
4596.1 
4597.5 
4601.2 
4608.2 
4609.2 
4612.1, 4612.2 
4615.1 
4616.3 
4617.4, 4617.5, 
(4617.7, 4617.9 in part) 
4908.2 
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12 Shipping dangerous articles by post 
Proposais of a general nature 

Art 21 (Convention) 
Art 54 
Art 111 (Convention, Detailed Regulations) 
Art 118 
Art 121 
Art 41 (Parcels, Agreement) 
Art 105 (Parcels, Detailed Regulations) 

13 Any other business 

Hamburg, 25 June 1984 
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2000.1, 2000.12, 2000.13, 
2000.16, 5000.4 
2021.1 
2054.1 
2511.1 
2518.1 
2521.1 
5041.1 
5505.1, 5505.3 

PJ SMITH 
Chairman 



Committee 7 (Parcel Post) 

Agenda 

2 

3 

4 

Opening of meeting by Chairman 

Adoption of agenda 

List of member countries of Committee 7 
and updating of the Final Protocol to the Postal 
Parcels Agreement 

Proposais referred to Committee 6 (Airmail) 

Agreement 

5 Categories of parcels 
Art 4, para 2, g 

Art 4, para 2, ebis 

Art 4, para 3, a 
Art 4, paras 4 and 5 

6 Principal charges 
Art 7, para 2 
Art 7, para 3 (new) 

7 Express parcels 
Art 9, para 1 

Art 9, para 2 

Congress - Doc 41/Rev 2 

Congress - Doc 41/Rev 2 

Committee 7 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Congress - Doc 41/Rev 2 

Congress - Dacs 23 and Add 1, 
22 and Add 1 

5000.4, 5041.1, 5505.1, 
5505.3 

5004.3, 5017.1, 5040.2, 
5056.1, 5510.3, 5518.3 
5004.1, 5505.2, 5518.2, 
5519.1, 5510.1 
5004.4 
5004.2, 5004.5 

5007.2 
5007.1 

5009.1, 5009.4, 5011.1, 
5012.1, 5014.3, 5014.4, 
5306.2/Rev 1 
5009.2, 5009.3, 5014.1, 
5014.2, 5029.1, 5031.1, 
5306.1 

(4000.7) 
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Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Art 9, para 2 5009.5, 5029.2, 5014.5, 
5015.1, 5021.2, 5025.1, 
5033.1, 5034.1, 5035.1, 
5037.1, 5039.1, 5040.1, 
5042.1, 5533.1, 5534. 1, 
5535.1, 5543.1, 5902.1, 
5902.2, 5909.1 

8 Supplementary charges 
Art 13, abis 5013.1, 5014.6 

9 Scale 
Art 14, a, column 2 5014.7, 5014.8 

10 Conditions of acceptance 
Art 18, proposai of a general nature 5000.1, 5000.5 

11 Treatment of parcels wrongly accepted 
Art 21, para 2 5021.1 
Art 21, para 5 5021.3 (2036.5) 

12 Sender's instructions at the time of posting 
Art 22, para 4 5022.1 

13 1 nsured parcels 
Art 23, para 1, a, i 5023.1 

14 Redirection in consequence of change of address 
by the addressee, or of the alteration of an address 
Art 31, para 5 5031.2 

15 Parcels containing items whose early deterioration 
or decay is to be feared 
Art 36, title and text 5036.1 

16 lnquiries 
Art 38, para 2 5038.2 
Art 38, paras 2bis and 2ter 5038.1 (3042.1) 

17 Principle and extent of liability 
of postal administrations 
Art 39, para 3, a 5039.3 
Art 39, paras 3, b, and 4 5039.2 
Art 39, para 5bis 5039.4 (2051.1) 
Art 39, para 7 5039.5/Rev 1 

18 Non-liability of postal administrations 
Art 40, para 2, c 5040.3 
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19 Determination of liability between 
postal administrations 
Art 42, para 3 
Art 42, paras 3 and 3bis 

20 Payment of indemnity 
Art 43, paras 2 and 4 

21 Outward and inward land rate 
Art46 

Proposai of a general nature 

22 Transit land rate 
Art47 
Art 47 para 4bis 

23 Reduction or increase of the 
outward and inward land rate 
Art 48, para 2 

24 Sea rate 
Art 49, para 2 

25 Application of new rates following 
unforeseeable changes in routeing 
Art 51 

26 Allocation of rates. General principles 
Art 55, paras 2 and 3 

27 Conditions for approval of proposais concerning 
this Agreement and its Detailed Regulations 
Art 58, paras 1 and 1 bis 

Final Protocol 

28 Exceptional inward land rates 
Art Obis 

Congress - Doc 41/Rev 2 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

5042.2 
5042.3, 5042.91 

5043.1 

5046.1, 5048.1, 5054.1, 
5058.2, 5301. 1, 5304.1, 
5305.1 
5000.3 

5047.1/Rev 1,.5047.2, 5047.3 
5047.4, 5921.1 

5048.2 

5049. 1, 5049.2, 5049.3 

5051.1 

5055.1, 5055.2 

5058.1 

5300.91, 5300.92, 5300.93, 
5300.94, 5300.95, 5300.96, 
5300.97, 5300.98, 5300.99, 
5300.100, 5300.101, 5300.102, 
5300.103, 5300.104, 5300.105, 
5300.106, 5300.107, 5300.108, 
5300.109, 5300.110, 5300.111, 
5300. 112, 5300.113, 5300.114, 
5300.118 

(2057.2) 

(1022.1 and 
1502.1) 
(2085.1) 
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29 Exceptional land rates 
Art 1, table 1 (Exceptional inward rates) 

Art 1, table 2 
(Exceptional transit land rates) 

30 Weighted average distance for conveyance of parcels in transit 
Art Il 

31 Sea rates 
Art Ill 

32 Determination of average rates 
Art li Ibis 

33 Supplementary rates 
Art IV 

34 Special tariff 
Art V 

35 Prohibitions 
Art VI Ibis 

36 Compensation 
Art IX 

37 Advice of delivery 
Art Xbis 

Detailed Regulations 

38 Information to be supplied by administrations 
Art 101, b, x (new) 
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Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

5301.2, 5301.4, 5301.5, 
5301.7, 5301.8, 5301.10, 
5301.11, 5301.13, 5301.15, 
5301.16, 5301.18 

5301.3, 5301.6, 5301.9, 
5301.12/Rev 1, 5301.14, 5301.17, 
5301.19, 5301.20, 5301.21, 
5301.22, 5301.23, 5301.24, 
5301.25, 5301.26, 5301.27, 
5301.28, 5301.29, 5301.30, 
5301.31, 5301.32, 

5302.1 

5303.1, 5303.2, 5303.3, 
5303.4, 5303.5, 5303.6, 
5303.7, 5303.8, 5303.9, 
5303.10, 5303.11, 5303.12, 
5303.13, 5303.14, 5303.15 

5303.91 

5304.2, 5304.3, 5304.4 

5305.2, 5305.3 

5307.91 

5309.1, 5309.2, 5309.3, 
5309.4, 5309.5 

5310.91 

5501.1, 5519.91, 5506.1, 
5518.1, 5520.1, 5905.91, 
5905.93, 5905.92, 5905.94 



39 Formalities to be complied with by the sender 
Art 106, paras 2 to 4 
Art 106, para 7bis 

40 Formalities to be complied with by the office of origin 
Art 107, para 1 

Art 107, para 2 

41 Other categories of parcels 
Art 110, para 10, b 

42 Routeing and customs clearance of air parcels 
Art 114, para 2 

43 Surface airlifted (S.A.L.) parcels 
Art 115bis 

44 Simplified drawing up of CP 11 and CP 20 parcel bills 
Art 119 

45 Transmission in closed mails 
Art 120, para 1, a 

Art 120, para 4 
Art 120, para 8 

46 Transfer of mails 
Art 122, para 5 

47 Check of mails by offices of exchange 
Art 123 
Art 123bis 

48 Receipt by the office of exchange of a damaged 
or insufficiently packed parcel 
Art 126, paras 2 and 3 

49 Reservations on delivery of rifled or damaged parcels 
Art 130 

50 Advice of non-delivery 
Art 133, of a general nature 

51 Return of parcels to origin 
Art 135, para 1 

52 Treatment of inquiries 
Art 140, paras 2 and 3 

Congress - Doc 41 /Rev 2 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

5506.2 
5506.3 

5507.1, 5508.1, 5907.1, 
5908.2 
5507.2 

5510.2, 5510.4 

5514.1, 5514.2 

5515.91 

5519.2 

5520.3/Rev 1, 
5924.91/Rev 1 

5520.4, 5520.5 
5520.2, 5520.6 

5522.1 

5523.1, 5913.1 
5523.91, 5523.92 

5526.1, 5526.2, 5526.3 

5530.1 

5000.2 

5535.2 

5540.1 

(4000.7) 

(4000.7, 
4597.1, 
4597.2, 
4908.91) 

(4000.7) 

(3543.3) 
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53 Settlernent of cases of reservations on delivery 
of rifled or damaged parcels 
Art 141bis 

54 Allocation and recovery of rates, charges and fees, 
in the case of return to origin or redirection 
Art 143, para 2 

55 Preparation of accounts 
Art 146, paras 4 and 7 
Art 146, para 5 
Art 146, para 9 

56 Settlement of accounts 
Art 148, para 2 

57 Period of retention of documents 
Art 150, para 1 

Forms 

58 Form CP 2bis 

59 Form CP 8 

60 Form CP 9 

61 Form CP 11 

62 Forrn CP 14 

63 Form CP 15 

64 Form CP 15bis 

65 Forrn CP 22 

66 Any other business 

Hamburg, 13 July 1984 
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Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

5541.91 

5543.2 

5546.2, 5546.3, 5546.5 
5546.4, 5546.6 (3574.5) 
5546.1 (2931.91) 

5548. 1, 5548.3, 5548.2 (3574.5) 

5550.1 (2507.1) 

5902.3 

5908.1 

5909.2 

5911.1, 5920.1, 5911.2, 
5920.2 

5914.1 (2052.1, 
2565.4, 
2565.91, 
2934.91) 

5915.1 

5915.2 

5922.1 (2931.91) 

M RAJASINGHAM 
Chairman 
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Congress - Doc 41/Rev 2/Add 1/Rev 1 

Committee 7 

Committee 7 (Parcel Post) 

Proposais still to be considered 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

A. Final Protocol 

1 Exceptional inward land rates 
Art Obis 5300.91, 5300.92, 5300.93, 

5300.94, 5300.95, 5300.96, 
5300.97, 5300.98, 5300.99, 
5300.100,5300.101, 5300.102, 
5300.103, 5300.104, 5300.105, 
5300.106, 5300.107, 5300.108, 
5300.109, 5300.110, 5300.111, 
5300. 112, 5300.113, 5300.114, 
5300. 115, 5300.116, 5300.117, 
5300.118, 5300.119, 5300.120, 
5300.121, 5300.122, 5300.123, 
5300.124, 5300.125, 5300.126, 
5300.127, 5300.128, 5300.129, 
5300.130, 5300.131, 5300.132, 
5300.133, 5300.134, 5300.135, 
5300.136, 5300.137, 5300.138, 
5300.139 

2 Transit land rates 
Art 1 5301.20, 5301.21, 5301.22, 

5301.23, 5301.24, 5301.25, 
5301.26, 5301.27, 5301.28, 
5301.29, 5301.30, 5301.31, 
5301.32, 5301.33, 
5301.34/Rev 1, 5301.35 

3 Sea rates 
Art Ill 5303.8, 5303.9, 5303.10, 

5303.11, 5303.12, 5303.13, 
5303.14, 5303.15, 5303.16, 
5303.17, 5303.18 

4 Determination of average rates 
Art li Ibis 5303.91 
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5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Supplementary rates 

Treatment of wrongly accepted parcels 
Art V Ibis 

Prohibition 
Art VI Ibis 

Compensation 
Art IX 

Advice of delivery 
Art Xbis 

B. Proposais consideration of which was postponed 

(Prop 1022.1, 1502.1 referred to EC for study; C 3, 3rd meeting) 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

5304.3, 5304.4 

5306.91/Rev 1 

5307.91 

5309.1, 5309.2, 5309.3, 
5309.4, 5309.5 

5310.91 

5058.1 
5021.3 
5021.4 
5038.1 
5039.4 
5043.1 
5535.2 
5546.1 
5546.4 
5546.6 
5548.2 
5550.1 
5922.1 

(Prop 2036.5 lapsed; prop 2036.6 adopted in its place, C 4, 5th meeting) 
(Amendment to proposai 5021.3) 
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(Prop 3042.1 withdrawn, C 4, 5th meeting) 
(Prop 2051.1 rejected, C 4, 6th meeting) 
(Prop 2057 .2 withdrawn, C 4, 7th meeting) 
(Prop 3543.3 adopted, C 4, 3rd meeting) 
(Prop 2931.91 withdrawn, C 4, 8th meeting) 
(Prop 3574.5 withdrawn by its originator) 
(Prop 3574.5 withdrawn by its originator) 
(Prop 3574.5 withdrawn by its originator) 
(Prop 2507 .1 adopted, C 4, 7th meeting) 
(Prop 2931.91 withdrawn, C 4, 8th meeting) 



Committee 8 (Postal Financial Services) 

Agenda 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Opening by the Committee Chairman 

Approval of the agenda 

List of member countries of Committee 8 

Drafting proposais 

Proposais of a technical nature which could be accepted 
without discussion 

Proposais of a general nature 

Rate-fixing aspects of postal financial services 

Money order telegrams and giro transfer telegrams 

Proposais concerning the Money Orders and Postal Travellers' 
Cheques Agreement 

Congress - Doc 42 

Congress - Doc 42 

Committee 8 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Congress - Doc 42 

Congress - Doc 45 

Congress - Doc 48 

6901.1, 6901.3, 6903. 1, 
6904.1, 6912.3, 6913.1, 
6913.3, 6914. 1, 6916.1, 
6916.3 
8903.2, 8904.2, 8906.2, 
8907 .2, 8908.2, 8909.2, 
8910.2 

6000.1, 6000.2, 6000.3 

6006.1, 6006.2 
6028.1, 6028.3 
6028.2 
7042.91 
8017.1 

6530.4, 6543.3, 7518.3, 
6500.2, 7500.3 
6530.1, 6543.1, 7518.1 
6530.2 
7518.2 
6530.3 
6543.2 

6002.1, 6013.1, 6029.1, 
6501.1, 6528.91, 6546.3 
6004.1, 6004.2 
6009.1, 6506.1, 6912.2 
6009.2 
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9 (Cont) 

10 Proposais concerning the Giro Agreement 
Proposais concerning postcheques 

Various proposais 

11 Proposais concerning the Cash-on-Delivery Agreement 

12 Proposais concerning the Subscriptions to Newspapers 
and Periodicals Agreement 

13 Proposais linked to decisions to be made by other Committees 

14 Any other business 

Hamburg, 17 June 1984 
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Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

6011.1, 6510.1, 6515.1, 
6525.1, 6534.1 
6504.1, 6901.91, 6912.91, 
6500.1 
6505.1, 6901.2, 6912.1, 
6913.2, 6916.2 
6505.2 
6507.1, 6507.91, 6511.2 
6511.1, 6914.2 
6511.3 
6528.1, 6522.1 
6546.1 
6546.2 
6546.4 
6549.1 
6901 .4, 6912.4 

7500.1, 7500.2 
7549.1 
7549.2 
7550.1 
7552.2 
7553.2 
7053.1 
7505.1 
7505.2 
7506.1, 7506.2, 7508.1 
7510.1, 7514.1 
7560.1 
7913.1, 7913.2 

8005.1 
8503.1, 8903.1, 8904.1, 
8906.1, 8907 .1, 8908.1, 
8909.1, 8910.1 
8511.1 
8512.1 

11 905.1, 11 905.2 
11 906.1, 11 906.2 

6051.1, 7056.1, 8019.1 
9024.1, 11 019.1 

OILlé 
Chairman 



Committee 9 (Technical Cooperation) 

Provisional agenda 

1 Opening of meeting by the Committee Chairman 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Approval of the agenda 

Proposais which, in the view of the Committee Chairman, can be adopted 
without discussion by the Committee 

Questions and proposais on technical cooperation to be considered 
by Congress, submitted by the Executive Council 

UPU technical assistance: 

Il 
Ill 

Policy 
Results and evaluation 
Prospects and programme of action 

IV Conclusions 

The future of UPU technical assistance 

Technical cooperation among developing countries (TCDC) 

UPU action on behalf of the least developed countries (LDCs) 

Postal training activity in the UPU 

10 Any other business 

Hamburg, 20 June 1984 

Congress - Doc 43/Rev 1 

Congress - Doc 43/Rev 1 

Committee 9 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Congress - Doc 43/Rev 1 

3500.1 

Congress - Doc 18 

Congress - Doc 18.1 and 
Add 1 
015, 027 and 030 
016 and 028 

Congress - Doc 18.5 

Congress - Doc 18.2 
017 

Congress - Doc 18.3 
018 

Congress - Doc 18.4 

M AOUJIL 
Chairman 
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Congress - Doc 44 

Allocation of proposais of a general nature and Congress - Docs to the bodies of Congress 

Memorandum by the Secretary-General 

At one of its first meetings, Congress has to decide on the allocation to its various bodies of the proposais of 
a general nature and of the reports submitted in the form of Congress - Docs. 

For this purpose, the Secretariat has prepared a list of proposais of a general nature (annex 1) and a list of 
Congress - Docs (annex 2) and has therein suggested the body which, by reason of its responsibilities, could 
be entrusted with consideration of each of the matters which are the subject of these documents. 

These lists will be supplemented by addenda if necessary. 

Berne, 6 June 1984 
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MI SOBHI 
Secretary-General 
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Congress - Doc 44/ Annex 1 

List of proposais of a general nature 

No Origin Subject Proposed allocation 

01 Hungarian Reservations to the Acts of the Union Committee 3 
People's Rep (General) 

02 Finland Publication of a summary of the amendments Committee 3 
made by Congress to the UPU Acts (General) 

03 Egypt, Sudan Election of the Director-General Committee 3 
of the International Bureau (General) 

04 Bulgaria New edition of the Congress 

(People's Rep) Operational guide on the preparations 
for the statistics and the formalities 
relating to the accounts payable in respect 
of transit charges and terminal dues 
Manual of rules and proœdures 
for forwarding international mail 
Operational guide of the international 
parœl-post service 

05 China (People's Rep) Exchange value in SDR of amounts Committee 3 

expressed in gold francs and gold centimes (General) 

in the Acts of the UPU 

06 CCPS Greater participation of the developing Congress 
countries in the work of the Consultative 
Council for Postal Studies 

07 Algeria, Bahrain, Election of the Director-General Committee 3 

Djibouti, Iraq, and Deputy Director-General (General) 

Jordan, Kuwait, of the International Bureau 
Lebanon, Libyan 
Jamahiriya, Mauritania, 
Morocco, Oman, Qatar, 
Saudi Arabia, Somalia, 
Sudan, Syrian Arab 
Rep, Tunisia, United 
Arab Emirates, Yemen 
Arab Rep, Yemen 
(People's Dem Rep) 

08 EC Duration of Congress Committee 3 
(General) 
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No Origin Subject Proposed allocation 

09 EC Clearing up of arrears by means Committee 3 
of the International Bureau's clearing (General) 
system 

010 EC Congress Committees Congress 

011 EC Preparation of reports instead Congress 
of minutes at the meetings of certain 
Congress Committees 

012 CCPS Ouality control Congress 

013 CCPS Address area on the layout key for trade Congress 
documents 

014 CCPS CCPS work programme for 1984-1989 Congress 

015 EC UPU technical assistance priorities Committee 9 
and principles (Technical Cooperation) 

016 EC Financing UPU technical assistance Committee 9 
activities (Technical Cooperation) 

017 EC Technical Cooperation among Developing Committee 9 
Countries (TCDC) (Technical Cooperation) 

018 EC UPU action on behalf of the least developed Committee 9 
countries (LDCs) (Technical Cooperation) 

019 EC World Post Day Congress 

020 Germany, Fed Rep of, Contacts with international organizations Congress 
Great Britain representing customers of the postal 

services 

021/Rev 1 Austria, Brazil, Reproduction of documents in Chinese, Committee 3 
China (People's Rep), German, Portuguese and Russian (General) 
Czechoslovakia, 
German y, Fed Rep of, 
Mongolian People's 
Rep, Mozambique, 
Polish People's Rep, 
Portugal, USSR 

022 Austria, France, Study on international postal regulations Committee 3 
Germany, Fed Rep of, (General) 
Switzerland 

023 Greece Publication of one or more books dealing Congress 
with the influence of the Post in Art 
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No 

024 

025 

026 

027 

Origin 

Algeria, Angola, 
Benin, Botswana, 
Cameroon, Central 
African Rep, 
Congo (People's Rep). 
Egypt, Ethiopia, 
Gabon, Ghana, 
Guinea, Ivory Coast 
(Rep). Kenya, 
Liberia, Madagascar, 
Mali, Mauritania, 
Morocco, Niger, 

Subject 

Exclusion of the Republic of South Africa 
from the UPU 

Nigeria, Senegal, Sudan, 
Tanzania (United 
Rep), Togo, Uganda, 
Upper Volta, 
Zambia, Zimbabwe 

Algeria, Bahrain, Election of the Director-General 
Djibouti, Iraq, Jordan, and Deputy Director-General 
Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Libyan Jamahiriya, 
Morocco, Oman, 
Oatar, Saudi Arabia, 
Sudan, Syrian Arab 
Rep, United Arab 
Emirates, Yemen 
Arab Rep 

of the International Bureau 

Algeria, Bahrain, Expulsion of Israel from the UPU 
Djibouti, Iraq, Jordan, 
Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Libyan Jamahiriya, 
Morocco, Oman, 
Oatar, Saudi Arabia, 
Sudan, Syrian Arab 
Rep, United Arab 
Emirates, Yemen 
Arab Rep 

Algeria, Bahrain, UPU technical assistance priorities 
Djibouti, Iraq, Jordan, and principles 
Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Libyan Jamahiriya, 
Morocco, Oman, 
Oatar, Saudi Arabia, 
Sudan, Syrian Arab 
Rep, United Arab 
Emirates, Yemen 
Arab Rep 

Congress - Doc 44/Anne~ 1 

Proposed allocation 

Congress 

Committee 3 
(General) 

Congress 

Committee 9 
(Technical Cooperation) 
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No 

028 

029 
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Origin Subject 

Algeria, Bahrain, Financing UPU technical assistance 
Djibouti, Iraq, Jordan, activities 
Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Libyan Jamahiriya, 
Morocco, Oman, 
Oatar, Saudi Arabia, 
Sudan, Syrian Arab 
Rep, United Arab 
Emirates, Yemen 
Arab Rep 

Sudan Election of the Director-General 
and Deputy Director-General 
of the International Bureau 

Proposed allocation 

Committee 9 
(Technical Cooperation) 

Committee 3 
(General) 



List of Congress - Docs 

No 

2 

3 

4 

5 

5/Add 1 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Subject 

Comprehensive report on the work of the Executive 
Council 1979-1984 

Comprehensive report on the work of the Consultative Council 
for Postal Studies 1979-1984 

Director-General's report 1980-1984 

Director-General's report on the finances of the Union 

Relations with the United Nations and other international 
organizations 
Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace 

Organization, functioning and work methods of Congress 

Organization, functioning and working methods 
of the Executive Council and delimitation of powers 
between the EC and the CCPS 

Problem of arrears at the UPU 

New transit charge scales 

Terminal dues 

Study on the present system of statistics 

Five-yearly report on the development of the postal 
services 1977-1981 

Congress - Doc 44/Annex 2 

Congress - Doc 44/ Annex 2 

Proposed allocation 

Congress 

Congress 

.Congress 

Committee 2 
(Finance) 

Congress 

Committee 3 
(General) 

Committee 3 
(General) 

Committee 3 
(General) 

Committee 5 
(Letter Post - Rate
fixing and payments) 

Committee 5 
(Letter Post - Rate
fixing and payments) 

Committe 5 
(Letter Post - Rate
fixing and payments) 

Congress 
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No 

13 

14 

15 

Subject 

Address area on the layout key for trade documents 

The future of the postal services: Digest of the studies carried 
out between 1979 and 1984 

lmplementation by the specialized agencies of the Declaration 
on the Granting of lndependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples 

16 Maximizing the air conveyance of mail 

17 Basic airmail conveyance rate 

18 Questions and proposais on technical cooperation to be considered 
by Congress 

18.1 UPU technical assistance 
18.1/Add 1 Management training 

18.2 Technical cooperation among developing countries (TCDC) 

18.3 UPU action on behalf of the least developed countries (LDCs) 

18.4 Postal training activity in the UPU 

18.5 

19 

20 

21 
21/Add 1 

22 
22/Add 1 

23 
23/Add 1 

1770 

The future of UPU technical assistance 

Basic letter-post charges 

Memorandum on the international circulation of educational, 
scientific and cultural materials, submitted by UNESCO 

Updating of the Final Protocol to the Universal 
Postal Convention 

Updating of the Final Protocol to the Postal Parcels 
Agreement 

List of member countries of Committee 7 

Proposed allocation 

Congress 

Congress 

Congress 

Committee 6 
(Airmail) 

Committee 6 
(Airmail) 

Committee 9 
(Technical Cooperation) 

Committee 9 
(Technical Cooperation) 

Committee 9 
(Technical Cooperation) 

Committee 9 
(Technical Cooperation) 

Committee 9 
(Technical Cooperation) 

Committee 9 
(Technical Cooperation) 

Committee 5 
( Letter Post - Rate
fixing and payments) 

Committee 5 
( Letter Post - Rate
fixing and payments) 

Committee 4 
( Letter Post -
Regulatory aspects) 

Committee 7 
(Parcel Post) 

For information 



No 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

Subject 

Election of the Director-General and of the Deputy 
Director-General of the International Bureau 

Changes of contribution class 

Distribution of Congress documentation 

Representation of one member country by the delegation 
of another member country at Congress and Committee meetings 

Information about the operation of the translation services and 
the supply to Congress of documents in various languages 

Languages of discussions during Congress 

Information about minutes and reports 

List of Member Countries of the Universal Postal Union 

List of organizations invited to the 19th Congress 

Invitation for the 20th Universal Postal Congress 

Agenda of the first plenary meeting 

Agenda of the second and following plenary meetings 

Agenda of Committee 2 

Agenda of Committee 3 

Agenda of Committee 4 

Agenda of Committee 5 

Agenda of Committee 6 

Agenda of Committee 7 

Agenda of Committee 8 

Congress - Doc 44/ Annex 2 

Proposed allocation 

Congress 

Congress 

For information 

For information 

For information 

For information 

For information 

For information 

For information 

Congress 

Congress 

Congress 

Committee 2 
(Finance) 

Committee 3 
(General) 

Committee 4 
( Letter Post -
Regulatory aspects) 

Committee 5 
( Letter Post - Rate
fixing and payments) 

Committee 6 
(Airmail) 

Committee 7 
(Parce! Post) 

Committee 8 
(Postal Financial Services) 
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No 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

1772 

Subject 

Agenda of Committee 9 

Allocation of proposais of a general nature and Congress - Dacs 

List of member countries of Committee 8 

Request to participate in Congress submitted by the International 
Air Transport Association (IATA) 

Request to participate in Congress submitted by the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) 

List of drafting proposais 

List of Congress - Dacs 

Proposed allocation 

Committee 9 
(Technical Cooperation) 

Congress 

For information 

Congress 

Congress 

Committees concerned 

For information 



Congress - Doc 45 

Congress - Doc 45 

List of member countries of Committee 8 1 2 

(Position on 1 June 1984) 

Note. - The sign x opposite a country's name indicates that it is a party to the Agreement concerned. 

Member countries Money Giro COD Bills Savings Subscrip-
Orders for Bank tians 

Collec-
tion 

Algeria (People's Democra~ic Republic of) .... X X X X 

2 Argentine Republic ................... X X X X X 

3 Austria ( Republic of) .................. X X X X X 

4 Barbados .......................... X X X X X X 

5 Belgium ........................... X X X X X X 

6 Benin (People's Republic of) ............. X X X X X X 

7 Bulgaria (People's Republic of) ........... X X 

8 Burundi (Republic of) ................. X X X 

9 Cameroon (United Republic of) ........... X X X X X X 

10 Cape Verde (Republic of) ............... X X 

11 Central African Republic ............... X X X X X 

12 Chad ( Republic of) ................... X X X X 

13 Chile ............................. X X X X X X 

14 Colombia ( Republic of) ................ X X X X 

15 Congo (People's Republic of the) .......... X X X X 

16 Costa Rica (Republic of) ................ X 

17 Cyprus (Republic of) .................. X X X X X X 

18 Czechoslovak Socialist Republic ........... X X 

19 Democratic People's Republic of Korea ...... X 

20 Denmark (Kingdom of) ................ X X X X 

21 Ecuador ( Republic of) ................. X X X X X X 

22 Egypt (Arab Republic of) ............... X X X X X X 

23 El Salvador (Republic of) ............... X 

24 Equatorial Guinea ( Republic of) ........... X X 

25 Finland (Republic of). ................. X X X X X 

26 French Republic ..................... X X X X X 

27 Gabonese Republic ................... X X X X 

28 Germany, Federal Republic of ............ X X X X X X 

29 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
lreland, Channel Islands and Isle of Man ..... X 

1 Subject to changes made by the countries concerned, the names of the member countries are those under which the plenipoten
tiaries signed the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Acts. The names of countries which have been admitted or have acceded to the Union since 
the Lausanne Congress are those duly communicated to the International Bureau. 
2 The delegates of member countries which are not parties to the Agreements in question may take part in the discussions of 
Committee 8 without the right to vote (article 11, paragraph 3, of the Ru les of Procedure of Congresses). 
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Member countries Money Giro COD Bills Savings Subscrip-
Orders for Bank tions 

Collec-
tion 

30 Overseas Territories for the whose international 
relations the Government of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
lreland is responsible .................. X 

31 Greece ............................ X X X X X 

32 Guinea ( Revolutionary People's Republic of) .. X 

33 Haïti ( Republic of) ................... X 

34 Honduras (Republic of) ................ X X X 

35 Hungarian People's Republic ............. X X 

36 lceland (Republic of) .................. X X X 

37 lndonesia (Republic of) ................ X X X X X X 

38 Iraq (Republic of) .................... X 

39 ltaly ....................... - ...•. X X X X X X 

40 Ivory Coast (Republic of the) ............ X X X X 

41 Japan ............................ X X 

42 Jordan (Hashemite Kingdom of) ........... X 

43 Korea ( Republic of) ................... X X X X 

44 Kuwait ........................... X 

45 Lebanese Republic .................... X X 

46 Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (Socialist People's) ... X X X X X X 

47 Liechtenstein (Principality of) ............ X X X X X 

48 Luxembourg ........................ X X X X X 

49 Democratic Republic of Madagascar ........ X X X X X 

50 Mali (Republic of) .................... X X X X X 

51 Mauritania (lslamic Republic of) .......... X X X X 

52 Mexico (United States) ................. X 

53 Monaco (Principality of) ................ X X X X X 

54 Morocco (Kingdom of) ................. X X X X X X 

55 Mozambique (People's Republic of) ........ X X X 

56 Netherlands ....................... : X X X X 

57 Netherlands Antilles ................... X X X X 

58 Nicaragua (Republic of) ................ X X X X X 

59 Niger (Republic of the) ................. X X X X 

60 Norway ........................... X X X X X 

61 Polish People's Republic ................ X 

62 Portugal. .......................... X X X X 

63 Oatar (State of) ...................... X 

64 Romania (Socialist Republic of) ........... X 

65 Rwandese Republic ................... X X 

66 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines .......... X 

67 Sao Tome and Principe (Democratic Republic of) X X 

68 San Marino ( Republic of) ............... X X X X X X 

69 Senegal ( Republic of) .................. X X X X 

70 Spain ............................. X X X X X X 

71 Sri Lanka (Democratic Socialist Republic of) .. X 

72 Sudan (Democratic Republic of the) ........ X 

73 Suriname (Republic of) ................ X X X 

74 Sweden ........................... X X X X X 

75 Swiss Confederation ................... X X X X X 

76 Syrian Arab Republic .................. X 

77 Thailand .......................... X X X X 

78 Togolese Republic .................... X X X X X X 
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Member countries Money Giro COD Bills Savings Subscrip-
Orders for Bank tions 

Collec-
tion 

79 Tunisia ........................... X X X X X X 

80 Turkey ........................... X X X X X X 

81 United States of America ............... X 

82 Upper Volta (Republic of) .............. X X X X X X 

83 Uruguay (Eastern Republic of) ............ X X X X X X 

84 Vatican City State .................... X X X 

85 Yemen Arab Republic ................. X 

86 Yemen (People's Democratic Republic of) .... X 

87 Yugoslavia (Socialist Federal Republic of) .... X X X X X X 

88 Zaïre ( Republic of) ................... X X X 
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Request from the International Air Transport Association (IATA) 
to attend Congress 

Memorandum by the Secretariat 

The International Bureau has received the following letter from the International Air Transport Association 
(IATA): 

"Geneva, 9 April 1984 

"Dear Mr Sobhi, 

"I understand that the Congress will receive a full report on the work carried out by UPU and IATA on basic 
airmail conveyance rates. 1 should be glad to have the opportunity to address the Congress Airmail Committee 
when they consider the report, in order to expand on any points that may be necessary. 

"Assuming Congress agrees, 1 would appreciate being advised of the date(s) on which it would be convenient 
to present this address. 

Yours sincerely, 

(signed) Knut HAMMARSKJÔLD" 

IATA's request for participation is being submitted to the present Congress in accordance with article 5, paragraph 5, 
of the Rules of Procedure of Congresses. 

Berne, 25 May 1984 
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Request from the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
to attend Congress 

Memorandum by the Secretariat 

The International Bureau has received the following letter from the International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO) and submits it to this Congress in accordance with article 5, paragraph 5, of the Rules of Procedure of 
Congresses: 

"Subject: UPU Congress - Hamburg, 18 June to 27 July 1984 

"Dear Sirs 

"Universal Postal Union 
International Bureau 
Case postale 
3000 BERNE 15 

Geneva, 23 May 1984 

"We have noted with interest that the UPU Congress will be held in Hamburg between 18 Jurie and 27 July 1984. 

"As ISO and UPU have several items of common interest, we would appreciate being able to attend and participate 
in certain sessions of the Congress. 

"Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

Berne, 8 June 1984 

Yours faithfully, 

(signed) Lawrence D. EICHER 
Assistant Secretary-General" 
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Distribution of the member countries of the Union in the five geographical regions 
for the election of the members of the Executive Council 

Communication from the Secretariat 

Article 102, paragraph 3, of the General Regulations lays down that the members of the Executive Council 
shall be elected by Congress on the basis of an equitable geographical distribution. 

For this purpose, the member countries have, at previous Congresses, been classifi.ed in the five geographical 
regions appearing in the annex to the present document. This classification is based on the one noted by the 
1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. The names of the countries which have acceded to or have been admitted to the 
Union sinœ then have been added. These new member countries have been put in the different regions on the 
basis of their geographical location. 

Hamburg, 15 June 1984 
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Distribution of the member countries in the five geographical regions 

Western Eastern Europe Western Europe Southern Asia Africa 
hemisphere and Northern Asia and Oceania 

Argentina Byelorussia Albania Afghanistan Algeria 
Belize Bulgaria Austria Australia Angola 
Bahamas Czechoslovakia Belgium Bahrain Benin 
Barbados German Dem Rep Cyprus Bangladesh Botswana 
Bolivia Hungarian People's Rep Denmark Bhutan Burundi 
Brazil Mongolian People's Rep Finland Burma Cameroon 
Canada Polish People's Rep France China (People's Rep) Cape Verde 
Chile Romania Germany, Democratic Central African Rep 
Colombia Ukraine Fed Rep of People's Rep of Korea Chad 
Costa Rica USSR Great Britain Democratic Kampuchea Comoros 
Cuba Yugoslavia Greece Fiji Congo (People's Rep) 
Dominica lceland Overseas Terr Djibouti 
Dominican Rep lreland (United Kingdom Equatorial Guinea 
Ecuador ltaly of Great Britain Egypt 
El Salvador Liechtenstein and Northern lreland) Ethiopia 
Grenada Luxembourg lndia Gabon 
Guatemala Malta lndonesia Gambia 
Guyana Monaco Iran Ghana 
Haïti Netherlands Iraq Guinea 
Honduras (Rep) Norway Israel Guinea-Bissau 
Jamaica Portugal Japan Ivory Coast (Rep) 
Mexico San Marino Jordan Kenya 
Netherlands Antilles Spain Korea (Rep) Lesotho 
Nicaragua Sweden Kuwait Liberia 
Panama (Rep) Switzerland Lao People's Dem Rep Libyan Jamahiriya 
Paraguay Turkey Lebanon Madagascar 
Peru Vatican Malaysia Malawi 
Saint Lucia Maldives Mali 
Saint Vincent and Nauru Morocco 
the Grenadines Nepal Mauritius 
Suriname New Zealand Mauritania 
Trinidad and Tobago Oman Mozambique 
United States Pakistan Niger 
of America Papua New Guinea Nigeria 
Uruguay Philippines Rwanda 
Venezuela Gatar Sao Tome and Principe 

Saudi Arabia Senegal 
Singapore Seychelles 
Salomon Islands Sierra Leone 
Sri Lanka Somalia 
Syrian Arab Rep South Africa 
Thailand Sudan 
Tonga Swaziland 
Tuvalu Tanzania (United Rep) 
United Arab Emirates Togo 
Vanuatu Tunisia 
Viet Nam Uganda 
Yemen Arab Rep Upper Volta 
Yemen (People's Zaire 
Dem Rep) Zambia 

Zimbabwe 

34 member countries 11 member countries 26 member countries 45 member countries 51 member countries 
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Request by Brunei 

Having recently attained independence, Brunei has made known its desire to become a member country of 
the UPU. ln view of the impossibility of completing the necessary procedures in this regard prior to Congress, 
the Government of Brunei, in a telex dated 14 June 1984 from its Minister of Communications, expressed the 
desire to be able to participate in the 19th Universal Postal Cor19ress as an observer. 

Hamburg, 16 June 1984 
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Statement by the Postal, Telegraph and Telephone International (PTTI) 

Memorandum by the Secretary-General 

The Postal, Telegraph andTelephone International (PTTI) has sent the International Bureau, for the 19th Universal 
Postal Congress, the following statement which, in our view, contains information which cou Id be useful for the 
general debate. 

"The Postal, Telegraph and Telephone International (PTTI) is an international organization of PTT employees: 
at present it has 3 800 000 members from 189 trade union organizations in 94 countries in every region of the 
world. 

"The type of trade unionism advocated by the PTTI is a responsible trade unionism. We consider that the PTT 
workers are integral parts of the administrations. This point of view is accepted generally in most countries and, 
in ways which may vary according to national conditions, the trade unions, which are the natural representatives 
of the workers, are involved in the decision-making of the national administrations. 

"The PTTI maintains official contacts with certain Restricted Unions of the UPU and particularly with the CEPT 
and the APTU. These contacts have proved extremely useful for the parties concerned. 

"This is extremely important for our International, because the workers whom we represent want to work in 
well-run businesses. Therefore our International cannot be indifferent to anything that concerns the PTT under
takings. 

"And the relatively long experience which the PTTI now has of its contacts with these regional PTT organizations 
has enabled it to follow closely their work and the current particularly numerous and rapid developments in our 
field which all have direct or indirect consequences on the employment and working conditions of the people 
whom we represent. 

"lt is, moreover, a matter to be deplored that precisely this aspect of the consequences for the personnel is too 
often eclipsed. And one of the reasons why we wish to be present wherever decisions affecting the PTT are made 
is precisely to draw the attention of administrations to the impact which technical studies - which are the 
essential part of their work at international level - may have on the PTT workers. 

"But these contacts have also brought more awareness - both for the heads of administrations and those of the 
trade unions - that between workers and employers in the PTT organizations there exists a very great community 
of interests and that, on many aspects, there is also agreement of views. 

"The PTTI is in favour of the new technologies, as long as the trade unions are consulted about their introduction 
and that ail the possible consequences for the personnel are negotiated with them. And also as long as the new 
technologies do not benefit only administrations and users but also the PTT workers. 

"The PTTI is opposed to privatization of the PTT services. lt thinks that the wide possibilities opened up by the 
new technologies make the multiplication of transmission networks and mail-carrying organizations superfluous 
and wasteful. ln addition, any privatization is by its very nature opposed to the principle of equal access for 
citizens to the public service. 
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"The PTTI and the workers whom it represents are, like the administrations, in favour of efficient and profitable 
postal and telecommunications services. There are several reasons for this attitude. First, as already emphasized, 
the PTT employees are a part of the administrations and, like them, are interested in working in an organization 
which rests on a healthy financial basis, an organization in constant development, capable of giving the users of 
the services what they are entitled to expect. 

"The PTTI favours the idea of PTT public service, with all that this implies for the maintenance and, if necessary, 
the strengthening of monopolies. This is not so that the administrations and their employees can slumber in 
comfortable inaction as some people would have it thought, but because, on the contrary, only a service under 
public control can be at the service of the public as a whole. 

"This being so, it is easy to understand the PTTI 's interest in the work of the UPU and in particular the work 
of the 19th Congress. 

"lt is also easy to understand the concern which actuates our International in its desire to be better informed 
than at present about all the studies and work of the UPU and its Restricted Unions and even to be involved 
in them. 

"lt is in the hope that the 19th Universal Postal Congress will harken to this appeal. that the PTTI expresses the 
wish that its work will be highly productive and presents the assurance of its highest consideration to the 
honourable delegates." 

Hamburg, 17 June 1984 
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General discussion during the 19th Congress (26'and 27 June 1984) 

1. 1 ntroduction 

As you know, the administration of the host country of Congress has invited the heads of postal admin
istrations to take part in an important general discussion on the subject of Changes in the Post in view of the 
development of the communications market. Subject to formai approval by Congress, this discussion will take 
place on 26 and 27 June over four plenary sessions (Hall 1). lts purpose is to enable the heads of postal admin
istrations to hold an in-depth discussion on the basic problems of concern to them. 

2 ln its circular letter 2009(A)1462 of 7 May 1984, the International Bureau gave some early details about the 
organization and functioning of the general discussion so that postal administrations and the Restricted Unions 
could prepare for it to best advantage. 

3 The present document summarizes and supplements those details. 

Il. Topics and general considerations 

4 The general subject covers several aspects which will be studied within the framework of four tapies chosen 
because of their prime importance for all countries, whatever their stage of development. 

5 One meeting will be devoted to each topic mentioned in annex 1 so that a number of questions will be dealt 
with in orderly manner to avoid any dissipation of ideas which run counter to concentrated in-depth discussion. 

6 lt is not planned to have lectures on the selected topics but the questions to be discussed will be in the form 
of introductory papers so as to keep as much time as possible for the debates which will form the main part of the 
general discussion. 

7 The success of the latter will depend largely on the presentation of the topics and the coordination of the 
discussions; therefore, in order to add substance to both, two countries belonging to groups with different 
concerns and likely to make an important contribution to the general discussion have been called on for each 
topic for practical reasons. 

8 The countries chosen to present the topics and coordinate the discussions are listed in annex 1. The outlines 
of the introductory papers are the subject of annexes 2 to 8 and can be added to and amended, if necessary, 
to avoid any overlapping. 

9 , lt is desirable that the delegations of countries and Restricted Unions should make their contribution in the 
order proposed for the discussion on each aspect or question thrown open to discussion by the Chairman or the 
presenters/coordinators. 

10 The general discussion will be conducted by the Chairman of Congress, assisted by the Secretary-General 
and two general reporters. 
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11 At the end of the general discussion, it is planned to arrange a press conference which will ensure some 
publicity for the conclusions which emerge; a general summary will be published in a volume to be distributed 
by the International Bureau later. 

111. Procedure of the general discussion 

12 The general discussion will take place according to the following phases: 

13 The first three topics will each be introduced by two presenter/coordinator countries who will each read 
a paper of about 15 minutes designed to put the topic dealt with in perspective, delimit its scope and propose 
important points to be considered. The fourth tapie will be presented by the Director-General of the Inter
national Bureau; the discussions will be coordinated by two countries. 

14 lt is highly desirable, in view of the littlll time available, for the number and duration of the contributions 
to be limited and for the discussions to be concentrated exclusively on the questions to be dealt with according 
to a list drawn up after the topic has been introduced. 

15 The discussions will be jointly coordinated by the two presenters/coordinators concerned. The coordinators' 
function will be to help the Chairman to ensure that the discussions proceed point by point and to prompt 
participants to make contributions on a particular aspect which has not been discussed adequately. 

16 At the end of the meeting devoted to each topic, the two presenters/coordinators will each make an oral 
summary, stressing the main ideas put forward by participants. 

17 At the end of the general discussion (four meetings), the two general reporters will give the broad outlines 
and, if possible, the lines of emphasis which, subject to a subsequent more thorough examination, appear to have 
emerged from the general discussion. Then, after the Secretary-General has spoken, the Chairman will briefly 
draw conclusions from the whole of the work relating to the general discussion. 

Hamburg, 19 June 1984 
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General discussion during the 19th Congress 

Changes in the Post in view of the development of the communications market 

General reporters: 

1 China (Peop/e's Rep) 
2 France 

1st topic: The Post between market demands and public service requirements 

Presenters/coordinators: 

Australia 
Outline of introductory paper: Annex 2 

2 Tanzania (United Rep) 
Outline of introductory paper: Annex 3 

2nd topic: Financial problems 

Presenters/coordinators: 

Hungarian People's Rep 
Outline of introductory paper: Annex 4 

2 Senegal 
Outline of introductory paper: Annex 5 

3rd topic: Modern management of the Post 

Presenters/coordinators: 

Cuba 
Outline of introductory paper: Annex 6 

2 Sweden 
Outline of introductory paper: Annex 7 

Congress - Doc 54/Annex 1 

Congress - Doc 54/Annex 1 
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4th topic: The role of the UPU in the integration of the national postal networks 

Presenter: 

Mr Mohamed I Sobhi, Secretary-General 

Outline of introductory paper: Annex 8 

Coordinators: 

1 United States of America 

2 Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) 
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General discussion during the 19th Congress 

1st topic 

The Post between market demands and public service requirements 

Australia 

Outline of introductory paper 

Public service requirements 

Definition (within the Australian context): 

Obligations placed on the postal administration to provide services so as to meet the social, industrial and com
mercial needs of the Australian people as efficiently and economically as practicable. The postal administration 
must have special regard to the needs of people outside cities and must secure sufficient revenue to meet 
operating expenditure and provide for at least one half of capital expenditure. 

1 n summary, these obligations relate to a variety of activities that are undertaken by the postal administration 
in the national interest, not all of which would be assumed if commercial gain were the sole objective. 

(Note. - Other postal administrations may wish to suggest modifications to the above definition that better 
reflect their own circumstances.) 

Form of obligations 

Public accountability obligations arise from the scrutiny by Ministers, Parliament and the public of the 
activities of public sector enterprises. 
Government policy obligations are those imposed by Governments in order to achieve objectives and 
policies that are not consonant with the immediate purposes of the business and may be contrary to 
them. 

- Government employment obligations include terms and conditions of employment in the public sector that 
are more liberal in some respects than in the private sector. 
Public finance obligations, including pricing and borrowing, must accord with overall Government economic 
policy. 
Service obligations are those established by Government policy to provide particular services that would 
not be justified on commercial grounds. 
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Market demands . 

Definition (within the Australian context): 

Market demands are those identified needs for service, reliability and "value for money" which must be provided 
by the postal administration to retain and increase its market share. 

(Note. - Other postal administrations may wish to comment on the applicability of the above definition to their 
own circumstances.) 

Present market 

The range of services currently authorized includes traditional and premium services, money transfer and 
agency facilities, as well as courier and electronic mail services. 
A monopoly applies only to letters - 50% of total revenue is subject to competition. 

Threats in the marketp/ace 

Market research indicates increasing competition in ail product lines, both directly and indirectly, such as 
private couriers, document exchange and technological developments providing alternatives to traditional 
services. 
ln addition, customer demands for convenience, reliability and "value for money" may require changes to 
the existing product range. 

Response to threats 

Provision of new and substitute services in response to market demands and increasing competition. 
1 ntroduction of new and future technology to improve service performance. 

How Australia Post copes with the conf/ict 

The Government created the Australian Postal Commission in 1975 as a Statutory Authority with more 
freedom of operation than a Department of State, particularly in regard to fixing charges for most services 
and marketing those services, as well as independence from central personnel agency control and detailed 
budgetary oversight. 
To assist Australia Post, at vesting in 1975, in meeting the cost of public service obligations, in particular 
the provision of a universal postal rate, the monopoly on the carriage of letters was continued. 
Australia Post, therefore, by cross-subsiclizing between profitable and unprofitable services, can provide a 
national postal infrastructure as part of meeting its public service obligations. 

The future of the Post 
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Traditional mail will remain the major activity for the foreseeable future, with our strength lying in our 
widely dispersed network. 
The future depends on cost containment, by improving productivity and reliability, marketing new and 
existing services and improving the Post's public image. 
Utilization of new technology, both for new services in processing traditional services. 
The extent to which postal administrations are compensated for and/or freed from a number of Govern
ment obligations and thus allowed to be more competitive and innovative, to respond to market demands. 
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General discussion during the 19th Congress 

1st topic 

The Post between market demands and public service requirements 

Tanzania (United Rep) 

Outline of introductory paper 

The between market demands and public service requirements 

1.1 The historical role of the Post as essentially a social service is rapidly changing due to: 
a economic and social changes taking place in many countries (economic development and indus

trialization); 
b expanding needs for communications of individual persans, business, industries and governments; 
c technological developments in the communications market and information technology. 

1.2 The public service requirements still remain important in the developing countries because of: 
a low levels of development of the economies and absence of alternatives of communications media, 

especially in the rural areas; 
b dissemination of government information to the general public through the post is still the major 

means of reaching the public; 
c the Post guarantees the right of persans to communicate without any discrimination based on social, 

economic or political reasons. The Post is the most accessible service to ail people regardless of 
individual positions. 

1.3 Commercialization of the postal service is a marketing necessity arising from the development of alternative 
efficient, convenient and economical means of communications; and the ever-increasing range of customer 
needs, especially in the industrialized countries and isolated high-technology centres (commercial capitals 
and towns) in the young administrations. 

2 Customer demands 

2.1 ln the industrialized countries customers are strictly sensitive to quality of service as regards speed, reli
ability, accuracy and convenience. Transmission of information (written messages) through the post 
has been superseded by other forms of transmission, eg electronic mail, telefax, teletext, videotex, fac
simile, etc. Creation of new services is necessary if the Post is to remain relevant to the "electronic society" 
of today. 
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2.2 1 n the young countries where problems of poverty and underdevelopment still persist, the situation is 
extremely delicate and very challenging because: 
a the existing services must be improved by developing reliable postal infrastructures like post offices; 

mail handling and transportation facilities; training of manpower especially in the supervisory and 
managerial categories and improving the general organization and management of the postal services; 

b new services have to be introduced in order to meet specific service needs of some of the customers, 
especially in the commercial sector; such services may include franking meter machines, express mail 
services, special delivery services, sale of a variety of postal stationery, etc. ln the high-technology 
centres even electronic mail services will be introduced sooner than earlier thought; 

c financial services, especially postal and money orders and postal savings, must be extended to the rural 
areas; other financial services like giro, international money orders and COD services will be introduced 
gradually in the poorer young administrations. 

2.3 The question of mechanization will have to be taken more seriously although in many young countries 
mechanization programmes will be limited to simple mechanization because of: 
a low levels of traffic generated (lack of economic justification); 
b abundant supply of labour; 
c lack of technical know-how. 

3 Threats hanging over the Post 

3.1 The threat hanging over the Post is a real threat because the Post is no longer the only means through which 
communication can take place. The recent developments in the communications market (electronics, digital 
technology, information technology, etc) have given rise to alternative and competitive information trans
mission systems. The market share of the Post has therefore diminished. 

3.2 The traditional customer of the Post has been the individual person (persona! letters, postcards). But today 
the major customers of the Post include industrial concerns, commercial firms, multinational corporations, 
public and private institutions, etc. The postal needs of this business community are in the form of trans
mission and delivery of business correspondence, reports, statistical data, market survey reports, manage
ment information, etc, much of which can be transmitted electronically. 

3.3 The nature of competition against the Post is of a dual character: 
a competition arising from the development of advanced message transmission systems; eg electronic 

mail, telefax, teletext, facsimile, etc; 
b competition arising from inefficiency/inadequacy of the Post to provide quick, reliable and regular 

services. Transportation firms, freight carriers, couriers, etc would normally carry business correspon
dence and parcels which would have been sent by post. 

3.4 Failure to combat competition will lead to postal administrations remaining with the celebrated name of 
"post office" but their business will have been taken away by competitors. 
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2nd topic 

Financial problems 

Hungarian People's Rep 

Outline of introductory paper 

1 Financial problems 

1.1 F inancial management 

1.2 1 ncrease of rates policy cost factors 

1.3 Rates policy principles 

2 Financial relations with the State 

Congress - Doc 54/Annex 4 

Congress - Doc 54/ Annex 4 

2.1 Possibilities and advantages of autonomous functioning of financial management 

2.2 Requirements regarding postal rate increases 

2.3 Possible financial resources to increase profits 

3 Financing (operations and investments) 

3.1 Formation of funds for the necessary investments 

3.2 1 nterdependence of prices and financial resources 
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General discussion during the 19th Congress 

2nd topic 

Financial problems 

Senega/ 

Outline of introductory paper 

A. Practical experience encountered within the framework of the Posts and Telecommunications Corporation 
of Senegal, created in October 1960. 

B. Current concern for the development of postal services and rational financial management within the frame
work of a corporation. 

The paper will briefly but as clearly as possible develop the following essential points relating to the two items 
mentioned above and in relation to the lines of thought and of discussion proposed for the 2nd topic: 

rates policy; 
financial relations with the State; 
financing (operations and investments). 

A. Case of the Senega/ Posts and Telecommunications Corporation (SPTC) 

1 Legat status and mission of the SPTC 

1.1 Public establishment of an industrial and commercial nature, created under an ordinance (law) of October 
1960. 
The Corporation, within the framework of a legal monopo/y, is responsible for the organization and manage
ment of letter-post and telecommunications services. 

1.2 ln addition, the organization and management, within a framework not covered by the legal monopoly, 
of parcel post, and of the money order, giro and savings services (sectors in competition with private 
enterprise). 

1.3 The concern and the decision of the government to entrust the mission defined above to a parapublic 
agency (PTC), technically decentralized, with the status of a legal persan and administrative and financial 
autonomy, but subject to dual supervision, on behalf of the State, by: 
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the Minister responsible for Finance (financial supervision). 
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2 Structures - Bodies of the SPTC 

2.1 Supervisory ministries (as mentioned above) 
Board of D irectors (deliberative body, concerned among other things with budgetary and tariff matters) 
Steering Committee 
Director-General 
Operational or functional directors, including: 

Director of Posts 
Director of Financial Services 
Director of Postal Giro and Savings Bank 
Special accounting officer (appointed by the Minister responsible for Finance and serving as the 
latter's representative within the PTC). 

2.2 Respective roles and scope of activities of each of the SPTC organs in the following areas: 

2.2.1 Rates policy (postal and telecommunication rate fixing) 
proposais for rates are prepared and presented by the Directorate-General of the SPTC to the Board 
of Directors of the Corporation, which discusses and adopts them; 
approval of rates by the Minister responsible for Posts and Telecommunications, and the Minister 
responsible for Finance. 

2.2.2 Financial relations with the State 
The PTC is a "correspondent of the Public Treasury" in matters of finance (the funds collected by the 
Corporation through its post offices are made available to the Treasury). 
Nevertheless, the budgetary revenues of the PTC are employed directly to cover the operating and invest
ment expenses of the Corporation. 
The Ministry responsible for Finance also exercises its supervision with respect to budgetary operations 
among others (contrai and prior approval of instruments of expenditure). 
PTC loans require prior State support and authorization. 

2.2.3 Financing {operations and investments) 
The PTC has an annual budget consisting of two major parts: 

a budget (or estimate) covering operations (expenditure on staff, supplies, fuel, etc); 
a budget (or estimate) covering investments (construction of post offices, purchase of vehicles, postal 
equipment, etc). 

Adoption by the Board of Directors of the two major parts of the PTC budget, prepared and submitted by 
the Directorate-General of the Corporation. 
Approval of the budget by the two supervisory Ministers. 
The investment budget is decided upon notably on the basis of an annual programme of action for the PTC, 
which is prepared, adopted and approved in accordance with the procedure outlined above. (lt should be 
noted that approval of the Minister responsible for the Plan is also required for the annual programme.) 
The budget (operations and investments) is funded by the revenue from PTC operations, and by loans when 
required (for telecommunications investments). 
Budget balance is sought and achieved in an overall manner (Post and Telecommunications), without sub
sidies from the State. 
The Post has an operating deficit (compensated by the operating surplus of telecommunications). 
lt should be noted that postal and telecommunications services are operated jointly at ail post offices 
(offices providing ail services). 

B. Current concern for the development of postal services and rational financial management 
· within the framework of a Corporation 

1 Evaluation of the present situation, within the framework of the Corporation, a public establishment 

1.1 There is certain flexibility and a certain delegation of responsibility in terms of financial organization and 
management, in relation to the State, but under the latter's control. 
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1.2 Nevertheless, there is a need for greater flexibility for the Corporation in financial (treasury) and bud
getary (expenditure operations) management, with a view to expediting and simplifying these operations 
(procedures). 

1.3 Sound budgetary position of the Corporation, within the framework of the overall "Post and Telecommu
nications" budget. 

2 Rates policy 

2.1 The fundamental decision of the government to retain for the Post its character as a public social service 
prevents the fixing of commercial postal rates designed to balance the charges by means of revenue (Ref 
cost price). 

2.2 Question to be asked in this connection: desirability of a direct or indirect subsidy of the Post by the State 
or the administrative bodies served (communes, etc), especially with regard to investments in rural areas 
(construction of post offices, creation of routes for rural mobile post offices, etc). 

2.3 Nevertheless, the rates applied by private mail forwarding and delivery firms· are very high compared to 
public postal rates, which would lead one to believe that users are willing to paya high price, given certain 
conditions related to the quality of the service. 

3 Financial relations with the State 

3.1 Ouest for greater flexibility in the financial and budgetary control of the State over the Post. 

3.2 Desirability of greater autonomy for the Post in the management of its finances (budgetary and treasury): 
diversified use of funds (interest-bearing investments, financing of postal - and telecommunications -
projects, in the form of loans between enterprises, etc). 

4 Financing 

4.1 Desirability of seeking a greater delegation of responsibility to the Post for the conception, preparation and 
implementation of its projects, and in the operation of its services (staff, supplies, etc). 

4.2 Questions to be asked and discussed in this connection: 
a I s the Post capable of balancing its own budget? 

Under what conditions (services, level of charges, constraints of public service to be reduced, etc)? 
b Desiràbility of and advantages to be gained by combining the Post and telecommunications in a single 

structure, capable of ensuring an overall balanced budget for both these complementary sectors? 
c Forms and conditions of participation by the State in the development of the Post (direct subsidies, 

etc)? 

5 Conclusions 
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Undeniable advantage of the formula "Corporation = public establishment of an industrial and commercial 
nature" with regard to the dynamic management of the Post (technical decentralization). 

System to be improved (more flexibility and delegation of responsibility for the Corporation or the equiv
alent entity). 

Overall conclusion to be drawn after discussion of this topic. 
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General discussion during the 19th Congress 

3rd topic 

Modern management of the Post 

Cuba 

Outline of introductory paper 

1 Modern management of the Post 

1.1 The Post as a commercial undertaking and its commercial rote 

1.1.1 Different types of solutions and different steps towards transformation of the Post as a commercial under
taking 

1.1.2 The need to integrate the Postal Development Plan within the National Plan 

2 Postal market 

2.1 Strategy and policy of the postal market 

2.1.1 Fundamental principles and tendencies of the postal market in developing countries 

2.1.2 Creation and introduction of new services into the postal market 

3 Rational utilization of staff 

3.1 Value of staff in the postal service 

3.1.1 Organization and adoption of technical measures with a view to encouraging increase in productivity 

3.1.2 Measures which cou Id stimulate postal staff 

4 Rationalization and standardization 

4.1 Importance of standardization from the angle of management results 
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5 Public information 

5.1 Different means of public information and strategies and their use in making the postal market dynamic 

6 Application and use of new technologies 

6.1 System of adaptation and utilization with a view to rendering the postal market dynamic 
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General discussion during the 19th Congress 

3rd topic 

Modern management of the Post 

Sweden 

Outline of introductory paper 

Postal administrations of different countries are not quite the same but the similarities are more obvious 
than the differences: they all have to be managed as efficiently and economically as possible, provide 
services of good quality, etc. 

One obstacle to modern management could be an outdated form of organization of the Post Office, leaving 
little room for new initiatives and modern management. 

Another obstacle could be that the big production apparatus of the Post Office in itself tends to favour -
conservatism and hinder development. 

ln this context Mr Zachrisson will mention the new market-oriented organization just being introduced in 
the Swedish Post Office, new marketing efforts, the big customers as the most important large group and 
the delegation of authority and competence to local managers in direct touch with customers. 

Mechanization will be dealt with rather briefly but a question which will be raised for discussion will be the 
profitability of mechanization. 

As far as staff is concerned, Mr Zachrisson will stress the importance of motivating people and of having 
good relations with the trade unions. 

Finally, Mr Zachrisson will touch upon the need for the postal administrations to act more quickly and to 
make tests of new products, services and systems without studying them indefinitely beforehand. 
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General discussion during the 19th Congress 

4th topic 

The role of the UPU in the integration of the national postal networks 

Secretary-General 

Outline of introductory paper 

a lntegration of mail forwarding. Faced with the sometimes lengthy delays in the circulation of international 
mail, what can the UPU do? 

Identification of main shortcomings in this sector 
Approaches to carriers and better utilization of existing transport facilities (IATA, shipping com
panies, railways, etc) 
Approaches to transit administrations 
Approaches to customs services 
Approaches to dispatching and destination administrations. 

To this end provision must be made for machinery to inform the UPU of the state of operation of the inter
national network. Convergent information from several sources about a weak point in the international 
network should constitute authorization for intervention by the UPU, either to alert the country concerned 
or to initiate joint technical assistance action. ln view of the major importance of this problem, provision 
cou Id be made for a UPU authority to examine these questions once a year or every two years on the basis 
of an International Bureau report. 

b New challenges and search for solutions at international level. 
A single international postal network also means strengthening the role of the UPU and its bodies in the 
study of the most important questions including private sector competition, adoption of new technologies 
and new relations with customers. 

c Changes that the UPU must undergo in view of transformations in the postal market. 
How to eliminate possible elements of rigidity? 
How to introduce more flexibility in the operation of the UPU? 
What new prerogatives should its bodies - EC, CCPS, 18 - be given? 
How can the UPU better perform its role as documentation and information centre? 
How to arouse greater interest in the UPU on the part of administrations and encourage more exten
sive participation by them in its work? 

d Conclusion 
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The purpose of this paper is not to provide solutions concerning the role of the UPU but to solicit ideas 
and if possible guidelines which cou Id at best lead to a kind of "Hamburg Congress Declaration" likely to 
facilitate future UPU action and lend it more weight. 
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General discussion during the 19th Congress 

Contribution by the USSR to the 4th topic 
(The role of the UPU in the integration of the national postal networks) 

ln studying this topic a distinction should be made between the problems of the developed countries and 
those of the developing countries. 

2 The UPU must take the interests of each of these two groups of countries into account and strike a balance 
that will ensure the overall progress of the postal service throughout the world .. lt is essential that, in the devel
oping countries, which form the majority of the UPU members, the standard of service be raised in spite of a 
number of national and international factors that are impeding postal development. 

3 As time is short, discussion could be limited to analyzing two questions in depth: 
The influence of postal development in the developing countries on the international postal service. 

ii The role of the UPU in this connection. 

4 The Post, like Telecommunications, is playing an ever bigger role in the developing countries, both in order 
to promote coverage by postal services and to cope with economic, social and cultural progress. 

5 The UPU must provide the developing countries with effective and varied assistance that will guarantee an 
appropriate level of postal service activity. The fact is that the improvement of postal activity in the developing 
countries forms an integral part of the process of expanding and improving the postal services, a question which 
is of concern to the UPU as a whole. 

6 Despite the diversity of situations, the problems should be studied as a whole in viewofthe interdependence 
of the postal services within the UPU framework. Also, the UPU should step up its efforts in the direction of 
standardizing the treatment of postal items bath nationally and internationally. 

7 The postal administration of the USSR intends to continue taking an active part in the UPU's action to 
promote and develop international cooperation in the postal sphere. 
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General discussion during the 19th Congress 

Contribution by the United States of America to the 4th topic 
(The role of the UPU in the integration of the national postal networks) 

1 Raie of the UPU in improving international mail service 

Alternate means of delivering information present ever-increasing challenges to postal services. The UPU should 
make a new and strong effort to improve the level of mail service between nations. 

The UPU often expends much effort on issues, though significant, that are of secondary importance. This reduces 
the time that the organization can spend on its primary mission to improve mail services worldwide. 

We must see what UPU can do to build up the strengths of worldwide mail service and to identify and eliminate 
(to whatever extent we can) its weaknesses. 

2 Private couriers and postal monopoly 

Competition to our postal services continues to grow throughout the world, while the forms this competition 
takes multiply. 

Postal monopoly laws cannot shield postal services from their responsibility to provide the best mail service to 
their customers that present technology and transportation systems allow. 

If we do not act to improve mail service, our users will be attracted ta the competition, and it will be difficult 
to get their business back. If there is a demand for services we cannot provide, our customers will turn to private 
competitors. 

3 Propose that the CCPS study mail service worldwide 

Despite certain inherent weaknesses as an international organization, the UPU has strengths - such as its wealth 
of expertise, bath within the International Bureau and from member administrations - wl;iich it can exercise to 
improve mail services. 

We propose that the CCPS undertake as its top priority a service analysis of the worldwide mails. A working 
party of perhaps ten administrations, aided by full-time professional experts based in Berne, would conduct this 
study. A key aspect of this two-year study could be test mailings between ail major postal administration links. 

The CCPS would present the results of the study to the Executive Council, which should be prepared to take 
action immediately on the CCPS recommendations. 
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The UPU can then lend its support in carrying out recommendations of CCPS study through approaches to 
carriers, to origin, destination, and transit administrations, to .customs authorities, and to IATA. Weak points in 
international postal links could provide the basis for technical assistance action, 

This project, we believe, should proceed with an air of urgency - and flexibility. If necessary, the institutionaliza
tion of the results of the study can be debated at the 1989 Congress. 

The U.S. Postal Service is willing to lend experts to carry out this task, and we are confident that other administra
tions would be equally willing to do so. 

4 Concluding comments 

Postal administrations should continue to give priority to their traditional letter-post and parcel-post services. 

White we should continue to study such new developments as teleimpression and INTELPOST, we should not 
look upon these as substitutes for our traditional services. 

We should not over-regulate the international mail system, particularly new and emerging services, which are 
especially fragile in their early stages. The future of our enterprise lies in our ability to be flexible and responsive 
to the needs of our postal customers; we must take great care to foster, rather than inhibit, innovation. 
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Communication from the delegation of Botswana 

The Congress Secretariat has received the following communication: 

"Re: Resolution 024 (Exclusion of the Republic of South Africa from the Universal Postal Union) 

"The Botswana delegation asks the Secretary-General to delete its name from the list of co-sponsors of 
proposai No 024. 

Hamburg, 19 June 1984 
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Deputy head of delegation 
of Botswana" 
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Communication from the delegation of the Sudan regarding proposai No 029 

The delegation of the Sudan has sent me the following letter: 

"1 should be grateful if you would be kind enough to withdraw the proposai for amending the provisions of the 
General Regulations relating to the election of the Director-General and the Deputy Director-General. 

"I would therefore also ask you to withdraw proposai No 029 concerning the implementation of the above
mentioned provisions. 

Hamburg, 21 June 1984 

H I BESHIR 
Head of delegation of the Sudan" 

MI SOBHI 
Secretary-General 
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Communication from the delegations of Egypt and Sudan 

Withdrawal of proposai 03 

The delegations of Egypt and Sudan have decided to withdraw proposai 03 concerning the election of the Director
General of the International Bureau. 

For the delegation of Egypt: 
(signed) 1 F SALEM 
Assistant head of delegation 
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For the delegation of Sudan: 
(signed) H I BESHIR 
Head of delegation 
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the question of Hong Kong 
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Congress - Doc 60 

The Chinese delegation has noted, on reading the list of participants distributed by the 19th UPU Congress, 
that the delegation of Great Britain has included the representatives of Hong Kong Post Office in the list of its 
delegates. ln this connection, the postal delegation of China wishes to publish the following declaration: 

"lt is a matter of common knowledge that Hong Kong, the problem of which is a relie of the historical past, 
is a Chinese territory which has been occupied by imperialism through unfair treaties imposed on China. 
Sovereignty over Hong Kong belongs to China, and the restoration of the exercise of China's sovereignty over 
Hong Kong is an unshakeable principle of the Chinese Government. The above-mentioned action on the part 
of the delegation of Great Britain can have no effect on China's position, which is to restore the exercise of its 
sovereignty over Hong Kong". 

Hamburg, 19 June 1984 (signed) M WENG 
Head of the delegation of the 
People's Republic of China 
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Communication from the delegation of Madagascar 

Withdrawa/ of proposais 1012.1 and 1011.1 

The delegation of the Democratic Republic of Madagascar wishes to withdraw proposais 1011.1 and 1012.1. 
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(signed) A RAKOTOVAO 
Head of the delegation 
of the Democratic Republic 
of Madagascar 
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Communication from the delegation of Nigeria 

Withdrawa/ of proposai 1011.2 

The Nigerian delegation wishes to withdraw proposai 1011.2 in view of the adoption of proposai 024 of which 
Nigeria is a co-sponsor. 

(signed) E A EWEDEMI 
Deputy head of the 
delegation of Nigeria 
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Request from the International Federation of the Periodical Press (FIPP) 
to take part in the Congress 

Memorandum by the Secretariat 

The International Bureau has received from the International Federation of the Periodical Press (FIPP) the 
following letter which is submitted to Congress in accordance with article 5, paragraph 5, of the Ru les of Procedure 
of Congresses: 

"UPU Congress, Hamburg London, 7 June 1984 

"Dear Sirs, 

"As shown by our discussions with you, by the paper we submitted to you and by the article you published 
some months ago in the UPU journal, the likely pricing and quality of service for the mailing of magazines by 
international postal services are a matter of great concern to the F IPP. We have put to you certain suggestions 
which, in our view, ought to arrest the decline in this area of postal traffic, which is both regular and flexible, 
both in the interest of postal services and of magazine publishers. We also have very much in mind the interests of 
our readers (especially those from developing countries, who need the widest possible access to information), 
given, in particular, the increase in postal traffic brought about by magazine subscriptions. 

"The FIPP has members in more than thirty countries. These include no less than twenty-four national associations 
of magazine publishers, over a thousand magazine publishing companies and some twenty thousand magazine 
titles. lt is the only international organization which has an interest in every aspect of periodical publication. 

"We were recently invited to the Congress of European postal administrations held in Montreux and submitted 
a paper there. That proved to be a most interesting and rewarding experience, which, we hope, was also of value 
to the delegates. 

"We would be most grateful and honoured if you would grant two of our representatives the status of observers 
at the UPU Congress in Hamburg. We would be pleased if this could take effect from the end of the month 
and look forward to a favourable reply. 
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Yours faithfully, 

(signed) R G E WHARMBY 

Director" 
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to take part in the Congress 

Memorandum by the Secretariat 
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There have been various contacts between the International Federation of the Periodical Press (FIPP) and the 
UPU since 1983. That organization asked to be granted observer status within the UPU and submitted a series 
of suggestions relating to rates. 

This request was submitted to the Executive Council which, on that occasion, confirmed the decisions taken 
previously by the Rio de Janeiro Congress about admitting other observers, viz that the UPU was not keen 
to develop its relations with non-governmental organizations more than was necessary. lt only admits observers 
from organizations whose work is directly related to the Post and is of real interest to all member côuntries of 
the Union. Accordingly, the UPU maintains relations with IATA, ISO, the International Chamber of Shipping 
(ICS) and the International Savings Banks lnstitute (ISBI) only. 

Moreover, it was noted that, although the FIPP has members in some thirty of the most important countries 
in this field, it does not caver the whole of the Press. ln particular, there is the International Federation of 
Newspaper Publishers (IFNP) which appears to be equally important. If the UPU were to establish links with 
the FIPP, it might then have to establish them with other, similar organizations and this would inevitably raise 
some problems. 

Wh ile not questioning the fact that it was in the interests of postal administrations to pay attention to the requests 
of the F IPP and other organizations of the same type, the EC considered it expedient to conduct a study within 
the UPU or, more precisely, to include such a study in the minimum work programme proposed for the CCPS 
to be elected du ring the present Congress (proposai 014). 

The FIPP was notified by the International Bureau of the result of the preliminary study carried out. lt was 
also advised to make an approach via UNESCO. This was done, since UNESCO is submitting a document on the 
subject to Congress (Congress - Doc 20). 

Lastly, Congress will have to express its views, when considering proposai 020, ont the advisability of instructing 
the Executive Council to study the legal and practical possibilities of establishing contacts with international 
bodies representing of establishing contacts with international bodies representing the customers of the postal 
services. The position which Congress decides to adopt in this connection will of course of interest to the FIPP. 
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Communication from the delegation of Cuba 

Withdrawal of proposai 1011.3 

The delegation of Cuba requests the Secretariat to withdraw proposai 1011.3 submitted by its postal administration. 

Hamburg, 25 June 1984 
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Lie O SEGRERA 
Assistant h~ad 
of the delegation of Cuba 
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W FLORIAN 
Chairman of Congress 
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Committee 8 

Memorandum for the members of Committee 8 (Postal Financial Services) 

As it was unable to complete consideration of proposai 6530.3 at its first meeting, the Committee asked the 
International Bureau to draw up, for its next meeting, the text of paragraphs 2 to 7 of article 130 of the Detailed 
Regulations of the Money Orders Agreement, incorporating the decisions already taken. lt also includes the 
recasting of paragraphs 3 to 7 which had been proposed. 

Article 130 

Prepa1 1tion of telegraph money orders 

2 The payee's name shall be transformed into a mixed group consisting of figures, signs and letters. The 
transformation shall be done as follows: 
a the figure 1) shall be used to identify the group; 
b ail the parts of the payee's name shall be separated by a fraction bar, in accordance with the following 

example: "M Jean de Biasé" is transformed into "1) MONSIEUR/JEAN/DE/BIASE". 
(Note - Paragraph 2 of proposai 6530.3 relating to the inclusion of examples of women's names has still to be 
considered.) 

3 The surname of a / .. ./ payee, even if it is accompanied by a first name, shall be preceded by one of the 
words "Monsieur"; "Madame" or "Mademoiselle", unless this indication ... (remainder unchanged). (Present 
paragraph 6.) 

4 (Present paragraph 3.) 
(Note - Paragraph 3 of proposai 6530.3 has to be considered.) 

5 (Present paragraph 4 unchanged.) 

6 (Present paragraph 7 unchanged.) 

7 (Present paragraph 5 (amended by proposai 6530.2).) 

Hamburg, 25 June 1984 
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Olllé 
Chairman 
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Request by the Arab Postal Union 

Communication from the Congress Secretariat 

At the request of the Secretary-General of the Arab Postal Union, we reproduce below the text of the protest 
made on 20 June 1984 in plenary meeting of Congress by the Arab delegations represented at Congress against 
the decision taken by the latter on the proposai submitted by the Arab Group with a view to excluding Israel 
from the Universal Postal Union. 

Hamburg, 25 June 1984 
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The delegations of the Arab States participating in Congress express their astonishment at the irregular and biased 
way in which the Arab proposai to expel Israel from the Universal Postal Union was dealt with, because this 
proposai was not allowed to be discussed and was withdrawn from the agenda, thus violating the Acts of the 
Universal Postal Union. ln fact, this was done deliberately to avoid the debate on that proposai and to prevent 
the Arab delegates from giving their views on this important matter which concerns a country whose behaviour 
flouts international regulations and legislation, just as it does the decisions taken by the International Organizations, 
led by the United Nations. lt has never ceased to pursue its expansionist plans based on the occupation of terri· 
tories and the expulsion of their Arab population which it subjects to the most implacable racism. lt even 
demolishes their houses and kills their inhabitants in acts of genocide which move consciences all over the world 
and make mankind tremble. 

The A rab delegations recall that article 18, paragraph 5, of the Ru les of Procedure of Congresses, used by the 
Federal Republic of Germany to justify its proposai, stipulates that "a delegation may propose adjournment 
of the debate on any question for a specified period." But everyone knows that this text covers only the adjourn
ment of a debate to another meeting, the date and time of which remain to be fixed. lt is not possible to interpret 
this paragraph in any other way, unless one interprets the Acts of the Union for the convenience and in the 
interests of certain specific countries. The Union sho~ld not prepare a text on the adjournment of the debate 
in order to use it to have the proposais made by other countries withdrawn and to gag the delegates of those 
countries, preventing them from stating truths which embarrass certain people. Sir:nilarly it is not permissible 
to adjourn the discussion until discussion of that item on the agenda is reached. The Chairman of Congress should 
have allowed this proposai to be put before the meeting when its turn came on the agenda, according to the 
usual practice and in accordance with the Ru les of Procedure of Congresses. 

The delegate of Iraq protested against the adjournment proposai submitted by the Federal Republic of Germany 
because this proposai is contrary to the wording of paragraph 5 of the aforesaid article 18 which refers to an 
adjournment for a specific period, but not a sine die adjournment. Similarly the Syrian delegate opposed this 
proposai, raising a point of order and asked to be given the legal opinion and the point of view of the International 
Bureau regarding the interpretation of paragraph 5 of article 18. 

The representative of the Sudan repeated this request but the Chairman of Congress ignored them although 
they were in order, and submitted an illegal proposai to a vote, after granting himself the right to amend the Ru les 
of Procedure of Congresses without having referred the matter to Congress. 

Consequently, the Arab representatives protest energetically against the irregular procedures used by the Chairman 
to deal with the proposai. They consider this to be a poor start to the work of Congress, as irregular and excessive 
behaviour, and as a dangerous precedent in the practice of the Universal Postal Union, which exposes all proposais 
submitted to similar treatment. 

The Arab delegations consider the decision made in this matter to be illegal and believe that it cannot be taken 
into consideration. They also disapprove of the fact that the Chairman, taking advantage of his capacity as the 
host, did not take into account the point of order raised by the head of the Syrian delegation who asked for a 
legal consultation and the opinion of the International Bureau regarding the interpretation of the text of article 18, 
paragraph 5, and made himself simultaneously judge and party who accepts the arguments put forward by the 
host country with a view to adjourning the debate. This is a dangerous precedent as it gives every host country 
of Congress the power to impose its will on the participants in Congress. 

We would ask you to take note of this protest and to include it in the Congress documents. 

We would also take this opportunity to restate the high regard in which we hold both the German people and the 
Government of the Federal Republic of Germany. We further reaffirm our resolute desire to continue to cooperate 
with every delegation to ensure the success of the Congress. 

This declaration is made on behalf of the following countries: Algeria, Bahrain, Djibouti, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, 
Lebanon, lslamic Republic of Mauritania, Morocco, Sultanate of Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Democratic 
Republic of the Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates, Yemen Arab Republic, People's 
Democratic Republic of Yemen. 
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Election of the Director-General of the International Bureau 

Communication from the delegation of Spain 

The delegation of Spain asks us to publish the following communication: 

"To: The Secretary-General 

"Dear Sir 

"This is to inform you, in accordance with instructions received, that the Spanish Government has decided to 
withdraw the application of Mr Jaime Ascandoni, Doctor of Laws, for the post of Director-General of the Inter
national Bureau of the Universal Postal Union. 

"This withdrawal is being made in favour of the applicant from Greece for that post, Mr Tsimas. 

"1 should be most grateful if you would distribute this communication to ail the delegations to Congress. 

Hamburg, 25 June 1984 

Yours faithfully, 

L G CEREZO 
Embassy Counsellor 
for the Head 
of the Spanish delegation" 
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Communication from the United Nations 

Memorandum by the Congress Sec.-etariat 

At the request of the observer for the United Nations at the 19th Congress, we reproduce below the text of a 
communication addressed to Congress. 

Hamburg, 26 June 1984 
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"Next year, in 1985, the United Nations will be 40 years old. Of course, 40 years is notas impressive as the age 
of the Universal Postal Union, which is more than 100 years old. However, it is an anniversary which is going 
to be widely celebrated all around the world. 

"On the day the UN becomes 40, the General Assembly will proclaim 1986 the International Year of Peace. This is 
another closely related, important event- decision on which was unanimously taken by the UN General Assembly 
in 1982. 

"Last Year, in 1983, the General Assembly adopted resolution 38/56 entitled "International Year of Peace" 
by which, among other things, it invited all organizations within the UN system to cooperate with the Secretary
General in achieving the objectives of the IYP. 

"What are these objectives? 

"One of the main objectives of the Year is to strengthen the United Nations as the principal international system 
devoted to the promotion and main.tenance of peace. Another important objective is to raise public awareness 
and support for the activities of the United Nations and to encourage reflection on such basic requirements 
of peace as development, disarmament, international cooperation and trust, satisfaction of human needs, 
preparation for life in peace, etc. 

"With a view to raising public awareness and support for UN activities, for the noble cause of peace, we think 
it would be extremely important to issue, on the broadest possible scale, postage stamps devoted to the 40th 
anniversary of the United Nations and to the International Year of Peace. 

"Every year hundreds of new postage stamps corne into being. They are devoted to practically every possible 
theme: to various anniversaries; international, regional and national conferences; outstanding statesmen, scientists, 
writers; to masterpieces of Rubens, Goya, Turner, Modigliani and Picasso; young athletes participating in running, 
jumping and swimming events; to old and new ships, cars and planes and even to Mickey Mause. lt would be 
indeed difficult to compose a comprehensive list of themes chosen annually by postal administrations for postage 
stamps. 

"The force of a postage stamp, the influence that stamps can have on the feelings and thoughts of the young 
and less young are well known. That is why, without wishing to diminish the importance of other themes, we in 
the United Nations firmly believe that such subjects as the 40th anniversary of the United Nations and the 
International Year of Peace deserve the primary attention of postal administrations and we do hope that these 
important themes will be given the high priority they deserve." 
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Statement by the delegation of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern lreland 
concerning the question of Hong Kong 

The delegation of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern lreland has asked me ta distribute the 
following statement: 

"With reference ta the declaration by the People's Republic of China dated 19 June 1984 and circulated at the 
request of the Head of the postal delegation of that country, the delegation of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern lreland wishes ta state that Her Majesty's Government's views on this question were clearly 
set out in the letter of 14 December 1972 addressed ta the Secretary-General of the United Nations by Her 
Majesty's Representative in New York. 

"(signed) A A GEORGE 
Joint Head of the British delegation" 

Hamburg, 25 June 1984 
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Memorandum by the delegation of Israel 

The delegation of Israel rejects out of hand the contents of Congress - Doc 67 distributed at the request of the 
Secretary-General of the Arab Postal Union. That document, and its first paragraph in particular, contains various 
hostile and offensive insinuations which bring before Congress questions wh ich do not concern it and are completely 
unfounded. We think that Congress should be allowed to devote itself to the work prescribed for it by the 
Constitution of our Union. 

Hamburg, 27 June 1984 P ELIAV 
Deputy head of the 
delegation of lsarel 
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Submission of applications for seats on the Executive Council (EC) 

Communication from the Secretary-General 

1 Article 102, paragraph 3, of the General Regulations provides that "The thirty-nine members of the Exec
utive Council shall be elected by Congress on the basis of an equitable geographical distribution. At least a hait of 
the memberships shall be renewed at each Congress; no member may be chosen by three successive Congresses.". 

2 lt will therefore be for Congress to elect the members of that body at its plenary meeting on 13 July 1984. 

3 As the distribution of seats decided by the 1974 Lausanne Congress (resolution C 11) and confirmed in 
practice by the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress has not been changed, the election will be carried out on the 
following basis: 
Group 1 - Western Hemisphere 
Group 2 - Eastern Europe and Northern Asia 
Group 3 - Western Europe 
Group 4 - Southern Asia and Oceania 
Group 5 -Africa 

Total 

8 seats 
4 seats 
6 seats 

10 seats 
11 seats 

39 seats 
plus one seat for the chairmanship, held by the host country of Congress. Thus, the geopraphical group of the 
country which has organized the 19th Congress will have one additional seat. 

4 The member countries listed below according to their geographical distribution may no longer be re-elected 
because they have served for two successive terms of office since the 1974 Lausanne and 1979 Rio de Janeiro 
Congress: 

Group 1 
Argentina 
Canada 
Cuba 

3 

Group 2 
Czechoslovakia 
Yugoslavia 

2 

Group3 
Great Britain 
Spain 

2 

Group 4 
Bangladesh 
China (People's 
Rep) 
Malaysia 
Sri Lanka 
Syrian Arab Rep 

5 

Group5 
Guinea 
Kenya 
Liberia 
Libyan Jamahiriya 
Mali 
Sudan 

6 

5 Accordingly, and subject to the decisions to be taken in respect of the proposais appearing under item 12 of 
the agenda of Committee 3 (General), 1 request interested countries to submit their applications in writing to 
the Congress Secretariat (Mr Baghdadi, Assistant Director-General, room 6.1) not later than 9 July 1984. 

6 On the expiration of the time limit laid down above, the Secretary-General will publish a list of the candi
dates according to the geographical groups set out in paragraph 3, details of which are given in Congress - Doc 49. 

Hamburg, 28 June 1984 
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Submission of applications for seats on the Consultative Council for Postal Studies (CCPS) 

Communication from the Secretary-General 

As Congress is to proceed to the election of the member countries of the Consultative Council for Postal Studies, 
in accordance with the provisions of article 104, paragraphs 1 and 2, of the General Regulations, 1 request 
countries which intend to submit their applications for membership of the Council to do soin writing not later 
than 6 pm on 9 July 1984 to the Congress Secretariat (Assistant Director-General, Mr Backstrom, room 6.10, 
or Mrs Sanz, room 6.7). 

Hamburg, 29 June 1984 MI SOBHI 
Secretary-G enera 1 
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Request by the delegation of Saudi Arabia 

Communication from the Congress Secretariat 

At the request of the head of the delegation of Saudi Arabia, we reproduce below the text of the statement made 
by that delegation during the plenary meeting of the afternoon of 20 June 1984: 

"Our delegation expresses its satisfaction at and at the same time warmly congratulates the delegations of the 
African countries and ail other peace-loving delegations which made the decision to expel South Africa from 
the Union. We congratulate them on this victory for the cause of humanity and freedom. 
"ln allowing the delegations to express themselves freely, far from any outside intervention, you will no doubt 
have noticed how truth triumphed over falsehood. We wanted and still want that victory to be a victory for ail 
oppressed peoples, including the Palestinian people, which has suffered and is still suffering from ail sorts of 
oppression and racism on the part of Israel. 
"My country is the source and the origin of the heavenly message revealed to our prophet Mohammed - may 
God bless him - which taught us never to make any distinctions based on the colour of the skin. Did he not say 
that people are as equal as the teeth of a comb, faith being the only thing that can distinguish a white man from 
a black one. On this basis we have always condemned and will always continue to condemn with equal force
fulness, the racial discrimination practised by South Africa against its people. 
"We are therefore pleased at its expulsion from the Union, whose highly humanitarian objectives are attacked 
and rejected by the racist policy of South Africa, a policy denounced and condemned by ail peace-loving countries. 
"Justice is the essential element and the cornerstone of Islam and of the other revealed religions. Consequently, 
while we spoke yesterday and today of the racism practised by South Africa and asked Congress to expel that 
country from the Union, duty requires that we be fair and impartial. lndeed, we cannot condemn one country 
which engages in activities that are offensive to humanity and ignore one or several others that play an identical 
role if not worse. Based on that same principle, we wonder with considerable astonishment why the Chairman 
of Congress did not allow any discussion on proposai 026 submitted by ail of the Arab delegations to this 
Congress and requesting the expulsion of Israel from the Union. Since its creation, that country has practised 
and continues to practise the worst kind of racial discrimination and human oppression against the Palestinian 
people, and engages in repeated and premeditated attacks against Arab territories which are occupied by force 
of arms and whose inhabitants are driven out and tortured. 
"Since we are in the presence of two similar cases, our delegation asks that the Chairman not give us the impres
sion that justice and impartiality are reserved for one group and not another. We therefore request that discussion 
be resumed on proposai 026 regarding the expulsion of Israel, in accordance with the wishes expressed by ail 
the Arab delegations participating in this Congress, since the country in question practises racism, oppression 
and repression against the Palestinian people and the Arab peoples whose territories are occupied by the force of 
arms. For years, that country has refused to apply and implement ail the UN resolutions supporting Arab rights 
and the claims of the Palestinian people regarding its right to freedom and independence. 
"We congratulate the African peoples and the other peace-loving peoples on this great victory and we may look 
upon this day as Africa's day at Congress. Palestine's day will soon corne and it will be supported by the African 
peoples, as they were supported by the Palestinian people and the other Arab peoples." 

Hamburg, 22 June 1984 
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Request by the delegation of Jordan 

Communication from the Secretariat of Congress 

The Head of the delegation of Jordan has asked us to reproduce the attached declaration in extenso. 

Hamburg, 1 July 1984 
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We are meeting today in Hamburg and, for us, it is a great honour to have the Federal Republic of Germany as 
the host country of the 19th UPU Congress, especially since this Congress is meeting during a difficult period in 
which mankind must confront unstable political and economic situations which necessarily affect the Post. The 
absolute confidence that we have in this Congress, under such knowledgeable direction, gives us a constant feeling 
of optimism about our ability to overcome the difficulties and obstacles before us in dealing with the proposais 
on the agenda. No matter what the problems and obstacles, the relatively limited number of proposais reflects 
positively on the postal situation in the world and demonstrates that over the years, from Congress to Congress, 
the UPU has continued i:o fill the gaps in its Acts and, thus to constantly improve them. The problems that do 
arise from time to time are faced by the members of the international postal family with courage, knowledge 
and full responsibility. The users' confidence in the postal directors of the world is complete and canin no way 
be questioned. 

The postal service is one of the oldest and most important in the history of mankind. lt has always been and 
still is linked to the history of civilization. Moreover, our Union is one of the oldest specialized unions. When 
22 countries signed the first postal Convention in 1874 in Berne, Switzerland, the United Nations had not yet 
been created, and the world was living in a climate of conflict and contradictory interests. lt could not have been 
further removed from unity and mutual understanding. The Treaty of Berne laid the foundations of an essential 
rule of international cooperation in one of the most important and most sensitive areas of human relations. 

If today we recall the Treaty of Berne at the opening of the Hamburg Congress, the German people should be 
proud and we - all of us here - should share this pride, because it was none other than the German Heinrich 
Von Stephan who prepared the draft Convention seven years before the meeting at Berne. lt is our duty today, 
as we meet in the Federal Republic of Germany, to pay tribute to this German postal worker and to express 
our devotion, respect and esteem because we are indebted to him for this noble achievement in advancing civili
zation throughout the world. 

The responsibility you bear today is immense, but it is surpassed by the duty to which it gives rise. We should 
recall that six million postal employees working in more than hait a million post offices are impatiently awaiting 
the Acts that will be produced at our Congress and will regulate the operation of the postal service during the 
next five years. Users throughout the world, those who send or receive more than 300 000 million postal items 
per year, have great expectations of your Congress. They are expecting you to find concrete ways of improving 
postal services. As postal officers, we should put the improvement of postal services at the top of our list of 
concerns. We must not forget that legislation can, by itself, guarantee us a monopoly over the postal services 
that we are providing. The climate of challenge which is arising and which is accompanied by competition from 
private companies can be mastered only by developing and diversifying our services through use of all the modern 
techniques of the era of electronic mail. This will be possible only if the entire international postal family coop
erates in a worldwide programme which is designed to promote postal services throughout the world and which 
takes into consideration, in addition to the priorities submitted to our Congress, the tact that postal mechani
zation has become the main means of improving the service in view of the increase in the volume of traffic. 
This is a responsibility of each administration in the world. lt is not sufficient for the industrialized countries 
that possess advanced machines to use them for sorting and forwarding their mails, because that will not prevent 
these mails from being processed manually in a very primitive manner in the country of destination. The Third 
World countries possess only 5 percent of all the mechanized postal systems. They need considerable assistance 
in order to catch up with the leaders in the field of advanced postal services. This can be achieved only in the 
framework of a specific, informed plan of technical assistance, particularly since this is one of the important 
functions of the Union, as indicated in article 1, paragraph 3, of the Constitution. 

ln 1980, the United Nations adopted an international development strategy for the third decade, which began 
in 1981. This strategy is designed to speed up the development of the Third World countries. As postal officers, 
our duty is to coordinate our actions so that they are in keeping with this international strategy. 

Reasonable postal charges calculated according to acceptable basic rates, compensatory terminal dues guaran
teeing fair remuneration to countries that are at a disavantage because they must deliver the mails they receive 
in excess, an accurate statistical system for postal traffic, an integrated international programme which takes 
into account, in addition, what I said about the improvement of postal financial services, the promotion of rural 
services and assistance to developing countries for studying postal markets and analyzing various aspects of the 
traffic - all of these things, along with the knowledgeable, stable, experienced direction at the head of the 
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1 nternational Bureau of the Universal Postal Union, will help to develop the international postal sector. 1 n this 
respect, we are seeking to create a sector without chains or distances in which all postal services can be integrated 
into a single worldwide entreprise serving all men and women regardless of the number of States and the diversity 
of government systems. 

1 have corne from the Middle East, the heart of the Arab Homeland, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, to relay 
to you today the greetings of my country, my people, my Government and my Sovereign. 1 have corne here not 
to make this Congress a forum of political propaganda but, with a sincere sense of responsibility, to share with 
you the concerns of my administration, which are those of all the administrations of the Third World. 1 have 
not corne to you to take up a position in one camp against those in another camp, or in one group against those 
in another group; we form a whole, a single fam ily whose members all have the same purpose. 1 have not corne to 
make trouble for those who love peace and work for peace. We Arabs always seek peace and we are no one's 
enemy in this world unless this person is the enemy of peace and is intent on war. We in the Arab Homeland 
attack no one who is within his rights, and we will allow no one to infringe on our rights. We plunder the lands 
of no one and we will allow no one to plunder our lands. We attack no one's religion or sacred abjects and we 
will allow no one to attack our religion and sacred abjects. 

We love peace, we know the meaning of peace, and we know how to enjoy peace. We want nothing but security 
and peace but, above all else, we want a peace based on justice. 

(signed) Mansour Ben Tarif, 
Under-Secretary of State 
Head of the Jordanian delegation 
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Agenda of the plenary meeting on 6 July 1984 

Statements 

2 Adoption of agenda 

3 Approval of minutes of the plenary meetings 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Election of the Director-General and of the Deputy 
Director-General of the International Bureau 

Contacts with international organizations representing 
customers of the postal services 

Request from the International Federation of the Periodical Press (FIPP) 
to take part in the Congress 

The future of the postal services: Digest of the studies 
carried out between 1979 and 1984 

Five-yearly report on the development 
of the postal services 1977-1981 

New edition of the 
Operational guide on the preparations for the statistics 
and the formalities relating to the accounts payable 
in respect of transit charges and terminal dues 
Manual of ru les and procedures for 
forwarding international mail 
Operational guide of the international parcel-post service 

10 Publication of one or more books dealing 
with the influence of the Post in Art 

11 Contribution class changes 

12 Invitation for the 20th Universal Postal Congress 

13 Any other business 

Hamburg, 4 July 1984 
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Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Congress - Doc 79 

Congress - Doc 24 
Congress - Doc 68/Rev 

020 

Congress - Doc 63 and Add 1 

Congress - Doc 14 

Congress - Doc 12 

04 

023 

Congress - Doc 25 

Congress - Doc 33 
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Chairman of Congress 
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Communication from the delegation of Israel 

Memorandum by the Congress Secretariat 

At the request of the delegation of Israel, we give below the text of a communication to Congress concerning 
Congress - Doc 15: 

'The delegation of Israel insists that it shall be placed on record that it does not accept the recommendation 
contained in Doc 15, paragraph 15, b, which invites Congress to take note of extracts from certain resolutions 
of the General Assembly concerning the Middle East. Israel and a number of other member countries of the 
United Nations voted against those resolutions, while other members abstained; they are, indeed, unilateral 
and prejudice the cause of peace in the Middle East. The provisions of those resolutions have certainly nothing 
to do with the work of our organization. 

"The delegation of Israel also insists on expressing its consternation with regard to certain offensive and polemical 
declarations made against the State of Israel by certain delegations during consideration of the above-mentioned 
document. 

Hamburg, 2 July 1984" 
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Request by the delegation of the USSR 

Memorandum by the Secretariat of Congress 

The Head of the delegation of the USSR has asked us to reproduce the following message from the Council 
of Ministers of the USSR. 

Hamburg, 5 July 1984 

''The Council of Ministers of the USSR sends its greetings to the participants in the 19th Congress of the 
Universal Postal Union. 

"The Post is one of the oldest forms of communication between people and it plays an important role in the 
organization of good neighbourly relations between States. The development of the Post is an expression of man's 
wish to know the world and to become familiar with the lite-style and culture of other peoples; it makes a contri
bution to the extension of economic and cultural contacts and to multi-faceted international cooperation. 

"The work of the Universal Postal Union, a specialized agency of the United Nations, which aims to improve 
the international postal service, give technical aid to developing countries and make the working conditions of 
millions of postal employees the world over easier, deserves deep respect. 

"Congress is meeting at a time when the international situation has seriously worsened. Today, the first and 
most urgent need of mankind is to preserve peace. The Soviet Union is making unflagging efforts to ease inter
national tension, to hait the arms race and to avert nuclear war. 

"The Council of Ministers of the USSR is certain that the decisions taken by Congress will contribute to the 
continuous improvement of the operation of the postal service in the countries of the world and to the strength
ening of international cooperation in this area. 

"We hope that the work of the participants in the Congress will be fruitful and we wish them success in the 
interests of developing universal postal links in order to achieve the lofty goal of strengthening peace, friendship 
and understanding among peoples. 

The Council of Ministers of the USSR" 
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Statement by the Secretary-General of the Pan African Postal Union 

As the Secretary-General of the Pan African Postal Union did not have the opportunity to address Congress 
before his departure, he has asked us to publish the following message to Congress: 

"Mr Chairman 
Honourable Delegates 

ln addressing this forum for the first time, 1 would like to start by expressing my sincere thanks to the Inter
national Bureau, the Authorities of the Federal Republic of Germany, the historie city of Hamburg and its 
inhabitants for the cordial invitation extended to the Pan African Postal Union (PAPU) to participate in the 
work of the 19th Congress of the UPU. 

We are very proud, and our gratitude is equalled only by our deep devotion to international cooperation. 

1 would then like, if you will permit, Mr Chairman, to congratulate you warmly on having been selected to 
preside over the discussions of this illustrious assembly. We attribute this selection to your exceptional qualities 
as a man and as a competent official with serious responsibilities and extensive professional experience. The firm
ness and strength that you have demonstrated since the opening of Congress have contributed greatly to its 
smooth conduct. 

The Pan African Postal Union, which I have had the honour of serving for a short time, is also attending its first 
Congress, as it was not until 18 January 1980 that it was created as a specialized institution of the Organization 
of African Unity. Thus, it is a very young organization whose membership nevertheless comprises the largest 
number of countries in the UPU. Moreover, the forty States of which it is currently composed will soon increase 
to include the entire continent, with only a few exceptions. 

This is why our presence at Hamburg is meant to symbolize, on the one hand, an enterprising,Africa anxious 
to confront, under the best conditions, the problems presented by the development of its postal services and, 
on the other hand, real, sincere cooperation which, in these times of uncertainty and self-centeredness, demon
strates our desire to use all possible means to further progress, prosperity and friendship among all nations. 

1 do not wish to reiterate the problems of the Post from which our continent is suffering as several speakers, 
and important ones at that, have already done so. Before I leave Hamburg, 1 would merely ask: 

first, Mr Sobhi's successor at the International Bureau, Mr Botto de Barros, whom we sincerely congratulate, 
to intensify cooperation activities and, in particular, cooperation with Africa, which moreover has been 
the strength of the UPU for the last five years; 
then, the developed countries to maintain their support to the less advanced countries; 
and finally, the UNDP, despite its difficulties, to continue its noble mission of assistance and cooperation. 

As a continental Union, the PAPU feels for its part that it should be associated very actively with the UPU 
technical assistance programme and even with the implementation of all the technical assistance activities in 
Africa. We can assure the Congress here and now that the PAPU, through its member countries and its General 
Secretariat, will provide the new Director-General of the International Bureau with frank cooperation and its 
complete support. 

Hamburg, 6 July 1984 C AMOUSSOU 
Secretary-General of the PAPU" 
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Work of Committee 3 

Memorandum by the Secretariat 

The Drafting Committee has advised us that there is some inconsistency between the text adopted by the Com
mittee for the General Regulations, article 102, paragraph 6, jter, (proposai 1502.5) and the text of proposai 
1707 .1 /Rev 1 concerning article 7 of the Ru les of Procedure of Congresses. 

With the adoption of the first proposai, the principle of equitable geographical distr.ibution applies in future to 
the chairmanship and vice-chairmanships of Congress and to the chairmanships and vice-chairmanships of the 
Committees, not just to the vice-chairmanships of Congress as appears in article 7 of the Rules of Procedure. 

ln order to reconcile the Rules of Procedure with the General Regulations, it would be advisable to amend the 
text of proposai 1707.1/Rev 1 previously adopted by the Committee to read as follows: 

"1 At its first plenary meeting, Congress shall elect on the proposai of the Doyen, the Chairman of Congress 
and then approve, on the proposai of the Executive Council, the appointment of the four member countries 
which are to act as Vice-Chairmen of Congress and of the Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of the Committees. 
These posts shall be assigned taking as much account as possible of the geographical distribution of the member 
countries. 

"2 (Deleted). 

"3 to 6 (No change.)" 
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Work of Committee 3 

Memorandum by the Secretariat 

At the time of adoption of proposai 1519.4 on article 119, paragraph 1, d, of the General Regulations, it appeared 
necessary to amend article 15 of the Ru les of Procedure of Congresses accordingly, to indicate the fact that no 
proposai shall be accepted already two months before the opening of Congress. 

Accordingly, the Secretariat proposes to amend the beginning of paragraph 3 of_ article 15 of the Rules of Proce
dure of Congresses as follows: 

"Two months before Congress opens ... (remainder unchanged)." 
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Appeal in plenary 

Terminal dues 

Congress - Doc 87 

ln accordance with the Rules of Procedure of Congresses, article 25, paragraph 3, the delegation of Spain wishes 
to have consideration of proposai 3062.2 reopened in a plenary meeting as regards article 62, paragraph 2, b, of 
the Convention. 

The aforesaid proposai was approved in its entirety at the third meeting of Committee 5 on 4 July 1984. The 
Spanish delegation stated after the vote that it would make this appeal in a plenary meeting, considering that, in 
view of the scheduled increase for M bags, Congress would be unable to respond to the appeal made by UNESCO 
on behalf of the dissemination of culture. 

Hamburg, 9 July 1984 
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Agenda of the plenary meetings on 13 July 1984 

Statements 

2 Adoption of agenda 

3 Approval of minutes of plenary meetings 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Election of the members of the EC 

Election of the members of the CCPS 

Assignment of studies to the EC and the CCPS 

Address area on the layout key for trade documents 

8 Approval of resolutions and decisions 
other than those amending the Acts 

9 Appeal (proposai 3062.2, Terminal dues, article 62, 
paragraph 2, b, of the Convention) 

10 Entry into force of the Acts of the 1984 Hamburg Congress 

11 Swearing-in of the new Director-General and Deputy Director-General 
of the International Bureau 

12 1 nvitation for the 20th Universal Postal Congress 

13 Any other business 

Hamburg, 12 July 1984 

Congress - Doc 88/Rev 1 

Congress - Doc 88/Rev 1 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Congress - Doc 88/Rev 1 

Congress - Doc 49 
Congress - Doc 73 
Congress - Doc 91 

Congress - Doc 74 
Congress - Doc 90 

Congress - Doc 89 

013 
Congress - Doc 13 

Congress - Doc 75 
Congress - Doc 81/Rev 1 

Congress - Doc 87 

Congress - Doc 94 

Congress - Doc 33 

W FLORIAN 
Chairman of Congress 
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Assignment of studies to the Executive Council and the Consultative Council for Postal Studies 

By virtue of article 25bis of the Rules of Procedure of Congresses, Congress shall, on the recommendation of its 
Bureau, assign studies to the Executive Council and the Consultative Council for Postal Studies, taking account 
of the respective composition and responsibilities of those two bodies. The recommendation by the Bureau of 
Congress as regards the assignment of studies to the EC and the CCPS is the subject of annex 1 hereto. 

Hamburg, 18 July 1984 
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Recommendation by the Bureau of Congress as regards the assignment of studies to the EC 
and the CCPS 

Proposai Study project Congress Body 
Committee concerned 
to which 
the matter 
was assigned 

08 Duration of Congress C3 EC 

020 Contacts with international organizations representing C3 EC 
customers of the postal services 

031 Study on international postal regulations C3 EC 
1022.2 
1502.10 
1519.92 

1719.1 Provisions concerning the quorum and the conditions C3 EC 
1721.2 of approval of proposais 

2000.3 Amendment of the presentation of the List of Prohibited Articles C4 EC 

2000.19 International high-speed mail C4 CCPS 

2000.20 Study on the international registered C4 CCPS 
and insured services 

3000.1 Principles and method for the calculation C5 EC 
of transit charge scales 

3000.3 Rate-fixing and conditions for the acceptance of letter-post items C5 EC 

3000.5/Rev 2 Study with a view to establishing basic charges C5 EC 
for letter-post items 

3000.7 Terminal dues study C5 EC 

3061.2/Rev 1 Revision of transit charges C5 EC 

2000.1 Scientific specimens of hazardous substances C6 EC 

4000.5 Maximizing the air conveyance of mail C6 EC 
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Proposai Study project Congress Body 
Committee concerned 
ta which 
the matter 
was assigned 

4000.6 Basic airmail conveyance rate C6 EC 

4000.8 Principle and method of calculating C6 EC 
internai air conveyance dues 

4000.11 Direct transhipment of mails between C6 EC 
different airlines 

5000.3 Revision of land and sea rates C7 EC 

5029.2 and Return to origin of undelivered parcels C7 CCPS 
related 
proposais 

6000.2 Substantive revision of the Agreements concerning C8 EC 
6000.3 the financial services 
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Candidates for the election of members of the Consultative Council for Postal Studies (CCPS) 

Following the Secretary-General's invitation (see Congress - Doc 74), 56 countries have applied for membership 
of the Consultative Council for Postal Studies. 

Congress is reminded that according to article 104, paragraph 2, of the General Regulations "the membership 
of the Consultative Council shall be elected by Congress, in principle on the basis of as wide a geographical distri
bution as possible." The names of the candidate countries are listed below in English alphabetical order: 

Algeria 
Argentina 
Australia 
Austria 
Bangladesh 
Belgium 
Bolivia 
Brazil 
Cameroon 
Canada 
Central African Republic 
China (People's Rep) 
Cuba 
Czechoslovakia 
Egypt 
Finland 
France 
German Dem Rep 
Germany, Fed Rep of 
Great Britain 
Guatemala 
Haiti 
Hungarian People's Rep 
lndia 
lndonesia 
Iran (lslamic Rep of) 
Iraq 
lreland 

Hamburg, 10 July 1984 

ltaly 
Japan 
Kenya 
Kuwait 
Lebanon 
Liberia 
Malaysia 
Mexico 
Morocco 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Pakistan 
Panama 
Peru 
Portugal 
Saudi Arabia 
Spain 
Sri Lanka 
Sudan 
Switzerland 
Syria 
Tanzania (United Rep) 
Thailand 
Tunisia 
USSR 
United States of America 
Yugoslavia 
Zimbabwe 
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Candidates for the election of members of the Executive Council (EC) 

Following the invitation from the Secretary-General of Congress (see Congress - Doc 73), the following forty
nine countries (broken down by geographical regions) have applied for membership of the Executive Council: 

Region 1 - Western hemisphere (8 seats) 

Brazil 
Chile* 
Colombia 
Guyana 
Honduras (Rep) * 
Mexico* 

Panama (Rep) 
Paraguay 
Peru 
United States of America* 
Uruguay 

Region 2 - Eastern Europe and Northern Asia (4 seats) 

Bulgaria 
Hungarian People's Rep 
Polish People's Rep 

Remania 
USSR* 

Region 3 - Western Europe (6 seats not including the seat reserved for the host country of Congress 
(Germany, Fed Rep of)) 

Belgium 
Cyprus 
France* 
lreland* 

Region 4 - Southern Asia and Oceania ( 10 seats) 

Australia 
Bhutan 
lndia* 
lndonesia 
Iran (lslamic Rep of) 
Iraq* 
Japan 

Region 5 - A frica ( 11 seats) 

Algeria* 
Benin 
Cameroon 
Egypt* 
Ethiopia 
Gabon.* 

Hamburg, 10 July 1984 

Norway 
Portugal 
Switzerland 

Jordan 
Lebanon 
New Zealand 
Pakistan 
Qatar 
Saudi Arabia * 
Thailand* 

Ivory Coast (Rep) * 
Madagascar 
Nigeria 
Senegal * 
Swaziland 
Zambia 

* Country which was a member of the Executive Council elected at the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress and is eligible for re-election. 
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Statement by the delegation of the United States of America 

The delegation of the United States of America has requested the International Bureau to distribute the following 
communication from U.S. Postmaster General William F Bolger: 

"On July 2, 1 raised the question of problems we have been having for some years with United States mail 
addressed to residents of the Soviet Union. This has been a disturbing situation for all Americans and has received 
considerable attention by both houses of the Congress of the United States. 

One of the members of the United States House of Representatives has been particularly active in efforts to 
resolve this unsatisfactory situation and he has prepared remarks on this subject which he has asked me to bring 
to the attention of all delegates to this distinguished body. 1 therefore offer the following remarks for your 
attention. 

Statement by the Honorable Benjamin A Gilman, Member of the United States House of Representatives (22nd 
District, New York): 

Distinguished Delegates to the 19th Congress of the Universal Postal Union: 

1 welcome and appreciate the opportunity for distributing my remarks to the delegates of the member nations 
gathered here at the 19th Congress of the Universal Postal Union. 

1 thank you for your warm and generous reception. As a senior member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee 
and the Post Office Committee of the U.S. Congress, 1 want to assure you that we will do all that we can to 
cooperate with the UPU member nations in maintaining a high level of efficiency in the swift and unhampered 
conveyance of the international mails. 

As part of my Congressional duties on the Post Office Sub-Committee on Investigations, over the past year I have 
been looking into complaints from more than 100 ethnie, religious, professional and cultural groups in the United 
States, many of whom are former residents of the Soviet Union and Eastern Bloc countries, who have filed 
complaints with our Committee with regard to the interference of their mail by the Soviet Government. They 
complained of mail being missing, looted, returned without just cause and a myriad of other recorded complaints. 

Our Postal Sub-Committee has gathered over 2400 exhibits from hundreds of sources throughout the U.S. and 
from citizens of 23 other countries who have complained about the interference by the Soviets with their inter
national mail. 

Our Congressional Sub-Committee on Post Operations conducted formai hearings during the past year in three 
major metropolitan areas - in Chicago, New York and Washington - taking testimony from dozens of witnesses 
and representatives of many groups. 

This past month, the House of Representatives (by a substantial vote of 403 to 0) and the U.S. Senate, adopted 
our Committee's resolution, calling upon the UPU to conduct a full investigation of mail interference by the 
Soviet Union and to consider, if warranted, appropriate sanctions. Our Committee has encountered hundreds of 
distressed mailers who have complained of the violation of their mail by the Soviet's mail authorities. On a 
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number of occasions, U.S. Postmaster General William Bolger, and our U.S. diplomatie officiais have brought 
these problems to the attention of the postal representatives of the Soviet Union, without any responsive correc
tive action by them. We have also pursued this problem through diplomatie channels. 

lt is the sense of the U.S. Congress, that it is now incumbent upon the Universal Postal Union to fulfill its respon
sibilities in assuring the free flow of international mail by fully investigating and promptly resolving these mail 
interference problems. Our postal Congressional Committee stands ready to assist you in any way we can. The 
hopes and aspirations of thousands of our citizens, separated and eut off from their loved ones - from their 
families and friends - by these cruel mail restrictions, are with you. 

We cannot overemphasize the frustration and anxiety that our countrymen experience as a result of the depriva
tion of their right to communicate. 

If you believe, as we believe, that the UPU should assume responsible world leadership in improving the 
"development of communications between peoples," as set forth in the Preamble of the Universal Postal Union 
Constitution, then we urge you act expeditioisly and effectively on this issue. 

Thank you." 
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Entry into force of the Acts of the 1984 Hamburg Congress 

Congress is invited to take a decision as to the entry into force of the Acts of the 1984 Hamburg Congress. 1 n 
this connection, it is recalled that, at the last three Congresses, the entry into force of the Acts was fixed as 
follows. 

Signature of Entry into Time 
Acts force of Acts elapsing 

1969 Tokyo Congress 14 November 1969 1 July 1971 19½ months 

1974 Lausanne Congress 5 July 1974 1 January 1976 18 months 

1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress 26 October 1979 1 July 1981 20 months 

Consequently, it is proposed to select 1 January 1986 as the date of the entry into force of the Acts of the 1984 
Hamburg Congress. The time elapsing between the signature of the Acts and their entry into force would thus be 
17 months. 

Hamburg, 12 July 1984 MI SOBHI 
Secretary-General 
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Committee 2 

Committee 2 (Finance) 

Financial effects of proposais submitted to Congress 

Memorandum by the Secretary-General 

The following proposais already adopted in Committee have financial effects that should be taken into account 
when fixing the ceiling of Union expenditure for 1986-1990: 

Proposai 
No 

08 

016 

021 

Committee 

C3 

C9 

C3 

Hamburg, 13 July 1984 

1842 

Subject 

Duration of Congress 

40% increase in budget credits allocated 
for technical assistance activities 
connected with UPU consultants 

Reproduction of documents in Chinese, 
German, Portuguese and Russian 

Financial effect 

The estimate given 
in Congress - Doc 4/ Add 1 
already takes account 
of the 20th Congress's 
being reduced to 5 weeks 

This increase 
(Sfr 472 000) is 
already included in section 4 
of the components mentioned 
in Congress - Doc 4/Annex 11 

Sfr 400 000 from 1986 
(the present amount 
of Sfr 50 000 is increased 
to Sfr 150 000 for each 
of the 4 languages) 

MI SOBHI 
Secretary-General 
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List of member countries of the Executive Council and of the Consultative Council 
for Postal Studies, elected by the Hamburg Congress, 1984 

1 Executive Council 

People's Democratic Republic of Algeria 
Australia 
Belgium 
People's Republic of Benin 
Federative Republic of Brazil 
Republic of Cameroon 
Chile 
Republic of Colombia 
Arab Republic of Egypt 
Ethiopia 
French Republic 
Gabonese Republic 
Federal Republic of Germany (Chairman) 
Republic of Honduras 
Hungarian People's Republic 
lndia 
Republic of Iraq 
lreland 
Republic of the Ivory Coast 
Japan 

2 Consultative Council for Postal Studies 

People's Democratic Republic of Algeria 
Argentine Republic 
Australia 
Republic of Austria 
People's Republic of Bangladesh 
Belgium 
Federative Republic of Brazil 
Canada 
People's Republic of China 
Republic of Cuba 
Arab Republic of Egypt 
Republic of Finland 
French Republic 
Federal Republic of Germany 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern lreland, 
Channel Islands and Isle of Man 
lndia 
Republic of lndonesia 

Hamburg, 16 July 1984 

Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
Lebanese Republic 
Democratic Republic of Madagascar 
United Mexican States 
New Zealand 
Federal Republic of Nigeria 
Norway 
Pakistan 
Republic of Peru 
Polish People's Republic 
Portugal 
Socialist Republic of Romania 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
Republic of Senegal 
Swiss Confederation 
Thailand 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
United States of America 
Eastern Republic of Uruguay 
Republic of Zambia 

ltaly 
Japan 
Republic of Kenya 
Kingdom of Morocco 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Pakistan 
Spain 
Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka 
Democratic Republic of the Sudan 
Swiss Confederation 
United Republic of Tanzania 
Thailand 
Tunisia 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
United States of America 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
Zimbabwe 
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Appeal in plenary 

Prohibitions 

Congress - Doc 97 

1 n accordance with the Ru les of Procedure of Congresses, article 25, paragraph 3, the delegation of Cuba wishes 
to have consideration of proposai 2036.2 reopened in a plenary meeting as regards the Convention, article 36, 
paragraph 3. 

The aforesaid proposai was adopted at the fourth meeting of Committee 4 on 5 July 1984. The Cuban delegation 
stated that it would make this appeal because of the number of delegations which had corne out in favour of 
making reservations in the Final Protocol as a result of the adoption of this proposai. 

Hamburg, 17 July 1984 
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Agenda of the plenary meetings from Monday, 23 July to Thursday, 26 July 1984 

1 Statements 

2 Adoption of agenda 

3 Approval of the minutes of the plenary meetings 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Approval of the Committee 1 (Credentials) report 

Assignment of studies to the EC and the CCPS 

Approval of the Committee 2 (Finance) final report 

Approval of the Committee 9 (Technical Cooperation) final report 

Approval of the resolutions and decisions 
other than those amending the Acts 

Appeal (Proposai 2036.2, Prohibitions, Convention, 
article 36, paragraph 3) 

10 Approval of the draft Acts and reservations not considered 
in Committee meetings 

11 Declaration of Hamburg on the role of the UPU in the integration 
of national postal networks 

12 Taking of the oath of office by the new Director-General 
and Deputy Director-General of the International Bureau 

13 Invitation for the 20th Universal Postal Congress 

14 Any other business 

Hamburg, 20 July 1984 

Congress - Doc 
or proposai No 

Congress - Doc 98 

Congress/C 1 - Rep 1 

Congress - Doc 89 

Congress - Doc 103 

Congress - Doc 104 

Congress - Doc 75/ Add 2 
Congress - Doc 81/Rev 1/Add 2 

Congress - Doc 97 

Congress - Doc 101 

Congress - Doc 33 

W FLORIAN 
Chairman of Congress 
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Agenda of the plenary meetings from Tuesday, 24 July to Thursday, 26 July 1984 

Statements 

2 Adoption of agenda 

3 Approval of the minutes of the plenary meetings 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Assignment of studies to the EC and the CCPS 

Approval of the Committee 2 (Finance) final report 

lmmediate application of the provisions adopted by Congress 
relating to the EC and the CCPS 

Appeals 
a Proposai 2036.2, Prohibitions, article 36, 

paragraph 3, of the Convention 
b Proposai 2050.4, lndemnities for registered items, 

article 50, paragraph 4, of the Convention 
c Proposai 4598.1, Numbering of airmail bag labels, 

article 198, paragraph 1, of the Convention, Detailed Regulations 

Declaration of Hamburg on the role of the UPU in the integration 
of national postal networks 

Approval of the draft Acts and reservations not considered 
in Committee meetings 

10 Taking of the oath of office by the new Director-General 
and Deputy Director-General of the International Bureau 

11 1 nvitation for the 20th Universal Postal Congress 

12 Any other business 

Hamburg, 23 July 1984 
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proposai No 

Congress - Doc 98/Rev 1 

Congress - Doc 89 

Congress - Doc 103 

033 

Congress - Doc 97 

Congress - Doc 105 

Congress - Doc 107 

Congress - Doc 101 

Congress - Doc 108 

Congress - Doc 33 

W FLORIAN 
Chairman of Congress 
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Statement by the delegations of the USSR, the Ukraine and Byelorussia 

The delegations of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and the Byelo
russian Soviet Socialist Republic request the distribution of the following statement as a Congress document: 

"The delegations of the USSR, the Ukrainian SSR and the Byelorussian SSR to the 19th UPU Congress strongly 
protest against the distribution of the slanderous and anti-Soviet statement released by the United States 
delegation, which is neither a credit to that delegation nor to the country which it represents. 

" lt is no secret that there has been an increasing tendency on the part of the present United States adminis
tration to spread false accusations against the USSR and its postal services. And this can only be described as 
interference in the internai affairs of the Soviet Union, an unworthy attempt to bring confrontation and political 
antagonism into UPU activities and an attempt to disrupt the normal deliberations of this Congress. 

"We condemn the hostile provocatory activities of Mr B Gilman, Member of the United States House of Repre
sentatives, which for many years have been aimed at disrupting normal mail traffic between the United States 
and the USSR. Our delegations decisively reject the insinuations contained in his statement and in the United 
States Congress decision. Besides, the very appearance of this so-called representative, who is even not a member 
of the United States delegation, at meetings of the Universal Postal Congress is in itself completely irregular. 

"Member countries of the UPU are aware of many tacts which bear evidence of obstruction by the United States 
Administration of normal postal exchanges with the Socialist countries, of systematic delaying of mails and 
Soviet printed matter and of refusai to handle, deliver or allow free transit to such mails. 

"These actions of the United States representatives, including those at this UPU Congress, are not accidentai. 

"The Declaration of the Summit Meeting of the CMEA member countries, signed in Moscow on June 14, 1984, 
states that international tension has grown considerably as the result of the aggressive course maintained by 
imperialism, above all by United States imperialism, aimed at confrontation, and of that country's attempts 
to interfere in the internai affairs of others and to suppress the national sovereignty of States. The United States 
ruling circles break agreements and resort to different types of pressure, embargos and "sanctions" with regard 
to those countries which refuse their demands and dictates. 

"Not only many countries, but also a certain number of international organizations of the UN system have them
selves experienced such demands and dictates. 

"These days, the United States of America loudly proclaims its commitment to human rights, when it concerns 
other countries and the Soviet Union in particular. 

"The General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party and the Chairman of the Presidium 
of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, K Chernenko, recently stated with regard to this question: 'Those who try 
to· give us advice on human rights only make us smile ironically; we have won our right to solve our own problems 
in the greatest of ail revolutions, fought invaders and aggressors hard to defend it and we will allow no one to 
interfere in our affairs'. 

"ln the United States of America itself human rights are constantly grossly trampled upon, racial discrimination 
penetrates the whofe of American society, and millions of Americans are deprived of the very means of existence. 
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Everyone is aware of the widespread practice of suppressing dissidents by a comprehensive computerized super
vision of the American population, by putting on file millions of citizens from the day of their birth to their 
death, by using false witnesses in fabricated court proceedings, etc. 

"The aggressive military policy of the United States of America is a serious threat to peace and a flagrant violation 
of the fundamental rights of peoples, including the right of each nation to determine its own destiny. An evident 
proof of this imperialistic policy is the United States policy in Central America, the Middle East and Southern 
Africa, and its political and material support of reactionary regimes. Contrary to the wishes of many peoples, 
the United States of America is deploying in Europe 'Pershing-2' and Cruise missiles providing rocket and nuclear 
support for an adventurous ideological concept - a 'crusade' against the USSR. 

"The United States Administration is attempting to carry its policy, which is a danger to the cause of peace and 
international cooperation, into the activities of the Universal Postal Union and this must be condemned by all 
those present here. 

"As regards the USSR, its postal administration fully supports the activities of the Union and takes an active and 
constructive part in the work of the Union and its bodies. As is well known, the USSR, greatly contributes to the 
improvement of international postal traffic and to implementation of the UPU Acts, thus contributing to the 
strengthening of international cooperation and peace." 
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Declaration of Hamburg on the role of the UPU in the integration 
of national postal networks 

Congress, 

ln view of 
the general discussion held in Hamburg on 26 and 27 June 1984 on "Changes in the Post in view of the 
development of the communications market"; 
the need to improve the standard and speed of international mail circulation and postal exchanges; 
the role which the UPU can play with a view to solving common problems, 

Whereas 
the member countries of the Union comprise a single postal territory for the reciprocal exchange of letter
post items; 
the aim of the UPU is to secure the organization and improvement of the postal services and to promote in 
this sphere the development of international collaboration; 
the UPU takes an active part in technical cooperation; 
the Post is an essential factor in the economic, social and cultural development of member countries, 

Cons ide ring 
the growing competition which administrations have to face particularly in sectors not protected by the 
postal monopoly; 
the need to adapt postal services better to the development of customer needs bearing in mind the possi
bilities offered by the new technologies particularly in telecommunications; 
the need to develop and reinforce relations between the Post and its clientele in order to retain or gain its 
trust and improve the Post's image; 
the interdependence of national postal networks and the need to integrate them better, with a view 
to making mail circulation and postal exchanges throughout the world more efficient, faster and more 
reliable, 

Aware 
of the advantages and possibilities residing in: 

an extensive potential market for the Post, a market which might be further expanded by modernization 
and rationalization, by the use of new technologies, by the introduction of new services (eg, international 
high-speed mail) and by improving the standard of the traditional postal services; 
the existence of a vast network of post offices and offices of exchange covering the whole world; 
the very close links often existing between the Post and telecommunications; 
the provision by a number of postal administrations of financial and banking services, 

Formally declares 
that the UPU must actively participate in strengthening the international postal service as a whole and in improving 
the standard and speed of international mail circulation and postal exchanges by taking the following specific 
measures: 

collecting information on the standard of the postal service on a world scale, making a permanent analysis 
of the situation, establishing and keeping up to date documentation identifying the weak points of the 
world postal network and possibly giving rise to recommendations calculated to improve the situation; 
strengthening solidarity and cooperation among all administrations, promoting concerted action and 
pooling information on the standard and regularity of international mail circulation and postal exchanges; 
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intervening, in case of necessity, with postal administrations, other national authorities and carriers with 
a view to improving the situation; 
taking into consideration, as applicable, the weak points discovered in the postal network as the basis for 
concerted technical cooperation; 
making governments and users more aware of the need to make the Post a dynamic undertaking which 
contributes to the smooth running of the economy, and giving it the structural and financial means necessary 
for its conversion; 
expanding the UPU's field of activity and also taking part in establishing new services through the annual 
work of its bodies (EC and CCPS); 
introducing more flexibility into international postal regulations with a view to facilitating the rapid adapta
tion of postal services to the new needs, in relation with the study assigned for that purpose to the EC 
by Congress; 
contacting a number of other international organizations or bodies and strengthening, in particular, cooper
ation with the ITU in the field of new transmission techniques, 

Invites 

administrations and the Restricted Unions to make every effort towards the attainment of the above-mentioned 
objectives, 

lnstructs 

the Executive Council (EC), the Consultative Council for Postal Studies (CCPS) and the International Bureau to 
take, without delay, within the framework of their own responsibilities, the appropriate practical measures to 
attain the above-mentioned objectives, and to report to the next Congress on the results and experience gained 
and submit to it appropriate proposais, as applicable. 

Hamburg, 24 July 1984 
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Final report of Committee 2 (Finance) 

1 Introduction 

The Finance Committee met on 10 and 16 July 1984, under the chairmanship of Mr W E Duka, Assistant Post
master General of the United States of America. ln accordance with resolution C 1, the Finance Committee was 
composed of all the member countries represented at Congress. 

This report gives an account of all the recommendations, decisions and resolutions the Finance Committee is 
submitting for approval by Congress. 

2 The Union's accounts for 1979-1983 (Congress - Doc 4/Part I} 

At the end of its consideration of Part I of the Director-General's report on the finances of the Union, the Com
mittee proposed that Congress should: 
a approve the Union's accounts for 1979-1983 by adopting resolution C 57, which appears in Congress -

Doc 81/Rev 1/Add 2; and 
b express its gratitude to the Government of the Swiss Confederation for the generous aid it gave the Union 

in connection with the Union's finances, by adopting resolution C 58, which appears in Congress - Doc 81/ 
Rev 1/Add 2. 

3 Fixing the ceiling of the Union's recurrent expenditure for 1986-1990 
(Congress - Doc 4/Part Il and Congress - Doc 95) 

The Committee considered how to fix the ceilings of the recurrent expenditure for the financial period from 
1986 to 1990, to be inserted in article 124, paragraph 1, of the General Regulations. Accepting the method 
proposed to it, the Committee took as a basis the total net expenditure of the Union's 1985 budget as approved 
by the Executive Council in March 1984 (21 012 000 Swiss francs). The Committee subsequently added to 
that basic amount, for each of the years in the period from 1986 to 1990, components designed to cope with 
current tasks (staff costs and general expenditure) and with the financial effects of the decisions taken by other 
Committees of the Hamburg Congress (Congress - Doc 95). 

With regard to the additional staff to be provided for over the next five years to cope with the expansion of the 
Union's work, the Committee proposed that Congress authorize the Executive Council to create, if the need 
arose, one professional category (P) post and one general services category (G) post per year on average. lt was 
specified that those figures were for guidance only, since it was not a matter of the automatic creation of jobs 
but an authorization given to the Executive Council to increase International Bureau staff within those limits in 
case of need. 

With regard to general expenditure, the Committee approved the two financing plans proposed by the Secretary
General for the replacement of International Bureau machines and for the maintenance of the building; it should 
be noted that these plans did not require the addition of any extra credits to the ceilings for 1986 to 1990. At 
the same time the Committee took into consideration the various credits proposed to it for overhauling the 
technical facilities for simultaneous interpretation and for various measures aimed at reducing in the longer or 
shorter term the amount of energy used for the heating and air conditioning of the building. Nonetheless, the 
inclusion of these amounts in the ceiling did not yet mean the commitment of such expenditure as it would be 
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for the Executive Council, once in possession of all the tacts, to make a decision on the advisability of carrying 
out the work when it considered the budgetary proposais which the Director-General would submit toit in due 
course. 

1 n view of the decisions taken by the Committee itself and of the financial effects of the proposais adopted by 
other Committees, the recurrent expenditure ceilings which the Finance Committee was proposing to Congress 
for insertion in article 124, paragraph 1, of the General Regulations were fixed as follows (breakdown given in 
annex 1): 
22 601 400 Swiss francs for 1986; 
23 028 100 Swiss francs for 1987; 
23 376 900 Swiss francs for 1988; 
23 798 100 Swiss francs for 1989; 
24 189 800 Swiss francs for 1990. 

The Committee endorsed the proposai by certain delegations asking Congress to enjoin the International Bureau 
and the Executive Council to continue preparing the budget with strictness, to reconsider the justification for 
certain secondary activities and to endeavour not only to observe the financial ceilings but to keep expenditure 
below those limits without automatically applying the adjustment mechanisms provided for in paragraphs 3 and 4 
of the General Regulations. 

One delegation having suggested that article 124 of the General Regulations be given a permanent character 
and the amounts of the ceilings be fixed by means of a resolution, the Committee considered the idea interesting 
and worth studying by the Executive Council for the attention of the next Congress. 

4 Fixing the ceiling for exceptional and non-recurring expenditure 
(Congress - Doc 4/Add 1) 

Having noted that apart from the expenditure for the 20th Congress, the International Bureau did not envisage 
any other special, non-recurring expenditure, the Committee proposed that Congress fix the ceiling of expenditure 
for the next Congress at 3 345 000 Swiss francs, broken down as shown in annex 2, on the understanding that 
the duration of that meeting would be reduced to five weeks at the most, in accordance with resolution C 53. 

Hamburg, 23 July 1984 W E DUKA 
Chairman of Committee 2 
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Ceilings for annual recurrent expenditure of the Union, 
for insertion in article 124, paragraph 1, of the General Regulations 

A. Basis for fixing the ceiling of recurrent 
expenditure for 1986 to 1990 

1 Total net expenditure of the 1985 Union 
budget approved by the Executive Council 

1986 

Sfr 

in March 1984. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 012 000 

B. Expenditure on staff necessary to handle 
present work 

2 Regulation step increase in the same 
grade of staff from 1986 to 1990 . . . . . . . 

3 Remuneration of additional staff from 
1986 to 1990 needed to handle normal 
expansion of Union work (1 P and 1 G per 
yearl ...................... . 

C. Other operating costsofthe International 
Bureau 

4 Overhaul of technical facilities for simul
taneous interpretation in conference halls .. 

5 Energy-saving measures for thermal insu
lation of buildings and for heating and air-
conditioning installations .......... . 

D. F inancial effects of other decisions taken 
by the Hamburg Congress 

6 Forty percent increase in budgetary 
credits for technical assistance to compen
sate for inflation since 1979 Rio de Janeiro 
Congress .................... . 

7 Reproduction of documents in Chinese, 
German, Portuguese and Russian ...... . 

Ceiling of net recurrent expenditure 
(amounts to be inserted in article 124, para-

205 100 

282 300 

487 400 

50 000 

180 000 

230000 

472 000 

400 000 

872 000 

graph 1, of the General Regulations) . . . . . 22 601 400 

1987 1988 

Sfr Sfr 

21 012 000 21 012 000 

396 700 565 600 

517 400 757 300 

914 100 1322900 

50000 50000 

180 000 120 000 

230 000 170000 

472 000 472 000 

400 000 400 000 

872 000 872 000 

23 028 100 23 376 900 

Congress - Doc 103/ Annex 1 

Congress - Doc 103/ Annex 1 

1989 1990 

Sfr Sfr 

21 012 000 21 012 000 

722 100 864 000 

1002000 1 251 700 

1 724 100 2 115 800 

70000 70 000 

120 000 120000 

190 000 190 000 

472 000 472 000 

400 000 400 000 

872 000 872 000 

23 798 100 24 189 800 
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Ceiling of expenditure for the next Congress (20th Congress) 
for insertion in article 124, paragraph 2, of the General Regulations 

Expenditure items relating to a Congress 
lasting five weeks at most 

Travel of Secretariat 

Travel expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
Subsistance allowance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
Auxiliary staff. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . ...... . 

Technica/ faci/ities for simultaneous interpretation . ....•......•.•..•• 

Communications and transport costs 

Postage ........................................... . 
Telegrams and telex ..................•................. 
Telephone ......................................... . 
Transport ......................................... . 

Production of documents du ring Congress . ...................... . 

Sundry costs 

Additional premises ................................... . 
Office equipment ..................................... . 
Hospitality expenses ................................... . 
Sundry and unforeseen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ..•... 

Total expenditure for the 20th Congress 
(amount to be inserted in article 124, paragraph 2, of the General Regulations) 

1854 

Amounts 

Sfr 

791 000 
1409000 

50000 

3 000 
6 000 
6000 

60000 

25000 
10000 
10 000 
25 000 

Sfr 

2 250 000 

600000 

75 000 

350000 

70000 

3 345 000 
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Final report of Committee 9 (Technical Cooperation) 

1. 1 ntroduction 

The Technical Cooperation Committee held six meetings under the chairmanship of Mr Mimoun Aoujil, 
Director of Posts and Financial Services of Morocco. The Committee was composed of all the member countries 
represented at Congress. Discussions took place on six reports by the Executive Council (Congress - Docs 18, 
18.1, 18.2, 18.3, 18.4 and 18.5), a report by the Secretary-General (Congress - Doc 18.1 / Add 1), four Executive 
Council proposais (015, 016, 017 and 018) and three amendment proposais from the Arab Postal Union group 
of member countries (027 and 028) and the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain (PUAS) (030). 

2 The present final report sets out the essential ideas and conclusions which emerged from the discussions. 
The Committee approved the contents of the documents as a whole and adopted four of the seven proposais sub
mitted (016, 017, 018 and 030) subject to a few drafting amendments to proposais 016, 018 and 030. 

11. UPU technical assistance (Congress - Doc 18.1, proposais 015, 016, 027, 028 and 030) 

There was a wide-ranging discussion of this basic document, du ring which the following views and comments 
were expressed: 
a) The UPU's technical assistance was acknowledged to be satisfactory in general. However, the programmes 

and projects should be better adapted to the actual needs of the countries and their special situation. 
Moreover, to achieve maximum effectiveness in technical assistance, it was suggested that the possibility be 
studied of preparing a global programme which would take account of the CCPS studies, the options adopted 
in the general discussion held at the 19th Congress on the changes in the Post in the face ofthedevelopment 
of the communications market, country and Restricted Unions programmes and, lastly, the various technical 
assistance activities adopted by Congress and the other UPU bodies. The Committee thought it useful to 
send this question to the Executive Council for study (see Congress/C 9 - Rep 3). lt also raised the possi
bility of preparing a world postal development plan which would result in setting up regional postal devel
opment commissions which could be used as the basic structure for the conception and implementation 
of postal services modernization programmes and projects. The Committee also decided to pass on that 
suggestion to the Consultative Council for Postal Studies for study (cf Congress/C 9 - Rep 3). 

b The Committee expressed satisfaction at the improvement in UNDP financial resources and issued an appeal 
to that body, as well as to the UPU and the developed countries, for efforts to be made to increase the aid 
provided. With a view to solving the problem of funding postal projects, the idea was expressed of setting 
up an inter-administration fund for the development of postal services by converting the present Special 
Fund into a special postal development fund. The Committee took note of the inclusion of the former 
study 519 which had the same objective in the CCPS's work programme for the next five-year period. 

c The idea of assistance focusing on the priority countries was regarded as restrictive, because all countries 
with inadequate postal services ought to be helped. That was why the criterion of the motivation of the 
country benefiting from the aid was accepted as enabling the countries not in the priority category also to 
benefit from technical assistance. 

d In view of the tact that postal needs were not sufficientiy taken into consideration by the national author
ities, it was accepted that the increased presence of the UPU in the field was becoming a necessity, especially 
to give technical support to countries in preparing their programmes and projects. However, the increased 
UPU presence in the field should not involve additional costs. Furthermore the planned public information 
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activities were considered to have pnonty character as their implementation would help to make the 
government authorities aware of the role and importance of the Post and the need to encourage devel
opment in this sector. The work of the UNDP and the Resident Representatives in this field was also 
considered to be very useful for getting postal needs taken into account when allocating resources origi
nating from external aid. 

e Cooperation between the UPU and the Restricted Unions was acknowledged to be a necessity and it was 
several times stated that it was desirable for this cooperation to be strenghtened in ail technical assistance 
fields. 

f Evaluation and follow-up of technical assistance activities should be systematic and the results would gain 
by being exploited to the maximum to improve the effectiveness of the activities undertaken. 

2 After discussing Congress Doc 18.1 the Committee considered two proposais submitted by the UPU 
Executive Council. One was proposai 015 relating to UPU technical assistance priorities and principles and the 
other, proposai 016, concerned the financing of UPU technical assistance activities. These two proposais were 
the subject of amendments (027 and 030 for the first and 028 for the second), dealing essentially with the 
increased presence of the UPU in the field. 

3 Following the withdrawal of proposai 027 by its originators, proposai 030 specifying the need for UPU-
Restricted Unions cooperation regarding presence in the field, was adopted unanimously. 

4 The observations and comments on proposai 016 dealt basically with the proposed 40 percent increase 
in the UPU budget resources allocated to technical cooperation to wipe out the effects of inflation. After an 
exchange of views by delegations and explanations by the Secretary-General about the reasons for the adjustment, 
the draft resolution in proposai 016 was adopted. 

Ill. Management training (Congress - Doc 18.1/Add 1) 

Among the activities planned in the programme of action for the next five-year period, rationalization of 
management was chosen to be given first priority. Document Congress - Doc 18.1/Add 1 recalled the activities 
undertaken by the UPU to help solve management problems in the developing countries and set out the principles 
for training senior management and decision-makers in the field of management techniques. 

2 Ali the delegates thought that this type of training should be one of the priorities in the future. 

3 Such activities should as far as possible take place in intercountry schools, particularly to avoid a prolif
eration of national management schools and the dissipation of resources. The initiative of the Pan African Postal 
Union (PAPU) in regard to setting up an African Postal Management lnstitute deserved encouragement. 

4 Training in this field should have a university content without, however, losing sight of the need to preserve 
the character of a specific and technical postal training. 

5 The Committee took note of Congress - Doc 18.1/Add 1. 

IV. The future of UPU Technical assistance (Congress - Doc 18.5) 

1 Congress - Doc 18.5 contained general remarks about how technical assistance should look in the future. 
According to the ideas expressed, the UPU would no longer carry out tasks which did not require technical skills 
beyond the possibilities of the requesting administrations, or certain administrative work which they were able 
to do themselves. The UPU would therefore develop more general functions but would still continue to help the 
most disadvantaged countries in operational tasks involving technical skills beyond their capabilities. 
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2 Severa! delegations showed some concern about the interpretation to be placed on the notion of the supple
mentary nature of the UPU aid based on the principle of self-development of countries. They affirmed that UPU 
aid would still be necessary for several years in view of the considerable needs and the small resources available 
to most countries. 

3 With a view to promoting the development of postal communications in the future, it was suggested that 
a data bank be set up at the International Bureau to provide a source of information for postal administrations 
and their customers. 

4 lt was accepted that progressive attainment of the stage of self-development by postal administrations was 
of the highest importance. 

5 The Committee took note of document Congress - Doc 18.5. 

V. Technical cooperation among developing countries (Congress - Doc 18.2, proposai 017) 

Congress - Doc 18.2 reported on the activities carried out under technical cooperation among developing 
countries and stressed the value of increasing them as well as the necessity for the UPU to continue to support 
the TCDC concept. 

2 lt was stressed that it must however, be ensured that the systematic use of this form of cooperation did 
not slow down postal development both in the beneficiary and the aid-giving countries; the developed countries 
should therefore continue to be called on for mastery of the latest techniques. 

3 lt should, however, be noted that remarkable progress hab been achieved, proving the usefulness of such 
horizontal cooperation. That was why TCDC activities should be strengthened by the introduction of a personnel 
and information exchange scheme, the introduction of postal specialists to the job of expert or consultant and 
the organization of regular meetings for experts and their counterparts. 

4 lt was accepted that TCDC should not be regarded as an end in itself nor as a substitute but rather as a new 
dimension of technical assistance, already shown as such at the Rio de Janeiro Congress. 

5 Lastly, greater mobilization of resources on behalf of TCDC by the beneficiary countries and the donor 
countries was desired by the majority of delegations. 

6 The Committee took note of Congress - Doc 18.2 and unanimously adopted the draft resolution contained 
in proposai 017. 

VI. UPU action on behalf of the least developed countries (Congress - Doc 18.3, proposai 018) 

Congress Doc 18.3 set out the special problems of the least developed countries. The acuteness of these 
problems led to the adoption by the United Nations of a special programme on their behalf and to the imple
mentation of specific activities in the UPU. 

2 The Committee took note with satisfaction of the UPU measures and the programme envisaged was approved 
unanimously. 

3 The Committee took note of document Congress - Doc 18.3 and adopted the draft resolution "UPU 
action on behalf of the least developed countries" in proposai 018 with a slight amendment proposed to the 
Drafting Committee. 
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VII. Postal training activity in the UPU (Congress - Doc 18.4) 

1 This was a general document supplementing the study which had been submitted to the Rio de Janeiro 
Congress concerning the methods of evaluating personnel requirements and the determination of qualitative 
and quantitative standards. 

2 The Committee took note that the conclusions of the study contained in this document could be a useful 
reference for administrations in their training activities. 

3 The Committee took note of document Congress - Doc 18.4. 

VIII. Technical assistance with regard to international payments (proposai 3500.1) 

The Committee adopted without discussion the draft recommendation contained in proposai 3500.1 which was 
referred to Committee 9 by Committee 5. This recommendation, which deals with technical assistance with 
regard to international payments, will be implemented by the International Bureau as part of its technical cooper
ation activities programmed by the Executive Council on the basis of the principles ,and priorities laid down by 
Congress. 

Hamburg, 17 July 1984 M AOUJIL 
Chairman of Committee 9 
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Appeal in plenary 

lndemnities for registered items 

The delegations mentioned below herewith appeal against the decision of Committee 4 which rejected proposai 
2050.4 calling for a 66 % percent increase in the indemnity amounts for registered items. This decision means 
that the indemnities for registered items will remain unchanged until the entry into force of the decisions of the 
1989 Congress. This does not appear to take account of the worldwide inflation that has occurred since the Rio 
de Janeiro Acts were introduced. 

Moreover, the terminal dues and the basic charges for letter mail have been increased by about 50 percent. The 
same increase has by an overwhelming majority been adopted for parcel-post indemnities. Furthermore, the 
budget credits available for technical assistance have been increased by 40 percent to offset the inflation recorded 
since the 1979 Rio de Janeiro Congress. The International Bureau emphasized that the 40 percent increase 
represented the maintenance of status quo. 

The delegations mentioned below are not seeking in any way to challenge the decision of Committee 4. However, 
they cannot help thinking that in spite of the rejection of proposai 2050.4, there was also in Committee 4 a 
majority in favour .of some increase. The decision taken was due to the tact that the Committee wanted smaller 
increases than those tabled, ie it is a technical error and does not reflect the Committee's will. Furthermore, 
the majority in favour of rejection was extremely small. 

To partly offset the general inflation throughout the world, the delegations mentioned below wish to make this 
appeal in plenary and to urge Congress to agree to raise the indemnities for registered items by 25 percent. The 
indemnity amounts proposed are 75 and 375 gold francs for registered items and M bags containing registered 
items respectively. 

Hamburg, 18 July 1984 

Norway 
Finland 
lceland 
Denmark 
Sweden 
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Appeal in plenary 

Numbering of airmail bag labels 

1 n accordance with the Ru les of Procedure of Congresses, article 25, paragraph 2, the delegations of 

AUSTRALIA, BELGIUM, FRANCE, INDIA, NEW ZEALAND, NORWAY, SPAIN, SRI LANKA, SWEDEN, 
SWITZERLAND 

wish to have consideration of proposai 4598.1 reopened in a plenary meeting as regards article 198, paragraph 1, 
of the Convention, Detailed Regulations. 

The proposai in question was adopted by 42 votes to 40 at the third meeting of Committee 6 on 29 June 1984. 
The delegations cited in this document have serious reservations about the operational advantages of numbering 
the labels of airmail bags. Committee 4 on 17 July 1984 rejected a parallel proposai relating to the numbering 
of surface mail bags (cf proposai 2562.1 relating to article 162, paragraph 6 of the Convention, Detailed Regu
lations); the voting on that occasion was 6 in favour and 74 against, with 18 abstentions. 

Apart from the questionable advantages of the arrangement, there would be operational difficulties in having 
such a system applying only to airmail. 

Hamburg, 23 July 1984 
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Committee 4 ( Letter Post - Regulatory aspects) 

Final Protocol to the Convention 

Reservations not included in the Final Protocol to the Universal Postal Convention 

Proposais: 

2301.2, 2302.1/Rev 3, 2309.1, 2310.91/Rev 3, 2311.1/Rev 1, 2312.1/Rev 1, 2312.91/Rev 1, 2313.3, 2326.91/ 
Rev 3, 2326.92. 

Hamburg, 24 July 1984 
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Closing meeting 

Thursday, 26 July 1984 

Agenda 

1 Honorary Chairman's address 

2 Chairman's address 

3 Vice-Chairmen's addresses 

4 Secretary-General's address 

5 Doyen's address 

6 Any other business 

Hamburg, 24 July 1984 
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W FLORIAN 
Chairman of Congress 



Committee 4 (Letter Post - Regulatory aspects) 

Consequences of the approval of the appeal made in plenary by the 
delegation of Cuba (Congress - Doc 97) 

Congress - Doc 110 

Congress - Doc 110 

During its nineteenth meeting Congress approved the appeal made by the delegation of Cuba against proposai 
2036.2 relating to article 36, paragraph 3, of the Convention. 

Accordingly, proposai 2036.2 is to be considered rejected together with related proposai 2530.2. Pursuant to 
this decision: 

the new text added to article 36, paragraph 3, b, is deleted; 
ii the reservations submitted (Final Protocol, article VI, paragraph 2) lapse; 
iii paragraph 2 (new) of article VI of the Final Protocol is deleted; 
iv in article 130, paragraph 3, the new text added at the beginning of the paragraph "If use is not made of 

the derogation provided for in article 36, paragraph 3, of the Convention" is deleted. 

Hamburg, 24 July 1984 
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Committee 6 (Airma:I) 

Consequences of the approval of the appeal in plenary (Congress - Doc 107) 

At its nineteenth meeting, Congress upheld the appeal by the delegations of several countries regarding proposai 
4598.1 on article 198, paragraph 1, of the Detailed Regulations of the Convention. 

Consequently, proposai 4598.1 is to be considered as having been rejected. 

As a result of this decision, the text of article 198, paragraph 1, remains unchanged. 

Hamburg, 24 July 1984 
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Statement by the lslamic Republic of Iran 

The delegation of the lslamic Republic of Iran thanks the Federal Republic of Germany for its kind hospitality 
and wishes independence for international organizations from the influence of those who pretend to be in 
support of peace and human rights; it also wishes that the peoples of the world may communicate with each 
other with the greatest freedom and may hold their fates in their own hands. 

Hamburg, 26 July 1984 
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Statement by the delegation of the United States of America 

The United States delegation rejects the erroneous and rhetorical statement attacking the United States Govern
ment and a member of the United States Congress by name in the statement issued by the delegations of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the Ukraine and Byelorussia in Congress - Doc 99. Such taise and slanderous 
statements must be viewed as an attempt to avoid providing specific answers to the problems cited by several 
delegations in their mail relations with the USSR during the course of this Congress. The Soviet violations with 
the mails adversely affect the lives of many individuals in the Soviet Union as well as those trying to commu
nicate with them. 

The statement contained in Congress - Doc 99 injects irrelevant political issues into the technical forum of 
the Universal Postal Union. We deeply regret the attempt by these delegations to use this forum to spread taise 
accusations and propaganda against the United States of America and other countries. 

The foreign policy of the United States of America is based on two basic goals: A safer world and a world in 
which individual rights can be respected and precious values may flourish. The American concept of peace is more 
than an absence of war. We faveur economic growth and individual liberty in a world of peace. 

Access to a free flow of communications is a basic right embodied in a number of internationally accepted 
agreements. The systematic exclusion of specific persons from international mail service violates the Constitution, 
General Regulations, and Protocols of the Universal Postal Union. Non-delivery of mail which is deliverable as 
addressed and which does not contain prohibited articles violates the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the Helsinki Final Acts oftheConference onSecurity 
and Cooperation in Europe. This Congress has taken positive steps in requiring members to clarify the nature of 
their internai prohibitions on mail delivery and designating the persan authorized to sign the advice of delivery 
forms. 

Our desire is that the USSR honour its international obligations through deeds, not words. Full compliance by 
the USSR with the principles of the UPU Acts and the Hamburg Declaration adopted by this Congress will help 
strengthen confidence in the free flow of communication and build mutual understanding. 

Hamburg, 26 July 1984 
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